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In this article, I compare two varieties of abduction as reconstructive models for analysing
discovery. The first is ‘Hansonian abduction’, which is based on N. R. Hanson’s formulations
of abduction. The other is ‘Harmanian abduction’, the Inference to the Best Explanation
(IBE) model, formulated especially by Gilbert Harman. Peter Lipton has analysed processes
of discovery on the basis of his developed form of Harmanian abduction. I argue that
Hansonian abduction would, however, be a more apt model for this purpose. As an example,
I reconstruct, in a Hansonian manner, Ignaz Semmelweis’s research on childbed fever and
compare it to the IBE reconstruction of Lipton. I argue that Hansonian abduction is in accordance with Lipton’s aim of taking into account the distinction between actual and potential
explanations on the one hand, and between likely and lovely explanations on the other. I
maintain that a developed version of Hansonian abduction combined with loveliness gives
an important, new conceptual means for analysing processes of discovery.
1. Introduction
There are two basic ways of understanding the term ‘abduction’ in philosophy of
science nowadays. One starts from Charles S. Peirce’s use of the term as a third mode
of inference besides deduction and induction, which is connected to the generation of
new ideas. This use has continued in debates concerning the ‘logic of discovery’ (e.g.
Nickles 1980a; Kapitan 1992; Paavola 2004a). In the following, I shall use ‘Hansonian
abduction’ for this basically Peircean concept, because Peirce’s own versatile writings
have left room also for other interpretations of the term (Paavola 2004b). Furthermore,
Norwood Russell Hanson was an important forerunner in the 20th-century philosophy
of science who researched the ‘logic of discovery’. Another way of using the term
‘abduction’ is to treat it as a synonym for the Inference to the Best Explanation (IBE)
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model (e.g. Psillos 2002). Peirce is one part of the background for IBE, but IBE is based
more importantly on Gilbert Harman’s writings and formulations in the 1960s (e.g.
Harman 1965). Instead of discovery, the discussions regarding IBE or ‘Harmanian
abduction’ (as it can also be called) have usually concentrated on the issues connected
with realism (e.g. Day and Kincaid 1994).
Nowadays, these two lines of abduction are often taken more or less as one with the
emphasis on IBE (e.g. Lipton 2004; Walton 2004). Gerhard Minnameier (2004) has,
however, recently argued that these two senses (which he calls ‘abduction’ and ‘inference to the best explanation’) should be separated more clearly because Peirce’s abduction (here, Hansonian abduction) is the mode of inference that is intended to be
‘creative’, that is, to lead to new knowledge, whereas IBE typically starts from alreadyestablished hypotheses and is, in that sense, more akin to Peirce’s induction. Hence,
Hansonian abduction has greater potential in accounting for the early phases of scientific investigation. Minnameier maintains that this distinction would bring new light
on several current problems in philosophy of science, such as issues concerning realism, or concepts such as coherence and unification.
In this paper, I will defend the idea that Hansonian and Harmanian abduction (i.e.
IBE) should be separated, and illustrate some benefits of such a move. I will do so by
analysing Peter Lipton’s (2004) version of IBE as a model for discovery, without
trying to evaluate Lipton’s extensive model of IBE as a whole. I shall concentrate on
those elements that concern discovery and deal with other issues only in passing.
Lipton has argued that IBE is an apt model for analysing processes of discovery, especially in contrast to the traditional hypothetico-deductive (HD) model of inquiry. As
an example, I will analyse Ignaz Semmelweis’s research on childbed fever (also
known as ‘puerperal fever’). I argue that there are elements both from Hansonian
abduction and IBE in Lipton’s model, but by using Hansonian abduction, a more
comprehensive account of Semmelweis’s methodology can be given. I shall propose
that Hansonian abduction—though in need of refinement—is a better way of doing
justice to the meaning of potential explanations and ‘loveliness’ which Lipton
emphasizes.
2. Lipton’s Model of IBE for Discovery
Peter Lipton (2004) asserted that the model of Inference to the Best Explanation (IBE)
is still nowadays very often taken as a slogan and should be developed further to ‘a principled account of the way we actually go about making non-demonstrative inferences’
(Lipton 2004, 142; also 2, 208–9). IBE is an advance, especially over the hypotheticodeductive model of inquiry, when it comes to discovery (Lipton 2004, 67, 82–91). The
basic idea of IBE would still be the same as in Gilbert Harman’s formulation:
In making this inference one infers, from the fact that a certain hypothesis would
explain the evidence, to the truth of that hypothesis. In general, there will be several
hypotheses which might explain the evidence, so one must be able to reject all such
alternative hypotheses before one is warranted in making the inference. (Harman
1965, 89; cf. e.g. Lipton 2004, 1, 56)
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Lipton has developed Harmanian abduction (IBE) further, (1) by specifying the model
of explanation on which IBE should lean, (2) by distinguishing between actual and
potential explanations, and (3) by proposing a distinction between likeliness and loveliness of explanations.
First, IBE seems to presuppose a good understanding of the model of explanation
that is used because the link between IBE and the theory of explanation is so close
(although this is not a necessary requirement; see Lipton 2001, 100). Lipton’s own basis
for IBE is the causal model of explanation and the model of contrastive explanations,
that is, explanations that answer questions of the form ‘Why this rather than that?’
Scientists, in general, do not explain phenomena as such, but only some aspects of
them, relative to some foils.
Second, Lipton (2004, 57–59) argues that one has to distinguish between actual and
potential explanations. Potential explanations are like actual explanations, except for a
truth requirement. The idea is that IBE cannot be inference to the best of actual explanations. Such inference is neither plausible nor usually made in our real-life practices
of inference. It would imply that we always end up with actual—i.e. true—explanations
with IBE. As Lipton writes: ‘[o]ur inductive practice is fallible: we sometimes reasonably infer falsehood’ (ibid., 57). So, we must assume that IBE is Inference to the Best
Potential Explanation.
Third, Lipton proposes a distinction between the likeliest and the loveliest explanations. Likeliness is connected to the most warranted explanation and ‘speaks of truth’,
whereas the standards of loveliness create ‘potential understanding’ (p. 59). Lipton
points out that IBE requires something more than just likeliness; his model of IBE is
thus Inference to the Loveliest Potential Explanation. His intention appears to have the
following basis: in order to provide something different from traditional deductive
and inductive inference, explanatory considerations should be taken into account.
Explanatory considerations, for Lipton, fall under the category of loveliness, bringing
into the foreground the special role of explanation in IBE (Lipton 2004, 60–61; cf.
Psillos 2002, 617).
Lipton has developed his rendering of IBE explicitly in the direction of discovery by
drawing a contrast with the traditional hypothetico-deductive (HD) model of inquiry.
According to the HD-model, theories and hypotheses guide our observations. The way
theories and ideas are generated is not so important, rather how they are tested. IBE
(and abduction in general) turns this approach upside down. IBE proponents admit
that there is no inductive route from observations to (higher-level) theories and
hypotheses, but maintain that it is explanatory considerations, starting from the time
one makes observations and examines phenomena that guide the search for hypotheses
and ideas. So, we have to discern other non-deductive forms of inference besides
induction.
Lipton has developed a ‘two-filter version’ of IBE (ibid., 67, 148–51). First, explanatory considerations operate in the phase where one makes a selection of the best explanation from the candidates. This is how IBE is usually interpreted. But second,
explanatory considerations also operate in the prior phase where one generates these
candidates. Explanatory considerations can help one come up with a ‘shortlist’ from
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which the best (and actual) explanation is to be selected. The phase of production of a
shortlist is crucial for consideration because scientists cannot go through all possible
explanations; that would simply take too long, if not forever (ibid., 149). Explanatory
considerations, according to Lipton, may help to generate those background beliefs
that help to restrict the range of candidates (ibid., 138–40, 150–1).
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3. Hansonian Abduction
In the 1950s and 1960s, N. R. Hanson applied Charles Peirce’s conception of abduction
to analyse processes of discovery (e.g. Hanson 1958, 1961). Hanson’s basic idea was
that although there are no mechanical rules for making discoveries, the pattern of
undertakings and deliberation through which a scientist makes a discovery can be
conceptualized (Hanson 1961, 21–22). According to Hanson, the inductivist model
and the hypothetico-deductive model of inquiry are both logics for ‘the finished
research reports’, which do not capture the essential phase of methodology, that is,
processes leading to discovery. A basic formulation of abduction (Peirce CP 5.189;
Hanson 1958, 86) is as follows:
The surprising fact, C, is observed;
But if H [an explanatory hypothesis] were true, C would be a matter of course,
Hence, there is reason to suspect that H is true.

Abduction is a mode of inference starting from an anomalous fact, proceeding to an
explanatory, plausible hypothesis, and accepting that hypothesis provisionally.
Hanson’s (and Peirce’s) formulations of abduction have been a target for criticism
(e.g. Nickles 1980b, 22–25; Kapitan 1992) partly because of some inadequacies in his
(their) formulations, and partly because, for a long time, the pattern of events—and the
deliberation—leading to discovery was held to be impossible to analyse with conceptual models. I maintain that this Hansonian programme of interpreting abduction as a
logic of discovery—meaning a conceptual way of analysing the undertakings involved
in discovery—can and should be developed further (Paavola 2004a). Abduction is
taken to be a weak form of inference that relates to the first phase of inquiry. This
‘weakness’ means that abduction is supposed to give plausible candidate hypotheses,
not necessarily true explanations, which then have to be verified and tested by other
means, that is, processes of deduction and induction (Peirce CP 6.469–473, 1908;
7.202–219, 1901).
I have argued that one important aspect of abduction as a logic of discovery is to
interpret it from the strategic point of view (Paavola 2004a; cf. Hintikka 1998). In
Peircean terms, this means that not just ‘critic’ but also ‘methodeutic’ is relevant; that is,
a theory of abduction from the processual point of view must be further developed
(Paavola 2004b). The whole process of inquiry has to be taken into account, not just
the relationship between premises and conclusion. The bare formulation of abduction
cited above gives too narrow a picture of the procedure. While making inquiries, the
inquirer takes several ‘moves’ of reasoning into account at the same time and tries to
anticipate subsequent developments. From a methodological point of view, abductive
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moves should be seen as a part of an ongoing cycle of research. Background theories
and suppositions guide the search for new ideas, but at the same time data and ‘surprising phenomena’ instigate that search. Abduction is not just about one move from a
surprising fact to an explanation but rather the deliberate way inquirers ‘press on’ for
new explanations on the basis of background theories and data requiring explanation,
often in very long-term processes (Hanson 1958, 2–3, 88). Hansonian abduction is not
connected to any specific model of explanation, although the aim of finding ‘patterns’
(Hanson 1958) in the data has connections to the idea of explanatory unification
(Bartelborth 1999; Minnameier 2004).
Within this ‘abductivist’ model, abduction is only relatively the first phase of inquiry
because it is a part of an ongoing cycle of research where all the information available
is used, when promising new ideas are searched for (then tested or verified). From the
point of view of testing and justification, a hypothesis has to be rejected if test results
do not confirm it. But from the point of view of an abductive search, hypotheses that
end up being rejected can still give elements and clues for new ideas. Abduction is a
weak form of inference where clues and background information instigate and guide
the search for new hypotheses and provide tentative constraints on the type of hypotheses searched for. It is not basically a one-step argument from an anomalous phenomenon to an explanatory hypothesis, but a web of arguments where anomalous
phenomena, as clues, and background information, help one to find tentative suggestions, which operate as heuristic guides and restrictions for further search.
4. Comparison of Hansonian Abduction, IBE, and Lipton’s IBE
Hansonian abduction and basic versions of IBE have a lot in common. Both start from
the assumption that it is essential to recognize a mode of inference that differs from
deduction, and also from induction as it is typically or traditionally interpreted
(Hanson 1961; Harman 1965). And in both of them, this mode of inference is closely
related to explanation. Despite these basic similarities, there are also clear differences
between them (Minnameier 2004).
IBE starts from an assumption that it is a basic model for all non-deductive reasoning, induction being a special case of it (Harman 1965), whereas (Hansonian) abduction, in the tradition of Peirce, is intended to be a third main mode of inference
besides deduction and induction. This is connected to another difference. With IBE,
the inquirer is supposed to end up to the true explanation although in non-deductive
manner, whereas abduction is meant to be the first phase of inquiry, after which the
hypothesis is tested or verified with deduction and induction. Hansonian abduction
is a weaker form of inference than IBE; the inquirer gets plausible or potential candidates for further research, whereas IBE is supposed to provide the actual (or true)
hypothesis. In Hansonian abduction, the generation and justification of hypotheses
are separated whereas in IBE, there is no such difference because candidate explanations and the data they are supposed to explain are usually taken as given. Abduction
concentrates more on the process of inquiry starting from the idea that it is the first
phase, especially if strategic and ‘methodeutic’ aspects of abduction are emphasized
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(Paavola 2004a). Proponents of IBE have not focused on the process. In this sense, it
has not been so much an inference to the best explanation as an inference that the
best explanation is true, which has led to debates if, or on which conditions, it is a
valid way of reasoning. This difference has meant that IBE has been important in
debates concerning scientific realism, that is, whether one has reasons or justification
to think that our best explanations or theories are true (Day and Kincaid 1994),
whereas abduction has been used in debates concerning the logic of discovery; that
is, whether one has any means to conceptualize how new ideas are generated (e.g.
Nickles 1980a; Kapitan 1992; Paavola 2004a). None of these differences between IBE
and abduction are categorical, but they indicate clear, underlying contrasts between
IBE and abduction.
On the basis of these differences, one may argue that Lipton’s way of developing or
interpreting IBE is basically Harmanian, but in a way that has moved towards (what is
here called) Hansonian abduction. Lipton’s model is Harmanian IBE because it is
based on the idea that the inquirer is using the data to get the best explanation by selecting from competing explanations and ending up at a true (or actual) explanation (if
successful) (Lipton 2004, 1, 56). But Lipton has apparently moved from a ‘standard’
version of IBE in at least three ways. According to him: (1) IBE should also deal with
processes of discovery, and discovery and selection of candidate explanations should be
distinguished; (2) actual and potential explanations should be distinguished, and IBE
is basically an inference to the best potential explanation; and (3) explanatory considerations, i.e. issues concerning loveliness, are to guide one in discovery. Lipton
acknowledges that IBE has been a rather passive, or static model of reasoning where we
‘simply infer whatever seems the best explanation of the data we happen to have’
(Lipton 2004, 83; also 90). Lipton wants a more ‘active’ model that takes into account
how explanatory considerations guide the whole process. He also clearly wishes to
develop IBE as a weaker form of inference than the standard versions by making a
distinction between actual and potential explanations, and between likely and lovely
explanations.
Although Lipton’s IBE has moved closer to Hansonian abduction, it is still more
akin to IBE than to Hansonian abduction. In Hansonian abduction, the generation
of hypotheses is different from the testing or subsequent use of these hypotheses.
Abduction is essential in the phase of generation, but it results only in potential or plausible hypotheses that should be tested or verified mainly through deduction and induction. Lipton makes a somewhat similar distinction with his ‘two filter mechanism’.
First, a ‘short list’ of plausible candidates is chosen, and then the best among them is
selected (Lipton 2004, 59, 68, 149). In Lipton’s version of IBE, these two phases are,
however, more similar to each other than in Hansonian abduction because, in both
phases, IBE is said to prevail. Another difference is that in IBE, the selection phase starts
when the inquirer has several candidate explanations available from which to choose
or eliminate other except the best of these candidates. In Hansonian abduction, the
inquirer mainly produces and tests hypotheses one by one. In general, hypotheses are
not so much compared with each other as tested with additional data. It is also beneficial to produce alternative hypotheses within Hansonian abduction because these
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alternatives can guide the search for new ideas and suggestions. But the point is not so
much to produce alternatives from which to choose the best as to be able to produce a
new fertile hypothesis if the previous one is not satisfactory.
Lipton emphasizes a distinction between actual and potential explanations. The
notion of potential explanations comes close to the weaker Hansonian abduction. But
the use of potential explanations is still problematic. It is not clear whether Lipton’s
idea is that the candidates are potential, and the best one actual, or whether the best
explanation is only potential also. There are some remarks that appear to make the
latter interpretation the correct one. Inquirers, says Lipton, do not always end up with
actual explanations; they can reasonably infer falsehoods, that is, merely potential
explanations that turn out to be false (ibid., 57–58). One could argue that this is the
situation in inductive reasoning in general,1 but Lipton clearly wants to emphasize this
more explicitly. Thus, it seems that we have to take into account that the best explanation is ‘only’ potential. But this is problematic because the basic idea of IBE is that we
have reasons to think that the best explanation is true. Consistent with this point,
Lipton remarks, ‘According to the Inference to the Best Explanation, then, we do not
infer the best actual explanation; rather we infer that the best of the available potential
explanations is an actual explanation’ (ibid., 58). Interpreted in this way, however,
there is not much difference from the standard versions of IBE—the inquirer has various candidates; when they choose the best among them, they are supposed to get the
actual explanation.
A basic similarity between Lipton’s IBE and Hansonian abduction is the idea that
explanatory considerations are an important guide when candidate hypotheses are
generated. For Lipton, this means that ‘loveliness’, not just ‘likeliness’, is an important
element in IBE. Lipton admits that the criteria and theory of loveliness should be developed further (Lipton 2004, 71, 121). The basic proposal (and assumption) is that loveliness determines, at least in part, likeliness (Lipton 2004, 61, 71, 121; see also Psillos
2002, 617). But this is also problematic. Eric Barnes (1995), who has analysed Lipton’s
criteria for loveliness in some detail, discerns various criteria for loveliness (mechanism
criterion, precision criterion, unification criterion, and elegance and simplicity criterion) (ibid., 257–65). Thus, an explanation is better and more lovely if it can specify the
mechanism by which the phenomena in question were caused, or more precise details
of the explanandum, or if it is more unificatory, simple, or elegant than its rivals.
Barnes argues that detailing such criteria of loveliness does not, however, actually
improve Lipton’s theory because loveliness does not determine likeliness but just the
opposite. The best explanation reveals the relevant causal history behind the phenomena (ibid., 270), and if the explanation does this, it offers also most potential understanding, i.e. it is most lovely. Barnes also argues that one can have precise, or
unificatory, or elegant and simple explanations—lovely ones, to all appearances—but
which are not good explanations because they are not likely. Lipton’s own example is
conspiracy theories. They are often lovely but very unlikely, and for that reason they are
not usually very good explanations, and rarely the best ones. On the other hand, it
seems that, sometimes, best explanations do not fare well against these criteria of loveliness; for example, messy and complicated explanations can be more ‘lovely’ than
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simple explanations. Lipton himself presents two basic counter-arguments against
loveliness (Lipton 2004, 70, 142–48):
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1. ‘Hungerford’s objection’: Loveliness is too subjective and interest relative to be an
objective criterion for reasoning.
2. ‘Voltaire’s objection’: What reasons do we have to believe that the loveliest explanation would also be the most likely to be true; why would we think that we live in
the loveliest of all possible worlds?
I cannot delve into this question in detail here, but I maintain that loveliness is more
promising in relation to Hansonian abduction than in IBE. Loveliness is difficult for
IBE because the criteria for loveliness, which are at the same time criteria for the best
explanation, should be, if not a guarantee, at least a strong indication of the truth of an
explanation (Lipton 2004, 60–61). The dilemma for IBE, then, seems to be the need to
emphasize loveliness along with the special character of IBE. But doing so undermines
IBE’s credibility as a plausible form of inference to truth. Abduction fares better in
these respects because it is, from the start, a weaker form of inference than IBE, and it
separates the generation and justification of hypotheses more clearly. Loveliness is no
guarantee of finding the best explanation, but it can be an ancillary criterion when
searching for promising candidates or ideas. It can be an indication of a good, potential
hypothesis, although the hypothesis must then be tested with other means. I think
Barnes is right in pointing out that likeliness is more important when it comes to evaluating how well good explanations succeed as ‘final’ explanations. In the Peircean/
Hansonian approach, this requires deductive and inductive means, and testing and
verification of hypotheses. But Lipton rightly points out that in itself, likeliness is a poor
guide in the process of discovery. To discover something new means that likely explanations are not enough. Likeliness can thus be one criterion when new ideas are
searched for, but not the only one.
According to Hansonian abduction, the overall goal might be to find an explanation
that would be lovely in relationship to all the relevant data, but the ideas might first
relate to some specific details (that is, the way detectives use clues). It is doubtful, I
would argue, whether there can be any strict criteria for loveliness, at least in a quantitative sense, but still it appears that an explanation is lovelier than another if it explains
some minute details, or even more so if it explains several details. This scope of explanation is also how ‘as a matter of course’ may be interpreted in the basic formulation
(see chapter 3) of abduction. The inquirer can tentatively try a hypothesis that is lovely
in relation to some specific anomalous fact, but the goal is to find a hypothesis that
would explain things ‘as a matter of course’ in connection to all the relevant data and
would also furnish details about how things happen according to this hypothesis
(Paavola 2004a). As an answer to ‘Voltaire’s objection’ above: loveliness is no guarantee
that we have found a likely explanation, and it might be that the most lovely explanation
is not true, but still, loveliness is one good (strategic) guide when true and likely explanations are searched for. Loveliness might also be an interest-relative and subjective
matter, depending on the clues and background theories of the inquirer, but this is not
a problem for objectivity if the abductive phase is only a preliminary phase in inquiry.
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In IBE, there is a tendency to take candidate hypotheses as given, and maintain that
the best explanation is chosen by eliminating competing explanations until the best one
is found. This results in a ‘bad lot problem’ for IBE. How can we know that an actual
explanation is among those alternatives, from which the apparently ‘best’ is chosen?
The best from wrong or bad alternatives is not an actual or true explanation, and how
can we know when we are in this situation? The solution according to Hansonian
abduction is to maintain that there is no such ‘lot’ or ‘pool’ from which hypotheses are
chosen. The inquirer produces new explanations and various lines of inquiry until they
find one that appears to be satisfactory (after applying tests or using some other criteria). And with abduction, the inquirer essentially concludes that phase of inquiry with
potential hypotheses which have to be tested and developed through deductive and
inductive means to become something that the inquirer can consider (at least at that
time) actual explanations.
One strength of IBE in relation to Hansonian abduction is that it takes the comparison of candidate hypotheses into account. Such explicit comparison is missing in the
basic version of Hansonian abduction. I propose that this aspect is, however, implicit
in the Hansonian model, although it should be made explicit when a processual viewpoint on abduction is developed further (e.g. in Paavola 2004a). In any case, a comparison is more ‘local’ in Hansonian abduction than in IBE, that is, it concerns more one
hypothesis at a time than a selection from many evident alternatives. The starting point
for abduction is surprising or anomalous phenomena which indicate—provide a
supposition that—there are no convincing explanations known for them. When a
candidate explanation is produced, it is done implicitly in comparison with alternatives; if better explanations are evident, two basic alternatives are open: either to give
up one’s alternative, or to develop it further to be a better one.
5. Semmelweis case from an abductive point of view
A comparison between IBE and Hansonian abduction will become clearer through
considering an illustrative case. Ignaz Semmelweis’s research on childbed fever is suitable because C. G. Hempel (1966) previously reconstructed it as an example of the
hypothetico-deductive model of inquiry, and Lipton (2004) uses it as a central case to
delineate IBE. I shall first summarize this dramatic story in a detailed way, not just
because it is a good case for illustrating aspects of non-demonstrative reasoning within
inquiry, but also because my aim is to delineate ‘abductive behaviour’ (cf. Lipton 2004,
210), including those restrictions, clues, and searches which, I hypothesize, operated
during Semmelweis’s research.
A Hungarian physician, Ignaz Semmelweis (1818–1865), discovered the cause for
the disease that killed thousands of mothers and newborn babies all around the world.
Working during 1844–1849 in a Viennese maternity hospital as an assistant, he carried
out his research over several years. Childbed fever was a special concern for Semmelweis because, at the first clinic of the hospital where he and all the medical students
worked—in contrast to the second clinic where midwifes worked—there were systematically more cases of childbed fever. Semmelweis was very much devoted to his work,
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as shown by his eager research efforts, which included conducting autopsies in
the nearby pathological department to find out more about anatomy. At that time
(1844), there seemed to be no way of avoiding or controlling the disease, nor of ascertaining its causes. There were many kinds of theories presented before and during
Semmelweis’s time about childbed fever. One general belief was that childbed fever was
some sort of epidemic disease caused by some ‘atmospheric-cosmic-terrestrial
changes’ (Semmelweis 1983, 65). To Semmelweis, these explanations did not seem
believable because it would have been a mystery how these epidemic factors were
systematically more influential in the first clinic compared with the second clinic and
to the surrounding countryside. Semmelweis became convinced that the reason must
be some sort of ‘endemic’ factors, that is, factors operating in the first clinic (ibid., 67–
69). Such ‘endemic’ factors were attractive as potential causes for the disease, but many
of these causes faced a similar and fatal difficulty; if they were the cause for childbed
fever, there should have been no difference between clinics, or the mortality should
have been higher in the second clinic. For example, overcrowding was one hypothetical
explanation, but because of the bad reputation of the first clinic, the second clinic was
more crowded since everyone wanted to avoid the first clinic (ibid., 69). People were
very frightened to come to the hospital, especially to the first clinic because of its reputation. It was suggested that this fear could be a cause of the disease. But Semmelweis
reasoned that a psychological factor like fear could not have caused those physical
changes that childbed fever caused, and it would not have explained how the difference
between clinics originated (ibid., 70–1). One specific hypothesis was that fear caused by
the religious practices could be the cause for the fever. That was because in the first
clinic, but not the second, the Catholic priest and an assistant with a bell giving the last
rites regularly went through the clinic, which of course caused much anxiety. Semmelweis managed to change this practice but it did not lessen the mortality (ibid., 71–73).
Because obstetricians and medical students worked in the first clinic and midwives in
the second, it was suggested that the difference was because of these students’ rougher
manners in examining the patients that could have caused the difference. Semmelweis
could not believe in this explanation because the birth itself was a much harder experience for women, and so should have caused childbed fever in itself. Bad conditions,
ventilation, and diet were also blamed, but there was no difference in these to the disadvantage of the first clinic (ibid., 74–75). Also, various kinds of factors related to the
mothers’ organism before, during, and after the birth were suspected (ibid., 76), but the
problem was that these were equal in both clinics. During his research, Semmelweis
‘became aware of other inexplicable circumstances’ (ibid.). If the period of dilation was
extended the risk of getting childbed fever rose clearly. This was curious because it
happened very often to those mothers who delivered their first baby, and who were
otherwise young and healthy. Also, newborn babies died of the childbed fever, and
Semmelweis reasoned that many of those explanations offered could not pertain to
newborn babies. Also, so-called ‘street-births’, births that happened on the way to the
hospital, and premature births seemed to protect from the childbed fever, which was
also odd because, in general, they were a risk both for the mother and for the child
(ibid., 80–83). Some other strange details had also caught Semmelweis’s attention; very
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often, mothers in the first clinic got the disease so that it appeared in rows, whereas in
the second clinic these cases were sporadically distributed to the whole clinic (ibid., 83).
Various commissions were set up to investigate the difference between the clinics. One
of them (at the end of 1846) came to a conclusion that male students, particularly
foreigners, were causing the disease with their rough manner of examination (ibid., 83–
4). The number of foreigners allowed to do their practical training in Viennese was
reduced. The mortality rate reduced for a while but then rose again. At this time,
Semmelweis was desperate to find the cause or remedy and, ‘like a drowning person
grasping at a straw’ (ibid., 87), even changed the customary delivery position in the first
clinic (even though he did not believe that this could be the cause) because it was different compared with the second one. But nothing helped. A decisive clue came on March
1847, when his colleague Kolletschka died of blood poisoning from a puncture wound
in the finger, received while conducting an autopsy. Semmelweis realized that the cause
of the childbed fever might be a similar kind of blood poisoning:
Day and night I was haunted by the image of Kolletschka’s disease and was forced to
recognize, ever more decisively, that the disease from which Kolletschka died was
identical to that from which so many maternity patients died. (Semmelweis 1983, 88)

Semmelweis tested this hypothesis by arranging a chemical wash for all who examined
mothers at his clinic. After a while, the mortality rate lowered dramatically. The cause
was that doctors and medical students brought ‘cadaveric matter’ (or, as we now say,
microbes and bacteria) to the mother’s bloodstream while doing examinations. This
was not understood at the time and not even admitted for long after Semmelweis’s
research partly because the germ theory of disease was not known. So, in many lyingin hospitals, including that where Semmelweis worked, doctors (and assistants like
Semmelweis) conducted medical research and dissections in the autopsy room. After
that, without doing any disinfection of hands (or, at best, using only soap and water),
they came to conduct examinations of mothers in lying-in departments and deliver
their babies.
This cadaveric hypothesis also explained many phenomena that Semmelweis knew.
It operated in the first clinic; it made the role of medical students and foreign students
understandable (they often made examinations in the morgue before coming to the
clinic, as did Semmelweis himself); it explained how babies also got the disease
(through a common bloodstream): it explained why premature births and street-births
protected from the disease (because then there were fewer chances of getting into medical examinations), and it accounted for cases where the disease occurred in rows (medical examinations were made in rows by students and doctors) (ibid., 98–101). This was
not the end of his research on childbed fever. After a while, the mortality rose again
dramatically (ibid., 93). Semmelweis realized that the pus or ‘cadaveric matter’ from
the wounds of patients, not just from the autopsy room, could also cause the childbed
fever. Matter from a festering cervical cancer of one mother in the first clinic infected
many women before Semmelweis realized that this also caused childbed fever.
I maintain that the Semmelweis case fits nicely with Hansonian abduction.
Semmelweis was systematically and persistently, for many years, searching and testing
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explanations in order to address his main concerns: How can one reduce the cases of
the childbed fever, and what is the cause of this disease? A basic ‘anomalous phenomenon’ for him was the difference between clinics, although during his research, he
collected various kinds of information, clues, and curious phenomena that he considered in seeking new hypotheses (see above). He was always striving for new, plausible
candidate hypotheses when previous ones were not successful, until he found an effective way of reducing the mortality of the childbed fever and a plausible explanation for
it. Semmelweis constructed tentative hypotheses in relationship to observations and
facts using these as triggers or instigating factors. Even those hypotheses that were
most unlikely for him were triggered by observations and facts (for example, the religious sacrament really caused fear among the patients, and the delivery position was
different in the two clinics).
Important from an abductive point of view are various tentative restrictions that
helped him to find fertile candidate hypotheses (Semmelweis 1983, 84–86). He was
convinced that the mortality was caused by endemic factors related to the first clinic.
He also knew that medical students and especially foreign students seemed to be
more involved with this disease than midwives. Further, he had also come to the
conclusion that psychological explanations were not plausible because that would
have made it curious how unborn babies could get the disease. These and other
constraints were tentative because Semmelweis could not be sure whether there were
some extra causes that would have made these supposed restrictions wrong (for
example, suppose that the way babies got this disease had been different from that of
their mothers). But these restrictions and clues helped Semmelweis to notice that the
‘decisive’ hypothesis, prompted by Kolletschka’s death, was so promising. The
hypothesis fitted well with these restrictions and made many previously puzzling
phenomena understandable.
The process of finding the cadaveric hypothesis is in itself a good example of an
abductive inference. In its basic form, abduction is an inference from some constellation of curious or characteristic features (with a proviso that these features would
follow from some hypothesis) to a conclusion that this kind of a hypothesis is a good
candidate explanation in this specific case (Paavola 2004b, 256–57). In this sense, in
typical cases, abduction is reasoning backwards from some effects to their potential
causes, or to the potential type of a hypothesis. Semmelweis realized that symptoms in
Kolletschka’s death (lymphangitis, phlebitis, bilateral pleurisy, pericarditis, peritonitis,
and meningitis) were similar to those in the childbed fever and drew an abductive
conclusion that maybe the cause was also similar (Semmelweis 1983, 87–88).
I maintain that criteria connected to loveliness were important for Semmelweis
when he searched for new hypotheses. The cadaveric hypothesis is a good example. The
idea that childbed fever could be caused by some sort of a blood-poisoning, was lovely
in relation to the symptoms of the childbed fever. For Semmelweis, it was lovely also
because it appeared to provide a detailed mechanism that explained the difference
between the two clinics of the hospital. This hypothesis also provided an explanation
for many small and curious details: why there were sometimes cases of the disease in
rows, why street-births protected from the disease, and so on.
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In abduction, the use of strategies in the course of inquiry is essential. During his
inquiries, Semmelweis did not use all the evidence or information when searching for
new hypotheses. He often used just some parts of the information in order to get some
new potential ideas to be tested or evaluated; information like the fear caused by
religious sacrament, or the diet of the hospital. These hypotheses were unlikely in
themselves, but would have been lovely explanations related to these specific details.
The cadaveric hypothesis was still only a hypothesis and a potential explanation
before it was tested, although it became very attractive to Semmelweis after he considered it (Semmelweis 1983, 88). After these tests, there was good evidence that it was a
likely hypothesis. The antisepsis helped to reduce the cases of the disease dramatically.
When cases of childbed fever then again rose clearly after the case of the cervical cancer,
the hypothesis was so lovely for Semmelweis that it is no wonder that he immediately
came up with a revised explanation, one with more details and broader application.
In the hypothetico-deductive (HD) reconstruction, Hempel emphasizes, rightly,
that there are no mechanical rules from data to hypotheses (Hempel 1966, 10–18).
Instead of inductively collecting data and generalizing on the basis of them, Semmelweis tested various kinds of hypotheses during his research. The HD-model fits well
with the idea of theory-ladenness of observations and inquiry, i.e. that theories and
hypotheses guide inquiry, even those problems that are dealt with (ibid., 12). But as
Lipton’s IBE and Hansonian abduction both emphasize, this idea leads to a view that
one-sidedly emphasizes the role of theories and hypotheses over observations and
empirical findings, and neglects rational elements involved in the phase of generation
of hypotheses (Lipton 2004, 82–84). Theory-ladenness, and the testing of hypotheses
are only a half of the story (cf. Bartelborth 1999, 212). The aim of finding a way of
reducing childbed fever guided Semmelweis’s research, and he used observational clues
and restrictions when generating hypotheses (see above). Even the (un)lucky accident
of Kolletschka’s death, which brought out the cadaveric hypothesis, was guided by
observations (symptoms of the blood-poisoning and of childbed fever) and previous
tentative restrictions. It can then be said that theories and hypotheses are also ‘observation-laden’. In abductive methodology, theory-ladenness and ‘observation-ladenness’
are not alternatives; both are operative in dynamical processes of inquiry, as Hanson
emphasized. Inquirers using abductive reasoning reflect and ‘press on’, often for many
years (Semmelweis’s research as presented above lasted over three years) from surprising data to patterns of explanation, but these explanations must be tested and verified;
and they crucially influence how things are seen and interpreted (Hanson 1958).
Lipton’s IBE reconstruction of the Semmelweis case is based on the idea of a
contrastive explanation; the difference between two clinics was a central starting point
for his research. According to IBE, first a pool of candidate explanations are generated,
and by eliminating others, the best is chosen (if it is good enough). Lipton does not
explicitly state what the pool of candidates for Semmelweis was, but it seems that it is a
threefold classification of hypotheses presented in the start of Lipton’s reconstruction
(Lipton 2004, 80): (1) hypotheses that did not mark a difference between the clinics,
and were for that reason rejected (for example, epidemic influences); (2) hypotheses
that did mark a difference, but where the elimination of the putative cause did not
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affect to the mortality (for example, the hypotheses concerning fear caused by the religious sacrament); and (3) hypotheses that did mark a difference and where the elimination of the putative cause eliminated the difference in mortality (the ‘decisive’
hypothesis was of this type). A central characterization is ‘Through the use of judiciously chosen experiments, Semmelweis determined the loveliest explanation by a
process of manipulation and elimination that left only a single explanation of the
salient contrast’ (Lipton 2004, 90).
Lipton’s IBE comes very close to Hansonian abduction, especially in his reconstruction of the Semmelweis case, but there are also clear differences. IBE cannot properly
take into account the actual process of inquiry (although this is Lipton’s aim; see Lipton
2004, 142, 208–9). Semmelweis’s starting point included data other than the contrast
between clinics; he did not use a ‘pool’ of candidates, and he did not find the best explanation by eliminating competing hypotheses. These aspects belong to a reconstruction
done afterwards, so they are not wrong as such, but they do not describe the process of
Semmelweis’s research. Semmelweis used all kinds of clues and information as help
when he searched fertile hypotheses. These helped him to find tentative restrictions and
clues. So, it was not so much two ‘filters’ (generation and elimination) that guided his
research as various kinds of restrictions that helped him to delimit the search for new
ideas in the successive phases of his inquiry. And he did not produce any ‘pool’ of
candidates from which he would have eliminated the candidates. Rather, he generated
alternative explanations, which he tested and evaluated one by one until he found an
explanation that worked. Before the cadaveric hypothesis, Semmelweis did not choose
any explanation as the ‘best’. As Lipton points out, this was because he considered these
hypotheses to be wrong; so he was not comparing them but testing them one by one
(Lipton 2004, 75–80). And he did not simply choose the cadaveric hypothesis because
it seemed lovely or looked like the best explanation of those alternatives but because
relying on it helped him to reduce the mortality and gave him a plausible explanation
of the causes of childbed fever. It passed the crucial tests he arranged. He did not have
a pool of hypotheses at hand even after the cadaveric hypothesis, as shown by the fact
that he had to broaden his theory. So, from the point of view of discovery, he proceeded
abductively, specifically in a Hansonian manner, pursuing new kinds of tentative
explanations and theories which were suggested by various kinds of information
providing clues and restrictions for the inquiry.
6. Conclusion
All in all, I maintain that Hansonian abduction is a better model than IBE (Harmanian
abduction) when processes of discovery are to be conceptualized. Harmanian abduction is more akin to a situation where alternative candidate explanations are available,
and the debate is whether we have, or on what grounds, reasons to think that best of
these is also true. In this paper, I am not analysing the merits of IBE, or comparing it to
Hanson’s or Peirce’s accounts from this justificatory point of view. I argue that IBE is
not so amenable to a processual viewpoint as Hansonian abduction (cf. Hintikka 1998,
507–8). Lipton makes an important effort to develop IBE so that it would take more
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processes of discovery into account, especially by making distinctions between actual
and potential explanations and between lovely and likely explanations. I maintain,
however, that these distinctions would be more useful within such an ‘abductivist’
methodology, where Hansonian abduction is prevalent in the phase of discovery.
Hansonian abduction is a ‘weaker’ mode of inference than IBE, a weakness which, from
the point of view of discovery, becomes its strength. Lipton’s IBE still focuses on opening the black box of our inductive practices (Lipton 2004, 71, 164) whereas Hansonian
abduction concentrates on opening the black box area of discovery of fertile candidate
hypotheses.
A limitation of these kinds of methodological models (IBE, the HD-model, and
Hansonian abduction) is that they create a picture of inquiry as if it were only reasoning. In actual cases, many other forces and motives besides reasoning drive inquiry.
Material, psychological, social, cultural, biological matters are largely omitted from
this analysis, although it may be maintained that they also have an important role in
guiding and constraining the abductive search for new ideas (Paavola and
Hakkarainen 2005). But there is a role for ‘pure’ abductive methodology. The hypothetico-deductive model of inquiry has emphasized such things as luck or ‘happy
guesses’ as an important element in discovery (Hempel 1966, 15; cf. also Lipton 2004,
81, 169). A Hansonian abductive analysis points out that although there were elements
of luck in Semmelweis’s research, they were part of an overall processes of inquiry that
may be mapped conceptually. By emphasizing the systematic role of clues and
constraints in the search for fertile ideas, the abductive model brings to life the old
saying: ‘Chance favours the prepared mind’.
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Introduction
The computer metaphor has taken the lead in conceptualizing the mind and
providing explanations for cognitive phenomena. With this metaphor,
grounded in the most prestigious technique of our time (i.e. computing), the
human mind becomes ``computational'': it processes information. Psychology
thus adopts the key concepts of Computer Sciences (such as information,
representation or computation). Let us recall that American Psychology (that of
Behaviorism, which emphasized the study of the responses of rats to sensorial
stimuli) switches, as Arthur Koestler claims, from ``an anthropomorphic view of
the rat to a ratomorphic view of man'' (before disappearing altogether). We are
now dealing with a ``computomorphic'' view of ourselves! This view has
generated a new Science of the Mind, consisting of a vast disciplinary
enterprise, born in the 1970s. It involves Artificial Intelligence, Neurosciences,
Linguistics, Experimental Psychology, etc.; its aim is to build the intelligibility
of mind and knowledge ± hence its label of Cognitive Sciences.
Cognitive Sciences and Systems Science have fundamentally the same
interdisciplinary roots. In the mid-century, the need to explore complex
systems and to counterbalance fragmented and compartmentalized approaches
in scientific research led to interdisciplinary attempts to model complex
phenomena. Typical of such attempts was Cybernetics, for modeling
communication and control. Systems Science and Cognitive Sciences were born
of Cybernetics. The explicit aim of Cybernetics was managing complex
systems, opening therefore a way towards Systems Science. It was also a
means (though more implicitly) of gaining some understanding of an extremely
complex system ± the cognitive one. This system is altogether fascinating for
researchers (in keeping with the old injunction: know thyself), and most difficult
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to explain; indeed, according to Bateson, the human mind has explained
everything ± but not itself. That explanation is the whole project of Cognitive
Sciences.
Aristotelian logic and cognitive paradigms
Cognitive Sciences are growing along multiple ways and paradigms. Their
object, the study of human knowledge and of cognitive abilities such as
thinking or reasoning, is obviously not a new one. Some 2,400 years ago in
Greece, the highest form of thinking, ``Logic'', was extensively investigated, and
logic became the alpha and omega of the whole history of scientific progress.
Now, since logic is, so to speak, embodied in computers, Cognitive Sciences are
the heir of the logical approaches to reasoning. We may track the origin of these
approaches to Aristotelian classical thought, and its three modes of reasoning
(``reasoning'' meaning ``finding out the truth'') ± deduction, induction, and
retroduction (or ``abduction''):
(1) ``To think is to compute'' ± the main cognitivist metaphor may be linked
to deduction;
(2) ``Thinking is an emerging property of neural networks'' ± the
``Connectionist'' paradigm ± may be linked with induction.
(3) Finally, a variety of cognitive paradigms ± such as the ``auto'' ones (autoorganization, autopoõÈesis, etc.) ± which reject the hypothesis of any
``objective external reality'' providing information to the cognitive
system ± may be linked with abduction.
Deduction
The main Cognitive Science paradigm, the symbolic ± or computorepresentational ± one, which takes the computer metaphor as a functional
model of mind, is close to deduction. This is particularly clear in the
prototypical computo-representational approach, that is, the system-expert
model, in terms of if . . . then (with the pattern of the well-known Socratic
deductive reasoning: All men are mortals; if x is a man, then x is mortal).
In this framework, the human cognitive system is characterized by both its
internal (or ``mental'') states and by the processes used to move from one state to
another. These states are representational[1] and point to external (objective)
entities.
The computational theory of mind comes directly from the cybernetic
tradition. It is based on analogies between organisms and machines and, more
precisely, on an equivalence between hardware and software, on the one hand,
and body and mind, on the other, an equivalence which was proclaimed as
early as 1943, in keeping with the renowned W. Pitts and W. McCulloch
experiment (McCulloch, 1965). It has been taken for granted by the
cyberneticians, strongly relying upon a ``computomorphic view of man''. Such a
view induced many exciting hopes! First, the hope to peer into the mysterious
``black box'' of the behaviorists (that is, the cognitive system) and, conversely,
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to design some electronic golem (in keeping with the feeling of those
outstanding scientists such as John von Neuman, or Norbert Wiener, when
designing the first computer in the 1940s).
Induction
Induction, in contrast to deduction, goes from facts to theory. It is a very usual
reasoning process, being, for instance, the (implicit) way we learn our mother
tongue (the theory ± here the rules of the language ± being implicitly inferred
out of day to day linguistic interactions). The connectionist paradigm is close to
this framework. Indeed, this paradigm is rooted in ``learning''. A connectionist
system in the process of learning is a network of interconnected formal neurons
which modifies its connections. Patterns (in other words, facts) are presented to
the input ``retina'' of the system. It ``learns'' (for instance in the framework of a
pattern recognition problem) how to discriminate and to class these patterns
through successive modifications of the weight of the connections between its
``neurons''. At the end of the learning process the system is provided, out of its
weighted network, with a true functional ``classification theory''; it is therefore
able to label any new pattern presented to its retina as belonging to one or
another class of patterns defined through learning.
The first ``neuronic network'', Rosenblatt's Perceptron, was designed at the
beginning of the 1960s. The approach was then abandoned for a variety of
reasons, namely the weakness of its formalization (Minsky and Papert, 1968). It
took 15 years to see its re-emergence, under the name of Connectionism (or ``neoConnectionism''), in a more elaborate theoretical framework, thanks to the
progress in non-linear Mathematics and in Systems Dynamics (Haken, 1983).
Several simulations of cognitive activities such as character recognition,
language perception, etc, have been attempted in the framework of the
connectionist paradigm. These simulations (McClelland et al., 1986) are no
longer expressed, as are classical computational systems, in terms of messages
transmitted between some modules of the system, but imply the activated state
of the whole system, through weighted values ± numbers, and not symbols.
Connectionism aims to explain behavior endogenously, by means of
physiologically plausible hypotheses, with a direct relation to Neurosciences.
Its type of explanation is opposed to the classical AI approaches, since within
these latter approaches no behavior is produced unless the set of rules
underlying this behavior is specified to the system.
The classical computo-representational paradigm and the connectionist one
are quite different. Yet they share a ``computomorphic'' view of man (be it
sequential, as in the former case, or ``massively parallel'', as in the latter one). In
both cases, mind is defined as an information processing device operating upon
an external ``objective'' reality.
Abduction
Abduction (``retroduction'', for Aristotle (cf. Peirce, 1995)) has multiple
definitions. In short, it is a creative process (Bourgine, 1989) which consists
of finding a plausible hypothesis to fit a given ``strange'' phenomenon. Indeed,
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to quote von Foerster (1974), there is no information, or anomalies in our
environment. Hence, if a given phenomenon looks strange, this only means that
the theoretical framework used to interpret this phenomenon must be revisited!
The revisiting cognitive process is labeled abduction, and its aim is to
``normalize'' anomalies.
The abduction pattern refers to the fairly common experience of observing
an unexpected, anomalous and strategic datum, which becomes the occasion
for developing a new theory or for extending an existing one.
The datum is, first of all, unexpected. It is for instance the case when a
research directed towards the test of one hypothesis yields a fortuitous byproduct, an unexpected observation which bears upon theories not in question
when the research began.
Second, the observation is anomalous, surprising, seemingly inconsistent
either with the prevailing theory or with other established facts. In either case,
the inconsistency provokes curiosity; it stimulates the investigator to make
sense of the datum, to fit it into a broader frame of knowledge.
Third, in noting that the unexpected fact must be strategic, i.e. that it must
permit implications bearing on generalized theory, we are of course referring
rather to what the observer brings to the datum, than to the datum itself. Here it
obviously requires a theoretically sensitized observer to detect the universal in
the particular.
According to Piaget and Garcia (1983) there is a functional continuity
between every day cognitive elaboration and scientific ones, given that we rely on
our expertise to deal with the circumstances under hand, both in everyday life
and in scientific research. Cognitive everyday interpretation somehow recalls
reasoning, featuring highly scientific domains. Indeed, both are dealing with
the production and testing (falsifying) of hypothesis and theories, both resort to
abduction, the process aiming to suggest a hypothesis able to explain a given
unexpected phenomenon. According to Peirce (1995), such hypotheses or
theories are ``new suggestions, even if all their elements were already in mind,
since we never dream to put these elements together''. In such a framework,
interpreting everyday unexpected sentences, or thinking of new laws to handle
unexpected behaviors, is something like suggesting scientific theories. It leads ±
as in theories ± to the emergence of something new, i.e. some relevant
hypotheses on what is at hand within given circumstances.
The abductive framework emphasizing pragmatic hypotheses (that is,
hypotheses capable of verification or justification) fitting circumstances is a
main creative cognitive process, as will be illustrated hereafter by Language
Interpretation and Judicial examples.
1. Abduction and language interpretation
Several anomalies (or problems) emerge from the traditional ``objective''
approaches to meaning. These cognitive problems, insofar as they are inherent
in understanding, may be highlighted through the difficulties of natural
language understanding systems (AI). This type of framework presupposes an
``objective'' approach to meaning, postulating, namely, that all sentences have a
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meaning independent of the interlocutors . . . This is obviously not the case
since, for instance, a statement such as the following: it is better to give than to
get, ``takes'' two completely opposite meanings, depending on whether it's made
by a priest during a sermon, or by a pugilist in the context of a boxing match!
How can one then ``construct'' the meaning of this statement without being
dependent on these circumstances (potentially infinite), that is to say without
taking into account the creative dimension of understanding?
Along this dimension, the abductive framework best fits everyday life
examples, showing that ``the'' meaning of a given word may be strongly driven
by the domain of experience in which this word occurs. Word meaning may
indeed entirely change from one occurrence to the other, according to each new
domain at hand, and is therefore likely to differ from any earlier meaning. This
is obviously the case of a word occurring in a new ``metaphor'' (Lakoff and
Johnson, 1980). But it can also be the case for a word occurring in any sentence.
Thus the need to ``create'' and to recreate these word meanings. This may be
illustrated with very common words and sentences, such as, for instance,
``water'' in the claim:
There is no more water!

Such a claim, interpreted in the framework of many different domains of
experience, is endowed with many different meanings. When uttered in a
supermarket, it usually means that there are no more bottles of mineral water
left on the shelves ± the lexical item water is therefore to be interpreted as
``bottles''. If one is lost in the desert, this item comes to mean something like ``a
drink vital for survival'', and the claim is a cry of despair. It would turn into a
cry of joy when bailing out a boat; water being now an undesirable ballast
slowing down the boat. In the framework of a scientific article, commenting on
some ``memory of water'' data (likely to change our conceptualization of the
liquid), water is something like ``our traditional concept of H2O'', and so forth.
Such a strong ``updating'' of the meaning of water in each new domain of
experience implies a recurrent creation of these meanings, and therefore a
recurrent abduction.
Such an endless creation of meaning stresses the complexity of language
understanding. Word meaning, far from pointing to any objective external
reality, is made up of our complex subjective and inter-subjective internal one.
In this framework, it stands for a nice metaphor of cognition, in keeping with
Vygotski's (1985) claim: the meaning of a word reflects, in its simplest mode, the
unity of Language and Thought; individual Cognition[2] is reflected in a given
word as the sun in a drop of water. A word endowed with meaning is a
microcosm of Human Cognition.
2. Judicial abduction: legal proof, legal presumption and
experimental norms
The judicial system is obliged to anticipate but it cannot foresee all: neither
future events, nor the necessary rules, nor the effect of the implemented norms.
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We will focus on three cases where law relies upon abductive reasoning for the
establishment of facts, the invention of principles, or the creation of norms.
2.1 Legal proof and abductive reasoning
The detective, the policeman, the palaeontologist reconstitute the past by
means of clues from which they put forward hypotheses. Certain authors have
studied the relations between scientific reasoning and the detectives'
procedures. The story of Oedipus could, for example, be interpreted as that of
an examining magistrate inquiring into his personal case. Umberto Eco has
proved that Conan Doyle used abductive reasoning as if it possessed an
absolute logic. Sherlock Holmes in The Sign of Four constructs the following
type of reasoning: the fact that Watson enters with a certain color of mud on his
shoes allows the former to ``deduce'' that Watson has sent off a telegram from a
certain post-office . . . The aim is to produce rigorously linked arguments,
whose exposition is in the interest of the story. The policeman, who is Darwin's
brother-in-arms, discovers the criminal via his foot-tracks by means of a mental
process identical to the one used by Cuvier to reconstitute the aspect of his
Montmartre fossils by the simple means of their bone debris (Huxley, 1988).
Policemen and examining magistrates do not learn de visu about facts
relevant to a case or a file. The ``truth'' can hence only be established after
traces, fingerprints on objects, memories of witnesses, or by experiment. The
knowledge obtained remains indirect, however, and depends on the aptitude to
decipher and interpret the traces which may under certain conditions become
judicial proofs.
This notion of proof must be distinguished from that of proof in Logic. Logic
has thought as its basis, that is, reasoning and not facts. In Logic, proof (or
deduction) is the result of a reasoning, which serves to demonstrate the
accuracy of a thesis. This is why Logic does not recognize abduction as valid
reasoning. The separation between factual proof, logical proof and judicial
presumption deserves our special attention.
2. 2. Presumption as an abductive reasoning
Law is not merely preoccupied with facts: the judge, the administrator,
``qualifies'' ± i.e. matches facts and hypotheses with the legal condition of the
application of a rule. Facts can be infinite and the judge only takes into
consideration those which produce a judicial consequence. Using a comparison
with scientists: the chemist or physician is only interested in details as far as
they help to confirm or refute a certain theory or hypothesis (Perelman, circa
1975).
A second characteristic is that, in the search for facts, law has regulated the
administration of proof, subject to a specific procedure. If this procedure is not
followed, the proof provided is not acceptable even if the ``truth'' is glaring. For
instance, law has created a presumption which makes it difficult to search for
facts leading to a proof of fatherhood. In fact, the husband is the presumed
father of a child conceived during marriage: he is the only person who can
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disown the child and he only has six months to do so. What purpose do these
presumptions serve? They allow one to conclude without proof. It devolves on
the person who refutes the results to bring the proof.
In law, presumption is defined as the technique allowing one to provide
solutions under the uncertainty of proofs.
What reasoning will the judge follow in the case of contention? He will draw
from a known fact (the date of birth, or of marriage) the consequences of the
unknown fact: the fatherhood or non-fatherhood of x. Such a fact, if not true, is
at least becoming likely out of a first group of facts or clues. This idea of
likelihood is interesting in our case. It limits impossible induction and delirious
interpretations (the famous ``interpretation delirium'').
One may thus know the likelihood of a hypothesis and the acceptability of a
conclusion.
Let us consider the schemata of Peirce in the case of fatherhood:

ABDUCTION

The father is the mother's husband (plausible)
x is y's child (known fact)
y is the husband of x's mother (possible fact)

INDUCTION

y is the husband of x's mother
x is y's child
The father is the mother's husband (probable)

DEDUCTION

The father is the mother's husband (legal presumption)
y is the husband of x's mother
x is y's child

The abduction which started off from a simple presumption becomes thus a
legal presumption, that is, a rule of law which, while basing itself on factual
truth, forces the truth mechanism.
2.3 Law making and experimental norms
The legislator may have foreseen the facts and the rules but not the citizens'
reactions to a new law. Any normative system can produce effects which are
unexpected and even conflicting with the initial aim. In the framework of law
making, unexpected effects can indeed emerge. They can be positive
(improving the law), or negative (bypassing the law). In this framework, we
must rely upon abduction to cope with such law effects.
Legal technique has already foreseen this possibility of palliating the
unexpected effects of texts, or of finding solutions to new situations, by
developing so-called experimental laws. These laws aim at testing the effects of
new norms or institutions concerning social or technical evolutions (such as
abortion in France, pre-legal euthanasia in The Netherlands), or likely to have
important economical effects (new taxes). These laws are evaluated, extended,
modified or definitely adopted, following the ensuing results.
Let us observe, for example, how, in the case of euthanasia, new rules based
on practice are emerging in The Netherlands.
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How can one use the present social system and normative framework to
anticipate or interpret a new, surprising, controversial and complex
phenomenon? Progress in science and medical technology has developed the
situation of euthanasia. Formerly, in The Netherlands, as in France today,
euthanasia was practiced in ``petit cabinet'' by means of an overdose of
morphine and registered as ``natural death''. At present euthanasia is ``legally''
organized in the following way (Griffiths et al., 1998):
Euthanasia has always been considered as murder in the existing juridical
system. Nonetheless, since 1990, a partial ``legalization'' has been installed: this
is associated with the physicians' duty to prepare a case report and to transmit
it to the public prosecutor for evaluation of all necessary conditions. This
procedure was even validated by Parliament in 1993. The court either definitely
files and disposes of the case, or prosecutes the physician who is then judged.
Though considered guilty, he may not, however, be sentenced.
Social laboratories and professional communities are used to help promote
the process of learning and to encourage the emergence of rules representing
maximal consensus.
The same type of evaluative approach was used in France in the case of
child abortion (IVG: Voluntary pregnancy interruption). Abortion was
``experimented'' by a temporary law in 1975. This phase was considered as very
important, not so much for the uncertainty of its effects (an increase in
abortions, for example), as for the social resistance and the strong political
opposition in Parliament (the project was only approved by 99 members of the
majority which then counted 291).
In The Netherlands, in the case of euthanasia (or aid in committing suicide,
its other alternative) we observe a different type of elaboration and adjustment
process. There is no preliminary law, but experimental practice allowing
abductive approaches of a problem considered case by case, following
protocols established by physicians, and the personal demands of patients. A
new law was then proposed. The social corpus (in this case, the physicians)
took the risk of elaborating the first rules of the game.
The behaviors and reactions (unknown at the start) instigated by the new
facts will be interpreted in order to allow the emergence of an adequate
procedure leading to the establishment of a new rule. This procedure develops
the emergence of shared knowledge (the aim being to render the procedure
visible and hence to incite the physicians to prepare medical reports) when
faced with unknown situations. This knowledge is mutually co-determined,
and it facilitates consensus via temporary abductive mechanisms.
Conclusion
We have tried to present how abduction patterns refer to the fairly common
experience of dealing with an unexpected phenomenon, which calls for
developing a new interpretation or for extending an existing one.
Anyone testing a given hypothesis and observing an anomaly that surprises
because it conflicts with his knowledge and views, normally reacts by
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suspecting a mistake. When he has excluded this possibility, his second
sensible reaction is to find an ad hoc interpretation to explain the anomaly. If
this interpretation is interesting, probable, simple, elegant and testable enough,
he can experiment to verify this new hypothesis. A scientific investigation runs
on two legs, one leg for hypothesis testing, and a second leg for anomaly
explaining, out of abduction (Merton, 1957).
The same holds for Language understanding, either in everyday life or
within the Legal framework: clearly, one cannot simply rely on ready made
meanings, neither for usual nor for Legal Language where, in both cases,
understanding is a creative mechanism able to cope with unexpected
phenomena.
Scientists have long been regarded as using mainly the method of
hypothesis testing; yet, from Aristotle to Peirce, a number of them have
espoused the method of anomaly explaining (involving abduction processes).
This is how both the scientist and the layman reason.
Notes
1. The representational theory of mind goes back at least to Descartes. For the
Cognitive Sciences, the representation of knowledge in human memory constitutes a main
research problem; one of the first models of semantic memory (Quillan, circa 1968) was
built on the hypothesis of a hierarchical organization of the concepts stored in memory,
according to some cognitive economy. From that time, many cognitive representational
models have been developed in classical Artificial Intelligence (AI), to cope with behavioral
data (Shanon, 1993).
2. ``Cognition'' is ``sosnanie'' in Russian; and means also ``consciousness''.
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Abstract
The following paper is part of a larger analytical study of various contexts of computer games.
Here, I elaborate on the method on which I base my study of the semiotic process constituted by
playing a computer game. This method is derived from a critique of earlier approaches to the field
from the perspective of literary and media studies. While most of these approaches employ a twolevel model with undeniable roots in structuralist narratology, the model suggested here is based
on the constructivist concept of viability. This presupposes a change of perspective from “naïve
objectivity” to informed subjectivity.
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INTRODUCTION
In an earlier paper on the subject of literary theory and computer games [10]
I argued that many approaches to computer games from the perspective of
literary studies are problematic because they fail to take into account the
different textual levels of computer games. Therefore, I suggested regarding
computer games as texts that operate on two distinct levels – the level of the
code and the level of the interface. Apparently, many students of computer
games arrived at similar results, for this concept has been widely adopted
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in the field. It is now almost a truism, to say that what you see on the screen
is only half the game, if not less. Building on the groundbreaking work of
Brenda Laurel, Janet Murray, Espen Aarseth, and Marie-Laure Ryan, a new
generation of computer game theorists has learned the lesson that there are
always two sides to every “interactive narrative”. The application of this
knowledge has produced a wealth of insightful papers on topics ranging
from the treatment of time in Myst to the production of place in Quake.
However, what has been generally overlooked, is the unique feature that
sets games apart from other cultural artifacts: this is, of course the fact that
we can play them. The playability of games is a fundamental concept without
which we cannot understand the semiotic process in which player and game
are engaged. This is exactly what I am trying to analyze. But in order to
focus on the interaction of player and game – which consists primarily of
the player’s manipulation of the interface – we must discuss whether the
two-level model of computer games is still appropriate. Although direct
manipulations of a computer game’s code must not be disregarded, the
usual mode of interaction with the code is indirect, i.e. mediated through
the interface. Since I am primarily interested in the experience of playing a
computer game, the code can be neglected here as something that is not part
of this experience.
Therefore, I will leave the analysis of the code to computer scientists,
and concentrate solely on the signs on the screen. This may seem contrary
to my former position, but the change is less radical than it might appear. In
order to explain this paradigm shift, I will revise some recent approaches to
computer games, suggest a new model of computer games that incorporates
the position of the observer, and point out the benefits of this approach.
With this, I hope to facilitate the discussion of the aesthetic and hermeneutic
dimension of computer games.

TOWARDS POST-STRUCTURALISM
I would like to begin by summarizing some of the most promising
approaches to the field of computer games so far. My choice is, of course,
biased by my own work – which remains rooted in the discipline of literary
studies. Therefore, one of the threads that I will follow in this brief summary
is the ongoing discussion of Aristotle’s Poetics and its applicability to games.
This discussion is directly related to what has been called the “clash between
game and narrative”. What I am trying to achieve by this critical overview
is a reconsideration of the dominant role of narratology in this field.
Furthermore, I aim to introduce a different conceptualization of narrative,
and to embed this discussion into the context of computer game philology.
Many attempts to describe computer games according to narratological
models refer to Aristotle’s Poetics in one way or another. On one hand,
there are those who try to conceptualize computer games as narratives
with a beginning, a middle, and an end. On the other hand, there are those
who think Aristotle’s definition has to be modified, if not done away with
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altogether. An early example of the latter can be found in George Landow’s
influential book Hypertext: “Hypertext, which challenges narrative and all
literary forms based on linearity, calls into question ideas of plot and story
current since Aristotle” [11].
This statement has been taken up by computer game theorists such as
Jørgen Kirksæther, who asserts that “computer games can easily be viewed
as hypertexts” [9]. Although Kirksæther realizes the need to establish
a “compromise [...] between embracing and denouncing Aristotle,” he
concludes that computer games are generally compatible with Aristotle’s
description of narrative. Playing a game is not conceived as an end in itself,
but “involves manipulating a graphic interface between the player and the
game logic.” However, in his conclusion, Kirksæther asserts that he “do[es]
not think of games as a three-layered system” and he “do[es] not believe
that it is possible to separate the graphic interface from the game logic and
structure.”
The idea of using Aristotle’s model in the study of computer-mediated
communication can be traced back to Brenda Laurel’s book Computers
as Theatre. Here we can also find the link between this approach and the
(structuralist) two-level model of computer games: “In theatrical terms, a
program [...] is analogous to a script, including its stage directions” [12]. In
other words, Laurel regards the code of a computer program as a system of
rules that governs the human-computer interaction. Although the shortcut
between Aristotle’s Poetics and structuralist narratology is not easy to
account for, it is plain to see how this has spawned a structuralist poetics of
interactive fiction. The code is assumed to resemble the deep structure of a
language that enables the speakers of this language to construct syntactically
correct sentences. These sentences, which appear on the surface structure,
are assumed to be already virtually contained in the deep structure. Similarily,
the code of a computer game is construed to contain all the possible ways of
playing the game – or, in literary terminology, its readings.
This conceptualization corresponds to models devised in structuralist
narratology such as the Russian formalists’ concept of fabula and sjuzet, or
Seymour Chatman’s model of story and discourse plane. Accordingly, Espen
Aarseth, in his study of the adventure game, employs Chatman’s model as
the basis of his concept of “ergodic intrigue”. However, his addition of a
negotiation plane between the progression plane and the event plane goes
one step beyond Chatman’s static model and adds a certain dynamic element
[1].
Janet Murray is arguably one of the strongest advocates of structuralist
poetics in the realm of computer game and interactive fiction studies. In her
book Hamlet on the Holodeck [14] she builds on Chatman’s Story and Discourse
[3] as well as Vladimir Propp’s Morphology of the Folktale [16]. The latter
has been another popular favorite in computer game studies for obvious
reasons. The general model of the Russian folk-tale devised by Propp is based
on a strict sequence of events that is only rarely changed in the individual
folk-tale. Moreover, there are only a limited number of narrative steps, and
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these steps are usually linked to an equally limited number of characters, or
actants.
One of the few convincing suggestions to overcome this binary schema
has been put forth by Marie-Laure Ryan in her latest book Narrative as Virtual
Reality [18]. She argues that since a printed text already has an actual and
a virtual dimension, transposing a text into a virtual medium such as the
computer leads to virtualization to a second degree. Thus, there are three
textual levels in an electronic text, which Ryan – adopting the terminology
of the French media theorist Philippe Bootz – calls texte écrit (the text as
written), texte-à-voir (the text as seen by the reader) and texte lu (the text as
mentally reconstructed by the reader).
In reader-response criticism, it has always been a controversial issue
whether the texte écrit – metaphorically speaking, the code of a printed text
– exists outside of the author’s mind. As Stanley Fish [5] has argued, “it is
the structure of the reader’s experience rather than any structures available
on the page that should be the object of description”. In fact, I would like
to add, we can say nothing about the objective text, and hardly anything
about what we read, and almost anything about what we have read. This
is to say that a text is only intelligible in our reconstruction, or rather our
construction, of what we have read. By this I do not mean to deny that
there is a form of communication between text and reader, but this process
must not be construed as a simple transfer of meaning from the text into the
reader’s mind.
While we will have to discuss this concept in greater detail later on, what
remains to be done to finish my brief summary of theoretical approaches to
computer games is to put it into the context of computer game philology, and
to discuss the role of narratology in this emerging field. In order to do so, we
must understand that Aristotle’s narratological model became increasingly
harder to apply to narratives the farther literary history moved into the era
of modernity, and eventually postmodernity. This holds true for all narrative
genres, including the novel and film as well as short stories and novellas.
Indeed, it could be argued that the development of the American short story
marks the advent of a genre that is by definition incompatible with Aristotle’s
description.
Therefore, attempts to describe computer games from a narratological
perspective are facing an epistemological as well as an empirical problem:
The attempt to describe computer games as narratives automatically raises
the question: which kind of narrative this refers to. In order to answer this
question, it will hardly suffice to classify a certain computer game as, say, a
mystery novel, if the following aspects are not taken into account:
a) the development of this genre in literary history
b) the aberrations from this genre due to the transposition to a new
medium
c) the reasons for incorporating this genre into a game, and the way in
which this is accomplished
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In other words, what is necessary is a contextualization of computer games.
The guiding principle of this approach is the idea that while technically
speaking, computer games are a relatively new phenomenon, they are
nevertheless part of several distinct traditions. They are first of all part of the
history of games (what I call the “ludic context”), a tradition reaching back to
the cradle of our culture, or, as some scholars have argued, even comprising
that very cradle. Secondly, they are part of a tradition of representation,
i.e. they employ methods of narration and depiction that are derived from
literary history and art history, respectively. Thirdly, they are embedded
in the history of media, insofar as they incorporate different media and
transcend their boundaries.
It should be clear from the above that narratology is by no means the
most important discipline of literary studies in the field of computer games.
From this perspective, narrative must rather be regarded as something
that has evolved over a timespan of several centuries and has become
increasingly problematic in the 20th century. Interactive narrative is by
no means a “fresh start” in the history of narrative, but rather part of this
tradition. This theoretical contextualization also draws attention to the fact
that we are dealing with a relatively young genre. Although the computer
game industry has already produced some “classics,” it cannot be denied that
computer game history is still in a very early developmental stage. The fact
that the games we are playing now are incredibly fast, graphically brilliant
and increasingly complex should not lead us to assume that this genre is
already “accomplished”. A theoretical approach with an awareness of these
potential fallacies cannot retain a theoretical framework that owes much of
its rigidity to a “naïve” structuralism, but must rather strive to deconstruct
certain uncontested views about computer games.

A NEW PARADIGM
One question has dominated computer game studies in recent years: Can
interactivity and narrativity be reconciled? Jesper Juul has studied this
question in great detail and arrived at the conclusion that it is “the strength
of the computer game that it doesn’t tell stories” [8]. While I would agree
that the playability of games is not necessarily dependent on their ability
to tell stories, I have nevertheless suggested a way to reconcile narrativity
and interactivity. As I have argued elsewhere [10], this could be achieved
by supplementing the binary opposition of narrativity and interactivity by
a third element that I call openness, and by embedding this triad into Janet
Murray’s triad of agency, immersion and rapture.
This approach has been partially confirmed by Marie-Laure Ryan’s
discussion of the question whether immersion and interactivity can be
reconciled. Ryan claims that “[t]he special power of interactive texts to
generate a plurality of possible worlds could be regarded as a feature that
facilitates the creation of an immersive plot” [18]. Originally, my definition
of openness referred to the variety of options a player is offered in a computer
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game, whereas the level of interactivity indicates the frequency of the player’s
input. Considering Ryan’s conceptualization of an interactive storytelling
system, however, this definition must be modified, so that openness now
refers to the ability of a computer game to create possible worlds. This new
definition does not contradict the definition given above, but it is broader
in scope.
I discuss this in such detail here because it is this question that made me
realize that a theoretical framework based on binary oppositions does not
allow for a convincing solution of this problem. In this regard, my line of
argument mimicks the poststructuralist critique of structuralism. While the
structuralist approach to computer games might seem very feasible in the
light of binary relations such as protagonist/antagonist, winning/losing and the
bifurcations of the plot that are typical for computer games, there are equally
convincing arguments for a poststructuralist approach.
The crucial factor in my decision in favor of the latter are structuralism’s
restrictions in handling ambivalence. The structuralist approach is tailormade for texts that establish clear-cut oppositions such as fairytales,
Enlightenment drama, and Western films. However, computer games
challenge such clear-cut borders by questioning the role of the “author,” by
giving the player far-reaching possibilities of manipulating the text, and by
adopting an aesthetics of simulation, rather than mimetic realism. While the
narrative structures of computer games might still be rooted in a modernist,
rather than a postmodernist, poetics, with a prevalence of epistemological
(“Where is Princess Toadstool?”) over ontological questions (cf. McHale
[13]), they nevertheless have the potential to contest the status of what is
construed as the real world.
The employment, or even abuse, of poststructuralist theory in the field of
hypertext has raised the awareness for any kind of “theoretical imperialism”.
Therefore, I will end my plea for a poststructuralist approach to computer
games with a caveat that will hopefully warrant an approach that is not
too easily seduced by the powerful metaphors this theoretical framework
supplies. As I have pointed out before, the problems literary studies faced in
the 20th century – and the solutions that were devised for them – cannot be
ignored in the study of computer games. But phenomena such as multi-linear
narration can easily be accounted for without recourse to postmodern theory.
In studying electronic media, we are easily lured into taking metaphors such
as trace, labyrinth, or simulacrum at face value. In order to account for our
susceptibility to these concepts, I suggest the integration of the role of the
observer into the model of the semiotic process of playing.

THE CONSTRUCTION OF POSSIBLE WORLDS
The model I will present here is designed to account for several idiosyncracies
of the study of computer games. First of all, it recognizes the playing of
a computer game as a cybernetic system. It should be noted that while a
computer game in and of itself may or may not be a cybernetic system,
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it is only observable through playing it, just as a novel is only observable
by reading it. When a game is being played, however, it not only becomes
observable to the player, it also forms a cybernetic system of which both game
and player are integral parts. The German philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer
recognized this when he said: “Das eigentliche Subjekt des Spiels ist nicht
der Spieler, sondern das Spiel selbst” – the game’s actual subject is not the
player, but the game itself. While this has stipulated all sorts of philosophical
thought on the subject of games, especially the game of language, my main
concern here is stressing the interdependence of game and player.
The second advantage of this model is that it enables us to account for
the fact that observing a game necessarily entails influencing it. While reader
response theorists are certainly correct in assuming that a printed text is at
least in part constructed by its reader, the interactivity of electronic texts
refers not only to the text as mentally reconstructed by the reader, but also
to the text as seen by the reader. In the light of my decision to concentrate
mainly on the surface of the game’s “text,” this might seem like an invalid
argument, but since these textual levels correspond to two different modes
of interaction, they can be incorporated in the model. If I put myself into a
position from which I can observe myself playing, I can differentiate between
aesthetic interaction and hermeneutic interaction, and this is exactly why the
study of computer games should be regarded as a second-order cybernetic
system.
The first step in understanding this model is to think about the model’s
elements in a more abstract way. Up to now, when we were speaking of the
player, what we had in mind was an empirical person playing a game. But
when I observe myself playing a game, a curious thing happens: The player
becomes less and less a part of me, and more and more a part of the game.
This relocation is not to be understood metaphorically, as the emergence of
what has been called the implied reader [7], or narratee [1]. Nor should it be
taken literally, as a model presupposing a “split personality” for the student
of computer games. Instead, this figure of speech intends to make us aware
of the fact that our perception is dependent on our position in relation to
what is perceived. From the perspective of the player, his or her actions make
sense as a direct response to the fictional world of the game. This is what I
call the mode of aesthetic interaction. From the perspective of the observer,
the player’s individual interactions with the game are only meaningful as a
textual strategy, alternatingly in accord with and directed against another
textual strategy of the game. This is what I call the mode of hermeneutic
interaction.
When playing a computer game, both of these processes are at
work simultaneously. While aesthetic interaction increases the player’s
immersion in the game, hermeneutic interaction comprises the “process
of demystification” [7] that is part of the experience of playing a computer
game. Of course, playing a game is not the same thing as studying it. But in
both cases we have access to the game only through playing it. The approach
of the student differs from the approach of the player only in its intention to
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make sense of the game. Two concepts borrowed from semiotics will help us
understand how the player’s intention can be incorporated into our model
– the concept of possible worlds and the concept of abduction.
Marie-Laure Ryan has outlined the potential of possible world theory for
the study of electronic texts in her book Possible Worlds, Artificial Intelligence,
and Narrative Theory [17]. The theory is based on the assumption that any
fictional text can be regarded as a possible world and that a possible world
can contain an unlimited number of sub-worlds. These sub-worlds can be
embedded stories, as well as the beliefs, wishes, and obligations of the world’s
inhabitants. It is beyond the scope of this paper to provide a detailed account
of possible world theory, but it should be clear from these brief remarks that
the sub-worlds within the world of any given text are usually contradictory
models of the world they are embedded in. In The Truman Show, for instance,
Truman’s knowledge world is radically at odds with every other inhabitant’s
(or the viewer’s) knowledge about this world.
The concept of abduction has been developed by Charles S. Peirce
and adapted for literary studies by Umberto Eco. In his book The Limits of
Interpretation [4], Eco explains abduction as a form of conclusion that is the
opposite of deduction, insofar as deduction starts from a rule, regards an
instance of this rule, and concludes the necessary result, and abduction is
the construction of an instance and a rule from an observed result. If I know
that a) all the beans in a bag are black and b) the beans in my hand are from
that bag, I can deduce c) that the beans in my hand are black. But if I see a’) a
handful of black beans next to a bag, I can abduce b’) that the beans are from
the bag and c’) that all the beans in the bag are black. This is, of course, a
hypothesis that requires verification, but it is also a much more pragmatic
way to make sense of the world, because it requires neither a fixed rule nor
a large number of results.
In the possible worlds of fiction, we, as the readers of novels or players
of games, are constantly required to perform abductions on the information
presented to us. Some abductions are trivial – when a car is mentioned in a
book, we assume that it has four wheels. Some require the context to be taken
into account – a driver can be a motorist or a piece of software – and some
are creative. Creative abduction occurs frequently in literature, especially
in mystery novels, where we are required to reconstruct a series of events
leading to a crime without having access to all the necessary information. It
occurs even more frequently, however, in computer games, in which we have
to constantly second-guess the “intention” of the game.
The intention of the game corresponds to the intentio operis of a literary
text – the strategy the text employs to construct its ideal reader. Similarily, a
computer game constructs an ideal player by putting obstacles in his or her
way, and by supplying the means to overcome them. By contrast, the player’s
intention, or intentio lectoris, is a textual strategy that is in a creative conflict
with the game’s intention. It is creative, insofar as its means are those of
creative abduction, but it is also creative because the interplay between the
two textual strategies creates the world of the game and makes it accessible
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to both game and player. Creative abduction plays such a prominent role in
games because there is usually a certain element of deceit involved. Whether
we are playing against a person or against the computer, our opponent is
usually reluctant to disclose his, her, or its strategy. This holds true even for
abstract games such as Tetris, where the computer’s choice of elements is a
crucial factor.
As we have seen, the mode of interaction between game and player is
constructive – it results in a fictional world that is accessible to all the parties
involved. The crucial factor in this constructive interaction is the fact that
the features of its result – such as interactivity and narrativity – cannot be
attributed to either game or player. In the model of computer gameplay as
a cybernetic system, these features are synergetic effects derived from the
semiotic process that is at the core of the human-computer interaction. The
apparent paradox that interactivity results from interaction is closely related
to the paradoxical tendency of semiosis to progress by referring to itself. In
order to understand this phenomenon of re-entry, we must therefore take a
closer look at the semiotics of computer gameplay.

NEVERENDING STORIES
Charles S. Peirce once defined semiosis as “an action, an influence, which is,
or involves, a cooperation of three subjects, such as a sign, its object and its
interpretant, this tri-relative influence not being in any way resolvable into
actions between pairs” [15]. In a computer game, these three subjects can
be identified as the game, the player, and the world that is created through
their interaction. In this model, the game is the object, which can only be
experienced through the signs that refer to it, the player is the sign, and the
world of the game is the interpretant. Since signs always mean something for
someone, the observer makes sense of the game by basing a second semiotic
triad on the interpretant, thereby making it the object of this second semiotic
step. It should be clear from the above that this operation can be repeated
ad infinitum, gaining complexity in the process. And it should also be clear
that semiosis operates mostly on itself, thereby comprising an autopoietic
process.
While many students of Peirce’s semiotic model have grappled with the
implications of an infinite semiosis, we don’t have to concern ourselves with
this problem for the time being. There is a natural end to most things, even
to “unfinishable” games such as Space Invaders or SimCity, which is usually
marked by a pragmatic decision. Or, in the words of the semiotician John
Boler: “That I could do something more does not mean I have not finished
it” [2]. Instead, I would like to point out some ways in which this semiotic
model can be applied. As I have mentioned before, some key characteristics
of computer games can be regarded as synergetic effects of the semiotic
process of playing. Therefore, I would like to finish this paper by offering a
semiotic view on computer games and narrative.
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It is hardly a revolutionary thought to regard narrative as a construct of a
text’s reader. While post-structuralist thinkers such as Roland Barthes have
given the reader the freedom to arrange the elements of a text, or its textons,
virtually at will, even “conservative” reader-response theorists have pointed
out the importance of the reader’s memory and predictions in constructing
a coherent plot. The semiotic take on this matter differs in one important
detail. Since semiotics assumes that it is impossible not to interpret the text
you are reading, the construction of narrative coherence can be regarded as
an interpretative strategy. Like every other strategy employed to make sense
of a text, this strategy is based on abduction.
What has been said about abduction in general also holds true for
narrative abduction. It can be trivial, context-dependent, or creative, and
its potential is greatly enhanced in electronic texts. In computer games,
most narrative abduction is creative, since we have to ascribe meaning to
what we do in a game. The key concept to understand this form of narrative
abduction is the possible world formed by the player’s wishes regarding the
outcome of the game. The “wish-world” of the player is a sub-world of the
game-world, and contains the ideal outcome of the game along with plans
meant to attain this goal. The process of playing a game makes some of these
plans seem more feasible than others, which is why the wish-world must
be frequently checked against the game world and updated accordingly.
While an increase in discrepancy between these two worlds is perceived
as a retarding element, an increase in similitude is perceived as narrative
progress. This holds true even for games rather short on narrative, such as
Quake. The narrative potential of such games can be assessed retroactively
by comparing the player’s plans with the actual action on the screen. The
difference between the two results in an asynchronous element that allows
for narrative suspense and the use of techniques like “flash-back” and “flashforward”. For an “objective” observer, there is not much to be seen – which
explains the hostility of over-protective parents towards computer games
– but from the subjective viewpoint of the player, a game of Quake is full of
dramatic twists and turns.
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Abstract
Along with geographical and technological barriers, the barriers created by local and
parochial techno-social systems have to be taken into consideration in order to make us
truly nomadic. A key question in the near future is how the user of advanced mobile
technology could be empowered to have more control over the multiple spaces he or she
inhabits and the numerous boundary crossings that he or she is forced to perform.

Information Society Technology (IST) has penetrated all walks of life, and is being
applied, among other things, to enhance education. IST enhanced learning realizes some
central ideals of constructivist pedagogy. Hermeneutic psychology and philosophical
argumentation are applied to identify some potential or actual strengths and weaknesses
in the chain of connections between constructivist pedagogical principles, psychological
processes, supporting technologies and the actual application of IST in a learning
environment.

Ideally,

mobile

technology

opens

up

new

opportunities

for

(constructivistically oriented) learning. It conquers barriers of time and place; utilizes the
physical and social context of learning; gives more room for individual learning styles as
well as enables and intensifies collaboration and peer-to-peer communication.

Abduction goes a long way in describing and explaining the special epistemic
circumstances of IST enhanced learning and digital interaction in general. A study of
abductive reasoning will help us better understand IST enhanced learning and IST user
behaviour as well as give us some valuable hints to the design of human-computer
interaction. However, IST cuts out certain aspects of knowledge and reality, making
abduction at some point inoperable. Aura and tacit knowledge, too, help in marking out
the limits of discursive means via abduction (i.e. semiotic means).

Abduction, tacit knowledge and aura have some similarities which seem to justify
treating them under the common denominator of low knowledge. Low knowledge is a
personal yet democratic form of knowing that focuses on differences and details, treating
individuals as whole universes. It is suggested that low knowledge may be a key to a

better understanding of the mobility and immobility of knowledge. Context-awareness,
multisensority and virtual reality broaden the potential of abduction (i.e. the scope of
semiotic knowledge) in cyberspace. They broaden it because they bring us (as users) a
step closer to a real-world, situated face-to-face interaction, that is, a step closer to
kicking the tires, feeling the fabric, casual chatting and taking a walk in the woods.
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PART 1
RESEARCH SUMMARY

1

Introduction
Mobile and wireless technologies are the new cutting edge of modern Information and
Communication Technology (ICT). Educators have embraced ICT and are trying to find
ways of integrating it in the curriculum as well as in their day-to-day teaching. Concepts
like mobile learning and edutainment challenge the old pedagogical principles and
practices as educators combine modern ICT for instance with constructivist ideals of
learning. Some visionaries claim that we are all turning into nomads (Keen and
Mackintosh 2001; Carlsson and Walden 2002; Kleinrock 2001; Sørensen 2002; 2003).
The technological development can be presented schematically as follows:

mobility

localisation
personalisation

situated
face-toface
interaction

prenomadic technologies, i.e.
strapped mobility

epistemic
rupture

(truly) nomadic technologies, i.e.
digital nomadicity

multisensority

contextawareness

virtuality

Figure 1: Technological development in terms of interaction
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Figure 1 above shows how the technology first distances itself from situated face-to-face
interaction by breaking loose from time and place (i.e. the early rhetoric of “anytime,
anywhere”), and then with the development of truly nomadic technologies tries to imitate
situated face-to-face interaction as closely as possible. Digital nomadicity refers to the
part of technological development where technologies strive to imitate situated face-toface interaction, illustrated by the arrow that points left. In a nomadic culture learning
does not take place in the classroom but wherever one is in need of relevant information
or new skills. Yet it is not clear how the new ICT will (if at all) change the ways we
perceive the world around us, and how educators could or should use the new tools.
Alongside the term ICT also the term Information Society Technology (IST) is used in
this dissertation. IST is a broader term than ICT, underlining the fact that new
technologies have penetrated all walks of life. The term ICT will be used in contexts
where more conventional technologies are discussed or when there is no pressing reason
otherwise to deviate from the more established usage.
IST enhanced learning and digital interaction in general seem to favour the abductive
form of reasoning. Abduction meets the demands of a mobile learner envisioned by
constructivist pedagogues, and abduction is also the form of inference users seem to be
compelled to use in cyberspace. Therefore one could perhaps call abduction the mobile or
“pedestrian” form of reasoning par excellence. Abduction is here to be understood as
everyday reasoning, that is, as a particular model of how people (sometimes in some
situations) reason in real life. Abduction is also applied for instance in logic programming
and the theory of science, but those interpretations of abductive logic usually differ from
the one presented here and are not discussed in this work.
Knowledge by abduction has some inherent limitations. These limitations of abductive
reasoning are therefore likely to shed some light on the limitations to human knowledge
in cyberspace. In addition to abduction, tacit knowledge and aura are concepts that help
exploring the limits of digital interaction. Tacit knowledge is notoriously difficult to
convert to digital form, which makes knowledge flow in and between modern
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organisations unwieldy. The concept of aura has been used in aesthetics and philosophy
to denote some features that unique objects (e.g. works of art) have or are supposed to
have. Unlike many or most original works of art, digital objects are not unique but copies.
In the case of digital objects, there is no original at all. Abduction, tacit knowledge and
aura have similarities which seem to justify in treating them under a common
denominator of low knowledge. Low knowledge is a personal yet democratic form of
knowing that focuses on differences and details, treating individuals as whole universes.
On the other hand, there are certain key features connected to the emerging IST by which
one may overcome some limitations of IST enhanced education, edutainment and
interaction. These features are multisensority, context-awareness and virtuality. They
expand the scope of low knowledge, making digital interaction more similar to human,
situated face-to-face interaction.
The principal research question in this work is:
•

What is the role of abductive reasoning in digital interaction?

In other words, what the research at hand wants to clarify are the epistemic conditions of
emerging nomadic and ubiquitous computing environments. In order to even begin
answering this principal question, one has to get some rationally grounded, and
preferably also empirically corroborated, idea of human-to-human interaction, human-tomachine interaction, learning, human thought processes, the state of the art of available
technologies for learning and interaction and the key features of the emerging ICT and
IST. These minor, concomitant considerations give rise to the questions listed below:
•

Does the emerging IST differ in terms of its epistemology from similar, previous
technologies?

•

How can ICT support constructivist learning?

•

What should mobile learning objects be like from the user’s point of view?

•

What is abduction like as a pattern of everyday reasoning?
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•

What is the role of abduction as a particular thinking style in technology enhanced
learning and digital interaction?

•

What is low knowledge and what is its role in digital interaction?

•

How do context-awareness, virtuality and multisensority affect the epistemic
conditions of digital interaction?

The dissertation consists of seven chapters, based on six scientific papers published in
international, refereed publications and one research report. Part 2 presents a copy of
each publication. The topic of each chapter belongs to a well-established field of
scientific research. These topical fields make up a motley crew whose mutual
implications are hard to account for or verify. Abduction is the primary unit of analysis,
tying these topics together.
The first chapter deals with method. The research at hand is theoretically oriented and
cross-disciplinary, building both on a wealth of previous empirical research results and
theoretical studies in a variety of scientific fields. The following fields are at one point or
another touched upon: information systems (goes without saying), computer science,
technology studies, logic, epistemology, pedagogy, psychology, semiotics, media studies
and sociology. Abduction enables one to cross these disciplinary boundaries and at the
same time to retain an acceptable level of scientific rigour. The task of abduction is
twofold. Firstly, abduction is an analytical tool that will explain some key features of
advanced IST. Secondly, abduction is probably the central inferential mechanism at work
when users learn or interact in an IST context.
The second chapter discusses the claim, made by some influential computer science and
information systems researchers, that we are on the threshold of a new paradigm of
digital computing and communication – true digital nomadicity. Although we are still
partly trapped in the old world of fixed computing platforms, accessed by users with the
same (personal) device from the same IP address, the world of radical mobility – true
nomadicity – is just round the corner (see esp. Kleinrock 2001). Peter Wegner (1997),
Carsten Sørensen (2002; 2003) and Leonard Kleinrock (2001), among others, have
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aspired to describe and explain the workings of this paradigm shift from a strapped
mobility to truly nomadic digital environments. Despite their efforts, we are still missing
a common theoretical ground, by the help of which to make sense of the (allegedly) new
paradigm. The paradigm shift, if true, implies that the epistemological conditions have
changed or are changing, too, and abduction will presumably play a central role in the
new world of digital nomads.
Chapter three presents the doctrine of constructivist pedagogy, and its relation to
technology enhanced learning. The general opinion among constructivist pedagogues
seems to be that ICT mediated learning and the constructivist educational doctrine is a
match made in heaven. For instance Järvinen (2001) claims that technology enhanced
learning supports “naturally” learning by manipulation, comparison and problem solving
in a non-prescriptive real-world-like context that leaves room for creative thinking and
innovation. And, at least on the surface, so it seems. Furthermore, it seems that the
features associated with both constructivist learning and the new technologies used for
supporting that learning – democratic, personal, skilled, creative and interactive – can
also be used for describing knowledge by abduction.
Chapter four presents a mobile learning platform which is articulated around three main
features derived from constructivist pedagogy: (i) problem orientation, (ii) individual
learning strategies and (iii) situated collaboration. It focuses on the general design
principles of learning objects specifically intended for mobile learning. It will be argued
that learning objects must be revised if one wants to successfully apply them to mobile
learning environments. The structure and dynamics of learning objects must be in line
with the central features of mobile learning; they must promote learning experiences
which are repeatable, expedient, personal, immediate and situated. Following these
guidelines should result in mobile learning objects that are small, intelligible, object-like
and interoperable (general qualities) as well as expedient, situated, immediate, persistent,
reusable, personalized and manipulable (specific qualities).
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The fifth chapter discusses abductive reasoning in greater detail, and argues that it is the
most central inferential mechanism at work in interaction taking place in advanced IST
environments in general and in mobile environments in particular. Abduction is the
method used by Sherlock Holmes. It is the way in which people reason when making
discoveries in the sense of coming up with new ideas. Hence abduction is considered a
logic of discovery, and as such it is essentially a matter of finding and following clues
(Peirce 2001; Wirth 1995; Peltonen 1999). Well over ten forms of abductive reasoning
are presented and their role in technology enhanced education is discussed.
Chapter number 6 charts the limits of digital objects and interaction. In the same way as
traditional classroom teaching sets boundaries to what and how learners can learn there
seem to be some limitations to IST enhanced and mobile knowledge, that is, limitations
or conditions set by eLearning and mLearning environments. How well knowledge in
general can be mediated purely by ICT/IST without the subject (i.e. the user) being
present in flesh and blood? It is common knowledge that for instance online customers
have the urge to feel the fabric, smell the flowers and kick the tires in order to be
persuaded to buy something. The limitations to human knowledge in cyberspace are
examined with the help of three well-known philosophical concepts: abduction, aura and
tacit knowledge.
Chapter seven examines some fundamental properties of digital interaction in advanced
IST environments. The properties examined are: context-awareness, multisensority and
virtuality. They seem to mark the beginning of a second era (a new paradigm) of very
advanced IST in general and mobile technology in particular, transgressing the earlier
limits of human knowledge. Although the current infrastructure does not support such
advanced (esp. mobile) environments on any larger scale, it is possible to envision such
an environment fully functional. It seems that context-aware systems, the Tangible User
Interface (TUI), virtual reality, augmented reality and the so-called sentient objects
significantly extend the possibilities of communication and flow of information between
machines and humans. As a result, the scope of knowledge by abduction widens.
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Finally, the concluding chapter (Conclusion, unnumbered) is a recapitulation of the main
points, followed by a brief discussion of the key knowledge constructs and a glance at the
future vistas opened up by this research.
Technologies that enhance normal day-to-day communication have been the most
successful (e.g. e-mail and SMS), as they have been quickly and widely adopted by the
man in the street. These sorts of technologies strive to imitate the natural flow of human
communication, modelling interaction after situated face-to-face interaction. ICT and IST
research and design have followed suit and are focusing more on the use of technology in
everyday life. This so-called domestication approach tries – as the name indicates – to
domesticate technologies so that they can be used not just by professional people for
professional purposes but by all of us for edutainment, recreation, peer-to-peer
communication and household tasks – anywhere and anytime (Punie et al. 2003; Punie
2003). Abduction, as a model for a particular form of informal reasoning and a thinking
style, may help information systems researchers, computer scientists, designers and
pedagogues interested in technology enhanced learning to better understand user
behaviour in cyberspace. Low knowledge is a broader set of epistemic factors that is
hoped to assist in making sense of digital interaction in general, irrespective of whether
the interaction takes place in a learning, communication, collaboration or recreation
context or situation. As the domestication approach calls for a holistic understanding of
user behaviour, abduction and low knowledge seem like appropriate conceptual tools for
both research and design of modern ICT and IST. The knowledge constructs of abduction
and low knowledge are thus believed to contribute to the making of better, more easy-touse and more natural technologies for education, work and leisure. Accordingly, the
dissertation will focus on the man in the street as the primary user group, that is, focus on
ordinary people as they go about their business in everyday life, doing everyday things
like socializing, communicating, working, playing, learning and caring.
The research papers require little explaining as the dissertation chapters closely follow
them in both order and content. Having read the chapter overviews above, the reader
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knows already what is in store for him or her in the research papers. Table 1 below
presents how the thesis topics relate to the dissertation chapters and research papers.
Table 1: Overview of the thesis
Topic

Part I

Part II

Research questions and key concepts

Introduction

Paper 1

Method

Chapter 1

State of the art of IST and the concept of nomadicity

Chapter 2

Paper 2

Constructivist learning and ICT

Chapter 3

Paper 3

Mobile learning and mobile learning objects

Chapter 4

Paper 4

Abductive reasoning

Chapter 5

Paper 5

Low knowledge and the mobility of knowledge

Chapter 6

Paper 6

Epistemic conditions of advanced nomadicity

Chapter 7

Paper 7

Summary of results

Conclusion

The only exception is paper 1, which corresponds in content to the Introduction, instead
of to Chapter 1. Thus Chapter 1 has no corresponding research paper. From the very
beginning, the research papers were written as a tightly knit fabric, in spite of the
numerous disciplines touched upon and the fairly frequent changes of perspective.
The chapters develop the same underlying themes, addressing the same fundamental
questions concerning the epistemic conditions of ICT enhanced learning and digital
interaction. Because in the course of the dissertation some basic concepts are developed
further, the passage from one chapter to another may in some cases require prior
clarification. The central conceptual construct in Chapter 2 is digital nomadicity,
corresponding to advanced nomadic and ubiquitous computing environments.
Constructivism is the focal, conceptual construct in Chapter 3, mobile learning and
mobile learning objects in Chapter 4, abduction in Chapter 5, low knowledge in Chapters
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6 and 7. Hence there are altogether six central conceptual constructs, whose
interrelations, in terms of the layout, may be presented schematically, in the form of a
conceptual map, as follows:

digital
nomadicity

Chapter 2

constructivism

Chapter 3

mobile
learning

Chapter 4

mobile
learning
objects

Chapter 5

abduction

Chapter 6

low knowledge

Chapter 7

Figure 2: Interrelations between conceptual constructs and chapters
The bold arrow indicates in which chapter each conceptual construct or topic makes its
first and primary appearance, whereas the thin arrows indicate which chapters build on or
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develop the same topic. For instance, digital nomadicity is central in Chapter 2 but also a
relevant part of the theoretical background in Chapters 4, 6 and 7. The dissertation makes
a modest claim of originality about the last three of the above conceptual constructs:
mobile learning objects, abduction and low knowledge. It seems that they have not been
applied to ICT enhanced learning and digital interaction in this manner and extent before.
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1 Method
1.1 Call for methodological renewal
Consider these two appeals to Information Systems (IS) and computer science
researchers:
More specifically, we would highlight the absence of research considering the
interactions of technology, instructional method, and the psychological processes
of student learners (Alavi and Leidner 2001).
Are the rapid developments in ICT outpacing our ability to judge their impact?
(Jadad and Delamothe 2001)
The above quotations voice a growing concern among computer scientists and IS
researchers over how little we still know about human-computer interaction in terms of
psychological, social and cultural impact. Naturally opinions differ as to what exactly is
wrong with IS research but the need for a methodological renewal is widely recognized.
Before discussing the methodological tools in detail, the general methodological
guidelines, which this particular research into digital interaction follows, are spelled out.
1.2 Three methodological guidelines
The methodological credo of this research can be expressed in the form of three
guidelines:
•

Apply a sophisticated conception of human knowledge

•

Strive for a balanced treatment of both technology and the socio-cultural aspects
of digital interaction and culture

•

Picture the interaction between humans and technology as a constant struggle
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It is perhaps fair to say that many IS researchers and computer scientists tend to have an
unsophisticated conception of human knowledge. They often rest content with applying
the so-called information processing view of the human psyche, which presents the user
as an information processing system in analogy with the information processing system
of the technology used (Kuutti 1995). This simplified view of human knowledge seems to
have been sufficient for many short-term design projects. All the same, information
systems science is not just about data and information but about knowledge,
communication, collaboration and culture. Consequently, research into digital interaction
needs to be based on a sophisticated conception of human knowledge. What is a
sophisticated conception of knowledge is a matter of opinion. The Sociology of
Knowledge (i.e. the Edinburgh school, e.g. David Bloor, Martin Kusch, Harry Collins,
among others), the Structuration theory (Anthony Giddens) and the Activity Theory (e.g.
Yrjö Engeström) spring to mind. Right or wrong, their understanding of human
knowledge is sophisticated.
An unfortunate result of an unsophisticated or oversimplified view on human knowledge
is that designers and researchers tend to ignore social and cultural factors. It leads to
technology driven design and technological determinism. Sociological and cultural
studies in turn are often guilty of an opposite fault: they tend to blackbox technology.
They do not look into the technology itself in any significant detail.
Human interaction with technology is a constant struggle because technology changes us
(as users) and we (as users) change technology. Technological artefacts are constantly
modified, put to new uses, and given new meanings by the users (Punie et al. 2003). For
instance, the designers could not predict that the users would use the Short Messaging
System (SMS) in the way they nowadays do. Technology in turn changes how we
humans behave, perceive and think; the SMS has changed how we make and keep
appointments. To avoid both blackboxing and oversimplification of human cognition a
balanced treatment of both technology and the socio-cultural aspects of digital interaction
and culture is required. Human interaction with technology is a two-way street.
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1.3 Abduction as a conceptual tool for studying digital interaction.
Abduction is a single unit of analysis, allowing the study of diverse phenomena with
good scientific accuracy. In other words, it is a cross-disciplinary tool. Because it is a
cross-disciplinary conceptual tool, both Information Technology (IT) people (e.g.
computer scientists) and the Humanities people should accept it. Abduction is sharp and
analytic but also broad and rich enough to enable research into digital interaction and
culture in a way that does justice to both technological and socio-cultural factors in
human-machine interaction. Secondly, by using abduction one can focus on the
epistemological conditions of digital interaction, that is, focus on how the IST affects
what we can know and how we know it. Finally, abduction can be made to conform to
the aforementioned three methodological guidelines.
Abduction is not yet fully understood but it certainly seems a better conceptual tool than
descriptive adjectives like “mobility” and “ubiquity” that are presently used especially in
mobile technology research. It is better because: (i) abduction is a single (as well as
rigorous and well-defined) unit of analysis, allowing one to analyze and compare diverse
phenomena with good scientific accuracy; (ii) abduction catches the gist of how we
humans reason under uncertainty in a context. It may be perplexing to see abduction
serve a double role: as both a tool and an object of research. However, the existence of an
inferential process called abduction is not in question but taken as given. As a
methodological tool, abduction brings to mind fuzzy logic, which was at first an outcast
but has by now proved its scientific worth and practical potential (see e.g. Zadeh 1975;
Fuller and Carlsson 1996).
1.4 Three research traditions
The phenomenon of abductive reasoning has been discussed at some length in logic and
rhetoric from Aristotle (Prior Analytics, 2nd Book, Ch. 25) to the early19th century. In the
late 19th century, the study of abduction was taken up by the American philosopher
Charles Sanders Peirce, whose interpretation and development of it has set the stage for
all subsequent research. There are at the moment three distinct fields of application with
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their own issues and interpretational traditions: logic programming, scientific method and
everyday reasoning. Abduction is thus interpreted as:
1. a method of scientific research or inquiry (logic of discovery)
2. a method of machine reasoning (logic programming)
3. a model of everyday reasoning (logica utens)
Perhaps the bulk of research into abduction has so far focused on the first one, that is, its
role in scientific methodology.
Let us take a brief look at abduction as a method of scientific inquiry. Peirce maintains
that there exist only three elementary forms of reasoning: deduction, induction and
abduction (CP 8.209; Hoffman 1997; Rizzi 2004). Peirce’s canonical examples of the
three basic inferential forms are the following:
Deduction
Rule: All the beans from this bag are white.
Case: These beans are from this bag.
Result: These beans are white.
Induction
Case: These beans are from this bag.
Result: These beans are white.
Rule: All the beans from this bag are white.
Abduction
Rule: All the beans from this bag are white.
Result: These beans are white.
Case: These beans are from this bag (CP 2.623).
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These three logical processes can be seen as complementary operations of human
cognition (Rizzi 2004). Deduction infers a result (conclusion) that is certain. Induction
produces a rule (conclusion) that is valid until a contrary instance is found. Abductive
reasoning produces a case (conclusion) that is always uncertain (i.e. merely plausible).
According to Peirce, deduction shows that something must be; induction shows that
something in fact exists; and abduction shows that something may be. Hence, abduction
is the starting point of the self-correcting empirical research process – the first step to
reasoning and interpretation. In order to the scientific process of inquiry to become
methodologically complete, abduction (whose job is to form hypotheses to explain an
observation) needs to be followed by deduction (to logically derive the consequences of
the hypothesis) and induction (to empirically test the predicted consequences of the
hypothesis) (Pückler u/d; Pape u/d; Hoffmann 1997; Flach 1996). In Peirce’s own words:
“That which is to be done with the hypothesis is to trace out its consequences in
deduction, to compare them with results of experiments in induction, and to discard the
hypothesis, and try another, as soon as the first has been refuted” (CP 6.469; CP 7.220).
The cycle of abduction, deduction and induction as well as the justification of inferences
are not at issue here. Consequently, abduction as part of scientific method is excluded
from this study.
The second perspective to abduction, abduction as a model for logic programming, has
likewise interests and a research tradition of its own. Let a very brief characterization of it
suffice. Abductive logic can make computing machines more intelligent, that is, make
them think and act more like humans do. Josephson and Josephson (1994) have modelled
computing after the abductive inference model. In syllogistic terms, abduction is a modus
ponens turned backwards (Wirth 1993; Josephson and Josephson 1994). Logic
programming belongs to the fields of machine intelligence and design science, and shall
not be discussed here.
Both in the study of scientific inquiry and logic programming, abduction is usually
interpreted as Inference to the Best Explanation (IBE), that is, in terms of the so-called
IBE model. The IBE model deals with the generation and assessment of hypotheses,
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focusing more on the formal-logical accuracy than the actual mental process of
reasoning. The IBE model is not discussed in this work at all.
In this work abduction is to be understood as a particular form of everyday reasoning.
Why is everyday reasoning so important? Hoffmann (u/d) is not completely wrong when
describing the role of abduction in the following, all-embracing manner: “The truth is that
the whole fabric of our knowledge is one matted felt of pure hypothesis confirmed and
refined by induction” (p. 9/21). Abduction is an intellectual tool, so to speak, especially
suited for dealing with incomplete evidence under high uncertainty in complex real-life
situations or in ill-structured disciplinary fields of knowledge (Spiro et al. 1988).
Knowledge by abduction seems to have had a more dominant and widespread role earlier
in history. According to the Italian microhistorian Carlo Ginzburg (1989), certain 19thcentury sciences or disciplines typically allowed or called for interpretation and the
searching of clues. Ginzburg calls them symptomatological sciences. Medicine, history,
physical astronomy, geology, palaeontology, physical anthropology, ethnography,
archaeology belong to the symptomatological sciences. These disciplines could also be
called – at least in their 19th-century form – private detective sciences. They embraced the
semiotic paradigm of knowledge based on the searching of clues or symptoms.
It appears that abduction suits admirably for describing and explaining the special
epistemological circumstances of modern ICT mediated learning and digital interaction in
general. (At this point it is underlined that the term digital interaction should be
understood more broadly than has usually been done in Human-Computer Interaction
(HCI) research. It includes also machine-to-machine interaction and human-to-computerto-human interaction. It would be unwise to define digital interaction too restrictively as
the nature of digital interaction is very much at issue in this work.) An advanced mobile
computing situation calls for, or even compels to, the use of abductive reasoning. From a
HCI design viewpoint, abduction as everyday reasoning is important because “Systems
that do not mesh with natural social behaviour will fail or lead to unforeseen outcomes”
(Grudin 2002, p. 78). It is material to be borne in mind that this work concentrates as
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good as exclusively on the last item of the above list, that is, on abduction as a model of
everyday reasoning (logica utens).
1.5 Minor methodological considerations
Chapter 2 focuses on the recent developments in digital technologies, and will not discuss
abduction. The chapter on mobile learning objects (Ch. 4) is the only other chapter in
which abduction is not explicitly mentioned. Chapter 4 has been included in this study for
three reasons. First, abduction seems especially applicable for mobile users. Therefore
knowing the design requirements for mobile learning helps one to estimate the role of
abduction in mobile learning. Second, it seems wise to have a more empirically oriented
work included in the dissertation for the sake of balance and practical applicability.
Third, mobile learning objects are a novelty, and discussing abduction simultaneously
might be confusing. The chapter on mobile learning objects addresses the same cognitive
and technological issues as the rest of the chapters. Leaving it out would have made the
story less intelligible.
As a rule, learning is discussed from the viewpoint of constructivist pedagogy.
Constructivist pedagogical theory has been chosen not because it would be the best
theory around (although it might be) but rather for the sake of clarity. This point requires
some explanation. To begin with, technologies designed or used to support learning
abound. Technology embodies psychological claims of the user, thus suggesting and
partly determining user behaviour. Designers, educationalists and learners may all have
their own, mutually conflicting expectations or ideas of the particular technologies
supporting learning. Some technologies are more malleable than others, submitting
themselves to many different interpretations and uses. Some technologies are less
flexible. Identifying a coherent set of pedagogical principles and expectations of learner
(user) behaviour makes the assessment of particular technologies easier. For this reason
alone, it seems wise to focus on a particular pedagogical view, which in this case is
constructivism.
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Constructivism is recognized to be one-sided, as presumably all other pedagogical
theories. Let it be clear therefore that this study is in agreement with the critics of
constructivism on certain central points of criticism. It goes almost without saying that
not everything is a social construct but sometimes the material reality (e.g. quarks) offers
resistance that cannot be “constructed” at will (against epistemological relativism) (Collin
2001). Knowledge is a human activity which is partly unconscious and tacit, involving
tools – language as a tool included (against representationalism). Generally speaking,
knowledge is built or created in collaboration with others (against mentalism) (Paavola et
al. 2002; Lehtinen 2003). Knowledge and learning is not just what people think or say but
also what they do as members of a community (against solipsism) (Kivinen and Ristelä
2003). On the other hand, this study attempts to avoid sociological reductionism – the
idea that all can be explained by social factors – and defends the position that we do have
mental processes. After all, we do have conceptual and logical means of making sense of
these mental processes. Abductive inference is one such means.
1.6 Method in a nutshell
The research at hand is theoretically oriented and cross-disciplinary, building both on a
wealth of previous empirical research results and theoretical studies in a variety of
scientific fields. The following fields are at one point or another touched upon:
information systems, computer science, technology studies, logic, epistemology,
pedagogy, psychology, semiotics, media studies, economics and sociology. Abduction
enables one to cross these disciplinary boundaries and at the same time to retain an
acceptable level of scientific rigour. On the one hand, abduction is an analytical tool that
will explain some key features of advanced IST, clarifying how the technology
environment is constructed from an epistemic point of view. On the other hand,
abduction is probably the central inferential mechanism at work when users learn or
interact in an IST context, thus explaining (or modelling) what goes on inside the user’s
head.
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2 From Mobility to True Nomadicity and Ubiquity
2.1 A paradigm shift in IST
Mobile technology has been characterized as mobile, interactive, ubiquitous, localized
and personalized. It is becoming blatantly clear that these key concepts used in computer
science and information systems literature – most notably those of nomadicity, mobility
and interaction – cannot any more satisfactorily capture the present-day reality of
advanced mobile technology environments (Keen and Mackintosh 2001; Carlsson and
Walden 2002). More recently, concepts like context-aware, virtual and multisensory have
been used in this context, but these features usually assume, among other things, a more
advanced, fully working third generation (3G) network or other more advanced mobile
technology environments that are not yet generally in place, and if in use, only tentatively
so (Anckar et al. 2003). However, this state of affairs has not prevented some visionaries
(esp. Peter Wegner, Carsten Sørensen and Leonard Kleinrock) from stealing a glance at
things to come. These visionaries argue that we are entering a new world of digital
nomadicity, transgressing the confines of a more static type of mobile communication
and collaboration. Although we are still partly trapped in the old world of fixed
computing platforms, accessed by users with the same (personal) device from the same IP
address, the world of radical mobility – true nomadicity – is just round the corner
(Kleinrock 2001).
The terms “paradigm” or “paradigmatic” have been used for instance by Carsten
Sørensen (2002; 2003) to refer to the significant difference between the old idea of
mobility and fluidity (fluid interaction); and by Leonard Kleinrock (2001) to refer to the
shift from nomadicity in a disconnected world to a transparent, adaptive and integrated
nomadicity. The word paradigm should not be understood in a strict Kuhnian sense,
though. First, the new vision of true nomadicity is still without a sharp and systematic
enough conceptual apparatus in order to seriously challenge the old paradigm. Second,
and more importantly, we are here dealing with a technological entity, a construct that did
not exist before. The construct has changed the world (reality), so the conceptual shift
does not entail a sudden Gestalt switch while the research object stays the same, which is
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generally the case in Kuhn’s examples (Kuhn 1962). Rather, in the case of digital
nomadicity the concepts have ceased to describe reality in a satisfactory manner as
technology has evolved. In this context, one would rather speak of an epistemic rupture, a
breaking point in our conceptual arsenal and discourse.
In this chapter some central conceptual tools used by writers on advanced mobile
technology (esp. nomadicity and mobility) are analyzed. In line with Peter Wegner,
Leonard Kleinrock and Carsten Sørensen, it is maintained that these concepts are not any
more satisfactory as tools of scientific research into advanced information and
communication technology (ICT), or even as tools of popular understanding. To conclude
with, the chapter presents and discusses some candidates for conceptual tools (fluidity,
metaspace, micromobility and multiple-personalization) that might better catch the social
and technological properties of true nomadicity and ubiquitous computing. Taking the
advice of Orlikowski and Iacono (2001), an attempt is made to meaningfully combine
both the technological and sociocultural aspects of the matter. It should be noted that the
focus of interest is not so much in what kind of a new breed of man (Castells 2001) or
new organizations (Järvenpää and Leidner 1999) our society is giving birth to but in the
actual human-computer and machine-to-machine interaction and its epistemic conditions.
2.2 Nomadicity
“We are all nomads,” says Leonard Kleinrock in an article that was published in 1996.
And he continues: “but we lack the systems support to assist us in our various forms of
mobility” (p. 351). For Kleinrock, nomadicity means two different things. First,
nomadicity is used to describe a vision of a perfectly connected environment: “The
essence of a nomadic environment is to automatically adjust all aspects of the user’s
computing, communications, and storage functionality in a transparent and integrated
fashion” (Ibid). This sentence is presently widely used as a definition of nomadic
computing. Being on the move, in transit, is here seen as a normal part of the life of
digital nomads. However, Kleinrock also uses “nomadicity” to refer to a situation where
a mobile user gets disconnected because the environment does not support perfect
connectivity. The title of his paper underlines this second meaning of nomadicity:
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“Nomadicity: Anytime, anywhere in a disconnected world”. The second meaning has
since been adopted by the mobile computing community so that by the phrase “go
nomadic” is meant the phenomenon of a temporary disconnection: “It is desirable that
mobile devices be able to cope with temporary disconnection (or “going nomadic”) as it
is known in the mobile computing literature” (Hawick and James 2003; Alanko et al.
1999).
In a more recent paper, Kleinrock (2001; see also 2004) starts off with the assumption
that most users of computing, communication and services are people on the move, and
that sudden changes in connectivity and bandwidth should be treated as the norm rather
than exception. Here the word nomadicity is systematically used to refer to a
phenomenon in which the state of being on the move is the normal state and not a break
from the normal. And, when mobile devices get disconnected, they get disconnected
rather than “go nomadic”. Kleinrock underlines the need for a better infrastructure and a
more advanced system support for nomadic users so that the computing environment
adjusts itself to the user rather than the other way round. Computing should become as
transparent and convenient a product as electricity (on the utility model see Rappa 2004).
According to Kleinrock, we are on our way to a world of true nomadicity.
2.3 Old school of mobility, localization and personalization
Portable computing – in the form of laptops, mobile phones, PDAs and handheld
computers – set the so-called knowledge workers free from the physical confines of the
office. Along this line of thought, mobility has traditionally meant the ability of the user
to move anywhere, anytime and yet stay connected, independently of the geographical
constraints. For instance, Kopomaa (2000) talks about urban nomads and their “placeless
use” of mobile devices. For Dahlbom and Ljungberg (1998), mobility implies that the
user is away from his or her usual stationary point of activity (the office, for example),
facing a changing and unpredictable context that deviates from the normal situation of
use. Consequently, most of the research on mobility has dealt with technology issues
such as limited battery life, unreliable network connections, volatile access points, risk of
data loss, portability and location discovery (Wiberg and Ljungberg 2001). This sort of
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technologically oriented view on mobility has been aptly summarized by Messeter et al.
(2004) as follows: “Even if connectivity and location-based services receive a lot of
attention in the mobile technology industry, the dominating rhetoric still revolves around
providing the functionality of the conventional office environment ‘anytime and
anywhere’, regardless of contextual factors”. This kind of mobility Kakihara and
Sørensen (2001; 2002) call spatial mobility: people in the post-industrial era are
geographically independent “nomads” supported by various technologies.
Let us call it contextual mobility when context is, in some form, taken into account.
Positioning (e.g. GPS, GLONASS and Galileo) is the single most important technology
that makes contextual mobility possible. Apart from outdoor systems mentioned above
there are indoors systems, which attain an accuracy of few centimetres, whereas outdoor
systems usually have an accuracy ranging from one meter to hundreds of meters
(Spriestersbach and Vogler 2002; Priyantha et al. 2001; Liljedal 2002). The most
researched area in mobile context studies is the physical location of the mobile user.
Examples include context-aware applications that enable users to discover resources in
their physical proximity (Harter et al. 1999), active maps that automatically change as the
user moves (Schilit et al. 1994), and applications whose user interface adapts to the user's
location. Another aspect of context that is frequently discussed in research literature is
related to the orientation of device position indoors (Bahl and Padmanabhan 2000). Dix
et al. (2000), too, underline the importance of the physical locality and context in
mobility: localization in mobile systems like mobile guides means that the interaction is
based not on the device properties alone but on a device in a context – context includes
the infrastructure context, the system context, the application domain context and the
physical context. In other words, the location where the device is being used has an
important impact on the nature of the information presented and on the whole interaction.
All the same, this type of discussion focuses on the technological aspects of mobility.
Some writers take a step further, trying for instance to make sense of both persons and
devices moving in space (O´Hare 2000; Floch et al. 2001), and of the value that such
technologically supported connectedness while moving creates in m-commerce or in
work (Anckar and Eriksson 2003).
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To sum up so far, in the early days of mobility, most mobile applications still sought to
hide the location of use. Mobility meant first of all to be able to move anywhere, anytime
and still stay connected – to be able to stay happily oblivious about location. In contrast,
context-aware design, to name one example, tries to exploit location, making some
aspects of it an integral part of the interaction between the user, the mobile system and
the mobile device. Sørensen (2002; 2003) and his associates (Kakihara and Sørensen
2001; 2002; Pica and Kakihara 2003) have vigorously propagated for an even more
expanded view on mobility, one which would better take into account the fact that not
just devices and persons move but that also objects, spaces and symbols do so. This fact
entails that over and above the spatial context, we consider the social and virtual contexts
of use.
Personalization is a feature that is frequently connected to mobile devices. Compared to
PCs, mobile devices like cellular phones and PDAs are very personalizable. Mobile
devices are truly personal in the sense of being rarely shared by other people. They are
also traceable, which makes it possible to link an individual with a particular device, and
therefore tailor for instance services to suit the individual in question. By personalisation
is also meant the malleability of the technology, allowing either the user himself to mould
and adjust some of the device and interaction features or the technology learn about user
preferences and automatically adapt to them (Lim et al. 2003; Smyth 2003). Research on
personalization has been meagre and it has focused on personalization methods
(computer science) and marketing applications. Personalization from the user’s point of
view has received little attention (Karat et al. 2003).
Researchers consistently stress the importance of personalization as the key to enhanced
usability of mobile services. When machines universally talk to one another, personalized
user interfaces seem to be the only way to reasonably well cater for individual
information and service needs (Omojokun and Isbell 2003). As was mentioned earlier,
the capability of accessing relevant information regardless of time and place was the
main attraction for users just a few years ago: You could call or receive a call while lost
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in the woods but you could receive a call while paying your respects at a funeral.
However, it does matter whether one is in the woods or at a funeral and one would like
one’s system to be able to tell those two apart. Time and place have not become less
important but more important than ever, but our personalization techniques are not yet up
to the challenge (Lyytinen and Yoo 2002a; Sørensen 2002).
2.4 Interactivity
Traditionally computability is seen in line with the algorithmic model. According to Peter
Wegner (1997), equating computability with the behaviour that Turing machines are able
to do (i.e. to compute mathematical functions), falls short of satisfactorily describing the
behaviour of object-oriented and distributed or decentralized multiagent systems. Peter
Wegner and Dina Goldin (1999; Goldin and Wegner 2004) say that the interaction of this
sort of advanced computing systems is similar to dialog, question-answering and twoperson games in the sense that inputs are dynamically dependent on prior outputs,
whereas in a Turing machine the inputs are history-independent and reproducible. Keil
and Goldin (2003) characterize decentralized multiagent systems as open systems that are
constructed and constrained by the environment rather than designed. A termite colony is
an example of a decentralized multiagent system in nature. Without design (i.e. an
internal representation of a shared goal) as well as without a capacity for planning and
coordination, the termites as a colony are capable of building a nest. If Wegner and
Goldin are right, we have to revise our thinking not only of human-computer interaction
but also of interaction within computers and computing systems.
Wegner and Goldin’s claim that there is a new paradigm of interactive computation has
not been accepted by all and sundry. Prasse and Rittgen (1998) dismiss Wegner’s claim
of interactive computing systems being open systems by saying that “if the external
resources are integrated into the system, the system no longer interacts with the
environment and we get a new closed system” (p. 359). It seems, however, that this is
stretching the system theory too far; the line between two phenomena or systems may be
fuzzy but that does not mean that the line (interpreted as a line between a system and the
environment) would not be real but merely a mental construct. It is not in the eye of the
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beholder. Interestingly enough, some sociologists deny that human-computer interaction
is really interaction. Stone (1996), for instance, says that interaction requires at least two
conscious beings that are able to interpret, not just respond. However, in interaction
between humans or two conscious beings, too, interaction entails that both parties play
according to the rules (respond in a relevant manner), or act partial recursively, as Prasse
and Rittgen (1998) put it. If I am engaged in a conversation and then run away, I am not
engaged in a conversation any more. At least the definition of machine-to-machine and
human-computer interaction should not be stronger than a hard-line sociological
definition of interaction between humans.
2.5 Ubiquity
The term ubiquity (Lat. ubique, everywhere) conveys the idea that computing will be
available everywhere and at all times. Ubiquitous computing and communication means
intelligent environments in which various distributed computing units are linked together
by heterogeneous communication links (Abowd and Mynatt 2000).
Ubiquitous mobile computing, in order to be really ubiquitous, entails that different
networking technologies work seamlessly together (Chen and Petrie 2003). As a rule,
coupling is made between cellular data networks and wireless local area networks
(WLANs). WLANs are quicker, cheaper to maintain and operate than cellular networks.
Cellular data networks again have wider coverage but are more expensive and slower. By
combining the two, the user gets both high speed and anytime-anywhere mobility. The
problem nowadays is that most integrated WLAN-cellular networks are parasitical
annexes to cellular networks, without smooth and effortless connecting between different
WLANs as the user moves from one place to another. Typically a WLAN-cellular
network user needs to reconnect when he or she moves from a public WLAN to a private
WLAN. There is no shortage of architectural models for integrating different networks.
Logging in or signing in is both time-consuming and prone to errors. Consequently, a
central problem in the integration is to manage connecting without having to login into
several WLANs as the user moves about. When moving about the mobile device user can
apply four principal strategies of reconnecting to a resource. The resource, say a news
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service, moves the resources with the mobile entity. This does not work with a database
for instance. A copy is transferred with the moving mobile entity. This does not work
when the copy is frequently modified. The reference instead of the resource is modified
to refer to the remote host hosting the resource. Rebinding the mobile entity to an
equivalent resource in the new locality. For instance a news service can be accessed in a
new locality for up-to-date local news (Bellavista et al. 2003). Luo et al. (2003), to
mention just one example, have presented a model in which the user needs to sign in and
authenticate himself or herself just once. Kanter’s (2003) Geobots service is another
model, applying intelligent agents to automatically negotiate between competing local
WLAN operators and GPRS access networks. Binding is not a simple matter, though
context and location awareness help in choosing the suitable binding strategy.
Notwithstanding, we are told that seamless network infrastructure is just round the
corner.
The term nomadicity implies that the user carries the technology with him or her,
whereas ubiquity implies that the world itself is computerized. Presently, these two lines
of development are converging. Other terms related to ubiquitous and nomadic
computing are for instance ambient intelligence, distributed and context-aware systems,
tangible interaction, mobile informatics, pervasive computing and calm computing
(Lyytinen and Yoo 2002b). In this work all the above mentioned things are considered to
be slightly different perspectives to the same general phenomenon: very advanced mobile
ICT environments.
2.6 Fluidity, metaspace and micromobility
This chapter seeks to make sense of the alleged new paradigm by presenting and
discussing some candidates for conceptual tools. Carsten Sørensen, Daniele Pica and
Masao Kakihara have borrowed the concept of fluidity from topology to describe the
social patterns of interaction in advanced mobile ICT. They claim that fluidity describes
better than the network metaphor the movement from one space to another. From a
technological point of view, an integrated network of networks enables interactional
stability, and interactional stability enables mobility regardless of the physical context as
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well as the continuous flow of virtual and real objects from one space to another across
diverse networks, that is, fluidity. Pica and Kakihara (2003; Kakihara and Sørensen 2002)
have characterized this feature of a nomadic environment as the duality of mobility: the
dual possibility both to break loose from the physical (spatiotemporal) context and to
enrich our contact with it by adding a virtual layer to it. From a sociological point of
view, within a nomadic or ubiquitous environment – which by definition provides a
transparent, integrated and convenient support for mobility – mobile devices
synchronously bring real and virtual environments together, allowing us, the users, to be
in both at the same time.
The cyberspace is a space of spaces. The study at hand suggests that there is a metaspace,
a kind of a dominant (though transient) reference-point in the fluid topology. Someone or
something is usually in some extent, some of the time in control of the relations between
the different spaces of cyberspace. Someone or something configures or shuts out
connections or in some other way steers the flow of interaction. For instance, different
countries have different levels of access to the Internet (the digital divide); bandwidth
varies at different locations; digital fences have been set up to prevent violations of
copyright; private blocking software is blocking out sites; encryption and firewalls
restrict access; different applications have built-in asymmetries or someone or something
may control and configure applications so that the parties to an interaction are in an
asymmetrical relation to one another (Bar 2001; Boyle 1997). It is a commonplace that
we are not equal in cyberspace, and our models should be able to reflect this fact. It
seems that there are distinguishable metaspaces that form the upper level of transient
hierarchies of a fluid interaction. As the name indicates, these transient hierarchies
change in the course of interaction, but most of the time there is a dominant space that
somehow controls or overrides other spaces. A flat (egalitarian) space of spaces is rare.
The transient hierarchies of the fluid interaction are presented graphically in Figure 2
below. One may of course change one’s position within a transient hierarchy, for instance
from a metaspace position to the bottom of the hierarchy. Fluidity is a metaphor or a
regulative idea, which needs to be checked and balanced against the messy backdrop of
reality. One could say that the concepts of metaspace and transient hierarchies function
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here also as such checks and balances. In other words, this chapter partly is an effort to
pin down fluid interaction into something concrete, so that we do not lose sight of the
technological limitations and the practical details of the situated, actual human-tomachine and machine-to-machine interaction.
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Figure 3: Transient hierarchies and metaspaces
Anyone who has taken part in a videoconference has got an intuitive understanding of
metaspaces and transient hierarchies at work in a small scale.
One more thing delimiting digital interaction is micromobility. Luff and Heath (1998; see
also Perry et al. 2001; Fagrell et al. 1999; Wiberg and Ljungberg 2001) have observed
that distributed collaboration, i.e. mobile team work, runs into problems as the digital
artefacts undergo small changes when transported from one space to another. The
functional view on mobility (the rhetoric of “anytime, anywhere”) generally turns a blind
eye to micromobility, making all spaces equivalent. Unfortunately, in reality a paper
document differs from its digital version on a PC screen, which in turn differs from a
digital version of it on a mobile device screen. Consequently, the three manifestations of
the same general object (document) often cannot perform a similar enough function in all
three contexts of use to enable collaboration as intended. As Luff and Heath’s (1998)
observations indicate, complete fluidity is a distant and perhaps even an unrealizable
dream. Even commonplace objects would need to be augmented by giving them virtual
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features or intelligence, and also the more mundane aspects of interaction would need to
be successfully digitally enhanced and supported by ubiquitous computing. Lyytinen and
Yoo (2002a) have addressed the same general issue when talking about the problems of
digital convergence, calling for technical and managerial solutions to them. Hopefully,
metaspaces, transient hierarchies and micromobility open up a field of empirical study
into the conditions and practices of digital interaction (e.g. communication, collaboration
and learning), capturing the mixture of social-technological and real-virtual aspects of
interaction.
2.7 Multiple-profiling
Nomadic and ubiquitous environments are prone to be markedly intrusive and insensitive
to the user’s desires and intentions. Fluidity implies that the user, owing to the extreme
flux or fluidity of multiple spaces or contexts, often is not in control of the terms of
interaction. Personalisation technologies are supposed to level the way for better user
control and usability in context. Unfortunately, many ambitious models of context – for
instance within computer science – approach context mainly from the computing system
perspective (Chen 2003). As a result, these models have a distinct element of the big
brother. The same issues could be approached from a user perspective. In this way the big
brother aspect could be tuned down. From the user’s perspective the following aspects of
context seem to be of fundamental importance:
1. Who am I?
2. What is this place?
3. Who are these people in this place?
4. What devices and artefacts are around or carried by these people?
5. Why are these people, artefacts and devices in the environment?

Despite appearances the first question is the most important of all. Nothing determines
the suitability of a service or mode of interaction better than the role or identity of the
user in a given context. The user should know or at least easily find out his or her own
role in the situation, and also be able to change his or her role at will. Social roles,
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identity and anonymity are determinants of human behaviour and interaction over which
the user needs to have some control. The transparency of the user’s actions to the user
himself or herself is a goal to be strived for but difficult to attain in design (Kramer et al.
2000; Purao and Krogstie 2004). In addition to the system context, the designer has to
take into account the geographical, the (relative) locality, the temporal, the social and the
virtual contexts (Junglas and Watson 2003; Avital et al. 2004; Prasopoulou et al. 2004;
Lee and Sawyer 2002). Not even this suffices because, as Upkar Varshney (2004, p. 70)
points out: “different users could act quite differently even in the same context”.
Multiple-profiling (or multiple-personalization) might be of some assistance in meeting
personalization requirements in a truly nomadic environment. Multiple Personality
Disorder (MPD) is a codified psychopathological state in which an individual manifests
many (multiple) personalities per body. Usually one (or several) of these alterpersonalities may be conscious of some other alters residing in the same body (Allison
1998). Applied to cyberspace, multiple-profiling means that when moving from one
space to another the user changes personality, i.e. profile, to fit the space he or she is in at
that particular moment. The user can change profiles by modifying an old one or by
purchasing or borrowing a new (ready-made) one, or the modification may take place
automatically (i.e. to trump up a profile for the occasion). A ready-made profile is a
software programme riding on the data stream, and its job is to configure (e.g. to decide
what personal information to give, choose the level of user expertise) and personalize the
systems, applications and networks encountered. The change of profile in a fluid
cyberspace is a frequently recurring event, which needs to be negotiated. Negotiation is
performed either automatically or by intelligent agents or by users or by a combination of
these (see Figure 1 above: the arrows indicate a change of profile). One should observe
that a change of profile usually means a change of hierarchical position, over and above
the change in position that follows from a transition from one space to another.
2.8 Boundary crossing in everyday life
As Mark Weiser (1991) predicted, computing is disappearing to the background. The fact
that it disappears from the centre of attention helps the user focus on what he or she really
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is doing, that is, focus on the real task at hand and not the tools. Foregrounding (i.e.
deciding what the real task at hand is) is extremely difficult to master since background
knowledge is largely tacit and increasingly embedded in the technological infrastructure.
As we know from human interaction in general, keeping some knowledge at the
background and uncodified is not something neutral but may be a significant exercise in
discursive power (Duguid 2005). Therefore, the user and not the technology should be in
charge of how, when and which things move from the background to the foreground or
vice versa (Abowd and Mynatt 2000). As a rule, the user is unable to interpret the
technical infrastructure underlying the interface. The user should be able to do so because
technologies most likely have at least partly inherent values and consequences. In other
words, technologies are not infinitely malleable locally (Winner 1986; Kallinikos 2002;
Longford 2005; Brey, Forthcoming). It means that even if the user could make sense of
the underlying technical layers, he or she has relatively few (physical or social) means of
modifying them. Unfortunately, our digital media literacy in general is lacking not just in
“reading” skills but much more so in “writing” (e.g. programming) skills, which prevents
users from exploiting the already small potential for moulding technology. Gleason and
Friedman (2005) argue that we should be able to predict the consequences of our use of
information society technologies (ISTs) in the same way as we in the physical world are
expected to predict the potential impact of our tools to others. In a nutshell, technology
has to be domesticated (Punie et al. 2003). Rather than the technological and economic
considerations, the user and his or her needs, capabilities and routines in the everyday life
should inform design: “Ambient Intelligence will be aware of the specific characteristics
of human presence and personality” (Punie 2003, p. 6). This sort of sociological everyday
life approach, advocated by Yves Punie and his colleagues, starts from human concerns,
trying to identify barriers for the use of ISTs in everyday life. Hence any attempts at
helping the user cross all sorts of barriers and boundaries – however petty they may seem
– in his or her everyday use of the ISTs are highly welcome.
In order to further illustrate some central concepts discussed so far, here are a few simple
examples from several research projects (mobile learning project and mobile physicians)
and the Finnish mobile telecommunications market (Multi-Sim and Dual-Sim).
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The first example originates from a research project on mobile learning. In this project,
several students used Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) during several weeks in an
Information Systems course given at the Åbo Akademi University. Students borrowed the
devices during the project, and used the mobile system in parallel with their own mobile
phones. The mobile system could be used to retrieve course materials, interactively
discuss course matters and to check if other course participants were remotely available
for interaction. The students reported that the use of the PDA in parallel with their own
mobile phones appeared to be a problem because it was not possible to synchronize
information (e.g. personal contacts) between the two devices (Patokorpi et al. 2006). The
students had to juggle between two different information spaces, and to choose the
information space they needed depending on the situation, while the devices did not
support such transition from space to space.
The second example relates to a project where mobile physicians, who act in both civil
and military medicine, use a mobile medical database, using the same mobile device. The
mobile medical information system, used in this research, is designed by Duodecim
Publication Ltd. It is a set of medical information and knowledge databases. It contains
the Evidence Based Medicine Guidelines (EBMG) (available in both English and
Finnish) with Cochrane abstracts, a pharmacology database, Pharmaca Fennica, with a
wireless update service for a complete medicine price list, the international diagnosis
code guide (ICD-10) in Finnish, a laboratory guide by the Helsinki University Hospital,
an emergency care guide issued by the Meilahti Hospital, a medical dictionary of over
57,000 terms, and a comprehensive database over health-care related addresses and
contact information (pharmacies, hospitals, health centres). The duties and information
needs are different in civil and military medicine. In the project, physicians expressed the
need for the possibility to customize the database according to the situation at hand. For
example, the defence forces do not use the same drugs as in civil medicine (Tétard et al.
2006; Han 2005).
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Multi-Sim is a service introduced by a major telecommunications company on the
Finnish market in 2006. The service allows customers to use one mobile phone number
on two phones, without the need to transfer the SIM card from one phone to another. In
practice, the customer has two SIM cards (one main subscription and an additional card)
that he or she can install in his or her phones. Additionally, the number is shown to the
recipient of the call or text message as the same, regardless of whether the main
subscription or the additional card is used (TeliaSonera 2006). The service is very handy
for users who need to use different phones in different situations, but still want to be
reached through the same number, regardless of which phone they use. This service
illustrates the concept of multiple-profiling: the user has the choice to use a different
device, according to his or her own needs, whereas the system is transparent for those
recipients who choose not to know which device is used.
The Dual-Sim service is expected to be launched in the fall 2006. Several manufacturers
have produced devices that allow the use of several SIM cards in the same phone;
although not simultaneously. The innovation of the new Dual-Sim service will be that
both SIM cards will be available at the same time. The service will be handy for people
who want to use the same device in several situations, but need to use different
connections (for example, one connection for leisure and one connection for work; or one
connection including a special set of mobile services and the other including another set
of features). This illustrates the concept of multi-profiling: using this service, the user
could use the type of connection he or she needs without changing the device or the SIM
card.
One promising advance, which can be observed on the telecommunications market, is the
launch of new devices which integrate WLAN and 3G technologies (for example, Nokia
mobile phones). Beyond the possibility that these devices offer to use different network
access depending on the context and the preferences of the user, these new devices will
offer seamless integration between different access technologies, so that the shift from
one network to the other will be transparent to the user, for example, when a user moves
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between geographical areas with different network coverage and different network access
technology.
The examples above illustrate how advances in mobile technologies (devices, networks,
and software) will enable true nomadicity and extend our understanding of mobility.
Although several problems remain, as illustrated in the first and the second examples, it
appears that technology advances illustrated in examples 3, 4 and 5 will solve several
problems by enabling fluidity between different information spaces, giving the user
control over the transition from one information space to another, and allowing
transparency about the different information spaces.
2.9 Future challenges
As technology has evolved, some key concepts widely used in information and
communication technology (ICT) literature have adopted a confusing double meaning.
For instance, nomadicity implies both the technological capability to deal with temporary
disconnectedness, caused by movement from one connected place to another connected
place, and the seamless technological support for nomads, for whom being on the move is
the normal state of affairs. Mobility means both to be able to disregard context
(“anywhere, anytime”) and to enrich interaction by contextual factors. It is beginning to
be a widely acknowledged fact that context has not become less important but more
important than ever. Consequently, current research is focusing more and more on
contextual issues. One decisive factor in contextual mobility is personalization, but,
clearly, present personalization techniques are not yet up to the challenge.
Peter Wegner (1997) and his associates question whether the algorithmic model of
computing can tell us what is happening for instance in distributed multiagent systems,
which they call interactive systems. Indeed, we live in a largely man-made world, and
there seems to be need for attempts – similar to Wegner’s – to conceptually bridge the
gap between humans and machines. It seems also clear that researchers and designers
need to come to a better understanding of interactivity. Unfortunately, the term
interaction is currently carrying excessive intellectual baggage.
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Wegner, Kleinrock, Sørensen and their associates may be right in claiming that certain
very advanced ICT or IST environments constitute an emerging paradigm, whose
present-day manifestations include nomadic and ubiquitous computing. This chapter has
sought to make sense of the alleged new paradigm by presenting and discussing some
candidates for conceptual tools. Sørensen and his associates have proposed the metaphor
of fluidity to describe the patterns of social interaction in advanced mobile ICT. The
present chapter has presented and discussed the concepts of micromobility (borrowed
from Luff and Heath 1998), metaspace and transient hierarchies. The objective has been
to pin down fluid interaction into something concrete, so that we do not lose sight of the
technological limitations and the practical details of the situated, actual human-computer
and machine-to-machine interaction. Hopefully, the concepts of micromobility,
metaspaces and transient hierarchies open up a field of empirical study into the
conditions and practices of digital communication, collaboration and learning, capturing
the mixture of social-technological and real-virtual aspects of interaction in cyberspace.
Lastly, multiple-profiling is suggested as one potential means of meeting personalization
requirements in a truly nomadic environment. A key question in the near future is how
the user of advanced mobile technology could be made more aware of as well as
empowered to have more control over the multiple spaces he or she inhabits and the
numerous boundary crossings that he or she is forced to perform.
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3 Constructivist Instructional Principles, Learner Psychology
and Technological Enablers of Learning
3.1 Combining education, psychology and technology
As technology keeps evolving, things like mobile learning and edutainment become more
commonplace, challenging the old pedagogical principles and practices. Yet it is not clear
how the new Information and Communication Technology (ICT) will (if at all) change
the ways we perceive the world around us, and how educators could or should use the
new tools? In fact, we are still struggling to make sense of the impact of the more
traditional forms of ICT, like PCs, on learning. Kuh and Vesper (1999) and Flowers et al.
(2000) number among the very first major empirical studies on the cognitive effects on
learning exerted by more traditional ICT.
Constructivist pedagogy has been here singled out for scrutiny because, in the happy
phrase of Richard Fox (2001, p. 23), constructivism is “the uncritically accepted textbook
account of learning". In constructivist learning theories, knowledge is seen essentially as
a social construct. Because the learner builds on his prior knowledge and beliefs as well
as on the knowledge and beliefs of others, learning needs to be scrutinized in its social,
cultural and historical context (Piaget 1982; Piaget and Inhälder 1975; Vygotsky 1969;
Leontjev 1977). According to Järvinen (2001), technology enhanced learning supports
“naturally” learning by manipulation, comparison and problem solving in a nonprescriptive real-world-like context that leaves room for creative thinking and innovation.
Consequently, one major reason for educationalists to embrace ICT is because ICT
enhanced learning seems to tally with the central principles and objectives of
constructivist pedagogy.
As was mentioned above, constructivists generally assume that the central principles and
objectives of the constructivist pedagogy are realized by ICT enhanced learning. This
chapter critically examines the grounds for this assumption in the light of available
empirical and theoretical research literature. The inspiration for this chapter derives from
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Alavi and Leidner (2001), who have called for research on how technology, learning
theory/practice and the learners’ psychological processes are related and influence one
another. Methodologically, this is an exploratory study, building on hermeneutic
psychology and philosophical argumentation. Hermeneutic psychology and philosophical
argumentation are applied to identify some potential or actual weaknesses in the chain of
connections between constructivist pedagogical principles, psychological processes,
supporting technologies and the actual application of ICT in a learning environment.
Pragmatism enters the picture as a ready source of criticism, bringing out a certain onesidedness of the constructivist view of man and learning.
3.2 Constructivist instructional principles and the impact of ICT
Recent research literature indicates that there is a fairly clear consensus on a broad set of
constructivist instructional strategies (Järvinen 2001; Ahtee and Pehkonen 1994;
Jonassen 1994; Johansson 1999; Poikela 2002; Poikela and Nummenmaa 2002;
Pehkonen 1994; Lehtonen 2002; Engeström 1987: Engeström et al. 2002; Leino 1994).
First of all, constructivist pedagogues underline the importance of a larger goal that
organizes smaller tasks into a sensible whole, giving an incentive to take care also of the
less exciting intermediate routines. Learning is not focused on separate facts but on a
problem. The learner needs to feel that the problem in some way concerns him (i.e. to
own the problem) in order to be motivated to try to solve it. The problem should be close
to a problem in the real world. Unlike in traditional teaching, in constructivist learning
there is no one right answer but many possible solutions to a problem or at least if there is
one right solution, there are many alternative routes to it.
It follows from what has been said above that it is the learner and not the teacher who
needs to take in a significant degree the responsibility for gathering knowledge. The
learning environment, too, should be in some sense similar to a real-world environment.
This usually means going out from the traditional classroom, and learning things in their
authentic environment. The learner’s prior knowledge, experience and skills should be
taken into account because the learner will better understand and remember new things if
they are built on his prior knowledge and experience. People are different, with different
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experiences, skills, interests and goals. Constructivist education seeks to take this fact
into account by leaving room for alternative individual learning strategies.
Constructivists underline the social aspect of learning; all forms of interaction are
encouraged, and usually assignments involve teamwork or other forms of cooperation.
The final feature stressed by constructivist pedagogues is guidance; the teacher’s role is
to facilitate learning by giving pieces of advice and guiding onto the right direction.
Although teachers do not slavishly follow these strategies every time, their impact on
educational practices is considerable.
A cursory look at what educationalists say about ICT in education indicates that ICTmediated learning seems exceptionally well to tally with the constructivist instructional
principles. According to Sotillo (2003), “New developments in wireless networking and
computing will facilitate the implementation of pedagogical practices that are congruent
with a constructivist educational philosophy. Such learning practices incorporate higherorder skills like problem-solving, reasoning, and reflection”. It seems that the students
cooperate more, work more intensively and are more motivated than in conventional
classroom teaching. ICT enhanced teaching is an efficient equalizer, levelling regional
and social inequalities (Puurula 2002; Hussain et al. 2003; Gruba and Sondergaard 2001).
Langseth (2002) stresses creativity and the fact that the pupils take responsibility for their
own work, and, instead of using their logical and linguistic faculties, use a “broader range
of intelligences according to their personal preferences” (pp. 124-125). Langseth
continues: “The web offers individuality in the sense that you can choose your own pace,
your own source of information, and your own method; in a group or alone” (p. 125;
Hawkey 2002; Kurzel et al. 2003). Furthermore, the focus is on collaborative work, not
on the final product.
The above views are presumably quite representative of the enlightened popular idea of
how ICT affects learning. All in all, ICT mediated learning is supposed to be more
democratic, more personal, give broader skills, more creative, more interactive, and so
forth. To cut a long story short one could say that both constructivist pedagogy and ICT
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enhanced knowledge and learning are supposed to be, by nature: cross-disciplinary,
democratic, personal, collaborative, independent and practical (i.e. favour learning by
doing). So, at least on the surface, it seems that ICT mediated learning and the
constructivist educational doctrine is a match made in heaven.
3.3 Criticism of constructivism
Instructional principles should be based on an adequately correct understanding of the
learning process. According to Kivinen and Ristelä (2003), cognitively oriented
constructivists exaggerate the role of cognitive structures in learning. Contrary to what
the constructivists say, what we humans do (i.e. construct) when we learn is not primarily
cognitive structures but practical ways of doing things (habits of action), which we are
not necessarily conscious of or able to articulate. Consequently, the role of deliberation in
learning is not quite as central as cognitive constructivists tend to think. Constructivists
also put too much emphasis on verbal knowledge (Fox 2001). For pragmatists, in turn,
words and ideas are tools like any other man-made objects, and the creation of new
knowledge is the creation of new ways of verbal and nonverbal action (Kivinen and
Ristelä 2003). Likewise, as constructivists underline creativity and the active construction
of personal meaning, they at the same time tend to ignore memorisation. Memorisation
still serves an important function in everyday life and learning. Understanding without
remembering would send us to endlessly repeating old errors (Fox 2001).
The human innate capacities and the maturation of the nervous system are not being
sufficiently taken into account by constructivists. In context we passively absorb
knowledge and adopt behavioural patterns. Fox (2001) implies that constructivism is to
blame for the fact that nowadays teachers are unwilling to confront "the upsetting
differences in innate ability or talent" (p. 33).
The role of training (drills) as part of learning is not acknowledged nor appreciated
enough by constructivists. Training has its place in life because certain routines need to
be performed quickly and correctly in order to enable us to direct our attention to matters
of greater consequence. Richard Fox's (2001) example of training is a musician practising
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a musical piece. Fox says, "to the extent that a trial is an exact repetition of a previous
trial, nothing has been learnt. The point of practice, in this sense, is to eliminate errors"
(p. 32). Another favourite example that pragmatists typically present is driving a car
(Kivinen and Ristelä 2003). The above examples nicely illuminate certain quite
fundamental differences between the constructivist and the pragmatist views on learning.
Consider the following example. One may practice writing one's signature, in which case
an exact repetition implies that something has been learned. Golf training is another good
example. Many golf players strive to train their swing so that it would be exactly the
same every time. The difference in the trajectory of the ball is introduced by changing the
club. Consequently, many cases of training have little or nothing to do with creativity but
the overriding aim is to make the performance as machine-like and repeatable as possible
(Collins and Kusch 1998). The traditional method of authority, applying the techniques of
learning by rote, was used especially in the Middle Ages to ensure that the learners’
performance adhered to and copied faithfully what the Church Fathers had written down.
Army drills is another well-known example. Presumably, a more veiled or forced point in
Fox’s criticism is to imply that constructivism is poor at eliminating errors. Fox is
perfectly right, but compared with the method of authority neither constructivism nor
pragmatism succeeds very well in the elimination of errors.
Pragmatists recommend that learners concentrate on the subject matter, not on the
learning process itself:
Practices encouraging the observation of one's own learning as an end in itself can
basically be seen as a mere rejustification of testing that has traditionally ruled
school activities. Instead of the pupils being taught new skills and knowledge,
they are trained to monitor their own studies. A gradual improvement in the
ability to work independently is quite rightly an aim for education, but it is by no
means self-evident that this can be achieved or promoted by intensive
concentration on the operative aspects of one's own thinking (Kivinen and Ristelä
2003, p. 371).
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Ignoring some obvious exaggerations, one could say that the most salient point of
criticism in the above quotation is that too much introspection may be harmful. In
defence of constructivism, one could say that it depends on what one is learning. Let us
take foreign language pronunciation as an example. It stands to reason that a regular
language learner should not consciously focus on the performance of the speech organs,
unless there is a problem with the pronunciation. However, for a foreign language teacher
trainee, who is learning to teach pronunciation, it makes sense to focus on the learning
process itself (i.e. to consciously focus on how the speech organs work). Likewise,
correcting speech impediments often requires conscious attention to the learning process
itself. These two examples bring to light a genuine need for thinking about thinking
retrospectively – as opposed to training in cases where there is no need to verbalise or
make conscious the task or process itself. So, even student learners, not just university
professors, may need to think about their thinking in retrospect for learning to be
successful. In other words, to know what one knows is in some cases a valid learning
goal by its own right.
3.4 Sherlock Holmes meets Forrest Gump
A certain kind of view of the learning process suggests a certain kind of (prototypical)
learner profile. Constructivists strongly stress the element of active construction in human
thinking and perception. A central inferential process behind the constructedness of
human experience is abduction, which is also the principal method used by the famous
literary figure, Sherlock Holmes. Abduction conveys the manner in which people reason
when making discoveries in the sense of coming up with new ideas. Hence, abduction is
considered a logic of discovery. As a logic of discovery, abduction is essentially a matter
of finding and following clues. The observation of a clue is always in relation to the
observer’s background knowledge. The clues are there for all to see, which makes
knowledge by abduction democratic by nature. However, all people do not detect these
clues because the clues are qualitative and unique. This sets the stage for knowledge that
is essentially personal. It is personal in the sense that individuals differ in their ability to
detect clues, due to individual differences in their prior knowledge and experience as well
as logical acumen (Peirce 2001; Ginzburg 1989; Peltonen 1999). As this very brief
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characterization of abductive reasoning indicates, knowledge by abduction is, by nature,
personal, democratic, creative and based on prior knowledge. A Sherlock Holmes type of
learner calls for laying out the learning materials as in a detective story. Pragmatists
imply that more often than not deliberation is not worth the effort and one should not
worry too much about the potential consequences of actions. The hero of the pragmatist
learning ideology is Forrest Gump, and his slogan is: Just do it! The exhortation to go
with one's gut feeling is seductive to many, but it smacks of irrationalism. Did Forrest
Gump succeed because he did not reflect upon the tasks he was given or because he was
dedicated, sympathetic and endowed with special innate talents? Human-computer
interaction designers and researchers have noticed that some users are reluctant to read
the manual, and rather resort to learning by doing (Carroll 1990). Forrest Gump, if
anyone, seems to fall into this category of users. Unfortunately, the Sherlock Holmes of
this world are no better themselves in this respect, prone as they are to figure things out
on their own, hypothesize and overgeneralize. Hopefully there will be room for both
Forrest Gump and Sherlock Holmes in each of us, although in some cases neither of them
gets it right.
3.5 Link between technology and education
Gorard et al. 2003, claim that empirical evidence for the beneficial impact of ICT on
learning is scarce. One reason for this alleged scarcity might be that we seem to lack the
ability to estimate the influence of ICT, owing both to the complexity of ICT itself and
disagreements among researchers concerning empirical methods or the interpretation of
the findings (Jadad and Delamothe 2004). The brief and tentative discussion below is
based on the available empirical and theoretical research literature, weighing the
arguments pro and con presented there. Methodologically, the discussion applies the
hermeneutic psychology of Carroll and Kellogg (1989; Carroll 1997); the idea is to
interpret the psychological claims embodied in artefacts, or rather, in whole technologies.
Equipped with a critical conception of the constructivist features of learning, one should
be able to see clearer than before how well the constructivist pedagogy matches the most
prominent features of ICT. Other important features of ICT enhanced learning of course
exist – for instance time-to-performance (Wolpers 2004), cost efficiency, time savings
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(Marcus 2000; Eales 2004; Judge 2004) and quality (Inman and Kerwin 1999) – but these
features lack a clear connection to psychological processes. The table below lays out the
interconnections between the constructivist pedagogy, psychology and technology,
indicating the weakest link in each row by italics. A similar table with the pragmatist or,
indeed, with the knowledge-creation movement’s (Paavola et al. 2002) learning
principles would look different.
Table 2: Links between constructivist pedagogy, psychology and technology
Instructional
theory:
Constructivism

Psychological
processes

Environment Problem-based,
Close to real life,
related
Many solutions
factors

Abduction

Prior knowledge,
Alternative
learning
strategies
Learning by
doing or by
manipulation

Abduction,
Induction,
Deduction

Cognitive
factors

Learner
responsible for
searching
information

Motivation

Interactional
factors

Interactive

Communicative
and team work
skills

Personality
related
factors
Action
related
factors

Trial and error

Technological Instructional
enablers
practice: ICT
enhanced
learning
Mobile
Crosstechnology,
disciplinary
Virtual reality,
Simulation
Personalisation Personal,
technologies,
Cognitively
End-user
flexible,
programming Democratic
Simulation
Practical
technologies,
e.g. computer
games
Information
Independent,
retrieving
Democratic
technologies,
e.g. the
Internet
Interactive
Collaborative,
technologies,
Democratic
e.g. hypertext
and email

The four columns mark out instructional theory, psychology, technology and instructional
practice. Each column is divided into five rows. The rows are constructed on the basis of
instructional theory (i.e. constructivist pedagogy) whose principles seem to fall fairly
naturally into the five sets of factors: environmental, personality, action, cognitive and
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interactional. The general idea is that in an ideal case all the columns support each other.
Thus in the first row (i.e. environment related factors) the principles of problem oriented
learning can be best realized through abductive reasoning, supported by mobile
technology, virtual reality and simulation, taking place in a real-world-like (crossdisciplinary) setting. As was mentioned above, the italics indicate the element which is
the least supportive. The most pivotal interrelations are discussed in some detail below.
It is generally assumed that both constructivism and ICT provide ample leeway for
integrating many disciplines into a meaningful storyline, for instance thanks to simulation
technologies. Mobile technologies, too, expand the potential of problem-based learning
environments, but to the direction of the real world, as they enable the learner to go
outside of the traditional classroom. The weakest link in the first row (environmental
factors) is cross-disciplinarity because therein the instructional design is difficult to
arrange, owing to a compartmentalization of teaching subjects, inflexible curricula, a lack
of ICT skills and a lack of teacher cooperation (cf. Spector 2000). In other words,
attempts at cross-disciplinarity are riddled with the practical problems of daily teaching
arrangements rather than with any fundamental problems in technological support,
pedagogical theory or learner psychology.
Personalisation does not mean just accommodating materials to fit the learners’
expectations, skills and experience but it also allows students “to break away from the
expert view and follow personalised goals” (Kurzel et al. 2003). Personalisation is a
central enabler for ICT enhanced learning, especially if and when learning breaks free
from the desktop environment and becomes mobile and ubiquitous. Mobile devices are
personal in the sense of being rarely shared by other people. They are also traceable,
which makes it possible to link an individual with a particular device, and therefore tailor
for instance services to suit the individual in question. By personalisation is also meant
the malleability of the technology, allowing either the user himself to mould and adjust
some of the device and interaction features or the technology to learn about user
preferences, and automatically adapt to them (Lim et al. 2003; Smyth 2003).
Unfortunately, we are still very much trapped in the old world of fixed computing
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platforms, accessed by users with the same (personal) device from the same IP address.
The creation of personal knowledge is also hampered by barriers (e.g. copyright) to enduser computing. Personalisation technology just is not yet mature enough to support the
creation of truly personal knowledge (Dolog et al. 2004; Kurzel et al. 2003).
There are various advanced simulation technologies that make simulated practice
possible. Learning by doing has not been challenged directly by empirical research on
ICT enhanced learning, although there must be differences owing to whether one is
practical in the real world or in a virtual world. Owing to the conceptual vagueness of the
term ‘practical,’ a closer scrutiny of the mental and behavioural processes at work in
these environments seems to be called for.
The weakest link in the row of cognitive factors is motivation because in case the learner
does not accept responsibility for seeking information, the constructivist pedagogy seems
to have no ready remedy to it. How to motivate a learner to take responsibility if he or
she refuses to own the problem? Moreover, information technologies per se do not give
the user information seeking skills.
In an ICT enhanced learning environment the constructivist principle of interactivity
translates into technology-enabled collaboration. There seem to be no major problems in
terms of supporting technologies but collaborativeness partly undermines or interferes
with certain other constructivist learning objectives. Constructivist learning methods
generally require more guidance and feedback (Björkqvist 1994; Ahtee 1994). On the
other hand, ICT is supposed to free the teacher’s time for just those activities. The
dilemma here is that ICT enhanced learning seems to take more, not less, of the teacher’s
time than traditional teaching (Eales 2004; Judge 2004). There is also a danger of too
efficient guidance or instruction, which means that the facilitator ends up doing the
learner’s work. A suggested remedy is the maximization of peer dialogue by means of
interactive technologies (Mayes 2000; Saunders 2002). However, when the work is done
independently in groups, i.e. away from under the watchful eye of the teacher, it may lead
to free rider problems (Tétard and Patokorpi 2005). Hence the problems with
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collaboration are mainly in the area of instructional practice, as teachers have trouble in
handling collaborative learning environments (Wielenga 2002)
It is generally claimed by constructivists that ICT enhanced learning makes learning more
democratic. Interaction is more democratic between the knowledge source and the learner
(Hussain et al. 2003). It is also democratic in the equally narrow sense of making the
learner relatively independent of others in the seeking of information, and in building on
the individual’s own prior knowledge and skills. However, according to Gorard et al.
(2003), ICT cannot solve the social problems of inequality and non-participation because
it does not help to give access to ICT when the reasons for non-participation stem from
prior long-term economic, educational and social factors.
3.6 Grievances and expectations
Artefacts as well as whole technologies embody social, psychological and aesthetic
preconceptions, directing and moulding the way we learn and live. The designers as well
as professional users of ICT (e.g. teachers) should be aware of these preconceptions. We
should also become aware of the blind spots that all learning theories have. Then, having
avoided these two above-mentioned pitfalls, the teacher applying ICT in educational
settings has still to accommodate it into the real-life conditions of the actual learning
environment.
In order to critically examine the constructivists’ sweeping claim of the perfect match of
constructivist pedagogy and ICT, this chapter has attempted to unearth the central
grievances related to the interconnections of the constructivist instructional method,
psychological processes, technology and the practical application of ICT in learning in
the hope that the match could be improved in the future. The overall picture attained is
sketchy and tentative as it is based on whole technological domains, an individualpsychological view of man and does not focus on any clearly defined level of education
or group of learners. Nonetheless, a bird’s eye view may be helpful in putting scattered
empirical observations into perspective.
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Some general observations seem worth underlining. Constructivists put much weight on
the learners’ own initiative and personal interests, which per se seems commendable, but
when the learner lacks motivation the technology may be used for mindless copying
(plagiarism). The technology itself can to a certain degree give guidance to the user, but
the skills in using for instance the information retrieving technologies do not equal
knowledge seeking skills. Constructivists shun certain cognitive processes, like
memorisation, although suitable supporting technologies abound. Lastly, it seems that
ICT enhanced cross-disciplinary and collaborative learning are difficult to arrange in
most schools today mainly for practical reasons related to the learning environment,
rather than for theoretical or technological reasons (Lehtinen 2003).
In terms of technology, the biggest hindrance to a further development of
constructivistically oriented ICT enhanced learning seems to be immature personalisation
technologies, whereas the biggest promise seems to be the mobile technologies. Mobile
technologies may be turning us all into nomads, as has been claimed by some visionaries
(Keen and Mackintosh 2001; Carlsson and Walden 2002). In a nomadic culture learning
does not take place in the classroom but wherever one is in need of relevant information
or new skills.
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4 Mobile Learning Objects to Support Constructivist Learning
4.1 From eLearning to mobile learning
Information and communication technologies have helped making learners less
dependent on the educational institution in terms of time and place. E-learning is already
a real alternative especially for working people because knowledge changes rapidly over
time and people need continuously to enhance their knowledge and skills in order to
remain competitive on the job market (Zhang et al. 2004; Dolence and Norris 1995).
Mobile learning brings yet a new dimension to technology enhanced education by giving
learners expedient, immediate, reusable, persistent, personalized and situated learning
experiences anchored in their real surroundings. Compared to eLearning, mobile learning
goes a step further in enabling learners to learn practices and activities required in the real
world. Also, it appears that mobile learning lends itself remarkably well to the realization
of constructivist pedagogical ideals. Whereas traditional education is often accused of
teaching things in a way that students find it difficult to apply their knowledge to the
complex problems of everyday life, constructivist learning theories seek to create
learning environments that come closer to real life environments. In particular,
personalization, localization, and communication features of mobile technologies can
help attain the central objectives of constructivist pedagogy.
The design of a mobile learning platform presented and discussed in this chapter is
articulated around three main features derived from constructivist pedagogy: (i) problem
orientation, (ii) individual learning strategies and (iii) situated collaboration. In this
chapter, the design principles of learning objects for mobile learning are investigated. It
will be argued that learning objects must be revised if one wants to successfully apply
them to mobile learning environments. The structure and dynamics of learning objects
must be in line with the central features of mobile learning; they must promote learning
experiences which are repeatable, expedient, personal, immediate and situated.
An empirical account of a mobile learning experiment is presented. Ten students,
enrolled on a university-level course in information systems, used a mobile learning
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environment for a period of six weeks. The findings about the utility and the usability of
the learning objects retrieved by the students through mobile devices from a specially
designed mobile learning platform will be reported. A longitudinal study of the
experiment focuses on the learning experience of the course participants, giving an
insight into the applicability of learning objects in mobile learning.
4.2 M-learning implementations and previous research
In 2000, the foremost obstacles to the applying of mobile devices for learning were poor
connectivity, slow processing, limited storage capacity and a small screen (Quinn 2000).
Knut Lundby (2002), two years later, reports on a large mobile learning project,
concluding that the technology available “is still at a very early stage”. The obstacles for
an effective use of mobile devices (PDAs in this case) were not just technological but
social and organizational. Furthermore, the learning environment was not designed with a
mobile learner in mind. Consequently, the handhelds were often left unused by the
learners even in situations where their utility seemed obvious to an outsider. In addition
to the still persistent bandwidth limitations and a small screen, the learners’ work habits
and conventions created a further barrier to the use of handhelds. Lundby squarely admits
that the learning environment and the infrastructure issues had not been sufficiently taken
into consideration. He suggests that a handheld as a learning tool should be seen more as
enabling communication in collaborative learning, that is, as a gateway for a group of
learners, rather than a personal (individual) digital assistant. Lundby’s observation on the
importance of mobile or wireless devices as enabling communication and collaboration is
seconded by Sotillo (2003). Sotillo (2003) applied a wireless laptop computer (with realtime audio, document sharing, a keyboard chat and a whiteboard) for collaborative
writing of scientific texts. Situated at different locations the students worked together on
texts, and the clear advantages of this work form include, among other things, quick
access and verification of online sources as well as efficient transfer of skills and
knowledge from more advanced students and instructors to less advanced students. The
foremost advantage discovered in this experiment was the enhancement of collaborative
work. The intention is not to discuss wireless laptop computers in this chapter but
Sotillo’s case study is interesting because it sets aside the problems of bandwidth, screen
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size and storage capacity. In the near future we should have handhelds with a nearly
equal level and quality of performance and ergonomics than today’s laptops (Mitchell
2002).
More recent mobile learning experiments include LIVE, Uniwap and Mobilearn. The
purpose of the LIVE project (Rönkä and Sariola 2003) was to examine and develop
networking models for a virtual school environment for teacher training. These models
formed the basis for cooperative learning in mobile environments. The Uniwap project
aimed at using mobile technology to support project learning with WAP-enabled devices
(Tuononen 2003). Among the experiences reported by the users, it is important to note
that reading messages and short memos seemed to be practical and easy with a WAPenabled phone. Also the feeling of being part of a learning environment independent of
time and place was perceived as an important factor. Mobility also brought added value
to certain phases of the learning process. Rieger and Gay (1997) have developed and
studied the experiential aspects of mobile learning. They show that mobile devices allow
users to experience and personalize a visit to a nature park or a museum by taking notes,
pictures and video clips. The users can later return to the material captured. Hujala et al.
(2003) give an account of two projects conducted at the University of Helsinki. One of
them was a forest resource management project. The authors conclude in reference to this
project that the meaningfulness of using mobile devices may be lost if mobility and
contextuality aspects are not seriously taken into consideration. The students using the
forest resource mLearning system found that convenience is one of the most positive
factors when using the mobile device for learning because it made it easy for them to
incorporate studying into their personal life (the students can study anytime, anywhere).
Hujala et alia also point out that authenticity was not achieved, which taxed the
expediency of the learning experience. Immediacy was apparent as the students could use
their devices to take notes or browse for relevant information. In the Mobilearn project,
mobile technologies were used to develop approaches to informal, problem-based and
workplace learning.
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An account of a course held using only mobile devices as a medium for learning is
presented by Ahonen et al. (2003). The results of the follow-up study show that less than
20 % of the course participants found the device useful and that the majority of students
found the task of reading course materials on the device to be very difficult.
Consequently, any educator planning a course using technology-mediated learning should
carefully consider whether the use of mobile devices will match the context where the
learner will use the device and the task at hand, and whether learning will be enhanced as
a consequence. Other mobile learning projects or experiments include the pan-European
m-Learning project, which aimed at attracting especially young adults back to education
(Mitchell 2002), and a pilot study of SMS and digital pictures used in supporting teacher
training (Seppälä and Alamäki 2002).
4.3 Definition and theoretical grounds of mLearning
There are many definitions of mLearning. Popular business and technology literature
defines mLearning as “e-learning through mobile computational devices” (Quinn 2000;
see also Trifonova and Ronchetti 2003), or as “the point at which mobile computing and
e-learning intersect to produce an anytime, anywhere learning experience” (Harris 2001).
These two definitions tend to oversimplify the concept of mLearning and its implications.
First, mLearning is more than replacing the e of e-learning by an m, although it is true
that mLearning borrows some features of eLearning so that mLearning enables education
to be provided independently of time and place. Second, mLearning is not only about
providing location and context dependent knowledge, as will be shown in the course of
this chapter. An alternative approach to defining mLearning would be to start from two
propositions. First, communication plays a major role in all human activity (including
learning). Second, one cannot stop people from being mobile. Today, we have technology
that allows us to interact socially independently of time and place: communication has
become strongly ubiquitous. This approach to mLearning is explicated in greater detail in
Nyíri (2002). Nyíri defines mLearning as learning taking place in the course of person-toperson ubiquitous or mobile communication. In a similar line of argument, Tella (2003)
refers to mLearning as studying and communication in which different tools or mobile
technologies are used. More precisely, we should speak of the process of learning, as
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introduced by Uljens (1997). The process of learning is decomposed in teachingstudying-learning, according to which “teaching indirectly affects the learning process
through the student’s way of studying”. These components will be kept in mind, as
mobile learning does not only enhance learning: it also enables teachers to interact with
their students, and the students to study in a mobile manner (Tella 2002). As the concept
of mobile learning is currently poorly defined (Tirri 2003), one needs to consider what
are the benefits to bring about by mobility in learning environments, and what principles
should be applied to implement mLearning and reap its benefits.
According to Ahonen et al. (2003), mobile learning is seldom the sole strategy utilized
for learning: it is often used as an aid for formal and traditional learning. This approach is
known as blended learning. Blended learning is usually seen as a combination of
classroom and online learning (Eales 2004). The advantage of blended learning is that the
learners have more freedoms in choosing the time and place of learning without loosing
the opportunity for face-to-face contact. Evidently, mobile learning extends these
freedoms further (Rovai 2004; Forsblom and Silius 2004).
However, rather than see mobile technology and mobile learning as a means to learning
irrespective of geographical location (Kopomaa 2000; Dahlbom and Ljungberg 1998), it
should be seen as a means to situated learning. By situated learning is meant learning in a
context in which the learning substance is to be put into use (Brown et al. 1989). With
mobile devices being potentially found in the pocket of any employee, the ideas of workrelated learning and mobile knowledge management are gaining ground. While
knowledge management projects appeared still some time ago doomed to be costly and
relatively unsuccessful (Dibella and Kelly 2000), mobile learning promises to put training
and learning into a context of meaningful job activities in the real world. Mobile
knowledge management is thus closely related to constructivist learning and lifelong
learning (Sharples 2000; Pasanen 2003).
The definition of mLearning, which defines it as an extension of eLearning, was
criticized above. In view of the more immediate benefits and pedagogical (in this case
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constructivist) principles, one could give mLearning a narrow, normative definition.
Mobile learning is here defined as situated, collaborative and guided teaching, studying
and learning, supported by mobile devices that utilise symmetric mobile communications
channels by which the learners and the facilitator may use and mould specially designed
learning objects for work, hobby or citizenship -related purposes or as an aid to
traditional education.
The understanding of mLearning presented here builds on two pillars: the constructivist
instructional strategies and the key features of the state of the art mobile technology.
Consequently, mobile learning objects should meet two conditions in order to be
realizable and effective. First, mobile learning objects should meet the objectives that the
constructivist pedagogues set to learning. Second, mobile learning objects should be
designed so that the mobile technologies in actual fact manage to handle them as they are
supposed to.
4.4 Constructivist instructional principles
The pedagogical issues need to be taken into account as much as technological issues in
the design of the learning environment and materials (Seppälä 2002a; Lorentsen 2001).
Therefore, this section presents the pedagogical theory that guides the design of mobile
learning objects. The pedagogical theory applied here is constructivism. Constructivist
instructional principles may be summarized as follows:
•

learning should be problem oriented

•

there should be room for individual learning strategies

•

learning should encourage and support situated collaboration

For a more detailed presentation of constructivist instructional principles see Chapter 2.2
above.
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4.5 Enabling mobile technologies
“Mobile technologies include any system or device that allows a learner to access
information or to communicate without the limitations of power cables or network wires”
(Karran 2003). It appears that the early visions of mobile technology enhanced learning
lend themselves remarkably well to the realization of the pedagogical ideals of
constructivism (Tella 2003; Sharples 2000; Mitchell 2002; Leino et al. 2002). In
particular, personalization, localization and communication features of mobile
technologies can help attain the central objectives of constructivist pedagogy. In this
section the role of mobile technology as an enabler of mobile learning will be discussed.
A number of key enabling mobile technology features have been selected, and it will be
briefly explained how they support or fail to support constructivist learning on the move.
The possibility to access the information source in a wireless manner anywhere, anytime
represents an important opportunity for mobile learning. Unfortunately, most mobile
applications still seek to hide the location of use. Mobility means first of all to be able to
move anywhere, anytime and still stay connected – to be able to stay happily oblivious
about location. In contrast, context-aware design tries to exploit location, making some
aspects of it an integral part of the interaction between the user, the mobile system and
the mobile device. Positioning (e.g. GPS, GLONASS, Galileo) is the single most
important technology that makes contextual mobility possible (Spriestersbach and Vogler
2002; Priyantha et al. 2001; Liljedal 2002). Sørensen (2002) and his associates (Kakihara
and Sørensen 2001; 2002; Pica and Kakihara 2003) have advocated an even more
expanded view on mobility, one which would better take into account that in addition to
devices and persons also objects, spaces and symbols move. In this respect, the mobile
Internet – to give just one example – holds great promise for learning on the move. As the
mobile Internet develops, traditional broadcasting may move onto the mobile channel,
thus turning it into an on-demand digital broadcast channel, provided that the question of
costs (related for instance to UMTS) will be solved (Engström 2000).
Ubiquity means not just “anytime, anywhere” but that the surroundings have built-in
intelligence, and that the devices talk with one another and with the surroundings
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(Lyytinen and Yoo 2002a; Abowd and Mynatt 2000). Ambient intelligence and various
context-aware systems enable learners to converse with their immediate surroundings,
that is, to make real-life and digital objects give information of themselves and the
surroundings via the mobile device (Harter et al. 1999). According to some visionaries,
mobile technologies are turning us all into digital nomads with a ready access to all kinds
of digital content (Keen and Mackintosh 2001; Carlsson and Walden 2002).
In very simple terms, personalization means that the user preferences and needs are taken
into account when displaying the information (Riecken 2000). An overriding problem for
mLearning is how to represent information in a resource constrained mobile device. User
interface research has widely studied the issues related to the representation of
information (Quintana et al. 2004), but personalization technologies are still largely at a
very early stage of development (Karat et al. 2003; Omojokun and Isbell 2003). Yet,
compared to PCs, mobile devices like cellular phones and PDAs are fairly personalizable.
All the same, we have no reason to believe that mLearning environments would any time
soon be more flexible than eLearning environments, whose interactivity and user control
features are generally known to be poor (Zhang et al. 2004). In order to make mobile
devices in any deeper sense personalizable, the user would have to be allowed to
reprogram software through the regular interface. At the present moment, intellectual
property rights and the expertise usually required in programming (even of open source
software) prevent the user from adapting the device and the content in any significant
degree.
E-learning, with its e-mail and discussion boards, expanded the potential for interactivity,
collaboration and peer-to-peer (P2P) communication (Saunders 2002; Trifonova and
Ronchetti 2003). Mobile network access further expands the possibility to share
information with peers, thus enhancing the social learning process. At present, it is
possible to share text, images, audio and video content through mobile devices almost
independently of the users’ location. This sort of media rich learning materials requires
broader bandwidth than before because the learners do not just download diverse learning
materials but create and share it with others. As Alice Mitchell (2002) has observed,
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“symmetry is a key component of a broadband learning environment as learners put in
and contribute rather than simply download and interact” (p. 3/11). Broader bandwidth
and the increased symmetry of communication will potentially level way for new
learning practices such as situated problem-based learning, mobile cooperative learning
and asynchronous learning (Tirri 2003). Unfortunately, mobile technology is not likely to
completely avoid the problems experienced in distant learning in general. One of the
most critical points in distant and eLearning are unclear instructions and the lack of
timely (instructor or peer) feedback (Chin and Kon 2004; Tétard and Patokorpi 2005).
Kristóf Nyíri (2002) has suggested that in mLearning person-to-person communication
per se constitutes learning. This is a strong statement, illustrating the central role that
constructivistically oriented scholars give to communication in mobile learning.
Early mobile devices were severely limited in terms of input and output capabilities,
using almost exclusively alphanumeric characters. Alphanumeric input and output are not
necessarily the best solution, considering the variety of situations of use that users find
themselves in. These situations of use may vary in relation to the level of attention
demanded from the user, physical capability to operate with the device, context
conditions (e.g. noise, light), and so forth. To deal with these issues, new mobile devices
are designed with multimodal features, giving the users the freedom to interact with the
device in a manner that is convenient to them. So far, it is possible to use keypad input,
handwriting and speech as input data, but, sooner or later, it will be possible to input data
using for example haptics (e.g. fingerprint recognition, touchpad). Output features are
perhaps more advanced, as it is possible to use sounds, text, video and haptics to
communicate with the user. For mLearning, multimodality is believed to be important as
it will let the users use their devices in a manner that they think is appropriate to the
situation at hand, thus providing them with a richer learning experience.
To sum up, the enabling mobile technology features are the following:
•

mobility (technological artefacts can be used while on the move)

•

positioning (the user’s physical position can be localized and used to provide
location-based services and content)
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•

context-awareness (the technology can adapt to the conditions of the immediate
environment in order to enhance the user experience)

•

ubiquity (the technology is not only portable and mobile but also an integral part
of the user environment)

•

personalization (the user or the technological system itself can tailor the operating
settings according to user preferences)

•

interactivity (the user and the technological system can talk with one another and
this talk is not only user-driven, it can also be initiated by the technology)

•

multimodality (user-technology interaction can take place in many modes, giving
the user the freedom to interact with technology in a way that is convenient to him
or her)

As the above list of features indicates, mobile technology opens up new opportunities for
(constructivistically oriented) learning. It conquers barriers of time and place; utilizes the
physical and social context of learning; gives more room for individual learning styles as
well as enables collaboration and P2P communication.
4.6 Design of mLearning objects
Ahonen et al. (2003) point out that mobile devices can be useful in formal learning
situations, where the learning content can easily be divided into small, meaningful pieces
and when one part is learned, the learner can easily connect it to other parts (on language
courses see Regan 2000). Perhaps more importantly, demand for just-in-time learning is
increasing, and this form of learning should offer smaller and more malleable content
because the workers´ needs are specific as well as tied to a certain place and time frame.
A large part of the knowledge required by employees is usually tacit knowledge, which
means that the knowledge should be in a form that is context-based and easy and quick to
interpret (e.g. story-based) (Quinn 2002; Mulholland et al. 2004; Castells 2001, p. 91).
The learner being mobile also sets constraints to learning because his or her attention is
usually divided or distracted by other things happening in the environment (Seppälä
2002a; Bae et al. 2005). Mobile learning objects should also be like building blocks
(discrete objects) that can be easily combined. The object-likeness derives from both the
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constructivist view on knowledge (as constructing) and object-oriented programming (as
digital building blocks). Related to this object-likeness is the requirement of functional
compatibility. In other words, the learner should be able to put the building blocks
together regardless of where they come from (Harper et al. 2005; Navarro et al. 2005).
Consequently, mobile learning objects should be small, intelligible (i.e. easy to
understand), interoperable and object-like. One could call these four qualities the general
(or intrinsic) requirements for mobile learning objects.
Mobile technology enables the learner to choose rationally a suitable time and place to
perform his or her educational activities (Kynäslahti 2003). Mobile learning is expedient
in the sense that it should support solving real-life or real-life-like problems in a context.
Learning should be situated; e.g. there is an incentive to travel to a certain place because
knowledge can be gained from this particular place, or because our knowledge can
become relevant at this particular place (Brown et al. 1989; Seppälä 2002a; Lai et al.
2005; Tsai et al. 2005). Immediacy, in turn, means that learners can perform educational
acts regardless of the time and location; also, knowledge can be potentially exploited at
the time it is created. In the modern society knowledge and skills soon get outdated,
creating pressure for persistent learning solutions. By persistent is meant learning
materials that can be made (e.g. by updates) to support the learning and mastery of skills
and knowledge throughout the learner’s lifetime.
Because much of the learning materials are the same, it makes sense to share them.
Learning objects should therefore be reusable and easy to update. Instead of producing
the materials anew every time, teachers and learners may select, update and reuse
individual learning objects. This obviously saves time, effort and money (Leeder et al.
2002; Muzio et al. 2002; Sierra et al. 2005), as well as serves the constructivist
requirement that the learners constantly should (or need to) retrace their steps and revise
their knowledge and skills in interaction with their environment (Björkqvist 1994).
In order to give room for individual learning strategies, designers have generally
attempted to take into account different user groups with distinctly different patterns of
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technology use (Oosterholt et al. 1996). This is not enough any more but the learner (or
the facilitator) needs to be able to mould the technology itself in order to make the
learning content and its representations truly personalizable (Smith and Whiteley 2002;
Sharples 2000; Hadzilacos and Tryfona 2005).
Mobile learning objects should be manipulable. Manipulability is a slightly different
matter from personalizability. Manipulability refers to the functionality of the learning
objects rather than to their representational qualities alone. By manipulable mobile
learning objects is meant both purely digital objects and real objects with embedded
intelligence that are to be found in the physical environment, and can be accessed through
the mobile device. These objects can be manipulated in the sense that the learner can
change or mould them, after which they function differently (Resnick et al. 2000).
Consequently, mobile learning object qualities can be divided in the following two
categories:
General (or intrinsic) mobile learning object qualities
•

small (enabling it to be quickly accessed and processed by the mobile device and
the learner)

•

intelligible (simple and easy to understand even on its own)

•

object-like (can be used as a building block)

•

interoperable (can be made to function interactively with other learning objects)

Specific (or extrinsic) mobile learning object qualities:
•

expedient (suited to problem solving and everyday learning situations)

•

situated (supports learning in a real-life or real-life-like situation or context)

•

immediate (can be used at once)

•

persistent (enhances learning through the learner’s lifetime)

•

reusable (can be used repeatedly)

•

personalized or personalizable (adapts to the user’s skills, experience and learning
strategy)

•

manipulable (can be moulded by the user)
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Mobile learning objects have simultaneously a technological and an educational
dimension. “Small” means both that it does not consist of too many bytes to make it
cumbersome to download (or upload) and that the learning content is not too large to
make it impractical for situated learning. Presently, a gigabyte is too much, whereas 100
kilobytes seems small enough. A mobile learning object presenting 20th-century art is too
large, whereas one presenting Picasso’s Guernica seems small enough. It goes without
saying that a mobile learning object may be in the form of an image, a text, moving
images, sounds, a hypertext or a combination of these.
The table below maps the constructivist instructional principles supported by the
respective enabling mobile technology features and mLearning requirements.
Table 3: Constructivist, mobile technology and learning features
Problem orientation

Learning

Collaboration

strategies
Constructivist

real-life-like context room for learning calls

learning

and problem, many styles,

objectives

possible solutions
mobile mobility,

Enabling
technology

positioning,

features

context-awareness

Mobile

learning expedient,

for

e.g. communication

P2P
and

abduction

situated collaboration

personalization,

interactivity,

multimodality

ubiquity,
context-awareness

personalized,

immediate,

object

situated,

reusable,

reusable,

requirements

manipulable

persistent

manipulable

The table above should be read column-wise, from top to bottom. The design principles
presented in the bottom row build on the three main pedagogical principles of
constructivist learning: (i) problem-orientation, (ii) individual or personalized learning
strategies and (iii) situated collaboration (and communication). The enabling mobile
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technology features presented in the middle row are features which should support the
constructivist objectives. The mobile learning object requirements (i.e. the design
principles) realize (in an ideal case) the constructivist objectives by the help of mobile
technology. Both the pedagogy and technology have to be in line with each other for the
design principles to become realizable. It should be born in mind that the state of the art
mobile technology is not yet generally advanced enough to support in any significant
degree the interoperability, personalizability and manipulability of mobile learning
objects (see Ch. 3). Hopefully we see development especially in this area of mobile
technology in the near future.
4.7 M-learning environment experiment: MobyL
This section presents the mobile learning environment that was constructed in Turku for
the purpose of supporting mobile learning by information systems graduate students
taking a course in mobile commerce. First, the mobile learning environment in terms of
the technology and tools used is described. Second, the way how the learning
environment has been taken into use in a learning context is presented.
MobyL m-learning environment
When developing the mobile learning environment, the main principle of design was that
the environment should be open. An open environment is not constrained to the use of
one particular technology. The mobile technology sector is evolving rapidly and any
given technology may fall into disuse in a very short time. An open environment,
although more complex to manage, gives one the opportunity to adopt alternative
technologies, tools and features. One aspect of the mobile technology sector is that there
is a wide variety of end-user devices which have different properties: for example, mobile
phones are designed mainly for voice communication and connectivity, whereas personal
digital assistants (PDAs) are designed mainly for information management. Of course,
advances in technology tend to blur the borders between the different types of devices;
technology convergence is taking place, resulting in PDAs having phone capabilities and
mobile phones having information management capabilities. In this respect, one benefit
of an open environment is that one is not bound to a given type of end-user device.
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Another factor determining our technical choices was the existence of a support
infrastructure for wireless connectivity on the campus area where the pilot project was
intended to take place. The campus area is equipped with OpenSpark/SparkNet wireless
stations, enabling users to access remotely the Internet and the university’s computing
resources. OpenSpark/SparkNet is the widest wireless net in Finland. It utilizes existing
networks, which makes it inexpensive and fast growing. The wireless net services are
available not just in the office but in parks and restaurants in the city area. This support
infrastructure is presently being extended to the most frequented areas of the city.
The mobile learning environment comprises three categories of tools: (i) device-specific
tools, (ii) specifically designed tools and (iii) publicly available tools. Device-specific
tools are tools embedded into the device; for example, video streaming applications, a
calendar, note-taking applications, a voice recorder, a web browser and information
management applications. Specifically designed tools are tools that were built especially
for this particular project. The main tool designed is called the MobyL mLearning
platform. MobyL, optimised for small interfaces, includes the following functionalities:
•

m-diary is one of the main tools. It is a group web log optimised for mobile
devices. With the m-diary, a group can input their own comments, reflections and
ideas about the assignment. This application is designed to be used in a group
setting so that interaction and dialogue between the group members take place
remotely.

•

presence notification will alert users if there are several users online
simultaneously.

•

group management: groups can manage their own settings and accept new group
members.

•

messaging functions: besides the m-diary, users can use other messaging tools
(e.g. mobile e-mail) to communicate exclusively with one other group member or
the instructor. The instructor also has access to messaging functions to
communicate with one user, one group or the whole class.
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Publicly available tools can be downloaded and installed into the device or used remotely
through the Internet. In the experiment, the participants were asked to use a news service,
which would broadcast pieces of information relevant to the task at hand. The news
service had customization of content and update frequency features (see figure 2 below).

IPAQ
video streaming
Student groups
calendar
note taking
voice recorder
web browser
information
management
m-diary
group management
presence notification

Learning content:
educational video
materials
news
observations, notes
discussions, opinions,
ideas

Wireless network

Figure 4: M-learning environment schematically
MobyL mLearning experiment
The mLearning environment was used by information systems graduate students taking
an advanced course in mobile commerce. The participants were given PDAs (Ipaq),
equipped with a wireless network card, for use for a period of two months during the
course. The participants’ main task was to produce a thorough business plan for a mobile
service; the business plan would include an analysis of user needs, an investigation of a
technological infrastructure needed and a description of the service in technological
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terms, and a description of a business model for exploiting the service (see Appendix 1).
As a part of this main assignment, participants were assigned smaller tasks which would
help them collect and analyse background information regarding user needs, technology
and business models. These smaller tasks were formulated and structured so that it would
be possible to perform them within the mLearning environment with the help of online
video materials, business news services, the m-diary and discussion features as well as
other features of the mobile device (note taking, messaging applications, voice recording,
etc.).
A longitudinal study was conducted in order to collect and analyze the students’ attitudes
towards the mobile learning system. In the study, questionnaires and interviews were
used as instruments to collect information. Three questionnaires were sent to the
participants at regular intervals during the experiment (the experiment’s duration was
about 6 weeks), in order to monitor changes in attitudes and opinions regarding the use of
the system. The first questionnaire, sent early in the beginning of the experiment, was
intended to collect mostly personal information about the participants including
background, knowledge and skills in using mobile devices and e-learning environments.
The longitudinal questionnaires were sent to the participants in order to acquire
individual information about their expectations, user experience, communication
behaviour as well as their thoughts about the ease of use and their future adoption
behaviour. After the experiment, a round of group interviews was conducted in order to
collect information on the use of the learning system from a group perspective.
Participants were also asked to freely report on their own usage of the system.
The experiment took place as part of an assignment to be completed within an advanced
course in an information systems study programme. Altogether, 10 students joined the
experiment. They were divided into three groups. The students are majoring either in
information systems, computer science or accounting, their age varying between 21 and
25. Most of them had not used an mLearning system before.
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4.8 Findings from the mLearning experiment
Expectations
When asked about their expectations of using a mobile system for learning purposes, the
interviewees seemed to have different expectations depending on their previous
experiences with eLearning. The students who had previous experience of eLearning
systems mentioned that eLearning systems were quite complex and fully-featured from a
functionality point of view, but they expected an mLearning system would be much more
simple to use and adapt to the circumstances of mobility, including the possibility to
access content “anytime, anywhere”.
User experience
In relation to user experience, the interviewees were asked to comment on the various
components used in the learning environment: communication features, the video
materials, and the news delivery service. They were also asked to comment on the
general use of the learning environment with mobile devices.
All groups thought that the layout of the system was simple and nice, and that such a
system could be used anytime, anywhere. They thought that the PDA was an appropriate
device to access and use the system, compared to the mobile phone which is not a device
optimized for the use of such systems. Students deplored that the use of the system was
limited by the existing network coverage, including only the campus area and a few other
hot spots in the city area. Some students with experience with eLearning systems
mentioned that the system did not have very many functions. In particular, features like
mailing, downloading and other communication features would have been appreciated.
Most participants agreed that the ability to check assignments, deadlines and discussion
anywhere, anytime are the most distinct characteristics of mobile learning. They also said
that mLearning works well as a complement to the more traditional learning strategies
used during the course. One student thought that the system supports “group coordination
and collaboration at any time” and “the distant and distributed provision of education and
training anytime and anywhere you want”.
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The video materials were used quite extensively. The course participants assessed that
these were relevant and necessary for the completion of their assignments, although
launch time was long in some cases. Some users experienced problems with buffering
and the small screen size of the PDA. The problems were solved over time. The contents
of video materials were said to be overlapping sometimes. Overall, the participants said
that they like using this “function”: as one student put it “watching the video sparks my
mind to create our business plan”.
The use of the news delivery service remained limited in the beginning of the experiment
due to network limitations and inconvenient input. After some time, most participants
thought that the news service was useful, and tailored to be used through the PDA: “It is
interesting to access the news channels through the service and have them formatted for
the Ipaq screen”. However, opinions diverged as some students said that they would trust
more information sources they were familiar with: “Unfortunately it is not useful. Maybe
I am not yet accustomed to using it. I preferred sites that I am familiar with”.
Communication behaviour
When asked how communication occurred through the system, the students said that
although they prefer self-study, they think that the possibility to communicate with their
peers is a necessary complement to their study. However, they mentioned that the limited
coverage of the WLAN network was a barrier to extensive communication during the
experiment. They usually agreed beforehand on a time when they would interact face-toface or virtually, rather than interact asynchronously: “Because of other assignments,
there is little time. So, we communicate mostly while meeting before and after the
lectures”.
Some groups also downloaded some other application to their PDAs in order to facilitate
communication. They also appreciated the presence notification functionality: one group
reported that once they exchanged ideas about the assignment when two group members
were simultaneously online.
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Ease of use
The students were asked about the ease of use of the system, that is, whether they think
the system is easy to use, and whether they can find the information they need when
using the system. All students thought that the system was simple and easy to use and
that it meets their basic needs. However, one participant said that there was no function
he benefits from.
The students encountered no technical difficulties, and thought that it was unnecessary to
provide online instructions on how to use the system. However, nearly all students
encountered difficulties in getting the wireless network cards to work. One student said
that he preferred using a traditional keyboard rather than a stylus to input text. Two
groups agreed that the m-diary’s discussion function is a useful feature.
Future adoption behaviour
The interviewees thought that the future adoption of mLearning will depend on the
spread of WLAN coverage. In their opinion, the system can complement eLearning and
traditional learning. Nevertheless, classroom teaching and lecturers cannot be replaced by
an electronic system. One student said that the lack of instructor guidance during the
experiment was a problem: “I think that the biggest barrier seems to be the freedom it
(the mobile learning system) offers. It can be a good thing, but the negative effect is that
there is no supervision and therefore it is up to individuals to learn by themselves”. In
other words, there was some concern among the students whether the lack of supervision
would affect the incentive to learn.
Learning styles seem to have an important impact on how useful the students find the
mLearning environment. All Finnish students (6 out of 10) preferred self-learning.
Therefore they felt that they got less benefit from the group interaction and
communication functions than the rest of the students. The international students (4 out of
10) preferred group discussion, and think that the mLearning system can better facilitate
their study, and that they benefit from discussions between the groups. It was a general
observation made by the students that the small screen size, the lack of a multi-tasking
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feature as well as the fact that people have less time to concentrate on things will impede
the development of the mLearning system.
Further comments
All groups expressed a need for a function to attach and upload files. Videoconferencing
was also suggested. One group would like to have more interactivity in the system, and
they thought that the network connectivity urgently needed to be improved. In addition,
they thought that the system should also add a function which enables group discussion
with the whole class. Another group felt like adding chat and classification of the topics
(making the content public or private) functions to the m-diary.
Lessons learned
In section 4.6 (see esp. Table 3) the qualities required of mobile learning objects were
defined. The findings from the mLearning experiment can be used to evaluate whether
the learning objects successfully meet the requirements for mobile learning objects and
whether there are obstacles to implementing them. It should be taken into account,
though, that only ten students took part in the experiment. Therefore the results are not
readily generalizable. Nonetheless, the pilot test should give valuable insights into the use
and design of mobile learning objects.
•

Small: The functionality of the learning objects was tested with mobile devices.
The students mentioned at several occasions that they were surprised to see that
even videos function very nicely on mobile devices through a wireless network.
The size of the objects did not seem to be an obstacle to their use.

•

Intelligible: The students said that they could easily make sense of the materials,
although they complained about the redundancy across various objects. It would
make sense in future experiments to avoid such redundancy.

•

Object-like and interoperable: Dealing with the objects in a learning context
seemed to be very difficult. One obstacle was the limited functionalities of the
devices in some areas. For example, editing a video and even text materials did
not happen very smoothly. Another obstacle was to be found in the lack of
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support from the MobyL system; the students expressed their need for attachment,
appendage, classification and linkage features to support their use of the m-diary.
•

Personalized: Personalization is one of the areas where a lot of work remains to be
done. The personalization features of PDAs remain very limited. However, the
students never expressed a need for the personalization of the objects per se.

•

Persistent: The students stated that they could see a system like MobyL to be in
use continuously during their studies, jointly with traditional teaching and
eLearning.

•

Expedient: It was appreciated by the students that the materials selected fitted the
learning situations.

•

Immediate: In the students´ opinion, the system could be used anytime, anywhere,
despite problems encountered with the wireless network coverage. These
problems are likely to be solved in the near future.

•

Situated: A couple of times the students had the occasion to interact remotely and
simultaneously through the system. While these kinds of situations were
appreciated, the students thought that the use of the devices was not in all
situations as natural and convenient as for instance the use of a desktop computer.
In this respect, some of the limitations of mobile technology are being met, as it is
not possible to make the most out of a given learning situation because of
insufficient technology support.

•

Interoperable and manipulable: As for interoperability, the students found that it
was difficult at times to manipulate the objects in the desired manner.

4.9 Summing up
Compared to eLearning, mobile learning goes a step further in enabling learners to learn
practices and activities required in the real world. Also, it appears that mobile learning
lends itself remarkably well to the realization of constructivist pedagogical ideals. Mobile
learning is here defined as situated, collaborative and guided teaching, studying and
learning, supported by mobile devices that utilise symmetric mobile communications
channels by which the learners and the facilitator may use and mould specially designed
learning objects for work, hobby, or citizenship –related purposes or as an aid to
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traditional education. Hence, mobile learning objects enhance education by giving
learners expedient, immediate, reusable, persistent, personalized and situated learning
experiences anchored in their real surroundings.
In the design of mobile learning objects two major guidelines were relied on. First,
mobile learning objects should meet the objectives that the constructivist pedagogues set
to learning. Mobile learning objects may of course be designed in accordance with any
pedagogical theory or principles but in order to make the design work more focused the
insights and objectives provided by constructivist learning theories were followed.
Second, mobile learning objects should be designed so that the mobile technologies in
actual fact manage to handle them as they are supposed to. Ideally, mobile technology
opens up new opportunities for (constructivistically oriented) learning. It conquers
barriers of time and place; utilizes the physical and social context of learning; gives more
room for individual learning styles as well as enables and intensifies collaboration and
P2P communication.
Consequently, the design guidelines for mobile learning objects presented in this chapter
are based on an understanding of how learning takes place (i.e. constructivistically) and
what are the supporting technologies for learning on the move. Following these
guidelines should result in mobile learning objects that are small, intelligible, object-like
and interoperable (general qualities) as well as expedient, situated, immediate, persistent,
reusable, personalized and manipulable (specific qualities). Today’s mobile technology
does not cater equally well for all of these requirements or desirable qualities. In
particular, the state of the art of mobile technology is not yet generally advanced enough
to support in any significant degree the interoperability, personalizability and
manipulability of mobile learning objects. One hopes to see development especially in
this area of mobile technology in the near future.
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5 Logic of Sherlock Holmes in Technology Enhanced Learning
5.1 Linking constructivist pedagogy with a thinking style
In this chapter, a thinking style is connected to a pedagogical approach. The thinking
style in question is abductive reasoning and the pedagogical approach is constructivism.
Generally speaking, the analysis of reasoning styles can be used to develop new
educational strategies. Hence, constructivist pedagogy could give some directions for
building educational programmes around IST and the abductive form of reasoning.
However, as has been argued in Chapters 3 and 4, there are some mismatches between
the available technology and the constructivist learning theory and practice. Especially
the personalisation technologies are still too immature to provide good support for
constructivistically oriented IST enhanced learning. Abduction also requires backing up
by deduction (to trace the consequences of hypotheses) and induction (to test hypotheses)
to make the hypotheses (guesses) not just plausible but accurate as well. The cyberspace
can in principle be made to support also deductive and inductive reasoning, but it seems
that presently the cyberspace does not favour these patterns of reasoning.
5.2 Sherlock Holmes and his method
Sherlock Holmes, the hero of Arthur Conan Doyle’s novels, often amazed his loyal friend
Dr. Watson by drawing a correct conclusion from an array of seemingly disparate and
unconnected facts and observations. The method of reasoning used by Sherlock Holmes
is abduction. As will be argued in this chapter, an advanced information society
technology (IST) environment – a mobile computing environment in particular – calls
for, or even compels to, the use of abductive reasoning. Abduction is not yet fully
understood but it is a better conceptual tool than descriptive adjectives like
“interactivity,” “mobility” and “ubiquity” that are presently used in IST research. It is
better because: First, abduction is a single, rigorous and well-defined unit of analysis,
allowing one to analyze and compare diverse phenomena with good scientific accuracy.
In the words of Uwe Wirth, research on abduction provides the unique opportunity of
approaching interdisciplinarity under a single aspect (1995, p. 405). Second, abduction
catches the gist of how we humans reason under uncertainty in a context. Consequently,
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abduction illuminates the special epistemological circumstances of IST enhanced
learning, especially when the learning materials and the environment have been arranged
in concord with constructivist educational principles. If it is true that abduction is a
central element of everyday thought, and especially significant and ubiquitous in
advanced IST environments, it follows that a study of abductive reasoning will help us
better understand IST enhanced learning and IST user behaviour as well as give us some
valuable hints to the design of human-computer interaction in general.
The chapter at hand will focus on abduction as a central process of everyday human
reasoning and on its role in human-computer interaction, especially on its role in IST
enhanced learning. As Ahn and Kalish (2000) have pointed out, abduction has so far been
little studied in cognitive psychology, and therefore what are in fact forms of abductive
reasoning have usually been misinterpreted as induction. Thanks to portable and
ubiquitous technology, education increasingly takes place in authentic real-life contexts
instead of in the confines of a classroom. Consequently, the learner is most likely to
resort to abductive reasoning more than before. Abduction is of course a central element
in traditional education, too, but the new IST lends it a heightened importance.
Constructivist pedagogy enters the picture as the currently predominant theory of
learning. Constructivist pedagogues have embraced the new IST because it in their
opinion naturally supports, or can be made to support, the fundamental constructivist
instructional strategies and learning objectives (Tétard and Patokorpi 2005). Abduction
clarifies how learning takes place especially on the level of individuals in and out of
cyberspace.
5. 3 Abduction as an inferential process
The canonical example of abductive reasoning comes from Charles Sanders Peirce:
Rule: All the beans from this bag are white.
Result: These beans are white.
Case: Therefore, these beans are from this bag (CP 2.623 [CP refers to Peirce
1934-63]).
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The inference is not deductively or analytically valid – because the beans could come
from somewhere else – but this form of reasoning conveys the manner in which people
reason when making discoveries in the sense of coming up with new ideas. Abduction is
the only inferential process that gives birth to new ideas, thus expanding our knowledge
(CP 2.777; CP 5.171; Wirth 1995; Pückler u/d). Abduction is a retroductive process of
finding or forming hypotheses or theories that might explain a (surprising) fact or an
(unexpected) observation. Contrary to a widespread misconception, the fact or facts
observed do not necessarily have to be surprising. Abductive reasoning may be used for
opening up a new perspective into things even when there is nothing out of the ordinary
in them (e.g. humour) (Hoffmann u/d). Abduction comes to its own in the face of
incomplete evidence and high uncertainty that are usually related to very rare or
nonrepeatable events and to the realm of the unique in general (Flach 1996; Yu 2004;
Leake 1995; Shanahan 1989).
Abduction has both a psychological (synthetic) and a logical (analytic) dimension closely
intertwined (Pückler u/d; Hoffman u/d). To borrow Roesler’s (u/d) illuminative example:
(P1) a surprising object (fact) is observed which is round, orange coloured and porous.
(P2) Oranges are round, orange coloured and porous. If this object were an orange, the
object would make sense to us and thus cease being surprising. (C) Ergo: it is plausible
that this object is an orange. The premises, containing perceptive judgments, and the
conclusion, containing an abductive inference, cannot be sharply separated from one
another. Floyd Merrell explains the matter as follows: “since all seeing is at bottom level
interpreting, there is no hard and fast line of demarcation between perception and
knowledge (CP 5.184). There is, however, a distinction between abductive judgments and
perceptual judgments: the former are usually subject to some degree of control, though
they can also shade into the latter, which are by and large uncontrollable” (Merrell u/d, p.
8/20; see also Merrell 2004).
By producing hypotheses abduction simplifies the complexity of reality, making it
intelligible to us. When abduction, as a form of synthetic and qualitative thought, is given
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a central place in knowing, the hypothetical and provisional nature of human knowledge
is underlined (Wirth 1995; Bertilsson and Christiansen in Peirce 2001).
5.4 Some forms of abductive inference
For the purposes of this essay abduction will be divided into four basic forms: selective,
creative, non-sentential and manipulative (Magnani 1998; Magnani et al. 2002). Selective
and creative abduction may be further divided in two distinct types (see Figure 1 below).
The non-sentential form, in turn, may be divided into five and the manipulative into three
subcategories. Finally, the quasi-automatic abduction is here further divided into speciesspecific and doxatic modes, and all of the five non-sentential modes as well as the manmade manipulative mode may be further divided into two subcategories: creative and
selective.

Figure 5: Some forms of abductive inference
Selective abduction, as the name indicates, selects among existing bags (alternative rules,
antecedents) the bag that these particular beans (result, clues, consequent) come from.
There are two forms of selective abduction: quasi-automatic (Eco’s overcoded abduction)
and multiple-choice (Eco’s undercoded abduction). Abduction may happen almost
automatically (quasi-automatically) when there is just one bag (i.e. a singular cause or a
general rule or law) to choose from.
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Figure 6: Quasi-automatic abduction
Umberto Eco (1983) gives the example that upon seeing a portion of tuna fish on a plate
on the table and next to it an opened tin of tuna, one without any conscious effort
concludes that the tuna on the plate comes from the tin. In quasi-automatic abduction
there is no need to search for a rule as one already exists in the mind. The inference thus
proceeds from the result to the case. The principles of proximity, similarity, an objective
set, closure, completion and pregnancy could be seen to number among the quasiautomatic abductive processes of human perception (see Wertheimer 1923). The lastmentioned abductive processes could be said to be common to the human species,
whereas some abductions are rather based on culture. Stopping at red lights in traffic is an
example of a culturally or conventionally embedded abductive inference. In this case the
power of the sign is more due to convention (i.e. the social institution of the sign) instead
of to shared psychological principles or propensities of human perception. The ‘traffic
light’ abduction could be called doxatic and the other one (the gestalt-psychological)
could be called species-specific abduction (Bertilsson 2004).
In a multiple-choice abduction there are two or more rules to choose from. Thus the mind
proceeds from the result to the rule (Wirth 1995).
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Figure 7: Multiple-choice abduction
An example of a multiple-choice abduction is to be found in Peirce (CP 2.707; quoted in
Eco 1983). The data that Kepler had about the longitudes and latitudes of Mars’
revolutions around the sun suggested a finite number of geometrical curves from which
to choose. Kepler’s hypothesis was that the orbit is elliptical, which he then corroborated
against the available evidence.
Creative abduction creates a new bag of beans (i.e. rule) from which the particular beans
come from. In other words, the immediately existing (present to the reasoner’s mind) bag
or bags (contexts) do not fit the result (these beans are white) or there does not exist any
general rule, so the reasoner needs to find or create a new one. Generally speaking, by
abduction we come up with rules, reasons or laws that explain the case. Insofar as we
stick to our prior experience as a ready repertoire of hypotheses, we are not properly
engaged in a creative abduction. To infer that a patient has hepatitis because he or she has
jaundice (Josephson and Josephson 1994, p. 13) is a multiple-choice abduction. If one
explains some (in this case the same above-mentioned plus some) symptoms by abducing
a new disease (e.g. AIDS when there was no such disease in medical records), it is a case
of an evolutionary creative abduction.
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Figure 8: Evolutionary abduction
“Here the only premise of an abduction is the result, and both the rule and the case are
consequences of it” (Reid 2003; see also Hoffman 1997). In other words, these beans are
white (result); All the same, not all white beans (rule) come from this bag (case:
hepatitis); Instead, they probably come from this bag (case: AIDS).
The creative revolutionary abduction (Eco’s meta-abduction) is a further abduction based
on earlier ones. It assesses whether the potential universe created by earlier abductions
corresponds to our experiences (Roesler u/d).

Figure 9: Revolutionary abduction
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Galileo’s hypothesis of the earth circling the sun, leading to a heliocentric worldview, is
an example of revolutionary creative abduction. A revolutionary abduction replaces
existing sets of rules by new sets of rules, thus challenging our beliefs in a wholesale
manner.
Observation is a central factor in abduction. All or any of the five senses may provide the
required clues for abductive reasoning (Pierpaolo u/d). Especially medicine is known for
exploiting all the five senses in the finding of clues (symptoms) when diagnosing an
illness. Consequently, there is reason to think that there are other forms of non-sentential
abduction, involving vision, touch, smell, taste and feelings. For instance, instead of
verbal representations of things and events, we can form pictorial representations. These
pictorial representations can be used as vehicles of inferences and explanations, that is, as
tools of thought (Thagard and Shelley 1997). Visual abduction is a form of inference that
is based on signs which resemble the thing they represent (i.e. the signs used are icons).
This pictorial form of thinking is usually instantaneous, uncontrolled and automatic, thus
verging on perception. Visual abduction retrieves from the mind a previously stored piece
of (pictorial) knowledge by which a result (these white beans) is referred to a familiar
rule (a bag of white beans) (Magnani 1998). Visual abduction can be either selective or
creative. Here is an example of creative visual abduction from Thagard and Shelley
(1997). An archaeologist finds two notches on the skullcap of a hominid that probably
have led to its death. Is this a case of cannibalism? By picturing the hominid in the jaws
of a leopard, the archaeologist can abduct (by creative, visual abduction) to an alternative
explanation. The first explanation that comes to the archaeologist’s mind, namely that the
hominid has fallen a victim to cannibalism, is a selective visual abduction because the
rule is part of the furniture of the reasoner’s mind. Creative visual abduction involves the
introduction of a new or additional element (diagram or icon) into the reasoning process.
The manipulative abduction could be said to be based on action rather than perception.
The reasoner acts non-verbally upon reality, changing the object of observation and then
uses the resultant tacit knowledge (which may be embodied in an external or externalised
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object) as an auxiliary element of the reasoning process. An example of manipulative
abduction is the use of auxiliary figures by hand in geometry (Magnani et al. 2002).
These few examples of some forms of abductive reasoning should suffice for the
purposes of this work.
5.5 Semiotic paradigm of knowledge
In the late 20th century, epistemology has taken an abductive turn. It means among other
things that the earlier division into hermeneutic understanding and natural-scientific
explanation gives way to abductive educated guessing, that is, to the semiotic paradigm
of knowledge (Wirth 2000). It means also that it is increasingly difficult to keep up strict
borders between fields of knowledge as phenomena spill over from one discipline into
another (e.g. biophysics). Presumably, the bulk of human knowledge in everyday life is
based on hypothetical (abductive) thinking.
According to Peirce, consciousness is always mediated by signs. What we know is signs.
Signs get their meaning in relation to other signs through an interpretative process.
Thought is thus an infinite chain of signs (CP 5.262; Spina u/d). Then, why should we
think that our signs have close enough affinity with the outside world to make guessing
worthwhile? Peirce says that we succeed in our abductive reasoning, that is, in guessing,
because the mind has a natural affinity with nature. Consequently, our guessing is not
blind but guided by lumen naturale (CP 5.591; CP 5.581; Wirth 1993; Schulz u/d; CP
8.238). Unfortunately, Peirce ignores differing sign-object relations in different cultures,
thus playing down the role of culture (i.e. the cultural development of man) in semiosis
(Uslucan 2004). The affinity between the human mind and nature is partly innate (an
outcome of our biological evolution) and partly an outcome of cultural development
(Wirth 2000). According to Luis Radford (2004, p. 12/16), “In actual fact, Secondness
(the realm of what exists, the realm of indexicality), and Firstness (i.e. the realm of
suchness, the realm of ‘potential being’, of what ‘may-be’ or of uninterpreted iconicity)
are already cultural through and through”. Hence the semiotic experience should be seen
as creation, re-creation and renewal of meaning and culture by a linguistic (semiotic)
community.
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Abduction is essentially a matter of finding and following clues. However, as Matti
Peltonen (1999) points out, a clue alone is not enough. A clue merely leads the reasoner
to something that he or she already knows. Abduction, in contrast to the mere following
of clues, aims at eliciting new knowledge. One cannot become an adept detective, that is,
skilful in finding clues, by merely following rules. The observation of a clue is in relation
to the observer’s background knowledge, consisting of more or less rough models or
theories. Clues without models or theories are useless.
The semiotic paradigm (i.e. the science dealing with signs, symbols and clues) of
knowledge does not deal with a disciplined regulation of coded knowledge, yet the clues
are there for all to see. As Matti Peltonen says (1999, p. 61), clues are not something
hidden deep in the things themselves and that they would have to be dug out from their
hiding place. The knowledge found by abduction is out in the open for all to see. Rather
than rediscovering knowledge or things that were forgotten or covered from sight, we
constantly create things or knowledge anew by interpretation. By actively interpreting,
that is, by giving meanings to things, the observer produces new knowledge. Culture is
public and the meanings are recognized by other members of the same culture although
they do not always share them. Consequently, the knowledge based on abduction is not
esoteric but something that can be communicated to others. It can be communicated to
others precisely because it is, among other things, based on (public) signs and reasonings.
Abduction is first of all a reasoning pattern with strong claims to being democratic. All
the relevant knowledge (clues) is in principle “out there,” that is, laid out in the open for
all to see. Historians (Ginzburg 1989; Peltonen 1999) sometimes talk of this sort of
semiotic interpretation and knowledge as low or shallow knowledge, the knowledge of
the poor, and the oppressed or otherwise marginalized groups in society. Low knowledge
may be contrasted with high knowledge like for instance the Greek mythos. Myth is
hidden knowledge, knowledge for the chosen few, not accessible to all. However, low
knowledge should not be understood as sheer, unadulterated observation. Abduction,
rather than observation alone, is for instance required to tear down theoretical
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constructions or social agreements: the Emperor has no clothes. In Hans Christian
Andersen’s story of the Emperor’s new clothes, it is not enough to see (observe) that the
Emperor has no clothes because we still believe that he has. A process of abductive
reasoning is required: the hypothesis that the Emperor does not have any clothes is a
better explanation of the facts of the case. In this way abduction opens up a new
perspective. It is material to notice how easy it is to communicate knowledge by
abduction; the clues are not hidden but public and the reasoning process is easily
repeatable by others.
The clues that are there for all to see are qualitative and unique. They cannot be measured
and regulated. This sets the stage for knowledge that is essentially personal. It is personal
in the sense that individuals differ in their ability to detect clues, due to individual
differences in their prior knowledge and experience as well as logical acumen (Ginzburg
1989, pp. 8-39; Peltonen 1999, p. 61). Despite the apparent paradox, knowledge by
abduction is simultaneously both personal and democratic.
5.6 Art of abductive reasoning
Because thinking is an endless chain of signs, thought is essentially a temporal
phenomenon (CP 1.444; CP 2.229; Uslucan 2004; Bergman 2002; 2000). Abduction
especially is best understood as a pattern of temporal reasoning. The process of abductive
reasoning may not come to a conclusion for a very long time but may be suspended until
all the relevant or adequate information is in (Josephson and Josephson 1994; Paavola
2004b). Abductions stretching over a long period of time are typically complex. An
example of a prolonged complex abduction is Darwin’s theory of evolution by natural
selection.
As Thagard and Shelley (1997; see also Roesler u/d) have pointed out, complex
abductions are layered. Layeredness means that each abductive conclusion may become
the premise of the next abduction:
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The hypothesis is that the suspect is the murderer, and a higher level hypothesis
might be that the suspect hated the victim because of some previous altercation.
The plausibility of the lower-level hypothesis comes not only from what it
explains, but also from it itself being explained. This kind of hierarchical
explanation in which hypotheses explain other hypotheses that explain data is also
found in science and medicine … (Thagard and Shelley 1997, p. 417).

In complex abductions in particular the steps of the reasoning process may break out
from the confines of a single mind. Reasoning and argumentation may thus be seen not
only as internal dialogue or suspended reasoning over time but also as a process
involving two or more participants (Wirth 2000; Pape u/d). The following example
derives from Richard Whately’s Elements of Logic (1st edn. 1826):
Let us suppose that a group of labourers has dug up a fossil animal with horns on
the skull. In other words, the labourers know the minor premise: “This animal has
horns on the skull.” Let us further suppose that there is a distant naturalist who
knows that all horned animals are ruminants. The naturalist knows the major
premise: “All horned animals are ruminants.” As the labourers are ignorant of that
all horned animals are ruminants and as the distant naturalist to whom the fossil is
described is ignorant of that it has horns, they are both unable to draw the
conclusion that it was a ruminant. This is clearly a case in which to reach the
conclusion both premises are required (Whately 1882, pp. 156-165; elaborated in
Patokorpi 1996, pp. 107-109).
The above example nicely brings out the dialogical nature of thought.
Peirce (CP 5.181) pictures the generation of a hypothesis as a sudden flash of insight.
According to Paavola (2004b), this view of hypothesis generation is unsatisfactory. It is
possible to trump up hypotheses that meet the formal requirements of abduction but are
too far-fetched to be taken seriously. Achinstein’s ([1970, p. 92]; quoted in Paavola
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2004a; see also CP 2.662; Wirth 1999) example is that he is happy because he has won
the Nobel Prize. There are certainly other reasons for a person to be happy, although
winning the Nobel Prize would explain why one is happy. Something else is clearly
needed for making abduction a useful mode of inference. What is needed are strategic
rules or principles whose job is to guide the reasoner in fitting the hypothesis with the
background information and other relevant clues related to the subject matter, the
situation and the reasoner’s goal. From a strategic viewpoint, it may become necessary to
resort to further explanations to show how the hypothesis fits the context in question, and
that potential counter-arguments can be warded off (Paavola 2004a; CP 5.181; Hoffman
1997). A surprising phenomenon is stressed as a starting point because of strategic or
methodological considerations. It is a good strategy to start one’s explanation from
anomalous phenomena because one has to start from somewhere, and it would most
likely be impossible to explain everything (Paavola 2004a; 2004b).
5.7 Constructedness of human cognition
Constructivist pedagogues strongly stress the element of active construction in human
thinking and perception (Piaget 1982; Vygotsky 1969; Leontjev 1977). A central
inferential process behind the constructedness of human experience is abduction.
Abduction thus enables one to posit learning between the rationalist and the empiricist
viewpoints, and a fortiori, to strike a balance between constructivist, pragmatist and
behaviourist learning theories. The existence of several different forms of abductive
reasoning may throw light on some disagreements between the constructivists and the
proponents of other learning theories, the pragmatists and the behaviourists in particular.
Accordingly, the purpose of this section is to illuminate the constructedness of human
cognition with the help of the abductive mode of inference.
A central piece of criticism levelled at constructivist theories of learning is that they
stress deliberation too much. In terms of abductive inferences it means that
constructivists exaggerate the role of creative abduction. As learning in the sense of
training familiar things and skills seems to belong to quasi-automatic abduction, learning
as expansion of knowledge seems to be based on creative abduction and multiple-choice
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abduction (Wirth 1993). Fox (2001), who numbers among the recent critics of
constructivist learning theories, presents the following figure that illustrates visual
illusions:

Figure 10: White star illusion
Figures like this give support to the idea of constructedness of human perception.
However, according to Fox (2001), virtually all humans “construct” the figure in the
same way, and they do it without any conscious effort or deliberation, and they may at
will resist the illusion: “Thus, as well as being impressive examples of the ‘constructed’
nature of our perceptions, such figures can also be read as examples of the objectivity of
human perception, of its deep innate roots and of the way in which we can, up to a point,
resist various features of our own initial view” (p. 31). Now, all these three observations
made by Fox may be explained by applying different forms of abduction in a layered
manner: a selective (quasi-automatic or multiple-choice) abduction followed by a creative
evolutionary or revolutionary abduction. Insofar as the reasoner has only one figure
present to his or her mind, it is a case of quasi-automatic abduction. Gestalt switches and
Necker cubes are good examples of figures in which by training one learns to keep two
figures (i.e. two general rules) present to the mind consecutively so that one jumps from
one figure to the other more or less at will (Merrell u/d). If there are two figures (two
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alternative bags of beans) to choose from, it is a case of multiple-choice abduction. The
ability to resist the illusion takes us to the so-called metacognitive level of human mental
processes. To make our perceptual and thought processes an object of thought (i.e.
reflection in some form) comes to us as naturally as the initial illusionary vision of the
figure. Revolutionary abduction is a way of, purposefully, to see things different from
what they appear at first. As Wenyan Zhou says, “identifying the abductive object entails
comparing one’s existing beliefs and evidences revealed in the current situation,
becoming aware of the incongruence between them, and discovering the anomalies”
(2004, p. 132). Reasoning in its expansive and creative mode is by nature temporal and
layered (Roesler u/d), involving a varying degree of reflection (Leontjev 1977).
Kivinen and Ristelä (2003) criticize the idea of metacognition. They ascribe to
constructivists a picture of metacognition as a higher level of consciousness that monitors
and evaluates the lower levels. Nevertheless, if metacognition is not seen as two
simultaneous levels of cognition but as a temporal process where knowledge-in-action
and reflection take turns, the problem vanishes. Some pragmatists seem to have trouble in
admitting reflection any clear place in human action. Kivinen and Ristelä’s example of an
experienced driver and a novice driver misses the point. It is clear that a novice driver
makes a worse job of driving than an experienced driver but the main reason for it hardly
is because the novice tries to be careful while driving. One of these drivers does not yet
know how to drive whereas for the other driving is a routine task. Moreover, reflection
and action take turns even when one does something in which one is experienced;
reflection merely shows that one is still learning something. Cases of training in which no
or very little reflection occur are relatively rare. Much of the conceptual muddle in the
case at hand derives from a too elevated picture of reflection. As Bengt Molander (1996)
has convincingly argued, reflection allows many forms and degrees. “Just do it!” is a
good advice for a timid and ponderous learner learning some very practical skill. On the
other hand, it does not validate the conclusion that taking, from time to time, back a step
from what one is doing would be a bad thing even in more practical learning tasks. By
verbalising, visualising, in a word, externalising learning, it can be made more easily
accessible to others as well as to the individual learner himself or herself. Social or
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collaborative learning is a powerful reason for making learning explicit by reflection and
externalisation (Kankkunen 2004).
5.8 IST enhanced learning
As the section on semiotic knowledge above indicates, knowledge by abduction is, by
nature, personal, democratic, creative and based on prior knowledge. This is almost
exactly the way that many constructivist pedagogues describe learning (Sotillo 2003;
Puurula 2002; Hussain et al. 2003; Langseth 2002; Hawkey 2002; Kurzel et al. 2003). It
is not difficult to become convinced of the resemblances between knowledge by
abduction and constructivist learning. Furthermore, Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) enhanced learning in general and mobile learning in particular seem to
favour the abductive form of reasoning (Nyíri 2002; Patokorpi et al. 2006).
Abduction is a tool for low knowledge with a tendency to (over)simplification. Therefore,
resorting to abductive reasoning has its pitfalls. The construction of a personal meaning
goes at times against the objectives of more traditional educational principles, which
include the dissemination of uniform knowledge and eradication of false conceptions.
Especially due to the immense increase in information, the eradication of erroneous
conceptions has become one of the most important and most difficult tasks of today’s
teachers. In abductive reasoning there is a tendency to resort to guessing before all the
facts are in, which leads to over-generalisation and error. Sticking to prior knowledge and
experience when the guesswork ends in error may send the reasoner to prolonged
attempts at second-guessing the cause (rule) of the error and thereby to error recovery
(Carroll 1990; 1997). A real-life example of this kind of behaviour is when a computer
user ignores the manual and proceeds guessing, and when it ends up in error, resorts to
some more guessing. Umberto Eco (1983) refers to a similar problem when saying that
detectives tend uncritically to rely on their abductions whereas scientists meticulously put
their hypotheses to test. By modelling learning after scientific discourse, the knowledge
creation movement (Bereiter 1994; Scardamalia and Bereiter 1994) aims to get the best
of both worlds. In epistemic terms, when the learners start with their own questions, the
adoption of knowledge produced by others is, as a process, analogous to that of creating
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knowledge (Bereiter 1994). The remedy they prescribe to the pitfalls of abductive
reasoning is added reflexivity. Added reflexivity translates into increased layeredness of
abduction, more attention to logical strategies, more thinking about thinking and
intensified dialogue and collaboration between the members of a knowledge community.
According to Hussain et al. (2003): “Edutainment offers children a way to wander
through stories, information or games at their own pace and in their own way. They can
connect ideas in paths they choose or investigate one particular idea among many” (p.
1077). This is the hypertextual property of the content on the Web. Hypertext is a web of
links that sends the reader onto a quest from one piece of text to another. In every act of
reading, one piece of text can in principle be connected with any other piece of text.
Thereby a text on the Internet loses its book quality (Wirth 1999). In the words of Spiro
et al. (1988):
The computer is ideally suited, by virtue of the flexibility it can provide, for
fostering cognitive flexibility. In particular, multidimensional and nonlinear
hypertext systems … have the power to convey ill-structured aspects of
knowledge domains and to promote features of cognitive flexibility in ways that
traditional learning environments (textbooks, lectures, computer-based drill)
could not […] (pp. 2-3/20).
So, on the Web the materials (ideas, objects) may be arranged as one pleases. The endless
semiosis thus seems to find full vent in the digital media. The user or reader on the
Internet may either follow aimlessly the links that he or she comes across or seek clues
(meaning) as a detective (Wirth 1999). We no longer seem to need so much as before a
memorized and often visual path to pieces of information or knowledge (e.g. be able to
trace a certain passage in Hegel’s oeuvre). Admittedly, there are technological solutions
to tracking paths in a computing environment – bookmarks, track changes and ‘go back
to the previous page’ – but to date, owing to technological limitations, these memory
traces are mostly our own personal creations. The point is that it is easier to avoid
listening to other points of view (other universes of discourse, world-views) as one may
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pick up a passage and ignore the rest of the work. As a result, hypertextuality gives more
room for our abductive competence and strengthens our personal knowledge structures –
sometimes at the expense of not understanding other points of view.
A Sherlock Holmes type of learner calls for laying out the learning materials as in a
detective story. In actual fact, often in the new learning media, at least so far, the learning
materials have been arranged in a rather strict hermeneutical path of the master. The
learner, just like the reader of Internet texts, is supposed to follow the links (clues) so that
he or she eventually goes through the same path as the author of the text and links. On the
Internet, texts may lose their book quality, but they still need to be read as books, or
rather, as detective stories, in order to make sense. Texts, in general, need to be inherently
coherent to enable us to interpret them instead of just utilizing them (Wirth 1999). We
still have to see the text as a contribution coming from another conscious mind because
human thought is by nature dialogic. This comes close to the idea of a hermeneutic cycle.
In the footsteps of Karl-Otto Apel (1973), abduction is here interpreted as an inherent
part of the hermeneutic cycle. At the very least, knowledge building, hermeneutics and
abductive reasoning could be seen as complimentary perspectives to the temporal and
dialogical process of knowledge creation and renewal in a shared culture.
Along with the new media (TV, video, PC games, virtual reality etc.) images have
become a more pivotal vehicle of meaning and communication in all walks of life.
Pictorial knowledge has always had its defenders, although they seem to be in the
minority. Peirce is a case in point: “For Peirce, the human mind is not a calculating
engine, but it is a mind which draws figures,” says Leila Haaparanta (2001, p. 9/11; CP
3.363). Pictures are more concrete and simpler than meanings mediated by verbal
language but they are often also clearer and easier to understand. In the words of Kristóf
Nyíri: “Due mainly to advances in cognitive science, philosophers today increasingly
recognize that we do indeed have the capacity of thinking directly with images, without
verbal mediation. And, due mainly to advances in computer software, pictures are today
becoming a convenient vehicle for communicating ideas” (Nyíri 2002, p. 3/4). Especially
moving images are important because they have the capacity to be self-interpreting.
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Pictorial knowledge is essentially interdisciplinary and less hierarchical than verbal
knowledge. However, language and communication have their anthropological basis in
all of the five senses, not just in vision. With this cognitive species-specific makeup in
mind, Nyíri (2002) argues for the natural suitability of modern ubiquitous and
multimodal IST to human communication and learning. Today, learning takes
increasingly place not in the school but out there in the world, and it is supported by the
same tools with which most communication and work is done, namely the ICTs. If and
when mobile learning gets properly under way within and outside the educational system,
abduction seems like a good candidate for an interdisciplinary conceptual tool for both
educational and technological research.
Finally, the recent systemically oriented research on ICT enhanced learning, particularly
under the label of computer supported collaborative learning, is all well and good as it
often gives a sophisticated picture of the process of learning and of the dialogical unity of
knowledge and action. However, there is need for research which analyses the learning
process more from the concrete viewpoint of individuals – without covering from sight
other minds, action and artefacts. Abduction could have an important role in this kind of
research.
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6.

Low

Knowledge

in

Cyberspace:

Abduction,

Tacit

Knowledge, Aura, and the Mobility of Knowledge
6.1 From abduction to low knowledge
The previous chapter examined various forms of abductive reasoning, trying to shed
some light on their role in learning from the constructivist point of view. The chapter at
hand expands the idea of abduction as a pattern of everyday reasoning and a thinking
style towards a broader set of epistemic factors, which is here called low knowledge. This
broad set of epistemic factors is applied to clarify some general mechanisms of digital
interaction rather than the epistemic conditions of ICT enhanced learning alone.
6.2 Plato in cyberspace
In Phaedrus (1988), Plato attacked writing, claiming that writing is further removed from
the things themselves, and therefore less truthful than oral discourse. The development
and adoption of new technologies of communication and interaction raise questions of
their social and cultural impact. In the same way as traditional classroom teaching sets
boundaries or special conditions to what and how learners can learn there seem to be
some limitations to Information and Communication Technology (ICT) enhanced and
mobile learning, that is, limitations or constraints set by the special epistemological
conditions of digital interaction and culture. The chapter at hand will focus on the
limitations not only to online learning but to digital interaction in general. It does so with
the help of three well-known philosophical concepts: abduction, tacit knowledge and
aura. If it is true that abduction is a central process in cyberspace and especially in online
learning (Cunningham and Shank u/d; Cunningham 1998; Patokorpi 2006; Lundberg
2000), it follows that the inherent limitations of abductive reasoning will clarify the
limitations to human knowledge in cyberspace in general. Tacit knowledge in turn has
long been an object of diligent study for instance in information systems science and
economics because it resists conversion to digital form and makes knowledge flow in and
between organisations cumbersome. Aura is a concept used in aesthetics and philosophy
to denote some features that unique objects (e.g. works of art) have or are supposed to
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have. Digital objects are anything but unique, that is, they are all copies, which opens up
an interesting perspective to the differences between real (physical and mental) and
digital objects. Abduction, tacit knowledge and aura have some similarities which seem
to justify in treating them under a common denominator of low knowledge. Low
knowledge is a personal yet democratic form of knowing that focuses on differences and
details, treating individuals as whole universes. It is suggested in this chapter that low
knowledge may be a key to a better understanding of the mobility of knowledge.
6.3 Abduction – the cornerstone of low knowledge
Thomas Huxley (on Huxley see Catellin 2003) claims that because abduction is an innate
ability in all humans, it should be valid in all sciences. Nevertheless, one should bear in
mind that knowledge by abduction (i.e. the semiotic paradigm of knowledge) is only part
of human knowledge. This may be illustrated by comparing knowledge by abduction
with knowledge by deduction, induction and simulation. Abduction does not involve
systematic observations and experiments, like scientific knowledge by induction does.
There are no systematic observations alone for the reason that one never knows what
might become a clue. Abduction does not aim at system building like the bulk of
deductive knowledge (e.g. Euclidean geometry). On the contrary, in abduction one starts
afresh, with a clean slate every time. Abduction is not based on rules like simulation is. In
simulation there are rules and a starting state. The programme is started and then one just
sees what happens. In abduction there are no rules. Abduction is a way of rewriting rules.
In this sense, abduction is a shared human capability of constructing plausible conjectures
or theories of how things are. Therefore, abduction does not work in all cases but has its
limitations. Some avenues of investigation require systematic observations and induction;
or deduction; or experiments, using expensive special machinery or other equipment;
special skills, and so forth.
According to Charles Sanders Peirce, “abduction is, after all, nothing but guessing” (CP
7.219). As was mentioned earlier, in abductive reasoning there is a tendency to resort to
guessing before all the facts are in, which leads to over-generalisation and error, which
again leads to prolonged attempts at second-guessing the cause of the error (Carroll 1990;
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1997). Abduction has also a tendency to oversimplification and the construction of a
personal meaning, which go at times against the more traditional educational principles
of the dissemination of uniform knowledge and eradication of false conceptions. Some
postmodernists (see e.g. Giroux 1988) recommend media literacy, i.e. the teaching of
critical analysis skills of modes of representation, as a means to dealing with the
problems caused by what they call multiple rationalities and narratives. In a modest and
not quite as optimistic way this chapter is partly an exercise in media literacy.
The Internet is a web of webs, whose materials (ideas, objects) may be arranged as one
pleases. This structure and functionality of the Internet give birth to its hypertextual
quality. Hypertextuality allows for meanings to get connected to meanings in an endless
chain. An unfortunate and likely drawback of hypertextuality is that it is easier to avoid
listening to other points of view as one may pick up a piece of information from here and
another piece of information from there, ignoring the rest. Hypertextuality gives more
room for our abductive competence and strengthens our personal knowledge structures
but with the unwelcome consequence of potentially ignoring other points of view.
Abduction is an intellectual tool, especially suited for dealing with incomplete evidence
under high uncertainty in complex real-life situations or in ill-structured disciplinary
fields of knowledge like medicine, psychoanalysis, the history of art and literary criticism
(Apel 1973; Ginzburg 1989). Essential for both of these knowledge domains is the
application of prior knowledge and experience into individual cases. The cases typically
involve many kinds of conceptual complexity and even cases of the same type vary
significantly from one another (Spiro et al. 1988). The mastery of conceptual complexity
and the skill in applying knowledge from one case to another are very demanding.
Normally they are regarded as tasks belonging to a higher-level learning within illstructured knowledge domains. However, here the cyberspace seems to have changed
things. In an online environment it is easier for a novice to go straight to a professional
level without first mastering basic skills. Because we do not have sufficient means for
testing our (abductive) conclusions in cyberspace, people have a hard time in telling a
lucky hunch from a well-grounded and tested opinion. According to Cunningham and
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Shank, “Abduction alone, of course, is not sufficient. Ideas must be linked by reason to
other ideas and tested. In its current form the WWW may be less well suited for induction
and deduction … but there is nothing inherent in the web that prevents it from serving
those modes” (u/d, p. 8/10). Great scientists seem to have considerable perseverance in
keeping guessing and testing, guessing and testing (Sebeok and Sebeok 1980, p. 40).
According to Bereiter (1994; see also Scardamalia and Bereiter 1994), when knowledge
gets more complex, even subsequent testing by induction and deduction is not enough but
abduction needs to be complemented with intensified dialogue and collaboration.
Unfortunately, dialogue and collaboration in cyberspace is undermined by the lack of
pedigree criteria. Pedigree criteria are criteria concerning the reliability of the source of
information: Who says what, to whom, when, where and why (Vedder and Wachbroit
2003).
6.4 Tacit knowledge
All human knowledge is at least partly tacit, i.e. knowledge that usually cannot be
articulated or communicated verbally: we know more than we are able to tell. Hermann
Helmholtz was perhaps the first modern writer to discuss at length the phenomenon of
silent or tacit knowledge, but Michael Polanyi’s writings on the matter are currently
better known and more influential. According to Michael Polanyí (1964; 1967),
knowledge is a human construction, and although it is public, it is at the same time to a
great extent personal. Knowledge is personal in the sense that our emotions and
experiences are an important and inescapable part of it. On the other hand, the language,
the concepts and the intellectual tools we use when processing our experiences come
from the social and linguistic community whose members we are (i.e. from other people
and previous generations). The concepts we inherit and use always have a tacit
dimension. Some knowledge, like practical skills, has a large proportion of tacit
knowledge.
Tacit knowledge may be silent in three principal ways. First, we are sometimes not
conscious of the cognitive processes that go through our mind. These processes take
place so quickly or are so intricate that one cannot afterwards give a satisfactory account
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of them. For instance, some people with a talent for mathematics may be unable to
describe verbally how they came to a solution to a mathematical problem. Second, the
processes that are constitutive of knowledge may not be properly speaking cognitive,
although they may become cognitive and we may become cognitively conscious of them
later. For instance, manipulative abduction involves thinking through doing that is not
fully conscious but we may come to an awareness of the cognitive process later, even
years later (Magnani 2004a: 2004b). A more standard example would be riding the
bicycle. We know how to do it, but would be at a loss when pressed for an explanation or
description. Third, certain basic beliefs, generally shared by all people, about what the
world is like and how things normally work are tacit. Such background beliefs are for
instance that objects are rigid. When sitting down we assume that the chair will hold
instead of inflating like a wet sponge underneath our body. Generally speaking, tacit
knowledge forms the cognitive background for our more focal knowledge. The difference
between the focus of attention and the background knowledge is fundamental to the
concept of tacit knowledge.
Tacit knowledge may also be categorised into different types according to in which
degree it is communicable (Molander 1996). First, some tacit knowledge is codifiable to
verbal or propositional form. Using the if-then-because scenarios Tschannen-Moran and
Nestor-Baker (2004), in their empirical study, dig up practical, professional knowledge
from educational scholars’ interviews. This type of knowledge is street smarts, practical
intelligence, knowing the ropes, which is not usually verbalized but verbalisable. Second,
some knowledge – especially professional manual skills – may not be expressed in verbal
form but can be mediated by other means, for instance by showing how something is
done (Johannessen 1999). Both the codifiable and the uncodifiable (but showable) form
of tacit knowledge may be further divided into three subcategories: a) things which are
not said or shown because everybody knows or are supposed to know them; b) things
which are not said or shown because the cost of saying or showing is too high (Molander
1996; Styhre 2004; Boisot 1998); c) things which are not said or shown because they are
not allowed to be said or shown or are not recognized or heard. Molander (1996, p. 44)
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calls the last-mentioned type of tacit knowledge “silenced” knowledge. On this view,
things which cannot be communicated in any way do not qualify as knowledge at all.
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) have studied the mechanisms of the communication of tacit
knowledge to others. It is this communication aspect of tacit knowledge that the chapter
at hand focuses on. Shapin and Schaffer (1989) as well as Collins and Kusch (1998) have
illuminated the immense difficulties distant researchers have in repeating a scientific
experiment that involves more or less complicated equipment. To mediate this sort of
knowledge verbal communication does not suffice but practical or physical interaction
with people, machines and objects in time and place are required. Online shopping is
another well-known example. Consumers generally have an urge to feel the fabric, smell
the flowers and kick the tires in order to be persuaded to buy something. In the online
world the customer cannot toy with the product in his or her hands, try on a pair of shoes,
see if a sweater fits or get a second opinion from the salesperson (Breite et al. 1999;
Breite et al. 2000).
Especially by virtue of its collaborative possibilities the ISTs in general and IST mediated
learning especially enhance the mediation of skills (and thus the transference of tacit
knowledge) whenever the user or learner gets practical guidance by a human collaborator
(via a computation element) or built-in machine guidance. All the same, it seems
plausible that there is a limit (which can be approached but never quite reached) to how
well tacit knowledge can be mediated purely by IST without the real objects and without
the people involved being on the spot in flesh and blood.
6.5 Aura
Aura gives expression to the intuition that a copy (even a perfect copy) of Leonardo Da
Vinci’s Mona Lisa is not the same thing as the original. The concept of aura is Walter
Benjamin’s attempt to put a finger on the inimitable qualities that an original object has
or is supposed to have. Benjamin’s defence of the unique was a reaction to the expansion
of the reproductive industries into art in the early 20th century. He tried to find the unique
features of a work of art in photography, too, so that photography could enter the realm of
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the unique. According to Benjamin, to have an aura is to be unique. Reproduction, or
copying, destroys the unique in things, that is, it destroys their aura. Aura conveys the
idea that an object has a history and a patina. Patina is a number of physical traces which
can be detected for instance by chemical analysis. A history of an object consists for
instance of a known record of the people that have owned it and the places it has been in.
Unique traces guarantee an object’s authenticity. With technical reproduction like
photography authenticity cannot be ascertained (Benjamin 1991, pp. 63-67).
Benjamin’s concept of aura rests on the presumption that there is something hidden, a
shadow or darkness in which meanings lure (Benjamin 1991, pp. 54-55). This view is
related to Benjamin’s habit of positing aura in the things themselves. This is difficult to
accept. Matti Peltonen (1999) is perfectly right in rejecting Benjamin’s habit of positing
meanings in objects themselves. It is rather human beings that posit meanings into
objects. Hence, by actively interpreting, that is, by giving meanings to things, the
observer produces new knowledge rather than recovers pieces of old knowledge.
According to Clifford Geertz (cited in Peltonen, 1999, p. 61), culture is public, and other
members of the same culture recognize the meanings, although they do not always share
them. Meanings are not something hidden deep in the things themselves but out in the
open for all to see.
The romantic idea of the uniqueness of artefacts and the uniqueness of individual artists
and their genius lies at the bottom of the concept of aura. The heydays of this romantic
idea have been especially the Renaissance and the modern era. Aura is rather a historical
construction; an idea, an attitude, and a practice that has a historical origin, and therefore
an end as well. This historical construction rests largely on the well-known social and
economic structures of the art market. Quite as easily the unique features (aura) may lose
their value in the eyes of the beholder and in the social and economic system in general.
Nowadays, objects in the real world get all the time more “digital”. For instance an
identifier tag may become in the near future so common (Downes 2003) that people may
stop trusting (real or virtual or mixed) objects which do not have built-in information
about their origin, authenticity, make-up, author, and so forth (Patokorpi and Kimppa
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2006). Consequently, authenticity does not have to be anchored in uniqueness.
Photography, Andy Warhol’s reproductive art, digital artefacts which can be copied and
reproduced perfectly have been steps towards a different way of seeing works of art and
other “unique” objects. The young generations may well constitute a public with a
different sensibility. Jean-Francois Lyotard (1993), who has analysed the so-called postmodern condition of human knowledge, goes a step further, arguing that attempts at
anchoring meaning into so-called real objects are doomed to fail.
6.6 Low knowledge
Abduction, tacit knowledge and aura bring forward aspects of human knowledge that are
difficult or in some cases impossible to convert to propositional form. The commonalities
between these three concepts should not be exaggerated, because their mutual differences
in philosophical starting points, perspective and focus are significant. However, the
similarities seem to justify treating these three phenomena under the common
denominator of low knowledge. The idea of low or shallow knowledge has been
borrowed from Ginzburg (1989) and Peltonen (1999). What abduction, tacit knowledge
and aura have in common is the focusing on the unique: individuals and particulars. The
fixing of attention to unique features is in a dialectic relation to seeing totalities (i.e.
wholes). It means that after having recognized something as a whole, one has to focus on
the differences and details to tell this whole (this individual as a whole) apart from other
wholes (other individuals). Knowledge by abduction, aura and most of the tacit
knowledge are democratic because the stuff (signs) that they use as their vehicle of
meaning is out in the open for all to see. Silenced knowledge is an exception.
Furthermore, abduction, tacit knowledge and aura are personal yet democratic processes
of knowledge, involving the senses, personal experience and action. Some functional
links between the three phenomena can be found as well. One could say that bridging the
gap between the background awareness and focal awareness is an abductive process as it
leads to making sense of something. For instance, by tapping with a stick in a pitch dark
room the object in front of you to find out that it is a chair (Mooradian 2005), requires an
abductive inference. Both tacit knowledge and abduction deal with phenomena and
processes that cross (erase) the borderline between sense perception and thought. Since
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the concept of aura seems, at least on the surface, to have the least in common with the
idea of low knowledge, the following paragraphs amplify especially on it.
In spite of some problems Benjamin’s aura is fascinating from an epistemological point
of view. Namely, a fundamental part of human knowledge revolves round individuals and
particulars, in a word, round the unique. The word unique should be understood here in a
very simple, down-to-earth way. For instance, an apple – a real, physical apple – is
unique, in spite of whether we perceive it to be so or not. It is unique in the sense that it
can only be in one place at one time and, if we look close enough, it differs from all other
apples in the basically same way as every individual human being is different from all
other individual human beings. Digital objects like for instance Word documents do not
have this sort of unique existence but every time one accesses the document, the
computer produces a copy, a perfectly similar string of zeros and ones. This is simply
how a computer works.
Benjamin (1991) claims that the less we have (real) unique objects in our proximity, the
less will we become accustomed to have an eye for the unique in the world. The phrase
“to have an eye for detail” reveals something essential about human perception and
knowledge. Benjamin (1991, pp. 66-67) claims that the middle class people of the
industrial age were tuned to see, hear and taste similarities, that is, to detect the same in
things. In his opinion, the taste of the “masses” for the same – i.e. for that which stays the
same in things – is the reason for the increased importance of statistics in contemporary
science. However, the idea that the observer should regard all objects (of knowledge) as
unique is a rather extreme epistemological tenet. It derives from the fact that Benjamin
studied objects from an aesthetic point of view, that is, as works of art. Works of art are
supposed to be highly unique and what we are supposed to see in them is precisely their
unique, inimitable features that only can be fully experienced first hand on the spot with
all the five (or at least all the relevant) senses.
Here Johannessen’s (1999, esp. pp. 60-61) analysis of aesthetic knowledge and
perception, which he presents in his book on tacit knowledge, may be of assistance to
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deepening our understanding of low knowledge. Johannessen says that when visiting an
art exhibition displaying Edward Munch’s paintings, we do not look at the Cry primarily
to find out what it has in common with other paintings. Instead, we concentrate on the
special individual features of this particular painting. In other words, we focus mostly on
differences and try to see this particular painting in its individuality. Johannessen’s
analysis of aesthetic sensemaking builds on Wittgenstein’s later philosophy, and he
points out the resemblances between aesthetics as a form of knowledge and
Wittgenstein’s later philosophy. The most we can do in both in order to convince those
we are talking to is by descriptions, gestures, insinuations, analogies and metaphors
(‘look at it in this way’) to make them “see with their own eyes or draw their own
conclusions” (p. 64). Because the interlocutor sees in principle what we see, the point is
to ensure that he or she really sees what we see and make him or her experience what we
have experienced. If objects are seen as individual (unique) meaningful universes by their
own right, persuasive language with its metaphors and analogies is the only way to drive
home this sort of knowledge. It will succeed only if the dialogue takes place in the same
context in which the objects (of knowledge) are situated because the interlocutors have to
simultaneously perceive the objects or at the very least the interlocutors have to have
first-hand experience of the objects and the relevant context beforehand.
6.7 Digitisation of low knowledge
The near future holds a great promise in enriching the abductive means of sensemaking in
cyberspace as virtual, ubiquitous and ambient intelligence technologies develop. One
important question is: To what extent do the ICTs give us a means of manipulating
objects of knowledge? Manipulative abduction is based on action rather than perception.
The reasoner acts non-verbally upon reality, changing the object of observation and then
uses the resultant tacit knowledge (which may be embodied in an external or externalised
object) as an auxiliary element of the reasoning process. As was mentioned above, an
example of manipulative abduction is the use of auxiliary figures by hand in geometry
(Magnani et al. 2002; Magnani 2004a: Magnani 2004b). The digital media provide in
principle ample opportunities for manipulating digital objects but this type of
functionality is not yet widely available to the general public (Patokorpi et al. 2006). As
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will be argued in the next chapter, low knowledge is important for understanding the
future epistemological challenges facing virtual environments, ubiquitous computing
environments, ambient intelligence and so forth.
In order to become an efficient educational tool, hypertextuality requires support. Many
interesting systems of digital support to online information and digital artefacts have been
developed for instance in various heritage institutions and projects around the world (e.g.
CHIMER, CIPHER). It is not possible to go into detail as to their design and
functionality but it seems that many of them follow the guidelines of constructivist
learning, underlining the active learner (Mulholland et al. 2004), and thereby building on
man’s natural abductive competence.
The amount of tacit knowledge in objects can be diminished by digital means. For
instance, the customer may get information about the product via text, sound or video
files, recommendation systems, virtual communities and so forth (Bhatt 2005). The
development in mixed reality and virtual environments may force us to rethink the
epistemology of unique real objects, which means reopening questions that Benjamin
raised in relation to the industrial society.
Western science strives for complete articulation and representation of knowledge (von
Wright 1987). This ethos of western science informed among other things the design of
early expert systems. Although some development has taken place in expert systems in
recent years in terms of logic programming and attention to the tacit dimension of
knowledge, the key elements of problem solving of human experts still seem to resist
conversion into propositional form and into the binary code (Hackley 1999). It has
become clear by now that the model of human knowledge that informed expert systems
in the 1980s was far too simplified. Attempts to “drain human brains” of their knowledge
often failed and conversion to a computer-supported system led to an erosion of expert
skills in the organization (Molander 1996, p. 29). Science is the domain of knowledge
which comes closest to the ideal of propositional knowledge. Notwithstanding, one
quintessential point made in Shapin and Schaffer’s (1989) book is that in real life even
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scientific inquiry is a unified process of knowledge and situated collaborative action
which can never be fully articulated. Moreover, conversion to propositional knowledge
may not always be the most expedient way to handle the situation. Fuzzy logic, neural
networks and swarm intelligence succeed in operationalising non-propositional
knowledge without having to convert this knowledge into linear, step-by-step rules,
which normally entails conversion into propositional knowledge.
6.8 Low knowledge mobilised and immobilised
Fairly recently, the research in computer-supported collaborative learning (SeitamaaHakkarainen et al. 2004; Bereiter and Scardamalia 1993; Paavola et al. 2002; Lehtinen
2003) and studies related to knowledge management and the competitive enterprise
(Johannessen et al. 2001; Hackley 1999) have focused on socially shared practices that
are called communities of practice, innovative learning communities or knowledge
building communities. Instead of seeing tacit knowledge as “wholly embodied in the
individual” (Fleck 1996, p. 119), they regard knowledge as something that is created in
complex interaction with other people and external objects. The concepts of networked
intelligence and distributed cognition are used in this context. Accordingly, this systemic
view on knowledge recognizes that artefacts and groups of human agents, who create,
gather and use information or knowledge for some purpose, are key elements of human
knowledge in general.
As a result of the change of focus to communities of practice, technologies enhancing
interaction and communication have gained a heightened importance (Johannessen et al.
2001). Expert knowledge and experience may at least partly be made visible and
socialized by the means of ICT and distributed within a community (Lehtinen 2003).
When knowledge is distributed among community members, the individuals do not have
to know everything (Stapleton et al. 2005). It seems that this type of advanced knowledge
building processes is not simple to implement in schools or companies, despite the heavy
support by ICT (Engeström et al. 2002). Sometimes the costs for conversion by digital or
other means are too high or no conversion is actually even required. As Paul Duguid
(2005) has observed, sometimes it is most expedient to leave “as much as possible
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unsaid” (p. 112). Along the same line of thinking, Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) point out
that sometimes it is best to convert tacit knowledge into tacit knowledge. Conversion
from tacit to tacit entails working together in a team, sharing experiences and interacting
in many ways. Big international companies routinely mobilise tacit knowledge by
moving people from one local community of practice to another (Sole and Huysman
2002; Cooper 2001; Madsen et al. 2002; Song et al. 2003).
The relative immobility of low knowledge may also be turned into an advantage in ways
that are not immediately obvious. Ali Yakhlef (2005) describes how some companies
nowadays move innovation activities to the customers. It is the customers who possess
the tacit knowledge of their own desires and needs, making them experts in design. This
sort of outsourcing to the customers would not be possible without advanced IST; the
(unpaid) design work is done on the Internet. Because we have here novices – relying on
their abductive competence – doing the work of professionals, Yakhlef’s example could
also be seen as a sign of the growing importance of low knowledge in society today.
6.9 Discussion
In the online world the pecking order that reigned in the traditional academic and
professional work and company environments is crumbling down. Cunningham and
Shank (u/d) explain the change brought about by the cyberspace in the following manner:
“Mastering a subject matter becomes the exception rather than the rule. Clear
communication about a domain of knowledge or set of skills in anticipation of future
application becomes less important than connecting with resources as they are needed to
solve a contemporaneous problem” (p. 6/10). Older, established members of the
community cannot act as gatekeepers to relevant knowledge in the same fashion as before
and the newcomers also often have ICT skills that the more established members do not
have (Bereiter and Scardamalia 1993; Paavola et al. 2002). Low knowledge is spreading
to new walks of life and taking a more central role in society. It is understandable
because the pace of modern life is hectic and we have to act quick and dirty.
Unfortunately, we largely lack the technological, social, cultural and political means of
supporting low knowledge, where the use of low knowledge would be expedient, as well
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as the means of providing alternatives or tests to low knowledge, where its use would be
inexpedient. Understanding both the limitations and advantages of low knowledge may
help us towards better problem solving, communication, decision-making and
collaboration in the digital age.
The chapter at hand concentrates on the limitations of digital interaction. Nevertheless, it
does not share the pessimistic air of paradise lost that is evident in Plato’s and
Benjamin’s attitude towards new technology. Contrary to what Plato proclaimed in
Phaedrus (1988), writing has not had such devastating consequences to education and to
the human condition as he feared. The medium has not replaced the message as Marshall
McLuhan (1968) argued with reference to the radio and television. We do not live in a
world of mirrors (simulacrum) where real objects and the hard core of reality have as
good as disappeared as Jean-Francois Lyotard (1993) argued. Why not? Because the new
technologies and the ensuing new practices do not replace old ones completely and
overnight. The old technologies and practices usually continue their parallel although
diminished existence in some form or other indefinitely or at least for some time. In time,
digital interaction will blend with other forms of interaction and culture. More
importantly, new technologies do not take over completely because they get anchored
into our life-world (i.e. the material and social reality we live in) through social practices.
Put differently, the technologies of digital media and writing are not just external
containers of knowledge but involve a range of complicated social practices that partake
in knowledge creation. The point is (once more) that human knowledge is a complicated
thing whose creation and communication requires a complex interaction between people,
ideas and artefacts (read: technologies).
Finally, the digital media surely is different from writing or anything we have seen
before. We should not stultify the potential of the digital media by subjecting it to or
imitating other forms of interaction and culture. Knowing how the cyberspace is different
from other media should help us in utilising its full potential as well as perhaps avoiding
some unwelcome consequences.
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7 Technology Enhanced Nomadicity Supports Low Knowledge
7.1 Nomadicity and low knowledge revisited
Abduction, as an art of guessing (see Ch. 5), is a central conceptual tool as users try to
make sense of things on the Internet. Users are compelled to using abduction despite the
fact that the digital world of the Internet is largely decontextualized and the interaction is
riddled with sensory deprivation as well as subject to a lack of pedigree criteria of
knowledge. Paradoxically, the users on the Internet are forced to resort to clues but these
clues lack many of the qualities of natural, situated interaction in the real world.
Simultaneously then, and as the previous chapter (Ch. 6) attempted to show, the digital
media are fairly ineffective in storing and mediating forms of knowing that
anthropologists call the poor people’s knowledge and historians call low knowledge. This
trend is bending as context-awareness, multisensority and virtuality expand the scope of
low knowledge in cyberspace, transgressing the earlier limits – examined in Chapters 3, 5
and 6 – to technology enhanced knowledge. Consequently, this chapter is partly futuristic
in nature, focusing on the epistemic impact of the emerging computing environments that
enable truly nomadic and ubiquitous digital interaction. The question is: How will this
sort of advanced technology environment change the conditions of human knowledge?
The concepts of true nomadicity and ubiquity were introduced and explicated in Chapter
2. Therefore a very brief reminder of their meaning should suffice. In the wake of
Kakihara and Sørensen (2002), technology enhanced nomadicity is here understood to
mean that being on the move is an essential and normal part of the life of digital nomads,
not a break from the normal. According to Leonard Kleinrock (2004), we are on the road
to a world of true nomadicity. Another essential element belonging to true nomadicity is
ubiquity, which implies that the world around us is computerized. Ubiquity makes
computing available everywhere and at all times. The term technology enhanced
nomadicity is here used for covering both of these aspects of advanced support for mobile
users of IST.
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As was explained in the previous chapter (Ch. 6), a fundamental part of human
knowledge revolves round individuals and particulars, in a word, round the unique.
Works of art in particular are supposed to be unique and what we are supposed to see in
them is precisely their one-of-a-kind, inimitable features that only can be fully
experienced first hand on the spot with all the five senses. If objects are seen as
individual, meaningful universes by their own right, persuasive language with its
metaphors and analogies would seem to be the only way to drive home this kind of
knowledge. Communication will succeed only if the dialogue takes place in the same
context in which the objects (of knowledge) are situated because the interlocutors have to
simultaneously perceive the objects or at the very least the interlocutors have to have
first-hand experience of the objects and the relevant context beforehand (Johannessen
1999). The fixing of attention to unique features is in a dialectic relation to seeing
totalities (i.e. wholes). It means that after having recognized something as a whole, one
has to focus on the differences and details to tell this whole (this individual as a whole)
apart from other wholes (other individuals).
7.2 Context-awareness
Context-aware systems are systems in which the devices are to some extent aware of their
own status, the user status, the surroundings and other devices in the surroundings. The
physical or geographical location is only a part of context-aware systems, and should be
understood in reference to some positioning technology and some particular contextaware system (Bellavista et al. 2003). Context-aware mobile applications, which adapt
their behaviour to environmental context, are an important class of applications in
emerging mobile systems. Examples include context-aware applications that enable users
to discover resources in their physical proximity (Harter et al. 1999), active maps that
automatically change as the user moves (Schilit et al. 1994), and applications which adapt
to the device position indoors (Bahl and Padmanabhan 2000), outdoors (Priyantha et al.
2001) or both (Nord et al. 2002). Mobile context-aware systems for tourists have been
around for a long time, e.g. the Cyberguide (Abowd et al. 1997), REAL (Baus et al.
2001) and CRUMPET (Schmidt-Belz et al. 2001).
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Context is a central term in research on location-based services and context-aware
applications and systems. Intuitively the demands of context are not too difficult to grasp.
Robert Filman in his editorial in IEEE Internet Computing puts it nicely:
If someone approaches you in Times Square and asks if you know how to get to
Carnegie Hall, for example, you don’t answer, “Yes.” Rather, you take account of
the question’s context. You might consider the weather or seek information (or
infer from age and dress) on whether the questioner prefers the subway, a taxi, or
walking. People are context-aware in their service responses – and more
concerned with intent than literal interpretation (Filman 2003, p. 4/5).
The implication is that future systems will need to be able to engage in situated
humanlike conversation with the user (Kleinrock 2003; Punie 2003). In a similar vein of
thought, Leonard Kleinrock (2004) claims that what draws people en masse to using new
technology is the potential for improved or expanded Human-to-Human (H2H)
communication (e.g. e-mail, SMS). Situated human conversation involves elements like
gestures, facial expressions and the use of physical artefacts. At least some researchers
(e.g. Abowd and Mynatt 2000) believe that these natural language conversation elements
could be utilized as explicit or implicit input to ubiquitous systems. In this fashion H2M
interaction could be made “as refreshing as taking a walk in the woods” (Weiser 1991, p.
11/11). The pressure to make systems increasingly open-ended and human-like is
particularly felt in context-aware mobile systems.
Context involves numerous heterogeneous things: the physical (absolute, relative,
symbolic) location, the physical conditions (e.g. light, noise), the technical infrastructure
(e.g. network, bandwidth), the application domain, the system, the user (e.g. identity,
gender), the user’s task (e.g. acting as a secretary), other users, symbols, symbolic
positions (e.g. social capital), virtual settings (e.g. the desktop metaphor), socio-economic
positions (e.g. class) and social settings (e.g. a meeting) (Dix et al. 2000; Punie 2003;
Floch et al. 2001). Pica and Kakihara (2003) suggest that interaction today could be
described being as fluid as water. People, devices, applications, symbols and virtual
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spaces move and intermingle, and there seem to be no clear boundaries. However, the
fluidity of interaction does not mean that there would not be asymmetries, inequalities
and all sorts of clashing structures and processes in cyberspace.
Perhaps the best way to illuminate the severity of the challenge facing a context-aware
systems designer in the world of fluid interaction is through examples. For starters, the
device may be technologically unable to access the information. For instance, the file
attachment is too large. Accessing the information is technologically possible but the
physical (task) context makes it impossible or dangerous to access it: reading an email or
a document while driving a car (Perry et al. 2001). It is often difficult to combine virtual
space with a physical space not so much because of technological limitations but because
of social norms. In other words, the behaviour expected of the user in the physical space
(a social space with a set of social codes) may be in conflict with the expected behaviour
in the virtual space (another social space with another set of social codes) (Palen et al.
2000). For instance, answering a mobile phone in a funeral. The virtual space may be in
the metaphorical shape of an office desktop while the physical environment where the
mobile user finds him- or herself makes it difficult to utilize the incoming data effectively
(Cousins and Robey 2003). In the same context users may be prevented from having
equal access to the same information space: when Bob is leaving Carol’s office a privacy
system deletes the data owned by Carol on Bob’s laptop (Jiang and Landay 2002). Things
take place not only in a context but in a situation within a context. The same context may
give rise to many very different situations: a meeting may change into a more relaxed
social gathering (Lueg 2001, p. 4/6). Different individuals act differently not only in the
same context but in the same situation. Finally, the same individual may act differently
than before in the same situation.
7.3 Virtuality
Virtual Reality (VR) is “a computer generated interactive, three-dimensional environment
in which a person is immersed” (Aukstakalnis and Blatner 1992). Especially early on
virtual reality research strived to completely immerse the user into an artificial
environment, blocking out the real world (Vallino 1998). Virtuality systems or
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environments that extend parts of the real world with virtual elements are called
augmented realities or augmented reality systems. Advances in mobile computing
naturally direct VR systems towards Augmented Reality (AR) environments. Mobile
devices like a PDA can be fairly easily used to complement the real world with virtual
elements. Examples of this kind of mobile augmented reality systems include 3D AR
prototype for a mobile system (Feiner et al. 1997), handheld AR tracking systems
(Wagner and Schmalstieg 2003) and active AR systems based on mobile code (Kangas
and Röning 2002).
Some applications, like intelligent agents, have an existence only in virtual space (Dix et
al. 2000). As a rule, people and computational devices should be seen as simultaneously
inhabiting both the real world (i.e. one physical space) and multiple virtual spaces or
worlds. The virtual and the real may be mapped onto one another so that the user moves
seamlessly from one to the other (Dix et al. 2005). For instance, in emergency training
systems the virtual world is built upon a model of the real world. Activities in this sort of
virtual worlds have their (realistic) counterparts in the real world. The outcome is an
imaginary real world which enables the user to construct a mental model of real
emergency situations (Kristensen et al. 2003). Mobile devices likewise give access to
multiple virtual spaces although the user is less immersed in them compared to a fullscale VR. Because the virtual space has a reference to a real space or to a metaphorical
setting (i.e. another virtual space modelling reality), Pica and Kakihara (2003) talk about
the duality or dialectic of mobility. Hence mobile devices “exist in that they bring about a
virtual reality that affects the way in which we act in disparate physical environments” (p.
9/12).
Virtuality should perhaps be seen as subjective and gradual because the sense of presence
in virtual worlds differs from case to case. Video games can be highly engaging although
the player is only partly immersed in them. We are surrounded by writing, TVs, radios,
telephones, photographs and so forth, which are all virtual or makers of the virtual. A
greater and greater part of the artefacts we deal with in our everyday life are immaterial
things not located in the physical space. Our lifeworld is becoming increasingly virtual
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(Brey 2005). On the other hand, Timo Airaksinen (2005) argues that in the last analysis
virtual worlds are places to visit. Sooner or later we have to return to the real physical
world. Or do we?
Manuel Castells (2001) says that the virtual is real to us because we deal with real ideas,
feelings and conceptions. It means that objects of thought and even feelings are only
virtually present to the mind. If one were to follow this terminology consistently, our
normal everyday life would in no way differ from virtual reality as we in both deal with
real ideas, feelings and conceptions. Finer terminological distinctions are clearly called
for. The virtual can be real but also unreal (Orliaguet 2001): (i) a virtual unreal object is a
new, original idea in an individual mind, not shared by the rest of the semiotic
community. It is unreal because it exists only in the individual mind; (ii) a virtual real
object is an idea shared by a semiotic community; (iii) a virtual unreal object (but a real
image) is a virtual object with no correspondence to reality; (iv) a virtual real object is a
virtual object with a correspondence to reality. The first and third (i and iii) are fictive or
imaginary objects.
Charles Sanders Peirce discerns between actual, habitual and virtual capacities of the
mind to contemplate an object or idea. Actual content or meaning consists of a particular
object in its concreteness being thought by an individual mind. Habitual content consists
of a sum of particular experiences of the same or similar objects being thought by an
individual mind. Virtual content corresponds to the form (the eidetic structure) of an
object shared by the semiotic community (Esposito u/d). As Seitamaa-Hakkarainen et al.
(2004) have pointed out, virtual collaborative environments have the capacity to “provide
new resources for transforming individual insights and accomplishments into
externalized and public form so that they may become items of collective property” (p.
28). In this way unreal, imaginary objects or ideas can in some cases be made into real
ones. On the other hand, it is possible to create virtual environments that are based on
completely imaginary objects and ideas or metaphors without any backing from scientific
theories or models of reality. These virtual models can be realized in the computer
environment without any need to verify them against the physical reality (Turoff 1997).
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The ability to opportunistically and at will to mould virtual environments is seen as the
most valuable function of virtuality in computing systems (O’Hare 2000). Thus VR
environments have the capacity to create alternative realities as well as representing
existing reality.
7.4 Multisensority
Presently, the Graphical User Interface (GUI) dominates HCI design, making visual
input/output the main medium at the expense of other senses, such as touch. Nomadic
systems require developing novel ways of interaction that reduce the amount of user
attention to the computing system. The demand for visual attention in particular should
be reduced (Myers et al. 2000). The use of non-speech sounds in mobile computing is
one way of improving GUI-based interaction (Brewster et al. 1998). The AudioGPS
created by Holland and Morse (2001), to present just one example, is an audio interface
coupled with the Global Positioning System. The system relies on non-speech sounds
(i.e. spatial audio), informing the user of distance and direction. The direction is mediated
by stereophonic, simple, repeated panning.
The Tangible User Interface (TUI) represents a wholesale solution to the problems that
users face when using GUI. TUI combines physical objects and physical space with
virtual elements. The so-called Tangible Bits allow haptic (i.e. grasp and manipulate)
interaction with physical objects as well as exploit the mediation of information by
versatile sensory input from the background. Examples of haptic interaction include such
display media as light, sound and airflow, which exert their impact on the more
peripheral senses. Tangible Bits copies the rich potential of the division between
foreground and background of awareness in regular human activity in the real world.
Here one could talk about ambient intelligence which makes the environment intelligent
by augmenting space with digital information and objects. The vision of augmented
reality by TUI turns walls and tables into interface surfaces, coupling graspable objects
like coffee cups with digital information as well as exploiting other senses than vision
(e.g. touch by airflow) in communication. With TUI, computing will become “truly
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ubiquitous” (Ishii and Ullmer 1997, p. 13; Punie 2003), an integral, although invisible,
part of our everyday environment.
Today we have a rich supply of minuscule, very cheap sensors, so-called sentient objects.
Sentient objects interact with the physical environment, making applications “aware” of
the physical space they occupy. By combining several sensors (e.g. for temperature,
movement and position) everyday objects can be augmented and become aware of their
own status and the context they are in (Gellersen et al. 2002). The Mediacup is an
example of this sort of multi-sensor technology (Beigl et al. 2001). Sentient objects,
which are especially important in nomadic environments, extend the possibilities of
communication between machines and humans further. Consequently, the development
of both context-aware technology and augmented reality environments gets a boost from
sensor technologies. Leonard Kleinrock (2001) envisions a world beyond the more or less
static virtual reality environments, speaking of smart spaces that encompass the real
world: “Most things in our physical real-world environment will be Internet-enabled via
embedded technology. The environment all around us will be alive with technology – in
the common surfaces and in our desk, clothes, eyeglasses, refrigerators, vehicles, hotel
rooms, even our fingernails and other places in our bodies” (p. 45). The technology of
smart spaces is envisioned as human-centred but it is still largely an open question how
the users could and should make sense of, utilize and control it (Kleinrock 2003; Punie
2003).
Speaking of controllability, the popularity of the spreadsheet owes to it being
programmable (by formulas and macros) by the user (Myers et al. 2000). Resnick and
Berg (2000) argue that the computing elements embedded in the environment have so far
been black boxes, of whose working principles the users have little or no understanding.
Resnick and his colleagues have developed so-called manipulables which are
programmable, personalizable and thus also controllable by the user. For instance,
Crickets are computational tools (very small general purpose computers) for children. By
embedding ordinary objects with Crickets the children learn about the objects and related
phenomena. Crickets reclaim the builder’s knowledge that scientists of the past had when
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they built and customized their own instruments, thus making the way things function
transparent (Resnick and Berg 2000). These sort of manipulable computational tools are
real objects with embedded intelligence that can be programmed or reprogrammed by the
user. The key to end-user programming seems to be interface design. End-user
programming has perhaps seemed like an unrealizable dream at times but the digital
manipulables and the strengthening of the open source movement indicate that the idea
could be realized in larger scale in the near future.
7.5 More room for low knowledge
Generally speaking, context-awareness, multisensority and virtuality enrich the
perceptual or sensory dimensions of digital objects and interaction, adding for instance
three-dimensionality, touch and awareness of the surrounding space, thus extending the
scope of low knowledge. However, the epistemic conditions of a truly nomadic
interaction differ in some novel and interesting ways from a situated face-to-face
interaction, the latter being usually applied as a model for “natural” human interaction.
Because computers have so central place in our economy and society in general, there is a
tendency to think that only things that can be digitised are proper knowledge. All
ephemeral things seem to be of less value as knowledge. New technologies extend the
range of things that can be digitised. Dance is a prime example of something ephemeral,
belonging to the domain of tacit knowledge. The motions are stored in the body or at
most written down with some special notation (choreographic labanotation). The motions
are usually communicated from choreographer or dancer to dancer through bodily
contact. Nowadays, it is possible to store motion digitally.
To date, computers have mainly supported linear thinking. The software supporting, say,
the business management, is as a rule based on deductive methods, statistics, linear
optimisation and similar forms of linear thinking (Kilroy and McKinley 1997). Linear
thinking is suitable for stable environments but few managers work in such stable
environments. When it comes to other, even more unstable or ill-structured domains,
other than linear thinking methods are required. It seems that the demand for non-linear
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thinking is increasing for several reasons. Information Society Technology (IST) is all
around us, not just in professional contexts but in everyday life. More and more nonprofessional people use IST daily. IST itself applies more nonlinear information
processing methods. Logic programming based on abductive logic, neural networks and
fuzzy logic level the way for users to manage more complex workaday or everyday
phenomena. As a result, the future interface technology will conform to the way we
humans think, talk and move, not the other way round (Abowd and Mynatt 2000; Punie
2003).
Multisensority and TUI enrich digital interaction by engaging other senses than vision.
Engaging the peripheral senses by TUI allows focusing on the task at hand. However,
deciding what the real task at hand is (i.e. foregrounding), is difficult to do since
background knowledge is largely tacit and increasingly embedded in the technological
infrastructure. As is known from human interaction in general, keeping some knowledge
at the background is not something neutral but may be a significant exercise in discursive
power (Duguid 2005). Another problem may be caused by the fact that different senses
have different kind of memories, with differing duration. Nomadic environments should
be able to deal with this sort of perceptual temporalities in an unintrusive manner.
Compared to a natural environment, digital environments are artificial in the sense that
the experiential (e.g. learning) materials can to a greater extent than before be trumped
up, arranged and manipulated. When the users are given means to manipulate digital
artefacts, they obtain so-called maker’s or builder’s knowledge. They know what
something is made of and how it operates because they themselves have made it. Maker’s
knowledge makes digital interaction more transparent to users. Nevertheless, what may
become a source of concern is that one can make digital artefacts that are completely
imaginary. When using the digital media one can for instance ignore the natural
interrelations between size and form. In the real world all things are supposed to have
their natural size and proportions: if a human being were five meters tall but with the
same proportions as normal people, he or she would collapse as the bones could not
support such a construction. One may wonder how much computers and other digital
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media have influenced such phenomena as post-modern architecture, the so-called Walt
Disney architecture, whose central characteristic is the defying of conventional ideas of
proper form, size and proportions.
Human cognition and learning are fundamentally situated things. The activity related to,
and the context in which something is experienced or learned, is an integral and
inseparable part of that particular experience and of learning itself. Mobile technologies
thus enable the user to be on the spot in the physical world where for instance the
physical objects are located. Compared to pre-nomadic technologies, the user’s
experience is more situated than before. However, compared to situated face-to-face
interaction, either the interlocutor or the physical objects are not simultaneously present –
otherwise there would be no sense in using a mobile device. Learning, in truly nomadic
environments, may not take place because learning is also enculturation, which implies a
closer interaction between the interlocutors. As a result, technology enhanced learning
may not carry over to the real world; the user may not be able to perform in an authentic
situation (Brown et al. 1989).
The fact that either some of the objects or the interlocutors do not share the same physical
space causes problems with reference, that is, problems with indexicality (Brown et al.
1989; Sørensen and Pica 2005). The semantic web is a solution of sorts to this problem.
The semantic web could be developed so that it connects the signs used by computers to
real people, objects, processes and places. Controlled languages (e.g. ClearTalk) which
both humans and machines can understand already exist. Fully automated natural
language interpretation in turn seems to be extremely difficult, if not impossible, to
accomplish (Sowa 2000).
The basic model for everyday H2H interaction is considered to be situated face-to-face
conversation. The means of natural, non-verbal communication can be to some extent
exploited in nomadic computing environments. But how close to a natural language
conversation H2M interaction can be made? Mihai Nadin (1988) suggests that the idea of
computer systems engaging in human-like conversation is fundamentally flawed because
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the many-valued logic of natural language conversation cannot be reduced to the twovalued logic of computers. Pace Nadin, in H2M interaction the machine does not have to
have the same logic as humans for the interaction to work. Genes are based on binary
logic and still manage to “interact” with individual organisms whose function is based on
many-valued logic. Secondly, it should suffice that the interface responds in a human-like
manner. Thirdly, sharing the same logic does not guarantee understanding, as we know
from H2H interaction. This is to say that natural language conversation can be simulated
but it does not solve all problems of H2M interaction.
Digital interaction or “conversation” can be documented at the same time as it takes
place. In this respect computer-mediated social spaces differ from real world social
spaces (Coppock 1995). Also, in cyberspace our communications do not disappear but
may turn up years or decades later in a new context, and there is not much we can do
about it. Some preventive measures have been developed, however. The physical, social,
task-based and temporal boundaries can be determined and controlled by the user, the
system, the designer or a third party, by embedding cheap and disposable chips and radio
transmitters in objects as part of packaging (Abowd and Mynatt 2000; Jiang and Landay
2002). The transmitters notify control programmes of boundary crossings. Digital objects
can in this way be ascribed survival habitats and use-by-dates. This sort of scrap or
disposable computing will most likely become more common in the future (Downes
2003).
Digital artefacts are copies (the same): there is no original. Low knowledge, in contrast,
is about differences, focusing on unique things. Nowadays, real objects can be augmented
by embedding intelligence for instance in the form of digital tags that identify them
individually. Objects may tell us what they are, what they are made of and by whom,
where they come from and where they are going (Downes 2003; Patokorpi and Kimppa
2006). An interesting consequence is that smart objects give clues to users. We are
certainly from before familiar with “artificial” or virtual clues in our everyday
surroundings: writing and other conventional signs exist all around us. Nevertheless,
people instinctively expect some clues to be unintentional (natural). The fact that a clue is
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natural or at least unintentional is taken to mean that it can be relied on precisely because
it is not “loaded”. Like in a court of law a witness statement which is given unawares of
the consequences is more credible than one which is given knowingly. We humans are
used to having objects that are dumb in our surroundings, and it is difficult to foresee the
full epistemic consequences of increased coupling of natural and artificial objects.
How personal is personal if mediated by ubiquitous technology? In order to remain at the
background, which is the idea in calm computing, ubiquitous systems need to have the
capacity to automatically build a model of the user based on the data of the user’s
behaviour. The user data obtained may consist of records of past behaviour or, by using
sensor technology, of the present behaviour. Assuming that the system keeps building
models of the user’s personality, how can the user override the machine’s decisions when
the model is wrong? Not only will the user be forced to do things he or she would not
otherwise do but he or she is likely to stay ignorant of that he or she had a choice in the
first place. And as similar choices strengthen the pattern, the user may become a prisoner
of his or her own profile.
To summarize, a more detailed scrutiny reveals that the epistemic consequences of true
nomadicity are rather complex and paradoxical. Compared to both face-to-face
interaction and pre-nomadic interaction, technology enhanced nomadicity has subtle but
significant differences in matters related for instance to foregrounding, support for nonlinear thinking, support for sense perception, virtuality, perception of the relations
between matter and form, situatedness and enculturation. Many ethical issues arise, too,
but they are beyond the scope of this work.
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Conclusion
The train of thought presented in this work proceeds as follows. In very advanced
computing environments the interaction between machines as well as between machines
and humans has become so open and “humanlike” that it cannot be described or
explained with the help of the algorithmic model of computing any more. Information
Society Technology (IST) has penetrated all walks of life, and is being applied, among
other things, to enhance education. Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
enhanced learning realizes the central ideals of constructivist pedagogy. Abduction goes a
long way in describing and explaining the special epistemic circumstances of ICT
enhanced learning and digital interaction in general. ICT cuts out aspects of knowledge
and reality, making abduction at some point inoperable. Aura and tacit knowledge, too,
help in marking out the limits of discursive means via abduction (i.e. semiotic means) in
cyberspace. Abduction, tacit knowledge and aura share some closely related features
which justify identifying a domain of knowledge that is called low knowledge. Low
knowledge typically regards all things as unique and concrete. Context-awareness,
multisensority and virtuality, in turn, broaden the potential of abduction and low
knowledge because they bring us (as users) a step closer to a real-world, situated face-toface interaction, that is, a step closer to kicking the tires, feeling the fabric, casual
chatting and taking a walk in the woods.
Control, among other things, will become an issue in completely automated environments
(Spiekermann and Pallas 2006; Sørensen 2002) as for instance part of our personality will
be moulded automatically by technology. Some writers (Airaksinen 2005) believe that
people will lose their individuality and autonomy. Truly nomadic technology raises also
many other ethical issues that are at least equally complex than the epistemic issues
discussed in this dissertation. Such ethical issues are, among others, presence, autonomy,
individuality, fragmentation of the lifeworld, empathy, estrangement, inequality,
communality, commitment and non-participation. These ethical issues are beyond the
scope of this dissertation.
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Far from advocating technological determinism, it is nevertheless assumed here that
technological development has an impact on how we perceive and think of ourselves and
of the world around us. In other words, technology brings about historical
epistemological changes. Abduction has of course in all times been a central part of the
process of human knowledge. The point here is that nowadays in an IST and mobile
environment abduction is getting all the more central, and consequently the epistemology
of the people using these technologies is changing. This is the bottom line of the
argument put forward in this work. The epistemic change is studied mainly with the help
of one mode of inference – abduction. It will be left to others or for later work to examine
the overall mechanism of epistemological change, whether it would be in terms of
epistemes (Michel Foucault), scenes of inquiry (Nicholas Jardine), networks (Bruno
Latour), or something else.
The circle is closing and it has come time to see whether this study has succeeded in
giving answers to the questions it set out to examine. As was mentioned in the
Introduction, the principal research question in this work is:
•

What is the role of abductive reasoning in digital interaction?

In order to address this principal research question, a number of minor research questions
were introduced. Let us begin summing up the results by first going through the minor
research questions, how they relate to the key knowledge constructs, and how the
answers provided to them contribute to information systems and related research.
The first minor research question is:
•

Does the emerging IST differ in terms of its epistemology from similar, previous
technologies?

The development of advanced computing technologies is in this work studied against the
theoretical backdrop of digital nomadicity. The knowledge construct of digital
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nomadicity has been borrowed from previous research. Digital nomadicity implies that an
epistemological change of sorts has taken place as we are passing from prenomadic
technology to truly nomadic technology. It is suggested in this work that the change is
rather of the nature of an epistemic rupture than a full-fledged paradigm change. Building
on the ideas of digital nomadicity, fluidity and interactivity, the concepts of metaspace,
transient hierarchies and multiple-profiling are proposed to round up a vision of truly
nomadic and ubiquitous computing environments (i.e. digital nomadicity). Due to
complicated epistemic changes, not only geographical and technological barriers or
boundaries but also the barriers created by local and parochial techno-social systems have
to be taken into consideration in order to level the way to true nomadicity. A key question
in the near future is how the user of advanced mobile technology could be empowered to
have more control over the multiple spaces he or she inhabits and the numerous boundary
crossings that he or she is forced to perform. Metaspaces, transient hierarchies and
multiple-profiling are applied to demonstrate that the various barriers and boundaries
existing in cyberspace can be conceptualised, examined empirically and thus taken into
account in both research and design.
Constructivist learning theory is the main knowledge construct applied in Chapter 3. Its
job is to make research into technology enhanced learning, learner psychology and
thought processes more manageable as it has a coherent view on how the above
mentioned things work or should work. The second minor research question set out to
test the constructivist pedagogues’ claim that constructivist learning theory and ICT
enhanced learning are in perfect harmony with one another. In the Introduction this
question is expressed as follows:
•

How can ICT support constructivist learning?

The empirical literature indicates that some technological domains seem more suitable
for constructivist learning than others. By applying hermeneutic psychology and
philosophical argumentation some potential or actual weaknesses in the chain of
connections between constructivist pedagogical principles, psychological processes,
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supporting technologies and the actual application of ICT in a learning environment can
be identified. One example of a weak link is personalisation technologies whose
immaturity hampers the constructivists’ attempts at enabling learners to create personal
knowledge. Pragmatism enters the picture as a ready source of criticism, bringing out a
certain one-sidedness of the constructivist view of man and learning.
Chapter 4 deals with mobile learning, focusing on the following research question:
•

What should mobile learning objects be like from the user’s point of view?

The structure and dynamics of mobile learning objects must be in line with the central
features of mobile learning; they must promote learning experiences which are
repeatable, expedient, personal, immediate and situated. Following these guidelines
should result in mobile learning objects that are small, intelligible, object-like and
interoperable (general qualities) as well as expedient, situated, immediate, persistent,
reusable, personalized and manipulable (specific qualities). Today’s mobile technology
does not cater equally well for all of these requirements or desirable qualities. In
particular, the state of the art of mobile technology is not yet generally advanced enough
to support in any significant degree the interoperability, personalizability and
manipulability of mobile learning objects.
Abduction is discussed in the Introduction as well as in Chapters 1, 2 and 3 but makes its
full appearance first in Chapter 5. Thus Chapter 5 sets out to find out:
•

What is abduction like as a pattern of everyday reasoning?

Well over ten forms of abductive inference can be discerned. The versatility of abduction
is striking. As its various forms or patterns cross the line between thought and perception,
the conscious and the unconscious, it helps for instance clarifying some central
disagreements between proponents of different learning theories. Peirce’s abduction
could be compared to Einstein’s relativity formula, which succeeds combining two things
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– time and space – that had not been combined before. A study of the forms of abductive
reasoning helps us better understand ICT enhanced learning and IST user behaviour as
well as give us some valuable hints to the design of human-computer interaction in
general.
Another question, running through, so to speak, Chapter 5 is:
•

What is the role of abduction as a particular thinking style in technology enhanced
learning and digital interaction?

Abduction supports ICT enhanced learning, especially when the learning materials and
the environment have been arranged in concord with constructivist educational
principles. The relationship between an educational theory, technology and a thinking
style is not simple, but it would seem possible to build a full-fledged technology
enhanced learning programme on the basis of abduction as a particular thinking style.
Empirical studies seem necessary for one to pursue this topic further.
Chapter 6 starts with the observation that abduction, tacit knowledge and aura have some
similarities, and that these similarities seem to justify in treating them under the common
denominator of low knowledge. The question is:
•

What is low knowledge and what is its role in digital interaction?

Low knowledge is a personal yet democratic form of knowing that focuses on differences
and details, treating individuals as whole universes. Low knowledge may be a key to a
better understanding of the mobility and immobility of knowledge because it brings forth
some essential limitations to human knowledge in prenomadic technology environments.
Numerous little differences in the epistemic conditions of a real-world environment as
compared to a digital world environment exist, thereby delimiting the ways in which the
user thinks, acts and interacts.
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As Chapter 6 focused on the limitations to human knowledge in prenomadic technology
environments, Chapter 7 examines some key advances in digital, nomadic technology,
which help in surpassing earlier limitations. Thus the pivotal question is:
•

How do context-awareness, virtuality and multisensority affect the epistemic
conditions of digital interaction?

Context-awareness, multisensority and virtuality enrich the perceptual dimensions of
digital objects and interaction, adding for instance three-dimensionality, touch and
awareness of the surrounding space. Consequently, there will be more room for the
finding of clues and for creative sense-making; more room for low knowledge. In other
words, compared to pre-nomadic technologies, users will be able to utilize their natural
perceptual and cognitive capacities to a greater extent than before. Nevertheless, truly
nomadic interaction does not equal situated face-to-face interaction but there are subtle
yet significant differences in matters related for instance to foregrounding, support for
non-linear thinking, support for sense perception, virtuality, perception of the relations
between matter and form, situatedness and enculturation.
As a final effort to demonstrate that the knowledge constructs cohere, they are presented
schematically in Table 4 below. The table should certainly be taken with a grain of salt
but at best it points out some fundamental, persistent undercurrents as well as slight
variations in theme, as will be explained below. The column headings derive from a
simple application of a user perspective: How the user is expected to think (cognition);
how the user is expected to do whatever it is that the user is doing (action); how to
interact (interaction); by the help of what (technology) and where (environment).
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Table 4: Knowledge constructs and their mutual relations
cognition

action

interaction

technology

environment

context-aware,
digital
nomadicity

abduction

situated

fluid

multisensory,

hybrid

virtual =
nomadic
personali-

constructivism

abduction

collaborative

peer-to-peer

sation,

real-world-

simulation and

like

mobile
mobile learning

abduction
abduction but

mobile learning

ideally also

objects

induction and
deduction

situated

immediate,
repeatable
and situated
sense making
under
uncertainty

abduction

N/A

communication based

mobile

persistent,

mobile,

personalised

personalisation

ideally

and

and

anywhere

manipulable

manipulation

text-based and

hypertext or all

graphical

prenomadic

multimodal

nomadic

situated
face-to-face

none or low
tech

abduction but
democratic,

contextualised

situated and

contextualised

and

collaborative

and

multisensory
clues

digital world

hybrid
real world

digital world

with
low knowledge

real world

multimodal

nomadic
hybrid
none or low
tech

real world

As the table sums up the previous tables, reading the rows should not at this point be too
difficult. Thus the first row is to be read so that digital nomadicity compels the user to
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resort to an abductive style of thinking, take action in a situation, interact in a fluid
manner by the help of truly nomadic technologies in a mixed real-world and digital (i.e.
hybrid) environment. Column-wise the table shows slight variations in the persistent,
main themes. Hence the cognition column adds induction and deduction to the reasoning
forms for mobile learning objects. Mobile learning objects are ideal constructions and the
use of other forms of reasoning, manipulation technologies (e.g. end-user programming)
and the scope of their applicability (anywhere) are pious but for the time being fairly
unrealistic expectations. With a reference to the abduction row, one has to accept that
digital objects are different from real objects in terms of their epistemology. A central
difference between them is that real objects are concrete and unique, which has an impact
not only on how the user thinks or reasons but how he or she interacts and feels. To
regard digital and analogue objects as similar is to fall a victim to a representational
fallacy. Thus the view presented here goes against the idea that there are from the user’s
point of view no significant epistemic differences between digital and analogue
technologies. Accordingly, in the table above the dividing line between the real world
and the digital and hybrid worlds should in principle go all the way to the left, to the
cognition column. However, the user can up to a point regard real and digital objects as
equivalent, which means that not just the designer and the scientist but also the user may
fall victim to the representational fallacy. Regarding real and digital objects as
representations of reality allows one to think and act in both cases as in response to
symbolic signs. In order not to get too deep into semiotic subtleties, suffice it to say that
owing to its conceptual nature abduction allows one to draw finer epistemic distinctions
than has been possible before, which is reflected in the number of boxes in the abduction
row. Low knowledge, in turn, covers a richer, coherent unity of epistemic features which
makes it more complex and its effects sometimes paradoxical or contradictory.
Out of the six knowledge constructs, mobile learning objects, abduction and low
knowledge are more or less original contributions to IS research. It is perhaps fair to say
that abduction as a form of everyday reasoning has so far been little applied to the study
of ICT enhanced learning and low knowledge is perhaps here being applied to digital
interaction for the first time. The practical usefulness of the design principles of mobile
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learning objects is fairly clear. The same goes for multiple-profiling, although first
empirical work will tell whether these two knowledge constructs stand up to the
challenge. In answer to the main research question one could say that abduction tells us
(or models) what goes on in the user’s head and low knowledge clarifies the broader
epistemic conditions as users behave as human beings have been conditioned to behave
in the course of the biological evolution and cultural development. Therefore abduction
and low knowledge may significantly contribute to the design and assessment of humanfaced ISTs.
Finally, it should be borne in mind that this is a theoretically oriented research on
abductive reasoning and IST. If it turns out to be insightful and accurate enough, there
may be pointers for building future applications especially in mobile learning, interface
design, presence and personalization technologies. The application of abduction in a form
as close to logica utens as possible in programming seems also a natural next step to take.
Speaking of natural next steps, the role of inductive inferences in digital interaction
would also require closer examination in the future. Also, many empirically oriented
research questions about the role of informal reasoning in general in HCI suggest
themselves.
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Appendix 1
Assignment
1. Summary
The purpose of this assignment is to use mobile devices (Ipaqs) in order to work out the substance for the
course paper of the course 4082 Mobile commerce. The main objective of the course paper is to provide a
business plan for a mobile value service. You will work exclusively with (i) video materials and news
channels (accessible through the Ipaq) and (ii) notes, observations and discussions conducted through the
Ipaq.
In the text below, I explain how to get started with the devices, and the various tools/applications/materials
that are available for use. The working environment is left purposefully open so that you can use the
devices innovatively to work out the substance. However, one requirement is that you should use the mdiary functionality of the m-learning environment to iterate discussions with your group members.
Evaluation of the assignment will be made on the basis of a short summary that you will submit to the
instructor.
The assignment will be monitored by a master’s thesis student. This student is writing her master’s thesis
on the use of m-learning tools. She will send you a couple of questionnaires (not more than 4
questionnaires) during the next couple of weeks. In the context of this evaluation, you will also be invited
to a focus group session early in May.

2. M-learning environment
The central tools that you need to complete the assignments have been put together on one webpage. The
page is accessible through the Ipaq. Its URL is: www.abo.fi/~ftetard/mlearn.htm
2.1 Ipaqs
The Ipaqs that have been distributed to you are equipped with WLAN network cards, which means that you
can, within the university campus, access the Internet wirelessly through the Sparknet network
(http://www.sparknet.fi/index.php). The use of the Sparknet network is free for students. Use your
university user name and password to log in to Sparknet. Ipaqs can be used both in online and offline
modes. They include lots of features: explore these features and use the ones which you think can help you
in the assignment.
2.2 M-learning platform
The m-learning platform is an environment that has been specially designed to enable communication
between mobile group members. You can understand it as a mobile discussion forum, or a mobile blog.
The m-learning platform is organized in groups (see 3.1 below). You will belong to one group during the
assignment. When you belong to a group, you can use several communication features:
- send e-mails and messages to other persons, groups…
- write an m-diary: this feature enables you to discuss several matters, send replies to discussion
items. This is a central feature.
- retrieve materials send by the course leader: this function will probably not be used during the
course.
The m-learning platform is available at: http://www.abo.fi/~ftetard/mlearn.htm .
2.2 Video materials
The main assignment page includes links to several video clips. These clips have been tested and should be
working with the Ipaqs. These clips cover various issues regarding mobile commerce: the technology, the
market, business and cultural issues. You can view these clips and evaluate their content (note that some
clips might deal with hype regarding the potential of mobile commerce, but, for the most of it, the content
can be very useful for the substance about mobile value services). These can also be an important source of
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information for the discussions you will be conducting. The list of video clips will be updated on a regular
basis in April.
2.3 AvantGo news channels
We would like you to use AvantGo news services to get regular updates on technology and business news.
AvantGo is a new service that pushes to you information channels you have subscribed into (for example:
if you are a sports fan, you can get updates on sports news).
AvantGo works with Ipaqs. You should register on the Web at www.avantgo.com and subscribe to the
channels you are interested in. Once you have registered, you get your news updates wirelessly with the
Ipaq. There are many channels to subscribe to, but you might be interested especially in channels dealing
with business, technology news, mobile technology news and so on. Some channels are updated frequently,
while some others are not: you should try out for yourself and look for the best pieces of news that might
contribute to your assignment.

3. Groups, evaluation and follow-up
3.1 Groups
4 groups of 3 persons participate in the assignment. Assignment of groups will be made on a first come,
first serve basis. A list of participants is sent to you; if no preference is expressed, groups will be assigned
randomly.
3.2 Evaluation:
The basis for the evaluation of this assignment is the discussion(s) that take place within the m-diary.
Submit a 5-page (minimum) report including:
- how you experienced the assignment
- the main discussions that were conducted during the assignment
- what the main insights of this assignment are
- how the assignment will contribute to your course paper.

4. FAQs
There are, for the moment, no FAQ. Any questions related to this assignment should be
directed to the instructor. Answers to FAQ will be posted on the assignment’s main page
(www.abo.fi/~ftetard/mlearn.htm).
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ABDUCTION: SOME CONCEPTUAL ISSUES
Abstract. We claim that abduction should primarily be studied from the
perspective of its use. The big question “What is abduction?” is most often
interpreted substantively and this distracts attention from the instrumental
aspect of this form of reasoning. We propose to address the problem by
asking “How abduction is used?”. As a result of our approach we see the fact
that abduction needs to be construed as concerned with both generation and
evaluation of hypotheses, and, furthermore, that abduction is a compound
form of reasoning.
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1. The Big Question
What is abduction, besides that it forms “the fundamental problem of
contemporary epistemology”, as Hintikka [1999] concisely states? It is
not the case, that the number of answers to the initial Big Question
equals the number of answerers, they may not be even close to each
other; still, the number of answers commonly agreed upon is alarmingly
distant from one.
There are a number of dimensions along which diﬀerent concepts of
abduction may be elaborated. Examples include: explanatory vs not,
factual vs theoretical, and selective vs creative [Minnameier, 2017]. However, a pivotal point of diﬀerence in characterising abductive reasoning
is this: does abduction consist in just the generation of hypotheses, or
is some evaluation of them intrinsic to this reasoning as well? There are
reasonable arguments for each of these two positions; for support for the
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‘just generation’ stance see [Minnameier, 2017; Yu and Zenker, 2017] and
[Magnani, 2009; Schurz, 2017] for the other one. What all these accounts
in their current form have in common is that they attempt to answer
the Big Question from the same vantage point, which is the point of
view of a kind of substantialism, or essentialism (in the sense stemming
from Aristotle’s essential predication; Analytica Posteriora, I, 22). Read
that way the Big Question is concerned with the essence, or nature, or
substance of abductive reasoning and a satisfactory answer must provide a deﬁnition oﬀering to its subject what deﬁnition in terms of logical
entailment oﬀers to deductive reasoning. Mind you, a “satisfactory answer” means, int. al., a direct one in terms of Belnap [1969, p. 124], that
is, an answer “directly and precisely responsive to the question, giving
neither more nor less information than what is called for”. Our aim
in this paper is to propose a shift of perspective or a diﬀerent vantage
point from which the Big Question should be formulated. In order to
do this we need to characterise the possible alternatives. However, ﬁrst
we need to establish some non-controversial framework within which to
pursue our research. The one we are going to adopt is oﬀered by four
theses, which according to Hintikka [2007, p. 38], quoting Kapitan [1997,
pp. 447–448], characterise the Peircean concept of abduction.
Inferential Thesis: Abduction is, or includes, inferential process, or processes.
Thesis of Purpose: The purpose of “scientiﬁc” abduction is both to generate new hypotheses, and to select hypotheses for further examination. Hence, a central aim of such abduction is “to recommend a
course of action”.
Comprehension Thesis: Scientiﬁc abduction includes all the operations
whereby theories are engendered.
Autonomy Thesis: Abduction is, or embodies, reasoning that is distinct
from, and irreducible to, either deduction or induction.
Being (fairly) non-controversial, it is a quite general framework and
raises, or points at, some problems. Still, it forms a reasonably safe starting point for further deliberations. We shall begin with outlining a couple of proposals elaborating the concept of abduction, pre-starting from
Aristotle and starting from Peirce. Then we shall address the fundamental issue of what question, exactly, needs to be answered in search for the
answer to the Big One, and what question typically is answered. We shall
strengthen our argument by rooting it in the paradigm of the cognitive,
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or practical, turn in logic [Gabbay and Woods, 2005b]. On this basis, we
shall go back to the pivotal point and the framework oﬀered by HintikkaKapitan’s theses, supporting ourselves with some empirical results.

2. Let us collect some answers
What, then, is abduction? We may begin with Aristotle’s reductio simpliciter (Analytica Priora II, 25, 69a 20–85):
We have Reduction1 (1) when it is obvious that the ﬁrst term applies
to the middle, but that the middle applies to the last term is not obvious, yet nevertheless is more probable or not less probable2 than the
conclusion; or (2) if there are not many intermediate terms between the
last and the middle; for in all such cases the eﬀect is to bring us nearer
to knowledge.

Whether this really is abduction as we (ambiguously) construe it
nowadays is debatable; Proni [2016], following Burnyeat [1982], argues
that some passages from Analytica Posteriora (I, 34, 89b, 10–15) would
much better ﬁt the bill. Even if what we ﬁnd here is not a beacon for
the theory of abduction but just some light in the tunnel what is obvious
is that this is a kind of reasoning in which we aim at ﬁlling some gap
in our knowledge or beliefs. Or, as Thagard and Shelley [1997] put it,
abduction serves the purpose of making sense of puzzling facts. The
un-debatable beacon is the Peircean [CP, 5.189] schema of abductive
reasoning:
The surprising fact, C, is observed.
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course.
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.
The problem is that this beacon is somewhat deceptive, as it raises
some fundamental issues: What does it mean that C is surprising? What
does it mean that it would become a matter of course? What is the
reason to suspect that A is true, and what is the relation between A and
C? What is A (and C, for that matter)? (see [Woods, 2017, p. 138] for
a similar list).
The original term pagwg was translated into Latin as abductio by Giulio Pace
[1584]; usually it is translated as reductio.
2
Or ‘credible’; see [Proni, 2016, p. 3].
1
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Diﬀerent solutions to these issues yield diﬀerent concepts of abduction, elaborated along diﬀerent lines; some of these lines we mentioned
in the Introduction. In general, models, or concepts, of abduction fall
into one of the two traditions: philosophical or computational (or AI).
The terminology we use here is quite similar to the one of Gabbay and
Woods [2005b, pp. 87–88]; they draw the line between philosophical and
AI approaches as between inherently explanationist and not inherently
explanationist (and do propose some ‘ecumenical’ stance). Our rationale
is diﬀerent. We see the models falling into the philosophical tradition as
the ones which aim at answering the Big Question, which quest is concerned with substantialist task of determining the essence of the concept
of abduction, which adventures would end by revealing abduction’s true
identity. On the other hand, models in the computational tradition are
oriented towards a more humble goal, albeit still an ambitious one. It
is to oﬀer either a computationally tractable account of how to perform
abduction or  more often  how to compute good abductive hypotheses (Aliseda [2006] oﬀers insightful comments on this process-product
distinction).
Interestingly, it is typical for models of a philosophical provenance to
carefully avoid answering the Big Question unequivocally by providing
a direct answer. Thagard oﬀers a direct answer to a slightly diﬀerent
question: abduction is “reasoning in which explanatory hypotheses are
formed and evaluated” [Thagard and Shelley, 1997, p. 413] (see also
[Thagard, 2007]). Schurz [2017] lists diﬀerent kinds of patterns of abduction, claiming that “the epistemological role and the evaluation criteria of abduction are diﬀerent for the diﬀerent patterns of abduction”,
all of which share the same crucial function “as a search strategy that
leads us, for a given kind of scenario, to the most promising explanatory conjecture, which may then subject to further test” [Schurz, 2017,
pp. 153–154] (see also [Thagard, 2007] for a similar account on abduction
in diﬀerent domains). Minnameier [2017] sticks to Peircean concepts,
distinguishing three basic kinds of inference: deduction, induction and
abduction, designing a framework within which all the inferences “ought
to be reducible to one of these three basic forms, its inverse forms, or a
particular subprocesses within one inferential type” [Minnameier, 2017,
p. 193], with the possible exception of analogical reasoning. Gabbay and
Woods [2005b] propose a slight shift in perspective, according to which
the deﬁning property of abduction is of epistemological character: it is
ignorance-preservation (but see [Woods, 2017] for a critical discussion
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of that stance). Magnani [2009] broadens the picture with manipulative abduction and his Eco-Cognitive model. Urbański [2009] oﬀers a
typology of abductive models based on types of explanatory or nonexplanatory character of reasoning and, in the former case, on the type
of explanation provided. Computational models, for their part [Aliseda,
1997, 2006; d’Avila Garcez et al., 2007; Josephson, 1998, 2000], focus on
the concept of abductive problem and types of solutions to it, following
in general the Peircean schema but limiting it one way or another, in
order to make abduction computable, process- or at least product-wise.
In the recent past, the big divide between diﬀerent approaches to
abduction used to be the issue of the explanatory character of this type
of reasoning. In particular, the question of Inference to the Best Explanation (or to the Best Available Explanation [Schurz, 2017, p. 152])
being synonymous to abduction was a highly discussed topic [see, e.g.,
Douven, 2017; Kuipers, 2004; Schurz, 2017; Yu and Zenker, 2017 for conﬂicting views]. The next candidate for such an issue would be probably
ignorance-preservation [Gabbay and Woods, 2005b], or, more generally,
an epistemic rather than alethic interpretation of abductive reasoning.
However, Woods [2017] himself apparently disarmed it. So, the most
current big divide is the generation/evaluation (further on G/E) question: does abduction consist in just the generation of hypotheses or is
it intrinsically concerned with their evaluation as well? This problem is
a real one only for models stemming from the philosophical tradition.
In case of computational one the ‘both’ answer to the G/E question is
more than obvious, mostly because this is how abduction works. Aiming
at the computational tractability of abduction must be inherently connected with limiting the space of possible solutions, ultimately through
searching for the good ones, even if they are not the best ones.
All these contemporary solutions to the fundamental problem of epistemology share one implicit assumption: as it is not known what abduction really is, a reasonable course of action seems to be to approach the
issue from a diﬀerent point of view and to answer a slightly diﬀerent
question, concerning the use of abduction. As we are going to claim this
really is a reasonable course of action and it is worth making this shift
explicit.
Let us go back to Hintikka-Kapitan’s four theses and focus on two
of them. Recently, the Authonomy Thesis has come to prominence. A
lot of eﬀort has been made to identify abduction as irreducible, resulting
in rejecting, e.g., Inference to the Best Explanation as a case of ab-
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duction on the grounds that it is too inductive [Minnameier, 2016; see
also Schurz, 2017; Yu and Zenker, 2017]. Our claim is that prominence
should be given to the Thesis of Purpose and that before answering the
Big Question we should seek an answer to the Even Bigger Question:
How do we make use of abduction? It is quite indicative that in characterising abduction most authors follow the order identiﬁed by Kapitan
[2000]:3
1. What is the purpose or goal of abductive reasoning?
2. What is the basic form, or forms, of abductive reasoning?
But what is the rationale for that? Why not start with question
no. 2, the substantialist one? Here is our argument.
There are three types of questions answers to which could be of interest in any scientiﬁc endeavour. The ﬁrst one is substantialist question:
What is X? This is a question concerning the essence, or nature, or
deﬁnition of a phenomenon or object under consideration. The second,
functionalist question asks: What X is for? What is its function? Finally, the instrumentalist question concerns the use of X: how it is used?
Of crucial importance to our argument is the fact, that in some contexts some of these questions are of a more fundamental character than
others. Sometimes even, to put it bluntly, asking some of them does
not make much sense. As an example let us consider research on brain
and mind. On the one hand, we cannot deliberately use our brain. It
is an organ similar to lungs, liver or stomach. We know how to study
the brain’s architecture and the functioning of its systems, but it does
not make much sense to ask the instrumentalist question of how we use
particular systems of the brain. It is diﬀerent, however, in the case of the
mind: here, the instrumentalist question is of fundamental importance,
and the remaining ones are auxiliary to it.
We claim that this is the case with abduction too. The instrumentalist question precedes the remaining two, because it is the workings
of abduction which deﬁne it, not the structure or premises-conclusion
relation; these are just the consequences of the purpose, or goal, which
3
Kapitan [2000, p. 1] claims that “care must be taken in piecing together a
coherent Peircean account of abduction that will secure mutually consistent answers
to the following questions” and goes on with listing four of them. The remaining two
are: “3. What sorts of premises and conclusions typify abductive reasoning? 4. Insofar
as abductive inferences are “valid” or “correct”, is this correctness distinct from that
which typiﬁes valid deductive arguments or strong inductive arguments?”.
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abduction serves. But why should the case of abduction be diﬀerent than
the case of deduction and induction, in which we may safely start with
the substantialist question? Our answer is: because in case of deduction
and induction we do have unequivocal and well-grounded answers to the
respective substantialist questions. Whether in these cases they underlie
or follow from the answers to the instrumentalist questions is debatable,
and is not that crucial. The mere presence of normative yardsticks for
deﬁnitions in these two cases is enough to make use of it, whether it is
oﬀered in terms of structure (induction) or the premises-conclusion relation (deduction). In abduction we start with episodes of real reasoning
and the answer to the Big Question may be construed in terms of the
abstraction and explication of these episodes only. Moreover, it is not
that diﬀerent in the case of deduction either. It just depends on how
we approach the substantialist account of deductive reasoning. We shall
focus on this in the next section.

3. And what about the cognitive turn in logic?
The cognitive, or practical [Gabbay and Woods, 2005a] turn in logic,
which started two decades ago, in a sense consists in rediscovering the
Aristotelian purpose of logical investigation: to develop a tool for performing, analysing and evaluating information processing (with all due
respect paid to the idea of Aristotelian logic as concerned also with
theory of logical systems [Lear, 1980]). But since Aristotle the scope
of applications of logical systems has been widened: it is no longer just
about science or argumentation. The mathematical turn in logic resulted
in the development of formal methods and a plethora of logical systems:
one for every occasion and more. Logic as a consequence of the cognitive turn not only acquires a new task of “systematically keeping track of
changing representations of information” [van Benthem, 2008, p. 73], but
is fully up to it. In a sense, logic has once again opened its eyes to the
outside world after a ‘prolonged blink’ of mathematical contemplation
of its own inner reality.
What is important is that this cognitive turn has also resulted in
some new problems  not new in the sense of newly-born but rather in
the sense of being newly-discovered and studied. The logic we are talking
about is deductive logic, and as its eyes are opening wider and wider, the
context of empirical research on performing deductive reasoning and on
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deductive competences in humans is becoming more and more relevant,
along with the uncomfortable gap between what is normatively correct
and what is really happening. This is well exempliﬁed by the “mother
of all reasoning tasks” [Stenning and van Lambalgen, 2008], the Wason
Selection Task and the interpretation of its typical results (for details, we
refer the reader to chapter 3 of [Stenning and van Lambalgen, 2008]). In
view of the fact that subjects typically pass the test successfully around
5–20% of the time (in its original abstract form) we may come to a
number of diﬀerent conclusions. One would be that humans are not that
ﬂuent in deductive reasoning [Wason, 1968]. Another would be that it
is all about the context: if it is familiar and not abstract, deduction
is easy [Griggs and Cox, 1982]. Yet another would be that deductive
reasoning has its uses, but they are rather limited and speciﬁc. This is
the essence of Evans’s [2012] story of two paradigms in the research on
deduction. As Evans claims, the ‘old’ paradigm in research on deductive
reasoning is being replaced by the ‘new’ one. The former is characterized
by an abstract approach to deduction. It starts with logical entailment
as its constitutive property and only eventually proceeds to noticing
that deduction is sometimes used in episodes of real reasoning. The
latter paradigm, characterized by a situated approach, starts with the
identiﬁcation of the contexts in which deduction is used. As a result,
within the ‘new’ paradigm deduction loses its privileged status as the
ultimate normative yardstick for the evaluation of the correctness of
reasoning and becomes more a strategic concept, “a form of reasoning
that high-ability participants might engage in when suitably instructed
and motivated to make deductive eﬀort. [. . . ] Rather than being a
built-in function of the human mind, deductive reasoning can be seen as
just one of many kinds of problem solving and formal thinking in which
people of suﬃcient IQ can engage” [Evans, 2012, pp. 7–8].
In terms of the three types of questions the ‘old’ paradigm is concerned mostly with the substantialist question and neglects the instrumentalist one. The ‘new’ one starts with answering the instrumentalist
question (and the functionalist one, to some extent). What is important
in the case of deduction is that there exists a satisfactory answer to the
substantialist question; that is, we have a clear-cut and precise deﬁnition of deduction. As a result we can argue about the relation between
answers to substantialist and instrumentalist questions and the primacy
of the one over the other, and this tension leads to the two paradigms
mentioned.
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In the case of abduction we face a completely diﬀerent situation.
There is no satisfactory (that is, most of all, commonly accepted) answer to the substantialist question concerning abduction: we do not
have a precise deﬁnition of this type of reasoning. Moreover, attempts
at designing such a deﬁnition suggest that in the case of abduction it
is an answer to the instrumentalist question which is of crucial importance, an answer to the functionalist question is a derivative and to the
substantialist question  a nice bonus.
In deduction we may start with the deﬁnition, go to the data, if
needed, and then go back, if necessary. In abduction we start with
some idea  but not a deﬁnition  addressing, in fact, the instrumentalist
issue of the use to which we put abductive reasoning. And we have to
immediately go to the data, because they form the only foundation on
which we can base the concept of abduction.
This is why we ﬁnd abductive mechanisms, or processes, in cognitive
activities which do not necessarily reach the level of reasoning [Magnani,
2009], like natural language understanding [Hobbs, 2006; Hobbs et al.,
1990], or empathy [Ottens et al., 1995]: it is the use to which we put
them that matters, this making sense of puzzling phenomena. This is
also why there are so few paradigms for empirical research on abduction,
and all of them are rooted in speciﬁc contexts for which some normative
criteria may be established, like scientiﬁc reasoning [Kwon et al., 2008;
Lee, 2012; Oh, 2008], medical diagnosis [Donnelly et al., 1990; Mirza,
2015], or abstract Wason’s reasoning task [Russo and Meloy, 2002].4

4. Abduction: generation, evaluation, decision
If this ‘data priority’ approach is right, then there is an important consequence for the answer to the G/E question. While making sense of
puzzling phenomena  that is, in typical abductive contexts  we do not
perform abduction, or employ abductive mechanisms, in order to produce a vast range of hypotheses. The cognitive target is to ﬁll some
gap in our beliefs (or some database, if a more neutral term is needed).
Thus abduction is intrinsically practical (to various degrees: [Gabbay
and Woods, 2005b, p. 58]) and its purpose is to ‘recommend a course of
action’ [Peirce, 1909, MS637:5]:
4

These papers report empirical research on the generation and/or evaluation of
hypotheses; in not all cases is the term “abduction” mentioned.
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Proposals for hypotheses inundate us in an overwhelming ﬂood, while
the process of veriﬁcation to which each one must be subjected before
it can count as at all an item, even of likely knowledge, is so very costly
in time, energy, and money  and consequently in ideas which might
have been had for that time, energy, and money, that Economy would
override every other consideration even if there were any other serious
[CP, 5.602]
considerations. In fact there are no others.5

Certainly, a whole lot of new problems arise. One of them is to
establish criteria for evaluation of abductive hypotheses. One may aim
at general ones, like Thagard’s consilience, simplicity, analogy and overarching coherence [Thagard, 1988, 2000], or Peirce’s own economy [CP,
1.120, 6.532, 7.220], explanatory power [CP, 7.220] and testability [CP,
5.599]. Otherwise, the criteria may be related to a particular abductive
pattern [Schurz, 2017], depending on whether abduction is interpreted
as a speciﬁc, or a strong method of reasoning, vs a non-speciﬁc, or a
weak one ([Kurtz et al., 1999]; see also [Komosinski et al., 2014] for
a more computationally-oriented approach to hypotheses evaluation).
Another is the problem of the abductive trigger  why do we search
for abductive hypotheses? What triggers the pursuance to make sense
of this phenomenon rather than that one? Here the idea of cognitive
irritation [Gabbay and Woods, 2005b, p. 87] needs to be taken seriously,
and probably also emotional factors in reasoning [Thagard, 2007].
Admittedly, it is not the abstractly construed concept of abduction,
only the reality of performing abductive reasoning which strongly suggests considering evaluation as an essential part of abduction. No wonder
this approach accounts well for the empirical data [Kisielewska et al.,
2016; Urbański et al., 2016]. Thus in our opinion Minnameier [2017,
p. 190] is absolutely right in claiming that “this aspect of selection concerns abduction only from a practical point of view, not from a logical
one”. What we question, however, is the choice of the logical point of
view as the cornerstone for an adequate account of abduction. There
is nothing ‘mere’ in practical importance of selection, or evaluation, as
Minnameier claims: practical importance is the only plausible foundation
for a theory of abductive reasoning.
Arguably, the choice of a cornerstone is a matter of decision. Nothing
forces you to choose the one over another. However, with the logical one
5
This passage famously ends with the following statement: “For abduction commits us to nothing. It merely causes a hypothesis to be set down upon our docket of
cases to be tried”, which pertains to ascribing truth to hypotheses.
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you need to throw overboard too many episodes of reasoning, otherwise ﬁtting the Peircean schema (IBE included). In choosing the logical
cornerstone, you aim at a clean-cut typology, or logical division, even,
of kinds of reasoning, membra of which are deduction, induction and
abduction. In choosing the practical one you need to agree that abduction is of diﬀerent character than the other two (and this is exactly
what Yu and Zenker [2017] argue against): abduction is a compound
form of reasoning [Ajdukiewicz, 1974]. In the evaluation phase6 it often
employs deductive reasoning, and sometimes inductive reasoning, too; in
an appropriate setup this is revealed not only by verbal protocols, but
by eye-tracking data as well [Kisielewska et al., 2016]. As the search
for plausible hypotheses may be reconstructed in interrogative terms,
the logic of questions also enters the picture, with speciﬁc erotetic modi
operandi (weak erotetic implication in the case of [Urbański et al., 2016]).
To conclude: we claim that in the case of abduction, answering the
instrumentalist question concerning the use of this type of reasoning
must precede answering the substantialist question concerning its nature
or essence. The reason is that there is no normative yardstick underlying
abductive reasoning, unlike in the case of deduction, and so working
with the data is indispensable. As a result of that we see the fact that
abduction needs to be construed as concerned with both generation and
evaluation of hypotheses. This may be accepted or not. But if it is,
then its consequence should be accepted as well: that abduction is a
compound form of reasoning.
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Abstract This article describes abductions as special patterns of inference to the best
explanation whose structure determines a particularly promising abductive conjecture
(conclusion) and thus serves as an abductive search strategy (Sect. 1). A classification of different patterns of abduction is provided which intends to be as complete
as possible (Sect. 2). An important distinction is that between selective abductions,
which choose an optimal candidate from given multitude of possible explanations
(Sects. 3–4), and creative abductions, which introduce new theoretical models or concepts (Sects. 5–7). While selective abduction has dominated the literature, creative
abductions are rarely discussed, although they are essential in science. The article
introduces several kinds of creative abductions, such as theoretical model abduction,
common cause abduction and statistical factor analysis, and illustrates them by various real case examples. It is suggested to demarcate scientifically fruitful abductions
from purely speculative abductions by the criterion of causal unification (Sect. 7.1).
Keywords Abduction · Inference to the best explanation ·
Common-cause-unification · Disposition · Theoretical concepts ·
Scientific discovery · Analogy · Factor analysis · Realism

1 Introduction: general characterization of abductive reasoning and IBE
In this article, I consider abductions as special patterns of inference to the best explanation (IBS) whose structure determines a particularly promising abductive conjecture
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(conclusion) and thus serves as an abductive search strategy.1 In the following sections
(starting with Sect. 2) I will present a detailed reconstruction of patterns of abductions.
In this introductory section I suggest three general theses, which underlie my analysis
and clarify my terminology:
Thesis 1 (induction versus abduction): Peirce (e.g. 1878, 1903) has distinguished
between three families of reasoning patterns: deduction, induction and abduction.
Deductions are non-ampliative and certain: given the premises are true, the conclusion must be true. In contrast, inductions and abductions are ampliative and uncertain,
which means that even if the truth of the premises is taken for granted, the conclusion
may be false, and is therefore subject to further testing. My first thesis is that induction
and abduction are two distinct families of ampliative reasoning kinds which are not
reducible to each other. Thereby, I do not understand induction as an umbrella term
for all kinds of ampliative (non-deductive) inferences (as Earman 1986; Pollock 1986,
p. 42; or Ladyman 2002, p. 28); rather, I understand induction in the narrow Humean
sense in which a property or regularity is transferred from the past to the future, or
from the observed to the unobserved.
Inductions and abductions can be distinguished by their different targets. Both
serve the target of extending our knowledge beyond observation—but in rather different respects. Inductions serve the goal of inferring something about the future course
of events—which is important for planning, that is, adapting our wishful actions to the
course of events. In contrast, abductions serve the goal of inferring something about
the unobserved causes or explanatory reasons of the observed events—which is of
central importance for manipulating the course of events, that is, adapting the course
of events to our wishes (cf. also Peirce 1903, CP 5.189; Aliseda 2006, p. 35).
That abductions cannot be reduced to inductions follows from the fact that inductions cannot introduce new concepts or conceptual models; they merely transfer them
to new instances. In contrast, some kinds of abductions can introduce new concepts
(cf. Peirce 1903, CP 5.170). Following Magnani (2001, p. 20) I call abductions which
introduce new concepts or models creative, in contrast to selective abductions whose
task is to choose the best candidate among a given multitude of possible explanations.
That, vice versa, inductions cannot be reduced to abductions is seen as follows.
Harman (1965) and Armstrong (1983, p. 78ff) have tried to reduce inductions to
abductions by the following argument: the best explanation of the regularities R(ti )
which we have observed at times t1 ,…,tn so far is that they are instances of a universal
law ∀t:R(t). However, I think that this argument is reasonable only if one already
presupposes that our world is inductively uniform. In the absence of an inductive uniformity assumption, there is no reason why the ‘true’ laws of nature should not change
in time, and why the infinitely many Goodman-laws ∀t: R∗ (t) (where R∗ (t): ↔ (t ≤
tn ∧ R(t)) ∨ (t > tn ∧ R (t)), for R t incompatible with Rt) should not count as
equally good candidates for explanation (cf. Howson 2000, p. 43ff). This shows that
an independent justification of induction is needed—although I will not speak about
this problem in this article.

1 Abduction in this understanding includes not only the discovery but also a preliminary evaluation of

explanatory hypotheses (cf. Magnani 2001, p. 25).
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Thesis 2 (inference to the best available explanation may not be good enough): Most
authors agree that Harman’s IBE has to be modified in (at least) the following respect:
nobody knows all possible explanations for a given phenomenon, and therefore, what
one really has instead of an IBE is an inference to the best available explanation, in
short an IBAE. However, as Lipton (1991, p. 58) and other authors have pointed out,
the best available explanation is not always good enough to be rationally acceptable.
If a phenomenon is novel and poorly understood, then one’s best available explanation is usually a pure speculation. For example, in the early animistic word-views
of human mankind the best available explanations of natural phenomena such as the
sun’s path over the sky was that the involved entities (here: the sun) are intentional
agents. Such speculative explanations are not acceptable in science, because they do
not meet important methodological criteria, which are discussed in Sect. 7.1.
Summarizing, the rule IBE is not feasible, and the rule IBAE is not generally acceptable. What is needed for more satisfying versions of abduction rules are (1) minimal
criteria for the acceptability of scientific abductions, and (2) comparative criteria for
the quality of the abduced explanations. Concerning (2), many authors have pointed out
(e.g. Niiniluoto 1999, p. S443ff) that a unique criterion for the quality of an explanation
does not exist—we rather have several criteria which may come in mutual conflict.
For example, Lipton (1991, p. 61ff) has argued that in scientific abductions we do not
prefer the likeliest explanation (i.e., that explanatory hypothesis which is most probable), but to the loveliest explanation (i.e., that explanatory hypothesis which offers
the best potential explanation in terms of explanatory strength, precision, simplicity,
etc.). On the other hand, Barnes (1995) has argued that in the examples discussed by
Lipton the loveliness of the explanation goes hand in hand with its likeliness, while
in those cases in which loveliness and likeness go apart, we usually do not prefer
the loveliest but the likeliest explanation. One result of my paper which has a direct
bearing on this debate will be that the evaluation criteria for abductions are different
for different kinds of abductions. So there is no general answer to these questions. For
example, in the area of selective factual abductions, comparative plausibility criteria
are important, while in the area of creative second-order existential abductions, one
needs minimal acceptability criteria (etc.).
Thesis 3 (the strategical role of abductions as means for discovery): All inferences
have an justificational (or ‘inferential’) and a strategical (or ‘discovery’) function, but
to a different degree (see also Gabbay and Woods 2005, Sect. 1.1). The justificational
function consists in the justification of the conclusion, conditional to the justification of the premises. The strategical function consists in finding a most promising
conjecture (conclusion) which is set out to further empirical test operations, or in
Hintikka’s words, which stimulates new questions (Hintikka 1998, p. 528; Hintikka
et al. 1999, Sect. 14). In deductive inferences the justificational function is maximal,
because the premises guarantee the truth of the conclusion. Deductive inferences may
serve also important strategical functions, because many different conclusions can be
derived from given premises. In inductive inferences there is not much search strategy
involved, because the inductive conclusions of a premise set are narrowly defined by
the operations of generalization over instances. So the major function of inductive
inferences is justificational, but their justificational value is uncertain. In contrast,
in abductive inferences the strategical function becomes crucial. Different from the
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situation of induction, in abduction problems we are often confronted with thousands
of possible explanatory conjectures (or conclusions)—everyone in the village might
be the murderer. The essential function of abductions is their role as search strategies
which tell us which explanatory conjecture we should set out first to further inquiry
(cf. Hintikka 1998, p. 528)—ore more generally, which suggest us a short and most
promising (though not necessarily successful) path through the exponentially explosive search space of possible explanatory reasons.
In contrast, the justificational function of abductions is minor. Peirce has pointed out
that abductive hypotheses are prima facie not even probable, like inductive hypotheses,
but merely possible (1903, CP 5.171). Only upon being confirmed in further tests, an
abductive hypothesis may become probable. However, I cannot completely agree with
Peirce or other authors (e.g., Hanson 1961; Hintikka 1998) who think that abductions
are merely a discovery procedure and their justification value is zero. Niiniluoto has
pointed out that “abduction as a motive for pursuit cannot always be sharply distinguished from considerations of justification” (1999, p. S442). Niiniluoto’s point will
be confirmed by my analysis: for many (though not all) patterns of abduction their
strategical function goes hand in hand with a (weak) justificational value.
It is essential for a good search strategy that it leads us to an optimal conjecture not
only in a finite but in a reasonable time. In this respect, the rules of IBE or IBAE fail
completely. If you ask which explanatory conjecture you should choose for further
investigation among thousands of possible conjectures, the rule IBAE just tells us:
“find out which is the best available conjecture and then choose it”. To see the joke
behind, think about someone in a hurry who asks an IBE-philosopher for the right
way to the railway station and receives the following answer: “Find out which is the
shortest way among all ways between here and the train station which are accessible to you—this is the way you should choose”. In other words, IBE merely reflects
the justificational but misses the strategical function of abductions which in fact is
their essential function. On this reason, the rule of IB(A)E is epistemically rather
uninformative (cf. Day and Kincaid 1994, p. 281).2
Peirce once remarked there are sheer myriads of possible hypotheses which would
explain the experimental phenomena, and yet scientists have usually managed to find
the true hypothesis after only a small number of guesses (cf. CP 6.5000). But Peirce
did not tell us any abductive rules for conjecturing new theories; he rather explained
these miraculous ability of human minds by their abductive instincts (CP 5.47, fn. 12;
5.172; 5.212). The crucial question seems to be whether there can exist anything like a
‘logic’ of discovery. I confine myself to the following remark: the true observation of
Popper and the logical positivists that the justification of a hypothesis is independent
from the way it was discovered does not imply that it would not be desirable to have
in addition good heuristic rules for discovering explanatory hypotheses—if there only
were such rules (cf. also Hanson 1961). This paper intends to show that there are such
2 Kuipers (2004) has pointed out that his version of IBE, which he calls ‘inference to the best theory (IBT)’,

may be conceived as an abduction on the epistemic meta-level: from then fact that so far theory T has been
empirically more successful than other competing theories one abductively infers that T is closer to the
truth than its competitors. Kuipers’ observation is interesting in its own right. But it does not change the
fact that IBT does not give us any clue of how to find such a empirically successful theory T.
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rules—in fact, every kind of abduction pattern presented in this article constitutes such
a rule.
The majority of the recent literature on abduction has aimed at one most general
schema of abduction (for example IBE) which matches every particular case. I do not
think that good heuristic rules for generating explanatory hypotheses can be found
along this route, because these rule are dependent of the specific type of abduction
scenario, for example, on whether the abduction is mainly selective or creative (etc.).
In the rest of this article, I will rather pursue a new route to abduction, which consists
in modeling various particular schemata of abduction, each fitting to particular kind
of conjectural situations. Three general results of my paper can be summarized as
follows:
Result 1: There exist rather different kinds of abduction patterns. While some of
them enjoy a broad discussion in the literature, others have been neglected,
although they play an important role in science.
Result 2: I provide a classification of different kinds of abduction patterns along three
dimensions. It will turn out that epistemological function and the evaluation
criteria of abduction are different for different kinds of abduction patterns.
No wonder that philosophers disagree about the status of abduction if they
have different things in mind.
Result 3: In all cases the crucial function of a pattern of abduction or IBE consists in
its function as a search strategy which leads us, for a given kind of scenario,
in a reasonable time to a most promising explanatory conjecture which is
then subject to further test. In selective abductions, the difficulty usually
lies in the fact that the search space of possible conjectures is astronomically large. In creative abductions, however, the difficulty often consists in
finding just one conjecture which meets the required constraints.
More important than my general theses and results are (at least for me) the particular results of the following sections, in which I will model each kind of abduction as
a specific schema in which the most promising explanatory conjecture is structurally
determined.
2 Three dimensions for classifying patterns of abduction
I will classify patterns of abduction along three dimensions:
(1) Along the kind of hypothesis which is abduced, i.e. which is produced as a
conjecture,
(2) Along the kind of evidence which the abduction intends to explain, and
(3) According to the beliefs or cognitive mechanisms which drive the abduction.
I signify the different kinds of abduction according to the first dimension. But
the three dimensions are not independent: the properties of an abduction pattern in
the second and third dimension are in characteristic covariance with its status in the
first dimension. Also, the question of how the evidence together with the background
knowledge conveys epistemic support to the abduced hypothesis, and the question of
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Kind of Abduction

Evidence to be
explained

Abd. produces

Abd. is driven by

Factual Abduction

Singul. emp. facts

New facts
(reasons/causes)

Known laws
or theories

Observable-Fact-A
1st Order Existential A.

"
"

Unobservable Fact-A
(Historical Abduction)

"

Factual reasons
Known laws
Factual reasons postulating
"
new unknown individuals
Unobservable facts
"
(facts in the past)

Law-Abduction

Empirical laws

New laws

Known laws

Theoretical-model-Abd.

General empirical
phenomena (laws)

New theoretical models
of these phenomena

Known theories

"

New laws/theories with
new concepts

Theoret. b(ackgr).
k(nowledge)

Micro-Part Abduction

"

Microscop. composition

Extrapol. of b.k.

Analogical Abduction

"

2nd Order Existential-Abd.

New laws/theories
with analog. concepts
Hypothetical Cause Abd.
"
Hidden (unobs.) causes
Speculative Abduction
(")
(")
Common Cause Abd.
"
Hidden common causes
Strict. Comm. Cause Abd.
"
New theoretical concepts
Statist. Factor Analysis
"
"
Abduction to Reality Introspect. phenom. Concept of extern. reality

Analogy with b.k.
(see below)
Speculation
Causal Unification
"
"
"

Fig. 1 Classification of kinds of abduction

by which typical follow-up procedures the abduced hypotheses is put to further test,
depend crucially on the kind of abduced hypothesis and require a specific discussion
for each different pattern of abduction. Figure 1 anticipates my final classification
of kinds of abduction patterns as an orientation for the reader—the listed kinds of
abductions are explained in the following sections.
3 Factual abduction
In factual abductions, both the evidence to be explained and the abduced hypothesis
are singular facts. Factual abductions are always driven by known implicational laws
going from causes to effects, and the abduced hypotheses are found by backward
reasoning, inverse to the direction of the lawlike implications. This kind of abduction
may also be called ‘retroduction’, or ‘the official Peirce abduction schema’3 (Chisholm
1966, Ch. IV.2, speaks of “inverse induction”). It has the following structure (the double
line === always indicates that the inference is uncertain and preliminary):
(FA): Known Law: If Cx, then Ex
Known Evidence: Ea has occurred
===========================
Abduced Conjecture: Ca could be the reason.
3 The young Peirce has formalized abduction in this way and had named it ‘hypothesis’ (cf. 1878). Later

on he generalized abduction in the way described in Sect. 1.
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Factual abductions are omnipresent in common sense reasoning, and presumably rely
on inborn abductive instincts of hominids. Prototypical examples are detective stories
(Sebeok and Umiker-Sebeok 1980), or more generally, all sorts of causal interpretations of traces. The AI-literature is focused almost exclusively on factual abductions
(see Sect. 3.4). Depending on the epistemological nature of the abduced fact, one can
distinguish between the following three subpatterns.
3.1 Observable-fact-abduction
Here one reasons according to schema (FA) from observed effects (Ea) to nonobserved but observable causes (Ca) in the background of known laws. The follow-up
test-procedure consists in the attempt to gain direct evidence for the abduced conjecture. In the example of a murderer case, such direct evidence would be given, for
example, by a confession of the putative murderer to have committed the crime.
In the setting of factual abduction, the problem consists in the combinatorial explosion of the search space of possible causes in the presence of a rich background store
of laws but in the absence of a rich factual knowledge. Thus, factual abductions are
primarily selective in the sense of Magnani (2001, p. 20), and their epistemic support
depends on the degree in which the background knowledge increases their probability
in comparison to alternative possible causes. Consider the following example: if your
evidence consists in the trace of the imprints of sandals on an elsewhere empty beach,
then your immediate conjecture is that somebody was recently walking here. How did
you arrive at this conjecture? Classical physics allows for myriads of ways of imprinting footprints into the sand of the beach, which reach from cows wearing sandals on
their feet to foot-prints which are drawn into the sand, blown by the wind, or caused
by radioactive decay of foot-shaped portions of the sand, etc. The majority of these
physically possible abductive conjectures will never be considered by us because they
are extremely improbable. The major strategic algorithm which we apply in factual
abduction cases of this sort is a probabilistic elimination technique which usually
works in an unconscious manner: our mind quickly scans through our large memory
store containing millions of memorized possible scenarios and only those which have
minimal plausibility pop up in our consciousness.
So, probabilistic evaluation of causes and elimination of implausible causes plays
a central role in factual abductions. Of course, such a probabilistic evaluation can provide justification only to the extent that (a) these probability assertions are supported
by statistical laws, and (b) our knowledge of the causal laws which may lead us to the
possible causes of the explanandum via ‘retroduction’ is complete or, at least, does
not miss some probable cause.
Fumerton (1980, p. 592f) has gone further and has argued that factual abduction can
even be reduced to ordinary inductive-statistical inference. More precisely, he argues
that the inferences pattern at the left can be reduced to the inference pattern at the right
in the following way (where ‘P(–)’ denotes subjective-epistemic and ‘p(–)’ statistical
probability, and ‘K’ expresses background knowledge):
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Abductive inference:
L: ∀x(Fx → Gx)
Ga
==============
Fa (presupposition:
P(Fa | Ga ∧ L ∧ K) = high)

Fumerton’s
reduction:
−→

Inductive-statistical inference:
L : p(Fx|Gx) = high
Ga
======== P(Fa | Ga ∧ L ) = high
Fa

Although Fumerton’s reduction seems reasonable in some cases, I see two reasons
why his argument is not generally correct. First, the abductive hypothesis is probabilistically evaluated not merely in the light of the evidence Ga and an inverse statistical
law L , but in the light of the entire background knowledge K. Fumerton may reply
that the inference pattern at the right may be appropriately extended so that it includes
background knowledge. But second and more importantly, Fumerton’s proposed transformation does neither correspond to psychological reality nor would it be strategically
recommendable. For every individual case (or effect) is ‘different’, and hence, only a
small fraction of possible cause-effect-scenarios are frequently enough encountered in
a human life-time to get explicitly stored by Fumerton-like conditional probabilities.
For example, if you are not a turtle expert and you observe the trace of a turtle in the
sand, then the only way in which you may arrive at the right guess that there was a
turtle robbing here is by careful backward reasoning combined with elimination. Only
if you are a turtle hunter you may have explicitly stored the typical sand-traces of
turtles with a corresponding forward conditional of Fumerton’s sort. The importance
of backward reasoning and elimination is also emphasized by all experts of detective
stories (cf. Sebeok and Umiker-Sebeok 1980).
3.2 First-order existential abduction
This subcase of factual abduction occurs when the antecedent of a law contains socalled anonymous variables, i.e. variables which are not contained in the consequent
of the law. In the simplest case, the formal structure of first-order existential abduction
is the following (cf. also Thagard 1988, p. 57f):
L: ∀x∀y(Ryx → Hx)
Ha
================
Conjecture: ∃yRya

logically equivalent: ∀x(∃ yRyx → Hx)

Instantiating the consequent of the law with ‘a’ and backward chaining yields a lawantecedent in which one variable remains uninstantiated (‘Rya’). In such a case, the
safest abductive conjecture is that one in which we existentially quantify over this
variable. We have already discussed an example of this sort in Sect. 3.1: from the
footprint in the sand we abductively infer that some man was walking at the beach.
We do not infer, as Fumerton emphasizes (1980, p. 594), that some particular person,
out of million possible persons, has walked here. But note that only in some cases
we will be satisfied with the existential conjecture. In other cases, in particular in
criminal cases, all depends on finding out which individual is the one who’s existence
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we conjecture—who was the murderer? Here one is not satisfied with a first-order
existential abduction but wants to have an proper (fully instantiated) fact-abduction.
In observable-fact-abduction the abduced hypothesis may at later stages of inquiry
by confirmed by direct observation—for example, when we later meet the man who
had walked yesterday at this beach. In this case, the weak epistemic support which
the abductive inference conveys to the conjecture gets fully replaced by the strong
epistemic support provided by the direct evidence: abduction has played an important
strategic role, but it does not play any longer a justifying role. This is different, however, in all of the following patterns of abduction, in which the abductive hypothesis is
not directly observable, but only indirectly confirmable via its empirical consequences.

3.3 Unobservable-fact abduction
This kind of abduction has the same formal structure as observable-fact abduction,
but the abduced fact is unobservable. The typical case of unobservable-fact abductions are historical-fact abductions, in which the abduced fact is unobservable because it is located in the distant past. The abduced fact may also be unobservable
in principle, because it is a theoretical fact. However, in such a case the abduction
is usually not driven by simple implicational laws, but by a quantitative theory, and
the abduced theoretical fact corresponds to a theoretical model of the observed phenomenon: this sort of abduction differs crucially from law-driven factual abduction
and is therefore treated under the separate category of ‘theoretical-model abduction’
(Sect. 5).
Historical-fact abductions are of obvious importance for all historical sciences
(cf. also Niiniluoto 1999, S442). Assume for example, biologists discover marine
fossil records, say fish bones, in the ground of dry land. They conjecture abductively,
given their background theories, that some geological time span ago there was a sea
here. Their hypothesis cannot be directly verified by observations. So the biologists
look for further empirical consequences which follow from the abduced conjecture plus
background knowledge—for example, further geological indications such as calcium
deposits, or marine shell fossils, etc. If the latter findings are observationally verified, the abductive conjecture is confirmed. Logically speaking, an unobservable-fact
abduction performs a combination of abductive backward reasoning and deductive or
probabilistic forward reasoning to consequences which can be put to further test. This
is graphically displayed by the bold arrow in Fig. 2. If the empirical consequence Ea
is verified, then both evidences Ga and Ea provide epistemic support to the abduced
hypothesis Ha (modulo probabilistic considerations in the light of the background

Fig. 2 Historical-fact-abduction
(the bold arrow indicates the
route of the abduction process)

(intermediate backward step)
Ha
Ga (given evidence)
Qa (historical hypothesis)
? (further test operations)
Ea (empirical consequence)
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knowledge). So, the initial abductive inference has not only a strategical value, but
keeps its justificatory value.
3.4 Logical and computational aspects of factual abduction
If the background knowledge does not contain general theories but just a finite set of
(causal) implicational laws, then the set of possible abductive conjectures is finite and
can be generated by backward-chaining inference procedures. In this form, abductive
inference has been studied in detail in AI research (cf. Josephson and Josephson 1994;
Flach and Kakas 2000). Given is a knowledge base K = <L[x],F[a]> in form of a
finite set L[x] of monadic implicational laws going from conjunctions of open literals
to literals, and a finite set F[a] of facts (closed literals) about the individual case a. (A
literal is an atomic formula or its negation.) Given is moreover a certain fact Ga (the
‘goal’) which is to be explained. One is not interested just in any hypotheses which
(if true) would explain the goal Ga given K, but only in those hypotheses which are
not further potentially explainable in K (cf. Paul 1993, p. 133; Console et al. 1991).
So formally, the candidates for abducible hypotheses are all closed literals A[a] such
that A[a] is neither a fact in F[a], nor is A[x] the consequent (‘head’) of a law, i.e.,
A[a] cannot possibly be further explained by other laws in K. The set of these possible abductive conjectures A[a] for arbitrary abduction tasks in K is called the set of
abducibles H[a]. The abductive task for goal Ga is then defined as follows: find all
possible explanations, i.e., all minimal sets E[a] of singular statements about a such
that (i) E[a] ⊆ F[a] ∪ H[a], (ii) L[x] ∪ F[a] ∪ E[a] is consistent and (iii) L[x] ∪ E[a]
logically implies G[a] (by forward chaining). Those elements of the explanatory sets
E[a] which are abducibles are the abductive hypotheses for G[a]. Solutions of this sort
of task have been implemented, for example, in the programming language PROLOG
in the form of backward-chaining with backtracking to all possible solutions.
This kind of abduction problem is graphically displayed in Fig. 3 in form of a
so-called And-Or-tree (cf. Bratko 1986, Ch. 13; Schurz 1996). The labeled nodes
of an And-Or-tree correspond to literals, unlabeled nodes represent conjunctions of
them, and the directed edges (arrows) correspond to laws in L[x]. Arrows connected
by an arc are And-connected; without an arc they are Or-connected. Written statementially, the laws underlying Fig. 3 are ∀x(Fx→Gx), ∀x(Hx→Gx), ∀x(Q1 x∧Q2 x →Gx),
∀x(R1 x∧R2 x→Fx), ∀x(Sx→Hx), ∀x(T1 x∧T2 x→ Hx), ∀x(Ux→Q1 x), ∀x(Vx→Q2 x).
Besides the goal Ga, the only known fact is T1 a.
+Ga
0.2

0.4

Fa

*R 1a

*R2a

0.3

Ha
0.3

0.5

*Sa

+T1a

*T2a

Q 1a

Q2a

*Ua

*Va

Fig. 3 Search space for a factual abduction problem. + indicates a known fact, * indicates possible abductive
hypotheses. The numbers are probability values (they do not add up to 1 because of an unknown residual
probability). The bold arrow indicates the route of a best-first search, which leads to the abductive conjecture
T2 a
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The task of finding all possible explanations has exponential complexity and, thus,
is intractable (that is, the time of this task increases exponentially in the number
of data and possible hypotheses). Only the complexity of finding some explanation has polynomial complexity and is tractable (cf. Josephson and Josephson 1994,
Ch. 7, p. 165, th. 7.1 + 7.2). Therefore it is crucial to constrain the search space
by probabilistic (or plausibilistic) evaluation methods. A simple heuristic strategy
is the best-first search: for each Or-node one processes only that successor which
has a highest plausibility value (among all successors of this node). The route of
a best-first abduction search is depicted in Fig. 3 by the bold arrow. More complicated procedures update the plausibilities of chosen paths at each new layer of the
search tree (cf. Bratko 1986, Ch. 13). Finding a best explanation in terms of plausibility (or probability) is polynomial only under the condition that no two Or-nodesuccessors have the same degree of plausibility; otherwise this task is NP-hard and,
hence, intractable (Josephson and Josephson 1994, Ch. 7, p. 172, th. 7.12, p. 173,
th. 7.14).
A related but more general logical framework for factual abductions via backward reasoning are abductions within Beth-tableaus, which have been worked out
by Hintikka et al. (1999) and in particular by Aliseda (2006). An even more general framework are abductions within Gabbay’s labeled deductive systems, which are
elaborated in Gabbay and Woods (2005, part III).
Besides probabilistic elimination, the second major technique of constraining the
search space is intermediate information acquiration: not only the ultimately abduced
conjectures, but also intermediate conjectures (nodes) along the chosen search path
can be set out to further empirical test—or in the framework of Hintikka et al. (1999),
they may stimulate further interrogative inquiry (see also Walton 2004, Ch. 6). As an
example, consider again a criminal case: if backward reasoning leads to the possibility
that the butler could have been the murderer, and along an independent path, that the
murderer must have been left-handed, then before continuing the abductive reasoning
procedure one better finds out first whether the butler is indeed left-handed. There
are also some AI-abduction systems which incorporate question-asking modules. For
example, the RED-system, designed for the purpose of red-cell antibody identification
based on antigen-reactions of patient serum, asks intermediate question to a data-base
(Josephson and Josephson 1994, p. 72f).

4 Law-abduction
In this kind of abduction, both the evidence to be explained and the abduced hypothesis
is an implicational law, and the abduction is driven by one (or several) known implicational laws. Due to the latter fact, this kind of abduction is more similar to factual
abductions than to theory-driven abductions which are discussed in Sect. 5. Lawabductions can already be found in Aristotle, and they correspond to what Aristotle
has called the mind’s power of hitting upon the middle term of a syllogism (An. Post.,
I, 34). Here is an example:
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∀x(Cx → Ex)

Whatever contains sugar tastes sweet

Emp. law to be explained: ∀x(Fx → Ex) All pineapples taste sweet
========================================================
Abduced conjecture:
∀x(Fx → Cx) All pineapples contain sugar.
A more general example of law-abduction in qualitative chemistry is this:
All substances which contain molecular groups of the form C have property E.
All substances of empirical kind S have certain empirical properties E.
========================================================
Conjecture: Substances of kind S have molecular characteristics C.
In there are several causal background laws of the form ∀x(Ci x→Ex), then one has to
selected the most ‘plausible’ one. In any case, the conclusions of law abductions are
conjectural and in strong need of further support.
Flach and Kakas (2000, p. 21f) have argued that a law-abduction can be reduced to
the following combination of a fact-abduction and an inductive generalization:
Background law:

∀x(Cx→Ex)

1 ≤ i ≤ n ⇒ Induction basis for: ∀x(Fx→Ex)
Observed facts:
Fai ∧ Eai
================================= Factual abduction
1≤i≤n
Abduced hypotheses: Cai
1 ≤ i ≤ n ⇒ Induction basis for ∀x(Fx→Cx)
hence: Fai ∧ Cai
This decomposition, however, is somewhat artificial. Law-abductions are usually performed in one single conjectural step. We don’t form the abductive hypothesis of
containment of sugar for each observed pineapple, one after the other, and then generalize it, but we form the law-conjecture “pineapples contain sugar” at once.
All patterns of abduction which we have discussed so far are all driven by known
qualitative implication laws, and they are mainly selective, i.e. their driving algorithm
draws a most promising candidate from a class of possible conjectures which is very
large but in principle constructible. These patterns are dominating the abduction literature. In contrast, the patterns of abductions to be discussed in the next sections are
rarely discussed in the literature (except in an unspecific way under the heading ‘IBE’
which does inform about the underlying logical pattern and/or algorithm).4 They are
not driven by implicational laws, but either by scientific theories, or by (causal) unification procedures. They are rare in common-sense reasoning, but play a decisive
role in advanced scientific reasoning. Also, they are not mainly selective but mainly
creative, that is, the underlying operation or algorithm constructs something new, for
example a new theoretical model or even a new theoretical concept.
4 For example, Thagard’s (1988) classification of abduction contains factual (‘simple’) abduction, (first-

order) existential abduction, law (‘rule’) abduction, and analogical abduction which we discuss in Sect. 7.2,
but nothing else.
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5 Theoretical-model abduction
The explanandum of a theoretical-model abduction is typically a well-confirmed and
reproducible empirical phenomenon expressed by an empirical law—for example,
the phenomenon that wood swims in water but a stone sinks in it. The abduction
is driven by an already established scientific theory which is usually quantitatively
formulated. The abductive task consists in finding theoretical (initial and boundary)
conditions which describe the causes of the phenomenon in the theoretical language
and which allow the mathematical derivation of the phenomenon from the theory.5
Formally, these theoretical conditions are expressed by factual or lawlike statements,
but their semantic content corresponds to what one typically calls a theoretical model
for a particular kind of phenomenon within an already given theory, whence I speak
of ‘theoretical-model abduction’. Note also that with my notion of a ‘model’ I do
not imply a particular kind of formalization of models: they can be represented by
statements as well as by set-theoretical models (which in turn are characterized by
statements of a set-theoretical meta-language).
As an example, consider Archimedes’ explanation of the phenomenon of buoyancy.
Here one searches for a theoretical explanation of the fact that certain substances like
stones or metals sink in water while others like wood or ice swim on water, solely
in terms of mechanical and gravitational effects. Archimedes’ ingenious abductive
conjecture was that the amount of water which is supplanted by the swimming or
sinking body tends to lift the body upwards, with a force fW which equals the weight
of the supplanted water (see Fig. 4). If this force is greater than the weight of the body
(fB ) the body will swim, otherwise it will sink. Since the volume of supplanted water
equals the volume of the part of the body which is under water, and since the weight
is proportional to the mass of a body, it follows that the body will sink exactly if its
density (mass per volume) is greater than the density of water.
The example shows clearly that this kind of abduction is tantamount to the formation of a theoretical model for a given kind of lawlike phenomenon within a given
theory. This situation is rather different from the situation of factual abductions: one
does not face here the problem of a huge multitude of possible theoretical models or
conjectures. For the given theory constrains the space of possible causes to a small
class of basic parameters (or generalized ‘forces’) by which the theory models the
domain of phenomena which it intends to explain. In the Archimedean case, the given
theory presupposes that the ultimate causes are only contact forces and gravitational
forces—other ultimate causes such as intrinsic swimming capacities of bodies or
invisible water creatures etc. are excluded. Therefore, the real difficulty of theoretical model-abduction does not consist in the elimination of possible explanations (this
elimination is already achieved by the given theory), but to find just one plausible theoretical model which allows the derivation of the phenomenon to be explained. If such
a theoretical model is found, this is usually celebrated as a great scientific success.
Theoretical model-abduction is the typical theoretical activity of normal science
in the sense of Kuhn (1962), that is, the activity of extending a given theory core (or
5 Cf. Halonen and Hintikka (2005, Sect. 3), who argue that this task makes up the essential point the
scientist’s explanatory activity.
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Fig. 4 Theoretical conditions which allow the mechanical derivation of the law of buoyancy

paradigm) to new application cases, rather than changing a theory core or creating
a new one. If the governing theory is classical physics, then examples of theoretical model abductions come into hundreds, and physics text books are full of them.
Examples are the theoretical models underlying
1. the trajectories (paths) of rigid bodies in the constant gravitational field of the earth
(free fall, parabolic path of ballistic objects, gravitational pendulum, etc.);
2. the trajectories of cosmological objects in position-dependent gravitational fields
(the elliptic orbits of planets—Kepler’s laws, the moon’s orbit around the earth and
the lunar tides, inter-planet perturbations, etc.);
3. the behaviour of solid, fluid or gaseous macroscopical objects viewed as systems
of more-or-less coupled mechanical atoms (the modeling of pressure, friction, viscosity, the thermodynamic explanation of heat and temperature, etc.); and finally
4. the explanation of electromagnetic phenomena by incorporating electromagnetic
forces into classical physics (cf. Halonen and Hintikka 2005, Sect. 3).
While for all other kinds of abductions we can provide a general formal pattern and
algorithm which by which one can generate a most promising explanatory hypothesis,
we cannot provide such a general pattern for theoretical model abduction because here
all depends on what theory we are in. But if the theory is specified, then such patterns
can often be provided: they are very similar to what Kitcher (1981, p. 517) has called
a schematic explanatory argument, except that the explanandum is now given and the
particular explanatory premises have to be found within the framework of the given
theory. Here is an example:6
Abduction pattern of Newtonian particle mechanics:
Explanandum: a kinematical process involving (a) some moving particles whose
position, velocity and acceleration at a variable time t is an empirical function of
their initial conditions, and (b) certain objects defining constant boundary conditions
(e.g., a rigid plane on which a ball is rolling, or a large object which exerts a gravitational force, or a spring with Hooke force, etc.)
===========================================================
Generate the abduced conjecture as follows: (i) specify for each particle its mass and
all non-neglectible forces acting on it in dependence on the boundary conditions and
6 The suggested pattern is more general than that given by Kitcher (1981, p. 517) which is merely formulated

for one particle under one force.
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on the particle’s position at the given time; (ii) insert these specifications into Newton’s second axiom (which says that for each particle x and time t, sum-of-all-forceson-x-at-t = mass-of-x times acceleration-of-x-at-t); (iii) try to solve the resulting
system of differential equations; and finally (iv) check whether the resulting timedependent trajectories fit the empirical function mentioned in the explanandum—if
yes, the conjecture is preliminarily confirmed; if no, then search for (perturbing)
boundary conditions and/or forces which may have been overlooked.
Theoretical model abduction can also be found in ‘higher’ sciences which are working with explicitly formulated theories. In chemistry, the explanations of the atomic
component ratios (the chemical gross formulae) by a three-dimensional molecular
structure are the results of theoretical model abductions; the given theory here is the
periodic table plus Lewis’ octet rule for forming chemical bonds. A computational
implementation is the automatic abduction system DENDRAL (Buchanan 1969, p.
234ff), which abduces the chemical structure of organic molecules given their mass
spectrum and their gross formula.
Theoretical model abductions take also place in evolutionary theory. For example,
the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees of descendance from phenotypic similarities
(and other empirical data) is a typical abduction process. The basic evolution-theoretical
premise here is that different biological species descend from common biological
ancestors from which they have split apart by discriminative mutation and selection
processes. The alternative abductive conjectures about trees of descendance explaining
given phenotypic similarities can be evaluated by probability considerations. Assume
three species S1 , S2 , and S3 where both S1 and S2 but not S3 have a new property
F—in Sober’s example, S1 is sparrows, S2 = robins, S3 = crocs, and F = having wings
(Sober 1993, p. 174–176). Then the tree of descendance T1 where the common ancestor A first splits into S3 and the common ancestor of S1 and S2 which has already F,
requires only one mutation-driven change of non-F into F, while the alternative tree
of descendance T2 in which A first splits into S1 and a common F-less ancestor of S2
and S3 requires two such mutations (see Fig. 5).
So probabilistically T1 is favored as against T2 . There are some well-known examples were closeness of species due to common descent does not go hand in hand with
closeness in terms of phenotypic similarities: examples of this sort are recognized
because there are several independent kind of evidences which the tree of descendance
must simultaneously explain, in particular (i) phenotypic similarities, (ii) molecular
similarities, and (iii) fossil record (cf. Ridley 1993, Ch. 17).
An example of qualitative model-abduction in the area of humanities is interpretation (an illuminating analysis is found in Gabbay and Woods 2005, Sect. 4.1). The
explanandum of interpretations are the utterances, written text, or the behaviour of
given persons (speakers, authors, or agents). The abduced models are conjectures
about the beliefs and intentions of the given persons. The general background theory
Fig. 5 Two alternative trees
of descendance. * = mutation
of non-F into F

S1

S2

T1

S3

S1

S2

T2
*

S3
*

*
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is formed by certain parts of (so-called) folk psychology, in particular the general
premise of all rational explanations of actions, namely, that normally or ceteris paribus, persons act in a way which is suited to fulfill their goals given their beliefs about
the given circumstances (cf. Schurz 2001, Sect. 1). More specific background assumptions are hermeneutic rationality presumptions (Davidson 1984), Grice’s maxims of
communicative cooperation (Grice 1991), and common contextual knowledge. Interpretative abductions may both be selective or creative: in the case of interpretations,
the question whether there will be many possible interpretations and the difficulty will
be their elimination, or whether it will be hard to find just one coherent interpretation,
depends crucially on what the speaker says and how (s)he says it. The investigation
of interpretation as abduction is also an important area in AI (cf. Hobbs et al. 1993).
What all abduction schemata discussed so far have in common is that they are
driven by known laws or theories, and hence, they work within a given conceptual
space. In other words, the abduction schemata discussed so far cannot introduce new
concepts. In the next section we turn to abduction schemata which can do this: since
their explanans postulates the existence of a new kind of property or relation, we call
them ‘second-order existential abductions’.
6 Second-order existential abduction
The explanandum of a second-order existential abduction consists, again, of one or
several general empirical phenomena, or laws. What one abduces is an at least partly
new property or kind concept governed by an at least partly new theoretical law.
Depending on whether the concept is merely partly or completely new, the abduction
is driven by extrapolation, analogy, or by pure unification. We discuss these kinds of
abductions in the following Sects. 6.1–7.4.
6.1 Micro-part abduction
In this most harmless case of second-order existential abduction one abduces a hypothesis about the microscopic composition of observable objects in terms of microparts which obey the same laws as the observable macroscopic objects, in order
to explain various observed empirical phenomena. The prototypical example is the
atomic hypothesis which has been conjectured already in antiquity by Leucippus and
Democritus and was used to explain such phenomena as the dissolution of sugar in water, or the re-sublimation of salt from ‘salty air’ close to the sea, etc. These philosophers
have abduced a new natural kind term: atoms, which are too small to be observable,
but otherwise obey the same mechanical laws as macroscopic bodies. So what one
does here is to extrapolate from macroscopic concepts and laws to the microscopic
domain—whence we may also speak here of extrapolative abduction. In the natural
sciences after Newton, the atomic hypothesis turned out to have an enormous explanatory power. For example, Dalton’s atomic hypothesis had successfully explained
Avogadro’s observation that equal volumes of gases contain the same number of gas
particles. Dalton also postulated that all substances are composed of molecules built
up from certain atoms in certain integer-valued ratios, in order to explain the laws
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of constant proportions in chemical reactions (cf. Langley et al. 1987, p. 259ff). The
different states of aggregation of substances (solid, fluid, and gaseous) are explained
by different kinds of inter-molecular distances and interactions. We conclude our list
of examples here, although many more applications of the atomic hypothesis could be
mentioned.
Extrapolative micro-part abductions differ from analogical abductions insofar as the
atoms are not merely viewed as ‘analogical’ to mechanical particles; they are literally
taken as tiny mechanical particles (too small to be observable). Nevertheless one may
view extrapolative abductions as some kind of ‘pre-stage’ of analogical abductions,
which we are going to discuss now.
6.2 Analogical abduction
Here one abduces a partially new concept and at the same time new laws which connect
this concept with given (empirical) concepts, in order to explain the given law-like phenomenon. The concept is only partly new because it is analogical to familiar concepts,
and this is the way in which this concept was discovered. So analogical abduction is
driven by analogy. We first consider Thagard’s (1988) example of sound waves.
Background knowledge: Laws of propagation and reflection of water waves.
Phenomenon to be explained: Propagation and reflection of sound.
===========================================================
Abductive conjecture: Sound consists of atmospheric waves in analogy to water
waves.
According to Thagard (1988, p. 67) analogical abduction results from a conceptual
combination: the already possessed concepts of wave and sound are combined into
the combined concept of a sound-wave. I think that this early analysis of Thagard
(1988) is too simple. In my view, the crucial process which is involved in analogical
abduction is a conceptual abstraction based on isomorphic or homomorphic mapping.
What is abduced by this analogy is not only the combined concept of sound-wave, but
at the same time the theoretical concept of a wave in abstracto (also the later article
of Holyak and Thagard 1989 supports this view).
A clear analysis of analogy based on mapping and conceptual abstraction has been
given by Gentner (1983). According to Gentner’s analysis, an analogy is a partial
isomorphic mapping m between two relational structures, the source structure (D,
(Fi : 1 ≤ i ≤ m), (Ri : 1 ≤ i ≤ n)) and the target structure (D*, (F*i : 1 ≤ i ≤ m*), (R*i :
1 ≤ i ≤ n*)), where the Fi are monadic predicates and the Ri are relations. Gentner
argues convincingly (158f) that an analogical mapping preserves only the relations
of the two structures (at least many of them, including second-order relations such
as “being-a-cause-of”), while monadic properties are not preserved. This is it what
distinguishes an analogy from a literal similarity. For example, our solar system is
literally similar to the star system X12 in the Andromeda galaxy, insofar the X12
central star is bright and yellow like our sun, and surrounded by planets which are
similar to our planets. Thus, our sun and the X12 star have many (monadic) properties in common. On the other hand, an atom (according to the Rutherford theory) is
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merely analogical to our solar system: the positively charged nucleus is surrounded
by electrons just as the sun is surrounded by planets, being governed by a structurally
similar force law. But concerning its monadic properties, the atomic nucleus is very
different from the sun, the electrons are different from the planets, and the electrical
force between protons and electrons is different from the gravitational force between
the sun and its planets. Formally, then, an analogical mapping m maps a subset D of D
bijectively into a subset D * of D*, and many (but not necessarily all) relations Ri , with
i ∈ I ⊆ {1,…,n}, into corresponding relations R*m(i) , such that for all a, b ∈ D and Ri
with i ∈ I, aRi b iff m(a)R∗m(i) m(b) holds. In this sense, the Rutherford-analogy maps
“sun” into “nucleus”, “planet” into “electron”, “gravitational attraction” into “electrical attraction”, “surrounding” into “surrounding”, etc. It follows from the existence
of such a partial isomorphic mapping that for every explanatory law L expressed in
terms of mapping-preserved relations which holds in the D -restricted source structure, its starred counterpart L* will hold in the D *-restricted target structure. In this
way, explanations can be transferred from the source to the target structure (which is
of particular importance for Thagard 1992).
Every partial isomorphism gives rise to a conceptual abstraction by putting together
just that parts of both structures which are isomorphically mapped into each other:
the resulting structure (D , (Ri : i ∈ I)), which is determined up to isomorphism, is
interpreted in an abstract system-theoretic sense. In this way, the abstract model of
a central force system arises, with a central body, peripherical bodies, a centripedal
and a centrifugal force (Gentner 1983, p. 160f). So, finding an abductive analogy consists in finding the theoretically essential features of the source structure which can be
generalized to other domains, and this goes hand-in-hand with forming the corresponding conceptual abstraction. In our example, the analogical transfer of water-waves to
sound-waves can only work if the theoretically essential features of (water-) waves
have been identified, namely, that waves are produced by coupled oscillations. The
abductive conjecture of sound-waves stipulates that also sound consist of coupled oscillations of the molecules of the air. Only after this theoretical model of sound-waves
is formed, a theoretical explanation of propagation and reflection of sound-waves
becomes possible.
6.3 Hypothetical (common) cause abduction
This is the most fundamental kind of conceptually creative abduction. The explanandum consists either (a) in one phenomenon or (b) in several mutually intercorrelated
phenomena (properties or regularities). One abductively conjectures in case (a), that
the phenomenon is the effect of a hypothetical (unobservable) cause, and in case (b) that
the phenomena are effects of a hypothetical common cause. I will argue that only case
(b) constitutes a scientifically worthwhile abduction, while (a) is a case of pure speculation. In both cases, the abductive conjecture postulates a new unobservable entity
(property or kind) together with new laws connecting it with the observable properties,
without drawing on analogies to concepts with which one is already familiar. This kind
of abduction does not presuppose any background knowledge except knowledge about
those phenomena which are in need of explanation. What drives hypothetical cause
abduction is the pure search for unification, usually in terms of hidden or common
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causes—but later on, we will meet also cases where the unifying parameters have
a merely instrumentalistic interpretation. Hypothetical (common) cause abduction is
such a large family of abduction patterns that we treat it in separately in the next
section.
7 Hypothetical (common) cause abduction continued
Salmon (1984, p. 213ff) has emphasized the importance of finding common cause
explanations for the justification of scientific realism. However, Salmon does not
inform us about the crucial difference between scientific common cause abduction
and speculative (cause) abduction. In the next two subsections I argue that the major
criterion for this distinction is causal unification.
7.1 Speculative abduction versus causal unification: a minimal adequacy criterion
Ockham’s razor is a broadly accepted maxim among IBE-theorists: an explanation of
observed phenomena should postulate as few unobservable or new entities or properties as possible (cf. Moser 1989, pp. 97–100, who calls them “gratuitous entities”).
After closer inspection this maxim turns into a gradual optimization criterion. For an
explanation is the better, the less new entities it postulates, and the more phenomena
it explains (cf. Moser’s definition of “decisively better explanations” 1989, p. 99).
But by introducing sufficiently many ‘hidden entities’ one can ‘explain’ anything one
wants. Where is the borderline between ‘reasonably many’ and ‘too many’ entities
postulated for the purpose of explanation? I suggest the following
(CU) Minimal adequacy criterion for second-order abductions: The introduction of one new entity or property merely for the purpose of explaining one
phenomenon is always speculative and ad hoc. Only if the postulated entity or
property explains many intercorrelated but analytically independent phenomena, and in this sense yields a causal or explanatory unification, it is a legitimate
scientific abduction which is worthwhile to be put under further investigation
(cf. also Schurz and Lambert 1994, Sect. 2.3).
I first illustrate the criterion by way of examples. The simplest kind of a speculative abduction ‘explains’ every particular phenomenon by a special ‘power’ who (or
which) has caused this phenomenon as follows (for ‘ψE x’ read ‘a power of kind ψ
wanted E happen to x’)
Speculative Fact-Abduction:

Example:

Explanandum E: Ea
John got ill.
====================================================
Conjecture H:
Some power wanted that John gets ill, and
whatever this power wants, happens.
∀x(ψE x → Ex) ∧ ψE a
This speculative fact-abduction schema has been applied by our human ancestors since
the earliest times: all sorts of unexpected events can be explained by assuming one or several God-like power(s). Such pseudo-explanations clearly violate Ockham’s razor: they
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do not offer proper unification, because for every event (Ea) a special hypothetical ‘wish’
of God (ψE a) has to be postulated (cf. Schurz and Lambert 1994, p. 86). On the same reason, such pseudo-explanations are entirely post-hoc and have no predictive power at all,
because God’s unforeseeable decisions can be known only after the event has already
happened. In Sect. 7.2 it will be shown that there is a systematic connection between
causal unification and increase of predictive power. Observe how my analysis differs
from Kitcher’s analysis (1981, p. 528f) who refutes the speculative fact-abduction pattern as ‘spurious’ unification because it is not stringent enough, in the sense that one may
insert any sentence whatsoever for the statement Ea. But according to my suggested criterion (CU), this schema does not provide merely ‘non-stringent’ or otherwise defective
unification—it does not provide unification at all.
A Bayesian would probably object to the criterion (CU) that there is no real need
for it—all what we need is a good theory of confirmation, and this is Bayesian confirmation theory. To this objection I would counter that it is more based on wishful
thinking than on truth: Bayesian confirmation theory is much too weak for demarcating scientifically productive from speculative abductions. Central to Bayesians is the
incremental criterion of confirmation, according to which an evidence E confirms a
hypothesis H iff H’s posterior probability P(H|E) is greater than H’s prior probability
P(H). It follows from the well-known Bayes-equation P(H|E) = P(E|H)·P(H)/P(E) that
E confirms H as long as H’s prior probability P(H) is greater zero, and H increases
E’s probability (P(E|H) > P(E)), which is in particular the case if H entails E and
P(E) < 1. This implies that (almost) every speculative abduction would count as confirmed. For example, that God wanted X and whatever God wants, occurs, would be
confirmed by the occurrence of the event X. No wonder that philosophers of religion
such as Swinburne (1979, Ch. 6) suggest to confirm religious speculations using this
Bayesian criterion. Although these facts are well-known by Bayesians and sometimes
even regarded as a success (cf. Earman 1992, p. 54; Howson and Urbach 1996, p. 119ff;
Kuipers 2000, Sect. 2.1.2), I am inclined to conclude that they imply a breakdown of
Bayesian incremental confirmation. A Bayesian might reply that (s)he can nevertheless gradually distinguish between speculative and scientific explanatory hypotheses
by the fact that the prior probability of the ‘scientific’ hypothesis is much higher than
that of the ‘speculative’ one. But prior probabilities are a subjective matter, relative to
one’s background system of beliefs, and so this Bayesian reply ends up in the unsatisfying position that the difference between science and speculation depends merely on
the subjective prejudices which are reflected in one’s prior probabilities. In contrast,
according to criterion (CU) a speculative explanation of an evidence X by a postulated
‘X-wish’ of God can never be regarded as scientifically confirmed by X alone.
A more refined but still speculative abduction schema is the following:
Speculative Law-Abduction:

Example:

Explanandum E: ∀x(Fx → Dx) Opium makes people sleepy (after consuming it).
===========================================================
Opium has a special power (a ‘virtus dormitiva’)
Conjecture H: ∀x(Fx → ψD x)
∧∀x(ψD x → Dx)
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Speculative law-abductions of this sort have been common in the explanations of the
middle ages: every special effect of a natural agens (such as the healing capacity of
a certain plant, etc.) was attributed to a special power which God has implanted into
nature for human’s benefit. The given example of the “virtus dormitiva” had been
ironically commentated by Molieré, and many philosophers have used this example
as a typical instance of a vacuous pseudo-explanation (cf. Mill 1865, Book 5, Ch. 7,
Sect. 2; Ducasse 1974, Ch. 6, Sect. 2). This abduction schema violates Ockham’s principle insofar we have already a sufficient cause for the disposition to make one sleepy,
namely the natural kind “opium”, so that the postulated power amounts simply to a
redundant multiplication of causes. More formally, the schema does not offer unification because for every elementary empirical law one has to introduce two elementary
hypothetical laws to explain it (cf. Schurz and Lambert 1994, p. 87). Moreover, the
abductive conjecture has no predictive power which goes beyond the predictive power
of the explained law.
My explication of causal unification—many ‘effects’ explained by one or just a few
‘causes’—requires formal ways to ‘count’ elementary phenomena, expressed by elementary statements. To be sure, there are some technical difficulties involved in this.
Solutions to this problem have been proposed in Schurz (1991) and Gemes (1993). The
following definition is sufficient for our purpose: a statement S is elementary (represents an elementary phenomenon) iff S is not logically equivalent to a non-redundant
conjunction of statements S1 ∧ . . . ∧Sn each of which is shorter than S. Thereby,
the belief system K is represented by those elementary phenomena S which are relevant deductive consequences of K in the sense that no (n-placed) predicate in S is
replaceable by an arbitrary other (n-placed) predicate, salva validitate of the entailment
K  S. However, the following analysis of common cause abduction does not depend
on this particular proposal; it merely depends on the assumption that a natural method
of decomposing the classical consequence class of a belief system into nonredundant
sets of elementary statements exists.
I do not want to diminish the value of cognitive speculation by my analysis. Cognitive speculations are the predecessor of scientific inquiry. Humans have an inborn
instinct to search for causes (cf. Sperber et al. 1995, Ch. 3), or in Lipton’s words, they
are ‘obsessed’ with the search for explanations (1991, p. 130). But as it was pointed
out in Sect. 1, the best available ‘explanations’ are often not good enough to count
as rationally acceptable. The above speculative abduction patterns can be regarded as
the idling of human’s inborn explanatory search activities when applied to events for
which a proper explanation is out of reach. In contrast to these empty causal speculations, scientific common cause abductions have usually led to genuine theoretical
progress. The leading principle of causal unification is the following
(R) Reichenbach principle: if two properties or kinds of events are probabilistically dependent, then they are causally connected in the sense that either one
is a cause of the other (or vice versa), or both are effects of a common cause
(where X is a cause of Y iff there leads a path of causal arrows from X to Y).7
7 Cf. Glymour et al. (1991, p. 151). A generalization of (R) is the following condition (M): “if X and

Y are probabilistically dependent given Z, then either Z is a common effect of X and Y or there exists a
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Reichenbach’s principle does not entail that every phenomenon must have a
sufficient cause and, hence, avoids an empty regress of causal speculations—it merely
says that all correlations result from causal connections. This principle seems to be
the rationale which underlies humans’ causal instincts. Together with constraints on
the causal mechanisms underlying causal arrows, Reichenbach’s principle becomes
empirically non-empty. The way how Reichenbach’s principle leads to common cause
abduction is as follows: whenever we encounter several intercorrelated phenomena,
and—on some reason or other—we can exclude that one causes the other(s), then
Reichenbach’s principle requires that these phenomena must have some (unobservable) common cause which simultaneously explains all of them. In the next section
I will show that the most important scientific example of this sort is common cause
abduction from correlated dispositions: since dispositions cannot cause other dispositions, their correlations must have a common intrinsic cause.
The foremost way of justifying Reichenbach’s principle is a kind of nomiracle-argument: it would be as unplausible as a miracle that several properties
or kinds of events are persistently correlated without that their correlations are the
result of a certain causal connection. Reichenbach’s principle has been empirically
corroborated in almost every area of science, in the sense that conjectured common
causes have been identified in later stages of inquiry. Only quantum mechanics is the
well-known exception. Therefore we treat the Reichenbach-principle not as a dogma,
but as a meta-theoretical principle which guides our causal abductions.
In scientific common cause abduction, causality and unification go perfectly handin-hand. This is worth emphasizing insofar in the recent philosophy of science literature, causality and unification are frequently set into mutual opposition (cf. De Regt
2006). For example, Barnes (1995, p. 265) has put forward the following ‘causal’
objection against unification: it may well happen that three (kinds of) events Ei (i =
1, 2, 3) are caused by three independent causes Ci (i = 1, 2, 3), and although the corresponding independent explanations do not produce unification, they are certainly not
inferior as compared to the case when all three events are explainable by one common
cause C. What Barnes’ example correctly shows is that because not all events have
a common cause, the request for unifying explanations cannot always be satisfied.
However, Reichenbach’s principle allows are very simple analysis of Barnes’ example: either (1) the three (kinds of) events are probabilistically independent; then they
cannot have a common cause, or (2) they are probabilistically dependent; then (2.1)
either they are related to each other in form of a causal chain, or (2.2) they are effects
of a common cause. It is this latter case in which an explanation of the three Ei by three
distinct Ci is clearly inferior, because, in contrast to the common cause explanation,
it cannot explain the correlations between the Ei —it rather shifts this problem into
unexplained correlations between the Ci .

Footnote 7 continued
causal connection between X and Y which does not go through Z”. The equivalence of (M) with Glymour’s
Markov-condition (ibid., p. 156) follows from theorems 1.2.4 and 1.2.7 of Pearl (2000, pp. 16–19). (M)
implies (R), and moreover Reichenbach’s screening-off criterion (Reichenbach 1956, p. 159), which says
that direct causes screen of indirect causes from their effects, and common causes screen off their effects
from each other.
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Common cause:
intrinsic structure

Metal

Common Dispositions of certain kinds of
substances such as iron, tin, copper, …
Characteristic glossing
Smooth surface
Hardness
Elasticity
Ductility(at high temperatures)
High conductivity of electricity
High conductivity of heat
…

Fig. 6 Common cause abduction of the chemical kind term ‘metal’

7.2 Strict common cause abduction from correlated dispositions
and the discovery of new natural kinds
In this section I analyze common cause abduction in a simple deductivistic setting,
which is appropriate when the domain is ruled by strict or almost-strict causal laws.
Probabilistic generalizations are treated afterwards. Recall the schema of speculative
law-abduction, where one capacity or disposition D occurring in one (natural) kind F,
was pseudo-explained by a causal ‘power’ ψD . In this case of a single disposition, the
postulate of a causal power ψD which mediates between F and D is an unnecessary
multiplication of causes. But in the typical case of a scientifically productive common
cause abduction, we have several (natural) kinds F1 , . . . , Fn all of which all have a set
of characteristic dispositions D1 , . . . , Dm in common—with the result that all these
dispositions are mutually correlated. Given that it is excluded that one disposition
can cause another one, then these correlated dispositions must be the common effects
of a certain intrinsic structure which is present in all of the kinds F1 ,…,Fn as their
common cause. For example, the following dispositional properties are common to
certain substances such as iron, copper, tin, … (cf. Fig. 6): a characteristic glossing,
smooth surface, characteristic hardness, elasticity, ductility, high conductivity of heat
and of electricity. Already before the era of modern chemistry craftsman have abduced
that their exists a characteristic intrinsic property of substances which is the common
cause of all these (more-or-less strictly) correlated dispositions, and they have called
it metallic character Mx.
To be sure, the natural kind term metal of pre-modern chemistry was theoretically
hardly understood. But the introduction of a new (theoretical) natural kind term is the
first step in the development of a new research programme. For, the next step then is to
construct a theoretical model of the postulated kind metal, by which one can give an
explanation of how the structure of a metal can cause all these correlated dispositions at
once. Especially in combination with atomic (and molecular) hypotheses the abduced
natural kind terms of chemistry became enormously fruitful. In modern chemistry, the
molecular microstructure of metals is modeled as a band of densely layered electronic
energy levels belonging to different nuclei among which the electrons can shift easily
around, which offers a unifying explanation of all the common dispositions of metals
(cf. Octoby et al. 1999, p. 708ff).
In the history of chemistry, common cause abductions from correlated dispositions
were of central importance in the discovery of new (theoretical) kinds of substances.
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Model

Common Cause

Electric
Dipole
Structure

Some common
molecular
structure

Correlated Dispositions of certain kinds of substances
(such as sugar, various kinds of salts, etc.):
x is soluble in water
x is non-soluble in oil
x is soluble in water-similar solvents (ammonium ...)
x is not soluble in oil-similar solvents (benzene ...)
x has an increased melting point
x-solutions conduct electricity (electrolysis)
…

Fig. 7 Common cause abduction of the theoretical term “hydrophylic/polar” molecular structure

As a second example, consider the ‘paradigm’ disposition of philosophers: solubility in water. Also this disposition does not come in isolation, but is correlated with
several further dispositions, such as solubility in ammonium, non-solubility in oil or
benzene, electrolytic conductivity, etc (see Fig. 7). Abduction conjectures an intrinsic
property as a common cause, which in early chemistry was called the hydrophylic
(‘water-friendly’) character’. The corresponding theoretical model of modern chemistry are substances having electrically polarized chemical bonds, by which they are
solvable in all fluids which have themselves polarized bonds, thereby forming weak
electrostatic bondings.
The notion of disposition is discussed rather controversially in the recent literature.
According to my understanding of this notion, dispositions are conditional (or functional) properties. More precisely, that an object x has a (strict) disposition D means
that whenever certain initial conditions (or ‘stimuli’) C are (or would be) satisfied for
x, then a certain reaction (or ‘response’) R of x will (or would) take place, or formally:
(1) D(x): ↔ ∀t ∈ (Cxt →n Rxt).
Here, →n stands for nomological (or ‘counterfactual’) implication, and  is a moreor-less long temporal interval: if  = (−∞, +∞), the disposition is permanent, else
it is only temporary. While (1) expresses a strict disposition, a merely probabilistic
disposition is explicated by something like (2): “D(x): ↔ pt∈ (Rxt|Cxt) = high”.
My conditional understanding of dispositions is in according with the ‘received
view’ (cf. Carnap 1956, Sect. IX–X; Pap 1978, p. 44), which has been defended by
Prior et al. (1982). Dispositional properties are contrasted with categorial properties,
which are not defined in terms of conditional effects, but in terms of ‘occurrent’ intrinsic structures or states (in the sense of Earman 1986, p. 94). Dispositional properties
in this understanding have categorial properties such as molecular structures as their
causal basis, but they are not identical with them. In particular, since dispositions are
‘second-order properties’, they can only be the effects of certain (categorial) causes,
but cannot themselves act as causes (cf. Prior et al. 1982, p. 255; the same point has
been emphasized by Ducasse 1974, Ch. 6, Sect. 2).
In contrast to this view, philosophers such as Quine (1974, Sects. 3–4), Armstrong
(1969, p. 70f) and Mumford (1998, p. 205) have argued that dispositions should be
identified with categorial and causally effective properties, e.g. with molecular structures etc. There are two main counterarguments against the categorial view of dispositions. The first one is the multiple realization argument (cf. Prior et al. 1982, p. 253): the
same disposition can be realized by different intrinsic structures. For example, a piece
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of metal and a rubber-band have both the disposition of being elastic, although this
dispositions are caused by very different molecular properties. The second counterargument to the categorial view of dispositions is the situation of correlated dispositions
just explained: if several different dispositions all have the same molecular structure
as their common cause, then they cannot be identical with this molecular structure
because then all of them would be mutually identical, which is counterintuitive.8
In conclusion, the categorial view of dispositions is not in accord with the role
dispositions play in science: the chemist understands dispositions such as solubility in
water clearly in a conditional way and separates them from molecular structures which
causally explain them. Only in the following special situation, the categorial view of
dispositions has a rationale behind it: if one has one isolated disposition being a conditional property of an (epistemically or ontologically) primitive kind, then one may well
identify the categorial nature of this kind with this disposition, instead of performing
a speculative abduction and multiplying causes beyond necessity. As Molnar (1999)
has pointed out, exactly this situation seems to hold in the case of elementary particles (electrons etc.) which are characterized by fundamental dispositions (electric
charge etc.) without any further causal explanations for them. So at the fundamental
levels of physics there may well be causally ungrounded dispositions. But in all higher
levels of science one finds mutually correlated dispositions having a common causal
basis—and I argue that this situation gives us a clear reason to distinguish between
conditionally understood dispositions on the one side and their common causal basis
on the other side.
A final remark: when I speak of a molecular structure as being the cause of a
disposition, I understand notion of “cause” in a more general sense that the narrow
notion of causation between temporally separated events. My usage of “cause” fits
well with ordinary and scientific usage. For the more scrupulous philosopher of causation, let me add that may extended usage of “cause” is reducible to the notion of
event-causation as follows: a disposition Dx, being defined as the conditional property
∀t ∈ (Cxt→n Rxt), is caused by a categorial property Sx iff each manifestation of
the disposition’s reaction, Rxt, is caused by Sx together with the initial conditions Cxt,
or formally, iff ∀x∀t ∈ (Sx ∧ Cxt →n Rxt).9
The structural pattern of the two examples (Figs. 6 and 7) can be formalized as
follows:

8 This second counterargument is also a problem for Mumford’s “token-identity” view, which would us
force to say that this instance of electric conductivity is identical with this instance of elasticity, because
both instances are identical with this instance of gold (cf. Mumford 1998, p. 163).
9 In this way, also the common-cause-explanation for correlated dispositions D x,…,D x can be reduced
n
1
to common cause explanations of correlated events Ri xti given Ci xti (where t1 ,…,tn are different time

points at which the different initial conditions have been realized).
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Common cause abduction (abduced theoretical concept: ψ):
Explanandum E: All kinds F1 ,…,Fn have the dispositions D1 ,…,Dm in common.
∀i ∈ {1,…,n}∀j ∈ {1,…,m}: ∀x(Fi x → Dj x).
=======================================================
Abductive conjecture H: All F1 s,…,Fn s have a common intrinsic and structural
property ψ which is a sufficient [and necessary] cause of all the dispositions
D1 ,…,Dm .
∀i ∈ {1,…,n}: ∀x(Fi x → ψx) ∧ ∀j ∈ {1,…,m}: ∀x(ψx → [↔] Dj x).
The abductive conjecture H logically implies E and it yields a unification of n · m
empirical (elementary) laws to n + m theoretical (elementary) laws, which is a polynomial reduction of elementary laws. H postulates the theoretical property ψx as a
merely sufficient cause of all of the dispositions. If we assume that the dispositions
are strictly correlated, then the abductive conjecture even postulates that ψx is both a
necessary and sufficient cause of the dispositions (see the version in brackets “[↔]”).
Note that the given explanandum E would also allow for the possibility that the correlated dispositions D1 ,…,Dm have in each kind Fi a different common cause ψi —but
of course, the much more probable hypothesis is to assume that they have in all kinds
Fi one and the same common cause ψ. On this reason, every application of this kind
of abduction introduces a new natural kind: the class of ‘ψ-bearers’ (e.g. the class of
metals, the class of polar substances, etc.).
In conclusion, common cause unification has (at least) three virtues:
(1) The intrinsic virtue of unification. Many elementary phenomena (statements) are
explained by a few basic principles. Several philosophers, though, are inclined to
think that this virtue is merely instrumentalistic and, hence, rather weak.
(2) The virtue of leading to new predictions. This may happen in several ways. For
example, if we know for some of the kinds F1 ,…,Fn , say for F∗ , that it possesses
some of the dispositions, then the abduced common cause hypothesis predicts
that F* will also possess all the other dispositions. Or, if we know in addition of
some independent indicator G for the theoretical property ψ (i.e., ∀x(Gx → ψx),
then this knowledge together with the common cause hypothesis predicts G to be
an indicator for all of the dispositions Dj . Finally, if ψ is conjectured as being
sufficient and necessary for all of the Dj “[↔]”, then this strengthened hypothesis predicts that all the Dj are mutually strictly correlated (∀i = j ∈ {1,…,m}:
Di x↔Dj x). In contrast to speculative abductions, common cause abduction are
independently testable because of their virtue of producing new predictions.
(3) The virtue of discovering new (unobservable) kinds or properties which enlarge
our causal understanding. This is not only of theoretical, but also of practical
importance, since knowing a disposition’s cause is a necessary step for its technical utilization. Since Reichenbach’s causality principle does not hold in every
domain (e.g., not in quantum mechanics), there is no guarantee that the hypothetical entities postulated by common cause abduction will always have realistic
reference. Nevertheless the following methodological justification can be given:
wherever unobservable common causes of observable correlations exist, common cause abduction will find them, while where they don’t exist, our efforts to
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find independent evidence for common causes will fail, and sooner or later we
will adopt an instrumentalistic view of our explanatory unification attempts (see
Sect. 7.3).
Many more examples of common cause abduction in the natural sciences could be
given. For example, Glauber’s discovery of the central chemical concepts of acids,
bases, and salts in the 17th century was based on a typical common cause abduction
(cf. Langley et al. 1987, p. 196ff). As a final example, the fundamental common cause
abduction of Newtonian physics was the abduction of the sum-of-all-forces as a common cause for all kinds of accelerations, and the abduction of a universal gravitational
force as a common cause of the different kinds of movements of bodies in the sky as
well as on earth. Thereby, Newton’s qualitative stipulation of the gravitational force
as the counterbalance of the centrifugal force acting on the circulating planets was
his abductive step, while his quantitative calculation of the mathematical form of the
gravitational law was a deduction from Kepler’s third law plus his abductive conjecture
(for details cf. Glymour 1981, p. 203ff). Generally speaking, every fundamental common cause abduction in science is a germ for a new theoretical research programme
in the sense of Lakatos (1970), in which scientists attempt to develop theoretical and
quantitative models for their conjectured common cause. For example, chemical kind
concepts get replaced by molecular models, or qualitative force concepts by quantitative equations. In this way, fundamental common cause abduction turns gradually into
theoretical model abduction in the sense of Sect. 5. The capacity of producing novel
predictions is significantly enhanced by this transformation.
Common cause abduction can also be applied to ordinary, non-dispositional properties or (kinds of) events which are correlated. However, in this case one has first to
consider more parsimonious causal explanations which do not postulate an unobservable common cause but stipulate one of these events or properties to be the cause of
the others. For example, if the three kinds of events F, G, and H (for example, eating a
certain poison, having difficulties in breathing and finally dying) are strictly correlated
and always occur in form of a temporal chain, then the most parsimonious conjecture
is that these event-types form a causal chain. Only in the special case where two (or
several) correlated event-types, say F and G, are strongly correlated, but our causal
background knowledge tells us that there cannot exist a direct causal mechanism which
connects them, then a common cause abduction is the most plausible conjecture. An
example is the correlation of lightning and thunder: we know by induction from observation that light does not produce sound, and hence, we conjecture that there must
exist a common cause of both of them. I call this special case a missing link common
cause abduction.10

10 If the correlations between the events are not strict but merely probabilistic, then one may also use
Reichenbach’s screening off criterion (see fn. 7) to distinguish between the case were one of the events Ei
causes the other ones from the case where the Ei are effects of a common cause. If the correlations are strict,
Reichenbach’s screening-off criterion does not work (cf. Otte 1981).
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7.3 Probabilistic common cause abduction and statistical factor analysis
Statistical factor analysis is an important branch of statistical methodology whose analysis (according to my knowledge) has been neglected by philosophers of science.11
In this section I want to show that factor analysis is a certain generalization of hypothetical common cause abduction, although sometimes it may better be interpreted in
a purely instrumentalistic way. For this purpose I assume that the parameters are now
represented as statistical random variables X, Y, … , each of which can take several
values xi , yj . (A random variable X: D→ |R assigns to each individual d of the domain
D a real-valued number X(d); a dichotomic property Fx is coded by a binary variable
XF with values 1 and 0.) The variables are assumed to be at least interval-scaled, and
the statistical relations between the variables are assumed to be monotonic—only if
these conditions are satisfied, the linearity assumption of factor analysis yields good
approximations.
Let us start from the example of the previous section, where we have n empirically measurable and highly intercorrelated variables X1 ,…,Xn , i.e. cor(Xi ,Xj ) =
high for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n. An example would be the scores of test persons in n different
intelligence tests. We assume that none of the variables screens off the correlations
between any other pair of variables (cor(Xi ,Xj |Xr ) = 0), so that by Reichenbach’s
principles (cf. fn. 7) the abductive conjecture is plausible that these n variables have
a common cause, distinct from each of the variables—a theoretical factor, call it F.
In our example, F would be the theoretical concept of intelligence. Computationally,
the abductive conjecture asserts that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Xi is approximated by a linear
function fi of F, fi (F(x)) = ai · F(x), for given individuals x in the domain D (since
we assume the variables Xi to be z-standardized, the linear function fi has no additive term “+ bi ”). The true Xi -values a scattered around the values predicted by this
linear function fi (F) by a remaining random dispersion si ; the square s2i is the remainder variance. According to standard linear regression technique, the optimally fitting
coefficients ai are computed such as to minimize this remainder variance (which is
mathematically equivalent to maximizing the variance of the F -values; cf. Bortz 1985,
pp. 215–234). Visually speaking, the Xi -values form a stretched cloud of points in an
n-dimensional coordinate system, and F is a straight line going through the middle of
the cloud such that the squared normal deviations of the points to the straight line are
minimized.
So far we have described the linear-regression-statistics of the abduction of one
factor or cause. In factor analysis one takes additionally into account that the mutually intercorrelated variables may have not only one but several common causes. For
example, the variables may divide into two subgroups with high correlations within
each subgroup, but low correlations between the two subgroups. In such a case the
abductive conjecture is reasonable that there are two independent common causes F1
and F2 , each responsible for the variables in one of the two subgroups. In the general

11 An exception is Haig (2005), who shares my view of factor analysis.
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picture of factor analysis there are given n empirical variables Xi which are explained
by k < n theoretical factors (or common causes) Fj as follows:12
X1 = a11 · F1 + · · · + a1k · Fk + s1 .
…
Xn = an1 · F1 + · · · + ank · Fk + sn .
This is usually written in a matrix formulation: X = F·A . While each variable Xi and
factor Fj takes different values for the different individuals of the sample, the factor
loadings aij are constant and represent the causal contribution of factor Fj to variable
Xi . Given that also the factor variables Fj are standardized, then each factor loading
aij expresses the correlation between variable Xi and factor Fj , cor(Xi ,Fj ). Since the
variance of each variable Xi equals the sum of the squared factor loadings a2ij and
the remainder variance si , each squared factor loading a2ij measures the amount of the
variance of Xi ‘explained’ (i.e. statistically predicted) by factor Fj . The sum of the
squared loadings of a factor Fj , 1≤i≤n aij , measures the amount of total variance of the
variables which is explained by Fj , and the sum of all of the squared loadings divided
through n equals the percentage of variance explained by the extracted factors, which
is a measure for the explanatory success of the factor-statistical analysis.
The major mathematical technique to find those k < n factors which explain a maximal amount of the total variance is the so-called principal component analysis. Instead
of any detailed mathematical explanation I confine myself to the following remarks.
The k factors or axes are determined according to two criteria: (i) they are probabilistically independent (or orthogonal) to each other, and (ii) the amount of explained
variance is maximized (i.e., the remainder variances are minimized). Visually speaking, the first the factor F1 is determined as an axis going through the stretched cloud of
points in the n-dimensional coordinate system; then the next factor F2 is determined
as an axis orthogonal to F1 , and so on, until the k < n factor axes are determined by
the system of coefficients aij .
The success of an explanation of n variables by k < n factors is the higher, the less
the number k compared to n, and the higher the amount of the total variance explained
by the k factors. This fits perfectly with my account of unification of a given set of n
empirical variables by a small set of k theoretical variables, as explained in Sect. 7.1.
While the amount of explained variance of the first factor is usually much greater than
one, this amount becomes smaller and smaller when one introduces more and more
factors (in the trivial limiting case k = n the amount of explained variance becomes
100%). According to the Kaiser-Guttman-criterion one should introduce new factors
only as long as their amount of explained variance is greater than one (cf. Bortz 1985,
p. 662f; Kline 1994, p. 75). Hence, a theoretical factor is only considered as non-trivial
if it explains more than the variance of just one variable and, in this sense, offers a
unificatory explanation to at least some degree: this is the factor analytic counterpart
of my suggested minimal criterion for hypothetical cause abduction (CU).
12 For the following cf., e.g., Bortz (1985, Ch. 15.1), or Kline (1994, Ch. 3). I only describe the most com-

mon method of factor analysis, without discusssing the subtle differences between different factor analytic
methods.
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Table 1 Eighteen empirical variables measuring the subjective evaluations of the voices of persons
explained by three factors Fj
Variables:

Varimax factors (their interpretations), and loadings (bold = high)
F1 (dynamics) F2 (emot. value) F3 (conciseness) E.V. per variable in %

1: Loud-low
2: Harmonious-disharm.
3: Clear-unclear
4: Fluent-haltering
5: Slow-quick
6: Articulated-vague
7: Pleasant-unpleas.
8: Activ-passiv
9: Strong-weak
10: Deep-high
11: Confident-bashful
12: Inhibited-free
13: Quiet-lively
14: Hesitating-pressing
15:Correct-careless
16: Engaged-tired
17: Bit-little
18: Ugly-nice
E.V. per factor:

0.84
−0.26
0.42
0.48
−0.86
0.28
−0.31
0.95
0.67
0.41
0.69
0.06
−0.90
−0.94
0.01
0.93
0.04
0.17
37%

−0.08
0.80
0.03
0.45
0.29
0.24
0.86
0.06
0.66
0.80
0.50
−0.85
−0.25
0.06
0.22
0.07
0.94
−0.84
30.4%

−0.17
−0.22
−0.86
−0.30
0.07
−0.88
−0.21
−0.23
−0.17
0.12
−0.30
0.27
0.03
0.08
−0.88
−0.11
0.11
0.28
15.0%

73
75
91
52
82
91
88
95
91
81
81
80
87
90
82
88
89
80
Total E.V.: 83.3%

E.V. = explained amount of the variance (taken from Bortz 1985, 672)

After the principal component analysis has been performed and the factors have
been standardized, the factor axes can be rotated without change of the amount of
explained variance. So the result of a factor analysis is not unique. According to the
most common varimax principle, the factor axes are rotated into a position in which
the square loadings of the factors are, roughly speaking, either very high or very
low (cf. Bortz 1985, pp. 665–672; Kline 1994, p. 67f). This leads to the effect that
the abduced (or ‘extracted’) factors can most easily interpreted in terms of certain
plus-minus-combinations of the empirical variables. Table 1 offers an example from
Bortz (1985, p. 672).
Prima facie, hypothetical common cause abduction supports a realistic interpretation of the abduced factors. In contrast, for an instrumentalistic philosopher of science
such as Van Fraassen (1980), the extracted factors are not taken realistically, and so the
factor equations cannot be true in the realistic sense. They can only be more-or-less
empirically adequate. For the instrumentalist an abduction pattern is a useful means of
discovering an empirically adequate theory—it has an important instrumental value,
but it does not have any justificational value. For judgments of empirical adequacy, an
abductive inference is not needed—an epistemic induction principle is sufficient which
infers the empirical adequacy of a theory (and hence its future empirical success) from
its empirical success in the past.
In fact, several statisticians tend to interpret the results of a factor analysis cautiously
as a merely instrumentalistic means of data reduction in the sense of representing a
large class of intercorrelated empirical variables by a small class of independent theoretical variables. In spite of this fact I think that the properly intended interpretation
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of the factors of a factor analysis is their realistic interpretation as common causes, for
that is how they are designed. I regard the instrumentalistic perspective as an important
warning that not every empirically useful theoretical superstructure must correspond
to an existing structure of reality. By the way, this warning is already entailed by the
mentioned fact that the results of a factor analysis are non-unique modulo rotations of
the standardized factor-axes.
7.4 Epistemological abduction to reality
The relevance of abduction for realism is usually discussed within the context of theories and theoretical-entity-realism. For many epistemologists (e.g., Chisholm 1979,
p. 115; Pollock 1986, p. 44), the fundamental problem of common sense realism—
the reasoning from introspective sense data to an external reality causing these
perceptions—is an inference sui generis, and its justification is a problem of its own.
In contrast to this position, I wish to point out that also the reasoning from introspective sense data to common sense realism is in perfect fit with the pattern of
common cause abduction (cf. also Moser’s IBE-analysis of this inference in 1989, p.
98). The hypothesis of external objects which cause our sensual experience yields a
common cause explanation of a huge set of intercorrelations between our introspective
experiences.
First, there are the intra-sensual intercorrelations, in particular those within our
system of visual perceptions. There are potentially infinitely many two-dimensional
visual images of a perceptual object, but all these two-dimensional images are strictly
correlated with the position and angle at which we look at that objects; so these
correlations have a common cause explanation in terms of three-dimensional external objects by the laws of perspectival projection. To be sure, these common cause
abductions are mainly unconscious and rely on inborn computations performed by
the visual cortex of our brains. What we consciously experience are the ‘abduced’
three-dimensional objects which make up the mind of the ‘naive realist’. However,
certain situations—for example the visual illusions caused by 3D-pictures—make it
plain that what underlies our three-dimensional visual appearances is a complicated
abductive computation process (cf. also Rock 1984). Moreover, since in our ordinary
visual perceptions some objects partly conceal other objects which are behind them,
our visual abductions always include the task of Gestalt complementation. Identification of three-dimensional objects based on two-dimensional projective images is also
an important abductive task in the AI field of visual object recognition (Russell and
Norvig 1995, Ch. 24.4). Scientifically advanced versions of visual abduction where
one abduces the shape of entire objects from sparse fragments have been analyzed in
the field of archaeology (Shelley 1996).
The inter-sensual correlation between different sensual experiences, in particular
between visual perceptions and tactile perceptions, is the second important basis for
the unconscious abduction to an outer reality—in fact, these correlations seem even
to be the major fundament of our naive belief in the outer reality. If you have a visual
appearance of an object, but you are unsure whether it is a mere visual illusion or
not, then you will probably go to the object and try touch it—and if you can, then
your realistic desires are satisfied. One the other hand, visual appearances which do
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not correspond to tactile ones, so-called ‘ghosts’, have frightened the naively realistic
mind and occupied its fantasy since the earliest times.
This concludes my analysis of patterns of abduction. Instead of a conclusion, I refer
to the classification of abduction patterns in Fig. 1, and to my main theses and results
as explained in Sect. 1, which are densely supported by the details of my analysis.
For those who want to final conclusion, I propose the following: as Peirce had once
remarked (CP 6.5000), the success of scientists to find true hypotheses among myriads
of possible hypotheses seems to be a sheer miracle. I think that this success becomes
much less miraculous if one understands the strategical role of patterns of abduction.
Acknowledgements For valable comments on earlier drafts I am indebted to Jaakko Hintikka, Ilkka
Niiniluoto, Theo Kuipers, Helen Beebee, Max Kistler, Gerhard Brewka and Helmut Prendinger.
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ABSTRACT: This paper introduces an epistemological model of scientific
reasoning which can be described in terms of abduction, deduction and
induction. The aim is to emphasize the significance of abduction in order to
illustrate the problem-solving process and to propose a unified epistemological
model of scientific discovery. The model first describes the different meanings
of the word abduction (creative, selective, to the best explanation, visual) in
order to clarify their significance for epistemology and artificial intelligence.
In different theoretical changes in theoretical systems we witness different
kinds of discovery processes operating. Discovery methods are "data-driven,"
"explanation-driven" (abductive), and "coherence-driven" (formed to
overwhelm contradictions). Sometimes there is a mixture of such methods: for
example, an hypothesis devoted to overcome a contradiction is found by
abduction. Contradiction, far from damaging a system, help to indicate regions
in which it can be changed and improved. I will also consider a kind of "weak"
hypothesis that is hard to negate and the ways for making it easy. In these
cases the subject can "rationally" decide to withdraw his or her hypotheses
even in contexts where it is "impossible" to find "explicit" contradictions and
anomalies. Here, the use of negation as failure (an interesting technique for
negating hypotheses and accessing new ones suggested by artificial
intelligence and cognitive scientists) is illuminating
bl
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Philosophers of science in the twentieth century have traditionally distinguished between
the logic of discovery and the logic of justification. Most have concluded that no logic of
discovery exists and, moreover, that a rational model of discovery is impossible. In short,
scientific discovery is irrational and there is no reasoning to hypotheses. The work of
Simon, Langley, Bradshaw, and Zytkow (Langley et. al, 1987) showed that methods for
discovery could be found that were computationally adequate for rediscovering empirical
laws. The general goal is not the full simulation of scientists, but the making of discoveries
about the world, using methods that extend human cognitive capacities. The goal is to build
prosthetic scientists: just as telescopes are designed to extend the sensory capacity of
humans, computational models of scientific discovery and reasoning are designed to extend
their cognitive capacity.
At present, computational models of scientific discovery and theory formation play a
prominent role in shedding light on the transformations of rational conceptual systems. A
new abstraction paradigm aimed at unifying the different perspectives and providing some
design insights for future ones is proposed here.
Abduction is becoming an increasingly popular term in AI (Peng and Reggia, 1987a and b,
Pople, 1973, Reggia, Dana and Pearl, 1983, Thagard, 1988 and 1992) especially in the field
of medical knowledge-based systems (KBSs) (Josephson, Chandrasekaran, Smith and
Tanner, 1986; Josephson and Josephson, 1994, Magnani, 1992 and 1997a, Ramoni,
Stefanelli, Magnani and Barosi, 1992). The type of inference called abduction was studied
by Aristotelian syllogistics, and later on by mediaeval reworkers of syllogism. In the last
century abduction was once again studied closely, by Peirce (Peirce 1931-1958). Peirce
interpreted abduction essentially as a creative process of generating a new hypothesis.
Abduction and induction, viewed together as processes of production and generalization of
new hypotheses, are sometimes called reduction. As Lukasiewicz (1970, p. 7) makes clear,

"Reasoning which starts from reasons and looks for consequences is called deduction; that
which starts from consequences and looks for reasons is called reduction,"
There are two main epistemological meanings of the word abduction: 1) abduction that
only generates plausible hypotheses (selective or creative), and 2) abduction considered as
inference to the best explanation, that also evaluates hypotheses. All we can expect of our
"selective" abduction, is that it tends to produce hypotheses that have some chance of
turning out to be the best explanation. Selective abduction will always produce hypotheses
that give at least a partial explanation and therefore have a small amount of initial
plausibility. In this respect abduction is more efficacious than the blind generation of
hypotheses.
Peirce claimed that all thinking is in signs, and that signs can be icons, indices, or symbols
(Thagard and Shelley, 1994). Icons are signs that resemble what they represent. There are
instances of abductive thinking that can be interpreted as pictorial. We should remember, as
Peirce noted, that abduction plays a role even in relatively simple visual phenomena. Visual
abduction, a special form of abduction, occurs when hypotheses are instantly derived from
a stored series of previous similar experiences. It covers a mental procedure that tapers into
a non-inferential one, and falls into the category called "perception" (Shelley, 1996).
Philosophically, perception is viewed by Peirce as a fast and uncontrolled knowledgeproduction procedure. Perception, in fact, is a vehicle for the instantaneous retrieval of
knowledge that was previously structured in our mind through inferential processes. By
perception, knowledge constructions are so instantly reorganized that they become habitual
and diffuse and do not need any further testing. Many visual stimuli are ambiguous, yet
people are adept at imposing order on them: "We readily form such hypotheses as that an
obscurely seen face belongs to a friend of ours, because we can thereby explain what has
been observed" (Thagard, 1988, p. 53). This kind of image-based hypothesis formation can
be considered as a form of visual abduction.
To illustrate from the field of medical knowledge, the discovery of a new disease and the
manifestations it causes can be considered as the result of a creative abductive inference.
Therefore, creative abduction deals with the whole field of the growth of scientific
knowledge. This is irrelevant in medical diagnosis where instead the task is to select from
an encyclopedia of pre-stored diagnostic entities (Ramoni, Stefanelli, Magnani and Barosi,
1992). In case of scientific theory change selective abduction is replaced by creative
abduction and there is a set of competing theories instead of diagnostic hypotheses.
Furthermore the language of background scientific knowledge is to be regarded as open: in
the case of competing theories, as they are studied by epistemology of theory change, we
cannot-contrary to Popper's point of view (1970)-reject a theory merely because it fails
occasionally. If it is simpler and explains more significant data than its competitors, a
theory can be acceptable as the best explanation.
To achieve the best explanation, it is necessary to have a set of criteria for evaluating the
competing explanatory hypotheses reached by creative or selective abduction. Evaluation
has a multi-dimensional character. Consilience (Thagard, 1988) can measure how much a
hypothesis explains, so it can be used to determine whether one hypothesis explains more
of the evidence (for instance, empirical or patient data) than another: thus, it deals with a
form of corroboration. In this way a hypothesis is considered more consilient than another
if it explains more "important" (as opposed to "trivial") data than the others do. In inferring
the best explanation, the aim is not the sheer amount of data explained, but its relative
significance. The assessment of relative importance presupposes that an inquirer has a rich
background knowledge about the kinds of criteria that concern the data. Simplicity too can
be highly relevant when discriminating between competing explanatory hypotheses; it
deals with the problem of the level of conceptual complexity of hypotheses when their
consiliences are equal. Explanatory criteria are needed because the rejection of a hypothesis
requires demonstrating that a competing hypothesis provides a better explanation. The
theory of explanatory coherence and the related computational system seem to me the best
and most sophisticated ways we now possess to solve this problem. (1)
Clearly, in some cases conclusions are reached according to rational criteria such as
consilience or simplicity. Nevertheless, in reasoning to the best explanation, motivational,
ethical or pragmatic criteria cannot be discounted. Indeed the context suggests that they are
unavoidable: this is especially true in medical reasoning (for instance, in therapy planning),
but scientists that must discriminate between competing scientific hypotheses or competing
scientific theories are sometimes also conditioned by motivationally biasing their
inferences to the best explanation.

Nevertheless, if we consider the epistemological model as an illustration of medical
diagnostic reasoning, the modus tollens is very efficacious because of the fixedness of
language that expresses the background medical knowledge: a hypothesis that fails can
nearly always be rejected immediately.
There are various kinds of conceptual transformations that are involved in scientific
creative reasoning-such as anomaly resolution, conceptual combination, analogical and
visual thinking, thought experiment, etc. I have dealt with the related different abductive
roles elsewhere (Magnani, 1997a).
II. Withdrawing Scientific Hypotheses
In different theoretical changes we witness different kinds of discovery processes
operating. Discovery methods are data-driven (generalizations from observation and from
experiments), explanation-driven (abductive), and coherence-driven (formed to overwhelm
contradictions) (Thagard, 1992). Sometimes there is a mixture of such methods: for
example, an hypothesis devoted to overcome a contradiction is found by abduction.
Therefore, contradiction and its reconciliation play an important role in philosophy, in
scientific theories and in all kinds of problem-solving. It is the driving force underlying
change (thesis, antithesis and synthesis) in the Hegelian dialectic and the main tool for
advancing knowledge (conjectures and refutations (Popper, 1963, and proofs and counterexamples-Lakatos, 1976) in the Popperian philosophy of science and mathematics.
Following Quine's line of argument against the distinction between necessary and
contingent truths (Quine, 1961), when a contradiction (an anomaly) arises, consistency can
be restored by rejecting or modifying any assumption which contributes to the derivation of
contradiction: no hypothesis is immune from possible alteration. Of course there are
epistemological and pragmatic limitations: some hypotheses contribute to the derivation of
useful consequences more often than others, and some participate more often in the
derivation of contradictions than others. For example it might be useful to abandon, among
the hypotheses which lead to contradiction, the one which contributes least to the
derivation of useful consequences; if contradictions continue to exist and the assessed
utility of the hypotheses changes, it may be necessary to backtrack, reinstate a previously
abandoned hypothesis and abandon an alternative instead.
Hence, the derivation of inconsistency contributes to the search for alternative, and
possibly new hypotheses: for each assumption which contributes to the derivation of a
contradiction there exists at least one alternative new system obtained by abandoning or
modifying the assumption.
The classical example of a theoretical system that is opposed by a contradiction is the case
in which the report of an empirical observation or experiment contradicts a scientific
theory. Whether it is more beneficial to reject the report or the statement of the theory
depends on the whole effect on the theoretical system. It is also possible that many
alternatives might lead to non-comparable, equally viable, but mutually incompatible,
systems. Empirical anomalies result from data that cannot currently be fully explained by a
theory. They often derive from predictions that fail, which implies some element of
incorrectness in the theory. In general terms, many theoretical constituents may be involved
in accounting for a given domain item (anomaly) and hence they are potential points for
modification. The detection of these points involves defining which theoretical constituents
are employed in the explanation of the anomaly. Thus, the problem is to investigate all the
relationships in the explanatory area.
First and foremost, anomaly resolution involves the localization of the problem at hand
within one or more constituents of the theory, it is then necessary to produce one or more
new hypotheses to account for the anomaly, and, finally, these hypotheses need to be
evaluated so as to establish which one best satisfies the criteria for theory justification.
Hence, anomalies require a change in the theory, yet once the change is successfully made,
anomalies are no longer anomalous but in fact are now resolved. General strategies for
anomaly resolution, as well as for producing new ideas and for assessing theories, have
been studied by Darden (1991).
Empirical anomalies are not alone in generating impasses. The so-called conceptual
problems represent a particular form of anomaly. In addition, resolving conceptual
problems may involve satisfactorily answering questions about the nature of theoretical
entities. Nevertheless such conceptual problems do not arise directly from data, but from
the nature of the claims in the principles or in the hypotheses of the theory. It is far from
simple to identify a conceptual problem that requires a resolution, since, for example, a

conceptual problem concerns the adequacy or the ambiguity of a theory, and yet also its
incompleteness or (lack of) evidence. In Magnani (1997a) I present some examples derived
from the historical discovery of non-Euclidean geometries which illustrate the relationships
between strategies for anomaly resolution and explanatory and productive visual thinking:
the objective is to consider how visual thinking may be relevant to hypothesis formation
and scientific discovery and to explore the first epistemological and cognitive features of
what I call visual abduction. (2)
As Lakatos argues, in a mature theory with a history of useful consequences, it is generally
better to reject an anomalous conflicting report than it is to abandon the theory as a whole.
The cases in which we have to abandon a whole theory are very rare: a theory may be
considered as a complex information system in which there is a collection of cooperating
individual statements some of which are useful and more firmly held than others;
propositions that belong to the central core of a theory are more firmly held than those
which are located closer to the border, where instead rival hypotheses may coexist as
mutually incompatible alternatives.
Accumulating reports of empirical observations can help in deciding in favor of one
alternative over another. We have to remember that even without restoring consistency, an
inconsistent system can still produce useful information. Of course from the point of view
of classical logic we are compelled to derive any conclusion from inconsistent premises,
but in practice efficient proof procedures infer only "relevant" conclusions with varying
degrees of accessibility, as stated by the criteria of non-classical relevant entailment
(Anderson and Belnap, 1975).
We may conclude by asserting that contradiction, far from damaging a system, helps to
indicate regions in which it can be changed (and improved).
Contradiction has a preference for strong hypotheses which are more easily falsified than
weak ones; and moreover, hard hypotheses may more easily weakened than weak ones,
which prove difficult subsequently to strengthen. It is always better to produce mistakes
and then correct them than to make no progress at all. Let us now consider a kind of
"weak" hypothesis that is hard to negate and the ways for making it easy. In these cases the
subject can rationally decide to withdraw his hypotheses even in contexts where it is
impossible to find "explicit" contradictions; more than that, thanks to the new information
reached simply by finding this kind of negation, the subject is free to form new hypotheses.
There is a kind of negation, studied by researchers into logic programming, which I
consider to be very important also from the epistemological point of view: negation as
failure. (3) It is active as a "rational" process of withdrawing previously-imagined
hypotheses in everyday life, but also in certain subtle kinds of diagnostic and
epistemological settings. Contrasted with classical negation, with the double negation of
intuitionistic logic, and with the philosophical concept of Aufhebung, negation as failure
shows how a subject can decide to withdraw his hypotheses, while maintaining the
rationality of his reasoning, in contexts where it is impossible to find contradictions and
anomalies.
In (Magnani, 1991 e 1997b) I have explored whether negation as failure can be employed
to model hypothesis withdrawal in Poincare's conventionalism of the principles of physics,
showing how conventions can be motivationally abandoned.

Notes
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(1) Thagard proposes a very interesting computational account of scientific controversies in
terms of so-called explanatory coherence (Thagard, 1992), which improves on Lakatos'
classic one (1971). Levi's theory of suppositional reasoning is also related to the problem of
so-called "belief change" (1996).
(2) In Magnani et al. (1994) I describe the first features of a computational system (VASt)
able to model an image-based hypothesis generation (visual or iconic abduction) in
common sense reasoning, that I am extending to the field of scientific discovery.
(3) The links between negation as failure, completed data bases (Clark, 1978), and the
closed world assumption (Shepherdson, 1984, 1988) have been studied in great detail. A
survey can be found in Lloyd (1987).
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Peirce and cybernetics: retroduction, error and auto-poiesis
in future thinking1
Peirce e cibernética: retrodução, erro e autopoiesis no pensamento futuro
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Abstract: The aim of this paper is to connect Peirce’s logic of abduction
to the cybernetics of living systems. Living beings cannot be understood
through a causalistic epistemology, as they behave according to the
effects and not according to the causes. Cybernetics has analyzed the way
in which non-trivial machines (that is, machines being able to reproduce
themselves by correcting themselves) move through retroaction, or
feedback loop: at each step the system (effector) corrects the previous
step depending on how far the previous step goes with respect to a
possible equilibrium. The dynamics implies a possible inhibition of
excessive energy followed by a possible enhancement of insufficient
energy. Each of these conditions are errors that automatically correct
themselves reaching a temporary state of homeostasis. Self-correction
means that they must add to the output a “creative” additional impulse,
that is unique and unpredictable (or a new algorithm). The logic that is
capable to make sense of this dynamics is Peirce’s abduction, also called
retroduction, in that the inferential act retroacts on an incomprehensible
fact, an epistemological “error”, by inventing its cause. Thinking and
the auto-poiesis of living systems proceed on the same path, replacing
occasional strategies to atemporal universal causes. Abduction is the
evidence that it is possible to reach a condition of “knowledge” without
resorting to causality. The possibility that the “laws of nature”, (science
itself), may proceed in this way concludes the essay, by adding physicist
Lee Smolin’s notion of the “principle of precedence”, as inspired by
Peirce’s idea of the evolution of the laws of nature and their temporal,
that is, contingent, character.
Keywords: Abduction. Algorithm. Auto-poiesis. Chance. Connectionism.
Cybernetics. Effector. Effete mind. Error. Feedback loop. Guess-work.
Homeostasis. Kairòs. Laws of nature. Retroaction. Retroduction.
Resumo. O objetivo deste artigo é associar a lógica de abdução de Peirce
à cibernética de sistemas vivos. Sistemas vivos não podem ser entendidos
através de uma epistemologia causalista, pois se comportam conforme os
efeitos e não conforme as causas. A cibernética analisou o modo pelo qual
máquinas não triviais (ou seja, máquinas capazes de se reproduzirem
1
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por auto-correção) se movem através de retroação, ou circuito de retorno:
a cada etapa, o sistema (efetor) corrige a etapa anterior, dependendo de
até onde a etapa anterior pode ir em relação a um possível equilíbrio.
A dinâmica implica uma possível inibição da energia excessiva seguida
de um possível aumento da energia insuficiente. Cada uma dessas
condições é um erro que se corrige automaticamente, atingindo um
estado temporário de homeostase. A auto-correção significa que é preciso
adicionar à saída um impulso adicional “criativo” que seja singular e
imprevisível (ou um novo algoritmo). A lógica que é capaz de fazer sentido
dessa dinâmica é a abdução de Peirce, também chamada retrodução,
onde o ato inferencial retroage sobre um fato incompreensível, um
“erro” epistemológico, inventando sua causa. O pensar e a auto-poiesis
de sistemas vivos percorrem o mesmo caminho, substituindo estratégias
ocasionais por causas universais atemporais. A abdução é a evidência de
que é possível atingir uma condição de “conhecimento” sem apelar para
causalidade. A possibilidade que as “leis da natureza”, (a própria ciência)
possa seguir este caminho conclui o ensaio ao adicionar a noção do físico
Lee Smolin do “princípio de precedência”, conforme foi inspirado pela
ideia de Peirce da evolução das leis da natureza e seu caráter temporal,
ou seja, contingente.
Palavras-chave: Abdução. Algoritmo. Auto-poiesis. Acaso. Conexionismo.
Cibernética. Efetor. Mente esgotada. Erro. Circuito de retorno. Conjectura.
Homeostase. Kairòs. Leis da natureza. Retroação. Retrodução.

1 Introduction
One of Peirce’s main issues was: how to understand change in nature? The laws of
nature are indubitable. We can’t conceive of anything without a law or a rule, or a
regulating force. But how can laws make sense in the real, that is, the actual and
changing environment, if they are fixed and atemporal? There must be a faculty of
the mind or a logical modality that is able to relate itself to (or even to be merged
with) a dynamic context.
It is the purpose of my paper to show that Peirce recognizes that faculty of the
mind in abduction—also called retroduction in some early essays—and how it may
become an increasingly useful tool to understand change and self-regulation in both
natural and technological phenomena.
The epistemological model of the cause/effect relationship cannot fully
satisfy Peirce’s exigency to give an account of what he considers, beside the
method of science, to be part of the cognitive process, that is, habit and social (or
environmental) pressure. These basic elements of cognition can be re-read within
a frame of comprehension of phenomena that reproduce themselves, regulate and
correct themselves, whether they are living beings or physical events, or machines,
in one word within the paradigm of cybernetics.
I will start by using examples from cybernetic research and then will consider
abductive logic as a way to think of cybernetic phenomena.
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2 An example of cybernetic dynamics: Elsie
In the 1940s in Bristol, the neurophysiologist William Grey Walter, seeking to
understand the human brain, constructs an automatic robot which for the first time
doesn’t have the mere form of an automaton, like the Jacques de Vaucanson’s 18th
century duck or the 19th century flautist Innocenzo Manzetti, but it reproduces the
internal structure of movement, that is the dynamics of retroaction, which renders
the automaton a true automaton, a self-propelled entity. For the first time, cognitive
science seeks to reproduce the autonomy of movement, that doesn’t depend on
a predetermined mechanism (algorithm), but on the very same mechanism that
reacts with just the right amount of energy needed to continue movement. These
automatons aim to understand the dynamics of uncertainty and decisions, rather
than that of predetermined rational processing, that is not outside but inside the
“body” of action. Elsie (Electro-mechanical robot Light-Sensitive with Internal and
External stability) looks like a turtle and comes to be called machine speculatrix.
Following her comes Elmer and Cora, which, perfected, respond also to sounds and
are reconstructed on the foundations of Elsie.2
Elsie is phototropic, she responds to light, has photoelectric cells that “explore”
the environment, detects the light that attracts her until she is filled. The light actually
moves her (increasing heat) until the heat, once absorbed, no longer moves her.
She stops and cools and therefore has space to contain the light, which she seeks
by moving, and so forth. When the accumulator (the “stomach”) is full, her behavior
changes: she no longer seeks out light and she stops. In addition, when she meets
an obstacle, she doesn’t stop but begins to vibrate, as though she were looking for a
way around it. Sooner or later she is able to circumvent it, because slowing down and
ricocheting, she causes a positive feedback that increases momentum, or a negative
feedback that moderates it. Each direction she takes, each modulation of energy
(diminished or increased) is provoked by prior input (DE LATIL, 1957, p. 235).
It seems like a magnetic attraction moves her towards the light, but in effect it is
only a homeostatic dynamic: Elsie moves due to the transmission of energy and she
stops because of the overabundance of energy. Each of her actions is not determined
by a predetermined algorithm, but rather by the same movement that is an effect of
the previous movement: if it is too strong the movement diminishes, if it is too weak
the movement increases: each succeeding movement is therefore adjusted by the
previous movement and so on. This effect that produces each sequential movement,
the next action and resembles a decision (diminishes or increases energy) is called
the effector in cybernetics. It is the electronic version of the water mill: the water that
lowers the mill blade causes an upward thrust: a rotary movement which is autodetermined. The process in Elsie occurs through the transmission of energy and its
regulation, without the intervention of an outside energy.
Elsie is like a brain with two neurons (she has two motors, that is two regulation
valves). But already, Pierre De Latil—the scientific disseminator who in 1953 wrote
Introduction à la cybernétique: La Pensée artificielle—was aware that it wasn’t about
simulating the human brain (as were the intentions of the neurophysiologist Grey
2

Grey Walter and his tortoises at University of Bristol website. See the link in the
bibliographical references.
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Walter), but only to test a response which was automatic and “living” at the same
time, namely the capability for error and therefore for decision making (which is the
overcoming of uncertainty). The electronic turtle doesn’t share a common structure
with the human brain, it isn’t the hardware but rather, the software, and the fact that
they are both non-programmed machines that operate on internal feedback. It is
therefore its instability which procures for it a momentary equilibrium, and therefore
what makes it homeostatic.

Figure 1
Elsie’s movement as highlighted by the photograph demonstrates a zigzag,
explorative and uncertain pattern of movement.3

Figure 2
Pierre De Latil’s effector diagram. According to the effect, the disturbing element
is adjusted by the correcting element.

Therefore, if a machine is also capable of uncertainty and decision making, the
human brain can also operate without resorting to “consciousness,” “metaphysics,”
“rationality.” We learn from Charles Sanders Peirce how intelligence is sought in the
immediate, pragmatic, explorative relationship with the environment and therefore
manifests according to challenges presented by the environment itself. The cognitive
act contains the environment, as it contains an ability for thought which is in the
body (ANTOMARINI, 2012, p. 51).
3
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The automatic dynamic analyzed by the first cybernetic, then expanded by
the next generation, to that of living systems, is that intelligence is common to
machines and to living beings: each is auto-determined in the continuous correction
of its own reactions, through the effectors which counterbalance, change a linear
direction (with oscillating or circular movements, that is, they change direction or
correct possible errors), they refuse a stimulus if it is destabilizing, they reinforce
that which is stabilizing, an intelligence that expresses itself when it detects an
alteration, an “error” to correct. Without that alarm, there is no intelligence. Elsie is
like smoke for an alarm that lets out foam when it is under pressure: no need for
instructions, a priori algorithms, or central processors. Human mental processes are
not reproduced by Elsie, Elsie is, however, their material manifestation (DE LATIL,
1957, p. 42), emancipating epistemological research from the old idea of rationality.
Human intelligence manifests itself when we drive a car and the hand, little
by little, follows the information of the steering wheel, which follows information
from the wheels, which follows the information from the flow of petrol which varies
according to the curves of the road. We are a kybernetès (the pilot inside the boat)
a man-machine complex. It isn’t the driver who moves the car from outside, it is
the car that suggests the action, which is the effect of one of the causes (excess or
defect) (DE LATIL, 1957, p. 48).
The same dynamic, evolved as an always more complex retroactive machine,
becomes analyzable on the epistemological level, as abductive thinking.

3 Abductive logic
“How am I able to obey a rule?”—if this is not a
question about causes, then it is about the justification
for my following the rule in the way I do.
If I have exhausted the justifications I have reached
bedrock, and my spade is turned. Then I am inclined
to say: “This is simply what I do.”
(WITTGENSTEIN, § 217, 85c).

If “nature” keeps itself in balance—though unstable and modifiable—evidently what
is necessary is not a fixed law, but algorithms which are constantly modifiable,
internal and self-produced and self-sufficient in procuring a provisional homeostatic
state; therefore, the causal epistemological structure is not a sufficient explanation,
if it is able to only produce “initial” causes (but in order to be “initial” they must be
in turn produced, imagined, therefore abstracted from the continuum that does not
have initial conditions).
Nor does the concept of “effect,” which derives mechanically from the cause,
explain the effector which is something completely other than passive and predetermined, but rather it is that which in the real world substitutes the cause. The
real world, in fact, is a dynamic reality, made of events, processes, passages, transcategorical crossings, necessary through the constant retroaction that never results
from the same causes and which modifies the conditions of possibility of the effects.
We need to formalize another kind of thought. A precursor to this new model is
Cognitio, São Paulo, v. 18, n. 2, p. 187-204, jul./dez. 2017
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Charles Sanders Peirce who in various passages in a range of articles and diverse
forms defines a type of reasoning he calls retroduction or abduction (this second
term comes from the Latin translation of the Aristotelian term apagoghè, even if it
is not the same thing, but only one of the possibilities of abductive expression, as
we will see).
Let us revisit one of these passages in order to reread retroduction as a
cybernetic instrument. In the essay Abduction and Induction, Peirce begins to
define the specifics of abductive inference:
The surprising fact, C, is observed;
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course,
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.
Thus, A cannot be abductively inferred, or if you
prefer the expression, cannot be abductively
conjectured until its entire content is already present
in the premise, “If A were true, C would be a matter
of course”

(PEIRCE, 1955, p. 151-152).
I seem to find the explanation of C (a fact that lacks explanation, or any predetermined algorithm, an effect without a cause) in a hypothesis that has itself to
be confirmed, and that might be confirmed by turning C into a matter of fact: I
see smoke in the room. I can’t find the cause. If I imagine that someone cooked
a steak in it, and I take it for true, the smoke would be a matter of fact. The truth
does not concern C so much, as it does the scenario that can transform my anxiety
into confidence. My inferential activity retroacts on the missing cause, turning the
puzzle into fact. What we call ‘fact’ is neither theory-free nor theory-laden. It is
“posed,” relying exclusively on an effect and on my thoughts. I might have different
scenarios, different conclusions/retroactions: I open the window, call the firefighters,
I eat the steak, go to the Turkish bath […] Each of these actions is an effector which
is consequence of the effect/surprising fact/effector.
In the Cambridge Lectures on Reasoning and the Logic of Things, Peirce uses
a variant in the definition:
Anything of the nature of M would have the character P, taken
haphazard;
S has the character of P
.·. Provisionally, we may suppose S to be of the nature of M.
(RLT 140).

Here, more clearly, the solution to the puzzle is at the same time M (inexplicable
fact) and S, which is not a cause, because M is not inductively produced by S, “unless”
we associate them analogically, or unduly, or hypothetically, or “haphazard”, apply
the properties of S to M. There is not S as hypothetical truth but M as new fact: the
new fact consists in a new entity that has both known and unknown characteristics.
Peirce calls this scheme the second figure of reasoning, preceded by
deduction and followed by induction. It is an analogical reasoning, which lacks
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every probability, not only in the conclusion, but also in the way of thinking (RLT
141-142).
Everything we can say about what is happening is what we need to do, in
order to make a decision or choice. Before an unexpected and incomprehensible
event, we cannot reason ad infinitum, we cannot wait to accumulate a sufficient
quantity of data to stabilize the probability to some degree, nor can we seek help
in universal categories.4
Here is a bare particular without a universal. Guided by the “economy of
research” we can test a hypothesis “at any given stage,” and we hold it as long as
the facts allow. In the absence of probability we put faith in the suggestions our
mind finds anywhere, in other similar facts. The hypothetical therefore can diminish
through the addition of clues, or remain as such, but in any case, it is not necessarily
a phase that tends towards induction or deduction (as it may seem in Luciana Parisi’s
reading, 2016, p. 478). It can be sufficient to itself, if the effects do not require
further clarification. Or it may simply be nullified, once they are redundant at the
conclusion (based on further clues). Or, as in the case of the elaboration of a dream
or in a work of art, it may remain as a signifier that can activate a number of other
signifiers (to paraphrase Kant on the aesthetic analogical thought).
Now, if there is no starting point, from where can we begin researching
S? Why do we take one suggestion over another? Given that things occur in a
dynamic environment, this thought also needs to be dynamic, it is as mental as
physiological-unconscious, and it is certainly a perceptual judgment, that responds
to the environment while it accepts it and corrects it: if the solicitation is directed
towards an excess (smoke is more similar to a fire) abductive inference will have
to anticipate a negative feedback; if it is directed towards a defect (the smoke is the
steam in a Turkish bath) it will anticipate a positive feedback.
Peirce calls this activity guess-work (a conclusion without a premise, a firstness,
pure quality and possibility), a disposition of producing not a truth but an invention, a
scenario that describes that which is happening independently from its truth. Instead
of looking for confirmation, I go forward, I proceed as an effector, until my hypothesis
is sufficient to the effects, until another suggestion corrects the possible error that it
shows itself to be, which in turn can be corrected by another suggestion and so on.
That is, there is no truth that is not a correction of an error.
The properties that cause me to associate the unknown fact with another
known fact are haphazard and applied by chance to M. Therefore, I can arrive also
at inventing a solution to the enigma myself in ways that can rely on few clues or
even no clues. The intermediary premise, that should connect the missing premise
(the inexplicable fact) to the conclusion, is introduced by the “unless,” a diminution
of doubt. For this Peirce traces the term abduction from the literal translation of
Aristotelian apagoghè (RLT 140) which is only one of the possibilities of abduction,
or the modus tollens, an elimination that can open up fantastical premises: if P
therefore Q, but not P and therefore not Q, that is they eliminate the cause and
therefore open the possibility of abductions in the Peircean sense.
To recapitulate, the dynamic of the retroaction, which explains the beginning
of things, in their spontaneous movement, and the dynamic of retroduction, which
4

See: HP 2:898-899.
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explains the spontaneous movement of thought, are in reciprocal systemic relation
and use these same instruments:
• Error as a push towards comprehension (towards correction, towards
movement).
• A procedural modality which modifies itself step by step, at each phase.
• The solution strategies, that are not found in the available data, that is,
they do not emerge from data but require going further, making use of
a solution that did not exist before.
• The provisional nature of the conclusion, expressed by the implication:
“and so on…”
• The automatism (it is a fast, unconscious reasoning, a guessing power)
simultaneous with its creativity (in the retroaction, the effector finds
correction strategies not in the causes, but in its own process).
• The anticipation, that is the guess-work of a stratagem of perspectival
action.
• The effector, which takes it upon itself to resolve and to maintain
(homeostatically, that is, sufficiently) the solution.
• The “active” way, meaning acting continually on the cause (anticipating
and correcting errors).
• The fact that the cause depends on the effect. The reasoning occurs
based on what the effect (effector) is able to excogitate.
• The fact that the effect/effector precedes the cause. The sense of “retro”
in both cases indicates a change in the perturbing element with a
corrective element, manipulating and therefore identifying the cause
due to manipulation.
This is what we call a cybernetic model of the conscience: the cause is substituted
by an invented scenario (a possible theater that describes the event), automatic
(in the sense that it depends on nothing rational), that in turn (as effector) causes
the behavior and the action (and this is of course the basis of pragmatism). The
auto-correction does not guarantee movement towards a certainty, but only allows
acceptable effects (plausible or advantageous, or pleasant, or sufficient, etc.). And
even if one receives confirmation of the validity of the hypothesis, the correction
remains as an ongoing possibility, a suspension of every pretense of certainty.
Schematically, here below, we reproduce the diverse relation between the
terms that come from the three diverging forms of reason: deduction relies on a
universal—and therefore defines a way of thinking that is turned towards the past;
induction relies on the discovery of a universal—and therefore pretends to have
one, until its eventual falsification; in retroduction the universal (cause, law, a priori)
is completely redundant. Linguistically, deduction defines a common meaning to
every particular event; induction finds a probable meaning; retroduction may even
rely on improbable meaning, which, not having data upon which to apply itself, is
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a purely logical intentionality, a signifier which auto-legitimates through the chain
of signifiers it opens, or the effects it produces. According to Luciana Parisi the type
of meaning implicated in a non-a-priori and explorative algorithmic research, is a
type of index continuous with the meaning to which it refers; an index that “points,
here and now” at a signifier which is not other than the signified, but supports it and
transfers it in other signifiers (PARISI, 2012, p. 14).
DEDUCTION

INDUCTION

ABDUCTION

A particular confirmed by
a universal (cause, law…)

A particular which is
the result of a universal
(probable)

A particular which has no
universal but rather, clues

cause/effect

effect/cause

effector/effector/
effector/effector

S/s

s/S

s/s/s/s/s…

Abduction suggests—rather than a meaning—an ability to anticipate a
reaction and correct it or embrace it, independently of inductive data, an autopoietic interpretant, which is also a natural physiological tendency to prepare future
interpretants (BRIER, 2008a, p. 54, and ANTOMARINI, 2012, p. 89). This triadic logic
is composed of a truth-table of three-valued connectives: T, F, L: true, false, limit,
where the limit is precisely the passage to the other than given (See: MS 339, also
NEGARESTANI, 2012, p. 289).
The concept of limit can be read as a signifier that can be neither true nor
false, and implies the secondary character of true/false, not because it eliminates the
distinction but because it is fluid, valid in its doing and undoing.
From this premise Luciana Parisi reformulates the abduction as an “experimental”
or “interactive” algorithm (PARISI 2012, p. 15, and passim) which learns as it forms
and uses errors and contingencies as potential sources of new solutions. The action/
anticipation is regulated -it does follow an algorithmic rule—but in the sense that it
is auto-regulated, auto-poietic, free from a priori premises. This dynamic—inspired
by Peirce and applied by Parisi—comes to be acknowledged by Katherine Hayles
and further reformulated: non-conscious cognition is conceived as thinking and
solving problems in a way that is intuitive in the sense that it uses associations rather
than connections, namely:
Data environments are the milieus out of which cognitive
assemblages are formed and through which they are able to
create new concepts via experimental axiomatics, which in turn
change the rules governing how data are processed, which
feed back into the cognitive assemblages to transform how they
operate (HAYLES, 2017, p. 192).

Retroduction lacks, or rather doesn’t need, recourse to the cause or to the
law of deduction, because “to know” is unnecessary (in the sense of understanding
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a “hidden” meaning). What is necessary is rather the need to attenuate (negative
feedback) the error of certainty and of ignorance, to avoid namely an excess of
mental energy (certainty) which provokes the error of the fixity of things (which are
in reality always in process and never static objects), or a defect of mental energy
(which provokes the absence of exploration and namely the absence of novelty).
This epistemological structure presupposes that things exist as an infinitely divisible
continuum and therefore can only be understood in their particularity-reticularity
in respect to other particular things. Consciousness is the construction of scenes
projected in a future where hypothesis, event and behaviors coincide.
Peirce uses the example of Mars, a planet that does not seem to fit any of
the Keplerian orbits, unless Kepler does not suppose that it behaves a bit like the
objects that move in ellipses:
Kepler did not conclude from this that the orbit really was an
ellipse; but it did incline him to that idea so much as for him
to decide to undertake to ascertain whether virtual predictions
about the latitudes and parallaxes based on this hypothesis
would be verified or not. This probational adoption of the
hypothesis was an Abduction. An Abduction is Originary
in respect to being the only kind of argument which starts a
new idea. (CP 2.96).

Other examples can be found in science, such as Maxwell’s discovery of
electromagnetic waves, guided by the analogy of these “waves” to those in water.
The electromagnetic power didn’t have a theory, unless it resembled waves that
move in water. Therefore, hypothesizing an “imaginary fluid” that moves air wave,
might the phenomenon make sense:
By referring everything to a purely geometrical idea of the
motion of an imaginary fluid, I hope to attain generality and
precision, and to avoid the danger arising from a premature
theory to explain the cause of the phenomena. (MAXWELL,
1890, p. 159).

The imaginary fluid, air waves like water waves, was a retroaction that acted
on the unknown cause, correcting its possible fallacies, itself being a fallacy, but
without which Maxwell wouldn’t have made any discovery.
The same trend can be observed in the discovery of the Higgs particle, first
hypothesized as an abductive scenario and then discovered experimentally. In the
same conditions of abductive hypothesis one finds concepts such as dark matter, the
barion Xi, gravitational waves (currently undergoing experimentation) and others.
To know is an action of error correction, it is not the opposite of error but
the dynamic use of it. It is error that lays out the background upon which the
exploration happens and never ends. There is no knowing subject and knowable
object, but only the continuing processes of auto-poiesis and self-correction,
which are revealed through other processes, in continuous, reciprocal coincidence
and discrepancy.
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On the other hand, if the interaction between systems is not chaotic or left
to chance, it is because there is this anti-chance factor that is the effector, and
which procures a telos for each concluded action (provisionally). This projection,
anticipation of the future is the telos “which is much more probable than if it had
been left to chance” (DE LATIL, 1957, p. 132). Between general design (mental) and
chance (blind reaction to external stimuli) there is a third possibility: the internal
(embodied, enactive) constitution of the effector.

4 What corrects an error can be only an error
The constructive power of error (“It is the existence of feedback in living organism
that gives error its constructive power”, DE LATIL, 1957, p. 112) not only an
aesthetic value (as in Sklovsky’s Tolstojian declaration: the energy of the error)
but an empirically testable hypothesis, which in turn modifies the very definition
of error.
As opposed to the Newtonian and modern physics model of a universe in
which “everything happened precisely according to law, a compact, tightly organized
universe in which the whole future depends strictly upon the whole past” (WIENER,
1989, p. 7), according to this paradigm a state is in continuous modification and
the uniformity determined by a measurable initial condition is only the selection of
a moment which is a break with the past, therefore not compact nor measurable
except as a statistical distribution (WIENER, 1989, p. 8).
There is an active intervention by the observer (DE LATIL, 1957, p. 237) who
chooses an object as if it were an isolated entity but he or she understands it as such
because it is part of his or her auto-poietic system. In the dynamic of retroaction,
every object is “organic” to its environment and each organism is integrated with
that which it perceives. Elsie is the evidence of it.
The slowness of human retroaction—in respect to that of retroactive machines,
or non-trivial machines as von Foerster called them, from the steam engine to the
computer—is balanced by the simultaneous use of diverse neuronal areas that
amplify the possibilities of anticipation and therefore the correction of past errors
or the prevention of future errors. For example: in going down stairs, the body
moves forwards and backwards in order to maintain its perpendicular position on
the ground thanks to touch (to feel the ground at your feet, with the vibrations
from the shoes), at the sight (fore-seeing): diverse systems in reciprocal exchange
of information that adapt the body to circumstances and anticipate, retroduct to
possible errors. The robots are learning it now, but with great difficulty.
To anticipate, to explore (imagine and experiment before actually having to
react) is one of Elsie’s characteristics which has developed tremendously in human
animals, which have a greater intelligence in absence of (or before) an object (DE
LATIL, 1957, p. 271).
That we use errors as a possibility to be provisionally discarded and kept
“on hold” is also the premise of Connectionism, or Parallel Distributed Processing
(PDP), introduced by Rumelhart and McLelland et al. in the 1970s and 1980s. The
simulation does not concern the neuronal structure but its dynamic “software.”
Neural Networks hypothesize how neuronal connections work.
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Figure 3
The old model: input > process > output is substituted in Artificial Life with that
of cybernetics (although the disciplinary connection between these fields of
research still seems problematic (Froese)):

Figure 4

In the two models (cybernetic and neurological) the processor is not a center
from which a rule-algorithm is produced as a decision but a field of continuous
elaboration modified by the output/effectors that retroact upon the input: if I move
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forward onto a suddenly deserted terrain, I begin to make a scenario in which,
effectively, I am in a desert, but I leave this scenario in my head depending on
how the next steps that I take either reinforce or inhibit my output. My thoughts
do not react blindly, but they anticipate —thanks to changeable scenarios with
slight modifications in the weight of the synaptic connections—a possible action of
auto-protection or adjustment of the pull (strengthened or inhibited over time). The
modifiability, flexibility and therefore slowness of the system implies that uncertainty,
exploration, fallibility, invention of explanatory and provisional scenes, which are
part of the power of “human” thought but which, ultimately, are automatic. They are
the evolutionary heirs of retroaction, of the effector, of the feedback loop at work in
all of the non-trivial machines and natural phenomenon of auto-poiesis.

5 Knowledge in time
A consequence of this epistemological structure is the necessity of thinking of laws
as temporal, that is, able to avoid explanations that exclude the temporality intrinsic
in both the cognitive agent and the effector. If the effector is to extend the possibility
of other effectors (effectors in their own turn), we lack a meta-theory. One of the few
scholars to test this idea of evolving laws of nature is the theoretical physicist Lee
Smolin, who, in the 2014 book Time Reborn. From the Crisis of Physics to the Future of
the Universe, takes quantum mechanics as a model of reference for its hypothesis: its
area of research demonstrates that having a both successful and incomplete theory is
possible (SMOLIN, 2014, p. 140-141) and depends on the working procedures which
search different algorithms for diverse experimental results. It is as if every experiment
had a different law, which is then generalized in a statistical quantification.
This depends on the fact that we can imagine what is happening in time but
we cannot imagine the “moment by moment” phenomenon and we proceed without
a principle of individuation or sufficient reason. Every experiment may suggest an
arbitrary, that is a “free” result. But a set of experiments (collected in a system) shows
that in the long run there is a regularization of the arbitrariness. As general systems
theory has shown, a complex system has laws which are irreducible to those that
govern its members and each complex system cannot in any case attribute those
specific laws to a totally predictable atemporality that is applicable in each single
case. A result is always a “choice” that acts as an effector, that is as an occasion for
other effects. It is as if there were a (not a priori) “cause” distributed ad infinitum
in each of the “things” that change it in time, according to (contingent) motives of
(positive or negative) feedback. And provided that there may be foreseeable cases,
they may be so only on condition that their experimental repetition is “sufficient”.
Without this test—empirical, finite and contingent—there could be no prediction.
This is what Smolin calls the “principle of precedence (SMOLIN, 2014, p. 146, and
ff.). To explain the regularity of certain phenomena, we have invented something
like a ‘universal law’, but actually there is no need for it. “But to explain these cases,
we actually need much less than a timeless law. We could get by with something
much weaker…” (SMOLIN, 2014, p. 146), namely a principle derived from the
repetition of tests that have yielded similar results.
It is not a coincidence that Smolin cites Peirce, like a rare case of considering
the law as non-atemporal: “All things have a tendency to take habits” (EP 1:277 apud
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SMOLIN, 2014, p. 147). Every “real object” is an aggregate which has constructed
itself thanks to the tendency to form aggregates, “acting as on a former occasion
than otherwise” (ib). The tendency, or habit, of forming aggregates (in symbiotic or
physical forms) results in new systems formed according to the previous (contingent)
results, and it implies that the law itself (since the complex aggregate-system
cannot be reduced to its simple elements) is a habit that changes according to the
evolution of things (Cf. BRIER, 2008a, p. 39, and passim). This attitude which was
lost in modernity, was, however, present in the tradition of mechanical craftsmen or
“practical mechanics.”
For example, in the 17th century the chemist Robert Boyle, who was defined
as a mechanical philosopher, maintained that “natural law” did not mean that matter
responds to the law in the same sense that a citizen responds to a civil law. A natural
law is a “custom of nature,” contingent in any case (SHAPIN, 1994, p. 331), because
there are too many variations in reality and therefore a scientific conclusion needs to
be just “good enough” (SHAPIN, 1994, p. 311), because there are practical decisions
based on a certain level of precision, namely that level of exactness that we expect
is sufficient to decide.
Along this path of experimental cognition, the “things” are auto-poietic
(cybernetic, automatic, but not chaotic) systems endowed with a free intelligence:
free not only from the constructions of rationality, but also free to produce algorithms
a posteriori, simultaneous with the aggregate/system that is being formed. Smolin
takes from Peirce the idea that this is the only way to understand dynamic nature,
whose future is, as a matter of fact, open in a way that the future may not resemble
the past and is therefore ‘free’ from it (SMOLIN, 2014, p.147).
What Newton introduced as a universal law is only an algorithm created by
a collection of past outcomes (without repetitions or experiments, no law. Perhaps
this explains how it often happens that they find first the theoretical object and
then they confirm its existence through experimentation? Maybe the theorist makes
thought-experiments that catch the temporal self-making of the object of research?),
an algorithm that catches the behavior of the real object stochastically, giving it a
beginning and an end. In this sense, just as Elsie is “free” to move and decide, each
thing has an arbitrariness to create its own rules. Here “free” means: without reason,
contingent, occasional. The concept of law is reduced to occasion: the Greek aitìa
(cause) becomes kairòs (the right moment, or a chance).
Peirce in regard to this:
As for retroduction, it is itself an experiment. A retroductive
research is an experimental research; and when we look upon
Induction and Deduction from the point of view of Experiment
and Observation, we are merely tracing in those types of
reasoning their affinity to Retroduction. […] The hypothesis, as
the Frenchman says, c’est plus fort que moi. It is irresistible; it is
imperative. (RLT 170; CP 5.581).

Therefore “there’s more to how any small system unfolds than could be captured,
than in any deterministic or algorithmic framework” (SMOLIN, 2014, p. 149). And: “As
new states arise in nature, new laws evolve to guide them” (SMOLIN, 2014, p. 153).
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Now the problem is: is a qualitative algorithm conceivable, which forms and
disperses along with the evolution of its elements, without fixing itself in a numerical
value that determines it according to truth-values?
Let’s once again take up the abductive structure of thought: something happens
that has no apparent cause (and if we look for it, we find an occasional reason, not
a universal law), but in any case, it provokes an effect (that is an effector) on the
mind that improvises (anticipates) a scenario, independently of the truth-values. The
mind shows to be capable of thinking in absence of cause. The scenario replaces the
cause becoming the effector of action and behavior. It retroacts on the event giving
it meaning, and the meaning evolves together with the event and the action that it
has provoked (as effector).
Instead of thinking through the past (the cause) we think through the future
(the effector). And “true” means testable, and testable is common to the mind and
to nature, as both tend to pick up habits: Peirce said that though in certain cases
phenomena arrived at their full evolution (the habit is completed), like for instance
the law of gravity, in other cases: “we find plasticity and evolution still at work. The
most plastic of all things is the human mind, and next after that comes the organic
world, the world of protoplasm” (PEIRCE, 1992, p. 241; CP 7.515).
The uniformity that is, in fact, required of a law of nature will be never
precise. By way of example let’s think of the pattern of cellular evolution, and how
now we add to it the singularity of technological evolution, that is, the effector that
accelerates (or compromises) biological evolution itself.
In this case a law is put into place “… not to be obeyed precisely. It makes
an element of indeterminacy, spontaneity, or absolute chance in nature” (PEIRCE,
1955, p. 318).
And as the lack of precision can be due to errors of observation, so we must
assume that there may be also a “swerving of the facts from any definite formula”
(idem), or else for example cataclysms that change the laws of nature, or viruses
that modify DNA.
The habits of things are what become physical laws, as if things had an
“effete mind” (PEIRCE, 1955, p. 322). Laws are expanded habits, gentle forces, living
realities (PEIRCE, 1955, p. 248).
This “effete mind” is in all things, to the extent that they belong to an autopoiesis system; therefore any cognitive action—including the experiments and
hypotheses of science—results from this omni-pervasive mind that doesn’t reproduce
things in simulated forms, doesn’t mimic the phenomena of the “real” world (the
experiments of Galileo were analogue models, taken as fractals of real phenomena)
but inserts itself into the real, with theoretical models that do not have empirical
equivalents, but serve to understand pure relations, like computer experiments and
artificial data: “They are everywhere and nowhere” (KELLER, 2002, p. 200-209).
They can be sub-atomic particles isolated and emptied of “noise,” as they
could not exist in the real world. They can be cellular automata, that have nothing in
common with organic cells (since they are discrete entities) but serve to understand
how a cell modifies and adapts to other cells to constitute itself in a symbiotic
system. This is not a question of representing but of expanding the possibilities
of reality: “An alternate reality” (KELLER, 2002, p. 202), built upon a succession of
experiments that things make themselves with themselves. The data are real entities,
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but not imitations of other entities: they are not “given” at all if not in the moment
of their being conceived and made.
Now the possibility to work with enormous amounts of data, or even with
the total amount of data, can reduce the necessity of a theory, but it also changes
the definition of “experiment” and “simulation”: they do not replicate but they are
creative scenarios that work in a double direction: either they are hypotheses of
how real phenomena work “ideally” (they reproduce their effects, through the
‘discovery’ of their causes, though these remain hypothetical) or they expand the
real phenomena into a space that is simply invented (though effective, producing
effects, and in the end, possible effectors).

6 A tentative conclusion
In view of a new approach to cybernetics as a way to unify living and mechanical
phenomena, which are a matter of fact within the singularity of technological
developments, Peirce offers the great tool of abduction to explain the cybernetic
phenomenon of feedback loop. Whereas retroaction is the faculty to modify the
direction of events, retroduction has a similar power of manipulating the cause,
depriving it of its authority. In both cases, the power does not mean “control,”
but mutual adjustment with environmental challenges. In this cognitive model
the origin of the movement is not its cause, but it is the error—the excess or the
defect—that provokes the need for correction, and the invention of a strategy
that avoids the repetition of that excess or defect. Without error we do would
not arrive at an efficient conclusion, we could not complete a single correct
action. And this true for free agents, living beings, as well as cybernetic machines.
Abduction introduces an idea of knowledge that doesn’t use laws, but automodifiable algorithms, that are in systemic relation with the environment and do
not claim to be the only possible explanation. Each abductive scenario, remaining
hypothetical, allows for others that, although they are mutually exclusive, may
lead to equally effective conclusions.
Abduction emancipates from the need to collect all data, or an enormous
quantity of signs, details and clues. It (the firstness of the qualia) claims to explain
the particular and is called upon to signify a particular sequence (of effectors). As
opposed to a classical or modern model, the abductive model is pluralistic. Let us
imagine diverse Sherlock Holmes with diverse hypotheses, set into action by a single
inexplicable fact. If the retroaction provoked by the diverse scenarios converges in
similar effective behaviors (anticipation and feedback), it becomes irrelevant to state
which hypothesis is true. One fact is essentially the reconstruction of its process that
can happen in many ways (based on guess-work). It is a pluralistic model in the
sense that the “theory” is the (temporary) convergence of diverse hypotheses. This
notion of convergence is the same that Peirce uses to save science from relativism
(many theories for the same fact). But it also saves it from the misunderstanding of
the correspondence theory-facts: an (evolutionary) law of nature must also be a law
of errors.
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Defending Abduction
llkka Niiniluotot
Universityof Helsinki

Charles S. Peirce argued that, besides deduction and induction, there is a third mode
of inferencewhich he called "hypothesis"or "abduction."He characterizedabduction
as reasoning"fromeffect to cause," and as "the operationof adopting an explanatory
hypothesis."Peirce'sideas about abduction,which arerelatedalso to historicallyearlier
accounts of heuristicreasoning (the method of analysis), have been seen as providing
a logic of scientificdiscovery.Alternatively,abductionis interpretedas giving reasons
for pursuing a hypothesis. Inferenceto the best explanation (IBE) has also been regarded as an importantmode of justification,both in everydaylife, detective stories,
and science. In particular,scientific realism has been defended by an abductive nomiracle argument(Smart, Putnam, Boyd), while the critics of realismhave attempted
to show that this appealto abductionis question-begging,circular,or incoherent(Fine,
Laudan, van Fraassen). This paper approachesthese issues by distinguishingweaker
and strongerforms of abduction,and by showing how these types of inferencescan be
given Peirceanand Bayesianprobabilisticreconstructions.

1. Peirce on Abduction.Charles S. Peirce made a distinction between
three modes of scientific reasoning already in his Harvard Lectures
during the spring of 1865. Startingfrom Aristotle's doctrine of induction as the inference of the major premise of a syllogism (of the first
figure),Peirce observed that there is "a large class of reasonings"that
are neitherdeductivenor inductive:reasoninga posteriorito a physical
hypothesis, or inference of a cause from its effect (W 1: 180). This
reasoning, which Peirce called Hypothesis, can be representedas the
inferenceof the minorpremiseof a syllogism.BesidesAristotle,Peirce's
inspiration and the term 'hypothesis' came from the 1800 edition of
Immanuel Kant's Logic (W 1: 451). This classification of inferences
was elaborated in Peirce's Lowell Lectures in the fall of 1866, and
published in the next year. In Peirce's series for Popular Scientific
tDepartment of Philosophy, P.O. Box 24, 00014 University of Helsinki, Finland;
e-mail:ilkka.niiniluoto@helsinki.fi.
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Monthly ten years later, this distinction was presented in the article
"Deduction, Induction, and Hypothesis" (1878).
Peirce illustratedthe two ways of invertingdeductiveargumentsby
the following example with a Barbara syllogism (in the first figure).
Deductionis an inferenceof a result from a rule and a case:
(1) Rule. All the beans from this bag are white.
Case. These beans are from this bag.
.,. Result. These beans are white.
Inductionis the inferenceof the rule from the case and result:
(2) These beans are from this bag.
These beans are white.
.,. All the beans from this bag are white.
Hypothesisis the inferenceof the case from the rule and result:
(3) All the beans from this bag are white.
These beans are white.
.,. These beans are from this bag. (W 3: 325; CP 2.623)
A typical example of Hypothesis in the sense of (3) has thus the following logical form:
(4) Given the law Vx(Fx --*Gx),

from Ga infer Fa.
Already in the HarvardLectures 1865, Peircemade it perfectlyclear
that Hypothesis is an inference to an explanation:

We find that light gives certain peculiar fringes. Required an explanation of the fact. We reflect that ether waves would give the
same fringes.We have thereforeonly to suppose that light is ether
waves and the marvel is explained.(W 1: 267)
In the Lowell Lectures 1866, Peirce says that Hypothesis is the inversion of the correspondingexplainingsyllogismwhich typically has the
structure (1) (W 1: 428, 425, 440, 452). Here Peirce formulated the
subsumptiontheory of explanation, earlier advocated by John Stuart
Mill in the 1840s and later made precise by Carl G. Hempel in the
1940s (see Niiniluoto 1993).
Inspired by John Venn's The Logic of Chance(1866), Peirce formulated induction, hypothesis, and analogy as probable argumentsin
i.e., the pro1867, whereprobabilityis interpretedas a truth-frequency,
portion of cases in which an argument"carriestruth with it." In 1878,
he formulatedprobabilisticversions of the Barbarasyllogism (1) and
its inversions by replacing the universal rule 'All the beans from this
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bag are white' with a statistical generalization'Most of the beans in
this bag are white' (CP 2.508-516, 2.627). In this situation, we might
characterizeHypothesis as an inferencefrom an effect to its probabilistic or statisticalcause.
The article "A Theory of Probable Inference"(1883) gives several
models of probable and statistical deduction from a statistical premise.

Here 'deduction'means inferencefrom a population to a sample, and
is not necessarily truth-preserving.Peirce was again explicit in reasserting his earlier view that Inductions and Hypotheses, as the two
forms of "ampliativereasoning,"are "inferencesfrom the conclusion
and one premissof a statisticalsyllogism to the other premiss,"and in
the case of Hypothesis, "this syllogism is called the explanation."Indeed, Peirce repeated, "we commonly say that the hypothesis is
adopted for the sake of the explanation," and a statistical syllogism
"may be conveniently termed the explanatory syllogism" (CP 2.716717). Here Peirce anticipated Hempel's 1962 model of inductiveprobabilisticexplanation(see Niiniluoto 1993).
One of Peirce's formulations of Hypothesis in the 1883 article is
given by:
(5) a has the numerousmarks G, G,' G", etc.
b has the proportion r of the marks G, G', G",etc.
Hence, probably and approximately,b has an r-likenessto a.
Here a has an r-likenessto b if the proportion of the sharedproperties
of a and b is r; hence, r = 1 if a and b are completely similar.Thus,
(5) is a probabilisticformulation of inferenceby analogy, based upon
a kind of enumerativeinduction of charactersor qualities instead of
things (CP 2.706).1
In his Cambridge Lectures of 1898, Peirce said that induction is
"probablereasoning in the third figure";this is what Aristotle called
epagoge (Peirce 1992, 139).2 Hypothesis, abduction, or retroduction,

on the other hand, is "probablereasoning in the second figure."This
is what Aristotle called apagoge-often understood as indirectproof.
Its generalform is
(6) If j were true, t, i', i" would follow as miscellaneous consequences. But t, i', i" are in fact true.

.,. Provisionally,we may suppose that ,uis true.
1. This idea of analogy was anticipatedby J.S. Mill; see Niiniluoto 1988. Levi (1995,
85) suggeststhat this inferenceis identicalto what Peircecalled "qualitativeinduction"
in 1905.
2. In recent work in ArtificialIntelligence,abductionhas been generalizedto pictorial
representations,i.e., inferencesto visualnon-sententialhypothesesthat are ableto "produce" given data (see Thagard and Shelley 1997). For abduction and Al, see also
Aliceda-Llera1997.
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(Peirce 1992, 140.) It is also called "adopting a hypothesisfor the sake
of its explanationof known facts."
In his papers in 1901-03, Peirce defined inductionin a new way as
"the operation of testing a hypothesisby experiment"(CP 6.526). This
is in harmony with the hypothetico-deductive(HD) model of scientific
inference,but Peirce did not restricthis interestto cases where the test
evidenceis logically entailedby the hypothesis(cf. Niiniluoto and Tuomela 1973), and did not deny that there is a process of reasoningto a
hypothesis. By abductionor retroductionhe meant an "inferentialstep"
which is "the first starting of a hypothesis and the entertainingof it,
whether as a simple interrogationor with any degree of confidence"
(CP 6.525). Thus abduction consists in "studyingfacts and devising a
theory to explain them" (CP 5.145). The general form of this "operation of adopting an explanatoryhypothesis"is this:
(7) The surprisingfact C is observed;
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course,
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.
(CP 5.189). This schema shows how a hypothesis can be "abductively
conjectured"if it accounts "for the facts or some of them".
Schema (7) is more generalthan the inference(4), since it is not any
more restrictedto any simple syllogistic form.3Further,here A might
be a generaltheory (or, in the earlierterminology,it might includeboth
a "Rule" and a "Case"). Moreover, the conclusion is not A itself, but
the assertion that "there is reason to suspect that A is true." Indeed,
as Peirce wrote in 1910, from an actual fact retroduction"only infers
a may-be"(CP 8.238).
2. Abductionand Discovery.Peirce himself stated in 1883 that the scientific task of "discoveringlaws" is accomplishedby induction, and
"discoveringcauses" by hypothetic inference(CP 2.713). The idea of
an inferencefrom effects to their causes is in fact a part of Aristotle's
doctrine in Analytica Posteriora(see I, 13, 34). Medieval and Renaissance followers of Aristotle called it resolutio,in contrastto compositio
which proceeds from causes to effects. These Latin terms are translations of the Greek terms analysis and synthesis.Sometimesresolution
was thought to proceed by syllogisms, but some commentatorsiden3. According to Whewell (1847), induction involves discovery:the given facts are first
discoveredto satisfysome new conceptioni, and only then this "superinduced"concept
is used as a basis of inductive generalization(see Snyder 1997). Peirce, on the other
hand, arguesthat in a valid inductionthe characterX has to be "predesignated"rather
than "suggestedby the examinationof the sampleitself," so that "inductioncan never
make a first suggestion"(Peirce 1992, 139).
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tified it with induction. Galileo and Newton comparedthe method of
natural sciencewith the method of analysis and synthesisof the Greek
geometers,which is perhapsthe most powerfulidea of heuristicsin the
history of science (see Hintikka and Remes 1974).
From this perspective,Peirce'sHypothesis (4) or abduction (7) corresponds to what Hintikka calls the upward propositionalinterpretation of geometrical analysis (Hintikka and Remes 1974, 12). Peirce
generalizedthis idea to probabilisticinference,and elsewherehis logical
account of reasoningwas also linked with the analysis-of-figuresinterpretation of analysis (cf. Hintikka 1997).
N. R. Hanson suggested in 1958 that Peirce's schema (7) could be
understoodas providing"a logic of discovery."The standardobjection
is that the hypothesis A occurs alreadyin one of the premises,so that
(7) cannot tell how A was discoveredin the first place.4A more interesting possibilityis to modify (7) by replacingthe particularhypothesis
A with a class K of hypotheses(see Hanson 1961,Niiniluoto 1984, 35):
(8) The surprisingfact C is observed;
There is reason to suspect that some hypothesis of kind K explains C,
Hence, there is reason to suspect that some hypothesis of kind
K is true.
This reasoning might be an importantintermediatestep in the discovery of a scientific theory A which is of kind K. Peirce's account of
Kepler's investigation of the orbit of Mars, the "greatestpiece of Retroductivereasoningever performed,"is an example of this (CP 1.7174). Another example, which shows that the inferencejustifying the
second premiseof (8) may be even deductive,is Newton's famous derivation of the form of his inverse-squarelaw of gravitationfrom "phenomena" (i.e., Kepler'slaws).
Schema (8) is also clearly related to many later accounts of discovery: e.g., Herbert Simon's (1977) view of discovery as the heuristic
search of the best solution from a selected domain and Thomas Nickles's (1981) constraintmodel.
A historically interesting application of abduction as a heuristic
method can be found in classical detective stories, as shown by the
semiotical and logical essays collected in Eco and Sebeok 1983.
4. Hintikka (1998, 519) proposes that abductiveinferencescould be characterized"as
answersto inquirer'sexplicit or (usually) tacit question put to some definitesource of
answers (information)."This question-theoreticmodel of knowledge-seekingpresupposes that the desiredinformationalreadyexists in some source (e.g., data base). Genuine discoveries,where such informationis not yet available anywhere,might be perhaps characterizedas answersto questions that the inquirerputs to himself or herself.
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C. Auguste Dupin, the hero of Edgar Allan Poe's novels in the 1840s,
employed a method of "ratiocination"or "analysis" which has the
structureof retroduction. Similarly, the logic of the "deductions"of
SherlockHolmes is typically abductive.
3. Abductionand Pursuit. Hanson (1961) proposed that Peircean abduction gives reasonsfor suggestinga hypothesis,as distinguishedfrom
reasons for accepting a hypothesis. According to Isaac Levi (1979;
1995, 85), the task of abduction is to establishthe "ultimatepartition"
of potential answersto a cognitive problem. A similar point has been
made by saying that the conclusion of abduction states that there are
reasons for pursuinga hypothesis (see the discussionsin Nickles 1980)
or finding a hypothesis testworthy.The ability of a hypothesis to give
at least a potentiallycorrectanswerto a question, or to give a potential
explanation of the facts known so far, is an important part of the
before-trialevaluationof a hypothesis (see Niiniluoto 1984, 34-36).
According to this weak conception, abduction is at best a route for
finding worthwhilehypotheses, but does not lend any support or justification to a hypothesis. To confirm a hypothesis or to make it acceptable, we have to put it into trials or tests by deriving observable
predictionsfrom it.
The distinction between before-trial and after-trialcriteria in the
evaluation of hypotheses is made in the classical formulations of the
HD method. For example, William Whewell required that a hypothetical theory ought to "explain phenomena which we have observed," but also "foretel [sic] phenomena which have not yet been
observed"and are "of a kind differentfrom those which werecontemplated in the formation of our hypothesis"(Whewell 1847, 62-65).
Peircecomplainedin his laterwork that before the twentiethcentury
he "more or less mixed up Hypothesis and Induction" (CP 8.227; cf.
Kapitan 1997, 493). This somewhat cryptic remarkis explainedin the
same letter:Peirce tells that he had failed to sharply distinguishcases
where (i) a hypothesis is tested by deriving from it miscellaneousobservableconsequencesand then comparingthese consequencesto phenomena and (ii) the hypothesis(firstadoptedby retroduction)is further
found to explain some alreadyknown facts (CP 8.231-232). The latter
situation is today known as the "problemof old evidence."As Peirce's
remarksin 1905 make clear, he became aware that some historically
importanttheories have receivedtheir strongest support from the surprising finding that they are able to explain some alreadywell-known
phenomenon (CP 2.759).

These observationsindicate that the distinctionbetweenthe explanatory and predictive power of a theoretical hypothesis is not always
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clear:Hempel proposed in the 1940sto combine these notions into one
concept of the systematicpowerof a scientifictheory(see Hempel 1965).
It thus seems that abduction as a motive for pursuitcannot always be
sharplydistinguishedfrom considerationsof justification.
4. Inferenceto the Best Explanation.The Peircean schema (4) of abduction is not generallyvalid in the logical sense, since it is an instance
of the well-knownfallacy of affirmingthe consequent.However,Peirce
was aware that in some cases inference from effect to cause may be
irresistibleor compelling: the abductive suggestion may come to us
"like a flash." According to Peirce, this happens in perceptualjudgments which are "an extreme case of abductiveinferences" they are
"absolutely beyond criticism" as they are not "fully conscious" (CP
5.181-185). Thus, unless we accept phenomenalismwhich denies the
causal element in perception,we have to acknowledgethat our everyday knowledgeabout the observationalpropertiesof ordinaryphysical
objects (such as stones and tables) involves abduction.
Another important area of human knowledge which is based upon
abduction is history. For example, the fact that Napoleon Bonaparte
once lived is not any more "'suspectibleof direct observation,"but we
believe it because "its effects (such as the histories, the monuments,
etc.) are observed"(CP 2.714).
In these examples about perceptual and historicaljudgments, hypothetic inferencefor Peirceis not only a method of discoverybut also
a fallible way of justifying an explanation.5Thus, in the strong interpretation,abductionis not only an inferenceto a potential explanation
but to the best explanation(IBE, for short).6Accordingto GilbertHarman 1965, IBE recommendsthe inferencefrom evidence E to hypothesis H when H is a better explanation of E than any other rival hypothesis. For Harman, this IBE is at the same time the basic form of
all inductiveinference.
Hempel requiredin his early papers that an adequate explanation
5. In his later work, Peirce stated that there is "no probability"about abduction, as
"4nodefiniteprobabilityattacheseven to the mode of inference"(Peirce 1992, 142),and

"probabilityproperhad nothingto do with the validityof Abduction,unlessin a doubly
indirectmanner"(CP 2.103). This argumentdoes not exclude the possibilitythat such
probabilitiesmay be determined,and even high, undersome specialconditions.It seems
that Peirce is here thinking mainly about "theory"as a process where hypothesesare
"tried"and "heldprovisionallyas long as the facts will permit",as distinguishedfrom
"practice"which involves belief and action (Peirce 1992, 142, 176-78).
6. One way of linkingabductionto a weak notion ofjustificationis proposedby AlisedaLlera (1997), who formulates"abductiveexpansion"and "abductiverevision"as models of belief revision.
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should be true (see Hempel 1965, 246). For a scientificrealist,this is a
natural desideratum. For example, when we explain the death of a
person, the best explanatoryaccount should identify the real cause of
the explanandumevent. However,in sciencewe usuallycannot directly
verify the truth of an explanatoryhypothesis, but at best we can make
indirect inferencesand tests about its truth value. It would be ineffective to formulateIBE as the rule to infer the true explanationfrom the
given data. Therefore,as Hempel recognized,we need also the concept
of potential explanation, and then it is important to ask whether the
ability of a hypothesis to serve as a potential explanation of known
facts in any way indicatesits truth.
The notion of "the best explanation"is of course ambiguousin several ways. One distinction, which is important but often ignored, is
between deductive, inductive-probabilistic, and approximate explana-

tions. More precisely,when a hypothesisH explainsevidenceE relative
to backgroundassumptionsB, the following conditions should be distinguished:
(a) E is deduciblefrom H and B
(b) E follows from H and B with the probabilityP(E/H&B) < 1
(c) E' which is close to E is deduciblefrom H and B.
Case (a) is typical in the HD model of science:theory H is a universal
generalization, and P(E/H&B) = 1. Case (b) is typical in statistical
inference.Case (c) includesthe problemof curve-fittingwherethe original observationaldata E is incompatiblewith the consideredhypotheses H, so that P(E/H&B) = 0. The relativity of these conditions to
the backgroundknowledgeB means that the converseabductiveinferences from E to H are context-dependent(cf. Day and Kincaid 1994).
Another importantdistinctionis betweenlocal and global theorizing
(see Hintikka 1968). In local theorizing,we are interestedin findingan
explanation of a particularpiece of data or evidence E, while in global
theorizing evidence E is only a steppingstoneto a more generallyapplicable theory.
Hintikka suggests that in the local case it is natural to look for a
theory H that transmitsa maximal amount of information about the
given evidence E. If semantic information is defined by a logarithmic
measureof "surprisevalue," this demandleads to the principleof Maximum Likelihood:

(9) Given evidence E, accept the theory H which maximizes the
likelihood P(E/H&B).
This rule is a standardmethod in statisticalestimationproblems(case
(b) above).
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For the deductive case (a), the rule (9) does not help much, since it
cannot distinguishbetween potential explanationsthat make the likelihood P(E/H&B) equal to one. Hence, the choice of the best explanation is usually taken to depend on other desiderata.But even here a
differencein the rival hypotheses may be detected by enlargeningthe
descriptionof the evidenceE. For example,suppose we are looking for
an explanationof the death of a certainperson, and there are available
several possible causes H, H', . . . of her death. However, if the case is

given a fuller description,including facts about her life and the symptoms in her body, it may be that many of the potential hypothesesfail
to give a causal explanationany more. In the limit, it may happen that
only one of the potential hypotheses is left, and this is then certainly
the "best" explanationin this situation.
For the approximatecase (c), the probability P(E/H&B) has to be
replaced by a measure of similarityor fit between E and H. Here the
evidence may still indicate that the best hypothesis is truthlike (see
Niiniluoto 1994).
In global theorizing,we are tryingto find a good hypothesisH which
explains also other things than the particulardata E. But, as noted by
Popper, if the goodness of a hypothesis H is measuredby it posterior
probability P(H/E) relative to the total evidence E, then logically
weaker hypotheses are favored over strongerones.
Here it may seem natural to take the amount of the substantial
information content of H, measured by cont(H) = 1 - P(H), as the
epistemicutility to be maximized:
(10) Given evidence E, accept the theory H which maximizes the
informationcontent cont(H).
However, this rule has the undesirablefeaturethat it favors a logically
inconsistenttheory H (with P(H) = 0 and cont(H) = 1). Moreover,it
always prefersa logically strongertheory to a weaker one. It does not
help at all to replacecont(H) by the relativecontent of H given E (see
Hintikka 1968)or by Hempel's(1965) measureof the systematicpower
of H with respectto E, i.e., syst(H,E) = P(-H/-E) (cf. Niiniluoto and
Tuomela 1973, 66). Hence, the rule IBE leads to absurdconsequences
if the "best explanation" is simply characterizedas the theory which
has the maximal degree of information content or systematicpower.
It is an open question whether IBE can be saved from these troubles
by joining it with simplicityconsiderations(cf. Whewell's"consilience"
in Thagard 1978, "explanatoryunification"in Friedman 1974)or with
additional penalties for "conceptualproblems"(cf. "problem-solving
ability" in Laudan 1977).
The situation changes decisivelyif informationcontent and system-
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epistemic utilities, as shown
atic power are treated as truth-dependent
by Isaac Levi, Jaakko Hintikka and Juhani Pietarinen(see Hintikka
1968, Niiniluoto 1990). For example, if the utility of accepting H is
cont(H) when H is true and -cont(-H) when H is false, then-after
the calculation of expected utilities the rule (10) is replacedby
(11) Given evidence E, accept the theory H which maximizes
P(H/E)

-

P(H).

The same result is obtained by choosing the two utilities as syst(T,E)
and -syst(-H,E). According to this rule, the best hypothesis should
have both a high posterior probability given evidence and a high information content. As posterior probability is equal to the expected
truth-valueof H given E, the result (11) is also obtained by choosing
truth and information as the basic utilities. Thus, (11) is a way of balancing the demands of truth and information (systematicpower) in
scientific inquiry.

If hypothesisH is logically strongerthan hypothesisH', i.e. H entails
H', then we have P(H) ? P(H') and cont(H) ' cont(H'). If, in addition,
both H and H' entail a contingent evidence statementE, then we have
P(H/E) - P(H) _ P(H'/E) - P(H'). In this case (a), the rule (11)

recommendsthat a logically weakerhypothesis is always better than a
stronger one. However, in the case (b) where the hypotheses do not
entail the evidence, this need not be the case.7An example is sketched
by Nelson (1996, 404). More generally,in Hintikka'slogic of inductive
generalizationthe differencein rule (11) is maximizedby the logically
strongestgeneralizationcompatiblewith a sufficientlylarge evidence.
5. Abduction,Confirmation,and Truth. Peter Lipton (1991) suggests
that IBE should be understoodas "Inferenceto the LoveliestPotential
Explanation":a lovely explanation is one which offers a high degree
of "potential understanding."Lipton points out that the loveliest explanation is not always the same as the "likeliest":a likelyexplanation
is probably true relative to the total evidence. (Note that in this terminology the Maximum Likelihood principle (8) is a local loveliness
condition.) But he arguesthat at least on some conditions the loveliest
explanationis also the likeliestpotentialexplanation.Lipton, who does
not formalizehis argument,is criticizedby Eric Barnes(1995). A more
technical argument to the effect that epistemicallytrue theories and
"best-explainingtheories"coincide has been given by Raimo Tuomela
(1985).
7. Peircehimself (1992, 193) says that the "commonestfallacy of retroduction"is "the
idea that the [antecedently]most probablehypothesisis the best."
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The question whether explanatorypower is truth conducive resembles the debate whethersimplicityis a sign of truth. Hans Reichenbach
arguedin the 1920s that "inductivesimplicity"is an indicatorof probable truth, but "descriptivesimplicity"is only a matter of convenience
(cf. Niiniluoto 1994). Bas van Fraassen(1989) makes a similardistinction between"confirmational"and "informationalvirtues"of theories,
arguingthat explanatorypower belongs to the latter type.
I think the only way of resolving disputes of this kind is to try to
give precise reconstructionsof confirmation relations and inferences
involving notions like simplicity or explanatorypower. Three important approaches can be distinguished: (i) qualitative confirmation,
(ii) frequentistprobability,and (iii) Bayesian epistemicprobability.
(i) Inspired by Hempel's work on the qualitativeconcept of confirmation,Howard Smokler(1968) suggestedthat abductiveinference,in
contrast to enumerativeinduction, satisfiesthe following conditions:
(CE) (ConverseEntailment)If H entails E, then E confirmsH
(CC) (Converse Consequence)If E confirms H and K entails H,
then E confirmsK.
It has also been proposed that abduction is definable by conditions
CE* and CC* which are obtained from CE and CC by replacingthe
notion of entailment by the strongernotion of deductiveexplanation
(see Niiniluoto and Tuomela 1973,226). For example,CE* can exclude
cases where the entailmentis too trivial or ad hoc. In his recentwork,
Laudan (1996) also argues that hypotheses are not confirmedby all of
their observationalconsequences.
(ii) A natural strategy,followed alreadyby Peirce, is to analyze abduction or IBE as a form of probabilisticreasoning. For Peirce, the
probabilityof a mode of argumentis its truth-frequency,
i.e., its ability
to yield true conclusions from true premises. He applied this successfully to many kinds of inductiveinferences,but in a generalabductive
rule like (4) the relativefrequencyof attributeF in the class of Gs might
be any number between zero and one. But, given some background
assumptions, the "validity" (i.e., truth-frequency)of a hypothetic inferenceof form (4) might be high8;for example,perceptionin ordinary
circumstancesis reliablein this sense. The same is true of some of the
more complex types of statistical and analogical abductive inferences
that Peirce formulated.Peirce'sprogramof hypothetic inferenceis realized in statistics by the Neyman-Pearson tests of significance:the
8. For this reason, Fumerton (1980) argues that a typical abduction should be understood as an enthymemewhere the suppressedpremisewould turn it into an inductive
inference.
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power of a test is defined as the probability of rejectingthe null hypothesis, if it is true, so that one minus power is the Peircean truthfrequencyassociated with the test.
(iii) In the Bayesianschool, Bayes's Theoremhas traditionallybeen
used for the calculationof "inverseprobabilities",i.e., the probabilities
of causes given effects. Bayesian confirmationtheory (StanleyJevons,
J. M. Keynes) was conceived as an account of induction as converse
deduction. Peirce was critical about such applications,but even a frequentist can use Bayes's Theorem if the prior probabilitiesof causes
are given as relativefrequencesin a population.
The definition of confirmation by the Positive Relevancecriterion
satisfies condition CE: assuming that P(H) > 0 and P(E) < 1, if H
entails E, then P(H/E) > P(H). Hence, CE* is satisfiedas well:
(CE*) If H and E are contingent statements, and H deductively
explains E, then E confirmsH.
As positive relevanceis a symmetricrelation, even a weakerpremiseis
sufficientin CE*:
(CE**) If H is a positivelyrelevantinductiveexplanationof E, then
E confirmsH.
The Bayesianapproachthus immediatelyjustifiesthe idea that explanatory success is confirmatory. However, positive relevance does not
satisfy the converse consequencecondition CC.
Bas van Fraassen (1989) has presented technical objections to the
Bayesian treatmentof abduction. As IBE is always restrictedto a set
of historicallygiven or formulatedhypotheses,it may lead to "the best
of a bad lot." How could we know that the true hypothesis is among
the so far proposed?And as this set is any case very large, its "random
member"must be quite improbable.It has been pointed out that this
criticism,if valid, would create serious troubles to van Fraassen'sown
"constructiveempiricism"(Psillos 1996). In the Bayesian framework
these worrieshave a straightforwardanswer:in orderto apply Bayes's
Theorem, the cognitive problem has to be treated in terms of a set of
mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustivehypotheses-usually one of
them is the "catchallhypothesis."In the simplestcase, this set contains
only two elements,a hypothesish and its negation -h. So triviallyone
and only one element of this set is true. Results of the form CE* show
that hypothesesmay receivesupportfrom their empiricalsuccesses,so
that their posteriorprobabilitymay be high.
Results about positive confirmationdo not yet guarantee that H
would be acceptableon evidence E. It may happen that no one of the
rival hypotheses is clearly superior to others, but then suspension of
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judgment is the most rational conclusion. To improve the situation,
new evidence is needed, or alternativelythe problem set has to be expanded by the introduction of new concepts. The extended cognitive
problem contains then new rival explanationswhich may be evaluated
by IBE.
Van Fraassen(1989) arguesfurtherthat the attemptto give an extra
bonus to a hypothesis on the basis of its explanatorypower would lead
to an incoherentprobabilityfunction (for criticism,see Kvanvig 1994).
But this is not the correctBayesianway of giving creditfor explanatory
success. For cases where the theory entails the evidence such "plausibility" considerations(simplicity,systematicpower, coherencewith accepted backgroundtheories)are usually built into the priorprobability
P(H) of H (see Salmon 1990). But, if H does not entail E, it may also
happen that the explanatorysuccess of H relativeto E manifestsitself
in the rise of the posterior probability P(H/E). (For similar accounts
of "inductive simplicity,"see Niiniluoto 1994.) We have also seen in
Section 5 that IBE can construed as a reasonable inductive rule of
acceptanceby choosing systematicpower as a truth-dependentepistemic utility (without presupposingthat truth can be known for certain).
6. Conclusion:The Necessity of Abduction.What is the best way of
arguingthat our abductiveinferentialpractices,though fallible,areand
have been to some extent truth conducive?Just to postulate an inborn
human capacity to hit upon true hypotheses, like Galileo's il lumen
naturale, is hardly convincing. It is more promising to argue that abductive inferences(in particular,our perceptualjudgments)are largely
reliable within our everyday life, and that this fact about the human
species can be given a naturalisticevolutionary explanation:"All human knowledge, up to the highest flights of science, is but the developement of our inborn animal instincts,"as Peirceput it (CP 2.754).
Another importantargumentconcerningscienceis based on abductive inference from the empirical success of scientific theories to the
explanatoryhypothesis that these theories are at least to some degree
truthlikeor approximatelytrue descriptionsof reality(see Smart 1989,
Putnam 1978, Boyd 1984, Niiniluoto 1984, Leplin 1987, Lipton 1991).
Here the abduction seems to be particularlystrong, since all the proposed non-realist explanations of such empiricalsuccess seem to fail.
In particular,the attempt to use the empiricaladequacy of a theory T
(i.e., the fact that all the empiricalconsequencesof T are true) as the
explanation of its empirical success (see Fine 1984) leads to a trivial
non-explanatorytautology, if empiricalsuccess means the ability of T
to yield true empiricalconsequences(see Leplin 1987,Niiniluoto 1990).
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It is difficult to see how there could be any "nomological"link here,
as Andre Kukla (1996) suggests. And if there were, would its existence
be establishedby abduction?
Several critics have argued that the abductive defence of scientific
realism is question-begging,since the whole issue about realism concerns the cogency of abduction (see Laudan 1984, 134; van Fraassen
1980, 1989; Fine 1984, 115). The realist may point out that abduction
is alreadyneeded to establishthe empiricaladequacyof theorieson the
basis of their observed success so far (cf. Psillos 1996). As most of the
critics of realism today are not advocating idealist or phenomenalist
construals of human knowledge, it is important to add that already
evidence statementsabout observationsand measurements,as well as
all statementsabout history, are based upon abduction. The standard
statistical tests of significancealso involve abduction. So clearly the
critic of realism has the burden of proof in showing why abduction
may be employed in some areas of science but not in others (see Boyd
1984, 67).

While these remarksconcern the internalincoherenceof non-realist
attacks on abduction, a direct defence should follow Peirce's steps in
the attemptto analysethe structureof abductiveinferencesin everyday
life and science, and to find out the conditions of their probabilistic
reliability.
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ABSTRACT: Aliseda’s Abductive Reasoning is focused on the logical problem of abduction. My paper, in contrast, deals
with the epistemic problems raised by this sort of inference. I analyze the relation between abduction and
inference to the best explanation (IBE). Firstly a heuristic and a normative interpretation of IBE are distinguished. The epistemic problem is particularly pressing for the latter interpretation, since it is devoid of
content without specific epistemic criteria for separating acceptable explanations from those which are not.
Then I discuss two different normative interpretations of IBE. I. Niiniliuoto favours a “probabilisticconfirmational” translation of explanatory merit while S. Psillos thinks that the insight of IBE is lost in a
pure probabilistic format. My conclusion is that Aliseda’s theory of abduction fits better with a heuristic account of IBE.
Keywords: abduction, inference to the best explanation, reliabilism, confirmation, explanatory value.

1. Aliseda’s approach to abduction
According to Aliseda 2006 (p. 46) the logical form of abduction can be represented as
follows:
Θ, α → ϕ

(1)

where Θ and α refer, respectively, to the background knowledge and to the explanation obtained; ‘→’ designates the explanatory inferential link, and ϕ alludes to a particular bit of evidence, preferably some novel or anomalous fact.
In contrast to deduction, abduction is a sort of non-monotonic —ampliative— inference. It is necessary, then, to specify the background knowledge involved, Θ, since,
even though it did not contain any falsity, further additions could turn an acceptable
inference into an unacceptable one. On the other side, since Aliseda’s research adopts
a very general standpoint on abductive reasoning, she avoids any commitment to a
particular theory of explanation. The symbol ‘→’ could be understood, then, as syntactic derivability, semantic entailment, probabilistic dependence, …, but neither of
these interpretations is forced upon us. Aliseda claims that the logical challenge raised
by abduction is to determine the formal conditions for generating all those αs that
satisfy (1).
Nevertheless, there are better and worse explanations. In principle, we are interested in those that are more accurate. But there may be several explanations that fulfil
the formal schema (1). They may also be incompatible. So, which one believe? Should
we suspend judgment over all them? Are there further factors that could be relevant?
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For this reason a complete analysis of abduction must include both the generation of
abductions, where the logical challenge arises, and the selection over them.
Aliseda takes notice of this double dimension of abduction (ibid., p. 33). She even
suggests the possibility of including an additional parameter in (1) to rank the explanations obtained according to their quality. In a section entitled “Selecting the Best Explanation” (ibid., pp. 72-74) she points out that simplicity and some other factors as
likelihood or predictive power should be taken into account. However, she argues that
“What makes a hypothesis good or best has no easy answer … As we have not been
able to shed a new light from logic upon these matters, we will ignore these dimensions here” (p. 73). Consequently, Aliseda’s approach focuses on the logical problem of
abduction, that is, on “the characterization of abductive explanations as products [...]
and with the processes for constructing these.” (ibid., p. 46).
In this paper, in contrast, our main concern will be how we could justify the preference criteria for selection among rival explanations. It’s worth emphasizing that this
is an epistemological problem, since the relevant criteria intend to distinguish the true
explanations —or the most probable explanations— from the false ones.
2. Inference to the Best Explanation (IBE)
Peirce used the term ‘abduction’ to refer both to generation and selection of hypotheses. Certainly, the distinction is not clear-cut. Perceptual judgments in ordinary conditions were understood by Peirce as “extreme cases of abductive inferences” where the
abductive suggestion “comes to us as a flash” (CP, 5.181), with no consideration of
any other alternatives. Concerning such episodes the distinction between generation
and selection seems rather artificial. However, finding suitable explanations in scientific contexts use to be more complicated so it makes sense to distinguish between
generation and selection. Firstly, there is an explicit search for alternative potential
explanations which fit with the evidence. Then a subsequent comparison among them
is made concerning the degree they satisfy some explanatory desiderata.2
Admittedly, generation is not inconsistent with an unconscious selection process.
Scientists do not intend to compare all the logical possibilities. In fact, they normally
take seriously only a few of them. This makes easier the subsequent comparison from
the batch of alternatives. Since the demands of experimental testing concerning the
amount of time, money, number of people involved, may be considerable, the resulting ranking gives a useful advice about how to proceed at this stage. More than thirty
years ago Gilbert Harman coined the expression ‘inference to the best explanation’ (IBE) to
refer to this sort of non-deductive inference (Harman, 1965). It’s worth emphasizing,
then, that the goal of this process is to select that hypothesis that is the best from an
explanatory point of view.
Having said this, it should be added that IBE may be understood in two different
ways: either as a heuristic procedure or as an epistemic rule. According to the former, IBE
equates to a search strategy for abductive solutions, that is, for potential explanations
2

This “double-filter” model is defended in Lipton 2004, p. 148 and ff.
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(Hanson, 1961). Selective search guided by explanatory considerations is preferred to
blind search as a way of discovering the possibilities that would explain ϕ and fit with
Θ in (1). In contrast, the epistemological interpretation of IBE intended by Harman
does not only affirm that, when comparing and choosing among rival hypotheses,
scientific reasoning is guided by explanatory criteria. It also defends the claim that this
policy is truth-conducive: true or highly probable explanations are favoured while
false, or low-probability ones, are discarded. The epistemological interpretation of IBE
can be put schematically thus:
e is a collection of data, facts, observations, …
h explains e (if h were true, e would be a matter of course)
no other hypothesis explains e as well as h does
Therefore, h is true.
The dotted line represents a non-deductive connection between premises and conclusion. The normative principle is clear: among the array of hypotheses that account
for the evidence we should accept as true the best of them qua explanation.3 Simplicity,
explanatory scope, fertility, precision, and compatibility with the background theories,
are some of the properties usually invoked to this effect. Anyway, the crucial factor
for acceptance is the explanatory goodness afforded by the hypotheses at issue.
3. A reliabilist justification for IBE?
As we remarked earlier, sometimes abductive inference does not leave room for any
doubt except in a purely academic sense. A reliabilist justification for abduction perhaps could be grounded on these episodes. A few remarks will suffice to show how
the reliabilist argument proceeds.
Not all of my perceptual judgements are true, but a great number of them are indeed true. Leaving aside exceptional circumstances, human perception is a reliable
process insofar as the rate of true beliefs obtained through it is fairly high. Even
though it can be false, any particular perceptual belief of mine is then automatically
justified, according to a reliabilist standpoint, since it belongs to a class of beliefs that
are mostly true (Goldman 1979). Now, think of those perceptual beliefs where the
conclusion comes to us as a flash or, if you prefer less controversial examples, think
about all those trivial facts whose explanation is obvious. The argument for IBE is
analogous. Given that among the beliefs-explanations arrived at through IBE in everyday reasoning the rate of true beliefs is considerably high, IBE is a reliable process.
Consequently, its output —belief in h or acceptance of h as true, when h is the best
explanation— is justified.
Granted that ordinary perceptual beliefs are extreme cases of IBE, a reliabilist approach could work. In general, there are no special difficulties to assess the truth-value
3

Weaker versions of IBE would conclude that h is highly probable, approximately true, closer to the truth
than its competitors, ..., but more on this below.
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of everyday perceptual judgements. And the same is for the “obvious explanations”.
In both cases we have a wide basis of episodes to get a rough estimate. But things are
different when dealing with theoretical scientific hypotheses because theoretical truth
is much more elusive. Theoretical entities, mechanisms, processes, …, are devised to
explain the empirical domain. Unfortunately, history of science is paved with discarded, and presumably false, theories. On account of this, straight extrapolation of
truth-rate in everyday contexts to theoretical ones is, on my opinion, unacceptable. On
the other side, the IBE-schema infers an absolute conclusion from a comparative
premise. It is affirmed that the best explanation is true only because it is better than its
rivals. But, wouldn’t it be more appropriate to conclude that the best explanation is
just closer to the truth —or that it has more verisimilitude— than the remaining alternatives? (see Kuipers 2004 and Niiniluoto 2005).
The normative principle ‘accept the best explanation’ puts the epistemological
question —are explanatory criteria truth-conducive?— at the forefront. Advocates of
the epistemic interpretation of IBE are bound to provide a rationale for their confidence on IBE’s normative import. And the foregoing comments about reliabilism
suggest, in fact, that a sophisticated detour seems unavoidable to justify IBE’s, at least
in respect of the scientific context.
4. Explanatory value, probability and acceptance
Niiniluoto has explored the link between explanatory goodness and degree of confirmation. From this point of view we are forced to translate the former notion into probabilistic terms. Niiniluoto thinks that Hempelian “systematic power” (syst) is a suitable
translation: syst(h, e) = p(~h/~e). If syst is used as a truth-dependent epistemic utility
(Niiniluoto 1999, 187), maximization of syst recommends the acceptance of the hypothesis with the highest value for a well-known measure of degree of incremental confirmation: conf(h, e) = p(h/e) – p(h) (Niiniluoto 2004, 71). Therefore, if the set of rival
hypotheses is a partition, that is, if h1, h2, ..., hn, are mutually exclusive and jointly exhaustive, and granted that h1 is the best explanation in the partition, then:
(i) conf(h1, e) > conf(hi ≠ 1, e)
that is, the best explanation is also the hypothesis that enjoys the highest degree of
confirmation. Niiniluoto concludes that the Bayesian framework is appropriate to
solve the “selection problem” of abduction: “These results establish a probabilistic link
between explanatory power and truth: posterior probability p(h/e) is the rational degree of
belief in the truth of h on the basis of e, and thereby confirmation (as increase of
probability by new evidence) means that we rationally become more certain of the
truth of h than before” (Niiniluoto 2004, 76).
A straightforward result of Niiniluoto’s approach is that IBE can only give us a
comparative conclusion, i.e., that the best explanation is more confirmed than its
competitors. However, at this point it is worth noticing that IBE affirms that explanatory considerations may be so overwhelming that the best explanation must be accepted.
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And that means that we must believe that it is true.4 However, no partisan of IBE
would endorse the application of the rule ‘accept the best explanation’ with no further
qualifications. For instance, if the best explanation were not, after all, good enough,
the most reasonable option would be to suspend judgment and wait for new evidence.
As P. Lipton has put it: “Inference to the Best Explanation might be more accurately
if less memorably called ‘Inference to the Best Explanation if the Best is Sufficiently
Good’” (Lipton 2004, 154; see also chap. 4). Then, even though Niiniluto’s proposal
guarantees that the more (less) explanatory merit, the higher (lower) value for conf,
acceptance requires an absolute threshold for p(h/e).
Demanding that p(h/e) is more probable than its negation —p(h/e) > p(~h/e)—, is,
on my view, an appropriate constraint here. If the set of rival hypotheses is a partition,
granted that h1 is the best explanation, then p(h1/e) > p(h2 ∨ h3 ∨ ... ∨ hn/e). The rationale for this is that although p(h1/e) may be higher than each of the remaining conditional probabilities —p(h2/e),…, p(hn/e)—, if p(h1/e) is low, we should not accept h1. In
sum, acceptance of h1 demands a further necessary condition:
(ii) p(h1/e) > ½
Then, provided that syst encapsulates the intuitive notion of explanatory goodness, (i)
and (ii) establish, on my view, a probabilistic link between explanatory value and acceptance. Acceptance, on its turn, has full epistemic import, since it depends on probability
and degree of confirmation, and not on pragmatic or instrumental considerations.
Nonetheless, it is controversial that (i) and (ii) offer an adequate interpretation of
the normative principle embodied in IBE —‘accept the best explanation!’. Some advocates of IBE object that “something would have gone amiss if we thought that the
best explanation was not reasonably acceptable before it was subjected to Bayesian
confirmation” (Psillos 2004, 89-90). According to Psillos, an essential aspect of IBE is
that explanatory merit determines the probability of the hypothesis. Then, if accepting
the best explanation entirely depends on confirmational support, IBE loses much of
its excitement because “what is particularly challenging with IBE is the suggestion that
the fact that a hypothesis is the best explanation (…) ipso facto warrants the judgement
that it is likely” (Psillos 2002, 617). Consequently, it cannot occur that a good explanation is both unlikely and unacceptable.
Apparently, Psillos’s objection misses the point. The possibility raised by him is
ruled out by conditions (i) and (ii). Thus, according to the foregoing discussion higher
initial plausibility —that is, higher prior probability— and higher explanatory likelihood together are sufficient for higher conf (Niiniluoto 2004, 71). Given that explanatory
merit has to do both with prior probabilities and with likelihoods,5 a good explanation
4

Obviously, I do not subscribe van Fraassen’s distinction between belief and acceptance (see his 1985,
sec. 6).

5

Prior probability can be seen as the translation of the initial plausibility of a hypothesis into the Bayesian
framework. Taking for granted a definition of explanatory merit that includes theoretical elegance,
simplicity..., it follows that the initial plausibility of hypotheses has to do with their explanatory merit.
Thus, in principle, good explanations should enjoy higher prior probabilities than bad ones. But ‘ex-
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should enjoy a high value for conf. Besides, the best explanation is not only more probable than its rivals but probable enough to deserve acceptance, as (ii) states. Thus,
correspondence between qualitative intuitive criteria of explanatory goodness and
quantitative probability is guaranteed.
But Psillos’s misgivings against a probabilistic account of IBE run deeper. He
stresses that explanatory considerations determine which hypothesis is rational to believe with no concern about its confirmational consequences: “if a hypothesis has been chosen
as the best explanation, then it has fared best in an explanatory-quality test with its
competing rivals. So unless there is reason to think that it is superseded by an even
better explanation, or unless there is reason to believe that the recalcitrant evidence
points to one of the rivals as a better explanation, to stick with the best explanatory
hypothesis is entirely reasonable.” (Psillos 2002, 622). To illustrate his position Psillos
discusses the base-rate fallacy. Let us suppose that: (i) h1 is the best explanation;
(ii) p(e/h1) is high; (iii) p(h1/e) is low —because p(h1) is still lower. Psillos asserts that it
is not difficult to find examples where those three conditions are fulfilled and we
should accept h1, that is, a hypothesis that is very unlikely given e (see Psillos 2004, 8587).
It could be pointed out that perhaps what we take to be the best explanation is not
really the best. Psillos replies that “if the search for other potential explanations has
been thorough, and if the present information does not justify a further exploration of
the logical space of potentially explanatory hypotheses, there is no specific reason to
doubt that the current best explanation is simply the best explanation” (Psillos 2002,
622). From this point of view, the acceptance of the best explanation mainly depends
on the characteristics of the process whereby it has been selected, and not on its degree of confirmation. But, according to Psillos, the acceptance of the best explanation
is prima facie reasonable, since it enhances the explanatory coherence of our total belief
corpus.
This seems a radical departure from Niiniluoto’s standpoint. For him, IBE is epistemically sound because it provides us with the most confirmed hypothesis. For Psillos, in contrast, favouring the best explanation equates to favouring the hypothesis
that fits better with our background beliefs. Not surprisingly, Psillos asserts that good
explanations give us explanatory coherence. But the epistemological challenge still
remains, albeit in a reformulated way: why should we think that those explanations
that afford explanatory coherence are true, or highly likely? We may agree with Psillos
that the best explanation is the most plausible explanatory alternative. The epistemological question here is whether the plausible and the probable (or the true) go in the
planatory value’ is an umbrella term that covers a multitude of different properties. Some of them are
related to the initial plausibility of hypotheses, but some others are concerned with the appropriateness of the hypothesis qua explanation of the evidence at issue —notice that a general feature of good
explanations is that they make the explanandum a “natural” consequence of the explanans. Then, since
likelihoods express the probability of the evidence e in case the hypothesis is true, differences in explanatory goodness among rival hypotheses in respect of the evidence e, should somehow be reflected in
their respective likelihoods —p(e/h1), p(e/h2), ..., p(e/hn ). That is the reason why explanatory merit has
to do with both prior probabilities and likelihoods.
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same direction. I think that talking about prima facie justification is not very helpful
here.
Let us take stock. In section 2 I pointed at two main interpretations of IBE: the
heuristic —IBE as an alternative to facilitate search for explanations— and the
normative —IBE as a truth-conducive rule. Two different accounts of the normative
interpretation were discussed in section 4 —Niiniluoto’s and Psillos’s. They agree that
favouring the best explanation is the best epistemic move. Niiniluoto tries to forge an
analytic link between explanatory value and truth by means of confirmation. I suggested a way of closing the gap between confirmation and acceptance by adding a
condition that alludes to an absolute threshold. Psillos, in contrast, insists that this
interpretation sacrifices the most genuine claim of IBE.
I will not try to solve this disagreement, but some remarks are in order here. The
normative interpretation of IBE is inspired by standard situations where “the abductive suggestion comes to us as a flash”, in Peirce’s words. Admittedly, these situations
are very common in daily life. They even give some chances to a reliabilist justification
of abduction, as we argued in section 2. But the situation may be completely different
when we move to the “theory-choice” scenery. Empirical research on probabilistic
reasoning has shown that we repeatedly violate the axioms of probability theory: the
most plausible conclusion for the agent —the one which she infers— is not the most
probable given the available information to her (Kahneman, Slovic & Tversky, 1982).
It may be true that the most plausible conclusion is that one that stands out for its
explanatory merits. But this leaves open the possibility that intuitions underlying everyday criteria of explanatory goodness collide with standard scientific comparison of
rival hypotheses.
The rationality of human cognition is a big issue beyond the purview of this paper.
Here it suffices for us to acknowledge that scientific inference is not just an extended
application of common sense criteria. I do not claim that this is something new. Psillos tries to link explanatory merit to acceptance without intermediaries. My point is
that the limits of his approach are, after all, the remarkable limits of everyday explanatory reasoning when applied to the scientific context.
5. Epilogue: consequences of Aliseda’s theory of abduction on IBE
Aliseda distinguishes between the logical and the epistemological questions raised by
abduction —generation and selection, respectively. Although she focuses on the first
one, the “selection problem” is the central question in the contemporary debate on
IBE. Following Peirce, Aliseda insists that economy and empirical testability are important constraints on abductive explanations. Acceptance of an explanatory hypothesis depends on the results of subsequent empirical tests. The abductive explanation is,
thus, a suggestion more or less convincing “that has to be put to test before converting itself into a belief”.6 These views on the epistemological problem of abduction are
hardly compatible to Psillos’s standpoint on IBE. But they neither fit well with Ni6

Aliseda 2006, 175. See also pages 35-7 and 170-77 for Peirce’s views on abduction.
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iniluoto’s account. After all, Niiniluoto’s vindication of IBE is supported by an analytic relation between explanatory goodness and confirmation. On account of this I
conclude that Aliseda’s theory of abduction should favour a purely heuristic reading of
IBE.
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ABSTRACT: Abduction of generalizations is the process in which explanatory hypotheses are formed
for generalizations such as “pineapples taste sweet” or “rainbows appear when the sun breaks
through the rain”. This phenomenon has received little attention in formal logic and philosophy of science. The current paper remedies this lacuna by first giving an overview of some
general characteristics of this process, elaborating on its ubiquity in scientific and everyday
reasoning. Second, the adaptive logic LA∀ is presented to explicate this process formally.
Keywords: abduction; hypothesis formation; patterns of abduction; adaptive logics.
RESUMEN: La abducción de generalizaciones es el proceso en el que se forman hipótesis explicativas
para generalizaciones tales como "las piñas saben dulce" o "el arcoiris aparece cuando el sol
sale a través de la lluvia". Este fenómeno ha recibido poca atención tanto en lógica formal
como en filosofía de la ciencia. Este artículo viene a llenar este hueco. En primer lugar,
ofrecemos una panorámica de algunas características generales de este proceso, analizando
su ubicuidad en el razonamiento científico y cotidiano. En segundo lugar, se presenta la
lógica adaptativa LA∀ para dar una explicación formal de este proceso.
Palabras clave: abductio; hypothesis formation; patterns of abduction; adaptive logics.

1.

Introduction

Abduction is generally defined as “the process of forming an explanatory hypothesis” (Peirce 1998, p. 216). In this paper we will focus on a specific “pattern
of abduction” (to use a phrase introduced by Schurz (2008)). Consider the following example (Schurz 2008, p. 212):
(P1) Pineapples taste sweet.
(P1) Everything that contains sugar, tastes sweet.
(C) Pineapples contain sugar.
Schurz called this type of inference “law abduction”. The name “rule abduction” has also been used for a similar pattern (Thagard 1988). But, as “law”
∗
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and “rule” are heavily debated concepts in philosophy of science and philosophy in general, we will use the more neutral term abduction of generalizations
(henceforth AG) for this specific pattern. More examples and a general characterization of AG will be presented in Section 2. It will be argued that this
pattern is ubiquitous in both everyday and scientific reasoning, and is commonly recognized as a useful – be it fallible – way to extend one’s knowledge.
Notwithstanding the importance of AG, little effort has been made so far to
study the characteristics of this inference pattern, and to explicate it by means
of a formal logic. As will be explained in Section 2.2, most scholars in AI and
formal logic have focused on singular fact abduction, whereas philosophers of
science have taken a more general, but informal point of view on abduction. It
is our aim to treat AG as a distinct subject matter, and to see how one may
understand and formalize it.
Outline A first analysis of AG is provided in Section 2. We describe this
pattern informally, showing that it is a widespread inference pattern; secondly,
we explain why it has been neglected in formal logic and philosophy of science;
finally, we argue for the specific importance of AG in scientific contexts.
In Section 3, we turn our focus to problems that emerge when representing
AG formally. We argue that a distinction in the object language is needed
between what we call mere generalizations and the explanatory framework for
any logic that models AG and, moreover, that this distinction is useful in any
logic for abduction. As AG is a non-monotonic inference form, we also discuss
how the dynamic features can be represented.
In the last section before the conclusion, Section 4, the logic LA∀ is presented. This is a logic for AG, formulated in the standard format of adaptive
logics. After we argue why this framework is well-suited for the current application, we will illustrate the proof theory of LA∀ , which allows us to model
the dynamic interaction of AG and classical inferences.
Preliminaries Let L be the standard language of classical first-order predicate logic, obtained from a set of constants C = {a, b, c, . . .}, a set of variables V = {x, y, z, . . .}, a set of predicates P = {P, Q, R, . . .}, the connectives
¬, ∨, ∧, ⊃, ≡ and quantifiers ∀, ∃. W is the set of formulas in L. Depending on
the context, A, B, C are used either as metavariables for members of W, or for
(conglomerates of) predicates, e.g. (P ∧ Q) ∨ ¬R. The metavariables α, β, . . .
refer to constants and variables.
2.

Abduction of General Explanations

2.1. The phenomenon
We define abduction of generalizations (AG) as every inference that fits the
following pattern:
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It has been observed that all A are B.
Also, being C is regarded as an explanation for being B.
Therefore, the hypothesis that all A are C is raised.
Hence, by AG we generate hypotheses that explain why all observed objects of
a certain class have a specific property. In Section 3, we will explain how this
definition can be operationalized in a first-order modal language. But first, let
us point out some general characteristics of AG.
First of all, consider classical abduction as defined by Peirce (1958, 5.189):
The surprising fact, X, is observed;
But if Y were true, X would be a matter of course,
Hence, there is reason to suspect that Y is true.1

Note that AG does not entirely fit this definition. In AG we do not seek an
explanation for a certain observation, but for a generalization based on a series
of such observations. However, if one is willing to accept this natural extension
of the concept, we can make AG nicely fit the above schema. Both the surprising
fact X and the hypothesis Y are generalizations, respectively “all A are B”,
and “all A are C”. The second line of Peirce’s schema follows deductively if
“being C” implies “being B”.2
This leads to another important consideration about the Peircean or classical notion of abduction: it is defined in a deterministic way, i.e. the truth
of Y implies X. Although we do not suggest that this notion of abduction
cannot be meaningfully extended to other accounts in which the motivation to
adopt the abductive hypothesis is, for instance, probabilistic (P (X|Y ) is high)
or comparative (P (X|Y ) > P (X|¬Y )), we restrict ourselves in this paper, as
most of the literature on abduction does, to the classical case. As it is also
assumed that Y explains X,3 this restriction will have consequences for the
formalization of AG in Section 3.1.
Secondly, AG is distinct from what is called singular fact abduction, in
which both the surprising fact and the hypothesis are singular facts. In a
first-order language, both the explanandum and explanatory hypothesis of a
singular fact abduction are modeled as objects having a certain property (such
as P a). In contrast, in AG they will be modeled by generalizations (such as
∀x(P x ⊃ Qx)). Existing models for abduction usually limit themselves to
singular fact abduction, as we will see in the next section.
Thirdly, AG is not a novel reasoning pattern. It has been known at least
since Aristotle who treats something similar in his Posterior Analytica when
1

2

3

To avoid confusion with our definition of AG, the schematic letters A and C originally
used by Peirce are replaced by X and Y .
This may be easier to grasp when spelled out in first order predicate logic: we have that
∀x(Cx ⊃ Bx) ⊢CL ∀x(Ax ⊃ Cx) ⊃ ∀x(Ax ⊃ Bx).
Applying the above schema as such is only justified in case of abduction, i.e. the formation
of explanatory hypotheses. If Y does not explain X, flagrant examples of the logical
fallacy affirming the consequent that have little value qua hypothesis will be obtained.
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he considers the “middle term” of a definition. This pattern is, according to his
view, the essence of a good definition: it should not only say what the definiendum (A) is, it should also be an explanation (C) for its observed properties
(B). As an example, he explains why horned animals (A) lack upper incisors
(B) by defining horned animals as a subclass of animals that have inflected
hard material from their mouth to their heads (C). According to Aristotle, this
is a good definition of a class because it explains the properties of that class.4
However, the reasoning pattern we are considering is much broader than what
Aristotle had in mind. A, B and C can be any properties, and neither should
A be a definiendum, nor C a definiens.
Fourthly, AG is frequently applied in human reasoning, often in combination with or following an instance of singular fact abduction. For instance,
people do not only wonder why their heads hurt (they drank too much last
night) or why there is a thunderstorm (it was very hot during the day). Not
much of a reflective mind is needed to also start asking questions such as why
it is that every time one drinks a bit too much, one suffers from headaches, or
why thunderstorms often follow hot days. In other words, people do not only
wonder why certain facts are the case, they also wonder why certain regularities
occur.
2.2. The Lack of Models for AG
The lack of models for AG will be explained by pointing out how the application
of the concept of abduction in a variety of fields has caused a growing divergence
in definitions and interpretations. This will also clarify the relation between
our current project and the literature on abduction.
Broadly speaking, two main currents in research on abduction can be discerned. On the one hand, research in AI and formal logic mostly focuses on a
syllogistic interpretation of Peirce’s work, in which abduction is introduced as
part of a tripod that is clarified with the following famous beans-example of
Peirce (1958, 2.623):
All the beans from this bag are white. (Rule)
These beans are from this bag. (Case)
These beans are white. (Result)

All reasoning deriving a result from a case and a rule is called deductive, all
4

See (Aristotle nd, II.10) for Aristotle’s distinction between two types of definitions and
(Aristotle nd, II.12-14) for his view on the role of the middle term in a definition. A
good treatment of the analogy between Aristotelian definitions and Peircean abduction
can be found in Eco (1983). Schurz (2008) refers to the wrong concept when he links
AG (in his words: law abduction) to Aristotle. The concept “hitting upon the middle
term” is only employed in the definition of quick wit (Aristotle nd, I.34), in which it
is illustrated with an example of a singular fact abduction. In our view, a predecessor
of AG can only be found in Aristotle’s treatment of the role of the middle term in
definitions.
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reasoning deriving a rule from a case and a result inductive, and all reasoning
deriving a case from a rule and a result abductive. Having this schema in mind,
researchers in AI or formal logic generally focus on instances of singular fact
abduction, which are variations on the following pattern:
Bα, ∀β(Aβ → Bβ)/Aα
This pattern is usually combined with the condition that the hypothesis should
be explanatory. Aliseda (2006) even adds a further condition suggested by
Peirce, i.e. that the observed fact should be surprising (in the sense that Bα
cannot be derived from the background theory alone). One noteable exception
to the exclusive focus on singular fact abduction is Thagard (1988). He obtains
a similar pattern as AG, which he calls “rule abduction”, by adding to his logic
program PI the ability to generalize the results of singular fact abductions.
Although his model does not abduce from generalizations, it has the same
goal as an AG, i.e. to derive an explanation for why all elements of a given
class share a certain property.
On the other hand, research in philosophy of science usually departs from
a methodological interpretation of Peirce. In his later writings Peirce distinguishes abduction, induction and deduction as different steps in a methodology of science (Peirce 1998, p. 212–218). Abduction is the process of forming
an explanatory hypothesis, from which deduction can draw predictions, which
then can be tested by induction.5 Research in this tradition, see e.g. Magnani
(2009), Schurz (2008), considers abduction as a very broad concept including
analogical reasoning, visual abduction, common cause reasoning, etc. Here,
Peirce’s definition of abduction (see Section 2.1) is seen as an expression in
metalanguage, in which a “fact” could be any proposition. Some, see e.g. Harman (1965), Lipton (2004), Douven (2011), still try to capture the concept of
abduction under the single schema of inference to the best explanation (IBE).6
However, these attempts to reduce the broadness of the considered concept
prevent the discovery of interesting features of more specific patterns of abduction. Schurz explains this as follows (Schurz 2008, p. 205):
The majority of the recent literature on abduction has aimed at one most general
schema of abduction (for example IBE) which matches every particular case. I do
not think that good heuristic rules for generating explanatory hypotheses can be
found along this route, because these rules are dependent of the specific type of
abduction scenario.

In this article, Schurz subsequently presents a taxonomy of distinct patterns of
abduction. Having this in mind, we think that it is best to remain pluralistic on
5

6

It is generally acknowledged (see e.g. Flach and Kakas 2000, p. 5–8) that both interpretations can be found in Peirce’s work, although they are not fully compatible. They
represent an evolution in his thinking, as Peirce hinted himself when he remarked that
he “was too much taken up in considering syllogistic forms” (Peirce 1958, 2.102).
These scholars consider Peirce’s remark that abduction should be as economical as possible (Peirce 1958, 7.220), as an essential and crucial condition.
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the logical form of abduction. We should maintain the rich concept of abduction
as it is understood in the philosophy of science, but, in order to provide the
formal rigor which is characteristic of the logic and AI community, we have to
focus on each of the different specific forms of abduction separately.
2.3. The Ubiquity of AG in Scientific Practice
At the end of Section 2.1, we mentioned several examples in which abduction
of generalizations is triggered by a question concerning the result of a singular
fact abduction. This question is brought up by a need for a deeper understanding of the observed relations. We can recognize this curious spirit in the
endeavors of many scientists. For instance, Descartes was not satisfied with
the folk explanation of the rainbow, i.e. that a rainbow appears because the
sun breaks through shortly after a rain shower. He wanted to understand why
rainbows appear whenever the sun shines while it rains. We will argue that
AG is at least as important in scientific practice as singular fact abduction by
considering two general characteristics of this practice.7
Firstly, in scientific practice one attempts to formulate theories, which have
both a universal and falsifiable nature.8 One does not want an explanation
why, for instance, this particular person suffers from this disease. One wants
to understand why and how this disease is transmitted in general. Formulating
theories about particularities is seldom considered as good scientific practice;
such theories are often labeled as ad hoc. Theories are thus mainly formulated
for a whole class of objects and, by consequence, formulated in terms of generalizations. These generalizations allow us to derive singular fact predictions by
means of which theories can be tested. Therefore, in the formation process of
such theories, reasoning methods resulting in generalizations, such as inductive
generalization or AG, are essential.
Secondly, augmented unification (as characterized, for instance, by Kitcher
(1993)) is generally seen as an indicator of scientific progress.9 Each application
of AG is in essence a unification step, because it explains an observational
generalization, e.g. “All A are B”, by characterizing its antecedent (A) as a
subclass of a more general class (C) for which the observed properties (B) hold.
Therefore, AG is a key method to enhance unification in scientific practice. The
most interesting examples in the history of science can be found when a new
theory is proposed as a solution for some anomalies of an existing theory. In
that case, the proponents of the new theory also need to show that most of the
7

8

9

This claim is about scientific practice and not about scientific explanation. In scientific
explanation, a scientific theory is employed to explain a certain fact (which can be either
a singular fact or a generalization). Scientific practice is the activity of forming such
scientific theories and expanding current scientific knowledge.
Universality should not be taken as an absolute notion, but as an achievable level of
generality that is relative to the methods and scope of the specific field.
Both the instrumentalist and realist view concerning the nature of scientific progress
seem to agree on this point (Niiniluoto 2011).
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already known and well-tested observational laws, which are explained by the
old theory, can be explained by the new theory. For instance, Newton could
explain Huygens’ pendulum law using his general laws of motion by pointing
out how the different parameters of the pendulum law could be translated
into his general mathematical framework. In the same way, Bohr could explain
by means of his atomic model why the wave lengths of the visible emission
spectrum of hydrogen can be calculated by the Balmer formula.10
3.

Introducing the Formal Framework

3.1. The Explanatory Framework
The pattern presented in the definition of AG (see Section 2) could be formally
explicated as follows:
(P1) ∀x(Ax ⊃ Bx)
(P2) ∀x(Cx ⊃ Bx)
(H) ∀x(Ax ⊃ Cx)
However, we must be careful here: the definition stipulates that C-hood explains B-hood, not just that everything that has the property C also has the
property B. In other words, where (P1) and (H) can be of any kind, the set
of possible candidates for (P2) is restricted.11 We call this set the explanatory
framework. It consists of all generalizations of the form ∀x(F x ⊃ Gx) where
being F provides an explanation for being G. Whether or not a generalization
belongs to the explanatory framework, may depend on the phenomenon we are
trying to explain. In other words, it is contextually defined. All we assume is
that it is clear for each generalization, given the abductive problem at hand,
whether it is a member of the explanatory framework or not. In the latter case
we call it a mere generalization.
With this new terminology, we are now able to characterize all the lines
of the above schema: (P1) is the explanandum, i.e. the mere generalization
that is to be explained; (P2) is a generalization that is part of the explanatory
framework for the current abductive context; (H) is the explanatory hypothesis.
An explanation or explanans for (P1) consists of an explanatory hypothesis
together with one or more elements of the explanatory framework that connect
the hypothesis to the explanandum.
Now what does it actually mean that F -hood explains G-hood? Needless
to say, the philosophical literature abounds in theories of explanation. However, as we chose to restrict ourselves to classical abduction (see Section 2.1),
10

A philosophical introduction to the circumstances of these two major milestones in science
can be found in Smith (2008), resp. Faye (2008).
11
In our opinion, Schurz (2008) puts too little emphasis on this point in his discussion of
AG, or “law abduction” as he calls it. In his schema, (P2) is called a “background law”,
but as far as we see, no explicit definition or circumscription is provided.
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certain preconditions apply. First, if F -hood explains G-hood, then F -hood
should also imply G-hood. Second, as abduction is an inference, only argumentative accounts of explanation are relevant. Hence, the choices to explicate
the notion of “explanation” in the definition of the explanatory framework of a
(classical) abductive problem are limited to accounts of explanation that have
the structure of a deductive argument such as a DN-argument (e.g. Hempel
1965), a causal argument (e.g. Hausman 1998) or an augmented unification
argument (e.g. Kitcher 1993).12
In any of these accounts, (P2) has a specific status – it must be either
lawlike, refer to an underlying causal mechanism, or be a more general argumentation scheme. We use the more abstract term explanatory framework to
express this status of (P2). This specific status turns AG into a fundamentally
asymmetric inference. It is not possible to derive ∀x(Cx ⊃ Ax) from the same
premises, since A-hood does not explain B-hood. Hence, if a logic explicates
AG, it should be able to represent this asymmetry between (P1) and (P2) in
its object language.
Before we explain how this can be done, let us briefly give an extra reason
to motivate the distinction between the explanatory framework and mere generalizations as a valuable asset for any logic that models abductive processes in
general. Mere generalizations are often used in abductions that involve knowledge about methods or procedures. Consider the following premises:
(P1) The Geiger counter produces audible clicks close to the object a.
(P2) If the Geiger counter produces audible clicks, β-radiation is present.
(P3) If an object contains C-14, β-radiation is emitted.
Without the distinction between the explanatory framework and mere generalizations, a logic for singular fact abduction treats (P2) and (P3) as having the
same formal structure. But a physicist interested in explaining the presence
of β-radiation is only interested in the hypothesis suggested by (P3), as the
behaviour of the Geiger counter provides no explanation. On the other hand,
(P2) is needed to derive the fact that there is β-radiation in the first place
(as it is not directly observable). Hence, (P2) cannot be omitted from this abductive reasoning context. Only a logic that is able to represent explanatory
frameworks can handle this case properly.
3.2. A Modal Approach
In Section 4, we will present the logic LA∀ . This system is a non-monotonic
extension of the well-known modal logic T, and allows us to model instances of
AG in the modal language L . Therefore, let us first define L and T formally,
after which we add some comments on our choice for them.
12

It is not implied that there are no other valuable accounts of explanation. We only claim
that (classical) abductive hypotheses (the only ones that are our concern here) are part
of a deductive argument that forms an explanation for the explanandum.
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Let L denote the extension of L with the modal necessity operator .
The set of formulas W  is the smallest set for which the following holds:
For all A ∈ W :
A, A ∈ W 

For all A, B ∈ W : ¬A, A ∨ B, A ∧ B, A ⊃ B, A ≡ B ∈ W 
Note that by this definition, we exclude the occurrence of boxes in the scope
of quantifiers, of iterations of boxes and more generally, of nested boxes.13
Hence, ∀x(P x ⊃ Qx) and P a ∨ ∃x(¬Rx) are, for instance, members of
W  , whereas ∀xP x or ∀xP x are not.
An axiomatization for the predicative version of T over the language W 
is obtained by taking the axioms of classical predicate logic (henceforth CL),
and adding the following axioms (closed under modus ponens):
K (A ⊃ B) ⊃ (A ⊃ B)
RN where A ∈ W: if ⊢ A then ⊢ A
T
A ⊃ A
A semantics of T that is sound and complete with this axiomatization can be
found in Batens et al. (2003, pp. 46-47). This is a typical Kripke-semantics in
terms of a set of worlds and an accessibility relation on them – we will return
to it in the conclusion.
The language L allows us to represent the premises involved in abductive
reasoning processes with the expressive power of classical first-order logic, but
gives us the extra operator , which allows us to indicate at the object level
that a certain generalization is in the explanatory framework. Let F ◦ denote
the set of purely functional formulas, i.e. formulas that do not contain individual constants, quantifiers, or sentential letters. For example, P x ∧ (Qxy ∨ Rx)
is a purely functional formula, whereas P a ∨ Qxy and P x ∧ ∃yQxy are not.
Where A ∈ F ◦ , let ∀A be the universal quantification over every variable that
is free in A. The logic LA∀ treats any formula of the form ∀(A ⊃ B) with
A, B ∈ F ◦ as an element of the explanatory framework.
The choice for T in order to model the explanatory framework has two
important consequences. First of all, in view of the rule RN and the axiom K,
classical logic consequences of the explanatory framework may themselves be
used to generate explanatory hypotheses. For instance, if ∀x(P x ⊃ Qx) and
∀x(Qx ⊃ Rx) are premises of a particular abductive problem, not only these
formulas but also ∀x(P x ⊃ Rx) will be part of the explanatory framework.
Second, in view of axiom T, a generalization that is part of the explanatory
framework is also assumed to be true as such. This is the formal expression
13

It might be possible to do without these restriction on the language, given a number of
additional axioms such as the 4-axiom (A ⊃ A), the Barcan formula and/or the
inverse Barcan formula. This would however severely complicate the logical apparatus,
whereas the extended language would contain several expressions that have no sensible
interpretation in terms of explanatory frameworks.
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of our restriction to the classical account of abduction, where “A explains B”
implies “A implies B”.
As we will explain below, the logic LA∀ is a non-monotonic extension of
T. Also, T is itself a monotonic extension of CL. Hence, LA∀ only provides
sensible consequences under the assumption that the explanatory framework
and the set of known facts relevant to the abductive problem are mutually
consistent – otherwise it results in plain triviality.
Our logic for AG is in a sense minimal: iterations of boxes are excluded, and
explanation is expressed by rather simple formal tools. It is a topic for further
research whether our model can be meaningfully extended to include specific,
more fine-grained accounts of explanation (e.g. adding asymmetric axioms to
specify causal arguments in the sense of Hausman (1998)).
3.3. The Dynamics of AG
Apart from the distinction between the explanatory framework and mere generalizations, several other difficulties arise when we try to model abduction
in general, and AG in particular. First of all, abduction is a non-monotonic
reasoning method: new information may contradict the hypotheses we have
raised. Moreover, it may not always be clear whether the currently available
information contradicts some of these hypotheses - this requires classical inferences, which might not yet have been drawn. As a result, we can discern
a double dynamics in abductive reasoning: previously drawn inferences can
become retracted in view of additional premises, but also in view of further
inferences from the same body of evidence. A formal logic for AG should hence
be able to frame this double dynamics, yet still define a sensible and stable
output for any given premise set.
Second, every realistic model of AG should allow us to combine deductive
(or classical) inferences with ampliative (or supraclassical) steps. That is, it
should allow the user to draw new inferences on the basis of previously inferred
hypotheses, and it should allow the classical consequences of the evidence to
falsify such hypotheses (and whatever we derived from them). This relates to a
third important desideratum, i.e. that the hypotheses yielded by a formal logic
for AG should be mutually consistent with the evidence and the explanatory
framework. Ampliative reasoning should not only allow us to go beyond the
mere deductive consequences of our knowledge, but it should also remain within
the boundaries of consistency.
The fourth problem is specific to the context of abduction: explanatory
hypotheses should be as logically parsimonious as possible. For instance, if “Y ”
suffices to explain “X”, then we should not raise the explanatory hypothesis “Y
and Z”. More generally, we want to derive only the logically weakest hypotheses
that suffice to explain the explananda.14
14

As indicated by one of the referees, logical parsimony should be distinguished from
expressive parsimony. For instance, if “Y or Z” explains “X”, than the explanatory
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Finally, any logic for abduction should be able to handle cases of multiple
explanatory hypotheses in a consistent and uniform way – see Section 4.3 where
we discuss two distinct ways in which this can be done.
We chose to use the framework of adaptive logics (henceforth ALs) to formulate the logic LA∀ for AG. ALs are powerful formal systems that explicate
various forms of defeasible reasoning such as reasoning on the basis of inconsistent premises Batens (1999), inductive generalization Batens (2011), reasoning
on the basis of conflicting norms Van De Putte and Straßer (2012), etc. Several
adaptive logics have also already been developed for singular fact abduction
Meheus (2011), Gauderis (2012), and all of them were shown to meet the above
desiderata.
One of the most important developments within the AL program is the
definition of a canonical format, the so-called standard format for ALs. This
format encompasses a generic dynamic proof theory and a selection semantics.
A rich and attractive metatheory has been shown to hold generically for all
ALs in standard format (see Batens (2007)): they are sound and complete, have
the reassurance property, their consequence relation is idempotent, cautiously
monotonic, etc. Most ALs have been successfully expressed within this format,
so it provides a good basis for a unifying study of defeasible reasoning forms
in general, and patterns of abduction in particular.
The main motivation to choose this non-monotonic framework is its dynamic proof theory, which enables us to construct proofs that are very similar
to actual human reasoning processes, as will become clear from the examples
in Section 4. There we will also argue that each of the other desiderata from
the current section are met by LA∀ .
4.

The Logic LA∀

4.1. The Definition of LA∀
Let us briefly explain the general characteristics of adaptive logics in standard
format. These are characterized by a triple hLLL, Ω, xi. The so-called lower
limit logic LLL is a monotonic, reflexive and transitive logic, the rules of which
are unconditionally valid in the AL. Ω is called the set of abnormalities; this
set is specified in terms of a logical form. Every AL strengthens its LLL by
allowing for a specific kind of defeasible inferences, which are determined by Ω
and the strategy x. This will be clarified below.
The adaptive logic LA∀ employs T as its lower limit logic. The set of
abnormalities of LA∀ requires a bit more explanation. Consider once more the
inference schema of AG introduced in Section 3, only this time capturing the
distinction between mere generalizations and the explanatory framework:
hypothesis “Y ” is expressively more parsimonious because it contains less different terms
(assuming that Y and Z differ), but logically less parsimonious than the explanatory
hypothesis “Y or Z” because “Y ” logically entails “Y or Z”.
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(P1) ∀(A ⊃ B)
(P2) ∀(C ⊃ B)
(H) ∀(A ⊃ C)
The LA∀ -abnormalities are all formulas which imply that the premises in the
above schema are true, whereas its conclusion is false, for a particular A, B
and C. To simplify notation, we introduce two abbreviations. First of all, let
A 6→C B =def ∀(A ⊃ B) ∧ ∀(C ⊃ B) ∧ ¬∀(A ⊃ C)
A 6→C B can be read as: “although all A are B, and although C-hood explains
B-hood, it is not the case that all A are C”. Secondly, where A, B ∈ F ◦ , let
AkB denote the fact that A and B share no predicates.
Using these two abbreviations, we can now define a set of abnormalities:
Ω = {A 6→C B | A, B, C ∈ F ◦ , AkB and BkC}
The restrictions AkB and BkC are added to avoid that certain trivial selfexplanatory hypotheses block the derivation of other hypotheses.15
The strategy of LA∀ is reliability – we will explain its role in Section 4.2.16
There we will focus on the proof theory of LA∀ , which allows us to explicate the
interaction of AG and classical inferences. As for all ALs in standard format,
the LA∀ -semantics is obtained from the same triple hT, Ω, reliability i – we
refer to Batens (2007) for a generic definition of the AL-semantics. In Section
4.3, we will present some particular features of LA∀ that show how it meets
the desiderata from Section 3.3.
4.2. The Proof Theory of LA∀
The LA∀ -proof theory is a mere instantiation of the generic proof theory for
ALs in standard format – see Batens (2007). As spelled out before, inferences
such as AG are by definition defeasible. Hence if we want to formalize them, we
should be able to model the retraction of previously drawn conclusions in view
of later insights. For this purpose, a line in an LA∀ -proof has – apart from a line
number, a formula and a justification – a fourth element, the condition. This
condition consists of n (∈ N) members of Ω, and it specifies the assumptions on
which the formula of that line is derived. More precisely, the formulas in this
set are assumed to be false until and unless proven otherwise. A line becomes
defeated, if one of these assumptions becomes untenable in light of further
derivations in the proof.
The inference rules of LA∀ -proofs reduce to three generic rules. This requires some notational conventions. For any finite Θ ⊂ Ω, let Dab(Θ) denote
15

We refer to Van De Putte (2012, pp. 206-207) for examples that motivate these restrictions.
16
ALs in standard format can also use the minimal abnormality strategy. For reasons of
space and simplicity, we restrict ourselves to the reliability-variant of LA∀ .
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the classical disjunction of the members of Θ. In general, we use the term Dabformula to refer to finite disjunctions of abnormalities. Where Γ is a premise
set, and where
A

∆

abbreviates that A occurs in the proof on a line with the condition ∆, the
inference rules are given by the following generic rules:
PREM

If A ∈ Γ:

RU

If A1 , ..., An ⊢T B:

RC

..
.
A

If A1 , ..., An ⊢T B ∨ Dab(Θ)

..
.
∅

A1
..
.

∆1
..
.

An
B

∆n
∆1 ∪ . . . ∪ ∆n

A1
..
.

∆1
..
.

An
B

∆n
∆1 ∪ . . . ∪ ∆n ∪ Θ

The premise rule PREM states that a premise may be introduced at any line
of a proof on the empty condition. The unconditional inference rule RU states
that, if A1 , . . . , An ⊢T B and A1 , . . . , An occur in the proof on the conditions
∆1 , . . . , ∆n , we may add B on the condition ∆1 ∪ . . . ∪ ∆n . The strength of
an adaptive logic comes with the third rule, the conditional inference rule RC,
which works analogously to RU, but allows us to push abnormalities from
the formula to the condition. Put differently, if we can derive the formula A in
disjunction with one or more abnormalities, then RC states that we may derive
A, relying on the defeasible assumption that those abnormalities are false.
To get an idea of how these generic rules allow us to model AG, consider
the formalization of the pineapple-example from the introduction:
Γ1 = {∀x(P x ⊃ Qx), ∀x(Rx ⊃ Qx), ∃xP x}
The last premise is added to avoid certain unwelcome results – see Section
4.3. Note that in view of the interpretation of the premises, this is a harmless
addition: if we want to explain the fact that all pineapples taste sweet, then it
seems evident that we also know that pineapples exist.
We start an LA∀ -proof from Γ1 by writing down two of the premises:
1 ∀x(P x ⊃ Qx)
2 ∀x(Rx ⊃ Qx)

PREM
PREM

∅
∅
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Note that {∀x(P x ⊃ Qx), ∀x(Rx ⊃ Qx)} ⊢T ∀x(P x ⊃ Rx) ∨ (P →
6 R Q).
Hence we may apply the rule RU to derive ∀x(P x ⊃ Rx) ∨ (P 6→R Q), and
from the latter, derive that all P are R by RC:17
3 ∀x(P x ⊃ Rx) ∨ (P 6→R Q)
4 ∀x(P x ⊃ Rx)

1,2;RU
3;RC

∅
{P 6→R Q}

The interesting aspect of adaptive logics is of course their dynamic flavor,
which can only be illustrated if we add more premises to Γ1 . Suppose that
we learn about a genetically modified pineapple a, which contains no sugar,
but nevertheless tastes sweet because it has been injected with a synthetic
sweetener. So we have to add the premise P a ∧ ¬Ra, which contradicts the
hypothesis ∀x(P x ⊃ Rx). Let us call the extended premise set Γ2 . A nice
advantage of ALs is that, since the proofs are dynamic, we need not start a
proof all over again whenever premises are added; we can just pick up where
we ended our line of thought. Hence we may continue our proof as follows:
..
.
4
5
6
7

..
.
∀x(P x ⊃ Rx)
P a ∧ ¬Ra
¬∀x(P x ⊃ Rx)
P 6→R Q

..
.
3;RC
PREM
5;RU
1,2,6;RU

..
.
{P 6→R Q} X7
∅
∅
∅

For the time being, ignore the X7 -sign on line 4 – this will be clarified below.
At line 7, we have reached the insight that P 6→R Q follows from our premises
by T. Hence, we need a way to indicate that there is something wrong with
the condition of line 4. This is done by a marking criterion, which depends on
what we have derived so far. Let a stage of a proof be a list of lines, obtained
by application of the three generic rules. A proof is then a list of subsequent
stages. At every stage s, a marking definition stipulates which lines are marked
and which are not, and, hence, which have become marked or unmarked with
respect to the previous stage. If A is derived on an unmarked line at stage s,
we say that A is derived at stage s; otherwise, A is not derived at stage s.
For LA∀ , a line is marked at stage s, whenever at this stage, a member of
its condition is derived on the empty condition, either by itself, or as part of a
minimal disjunction of abnormalities. In that case, we say that the condition
is unreliable at stage s. Putting everything together, we obtain the following
standard definitions:
Definition 1. A Dab-formula Dab(∆) is a minimal Dab-formula at stage s iff
Dab(∆) is derived on the empty condition at stage s, and there is no ∆′ ⊂ ∆
for which Dab(∆′ ) is derived on the empty condition at stage s.
17

We added line 3 for the sake of clarity – in view of the definition of the rule RC, it is also
possible to derive the formula on line 4 from those on lines 1 and 2 in one step.
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Definition 2. The set of unreliable formulas Us (Γ) at stage s is the union of
all ∆ for which Dab(∆) is a minimal Dab-formula at stage s.
Definition 3 (Marking for Reliability). The line i with condition ∆ is marked
at stage s iff ∆ ∩ Us (Γ) 6= ∅.
In view of these definitions, line 4 is marked at stage 7 of the above proof, as
indicated by the X7 -sign. In the remainder, we use the sign Xi to denotes the
fact that a given line is marked from stage i up to the stage under consideration.
It is important to remark that, despite the dynamic character of the proofs,
adaptive logics are proper proof-invariant logics. Given a Γ and A, the logic
defines whether A is a consequence of Γ or not. This does not depend on
the way we start a proof or proceed throughout one. To avoid confusion with
formulas that are derivable at a certain stage of a proof (but can be defeated
at a later stage), formulas in the consequence set are called finally derivable.
The final derivability relation of an adaptive logic is defined as follows:18
Definition 4. A formula A is finally derived from Γ at stage s of a proof if
and only if A is derived at line i, line i is not marked at stage s and every
extension of the proof in which i is marked may be further extended in such a
way that line i is unmarked.
Definition 5 (Final Derivability). Γ ⊢LA∀ A (A ∈ CnLA∀ (Γ)) if and only
if A is finally derived in an LA∀ -proof from Γ.
To illustrate the above definitions, consider again our proof from Γ2 . Since
the Dab-formula at line 7 is a single abnormality, it will be a minimal Dabformula in every extension of the proof. Hence, line 4 will remain marked in
every such extension. More generally, ∀x(P x ⊃ Rx) is not finally derivable
from Γ2 , i.e. there is no proof in which we can finally derive ∀x(P x ⊃ Rx)
from this premise set.
4.3. Some Salient Features of the Logic
We end this section with a brief survey of the ways in which LA∀ solves some
typical problems for any formal model of abduction. First of all, as any AL in
standard format, LA∀ has the Reassurance property (Batens 2007, Corollary
1):
Theorem 6. If Γ is not T-trivial, then neither is CnLA∀ (Γ). (Reassurance)
Theorem 6 implies that if our explanatory framework and our factual
knowledge are mutually consistent, then LA∀ will always yield a consistent
set of explanatory hypotheses. This is an immediate consequence of the fact
that CL is included in T and of the axiom T.
Second, as explained in Section 3.3, a logic for abduction should only yield
the most parsimonious hypotheses. Consider the following proof from Γ1 :
18

As explained in Batens (2007), adaptive logics in general lack a positive test. We refer
to Meheus (2011) for an extensive discussion of this fact.
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∀x(P x ⊃ Qx)
∀x(Rx ⊃ Qx)
∀x((Rx ∧ Sx) ⊃ Qx)
∀x(P x ⊃ (Rx ∧ Sx))
∀x(P x ⊃ Sx)
∃xP x
∃x(P x ∧ ¬Sx) ∨ ∃x(P x ∧ Sx)
¬∀x(P x ⊃ (Rx ∧ Sx)) ∨ ¬∀x(P x ⊃ (Rx ∧ ¬Sx))
(P 6→R∧S Q) ∨ (P 6→R∧¬S Q)

PREM
PREM
2;RU
1,3;RC
4;RU
PREM
6;RU
7; RU
1,2,8;RU

∅
∅
∅
{P →
6 R∧S Q} X9
{P →
6 R∧S Q} X9
∅
∅
∅
∅

As the material implication has the property A ⊃ B ⊢ (A ∧ C) ⊃ B (strengthening the antecedent ), the hypothesis on line 5, which states that anything
that is P also has the random property S, could be derived. However, using
the premise ∃xP x, we can derive the Dab-formula on line 9 which defeats lines
4 and 5.
Third, the dynamic proof theory and the form of the abnormalities also
ensure that no hypotheses can be finally derived from tautologies, and that
no contradictions can be finally derived as a hypothesis. The following proof
from Γ1 illustrates how the logic enables us to defeat both self-contradictory
hypotheses and hypotheses derived from tautotologies – see line 3, resp. lines
7 and 8:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

∀x(P x ⊃ Qx)
∀x((Sx ∧ ¬Sx) ⊃ Qx)
∀x(P x ⊃ (Sx ∧ ¬Sx))
∃xP x
∃x(P x ∧ ¬(Sx ∧ ¬Sx))
P 6→S∧¬S Q
∀x(P x ⊃ (Sx ∨ ¬Sx))
∀x(T x ⊃ (Sx ∨ ¬Sx)))
∀x(P x ⊃ T x)
∀x(¬T x ⊃ (Sx ∨ ¬Sx))
¬∀x(P x ⊃ T x) ∨ ¬∀x(P x ⊃ ¬T x)
(P 6→T S ∨ ¬S) ∨ (P 6→¬T S ∨ ¬S)

PREM
-;RU
1,2;RC
PREM
4;RU
1,2,5;RU
-;RU
-;RU
7,8;RC
-;RU
4;RU
7,8,10,11;RU

∅
∅
{P →
6 S∧¬S Q}
X6
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
{P →
6 T (S ∨ ¬S)} X12
∅
∅
∅

The final feature that will be illustrated is how this logic handles multiple
explanatory hypotheses. Suppose that we learn about a property S, which
explains Q-hood just as well as the property R does. Hence we have to add
the premise ∀x(Sx ⊃ Qx) to Γ1 , which results in the following set:
Γ3 = {∀x(P x ⊃ Qx), ∀x(Rx ⊃ Qx), ∀x(Sx ⊃ Qx), ∃xP x}
At first sight, both the hypotheses ∀x(P x ⊃ Rx) and ∀x(P x ⊃ Sx) can be
derived from Γ3 . But, as shown in the proof below, these two formulas are not
finally derivable.The composed hypothesis ∀x(P x ⊃ (Rx ∨ Sx)) is, however,
finally derivable from Γ3 .
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

∀x(P x ⊃ Qx)
∀x(Rx ⊃ Qx)
∀x(Sx ⊃ Qx)
∀x(P x ⊃ Rx)
∀x(P x ⊃ Sx)
∃xP x
¬∀x(P x ⊃ Rx) ∨ ¬∀x(P x ⊃ (Sx ∧ ¬Rx))
∀x((Sx ∧ ¬Rx) ⊃ Qx)
(P 6→R Q) ∨ (P 6→S∧¬R Q)
(P 6→S Q) ∨ (P 6→R∧¬S Q)
∀x((Rx ∨ Sx) ⊃ Qx)
∀x(P x ⊃ (Rx ∨ Sx))

PREM
PREM
PREM
1,2;RC
1,3;RC
PREM
6;RU
3;RU
1,2,7,8;RU
1,2,3,6;RU
2,3;RU
1,11;RC
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∅
∅
∅
{P →
6 R Q} X9
{P 6→S Q} X10
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
∅
{P →
6 R∨S Q}

In view of this last feature, LA∀ models a kind of practical abduction: whenever multiple explanatory hypotheses are available, LA∀ only allows for the
(undefeated) derivation of a disjunctive combination of these hypotheses. This
is opposed to theoretical abduction, in which each of the individual hypotheses
can be separately derived. For a thorough discussion of this distinction, see
Gauderis (2012).
5.

Conclusion

As argued in this paper, abduction of generalizations (AG) is ubiquitous in
everyday and scientific reasoning. We provided a first general analysis of this
pattern, and argued that the notion of an explanatory framework should be
embodied in any formal model for AG. This idea was implemented in LA∀ ,
which is a well-behaved formal logic that allows us to apply AG, and to withdraw its applications in those cases where a conflict with the other premises
occurs.
An open question remains whether one may obtain a sensible interpretation
of the Kripke-semantics for this application of (extensions of) T. In this way,
assumptions about the notion of the explanatory framework may be translated
into formal properties of the accessibility relation and vice versa. Since we
focused mostly on the proof theoretic aspects of our formal model, we consider
this a topic for future research.
Several enrichments of our formal model can be studied, in order to deal
with e.g. probabilistic information (see Section 2.1), causal arguments (see Section 3.1), and abductive anomalies.19 Also, it seems worthwhile to develop ways
in which singular fact abduction and AG can be integrated in the framework
of adaptive logics. Finally, case studies of some of the examples mentioned
in Section 2 may shed new light on the relation between AG, unification and
other patterns of abduction.
19

In Aliseda’s terminology, an anomaly is a fact, the negation of which follows from our
background theory.
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In the philosophical literature, the term “abduction” is used in two related but different senses. In both
senses, the term refers to some form of explanatory reasoning. However, in the historically first sense, it
refers to the place of explanatory reasoning in generating hypotheses, while in the sense in which it is
used most frequently in the modern literature it refers to the place of explanatory reasoning in justifying
hypotheses. In the latter sense, abduction is also often called “Inference to the Best Explanation.”
This entry is exclusively concerned with abduction in the modern sense, although there is a supplement
on abduction in the historical sense, which had its origin in the work of Charles Sanders Peirce—see the
Supplement: Peirce on Abduction.
See also the entry on scientific discovery, in particular the section on discovery as abduction.
Most philosophers agree that abduction (in the sense of Inference to the Best Explanation) is a type of inference that is frequently employed,
in some form or other, both in everyday and in scientific reasoning. However, the exact form as well as the normative status of abduction are
still matters of controversy. This entry contrasts abduction with other types of inference; points at prominent uses of it, both in and outside
philosophy; considers various more or less precise statements of it; discusses its normative status; and highlights possible connections
between abduction and Bayesian confirmation theory.
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1. Abduction: The General Idea
You happen to know that Tim and Harry have recently had a terrible row that ended their friendship. Now someone tells you that she just saw
Tim and Harry jogging together. The best explanation for this that you can think of is that they made up. You conclude that they are friends
again.
One morning you enter the kitchen to find a plate and cup on the table, with breadcrumbs and a pat of butter on it, and surrounded by a jar of
jam, a pack of sugar, and an empty carton of milk. You conclude that one of your house-mates got up at night to make him- or herself a
midnight snack and was too tired to clear the table. This, you think, best explains the scene you are facing. To be sure, it might be that
someone burgled the house and took the time to have a bite while on the job, or a house-mate might have arranged the things on the table
without having a midnight snack but just to make you believe that someone had a midnight snack. But these hypotheses strike you as
providing much more contrived explanations of the data than the one you infer to.
Walking along the beach, you see what looks like a picture of Winston Churchill in the sand. It could be that, as in the opening pages of
Hilary Putnam’s (1981), what you see is actually the trace of an ant crawling on the beach. The much simpler, and therefore (you think) much
better, explanation is that someone intentionally drew a picture of Churchill in the sand. That, in any case, is what you come away believing.
In these examples, the conclusions do not follow logically from the premises. For instance, it does not follow logically that Tim and Harry are
friends again from the premises that they had a terrible row which ended their friendship and that they have just been seen jogging together; it
does not even follow, we may suppose, from all the information you have about Tim and Harry. Nor do you have any useful statistical data
about friendships, terrible rows, and joggers that might warrant an inference from the information that you have about Tim and Harry to the
conclusion that they are friends again, or even to the conclusion that, probably (or with a certain probability), they are friends again. What
leads you to the conclusion, and what according to a considerable number of philosophers may also warrant this conclusion, is precisely the
fact that Tim and Harry’s being friends again would, if true, best explain the fact that they have just been seen jogging together. (The proviso

that a hypothesis be true if it is to explain anything is taken as read from here on.) Similar remarks apply to the other two examples. The type
of inference exhibited here is called abduction or, somewhat more commonly nowadays, Inference to the Best Explanation.

1.1 Deduction, induction, abduction
Abduction is normally thought of as being one of three major types of inference, the other two being deduction and induction. The distinction
between deduction, on the one hand, and induction and abduction, on the other hand, corresponds to the distinction between necessary and
non-necessary inferences. In deductive inferences, what is inferred is necessarily true if the premises from which it is inferred are true; that is,
the truth of the premises guarantees the truth of the conclusion. A familiar type of example is inferences instantiating the schema
All As are Bs.
a is an A.
Hence, a is a B.
But not all inferences are of this variety. Consider, for instance, the inference of “John is rich” from “John lives in Chelsea” and “Most people
living in Chelsea are rich.” Here, the truth of the first sentence is not guaranteed (but only made likely) by the joint truth of the second and
third sentences. Differently put, it is not necessarily the case that if the premises are true, then so is the conclusion: it is logically compatible
with the truth of the premises that John is a member of the minority of non-rich inhabitants of Chelsea. The case is similar regarding your
inference to the conclusion that Tim and Harry are friends again on the basis of the information that they have been seen jogging together.
Perhaps Tim and Harry are former business partners who still had some financial matters to discuss, however much they would have liked to
avoid this, and decided to combine this with their daily exercise; this is compatible with their being firmly decided never to make up.
It is standard practice to group non-necessary inferences into inductive and abductive ones. Inductive inferences form a somewhat
heterogeneous class, but for present purposes they may be characterized as those inferences that are based purely on statistical data, such as
observed frequencies of occurrences of a particular feature in a given population. An example of such an inference would be this:
96 per cent of the Flemish college students speak both Dutch and French.
Louise is a Flemish college student.
Hence, Louise speaks both Dutch and French.
However, the relevant statistical information may also be more vaguely given, as in the premise, “Most people living in Chelsea are rich.”
(There is much discussion about whether the conclusion of an inductive argument can be stated in purely qualitative terms or whether it
should be a quantitative one—for instance, that it holds with a probability of .96 that Louise speaks both Dutch and French—or whether it
can sometimes be stated in qualitative terms—for instance, if the probability that it is true is high enough—and sometimes not. On these and
other issues related to induction, see Kyburg 1990 (Ch. 4). It should also be mentioned that Harman (1965) conceives induction as a special
type of abduction. See also Weintraub 2013 for discussion.)
The mere fact that an inference is based on statistical data is not enough to classify it as an inductive one. You may have observed many gray
elephants and no non-gray ones, and infer from this that all elephants are gray, because that would provide the best explanation for why you
have observed so many gray elephants and no non-gray ones. This would be an instance of an abductive inference. It suggests that the best
way to distinguish between induction and abduction is this: both are ampliative, meaning that the conclusion goes beyond what is (logically)
contained in the premises (which is why they are non-necessary inferences), but in abduction there is an implicit or explicit appeal to
explanatory considerations, whereas in induction there is not; in induction, there is only an appeal to observed frequencies or statistics. (I
emphasize “only,” because in abduction there may also be an appeal to frequencies or statistics, as the example about the elephants exhibits.)
A noteworthy feature of abduction, which it shares with induction but not with deduction, is that it violates monotonicity, meaning that it may
be possible to infer abductively certain conclusions from a subset of a set S of premises which cannot be inferred abductively from S as a
whole. For instance, adding the premise that Tim and Harry are former business partners who still have some financial matters to discuss, to
the premises that they had a terrible row some time ago and that they were just seen jogging together may no longer warrant you to infer that
they are friends again, even if—let us suppose—the last two premises alone do warrant that inference. The reason is that what counts as the
best explanation of Tim and Harry’s jogging together in light of the original premises may no longer do so once the information has been
added that they are former business partners with financial matters to discuss.

1.2 The ubiquity of abduction
The type of inference exemplified in the cases described at the beginning of this entry will strike most as entirely familiar. Philosophers as
well as psychologists tend to agree that abduction is frequently employed in everyday reasoning. Sometimes our reliance on abductive
reasoning is quite obvious and explicit. But in some daily practices, it may be so routine and automatic that it easily goes unnoticed. A case in
point may be our trust in other people’s testimony, which has been said to rest on abductive reasoning; see Harman 1965, Adler 1994, Fricker
1994, and Lipton 1998 for defenses of this claim. For instance, according to Jonathan Adler (1994, 274f), “[t]he best explanation for why the
informant asserts that P is normally that … he believes it for duly responsible reasons and … he intends that I shall believe it too,” which is
why we are normally justified in trusting the informant’s testimony. This may well be correct, even though in coming to trust a person’s
testimony one does not normally seem to be aware of any abductive reasoning going on in one’s mind. Similar remarks may apply to what
some hold to be a further, possibly even more fundamental, role of abduction in linguistic practice, to wit, its role in determining what a
speaker means by an utterance. Specifically, it has been argued that decoding utterances is a matter of inferring the best explanation of why
someone said what he or she said in the context in which the utterance was made. Even more specifically, authors working in the field of
pragmatics have suggested that hearers invoke the Gricean maxims of conversation to help them work out the best explanation of a speaker’s
utterance whenever the semantic content of the utterance is insufficiently informative for the purposes of the conversation, or is too

informative, or off-topic, or implausible, or otherwise odd or inappropriate; see, for instance, Bach and Harnish 1979 (92f), Dascal 1979
(167), and Hobbs 2004. As in cases of reliance on speaker testimony, the requisite abductive reasoning would normally seem to take place at
a subconscious level.
Abductive reasoning is not limited to everyday contexts. Quite the contrary: philosophers of science have argued that abduction is a
cornerstone of scientific methodology; see, for instance, Boyd 1981, 1984, Harré 1986, 1988, Lipton 1991, 2004, and Psillos 1999.
According to Timothy Williamson (2007), “[t]he abductive methodology is the best science provides” and Ernan McMullin (1992) even goes
so far to call abduction “the inference that makes science.” To illustrate the use of abduction in science, we consider two examples.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, it was discovered that the orbit of Uranus, one of the seven planets known at the time, departed
from the orbit as predicted on the basis of Isaac Newton’s theory of universal gravitation and the auxiliary assumption that there were no
further planets in the solar system. One possible explanation was, of course, that Newton’s theory is false. Given its great empirical successes
for (then) more than two centuries, that did not appear to be a very good explanation. Two astronomers, John Couch Adams and Urbain
Leverrier, instead suggested (independently of each other but almost simultaneously) that there was an eighth, as yet undiscovered planet in
the solar system; that, they thought, provided the best explanation of Uranus’ deviating orbit. Not much later, this planet, which is now
known as “Neptune,” was discovered.
The second example concerns what is now commonly regarded to have been the discovery of the electron by the English physicist Joseph
John Thomson. Thomson had conducted experiments on cathode rays in order to determine whether they are streams of charged particles. He
concluded that they are indeed, reasoning as follows:
As the cathode rays carry a charge of negative electricity, are deflected by an electrostatic force as if they were negatively
electrified, and are acted on by a magnetic force in just the way in which this force would act on a negatively electrified body
moving along the path of these rays, I can see no escape from the conclusion that they are charges of negative electricity carried
by particles of matter. (Thomson, cited in Achinstein 2001, 17)
The conclusion that cathode rays consist of negatively charged particles does not follow logically from the reported experimental results, nor
could Thomson draw on any relevant statistical data. That nevertheless he could “see no escape from the conclusion” is, we may safely
assume, because the conclusion is the best—in this case presumably even the only plausible—explanation of his results that he could think
of.
Many other examples of scientific uses of abduction have been discussed in the literature; see, for instance, Harré 1986, 1988 and Lipton
1991, 2004. Abduction is also said to be the predominant mode of reasoning in medical diagnosis: physicians tend to go for the hypothesis
that best explains the patient’s symptoms (see Josephson and Josephson (eds.) 1994, 9–12; see also Dragulinescu 2016 and forthcoming, on
abductive reasoning in the context of medicine).
Last but not least, abduction plays a central role in some important philosophical debates. See Shalkowski 2010 on the place of abduction in
metaphysics (also Bigelow 2010), Krzyżanowska, Wenmackers, and Douven 2014 and Douven 2016a for a possible role of abduction in the
semantics of conditionals, and Williamson (forthcoming) for an application of abduction in the philosophy of logic. Arguably, however,
abduction plays its most notable philosophical role in epistemology and in the philosophy of science, where it is frequently invoked in
objections to so-called underdetermination arguments. Underdetermination arguments generally start from the premise that a number of given
hypotheses are empirically equivalent, which their authors take to mean that the evidence—indeed, any evidence we might ever come to
possess—is unable to favor one of them over the others. From this, we are supposed to conclude that one can never be warranted in believing
any particular one of the hypotheses. (This is rough, but it will do for present purposes; see Douven 2008, and Stanford 2009, for more
detailed accounts of underdetermination arguments.) A famous instance of this type of argument is the Cartesian argument for global
skepticism, according to which the hypothesis that reality is more or less the way we customarily deem it to be is empirically equivalent to a
variety of so-called skeptical hypotheses (such as that we are beguiled by an evil demon, or that we are brains in a vat, connected to a
supercomputer; see, e.g., Folina 2016). Similar arguments have been given in support of scientific antirealism, according to which it will
never be warranted for us to choose between empirically equivalent rivals concerning what underlies the observable part of reality (van
Fraassen 1980).
Responses to these arguments typically point to the fact that the notion of empirical equivalence at play unduly neglects explanatory
considerations, for instance, by defining the notion strictly in terms of hypotheses’ making the same predictions. Those responding then argue
that even if some hypotheses make exactly the same predictions, one of them may still be a better explanation of the phenomena predicted.
Thus, if explanatory considerations have a role in determining which inferences we are licensed to make—as according to defenders of
abduction they have—then we might still be warranted in believing in the truth (or probable truth, or some such, depending—as will be seen
below—on the version of abduction one assumes) of one of a number of hypotheses that all make the same predictions. Following Bertrand
Russell (1912, Ch. 2), many epistemologists have invoked abduction in arguing against Cartesian skepticism, their key claim being that even
though, by construction, the skeptical hypotheses make the same predictions as the hypothesis that reality is more or less the way we
ordinarily take it to be, they are not equally good explanations of what they predict; in particular, the skeptical hypotheses have been said to
be considerably less simple than the “ordinary world” hypothesis. See, among many others, Harman 1973 (Chs. 8 and 11), Goldman 1988
(205), Moser 1989 (161), and Vogel 1990, 2005; see Pargetter 1984 for an abductive response specifically to skepticism regarding other
minds. Similarly, philosophers of science have argued that we are warranted to believe in Special Relativity Theory as opposed to Lorentz’s
version of the æther theory. For even though these theories make the same predictions, the former is explanatorily superior to the latter. (Most
arguments that have been given for this claim come down to the contention that Special Relativity Theory is ontologically more parsimonious
than its competitor, which postulates the existence of an æther. See Janssen 2002 for an excellent discussion of the various reasons
philosophers of science have adduced for preferring Einstein’s theory to Lorentz’s.)

2. Explicating Abduction
Precise statements of what abduction amounts to are rare in the literature on abduction. (Peirce did propose an at least fairly precise
statement; but, as explained in the supplement to this entry, it does not capture what most nowadays understand by abduction.) Its core idea is
often said to be that explanatory considerations have confirmation-theoretic import, or that explanatory success is a (not necessarily
unfailing) mark of truth. Clearly, however, these formulations are slogans at best, and it takes little effort to see that they can be cashed out in
a great variety of prima facie plausible ways. Here we will consider a number of such possible explications, starting with what one might
term the “textbook version of abduction,” which, as will be seen, is manifestly defective, and then going on to consider various possible
refinements of it. What those versions have in common—unsurprisingly—is that they are all inference rules, requiring premises
encompassing explanatory considerations and yielding a conclusion that makes some statement about the truth of a hypothesis. The
differences concern the premises that are required, or what exactly we are allowed to infer from them (or both).
In textbooks on epistemology or the philosophy of science, one often encounters something like the following as a formulation of abduction:
ABD1

Given evidence E and candidate explanations H1,…, Hn of E, infer the truth of that Hi which best explains E.

An observation that is frequently made about this rule, and that points to a potential problem for it, is that it presupposes the notions of
candidate explanation and best explanation, neither of which has a straightforward interpretation. While some still hope that the former can
be spelled out in purely logical, or at least purely formal, terms, it is often said that the latter must appeal to the so-called theoretical virtues,
like simplicity, generality, and coherence with well-established theories; the best explanation would then be the hypothesis which, on balance,
does best with respect to these virtues. (See, for instance, Thagard 1978 and McMullin 1996.) The problem is that none of the said virtues is
presently particularly well understood. (Giere, in Callebaut (ed.) 1993 (232), even makes the radical claim that the theoretical virtues lack real
content and play no more than a rhetorical role in science. In view of recent formal work both on simplicity and on coherence—for instance,
Forster and Sober 1994, Li and Vitanyi 1997, and Sober 2015, on simplicity and Bovens and Hartmann 2003 and Olsson 2005, on coherence
—the first part of this claim has become hard to maintain; also, Schupbach and Sprenger (2011) present an account of explanatory goodness
directly in probabilistic terms. Psychological evidence casts doubt on the second part of the claim; see, for instance, Lombrozo 2007, on the
role of simplicity in people’s assessments of explanatory goodness and Koslowski et al. 2008, on the role of coherence with background
knowledge in those assessments.)
Furthermore, many of those who think ABD1 is headed along the right lines believe that it is too strong. Some think that abduction warrants
an inference only to the probable truth of the best explanation, others that it warrants an inference only to the approximate truth of the best
explanation, and still others that it warrants an inference only to the probable approximate truth.
The real problem with ABD1 runs deeper than this, however. Because abduction is ampliative—as explained earlier—it will not be a sound
rule of inference in the strict logical sense, however abduction is explicated exactly. It can still be reliable in that it mostly leads to a true
conclusion whenever the premises are true. An obvious necessary condition for ABD1 to be reliable in this sense is that, mostly, when it is
true that H best explains E, and E is true, then H is true as well (or H is approximately true, or probably true, or probably approximately true).
But this would not be enough for ABD1 to be reliable. For ABD1 takes as its premise only that some hypothesis is the best explanation of the
evidence as compared to other hypotheses in a given set. Thus, if the rule is to be reliable, it must hold that, at least typically, the best
explanation relative to the set of hypotheses that we consider would also come out as being best in comparison with any other hypotheses that
we might have conceived (but for lack of time or ingenuity, or for some other reason, did not conceive). In other words, it must hold that at
least typically the absolutely best explanation of the evidence is to be found among the candidate explanations we have come up with, for
else ABD1 may well lead us to believe “the best of a bad lot” (van Fraassen 1989, 143).
How reasonable is it to suppose that this extra requirement is usually fulfilled? Not at all, presumably. To believe otherwise, we must assume
some sort of privilege on our part to the effect that when we consider possible explanations of the data, we are somehow predisposed to hit,
inter alia, upon the absolutely best explanation of those data. After all, hardly ever will we have considered, or will it even be possible to
consider, all potential explanations. As van Fraassen (1989, 144) points out, it is a priori rather implausible to hold that we are thus
privileged.
In response to this, one might argue that the challenge to show that the best explanation is always or mostly among the hypotheses considered
can be met without having to assume some form of privilege (see Schupbach 2014 for a different response, and see Dellsén 2017 for
discussion). For given the hypotheses we have managed to come up with, we can always generate a set of hypotheses which jointly exhaust
logical space. Suppose H1,…,Hn are the candidate explanations we have so far been able to conceive. Then simply define Hn+1 := ¬H1 ∧⋯∧
¬Hn and add this new hypothesis as a further candidate explanation to the ones we already have. Obviously, the set {H1,…,Hn+1} is
exhaustive, in that one of its elements must be true. Following this in itself simple procedure would seem enough to make sure that we never
miss out on the absolutely best explanation. (See Lipton 1993, for a proposal along these lines.)
Alas, there is a catch. For even though there may be many hypotheses Hj that imply Hn+1 and, had they been formulated, would have been
evaluated as being a better explanation for the data than the best explanation among the candidate explanations we started out with, Hn+1
itself will in general be hardly informative; in fact, in general it will not even be clear what its empirical consequences are. Suppose, for
instance, we have as competing explanations Special Relativity Theory and Lorentz’s version of the æther theory. Then, following the above
proposal, we may add to our candidate explanations that neither of these two theories is true. But surely this further hypothesis will be ranked
quite low qua explanation—if it will be ranked at all, which seems doubtful, given that it is wholly unclear what its empirical consequences
are. This is not to say that the suggested procedure may never work. The point is that in general it will give little assurance that the best
explanation is among the candidate explanations we consider.

A more promising response to the above “argument of the bad lot” begins with the observation that the argument capitalizes on a peculiar
asymmetry or incongruence in ABD1. The rule gives license to an absolute conclusion—that a given hypothesis is true—on the basis of a
comparative premise, namely, that that particular hypothesis is the best explanation of the evidence relative to the other hypotheses available
(see Kuipers 2000, 171). This incongruence is not avoided by replacing “truth” with “probable truth” or “approximate truth.” In order to
avoid it, one has two general options.
The first option is to modify the rule so as to have it require an absolute premise. For instance, following Alan Musgrave (1988) or Peter
Lipton (1993), one may require the hypothesis whose truth is inferred to be not only the best of the available potential explanations, but also
to be satisfactory (Musgrave) or good enough (Lipton), yielding the following variant of ABD1:
ABD2

Given evidence E and candidate explanations H1,…, Hn of E, infer the truth of that Hi which explains E best, provided Hi is
satisfactory/good enough qua explanation.

Needless to say, ABD2 needs supplementing by a criterion for the satisfactoriness of explanations, or their being good enough, which,
however, we are still lacking.
Secondly, one can formulate a symmetric or congruous version of abduction by having it sanction, given a comparative premise, only a
comparative conclusion; this option, too, can in turn be realized in more than one way. Here is one way to do it, which has been proposed and
defended in the work of Theo Kuipers (e.g., Kuipers 1984, 1992, 2000).
ABD3

Given evidence E and candidate explanations H1,…, Hn of E, if Hi explains E better than any of the other hypotheses, infer that
Hi is closer to the truth than any of the other hypotheses.

Clearly, ABD3 requires an account of closeness to the truth, but many such accounts are on offer today (see, e.g., Niiniluoto 1998).
One noteworthy feature of the congruous versions of abduction considered here is that they do not rely on the assumption of an implausible
privilege on the reasoner’s part that, we saw, ABD1 implicitly relies on. Another is that if one can be certain that, however many candidate
explanations for the data one may have missed, none equals the best of those one has thought of, then the congruous versions license exactly
the same inference as ABD1 does (supposing that one would not be certain that no potential explanation is as good as the best explanation
one has thought of if the latter is not even satisfactory or sufficiently good).
As mentioned, there is widespread agreement that people frequently rely on abductive reasoning. Which of the above rules exactly is it that
people rely on? Or might it be still some further rule that they rely on? Or might they in some contexts rely on one version, and in others on
another (Douven 2017)? Philosophical argumentation is unable to answer these questions. In recent years, experimental psychologists have
started paying attention to the role humans give to explanatory considerations in reasoning. For instance, Tania Lombrozo and Nicholas
Gwynne (2014) report experiments showing that how a property of a given class of things is explained to us—whether mechanistically, by
reference to parts and processes, or functionally, by reference to functions and purposes—matters to how likely we are to generalise that
property to other classes of things (see also Sloman 1994 and Williams and Lombrozo 2010). And Igor Douven and Jonah Schupbach
(2015a), (2015b) present experimental evidence to the effect that people’s probability updates tend to be influenced by explanatory
considerations in ways that makes them deviate from strictly Bayesian updates (see below). Douven (2016b) shows that, in the
aforementioned experiments, participants who gave more weight to explanatory considerations tended to be more accurate, as determined in
terms of a standard scoring rule. (See Lombrozo 2012 and 2016 for useful overviews of recent experimental work relevant to explanation and
inference.) Nevertheless, so far there is nothing to be found in the psychological literature that gives any indication as to what the answers to
the above-mentioned questions should be.
With respect to the normative question of which of the previously stated rules we ought to rely on (if we ought to rely on any form of
abduction), where philosophical argumentation should be able to help, the situation is hardly any better. In view of the argument of the bad
lot, ABD1 does not look very good. Other arguments against abduction are claimed to be independent of the exact explication of the rule;
below, these arguments will be found wanting. On the other hand, arguments that have been given in favor of abduction—some of which will
also be discussed below—do not discern between specific versions. So, supposing people do indeed commonly rely on abduction, it must be
considered an open question as to which version(s) of abduction they rely on. Equally, supposing it is rational for people to rely on abduction,
it must be considered an open question as to which version, or perhaps versions, of abduction they ought to, or are at least permitted to, rely
on.

3. The Status of Abduction
Even if it is true that we routinely rely on abductive reasoning, it may still be asked whether this practice is rational. For instance,
experimental studies have shown that when people are able to think of an explanation for some possible event, they tend to overestimate the
likelihood that this event will actually occur. (See Koehler 1991, for a survey of some of these studies; see also Brem and Rips 2000.) More
telling still, Lombrozo (2007) shows that, in some situations, people tend to grossly overrate the probability of simpler explanations
compared to more complicated ones. Although these studies are not directly concerned with abduction in any of the forms discussed so far,
they nevertheless suggest that taking into account explanatory considerations in one’s reasoning may not always be for the better. (It is to be
noted that Lombrozo’s experiments are directly concerned with some proposals that have been made for explicating abduction in a Bayesian
framework; see Section 4.) However, the most pertinent remarks about the normative status of abduction are so far to be found in the
philosophical literature. This section discusses the main criticisms that have been levelled against abduction, as well as the strongest
arguments that have been given in its defense.

3.1 Criticisms
We have already encountered the so-called argument of the bad lot, which, we saw, is valid as a criticism of ABD1 but powerless against
various (what we called) congruous rules of abduction. We here consider two objections that are meant to be more general. The first even
purports to challenge the core idea underlying abduction; the second is not quite as general, but it is still meant to undermine a broad class of
candidate explications of abduction. Both objections are due to Bas van Fraassen.
The first objection has as a premise that it is part of the meaning of “explanation” that if one theory is more explanatory than another, the
former must be more informative than the latter (see, e.g., van Fraassen 1983, Sect. 2). The alleged problem then is that it is “an elementary
logical point that a more informative theory cannot be more likely to be true [and thus] attempts to describe inductive or evidential support
through features that require information (such as ‘Inference to the Best Explanation’) must either contradict themselves or equivocate” (van
Fraassen 1989, 192). The elementary logical point is supposed to be “most [obvious] … in the paradigm case in which one theory is an
extension of another: clearly the extension has more ways of being false” (van Fraassen 1985, 280).
It is important to note, however, that in any other kind of case than the “paradigm” one, the putative elementary point is not obvious at all.
For instance, it is entirely unclear in what sense Special Relativity Theory “has more ways of being false” than Lorentz’s version of the æther
theory, given that they make the same predictions. And yet the former is generally regarded as being superior, qua explanation, to the latter.
(If van Fraassen were to object that the former is not really more informative than the latter, or at any rate not more informative in the
appropriate sense—whatever that is—then we should certainly refuse to grant the premise that in order to be more explanatory a theory must
be more informative.)
The second objection, proffered in van Fraassen 1989 (Ch. 6), is levelled at probabilistic versions of abduction. The objection is that such
rules must either amount to Bayes’ rule, and thus be redundant, or be at variance with it but then, on the grounds of Lewis’ dynamic Dutch
book argument (as reported in Teller 1973), be probabilistically incoherent, meaning that they may lead one to assess as fair a number of bets
which together ensure a financial loss, come what may; and, van Fraassen argues, it would be irrational to follow a rule that has this feature.
However, this objection fares no better than the first. For one thing, as Patrick Maher (1992) and Brian Skyrms (1993) have pointed out, a
loss in one respect may be outweighed by a benefit in another. It might be, for instance, that some probabilistic version of abduction does
much better, at least in our world, than Bayes’ rule, in that, on average, it approaches the truth faster in the sense that it is faster in assigning a
high probability (understood as probability above a certain threshold value) to the true hypothesis (see Douven 2013 and Douven and
Wenmackers forthcoming; see Climenhaga forthcoming for discussion). If it does, then following that rule instead of Bayes’ rule may have
advantages which perhaps are not so readily expressed in terms of money yet which should arguably be taken into account when deciding
which rule to go by. It is, in short, not so clear whether following a probabilistically incoherent rule must be irrational.
For another thing, Douven (1999) argues that the question of whether a probabilistic rule is coherent is not one that can be settled
independently of considering which other epistemic and decision-theoretic rules are deployed along with it; coherence should be understood
as a property of packages of both epistemic and decision-theoretic rules, not of epistemic rules (such as probabilistic rules for belief change)
in isolation. In the same paper, a coherent package of rules is described which includes a probabilistic version of abduction. (See Kvanvig
1994, Harman 1997, Leplin 1997, Niiniluoto 1999, and Okasha 2000, for different responses to van Fraassen’s critique of probabilistic
versions of abduction.)

3.2 Defenses
Hardly anyone nowadays would want to subscribe to a conception of truth that posits a necessary connection between explanatory force and
truth—for instance, because it stipulates explanatory superiority to be necessary for truth. As a result, a priori defenses of abduction seem out
of the question. Indeed, all defenses that have been given so far are of an empirical nature in that they appeal to data that supposedly support
the claim that (in some form) abduction is a reliable rule of inference.
The best-known argument of this sort was developed by Richard Boyd in the 1980s (see Boyd 1981, 1984, 1985). It starts by underlining the
theory-dependency of scientific methodology, which comprises methods for designing experiments, for assessing data, for choosing between
rival hypotheses, and so on. For instance, in considering possible confounding factors from which an experimental setup has to be shielded,
scientists draw heavily on already accepted theories. The argument next calls attention to the apparent reliability of this methodology, which,
after all, has yielded, and continues to yield, impressively accurate theories. In particular, by relying on this methodology, scientists have for
some time now been able to find ever more instrumentally adequate theories. Boyd then argues that the reliability of scientific methodology
is best explained by assuming that the theories on which it relies are at least approximately true. From this and from the fact that these
theories were mostly arrived at by abductive reasoning, he concludes that abduction must be a reliable rule of inference.
Critics have accused this argument of being circular. Specifically, it has been said that the argument rests on a premise—that scientific
methodology is informed by approximately true background theories—which in turn rests on an inference to the best explanation for its
plausibility. And the reliability of this type of inference is precisely what is at stake. (See, for instance, Laudan 1981 and Fine 1984.)
To this, Stathis Psillos (1999, Ch. 4) has responded by invoking a distinction credited to Richard Braithwaite, to wit, the distinction between
premise-circularity and rule-circularity. An argument is premise-circular if its conclusion is amongst its premises. A rule-circular argument,
by contrast, is an argument of which the conclusion asserts something about an inferential rule that is used in the very same argument. As
Psillos urges, Boyd’s argument is rule-circular, but not premise-circular, and rule-circular arguments, Psillos contends, need not be viciously
circular (even though a premise-circular argument is always viciously circular). To be more precise, in his view, an argument for the
reliability of a given rule R that essentially relies on R as an inferential principle is not vicious, provided that the use of R does not guarantee
a positive conclusion about R’s reliability. Psillos claims that in Boyd’s argument, this proviso is met. For while Boyd concludes that the

background theories on which scientific methodology relies are approximately true on the basis of an abductive step, the use of abduction
itself does not guarantee the truth of his conclusion. After all, granting the use of abduction does nothing to ensure that the best explanation
of the success of scientific methodology is the approximate truth of the relevant background theories. Thus, Psillos concludes, Boyd’s
argument still stands.
Even if the use of abduction in Boyd’s argument might have led to the conclusion that abduction is not reliable, one may still have worries
about the argument’s being rule-circular. For suppose that some scientific community relied not on abduction but on a rule that we may dub
“Inference to the Worst Explanation” (IWE), a rule that sanctions inferring to the worst explanation of the available data. We may safely
assume that the use of this rule mostly would lead to the adoption of very unsuccessful theories. Nevertheless, the said community might
justify its use of IWE by dint of the following reasoning: “Scientific theories tend to be hugely unsuccessful. These theories were arrived at
by application of IWE. That IWE is a reliable rule of inference—that is, a rule of inference mostly leading from true premises to true
conclusions—is surely the worst explanation of the fact that our theories are so unsuccessful. Hence, by application of IWE, we may
conclude that IWE is a reliable rule of inference.” While this would be an utterly absurd conclusion, the argument leading up to it cannot be
convicted of being viciously circular anymore than Boyd’s argument for the reliability of abduction can (if Psillos is right). It would appear,
then, that there must be something else amiss with rule-circularity.
It is fair to note that for Psillos, the fact that a rule-circular argument does not guarantee a positive conclusion about the rule at issue is not
sufficient for such an argument to be valid. A further necessary condition is “that one should not have reason to doubt the reliability of the
rule—that there is nothing currently available which can make one distrust the rule” (Psillos 1999, 85). And there is plenty of reason to doubt
the reliability of IWE; in fact, the above argument supposes that it is unreliable. Two questions arise, however. First, why should we accept
the additional condition? Second, do we really have no reason to doubt the reliability of abduction? Certainly some of the abductive
inferences we make lead us to accept falsehoods. How many falsehoods may we accept on the basis of abduction before we can legitimately
begin to distrust this rule? No clear answers have been given to these questions.
Be this as it may, even if rule-circularity is neither vicious nor otherwise problematic, one may still wonder how Boyd’s argument is to
convert a critic of abduction, given that it relies on abduction. But Psillos makes it clear that the point of philosophical argumentation is not
always, and in any case need not be, to convince an opponent of one’s position. Sometimes the point is, more modestly, to assure or reassure
oneself that the position one endorses, or is tempted to endorse, is correct. In the case at hand, we need not think of Boyd’s argument as an
attempt to convince the opponent of abduction of its reliability. Rather, it may be thought of as justifying the rule from within the perspective
of someone who is already sympathetic towards abduction; see Psillos 1999 (89).
There have also been attempts to argue for abduction in a more straightforward fashion, to wit, via enumerative induction. The common idea
of these attempts is that every newly recorded successful application of abduction—like the discovery of Neptune, whose existence had been
postulated on explanatory grounds (see Section 1.2)—adds further support to the hypothesis that abduction is a reliable rule of inference, in
the way in which every newly observed black raven adds some support to the hypothesis that all ravens are black. Because it does not involve
abductive reasoning, this type of argument is more likely to also appeal to disbelievers in abduction. See Harré 1986, 1988, Bird 1998 (160),
Kitcher 2001, and Douven 2002 for suggestions along these lines.

4. Abduction versus Bayesian Confirmation Theory
In the past decade, Bayesian confirmation theory has firmly established itself as the dominant view on confirmation; currently one cannot
very well discuss a confirmation-theoretic issue without making clear whether, and if so why, one’s position on that issue deviates from
standard Bayesian thinking. Abduction, in whichever version, assigns a confirmation-theoretic role to explanation: explanatory
considerations contribute to making some hypotheses more credible, and others less so. By contrast, Bayesian confirmation theory makes no
reference at all to the concept of explanation. Does this imply that abduction is at loggerheads with the prevailing doctrine in confirmation
theory? Several authors have recently argued that not only is abduction compatible with Bayesianism, it is a much-needed supplement to it.
The so far fullest defense of this view has been given by Lipton (2004, Ch. 7); as he puts it, Bayesians should also be “explanationists” (his
name for the advocates of abduction). (For other defenses, see Okasha 2000, McGrew 2003, Weisberg 2009, and Poston 2014, Ch. 7; for
discussion, see Roche and Sober 2013, 2014, and McCain and Poston 2014.)
This requires some clarification. For what could it mean for a Bayesian to be an explanationist? In order to apply Bayes’ rule and determine
the probability for H after learning E, the Bayesian agent will have to determine the probability of H conditional on E. For that, he needs to
assign unconditional probabilities to H and E as well as a probability to E given H; the former two are mostly called “prior probabilities” (or
just “priors”) of, respectively, H and E, the latter the “likelihood” of H on E. (This is the official Bayesian story. Not all of those who
sympathize with Bayesianism adhere to that story. For instance, according to some it is more reasonable to think that conditional probabilities
are basic and that we derive unconditional probabilities from them; see Hájek 2003, and references therein.) How is the Bayesian to
determine these values? As is well known, probability theory gives us more probabilities once we have some; it does not give us probabilities
from scratch. Of course, when H implies E or the negation of E, or when H is a statistical hypothesis that bestows a certain chance on E, then
the likelihood follows “analytically.” (This claim assumes some version of Lewis’ (1980) Principal Principle, and it is controversial whether
or not this principle is analytic; hence the scare quotes.) But this is not always the case, and even if it were, there would still be the question
of how to determine the priors. This is where, according to Lipton, abduction comes in. In his proposal, Bayesians ought to determine their
prior probabilities and, if applicable, likelihoods on the basis of explanatory considerations.
Exactly how are explanatory considerations to guide one’s choice of priors? The answer to this question is not as simple as one might at first
think. Suppose you are considering what priors to assign to a collection of rival hypotheses and you wish to follow Lipton’s suggestion. How
are you to do this? An obvious—though still somewhat vague—answer may seem to go like this: Whatever exact priors you are going to
assign, you should assign a higher one to the hypothesis that explains the available data best than to any of its rivals (provided there is a best

explanation). Note, though, that your neighbor, who is a Bayesian but thinks confirmation has nothing to do with explanation, may well
assign a prior to the best explanation that is even higher than the one you assign to that hypothesis. In fact, his priors for best explanations
may even be consistently higher than yours, not because in his view explanation is somehow related to confirmation—it is not, he thinks—
but, well, just because. In this context, “just because” is a perfectly legitimate reason, because any reason for fixing one’s priors counts as
legitimate by Bayesian standards. According to mainstream Bayesian epistemology, priors (and sometimes likelihoods) are up for grabs,
meaning that one assignment of priors is as good as another, provided both are coherent (that is, they obey the axioms of probability theory).
Lipton’s recommendation to the Bayesian to be an explanationist is meant to be entirely general. But what should your neighbor do
differently if he wants to follow the recommendation? Should he give the same prior to any best explanation that you, his explanationist
neighbor, give to it, that is, lower his priors for best explanations? Or rather should he give even higher priors to best explanations than those
he already gives?
Perhaps Lipton’s proposal is not intended to address those who already assign highest priors to best explanations, even if they do so on
grounds that have nothing to do with explanation. The idea might be that, as long as one does assign highest priors to those hypotheses,
everything is fine, or at least finer than if one does not do so, regardless of one’s reasons for assigning those priors. The answer to the
question of how explanatory considerations are to guide one’s choice of priors would then presumably be that one ought to assign a higher
prior to the best explanation than to its rivals, if this is not what one already does. If it is, one should just keep doing what one is doing.
(As an aside, it should be noticed that, according to standard Bayesian usage, the term “priors” does not necessarily refer to the degrees of
belief a person assigns before the receipt of any data. If there are already data in, then, clearly, one may assign higher priors to hypotheses
that best explain the then-available data. However, one can sensibly speak of “best explanations” even before any data are known. For
example, one hypothesis may be judged to be a better explanation than any of its rivals because the former requires less complicated
mathematics, or because it is stated in terms of familiar concepts only, which is not true of the others. More generally, such judgments may be
based on what Kosso (1992, 30) calls internal features of hypotheses or theories, that is, features that “can be evaluated without having to
observe the world.”)
A more interesting answer to the above question of how explanation is to guide one’s choice of priors has been given by Jonathan Weisberg
(2009). We said that mainstream Bayesians regard one assignment of prior probabilities as being as good as any other. So-called objective
Bayesians do not do so, however. These Bayesians think priors must obey principles beyond the probability axioms in order to be admissible.
Objective Bayesians are divided among themselves over exactly which further principles are to be obeyed, but at least for a while they agreed
that the Principle of Indifference is among them. Roughly stated, this principle counsels that, absent a reason to the contrary, we give equal
priors to competing hypotheses. As is well known, however, in its original form the Principle of Indifference may lead to inconsistent
assignments of probabilities and so can hardly be advertised as a principle of rationality. The problem is that there are typically various ways
to partition logical space that appear plausible given the problem at hand, and that not all of them lead to the same prior probability
assignment, even assuming the Principle of Indifference. Weisberg’s proposal amounts to the claim that explanatory considerations may favor
some of those partitions over others. Perhaps we will not always end up with a unique partition to which the Principle of Indifference is to be
applied, but it would already be progress if we ended up with only a handful of partitions. For we could then still arrive in a motivated way at
our prior probabilities, by proceeding in two steps, namely, by first applying the Principle of Indifference to the partitions separately, thereby
possibly obtaining different assignments of priors, and by then taking a weighted average of the thus obtained priors, where the weights, too,
are to depend on explanatory considerations. The result would again be a probability function—the uniquely correct prior probability
function, according to Weisberg.
The proposal is intriguing as far as it goes but, as Weisberg admits, in its current form, it does not go very far. For one thing, it is unclear how
exactly explanatory considerations are to determine the weights required for the second step of the proposal. For another, it may be idle to
hope that taking explanatory considerations into account will in general leave us with a manageable set of partitions, or that, even if it does,
this will not be due merely to the fact that we are overlooking a great many prima facie plausible ways of partitioning logical space to begin
with. (The latter point echoes the argument of the bad lot, of course.)
Another suggestion about the connection between abduction and Bayesian reasoning—to be found in Okasha 2000, McGrew 2003, and
Lipton 2004 (Ch. 7)—is that the explanatory considerations may serve as a heuristic to determine, even if only roughly, priors and likelihoods
in cases in which we would otherwise be clueless and could do no better than guessing. This suggestion is sensitive to the well-recognized
fact that we are not always able to assign a prior to every hypothesis of interest, or to say how probable a given piece of evidence is
conditional on a given hypothesis. Consideration of that hypothesis’ explanatory power might then help us to figure out, if perhaps only
within certain bounds, what prior to assign to it, or what likelihood to assign to it on the given evidence.
Bayesians, especially the more modest ones, might want to retort that the Bayesian procedure is to be followed if, and only if, either (a) priors
and likelihoods can be determined with some precision and objectivity, or (b) likelihoods can be determined with some precision and priors
can be expected to “wash out” as more and more evidence accumulates, or (c) priors and likelihoods can both be expected to wash out. In the
remaining cases—they might say—we should simply refrain from applying Bayesian reasoning. A fortiori, then, there is no need for an
abduction-enhanced Bayesianism in these cases. And some incontrovertible mathematical results indicate that, in the cases that fall under (a),
(b), or (c), our probabilities will converge to the truth anyhow. Consequently, in those cases there is no need for the kind of abductive
heuristics that the above-mentioned authors suggest, either. (Weisberg 2009, Sect. 3.2, raises similar concerns.)
Psillos (2000) proposes yet another way in which abduction might supplement Bayesian confirmation theory, one that is very much in the
spirit of Peirce’s conception of abduction. The idea is that abduction may assist us in selecting plausible candidates for testing, where the
actual testing then is to follow Bayesian lines. However, Psillos concedes (2004) that this proposal assigns a role to abduction that will strike
committed explanationists as being too limited.

Finally, a possibility that has so far not been considered in the literature is that abduction and Bayesianism do not so much work in tandem—
as they do on the above proposals—as operate in different modes of reasoning; the Bayesian and the explanationist are characters that feature
in different plays, so to speak. It is widely accepted that sometimes we speak and think about our beliefs in a categorical manner, while at
other times we speak and think about them in a graded way. It is far from clear how these different ways of speaking and thinking about
beliefs—the epistemology of belief and the epistemology of degrees of belief, to use Richard Foley’s (1992) terminology—are related to one
another. In fact, it is an open question whether there is any straightforward connection between the two, or even whether there is a connection
at all. Be that as it may, given that the distinction is undeniable, it is a plausible suggestion that, just as there are different ways of talking and
thinking about beliefs, there are different ways of talking and thinking about the revision of beliefs. In particular, abduction could well have
its home in the epistemology of belief, and be called upon whenever we reason about our beliefs in a categorical mode, while at the same
time Bayes’ rule could have its home in the epistemology of degrees of belief. Hard-nosed Bayesians may insist that whatever reasoning goes
on in the categorical mode must eventually be justifiable in Bayesian terms, but this presupposes the existence of bridge principles
connecting the epistemology of belief with the epistemology of degrees of belief—and, as mentioned, whether such principles exist is
presently unclear.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In the last three decades, abduction has been extensively studied in logic, semiotics,
philosophy of science, computer science, artiﬁcial intelligence, and cognitive science. The surge of interest in abduction derives largely from serious reflection on
the neglect of the logic of discovery at the hands of logical positivists and Popper,
culminating in their distinction between the context of discovery and the context of
justiﬁcation. At the same time, the desire to recover the rationality of science that
has been seriously challenged by the publication of Kuhn’s The Structure of
Scientiﬁc Revolutions might be another important factor. It is remarkable to notice
the ubiquity of abduction well beyond the boundary of logic or philosophy.
However, we should also concede that researchers have failed to secure the core
meaning of abduction, let alone to cover the full range of its applications. The
controversial status of abduction can be immediately understood if we consider our
inability to answer the following questions (once raised by L. Magnani) satisfactorily: What are the differences between abduction and induction? What are the
differences between abduction and the well-known hypothetico-deductive method?
What does Peirce mean when he says that abduction is a kind of inference? Does
abduction involve only the generation of hypotheses or their evaluation as well?
Are the criteria for the best explanation in abductive reasoning epistemic, or
pragmatic, or both? How many kinds of abduction are there? Hintikka’s famous and
influential paper “What is Abduction? The Fundamental Problem of Contemporary
Epistemology” (Hintikka 1998) can be a watershed in this regard, for signiﬁcant
progress has been made in the study of abduction in the ﬁrst decade of the 21th
century. In order to evidence, it would be enough to mention some monographs
devoted to abduction in this period, e.g., Magnani (2001, 2009), Gabbay and
Woods (2005), and Aliseda (2006). In view of both such a success and failure, it
seems not only meaningful but also mandatory to have an overview of the current
researches on Peircean abduction, and even to fathom its future. As a consequence,
my ambition to represent the frontiers of abduction requires three stages:
(1) In-depth understanding, if not the resolution, of the most difﬁcult theoretical
© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
W. Park, Abduction in Context, Studies in Applied Philosophy,
Epistemology and Rational Ethics 32, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-48956-8_1
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problems in on-going studies on abduction; (2) Widening the scope of abduction to
individual scientiﬁc disciplines, where the role of abduction is not fully appreciated;
and (3) Presenting a vision for the Uniﬁed Theory of Abduction.
Among the many open problems related to abductive reasoning, two issues seem
to be most urgent; (1) Is classifying abduction compatible with the search for the
logical form of abduction? (2) Is abduction inference or intuition? Until quite
recently, the focus of philosophical discussions of abduction was its logical form
(e.g., Kapitan 1997). However, this majority approach aiming at one most general
schema of abduction which matches every particular case has been recently criticized as hopeless. Instead, the critics (e.g., L. Magnani, G. Schurz, M. Hoffmann)
propose to pay due attention to the different patterns or types of abduction in all
varying contexts. I shall argue (in Chaps. 2, 3, and 4) that these two projects are
perfectly compatible, if we sharply distinguish between abduction and inference to
the best explanation (IBE), if we go with and beyond Peirce by incorporating
Magnani’s notion of manipulative abduction, and if we deepen our understanding
of how deduction, induction, and abduction are intertwined.
The puzzling issue as to whether abduction is an instinct or an inference has been
even formulated as a dilemma by some commentators: “If abduction relies on
instinct, it is not a form of reasoning, and if it is a form of reasoning, it does not rely
on instinct” (Paavola 2005). Fortunately, Magnani’s recent discussion of animal
abduction sheds light on both instinctual and inferential character of Peircean
abduction. Contrary to many commentators, who ﬁnd conflicts between abduction as
instinct and abduction as inference, he claims that they simply co-exist. I heartily
accept Magnani’s views on animal abduction, and try to illuminate them by turning
to the history of philosophy (in Chaps. 5, 6, and 7). No one previously has noticed
the analogy between estimative faculty of animals in Avicenna and other medieval
philosophers, and abductive instinct of animals in Peirce and Magnani. One implication of drawing attention to this analogy is that not only logic and philosophy of
science but also the entire history of psychology is at stake in order to understand
abduction. In this vein, I will also discuss beast-machine controversy in order to ﬁnd
when estimative power of animals disappeared from philosophers’ tool box.
In the remaining parts of the book, I intend to examine some implications of the
conclusions drawn from the discussions in earlier chapters. Armed with Magnani’s
manipulative abduction, the accompanying classiﬁcation of abduction, and the
hybrid conception of abduction as both inference and intuition, I will tackle the
problem of visual perception (Chap. 8). Discussions of some of the closely related
problems such as misrepresentation, semantic information will provide the readers
with necessary background for appreciating the far-reaching importance of the
problem of abductive cognition (Chaps. 9 and 10). My views on caricature and the
caricature model of science (Chap. 11) is apparently a further elaboration of my
views on misrepresentation. But it is also an attempt to widening the scope
of discussion by introducing some standard issues in philosophy of science.
My discussions of the problems of belief revision and conceptual change in
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mathematics (Chap. 12) and the problem of ad hoc hypothesis generation as
enthymeme resolution (Chap. 13) will further demonstrate how ubiquitous the
problem of abduction is in all different individual scientiﬁc disciplines. In the
concluding chapter (Chap. 14), which summarizes the main conclusion of previous
chapters, a vision for the uniﬁed theory of abduction will emerge.
Let me explain what will be discussed in each chapter in a bit more detailed
fashion. Chapter 2 starts with witnessing the recent surge of interest in classifying
different patterns or types of abduction. Many philosophers have suggested their
own classiﬁcations emphasizing different aspects of abduction. Such a development
is remarkable, in view of the fact that until quite recently the focus of the research
on Peircean abduction was to identify its logical form. Another agenda in the recent
attempts to classify abduction is whether to allow non-explanatory abductions. In
order to resolve these two closely related issues, I propose to examinehow Peirce
would have responded to them. In particular, I suggest to do this in connection with
Peirce’s another life-long project, the classiﬁcation of sciences. In this examination,
it will be shown that Peirce struggled with the problem of conflating induction and
abduction. I shall discuss how this problem influenced both Peirce’s views on the
interrelationship between abduction, deduction, and induction on the one hand, and
his many classiﬁcations of sciences on the other. Also, the implication of the
fundamental change in Peirce’s views of abduction, deduction, and induction to the
problem of the classiﬁcation of sciences will be uncovered. Finally, I shall discuss
whether inference to the best explanation is abduction. Insofar as this problem has
bearing on the two controversial issues in classifying abduction, my negative
answer will demonstrate that classifying abduction is yet to get off the ground.
Despite the extensive research in logic, cognitive science, artiﬁcial intelligence,
semiotics, and philosophy of science, there is no sure proof that we have better or
deeper understanding of abduction than its modern founder, Charles S. Peirce. In
this sense, one of the most important developments in recent studies on abduction is
Lorenzo Magnani’s discovery of manipulative abduction. In Chap. 3, I shall
examine in what ways Magnani goes with and beyond Peirce in his views on
manipulative abduction. After briefly introducing his distinction between theoretical
and manipulative abduction, I shall discuss how and why Magnani counts diagrammatic reasoning in geometry as the prime example of manipulative abduction.
Though we can witness an increasing interest in the role of abduction and
manipulation in what Peirce calls theorematic reasoning, Magnani is unique in
equating theorematic reasoning itself as abduction. Then, I shall discuss what he
counts as some common characteristics of manipulative abductions, and how and
why Magnani views manipulative abduction as a form of practical reasoning.
Ultimately, I shall argue that it is manipulative abduction that enables Magnani to
extend abduction to all directions to develop the eco-cognitive model of abduction.
For this purpose, fallacies and animal abduction will be used as examples.
Chapter 4 expands what has been achieved in earlier chapters to the problem
areas that are closely related to the conceptual and foundational problems of
abduction. Recently, one can witness an increasing interest in Peirce’s distinction
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between corollarial and theorematic reasoning. The signiﬁcant role of experimentation and manipulation on diagrams in theorematic reasoning has been extensively
discussed by logicians and philosophers of science as well as Peirce scholars. It is
notable, in particular, that the relationship between theorematic reasoning and
abduction has drawn more serious attention. Against this background, it is hard not
to notice the uniqueness of Lorenzo Magnani’s discussion of manipulative
abduction in diagrammatic reasoning. Unlike others, who want to probe questions
as to the relationship between theorematic deduction and abduction, he seems to
count theorematic reasoning itself as abduction. In this paper, I shall examine in
what ways Magnani goes with and beyond Peirce in his views on manipulative
abduction in diagrammatic reasoning.I shall analyze one Peircean text (CP 4.233) in
detail in order to understand his distinction between corollarial and theorematic
distinction in broader historical perspective. I shall argue that there are so close
afﬁnities between Peirce’s and Magnani’sideas that we may aim at some further
synthesis.
Chapter 5 addresses one of the most pressing issues in understanding abduction,
i.e., whether it is an instinct or an inference. For many commentators ﬁnd it
paradoxical that new ideas are products of an instinct and products of an inference
at the same time. Fortunately, Lorenzo Magnani’s recent discussion of animal
abduction sheds light on both instinctual and inferential character of Peircean
abduction. But, exactly for what reasons are Peirce and Magnani so convinced that
animal abduction can provide us with a novel perspective? Inspired by Peirce’s and
Magnani’s discussions of animal abduction, I propose to compare Peirce’s and
Magnani’s views of animal abduction with the estimative power of non-human
animals and humans, which was one of the internal senses in medieval psychology.
Chapter 6 is an attempt to build on the discussion of the analogies and disanalogies between Avicenna’s ideas on estimative faculty of animals and Peirce’s
and Magnani’s views on animal abduction in Chap. 5. In this chapter, I propose to
examine the role and function of the Beast-Machine controversy in the fascinating
story of the fortuna of animal cognition. For, to say the least, it must be one of the
most salient landmarks in the history of the transformation of the problem of animal
cognition. I shall briefly recite the analogies and disanalogies between Avicenna’s
ideas on estimative faculty of animals and Peirce’s and Magnani’s views on animal
abduction. After briefly introducing Descartes’ infamous hypothesis of animal
automatism and the immediate responses to it, I shall focus on three of the most
important parties in the controversy, i.e., the Cartesians, the Aristotelians, and the
empiricists. My emphasis will be on the argument strategies of each of these parties
for their views on intuition and intelligence of animals. I shall discuss why both
Cartesians and the empiricist tried to avoid the notion of instinct. Also, I shall argue
that the formulation of the issue as between instinct and intelligence itself is a false
dilemma, thereby highlighting the greatness of Avicenna’s, Peirce’s, and Magnani’s
solutions.
Inspired by these results, i.e., that Magnani’s recent discussion of animal
abduction sheds considerable light on both instinctual and inferential character of
Peircean abduction, and that some analogies and disanalogies between Avicenna’s
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ideas on estimative faculty of animals and Peirce’s and Magnani’s views on animal
abduction deserve further careful examination, secured in Chaps. 5 and 6, I conﬁrm
in Chap. 7 the dividing role and function of the Beast-Machine controversy in the
history of the study of animal cognition. In this chapterer, I propose to discuss
rather extensively some of the most salient differences between Avicenna and
Peirce-Magnani. Unlike estimation that only allows animals to sense what is
insensible, i.e., intentions, abduction in both Peirce and Magnani is applicable to all
perceptions. In order to appreciate the implications of such a contrast, I shall try to
shed a light on Peirce’s well-known view of perception in the context of animal
cognition by emphasizing the double aspect of abduction as inference and instinct.
Further, I shall present an interpretation of Magnani’s recent studies of abduction as
a sustained effort to answer how to learn abduction from animals by expanding
Peircean view of perception as abduction.
In order to fathom Peirce’s mind, and thereby in order to do science and philosophy in Peircean way, vision seems to be a perfect point of departure. For vision
allows us to rethink what true interdisciplinarity would be like in our research. In
Chap. 8, I shall show the central importance of visual abduction and abductive
vision in our future study of abduction as well as Peirce’s thought. As exempliﬁed
well in Magnani’s study of abduction, we have good reasons to go with and beyond
Peirce. After briefly scheming Peirce’s view on perception as abduction, I shall
report what has been done in recent years in the ﬁelds of visual abduction and
abductive vision. The centrality of visual abduction in Magnani’s theory of
manipulative abduction will be one focal point. Another will be an examination of
Raftopoulos’ discussion of abduction in late vision.
We can witness the recent surge of interest in the interaction between cognitive
science, philosophy of science, and aesthetics on the problem of representation.
This naturally leads us to rethinking the achievements of Goodman’s monumental
book Languages of Art. Goodman (1976) For, there is no doubt that no one else
contributed more than Goodman to throw a light on the cognitive function of art.
Ironically, it could be also Goodman who has been the stumbling block for a uniﬁed
theory of representation. In Chap. 9, I shall contrast the ways how differently
misrepresentation has been treated in cognitive science, aesthetics, and philosophy
of science. And I shall show that it is Goodman’s unnecessary separation of
resemblance and representation in art that made such a difference. As a conclusion,
I will indicate some of the most promising projects toward the uniﬁed theory of
representation the revolt against Goodman’s rejection of resemblance theories
might promise to us.
Chapter 10 examines the concept of information in situation semantics. For this
purpose the most fundamental principles of situation semantics are classiﬁed into
three groups: (1) principles of the more fundamental kind, (2) principles related to
regularity, and (3) principles governing incremental information. Fodor’s
well-known criticisms of situation semanticists’ concepts of information target the
ﬁrst group. Interestingly, situation semanticists have been anxious to articulate
either the principles of the second group or the principles of the third group in order
to meet these criticisms. Based on these observations, I will launch a dilemma for
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situation semanticists. Either they fail to handle information about individuals or
they fail to present any acceptable account of the laws of nature. Millikan’s version
of situation semantics, I shall argue, is not the exception to the rule.
In Chap. 11, I claim that analogy between idealizations in science and caricatures
in art might indicate a way toward a uniﬁed theory of representation. The basic idea
for the analogy was secured by referring to Hopkins (1998) and Blumson (2009),
who have discussed examples of pictorial misrepresentation by sharing caricatures
and wanted-for posters of criminals. At least, this analogy may appease Hopkins’s
worry about how it is possible to see in a caricature of Blair both Blair and an
enormous-mouthed thing, or how to see one set of marks as resembling both. For,
just as idealizations in science can misrepresent and represent at the same time,
caricature of Blair can achieve misrepresentation (enormous-mouthed thing) and
representation (Blair) at the same time. Surprisingly, Niiniluoto (1997, 1999) used
precisely the same examples in his account of reference by truthlike scientiﬁc
theories (see Niiniluoto 2014). Encouraged by all this, I shall try to fathom what a
caricature model of science would be like. I shall discuss what Niiniluoto means by
“caricature model (or theory) of reference”, and how this model (or theory) works
within his theory of verisimilitude. In order to understand all this against a broader
background, I shall also discuss both Goodman’s analogy between descriptions in
science and pictorial representations and Tomas Kulka’s analogy between
Popperian philosophy of science and quantitative model of aesthetic evaluation.
Then, following the lead of Gombrich, I shall discuss some philosophical issues
related to caricatures. Finally, by synthesizing all these discussions, I shall present
the analogy between idealization and caricature in more detailed fashion.
In his influential book Conceptual Revolutions (1992), Thagard asked whether
the question of conceptual change is identical with the question of belief revision.
One might argue that they are identical, because “whenever a concept changes, it
does so by virtue of changes in the beliefs that employ that concept”. According to
him, however, all those kinds of conceptual change that involve conceptual hierarchies (e.g., branch jumping or tree switching) cannot be interpreted as simple
kinds of belief revision. What is curious is that Thagard’s interesting question has
failed to attract any serious response from belief revision theorists. The silence of
belief revision theorists may be due to both wings of their fundamental principle of
informational economy, i.e., the principle of minimal change and the principle of
entrenchment. Indeed, Gärdenfors and Rott conceded that their formal theory of
belief revision “is concerned solely with small changes like those occurring in
normal science” (Gärdenfors and Rott 1995). In Chap. 12, I propose to re-examine
Thagard’s question in the context of the problem of conceptual change in mathematics. First, I shall present a strengthened version of the argument for the
redundancy of conceptual change by exploiting the notion of implicit deﬁnition in
mathematics. If the primitive terms of a given mathematical structure are deﬁned
implicitly by its axioms, how could there be other conceptual changes than those
via changing axioms? Secondly, I shall examine some famous episodes of domain
extensions in the history of numbers in terms of belief revision and conceptual
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change. Finally, I shall show that there are extensive and intricate interaction
between conceptual change and belief revision in these cases.
Chapter 13 represents my current interest in correlating the problems of
abductions with some other standard issues in philosophy of science. To date there
seems to be no disciplined way of distinguishing between ad hoc hypotheses and
legitimate auxiliary hypotheses. This is embarrassing not just for Popperian falsiﬁcationist scientiﬁc methodology, for the need for such a distinction seems an
important part of scientiﬁc practice, at least insofar as standard introductory textbooks of philosophy of science assume it. But do practicing scientists bother about
ad hoc hypotheses at all? Did any towering ﬁgure in the history of science care
about ad hoc hypotheses? Ironically, the answers to these questions seem to be
“Yes” and “No” in both cases. Inspired by Paglieri and Woods’ recent proposal for
a theory of enthymeme based on the principle of parsimony (Paglieri aand Woods
(2011)), I propose to approach the problem of ad hoc hypothesis by interpreting it
as a kind of enthymeme resolution. No doubt, this approach is inspired by some
recent attempts to view the problem of ad hoc hypothesis as a case of anomaly
resolution. These attempts again are stemming from the efforts to synthesize the
recent advances in logic and philosophy of science. To the best of my knowledge,
however, no one has hinted at understanding ad hoc hypothesis in terms of
enthymeme. I shall show that the different views of Popper, Lakatos, and others on
ad hoc hypothesis can be understood as emphasizing different standards for
enthymeme resolution: i.e., parsimony and charity. One strong motivation for my
interpretative strategy lies in its potential for understanding the pervasiveness and
the longevity of the Aristotelian scientiﬁc methodology embedded in the scientiﬁc
practice throughout the ages.
In Chap. 14, after briefly summarizing the results of the earlier chapters, I shall
take a glimpse of what further studies are required in connection with abduction.
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Chapter 2

On Classifying Abduction

1 Introduction
We can witness the recent surge of interest in classifying different patterns or types
of abduction. Many philosophers, including Thagard, Magnani, Gabbay and
Woods, Schurz, and Hoffmann, have suggested their own classiﬁcations emphasizing different aspects of abduction (Thagard 1988; Magnani 2001, 2009; Gabbay
and Woods 2005; Schurz 2008; Hoffmann 2011). Such a development is remarkable, in view of the fact that until quite recently the focus of the research on
Peircean abduction was basically to identify its logical form (Kapitan 1997). In one
sense, it is strange that after all these years abduction is still unfamiliar to the
general public: not on a par with deduction and induction. In another sense,
however, it is also remarkable that abduction has been extensively studied by
artiﬁcial intelligence researchers, cognitive scientists, and semioticians as well as by
philosophers of science. No doubt, the diverse attempts in classifying abduction
must represent the fact that the current level of the study of abduction is pretty high.
It is Schurz (2008) that could be a nice point of departure for useful comparisons
of all these classiﬁcations, for he provides us with a rather extensive list of different
“patterns of abduction”. In terms of what entity is to be abduced, he distinguished
between more than ten different patterns of abduction, grouped under 4 categories:
i.e., factual abduction, law-abduction, theoretical model abduction, and second-order
existential abduction. One signiﬁcant point in Schurz’s classiﬁcation is that he
emphasizes the importance of second-order existential abduction, paying special
attention on common cause abduction. Largely concurring with Schurz, Hoffmann
further expands the list into a table by adding what he calls “meta-diagrammatic
abduction” as a ﬁfth category (Hoffmann 2011, 581). Unlike Schurz, however,
Hoffmann highlights what he calls “theoretical-model abduction” as a precondition
for any abduction (Hoffmann 2011, 580). Schurz’s and Hoffmann’s classiﬁcations of
abduction basically concern its “explanatory” character. They do not consider the
problem of non-explanatory abduction, which is instead illustrated by Gabbay and
© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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Woods when distinguishing between AKM models of abduction and their own GW
model (Gabbay and Woods 2005, p. 49, n. 8).1 Further, even Magnani not only
concedes the existence of non-explanatory and instrumental abduction but also
presents some extremely interesting examples. According to him, some cognitive
processes that are occurring in mathematics are cases of non-explanatory abduction
[cf. his study of “mathematical intuition” in Gödel’s sense (Magnani 2009, p. 72)].
In Sect. 2, I shall discuss two of the most controversial philosophical issues
involved in these attempts, i.e., (1) Is classifying abduction compatible with the
search for the logical form of abduction, and (2) could there be any non-explanatory
abduction? In order to resolve these two closely related and potentially controversial issues, I propose to examine in Sect. 3 how Peirce would have responded to
them. In particular, I suggest to do this in connection with Peirce’s other life-long
project, the classiﬁcation of sciences. In this examination, it will be shown that
Peirce struggled with the problem of conflating induction and abduction. I shall
discuss how this problem influenced both Peirce’s views on the interrelationship
between abduction, deduction, and induction on the one hand, and his many
classiﬁcations of sciences on the other. Finally, in Sect. 4, I shall discuss the
classical problem of abduction as an inference to the best explanation. Insofar as
this problem has bearing on the two controversial issues in classifying abduction,
my negative answer to this problem will demonstrate that classifying abduction is
yet to get off the ground.

2 Some Recent Attempts to Classify Abduction
2.1

Is Classifying Abduction Compatible with the Search
for the Logical Form of Abduction?

Until quite recently, the focus of philosophical discussions of abduction was its
logical form. Kapitan, for example, differentiates ﬁve forms or schemata of
abduction based on broadly developmental approach to Peirce’s own writings
(Kapitan 1997, pp. 480–488). However, Schurz criticizes this majority approach
“aimed at one most general schema of abduction (for example IBE) which matches
every particular case” as hopeless, for he writes:
I do not think that good heuristic rules for generating explanatory hypotheses can be found
along this route, because these rules are dependent of the speciﬁc type of abduction scenario, for example, on whether the abduction is mainly selective or creative (etc.)” (Schurz
2008, 205; Emphasis is Schurz’s).

‘A’ for Aliseda, ‘K’ for Kowalski, Kuipers, and Kakas et al., and ‘M’ for Magnani, and Meheus
et al. in AKM model, and ‘G’ for Gabbay, and ‘W’ for Woods in GW model.
1
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As Schurz makes explicit, the distinction between selective and creative
abduction originates from Magnani (2001).2 Magnani likewise seems to endorse
Schurz’s “new route to abduction”, for he counts Schurz (2008) as extending his
own ideas by a classiﬁcation of patterns of creative abduction (Magnani 2009,
p. 12, note 18).
Contrary to appearances, Magnani’s distinction between selective and creative
abduction may not be entirely clear. Not to mention Jon Williamson, who ﬁnds
“little substance to the selective/creative distinction” (Williamson 2003, 356). There
may be some potential disagreements even between Magnani and Schurz in
understanding this distinction. For example, Schurz claims that “[w]hile selective
abduction has dominated the literature, creative abductions are rarely discussed,
although they are essential in science’ (Schurz 2008, 201). As he continues to
emphasize, the primary contribution of Schurz (2008) must be found in his introduction and detailed discussion of several kinds of creative abduction (ibid.).
Inadvertently, however, Schurz could have been ignoring or underestimating
Magnani’s somewhat extensive contribution to creative abduction. For Magnani has
written extensively about creative model-based abduction and manipulative
abduction (Magnani 2001, p. 38f., 2009, p. 31f.). Indeed, it is hard to ﬁnd in Schurz
(2008) any discussion of Magnani’s distinction between theoretical and manipulative abduction or that between sentential and model-based, even though these are
at least equally as important to Magnani as his selective/creative distinction
(Magnani 2001, pp. 19–23, 39, 53, 2009, pp. 10–12, 31, 39).
It is certainly worthwhile to take a view of Magnani’s multiple distinctions of
abduction: (1) selective/creative; (2) theoretical/manipulative; and (3) sentential/
model-based. Above all, our focal interest lies in understanding the relationships
between these three distinctions. The most revealing seems to be the following text:
What I call theoretical abduction certainly illustrates much of what is important in creative
abductive reasoning, in humans and in computational programs, especially the objective of
selecting and creating a set of hypotheses (diagnoses, causes, hypotheses) that are able to
dispense good (preferred) explanations of data (observations), but fails to account for many
cases of explanations occurring in science and in everyday reasoning when the exploitation
of environment is crucial. …I maintain that there are two kinds of theoretical abduction,
“sentential”, related to logic and to verbal/symbolic inferences, and “model-based”, related
to the exploitation of internalized models of diagrams, pictures, etc., cf. below in this
chapter (cf. Fig. 1.2) (Magnani 2009, p. 11).

This text is important because it presents a tentative deﬁnition of theoretical
abduction and the subdivision of theoretical abduction into sentential and
model-based abductions. The passage above says that theoretical abduction can be a
kind of creative reasoning (not only selective, as in diagnosis).

2

For Magnani, it is important to distinguish between selective abduction that merely selects from
an encyclopedia of pre-stored hypotheses, and creative abduction abduction that generates new
hypotheses (Magnani 2001, 2009).
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Insofar as Magnani views theoretical abduction also as a kind of creative
abduction, and again insofar as he tries to distinguish between theoretical and
manipulative abductions, he must also view manipulative abduction as a kind of
creative abduction. Magnani introduces the concept of manipulative abduction as
follows:
The concept of manipulative abduction captures a large part of scientiﬁc thinking where the
role of action is central, and where the features of this action are implicit and hard to be
elicited: action can provide otherwise unavailable information that enables the agent to
solve problems by starting and by performing a suitable abductive process of generation or
selection of hypotheses (Magnani 2009, p. 12; See also Magnani 2001, pp. 15, 16, 43).

For my present purpose, the following text is more informative:
Manipulative abduction (Magnani 2001)—contrasted with theoretical abduction– happens
when we are thinking through doing and not only, in a pragmatic sense, about doing. …
Manipulative abduction refers to an extra-theoretical behavior that aims at creating communicable accounts of new experiences to integrate them into previously existing systems
of experimental and linguistic (theoretical) practices (Magnani 2001, p. 53, 2009, p. 39).

For, as is clear from this quote, manipulative abduction is contrasted with theoretical abduction by Magnani.
Further, in Magnani’s writings it is also stresses that manipulative abduction is
occurring taking advantage of those model-based (for example iconic) aspects that
are embedded in external models:
We have seen that manipulative abduction is a kind of abduction, usually model-based and
so intrinsically “iconic”, that exploits external models endowed with delegated(and often
implicit) cognitive and semiotic roles and attributes (p. 58).

This line of thought indicates clearly a possibility that Magnani’s multiple distinctions of abduction may work in such a way that each distinction represents a
different dimension in our understanding of abduction. What I have in mind might
be presented crudely as in the Cubic Model of Magnani’s classiﬁcation of abduction
(see Fig. 1).
It is important to report this passage by Magnani (2009, p. 40), which explains
the “cognitive constraints” of the distinction between theoretical and manipulative

Fig. 1 Magnani’s
classiﬁcation of abduction:
cubic model

Creative
Selective
Theoretical

Manipulative

Sentential

Model-based
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abduction: “I would like to reiterate that it is important to note that my epistemological distinction between theoretical and manipulative abduction is based on the
possibility of separating the two aspects in actual cognitive processes, relying on the
differentiation between off-line (theoretical, when only inner aspects are at stake)
and on-line (manipulative, where the interplay between internal and external aspects
is fundamental). As Wheeler has recently observed, some thinkers like Esther
Thelen and Andy Clark have raised doubts about the on-line/off-line distinction
“[…] on the grounds that no intelligent agent is (they claim) ever wholly on-line or
wholly offline” (Wheeler 2004, p. 707, footnote 14) I contend that, even if
manipulative/online cases exist in great numbers, there are also cognitive processes
that seem to fall into the class of off-line thinking, as we can simply introspectively
recognize. Anyway, the distinction above is always rewarding from the epistemological perspective as a way of classifying and analyzing different cognitive
levels, and it is endowed with an indisputable conceptual and explanatory
usefulness”.
There is no doubt that Magnani’s distinction between selective, creative, theoretical, and manipulative abduction is a major event in the history of the problem of
abduction. Nor can it be disputed whether Schurz’s elaborate identiﬁcation of the
patterns of abduction deserves due credit.
According to Schurz, “the evaluation criteria for abductions are different for
different kinds of abductions” (Schurz 2008, 203). As a consequence, there is no
general answer to questions related to “(1) minimal criteria for the acceptability of
scientiﬁc abductions, and (2) comparative criteria for the quality of the abduced
explanations” (Schurz 2008, 203; Emphasis is Schurz’s). In fact, he values as more
important the particular results, in which he models each kind of abduction as a
speciﬁc schema, than his general theses and results (Schurz 2008, 205).
It is not clear whether Schurz believes that there is no such thing as the logical
form of abduction. Would he claim that, even if there is a singular logical form, his
new route identifying speciﬁc schemata for different kinds of abduction is more
promising than the previous route aiming at the general schema of abduction for
capturing it? Does he believe that it is someone else’s burden to prove the existence
of the logical form of abduction? Be that as it may, if there is no logical form but
merely different kinds of abduction, as Schurz claims, why should there be kinds of
abduction after all? Even before applying his evaluation criteria for abduction
depending on the different kinds of abduction, shouldn’t we be able to judge that
the case under issue is an instance of abduction ﬁrst?
Some examples of non-explanatory abduction cited by Gabbay and Woods, and
Magnani can be ascertained from the following quotes from Magnani (2009):
“Non-explanatory modes of abduction are clearly exploited in the ‘reverse mathematics’ pioneered by Harvey Friedman and his colleagues, e.g., Friedman and
Simpson (2000), where propositions can be taken as axioms because they support
the axiomatic proofs of target theorems. The target of reverse mathematics is to
answer this fundamental question: What are the appropriate axioms for mathematics? The problem is to discover which are the appropriate axioms for proving
particular theorems in central mathematical areas such as algebra, analysis, and
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topology (cf. Simpson 1999). The idea of reverse mathematics originates with
Russell’s notion of the regressive method in mathematics (Russell 1973), and is
also present in some remarks of Gödel (1990, 1944). Magnani (2009, p. 72); “The
action at-a-distance equation serves Newton’s theory in a wholly instrumental
sense. It allows the gravitational theory to predict observations that it would not
otherwise be able to predict” (Gabbay and Woods 2005, pp. 118–119). In this case
Newtonian explanations are seen as epistemically agnostic conjectures, that is they
lack the classical epistemic virtues envisaged by the neopositivistic tradition. These
abductions are secured by instrumental considerations and accepted because doing
so enables one’s target to be hit. They cannot be discharged because of their
possible implausibility, for example on the basis of empirical disconﬁrmation. We
have to note that in some sense all abductions embed instrumental factors. In the
general case, one accepts because doing so enables ones target to be attained,
notwithstanding that lacks the relevant epistemic virtue. However, in cases such as
Newton, is selected notwithstanding that it is considered to be epistemically
hopeless (Gabbay and Woods 2005, p. 119) call this extreme kind of abduction
radically instrumental” (Magnani 2009, p. 77).
I initially thought that there are some potentially important disagreements
between Magnani and Schurz in their understanding of selective/creative distinction. And, I counted it as indicating the possibilities of some other discrepancies
between Magnani and Schurz, which might have far-reaching implications. For,
unlike Schurz, who gives up once and for all the search for a logical form of
abduction, Magnani might still want to pursue it. Of course, Magnani does not think
there is the logical model of abduction but many logical models depending on tools
and targets used. According to him, we can use not only classical logic (and in this
case abduction is a fallacy) but also non-monotonic logics, adaptive logics,
semantic tableaux, and many others: “We can also model abductive reasoning with
other conceptual tools such as statistics, probabilistic networks, neural nets (and in
many cases we can use these models (and also the logical ones) to build computational AI programs that render various kinds of abductive reasoning (selective,
creative, visual etc.)” (Magnani 2013, Personal communication). Nevertheless, I
think that such a stance does not necessarily force Magnani to give up once and for
all the search for the logical form of abduction. No matter what model one uses, I
think, each and every one of those models intends to capture the logical form of
abduction. If not, what is the point of calling them models of abduction? But it is by
now clear that Magnani is, not unlike Schurz, somewhat pessimistic about the
possibility of securing the logical form of abduction.
Then, what was Magnani’s motivation for his distinction between the selective
and the creative abduction, which apparently presents Schurz a springboard for his
meticulous classiﬁcation of the patterns of abduction? Would Magnani also have to
give up the search for the logical form of abduction? Was he self-consciously
distancing himself from the majority’s approach by the distinction between the
selective and the creative abduction? I think not. He may not see any conflict
between the search for the logical form of abduction and the attempts to differentiate the patterns of abduction. As we saw above, Magnani introduces many
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intriguing and useful distinctions other than that between the selective and the
creative abduction in his extensive discussions of abduction. Then, for what reason
does he employ all these distinctions in his discussion of abduction? There seems
no other possible answer than that Magnani introduces all those distinctions in order
to capture the essence of abduction, thereby, ﬁnally, further chances for reﬁning the
logical form of abduction. As was pointed out above, Magnani would not agree
with my understanding. It might sound strange, but contrary to his own intention,
those distinctions themselves might be after the logical form of abduction (see
Magnani 2015).

2.2

Could There Be Any Non-explanatory Abduction?3

How many different ways did Peirce try to deﬁne abduction? I do not know.
Probably, there are more well-known and widely cited ones among them. Here is
one:
Abduction is the process of forming an explanatory hypothesis. It is only logical operation
which introduces any new idea; for induction does nothing but determine a value, and
deduction merely evolves the necessary consequences of a pure hypothesis (Peirce 1903,
CP 5.171).

Relying on this deﬁnition, some scholars have recently tried to conﬁne abduction
to only explanatory abductions. Hoffmann is a clear example, for he writes:
I think it is important to limit abduction to those forms of reasoning that generate “explanatory hypotheses,” as Peirce says in the ﬁrst sentence of the quote above (Hoffmann
2011, 571).

On the other hand, there are other scholars, who do allow and discuss explicitly
some non-explanatory abductions, such as instrumental abduction (Gabbay and
Woods 2005; Magnani 2009). Magnani writes:
Gabbay and Woods (2005) contend – and I agree with them – that abduction is not
intrinsically explanationist, like for example its description in terms of inference to the best
explanation would suggest. Not only that, abduction can also be merely instrumental. This

3

One anonymous reviewer points out that my presentation of different views about the possibility
of non-explanatory abduction as if there is a serious controversy is misguided. The reviewer
writes: “One the one hand, clearly there are views against non-explanatory abduction (such
as Hoffmann’s, as the author rightly identiﬁes), but on the other hand, there are also some views
which simply do not include non-explanatory abduction without being against, such as those
“logical”, identiﬁed with (some) parts of the AKM approach. Still others, do include
non-explanatory abduction (e.g. Magnani) in their treatment, but are not solely committed to it”.
I am indebted to the reviewer for this perceptive comment. But, if there are such a subtle nuanced
difference among the philosophers about the possibility of non-explanatory abduction, isn’t it
rather natural to detect some potentially controversial issue?
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conviction constitutes the main reason for proposing the GW-schema, which offers a representation of abductive cases not captured by that of the AKM-schema (Magnani 2009,
p. 71).

Insofar as AKM and GW models of abduction are the most promising competitors currently, it is not a small matter that Magnani, who is one of the champions
of AKM-model about abduction, claims that “abduction is not intrinsically explanationist”. So, one might be curious as to how could so easily Magnani agree with
Gabbay and Woods. There is no mystery involved, however. For Magnani makes
clear the situation as follows:
In my previous book on abduction (Magnani 2001) I made some examples of abductive
reasoning that basically are non-explanatory and/or instrumentalist without clearly
acknowledging it. The contribution of Gabbay and Woods to the analysis of abduction has
the logical and epistemological merit of having clariﬁed these basic aspects of abduction,
until now disregarded in the literature. Their distinction between explanatory,
non-explanatory and instrumental abduction is orthogonal to mine in terms of the theoretical and manipulative (including the subclasses of sentential and model-based) and
further allows us to explore fundamental features of abductive cognition (Magnani 2009,
p. 71).

So, there seem different points of view, if not controversies, over whether there
are non-explanatory abductions.
But what exactly is at stake here? Hoffmann’s way of motivating it is quite
useful. He reminds us in the deﬁnition quoted above of the fact that Peirce was
assuming that there are but three elementary kinds of reasoning, i.e., abduction,
deduction, and induction [CP 8.209 (c. 1905)]. But this could be troublesome for
Hoffmann, for “the concept of abduction becomes very broad” (Hoffmann 2011,
571). What exactly does Hoffmann have in mind here? What is so wrong if the
concept of abduction becomes very broad? Hoffmann refers to Peirce’s passages
related to perception as abduction, and animal abductive instinct.4 In particular,
taking a cue from Peirce’s discussion of a newly hatched chicken’s instinct to pick
up kernels of corn as being “just like abductive inference” (Peirce 1901, LOS II
900), Hoffmann perceptively notes that “[b]eing “like” abduction, however, is not
the same as being abduction” (Hoffmann 2011, 571).
Even if we can see more clearly how much Hoffmann dislikes broadening the
concept of abduction, we still fail to understand the reason why. Of course,
Hoffman is not alone in the protest against non-explanatory abduction. In his review
of Magnani (2009), Thagard exclaims that “Chapter 2 talks about ‘non-explanatory
abduction’ which strikes me as contradictory” (Thagard 2010). Also, in his recent
book, he repeats the same complaint: “Magnani (2009) writes of ‘non-explanatory
abduction,’ which strikes me as self-contradictory” (Thagard 2012, p. 50). Since
apparently “contradictory” or “self-contradictory” must be an accusation, we may
expect Thagard to spell out what is so wrong with “non-explanatory abduction”.
For a discussion of the problem of perception as abduction, see Park (2014), “How to Learn
Abduction from Animals?: From Avicenna to Magnani”. See also the discussion of the problem of
animal abduction in Park (2012).
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In both places, however, Thagard concedes fully that there may be a need to let
“abduction” cover some other kinds of inference that have similar structure. He
even suggests a new term “gabduction” for such generalized abduction so, it turns
out that it is merely Thagard’s preference “to see the term ‘abduction’ conﬁned to it
explanatory applications” (Thagard 2010). The term “non-explanatory abduction”
could be self-contradictory, if we presuppose a deﬁnition of abduction like the one
quoted above. As a result, there seems to be no progress in uncovering what is
wrong with “non-explanatory abduction”.
Probably for that reason, Hoffman presents in more detail what is wrong with
“non-explanatory abduction”:
Since terminological questions are questions of convenience, not of truth, I would argue
that we get into serious practical troubles if we do not limit abduction to “forming an
explanatory hypothesis”, as Peirce suggested. If we broaden the meaning of abduction so
that it includes everything someone might come up with, then we could end up counting
any daydream as an abductive inference (Hoffmann 2011, 572).

Still the problem is that it is not clear what Hoffmann has in mind by the alleged
serious practical troubles, even if they are truly troubling at all. Such a suspicion
becomes more serious, when he saves and reintroduces what he initially cited as
problematic as satisfying his own deﬁnition of abductive insight:
Magnani’s example of formulating axioms that are instrumental for proving certain theorems in mathematics, on the other hand, would be a case of explanatory abduction
according to my deﬁnition. All three conditions seemed to be fulﬁlled. The same would be
true for the case of perception and the behavior of the chicken mentioned above (Hoffmann
2011, 573).

3 Classiﬁcation of Science and Classiﬁcation of Abduction
in Peirce
In the last section, we reviewed briefly the two most salient issues in recent attempts
to classify abduction: i.e., (1) Is classifying abduction compatible with the search
for the logical form of abduction, and (2) could there be any non-explanatory
abduction? What is surprising to me is the fact that those who deny the possibility
of the logical form of abduction also tend to deny the existence of the
non-explanatory abduction. They seem to claim that even if we conﬁne our interest
to explanatory abduction, there is no such thing as the logical form of abduction.
Also, they seem to assume that their opponents are unmotivated in trying to expand
Peirce’s original notion of abduction, which was meant to be explanatory. On the
other hand, those who concede the variety of non-explanatory abduction do not
have to give up the search for the logical form of abduction. I think there is no
inconsistency in their positions, eo ipso nothing surprising. Be that as it may, I
propose to examine how Peirce would have responded to this controversy. In
particular, I suggest to do this in connection with the problem of the classiﬁcation of
sciences in Peirce.
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3.1

Chicken or Egg?

Probably, it is Beverley Kent’s Charles S. Peirce: Logic and the Classiﬁcation of
the Sciences (Kent 1987) that chronicles most meticulously the development of
Peirce’s changing views on the classiﬁcation of science. Let us ﬁnd in Kent some
clues that might throw a light on possible relationships between the classiﬁcation of
science and the classiﬁcation of abduction.
In his early inquiry, Peirce examined many different classiﬁcations of science of
other scholars including Comte, Spencer, Fiske, Wundt, Brinton, and Agassiz.
According to Kent, Peirce “adopted Comte’s principle but nonetheless rejected his
particular ordering” (Kent 1987, p. 90). This principle is nothing but the idea “to
have the sciences arranged according to their abstractness–according to the level of
generalization of their objects of investigation” (Kent 1987, p. 93). Kent also states
this principle as:
The view that sciences form a hierarchy in which the higher sciences supply principles to
the lower, while the lower ones furnish data to the higher (Kent 1987, p. 18).

Peirce’s qualms with the particular ordering of sciences in Comte seem quite
understandable. For Comte not only “placed astronomy ahead of physics” but also
omitted philosophy and geometry in his plan (Kent 1987), p. 90, 357.26-8, 1866).5
It must be highly suggestive that in his early Lowell lecture (1866), Peirce
criticized “a classiﬁcation scheme based solely on induction because it resulted in a
natural classiﬁcation and so excluded certain sciences” (Kent 1987, p. 91). The idea
of classifying science in terms of argument or reasoning itself is already quite
signiﬁcant. The realization that induction is not good enough for such a classiﬁcation is also remarkable. Probably, however, what is most important for our
present purpose is the fact that Peirce believed that “the defect” was remedied by
adopting a classiﬁcation based on a logical procedure that incorporated hypothesis
and deduction as well as induction” (Kent 1987, p. 91).
In the resulting hierarchy of Deductive Sciences, Inductive or Classiﬁcatory
Sciences, and Hypothetical or Causal Science, Peirce equated Inductive sciences as
classiﬁcatory sciences, which include natural history or zoology, Botany and
Mineralogy, Morphology, Descriptive Astronomy, Chemistry, Logic, Philosophy,
Physiognomy, and (a portion of) Physical Geography (Kent 1987, p. 91; Peirce
1866, 357.26-8). It is interesting to note what kind of science Peirce counted as
inductive or classiﬁcatory. A more interesting and important point, however, is that
Peirce equated inductive sciences with classiﬁcatory sciences. It is a still more
interesting and indispensable point to emphasize that the classiﬁcation of science
based entirely on induction would exclude deductive sciences and hypothetical (or
causal) sciences.

5

Another interesting fact is that there were several philosophers, like Spencer, Fiske, Wundt, who
placed philosophy below the special sciences (Kent 1987, p. 91).
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Kent claims that Peirce himself ﬁnds his 1866 classiﬁcation as “inchoate and
needed a new division: the underlying assumption is that the classiﬁcation of the
sciences should be based on a classiﬁcation of arguments” (Kent 1987, p. 92).
Further, she draws our attention to the fact that the same assumption is found in
Peirce’s 1878 classiﬁcation of sciences (ibid.). Kent claims, “he [Peirce] attempted
to classify the sciences under the rubric of induction, deduction, and hypothesis on
the assumption that a classiﬁcation of the sciences is based on a classiﬁcation of
arguments” (Kent 1987, p. 51).
Now we can point out two signiﬁcant facts in Kent’s observations on Peirce’s
early classiﬁcation of sciences and its relationship with his classiﬁcation of arguments into deduction, induction, and abduction. Firstly, in early Peirce, the former
classiﬁcation depends on the latter one. Secondly, they are related in that fashion
because of Peirce’s assumption that a classiﬁcation of the sciences is based on a
classiﬁcation of arguments. The ﬁrst point makes sure that we are on the right track.
Insofar as these two matters of classiﬁcation are so closely related, we can be
hopeful of deepening our understanding of Peirce’s classiﬁcation of abduction by
studying his various classiﬁcations of sciences. The second point is important,
because it reminds us of the fact that the early Peirce merely assumes without any
argument that a classiﬁcation of the sciences should be based on a classiﬁcation of
arguments. For, according to Atkins, Peirce’s 1903 classiﬁcation of sciences seems
to be based on another assumption that a classiﬁcation of the sciences is based on
categories (Atkins 2006). Insofar as both Kent and Atkins are right about Peirce’s
assumption about the basis of the classiﬁcation of sciences, we need to check
whether Peirce gave up his early assumption and adopted another, or there is no
incompatibility between the two assumptions (see Sect. 3.4 for further discussion of
this problem).

3.2

The Problem of Conflating Induction and Abduction

Above all, we need to reflect on the fact that in early Peirce there seems to be no
ﬁne classiﬁcation of induction or abduction.6 For, those critics of non-explanatory
abductions might want to exploit this fact as supporting their ground. Even if they
might also criticize my playful caricaturing of the critics of non-explanatory

One anonymous reviewer doubts whether this is so: “Peirce’s early classiﬁcation is based on
syllogisms, and I do not see where the “conflation” is found”. According to the reviewer, my
quotes by Peirce in Sect. 3.2 are by no means a proof of this alleged “conflation”. I ﬁnd this
criticism extremely interesting. Above all, thanks to the reviewer, I realize that I have been simply
assuming that Peirce himself had difﬁculties in separating induction and abduction. Even if my
assumption is ungrounded, that would not damage what I pursue in this subsection based on it.
I agree that there is a need to examine my assumption critically. But I am afraid that it could be a
digression if I indulge in such an examination here.

6
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abduction, however, I rather doubt whether it is my burden to prove the point. In
early Peirce, they might say, we have a scheme of science consisting of
(1) Deductive Sciences, (2) Inductive or Classiﬁcatory Sciences, and (3) Historical
or Causal Sciences, which seems to correspond to deduction, induction, and
abduction, respectively. Apparently, there seems to be no need for non-explanatory
abduction. Then, why bother?
Exactly here, however, we may ﬁnd a conclusive proof that Peirce himself
concedes the existence of non-explanatory abductions. For Peirce himself was well
aware of “the problem of confusing/or conflating abduction and induction”
(Anderson 1986, 151). According to Anderson, this problem is “precisely what he
[Peirce] wants to overcome” (ibid.). Also, he claims that Peirce “was struggling to
ﬁnd what really made them [induction and abduction] distinct (ibid., 149). Perhaps
the best text that shows exactly how Peirce struggled with this problem is the
Sect. 5 of the article “Deduction, Induction, and Hypothesis” (1878) (CP 2.619–
2.644; W 3, pp. 323–338).7 Here, Peirce enumerated at least four merits of distinguishing between induction and abduction:
Induction is, plainly, a much stronger kind of inference than hypothesis;
…
But the essence of an induction is that it infers from one set of facts another set of similar
facts, whereas hypothesis infers from facts of one kind to facts of another (CP 2.642; W. 3,
p. 336).
…
[H]ypothesis produces the sensuous element of thought, and induction the habitual element
(CP 2.643; W 3, p. 337).
…
Another merit … is, that it leads to a very natural classiﬁcation of the sciences and of the
minds which prosecute them (CP 2. 644; W 3, p. 338).

This problem of conflating abduction and induction seems to have far-reaching
implications for Peirce’s classiﬁcations of sciences. To say the least, it seems
possible to have abduction within the realm of inductive sciences, or to have
induction within the realm of historical or causal sciences in Peirce’s 1866 classiﬁcation of sciences. Another consequence of this problem could be that either in
classifying induction or in classifying abduction, the most urgent problem would be
to give a place for conflating cases.
If I am right in claiming that the problem of conflating abduction and induction
does matter to the early Peirce in his classiﬁcation of sciences based on a classiﬁcation of argument, we should be able to detect in his subsequent attempts to
classify sciences some notable changes attributable to this problem. Let us point out
some such changes in some of Peirce’s subsequent classiﬁcations of sciences. First,

7

Originally published in Popular Science Monthly, vol. 13, pp. 470–482 in 1878.
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in the context of demonstrating the merits of distinguishing between induction and
abduction, Peirce wrote:
Of the natural sciences, we have, ﬁrst, the classiﬁcatory sciences, which are purely
inductive—systematic botany and zoology, mineralogy, and chemistry. Then, we have the
sciences of theory, as above explained—astronomy, pure physics, etc. Then, we have
sciences of hypothesis—geology, biology, etc. (W 3, p. 338).

Compared to his 1866 classiﬁcation, the most salient change is that the list of
classiﬁcatory sciences is drastically reduced. Not only logic and philosophy but also
at least some of the natural sciences previously classiﬁed as classiﬁcatory science
disappeared from the list. Almost as salient change seems to be that Peirce divided
the category of hypothetical or causal science into two parts: (1) sciences of theory,
and (2) sciences of hypothesis. One important point deserves careful attention. In
the quote above, Peirce emphasized the fact that what he meant by classiﬁcatory
sciences are “purely inductive”. I think from this hint we may safely conclude that
he eliminated all those natural sciences that are not purely inductive from the list of
classiﬁcatory sciences. For example, descriptive astronomy is not among the
classiﬁcatory sciences any more. In the 1878 scheme, we instead have astronomy as
one of the sciences of theory. Physical geography, which had been one of the
classiﬁcatory sciences, disappeared in the 1878 classiﬁcation, only to reappear in
the 1892 classiﬁcation as one of the descriptive physics, and in 1895 classiﬁcation
as one of the descriptive sciences (Kent 1987, pp. 94, 98). Considering this, it is
highly likely that descriptive astronomy and physical geography are partially
inductive and partially abductive sciences.
In the 1866 classiﬁcation, in fact, Peirce had two subdivisions in hypothetical or
causal sciences: (1) order 1 (unity of science is unity of hypothesis), and (2) order 2
(unity is the unity of their object). As a consequence, we have reason to think that
the division of sciences of theory and sciences of hypothesis in the 1878 classiﬁcation is nothing other than that of order 1 and order 2 in the 1866 classiﬁcation.
That means, we cannot claim that the problem of conflating induction and
abduction caused Peirce to divide the hypothetical or causal sciences into sciences
of theory and sciences of hypothesis. It is interesting, however, to note that some of
the sciences expelled from classiﬁcatory sciences found a new home either in
sciences of theory or in sciences of hypothesis. Even if there were already different
types of hypothetical or causal sciences in 1866, the problem of conflating
induction and abduction at least gave Peirce a ﬁne opportunity to rethink them. The
crucial question is whether all this has implications for our problem of classifying
abduction.8

8

Peirce’s trilogy of natural sciences, i.e., science of theory, classiﬁcatory sciences, and sciences of
hypothesis, reappeared in his 1889 classiﬁcation with different names of nomological, classiﬁcatory and descriptive. Since then, it became one of the persistent features in most of Peirce’s
varied classiﬁcations of sciences. Though Peirce constantly changed the names of its three
members, it appeared in 1892, 1895, 1896, 1897, 1898, 1902, and 1903 classiﬁcations (Kent 1987,
pp. 94, 97–98, 101–102, 104–105, 106–107, 115–116, 134–135).
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A possible observation or objection could be that I am mixing up the problem of
explanatory vs. non-explanatory abduction with that of conflating abduction and
induction. One might be also dissatisﬁed by my failure to make Peirce’s own
position clearer as to the questions raised at the beginning of this chapter: for
example, “What is Peirce’s view on the non-explanatory role of abduction”? I
would like to point out that the question invoked as an example can be invoked in
response to what I attempt in this chapter. I believe, in order to be consistent, Peirce
should have discussed non-explanatory abductions. But, for some reasons, all his
explicit discussions of abduction are conﬁned to explanatory abductions. As a
consequence, the critics of the non-explanatory abduction do not want to allow the
possibility of non-explanatory abductions, by being faithful to Peirce’s explicit
discussion of abduction. Insofar as no one can answer why Peirce does not
explicitly discuss non-explanatory abductions in his writings, however, such an
objection would be unfair to me.

3.3

From the Three Kinds of Arguments to the Three Stages
in Inquiry

There seems to be enough evidence to believe that the problem of conflating
induction and abduction indeed influenced Peirce’s classiﬁcations of sciences to a
certain extent. But exactly how did it influence Peirce’s ideas of deduction,
induction, and abduction, and thereby modify his classiﬁcations of sciences? Above
all, we should be able to understand why by 1903 Peirce seems to give up or qualify
his early assumption that the classiﬁcation of sciences must be based on the classiﬁcation of arguments. For, as was pointed out above, his perennial classiﬁcation
of sciences (in 1903) appears to be based on categories.
The key for solving this puzzle or mystery can be found in K.T. Fann’s quite
influential study of Peircean abduction (Fann 1970). Fann distinguishes between
Peirce’s early theory (1859–1890) and his later theory (1891–1914), and further
divides both early and later theories into several temporal parts. The titles of Chaps.
1 through 5 of Part I in Fann (1970) well represent the developmental stages in
Peirce’s early theory: “Peirce’s Earliest Conception of Inference (1859–1861)”;
“Three Kinds of Inference and Three Figures of Syllogism (1862–1867)”;
“Ampliative Inference and Cognition (1868–1870)”; “Induction and Hypothesis
(1871–1878); “The Method of Methods (1879–1890)”. Again the titles of Chaps. 1
and 2 of Part 2 in Fann (1970) suggestively represent the stages in Peirce’s later
theory: “The transitional Period (1891–1898)”; “Three Stages of Inquiry”.
It is interesting to note that Fann does not indicate explicitly the dates for the
period in which Peirce viewed the triad of deduction, induction, and abduction as
the three stages of inquiry. Fann not only explicitly identiﬁes “the ﬁrst full statement of Peirce’s later theory of abduction” in his 1901 manuscript “On the Logic of
Drawing History from Ancient Documents” (Fann 1970, p. 31; CP 7.162–7.255),
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but also conﬁrms that “Peirce’s view on the relationship between the three modes of
inference remains essentially the same from this date” (Fann 1970, p. 32). Further,
according to Fann, “Peirce’s theory of abduction underwent a fundamental change
during the decade between 1890 and 1900” (Fann 1970, p. 28). Anderson thinks
that Fann is correct in arguing that “Peirce’s view of abduction changes rather
drastically in its growth” (Anderson 1986, 147). The most important evidence is, as
Anderson points out, Peirce’s own admission that “in almost everything I printed
before the beginning of this century I more or less mixed up Hypothesis and
Induction…” (CP 8.277; Anderson 1986, 147). Let us see how Peirce deﬁned
abduction, deduction, and induction in 1901:
Accepting the conclusion that an explanation is needed when facts contrary to what we
should expect emerge, it follows that the explanation must be such a proposition as would
lead to the prediction of the observed facts, either as necessary consequences or at least as
very probable under the circumstances. A hypothesis then, has to be adopted, which is
likely in itself, and renders the facts likely. This step of adopting a hypothesis as suggested
by the facts, is what I call abduction (CP 7.202).
…
When this is duly recognized, the ﬁrst thing that will be done, as soon as a hypothesis has
been adopted, will be to trace out its necessary and probable experiential consequences.
This step is deduction (CP 7. 203).
…
This sort of inference it is, from experiments testing predictions based on a hypothesis, that
is alone properly entitled to be called induction (CP 7.206).

Fann aptly captures the fundamental change in Peirce’s theory of abduction as
follows:
The three kinds of inference now become three stages in a scientiﬁc inquiry. They are
intimately connected as a method (Fann 1970, p. 32).

In the same vein, Anderson claims that Peirce found a vehicle through which the
differences between induction and abduction could be made intelligible in viewing
“logic as the method of methods” (Anderson 1986, 150).

3.4

Parallel Changes in Peirce’s Classiﬁcation of Sciences

Early in this Sect. 3, we started with Peirce’s assumption that the classiﬁcation of
sciences should be based on the classiﬁcation of arguments. Then we discussed how
Peirce struggled with the problem of conflating induction and abduction. We also
noted some evidence for the belief that this problem and Peirce’s changing views
about the relation between induction and abduction in fact influenced to a certain
extent his classiﬁcation of sciences. By assuming that Fann and Anderson are right
in detecting a fundamental change in Peirce’s views on the relation between
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induction and abduction, now we need to check whether such a change made a
parallel change in Peirce’s classiﬁcation of sciences.
Interestingly enough, there was indeed a truly drastic change in Peirce’s classiﬁcation of sciences between 1902 and 1903. As we already noted above, Atkins
claims that “Peirce’s (more or less) ﬁnal classiﬁcation of the sciences arises from
the systematic application of his Categories of Firstness, Secondness and Thirdness
to the classiﬁcation of the sciences themselves” (Atkins 2006, 483). Unlike Kent,
Atkins simply focuses on the comparison of Peirce’s 1902 classiﬁcation and his
1903 classiﬁcation of sciences. As a consequence, he is so impressed by the following difference between Peirce’s method of classifying the sciences of 1903 and
that of 1902:
1. It makes no reference to Agassiz but derives its principles of classiﬁcation from
Auguste Comte.
2. Its divisions “happen” to be trichotomic, whereas in 1902 Peirce made no
reference to the trichotomic character of divisions and where, in fact, most
divisions are dichotomic.
3. Peirce’s classiﬁcation is still “natural”, i.e. according to the present state of the
sciences—which may account for the fact that not all of the divisions are of a
trichotomic character (Atkins 2006, 491).
Based on Kent’s report, we already saw above that Comte’s heritage on Peirce’s
classiﬁcation can be evidenced from an earlier period. Thus, it is not the case, as
one might get the false impression from Atkins (2006), that Peirce suddenly
adopted Comte’s principles in his 1903 classiﬁcation of sciences. Further, it may
not be a truly signiﬁcant fact that Peirce made no reference to Agassiz in 1903.
Peirce’s classiﬁcation of sciences had evolved for more than a thirty year period.
That means, even without explicit reference to Agassiz, Peirce’s 1903 classiﬁcation
could contain elements influenced by Agassiz.
With all these reservations, however, we are indebted to Atkins a great deal. For,
thanks to him, we can now ask whether Peirce changed his early assumption that
the classiﬁcation of sciences should be based on the classiﬁcation of arguments. In
passing, we may note the fact Kent never brings up this issue, even though it is she
who identiﬁed Peirce’s early assumption as to the relationship between the classiﬁcation of sciences and the classiﬁcation of arguments. After having made the
transition from viewing deduction, induction, and abduction as the three different
kinds of arguments to viewing them as the three stages of inquiry, what should
Peirce say about his early assumption that the classiﬁcation of sciences should be
based on the classiﬁcation of arguments? Is it still possible for Peirce to sustain his
early assumption even for his 1903 classiﬁcation of sciences? If so, how to explain
the apparently new assumption that the classiﬁcation of sciences should be based on
his Categories?
It is simply beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss extensively the relationship between Peircean Categories, abduction and the classiﬁcation of sciences.
However, it may not be an arduous task to outline how to answer the questions
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raised in the last paragraph. For, there are some commentators who already paved a
way for such an answer. Indeed, Wim Staat even claims that the interrelationship of
abduction, deduction, and induction “can be described with the help of Peirce’s
categories” (Staat 1993, 225). Scholars unanimously agree with the Firstness of
abduction. However, regarding deduction and induction, opinions are sharply
divided. Some claim that induction and deduction should be seen as the Secondness
and Thirdness respectively, while others claim that deduction and induction should
be seen as the Secondness and Thirdness. Peirce himself confessed uneasiness
regarding this issue: “Concerning the relation of these three modes of inference to
the categories […] my opinions, I confess, have wavered” (CP 5.146, 1903; Staat
1993, 227).
Staat’s solution is as follows:
If induction in its completion of inquiry is understood as the most complete representation
of the theory of inquiry, from which deduction and abduction are abstracted phases, then
the categorical predicate Thirdness best ﬁts induction. For Thirdness encompasses
Secondness which in turn encompasses Firstness, just like induction encompasses deduction encompassing abduction. Categorically, therefore, deduction is Second- and abduction
First (Staat 1993, 234).

Staat ﬁnds support for such an interpretation largely from Max Fisch’s discussion of Peirce’s shift in focus “from the classiﬁcation of the forms of inference to
the functioning of inferences, of the several forms in successive stages of inquiry
(Fisch 1986, p. 392; Staat 1993, 233).9

4 Abduction Is Not IBE
4.1

Peirce at the Crossroad

We have seen above briefly how Peirce’s views on the problem of classifying
inferences developed throughout his career. Early Peirce was quite convinced that
the classiﬁcation of sciences should be based on the classiﬁcation of arguments, so,
it is all too natural to ﬁnd the parallel developments in Peirce’s views on the
classiﬁcation of arguments and the classiﬁcation of sciences. However, Peirce had
to face the problem of conflating induction and abduction even at the early stages in
those developments. As a consequence, we can even detect how seriously Peirce
struggled with this problem in both his changing views of the classiﬁcation of
arguments and the classiﬁcation of sciences. Finally, there was a fundamental
Similar line of thought is found in Fann (1970). For he writes, “An interesting point to be noted is
the fact that up until the end of the 19th century, Peirce always listed the three modes of inference
according to degrees of certainty, namely: deduction, induction, and hypothetic inference. After he
came to regard them as the three stages in an inquiry the list became: abduction, deduction and
induction” (Fann 1970, p. 31). It may not be a coincidence, since Fann (1970) was written as his
M.A. thesis under Max Fisch in 1963, according to Fann’s Preface to the monograph.

9
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change in Peirce’s views on the interrelationships between deduction, induction,
and abduction. Previously they were thought to be different modes of inferences.
Now they became the different stages in inquiry. Such a radical change must also
have made a corresponding change in Peirce’s ultimate classiﬁcation of sciences.
What implications do these lessons from Peirce’s own experiments have for our
current agenda in abduction studies? I think, broadly speaking, these lessons clearly
support my predilection for those who are in favor of non-explanatory abductions
and for those who still pursue the logical form of abduction. Since, in later Peirce’s
views, abduction is one of the stages of inquiry rather than one of the three modes
of inference, it seems extremely difﬁcult, if not impossible, to correlate certain parts
of his 1903 classiﬁcation of sciences with deduction, induction, or abduction.
Rather, given any ﬁeld of research, we are supposed to face abduction, deduction,
and induction, closely interrelated with each other. Probably we do not have to
preclude the possibility of characterizing the given ﬁeld of research as more
abductive, more deductive, or more inductive once and for all. However, it would
be strange or pointless to allow only explanatory abductions, and thereby to classify
them meticulously.
For those who are in favor of the logical form of abduction and non-explanatory
abductions, there are two possibilities. Firstly, they may aim at a classiﬁcation of
sciences in terms of an entirely new classiﬁcation of the different types of interrelationship among abduction, deduction, and induction. Of course, here the fundamental assumption would be that different individual sciences represent different
types of interrelationship among abduction, deduction, and induction. Alternatively,
they may assume that there is a uniform interrelationship among abduction,
deduction, and induction, as Firstness, Secondness, and Thirdness, respectively.
Then they may try to classify abduction. The ﬁrst approach, which seems to be
Peirce’s own way in his later career, still has the potential for contemporary philosophy of science. The second alternative approach may not be entirely different
from that of Schurz, except for the fact that the former, unlike the latter, would also
cover non-explanatory abductions.
In fact, it seems to be the case that Peirce himself at least once was at the
crossroad to make a serious decision over the alternatives just suggested. For,
Peirce seriously discussed the problem of distinguishing between the three different
types of abduction in Peirce (1878). Peirce wrote:
I once landed at a seaport in a Turkish province; and, as I was walking up to the house
which I was to visit, I met a man upon horseback, surrounded by four horsemen holding a
canopy over his head. As the governor of the province was the only personage I could think
of who would be so greatly honored, I inferred that this was he. This was a hypothesis.
Fossils are found; say, remains like those of ﬁshes, but far in the interior of the country. To
explain the phenomenon, we suppose the sea once washed over this land. This is another
hypothesis.
Numberless documents and monuments refer to a conqueror called Napoleon Bonaparte.
Though we have not seen the man, yet we cannot explain what we have seen, namely, all
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these documents and monuments, without supposing that he really existed. Hypothesis
again (CP 2.625; W 3, p. 326).10

It is important to note that it is early Peirce who presented this interesting
classiﬁcation of abduction. To the best of our knowledge, there is no comparable
classiﬁcation of abduction made in later Peirce. Probably, it is “The Logic of
Drawing History from ancient Documents” (1901) [CP 7.162–7.255], where we
might expect to ﬁnd the later Peirce’s classiﬁcation of abduction, if any. For its
sixth section is entitled as “Abduction, Induction, and Deduction” (CP 7.202–
7.207). If Peirce did not attempt such a classiﬁcation here, it is even more strange,
because in the next section he provided us with an interesting classiﬁcation of
induction into three different kinds: i.e., crude induction, quantitative induction, and
qualitative induction (CP 7.208–7.222). According to Goudge, sometimes Peirce
speaks of “qualitative induction” as “abductory induction” (Goudge 1950, pp. 158–
159).11
After all these years, we are still struggling with exactly those problems Peirce
had to face. Further, in this struggle, Peirce is still pointing to a possible way out.
For, thanks to his illuminating suggestion of treating “qualitative induction” as
“abductory induction”, we may invoke an extremely important issue: Is abduction
nothing but “inference to the best explanation (IBE)”? Evidently, this question
pertains to two of the most urgent current agenda in the study of abduction: (1) Is
classifying abduction compatible with the search for the logical form of abduction,
and (2) could there be any non-explanatory abduction? If abduction is just IBE, the
problem of the logical form of abduction is nothing other than that of the logical
form of IBE. If abduction is IBE, there would be no more mind-boggling for
non-explanatory abduction: How could there be any “Non-explanatory IBE”?

Originally published as “Deduction, Induction, and Hypothesis”, Popular Science Monthly 13,
(August 1878), 470–82. Curiously, it is hard to ﬁnd substantial discussion of this text in the huge
literature on Peirce. Goudge (1950) contrasts the three different kinds of abduction as referring to
(1) “unobserved facts”, (2) “facts not only unobserved but physically incapable of being observed
by the investigator”, and (3) “entities which in the present state of knowledge are both factually
and theoretically incapable of being observed” (Goudge 1950, p. 196).
11
For example, Peirce wrote: “But suppose we wish to test the hypothesis that a man is a Catholic
Priest, that is, has all the characters that are common to Catholic priests and peculiar to them. Now
characters are not units, nor do they consist of units, nor can they be counted, in such a sense that
one count is right and every other wrong. Characters have to be estimated according to their
signiﬁcance. The consequence is that there will be a certain element of guess-work in such an
induction; so that I call it an abductory induction” (Peirce’s emphasis) [CP 6.526]. Can we say that
the later Peirce was more concerned with studying how the three stages of inquiry, i.e., abduction,
deduction, and induction, were intermingled or intertwined than classifying each stages? Can we
say further, even when classifying induction or deduction, it was the role of the abductive element
that secured the basis of such classiﬁcations? The answers to these questions should be positive at
least to the case of induction, as we discussed above. Perhaps, we might expect the same situation
in the case of deduction. Can’t we say, for example, that Peirce’s distinction between theorematical
and corollarial deduction is also based on some elements of abduction? The recent discussions of
the role of abduction in mathematical reasoning may point to the same conclusion.
10
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4.2

Abduction and IBE Conflated

There is a huge amount of literature on IBE. Starting with Gilbert Harman’s
influential article “Inference to the Best Explanation” (Harman 1965), it culminates
with Peter Lipton’s book devoted to IBE (Lipton 1991, 2004). Harman didn’t
bother with the possible differences between abduction and IBE, for he states as if
there are merely terminological differences between them:
“The inference to the best explanation” corresponds approximately to what others have
called “abduction,” “the method of hypothesis,” “hypothetic inference,” “the method of
elimination,” “eliminative induction,” and “theoretical inference.” (Harman 1965, 88–
89).12

Lipton is not different from Harman in this regard. For he writes:
According to Inference to the Best Explanation, our inferential practices are governed by
explanatory considerations. Given our data and our background beliefs, we infer what
would, if true, provide the best of the competing explanations we can generate of those data
(so long as the best is good enough for us to make any inference at all).
Inference to the Best Explanation has become extremely popular in philosophical circles,
discussed by many and endorsed without discussion by many more (For discussions, see,
e.g., Peirce [sic], 1931, 5.180–5.212, esp. 5.189; Harman 1965; Brody 1970; Hanson 1972,
Chap. 4; Thagard 1978; Cartwright 1983, essay 5). Yet it still remains much more of a
slogan than an articulated account of induction” (Lipton 1991, p. 58).

There is no substantial change in Lipton (2004), but he corrected the misspelled
name of Peirce and added a few more references: “Ben-Menahem 1990; Vogel
1990; Day and Kincaid 1994; Barnes 1995; Rappaport 1996; Bird 1998; Psillos
2002)” (Lipton (2004), p. 57).
The textbooks or reference works of philosophy of science, with very good
reasons, simply follow suit of such eminent debates among leading philosophers in
equating abduction with IBE. For example, James Ladyman writes:
Inference to the best explanation, which is sometimes called abduction, is the mode of
reasoning that we employ when we infer something on the grounds that it is the best
explanation of the facts we already know (Ladyman 2002, p. 47).

Influential philosophers tend to contribute articles in the purview of their
expertise for reference works, thereby popularizing their own views as authentic.
And Lipton is not the exception to this quasi-rule. For, he simply repeats the same
Cf. Atocha Aliseda’s interesting comments: “On the other hand, some authors take induction as
an instance of abduction. Abduction as inference to the best explanation is considered by Harman
[Har65] as the basic form of non-deductive inference, which includes (enumerative) induction as a
special case.
This confusion returns in artiﬁcial intelligence. ‘Induction’ is used for the process of learning
from examples—but also for creating a theory to explain the observed facts [Sha91]. Thus making
abduction an instance of induction. Abduction is usually restricted to producing abductive
explanations in the form of facts. When the explanations are rules, it is regarded as part of
induction” (Aliseda 2006, p. 34).
12
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views in both A Companion to the Philosophy of Science and The Routledge
Companion to Philosophy of Science.13
Commenting on Lipton’s treatment of abduction in the passage quoted above
(Lipton 1991, 2004), Campos notes:
For instance, Peter Lipton, like Gilbert Harman before him (1965, pp. 88–89), simply cites,
without argument, Peircean abduction as one of the antecedent, and apparently insufﬁciently developed, accounts of inductive IBE (Lipton 1991, p. 58; Campos 2011, 419–420).

He also counts Lipton’s appropriation as “inaccurate” on the ground that “it is
not based on any systematic comparison of these concepts” (ibid.).

4.3

The Difference Between Abduction and IBE

Of course, there have been some attempts to revolt against such a trend. Gerhard
Minnameier, for example, clearly contrasts abduction with IBE in terms of their
functions. While abduction is for the generation of theories, IBE is for their
evaluation:
Peirce characterizes abduction as the only type of inference that is creative in the sense that
it leads to new knowledge, especially to (possible) theoretical explanations of surprising
facts. As opposed to this, IBE is about the acceptance (or rejection) of already established
explanatory suggestions. Thus, while abduction marks the process of generating theories –
or, more generally, concepts – IBE concerns their evaluation. However, if this is so, then
both inferential types relate to entirely different steps in the process of knowledge acquisition (and, as I also try to show, of Knowledge application) (Minnameier 2004, 75–76).

According to Minnameier’s rather persuasive explanation, the later Peirce
realized that previously he “more or less mixed up Hypothesis and Induction” (CP
8.221, 1910) (Minnameier 2004, 78). There are at least two interesting points that
forced Peirce to change his mind. On the one hand, he came to realize that what he
had called previously “hypothesis” is rather a variant of induction, so, he even
renamed “hypothesis” as “qualitative induction” (cf. NEM III/2, 874, 1909;
“The model of inference to the Best Explanation is designed to give a partial account of many
inductive inferences, both in science and in ordinary life. One version of the model was developed
under the name “abduction by Charles Sanders Peirce early in the twentieth century, and the model
has been considerably developed and discussed over the last 25 years (see Peirce 1931–1958). Its
governing idea is that explanatory considerations are a guide to inference, that scientists infer from
the available evidence to the hypothesis which would, if correct, best explain that evidence”
(Lipton 2000, p. 184); “The model of inference to the best explanation (IBE) is designed to give a
partial account of many inductive inferences, both in science and in ordinary life. One version of
the model was developed under the name “abduction” by Charles Sanders Peirce early in the
twentieth century, and the model has been considerably developed and discussed over the last four
decades (e.g., Harman 1965; Thagard 1978; Day and Kincaid 1994; Barnes 1995; Psillos 2002;
Lipton 2004). Its governing idea is that explanatory considerations are a guide to inference, that
scientists infer from the available evidence to the hypothesis which would, if correct, best explain
that evidence” (Lipton 2008, 193).
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Minnameier 2004, 78). On the other hand, as Minnameier pins down, “what used to
be called ‘induction’ in the sense of leading from facts to a theory about those facts
would now have to be regarded as an ‘abductive’ inference” [ibid.]. He seems to
ﬁnd the ground for such an interpretation from the late Peirce’s realization that
induction “never can originate any idea whatever. Nor can deduction. All the ideas
of science come to it by the way of Abduction” (CP 5.145, 1903; Minnameier 2004,
78).
Many philosophers seem to agree with Minnameier in distinguishing abduction
from IBE by their primary functions: i.e., abduction as generating theories from IBE
as evaluating them. Magnani presents this distinction as two different senses of
abduction: i.e., abduction as hypothesis generation and abduction as hypothesis
generation and evaluation:
As stated above, there are two main epistemologico/cognitive meanings of the word
abduction: (1) abduction that only generates plausible hypotheses (selective or creative)–
this is the meaning of abduction accepted in my epistemological model –and (2) abduction
considered as inference to the best explanation, that also evaluates hypotheses by induction.
In the latter sense the classical meaning of selective abduction as inference to the best
explanation (for instance in medicine, to the best diagnosis) is described by the complete
abduction–deduction–induction cycle. This distinction needs further clariﬁcation (Magnani
2009, p. 18).14

Campos also appeals to the same idea, for he claims that
Peircean abduction is an in-depth account of the process of generating explanatory
hypotheses, while IBE, at least in Lipton’s thorough treatment, is a more encompassing
account of the processes of both of generating and of evaluating scientiﬁc hypotheses
(Campos 2011, 420).

Recently, Mackonis claims that both those who “do not conceptually discriminate between IBE and abduction or use the term ‘abduction’ as standing for IBE”
and those who “argue that IBE and abduction are conceptually distinct” are wrong.
The former is wrong, because “there is more to IBE than mere abduction”. The
latter is wrong, because “this stance is also an exaggeration: two concepts are
indeed related” (Mackonis 2013, 2). Whether Mackonis is right or wrong in such an
assessment, what is important for the present purpose is that he also ﬁnds the
difference between abduction and IBE exactly at the same place as Minnameier,
Magnani, and Campos do:

14

Regarding these two senses of abduction, Magnani gives some further comments, which also
deserve serious examination: “It is clear that the two meanings are related to the distinction
between hypothesis generation and hypothesis evaluation, so abduction is the process of generating explanatory hypotheses, and induction matches the hypothetico-deductive method of
hypothesis testing (1st meaning). However, we have to remember (as we have already stressed)
that sometimes in the literature (and also in Peirce’s texts) the word abduction is also referred to
the whole cycle, that is as an inference to the best explanation (2nd meaning)” (Magnani 2009,
p. 18).
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The general aim of abduction is to generate a possible explanatory hypothesis. … The
general aim of IBE is both to generate an explanatory hypothesis and to assess it (Mackonis
2013, 3).

If so, it is safe to conclude that, at least in one important sense, abduction and
IBE are clearly distinguished: abduction is for generation of hypotheses or theories,
while IBE is for evaluating them.
This conclusion might have far-reaching implications. For example, it could
cause a serious trouble for Schurz and his project of classifying patterns of
abduction. Since he identiﬁed without argument abduction with IBE (supra
Sect. 2.1), it could be the case that what he classiﬁes is not the patterns of abduction
but “the patterns of IBE”. Furthermore, if Minnameier is right in his claim “that IBE
is to be broadly identiﬁed with what Peirce calls (qualitative) induction”
(Minnameir 2004, 76), that means, Schurz could be classifying the patterns of
(qualitative) induction rather than abduction. Of course, as Magnani points out,
there is indeed a sense that IBE can be called “abduction”, i.e., abduction as
hypothesis generation and evaluation. Still, this consequence could be detrimental,
if not damaging, to Schurz’s intention.

4.4

IBE Cannot Be Abduction in GW-Model

The only consolation to Schurz is the fact that Peirce himself was struggling with
the problem of distinguishing abduction from induction, all too frequently
conflating them, as we saw above.15 Further, Minnameier’s point that IBE is
broadly identiﬁable with Peircean (qualitative) induction may hold just for Peircean
induction not for induction in the twenty ﬁrst century philosophy of science.16 But
would the situation become a bit more favorable to Schurz?

15

In addition to our discussion in Sect. 3.2, please note what Magnani points out about this matter.
“As Thagard has pointed out (1988, p. 53) the question was controversial in Peirce’s writings too.
Before the 1890s, Peirce discussed the hypothesis as follows: “Hypothesis is where we ﬁnd some
very curious circumstance which would be explained by the supposition that it was the case of a
certain general rule, and thereupon adopt that supposition” (Peirce 1931–1958, 2.624]. When
Peirce replaced hypothesis with abduction he said that it “furnishes the reasoner with the problematic theory which induction veriﬁes” (Peirce 1931–1958, 2.776). Thagard ascribes to the
editors of Peirce’s work the responsibility for having clouded this change in his thinking by
including discussions of hypothesis under the heading of “Abduction”, “[…] obscuring his shift
from the belief that inference to an explanatory hypothesis can be a kind of justiﬁcation to the
weaker view that it is only a form of discovery” (Magnani 2009, p. 18).
16
In this connection, please refer to Minnameier’s disclaimer regarding his project (Minnameier
2004, 77).
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In his review of Magnani (2009), Woods indeed draws our attention to these
issues. He writes:
An important question is the closeness of the oft-asserted tie between Magnani’s abduction
and inference to the best explanation (hence most versions of the AKM-schema.) Magnani
is careful to emphasize that abduction is not intrinsically explanationist (10, 71, 292; cf. 6,
9, 18, 68). Hintikka (2007) makes the useful point that whether abduction is inference to the
best explanation depends on the sense of explanation on offer. If, for example,
… explaining an explanandum E is to derive it from[a] … background theory T plus a
number of contingent truths A that are relative to E and that have to be found in order for an
attempt to explain E to succeed (p. 41),
then it is easy to see that abduction is not at all explanationist. Let Hintikka’s background
theory T play the role of the AKM-schema’s knowledge-base K and let Hintikka’s
derivation relation be the AKM !. Similar pairings hold for the GW-model, except that
Hintikka’s derivation relation is now the GW-attainment relation. In Hintikka’s explanation
schema, the Ai are contingent truths. But in the abduction schemata they are hypotheses;
and they would be disqualiﬁed as hypotheses were their abducer to advance them as truths.
We have it then that, for this rather widely held notion of explanation, abduction cannot be
inference to an explanation (Woods 2011, 242).

As one can imagine, Woods is here touching upon a very subtle and sensitive
issue. For, insofar as Magnani subscribes himself to the AKM-Model, one might be
presume that he would be somewhat sympathetic with IBE. Even though he makes
it crystal clear that he takes the sense of abduction as hypothesis generation, he still
admits that there is another sense of abduction, i.e., abduction as hypothesis generation and evaluation. In other words, at least in Magnani (2009), he seems to be
rather tolerant to the tendency to call IBE “abduction”. As we quoted above (the
text for footnote 10), he reminds us of the fact that if we emphasize the whole
abduction-deduction-induction cycle, IBE is closely related to abduction. His
reminder of “selective abduction as inference to the best explanation (for instance in
medicine, to the best diagnosis)” seems quite pertinent. Further, he never forgets to
mention the fact even in Peircean corpus we ﬁnd the occurrences of the term
“abduction” referring to the whole cycle.
However, in Magnani (2009), Magnani also discusses explicitly the impossibility of fully identifying abduction with IBE. For example, he writes:
Through abduction the basic ignorance – that does not have to be considered total “ignorance” – is neither solved nor left intact: it is an ignorance-preserving accommodation of
the problem at hand. As I have already stressed, in a defeasible way, further action can be
triggered either to ﬁnd further abductions or to “solve” the ignorance problem, possibly
leading to what it is usually called the inference to the best explanation. It is clear that in
this framework the inference to the best explanation – if considered as a truth conferring
achievement – cannot be a case of abduction, because abductive inference is constitutively
ignorance preserving. In this perspective the inference to the best explanation also involves
– for example –the generalizing and evaluating role of induction. Of course it can be said
that the requests of originary thinking are related to the depth of the abducer’s ignorance
(Magnani 2009, p. 68).

As is evident, Magnani here responding to the ignorance problem Gabbay and
Woods (2005) highlighted so much with the GW-Model.
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Then, we seem to have a tension in Magnani’s stance toward IBE. Woods notes,
as was quoted above, “Magnani is careful to emphasize that abduction is not
intrinsically explanationist (10, 71, 292; cf. 6, 9, 18, 68) (Magnani 2009)” (Woods
2011, 242). Further, he seems to remind Magnani of the fact that the impossibility
of identifying abduction with IBE can be shown by AKM-Model as well as by
GW-Model. Be that as it may, there is no doubt that here Woods invites Magnani to
clarify his position toward IBE.
Recently, Magnani made some important observations on the GW-model of
abduction in this regard:
It is clear that in the framework of the GW-schema the inference to the best explanation– if
considered as a truth conferring achievement justiﬁed by the empirical approval – cannot be
a case of abduction, because abductive inference is constitutively ignorance-preserving. In
this perspective the inference to the best explanation involves the generalizing and evaluating role of induction (Magnani 2013, pp. 5–6).

Though formulated in extreme clarity, as far as basic ideas are concerned, there
is no news here. That is understandable, because Magnani (2013) is a serious
exercise on the ignorance problem with much broader perspective, in which the
identiﬁability of abduction with IBE is just one of the issues. Probably, Magnani
still wants to ponder on the right place for IBE in the study of abduction. In this
regard, it seems signiﬁcant to face the same issue from Magnani’s Eco-Cognitive
Model (EC-Model) of abduction (Magnani 2013, Sect. 1.2).
Indeed Magnani notes that in abduction problems the abducer “has to produce
the best choice” among the many guessed hypotheses, and quotes Woods’ comment
on the GW-model: “It is extremely difﬁcult to see how this is done, both formally
and empirically. Clause (9) (in the GW-model) is a place-holder for two problems,
not one. There is the problem of ﬁnding criteria for hypothesis selection. But there
is the prior problem of specifying the conditions for thinking up possible candidates
for selection. The ﬁrst is a ‘cutdown’ problem. The second is a ‘ﬁll-up problem’;
and with the latter comes the received view that it is not a problem for logic”
(Woods 2011, p. 243 [emphasis added]; Magnani 2013, pp. 6–7). According to
Magnani, “[h]ere we touch the core of the ambiguity of the ignorance-preserving
character of abduction” (ibid., p. 7).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

T !a [setting of T as anepistemic target with respect to a proposition a]
*(R(K, T) [fact]
*(R(K, T) [fact]
H 62K [fact]
H 62K [fact]
*R(H, T) [fact]
*R(K(H), T) [fact]
If H ↝R(K(H), T) [fact]
H meets further conditions S1, … Sn [fact]
Therefore, C(H) [sub-conclusion, 1–9]
Therefore, Hc [conclusion, 1–10]
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(GW-model; Woods 2011, 241; Gabbay and Woods 2005, p. 342f).
Indeed, Magnani further notes (Magnani 2013, p. 888) “Because the cognitive
processes of generation (ﬁll-up) and of selection (cut down) can both be sufﬁcient—
even in absence of the standard inductive evaluation phase—to activate and accept
[…] an abductive hypothesis, and so to reach cognitive results relevant to the
context (often endowed with a knowledge-enhancing outcome, as I will illustrate
below” […]. In these special cases the best choice is immediately reached without
the help of an experimental trial (which fundamentally characterizes the received
view of abduction in terms of the so-called ‘inference to the best explanation’). Not
only, we have to strongly note that the generation process alone can sufﬁce, like it is
demonstrated by the case of human perception”.
In these case the process performs a knowledge enhancing result not necessarily
intertwined with plausibilistic concerns, such as consistency and minimality, realizing a kind of immediate inference to the best explanation Though intriguing, it is
obviously beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss EC-model.

5 Concluding Remarks: Abduction Is Everywhere
I identiﬁed the two most controversial issues in the project of classifying abduction,
i.e., (1) Is classifying abduction compatible with the search for the logical form of
abduction, and (2) could there be any non-explanatory abduction? I took a somewhat positive stance to both in this chapter. I wanted to get some further hints from
Peirce on these issues, especially from his attempts to classify inferences as well as
from his classiﬁcations of sciences. Though suggestive and insightful, I found that
Peirce himself had a hard time to distinguishing between abduction and induction.
As a crucial issue, bearing on both controversial issues in classifying abduction, I
ﬁnally discussed rather extensively whether inference to the best explanation is
abduction. At least tentatively, I arrived at the conclusion that, insofar as abduction
is for generating hypotheses or theories, while IBE is for their evaluation as well as
generation, IBE is induction rather than abduction. Also, I noted that IBE cannot be
abduction according to the GW-model of abduction, due to the ignorance problem.
If I am on the right track, then it is hard not to be skeptical about some recent
attempts to classify different patterns of abduction, for those attempts simply
assume that IBE is abduction. In other words, the alleged classiﬁcations of the
patterns of abduction might be rather that of the patterns of induction. In that sense,
the project of classifying abduction is yet to get off the ground. All the more so, if
we remember the fact that abduction is everywhere rather than conﬁned in the
narrow realm of natural science.
Probably, it may not be meaningless to quote Campos’s views on the bad
consequences of conflating IBE and abduction:
What is lost, overall, in blurring the distinction between abduction and induction by
claiming that Peircean abduction is IBE? Beyond the formal distinction between two forms
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of inference, we lose clear sight of the different aims of scientiﬁc reasoning—conjecturing
versus evaluating—at different stages of inquiry. As a result, we also lose focus on providing a deeper account of hypothesis formation alone, apart from questions of the scientiﬁc
assessment and evaluation of those hypotheses, once they have been proposed. We lose
emphasis on thoroughly describing the mark of abduction—the act of bringing relevant,
often innovative, concepts to bear in creative ways on the plausible explanation of previously unexplained phenomena (Campos 2011, 441).17

It is by no means, however, my intent to devalue the achievements of the recent
attempts to classify the patterns of abduction. Of course, it is mandatory as well as
interesting to compare Peirce’s classiﬁcation with Schurz’s classiﬁcation of
abduction in connection with the problem of the classiﬁcation of sciences. Those
critics of non-explanatory abductions may elaborate and perfect their classiﬁcation
of explanatory abduction. Still they may get further hints or insights from the
problem of classifying sciences, whether they be explanatory or non-explanatory.
Those friends of non-explanatory abductions may adopt some invaluable results in
Schurz’s classiﬁcation of explanatory abductions in their own classiﬁcation of both
explanatory and non-explanatory abductions, and their classiﬁcation of sciences. In
other words, it seems that the possible controversy between the friends and enemies
of non-explanatory abduction is not as serious as it might appear. Even if the
enemies of non-explanatory abductions are right in that Peirce himself was an
explanationist exclusively interested in classifying explanatory abduction, that does
not necessarily hinder or prohibit our search for the classiﬁcation of both
explanatory and non-explanatory abduction. In that spirit, it is certainly promising
and fascinating to pursue the role and functions of abductive reasoning in mathematics (Magnani 2009, pp. 72–76; Gabbay and Woods 2005, pp. 125–128), or to
study legal and interpretative abductions in practical areas (Gabbay and Woods
2005, 2010a, b, c). Anderson’s discussion of artistic abduction is yet another clear
example (Anderson 1987, pp. 62–64).
My denial of the identity of abduction and IBE should already have freed us
from the prison of explanationist philosophy of science. Abduction is not peculiar
to science, let alone IBE in science. According to Peirce, every inquiry, if not
inference, is deduction, induction or abduction. I also noted above how closely
these three types of inquiries or inferences are intertwined. Furthermore, Peirce
himself took a very broad concept of inference. For him, every sign activity was an
inference. We may develop this line of thought a bit further, thereby insinuating the
intolerable narrowness of those who have tried to conﬁne abduction to explanatory
science. In Sect. 3, I tried to fathom Peirce’s mind regarding the problem of the
logical form of abduction and the problem of classifying abduction in connection
with his other life-long problem of the classiﬁcation of science. However, it is now
clear that I in fact dealt with only the problem of the classiﬁcation of natural

17

Throughout this chapter, I tried to make clear how much I value Schurz’s achievement in his
attempt to classify abduction. Even so, there still might be people who doubt whether I have been
unfair to Schurz. I would kindly ask them not to forget the fact that Schurz explicitly equated
abduction with IBE.
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science. I might have dealt with a bit more than that. Still, in view of any one of
Peirce’s classiﬁcations of science in any period, it is evident that I failed to do
justice to many scientiﬁc disciplines: psychology or economics, for example. Of
course, there are also other huge intellectual disciplines such as history or law to
which I did not pay due attention. Furthermore, Peirce wanted to place philosophy
within his classiﬁcation of science. But, if deduction, induction, and abduction tend
to be intertwined, and if inference is understood as broadly as possible to cover any
sign activity, the business of classifying abduction cannot ignore abduction in any
of these disciplines.18
It is with a somewhat surprising observation about the project of classifying
abduction that I will conclude. One might assume that in this project we are supposed to divide and subdivide the given territory of abduction. Some recent attempts,
such as Schurz (2008), seem to ﬁt this way of understanding the project of classifying abduction, for they implicitly conﬁne their interest to science, if not more
narrowly explanatory science. As we can witness, however, there are other attempts
that tend to expand and amplify the project of classifying abduction. By introducing
the distinction between explanatory/non-explanatory abductions, Gabbay and
Woods (2005) made a sure step toward that direction. By introducing his multiple
distinctions between different kinds of abduction, i.e., selective/creative,
18

In some sense, such a failure to deal with the problem of classifying abduction in some disciplines other than natural science is partly due to Peirce himself. Let us think about ethics as a clear
example. There is no doubt that ethics is a huge ﬁeld in which abductive reasoning must have a
signiﬁcant role. Nevertheless, it is hard to ﬁnd a text where Peirce analyzes the structure of
abductive moral reasoning. Curiously enough, philosophers and historians of philosophy have
discussed Peirce’s classiﬁcation of philosophy much more extensively than his classiﬁcation of
natural science [for example, see Anderson (1995), Kent (1987) and Goudge (1950)]. Thus, if
Peirce had discussed the problem of classifying abduction in morality, it would have been studied
enthusiastically. We have no intention to plunge into this Peircean scholarship here. According to
most scholarly opinions, Peirce seems rather reluctant to discuss problems of morality in spite of
his extensive reading of moral philosophy. As Krois reports, “[f]or most of his life Peirce rejected
explicitly the possibility and wisdom of developing a “philosophical” ethics and so he never wrote
a work entitled “Ethics” (Krois 1994, p. 27). Also, it was quite late when Peirce placed ethics as
one of the normative sciences within his classiﬁcation of science. In his 1892 classiﬁcation, ethics
is found together with political economy, poetry, music, and games under the rubric of “practical
psychics”. According to Kent’s commentary, here not only Comte’s principle is working, but the
broad divisions themselves are “not very different from Comte’s own”, where ethics is together
with theology, politics, law, and etiquette “subsumed under sociology” (Kent 1987, pp. 94–95). It
is only in Peirce’s classiﬁcation of 1897, when ethics appears, with logic and metaphysics, as
philosophy (Ibid., p. 104). Finally, together with esthetics and logic, ethics is presented as one of
the normative sciences in his classiﬁcation around 1902 (Ibid., p. 115). For these reasons, it is
hopeless to learn from Peirce how to classify abduction in morality.
On the other hand, recent studies of abduction have extended their reach far enough to cover
morality as well as all other disciplines other than natural science. Magnani’s recent work such as
Morality in a Technological World: Knowledge as Duty (Magnani 2007) or Understanding
Violence (Magnani 2011) is a clear example. Gabbay and Woods’s The Reach of Abduction:
Insight and Trial (Gabbay and Woods 2005) opens an entirely new ﬁeld, i.e., the study of
non-explanatory abduction. In particular, they discuss abductive reasoning in law, which they
continue to do so in their subsequent work (Gabbay and Woods 2010a, b, c; Woods 2010).
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theoretical/manipulative, and sentential/model-based, Magnani (2001) and (2009)
took one further radical step. For, starting with Peirce’s insight of treating any sign
activity as inferential, by fully exploiting his multiple distinction of different kinds of
abduction, Magnani found instances of abduction not only in science and any other
human enterprises but also in animals, bacteria, and brain cells. Probably, there may
not be any tension between Schurz and others’ project of classifying abduction in
sciences and Magnani and others’ project of classifying abduction in broader contexts. No matter how we understand the project of classifying abduction, it will
deepen our understanding of abduction. It is interesting to note that Peirce himself
was involved in both projects of classifying abduction, i.e., classifying abduction in
science and classifying abduction in broader contexts. This clearly indicates the
necessity of studying how to classify signs in connection with classifying abduction
as long as we want to go with and beyond Peirce. But such a study is far beyond the
scope of this chapter.
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Chapter 3

Magnani’s Manipulative Abduction

1 Introduction
Despite the extensive research in logic, cognitive science, artiﬁcial intelligence,
semiotics, and philosophy of science, there is no sure proof that we have better or
deeper understanding of abduction than its modern founder, Charles S. Peirce. In
this sense, one of the most important developments in recent studies on abduction is
Lorenzo Magnani’s discovery of manipulative abduction. In this chapter, I shall
examine in what ways Magnani goes with and beyond Peirce in his views on
manipulative abduction. After briefly introducing his distinction between theoretical
and manipulative abduction (Sect. 2), I shall discuss how and why Magnani counts
diagrammatic reasoning in geometry as the prime example of manipulative
abduction (Sect. 3). Though we can witness an increasing interest in the role of
abduction and manipulation in what Peirce calls theorematic reasoning, Magnani is
unique in equating theorematic reasoning itself as abduction. Then, I shall discuss
what he counts as some common characteristics of manipulative abductions
(Sect. 4), and how and why Magnani views manipulative abduction as a form of
practical reasoning (Sect. 5). Ultimately, I shall argue that it is manipulative
abduction that enables Magnani to extend abduction to all directions to develop the
eco-cognitive model of abduction. For this purpose, fallacies and animal abduction
will be used as examples (Sect. 6).

2 Magnani’s Distinction Between Theoretical
and Manipulative Abduction
It is certainly worthwhile to take a view of Magnani’s multiple distinctions of
abduction: (1) selective/creative; (2) theoretical/manipulative; and (3) sentential/
model-based. Above all, our focal interest lies in understanding the relationships
between these three distinctions. The most revealing seems to be the following text:
© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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What I call theoretical abduction certainly illustrates much of what is important in creative
abductive reasoning, in humans and in computational programs, especially the objective of
selecting and creating a set of hypotheses (diagnoses, causes, hypotheses) that are able to
dispense good (preferred) explanations of data (observations), but fails to account for many
cases of explanations occurring in science and in everyday reasoning when the exploitation
of environment is crucial. …I maintain that there are two kinds of theoretical abduction,
“sentential”, related to logic and to verbal/symbolic inferences, and “model-based”, related
to the exploitation of internalized models of diagrams, pictures, etc., cf. below in this
chapter (cf. Figs. 1, 2) (Magnani 2009, p. 11).

This text is important because it presents a tentative deﬁnition of theoretical
abduction and the subdivision of theoretical abduction into sentential and
model-based abductions. The passage above says that theoretical abduction can be a
kind of creative reasoning (not only selective, as in diagnosis).
Insofar as Magnani views theoretical abduction also as a kind of creative
abduction, and again insofar as he tries to distinguish between theoretical and
manipulative abductions, he must also view manipulative abduction as a kind of
creative abduction. Magnani introduces the concept of manipulative abduction as
follows:
The concept of manipulative abduction captures a large part of scientiﬁc thinking where the
role of action is central, and where the features of this action are implicit and hard to be
elicited: action can provide otherwise unavailable information that enables the agent to
solve problems by starting and by performing a suitable abductive process of generation or
selection of hypotheses (Magnani 2009, p. 12; see also Magnani 2001, pp. 15, 16, 43).

Creative
Selective
Theoretical
Manipulative

Sentential

Model-based

Fig. 1 Magnani’s classiﬁcation of abduction: cubic model

Fig. 2 Diagrammatic demonstration that the sum of the internal angles of any triangle is 180.
a Triangle. b Diagrammatic manipulation/construction (Ibid.)
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For my present purpose, the following text is more informative:
Manipulative abduction (Magnani 2001) – contrasted with theoretical abduction – happens
when we are thinking through doing and not only, in a pragmatic sense, about doing. …
Manipulative abduction refers to an extra-theoretical behavior that aims at creating communicable accounts of new experiences to integrate them into previously existing systems
of experimental and linguistic (theoretical) practices (Magnani 2001, p. 53, 2009, p. 39).

For, as is clear from this quote, manipulative abduction is contrasted with theoretical abduction by Magnani.
Further, in Magnani’s writings it is also stressed that manipulative abduction is
occurring taking advantage of those model-based (for example iconic) aspects that
are embedded in external models:
We have seen that manipulative abduction is a kind of abduction, usually model-based and
so intrinsically “iconic”, that exploits external models endowed with delegated(and often
implicit) cognitive and semiotic roles and attributes (Magnani 2009, p. 58).

This line of thought indicates clearly a possibility that Magnani’s multiple distinctions of abduction may work in such a way that each distinction represents a
different dimension in our understanding of abduction. What I have in mind might
be presented crudely as in the Cubic Model of Magnani’s classiﬁcation of abduction
(see Fig. 1).

3 Manipulative Abduction in Diagrammatic Reasoning
3.1

Abductive and Manipulative Aspects of Diagrammatic
Reasoning

Whenever Peirce’s distinction between corollarial and theorematic reasoning, there
are some typical texts in Peirce’s writings frequently invoked by the commentators.
For example, Hoffmann cites NEM 4: 38:
Corollarial deduction is where it is only necessary to imagine any case in which the
premises are true in order to perceive immediately that the conclusion holds in that case….
Theorematic deduction is deduction in which it is necessary to experiment in the imagination upon the image of the premiss in order from the result of such experiment to make
corollarial deductions to the truth of the conclusions (Peirce 1902a, NEM 4: 38; cited by
Hoffmann 1999, 290; see also CP 2.267, CP 7.204 and NEM 4: 288).

Marietti cites the following texts as “the classic description given by Peirce of
the two types of deduction”:
A Corollarial Deduction is one which represents the conditions of the conclusion in a
diagram and ﬁnds from the observation of this diagram, as it is, the truth of the conclusion.
A Theorematic Deduction is one which, having represented the conditions of the conclusion in a diagram, performs an ingenious experiment upon the diagram, and by the
observation of the diagram, so modiﬁed, ascertains the truth of the conclusion [CP 2.267].
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What I call the theorematic reasoning of mathematics consists in so introducing a foreign
idea, using it, and ﬁnally deducing a conclusion from which it is eliminated [NEM 4:42]
(Marietti 2006, p. 120).1

In their treatment of these typical Peircean texts, recently many commentators
have discussed diagrammatic reasoning in connection with abduction. For example,
Hoffmann (1999) writes:
The creativity of theorematic reasoning and the role of observation in it support the
interpretation that there must be, for Peirce, a connection between this form of deductive
reasoning and abduction. Both, at least, seem to fulﬁll the same task. What theorematic
deduction is for mathematics, abduction seems to be for scientiﬁc discoveries in general.
Thus, Ketner (1985) maintained “that production of experiments within theorematic reasoning, on Peirce’s view, is done through abduction” (p. 411; cf. also Eisele 1982, p. 337;
Tursman 1987, p. 69; Crombie 1997, p. 465; Hoffmann 1999, pp. 292–293).

It is interesting to note that, while Ketner clearly invokes abduction in the
“experiments within theorematic reasoning”, Hoffmann himself is merely making
an analogy between theorematic deduction in mathematics and abduction in science. Campos (2010) is also somewhat similar to Hoffmann’s case:
In mathematical reasoning, the imagination creates experimental diagrams that function as
signs that are then perceived, interpreted, judged, often transformed, re-imagined,
re-interpreted, and so on, in a continuous process. Experimental hypotheses are imaginative
suggestions that become subject to logical scrutiny as possible keys to the solution of a
theorematic deduction. Once conceived, the experimental diagrams act like objects for
observation; they now resist the mind, as it were, and must be evaluated as solutions to the
mathematical problem. In this respect, this process is akin to abduction in the natural
sciences (Campos 2010, p. 135).

Marietti (2006) seems to go one step further in this regard, for she explicitly
mentions the necessity of abduction in theorematic demonstration in mathematics:
In my view, it is possible to identify an operation in thought-it takes place essentially above
the diagram and involves precisely the perceptual relations organized by it-which forms the
core of the abductive inference that makes the demonstration synthetic, theorematic, creative. This is the point: there has to be an abductive inference in every informative
demonstration given that a connecting thread running through Peirce’s thoughts on the
logic of science is that “[a]ll the ideas of science come to it by the way of Abduction”. (CP
5.145) In a theorematic demonstration-that is in a demonstration introducing new knowledge into our mathematical system-it is necessary to carry out an abductive passage
(Marietti 2006, p. 124).

However, Marietti leaves it unclear how it is possible to have “synthetic, theorematic, creative” mathematical demonstration. So, one might say that Marietti is
here detecting the indispensability of abduction in theorematic reasoning.
Stjernfelt (2014) is clearly much more informative as to how abduction takes
place in theorematic reasoning:
1

CP 4.233 seems, however, the most extensive text pertinent to Peirce’s distinction between
corollarial/theorematic distinction in broader perspective. I discussed this text rather extensively in
Park (2015b).
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An important issue here—both related to the “addition of new elements or foreign ideas”
and to the “experiment” aspects—is the relation between theorematic reasoning and
abduction. A ﬁnished piece of theorematic reasoning, of course, is deductive—the conclusion follows with necessity from the premises. But in the course of conducting the
experiment, an abductive phase appears when investigating which experimental procedure,
among many, to follow; which new elements or foreign ideas to introduce. This may require
repeated, trial-and-error abductive guessing, until the ﬁnal structure of the proof is found—
maybe after years or centuries. Exactly the fact that neither premises nor theorems need to
contain any mentioning of the experiment or the introduction of new elements makes the
abductive character of experimentation clear. Of course, once the right step has been found,
abductive searching may cease and the deductive character of the ﬁnal proof stands out
(Stjernfelt 2014, p. 276).

Here, Stjernfelt makes clear exactly when and where abduction intervenes in
theorematic reasoning. When conducting the experiments with diagrams, “an
abductive phase appears”. He is also quite explicit about what are abduced at that
phase: i.e., “which experimental procedure to follow”, and “which new elements or
foreign ideas to introduce”. His view seems attractive in that at least it rather
persuasively appeasing the apparent conflict between theorematic deduction and
abduction. Though “a ﬁnished piece of theorematic reasoning, of course, is
deductive”, abductive phase appears in doing experiments with diagrams. At the
same time, he also explains why it has been difﬁcult to notice abductive phase in
theorematic reasoning, for “once the right step has been found, abductive searching
may cease and the deductive character of the ﬁnal proof stands out”. He is perceptive enough to point out that “Exactly the fact that neither premises nor theorems
need to contain any mentioning of the experiment or the introduction of new
elements makes the abductive character of experimentation clear”.
A few recent commentators are also to be congratulated for their discussion of
manipulation in diagrammatic reasoning. After pointing out that “for Peirce
mathematics is a science of observation and experimentation upon diagrams akin to
the physical sciences”, for example, Campos draws our attention to the following
text:
One can make experiments upon uniform diagrams, and when one does so, one must keep a
bright lookout for unintended and unexpected changes thereby brought about in the relations of different signiﬁcant parts of the diagram to one another. Such operations upon
diagrams, whether external or imaginary, take the place of the experiments upon real things
that one performs in chemical and physical research. Chemists have ere now, I need not
say, described experimentation as the putting of questions to Nature. Just so, experiments
upon diagrams are questions put to the Nature of the relations concerned (Peirce 1906b,
C4.530; Campos 2010, p. 129).

Once we focus on experiments on diagrams, it may be hard not to notice the
manipulative character, for in experimenting on diagrams by doing certain operations we are doing nothing but manipulations. Indeed, Campos is able to locate a
text, in which Peirce actually uses the language of “manipulation” extensively:
Peirce writes, “As for algebra, the very idea of the art is that it presents formulae which can
be manipulated, and that by observing the effects of such manipulation we ﬁnd properties
not to be otherwise discerned. In such manipulation, we are guided by precious discoveries
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which are embodied in general formulae. These are the patterns which we have the right to
imitate in our procedure, and are the icons par excellence of algebra” (Peirce 1885, C3.363;
Campos 2010, p. 137; Emphasis is mine).

Among the commentators of Peirce, Marietti seems to be the one who highlights
“manipulation on diagrams” in more detail. She is rather explicit in presenting
“manipulation on diagrams” as the core of mathematical proofs, and thereby
mathematics itself:
Manipulation and observation of diagrammatic signs characterize Peirce’s idea of mathematical reasoning. The more that such reasoning leads to relevant conclusions, the more
manipulation and observation play a key role in it (Marietti 2010, p. 166).
It is well known that Peirce conceived mathematics as a semiotic activity using particular
kinds of signs, which he called “diagrams”. In his view, the work of a mathematician
consists entirely in observing and manipulating these diagrammatic signs (Marietti 2006,
p. 112).

Marietti’s commentaries are quite recommendable in that they enable us to
understand not only that manipulation on diagrams is everywhere in mathematics,
but also why it has such an important role in mathematics. For example, she writes:
In order to experiment on a diagram, in fact, we must face a single instance of it, that is to
say, a spatial and temporal object, be it actually drawn on a blackboard or rather only
scribed in our mind. To look for a suitable strategy of demonstration (to look for the foreign
idea required in order to get to the conclusion) means to manipulate a concrete, individual
diagram according to established rules, until the new cognition, whatever it might be,
appears on it. Manipulation, action, concrete experimentation: this is what a mathematical
proof consists in (Marietti 2010, p. 151).

Here, Marietti painstakingly elaborates what is involved in diagrammatic reasoning. Experiment on diagrams is nothing but manipulation on them, which
requires “to manipulate a concrete, individual diagram”. Indeed, both equations,
i.e., “experimenting is manipulating”, and “manipulation is manipulation on individual diagrams” are emphasized by Marietti, as is clear from the following:
It is even more understandable, however, in the case of the most fertile type of deduction,
theorematic deduction, in which it is not only a question of observing the relations that
emerge but also to carry out some operations on this single model, on the individual token.
What is to be done is to manipulate this sign, to implement a series of ingenious experiments—hence creative and not mechanical—aimed at ﬁnding the correct modiﬁcation so as
to cause to emerge the new relations that we then observe. Such concrete work presupposes
the concrete quality of a material sign (Marietti 2006, p. 121).

Marietti further hints at what is involved in “manipulation on individual
diagrams2:
The second step of the demonstration introduces that spatiotemporal level which is indispensable in view of the manipulation of the diagram. The ekthesis consists in the

2

Sun-Joo Shin seems to be another important contributor to the research on Peircean diagrammatic
reasoning, who emphasizes the aspect of individuality in diagrams. See Shin (2010, 2012).
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individualization of the initial proposition, the protasis, which is expressed in general terms
(Marietti 2010, p. 153).
Demonstrating means manipulating individual diagrams. In order to experiment on a diagram, as we said above, we must face a single instance of it. Deduction cannot work on
general signs alone (Marietti 2010, p. 154).
The individual diagrammatic sign really acts upon us. We manipulate it, and it reacts on us
concretely showing some new relations that impose themselves upon our understanding,
escaping any doubt (Marietti 2010, p. 155).

In sum, some commentators of Peirce’s distinction between corollarial and
theorematic reasoning indeed detect abductive and manipulative aspects of diagrammatic reasoning in geometry. None of them, however, invokes “manipulative
abduction” in diagrammatic reasoning.

3.2

Magnani on Manipulative Abduction in Diagrammatic
Reasoning

Magnani already dealt with the role of model-based and manipulative abductions in
geometrical reasoning in several places (Magnani 2001, 2009, 2013; Magnani and
Dossena 2005). Since there have been many attempts to understand Peirce’s philosophy of mathematics focusing on his distinction between corollarial and theorematic reasoning, as we saw above, Magnani’s results in model-based and
manipulative abduction can be easily combined with previous results in diagrammatic reasoning in geometry. For example, Peircean corollarial reasoning would be
model-based, theoretical, visual abduction. On the other hand, Peicean theorematic
reasoning would be model-based, manipulative, visual abduction (Magnani 2009,
pp. 117–118, 176–178).
In assimilating Magnani’s views of manipulative abduction to Peirce’s theory of
diagrammatic reasoning in geometry, the most difﬁcult point would be that Peircean
corollarial and theorematic reasonings are usually counted as deductions. Magnani
claims that “theorematic deduction can be easily interpreted in terms of manipulative abduction” (Magnani 2009, p. 178). However, it is not clear what he has in
mind. Probably, further hints can be secured from the following quote from
Magnani:
As I have already indicated Peirce further distinguished a “corollarial” and a “theoric” part
within “theorematic reasoning”, and connected theoric aspects to abduction (Hoffmann
1999, p. 293): “Thêoric reasoning […] is very plainly allied to” what is normally called
abduction (Peirce 1966, 754, ISP, p. 8; Magnani 2009, p. 181).

As Hoffmann points out, however, there can be different possible interpretations
of what Peirce says: “either he identiﬁed abduction/retroduction and theoric reasoning here or he claimed that there is abduction in mathematics beyond theoric
deduction” (Hoffmann 1999, p. 293).
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Though extremely interesting and signiﬁcant, it is not my present concern to
answer whether we can safely understand Peirce’s theoric reasoning as abduction,
as Magnani claims. What is at stake is rather how and why Magnani views diagrammatic reasoning in geometry as the prime example of manipulative abduction.
If so, by assuming that we now understand the basics of Magnani’s notion of
manipulative abduction, we need to raise the following further questions. Why does
he appeal to diagrammatic reasoning in geometry whenever he has to give an
example of manipulative abduction? What exactly does Magnani mean by
manipulative abduction in geometrical reasoning? What exactly do mathematicians
do when they experiment on diagrams? What kind of things could be manipulated
in mathematicians’ manipulative abduction? What is it for to do manipulative
abduction?
Magnani uses Fig. 2 as an example of cognitive manipulating in diagrammatic
demonstration. According to him, this example, taken from the ﬁeld of elementary
geometry, shows how a “simple manipulation of the triangle in Fig. 2a gives rise to
an external conﬁguration—Fig. 2b—that carries relevant semiotic information
about the internal angles of a triangle “anchoring” new meanings” (Magnani 2009,
p. 176).
What Magnani counts as cognitive manipulating here is “the entire process
through which an agent arrives at a physical action”. And he claims that the very
process can be understood by means of the concept of manipulative abduction. He
continues:
In this perspective manipulative abduction is a speciﬁc case of cognitive manipulating in
which an agent, when faced with an external situations from which it is hard or impossible
to extract new meaningful features of an object, elects or creates an action that structures the
environment in such a way that it gives new information which would be otherwise
unavailable and which is used speciﬁcally to infer explanatory hypotheses (Ibid.).

The reason why diagrammatic reasoning in geometry is instrumental for
Magnani to introduce “manipulative abduction” is not hard to understand. From his
point of view, it is important to note ﬁrst that “mathematical diagrams play various
roles in a typical abductive way”. Secondly, they are external representations which
provide both explanatory and nonexplanatory abductive results (Magnani 2009,
pp. 118–119). The ﬁrst point can be elaborated by the following:
Following the approach in cognitive science related to the studies in distributed cognition, I
contend that in the construction of mathematical concepts many external representations are
exploited, both in terms of diagrams and of symbols. I have been interested in my research
in diagrams which play an optical role–microscopes (that look at the inﬁnitesimally small
details), telescopes (that look at inﬁnity), windows (that look at a particular situation), a
mirror role (to externalize rough mental models), and an unveiling role (to help create new
and interesting mathematical concepts, theories, and structures) (Magnani 2009, p. 118).

Also, the second point is further explained by Magnani as follows:
Two of them are central:
[…] they provide an intuitive and mathematical explanation able to help the understanding
of concepts difﬁcult to grasp or that appear obscure and/or epistemologically unjustiﬁed.
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I will present in the following section some mirror diagrams which provided new mental
representations of the concept of parallel lines.
• they help abductively create new previously unknown concepts that are nonexplanatory,
as illustrated in the case of the discovery of the non-Euclidean geometry (Magnani 2009,
pp. 118–119).

As we can infer from the passage just quoted, the discovery of non-Euclidean
geometry provides Magnanian ideal springboard to elaborate his views on
manipulative abduction in diagrammatic reasoning. In fact, Magnani (2009) uses
Lobachevsky’s discovery of non-Euclidean geometry as an example, in which
manipulative abduction played a crucial role. After briefly narrating what happened
to the parallel postulate of Euclidean geometry throughout the history, he explains
Lobachevsky’s strategy to face the problem situation as follows:
Lobachevsky’s strategy for resolving the anomaly of the ﬁfth postulate was ﬁrst of all to
manipulate the symbols, second to rebuild the principles, and then to derive new proofs and
provide a new mathematical apparatus; of course his analysis depended on some of the
previous mathematical attempts to demonstrate the ﬁfth postulate. The failure of the
demonstrations – of the ﬁfth postulate from the other four – that was present to the attention
of Lobachevsky, lead him to believe that the difﬁculties that had to be overcome were due
to causes traceable at the level of the ﬁrst principles of geometry (Magnani 2009, p. 123).

According to Magnani, we can detect the anomaly of the ﬁfth postulate from
Fig. 3, for, unlike other four postulates, “we cannot verify empirically whether two
lines meet, since we can draw only segments, not lines” (Magnani 2009, p. 121).
In contrast to the diagram of Fig. 3, as Magnani explains, the diagram of Fig. 4
introduces a new deﬁnition of parallelism: “All straight lines which in a plane go
out from a point can, with reference to a given straight line in the same plane, be
Fig. 3 Euclidean parallel
lines
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Fig. 4 Non-Euclidean
parallel lines

divided in two classes—into cutting and not-cutting. The boundary lines of the one
and the other class of those lines will be called parallel to the given lines” (p. 13)”.3
Magnani explicitly claims that Lobachevsky’s inference here “to rebuild the ﬁrst
principles of geometry is prevalently a kind of manipulative and model-based
abduction” (Magnani 2009, p. 127). As Magnani aptly points out, “Lobachevsky’s
target is to perform a geometrical abductive process able to create the new and very
abstract concept of non-Euclidean parallel lines”, and what is remarkable is that
“the whole epistemic process is mediated by interesting manipulations of external
mirror diagrams” (Magnani 2009, p. 123).

4 When Does Manipulative Abduction Take Place?
We saw above how Magnani introduces the distinction between theoretical and
manipulative abduction, and how he counts diagrammatical reasoning in geometry
as an example of manipulative abduction. In order to capture the essence of
manipulative abduction, however, we may need a bit more systematic desiderata.

See Magnani (2009) for further details: “The external representation is easily constructed like in
Fig. 2.11 of (Lobachevsky 1891, Prop. 16, p. 13), where the angle HAD between the parallel HA
and the perpendicular AD is called the angle of parallelism, designated by P(p) for AD = p. If
P(p) is <12p, then upon the other side of AD, making the same angle DAK = P(p) will lie also a
line AK, parallel to the prolongation DB of the line DC, so that under this assumption we must also
make a distinction of sides in parallelisms” (Magnani 2009, p. 131).
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In other words, one might want an individually necessary but jointly sufﬁcient set of
conditions for manipulative abduction. Does Magnani present some such things in
addition to his frequently invoked claim that “manipulative abduction happens
when we are thinking through doing and not only, in a pragmatic sense, about
doing”? (Magnani 2009, p. 46).
The answer seems to be positive, for, at least Magnani presents what he calls
“some common features of the tacit templates of manipulative abduction… that
enable us to manipulate things and experiments in science are related to”:
1. sensibility towards the aspects of the phenomenon which can be regarded as curious or
anomalous; manipulations have to be able to introduce potential inconsistencies in the
received knowledge…; 2. preliminary sensibility towards the dynamical character of the
phenomenon, and not to entities and their properties, common aim of manipulations is to
practically reorder the dynamic sequence of events into a static spatial one that should
promote a subsequent bird’s eye view…; 3. referral to experimental manipulations that
exploit artiﬁcial apparatus to free new possibly stable and repeatable sources of information about hidden knowledge and constraints…; 4. various contingent ways of epistemic
acting: looking from different perspectives, checking the different information available,
comparing subsequent events, choosing, discarding, imaging further manipulations…
(Magnani 2009, pp. 47–48).

Further, Magnani ﬁnds it interesting that manipulative abductions are present in
mathematics in the sense that geometrical constructions indeed satisfy all these
requirements (Ibid., p. 49).
However, it would be prudent not to conclude so fast, for it is not clear which
comes ﬁrst. In the lengthy paragraph just quoted selectively, Magnani uses the
well-known history of electromagnetism in the 19th century in order to make sense
of many requirements for manipulative abduction.4 But, in order for the episodes in
that history to be examples of manipulative abduction, shouldn’t there be ﬁrst
pre-established set of requirements for manipulative abduction? Magnani seems
delighted to ﬁnd geometrical constructions satisfy all these requirements. But
doesn’t he ﬁrst discover manipulative abduction in geometrical constructions, and
sort out the commonalities of manipulative abductions, and not the other way
around? There is some suspicion as to possible circularity in Magnani’s way of
thinking. Furthermore, not to mention the fact that it is by no means clear what
relations hold between these requirements, there is room for doubt whether each of
the requirements is evidently at least an individually necessary condition for
manipulative abduction.
Some such worries make us wonder whether Magnani simply enumerates some
interesting traits that appear in cases of manipulative abduction. Magnani seems
still collecting interesting cases that deserve to be characterized as manipulative
abductions, and identifying their interesting traits. In other words, he has just drawn

4

Magnani uses Oersted’s report of his experiment about electromagnetism as an example of 1, for
it described some anomalous aspects. Also, he uses Davy’s set-up of using an artiﬁcial tower of
needles as an example of 3. Magnani seems indebted here to Gooding’s views of the roles of
construals in science (see Magnani 2009, pp. 48–51; Gooding 1990, pp. 29–69).
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our attention to when and by what manipulative abductions occur. What is interesting is, if we are on the right track, such a search to ﬁnd cases of manipulative
abduction and their typical characteristics might result in a disjunctive property,
whose extension could be rather huge. Though it might be interesting and meaningful to pursue such a property, it is deﬁnitely not necessary and sufﬁcient for
manipulative abduction. Contrary to what one might believe Magnani is doing, he
may be after entirely different target. Roughly speaking, Magnani seems to aim at
demonstrating the ubiquity or pervasiveness of manipulative abduction.5

5 Manipulative Abduction as a Form of Practical
Reasoning
In order to sharpen the notion of manipulative abduction in contrast to theoretical
abduction, we need some deﬁning characteristics that appropriately capture the
essence of manipulative abduction. But we by no means have exhausted the possible cases of manipulative abduction. We seem to ﬁnd rather the ubiquity or
pervasiveness of manipulative abduction. So, we seem to face a dilemma or at least
an essential tension: If we stop somewhere satisﬁed with a set of conditions that ﬁts
with some typical common characteristics of manipulative abductions, we might
run the risk of ignoring or neglecting some interesting cases of manipulative
abduction; On the other hand, if we indeﬁnitely continue our search for all different
types of manipulative abduction, and try to subsume all of them under the general
rubric of manipulative abduction, it could become difﬁcult to ﬁnd any that is
deﬁnitely not a case of manipulative abduction.
I believe that Magnani is also well aware of such a dilemma or an essential
tension in his investigations into manipulative abduction. He seems to make a
decision to do an inductive search for important cases of manipulative abduction
ﬁrst, thereby postponing to give a rigorous deﬁnition or a necessary and sufﬁcient
conditions for manipulative abduction. My hunch may be supported by Magnani’s
two interesting moves. First, in Chap. 7 “Abduction in Human and Logical Agents:
Hasty Generalizers, Hybrid Abducers, Fallacies” of his book on abductive cognition, he introduces an illuminating new perspective on manipulative abduction,
according to which we can view manipulative abduction “as a form of practical
reasoning”:

5

What I have in mind could become clearer by the example discussed above. It is rather impressive
that Magnani is able to uncover all the various iconic roles in geometrical diagrams, such optical,
mirror, unveiling roles. These different iconic roles are related to different types of representations.
Further, there is no end to the synthesis or multiplication of these representations, for “[t]he various
procedures for manipulating objects, instruments and experiences will be in their turn reinterpreted
in terms of procedures for manipulating concepts, models, propositions, and formalisms”
(Magnani 2009, p. 49).
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What has been called manipulative abduction in the previous chapters will be re-interpreted
as a form of practical reasoning, a better understanding of which can furnish a description
of human beings as hybrid reasoners in so far they are users of ideal (logical) and computational agents (Magnani 2009, p. 362; see also p. 384).

There are several interesting points to note regarding Magnani’s new perspective
of manipulative abduction as a form of practical reasoning. For convenience’s sake,
let us distinguish between scientiﬁc contexts and the contexts of ordinary life. As is
clear from our discussion above, manipulative abduction plays important roles in
scientiﬁc contexts. But with this new perspective we may deepen our understanding
of some of the characteristics of manipulative abduction in science. According to
Magnani, for example, the ﬁrst three among the new characteristics of manipulative
abduction are also found in geometrical constructions. It may not be irrelevant to
invoke, in this regard, John Woods’ apt characterization of Magnani (2009):
At the centre of Magnani’s investigations is the reasoning of the “practical agent”, of the
individual agent operating “on the ground”, that is, in the circumstances of real life. In all its
contexts, from the most abstractly mathematical to the most muckilly empirical, Magnani
emphasizes the “cognitive nature of abduction” (Woods 2011, p. 240).

If Woods is right, then it is not a small matter that manipulative abduction can be
interpreted as a form of practical reasoning. Magnani is shifting our focus from
more theoretical and abstract aspects of science to more practical and experimental
aspects of science by his emphasis on manipulative abduction. Now, if we turn to
the world of everyday reasoning with the new perspective of manipulative
abduction as a form of practical reasoning, we may realize how indispensable
manipulative abduction is for individual agents in virtually every moments and
situations in real like. Again, Woods’ succinct summary of the pages 363–383 of
Magnani (2009) is to the point:
In an original thrust, he identiﬁes the practical agent as a cognitive system whose resources
are comparatively scant and who sets his cognitive targets with due regard (and respect) for
these resource-limitations (Ibid.).

Magnani’s second move is also impressive. In addition to the common characteristics of manipulative abduction discussed above, Magnani identiﬁes some
other common characteristics of manipulative abduction from the perspective of
manipulative abduction as a form of practical reasoning:
5. action elaborates a simpliﬁcation of the reasoning task and a redistribution of effort
across time (Hutchins 1995), when we need to manipulate concrete things in order to
understand structures which are otherwise too abstract (Piaget 1974), or when we are in
presence of redundant and unmanageable information; 6. action can be useful in presence
of incomplete or inconsistent information – not only from the “perceptual” point of view–
or of a diminished capacity to act upon the world: it is used to get more data to restore
coherence and to improve deﬁcient knowledge; 7. action enables us to build external
artifactual models of task mechanisms instead of the corresponding internal ones, that are
adequate to adapt the environment to the agent’s needs: experimental manipulations exploit
artiﬁcial apparatus to free new possible stable and repeatable sources of information about
hidden knowledge and constraints. 8. action as a control of sense data illustrates how we
can change the position of our body (and/or of the external objects) and how to exploit
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various kinds of prostheses (Galileo’s telescope, technological instruments and interfaces)
to get various new kinds of stimulation: action provides some tactile and visual information
(e.g., in surgery), otherwise unavailable (Magnani 2009, pp. 51–52).

As individual agents with scant resources to manage and survive in complicated
and unfriendly environments, we can understand without much difﬁculty what
Magnani is talking about in this quote. Furthermore, as I shall show by some
examples in the next section, Magnani’s recent research, including not only those
works directly concern abduction [such as Magnani (2009)] but also virtually all
other works apparently dealing with other subject matters [such as Magnani
(2007a, b, 2011)] can be interpreted as examining the roles of manipulative
abduction in all the different areas. Before turning to examples, let us examine
briefly what new aspects of manipulative abduction are introduced by the characteristics 5 through 8 in addition to characteristics 1 through 4. The most salient
point would be that “action-based” character of these characteristics are emphasized
by Magnani. In some sense, there seems to be one-one correspondence between the
new characteristics 5 through 8 and the old characteristics 5 through 8. For
example, in both and 3 and 7, “artiﬁcial apparatus” is invoked. The only difference
is that in the latter externality of artifactual models is emphasized. Likewise, in both
4 and 8, some contingent ways of acting are invoked. The only difference is that,
unlike epistemic acting in the former (e.g., looking from different perspective), real
acting is done in the latter (e.g., control of sense-data by changing the position of
the body). In other words, Magnani seems to be insinuating that, when we interpret
manipulative abduction as a form of practical reasoning, thereby exploiting some
action, we can ﬁnd the new characteristics that were in some sense already pregnant
in the old characteristics.
The following quote from Magnani (2009) seems perfectly supports my
understanding by clearly combining his two moves:
Human beings spontaneously (and also animals, like already Peirce maintained) perform
more or less rudimentary abductive and inductive reasoning. Starting from the low-level
inferential performances of the kid’s hasty generalization that is a strategic success and a
cognitive failure human beings arrive to the externalization of “theoretical” inductive and
abductive agents as ideal agents, logical and computational. It is in this way that merely
successful strategies are replaced with successful strategies that also tell the “more precise
truth” about things. Human informal nondemonstrative inferential processes of abduction
(and of induction) are more and more externalized and objectiﬁed: these external representations can be usefully rerepresented in our brains (if this is useful and possible), and
they can originate new improved organic (mentally internal) ways of inferring or suitably
exploited in a hybrid manipulative interplay, as I have said above [Magnani (2009), p. 397].

6 The Ubiquity of Manipulative Abduction
In order to fathom Magnani’s mind in expanding the scope of manipulative
abduction by treating it as a form of practical reasoning, the distinction between
linguistic and pre-linguistic agent could be at least equally fruitful as the distinction
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between scientiﬁc and everyday context. As he wants to ﬁnd manipulative
abduction in everyday as well as scientiﬁc contexts, he also wants to ﬁnd it in
pre-linguistic as well as linguistic agents. How does Magnani expand manipulative
abduction in science to manipulative abduction in everyday context? How does
Magnani expand manipulative abduction in linguistic agents to manipulative
abduction in pre-linguistic agents? A nice strategic point to get an overview of both
lines of expanding the scope of manipulative abduction may be secured in
Chap. 7 of Magnani (2009) entitled “Abduction in Human and Logical Agents:
Hasty Generalizers, Hybrid Abducers, Fallacies”. On the one hand, this chapter
provides us with a clear example of nonexplanatory abduction, thereby representing
the shift from the scientiﬁc to the practical. On the other hand, it presents us a foil
for the search of manipulative abduction in non-human, pre-linguistic agents. In
both respects, interestingly, Magnani seems to be strongly influenced by and
responding to Gabbay and Woods (2005).

6.1

Manipulative Abduction in Fallacies

As I pointed out in Park (2015a), we can witness the recent surge of interest in
classifying different patterns or types of abduction. Many philosophers, including
Thagard, Magnani, Gabbay and Woods, Schurz, and Hoffmann, have suggested
their own classiﬁcations emphasizing different aspects of abduction (Thagard 1988;
Magnani 2001, 2009; Gabbay and Woods 2005; Schurz 2008; Hoffmann 2011).
Such a development is remarkable, in view of the fact that until quite recently the
focus of the research on Peircean abduction was basically to identify its logical form
(Kapitan 1997).
Among these contributions, Gabbay and Woods (2005) seem most instrumental
in expanding our purview by introducing nonexplanatory abductions. This is
important, for as is clear from Schurz (2008) and Hoffmann (2011), attempts at
classifying abduction are still largely focusing on the problem of classifying
explanatory abduction in science. Not to mention nonexplanatory abduction in
science, such as instrumental abduction, Gabbay and Woods (2005) covers
abduction in non-scientiﬁc context, such as legal abduction. Magnani welcomes
Gabbay and Woods’ distinction between explanatory and nonexplanatory abduction as follows:
In my previous book on abduction (Magnani 2001) I made some examples of abductive
reasoning that basically are nonexplanatory and/or instrumentalist without clearly
acknowledging it. The contribution of Gabbay and Woods to the analysis of abduction has
the logical and epistemological merit of having clariﬁed these basic aspects of abduction,
until now disregarded in the literature. Their distinction between explanatory, nonexplanatory and instrumental abduction is orthogonal to mine in terms of the theoretical and
manipulative(including the subclasses of sentential and model-based) and further allows us
to explore fundamental features of abductive cognition (Magnani 2009, p. 71).
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Magnani is also strongly influenced by Woods’ extensive and revolutionary study
of fallacies. Above all, Magnani is fully sympathetic with Woods’ project of the
naturalization of logic, the ofﬁcial core topic of which is the one of logical fallacies
(Magnani 2015, p. 20). What is needed here is just to understand how Magnani
adopts and appropriates Wood’s views of fallacies for his own eco-cognitive project.
Woods contends, and Magnani conﬁrms that fallacy has been counted as “a mistake
in reasoning, a mistake which occurs with some frequency in real arguments and
which is characteristically deceptive” (Woods 2013; Magnani 2009, p. 404).
However, Magnani points out that “when they are used by actual reasoners, “beings
like us”, that is in an eco-logical and not merely logical—ideal and abstract—way,
they are no longer necessarily fallacies” (Magnani 2009, pp. 404–5).
Magnani agrees with Woods’ conviction that from Aristotle onwards logic has
irremediably mismanaged the fallacies project. And he concurs with Woods’ belief
that naturalization of logic is appropriate to the task of “an account of fallacious
reasoning—and of its detection, avoidance, and repair” (Woods 2013; Magnani
2015, p. 20). What Woods calls “EAUI-conception” of fallacies is the traditional
perspective of fallacies that “fallacies are Errors of Reasoning, Attractive,
Universal, and Incorrigible”6 (Woods 2013, p. 135; Ibid., 21). Now, Magnani
reports Woods’ views of fallacies as follows:
According to Woods’ last and more recent observations the traditional fallacies– hasty
generalization included – do not really instantiate the traditional concept of fallacy (the
EAUI-conception). In this perspective it is not that it is sometimes “strategically” justiﬁed
to commit fallacies (a perfectly sound principle, by the way), but rather that in the case of
the Gang of Eighteen7 traditional fallacies they simply are not fallacies. The distinction is
subtle, and I can add that I agree with it in the following sense: the traditional conception of
fallacies adopts – so to say – an aristocratic (ideal) perspective on human thinking that
disregards its profound eco-cognitive character. Errors, in an eco-cognitive perspective,
certainly are not the exclusive fruit of the so-called fallacies, and in this wide sense, a
fallacy is an error – in Woods’ words – “that virtually everyone is disposed to commit with
a frequency that, while comparatively low, is nontrivially greater than the frequency of their
errors in general” (Magnani 2015, p. 22).

Magnani’s eco-cognitive perspective draws a rather sharp distinction between
strategic and cognitive rationality, and he explicitly claims that “many of the traditional fallacies—hasty generalization for example—call for an equivocal treatment” (Magnani 2009, 2015, p. 21). What he means by “an equivocal treatment” is
that the so-called fallacies “are sometimes cognitive mistakes and strategic successes, and in at least some of those cases, it is more rational to proceed strategically, even at the cost of cognitive error” (Ibid.).
EAUI refers to the initial letters of the adjectives “error”, “attractive”, “universal” and
“incorrigible”.
7
By this Woods refers to following typical fallacies: “ad baculum, ad hominem, ad populum, ad
verecundiam, ad ignorantiam, ad misericordiam, afﬁrming the consequent, denying the antecedent, begging the question, gambler’s fallacy, post hic, ergo propter hoc, composition and
division (of which secundum quid is a special case), faulty analogy, and ignoratio elenchi (of
which straw man is a special case)” (Woods 2013, p. 5).
6
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Magnani also claims that his general agreement with Woods’ views of fallacies
can be further strongly motivated by his emphasis on what he calls the general
“military”8 nature of language: i.e., (1) human language possesses a
“pregnance-mirroring” function, (2) in this sense we can say that vocal and written
language is a tool exactly like a knife; (3) the so-called fallacies, are certainly linked
to that efﬁcacious “military intelligence”, which relates to the problem of the role of
language in the so-called coalition enforcement, which characterizes all the various
kinds of groups and collectives of humans” (Magnani 2015, p. 22).9
Certainly most people would believe that communication is the primary function
of language. Also, when broadly understood, communication might include the
manipulation of other human beings by language. One possible danger is that,
whenever we talk about communicative function as the primary function of language, we tend to ignore or neglect the manipulative function of language. Clever
and sometimes malicious uses of fallacies in order to manipulate other human
beings, deﬁnitely there is military intelligence involved.
In a word, we may say that manipulative abduction is crucial in understanding
the role of fallacies in military intelligence.

6.2

Manipulative Abduction in Animals10

One of the most pressing issues in understanding abduction is whether it is an
instinct or an inference. For many commentators ﬁnd it paradoxical “that new ideas
and hypotheses are products of an instinct (or an insight), and products of an
inference at the same time”.11As Sami Paavola points out, we seem to face a
dilemma: “If abduction relies on instinct, it is not a form of reasoning, and if it is a
form of reasoning, it does not rely on instinct” (Paavola 2005, p. 131). Fortunately,
Lorenzo Magnani’s recent discussion of animal abduction sheds light on both
instinctual and inferential character of Peircean abduction.12 Contrary to many

8

Indeed Magnani contends that in this perspective language is basically rooted in a kind of military
intelligence, a term coined by the mathematician René Thom (1990), the creator of the so-called
catastrophe theory.
9
See Chap. 8 of Magnani (2009) for more in-depth study of military intelligence and the notion of
coalition enforcement.
10
I emphasized the central importance of animal abduction in Magnani’s thought in a series
of papers, i.e., Park (2012a, b, 2014). This section draws extensively from these, especially Park
(2012a). Unlike these previous articles, this time I want to highlight the role of manipulative
abduction in animal cognition.
11
Paavola (2005, p. 131). Paavola refers to Frankfurt (1958, p. 594), Fann (1970, p. 35), Anderson
(1987, pp. 32, 35), Roth (1988), Brogaard (1999), and Burton (2000).
12
Magnani (2009), especially Chap. 5 “Animal Abduction: From Mindless Organisms to
Artifactual Mediators”, which was originally published in Magnani and Li (2007, pp. 3–38).
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commentators, who ﬁnd conflicts between abduction as instinct and abduction as
inference, he claims that they simply co-exist.
In order to overcome the conflict between abduction as an instinct and abduction
as an inference, it is not enough to draw attention to some relevant texts from Peirce
and to provide insightful interpretation of them. Magnani needs to indicate exactly
where he is going beyond Peirce, thereby pointing out wherein lies the limitation of
Peirce’s views on abduction.13 Magnani ﬁnds such a clear example from Peirce’s
different treatments of practical reasoning and scientiﬁc thinking:
Elsewhere Peirce seems to maintain that instinct is not really relevant in scientiﬁc reasoning
but that it is typical of just “the reasoning of practical men about every day affairs”. So as to
say, we can perform instinctive abduction (that is not controlled, not “reasoned”) in practical
reasoning, but this is not typical of scientiﬁc thinking (Magnani 2009, pp. 278–279).14

Magnani counts commentators like Rescher (1978), Hoffman (1999), and
Paavola (2005) as maintaining that “instinct … ‘does not’ operate at the level of
conscious inferences like for example in the case of scientiﬁc reasoning” (Magnani
2009, p. 279). And he implicitly blames their assumption of instinct “as a kind of
mysterious, not analyzed, guessing power” for such a claim (Ibid.). Indeed Magnani
distances himself from those commentators and Peirce himself as follows:
I think a better interpretation is the following that I am proposing here: certainly instinct,
which I consider a simple and not a mysterious endowment of human beings, is at the basis
of both “practical” and scientiﬁc reasoning, in turn instinct shows the obvious origin of both
in natural evolution (Ibid.).

But on what ground does Magnani claim superiority of his interpretation? How
could he be so sure that instinct is at the basis of both practical and scientiﬁc
reasoning? Even though Magnani does not formulate an argument that proves his
claim once and for all, there seem to be enough clues for fathoming his mind. In
addition to his reliance on the naturalistic ground for abductive instinct in humans,
Magnani is also attracted to the so-called synechism of Peirce. Further, he seems
encouraged by two intriguing points from Peirce: (1) that “thought is not necessarily connected with brain”, and (2) that “instincts themselves can undergo
modiﬁcations through evolution” (Magnani 2009, p. 278).15
It is of course an important matter for Magnani himself whether he is going “beyond” Peirce or
not. See Magnani (2009, p. 221).
14
Here Magnani quotes extensively from Peirce’s Carnegie application of 1902 (MS L75). Cf.
Arisbe Website (http://members.door.net/arisbe/). We should note that Magnani is fully aware of
the fact that we can ﬁnd many instances where Peirce allowed abductive instinct to humans even in
scientiﬁc reasoning. For example, hypothesis selection is a largely instinctual endowment of
human beings which Peirce thinks is given by God or related to a kind of Galilean “lume
naturale”: “It is a primary hypothesis underlying all abduction that the human mind is akin to the
truth in the sense that in a ﬁnite number of guesses it will light upon the correct hypothesis” (Peirce
1931–1958, 7.220; Magnani 2009, p. 277).
15
For the ﬁrst point, Magnani actually quotes from Peirce: “Thought is not necessarily connected
with brain. It appears in the work of bees, of crystals, and throughout the purely physical world;
and one can no more deny that it is really there, than that the colours, the shapes, etc., of objects are
13
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In other words, Magnani seems to assimilate abduction as an instinct and
abduction as an inference from both directions.16 To those who would allow
abductive instinct to nonhuman animals but not to humans, he tries to emphasize
the instinctual elements in human abductive reasoning. On the other hand, to those
who would allow abduction as inference to humans but not to non-human animals,
he suggests to broaden the concept of inference, and thereby that of thinking. For
the former project, Magnani cites hypothesis generation in scientiﬁc reasoning as a
weighty evidence for abductive instinct in humans: From this Peircean perspective
hypothesis generation is a largely instinctual and nonlinguistic endowment of
human beings and, of course, also of animals. It is clear that for Peirce abduction is
rooted in the instinct and that many basically instinctual-rooted cognitive performances, like emotions, provide examples of abduction available to both human and
non-human animals (Magnani 2009, p. 286). Here, of course, Magnani’s claim
about “hypothesis generation” as instinctual must be still controversial. Someone
may object that it should be able to work out what might explain a phenomenon.17
In this regard, Magnani distinguishes between “(1) abduction that only generates
plausible hypothesis (selective or creative)” and “(2) abduction considered as inference to the best explanation, that also evaluates hypotheses by induction”
(Magnani 2009, p. 18; Magnani’s emphasis). And, he makes it explicit that the ﬁrst
meaning of abduction is what he accepts in his epistemological model. Though
inconclusive, Magnani’s claim about “hypothesis generation” as instinctual is more
defensible under the ﬁrst meaning of abduction. Even after having noted these
supportive points, however, it is still unclear how abduction could be rooted in
instinctual-rooted cognitive performances like emotion.
As for the latter project, Magnani wants to secure inferential character of animal
abduction from sign activity and semiotic processes found in non-human animals.
He frequently appeals to Peirce: “all thinking is in signs, and signs can be icons,
indices or symbols. Moreover, all inferences are a form of sign activity, where the
word sign includes feeling, image, conception, and other representation” (Peirce
1931–1958, 5.283). Here is a lengthy quote from Magnani that makes this point
crystal clear:
Many forms of thinking, such as imagistic, emphatic, trial and error, and analogical reasoning, and cognitive activities performed through complex bodily skills, appear to be

(Footnote 15 continued)
really there” (Peirce 1931–1958, 4.551). On the other hand, for the second point, he again quotes
from Peirce: [instincts are] “inherited habits, or in a more accurate language, inherited
dispositions” (Peirce 1931–1958, 2.170; Magnani 2009, p. 278).
16
This interpretation of Magnani’s strategy seems to be supported strongly by his explicit
announcement: “I can conclude that instinct versus inference represents a conflict we can overcome simply by observing that the work of abduction is partly explicable as a biological phenomenon and partly as a more or less “logical” operation related to “plastic” cognitive
endowments of all organisms” (Magnani 2009, p. 267).
17
I am indebted to this point by an anonymous reviewer. For further discussion of this complicated
issue, please see Magnani (2009, pp. 18–19).
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basically model-based and manipulative. They are usually described in terms of living
beings that adjust themselves to the environment rather than in terms of beings that acquire
information from the environment. In this sense these kinds of thinking would produce
responses that do not seem to involve sentential aspects but rather merely “non-inferential”
ways of cognition. If we adopt the semiotic perspective above, which does not reduce the
term “inference” to its sentential level, but which includes the whole arena of sign activity –
in the light of Peircean tradition – these kinds of thinking promptly appear full, inferential
forms of thought. Let me recall that Peirce stated that all thinking is in signs, and signs can
be icons, indices, or symbols, and, moreover, all inference is a form of sign activity, where
the word sign includes “feeling, image, conception, and other representation” (Peirce 1931–
1958, 5.283; Magnani 2009, p. 288).

Magnani is well aware of the fact animals have been widely considered as
mindless organisms for a long time. So, based on the cornerstone laid by Peirce, this
semiotic perspective needs further extension. But how is it possible? According to
Magnani, that is possible thanks to the recent results in cognitive science and
ethology about animals, and of developmental psychology and cognitive archeology of humans and infants.18 Magnani not only points out that inferences are not
necessarily structured like a language, but also there are animal-like aspects in
human thinking and feeling.19
Encouraged by the discovery of “the ways of thinking in which the ‘sign
activity’ is of a nonlinguistic sort” (Magnani 2009, p. 189) in lower animals,
Magnani claims that “a higher degree of abductive abilities has to be acknowledged” to them:
Chicken form separate representations faced with different events and they are affected by
prior experiences (of food, for example). They are mainly due to internally developed
plastic capabilities to react to the environment, and can be thought of as the fruit of
learning. In general this plasticity is often accompanied by the suitable reiﬁcation of
external artiﬁcial “pseudo representations” (for example landmarks, alarm calls, urine
marks and roars, etc.) which artiﬁcially modify the environment, and/or by the referral to
externalities already endowed with delegated cognitive values, made by the animals
themselves or provided by humans (Magnani 2009, pp. 290–291).

In fact, Maganni goes even farther in his ascription of pseudo thought to
non-human animals in his discussion of “affordances”, “multimodal abduction”,
“cognitive niches”, and “animal artifactual mediators”. It is exactly where we can
ﬁnd what Magnani believes to be a clear evidence that manipulative abduction
plays a crucial role in animal sign activities.
“Philosophy itself has for a long time disregarded the ways of thinking and knowing of animals,
traditionally considered “mindless” organisms. Peircean insight regarding the role of abduction in
animals was a good starting point, but only more recent results in the ﬁelds of cognitive science
and ethology about animals, and of developmental psychology and cognitive archeology about
humans and infants, have provided the actual intellectual awareness of the importance of the
comparative studies” (Magnani 2009, p. 283).
19
“Sometimes philosophy has anthropocentrically condemned itself to partial results when
reflecting upon human cognition because it lacked in appreciation of the more “animal-like”
aspects of thinking and feeling, which are certainly in operation and are greatly important in
human behavior” (Magnani 2009, p. 283).
18
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As Magnani points out, we are now in a much better position than Peirce to
understand the way of thinking and knowing of animals, thanks to “more recent
results in the ﬁelds of cognitive science and ethology about animals, and of
developmental psychology and cognitive archeology about humans and infants”
(Ibid., p. 283). But Magnani reminds us of the fact that Darwin already paved a way
toward the appreciation of cognitive faculties of animals:
It is important to note that Darwin also paid great attention to those external structures built
by worms and engineered for utility, comfort, and security. I will describe later on in this
chapter the cognitive role of artifacts in both human and non-human animals. Artifacts can
be illustrated as cognitive mediators (Magnani 2001b) which are the building blocks that
bring into existence what it is now called a “cognitive niche”: Darwin maintains that “We
thus see that burrows are not mere excavations, but may rather be compared with tunnels
lined with cement” (Darwin 1985, p. 112). Like humans, worms build external artifacts
endowed with precise roles and functions, which strongly affect their lives in various ways,
and of course their opportunity to “know” the environment. (Magnani 2009, pp. 284–285).

I would like to discuss a strong or active sense of learning abduction from
animals. I do interpret Magnani’s ideas on perceiving affordance in human and
nonhuman animals as an answer to the problem of how to learn abduction from
animals in this sense. As far as the problem of perceiving affordances is concerned,
we don’t have to confess our inferiority to nonhuman animals. For, it is we humans
who have perceived affordances in some highly creative ways. However, we cannot
easily claim our superiority over nonhuman animals either.
For, it is roaches not humans that turn out to demonstrate better ability for
survival, which may imply superiority in perceiving affordances. In a word, I think
we may safely and more proﬁtably forget the issue of inferiority or superiority. Let
it sufﬁce to say that we humans, unlike nonhuman animals, seem to have very
unique abductive instinct displayed by our perceiving affordances.
Magnani would be happy with my interpretation, for he himself claims that
“cognitive niche construction can be considered as one of the most distinctive traits
of human cognition’’ (Ibid., p. 331). According to Magnani, both human and
nonhuman animals are chance seekers, and thereby ecological engineers. They ‘‘do
not simply live their environment, but actively shape and change it looking for
suitable chances’’ (Ibid., p. 319). Further, ‘‘in doing so, they construct cognitive
niches’’ (Ibid.). Then, in chance seeking ecological engineering in general, and in
cognitive niche construction in particular, what exactly does differentiate humans
from nonhuman animals?
In order to answer this question, we need to understand in what respects
Magnani extends or goes beyond Gibson’s notion of affordance. In principle, it
should not be too difﬁcult, because Magnani himself indicates explicitly or
implicitly some such respects of his own innovation. Magnani takes Gibson’s
notion of affordance ‘‘as what the environment offers, provides, or furnishes’’ as his
point of departure. He also notes that Gibson’s further deﬁnitions of ‘‘affordance as
(1) opportunities for action (2) the values and meanings of things which can be
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directly perceived (3) ecological facts (4) implying the mutuality of perceiver and
environment’’ may contribute to avoiding possible misunderstanding (Ibid., p. 333).
Given this Gibsonian ecological perspective, Magnani appropriates some further
extensions or modiﬁcations by recent scholars in order to establish his own
extended framework for the notion of affordance. It is simply beyond my ability to
do justice to all elements of Magnani’s extended framework for affordances. Let me
just note one issue in which Magnani shows enormous interest, i.e., Gibsonian
direct perception.
Magnani takes Donald Norman’s ambitious project of reconciling constructivist
and ecological approaches to perception seriously (Ibid., 6.4.3, pp. 343ff). Above
all, Magnani notes that Norman ‘‘modiﬁes the original Gibsonian notion of affordance also involving mental/internal processing’’ (Ibid., p. 337) based on a text,
where Norman writes:
I believe that affordances result from the mental interpretation of things, based on our past
knowledge and experience applied to our perception of the things about us’’ (Norman 1988,
p. 14).

If Norman is right, we may safely infer, as Magnani does, that pace Gibson,
“affordances depend on the organism’s experience, learning, and full cognitive
abilities” (Magnani 2009, p. 337). Both Norman and Magnani are evidencing these
ideas by formidable array of recent results in cognitive experimental psychology
and neuroscience (Magnani 2009, p. 341).
Now, given this extended framework for that extends and modiﬁes some aspects
of the original Gibsonian notion of affordances, what exactly is Magnani’s contribution? In some sense, this is an unnecessary stupid question, for everybody
already knows the correct answer. By his expertise on abduction, and in particular
his Peircean thesis of perception as abduction, Magnani contributes enormously to
deepen our understanding of some truly big issues, such as how to reconcile
constructivist and ecological theories of perception. So, my question aspires to
understand more speciﬁcally how the Peirce-Magnani view of perception as
abduction contributes in that regard. Let us suppose that the original Gibsonian
notion of affordance has been extended and modiﬁed à la Norman. Would Magnani
claim that such an extension or modiﬁcation is impossible without abductive
activities of organisms? Or, would he claim that such an extension or modiﬁcationis
is still incomplete without abduction?
Be that as it may, the big picture Magnani presents is this:
Organisms have at their disposal a standard endowment of affordances (for instance through
their hardwired sensory system), but at the same time they can extend and modify the scope
of what can afford them through the suitable cognitive abductive skills (Magnani 2009,
p. 348).
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If we probe the question as to what exactly are involved in organisms’
employment of cognitive abductive skills, Magnani would respond roughly as the
following lines:
[…] in sum organism already have affordances available because of their instinctive gifts,
but also they can dynamically abductively “extract” natural affordances through “affecting”
and modifying perception (which becomes semi-encapsulated). Finally, organisms can also
“create” affordances by building artifacts and cognitive niches (Ibid., p. 346).

There are several points that become clear from this quote, I think. First, in
addition to the original Gibsonian framework for affordances, there is room for
organisms to participate in perceiving affordances (in the broad sense). Secondly,
abductive skills are performed by organisms in perceiving affordances. Thirdly, in
such abductively perceiving affordances, perception and action are inseparably
intertwined. Finally, organisms can even create affordance by abduction. Except for
the ﬁrst point, I think, all these seem to be due to Magnani.
At the beginning of this section, I introduced Paavola’s dilemma: “If abduction
relies on instinct, it is not a form of reasoning, and if it is a form of reasoning, it
does not rely on instinct”. Though I welcomed basically Magnani’s way out of this
dilemma, i.e., that they simply co-exist, it was not clear exactly what that solution
means. After having improved our understanding of manipulative abduction in
animals, now we may understand it better. Magnani claims that, from a semiotic
point of view, the idea that there is a conflict between views of abduction in terms
of heuristic strategies or in terms of instinct (insight, perception) (Hoffmann 1999;
Paavola 2004, 2005), appears old-fashioned. And he elaborates his claim that the
two aspects simply coexist, by adding that is so at the level of the real organic
agent. (Emphasis is mine) Depending upon the cognitive/semiotic perspective we
adopt, he claims:
1. we can see it as a practical agent that mainly takes advantage of its implicit endowments
in terms of guessing right, wired by evolution, where of course instinct or hardwired
programs are central, or
2. we can see it as the user of explicit and more or less abstract semiotic devices internally
stored or externally available – or hybrid – where heuristic plastic strategies (in some
organism they are “conscious”) exploiting relevance and plausibility criteria – various and
contextual – for guessing hypotheses are exploited.

Now we may underwrite the fact that the two aspects simply co-exist at the level
of real organic agents, who are manipulative abducers, for it would be hard to ﬁnd a
better example of manipulative abduction than creating affordances. In other words,
manipulative abduction is the key factor in Magnani’s thought about animal
abduction.
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7 Concluding Remarks
Until quite recently abduction has been studied most extensively in scientiﬁc
context. Even if we consider abduction in artiﬁcial intelligence and cognitive science, still the majority of the studies have been governed by theoretical concerns.
With Magnani’s discovery of manipulative abduction, everything changes. Insofar
as manipulative abduction can be construed as a form of practical reasoning, the
possibility of expanding the scope of abduction is wide open. As we saw above,
Magnani indeed applies manipulative abduction to an impressive array of areas,
only a few of which have been examined in this chapter. We conﬁrmed that
manipulative abduction plays an important role in the use of fallacies in everyday
life. Possibly more impressive would be the establishment of manipulative
abduction in animals as a research ﬁeld. Of course, there are many issues unsettled.
Above all, there is a desperate need to sharpen our conception of manipulative
abduction by deepening our understanding of its characteristics. In both expanding
the scope and sharpening the conception of manipulative abduction, Magnani’s
pioneering achievement is simply overwhelming. We may expect rapid and fruitful
progress in both directions in a near future.
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Chapter 4

Peirce and Magnani on Geometrical
Diagrams

1 Introduction
Recently, one can witness an increasing interest in Peirce’s distinction between
corollarial and theorematic reasoning. The signiﬁcant role of experimentation and
manipulation on diagrams in theorematic reasoning has been extensively discussed
by logicians and philosophers of science as well as Peirce scholars. It is notable, in
particular, that the relationship between theorematic reasoning and abduction has
drawn more serious attention. Against this background, it is hard not to notice the
uniqueness of Lorenzo Magnani’s discussion of manipulative abduction in diagrammatic reasoning. Unlike others, who want to probe questions as to the relationship between theorematic deduction and abduction, he seems to count
theorematic reasoning itself as abduction.
Magnani discovered a type of abduction, what he calls “manipulative abduction”, and thereby made a distinction between theoretical and manipulative
abductions. Thanks to manipulative abduction, Magnani was able to develop his
comprehensive theory of abduction, and apply it to a wide variety of ﬁelds of study.
Magnani recently even claims that manipulativeness is an inherent feature of
abduction.1 What is manipulative abduction? In order to introduce manipulative
abduction and explain what it is, Magnani appeals to geometrical diagrams. What
exactly is manipulative about manipulative abduction? Why should experiments on
geometrical diagrams be the best examples of manipulative abduction? Could there
be any signiﬁcant differences between manipulative abduction on diagrams in
different individual sciences? In experimenting on diagrams in all those different
scientiﬁc contexts, exactly at which stage is manipulative abduction involved?
1

Probably, here Magnani is going beyond Peirce. For, as far as I know, Peirce never suggested
explicitly such a category as “manipulative abduction”. Even if Peirce extensively discussed
geometrical diagrammatic reasoning, and thereby implicitly anticipated whatever Magnani has to
say about its manipulative character, we should credit Magnani for the discovery of manipulative
abduction.
© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
W. Park, Abduction in Context, Studies in Applied Philosophy,
Epistemology and Rational Ethics 32, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-48956-8_4
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Magnani already dealt with the role of model-based and manipulative abductions
in geometrical reasoning in several places (Magnani 2001, 2009, 2013; Magnani and
Dossena 2005). Since there have been many attempts to understand Peirce’s philosophy of mathematics focusing on his distinction between corollarial and theorematic reasoning (Levy 1997; Hoffmann 1999, 2011; Stjernfelt 2007, 2011a, b;
Campos 2007, 2010, 2011; Marietti 2006, 2010), Magnani’s results in model-based
and manipulative abduction can be easily combined with previous results in diagrammatic reasoning in geometry. For example, Peircean corollarial reasoning
would be model-based, theoretical, visual abduction. On the other hand, Peicean
theorematic reasoning would be model-based, manipulative, visual abduction
(Magnani 2009, pp. 117–118, 176–178).
In assimilating Magnani’s views of manipulative abduction to Peirce’s theory of
diagrammatic reasoning in geometry, the most difﬁcult point would be that Peircean
corollarial and theorematic reasonings are usually counted as deductions.
Magnani claims that “theorematic deduction can be easily interpreted in terms of
manipulative abduction” (Magnani 2009, p. 178). However, it is not clear what he
has in mind. Probably, further hints can be secured from the following quote from
Magnani:
As I have already indicated Peirce further distinguished a “corollarial” and a “theoric” part
within “theorematic reasoning”, and connected theoric aspects to abduction (Hoffmann
1999, p. 293): “Thêoric reasoning […] is very plainly allied to” what is normally called
abduction (Peirce 1966, 754, ISP, p. 8; Magnani 2009, p. 181).

As Hoffmann points out, however, there can be different possible interpretations
of what Peirce says: “either he identiﬁed abduction/retroduction and theoric reasoning here or he claimed that there is abduction in mathematics beyond theoric
deduction” (Hoffmann 1999, p. 293).
In Sect. 2, I shall present a survey of what has been achieved in recent studies on
Peirce’s distinction between corollarial and theorematic reasoning. After identifying
some of the most frequently cited texts from Peircean corpus (Sect. 2.1), I shall
discuss what the commentators have claimed about the relation between abduction
and theorematic reasoning (Sect. 2.2), and the role of manipulation in diagrammatic
reasoning (Sect. 2.3). I shall show that, even though they detected some elements of
abduction in Peirce’s views on geometrical diagrammatic reasoning, their approaches are still preoccupied with its deductive character. Contrast to all this, in
Sect. 3, I shall highlight the uniquesness of Magnani’s views of diagrammatic
reasoning, which emphasizes the central place of manipulative abduction in it.
Special attention will be laid on Magnani’s exposition of Lobachevsky’s
non-Euclidean geometry. Above all, Magnani explicitly claims that Lobachevsky’s
inference here “to rebuild the ﬁrst principles ofgeometry is prevalently a kind of
manipulative and model-based abduction” (Magnani 2009, 127). As Magnani aptly
points out, “Lobachevsky’s target is to perform a geometrical abductive process
able to create thenew and very abstract concept of non-Euclidean parallel lines”,
and what is remarkable is that “the whole epistemicprocess is mediated by interesting manipulations of external mirror diagrams” (Magnani 2009, 123).
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In Sect. 4, I shall return to Peirce’s distinction between corollarial and theorematic reasoning, in order to shed further lights on both Peirce’s thought and the
essence of abductive reasoning. I shall discuss, in particular, the problems related to
how Peirce understand what he calls “proprium of mathematics”, i.e., an accidental
characteristic peculiarity of mathematics. To the best of my knowledge, no commentator has paid serious attention to it. It is surprising in view of the fact that
Peirce himself counts it as “of the greatest logical interest”. What is this proprium
of mathematics in Peirce’s views? Why did Peirce count it as of greatest logical
interest? In order to ﬁnd some clues to answer these questions, we need to turn to
CP 4.233, where Peirce exploited an old distinction between demonstration propter
quid and demonstrations quia. In Sect. 5, I shall argue that, based on the discussions in earlier sections, we can conﬁrm the more afﬁnities between Peirce’s and
Magnani’s views of diagrammatic reasoning and mathematics in general.
Encouraged by this result, I shall ﬁgure out some possible ways for further synthesis of Peirce’s and Magnani’s ideas about diagrammatic reasoning and
abduction.

2 Peirce’s Distinction Between Corollarial
and Theorematic Reasoning2
2.1

Peircean Texts on the Corollarial/Theorematic
Distinction

There are some typical texts in Peirce’s writings frequently invoked by the commentators. For example, Hoffmann cites NEM 4: 38:
Corollarial deduction is where it is only necessary to imagine any case in which the
premises are true in order to perceive immediately that the conclusion holds in that case….
Theorematic deduction is deduction in which it is necessary to experiment in the imagination upon the image of the premiss in order from the result of such experiment to make
corollarial deductions to the truth of the conclusions (Peirce 1902a, NEM 4: 38; cited by
Hoffmann (1999), 290; See also CP 2.267, CP 7.204 and NEM 4: 288).

Marietti (2006), p. 120 cites CP 2.267 and NEM 4:42 as “the classic description
given by Peirce of the two types of deduction”:
A Corollarial Deduction is one which represents the conditions of the conclusion in a
diagram and ﬁnds from the observation of this diagram, as it is, the truth of the conclusion.
A Theorematic Deduction is one which, having represented the conditions of the conclusion in a diagram, performs an ingenious experiment upon the diagram, and by the
observation of the diagram, so modiﬁed, ascertains the truth of the conclusion (CP 2.267).

2

This section is largely based on Park (forthcoming).
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What I call the theorematic reasoning of mathematics consists in so introducing a foreign
idea, using it, and ﬁnally deducing a conclusion from which it is eliminated (NEM 4:42).

CP 4.233 seems, however, the most extensive text pertinent to Peirce’s distinction between corollarial/theorematic distinction in broader perspective. In this
extremely lengthy and dense paragraph, Peirce highlights the central place of the
distinction in understanding the essence of mathematics. It starts with his deﬁnition
of mathematics. Then, he presents his own interpretation of the traditional distinction between demonstration why and demonstration that. What is most interesting in this interpretation is that Peirce perceptively notices an intriguing contrast
of philosophers’ and mathematicians’ opposing perspectives on demonstration
why/demonstration that distinction. According to him, contrary to philosophers’
gloriﬁcation of demonstration why, mathematicians show contempt to it by treating
it as mere corollary. And, it is in this context, where Peirce presents and explains
corollarial/theorematic distinction.
Let us begin with the different perspectives on the distinction between demonstrations why and demonstrations that. According to Peirce,
all the “philosophers” follow Aristotle in holding no demonstration to be thoroughly satisfactory except what they call a “direct” demonstration, or a “demonstration why”– by
which they mean a demonstration which employs only general concepts and concludes
nothing but what would be an item of a deﬁnition if all its terms were themselves distinctly
deﬁned. (CP 4.233)

On the other hand, the mathematicians
entertain a contempt for that style of reasoning, and glory in what the philosophers stigmatize as “mere” indirect demonstrations, or “demonstration that.” (Ibid.)

Even though this distinction seems largely forgotten in recent philosophy, it has
played an extremely important role throughout the history of philosophy. Later, in
Sect. 4, I shall return to this distinction in order to shed further light on Peirce’s
views of diagrammatic reasoning.
If Peirce is right in correlating “demonstration why” with corollarial reasoning,
and “demonstration that” with theorematic reasoning, It is rather shocking to notice
that philosophers and mathematicians have had such an opposite attitudes toward
them. Be that as it may, it is important to realize that in Peirce the essence of
mathematics has something to do with theorematic reasoning, where setting down
“some individual and deﬁnite schema, or diagram” is necessary:
In the theorems, or at least in all the major theorems, a different kind of reasoning is
demanded. Here, it will not do to conﬁne oneself to general terms. It is necessary to set
down, or to imagine, some individual and deﬁnite schema, or diagram – in geometry, a
ﬁgure composed of lines with letters attached; in algebra an array of letters of which some
are repeated. (Ibid.)

Why do we need such individual and deﬁnite schemata or diagrams, and what
are so special about them? From Peirce’s point of view, the answer to these
questions seems to be something like this:
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…after the schema has been constructed according to the precept virtually contained in the
thesis, the assertion of the theorem is not evidently true, even for the individual schema; nor
will any amount of hard thinking of the philosophers’ corollarial kind ever render it evident.
Thinking in general terms is not enough. It is necessary that something should be DONE. In
geometry, subsidiary lines are drawn. In algebra permissible transformations are made.
Thereupon, the faculty of observation is called into play. (Ibid.; emphasis is Peirce’s)

Now let us take a look at what more recent commentators of Peirce have discussed about all this.

2.2

Abduction and Diagrammatic Reasoning

Recently many commentators have discussed diagrammatic reasoning in connection with abduction. For example, Hoffmann (1999) writes:
The creativity of theorematic reasoning and the role of observation in it support the
interpretation that there must be, for Peirce, a connection between this form of deductive
reasoning and abduction. Both, at least, seem to fulﬁll the same task. What theorematic
deduction is for mathematics, abduction seems to be for scientiﬁc discoveries in general.
Thus, Ketner maintained “that production of experiments within theorematic reasoning, on
Peirce’s view, is done through abduction” (p. 411; cf. also Eisele 1982, p. 337; Tursman
1987, p. 69; Crombie 1997, p. 465; Hoffmann 1999, 292–2930).

It is interesting to note that, while Ketner clearly invokes abduction in the
“experiments within theorematic reasoning”, Hoffmann himself is merely making
an analogy between theorematic deduction in mathematics and abduction in science. Campos (2010) is also somewhat similar to Hoffmann’s case:
In mathematical reasoning, the imagination creates experimental diagrams that function as
signs that are then perceived, interpreted, judged, often transformed, re-imagined,
re-interpreted, and so on, in a continuous process. Experimental hypotheses are imaginative
suggestions that become subject to logical scrutiny as possible keys to the solution of a
theorematic deduction. Once conceived, the experimental diagrams act like objects for
observation; they now resist the mind, as it were, and must be evaluated as solutions to the
mathematical problem. In this respect, this process is akin to abduction in the natural
sciences. (Campos 2010, p. 135)

Marietti (2006) seems to go one step further in this regard, for she explicitly
mentions the necessity of abduction in theorematic demonstration in mathematics:
In my view, it is possible to identify an operation in thought-it takes place essentially above
the diagram and involves precisely the perceptual relations organized by it-which forms the
core of the abductive inference that makes the demonstration synthetic, theorematic, creative. This is the point: there has to be an abductive inference in every informative
demonstration given that a connecting thread running through Peirce’s thoughts on the
logic of science is that “[a]ll the ideas of science come to it by the way of Abduction”. (CP
5.145) In a theorematic demonstration-that is in a demonstration introducing new knowledge into our mathematical system-it is necessary to carry out an abductive passage.
(Marietti 2006, p. 124)
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However, Marietti leaves it unclear how it is possible to have “synthetic, theorematic, creative” mathematical demonstration. So, one might say that Marietti is
here detecting the indispensability of abduction in theorematic reasoning.
Stjernfelt (2014) is clearly much more informative as to how abduction takes
place in theorematic reasoning:
An important issue here—both related to the “addition of new elements or foreign ideas”
and to the “experiment” aspects—is the relation between theorematic reasoning and
abduction. A ﬁnished piece of theorematic reasoning, of course, is deductive—the conclusion follows with necessity from the premises. But in the course of conducting the
experiment, an abductive phase appears when investigating which experimental procedure,
among many, to follow; which new elements or foreign ideas to introduce. This may require
repeated, trial-and-error abductive guessing, until the ﬁnal structure of the proof is found—
maybe after years or centuries. Exactly the fact that neither premises nor theorems need to
contain any mentioning of the experiment or the introduction of new elements makes the
abductive character of experimentation clear. Of course, once the right step has been found,
abductive searching may cease and the deductive character of the ﬁnal proof stands out.
(Stjernfelt 2014, p. 276)

Here, Stjernfelt makes clear exactly when and where abduction intervenes in
theorematic reasoning. When conducting the experiments with diagrams, “an
abductive phase appears”. He is also quite explicit about what are abduced at that
phase: i.e., “which experimental procedure to follow”, and “which new elements or
foreign ideas to introduce”. His view seems attractive in that at least it rather
persuasively appeasing the apparent conflict between theorematic deduction and
abduction. Though “a ﬁnished piece of theorematic reasoning, of course, is
deductive”, abductive phase appears in doing experiments with diagrams. At the
same time, he also explains why it has been difﬁcult to notice abductive phase in
theorematic reasoning, for “once the right step has been found, abductive searching
may cease and the deductive character of the ﬁnal proof stands out”. He is perceptive enough to point out that “Exactly the fact that neither premises nor theorems
need to contain any mentioning of the experiment or the introduction of new
elements makes the abductive character of experimentation clear” (Ibid.).

2.3

Manipulation in Diagrammatic Reasoning

A few recent commentators are also to be congratulated for their discussion of
manipulation in diagrammatic reasoning. After pointing out that “for Peirce
mathematics is a science of observation and experimentation upon diagrams akin to
the physical sciences”, for example, Campos draws our attention to the following
text:
One can make experiments upon uniform diagrams, and when one does so, one must keep a
bright lookout for unintended and unexpected changes thereby brought about in the relations of different signiﬁcant parts of the diagram to one another. Such operations upon
diagrams, whether external or imaginary, take the place of the experiments upon real things
that one performs in chemical and physical research. Chemists have ere now, I need not
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say, described experimentation as the putting of questions to Nature. Just so, experiments
upon diagrams are questions put to the Nature of the relations concerned. (Peirce 1906b:
C4.530; Campos 2010, p. 129)

Once we focus on experiments on diagrams, it may be hard not to notice the
manipulative character, for in experimenting on diagrams by doing certain operations we are doing nothing but manipulations. Indeed, Campos is able to locate a
text, in which Peirce actually uses the language of “manipulation” extensively:
Peirce writes, “As for algebra, the very idea of the art is that it presents formulae which can
be manipulated, and that by observing the effects of such manipulation we ﬁnd properties
not to be otherwise discerned. In such manipulation, we are guided by precious discoveries
which are embodied in general formulae. These are the patterns which we have the right to
imitate in our procedure, and are the icons par excellence of algebra” (Peirce 1885: C3.363;
Campos 2010, p. 137; Emphasis is mine)

Among the commentators of Peirce, Marietti seems to be the one who highlights
“manipulation on diagrams” in more detail. She is rather explicit in presenting
“manipulation on diagrams” as the core of mathematical proofs, and thereby
mathematics itself:
Manipulation and observation of diagrammatic signs characterize Peirce’s idea of mathematical reasoning. The more that such reasoning leads to relevant conclusions, the more
manipulation and observation play a key role in it. (Marietti 2010, p. 166)
It is well known that Peirce conceived mathematics as a semiotic activity using particular
kinds of signs, which he called “diagrams”. In his view, the work of a mathematician
consists entirely in observing and manipulating these diagrammatic signs. (Marietti 2006,
p. 112)

Marietti’s commentaries are quite recommendable in that they enable us to
understand not only that manipulation on diagrams is everywhere in mathematics,
but also why it has such an important role in mathematics. For example, she writes:
In order to experiment on a diagram, in fact, we must face a single instance of it, that is to
say, a spatial and temporal object, be it actually drawn on a blackboard or rather only
scribed in our mind. To look for a suitable strategy of demonstration (to look for the foreign
idea required in order to get to the conclusion) means to manipulate a concrete, individual
diagram according to established rules, until the new cognition, whatever it might be,
appears on it. Manipulation, action, concrete experimentation: this is what a mathematical
proof consists in. (Marietti 2010, p. 151)

Here, Mariettipainstakingly elaborates what are involved in diagrammatic reasoning. Experiment on diagrams is nothing but manipulation on them, which
requires “to manipulate a concrete, individual diagram”. Indeed, both equations,
i.e., “experimenting is manipulating”, and “manipulation is manipulation on individual diagrams” are emphasized by Marietti, as is clear from the following:
It is even more understandable, however, in the case of the most fertile type of deduction,
theorematic deduction, in which it is not only a question of observing the relations that
emerge but also to carry out some operations on this single model, on the individual token.
What is to be done is to manipulate this sign, to implement a series of ingenious experiments—hence creative and not mechanical—aimed at ﬁnding the correct modiﬁcation so as
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to cause to emerge the new relations that we then observe. Such concrete work presupposes
the concrete quality of a material sign. (Marietti 2006, p. 121)

Marietti further hints at what are involved in “manipulation on individual
diagrams:
The second step of the demonstration introduces that spatiotemporal level which is indispensable in view of the manipulation of the diagram. The ekthesis consists in the individualization of the initial proposition, the protasis, which is expressed in general terms.
(Marietti 2010, p. 153)3
Demonstrating means manipulating individual diagrams. In order to experiment on a diagram, as we said above, we must face a single instance of it. Deductioncannot work on
general signs alone. (Marietti 2010, p. 154)
The individual diagrammatic sign really acts upon us. We manipulate it, and it reacts on us
concretely showing some new relations that impose themselves upon our understanding,
escaping any doubt. (Marietti 2010, p. 155)

3 Magnani on Manipulative Abduction in Diagrammatic
Reasoning4
In the previous section, we saw how commentators successfully ﬁnd out abductive
and manipulative aspects of diagrammatic reasoning. Interestingly, however, they
still fail to synthesize and capture the idea of “manipulative abduction” in diagrammatic reasoning. It is quite impressive, as a result, to ﬁnd out the clear
awareness of “manipulative abduction” in Lorenzo Magnani’s several writings on
abduction. I do not know exactly when he for the ﬁrst time introduced “manipulative abduction”. However, to say the least, he was paying ample attention to
manipulative abduction in general, and manipulative abduction in geometrical
reasoning in particular, by 2001 (Magnani 2001):
It is certainly worthwhile to take a view of Magnani’s multiple distinctions of
abduction: (1) selective/creative; (2) theoretical/manipulative; and (3) sentential/
model-based. Above all, our focal interest lies in understanding the relationships
between these three distinctions. The most revealing seems to be the following text:
What I call theoretical abduction certainly illustrates much of what is important in creative
abductive reasoning, in humans and in computational programs, especially the objective of
selecting and creating a set of hypotheses (diagnoses, causes, hypotheses) that are able to
dispense good (preferred) explanations of data (observations), but fails to account for many
cases of explanations occurring in science and in everyday reasoning when the exploitation

3

There is huge literature on diagrammatic reasoning in Greek geometry. For a nice survey, see
Catton and Montelle (2012).
4
This section is also heavily depending on Park (2015) and Park (forthcoming). As a consequence,
the discussion here (including the ﬁgures) is the same as that given in the previous chapter. I gently
ask the readers to be patient about repetition.
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of environment is crucial. …I maintain that there are two kinds of theoretical abduction,
“sentential”, related to logic and to verbal/symbolic inferences, and “model-based”, related
to the exploitation of internalized models of diagrams, pictures, etc., .... (Magnani 2009,
p. 11)

This text is important because it presents a tentative deﬁnition of theoretical
abduction and the subdivision of theoretical abduction into sentential and
model-based abductions. The passage above says that theoretical abduction can be a
kind of creative reasoning (not only selective, as in diagnosis).
Insofar as Magnani views theoretical abduction also as a kind of creative
abduction, and again insofar as he tries to distinguish between theoretical and
manipulative abductions, he must also view manipulative abduction as a kind of
creative abduction. Magnani introduces the concept of manipulative abduction as
follows:
The concept of manipulative abduction captures a large part of scientiﬁc thinking where the
role of action is central, and where the features of this action are implicit and hard to be
elicited: action can provide otherwise unavailable information that enables the agent to
solve problems by starting and by performing a suitable abductive process of generation or
selection of hypotheses. (Magnani 2009, p. 12; see also Magnani 2001, p. 15, 16, 43)

For my present purpose, the following text is more informative:
Manipulative abduction (Magnani 2001) – contrasted with theoretical abduction– happens
when we are thinking through doing and not only, in a pragmatic sense, about doing. …
Manipulative abduction refers to an extra-theoretical behavior that aims at creating communicable accounts of new experiences to integrate them into previously existing systems
of experimental and linguistic (theoretical) practices. (Magnani 2001, p. 53, 2009, p. 39)

For, as is clear from this quote, manipulative abduction is contrasted with theoretical abduction by Magnani.
Further, in Magnani’s writings it is also stresses that manipulative abduction is
occurring taking advantage of those model-based (for example iconic) aspects that
are embedded in external models:
We have seen that manipulative abduction is a kind of abduction, usually model-based and
so intrinsically “iconic”, that exploits external models endowed with delegated (and often
implicit) cognitive and semiotic roles and attributes. (p. 58)

This line of thought indicates clearly a possibility that Magnani’s multiple distinctions of abduction may work in such a way that each distinction represents a
different dimension in our understanding of abduction. What I have in mind might
be presented crudely as in the Cubic Model of Magnani’s classiﬁcation of abduction
(see Fig. 1).
Assuming that we now understand the basics of Magnani’s notion of manipulative abduction, we need to raise the following questions. Can we safely understand Peirce’s theoric reasoning as abduction, as Magnani claims? What exactly do
mathematicians do when they experiment on diagrams? What exactly Magnani
mean by manipulative abduction in geometrical reasoning? Why does he use
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Creative
Selective
Theoretical
Manipulative

Sentential

Model-based

Fig. 1 Magnani’s Classiﬁcation of Abduction: Cubic Model

Fig. 2 Diagrammatic demonstration that the sum of the internal angles of any triangle is 180.
a Triangle. b Diagrammatic manipulation/construction (Ibid.)

diagrammatic reasoning in geometry whenever he has to give an example of
manipulative abduction?
Magnani uses Fig. 2 as an example of cognitive manipulating in diagrammatic
demonstration. According to him, this example, taken from the ﬁeld of elementary
geometry, shows how a “simple manipulation of the triangle in Fig. 2a gives rise to
an external conﬁguration—Fig. 2b—that carries relevant semiotic information
about the internal angles of a triangle “anchoring” new meanings” (Magnani 2009,
p. 176).
What Magnani counts as cognitive manipulating here is “the entire process
through which an agent arrives at a physical action”. And he claims that the very
process can be understood by means of the concept of manipulative abduction. He
continues: “In this perspective manipulative abduction is a speciﬁc case of cognitive manipulating in which an agent, when faced with an external situation from
which it is hard or impossible to extract new meaningful features of an object,
selects or creates an action that structures the environment in such a way that it
gives new information which would be otherwise unavailable and which is used
speciﬁcally to infer explanatory hypotheses” (Ibid.).
The reason why diagrammatic reasoning in geometry is instrumental for
Magnani to introduce “manipulative abduction” is not hard to understand. From his
point of view, it is important to note ﬁrst that “mathematical diagrams play various
roles in a typical abductive way”. Secondly, they are external representations which
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provide both explanatory and nonexplanatory abductive results (Magnani 2009,
118–119). The ﬁrst point can be elaborated by the following:
Following the approach in cognitive science related to the studies in distributed cognition, I
contend that in the construction of mathematical concepts many external representations are
exploited, both in terms of diagrams and of symbols. I have been interested in my research
in diagrams which play an optical role– microscopes(that look at the inﬁnitesimally small
details), telescopes (that look at inﬁnity), windows (that look at a particular situation), a
mirror role (to externalize rough mental models), and an unveiling role (to help create new
and interesting mathematical concepts, theories, and structures). (Magnani 2009, p. 118)

Also, the second point is further explained by Magnani as follows:
Two of them are central:
• they provide an intuitive and mathematical explanation able to help the understanding of
concepts difﬁcult to grasp or that appear obscure and/or epistemologically unjustiﬁed. ….
• they help abductively create new previously unknown concepts that are nonexplanatory,
as illustrated in the case of the discovery of the non-Euclidean geometry. (Magnani 2009,
118–119)

As we can infer from the passage just quoted, the discovery of non-Euclidean
geometry provides Magnani an ideal springboard to elaborate his views on
manipulative abduction in diagrammatic reasoning. In fact, Magnani (2009) uses
Lobachevsky’s discovery of non-Euclidean geometry as an example, in which
manipulative abduction played a crucial role. After briefly narrating what happened
to the parallel postulate of Euclidean geometry throughout the history, he explains
Lobachevsky’s strategy to face the problem situation as follows:
Lobachevsky’s strategy for resolving the anomaly of the ﬁfth postulate was ﬁrst of all to
manipulate the symbols, second to rebuild the principles, and then to derive new proofs and
provide a new mathematical apparatus; of course his analysis depended on some of the
previous mathematical attempts to demonstrate the ﬁfth postulate. The failure of the
demonstrations – of the ﬁfth postulate from the other four – that was present to the attention
of Lobachevsky, lead him to believe that the difﬁculties that had to be overcome were due
to causes traceable at the level of the ﬁrst principles of geometry. (Magnani 2009, p. 123)

According to Magnani, we can detect the anomaly of the ﬁfth postulate from
Fig. 3, for, unlike other four postulates, “we cannot verify empirically whether two
lines meet, since we can draw only segments, not lines” (Magnani 2009, p. 121).
In contrast to the diagram of Fig. 3, as Magnani explains, the diagram of Fig. 4
introduces a new deﬁnition of parallelism: “All straight lines which in a plane go
out from a point can, with reference to a given straight line in the same plane, be
divided in two classes—into cutting and not-cutting. The boundary lines of the one
and the other class of those lines will be called parallel to the given lines” (p. 13)”.5

See Magnani (2009) for further details: “The external representation is easily constructed like in
Fig. 2.11 of Lobachevsky (1891, Prop. 16, p. 13), where the angle HAD between the parallel HA
and the perpendicular AD is called the angle of parallelism, designated by P(p) for AD = p. If
P(p) is <12p, then upon the other side of AD, making the same angle DAK = P(p) will lie also a

5
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Fig. 3 Euclidean parallel
lines

Magnani explicitly claims that Lobachevsky’s inference here “to rebuild the ﬁrst
principles of geometry is prevalently a kind of manipulative and model-based
abduction” (Magnani 2009, 127). As Magnaniaptly points out, “Lobachevsky’s
target is to perform a geometrical abductive process able to create the new and very
abstract concept of non-Euclidean parallel lines”, and what is remarkable is that
“the whole epistemic process is mediated by interesting manipulations of external
mirror diagrams” (Magnani 2009, 123).

4 Peirce’s Distinction Between Corollarial
and Theorematic Reasoning Revisited
As I promised above (Sect. 2), I would like to return to the crucial paragraph, i.e.,
CP 4.233, where Peirce contrasts the corollarial and theorematic reasoning in
connection with philosophers’ and mathematicians’ appreciations of them. Since
we saw above how to understand Peirce’s ideas about diagrammatic reasoning and
the role of abduction in it, now it might be advisable to discuss some parts of the
paragraph I failed to grant a fair hearing.

(Footnote 5 continued)
line AK, parallel to the prolongation DB of the line DC, so that under this assumption we must also
make a distinction of sides in parallelisms” (Magnani 2009, p. 131).
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Fig. 4 Non-Euclidean
parallel lines

Let us turn to the opening part ﬁrst:
Mathematics is the study of what is true of hypothetical states of things. That is its essence
and deﬁnition. Everything in it, therefore, beyond the ﬁrst precepts for the construction of
the hypotheses, has to be of the nature of apodictic inference. No doubt, we may reason
imperfectly and jump at a conclusion; still, the conclusion so guessed at is, after all, that in a
certain supposed state of things something would necessarily be true. Conversely, too,
every apodictic inference is, strictly speaking, mathematics. But mathematics, as a serious
science, has, over and above its essential character of being hypothetical, an accidental
characteristic peculiarity – a proprium, as the Aristotelians used to say –which is of the
greatest logical interest. (CP 4.233; Emphases are mine.)

There are two closely related intriguing issues in this Peircean text: (1) Peirce’s
deﬁnition of mathematics, (2) Peirce’s emphasis on the proprium of mathematics.

4.1

The Deﬁnition of Mathematics

Needless to say, the issue of the essence and deﬁnition of mathematics has utmost
importance. Furthermore, this issue is bound to lead us to the even bigger question
of the classiﬁcation of science and the place of mathematics among the sciences. As
is well-known, Benjamin Peirce, who is the father of Charles S. Peirce, was one of
the greatest mathematicians in the 19th century America. Whenever Peirce discusses mathematics, we may safely assume he was always involved in the continuing dialogue with his father. As a consequence, Peirce’s philosophy of
mathematics presents us an exceptionally fertile ground to pursue historical and
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philosophical as well as biographical studies. Interestingly enough, Peirce introduces here his father’s deﬁnition of mathematics and that of his own.
It is well-known that Benjamin Peirce famously deﬁned mathematics as “the
science that draws necessary conclusions” (Peirce 1870, 1881, 38). As Anderson
notes, Peirce paid tribute to his father’s deﬁnition of mathematics as follows:
…It was Benjamin Peirce, whose son I boast myself, that in 1870 ﬁrst deﬁned mathematics
as “the science which draws necessary conclusions.” This was a hard saying at the time, but
today, students of the philosophy of mathematics generally acknowledge its substantial
correctness. (Peirce 1902, CP 4.229; See also Anderson 2009, 23)

Prior to Bejamin Peirce’s novel deﬁnition of mathematics, mathematics had been
deﬁned as the science of quantity. According to Anderson, Peirce himself “argues
in a number of places against” such a traditional deﬁnition of mathematics, echoing
George Boole, Charles Babbage and John Herschel (Ibid.).
At the beginning of CP 4.233, Peirce explicitly deﬁned mathematics as “the
study of what is true of hypothetical states of things”. Then, he seems to be
claiming that this deﬁnition, i.e., his own new deﬁnition of mathematics, is not only
consistent with but also implies that of Benjamin Peirce’s. Interestingly, commentators of Peirce tend to sidestep the crucial question as to the exact relationship
between Peirce’s and Benjamin Peirce’s deﬁnitions of mathematics.
For example, Campos understands Peirce as offering a “dual deﬁnition of
mathematics”:
Peirce defended two alternative deﬁnitions of mathematics, which he thought to be complementary…. These complementary deﬁnitions reveal his understanding of the nature of
mathematical inquiry as being concerned with studying the true, or necessary, consequences of pure hypotheses. (Campos 2010, p. 125)

Anderson, in a section entitled “Peirce on Mathematics: Necessary and
Hypothetical”, also writes:
In addition to characterizing mathematics as the discipline that draws necessary consequences, Peirce stressed (as in the last quotation), and increasingly as his thought developed, that mathematics is hypothetical. In particular, that “… all mathematicians now see
clearly that mathematics is only busied about purely hypothetical questions” (CP1.52).
(Anderson 2009, p. 250)

Anderson ﬁnds the value of Peirce’s deﬁnition of mathematics from the fact that
it enables us to distinguish between mathematics and “inquiries into nature”. He
also reminds us of the fact that “Peirce emphasizes in other places that hypotheses
are creations of the mathematician and that this is the origin of the necessary nature
of mathematics (CP3.560; CP8.110)”. (Ibid.)
In fact, however, Peirce himself is much more explicit in sharply distinguishing
his own deﬁnition of mathematics from that of his father’s:
It is difﬁcult to decide between the two deﬁnitions of mathematics; the one by its method,
that of drawing necessary conclusions; the other by its aim and subject matter, as the study
of hypothetical states of things. (CP 4.238)
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And, as I will argue in Sect. 4.3, he at least implicitly claimed the superiority of
the latter to the former.

4.2

The Proprium of Mathematics

Now let us turn to the issue of the proprium of mathematics, whichseems not only
even more interesting but also potentially more revealing. It is at least quite
interesting in the sense that it has been rarely discussed by the commentators of
Peirce. To the best of my knowledge, no commentator has paid serious attention to
it. Other than Anderson, Campos and Cooke may be the notable exceptions to the
rule in that at least they quote rather extensively CP 4.233 (Anderson 2009, p. 26f;
Campos 2010, p. 130; Cooke 2010, pp. 172–173) However, there is no particular
interest shown to the problem of proprium. It is surprising in view of the fact that
Peirce himself counts it as “of the greatest logical interest”. It is unfortunate, for this
problem can present us a rare opportunity to understand how Peirce understood the
relationship between mathematics and sciences, by focusing on the uniqueness of
mathematics (from Peirce’s point of view).
Contemporary philosophers may or may not have any particular interest in the
so-called proprium. Be that as it may, what is needed to follow Peirce’s discussion
is just an elementary understanding of the Aristotelian theory of predicables. As is
well-known, there are ﬁve predicables in this theory: genus, species, differentia,
property (proprium), and accident (accidens). Reading Prorphyry’s Isagoge would
be good enough for this purpose:
Our predecessors distinguish four meanings of property: (1) what occurs in one species
only, although not in every member of the species, as healing and measuring occur in man;
(2) what occurs in the entire species and not in it only, as being two-footed occurs in man;
(3) what occurs in the entire species, in it only, and at some time, as becoming grey in old
age occurs in every man; and (4) what occurs in the entire species, in it only, and always, as
the capacity to laugh in man. (Porphyry 1975, p. 48)

Though proprium occurs only in one species, it is different from differentia,
which together with genus deﬁnes the species. Also, it is not an essential but an
accidental characteristic. I think, Peirce correctly captured these two marks of
proprium, which is enough for my present purpose.
Given this minimum background knowledge of proprium, the most obvious
question must be this: Why did Peirce have to discuss the proprium of mathematics? Insofar as the proprium is not the deﬁnition, the proprium of mathematics
cannot present us the essential characteristic of mathematics that enables us to
differentiate mathematics from other species in the same genus. The proprium of
mathematics, if any, would merely identify an accidental characteristic of mathematics, which happens to be peculiar to mathematics (Even then, of course, it may
be better to know about the proprium of mathematics.).
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Even more puzzling is the fact that Peirce seems to be examining some of the
most promising candidates for deﬁning characteristics of mathematics in the context
where he promised to discuss some accidental characteristics, i.e., the proprium of
mathematics. After discussing diagrammatic reasoning, Peirce examined abstraction, generalization as possible proprium of mathematics. As a matter of fact,
commentators of Peirce have not been idle to ignore Peirce’s discussion of all these
characteristics of mathematics. But they never discussed whether any of these is
truly the proprium of mathematics, as Peirce claimed, or possibly the deﬁning
characteristic of mathematics.
So, what is truly important and interesting would be to understand what this
proprium of mathematics is in Peirce’s views, and why Peirce thinks it as of
greatest logical interest. The ﬁrst question as to a proprium of mathematics, i.e., an
accidental characteristic peculiarity of mathematics, might be easier to answer, for,
as we discussed above, it must be referring to what are involved in diagrammatic
reasoning. However, exactly which aspect of what are involved in diagrammatic
reasoning does Peirce have in mind? And why does Peirce think it as of greatest
logical interest?

4.3

The Problem of Demonstrations

In order to answer these questions, we need to understand appropriately the signiﬁcance of Peirce’s discussion of the Aristotelian distinction between demonstration why and demonstration that. If diagrammatic reasoning is the proprium of
mathematics, as Peirce claims, it does matter whether it could be a demonstration
why, or a demonstration that, or both. We should note, above all, that Peirce was
not simply reporting well-established historical facts. Rather, he was submitting his
own extremely novel interpretation of the distinction and its history. In other words,
Peirce’s interpretation of the distinction between “demonstration why” and
“demonstration that” is illuminatingly controversial. It is especially so, if Peirce was
submitting it seriously as a historical conjecture. To say the least, it apparently
looks too oversimpliﬁed.
In order to motivate such a critical stance to Peirce, it would be sufﬁcient enough to
quote Paolo Mancosu’s brief description of the history of the distinction at stake. First,
he explains the Aristotelian origin and the medieval Aristotelians’ adoption of it:
In Posterior Analytics I. 13 Aristotle introduced an important distinction between two types
of demonstrations—demonstrations tou hoti and tou dioti—which are translated as
demonstration ‘of the fact’ and demonstration ‘of the reasoned fact’. In the later Latin
commentaries they were often called demonstration quia and demonstration propter quid.
The former proceeds from effects to their causes, whereas the latter explains effects through
their causes. (Mancosu 1996, p. 11)
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Then, Mancosu explains how so-called potissima demonstration, which was
“considered to be the most certain type of proof” was added to quia and propter
quid demonstrations by Averroës, and sustained by Alessandro Piccolomini (1508–
1578). (Ibid., p. 12) Here is Mancosu’s report of Piccolomini’s position, which will
become extremely important in my subsequent discussion:
In this work Piccolomini challenged the traditional argument that mathematical sciences
possess the highest degree of certainty because they make use of the highest type of
demonstration, the potissima demonstration, deﬁned by him as that which gives at once the
cause and the effect (simul et quia et propter quid). The exact features of a potissima
demonstration were widely debated. (Mancosu 1996, p. 12; see also Cozzoli 2007; Mosley
2006; Mota 2007)

If there were heated controversies around the potissima demonstration, it could
be troublesome to lump together philosophers or Aristotelian philosophers as
representing the same position regarding the distinction between demonstrations
why and demonstrations that, as Peirce did.
In fact, the situation in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance times was much
more complicated. According to Piccolomini’s picture reported by Mancosu, the
majority view accepted the existence of potissima demonstrations to mathematical
sciences. Only then, we can understand Piccolomini’s pride for his originality in
challenging the traditional argument. Indeed, we have a list of authorities for the
alleged traditional argument in Piccolomin’s list, which includes Aristotle,
Averroes, Albert, Aquinas, and Nifo (Mancosu 1992, 244; see also Mancosu 1996,
p. 187; Biancani 1615, p. 297). Meanwhile, Laird claims that most of the medieval
and renaissance philosophers “denied the existence of potissima proofs in scientiae
mediae” (Laird 1997, pp. 259–260; Park 2009, pp. 153–154). He cites Aquinas and
Zabarella as the only exceptions. Also, Laird points out that the propter quid
demonstrations were not allowed to mixed sciences by any Jesuit commentators
associated to Collegio Romano. As a consequence, Laird portrays Biancani as a rare
ﬁgure, who showed “rare conﬁdence in the demonstrative power of the mixed
sciences” (Laird 1997, p. 266; Park 2009, p. 154).
Based on the previous discussion, then we can distinguish between (1) those
adversaries of mathematics who concedes the existence of perfect demonstrations in
pure mathematics but denying it for scientia mediae, (2) those who concede it for
scientiae mediae but denying it for pure mathematics, (3) those who deny it for both
pure mathematics and scientiae mediae (Park, 152), And, there were friends of
mathematics, i.e., (4) those who grant it for both pure mathematics and scientiae
mediae. Now we can see that all the possible types of denying potissima proof to
mathematical sciences indeed have actual instances in history. The case for (1),
which represents a more common opinion, may be found in philosophers Aristotle,
Averroes, Albert, Aquinas, and Nifo (Mancosu 1992, 244). Biancani cited
Marsilius, Aegidius, and Zimara, instead of Nifo (Biancani 1615, p. 297; Mancosu
1996, p. 187). The case for (2) may be found in the enemies of Biancani, i.e.,
Piccolomini and his followers (In fact, Biancani cites Pereyra and Conimbricenses
as the only followers of Piccolomini.) (Ibid.). The case of (3), which represents the
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Mathematics

quia

Propter quid

potissima

Pure
Applied
Pure
Applied
Pure
Applied
Pure
Applied

O
O
X
O
X
O
O
O

O
X
O or X
O
O or X
X
O
O

O
X
X
O
X
X
O
O

most radical position denying potissima demonstration to both pure mathematics
and scientiae mediae, is found in Pereyra (Laird 1997, p. 260). Finally, the case for
(4) must be found in Biancani (Park 2009, 157). We may subdivide some of these
cases based on the reason why potissima demonstration was denied, i.e., because of
the failure of providing propter quid demonstration or quia demonstration, as
schematized in Table 1.
There are several closely related thorny issues involved in the controversy
around the potissima demonstrations. Aristotle’s prohibition of kind-crossing
among the scientiﬁc disciplines already indicates the problem of the hierarchy of
sciences [see Cantu (2010)]. The rivalry between Plato and Aristotle must be
always there in the background. Aristotle’s scientiae mediae seems to be an
ingenious ad hoc device to appease the conflict between mathematicians and
physicists. Also, there are several mixed, subordinate sciences, such as harmony,
astronomy, optics, and possibly mechanics. Which is the big brother among them?
As we saw above, however, it introduced more complications in Renaissance times.
The introduction of potissima demonstrations in addition to the Aristotelian distinction between propter quid and quia demonstrations also seems to have aggravated the controversy. For a long time, the 17th century scientiﬁc revolution has
been portrayed as the mathematization of nature. Quite recently, some scholars try
to characterize the pioneering programs of Galileo or Descartes, i.e., the so-called
physico-mathematics, as rather the physicalization of mathematical sciences
(Schuster 2012; Heefer 2014). It is not crystal clear exactly what differences are
there between scientiae mediae and physico-mathematics. Isn’t it merely a difference stemming from rhetorical and strategic purposes? Given all this, it would be an
arduous and risky business to identify actual representatives for each category in
Table 1 with certainty.
Against this background, what would be Peirce’s position? One might think that
it would be broadly similar to (4), i.e., Biancani’s position. In its detail, however,
there are huge differences. Even if Peirce might allow reluctantly propter quid
demonstrations both in pure and applied mathematics, he must undervalue those
demonstrations. For, they are just corollarial reasonings. If so, Peirce might not like
characterizing his position as allowing potissima demonstrations in both pure and
applied mathematics. In other words, the entire Aristotelian framework for
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demonstrations might be no longer relevant in the late 19th century. However,
according to Mancosu, “a great part of the philosophy of mathematics in the seventeenth century was shaped by the Aristotelian notion of science” (Mancosu 1996,
p. 102). Furthermore, he even wants to claim more: “The Aristotelian theory of
science was very influential far beyond the seventeenth century” (Ibid.). Until when
was the Aristotelian model of science influential, then? In fact, we may be able to
ﬁnd the Aristotelian influence even in the 19th century mathematics. At least,
Mancosu ﬁnds “Bolzano’s theory of demonstration very close to that of Arnauld
and of the Aristotelians” (Ibid.). After all, Peirce was responding to the rapid
advances in mathematics in the late 19th century, trying to do justice to the
mathematical practice or reality of real mathematicians.

4.4

Mathematics and Science

In the 19th century, mathematics was going through rapid revolutionary changes.
Anderson characterizes these changes as mathematics becoming increasingly
abstract and separated from the sciences of nature.6 To witness this, it would be
enough to mention the emergence of non-Euclidean geometries and symbolic
algebra. Due to the former, Kant’s philosophy of mathematics was destined to be
severely criticized. On the other hand, due to the latter, Aristotelian deﬁnition of
mathematics as a science of quantity was ﬁnally under deadly attack. Furthermore,
some such radical changes in mathematics had far-reaching influences on sciences.
Benjamin Peirce and Peirce were at the center of this turmoil, actively responding to
the rapid changes. Needless to say, Benjamin Peirce counted his linear associative
algebra as the most important result throughout his career as the leading mathematician in America (Grattan-Guinness 1997, 606). Before 1876, however, mathematics in America was still in infantile stage, and Benjamin Peirce was “better
known for his work in physics, astronomy, and geodesy than for his algebra”
(Grabiner 1977, 9). Peirce was claimed to be “alone in maintaining that space
cannot be Euclidean” (Dipert 1977; see also a criticism of Torretti 1978, p. 419).
Peirce was a distinguished practicing mathematical physicist and mathematical
geodesicist by profession (Lenzen 1975. To both Benjamin Peirce and Peirce,
distinguishing sharply between mathematics and science must have been a focal
issue. To sharply distinguish between pure and applied mathematics must have
been another serious matter to them. To understand appropriately the role of

6

For a fuller exploration of this topic, he recommends Gray (2004), which enumerates some
success stories in the 19th century mathematics: the reforms of French education, rigorization of
the calculus, re-discovery of projective geometry, the discovery of Non-Euclidean geometry, the
emergence of group theory, the development of Fourier theory and complex function theory
(Anderson 2009, p. 27; Gray 2004, 23).
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mathematics in science must have been still another crucial issue to them. In all
these issues intricately related to each other, Benjamin Peirce and Peirce must have
continued an on-going dialogue, which shows in some cases a serious tension as
well as pride and mutual respect.
Anderson seems to be the one who paid careful attention to all these three issues
in connection with the Peirces. It is simply beyond my ability to do justice to his
extensive discussion of these issues. Let me focus on his treatment of the proprium
of mathematics, i.e., diagrammatic reasoning, abstraction, and generalization,
paying due attention to in what context he invokes them. He is alert to the tension
between the texts where Peirce tried to identify the uniqueness of mathematics from
sciences and the texts where Peirce tried to unite mathematics with sciences.
As for the former context, Anderson invokes “generality” among the accidental
peculiarities of mathematics. For example, he cites the following Peircean text:
Another characteristic of mathematical thought is that it can have no success where it
cannot generalize. One cannot, for example, deny that chess is mathematics, after a fashion;
but, owing to the exceptions which everywhere confront the mathematician in this ﬁeld—
such as the limits of the board; the single steps of king, knight, and pawn; the ﬁnite number
of squares; the peculiar mode of capture by pawns; the queening of pawns; castling—there
results a mathematics whose wings are effectually clipped, and which can only run along
the ground (CP 4.236).

Anderson is curious about the fact that Peirce stresses generalization in a context
that places pure mathematics in opposition to applied mathematics as well as in
contexts that places it in contrast to science:
Interestingly Peirce then will often identify aspects of mathematics by placing them in
contrast to science. The creative and free nature of forming hypotheses in mathematics, the
necessary features of mathematics, and the pursuit of generalization in mathematics all
stand in apparent contrast to the practices of the natural sciences. (Anderson 2009, p. 28)

Anderson has every reason to be curious about all this, for elsewhere Peirce
denied that there is any essential difference between the pure and applied
mathematics:
There is no essential difference between pure and applied mathematics. The mathematician
does not, as such, inquire into facts. He only develops ideal hypotheses. These hypotheses
are all more or less suggested by observation and all depart from or transcend, more or less,
what observation fully warrants. But if the hypotheses are developed with a view to ideal
interests, it is pure mathematics. If they are made crabbed and one sided in the interest of
truth it is applied mathematics (NEM, vol. 2, p. vi).

Anderson detects from the paragraph just quoted from Peirce “a resemblance to
his father’s almost Pythagorean vision of a fusion of mathematics and nature”.
Again, Anderson seems to be right, for, insofar as there is no difference between
pure and applied mathematics, it becomes harder to sharply distinguish between
mathematics and sciences of nature.
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On the other hand, in order to highlight Peirce’s emphasis on the union of
mathematics and science, Anderson invokes the accidental peculiarities of mathematics other than generality, i.e., diagrammatic reasoning and abstraction. And, this
is done by discussing the role and use of mathematics in science. For example, he
cites from Peirce the following:
The complex plane is one of the meeting-grounds of mathematicians and physicists, and the
latter are now quite at home in the presence of that coy handmaiden, the complex variable;
indeed, the well-known transformation scene in which she and her image play such a
prominent part, is now an important feature in the solution of some practical problems
(NEM, vol. 3, p. 145).

From the Peircean texts like this, Anderson ﬁnds a clue to understand “a pervasive feature of Peirce’s thought”. He writes:
It is here I propose we have a clue to: that the apparently more systematic issue such as that
posed above of the relationship of mathematics as a formal system to natural science and its
objects, Western philosophy’s old haunting issue of representation of thought to reality,
appears invisible to Peirce. Instead it appears as steadily posed instead in terms of activities.
(Anderson 2009, p. 29; Emphasis is mine.)

What activities other than manipulating and experimenting on diagrams could
Peirce have in mind?
It is interesting to note that, contrary to what one might believe, Peirce counted
abstraction as an accidental peculiarity of mathematics that does help for understanding the role of mathematics in sciences, thereby strengthening the tie between
mathematics and sciences. Here is Anderson’s extremely perceptive remark in that
regard:
A further point where the apparent contradictory qualities appear in balance in Peirce is on
the topic of abstraction in mathematics. For Peirce the abstract is an important feature of
mathematics: “Another characteristic of mathematical thoughtis the extraordinary use it
makes of abstractions” (CP 4.234) and “… it may be said that mathematical reasoning
(which is the only deductive reasoning, if not absolutely, at least eminently) almost entirely
turns on the consideration of abstractions as if they were objects” (CP 3.509). Yet for Peirce
the use of abstractions are woven into everyday life as well as mathematics and science.
(Anderson 2009, p. 35)

Anderson ﬁnds similarities between Peirce’s ideas about abstraction and
Whitehead’s observation that “as mathematics increasingly entered into ever greater
extremes of abstract thought, it became at the same time increasingly relevant for the
analysis of particular concrete facts (62, p. 47)”, and Dewey’s remark that “the very
power of mathematics in physics arises from its free and abstract nature (63, p. 412)”
(Anderson 2009, p. 35). In view of Bejamin Peirce’s deep religious faith, it might be
also pertinent to compare the Peirce’s ideas with that of David Hilbert. For, he
“repeatedly alluded to a (non-Leibnizian) pre-established harmony between nature
and thought (Stöltzner 2003, 289; Corry 2004, p. 186; Kragh 2015, 518–520).
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An Emerging Interpretative Hypothesis

Anderson’s struggle to fathom Peirce’s mind as to the multi-faceted problem of the
relationship between mathematics and science is quite an achievement.
Nevertheless, there is still room for criticism. First of all, by failing to take seriously
Peirce’s discussion of the problem of proprium, he fails to present a big picture of
what Peirce was doing in the texts around CP 4.233. Secondly, as a consequence,
despite of a rather extensive discussion of the intriguing relationship between
Bejamin Peirce’s and Peirce’s philosophical views of mathematics, he fails to
distinguish between the subtle differences between them.
The ﬁrst point is evident, for Anderson never mentions the problem of proprium
at all. But what exactly is wrong with that? One possible reply to this question
could be this: As a consequence, unlike Peirce Anderson discusses diagrammatic
reasoning in the context of dealing with the problem of the deﬁnition of mathematics rather than in the context of discussing the accidental characteristics of
mathematics. As for the second point, I may cite several examples. As was already
pointed out, there are huge differences between Benjamin Peirce’s deﬁnition of
mathematics and that of Peirce’s. But Anderson treats them as complementary to
each other, without any question. Again, as was mentioned above (4.1), he even
claims that “[i]n addition to characterizing mathematics as the discipline that draws
necessary consequences, Peirce stressed (as in the last quotation), and increasingly
as his thought developed, that mathematics is hypothetical”. Unless their relationship is clariﬁed, remarks like this could give a false impression that they are based
on solid developmental study of a serious thinker. However, there is no attempt in
Anderson to explain how and why Peirce moved from Benjamin Peirce’s deﬁnition
to that of his own. In fact, Anderson seems to believe that Peirce never contradicts
his father’s views about mathematics. Of course, Anderson characterized Peirce’s
philosophy of mathematics as a sort of Platonism, contra distinction to Bejamin
Peirce’s Pythagoreanism. For, he claims that Peirce could be read as grounding a
form of mathematical Platonism in a naturalist manner (Anderson 2009, pp. 31–
32).7 Then, how are Benjamin Peirce’s Pythagoreanism and Peirce’s naturalistic
Platonism? By what tortuous path did Peirce move from the former to the latter?
Anderson never brings up issues like these.

Here is a Peircean text that presumably supports Anderson’s interpretation: “… is not an isolated
one; it characterizes the mathematics of our times, as is, indeed, well known. All this crowd of
creators of forms for which the real world affords no parallel, each man arbitrarily following his
own sweet will, are, as we now begin to discern, gradually uncovering one great cosmos of forms,
a world of potential being. The pure mathematician himself feels that this is so … if you enjoy the
good fortune of talking with a number of mathematicians of a high order, you will ﬁnd that the
typical pure mathematician is a sort of Platonist. Only, he is [a] Platonist who corrects the
Heraclitian error that the eternal is not continuous. The eternal is for him a world, a cosmos, in
which the universe of actual existence is nothing but an arbitrary locus. The end that pure
mathematics is pursuing is to discover that real potential world” (CP 1.646).
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Based on CP 4.233 and the subsequent paragraphs up to CP 4.238, I think, we
can ﬁgure out a much better interpretation. Aiming at such an interpretation, I
would like to launch an interpretative hypothesis. CP 4.233–CP 4.238 represents a
(possible real historical) dialogue between Benjamin Peirce and Peirce.
(1) At the beginning of CP 4.233, Peirce introduced his own deﬁnition of
mathematics as “the study of what is true of hypothetical states of things”.
(2) Obviously and quite understandably, Benjamin Peirce objected by asking
“What is so wrong with his deﬁnition of mathematics as drawing necessary
conclusions?”.
(3) Peirce, for strategic purposes, tried to appease Benjamin Peirce’s worries ﬁrst:
“(No worry!) Everything in it, therefore, beyond the ﬁrst precepts for the
construction of the hypotheses, has to be of the nature of apodictic inference ….
Conversely, too, every apodictic inference is, strictly speaking, mathematics”.
(4) For some reasons, Bejamin was silent. Instinctively, he didn’t feel good. But it
was not clear why Peirce brought up “the ﬁrst precepts for the construction of
the hypotheses. Anyway, as long as there is no harm to his deﬁnition of
mathematics as drawing necessary conclusions, he had to listen to Peirce’s
remarks a bit further.
(5) Now Peirce implicitly launched a reduction ad absurdum against Benjamin
Peirce’s deﬁnition of mathematics. No warning was required, for both knew
what was going on. “Suppose that mathematics is a study of drawing necessary conclusions. Then, necessarily, each of those distinguished characteristics
of mathematics, i.e., diagrammatic reasoning, abstraction, and generalization,
would be merely a proprium (accidental peculiarity) of mathematics. That is
absurd. QED.
(6) Bejamin Peirce was again silent. He now perfectly realized he had been
trapped. It was not easy for him to ﬁnd a way out. In order to secure time to
fret out a way of counter attack, he gently asked to examine each of those
accidental peculiarities of mathematics.
(7) Peirce met Bejamin Peirce’s request by carefully examining them: diagrammatic reasoning in CP 4.233; abstraction in CP 4.234–235; generalization in
CP 4.236. All these discussions are like treasure-houses full of intriguing
pieces of information about the history of mathematics, science, and philosophy. Furthermore, they are fully informed of more recent advances in those
disciplines, including Benjamin Peirce’s own achievement.
(8) Benjamin was still silently listening to Peirce’s speech. It seemed to him that
each and every step in Peirce’s reasoning was quite solid. Now what?
(9) At CP 4.238. Peirce ﬁnally contrasted Benjamin Peirce’s old deﬁnition of
mathematics with his own new alternative deﬁnition of mathematics. “It is
difﬁcult to decide between the two deﬁnitions of mathematics; the one by its
method, that of drawing necessary conclusions; the other by its aim and
subject matter, as the study of hypothetical states of things”.
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(10) Then, Peirce launched another reductio ad absurdum to Benjamin Peirce’s
deﬁnition of mathematics: “The former makes or seems to make the deduction
of the consequences of hypotheses the sole business of the mathematician as
such. But it cannot be denied that immense genius has been exercised in the
mere framing of such general hypotheses as the ﬁeld of imaginary quantity
and the allied idea of Rieman’s surface, in imagining non-Euclidean measurement, ideal numbers, the perfect liquid…Shall we exclude this work from
the domain of mathematics?”
(11) Bejamin Peirce ﬁnally raised two objections. The ﬁrst one seems to be a
defense of his old deﬁnition: “whatever exercise of intellect may be called for
in applying mathematics to a question not propounded in mathematical form
[it] is certainly not pure mathematical thought”. On the other hand, the second
one seems to be a criticism of Peirce’s deﬁnition of mathematics as the study
of hypothetical state of things: “the mere creation of a hypothesis may be a
grand work of poietic* genius, but cannot be said to be scientiﬁc, inasmuch as
that which it produces is neither true nor false, and therefore is not knowledge”
(* From poiέx. Original note) (CP 4.238).
(12) Peirce suggested one possible reply to the second objection: “if mathematics is
the study of purely imaginary states of things, poets must be great mathematicians, especially that class of poets who write novels of intricate and
enigmatical plots” (Ibid.). Peirce might have been criticizing Bejamin’s
objection as begging the question by this. From Benjamin Peirce’s point of
view, however, this reply must sound like simply biting the bullet. Peirce also
conceded immediately that “it does not fully meet the objection” (Ibid.).
Though it is based on CP 4.233–4.238, this is merely a speculative reconstruction of a possible dialogue between Bejamin Peirce and Peirce. So, I called it
as an interpretative hypothesis. I do not claim that it is the deﬁnitive or only
possible interpretation. Nor do I claim that Peirce is right in every aspect. In
passing, I would like to point out one doubtful point in Peirce’s discussion. At the
end of his discussion of the problem of proprium of mathematics, in other words,
immediately before contrasting his own new deﬁnition of mathematics with that of
his father’s, he wrote:
But it is not hard to see that all these characters of mathematics are inevitable consequences
of its being the study of hypothetical truth. (CP 4.237)

Obviously, it was meant to demonstrate the superiority of his own deﬁnition of
mathematics over that of Bejamin Peirce’s. If we adopt Benjamin Peirce’s deﬁnition
of mathematics as the study of drawing necessary conclusions, all those characters
of mathematics would be merely accidental peculiarities of mathematics. On the
other hand, here Peirce claims that they are inevitable consequences of his own
deﬁnition of mathematics as the study of hypothetical truth. That means, they may
not be merely accidental peculiarities but essential characters of mathematics.
Insofar as we think diagrammatic reasoning, abstraction, and generalization as
important marks of mathematics, it must great news. Fine! But did Peirce do justice
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to the principles of Aristotlian theory of predicables by such a gambit? It is possible
to derive proprium form a deﬁnition (genus plus differentia)? For example, it is
possible to count risibility (proprium of human being) as an inevitable consequence
of rational animal (deﬁnition of human being)? I rather doubt it. Risibility is by no
means a necessary component of the deﬁnition of human being as a rational animal.
Even if it is, I do not believe that it is not hard to prove. But if so, why should we
believe that it is not hard to see that a proprium of mathematics is an inevitable
consequence of his deﬁnition of mathematics as the study of hypothetical truth?

5 Back to Magnani: Ubiquity of Manipulative Abduction
In the previous section, largely based on CP 4.233, we discussed the problem of
Peirce’s deﬁnition of mathematics, in which capturing the essence of diagrammatic
reasoning is not a small matter. Now, we may return to Magnani in order to check
whether such a discussion may improve our understanding of his ideas about
diagrammatic reasoning. Insofar as Magnani counts diagrammatical reasoning in
geometry as an example of manipulative abduction, it should also shed further light
on his notion of manipulative abduction. Next I will discuss whether Magnani’s
theory of manipulative abduction truly goes with and beyond Peirce. Exactly in
what respects can we ﬁnd the afﬁnities between Perice’s and Magnani’s ideas about
diagrammatic reasoning and abduction? Does Magnani’s manipulative abduction
add something new to Peirce’s ideas about diagrammatic reasoning and abduction
without any loss?

5.1

How to Deﬁne Manipulative Abduction? (or, When
Does Manipulative Abduction Take Place?)

Elsewhere I considered whether in Magnani’s work we can get an individually
necessary but jointly sufﬁcient set of conditions for manipulative abduction.8 Does
Magnani present some such things in addition to his frequently invoked claim that
“manipulative abduction happens when we are thinking through doing and not
only, in a pragmatic sense, about doing”? (Magnani 2009, p. 46). My conclusion
was that the answer seems to be positive, for, at least Magnani presents what he
calls “some common features of the tacit templates of manipulative abduction …
that enable us to manipulate things and experiments in science are related to”:
1. sensibility towards the aspects of the phenomenon which can be regarded as curious or
anomalous; manipulations have to be able to introduce potential inconsistencies in the
received knowledge…; 2. preliminary sensibility towards the dynamical character of the

8

Park (forthcoming) is my earlier attempt to answer the same question.
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phenomenon, and not to entities and their properties, common aim of manipulations is to
practically reorder the dynamic sequence of events into a static spatial one that should
promote a subsequent bird’s eye view…; 3. referral to experimental manipulations that
exploit artiﬁcial apparatus to free new possibly stable and repeatable sources of information about hidden knowledge and constraints…; 4. Various contingent ways of epistemic
acting: looking from different perspectives, checking the different information available,
comparing subsequent events, choosing, discarding, imaging further manipulations….
(Magnani 2009, pp. 47–48).

We should note ﬁrst that Magnani observation “that manipulative abductions are
present in mathematics in the sense that geometrical constructions indeed satisfy all
these requirements” is utterly important (Ibid., p. 49). Then, it is rather shocking to
realize that in all this Magnani’s way of treating those fundamental characteristics of
manipulative abduction and diagrammatic reasoning seems quite similar to Peirce’s
way of treating some fundamental characteristics of mathematics not as essential but
merely accidental peculiarities. Magnani seems delighted to ﬁnd geometrical constructions satisfy all these requirements. But doesn’t he ﬁrst discover manipulative
abduction in geometrical constructions, and sort out the commonalities of manipulative abductions, and not the other way around? There is some suspicion as to
possible circularity in Magnani’s way of thinking. Furthermore, not to mention the
fact that it is by no means clear what relations hold between these requirements, there
is room for doubt whether each of the requirements is evidently at least an individually necessary condition for manipulative abduction.
Some such worries make us wonder whether Magnani simply enumerates some
interesting traits that appear in cases of manipulative abduction. Magnani seems
still collecting interesting cases that deserve to be characterized as manipulative
abductions, and identifying their interesting traits. In other words, he has just drawn
our attention to when and by what manipulative abductions occur. What is interesting is, if we are on the right track, such a search to ﬁnd cases of manipulative
abduction and their typical characteristics might result in a disjunctive property,
whose extension could be rather huge. Though it might be interesting and meaningful to pursue such a property, it is deﬁnitely not necessary and sufﬁcient for
manipulative abduction. Contrary to what one might believe Magnani is doing, he
may be after entirely different target. Roughly speaking, Magnani seems to aim at
demonstrating the ubiquity or pervasiveness of manipulative abduction.9
What I have in mind could become clearer by the example discussed above. It is
rather impressive that Magnani is able to uncover all the various iconic roles in
geometrical diagrams, such optical, mirror, unveiling roles. These different iconic
roles are related to different types of representations. Further, there is no end to the
synthesis or multiplication of these representations, for “[t]he various procedures
9

In Park (forthcoming), I discussed extensively how Magnani interpreted manipulative abduction as
practical reasoning. I also noted the possible influence of John Woods on Magnani in this regard
(Woods 2011, see also Gabbay and Woods 2005). This interpretation allowed Magnani expanding the
list of essential characteristics of manipulative abduction by adding more characteristics. This is
important, for it opens the way to apply manipulative abduction to everywhere (see Park 2012a, b,
2014).
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for manipulating objects, instruments and experiences will be in their turn reinterpreted in terms of procedures for manipulating concepts, models, propositions,
and formalisms” (Magnani 2009, p. 49).

5.2

Towards a Further Synthesis

I shall argue that once Bejamin Peirce’s and Peirce’s ideas on mathematics and
diagrammatic reasoning are sharply distinguished, we can witness more afﬁnities
between Peirce and Magnani. If I am successful, the obvious next question would
be what Peirce would have responded to Magnani’s notion of manipulative
abduction. Reasonable answer to this question will pave a way toward a further
synthesis of their ideas so that we may glimpse at some of the most urgent and
promising research agenda.
Already we saw above there are close similarities between Peirce’s and
Magnani’s views about diagrammatic reasoning and abduction. That was also
evident from Magnani’s self-conscious effort to go with and beyond Peirce. Given
our discussion in previous sections, I think that there are at least three more reasons
to believe in the afﬁnities between them. First, it is by now evident that both Peirce
and Magnani emphasize the role of creating new hypotheses and new concepts in
mathematics. In what I counted above “the second reductio ad absurdum” against
Benjamin Peirce’s deﬁnition of mathematics, he was pointing out exactly that point.
The deduction of the consequences of hypotheses cannot be the sole business of the
mathematician as such, for we cannot exclude creating new hypotheses and concepts from mathematics. On the other hand, when we noted above that, in
Magnani’s understanding, mathematical diagrams are “external representations
which provide both explanatory and nonexplanatory abductive results”, and that he
elaborated this point by claiming that (1) “they provide an intuitive and mathematical explanation able to help the understanding of concepts difﬁcult to grasp or
that appear obscure and/or epistemologically unjustiﬁed”, and (2) “they help
abductively create new previously unknown concepts that are nonexplanatory, as
illustrated in the case of the discovery of the non-Euclidean geometry” (Magnani
2009, 118–119; supra Sect. 3), he was wholeheartedly echoing Peirce.
Secondly, as for the role of manipulative abduction, I think, Peirce would have
been delighted to adopt it from Magnani. For, as many commentators conﬁrm, the
importance of experimentation and manipulation of geometrical diagrams was fully
appreciated and emphasized by Peirce himself. When Peirce highlighted the
importance of theorematic reasoning, and when he identiﬁed it with the demonstration that implicitly he was challenging the deductive paradigm. He was not
merely giving a role to abductive reasoning at the beginning phase of theorematic
reasoning, which is deductive. He was claiming implicitly that the theorematic
reasoning is abductive, for demonstration that is by no means deductively valid.
Thirdly and ﬁnally, Peirce would have been more than happy to accept
Magnani’s emphasis on interpreting geometrical diagrams as epistemic mediators.
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As we saw above (in Sect. 3), Magnani emphasizes that mathematics diagrams play
various roles in a typical abductive way. He further claims that “they are epistemic
mediators able to perform various abductive tasks in so far as they are external
representations which … are devoted to providing explanatory abductive results”
(Magnani and Dossena 2005, 13; Emphasis is mine.). It may not be easy to prove
once and for all that Peirce would have accepted this view, for this issue is related to
the thorny problem of the ontological status of geometrical diagrams and mathematical objects in general. But the basic idea of such a proof is already available. As
Marietti perceptively points out, we need individual external material diagrams, for
only then we can experiment on geometrical diagrams (Marietti 2006, 121; Supra,
Sect. 2.3.). Peirce’s sensitivity to the necessity of involving all three distinguished
category of signs, i.e., index, icon, and symbol, could be incorporated in the proof.
Peirce claimed that demonstration or deductive argumentation
invariably requires something of the nature of a diagram; that is, an “Icon,” or Sign that
represents its object in resembling it. It usually, too, needs “Indices.” Or Signs that represent their Objects by being actually connected with them. But it is mainly composed of
“Symbols,” or Signs that represent their Objects essentially because they will be so
interpreted.” (CP 6.471)

I do not understand Peirce’s point about necessary involvement of symbols in
geometrical diagrams. Fortunately, the only point I need to extract from this text is
merely concerns indices. Why do we need usually the necessary involvement of
indices in geometrical diagrams?
In his discussion of lettered diagrams, Netz actually exploits Peirce’s explicit
claim in favor of the necessity of indices in mathematics. He points out that “Peirce
actually took letters in diagrams as examples of what he meant by ‘indices’”, by
quoting the following:
[W]e ﬁnd that indices are absolutely indispensable in mathematics … So are the letters A,
B, C etc., attached to a geometrical ﬁgure.” (CP 2.305; Netz 1999, pp. 50–51)

The following paragraph may give a sense of what Peirce meant by “Index”:
The index asserts nothing; it only says “There!” It takes hold of our eyes, as it were, and
forcibly directs them to a particular object, and thereit stops. Demonstrative and relative
pronouns are nearly pure indices, because they denote things without describing them; so
are the letters on a geometrical diagram, and the subscript numbers which in algebra
distinguish one value from another without saying what those values are. (CP 3.361)

What is important for my purpose is that if Peirce always meant by geometrical
diagrams as lettered ones, he was referring to actual, material, individual diagrams
in the world. If so, there seems to be a perfect agreement between Peirce and
Magnani regarding experimentation and manipulation on geometrical diagrams.
Of course, it is just a very rough sketch of some of the most urgent and
promising synthesis of Peirce’s and Magnani’s views of geometrical diagrams and
mathematics in general. I will be happy all this could be another spur for recent
renaissance of Peircean philosophy of mathematics.
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Chapter 5

Abduction and Estimation in Animals

1 Introduction
After all these years of extensive discussion, Peircean abduction is still puzzling to
us. One of the most pressing issues in understanding abduction is whether it is an
instinct or an inference. For many commentators ﬁnd it paradoxical “that new ideas
and hypotheses are products of an instinct (or an insight), and products of an
inference at the same time”.1 As Sami Paavola points out, we seem to face a
dilemma: “If abduction relies on instinct, it is not a form of reasoning, and if it is a
form of reasoning, it does not rely on instinct” (Paavola 2005, p. 131).
Fortunately, Lorenzo Magnani’s recent discussion of animal abduction sheds
light on both instinctual and inferential character of Peircean abduction.2 Contrary
to many commentators, who ﬁnd conflicts between abduction as instinct and
abduction as inference, he claims that they simply co-exist. I am not so much
interested in determining which interpretation is correct as in uncovering the
implications of Peirce’s and Magnani’s views on animal abduction. What light can
shed on the issues related to abduction by introducing animals to our discussion?
Exactly for what reasons are Peirce and Magnani so convinced that animal
abduction can provide us with a novel perspective? Inspired by Peirce’s and
Magnani’s discussions of animal abduction,3 and in order to give some partial

This chapter was originally published as Woosuk Park (2012), “Abduction and Estimation in
Animals”, Foundations of Science, 17(4), 321–337.
1
Paavola (2005, 131). Paavola refers to Frankfurt (1958, 594), Fann (1970, 35), Anderson (1987,
32, 35), Roth (1988), Brogaard (1999), and Burton (2000).
2
Magnani (2009), especially Chap. 5 “Animal Abduction: From Mindless Organisms to Artifactual
Mediators”, which was originally published in Magnani and Li (2007, pp. 3–38).
3
Not to mention his brilliant discussion of Peirce’s poor chicken, I am encouraged by Magnani’s
reminder that there are many issues related to abduction that “are of great interest to historians of
philosophy” (Magnani 2009, p. 280).
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answers to all these questions, I propose to compare Peirce’s and Magnani’s views
of animal abduction with the estimative power of non-human animals and humans,
which was one of the internal senses in medieval psychology.
After briefly reporting some arguments for or against the existence of abductive
instinct in humans, I shall examine Magnani’s recent attempt to elaborate and
extend Peircean views (Sect. 2). Then, I will discuss some basic features of the
problem of estimation in non-human and human animals in medieval psychology
(Sect. 3). Then, both analogies and disanalogies between the problem of the
abductive instinct and the problem of the estimative power will be carefully
examined (Sect. 4). If the comparison of abduction and estimation is a meaningful
endeavor, it is strange, if not mysterious, why the discussion of estimation almost
completely disappeared in modern philosophy. In the concluding part, I will hint at
the possibility of understanding our problem against the broader perspective of
Peirce’s campaign against the Cartesian automatism (Sect. 5).

2 Peirce and Magnani on Animal Abduction
2.1

Peirce’s Poor Chicken

In discussing whether abduction is an instinct or an inference, most of the participants seem to assume implicitly that they were referring to the case of humans.
Rigorously speaking, they have debated whether human abduction is an instinct or
an inference. So, what is remarkable in Peirce’s and Magnani’s invocation of
animal abduction must be the fact that they detected the potential of projecting the
issue on the case of animals. If we can meaningfully discuss the possibility and the
existence of animal abduction, it must be also signiﬁcant to determine whether
animal abduction is an instinct or an inference. This line of thought indicates the
fact that there is room for further reflection upon the question itself. In questioning
whether abduction is an instinct or an inference, are we assuming the existence of
abduction? What exactly is the concept of instinct and inference presupposed in the
debate? What is the spectrum of possible answers? Is it acceptable to deny that
abduction is either instinct or inference? Who are representing which position, with
which agenda? With all these questions in mind, let us turn to Peirce.
There are many critics such as Thagard, who is skeptical about the existence of
abductive instinct in humans. For he claims that “Peirce’s suggestion that abduction
requires a special instinct for guessing right is not well supported by current neuropsychological ﬁndings” (Thagard 2010, p. 458). Also, according to Paavola, “On
the whole, the basic argument for the need of the guessing instinct is quite weak”
(Paavola 2005, 151).4 For he counts instinct as “only one possible explanation here,
and a rather indeﬁnite explanation”. [Ibid.] What grounds or arguments does Peirce

4

Paavola refers to CP 7.220, (1901); HP 2:900–901, (1901); CP 5.591, (1903).
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have for the existence of abductive instinct in humans? Unfortunately, we do not
have any extensive discussion of the problem of abductive instinct in non-human
and human animals in Peircean corpus. Recently, Timothy Shanahan identiﬁed
three arguments for “this instinctual ability to non-discursively grasp the general
nomological features of reality”: (1) the argument from adaptive value; (2) the
argument from Synechism; and (3) the argument from the laws of nature and God’s
thought (Shanahan 1986, 456f). The basic idea of the argument from adaptive value
is that one might liken abductive instinct to animals’ instincts necessary for survival. If animals have instincts that have adaptive value, then humans might have
similar instincts of adaptive value. Shanahan cites the following text from Peirce as
an evidence for the argument from adaptive value:
It seems incontestable, therefore, that the mind of man is strongly adapted to the comprehension of the world; at least, so far as this goes, that certain conceptions, highly
important for such a comprehension, naturally arise in his mind; and, without such a
tendency, the mind could never have had any development at all (Peirce 1931–1958, 6.417;
Shanahan 1986, 456–457).

According to Peirce’s so-called synechism, which claims that “all that exists is
continuous” (Peirce 1931–1958, 1.172), there would be no sharp line between mind
and matter. If so, the human mind is also developed by the laws of nature. As a
consequence, it seems natural to expect that man has “instinctive insight” to guess
those laws of nature nearly aright. Shanahan refers to the following text as a nice
summary of Peirce’s argument from synechism:
In this way, general considerations concerning the universe, strictly philosophical considerations, all but demonstrate that if the universe conforms, with any approach to accuracy,
to certain highly pervasive laws, and if man’s mind has been developed under the influence
of those laws, it is to be expected that he should have a natural light, or light of nature, or
instinctive insight, or genius, tending to make him guess those laws aright, or nearly aright.
This conclusion is conﬁrmed when we ﬁnd that every species of animal is endowed with a
similar genius… (Peirce 1931–1958; Shanahan 1986, p. 460).

According to Shanahan, ﬁnally, for Peirce, to believe in God is nothing but “to
believe that man’s reason is allied to the originating principle of the universe”
(Peirce 1931–1958, 2.24; Shanahan 1986, p. 463). And he ﬁnds the following
words of Peirce as particularly suggestive:
If a pragmatist is asked what he means by the word ‘God,’ he can only say that just as long
acquaintance with a man of great character may deeply influence one’s whole manner of
conduct, … [and] if contemplation and study of the physic-psychical universe can imbue a
man with principles of conduct analogous to the influence of a great man’s works or
conversations, then that analogue of a mind … is what he means by ‘God’…the discoveries
of science, their enabling us to predict what will be the course of nature, is proof conclusive
that, though we cannot think any thought of God’s, we can catch a fragment of His
Thought, as it were (Peirce 1931–1958, 6.502; as quoted by Shanahan 1986, pp. 463–464).

Shanahan’s classiﬁcation of these arguments for the existence of abductive
instinct in humans elicited many fruitful discussions, including especially Paavola,
who adopts Shanahan’s own characterization of those arguments as (1) naturalistic,
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(2) idealistic, and (3) theistic justiﬁcations (Paavola 2005, p. 134; Shanahan 1986,
p. 465). The problem is that the commentators are rather reluctant to treat the
theistic argument seriously. The situation is not much better for the idealistic
argument. So, in order for Peircean attempt of securing abductive instinct in
humans to get off the ground, the naturalistic argument should work.
Probably the following text is the most detailed and well-known expression of
his views:
How was it that man was ever led to entertain that true theory? You cannot say that is
happened by chance, because the possible theories, if not strictly innumerable, at any rate
exceed a trillion – or the third power of a million; and therefore the chances are too
overwhelmingly against the single true theory in the twenty or thirty thousand years during
which man has been a thinking animal, ever having come into any man’s head. Besides,
you cannot seriously think that every little chicken, that is hatched, has to rummage through
all possible theories until it lights upon the good idea of picking up something and eating it.
On the contrary, you think that the chicken has an innate idea of doing this; that is to say,
that it can think of this, but has no faculty of thinking anything else. The chicken you say
pecks by instinct. But if you are going to think every poor chicken endowed with an innate
tendency toward a positive truth, why should you think that to man alone this gift is denied?
(Peirce 1931–1958, 5.591; Magnani 2009, pp. 277–278)

In his exposition of abductive instinct in non-human and animals, Magnani
invokes this paragraph several times as a sure evidence for Peirce’s commitment to
both non-human and human animal abduction. Peirce’s poor chicken seems to be a
springboard for Magnani to extend Peircean view of animal abduction even
further.5
But what exactly can we learn from this text? Doesn’t it have merely a rhetorical
force without providing us with any substantial proof for the existence of abductive
instinct either in non-human or in human animals? Isn’t it at best an ad hominem
argument effective only for those who would allow abductive instinct but not
thinking to the poor chicken? Isn’t Peirce unfairly abusing those who would deny
thinking or reasoning in the chicken by any means? In other words, isn’t Peirce
imposing what he believes to be a false dilemma to his imaginary opponents who
would deny abductive instinct to humans?
Another possibility is reading the paragraph as representing Peirce’s own
struggle with the problem of the existence of abductive instinct in humans. In fact,
For example, he quotes the following passage from Peirce: “When a chicken ﬁrst emerges from
the shell, it does not try ﬁfty random ways of appeasing its hunger, but within 5 min is picking up
food, choosing as it picks, and picking what it aims to pick. That is not reasoning, because it is not
done deliberately; but in every respect but that, it is just like abductive inference”. Magnani confers
on the article “The proper treatment of hypothesis: a preliminary chapter, toward an examination of
Hume’s argument against miracles, in its logic and in its history” (1901). Another example could
be the following discussion: “An example of instinctual (and putatively “unconscious”) abduction
is given by the case of animal embodied kinesthetic/motor abilities, capable of leading to some
appropriate cognitive behavior; Peirce says abduction even takes place when a new born chick
picks up the right sort of corn. This is another example, so to say, of spontaneous abduction—
analogous to the case of some unconscious/embodied abductive processes in humans (Magnani
2009, p. 276).

5
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we have reason to believe that Peirce’s views on this issue changed considerably
from his early work to his later writings. By now, “it is customary to separate two
periods in Peirce’s conceptions of abduction” (Paavola 2005, p. 132). There was a
shift from the early conception (from the 1860s to the 1890s) viewing abduction as
an “evidencing process” to the later conception (about 1890s onwards) viewing
abduction as a stage toward “hypothesis generation” (Fann 1970, pp. 9–10, p. 32;
Burks 1946, 301–303; Anderson 1986, 1987, pp. 19–23; Paavola 2005, 132–133).
However, there is still room for further interpretation of this shift. For example,
Anderson claims that “this shift is not simply from evidencing process to source of
new ideas, but a shift from a conflation of these two ideas to a particular emphasis
on the latter” (Anderson 1986, p. 147).

2.2

Magnani’s Extension of Peircean Animal Abduction

In order to overcome the conflict between abduction as an instinct and abduction as
an inference, it is not enough to draw attention to some relevant texts from Peirce
and to provide insightful interpretation of them. Magnani needs to indicate exactly
where he is going beyond Peirce, thereby pointing out wherein lies the limitation of
Peirce’s views on abduction.6 Magnani ﬁnds such a clear example from Peirce’s
different treatments of practical reasoning and scientiﬁc thinking.
Elsewhere Peirce seems to maintain that instinct is not really relevant in scientiﬁc reasoning but that it is typical of just “the reasoning of practical men about
every day affairs”. So as to say, we can perform instinctive abduction (that is not
controlled, not “reasoned”) in practical reasoning, but this is not typical of scientiﬁc
thinking (Magnani 2009, pp. 278–279).7
Magnani counts commentators like Rescher (1978), Hoffman (1999), and
Paavola (2005) as maintaining that “ instinct … ‘does not’ operate at the level of
conscious inferences like for example in the case of scientiﬁc reasoning” (Magnani
2009, p. 279). And he implicitly blame their assumption of instinct “as a kind of
mysterious, not analyzed, guessing power” for such a claim. [Ibid.] Indeed Magnani
distances himself from those commentators and Peirce himself as follows:

It is of course an important matter for Magnani himself whether he is going “beyond” Peirce or
not. See Magnani (2009, p. 221).
7
Here Magnani quotes extensively from Peirce’s Carnegie application of 1902 (MS L75). Cf.
Arisbe Website (http://members.door.net/arisbe/). We should note that Magnani is fully aware of
the fact that we can ﬁnd many instances where Peirce allowed abductive instinct to humans even in
scientiﬁc reasoning. For example, Hypothesis selection is a largely instinctual endowment of
human beings which Peirce thinks is given by God or related to a kind of Galilean “lume
naturale”: “It is a primary hypothesis underlying all abduction that the human mind is akin to the
truth in the sense that in a ﬁnite number of guesses it will light upon the correct hypothesis” (Peirce
1931–1958, 7.220; Magnani 2009, p. 277).
6
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I think a better interpretation is the following that I am proposing here: certainly instinct,
which I consider a simple and not a mysterious endowment of human beings, is at the basis
of both “practical” and scientiﬁc reasoning, in turn instinct shows the obvious origin of both
in natural evolution [Ibid.].

But on what ground does Magnani claim superiority of his interpretation? How
could he be so sure that instinct is at the basis of both practical and scientiﬁc
reasoning? Even though Magnani does not formulate an argument that proves his
claim once and for all, there seem to be enough clues for fathoming his mind. In
addition to his reliance on the naturalistic ground for abductive instinct in humans,
Magnani is also attracted to the so-called synechism of Peirce. Further, he seems
encouraged by two intriguing points from Peirce: (1) that “thought is not necessarily connected with brain”, and (2) that “instincts themselves can undergo
modiﬁcations through evolution” (Magnani 2009, p. 278).8
In other words, Magnani seems to assimilate abduction as an instinct and
abduction as an inference form both directions.9 To those who would allow
abductive instinct to nonhuman animals but not to humans, he tries to emphasize
the instinctual elements in human abductive reasoning. On the other hand, to those
who would allow abduction as inference to humans but not to non-human animals,
he suggests to broaden the concept of inference, and thereby that of thinking.
For the former project, Magnani cites hypothesis generation in scientiﬁc reasoning as a weighty evidence for abductive instinct in humans:
From this Peircean perspective hypothesis generation is a largely instinctual and nonlinguistic endowment of human beings and, of course, also of animals. It is clear that for
Peirce abduction is rooted in the instinct and that many basically instinctual-rooted cognitive performances, like emotions, provide examples of abduction available to both human
and non-human animals (Magnani 2009, p. 286).

Here, of course, Magnani’s claim about “hypothesis generation” as instinctual
must be still controversial. Someone may object that it should be able to work out
what might explain a phenomenon.10 In this regard, Magnani distinguishes between
“(1) abduction that only generates plausible hypothesis (selective or creative)” and
“(2) abduction considered as inference to the best explanation, that also evaluates

For the ﬁrst point, Magnani actually quotes from Peirce: “Thought is not necessarily connected
with brain. It appears in the work of bees, of crystals, and throughout the purely physical world;
and one can no more deny that it is really there, than that the colours, the shapes, etc., of objects are
really there” (Peirce 1931–1958, 4.551). On the other hand, for the second point, he again quotes
from Peirce: [instincts are] “inherited habits, or in a more accurate language, inherited dispositions” (Peirce 1931–1958, 2.170; Magnani 2009, p. 278).
9
This interpretation of Magnani’s strategy seems to be supported strongly by his explicit
announcement: “I can conclude that instinct versus inference represents a conflict we can overcome simply by observing that the work of abduction is partly explicable as a biological phenomenon and partly as a more or less “logical” operation related to “plastic” cognitive
endowments of all organisms” (Magnani 2009, p. 267).
10
I am indebted to this point by an anonymous reviewer. For further discussion of this complicated
issue, please see Magnani (2009, pp. 18–19).
8
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hypotheses by induction” (Magnani 2009, p. 18; Magnani’s emphasis). And, he
makes it explicit that the ﬁrst meaning of abduction is what he accepts in his
epistemological model. Though inconclusive, Magnani’s claim about “hypothesis
generation” as instinctual is more defensible under the ﬁrst meaning of abduction.
Even after having noted these supportive points, however, it is still unclear how
abduction could be rooted in instinctual-rooted cognitive performances like emotion. We will get back to this problem later.
As for the latter project, Magnani wants to secure inferential character of animal
abduction from sign activity and semiotic processes found in non-human animals.
Here is a lengthy quote from Magnani that makes this point crystal clear:
Many forms of thinking, such as imagistic, emphatic, trial and error, and analogical reasoning, and cognitive activities performed through complex bodily skills, appear to be
basically model-based and manipulative. They are usually described in terms of living
beings that adjust themselves to the environment rather than in terms of beings that acquire
information from the environment. In this sense these kinds of thinking would produce
responses that do not seem to involve sentential aspects but rather merely “non-inferential”
ways of cognition. If we adopt the semiotic perspective above, which does not reduce the
term “inference” to its sentential level, but which includes the whole arena of sign activity –
in the light of Peircean tradition – these kinds of thinking promptly appear full, inferential
forms of thought. Let me recall that Peirce stated that all thinking is in signs, and signs can
be icons, indices, or symbols, and, moreover, all inference is a form of sign activity, where
the word sign includes “feeling, image, conception, and other representation” (Peirce 1931–
1958, 5.283; Magnani 2009, p. 288).

Magnani is well aware of the fact animals have been widely considered as
mindless organism for a long time. So, based on the corner stone laid by Peirce, this
semiotic perspective needs further extension. But how is it possible? According to
Magnani, that is possible thanks to the recent results in cognitive science and
ethology about animals, and of developmental psychology and cognitive archeology of humans and infants.11 Magnani not only points out that inferences are not
necessarily structured like a language, but also there are animal-like aspects in
human thinking and feeling.12
Encouraged by the discovery of “the ways of thinking in which the ‘sign
activity’ is of a nonlinguistic sort” (Magnani 2009, p. 189) in lower animals,
Magnani claims that “a higher degree of abductive abilities has to be acknowledged” to them:

“Philosophy itself has for a long time disregarded the ways of thinking and knowing of animals,
traditionally considered “mindless” organisms. Peircean insight regarding the role of abduction in
animals was a good starting point, but only more recent results in the ﬁelds of cognitive science
and ethology about animals, and of developmental psychology and cognitive archeology about
humans and infants, have provided the actual intellectual awareness of the importance of the
comparative studies” (Magnani 2009, p. 283).
12
“Sometimes philosophy has anthropocentrically condemned itself to partial results when
reflecting upon human cognition because it lacked in appreciation of the more “animal-like”
aspects of thinking and feeling, which are certainly in operation and are greatly important in
human behavior” (Magnani 2009, p. 283).
11
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Chicken form separate representations faced with different events and they are affected by
prior experiences (of food, for example). They are mainly due to internally developed
plastic capabilities to react to the environment, and can be thought of as the fruit of
learning. In general this plasticity is often accompanied by the suitable reiﬁcation of
external artiﬁcial “pseudo representations” (for example landmarks, alarm calls, urine
marks and roars, etc.) which artiﬁcially modify the environment, and/or by the referral to
externalities already endowed with delegated cognitive values, made by the animals
themselves or provided by humans (Magnani 2009, pp. 290–291).

In fact, Maganni goes even farther in his ascription of pseudo thought to
non-human animals in his discussion of “affordances”, “multimodal abduction”,
“cognitive niches”, and “animal artifactual mediators”. It is extremely difﬁcult, if
not impossible, to do justice to all these issues in this article. However, we may
fathom what Magnani has in mind in his ambitious project by briefly examining his
views about emotion in non-human animals and humans as abduction (Magnani
2009, pp. 299–303). How could we understand emotions as abductions?
Here Magnani seems inspired by Thagard’s observation that abduction often
begins with puzzlement (Thagard 2007, pp. 227–229). From Magnani’s point of
view, it is remarkable that Thagard recognizes the emotional character of the
puzzling moment for the beginning of abduction that is almost lacking in other
philosophers (Magnani 2009, p. 222). So, Magnani whole-heartedly agrees with
Thagard:
So not only is emotion an abduction itself, like Peirce maintains, but it is at the starting
point of most abductive processes, no less than at the end, when a kind of positive emotional satisfaction is experienced by humans (Ibid.; Thagard 2007, p. 228).

In order to understand Magnani’s theory of emotion as abduction, we need to
presuppose both multimodal and neurological perspectives he shares with Thagard.
According to Magnani, the concept of multimodal abduction “depicts hybrid
aspects of abductive reasoning” in the sense that it can be visual as well as verbal.
Further, Magnani interprets Thagard as thereby acknowledging “sentential,
model-based, and manipulative nature of abduction” (Magnani 2009, pp. 221–222).
In Magnani’s understanding, multimodal abduction involves “words, sights, images, smells, etc. but also kinesthetic experiences and other feelings such as pain, and
thus all sensorimotor modalities” (Magnani 2009, p. 222).
Now Magnani claims that such a hybrid nature of multimodal abduction “clearly
shows the usefulness of accounting for all this semiotic activity from a neurological
perspective” [Ibid.]. The neurological perspective is useful, as Magnani explains,
because “we can say all representations are brain structures and abduction is a
neural process in terms of transformations of neural representations” (Magnani
2009, p. 223). As Magnani quotes, Thagard’s conclusion in this context is that “we
can reconceptualize abduction neurologically as a process in which one neural
structure representing the explanatory target generates another neural structure that
constitutes a hypothesis” (Thagard 2007, p. 233).
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Magnani provides us with an example from the area of scientiﬁc reasoning to
show how emotions can be thought in the multimodal-neurological perspective as
neural structures:
In Thagard’s terms introduced above, ﬁrst of all a target meaningful assembly of possibly
anomalous data (made available through the sensory processes), is internally emotionally
transformed and marked as disturbing or puzzling. Through further synaptic connections it
is connected to the spiking behavior of the emotional structures; in this way emotion
furnishes immediate abductive appraisals of the bodily states, and provides a kind of
“explanation” of them. Of course a marked emotional state can be coordinated to neural
structures which in turn express other abductive verbal or sensory reactions, to which a
further emotional experience of satisfaction or pleasure can in turn be associated. Also
every unconscious activity of cognition can be reinterpreted in the meaningful terms of
neural transformations, the study of which seems ultimately most approachable through
new techniques and experimentation (Magnani 2009, p. 224).

It is questionable to what extent this example clariﬁes Magnani’s theory of
emotion as abduction. Nevertheless, we can by now understand what he has in mind
when he writes as follows:
Emotion, an important model-based aspect of cognition, plays a pivotal role in decision
making: emotions speed up the process and lead directly to actions (Magnani 2009, p. 235).
Happiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, and surprise all can be viewed as judgments about
a person’s general state; a man who unexpectedly comes across a tiger on the loose, for
example, would be understandably afraid because the large carnivore threatens his instinct
to stay alive. In fact, all emotions are connected to goal accomplishment: people become
angry when they are thwarted, for instance, and feel pleased when they are successful. In
this sense, emotion is a[n] abductive summary appraisal of a problem-solving situation
(Magnani 2009, p. 236) (emphasis is Magnani’s).

3 Estimation in Non-human and Human Animals
in Medieval Psychology
3.1

Avicenna’s Sheep and Wolf

In Avicenna (Ibn Sînâ, 980–1037) we ﬁnd “one of the most complex and sophisticated accounts of the internal senses”, which was motivated to expand “Aristotle’s
notion of imagination or phantasia” (Black 1993, 219). In this expansion, the
internal sense faculty of estimation (wahm/aestimatio) has particular importance “in
accounting for features of both animal and human cognition” (Black 2000, 59).13
The existence of estimation in non-human animals was taken for granted by most
medieval philosophers. In what Deborah Black calls “the canonical presentation of
According to Black, a human estimative faculty was posited in addition to the intellect “in order
to account for a variety of complex human judgments that are pre-intellectual but more than merely
sensible” (Black 2000, p. 59).

13
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estimation” or “the Avicennian paradigm”, typical examples are “the sheep’s perception of hostility in the wolf, or its perception of its offspring as an object of love”
(Black 1993, 220).14 On the other hand, the issue of estimation in humans was
mostly neglected in later medieval discussions of internal senses. According to
Black,
estimation was viewed primarily as the animal counterpart of the practical intellect, or it
was replaced by the cogitative faculty, which in Avicenna’s philosophy had a cognitive
function entirely distinct from that of estimation (Black 2000, 59; For medieval theory of
internal sense, see Wolfson 1935; Yaldir 2009; Lisska 2009, 2010; Klubertanz 1952).

From my point of view, what is intriguing in this contrast of estimation in
non-human and human animals is that the Latin medieval philosophers seem to
have similar difﬁculties in understanding estimative power as we do in understanding abduction. For example, some of these medieval philosophers might have
responded to Peirce’s rhetorical question “why should you think that to man alone
this gift is denied?” by saying that “because humans are not equipped with the
estimative faculty as non-human animals are”.
Here is a typical passage from Avicenna on a sheep’s perception of the hostility
in the wolf:
As for the intention, it is a thing which the soul perceives from the sensed object without its
previously having been perceived by the external sense, just as the sheep perceives the
intention of the harm in the wolf, which causes it to fear the wolf and to flee from it, without
harm having been perceived at all by the external sense.
…
Then there is the estimative faculty located in the far end of the middle ventricle of the
brain, which perceives the non-sensible intentions that exist in the individual sensible
objects, like the faculty which judges that the wolf is to be avoided and the child is to be
loved (Avicenna 1952, pp. 30–31).

Though brief, we can conﬁrm Avicenna’s some of the most famous and
influential theses on estimation in non-human animals. Above all, Avicenna makes
it clear that the proper object of estimative faculty is intention. Further, he
announces that intention is not something to be perceived by external senses.
Black’s excellent exposition of Avicenna’s celebrated example of the sheep’s
perception of the intentions of hostility and danger from the wolf is quite helpful for
understanding what is going on here:
Hence the sheep cannot literally be said to “smell danger” in the scent of the wolf or “see
danger” in the wolf’s eyes, because smell only perceives odors and vision colors and
shapes. Rather, concomitant with its seeing and smelling the wolf, the sheep must perceive
these “intentions” of hostility and danger directly through another faculty, its estimative
faculty (Black 2000, p. 60).

14

As Black points out, Avicenna uses these examples in almost all his discussions of internal
senses. For references to Avicenna’s particular texts, see footnote 9 of Black (1993, p. 247).
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No doubt, “intention” is an intolerably ambiguous word in medieval philosophy.15
Avicenna himself never fully made clear what exactly an intention is. Nevertheless,
here we do have a very convincing clue for understanding why Avicenna postulates a
seemingly mysterious faculty of estimation as one of the internal senses. Letme
explain. Above all, as Black writes, we seem to have a quite handsome ground for
positing the existence of intentions as distinct objects from sensible forms:
since each of the external senses is correlated with a single sensible quality – vision with
color, hearing with sound, and so on – external sensation as a whole can only perceive the
ﬁve proper sensible and the other physical qualities that are directly manifested by them, the
latter being the common sensible of motion, shape, and magnitude (Black 2000, p. 60).

In other word, since no external sense can explain the cases of so-called incidental
(per accidens) perception, “as when something yellow is “seen” to be sweet”, and
since no internal sense, whether it be imagination or common sense can do it either,
we must perceive “something over and above the sensible form of sweetness as
such”. Avicenna calls this additional thing an intention. At the same time, the estimative faculty is “called upon to ﬁll the explanatory gap” (Black 1993, pp. 225–226).
Another remarkable point in the quotes from Avicenna must be his claim that the
estimation is a judging faculty in non-human animals. Isn’t judging peculiar to
human reason? Why does he grant non-human animals such a noble power? To this
tough question, Black again gives us a persuasive and enlightening explanation:
It seems obvious, moreover, that one of the main reasons why Avicenna often provides
examples of estimative intentions drawn from the animal kingdom is that if even nonrational animals can be shown to perceive aspects of their environment that exceed the
perceptual capacities of the senses and imagination, the objection that such perceptions are
really intellectual ones can be forestalled from the outset” (Black 2000, p. 60).

What is implicit in Black’s explanation just quoted is still another important
point in Avicenna’s conception of estimative faculty: that humans also have the
estimative faculty. In fact, she immediately makes this point explicit:
Yet Avicenna also makes it abundantly clear that “without a doubt this faculty exists in
us”* (Black 2000, p. 60; *Avicenna, Shifã’: De anima 4.1, 167).

According to Black, Avicenna assigns to both non-human and human animals a
multitude of cognitive functions, which are “rooted in Avicenna’s identiﬁcation
of estimation as the highest and ruling faculty in the animal soul” (Black 2000,
pp. 60–61).16

For example, in Duns Scotus we an interesting text where various meanings of term “intention”
are recognized in the context of explaining the intentionality of light in the medium: (1) an act of
the will, (2) the formal reason of a thing, (3) a concept, (4) what ‘intends’ toward the object
(McCarthy 1976, p. 26).
16
Black points out that Avicenna uses “the language of judgment and control” for this role of
estimative faculty (Black 2000, p. 61). Else where she describes the relation of the estimative
faculty to “the other internal sense-powers, particularly the common sense” by a slightly different
list: “the language of control, disposal, employment, etc” (Black 1993, p. 227).
15
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Even if we are persuaded that the estimation is the judgmental faculty in
non-human animals, there is still room for doubt as to estimation in human animals.
For, if estimation is a judgmental faculty, and if humans also possess it, then there
would be “two competing judgmental faculties” in humans. According to Black,
Avicenna is fully aware of this problem, providing intriguing solutions:
Avicenna has a favorite metaphor to illustrate how estimative judgments can affect our
reactions to an object even when overridden by the intellect: a person might judge the
honey on the table to be repulsive because someone has remarked to her that it looks like
bile. The honey and the bile look alike superﬁcially when presented to the senses, and so
when the estimative faculty correlates the appearance of honey with the intention appropriate to bile, i.e., disgust, the animal soul naturally reacts adversely. In the case of human
perceivers, even if the intellect falsiﬁes the estimative associations (that is, if I know full
well that this is honey before me), our appetitive reactions will still automatically follow the
estimative judgment (so that I lose my appetite for the honey), because the appetites in
question are sense appetites and instinctively supervene upon the perception of an intention
(Black 2000, p. 61).

The subtlety of Avicenna’s reasoning here reported is just overwhelming. As
Black ably points out, Avicenna explains how estimation “can issue erroneous
judgment if it gains ascendancy in the human soul” as well as how the judgment of
estimation can be “not decisive”, “can be overridden”. But this is not the whole
story. Black goes one step further to write as follows:
Lest we think, however, that the human estimative faculty serves only as an impediment to
rational behavior, Avicenna also allows that estimation may “become almost rational” in
humans. In such cases, the cooperation between estimation and reason allows human
animals to deepen their theoretical understanding of the physical world as physical, to
cultivate an aesthetic perspective on the world around them, and to transform their animal
appetites into peculiarly human emotions, among which Avicenna includes shame,
laughter, and crying (Black 2000, pp. 61–62).

3.2

The Fortuna of the Avicennian Paradigm

In order to sense the complexity of the problem of estimation in the Middle Ages, it
would be enough to overview how Aquinas responded to the Avicennian paradigm
and Averroes’s challenge against it. Depending on Black’s excellent exposition, let
us note some of the more salient differences between Avicenna, Averroes, and
Aquinas.
Black reduces Averroes’ most important modiﬁcations of the Avicennian
paradigm into two respects:
(1) “Averroes rejects entirely the Avicennian faculty of estimation in both animals and
humans, viewing it as superfluous in animals and replacing it with cognition in humans”;
(2) “Like Avicenna, Averroes accepts the existence of intentions as distinct perceptual
objects from sensible forms or images, but he associates them with the cognitive operations
of cognition and memory. In Averroes, moreover, the association of intentions with affective
properties, such as friendliness and hostility, disappears entirely” (Black 2000, p. 62).
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It is obviously beyond the scope of this chapter to examine extensively
Averroes’ radical departure from the Avicennian paradigm, let alone to appreciate
the combined force of Averroes’ and Al Gazali’s criticisms of Avicenna, as formulated by Black (1993, pp. 221–224). Thanks to Black’s masterly identiﬁcation of
the key issues between Avicenna and Averroes regarding the estimative faculty, we
can turn to how Aquinas responds this background.
Black presents Aquinas’ position as “the hybridization of Avicenna and
Averroes”. For she claims that “Aquinas accepts the basic Avicennian framework
while rejecting certain of its speciﬁc features in favor of the Averroist alternative”
(Black 2000, p. 66). Roughly speaking, in Black’s characterization, Aquinas retains
the Avicennian estimative faculty in non-human animals, while “in keeping with
Averroes … retains the cogitative faculty as fulﬁlling in humans the same function
that estimation fulﬁlls in animals” [Ibid.]. It is evident, as Black points out, Aquinas
accepts Avicennian argument in favor of the existence of the estimative faculty in
non-human animals:
But sheep do not flee from wolves because they ﬁnd them ugly, but rather because the wolf
is a natural enemy of the sheep. The recognition of sensible forms as useful rather than as
merely agreeable is distinct in kind, and therefore it requires the positing of an estimative
faculty distinct from the imagination (Black 2000, p. 67; Aquinas, ST 1.78. 4).

It is also evident that Aquinas, like Averroes, introduces the cogitative faculty in
humans, thereby contrasting sharply the perception of intentions such as friendliness or hostility in non-human animals and humans:
The estimative faculty of animals perceives intentions, Aquinas admits, but it does so by
instinct alone, whereas in humans intentions are discovered “by means of a certain comparison” (per collationem quondam), and “by inquiry and deliberation” (per inquirendo et
conferendo). This, Aquinas reminds us, is the reason why the human cogitative faculty is
often called ratio particularis, since it compares individual intentions just as intellectual
reason compares universal concepts (Black 2000, p. 67; Aquinas, ST 1. 78.4; QD de anima
13).17

Why does Aquinas want to differentiate between the case of non-human animals
and that of humans? According to Black’s surmise, what Aquinas wants to
emphasize is “that when animals perceive the intentions of hostility, love, and the
like, they do so without reflection, and perhaps even without full awareness that this
is an enemy or that is a loved one” (Black 2000, p. 67). In the same vein, Black
reports how such an interpretation of Aquinas’ views in Summa theologiae can be
sustained by Aquinas’ treatment of incidental perception in his commentary on De
anima 2.6. Indeed, Black conﬁrms Aquinas’ “continued reluctance to attribute to
animals any authentic or conscious awareness of individuality as such” in his
explication of the relationship between estimation and individual intentions (Black
2000, p. 68).

17

The corresponding endnotes 77 and 78 of Black (2000) should be read together with this quote.
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4 The Analogy Between Abduction and Estimation
4.1

Some Analogies

It is interesting to note that some commentators of Aquinas’ writings have interpreted ‘vis aestimativa’ as ‘instinct’. As Judith Barad appropriately points out, some
even translated “‘estimative sense’ as ‘instinct”’ (Barad 1995, p. 95). Such an
interpretation and translation can be supported to a certain extent by Aquinas’ texts:
For the sheep, seeing the wolf, judges it a thing to be shunned, from a natural and not a free
judgment, because it judges, not from reason, but from natural instinct (Aquinas, Summa
theologiae, I 83, 1).18

Interestingly, however, we can also ﬁnd passages in Aquinas’ writings where he
states that “the estimative sense borders on reason” (Aquinas, On Truth, 25, 2;
Barad 1995, p. 95). So, we seem to have already a minimum ground for setting up
an analogy between abduction and estimation at the level of problems:
(The Analogy at the Level of Problem): Just as there is a controversy over whether
abduction is instinct or inference, there was a controversy over whether estimation is
merely an instinct or quite akin to reason.

However, there are in fact more substantial grounds for the analogy. For, as there
is a wide spectrum of possible positions toward the problem of abduction in
non-human and human animals, there was also an equally wide spectrum of different theories of estimative power in non-human and human animals among
medieval Islamic and Latin philosophers. The impressive variety of the different
diagnosis of the problem and eo ipso the different prognosis suggested in turn
affected the problem itself. So, there could be an analogy between the evolution of
the problem of abduction and that of the problem of estimation.
As we saw above, there is a big difference between Avicenna and Aquinas in
their appreciation of instincts. Unlike Avicenna, who allows interesting relations
including cooperation between estimation and reason, Aquinas tends to separate
instinct and reason rather sharply. If so, someone’s answer to the problem of
estimation must vary depending on his or her understanding of instinct and reason.
Also, we can see that it is extremely difﬁcult, if not impossible, to escape or
overcome a well entrenched dichotomies such as sense and intellect. So, Averroes
seems to think that insofar as a suggested faculty of estimation is a sense faculty, it
must be reducible to external senses. On the other hand, Aquinas seems to think that
if there is in humans a sense faculty that has an element of a judgment, it should be
at least carefully (terminologically?) distinguished from a corresponding sense

18
English translation in the text is adopted from Barad (1995, p. 95). Original Latin text is as
follows: Judicat enim ovis videns lupum eum esse Fugiendum naturali judicio, et non libero, quia
non ex collation sed ex naturali instinctu hoc judicat.
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faculty in non-human animals that works by instinct alone. So, we may suggest the
following analogy at the level of diagnosis:
(The Analogy at the Level of Diagnosis): (1): Just as the controversy about abduction stems
largely from different understandings of both instinct and inference, the controversy about
estimation originated largely from different preconceptions of both instinct and reason.; (2):
Just as there are insurmountable difﬁculties to count abduction as purely instinctive or
purely inferential, there were serious difﬁculties in treating a judging faculty exclusively at
the sensitive level or exclusively intellectual.

Finally, just as Peirce and Magnani ﬁnd both instinctual and inferential aspects
of abduction, some medieval philosophers found both instinctual and inferential
aspects in estimation. At the risk of anachronism, we may understand Avicenna as
proposing such a solution in order to avoid the dangers noticed in the analogy at the
level of diagnosis. So, we have an analogy at the level of prognosis:
(The Analogy at the Level of Prognosis): Just as it is promising to resolve the controversy
about abduction by allowing both instinctual and inferential character to abduction, some
scholastics found a way out of the dilemma for understanding estimation by allowing both
characters to estimation.

4.2

Some Disanalogies

To the best of my knowledge, there has been no precedent to compare Peircean
abduction and estimation in medieval psychology. Given the analogies drawn
above, it is rather surprising in some sense that they have escaped anyone’s notice.
After all, aren’t both of them dealing with some remarkable ability of nonhuman
animals?
In comparing Magnani’s extension of Peircean animal abduction with medieval
discussions of estimative faculty, it may not be too difﬁcult to detect several relevant disanalogies between abduction and estimation. One clear difference between
Magnani’s animal abduction and medieval notions of estimation in animals is this.
As we saw above, Magnani seems to ascribe abductive instinct to any organism. On
the other hand, the typical examples of the owners of the estimative faculty in
medieval psychology are vertebrates. Another, though closely related, difference is
found in that while Magnani grants what he calls pseudo thought even to extremely
lower animals, the owners of the judgmental sense faculty in medieval psychology
are again vertebrates. Still another, but again closely related, difference is that
unlike Magnani, who interprets any kind of perception as abduction, medieval
philosophers count estimation as conﬁned to perceptions of intentions not reducible
to external senses and other internal senses.
What is interesting in these disanalogies is that they seem to involve disciplinary
debates. On the one hand, we are bound to consider the boundary between
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psychology and biology. In medieval psychology, estimative faculty was postulated
to explain the surprisingly distinguished ability of non-human animals. Here, this
remarkable faculty must be ascribed implicitly only to vertebrates. On the other
hand, Magnani wants to allow abductive instinct not only to vertebrates but also to
any kind of organism. This contrast is striking enough to suggest one fundamental
issue: where to locate abductive instinct, in some higher cognitive faculty or in any
lower biological function? In other words, there is an important disanalogy at the
level of the scope of the abductive and estimative power. On the other hand, it is
also quite mandatory to review the history of the relationship between logic and
psychology. In other words, there is another apparent disanalogy between Peircean
abduction and estimation that might preclude any attempt to draw any analogy
between them to get off the ground. Unlike estimation, which is one of the internal
senses in Aristotelian faculty psychology, Peircean abduction is never such a sense
faculty. After all, abduction is meant to be on a par with deduction and induction, as
a genuine logical inference.

5 Glimpse Beyond
In this chapter, we have conﬁrmed how Peirce’s and Magnani’s views on animal
abduction shed much light on the problem of whether abduction is an instinct or an
inference. Also, we have tried to deepen our understanding of animal abduction by
examining its analogies and disanalogies with the estimative faculty in medieval
psychology. Now let us take a glimpse of some of the further problems stemming
from our discussion.
Our discussion above clearly indicates that a simple perusal of history of psychology should shed light on somewhat neglected aspects of Peirce’s thought as
well as the old problem of understanding both abductive instinct and abductive
inference. The interaction between psychology and biology in Peirce’s philosophical development deserves extensive scholarly attention. So does the interaction between psychology and logic in Peirce. Above all, insofar as Peirce was one
of the ﬁrst American experimental psychologists in the late nineteenth century,19
when there were heated debates on the nature and functions of both animal and
human instincts (see Diamond 1974), we have reason to believe that he had his own
views about the debates. Again, as is well-known, Peirce was well versed in
medieval philosophy. Didn’t Peirce hit upon his ideas of abduction and abductive
instinct from the medieval psychology of estimative faculty? But it turns out to be a
mere wishful thinking to gather pertinent information from the standard history of
psychology. For, it is a mystery that not just the estimation but also the entire

19

See Cadwallader (1975), Colapietro (2003), Girel (2003), Capek (1954), and James (1879).
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category of internal senses seems disappeared in modern philosophical psychology.
In view of the fact that contemporary psychologists ﬁnd the birth date of their
discipline only as late as 1879, it is an arduous task to reconstruct the history of
internal senses. Where have all the internal senses gone?
I think that every circumstance is pointing to Descartes’ infamous doctrine of
animal automatism and the subsequent debates related to beast-machine and
man-machine controversies in the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries.20 Wasn’t
Peirce’s views on animal abduction a response to those controversies? As is
well-known, Peirce was openly and extremely critical of many aspects of
Descartes’ philosophy.21 It is also a historical fact that Descartes’ view on animals
was arguably the most heatedly discussed issue among all his tenets. In view of all
this, our discussion of the analogies and disanalogies between Peirce’s and
Magnani’s views on animal abduction and medieval philosophers’ views of the
estimative faculty can be further pursued in the context of Cartesian automaton
theory and the subsequent beast-machine and man-machine controversies in the
eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries. But this must be topic for another occasion
(cf. Park 2011).
In concluding her excellent article on estimation in Avicennian paradigm and its
western transformations, Black raised the following questions:
But are these developments by Avicenna’s successors in the internal sense tradition positive
ones, reflective of a move towards greater explanatory economy and away from the
needless proliferation of faculties? Or do they represent an impoverishment of Avicenna’s
rich conception of the scope of sensible cognition? Black (2000, p. 69).

After having examined to a certain extent both analogies and disanalogies
between Peirce’s and Magnani’s views on animal abduction with medieval
philosophers’ views on estimative faculty in non-human and human animals, I have
somewhat parallel impression. Only with Magnani’s far-reaching extension of the
Peircean animal abduction, it has been possible for us to notice the analogies and
disanalogies between animal abduction and the Aviennian views on estimative
faculty in animal. Magnani (2009) emphasizes the truly interdisciplinary approach
to abduction including logical, computational, neurological, epistemological,
physic/mathematical, and philosophical perspectives. When compared to his successors in the internal sense tradition as well as possible destroyers of the tradition
in the subsequent history, Avicenna looms large as the only ﬁgure that might
approach this impressive joint force of scientiﬁc disciplines. Have we wasted our
time for almost a millennium?

20
There is huge literature on Descartes’ automaton theory and its aftermath. A nice starting point
could be Rosenﬁeld (1940, 1968). See also Sepper (1989) and Sterrett (2002).
21
For example, see Feibleman (1946, pp. 69–77). According to Feibleman, “Peirce was helped
toward the development of his metaphysics by a complete rejection of the Cartesian philosophy”
(Feibleman 1946, p. 69). Interestingly, Descartes’ automaton theory is not discussed at all in this
context.
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Chapter 6

On Animal Cognition: Before and After
the Beast-Machine Controversy

1 Introduction
Elsewhere I discussed analogies and disanalogies between Avicenna’s ideas on
estimative faculty of animals and Peirce’s and Magnani’s views on animal
abduction Park (2011). There are analogies between them (1) at the level of the
problems, (2) at the level of the diagnosis, and (3) at the level of prognosis. Both
Avicenna and Peirce-Magnani address their views on the problem of intuition and
intelligence of animals. Also, they detect the main cause of the problem in the false
dilemma usually posed by the participants of the controversy. Finally, they seek the
solution in estimation and abduction in animals respectively that have both intuitive
and intelligent elements. On the other hand, some of the disanalogies are also
manifest. Unlike Avicenna’s estimation, which is one of the internal senses in
Aristotelian faculty psychology, abduction in Peirce-Magnani is never such a sense
faculty. Further, unlike estimation, which must be ascribed implicitly only to vertebrates, Magnani wants to allow abductive instinct to any kind of organism as well
as to vertebrates. Since Avicenna and Peirce-Magnani are a millennium apart, both
al these analogies and disanalogies are extremely intriguing. In other words, we
need to explain not only how there could be such a remarkable analogies, but also
what events in the internal and external history of the problem of animal cognition
caused such disanalogies.
In this chapter, I propose to examine the role and function of the Beast-Machine
controversy in this fascinating story of the fortuna of animal cognition. For, to say
the least, it must be one of the most salient landmarks in the history of the transformation of the problem of animal cognition. In Sect. 2, I shall briefly recite the

This chapter was originally published as Woosuk Park, (2012), “On Animal Cognition: before
and after the Beast-Machine Controversy”, L. Magnani and P. Li (eds.), Philosophy and
Cognitive Science: Western and Eastern Studies, Sapere 2, Springer, Heidelberg/Berlin,
pp. 53–74.
© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
W. Park, Abduction in Context, Studies in Applied Philosophy,
Epistemology and Rational Ethics 32, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-48956-8_6
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analogies and disanalogies between Avicenna’s ideas on estimative faculty of
animals and Peirce’s and Magnani’s views on animal abduction. In Sect. 3, after
briefly introducing Descartes’ infamous hypothesis of animal automatism and the
immediate responses to it, I shall focus on three of the most important parties in the
controversy, i.e., the Cartesians, the Aristotelians, and the empiricists. My emphasis
will be on the argument strategies of each of these parties for their views on
intuition and intelligence of animals. In Sect. 4, I shall discuss why both Cartesians
and the empiricists tried to avoid the notion of instinct. Also, I shall argue that the
formulation of the issue as between instinct and intelligence itself is a false
dilemma, thereby highlighting the greatness of Avicenna’s and Peirce-Magnani’s
solutions.

2 Between Avicenna and Peirce-Magnani: Estimation
and Abduction in Animal1
2.1

Avicenna’s Sheep and Wolf

In Avicenna (Ibn Sˆınˆa, 980–1037) we ﬁnd “one of the most complex and sophisticated accounts of the internal senses”, which was motivated to expand “Aristotle’s
notion of imagination or phantasia” (Black 1993, 219). In this expansion, the internal
sense faculty of estimation (wahm/aestimatio) has particular importance “in
accounting for features of both animal and human cognition” (Black 2000, 59).2 The
existence of estimation in non-human animals was taken for granted by most medieval
philosophers. In what Deborah Black calls “the canonical presentation of estimation”
or “the Avicennian paradigm”, typical examples are “the sheeps perception of hostility in the wolf, or its perception of its offspring as an object of love” (Black 1993,
220).3 On the other hand, the issue of estimation in humans was mostly neglected in
later medieval discussions of internal senses. According to Black,
estimation was viewed primarily as the animal counterpart of the practical intellect, or it
was replaced by the cogitative faculty, which in Avicenna’s philosophy had a cognitive
function entirely distinct from that of estimation (Black 2000, 59).

From my point of view, what is intriguing in this contrast of estimation in
non-human and human animals is that the Latin medieval philosophers seem to
have similar difﬁculties in understanding estimative power as we do in understanding abduction.
1

This section is based on Park (2011) [Chap. 5].
According to Black, a human estimative faculty was posited in addition to the intellect “in order
to account for a variety of complex human judgments that are pre-intellectual but more than merely
sensible” (Black 2000, 59).
3
As Black points out, Avicenna uses these examples in almost all his discussions of internal
senses. For references to Avicenna’s particular texts, see footnote 9 of Black (1993, 247).
2
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Here is a typical passage from Avicenna on a sheep’s perception of the hostility
in the wolf:
As for the intention, it is a thing which the soul perceives from the sensed object without its
previously having been perceived by the external sense, just as the sheep perceives the
intention of the harm in the wolf, which causes it to fear the wolf and to flee from it, without
harm having been perceived at all by the external sense.
…
Then there is the estimative faculty located in the far end of the middle ventricle of the
brain, which perceives the non-sensible intentions that exist in the individual sensible
objects, like the faculty which judges that the wolf is to be avoided and the child is to be
loved (Avicenna 1952, pp. 30–31).

Though brief, we can conﬁrm Avicenna’s some of the most famous and
influential theses on estimation in non-human animals. Above all, Avicenna makes
it clear that the object of estimative faculty is intention. Further, he announces that
intention is not something to be perceived by external senses. Black’s excellent
exposition of Avicenna’s celebrated example of the sheep’s perception of the
intentions of hostility and danger from the wolf is quite helpful for understanding
what is going on here:
Hence the sheep cannot literally be said to “smell danger” in the scent of the wolf or “see
danger” in the wolf’s eyes, because smell only perceives odors and vision colors and
shapes. Rather, concomitant with its seeing and smelling the wolf, the sheep must perceive
these “intentions” of hostility and danger directly through another faculty, its estimative
faculty (Black 2000, 60).

Even if we concede that “intention” is an intolerably ambiguous word in medieval philosophy,4 we do have a very convincing ground to believe that here we
have a clue for understanding why Avicenna postulates a seemingly mysterious
faculty of estimation as one of the internal senses.

2.2

Peirce’s and Magnani’s Poor Chicken

After all these years of extensive discussion, Peircean abduction is still puzzling to
us. One of the most pressing issues in understanding abduction is whether it is an
instinct or an inference. For many commentators ﬁnd it paradoxical “that new ideas
and hypotheses are products of an instinct (or an insight), and products of an
inference at the same time”.5 As Sami Paavola points out, we seem to face a

For example, in Duns Scotus we an interesting text where various meanings of term “intention”
are recognized in the context of explaining the intentionality of light in the medium: (1) an act of
the will, (2) the formal reason of a thing, (3) a concept, (4) what ‘intends’ toward the object
(McCarthy: p. 26).
5
Paavola (2005, 131).
4
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dilemma: “If abduction relies on instinct, it is not a form of reasoning, and if it is a
form of reasoning, it does not rely on instinct” (Paavola 2005, 131).
Fortunately, Lorenzo Magnani’s recent discussion of animal abduction sheds
light on both instinctual and inferential character of Peircean abduction.6 Contrary
to many commentators, who ﬁnd conflicts between abduction as instinct and
abduction as inference, he claims that they simply co-exist. Probably the following
text is the most detailed and well-known expression of Peirce’s views:
How was it that man was ever led to entertain that true theory? You cannot say that is
happened by chance, because the possible theories, if not strictly innumerable, at any rate
exceed a trillion or the third power of a million; and therefore the chances are too overwhelmingly against the single true theory in the twenty or thirty thousand years during
which man has been a thinking animal, ever having come into any mans head. Besides, you
cannot seriously think that every little chicken, that is hatched, has to rummage through all
possible theories until it lights upon the good idea of picking up something and eating it. On
the contrary, you think that the chicken has an innate idea of doing this; that is to say, that it
can think of this, but has no faculty of thinking anything else. The chicken you say pecks by
instinct. But if you are going to think every poor chicken endowed with an innate tendency
toward a positive truth, why should you think that to man alone this gift is denied? Peirce
(1931–1958, 5.591), Magnani (2009, pp. 277–278).

In his exposition of abductive instinct in non-human and animals, Magnani
invokes this paragraph several times as a sure evidence for Peirce’s commitment to
both non-human and human animal abduction. Peirce’s poor chicken seems to be a
springboard for Magnani to extend Peircean view of animal abduction even
further.7
In expanding Peirce’s views on animal abduction, Magnani seems to assimilate
abduction as an instinct and abduction as an inference from both directions.8 To
those who would allow abductive instinct to nonhuman animals but not to humans,

6
Magnani (2009), especially Chap. 5 “Animal Abduction: From Mindless Organisms to
Artifactual Mediators”, which was originally published in Magnani and Li (2007, pp. 3–38).
7
For example, he quotes the following passage from Peirce: “When a chicken ﬁrst emerges from
the shell, it does not try ﬁfty random ways of appeasing its hunger, but within ﬁve minutes is
picking up food, choosing as it picks, and picking what it aims to pick. That is not reasoning,
because it is not done deliberately; but in every respect but that, it is just like abductive inference”.
Magnani confers on the article “The proper treatment of hypothesis: a preliminary chapter, toward
an examination of Humes argument against miracles, in its logic and in its history” [1901] (in
Peirce 1966, p. 692). Another example could be the following discussion: “An example of
instinctual (and putatively “unconscious”) abduction is given by the case of animal embodied
kinesthetic/motor abilities, capable of leading to some appropriate cognitive behavior; Peirce says
abduction even takes place when a new born chick picks up the right sort of corn.” This is another
example, so to say, of spontaneous abduction analogous to the case of some
unconscious/embodied abductive processes in humans: (Magnani 2009, p. 276).
8
This interpretation of Magnani’s strategy seems to be supported strongly by his explicit
announcement: “I can conclude that instinct versus inference represents a conflict we can overcome simply by observing that the work of abduction is partly explicable as a biological phenomenon and partly as a more or less ‘logical’ operation related to ‘plastic’ cognitive endowments
of all organisms” (Magnani 2009, p. 267).
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he tries to emphasize the instinctual elements in human abductive reasoning. On the
other hand, to those who would allow abduction as inference to humans but not to
non-human animals, he suggests to broaden the concept of inference, and thereby
that of thinking. For the former project, Magnani cites hypothesis generation in
scientiﬁc reasoning as a weighty evidence for abductive instinct in humans:
From this Peircean perspective hypothesis generation is a largely instinctual and nonlinguistic endowment of human beings and, of course, also of animals. It is clear that for
Peirce abduction is rooted in the instinct and that many basically instinctual-rooted cognitive performances, like emotions, provide examples of abduction available to both human
and non-human animals (Magnani 2009, p. 286).

As for the latter project, Magnani wants to secure inferential character of animal
abduction from sign activity and semiotic processes found in nonhuman animals.
Here is a lengthy quote from Magnani that makes this point crystal clear:
Many forms of thinking, such as imagistic, emphatic, trial and error, and analogical reasoning, and cognitive activities performed through complex bodily skills, appear to be
basically model-based and manipulative. They are usually described in terms of living
beings that adjust themselves to the environment rather than in terms of beings that acquire
information from the environment. In this sense these kinds of thinking would produce
responses that do not seem to involve sentential aspects but rather merely “non-inferential”
ways of cognition. If we adopt the semiotic perspective above, which does not reduce the
term “inference” to its sentential level, but which includes the whole arena of sign activity
in the light of Peircean tradition these kinds of thinking promptly appear full, inferential
forms of thought. Let me recall that Peirce stated that all thinking is in signs, and signs can
be icons, indices, or symbols, and, moreover, all inference is a form of sign activity, where
the word sign includes “feeling, image, conception, and other representation” (Peirce 1931–
1958, 5.283; Magnani 2009, p. 288).

2.3
2.3.1

The Analogy Between Abduction and Estimation
Some Analogies

It is interesting to note that some commentators of Aquinas’ writings have interpreted “vis aestimativa” as “instinct”. As Judith Barad appropriately points out,
some even translated “‘estimative sense’ as ‘instinct’” (Barad 1995, p. 95). Such an
interpretation and translation can be supported to a certain extent by Aquinas’ texts:
For the sheep, seeing the wolf, judges it a thing to be shunned, from a natural and not a free
judgment, because it judges, not from reason, but from “natural instinct” (Aquinas, Summa
theologiae, I 83, 1).9

9

English translation in the text is adopted from Barad (1995, p. 95). Original Latin text is as
follows: Judicat enim ovis videns lupum eum esse Fugiendum naturali judicio, et non libero, quia
non ex collation sed ex naturali instinctu hoc judicat.
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Interestingly, however, we can also ﬁnd passages in Aquinas’ writings where he
states that “the estimative sense borders on reason” (Aquinas, On Truth, 25, 2;
Barad 1995, p. 95). So, we seem to have already a minimum ground for setting up
an analogy between abduction and estimation at the level of problems:
(The Analogy at the Level of Problem): Just as there is a controversy over whether
abduction is instinct or inference, there was a controversy over whether estimation is
merely an instinct or quite akin to reason.

However, there are in fact more substantial grounds for the analogy. For, as there
is a wide spectrum of possible positions toward the problem of abduction in
non-human and human animals, there was also an equally wide spectrum of different theories of estimative power in non-human and human animals among
medieval Islamic and Latin philosophers. The impressive variety of the different
diagnosis of the problem and eo ipso the different prognosis suggested in turn
affected the problem itself. So, there could be an analogy between the evolution of
the problem of abduction and that of the problem of estimation.
As we saw above, there is a big difference between Avicenna and Aquinas in
their appreciation of instincts. Unlike Avicenna, who allows interesting relations
including cooperation between estimation and reason, Aquinas tends to separate
instinct and reason rather sharply. If so, someone’s answer to the problem of
estimation must vary depending on his or her understanding of instinct and reason.
Also, we can see that it is extremely difﬁcult, if not impossible, to escape or
overcome a well entrenched dichotomies such as sense and intellect. So, Averroes
seems to think that insofar as a suggested faculty of estimation is a sense faculty, it
must be reducible to external senses. On the other hand, Aquinas seems to think that
if there is in humans a sense faculty that has an element of a judgment, it should be
at least carefully distinguished from a corresponding sense faculty in non-human
animals that works by instinct alone. So, we may suggest the following analogy at
the level of diagnosis:
(The Analogy at the Level of Diagnosis): (1): Just as the controversy about abduction
stems largely from different understandings of both instinct and inference, the controversy
about estimation originated largely from different preconceptions of both instinct and
reason.; (2): Just as there are insurmountable difﬁculties to count abduction as purely
instinctive or purely inferential, there were serious difﬁculties in treating a judging faculty
exclusively at the sensitive level or exclusively intellectual.

Finally, just as Peirce and Magnani ﬁnd both instinctual and inferential aspects
of abduction, some medieval philosophers found both instinctual and inferential
aspects in estimation. At the risk of anachronism, we may understand Avicenna as
proposing such a solution in order to avoid the dangers noticed in the analogy at the
level of diagnosis. So, we have an analogy at the level of prognosis:
(The Analogy at the Level of Prognosis): Just as it is promising to resolve the controversy
about abduction by allowing both instinctual and inferential character to abduction, some
scholastics found a way out of the dilemma for understanding estimation by allowing both
characters to estimation.

2 Between Avicenna and Peirce-Magnani: Estimation and Abduction in Animal
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Some Disanalogies

To the best of my knowledge, there has been no precedent to compare Peircean
abduction and estimation in medieval psychology. Given the analogies drawn
above, it is rather surprising in some sense that they have escaped anyones notice.
After all, arent both of them dealing with some remarkable ability of nonhuman
animals?
In comparing Magnani’s extension of Peircean animal abduction with medieval
discussions of estimative faculty, it may not be too difﬁcult to detect several relevant disanalogies between abduction and estimation. One clear difference between
Magnani’s animal abduction and medieval notions of estimation in animals is this.
As we saw above, Magnani seems to ascribe abductive instinct to any organism. On
the other hand, the typical examples of the owners of the estimative faculty in
medieval psychology are vertebrates. Another, though closely related, difference is
found in that while Magnani grants what he calls pseudo thought even to extremely
lower animals, the owners of the judgmental sense faculty in medieval psychology
are again vertebrates. Still another, but again closely related, difference is that
unlike Magnani, who interprets any kind of perception as abduction, medieval
philosophers count estimation as conﬁned to perceptions of intentions not reducible
to external senses and other internal senses.
What is interesting in these disanalogies is that they seem to involve disciplinary
debates. On the one hand, we are bound to consider the boundary between psychology and biology. In medieval psychology, estimative faculty was postulated to
explain the surprisingly distinguished ability of non-human animals. Here, this
remarkable faculty must be ascribed implicitly only to vertebrates. On the other
hand, Magnani wants to allow abductive instinct not only to vertebrates but also to
any kind of organism. This contrast is striking enough to suggest one fundamental
issue: where to locate abductive instinct, in some higher cognitive faculty or in any
lower biological function? In other words, there is an important disanalogy at the
level of the scope of the abductive and estimative power. On the other hand, it is
also quite mandatory to review the history of the relationship between logic and
psychology. In other words, there is another apparent disanalogy between Peircean
abduction and estimation that might preclude any attempt to draw any analogy
between them to get off the ground. Unlike estimation, which is one of the internal
senses in Aristotelian faculty psychology, Peircean abduction is never such a sense
faculty. After all, abduction is meant to be on a par with deduction and induction, as
a genuine logical inference.

3 The Beast-Machine Controversy
Our discussion above clearly indicates that a simple perusal of history of psychology should shed light on somewhat neglected aspects of Peirce’s thought as
well as the old problem of understanding both abductive instinct and abductive
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inference. But it turns out to be a mere wishful thinking to gather pertinent information from the standard history of psychology. For, it is a mystery that not just the
estimation but also the entire category of internal senses seems disappeared in
modern philosophical psychology. In view of the fact that contemporary psychologists ﬁnd the birth date of their discipline only as late as 1879, it is an arduous task
to reconstruct the history of internal senses. Where have all the internal senses
gone?
I think that every circumstance is pointing to Descartes’ infamous doctrine of
animal automatism and the subsequent debates related to beast-machine and
man-machine controversies in the 18th and the 19th centuries.10 As portrayed
vividly by Rosenﬁeld, the battle on the beast-machine “was waged furiously among
philosophers and poets, scientists and theologians, in halls of learning and in the
salons of the aristocratic world” (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 27). Among the critics
of Cartesians, she lumps together dualists, Aristotelians, Neo-Platonists, and
Eclectics as traditionalists, and Epicureans and freethinkers as empiricists (cf.
Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, pp. 73–153). Virtually the same map appears from
Richards, who focuses on Cartesians, Aristotelians, and the Sensationalists as the
major players in the controversy (Richards 1979, 1981). Let us briefly scheme each
of the three positions focusing on the problem of animal instinct.

3.1

Cartesian Denial of Animal Soul

According to Rosenﬁeld, we may ﬁnd the germ of a concept of animal automatism
from Descartes’ early notebook around 1620 (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 3). Also, as
she points out, it is clear that in 1637 when Discourse on the Method was published
Descartes had deﬁnite interest in animal automatism.
It is also a very remarkable fact that although many animals show more skill than we do in
some of their actions, yet the same animals show none at all in many others; so what they
do better does not prove that they have any intelligence, for if it did then they would have
more intelligence than any of us and would excel us in everything. It proves rather that they
have no intelligence at all, and that it is nature which acts in them according to the
disposition of their organs. In the same way a clock, consisting only of wheels and springs,
can count the hours and measure time more accurately than we can with all our wisdom is
referred to here after CSM. CSM, vol. 1, p. 141.

Recently John Cottingham tried to defend Descartes against the standard interpretation by pointing out the vagueness and ambiguity of the so-called
beast-machine doctrine of Descartes. In order to deny that Descartes held the
10
There is huge literature on Descartes’ automaton theory and its aftermath. A nice starting point
could be Rosenﬁeld (1940, 1968). Clarke still counts it as the standard account (Clarke 2003,
p. 77). See also Radner and Radner (1996), Sepper (1989) and Sterrett (2002). According to
Rosenfeld, “by 1737 if not earlier, the Cartesian defenders of automatism were so thoroughly
beaten as to acknowledge defeat” (Rosenfeld 1940, 1968, p. 65).
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monstrous thesis that animals are totally without feeling, Cottingham requested us
to consider the following propositions:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Animals
Animals
Animals
Animals
Animals
Animals
Animals

are machines
are automata
do not think
have no language
have no self-consciousness
have no consciousness
are totally without feeling.

According to Cottingham, Descartes indeed held theses (1)–(5). However, he
believes that there is no evidence that Descartes held (7) (Cottingham 1978, 551–2).
However, Cottingham’s attempt to save Descartes has been criticized by many
commentators. For example, Peter Harrison criticized Cottingham for his omission
of “(1′) Animals have no rational soul” from his list. For, according to Harrington,
“although (2) does not entail (7), both (2) and (7) are entailed by (1′).11 Harrington
expressed a surprise for this omission, because he believes that “it is the key to
understanding how the various claims which Descartes makes about animal minds
are linked together” (Harrison 1992, 223). I would concur with Harrington’s
assessment of Harrington’s attempt. But I would also note that (1′) is not ad hoc for
Harrington’s purpose but at least equally ascribed to Descartes as (7) ever since the
beast-machine controversy started. In short, we may safely assume that Descartes
ignited the beast-machine controversy with his radical denial of soul and feeling to
animals.
According to Rosenﬁeld, “[o]nly after Descartes’ death did his thesis of
automatism gather momentum, slowly at ﬁrst, then with increasing velocity”
(Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 64). However, serious debates incorporating some of the
most typical and weighty points already started in the Objections and Replies
attached to Meditations. For example, in the fourth set of Objections, Arnauld
raised the following criticism:
As far as the souls of the brutes are concerned, M. Descartes elsewhere suggests clearly
enough that they have none. All they have is a body which is constructed in a particular
manner, made up of various organs in such a way that all the operations which we observe
can be produced in it and by means of it* (*Discourse, part 5: AT 6:55ff; CSM 1:139ff).
But I fear that this view will not succeed in ﬁnding acceptance in people’s minds unless it is
supported by very solid arguments. For at ﬁrst sight it seems incredible that it can come
about, without the assistance of any soul, that the light reflected from the body of a wolf
onto the eyes of a sheep should move the minute ﬁbres of the optic nerves, and that on
reaching the brain this motion should spread the animal spirits throughout the nerves in the
manner necessary to precipitate the sheep’s flight (AT 7:205; CSM 2:144).

Harrison points out that “even if we concede that (2), (3) and (6) do not necessarily entail (7), it
is clear that for Descartes at least (1′) logically necessitates all of (2), (3), (6) and (7)” (Harrison
1992, 225).

11
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Descartes’ reply to Arnauld’s objection is interesting. For he seems to exploit,
probably unduly, the fact that there are even in humans involuntary movements:
Now a very large number of the motions occurring inside us do not depend in any way on
the mind. These include heartbeat, digestion, nutrition, respiration when we are asleep, and
also such waking actions as walking, singing and the like, when these occur without the
mind attending to them. Why should we be so amazed that the “light reflected from the
body of a wolf onto the eyes of a sheep” should equally be capable of arousing the
movements of flight in the sheep? (AT 7:230; CSM 2:161).

Rosenﬁeld claims that Cartesians in general add to Descartes’ doctrine of animal
automatism “a more detailed explanation of the role of the animal spirits in the
training of animals” (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 36). For example, Henricus Regius
(Henri de Roy) refutes the empiricist idea that animal training is indicative of animal
intelligence by pointing out that “[f]ountains and clocks are after all similarly
‘trained’ !” (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 30). Rosenﬁeld also explains how Graud de
Cordemoy elaborated a mechanical explanation for wonderful instinct of animals:
What causes sounds to issue from beasts, which have no soul, is simply this: the heart-beat
causes the circulation of the blood, which in turn induces the flow of animal spirits. The
animal brain is composed of a substance peculiarly sensitive to impressions. When, for
instance, a wolf howls, the noise sets in motion the animal spirits assembled, let us say, at
the ear of a near-by sheep. These jostle the brain with their vibrations and set into circulation a new flow of animal spirits to the muscles, putting the sheep to flight. The same
vivrations which make the beast run cause it to emit cries. In fact, as soon as a sound
reaches the creature’s ears, his muscles of articulation are already disposing themselves to
produce a similar sound. Animals thus learn their calls and cries from their fellows. This is
all a purely involuntary or mechanical process (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, pp. 38–9).

However, it is hard not to confess that all these Cartesian non-theological
arguments are rather weak and unconvincing. That is especially so, in view of the
fact that Descartes himself claimed that he “proved it by very strong arguments”
(AT 7:426; CSM 2:287). According to the Radners, Descartes was referring to the
so-called two tests of thought: (1) language test, and (2) the action test. But they
criticize Descartes as follows:
In order to keep animals from passing the tests, he has to interpret “thought” in the narrow
sense of pure thought or reason. To conclude that animals lack thought in the wider sense,
he needs the additional premise that all modes of thinking, including sensations and feelings, presuppose pure thought as a necessary condition. This premise we found to be
unwarranted by Cartesian principles (Radner and Radner 1996, p. 79).

They further note that Descartes was more cautious on animals in his correspondence with Henry More (Cohen 1936). There Descartes acknowledged the
need for a posteriori investigation of animal behavior (AT 7:358; CSM 2:248).
Also, they enumerate some other arguments of Descartes mentioned in his letter to
More. One of them, which refers to immortal souls, is clearly theological. And the
Radners claim that even though some such theological concern is not prominent in
Descartes himself, “Descartes’s followers took the hint and came up with a set of
theological arguments to support the doctrine of animal automatism” (Radner and
Radner 1996, p. 80).
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Aristotelians’ Attack Against the Animal Automatism

It is quite understandable that it was the Aristotelians who most vehemently
responded to the doctrine of animal automatism. For this doctrine was meant to
destroy their system at it roots. If animal automatism prevails, there would be no
room left for the Peripatetic substantial material form, “a substance intermediate
between matter and spirit, capable of sensation but not reflection” (Rosenﬁeld 1940,
1968, p. 80) According to Rosenﬁeld, these most formidable opponents of the
Cartesian doctrine were still surviving even in the ﬁrst half of the eighteenth century. Rosenﬁeld counts Pardies, Daniel, and Regnault, who were Jesuit fathers, as
the leading ﬁgures in the Aristotelian campaign against the doctrine of animal
automatism.
As a sample of Aristotelian hostile attitude, we may invoke Gabriel Daniel, who
“was the self-appointed adversary of Ren Descartes” (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968,
p. 86).12 According to Rosenﬁeld, Daniel counted the Cartesian doctrine of animal
automatism “as the very touchstone of Cartesianism” [Ibid.]
Even though Rosenﬁeld thinks that such a claim was “obviously an exaggeration”, she is also aptly pointing out that “Cartesianism and animal automatism were
integrally associated in the public mind” (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 87).
Be that as it may, Daniel seems to take a very clever strategy. For as Rosenﬁeld
reports,
Father Daniel pricks the automatists’ bubble by conceding that some animal movements are
mechanical and denying that all must necessarily be so (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 87).

Let us examine some of the criticisms of Father Daniel against Cartesians based
on Rosenﬁeld’s report. First, Daniel sharply detects a fallacy in Descartes’ argument appealing to the involuntary processes in man. For those involuntary processes cannot be “evidence of mechanical nature of every animal” but merely “the
likelihood of some mechanical movements among animals” (Rosenﬁeld 1940,
1968, pp. 87–88). Whether Daniel is right in this criticism or not, it is at least quite
helpful in understanding and assessing Descartes’ argument. Probably encouraged
by the effectiveness of analyzing Descartes’ arguments in terms of the standards of
evaluating analogical inferences, Daniel seems to generalize his point into a serious
criticism, i.e., that Cartesian reasoning is inconsistent:
If it were, he would include men other than himself among the automata. Ah, but other men
talk as I do, answers the Cartesian. Yes, but beasts converse, responds his opponent, and
you Cartesians still refuse them reason. The fact that one does not understand a language is
no excuse for denying its existence or rationality. Since it is only by analogy that we infer
the rationality of men other than ourselves, a similar principle should persuade us that
beasts are not puppets (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 88).

Rosenﬁeld also notes that “Pierre Bayle went so far as to term Gabriel Daniel ‘the author who
has best refuted Mr. Des Cartes on the soul of beasts’” (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 90). Here, she is
referring to Bayle (1991), “Rosarius, G.”, p. 231.
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Daniel seems a formidable disputant quick to identify lacuna in the Cartesian
arguments in the debate. For, example, he pointed out that Cartesians “simply guess
that since God is all-powerful he could have created the secret springs of the
beast-machine”. From my point of view, however, the most weighty argument in
Daniel is found in his (in a certain sense) empirical evidence:
Take the example of the horse driven to the edge of a precipice, from the bottom of which
arises the odor of hay and oats. The steed’s obstinate retreat from the edge of the pit cannot
be due to the functioning of the bodily machine, which should have propelled him toward
the food.

In broader context, Father Daniel’s importance lies in the fact that his Voyage du
monde de Descartes played a signiﬁcant role in the vivisection controversy. As the
practice of vivisection became increasingly widespread in medical circles, the
anti-vivisection movement was also quite popular. As Rosenﬁeld aptly pins down,
the humanitarian aspect of the Aristotelian concept of animal soul had certain
additional sentimental appeal: “If beasts have soul, then it is of course wicked to
vivisect, hunt or even eat them” (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 89).

3.3

Empiricists’ Double Strategy

In both Rosenﬁeld’s and Richards’ interpretations, the ultimate winner of the
beast-machine controversy seems to be the empiricists or the sensationalist. However,
there seem to be subtle differences in their emphases. According to Rosenﬁeld’s
interpretation, Aristotelians and the empiricists are the allies in their common battle
against the Cartesian beast-machine. On the other hand, in Richards’ interpretation,
the sensationalists’ attack on both Cartesians and Aristotelians is strongly emphasized. That means, there is room for understanding exactly how such a ﬁnal victory
was won by the empiricists. Rosenﬁeld divides those empiricists involved in the
beast-machine controversy into two groups: Epicureans and the freethinkers. Other
than Gassendi, who is the foremost ﬁgure in the empiricist tradition, Rosenﬁeld
discusses Savinien Cyrano de Bergerac, Martin Cureau de La Chambre rather in detail
among the Epicureans. Pierre Bayle is presented as “[t]he immediate ancestor of the
eighteenth-century freethinkers” (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 121). Among the freethinkers, Rosenﬁeld ascribes “a signal role” to Franois Marie Arouet de Voltaire
(p. 128). But the name of Bernard le Bovier de Fontenelle is (together with the names
of Bayle and Voltaire) “still surrounded by an aura of fame” (p. 132). On the other
hand, in Richards’ list of sensationalists, who influenced Erasmus Darwin, Charles
Darwin and other evolutionists, we ﬁnd Gassendi, Martin Cureau de La Chambre,
Jean-Antoine Guer, The Abb de Condillac, Georges Leclerc, Comte de Buffon, Julien
Offray de La Mettrie, Charles-Georges Le Roy (Richards 1987, pp. 20–31). Of course,
there is huge overlap between Rosenﬁeld’s and Richards’ lists, it is somewhat
shocking that Richards omits Bayle and Voltaire in the list.
Be that as it may, in both Rosenﬁeld and Richards, “Gassendi’s thesis that
animal and man differ only in degrees” is one of the most important factors in the
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formation of empirical attitude toward animals. In fact, he is at least equally
important as Descartes in leading the modern schools of psychology (Rosenﬁeld
1940, 1968, pp. 110–1). In his ﬁfth Objections to Descartes’ Meditations, he holds
that although beasts do not reason as well as men, yet they reason, and there is no
difference between their intelligence and ours except in degrees (Rosenﬁeld 1940,
1968, p. 112). According to Gassendi, the human soul is twofold—spiritual and
corporeal or sensitive. The latter he identiﬁes with animal soul. “In line with the
Democritean atomism, he pictured the animal soul as a composite of material
atoms, so ﬁne as to be indiscernible to the eye” (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 112).

3.3.1

Rosenﬁeld’s Interpretation

In her relatively well balanced report of the controversy, Rosenﬁeld counts Pierre
Bayle, who was a celebrated French journalist with Protestant background, as one
of the most influential ﬁgures in the beast-machine controversy. According to
Rosenﬁeld, “[l]ike Voltaire after him, he applied the sharp edge of his critical
method to the Peripatetic, Cartesian, and Leibnizian hypotheses, so also to the
thesis that beasts have spiritual soul” (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 122).13
Bayle claims that Father Daniel raised very great difﬁculties against the
Cartesians. Further, among those difﬁculties, “those concerning the soul of beasts
considered as machines are the best that could be proposed” (Bayle 1991, p. 231).
According to Bayle’s assessment, Daniel cleverly exploits the unfortunate consequences that can be drawn from the Cartesian paradox:
“[F]or he shows that the arguments of the Cartesians lead us to judge that other men are
machines”.

Bayle elaborates this point rather extensively, for he believes this consequence
of the Cartesian doctrine to be most upsetting:
The Cartesian has no sooner overthrown, ruined, annihilated the view of the Scholastics
concerning the soul of beasts, than he ﬁnds out that he can be attacked with his own
weapons and can be shown that he has proven too much; and that if he reasons logically, he
will give up views that he cannot give up without becoming an object of ridicule and
without admitting the most glaring absurdities. For where is the man who would dare to say
that he is the only one who thinks and that everybody else is a machine? (p. 232).

Rosenﬁeld ﬁnds Bayle as criticizing the Cartesian doctrine because “it is contrary to the facts”:
In his observation of animal conduct, Bayle perceives immediately that animals show
evidence of intelligence. If one denies it to them, why should one assume that men other
than oneself reason? (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 124).

Rosenﬁeld praises Bayle’s writings as “an ever-so-carefully documented history up to his day”
(Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 122).
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I rather doubt Bayle’s reductio ad absurdum argument against the Cartesians can
be a proof that “Bayle perceives immediately that animals show evidence of
intelligence”. However, such a reading is consonant with Rosenﬁeld’s interpretation, according to which the Aristotelians and the empiricists are the allies sharing
certain empirical evidences against the Cartesians.
Even though Bayle admits that Daniel “puts most embarrassing questions to the
Cartesians”, he not only criticizes Aristotelians as lacking persuasiveness but also
mocks “the Scholastic notion of animal soul as an intermediate substance”
(pp. 234–5; Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 125). In order to show the inadequacy of
Father Daniel’s position, Bayle claims that it does not satisfy the desiderata for a
system we need. What we need, according to Bayle, is a system (1) “that establishes
the mortality of the soul of beast”, (2) that establishes a difference in species
between the soul of man and that of beasts”, and (3) “that explains the astonishing
activities of bees, dogs, monkeys, elephants”. But he argues that none of these three
conditions can be satisﬁed.14
According to Rosenﬁeld, based on Cartesian dichotomy, i.e., that any object
must be either extended or non-extended, Bayle criticized Aristotelian’s appeal to
animal sagacity as follows:
The Peripatetics make reflection the criterion of human rationality. But ‘every being that
has sense knows that it has it,’ answers Bayle, ‘and all the acts of the sensitive faculty are
… reflexive upon themselves’. In brief, the neo-Scholastics actually destroy any distinction
between human and animal soul (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 123).

3.3.2

Richards’ Interpretation

Unlike Rosenﬁeld, Richards seems a bit biased in his description of the controversy
in favor of what he calls the sensationalist position. It must be due to the fact that he
was not primarily interested in the beast-machine controversy per se, but understanding it as a background to the problem of instinct and intelligence of animals in
natural theology and the evolutionary theories.
Be that as it may, unlike Rosenﬁeld, Richards hardly mentions the fact the
Aristotelians and the sensationalists were allies insofar as they fought a common
battle with the Cartesian animal automatism. Rather, he is preoccupied with the idea
of lumping Aristotelians and Cartesians together as the target for sensationalists.
For example, he writes:
Among the Aristotelians, for instance, were the Jesuit Fathers at Coimbra, Portugal, who
wrote on instinct during the late sixteenth century.15 They explained instinctive behavior,

14

Bayle’s arguments that these conditions cannot be satisﬁed are too subtle to be assessed here.
“An brutae animantes solo natura instinctus in ﬁnes suos ferantur” and “Quidnam sit brutorum
animantius instinctus,” Commentariorum Collegii Conimbricesis Societatis Iesu, In octo libros
Physicorum Aristotelis Stagirita, prima pars, II, ix, quest. 3 et quest. 4 (Cologne 1602), col. 420–
29 (Richards’ footnote).
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such as the lambs flight from the wolf, as a function of the animal soul, in which the Creator
had instilled sets of behavioral determinants for the preservation of the individual and its
progeny. Descartes (1596–1650) and his later disciples, by contrast, denied that animals
had substantial souls and that their actions were the result even of primitive cognition.
Animals were only machines; their actions came, as it were, wired in.16 Both Aristotelians
and Cartesians refused to see in animal behavior the least stirrings of intelligence or reason.
The action of beasts, they believed, were compelled by blind instinct (Richards 1979, 86).

Richards’s serious concern to lump together Aristotelians and Cartesians as the
target of sensationalists can be witnessed by more examples. Immediately after
having mentioned Reimarus’ contention that “the brute was not a mere machine,
but from birth harbored in its soul ‘an idea or image (Denkbild) as a guide and a
plan for works and activities of this kind’”, Descartes’ reference to “‘images’ and
‘ideas’ of animal corporeal imagination”, and Thomas Willis’ description of “the
cerebral dispositions determining animal instinct” as ‘inborn notion’ (notitia
ingenita), Richards writes as follows:
The theory that animals were possessed of congenital images or notions, even if different
from man’s, aroused the sensationalist’s own instinctive aversion to innate ideas. If all ideas
came from sensation, then instincts, as commonly interpreted, could have no existence
(Richards 1979, 95).

Of course, Richards is alert to note that “Aristotelians and Cartesians also had
hard empirical evidence on their side” [Ibid.]. It is quite interesting (and potentially
important) to point out that Richards here again lumps together Aristotelians and
Cartesians, even though he cites only Reimarus (1694–1768) as an example:
Reimarus, taking aim particularly at Gassendi, La Mettrie, Condillac, and Guer, and their
attribution of reason to animals, pressed the fact in his Allgemeine Betrachtunhen ber die
Triebe der Thiere (1760) that animals often exhibited completely formed and adaptive
behavior prior to any opportunity for learning from experience: chicks on ﬁrst emerging
from the egg began to peck at seeds with coordinated movements; caterpillars which had
never before seen a cocoon, skillfully wove the same patterns as their ancestors. These
“skill-drives are executed from birth on, without any experience, instruction, or example,
and without error; and thus certainly they are naturally innate and hereditary”17 (Richards
1979, 95).

Since Reimarus is cited as a neo-Aristotelian on the same page, Richards
probably wants to highlight the Cartesian element in Reimarus based on the
innatedness of skill-drive. To say the least, however, it could be controversial to
lump Aristotelians and Cartesians together based on just one rare example. In fact,

16
See, for example, Descartes’ letter to the Marquess of Newcastel (1646), Oeuvres de Descartes,
edited by C. Adam and P. Tannery (13 vols; Paris, 1897–1913), IV, 573–75. Thomas Willis’s De
anima brutorum quae hominis vitalis ac sensitive est (1672), in Thomas Willis Opera omnia, ed.
G. Blasius (Amsterdam, 1862), and Antoine Dilly’s Traitt de l’ame et de la connoissance des btes
(1676) rev. ed. (Amsterdam, 1691) developed and reﬁned Descartes’ theory of the beast machine
(Richards’ footnote).
17
H. Reimarus, Allgemeine Betrachtunhen ber die Triebe der Thiere (1760), XCIII (3rd ed.;
Hamburg, 1773), p. 160 (Richards’ footnote).
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Richards, in the parallel text in a later writing, changes “Aristotelians and
Cartesians” to “[m]ore traditional theorists of instinct” in the sentence at issue
(Richards 1987, p. 30).

3.3.3

A New Interpretation

As we saw above, the sensationalists scorned the use of the term “instinct”. For
example, “Guer disdained the concept of instinct as irretrievably joined to an
outmoded philosophy” (Richards 1979, 95). According to Rosenﬁeld, Fontenelle
also “ridiculed the notion of instinct” (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 126). So, it is
interesting to note that it was not the sensationalists alone that scorned the use of the
term “instinct”. For “Cartesians scorned the use of the word instinct” (Diamond
1974). But why should the use of the term “instinct” be scorned by both the
sensationalists and the Cartesians? According to Diamond, it was scorned by the
Cartesians “because it was then still a motivational term, and machines cannot be
said to be motivated” (Diamond, ibid.). In other words, Cartesians’s scorn toward
the use of the term “instinct” merely betrays the fact that it was extremely difﬁcult
for them to explain instinct in mechanical ways. The sensationalists’ scorn to the
use of the term “instinct” was also due to a certain difﬁculty for them. According to
Richards, instincts were the serious problem for the empiricists, because “[i]f all
ideas came from sensation, then instincts, as commonly interpreted, could have no
existence” (Richards 1979, 95). In short, both Cartesians and the empiricists appear
to scorn or disdain the concept of instinct in order to avoid it, if possible. In the
same vein, it is interesting to note that both the Cartesians and the empiricists are so
fond of characterizing instinct as blind or wired. By making instincts as blind or
wired, what is beneﬁcial to the Cartesians and the empiricists? How was the project
of making instincts blind or wired related to the project of avoiding the problem of
instinct?
In order to understand the situation, we need to consider another agenda that has
not been brought up so far. It is related to the issue of the continuity of non-human
animals and humans in cognition. One hint is available already. As Rosenﬁeld aptly
notes, Cartesians exploited extensively the idea that “if we granted animals reason
of their own we should have to concede that their intelligence is greater than ours”
(Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 44). Now, interestingly enough, the empiricists seem to
adopt such an argument strategy in their ﬁght against the Aristotelians. If we are on
the right track here, then both Cartesians and the empiricists took advantage of the
Achilles heel of the Aristotelians. Aristotelians should preserve the difference in
kind between non-human animal cognition and human cognition. Roughly speaking, non-human animals can have senses but no intellectual knowledge. In other
words, non-human animals cannot have any knowledge about universals or abstract
entities but particulars. Now, if we grant reason of their own to non-human animals
by allowing estimation as a judging faculty to them, we might concede that
non-human animals are superior to humans in terms of intelligence. Probably such
an argument would not have impressed Avicenna. But it would work to Aquinas,
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who also felt the need to introduce cogitative faculty in humans as a counterpart to
estimation in animals. Suppose that the Aristotelians were succumbing to this tricky
and rhetorical argument of Cartesians. Since there is no longer estimation, wonderful instincts of non-human animals, it becomes much easier for the empiricists to
push their point that animal cognition and human cognition are continuous. There is
no cognition whatsoever that is not from the senses.
Now we can notice that both Cartesians and empiricists wanted to avoid not just
the term “instinct” but also the “animal soul”. For example, Rosenﬁeld writes:
Voltaire, like Descartes before him, prefers to avoid if possible the term ‘animal soul’. As a
general rule he means by it the ‘organization of the body’. Following Bayle’s footsteps, he
points out that animal sensitivity, like animal will, is a function of the organization of the
body, which idea also explains the difference of degree between man and beast. In a word,
animals are machines which think to a greater or lesser degree according to their organization (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, pp. 130–1).
Of course, the empiricists did not call the sensitive soul in animals an intermediary substance or substantial material form. Indeed their mockery of this Peripatetic notion far
exceeded in unsparing pointedness anything from the pen of the Cartesians. Owing to the
Cartesian attack, Peripateticism was not so formidable by the time the empiricists grew
bold. Nevertheless, the traditionalists and empiricists were alike in conceding some measure of mental powers to beasts (Rosenﬁeld 1940, 1968, p. 109).

But here the empiricists’ attitude toward animal soul seems somewhat strange.
Insofar as empiricists side with Aristotelians in their campaign against the Cartesian
hypothesis of animal automatism, thereby allowing souls to nonhuman animals in
some sense, it is debatable whether the empiricists’ theory of animal soul is superior
to that of the Aristotelians. However, it seems as if the empiricist never felt such a
need to demonstrate their superiority over Aristotelians. Why? Probably, because
Aristotelians were almost destroyed by the Cartesian attack, at least in physics,
physiology, and psychology. According to this perspective, the empiricists turn out
to be free riders indebted to the Cartesians in destroying the Aristotelian internal
senses.

4 Instinct or Intelligence: A False Dilemma
What becomes clear from the discussion above is an intriguing fact that Avicenna’s
notion of estimation disappeared completely during the period of the beast-machine
controversy. It is by no means a small matter. For the medieval Arabic and Latin
discussions of animal instinct and intellect were, in some sense, motivated, framed,
and developed around that notion. During the 17th century and early 18th century,
as we saw above, there were continued discussions of animal instinct and intelligence. Again, as we saw above, Avicenna’s sheep and wolf were still there at the
center of those discussions. But Avicenna’s notion of estimative power of animals
was no longer seriously considered. How are we to understand all this?
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As was pointed out in the previous section, talk of animal soul itself lost
momentum. There is no doubt that the Cartesian doctrine of animal automatism is
to blame for the disappearance of animal souls. However, we should not forget the
fact, insofar as the Cartersian beast-machine was the target, Aristotelians and the
empiricists were allies. For what reasons did the empiricists have to detest or
criticize the Aristotelian animal souls? Also, even if they had sufﬁcient reasons for
doing that, whatever they may be, did they do the right thing on justiﬁable ground?
There are also closely related mysteries. Largely speaking, the Aristotelian
psychology of internal senses was gone with animal souls. Nevertheless, there
seems to be the remnant of internal senses in the British empiricists’ writings. For
example, we ﬁnd internal senses of beauty and virtues in Hutcheson (1783). Or, we
may cite Lockean introspection as an internal sense in disguise. However feeble,
there seems to be the empiricists’ appropriation of Aristotelian internal senses. In
some sense, all the internal senses in Aristotelian psychology are still with us:
common sense, memory, imagination, and instinct. Again, how are we to understand all this?
In order to answer this question, from our discussion in the previous section, one
might surmise that there was a conspiracy between the Cartesians and the
empiricists to kill the Aristotelian animal souls. Anyway, they had the common
agenda of overcoming the old philosophy. Even though it would be an arduous task
to prove that there was indeed such a conspiracy, it is at least possible to evidence
that the empiricists were strongly influenced by the Cartesian animal automatism, or
even that the empiricists were to a certain extent Cartesians themselves.
Let us take a look at the following quotes from Richards:
The epistemology of sensationalism seemed to be conﬁrmed by the successes of experimental methods in the various sciences and technologies; but toward the end of the
eighteenth century, careful observations of animal behavior began to undermine the
assumptions of sensationalist epistemology. Naturalists committed to sensationalism thus
faced a critical problem, which had implications for their conception not only of animal
psychology, but of human psychology as well. The disputes over animal abilities and the
dilemma confronted by sensationalists centered on the problems of brute instinct and
intelligence (Richards 1987, p. 22).
Sensationalists easily exploited the dilemma of the Cartesians, who wished to explain
behavior on simple, natural principles and yet to capture the complexities it revealed
(Richards 1987, p. 24).
The sensationalists resolved the Cartesian dilemma by reformulating both physical and
psychological theory. First, they admitted that animals and man were machines, though not
composed of inert matter.
[…]
The sensationalists also introduced important epistemological and psychological reformations to the account of animal behavior. They argued that ideas were only copies of
impressions received by sensory machines (Richards 1987, p. 25).
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What is notable in these quoted words seems to be (1) that it is not crystal clear
whether Richards understands the sensationalist as a sort of Cartesians, (2) even
after all those heroic efforts, the problem of instincts was still unsolved in early 19th
century, and (3) Richards formulated the issue as a dilemma between instinct and
intelligence. (1) seems rather obvious, because if the sensationalists are never
Cartesians, there would be no necessity for them to face the Cartesian dilemma. The
most signiﬁcant contribution of Richards to the history of the beast-machine controversy must be his interpretation of the sensationalists’ influence on the 19th
century evolution theory. It is simply impossible to delve into this huge problem
area. Nevertheless, the following quote from Richards would be enough for
grasping the big picture:
Evolutionists in the ﬁrst half of the nineteenth century Jean-Baptiste de Lamarck,
Pierre-Jean Cabanis, the young Charle Darwin, and Herbert Spencer synthesized mechanist
and sensationalist notions by arguing that animals intelligently developed new habits,
which through generations of practice gradually became innately determined and
mechanically ﬁxed instincts (Richards 1981, p. 201).

Finally, (3) is truly telling to my entire project. In Park (2011) and Sect. 1, I tried
to highlight the greatness of Avicenna and Peirce-Magnani in their treatments of
estimation and abduction in animals as both instinct and intelligence at the same
time. From that perpective, it is a false dilemma to formulate the issue as between
instinct and intelligence. If so, the history of the problem of understanding the
wonderful instincts of animals from Avicenna up until Aquinas (or even later times)
was a history of the degeneration of the problem. Also, if such an interpretation is
correct, then Peirce’s and Magnani’s notion of animal abduction can be viewed as a
revival of the old Avicennian solution after a millennium. In order to present the
whole story leading to Peirce-Magnani, of course, we need to go a long way. Not to
mention the treatment of animal instincts in Darwin, other evolutionists in the 19th
century, and neo-Darwinians, we should also cover Peirce-James controversy, the
emergence of ethology, and many other big issues.

5 Concluding Remarks
Let me conclude with a few words about what is truly remarkable in Peirce’s and
Magnani’s rediscovery of the solution of the problem of wonderful instincts of
animals. As we saw above, the example of young chicken was already found in
Reimarus. Thus, what is signiﬁcant in them cannot be the mere fact that they were
introducing animals in the discussion of the existence of abductive instinct in
humans. It should rather be found in their ingenuity of introducing abductive
instinct in the context of debating about instinct. This last point seems to have some
logical interest. But we should leave for another occasion.
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Chapter 7

How to Learn Abduction from Animals?:
From Avicenna to Magnani

As for the intention, it is a thing which the soul perceives from the sensed object without its
previously having been perceived by the external sense, just as the sheep perceives the
intention of the harm in the wolf, which causes it to fear the wolf and to flee from it, without
harm having been perceived at all by the external sense.
…
Then there is the estimative faculty located in the far end of the middle ventricle of the
brain, which perceives the non-sensible intentions that exist in the individual sensible
objects, like the faculty which judges that the wolf is to be avoided and the child is to be
loved (Avicenna 1952, pp. 30–31).
How was it that man was ever led to entertain that true theory? You cannot say that is
happened by chance, because the possible theories, if not strictly innumerable, at any rate
exceed a trillion – or the third power of a million; and therefore the chances are too
overwhelmingly against the single true theory in the twenty or thirty thousand years during
which man has been a thinking animal, ever having come into any man’s head. Besides,
you cannot seriously think that every little chicken, that is hatched, has to rummage through
all possible theories until it lights upon the good idea of picking up something and eating it.
On the contrary, you think that the chicken has an innate idea of doing this; that is to say,
that it can think of this, but has no faculty of thinking anything else. The chicken you say
pecks by instinct. But if you are going to think every poor chicken endowed with an innate
tendency toward a positive truth, why should you think that to man alone this gift is denied?
(Peirce 1931–1958, 5.591; Magnani 2009, pp. 277–278).
From this Peircean perspective hypothesis generation is a largely instinctual and nonlinguistic endowment of human beings and, of course, also of animals. It is clear that for
Peirce abduction is rooted in the instinct and that many basically instinctual-rooted cognitive performances, like emotions, provide examples of abduction available to both human
and non-human animals (Magnani 2009, p. 286).

1 Introduction
Magnani’s recent discussion of animal abduction sheds considerable light on both
instinctual and inferential character of Peircean abduction. Inspired by this, I
elsewhere noted some analogies and disanalogies between Avicenna’s ideas on
© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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estimative faculty of animals and Peirce’s and Magnani’s views on animal
abduction. Also, I conﬁrmed the dividing role and function of the Beast-Machine
controversy in the history of the study of animal cognition. In this chapter, I
propose to discuss rather extensively some of the most salient differences between
Avicenna and Peirce-Magnani. Unlike estimation that only allows animals to sense
what is insensible, i.e., intentions, abduction in both Peirce and Magnani is
applicable to all perceptions.
In Sect. 2, I shall briefly summarize my previous discussions of some analogies
and disanalogies between estimation and abduction in animals. In Sect. 3, I shall try
to shed a light on Peirce’s well-known view of perception in the context of animal
cognition by emphasizing the double aspect of abduction as inference and instinct.
In Sect. 4, I shall present an interpretation of Magnani’s recent studies of abduction
as a sustained effort to answer how to learn abduction from animals by expanding
Peircean view of perception as abduction.

2 Analogies and Disanalogies Between Estimation
and Abduction in Animals1
After all these years of extensive discussion, Peircean abduction is still puzzling to
us. One of the most pressing issues in understanding abduction is whether it is an
instinct or an inference. For many commentators ﬁnd it paradoxical “that new ideas
and hypotheses are products of an instinct (or an insight), and products of an
inference at the same time” (Paavola 2005, p. 131). As Sami Paavola points out, we
seem to face a dilemma: “If abduction relies on instinct, it is not a form of reasoning, and if it is a form of reasoning, it does not rely on instinct” (Paavola 2005,
p. 131). Fortunately, Lorenzo Magnani’s recent discussion of animal abduction
sheds light on both instinctual and inferential character of Peircean abduction (see
Magnani 2009; Magnani 2011).2 Contrary to many commentators, who ﬁnd conflicts between abduction as instinct and abduction as inference, he claims that they
simply co-exist. Inspired by Peirce’s and Magnani’s discussions of animal abduction, elsewhere I compared Peirce’s and Magnani’s views of animal abduction with
Avicenna’s views of the estimative power of non-human animals and humans. Let
me briefly summarize what I found in that comparison.
I think that we can ﬁnd intriguing analogies between estimation and abduction in
animals at the level of problem, diagnosis, and prognosis:
(The Analogy at the Level of Problem): Just as there is a controversy over whether
abduction is instinct or inference, there was a controversy over whether estimation is merely
an instinct or quite akin to reason.

1

Section 2 is drawn from Park (2012a) (Chap. 5) and park (2012b) (Chap. 6).
Magnani (2009), especially Chap. 5 “Animal Abduction: From Mindless Organisms to Artifactual
Mediators”, which was originally published in Magnani and Li (2007, pp. 3–38).
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(The Analogy at the Level of Diagnosis): (1): Just as the controversy about abduction stems
largely from different understandings of both instinct and inference, the controversy about
estimation originated largely from different preconceptions of both instinct and reason.; (2):
Just as there are insurmountable difﬁculties to count abduction as purely instinctive or
purely inferential, there were serious difﬁculties in treating a judging faculty exclusively at
the sensitive level or exclusively intellectual.
(The Analogy at the Level of Prognosis): Just as it is promising to resolve the controversy
about abduction by allowing both instinctual and inferential character to abduction, some
scholastics found a way out of the dilemma for understanding estimation by allowing both
characters to estimation (Park 2012a).

On the other hand, in comparing Magnani’s extension of Peircean animal
abduction with medieval discussions of estimative faculty, it may not be too difﬁcult to detect several relevant disanalogies between abduction and estimation. One
clear difference between Magnani’s animal abduction and medieval notions of
estimation in animals is this. As we saw above, Magnani seems to ascribe abductive
instinct to any organism. On the other hand, the typical examples of the owners of
the estimative faculty in medieval psychology are vertebrates. Another, though
closely related, difference is found in that while Magnani grants what he calls
pseudo thought even to extremely lower animals, the owners of the judgmental
sense faculty in medieval psychology are again vertebrates. Still another, but again
closely related, difference is that unlike Magnani, who interprets any kind of perception as abduction, medieval philosophers count estimation as conﬁned to perceptions of intentions not reducible to external senses and other internal senses
(Park 2012b).

3 Peirce on Perception as Abduction
This third disanalogy between estimation in animals in medieval Aristotelian
psychology and abduction in animals in Peirce’s psychology and Magnani’s cognitive science is the focal point of my discussion. In what context and for what
purpose did Peirce and Magnani claim that perception is a special kind of abduction? What far-reaching implications are there in this apparently radical and controversial claim?
It is rather well-known that Peirce suggested perception as a kind of abduction.
Many commentators, including Magnani, have provided us with ﬁne expositions of
Peirce’s views in that regard based on ample textual ground. We will examine some
such texts in due course. But, before analyzing them, it seems pertinent to locate
Peirce against the background of the history of the study of animal cognition and
animal souls, or more broadly the history (or pre-history) of psychology. For Peirce
seems to be a ﬁgure in the transitory period between the traditional Aristotelian
faculty psychology and the emerging experimental psychology.
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Though rarely highlighted, there seems to be no doubt that Peirce was one of the
leading American experimental psychologists in the late nineteenth and the early
twentieth century. Let us ﬁnd the birth date of experimental psychology in “1879”,
when Wilhelm Wundt established his lab at Leipzig. And let us ask what Peirce as a
psychologist was doing before and after the birth of experimental psychology.
Relying on Thomas C. Cadwallader’s study, we may answer this question rather
straightforwardly. According to Cadwallader, there were three different approaches
to psychology in the mid nineteenth century: (1) the philosophical approach in
Europe, which follows the Cartesian tradition of relating physiology to psychology,
(2) phrenology in America, which “was largely popular and had little direct input
into academic psychology”, and (3) the dominant psychology in America, which
was “a blend of theology and philosophy” (Cadwallader 1975, p. 168). Also,
following the lead of Cadwallader, we can trace Peirce’s interest in psychology
back to his teen age period, for there are many interesting items in his early
notebooks that deal with psychology (Cadwallader 1975, pp. 168–170).
Cadwallader also observes that after graduating Harvard in 1859 Peirce gave in his
writings “an increasing focus on psychological topics” (Cadwallader 1975, p. 169).
What is important is that in this period Peirce began to criticize introspective
psychology as untrustworthy in some of his famous work.3 More importantly,
Peirce criticized severely the British tradition of faculty psychology in his 1869
review of Noah Porter’s book The Human Intellect (1868) “for failing to follow the
lead of Wundt” (Cadwallader 1975, p. 171).4
It is tempting to dwell further on Peirce’s particular achievements as an empirical
psychologist. For example, we may want to uncover the Peircean heritage in
psychology at Johns Hopkins even before G. Stanley Hall founded the psychology
laboratory there (Cadwallader 1975, p. 176; Leary 2009; Green 2007). Indeed,
Cadwallader enumerates several prominent psychologists “as students and/or
members of his Metaphysical Club”: Jastrow, John Dewey, J. McKeen Cattell, and
Christine Ladd Franklin. Or, we may want to have an overview of what Peirce
wrote about topics in psychology, whether it be the Bezold-Brücke phenomenon,
which Cadwallader suggests to call Bezold-Peirce-Brücke phenomenon
(Cadwallader 1975, p. 172), or the problem of habit, which Peirce calls “the very
market place of psychology” (7.367; Cadwallader 1975, p. 175). But it is time to
return to review how Peirce understood perception as a kind of abduction.
Perhaps the most widely cited text for Peirce’s view of perception as abduction is
the following:

Cadwallader cites “On a New List of Categories” (1867) [CP 1.545–1.559] and “Questions
Concerning Certain Faculties Claimed for Man” (1868) [CP 5.213–5.263] in this regard
(Cadwallader 1975, 170–171).
4
Based on Peirce’s own recollection and the evidence from the large set of notes that began aroud
1865 (Ms. 1956), Cadwallader notes that “[a]s the 60 s progressed, Wundt’s influence began to be
apparent in Peirce’s writings”. Also, based on a large notebook (Ms. 1156), Cadwallader reports
that Peirce showed continued interest in Wundt by referring to Wundt’s Physiological Psychology
of 1874 at least 47 times (Cadwallader 1975, p. 171).
3
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The third cotary5 proposition is that abductive inference shades into perceptual judgment
without any sharp line of demarcation between them; or in other words our ﬁrst premises,
the perceptual judgments, are to be regarded as an extreme case of abductive inferences,
from which they differ in being absolutely beyond criticism (EP 2, p. 227).

Indeed, Magnani uses this passage as the crucial evidence for the view that
“Perception is abductive in itself” (Magnani 2009, p. 268). And, I fully agree with
Magnani for this. But what exactly do we mean by this? It is interesting to note that,
in his subsequent discussion immediately following this, Magnani points out that
“[i]f perceptions are abductions they are basically withdrawable, just like the scientiﬁc hypotheses abductively found” (ibid.). Further, after discussing the semiotic
and abductive character of perception with the focus on controllability, he ultimately summarizes the outcome of the discussion as follows:
In summary, judgments in perception are fallible but indubitable abductions – we are not in
any condition to psychologically conceive that they are false, as they are unconscious habits
of inference (Magnani 2009, p. 269).

Again, I have no qualms with Magnani’s masterly move uncovering such
insightful implications of the thesis that perception is abductive in itself. However, I
think it proﬁtable to consider some other perspectives too for understanding this
remarkable thesis. Anyway, Piece himself was exploiting his third cotary proposition in the context of explaining why pragmatism is nothing but the logic of
abduction. At least, we should fathom how psychologists, who have been struggling with the problems of perception, would ﬁnd the view that perception is a kind
of abduction.
Tiercelin understands what Peirce was doing in his discussion of perception as
abduction as providing us with “true connecting links between abductions and
perceptions, midway between a seeing and a thinking”. (Tiercelin 2005, p. 393).
Further, she ﬁnds Peirce as illustrating such connecting links by three different
kinds of experiences: (1) optical illusions, (2) phenomena that “involve both our
constitution as a natural tendency to interpret and some intentional characteristics
of the objects themselves”, and (3) cases where “we can repeat the sense of a
conversation but we are often quite mistaken as to what words were uttered”
(Tiercelin 2005, pp. 393–394; Peirce 1998, pp. 228–229).
Perhaps, for my present purpose, Tiercelin’s reconstruction of the historical
and/or theoretical background, against which Peirce was presenting his views of
perception as abduction, is even more pertinent. For, roughly speaking, she claims
that Peirce’s stance on perception evolved from that of emphasizing the inferential
character of perception to an “immediate theory of perception”. Since it will
become extremely important for my interpretation of Peirce’s view of perception as
abduction, I would like to quote rather extensively how Tiercelin contrasted

According to Campbell, the word “cotary” is a neologism from Latin, meaning “whetstone”. So,
Peirce’s three cotary propositions of pragmatism are supposed to sharpen the concept of pragmatism (Campbell 2011, p. 54). I am indebted to Lorenzo Magnani for this reference.
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Peirce’s early and later views of perception. Tiercelin ﬁnds in Peirce’s earliest
writings (1865–1868) views reminiscent of Berkeley and Helmholtz:
In the three articles of 1868, Peirce interprets perception, from top to bottom, as an
inferential and hypothetical process: he refuses to admit ﬁrst premises such as sense data,
impressions or intuitions (i.e., cognitions not determined by previous cognitions). Not only
is space known by inference (and not immediately seen) (W 2: 197), but it is hard to
distinguish dream from reality (W 2: 196) (Tiercelin 2005, p. 390).

According to her, many of Peirce’s earlier views have not changed, when he
presented his views on perception as abduction in 1903. “[S]ince the 1880s at
least”, she notes, however, Peirce adopted new ways of explaining the relations
between thought and reality:
What is most important now is to underline the external pressure, forcefulness, ‘percussivity’ (NEM 318), or reactive role of Secondness (CP 7.620), the ‘dumbness’ (CP 7.622)
of the percept, which makes ‘no professions of any kind’ (CP 7.619) but ‘obtrudes itself
upon me in its entirety’ (CP 7.624, 7.643) and the uncontrollable (EP 2: 191), ‘unreasonable,’ but for that very reason, acritical situation in which the perceiver ﬁnds himself
(CP 7.643; EP 2; 191). Paradoxically, but to a certain extent only (Hookway 1986),
whereas Peirce had begun as an anti-foundationalist, he now seems ready to view the
perceptual judgment as (although, it is true, only de facto), ‘the starting-point or ﬁrst
premise of all critical and controlled thinking’ (CP 5.181). ‘Logical criticism cannot go
beyond perceptual facts which are the ﬁrst judgments which we make concerning percepts’
(CP 7.198) (Tiercelin 2005, p. 391) (Italics are Peirce’s).

It is intriguing to note at this stage that the rivalry between the inferential theory
of perception and the immediate theory of perception is not over. We can witness
this fact by simply referring to recent articles such as Norman (2002), where he
contrasts what he calls “the constructivist and ecological theories”. Another and a
more intriguing is Peirce’s transition from an inferential theory to an immediate
theory of perception. For one might simply assume Peircean view of perception as
abduction to be a kind of inferential theory of perception. Josephson seems to be a
good example:
There is a long tradition of belief in philosophy and psychology that perception relies on
some form of inference (Kant 1787; von Helmholtz (1967); Bruner 1957; Rock 1983;
Gregory 1987; Fodor 1983). But this form of inference has been typically thought of as
some form of deduction, or simple recognition, or feature-based classiﬁcation, not as
abduction. In recent times researchers have occasionally proposed that perception, or at
least language understanding, involves some form of abduction or explanation-based
inference (Charniak and McDermott 1985, p. 557; Charniak 1986; Dasigi 1988; Josephson
1982, pp. 87–94; Fodor 1983, pp. 88, 104; Hobbs et al. 1993). Peirce actually says in one
place, “Abductive inference shades into perceptual judgment without any sharp line of
demarcation between them” (Peirce 1902, p. 304; Josephson and Josephson 1994, p. 238).

Insofar as one is preoccupied with the idea that abduction is a kind of inference, it
would be extremely hard, if not impossible, to understand what is meant by “Peirce’s
transition from an inferential theory to an immediate theory of perception”.
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The key for solving this apparent puzzle can be found in the double aspect of
abduction, i.e., abduction as instinct and abduction as inference. I suggest a
hypothesis regarding the evolution of Peirce’s views on abduction:
(H1) Peirce’s transition from an inferential theory to an immediate theory of perception
parallels his transition from the more inferential view of abduction to the more instinctual
view of abduction.

Further, I suggest another hypothesis regarding what caused these parallel
transitions in Peirce:
(H2) What Peirce learned from animals sometime in 1870s was the crucial factor in Peirce’s
changing mind about perception and abduction.

Needless to say, what Peirce learned from animals must be that perception is a
special kind of abduction. So, my suggestions are amount to this:
(H3) Peirce learned from animals that perception is a kind of abduction.

Again, it is needless to emphasize that I learned all these possibilities from
Magnani’s writings on animal abduction. So, let us turn to what Magnani has to say
about animal perception and abduction.

4 Magnani on Animal Abduction
Even though Magnani never explicitly claims (H1), (H2) or (H3), I believe, they
must be already implied by his ideas on animal abduction. Indeed, he characterizes
the Chap. 5 of Magnani (2009), which is entitled as “Animal Abduction. From
Mindless Organisms to Artifactual Mediators” as the key for the entire book:
The resulting idea that abduction is partly explicable as a biological instinctual phenomenon and partly as a more or less “logical” operation related to “plastic” cognitive
endowments of all organisms naturally leads to the remaining sections (starting from
Sect. 5.3) of this key chapter (Magnani 2009, p. 267).

Further, he presents the aim of this key chapter quite explicitly:
The present chapter aims at illustrating how Peircean emphasis on the role of instincts in
abduction provides a deep philosophical framework which in turn supplies an anticipatory
and integrated introduction to the problem of animal hypothetical cognition (Magnani
2009, p. 283).

So, it may not be too farfetched to portray Magnani’s approach to perception as
abduction as that of a truly multidisciplinary cognitive scientist’s. Also, it must be
worthwhile to emphasize the fact that in dealing with the issue of “perception as
abduction” Magnani has in mind “animal perception as abduction”, whether it be
human or nonhuman. And this reminder can be supported by his strong feeling
against modern philosophy:
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Sometimes philosophy has anthropocentrically condemned itself to partial results when
reflecting upon human cognition because it lacked in appreciation of the more “animal-like”
aspects of thinking and feeling, which are certainly in operation and are greatly important in
human behavior (Magnani 2009, p. 283; see also Magnani 2010, p. 225).

Furthermore, Magnani’s own position regarding perception does ﬁt quite well
with our characterization of Peirce’s transition from inferential theory to an
immediate theory of perception. After having conﬁrmed the strong tie between
perception and reiﬁcation, he appeals to Raftopoulos’s recent assessment of
Fodor-Churchland controversy:
in humans perception (at least in the visual case) is not strictly modular, like Fodor (1984)
argued, that is, it is not encapsulated, hardwired, domain-speciﬁc, and mandatory. Neither
is it wholly abductively “penetrable” by higher cognitive states (like desires, beliefs,
expectations, etc.), by means of top-down pathways in the brain and by changes in its
wiring through perceptual learning, as stressed by Churchland (1988). (Magnani 2009,
p. 301; Raftopoulos 2001).

Magnani believes, even if we allow “a substantial amount of information which
is theory-neutral” and “a certain degree of theory-ladenness” in perceptual learning,
“this fact does not jeopardize the assumption concerning the basic cognitive
impenetrability of perception”:
in sum, perception is informationally “semi-encapsulated”, and also semi-hardwired, but,
despite its top-down [sic] character, it is not insulated from “knowledge” (Magnani 2009,
p. 301).

So, if I am on the right track, Magnani would not only agree with (H1), (H2),
and (H3) but also agree with Peirce’s views on animal perception and abduction
embedded in them. As was hinted at above, however, Magnani wants to go beyond
Peirce. But, exactly how could he do it?

4.1

Toward Abductive Robots

The question as to exactly how to go beyond Peirce in matters with animal perception and abduction is nothing other than asking exactly how to learn abduction
from animals. Even if Magnani never explicitly formulates the issue that way,
throughout the chapter on animal abduction, and in fact throughout the entire
volume of Abductive Cognition, he is dealing with that very question. The minimum ground for such an interpretation may be found even from the mottos quoted
at the beginning. There Peirce is merely raising a rhetorical question: “But if you
are going to think every poor chicken endowed with an innate tendency toward a
positive truth, why should you think that to man alone this gift is denied?” (Peirce
1931–1958, 5.591; Magnani 2009, pp. 277–278). On the other hand, Magnani was
explicitly afﬁrming the existence of abductive instinct in humans: “It is clear that for
Peirce abduction is rooted in the instinct and that many basically instinctual-rooted
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cognitive performances, like emotions, provide examples of abduction available to
both human and non-human animals” (Magnani 2009, p. 286).
But, even if we agree with Magnani for allowing abductive instinct in humans,
shouldn’t we concede our inferiority to nonhuman animals for the sharpness of
abductive instinct? Unlike the easiness of invoking clear examples of abductive
instincts in nonhuman animals, it seems rather difﬁcult, if not impossible to cite one
in the case of humans. Where are we going to ﬁnd some uncontroversial example of
abductive instinct in humans? Giving up this hopeless search, shouldn’t we
endeavor to learn from animals how to be better abducers in any speciﬁed domain?
Now, I would like to approach in stepwise fashion. First, I would like to discuss
a weak or passive sense of learning abduction from animals. There is an analogy
between the problem of learning from animals how to sharpen abductive instinct
and the problem of learning from experts or masters of a certain ﬁeld that requires
extremely sophisticated skills how to sharpen abductive instinct. There is one
obvious disanalogy between these two cases, of course. Unlike the entirely inborn
character of the former, the latter may involve some degree of learnability. In
playing board games like chess or Baduk (Weichi, Go), we novices may not only
mimic masters’ moves but also try to make their intuitions for selecting and
focusing on a few most promising moves our own.6 As long as the masters’
intuitions themselves are not entirely inborn but to a certain extent learnt, I think,
there is more hope for solving the latter problem. Be that as it may, I think, there are
enough interesting similarities between the two problems. In both problems, we do
concede that we ordinary humans are inferior to nonhuman animals or some experts
in a speciﬁed domain. To that extent, in both problems we may be helped by
abductive logic programming. Interestingly, Magnani also considers all these issues
and strategies. For example, he refers to Shanahan’s abductive account of robotic
vision where he interprets processes “by selecting through attention, imagery, and
semantic processing” as “essentially abductive” (Magnani 2009, p. 302; Shanahan
2005). Also, he discusses the problem of expert intuition at several places in his
chapter on animal abduction.

4.2

Perceiving Affordances

Secondly, I would like to discuss a strong or active sense of learning abduction
from animals. I do interpret Magnani’s ideas on perceiving affordance in human and
nonhuman animals as an answer to the problem of how to learn abduction from
animals in this sense. As far as the problem of perceiving affordances is concerned,
we don’t have to confess our inferiority to nonhuman animals. For, it is we humans
6

Gobet and Chassy promise to show the key features of expert intuition in chess. Their theory
“explains the rapid onset of intuition and its perceptual nature, provides mechanisms for learning,
incorporates processes showing how perception is linked to action and emotion, and how experts
capture the entirety of a situation (Gobet and Chassy 2009, p. 151).
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who have perceived affordances in some highly creative ways. However, we cannot
easily claim our superiority over nonhuman animals either. For, it is roaches not
humans that turn out to demonstrate better ability for survival, which may imply
superiority in perceiving affordances. In a word, I think we may safely and more
proﬁtably forget the issue of inferiority or superiority. Let it sufﬁce to say that we
humans, unlike nonhumans animals, seem to have very unique abductive instinct
displayed by our perceiving affordances.
Magnani would be happy with my interpretation, for he himself claims that
“cognitive niche construction can be considered as one of the most distinctive traits
of human cognition” (Magnani 2009, p. 331). According to Magnani, both human
and nonhuman animals are chance seekers, and thereby ecological engineers. They
“do not simply live their environment, but actively shape and change it looking for
suitable chances” Magnani (2009, p. 319). Further, “in doing so, they construct
cognitive niches” (ibid.). Then, in chance seeking ecological engineering in general,
and in cognitive niche construction in particular, what exactly does differentiate
humans from nonhuman animals?
In order to answer this question, we need to understand in what respects
Magnani extends or goes beyond Gibson’s notion of affordance. In principle, it
should not be too difﬁcult, because Magnani himself indicates explicitly or
implicitly some such respects of his own innovation. Magnani takes Gibson’s
notion of affordance “as what the environment offers, provides, or furnishes” as his
point of departure. He also notes that Gibson’s further deﬁnitions of “affordance as
(1) opportunities for action, (2) the values and meanings of things which can be
directly perceived, (3) ecological facts, (4) implying the mutuality of perceiver and
environment” may contribute to avoiding possible misunderstanding (Magnani
2009, p. 333). Given this Gibsonian ecological perspective, Magnani appropriates
some further extensions or modiﬁcations by recent scholars in order to establish his
own extended framework for the notion of affordance. It is simply beyond my
ability to do justice to all elements of Magnani’s extended framework for affordances. Let me just note one issue in which Magnani shows enormous interest, i.e.,
Gibsonian direct perception.
Magnani takes Donald Norman’s ambitious project of reconciling constructivist
and ecological approaches to perception seriously. (Magnani 2009, 6.4.3,
pp. 343ff). Above all, Magnani notes that Norman “modiﬁes the original Gibsonian
notion of affordance also involving mental/internal processing” (Magnani 2009,
p. 337) based on a text, where Norman writes:
I believe that affordances result from the mental interpretation of things, based on our past
knowledge and experience applied to our perception of the things about us” (Norman 1988,
p. 14).

If Norman is right, we may safely infer, as Magnani does, that pace Gibson,
“affordances depend on the organism’s experience, learning, and full cognitive
abilities” (Magnani 2009, p. 337). Both Norman and Magnani are evidencing these
ideas by formidable array of recent results in cognitive experimental psychology
and neuroscience (Magnani 2009, p. 341).
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Now, given this extended framework for that extends and modiﬁes some aspects
of the original Gibsonian notion of affordances, what exactly is Magnani’s contribution? In some sense, this is an unnecessary stupid question, for everybody
already knows the correct answer. By his expertise on abduction, and in particular
his Peircean thesis of perception as abduction, Magnani contributes enormously to
deepen our understanding of some truly big issues, such as how to reconcile
constructivist and ecological theories of perception. So, my question aspires to
understand more speciﬁcally how the Peirce-Magnani view of perception as
abduction contributes in that regard. Let us suppose that the original Gibsonian
notion of affordance has been extended and modiﬁed a la Norman. Would Magnani
claim that such an extension or modiﬁcation is impossible without abductive
activities of organisms? Or, would he claim that such an extension or modiﬁcation
is still incomplete without abduction?
Be that as it may, the big picture Magnani presents is this:
Organisms have at their disposal a standard endowment of affordances (for instance through
their hardwired sensory system), but at the same time they can extend and modify the scope
of what can afford them through the suitable cognitive abductive skills (Magnani 2009,
p. 348).

If we probe the question as to what exactly are involved in organisms’
employment of cognitive abductive skills, Magnani would respond roughly as the
following lines:
in sum organism already have affordances available because of their instinctive gifts, but
also they can dynamically abductively “extract” natural affordances through “affecting” and
modifying perception (which becomes semi-encapsulated). Finally, organisms can also
“create” affordances by building artifacts and cognitive niches (Magnani 2009, p. 346).

There are several points that become clear from this quote, I think. First, in
addition to the original Gibsonian framework for affordances, there is room for
organisms to participate in perceiving affordances (in the broad sense). Secondly,
abductive skills are performed by organisms in perceiving affordances. Thirdly, in
such abductively perceiving affordances, perception and action are inseparably
intertwined. Finally, organisms can even create affordance by abduction. Except for
the ﬁrst point, I think, all these seem to be due to Magnani.

5 Concluding Remarks
One might think that creating affordances by abduction is much more remarkable
than perceiving affordances by abduction. Of course, there is grain of truth in such a
feeling or a view. However, it seems to me that the latter is no less remarkable than
the former. For, in order to create affordance by abduction, it seems necessary to
perceive affordance by abduction ﬁrst. One might object by saying that that very
perceiving affordance by abduction required for creating affordances by abduction
is remarkable, because it involves perceiving, so to say, some non-existent thing.
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I do not deny that perceiving some non-existent thing is truly remarkable. But the
problem is that, in some sense, perceiving some non-existent thing is just a common
feature of all cases of perceiving affordances. At least, affordances are not sensible
by any external sense. Whether they are dispositional properties or relational
properties, we seem to perceive some non-existent thing in perceiving affordances.
This observation reminds us Avicenna’s lamb that sensed the intention of the
harm in the wolf by the estimative faculty as an internal sense. Apparently, the
intention of the harm in the wolf is by no means something sensible by any of the
external senses. So, insofar as there is no internal sense, if the lamb perceives the
intention of the harm in the wolf, the lamb is perceiving something non-existent.
The situation is not that different in Peirce’s poor chicken, which perceives the
edibility of corns. Edibility is obviously not sensible by any external sense, thereby
being something non-existent. Interestingly, I found another text referring to poor
chicken in Peirce’s writings, which again involves perceiving something
non-existent but not edibility:
That space is not immediately perceived is now universally admitted; and a mediate cognition is what is called an inference, and is subject to the criticism of logic. But what are we
to say to the fact of every chicken as soon as it is hatched solving a problem whose data are
of a complexity sufﬁcient to try the greatest mathematical powers? It would be insane to
deny that the tendency to light upon the conception of space is inborn in the mind of the
chicken and of every animal. The same thing is equally true of time (W 3, p. 317).7

As I noted above, estimation in medieval Aristotelian psychology was peculiar
to perception of intentions. On the other hand, Peirce and Magnani seem to interpret
any kind of perception as abduction. To those who ﬁnd the analogies and disanalogies between estimation and abduction in animals important, this is another
interesting contrast. Whether it be hasty or not, I do believe that Peirce’s and
Magnani’s generalization is truly insightful. At the same time, I wonder whether it
could be possible for them to make such an abductive move without the special
cases of perceiving non-existent, insensible something, such as the intention of
harm in the wolf or the edibility of corns in the newly hatched chicken. Herein lies a
hint for how to learn abduction from animals.
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Chapter 8

From Visual Abduction to Abductive
Vision

In order to fathom Peirce’s mind, and thereby in order to do science and philosophy
in Peircean way, vision seems to be a perfect point of departure. For vision allows
us to rethink what true interdisciplinarity would be like in our research. In this
article, I shall show the central importance of visual abduction and abductive vision
in our future study of abduction as well as Peirce’s thought. As exempliﬁed well in
Magnani’s study of abduction, we have good reasons to go with and beyond Peirce.
After briefly scheming Peirce’s view on perception as abduction, I shall report what
has been done in recent years in the ﬁelds of visual abduction and abductive vision.
The centrality of visual abduction in Magnani’s theory of manipulative abduction
will be one focal point. Another will be an examination of Raftopoulos’ discussion
of abduction in late vision.

1 Peirce on Perception as Abduction1
As is nicely addressed in Sami Paavola’s influential paper, it is still controversial
whether abduction is instinct or inference: “If abduction relies on instinct, it is not a
form of reasoning, and if it is a form of reasoning, it does not rely on instinct”
(Paavola 2005, p. 131). Fortunately, Lorenzo Magnani’s recent discussion of animal abduction sheds light on both instinctual and inferential character of Peircean

1

This section is based on Park (2014) (Chap. 7).
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abduction. Contrary to many commentators, who ﬁnd conflicts between abduction
as instinct and abduction as inference, he claims that they simply co-exist (Magnani
2009).2 Perhaps one of the key texts for Peirce’s view is the following:
The third cotary3 proposition is that abductive inference shades into perceptual judgment
without any sharp line of demarcation between them; or in other words our ﬁrst premises,
the perceptual judgments, are to be regarded as an extreme case of abductive inferences,
from which they differ in being absolutely beyond criticism (EP 2, p. 227).

Indeed, Magnani uses this passage as the crucial evidence for the view that
“Perception is abductive in itself”, thereby resolving Paavola’s problem (Magnani
2009, p. 268). And, I fully agree with Magnani for this. But what exactly do we
mean by this? In what context and for what purpose did Peirce and Magnani claim
that perception is a special kind of abduction? What far-reaching implications are
there in this apparently radical and controversial claim?
It is interesting to note that, in his subsequent discussion immediately following
this, Magnani points out that “[i]f perceptions are abductions they are basically
withdrawable, just like the scientiﬁc hypotheses abductively found” (ibid.). Further,
after discussing the semiotic and abductive character of perception with the focus
on controllability, he ultimately summarizes the outcome of the discussion as
follows:
In summary, judgments in perception are fallible but indubitable abductions – we are not in
any condition to psychologically conceive that they are false, as they are unconscious habits
of inference (Magnani 2009, p. 269).

Similarly, Tiercelin understands what Peirce was doing in his discussion of
perception as abduction as providing us with “true connecting links between
abductions and perceptions, midway between a seeing and a thinking” (Tiercelin
2005, p. 393). Further, she ﬁnds Peirce as illustrating such connecting links by three
different kinds of experiences: (1) optical illusions, (2) phenomena that “involve
both our constitution as a natural tendency to interpret and some intentional
characteristics of the objects themselves”, and (3) cases where “we can repeat the
sense of a conversation but we are often quite mistaken as to what words were
uttered” (Tiercelin 2005, pp. 393–394; Peirce 1998, pp. 228–229).
Tiercelin’s reconstruction of the historical and/or theoretical background, against
which Peirce was presenting his views of perception as abduction, is even more
pertinent. For, roughly speaking, she claims that Peirce’s stance on perception
evolved from that of emphasizing the inferential character of perception to an
“immediate theory of perception”. Tiercelin ﬁnds in Peirce’s earliest writings
Magnani (2009), especially Chap. 5 “Animal Abduction: From Mindless Organisms to Artifactual
Mediators”, which was originally published in Magnani and Li (2007, pp. 3–38).
3
According to Campbell, the word “cotary” is a neologism from Latin, meaning “whetstone”. So,
Peirce’s three cotary propositions of pragmatism are supposed to sharpen the concept of pragmatism (Campbell 2011, p. 54). I am indebted to Lorenzo Magnani for this reference. More
detailed further hints are found in the editors’ footnote #1 for Peirce’s “Pragmatism as the Logic of
Abduction” (EP, p. 530).
2
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(1865–1868) views reminiscent of Berkeley and Helmholtz (Tiercelin 2005,
p. 390). According to her, many of Peirce’s earlier views have not changed, when
he presented his views on perception as abduction in 1903. “[S]ince the 1880s at
least”, she notes, however, Peirce adopted new ways of explaining the relations
between thought and reality (Tiercelin 2005, p. 391).
The rivalry between the inferential theory of perception and the immediate
theory of perception is not over yet. We can witness this fact by simply referring to
recent articles such as Norman (2002), where he contrasts what he calls “the
constructivist and ecological theories”. In view of all this, Peirce’s transition from
an inferential theory to an immediate theory of perception is truly intriguing. For
one might simply assume Peircean view of perception as abduction to be a kind of
inferential theory of perception. Here is a good example:
There is a long tradition of belief in philosophy and psychology that perception relies on
some form of inference (Kant 1787; von Helmholtz 1967; Bruner 1957; Rock 1983;
Gregory 1987; Fodor 1983). But this form of inference has been typically thought of as
some form of deduction, or simple recognition, or feature-based classiﬁcation, not as
abduction (Josephson and Josephson 1994, p. 238).

As they point out, only in recent times and only occasionally researchers have
proposed that perception involves some form of abduction. Insofar as one is preoccupied with the idea that abduction is a kind of inference, it would be extremely
hard, if not impossible, to understand what is meant by “Peirce’s transition from an
inferential theory to an immediate theory of perception”.

2 Magnani on Visual Abduction
We may understand “visual abduction” very broadly in such a way that Jon Barwise
and his colleagues’ research on visual Information and diagrammatic reasoning in
the 1980s as a precursor to the study of visual abduction, which started in the mid
1990s. Interestingly, it seems 1994 that can be counted as the birth date for the
recent study of visual abduction. For, not only Cameron Shelley’s MA thesis
entitled “Visual Abductive Reasoning” but also Lorenzo Magnani and his
co-workers’ published paper entitled “Visual cognition and cognitive modeling”
appeared in 1994 (Shelley 1994; Magnani et al. 1994). Later, Shelley, sometimes
together with his former supervisor Paul Thagard, published several important
pieces on visual abduction (Shelley 1995, 1996, 2003; Thagard and Shelley 1997)
Magnani also contributed several papers and books dealing with visual abduction
(Magnani 2001, 2007, 2009, 2010, 2011) Recently, both Shelley and Magnani
presented their most recent thoughts about visual abduction at the International
Workshop on “Visual Abduction or Abductive Vision?” at Korea Advanced
Institute of Science and Technology in November, 2013 (Shelley 2015; Magnani
2015). From these two presentations of Shelley and Magnani, perhaps we can
extract almost everything we know about visual abduction.
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In order to appreciate the importance of visual abduction for Magnani, it may be
useful to take a glimpse of Magnani’s multiple distinctions of abduction:
(1) selective/creative; (2) theoretical/manipulative; and (3) sentential/model-based.
Each of these distinctions plays a crucial role in Magnani’s theory of abduction.
However, as our focal interest lies in understanding the relationships between these
three distinctions, let it sufﬁce to quote one most revealing text4:
What I call theoretical abduction certainly illustrates much of what is important in creative
abductive reasoning, in humans and in computational programs, especially the objective of
selecting and creating a set of hypotheses (diagnoses, causes, hypotheses) that are able to
dispense good (preferred) explanations of data (observations), but fails to account for many
cases of explanations occurring in science and in everyday reasoning when the exploitation
of environment is crucial. …I maintain that there are two kinds of theoretical abduction,
“sentential”, related to logic and to verbal/symbolic inferences, and “model-based”, related
to the exploitation of internalized models of diagrams, pictures, etc., cf. below in this
chapter (cf. Fig. 1.2) (Magnani 2009, p. 11).

This text is important because it presents a tentative deﬁnition of theoretical
abduction and the subdivision theoretical abduction into sentential and model-based
abductions. It also signiﬁcantly identiﬁes theoretical abduction as a creative
abductive reasoning. Insofar as Magnani views theoretical abduction as a kind of
creative abduction, and again insofar as he tries to distinguish between theoretical
and manipulative abductions, he must view manipulative abduction as a kind of
creative abduction. In this regard, the following text could be more informative:
Manipulative abduction (Magnani 2001) – contrasted with theoretical abduction– happens
when we are thinking through doing and not only, in a pragmatic sense, about doing. …
Manipulative abduction refers to an extra-theoretical behavior that aims at creating communicable accounts of new experiences to integrate them into previously existing systems
of experimental and linguistic (theoretical) practices (Magnani 2001, p. 53, 2009, p. 39).

Further, in Magnani’s writings it is also stressed that manipulative abduction is
occurring taking advantage of those model-based (for example, iconic) aspects that
are embedded in external models:
We have seen that manipulative abduction is a kind of abduction, usually model-based and
so intrinsically “iconic”, that exploits external models endowed with delegated (and often
implicit) cognitive and semiotic roles and attributes (p. 58).

This line of thought indicates clearly a possibility that Magnani’s multiple distinctions of abduction may work in entirely different fashion, in such a way that
each distinction represents a different dimension in our understanding of abduction.
What I have in mind might be presented crudely as in the Cubic Model of
Magnani’s classiﬁcation of abduction (see Fig. 1).
Now, with Magnani’s multiple distinctions between different types of abduction,
how are we to understand visual abduction? It seems to me that Magnani tends to
4
Elsewhere I discussed Magnani’s multiple distinctions of abduction in connection with the
problem of classifying types or patterns of abduction. I am adopting my previous discussion in
Park (2015) (Chap. 7).

2 Magnani on Visual Abduction
Fig. 1 Magnani’s
classiﬁcation of abduction:
cubic model
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approach visual abduction by invoking geometrical diagrams. Even though
Magnani (2013) does not discuss geometrical diagrams extensively, Magnani
already dealt with the role of model-based and manipulative abductions in geometrical reasoning in several places (Magnani 2001, 2009, 2013; Magnani and
Dossena 2005). Since there have been many attempts to understand Peirce’s philosophy of mathematics focusing on his distinction between corollarial and theorematic reasoning (Levy 1997; Hoffmann 1999; Stjernfelt 2007, 2011), Magnani’s
results in visual abduction can be easily combined with previous results in diagrammatic reasoning in geometry. For example, Peicean corollarial reasoning
would be mode-based, theoretical, visual abduction. On the other hand, Peicean
theorematic reasoning would be model-based, manipulative, visual abduction
(Magnani 2009, pp. 117–118, 176–178).
To assimilate Magnani’s views of manipulative abduction to Peirce’s theory of
diagrammatic reasoning in geometry, the most difﬁcult problem to overcome would
be that Peircean corollarial and theorematic reasonings are deductions. Magnani
claims that “theorematic deduction can be easily interpreted in terms of manipulative
abduction” (Magnani 2009, p. 178). However, it is not clear what he has in mind.
Probably, further hints can be secured from the following quote from Magnani:
As I have already indicated Peirce further distinguished a “corollarial” and a “theoric” part
within “theorematic reasoning”, and connected theoric aspects to abduction (Hoffmann
1999, p. 293): “Thêoric reasoning […] is very plainly allied to” what is normally called
abduction (Peirce 1966, 754, ISP, p. 8). (Magnani 2009, p. 181).

As Hoffmann points out, however, there can different possible interpretations of
what Peirce says: “either he identiﬁed abduction/retroduction and theoric reasoning
here or he claimed that there is abduction in mathematics beyond theoric deduction”
(Hoffmann 1999, p. 293).
Be that as it may, it must be one of the most signiﬁcant achievements in
Magnani’s study of abduction that he quite successfully identiﬁed and highlighted a
category of manipulative abduction. As times go by, he tends to emphasize its
signiﬁcance more and more. It seems that he even counts manipulativeness as an
inherent feature of all abduction. Probably, here Magnani is going beyond Peirce.
For, as far as I know, Peirce never suggested explicitly such a category as
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“manipulative abduction”. Even if Peirce extensively discussed geometrical diagrammatic reasoning, and thereby implicitly anticipated whatever Magnani has to
say about its manipulative character, we should credit Magnani for the discovery of
manipulative abduction. Now, what I want to emphasize is that Magnani’s discovery of manipulative abduction may have started with visual abduction in diagrammatic reasoning. If this observation is correct, then visual abduction is the core
of Magnani’s theory of abduction.

3 Peirce as a Psychologist5
Though rarely highlighted, there seems to be no doubt that Peirce was one of the
leading American experimental psychologists in the late nineteenth and the early
twentieth century. Let us ﬁnd the birth date of experimental psychology in “1879”,
when Wilhelm Wundt established his lab at Leipzig. And let us ask what Peirce as a
psychologist was doing before and after the birth of experimental psychology.
Relying on Thomas C. Cadwallader’s study, we may answer this question rather
straightforwardly. According to Cadwallader, there were three different approaches
to psychology in the mid nineteenth century: (1) the philosophical approach in
Europe, which follows the Cartesian tradition of relating physiology to psychology,
(2) phrenology in America, which “was largely popular and had little direct input
into academic psychology”, and (3) the dominant psychology in America, which
was “a blend of theology and philosophy” (Cadwallader 1975, p. 168). Also,
following the lead of Cadwallader, we can trace Peirce’s interest in psychology
back to his teen age period, for there are many interesting items in his early
notebooks that deal with psychology (Cadwallader 1975, pp. 168–170).
Cadwallader also observes that after graduating Harvard in 1859 Peirce gave in his
writings “an increasing focus on psychological topics” (Cadwallader 1975, p. 169).
What is important is that in this period Peirce began to criticize introspective
psychology as untrustworthy in some of his famous work.6 More importantly,
Peirce criticized severely the British tradition of faculty psychology in his 1869
review of Noah Porter’s book The Human Intellect (1868) “for failing to follow the
lead of Wundt” (Cadwallader 1975, p. 171).7

5

This section is again drawn from Park (2014) (Chap. 7).
Cadwallader cites “On a New List of Categories” (1867) [CP 1.545–1.559] and “Questions
Concerning Certain Faculties Claimed for Man” (1868) [CP 5.213–5.263] in this regard
(Cadwallader 1975, pp. 170–171).
7
Based on Peirce’s own recollection and the evidence from the large set of notes that began around
1865 (Ms. 1956), Cadwallader notes that “[a]s the 60s progressed, Wundt’s influence began to be
apparent in Peirce’s writings”. Also, based on a large notebook (Ms. 1156), Cadwallader reports
that Peirce showed continued interest in Wundt by referring to Wundt’s Physiological Psychology
of 1874 at least 47 times (Cadwallader 1975, p. 171).
6
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It is tempting to dwell further on Peirce’s particular achievements as an empirical
psychologist. For example, we may want to uncover the Peircean heritage in
psychology at Johns Hopkins even before G. Stanley Hall founded the psychology
laboratory there (Cadwallader 1975, p. 176; Leary 2009; Green 2007). Indeed,
Cadwallader enumerates several prominent psychologists “as students and/or
members of his Metaphysical Club”: Jastrow, John Dewey, J. McKeen Cattell, and
Christine Ladd Franklin. Or, we may want to have an overview of what Peirce
wrote about topics in psychology, whether it be the Bezold-Brücke phenomenon,
which Cadwallader suggests to call Bezold-Peirce-Brücke phenomenon
(Cadwallader 1975, p. 172), or the problem of habit, which Peirce calls “the very
market place of psychology” (7.367; Cadwallader 1975, 175).

4 Abductive Vision: Raftopoulos
Now, I suggest to understand “visual abduction” as meaning any kind of abductive
reasoning related to vision. Both Shelley’s study of visual analogies in archaeology
and Magnani’s study of manipulative abduction in geometrical proofs ﬁt perfectly
with this understanding of “visual abduction”. On the other hand, “abductive
vision” is different from “visual abduction” in that it aims at uncovering the
mechanism of vision itself in terms of abduction. To the best of my knowledge, the
expression “abductive vision” was not introduced until the KAIST International
Workshop. Also, it was at this Workshop, when we come to have the ﬁrst serious
attempt to reveal the mechanism of vision in terms of abductive inference. For,
there Athanassios Raftopoulos read a paper entitled “Abductive Inference in Late
Vision” (Raftopoulos 2015).
As I noted elsewhere (Park 2014), Magnani’s own position regarding perception
does ﬁt quite well with our characterization of Peirce’s transition from inferential
theory to an immediate theory of perception. After having conﬁrmed the strong tie
between perception and reiﬁcation, he appeals to Raftopoulos’s recent assessment
of Fodor-Churchland controversy:
in humans perception (at least in the visual case) is not strictly modular, like Fodor (1984)
argued, that is, it is not encapsulated, hardwired, domain-speciﬁc, and mandatory. Neither
is it wholly abductively “penetrable” by higher cognitive states (like desires, beliefs,
expectations, etc.), by means of top-down pathways in the brain and by changes in its
wiring through perceptual learning, as stressed by Churchland (1988). (Magnani 2009,
p. 301; Raftopoulos 2001).

Magnani believes, even if we allow “a substantial amount of information which
is theory-neutral” and “a certain degree of theory-ladenness” in perceptual learning,
“this fact does not jeopardize the assumption concerning the basic cognitive
impenetrability of perception”:
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in sum, perception is informationally “semi-encapsulated”, and also semi-hardwired, but,
despite its top-down [sic] character, it is not insulated from “knowledge” (Magnani 2009,
p. 301).

It is simply beyond my ability to fully grasp what Raftopoulos has achieved on
the borderline between philosophy and psychology. But, as least, I can see that
Raftopoulos’ move locating abductive inferences in late rather than early vision is
extremely interesting. Charles S. Peirce is undoubtedly the ﬁrst one who addressed
the problem of abductive vision. It seems highly likely that he would place
abduction not only in late vision but also in early vision. Was Peirce simply
mistaken because he was lacking 21st century’s advanced knowledge of vision
science and neuroscience? Or, after all these years, do we still have to learn
something from Peirce on abductive vision?
Let us check ﬁrst on what ground Raftopoulos locates abductive inference in late
vision. In referring to the problem as to what the logical status of the state transformations or transitions that occur in late vision is, he writes:
I argue that in late vision an abduction or ‘inference’ to the best explanation allows the
construction of a representation that best ﬁts a scene by forming hypotheses concerning the
identity of object in the visual scene and eliminating rival candidates until the best ﬁt is
found (Raftopoulos, ibid.).

Interestingly, Raftopoulos is anxious to deny that this abductive inference in late
vision is discursive:
I also defend the thesis that the abductive inferences of late vision are not instances of
discursive abductive inference because they do not effect transitions from propositionally
structured premises to recognitional beliefs (ibid.).

In other words, he is quite convinced that “late vision has an irreducible visual
ingredient that makes it different from discursive understanding”.
Now, Raftopoulos never stated that early vision is not an abductive process.
What he argues for is merely the thesis that late vision is an abductive process that
is not a discursive inference. In other words, Raftopoulos has not yet discussed
early vision and its relation to abduction.8 I believe that we can extend the discussion to early vision. Further, I believe that the possibility of early abductive
vision would become more arguable, if we criticize some of Raftopoulos’s
assumptions in his subtle and painstaking reasoning. First, he simply equates
abduction with inference to the best explanation. Secondly, he simply views
abduction as an inference without considering the viability of Peircean view of
perception as abduction. The latter assumption was already challenged in Sects. 1
and 3 above. Given Peirce’s intriguing treatment of perception as abduction, and the
qualiﬁcation of Peirce as an experimental psychologist, it seems unfair to ignore the

8

Here I am indebted to an anonymous reviewer, who convinced me that Raftotpoulos never denies
the possibility of early abductive vision.
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possibility of abduction in early vision. It is highly likely that it the matter of
empirical study by psychologist whether there is abduction in early vision. Even
then, we should grant a fair hearing to Peirce’s views taking seriously the possibility
of abduction in early vision.

5 Abduction Is not IBE9
Now let us turn to Raftopoulos’ ﬁrst assumption. In the huge literature on IBE,
Raftopoulos is not the only one, who equates abduction with IBE. Starting with
Gilbert Harman’s influential article “Inference to the Best Explanation” (Harman
1965), it culminates at Peter Lipton’s book devoted to IBE (Lipton 1991, 2004).
Harman didn’t bother with the possible differences between abduction and IBE.
For, he states as if there are merely terminological differences between them:
“The inference to the best explanation” corresponds approximately to what others have
called “abduction,” “the method of hypothesis,” “hypothetic inference,” “the method of
elimination,” “eliminative induction,” and “theoretical inference.” (Harman 1965, pp. 88–
89).10

Lipton is not different from Harman in this regard (Lipton 1991, p. 58, 2004,
p. 57). The textbooks or reference works of philosophy of science, with very good
reasons, simply follow suit of such eminent debates among leading philosophers in
equating abduction with IBE (Ladyman 2002, p. 47).
However, there have been some attempts to revolt against such a trend. Campos
criticizes Lipton’s appropriation as “inaccurate” on the ground that “it is not based
on any systematic comparison of these concepts” (Campos 2011, pp. 419–420).
Further, Gerhard Minnameier clearly contrasts abduction with IBE in terms of their
functions. While abduction is for the generation of theories, IBE is for their
evaluation:
Peirce characterizes abduction as the only type of inference that is creative in the sense that
it leads to new knowledge, especially to (possible) theoretical explanations of surprising
facts. As opposed to this, IBE is about the acceptance (or rejection) of already established
explanatory suggestions. Thus, while abduction marks the process of generating theories –

9

This section is a kind of summary of Sect. 4 of Park (2015) (Chap. 2), where much fuller
exposition was presented.
10
Cf. Atocha Aliseda’s interesting comments: “On the other hand, some authors take induction as
an instance of abduction. Abduction as inference to the best explanation is considered by Harman
[Har65] as the basic form of non-deductive inference, which includes (enumerative) induction as a
special case”.
This confusion returns in artiﬁcial intelligence. ‘Induction’ is used for the process of learning
from examples—but also for creating a theory to explain the observed facts [Sha91]. Thus making
abduction an instance of induction. Abduction is usually restricted to producing abductive
explanations in the form of facts. When the explanations are rules, it is regarded as part of
induction” (Aliseda 2006, p. 34).
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or, more generally, concepts – IBE concerns their evaluation. However, if this is so, then
both inferential types relate to entirely different steps in the process of knowledge acquisition (and, as I also try to show, of Knowledge application). (Minnameier 2004, pp. 75–
76).

According to Minnameier’s rather persuasive explanation, the later Peirce
realized that previously he “more or less mixed up Hypothesis and Induction” (CP
8.221, 1910) (Minnameier 2004, p. 78). There are at least two interesting points that
enforced Peirce to change his mind. On the one hand, he came to realize that what
he had called previously “hypothesis” is rather a variant of induction. So, he even
renamed “hypothesis” as “qualitative induction” (cf. NEM III/2, 874, 1909;
Minnameier 2004, p. 78). On the other hand, as Minnameier pins down, “what used
to be called “induction” in the sense of leading from facts to a theory about those
facts would now have to be regarded as an “abductive” inference” (ibid.). He seems
to ﬁnd the ground for such an interpretation from the late Peirce’s realization that
induction “never can originate any idea whatever. Nor can deduction. All the ideas
of science come to it by the way of Abduction” (CP 5.145, 1903; Minnameier 2004,
p. 78). Many philosophers seem to agree with Minnameier in distinguishing
abduction from IBE by their primary functions: i.e., abduction as generating theories from IBE as evaluating them (Magnani 2009, p. 18; Campos 2011, p. 420;
Mackonis 2013, pp. 976–977).
If so, we can safely conclude that, at least in one important sense, abduction and
IBE are clearly distinguished: abduction is for generation of hypotheses or theories,
while IBE is for evaluating them. This conclusion might have far-reaching implications. For example, it could cause a serious trouble for Schurz and his project of
classifying patterns of abduction. Since he identiﬁed without argument abduction
with IBE, it could be the case that what he classiﬁes is not the patterns of abduction
but the patterns of IBE.
Another important argument against equating abduction with IBE is that IBE
cannot be an abduction in GW-Model. In this regard, Magnani’s keen observations
on the GW-model of abduction is quite helpful:
It is clear that in the framework of the GW-schema the inference to the best explanation– if
considered as a truth conferring achievement justiﬁed by the empirical approval – cannot be
a case of abduction, because abductive inference is constitutively ignorance-preserving. In
this perspective the inference to the best explanation involves the generalizing and evaluating role of induction (Magnani 2013, pp. 5–6).

I think that I supplied enough ground to challenge Raftopoulos’ assumption that
abduction is IBE. If I am successful in casting doubts as to Raftopoulos’ two
fundamental assumptions, we seem to have ample ground to extend the possibility
of abduction to early vision.

6 Concluding Remarks
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6 Concluding Remarks
The key for understanding both visual abduction and abductive vision can be found
in the double aspect of abduction, i.e., abduction as instinct and abduction as
inference. Given this key, we can expect to get interesting results on visual
abduction by continuing and expanding what Magnani, Thagard, Shelley, and
others have done. As was clear from the case of diagrammatical reasoning in
geometry, we will continue to be inspired by Peirce in this venture.
As we saw above, Raftopoulos does not discuss the possibility of early abductive
vision. We can surmise, however, Peirce could have located abduction even at the
early vision. Peirce’s scattered remarks on optical illusion can be the treasure house
for us to examine this hypothesis. If so, Peirce is not merely the ﬁrst but also one of
the best among us who scrutinize the mysteries of visual abduction and abductive
vision.
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Chapter 9

Misrepresentation in Context

1 Introduction
We can witness the recent surge of interest in the interaction between cognitive
science, philosophy of science, and aesthetics on the problem of representation.
Mark Rollins believe that, insofar as most of the theories of pictorial representation
explain depiction in terms of perception, there “aesthetics and cognitive science
meet” (Rollins 1999, p. 388). Stephen M. Downes even thinks that many of the
“arguments from aesthetics can be used against accounts of representation in philosophy of science” (Downes 2009, p. 417). Encouraged by this somewhat unexpected interaction between cognitive science, philosophy of science and aesthetics,
one might want to discuss the problem of mental representation together, thereby
aiming at a uniﬁed theory of representation.
Once we become interested in the fortuna of the problem of representation in
philosophy of science, aesthetics, and cognitive science (or philosophy of mind in
particular) in recent years, three things loom large. First, Nelson Goodman’s heritage seems much more pervasive and persistent than one might think. Secondly,
the problem of misrepresentation seems to play entirely different function and role
in these ﬁelds. Finally, these two points seem intricately connected with each other.
The recent interaction between cognitive science, aesthetics and philosophy of
science naturally leads us to rethinking the achievements of Goodman’s monumental book Languages of Art (Goodman 1976). For, there is no doubt that no one
else contributed more than Goodman to throw a light on the cognitive function of
art. What I have in mind in invoking Goodman’s heritage, however, is his celebrated terse argument for the thesis that resemblance is neither necessary nor sufﬁcient for representation. Even though Goodman targeted pictorial representation,
his influence is not merely in aesthetics at all. Ironically, it could be also Goodman
who has been the stumbling block for a uniﬁed theory of representation.
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The problem of misrepresentation has been one of the key issues in recent
philosophy of mind (or cognitive science in general) [see Perlman (2000), Fodor
(1986, 1987a, b, 1990a, b), Dretske (1981), Godfrey-Smith (1989)]. For, it turns out
to be an insurmountable difﬁculty for any naturalistic theory of mental representation. In aesthetics and philosophy of science, however, the situation is quite
different. Until quite recently, almost no one paid due attention to the problem of
pictorial misrepresentation [see Hopkins (1994, 1998)]. Also, to the best of my
knowledge, the problem of scientiﬁc misrepresentation is not yet a serious issue in
philosophy of science.
It is quite understandable that by setting aside the resemblance theory it becomes
extremely difﬁcult, if not impossible, to explain the possibility of mental misrepresentation for any naturalistic theory of representation. The recent discussion of the
problem of pictorial misrepresentation in aesthetics seems to ﬁnd momentum with
the belated revolt against Goodman’s legacy and the concomitant revival of interest
in resemblance (Files 1996; Perini 2005). Contrary to Goodman’s wish, the problem of verity still persists in philosophy of science, at least with the problem of
verisimilitude (Niiniluoto 1987, 1998; Oddie 1986; Schurz 2011). In that sense, the
influence of Goodman’s separation of resemblance from representation is not
notable in the discussion of scientiﬁc representation.
In Sect. 2, I will briefly review how influential Goodman’s separation of
resemblance and representation in art has been cognitive science, aesthetics, and
philosophy of science. Then, I will show in Sect. 3 that the meaning of the problem
of misrepresentation in recent discussions of aesthetics is at variance with that of the
problem of misrepresentation in philosophy of mind. For this venture, the lessons
from the recent study of mental misrepresentation by Dretske, Fodor, Barwise and
Perry, Godfrey-Smith, and Perlman as well as from Hopkins’ research on misrepresentation in art will be indispensable. Also, I shall discuss why there is no
parallel problem of misrepresentation in philosophy of science. For this purpose, I
will ﬁnd evidence from the problem of idealization and abstraction as well as
verisimilitude. Finally, in Sect. 4, I will indicate some of the most promising
projects that may pave a way toward a uniﬁed theory of representation.

2 Goodman’s Rejection of Resemblance Theory
According to Goodman, unlike representation, resemblance is reflexive and symmetric. Without any further argument other than this seemingly undisputable
observation, Goodman claims that resemblance is neither necessary nor sufﬁcient
for representation in art. Examples Goodman exploits in favor of the insufﬁciency
of resemblance for representation are the automobiles off an assembly line and the
twin brothers. In these cases, “neither one of a pair of very like objects represents
the other” (Goodman 1976, p. 4). In order to prove that resemblance is not necessary for representation, Goodman simply resorts to the widely accepted fact that
“almost anything may stand for almost anything else” (Ibid., p. 5). Insofar as we
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can accept that “denotation is core of representation”, Goodman seems to have an
extremely strong, if not conclusive” case for his conclusion that representation is
“independent of resemblance” (Ibid.).
The power of Goodman’s terse argument for the independence of representation
from resemblance turns out to be formidable. To testify its widespread and
untouchable influence, let it sufﬁce to give a few examples. In order to point out
some salient difﬁculties for resemblance theory, Dominic Lopes writes:
To begin with, the relations of depiction and resemblance are logically quite different.
Resemblance, unlike depiction, is reflexive—all things resemble themselves, but nothing
depicts itself. And resemblance, unlike depiction, is also symmetric—if the left of the pair
of central ﬁgures in The School of Athens resembles Aristotle in certain respects, then
Aristotle resembles that ﬁgure in the fresco in those respects; but although that part of the
fresco depicts Aristotle, this does not mean that he depicts part of it (Lopes 1996, p. 18).

Also, we ﬁnd Daniela Bailer-Jones reporting virtually the same points:
Goodman also stresses that resemblance is not a sufﬁcient condition for representation
because something may resemble itself, but this does not mean it is a representation of
itself. Moreover, resemblance is a symmetric relationship, if A resembles B, then B
resembles A. Yet if a painting represents the Duke of Wellington, then it is still not the case
that the Duke of Wellington represents the painting. Goodman here captures our common
intuitions about representation and relies in his analysis on our use of language
(Bailer-Jones 2009, p. 183).

Finally, according to Jerry Fodor, there are only two sorts of naturalistic theories
of representation, i.e., the resemblance theory and the causal theory. He claims,
however, that the resemblance theory is certainly wrong. Here are his reasons:
For one thing, as everybody points out, resemblance is a symmetrical relation and representation isn’t; so resemblance can’t be representation. And, for another, resemblance
theories have troubles with the singularity of representation. The concept tiger represents
all tigers; but the concept this tiger represents only this one. There must be (possible) tigers
that resemble this tiger to any extent you like, and if resemblance is sufﬁcient for representation, you’d think the concept this tiger should represent those tigers too. But it doesn’t,
so again resemblance can’t be sufﬁcient for representation (Fodor 1984, p. 233).

Without further ado, we may safely count Goodman’s treatment of representation as “the twentieth century’s seminal text on the matter” (Van Fraassen 2008,
p. 16).

3 What Is the Problem of Misrepresentation?
As we noted above, there was no extensive interaction among philosophy of mind,
philosophy of science, and aesthetics in the analytic tradition. Even though each of
these areas concerns the problem of representation, and even sharing the common
heritage of Goodman’s rejection of resemblance theory of representation, no fruitful
synthesis resulted. As a consequence, it is not evident whether one and the same
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problem of representation is at issue in these areas of philosophy. One clear
example seems to be the so-called the problem of misrepresentation in philosophy
of mind and aesthetics. Unlike in philosophy of mind, where there is a consensus on
what the problem of mental misrepresentation is, there seems to be enormous
potential and actual confusions regarding the problem of misrepresentation in art.
Again, unlike in philosophy of mind, where there is a history of focused debates on
that well-established problem of mental misrepresentation, there is only a few
attempts to tackle the problem of misrepresentation in aesthetics. My hunch is that
Goodman’s celebrated rejection of resemblance theory is largely to blame for these
situations in philosophy of mind and aesthetics. Be that as it may, let us briefly take
a look at how the problem of misrepresentation is dealt with in philosophy of mind
and in aesthetics respectively.

3.1

Mental Misrepresentation

It is well-known that informational theories of mental representation is bound to
face a fatal problem of error. For, as Godfrey-Smith explains, they “apparently
cannot explain how a representation can acquire a determinate content and yet be
false” (Godfrey-Smith 1989, p. 534). In order to stress the gravity of this problem,
Godfrey-Smith points out the following:
Informational semantics is almost the only theory in an important philosophical market.
The market is the naturalistic explanation of intentionality, and ultimately, of truth and
reference. Some versions of conceptual role semantics, and theories based on biological
function, are competitors, but none of these is as highly developed as informational
semantics (Ibid.).

In order to understand why it appears to be impossible for informational theories
of mental representation to explain the cases of mental misrepresentation, possibly
the best way is to introduce “Fodor’s disjunction problem”, which Godfrey-Smith
believes to be “the error problem’s most troublesome form” (Ibid.). From the start,
Fodor has been most critical of information based theories of meaning. Further,
there have been polemical exchanges between Fodor and Barwise.1

1

Fodor (1986, 1987a, b), Barwise (1986, 1989). Fodor thinks that the theory of information held
by Dretske and articulated by Barwise and Perry treats the information content of a situation as the
basic notion. In this theory, the information content is non-perspectival, receiver neutral, intrinsic,
and non-intentional. On the other hand, he claims, what are needed in cognitive science are the
notions of information displayed by a signal, the information encoded by the signal, and the
information in the signal that is available to the agent. They are perspectival, receiver relative,
non-intrinsic, and intentional. Barwise sensitively responds to such a characterization of their
theory, especially as behavioristic. He also launches a counterattack on Fodor’s ideas of lingua
mentis, which is not our present concern.
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Fodor formulated the problems with naturalistic information theory initially as
against the crude causal theory, according to which the symbol tokenings denote
their causes, and the symbol types express the property whose instantiations reliably
cause their tokenings (Fodor 1987a, b, p. 99). As Fodor sees it, the crude causal
theory, in effect, says that a symbol expresses a property if it is nomologically
necessary that all and only instances of the property cause tokenings of the symbol.
Further, there are problems with both the ‘all’ part and the ‘only’ part. It is not the
case that all horses actually do cause ‘horse’ tokenings. Also, cows sometimes
cause ‘horse’ tokenings when they are mistaken for horses. He calls the former “the
naturalization problem” and the latter “the disjunction problem”.2
The disjunction problem is that there can be no such thing as misrepresentation
according to the crude causal theory:
Suppose, for example, that tokenings of the symbol ‘A’ are nomologically dependent upon
instantiations of the property A; viz., upon A’s. Then, according to the theory, the tokens of
the symbol denote A’s (since tokens denote their causes) and they represent them as A’s
(since symbols express the property whose instantiations cause them to be tokened).
Symbol tokenings that represent A’s as A’s, however, are ipso facto veridical. Thus it seems
that the condition for an ‘A’-token meaning A is identical to the condition for such a token
being true. How, then, do you get unveridical ‘A’ tokens into the causal picture? (Fodor
1987a, b, p. 101).

Of course, one obvious reply would be that sometimes ‘A’ tokens are caused by
B’s, even though whatever is B is not A. Fodor claims, however, that such a way
out is not open to the crude causal theory:
Since there are B-caused tokenings of ‘A’, it follows that the causal dependence of ‘A’s
upon A’s is imperfect; A’s are sufﬁcient for the causation of ‘A’s, but so too are B’s. If,
however, symbols express the properties whose instantiations reliably cause them, it looks
as though what A must express is not the property of being A (or the property of being B)
but rather the disjunctive property of being (AvB). But if ‘A’ expresses the property (AvB),
then B-caused ‘A’ tokenings are veridical after all. They are not misrepresentations since, of
course, B’s are AvB. But if B-caused ‘A’ tokenings are true of their causes, then we don’t
yet have a theory of misrepresentation (Fodor 1987a, b, pp. 101–102).

That is what Fodor called “the disjunction problem”.
It is interesting to note that there is an ongoing debate between situational
semanticists and Fodor (Fodor 1986, 1987a, b, 1990a, b; Barwise 1986; Barwise
and Seligman 1993, 1997). Indeed, we may understand what is going on as follows.
As was pointed out, Barwise and Perry’s theory was based on Dretske’s theory. But
Dretske’s theory is vulnerable to Fodor’s criticism of information based semantics.
Barwise and Perry have tried to avoid Fodor’s criticism by amending some facets of

2

Interestingly, Fodor becomes more and more favorable to the possibility of the information-based
theory of meaning. In particular, he seems to withdraw his criticism formulated as the naturalization problem (Fodor 1990a, b, 131, n. 3.) Be that as it may, the naturalization problem is not our
current concern.
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Dretske’s theory. In other words, Barwise and Perry’s theory of information has
evolved through confronting the disjunction problem and the naturalization
problem.
However interesting, it is obviously beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss
further the debate between Fodor and situational semanticists. Anyway, it may be
just a local debate within the camp of naturalistic theory of representation. What is
important in our discussion is simply to understand what exactly the problem of
mental misrepresentation is in philosophy of mind. To recapitulate, it is the problem
for naturalist theories of representation to explain how misrepresentation is
possible.

3.2

Misrepresentation in Art

Robert Hopkins must be one of the few who have discussed the problem of misrepresentation in art seriously. Earlier, in his influential article, he discussed the
problem of sculptural representation (Hopkins 1994). Later, he devoted a book
chapter on the problem of pictorial misrepresentation (Hopkins 1998). In both
places, Hopkins’s favorite examples are taken from caricatures. Let us see how he
understands the problem of pictorial misrepresentation in the following quote:
To misrepresent Blair a surface must enable us to see in it Blair with properties he does not
have—here, an enormous mouth and the like. But such properties will correlate with an
outline shape very different from (any of) Blair’s. After all, if we are to see in the caricature
Blair with an enormous mouth, it seems we must do two irreconcilable things. We must see
Blair in it, so we must see it as resembling him in outline shape. But we must also see an
enormous-mouthed thing in it, and so see it as resembling that in outline shape.
Unfortunately these two things differ considerably in outline shape. How, then, are we to
see one set of marks as resembling both? (Hopkins 1998, p. 96).

Here, Hopkins is alluding not only to his own experienced-resemblance theory
of depiction by outline shape but also to Wollheim’s theory of seeing in. For my
present purpose, what matters is just what exactly the problem of misrepresentation
is. What Hopkins means by the problem of pictorial misrepresentation seems quite
aptly expressed here. According to him, however, caricatures simply illustrate “a
problem for the resemblance view which holds more generally” (Ibid.). He explains
that the problem is to reconcile the resemblance view with the possibility of
misrepresentation:
Properties which particulars do not possess either correlate with outline shapes different
from those of that thing, or do not correlate with outline shape at all. If the latter, it is hard
to see how the view can allow them to be features of what a surface is seen as resembling,
and hence seen in it. If the former, it is hard to see how the view can allow that the surface
is seen as resembling both that particular and something with that property. Either way, it
looks difﬁcult for the view to say how we can see in surfaces a particular with a property it
does not possess (Ibid.).
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Recently Blumson presents the problem of depictive misrepresentation as
follows:
Suppose, for example, that the police are completely misinformed about the appearance of a
dangerous criminal. The police believe that the criminal is brunette, but he is blonde, the
police believe he is beared, but he is shaved, the police believe that he is tall, but in fact he
is short, and so on. If the police drew a wanted poster of this man, then it would resemble
someone who is brunette, bearded, tall and so on, and so would not resemble the criminal in
relevant respects. But despite failing to resemble the criminal, the drawing would still
succeed in representing him*. [*This example is from Kaplan (1969, p. 199)]. (Blumson
2009, 524).

Blumson claims that “resolving the trilemma concerning the depiction of
non-existents should resolve this problem too” (Ibid.). However, what problem is
he talking about? Does he have in mind a question like “How could one and the
same drawing be failing to resemble and representing the criminal at the same
time?”? Is it a problem of misrepresentation because the drawing is both a representation and misrepresentation of the criminal?

3.3

Misrepresentation in Philosophy of Science

Godfrey-Smith presents the problem of misrepresentation as the problem for naturalistic theories for mental representation. However, he didn’t even mention the
resemblance theories as one of the naturalistic theories of mental representation.
Fodor does mention the resemblance theory. But he excludes the resemblance
theory as deﬁnitely wrong at the outset. So, we seem to have a very good reason to
believe that the problem of misrepresentation is peculiar to the informational theories of mental representation. In other words, according to the assumption presumably widespread in the discussions of mental representation, the problem of
misrepresentation does not arise for the resemblance theory. On the other hand,
both Hopkins and Blumson discuss the problem of misrepresentation for the
resemblance theory in aesthetics. Further, they seem to presuppose that this problem is peculiar to the resemblance theory. What is going on?
In order to understand what is going on and the reason why, we seem to need an
overview of all the relevant disciplines, i.e., philosophy of mind, philosophy of
science, and aesthetics. So, it might be useful to look into the situation in philosophy of science. As we pointed out in Sect. 1, the problem of verity still persists in
philosophy of science, at least with the problem of verisimilitude. What we need to
understand is the reason why the problem of misrepresentation apparently does not
arise in philosophy of science, especially in connection with the huge literature
concerning verisimilitude.
In fact, it may not be too difﬁcult to understand how the problem of verisimilitude is related to the seeming non-existence of the problem of misrepresentation in
philosophy of science. For, the very idea of verisimilitude seems to presuppose
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implicitly that truth is unattainable by science. Popper himself sometimes expressed
this point by saying that truth is a regulative ideal:
[T]ruth plays the role of a regulative idea (Popper 1972, p. 30).
Speaking here of truth, I wish to make clear that our aim is to ﬁnd true theories or at least
theories which are nearer to the truth than the theories which are known to us at present.
Nevertheless this does not mean that we can know for certain of any of our explanatory
theories that they are true.
…
Thus we cannot attribute truth, or probability, to our theories. The use of such standards as
truth, and approximation to the truth, plays a role only within our criticism (Popper 1972,
pp. 264–265).

What is at issue in discussing verisimilitude is, in other words, this. Among all
the false theories at hand, which is closer to the truth? That means, all theories
available to us are misrepresentation of reality. Chakravartty makes this point quite
explicit:
Consider an analogy: scientiﬁc realism is often described as the view that our best scientiﬁc
representations are true, or yield truths about the world. Yet most realists happily agree that
most scientiﬁc representations are in fact false, strictly speaking (Chakravartty 2010b,
p. 203).

One obvious consequence of skeptical, gloomy or pessimistic picture must be
that since we already do have misrepresentations, there cannot be any problem for
securing the possibility for misrepresentation in science.
In Sect. 1, we also pointed out that, insofar as verisimilitude does matter in
science, the influence of Goodman’s separation of resemblance from representation
is not notable in the discussion of scientiﬁc representation. For, the very idea of
verisimilitude implies that it is possible to compare scientiﬁc representations in
terms of how they are closer to the truth. The relevance of resemblance to representation is duly appreciated here.3
Chakravartty (2010a) seems to be a rare case for appropriating the inspirations
from art to the problem of truth and representation in science. In order to understand
“how and in what manner scientiﬁc representations can be true”, he believes,
analogies to representation in art “can serve as valuable heuristics” (Ibid., p. 33).4
But how could that be the case? Chakravartty assumes that, in order to invoke truth
in science, one should be able to make sense of “the idea that inaccurate representations can be closer to the truth” (ibid., p. 34). But, in order to secure a sound

3

I mistakenly claimed that the relevance of resemblance to representation is simply taken for
granted in philosophy of science. But such a claim is “misleading in the sense that theories of
verisimilitude explicitly deﬁne similarity relations between states of affairs or possible worlds and
explicitly analyze case studies of misrepresenting idealizations”. I am indebted to an anonymous
reviewer for this point.
4
Of the two analogies he has in mind, I am going to discuss only the ﬁrst one, which concerns
abstraction and idealization in science.
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notion of approximate truth,5 he believes, one needs to elaborate “conditions of
approximation”. And his basic idea is using the analogy between science and art for
understanding abstraction and idealization in science in order to illuminate the
conditions of approximation (ibid., p. 35).
Interestingly, Chakravartty depends crucially on some features of Goodman’s
conventionalism on representation in his employment of the analogy between art
and science. For he writes:
The contrast between depiction and mere denotation as a central feature of representation in
art is an analogy for the contrast between truth and mere reference as a central feature of
representation in the sciences. Higher degrees of approximate truth can be understood in
terms of improved representations of the natures of target systems in the world, and this
improvement can be mapped along two dimensions: how many of the relevant properties
and relations one describes (abstraction), and how accurately one describes them (idealization) (ibid., p. 45).

Here, from Chakravartty’s introduction of abstraction and idealization, we seem
to have another evidence for the observation that, unlike in philosophy of mind or
aesthetics, existence of misrepresentation is duly appreciated in philosophy of
science. Indeed, there is huge literature in philosophy of science that discusses the
problems of idealization and abstraction in individual sciences. Martin R. Jones, for
example, explicitly discusses abstraction and idealization in connection with
misrepresentation:
On the regimentation of usage I am thus proposing, the term ‘idealization’ applies, ﬁrst and
foremost, to speciﬁc respects in which a given representation misrepresents, whereas the
term ‘abstraction’ applies to mere omissions (Jones 2005, p. 174).

In masterly fashion, Jones explains the difference between idealization and
abstraction by using the example of the flight of the cannonball. According to the
usual model for the flight of the cannonball, for example, “the gravitational force
due to the Earth has the same magnitude and direction at all points on the cannonball’s directory, whereas in fact both the magnitude and the direction of that
force will vary”. Jones calls some such misrepresentation an “idealization” (ibid.,
p. 182). On the other hand, the model simply omits certain features of the system
“without thereby misrepresenting or distorting the system” (ibid., p. 184). For
example, it does not mention the composition, its internal structure, its color, or its
temperature. These are cases of what Jones means by “abstraction”.
It is simply beyond the scope of this article to delve into the subtlety of the
problems of idealization and abstraction in science. Let it sufﬁce to emphasize the
point that these problems of idealization and abstraction as well as the problems of
verisimilitude clearly indicate that the existence of misrepresentation is duly
appreciated in philosophy of science.

Chakravartty uses Stathis Psillos’ summary as a point of departure: “A description D … is
approximately true of [a state] S if there is another state S’ such that S and S’ are linked by speciﬁc
conditions of approximation, and D … is true of S’” (ibid., p. 34; Psillos (1999), p. 277).
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4 Truth in Pictures
4.1

Revolt Against Goodman’s Rejection of Resemblance
Theories

I surmised above that Goodman’s celebrated rejection of resemblance theory is
largely to blame for the confusions and misunderstandings around the problems of
misrepresentation in philosophy of mind and aesthetics. For almost a half century,
Goodman’s heritage is still overwhelming in these ﬁelds of study. However, the
authority of Goodman’s argument is at last under attack by some recent philosophers. For example, after having rehearsed Goodman’s thesis that resemblance is
neither necessary nor sufﬁcient for representation, Laura Perini claims that
Goodman’s conclusion “that similarities between symbol and referent are completely irrelevant to pictorial representation” is not warranted. For, as Files (1996)
shows, Goodman fails to distinguish between two different issues: (1) “what
determines which objects are representations at all, and (2) what determines the
content of a representation (Perini 2005, p. 268). Perini counts Goodman’s
examples as bearing on the ﬁrst question. It is due to our conventions that we
identify a portrait of Churchill as representing the man, and not the reverse. But
there are also different kinds of conventions, i.e., interpretive conventions, that
determine the content of symbols by stipulating relations between particular pairs of
symbols and referents. Now Perini points out that these conventions can be of
different types. Conventions pairing up symbols and referents in languages have
nothing to do with resemblance: for example, “the shape of a written linguistic
symbol like ‘cat’ does not constrain the reference relation in any way” (ibid.).
However, there can be other type of conventions that relate symbol and reference
through resemblance relations. Perini’s example of the latter type of convention is a
botanical print that “represents a particular species because the print has properties
(color, spatial features, etc.) that resemble those of the plant” (ibid., 268–269).
Perini believes that Files’ separation of the two questions allows for “identiﬁcation
of two different roles convention plays in representation”, i.e., (1) determining
which objects are representations, and (2) determining a symbol’s referent. (ibid.,
269) The whole point of Perini’s criticism of Goodman is this: “since the conventions determining symbol-referent relations can involve resemblance relations,
resemblance can also play a role in representation” (ibid.).
Perini is not the only one who challenges Goodman’s celebrated rejection of
resemblance theory. Michael Newall is another example that clearly shows the
realization that even if Goodman is right in his thesis that “no resemblance can be
sufﬁcient for depiction, … it does not itself disprove resemblance theories” (Newall
2010, p. 91). Also, we can witness the undeniable fact that many scholars are
beginning to pay due attention to resemblance theories after a long neglect [e.g.,
Hyman (2000), Kulvicki (2006)]. Probably we have every reason to welcome the
return of the resemblance theory. If so, we should be thankful to those who paved
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the way toward this new trend. From this point of view, Craig Files seems to be the
one to whom we should credit much for successfully challenging Goodman’s
rejection of resemblance theories of representation.6

4.2

Toward a Uniﬁed Theory of Representation

As we saw above, the meaning, function, and role of misrepresentation seem quite
different in cognitive sciences, aesthetics, and philosophy of science. This turns out
to be intertwined with how Goodman’s separation of resemblance from representation is appreciated in each of these areas. Also, it must be the case that the recent
revolt against Goodman’s rejection of resemblance theory is bound to influence the
problem of misrepresentation in philosophy of mind, aesthetics, and philosophy of
science. Based on the observations made above, it might be appropriate to fathom
some possible ways of promoting further fruitful interactions between cognitive
science, philosophy of science, and aesthetics. In a nutshell, cognitive scientists and
aestheticians may learn something from philosophers of science about how to
handle misrepresentation. With the revolt against Goodman’s rejection of resemblance theory, cognitive scientists should reinstate the long neglected resemblance
theory as a viable option for a true naturalistic theory of representation. In the case
of aestheticians, we may indicate a bit more speciﬁcally what to learn from philosophy of science.
Chakravartty’s attempt to get inspiration from art to understand misrepresentations in science seems quite promising. Unexpectedly, it may also throw a light on
the problem of misrepresentation in aesthetics, as viewed by Hopkins or Blumson.
For, what appears troublesome in the problem of misrepresentation in aesthetics
may not be news to philosophers of science, who have studied the problem of
verisimilitude in science for the past half century. What we do through idealization
in science could be described as the intentional misrepresentation of reality for its
better representation. Hopkins was wondering how it is possible to see in a caricature of Blair both Blair and an enormous-mouthed thing, or how to see one set of
marks as resembling both. Analogy between idealizations in science and caricatures
in art might indicate a way out. Just as idealizations in science can misrepresent and
represent at the same time, caricature of Blair can achieve misrepresentation
(enormous-mouthed thing) and representation (Blair) at the same time.
In rejecting the resemblance theory, Goodman, in some sense, was giving up a
most powerful argument for the cognitive function of art. For, the variety of pictures used in science can provide us with abundant examples, where truth or at least
truthlikeness does matter. We may turn to some pages from Davinci’s notebooks

6

We already noted that at a crucial point Perini is indebted to File’s distinction. And, so is Newall
(2010, 102, n. 4). So, it seems advisable to grant a fair hearing to Files for the reasons why we need
to criticize and modify Goodman’s rejection of resemblance theory.
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for such pictures. Perini’s example of botanical print would surely work for the
same purpose. The point seems to be that in these cases we have both scientiﬁc and
artistic representation at the same time. Couldn’t they present us the Golden Mean
between the picture theory of language and the language theory of pictures?
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Chapter 10

A Possible Dilemma for Situation
Semanticists

1 Introduction
For reasons such as the influence of the computer revolution, we have witnessed a
plethora of semantics emerging in the last few decades: possible-world semantics,
game-theoretical semantics, dual aspect semantics, extentionalist semantics, conceptual role semantics, discourse representation theory, teleosemantics, and situation semantics, to name a few. Situation semantics, however, seems to have a
prominent status among these rival theories. Situation semantics is unique in that it
has secured the most fruitful interdisciplinary cooperation within a short period of
time. Guided by a mathematician (J. Barwise) and a philosopher (J. Perry), armed
with their Bible [Barwise and Perry (1983), Situations and Attitudes], and hosted by
the Center for the Study of Language and Information (CSLI) at Stanford, situation
semantics has grown into a huge enterprise involving computer scientists, linguists,
mathematicians, logicians, information theorists, and philosophers of language and
mind. Furthermore, followers of this movement are resolute in their revolutionary
venture in trying to reform classical logic itself. Time ripens to examine the most
fundamental intuitions of situation semantics regarding information. Furthermore,
situation semantics is a kind of informational semantics, which Godfrey-Smith
counts as almost the only theory in an important philosophical market, i.e., “the
naturalistic explanation of intentionality, and ultimately, of truth and reference”
(Godfrey-Smith 1989, p. 534).1 The utmost importance of informational semantics
can also be witnessed by Ruth G. Millikan, who is one of the champions of
teleosemantics. As she counts teleosemantics as a kind of piggyback theory, it is
quite natural for her to use what she calls “Dretske’s program” as a springboard

According to him, “[s]ome versions of conceptual role semantics, and theories based on biological function, are competitors, but none of these is as highly developed as informational
semantics” (Ibid.).

1
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(Millikan 2004a, pp. 66, 71). She even presents her own situation semantics by
comparing her semantic project with that of Barwise and Perry (Millikan 2007,
pp. 682–683).
Here is my strategy to examine situation semanticists’ basic intuitions about
information. In Sect. 2, some of their basic intuitions will be gathered and grouped
into three categories: (1) the most fundamental intuitions related to the motivation
of developing world oriented theory of information; (2) intuitions related to their
notion of constraints; and (3) intuitions related to what they call incremental
information. Interestingly, we may safely say that the criticisms launched against
the information theory of the situation semanticists have largely aimed at the ﬁrst
group of intuitions. So, in Sect. 3, the ﬁrst group of intuitions will be contested by
examining Jerry Fodor’s criticism of information based semantics, i.e., (1) the
disjunction problem and (2) the naturalization problem. In order to refute the situation semanticists’ theory of information, however, we may instead challenge the
second or the third group of intuitions. From that perspective, it is telling that in
confronting their critics, situation semanticists have sharpened their conceptions
related to both the second and the third group of intuitions. Roughly speaking,
while Barwise and Seligman have been anxious to articulate the theory of constraints, Perry and Israel have focused on their notion of incremental information.
Therefore, in Sect. 4, the second group of intuitions, strengthened by Barwise and
Seligman’s elaboration of the theory of constraints, will be briefly discussed. Also,
in Sect. 5, I will examine briefly Perry’s conception of incremental information.
Based on these observations, in Sect. 6, I will launch a dilemma for situation
semanticists. Either they fail to handle information about individuals or they fail to
provide us with any convincing account of the laws of nature. Millikan’s version of
situation semantics, I shall argue, is not the exception to the rule, even though she
might deny the need of such an account itself.

2 Basic Intuitions of Information in Situation Semantics
Perry and Israel enumerated the following ten principles as basic to their theory of
information:
(A) Facts carry information.
(B) The informational content of a fact is a true proposition.
(C) The information a fact carries is relative to a constraint.
(D) The information a fact carries is not an intrinsic property of it.
(E) The informational content of a fact can concern remote things and situations.
(F) Informational content can be speciﬁc; the propositions that are informational
contents can be about objects that are not part of the indicating fact.
(G) Indicating facts contain such information only relative to connecting facts; the
information is incremental, given those facts.
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(H) Many different facts, involving variations in objects, properties, relations and
spatiotemporal locations, can indicate one and the same informational content–
relative to the same or different constraints.
(I) Information can be stored and transmitted in a variety of forms.
(J) Having information is good; creatures whose behavior is guided or controlled by
information (by their information carrying states) are more likely to succeed than
those which are not so guided (Israel and Perry 1990, pp. 3–5).
Here (H), (I), and (J) are not basic, and indeed, omitted by Israel on another
occasion (Israel 1989, pp. 39–42), so, let us concentrate on principles (A) through
(G). Now, we may classify these basic intuitions into three groups according to their
major concerns. First, we have (A) and (B), which must be the most fundamental
assumptions in situational information theory. Second, there are principles (C) and
(D), which involves the notion of constraint. Third, we have (F) and (G), which are
related to so-called incremental information. Finally, (E) is a kind of bridge principle that has to do with both constraints and incremental information.
(A) and (B) are adopted directly out of their preliminary analysis of the canonical
report of information. Israel and Perry try to uncover some basic principles governing the relation: x carries the information that y. For that purpose, they start from
analyzing what they take to be an example of the canonical information report.
(*) The fact that the x-ray has the pattern indicates that Patches has a broken leg (Israel and
Perry 1990, p. 3; Israel 1989, p. 38; Perry 1993, p. 287f).

Here the subject of (*), which is a fact or a state of affairs rather than an object, is
called “the indicating fact”. In this indicating fact, an object s having some property
is involved. They call “the X-ray sheet”, the bearer of the information, and the
property, having the pattern /, “the indicating property”. They call the proposition
designated by the embedded sentence “the informational content”.
According to Perry and Israel, the fact that reality is lawlike is an underlying
principle of the phenomenon of information (Israel and Perry 1988, p. 3). In other
words, what is going on in one part of reality is related to some other part of reality
by certain laws or nomic regularities. Those laws or nomic regularities are what
they call “constraints”. Interestingly, they count their own point of view as a
generalization of Hume’s. While Hume took constant conjunctions to be contingent
matters of fact, that one type of event was constantly conjoined with another, they
take constraints to be contingent matters of fact, that one type of situation involves
another. This conception of constraints licenses them to claim (C). For, relative to
certain constraints, the fact that there is a situation of one type carries information
that there are situations that one involves (Perry 1993, pp. 285–287; Israel and Perry
1990, p. 3; Israel 1989, p. 39; Barwise and Seligman 1994).
According to Israel, (D) is an immediate corollary of (C), for (C) does not
require that there be any intrinsic connections between facts and the propositions
they indicate (Israel 1989, p. 40). For example, if the fact that the X-ray has a
certain pattern were realized in an entirely different world governed by different
constraints, it would carry quite different information.
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The concept of information embodied in (A) through (E) can explain how an
X-ray could carry the information that some dog had been X-rayed and had a
broken leg. Yet how could it account for the speciﬁc information the X-ray carries
about a dog named Patches, that Patches has a broken leg? In other words, how can
the informational content of the X-ray have Patches as a constituent? Perry and
Israel call that speciﬁc sort of information, “incremental information” (Israel and
Perry 1990, pp. 4–5; Perry 1993, Chap. 13, pp. 279–300).
If the vet does not know which dog the X-ray is of, it simply indicates that some
dog that has a broken leg has been X-rayed. They call that “pure information”. Only
when she knows that Patches was X-rayed, the X-ray’s having the pattern indicates
to her the additional information that Patches has a broken leg. Thus, that is
incremental information, given the fact that the X-ray is of Patches. Since the fact
that the X-ray is of Patches connects the indicating situation and the speciﬁc object
the information is about, it is called “the connecting fact”. From these observations,
(F) and (G) are adopted.
Finally, (E) expresses the idea that what makes a piece of information interesting
and useful is that it can be conveying information about remote things and situations (Israel 1989, p. 41). For example, Patches is not a part or aspect of the X-ray
mentioned in (*), nor is he a constituent of the fact that the X-ray has the pattern U,
but something remote from it.

3 Naturalistic Information Theory
3.1

Information Based Semantics in Broad Perspective

To understand the basic intuition in situation semanticists’ concept of information,
i.e., to understand the import of (A) and (B), it seems best to contrast it with other
extant concepts of information. For this purpose, Thagard’s categorization of the
rival concepts of information into three different groups is quite helpful: (1) the
mathematical, (2) the processing, and (3) the ecological (Thagard 1990, p. 169).2
The mathematical concept of information is the communication-theoretic one
developed by Claude Shannon. According to this conception, information is a
property of a signal that can be measured in bits. The mathematical conception
waned with George Miller, however, who showed that the channel capacity of
human thinking seemed to be very limited, with short-term memory, for example,
restricted to around seven items.

2

Throughout this section, I shall largely depend on Thagard’s report, because it rather succinctly
summarizes the development of theories of information until the time when situation semantics
was introduced. For more updated surveys, see Chemero (2009), Bremer and Cohnitz (2004), Shea
(2013), and Floridi (2008).
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According to Miller, people can manage complex thinking with such limited
channels because what do matter are chunks of information, rather than bits. If this
is the case, we need to look at the processes by which bits of information are
structured into chunks and at the nature of these encodings.
Around the same time, Newell, Shaw, and Simon were developing what they
called an information-processing approach to thinking. It originated with a program
that proved theorems in formal logic, and has developed ideas about how thinking
could be viewed as analogous to the new processes being developed on digital
computers. It also goes with modern cognitive psychology, which is often called
information-processing psychology. In this approach, information is largely a
matter of mental representation, computational structures in the minds of thinkers.
However, computational models are not without critics. Following Gibson’s
ecological approach, they emphasize the presence of information in the world.
Dretske’s and Barwise and Perry’s approaches are prime examples. As Israel points
out, unlike the mathematical approach, they are not interested in the amount of
information transmitted, but what exactly information is. Also, as the debate
between Barwise and Fodor indicates, they are not only quite critical of the computational model, but also rebellious to the tradition of formal logic itself. Barwise
and Perry call their position “ecological realism”, and thereby pay tribute to
Gibsonian heritage. In addition, they explicitly acknowledge that their ideas about
information were largely based on those of Dretske (Barwise and Seligman 1994,
p. 361; Barwise and Perry 1983, p. Xiii).

3.2

Fodor’s Criticism3

From the start, Fodor has been critical of information based theories of meaning.
Further, there have been polemical exchanges between Fodor and Barwise.4
According to Jerry Fodor, there are only two sorts of naturalistic theories of

3

Some part of this subsection (esp. up to 3.2.1) is drawn from Park (2014). One anonymous
reviewer criticized my discussion of Fodor’s criticism is not well-organized and includes
unnecessary elements, which were unhelpful and somewhat confusing. Though I concede
that the reviewer’s criticism is warranted, I left the relevant paragraphs as they stood,
for the possible confusions are not entirely mine, and the confusions themselves could be
informative.
4
Fodor (1986, 1987), Barwise (1986, 1989). Fodor thinks that the theory of information held by
Dretske and articulated by Barwise and Perry treats the information content of a situation as the
basic notion. In this theory, the information content is non-perspectival, receiver neutral, intrinsic,
and non-intentional. On the other hand, he claims, what are needed in cognitive science are the
notions of information displayed by a signal, the information encoded by the signal, and the
information in the signal that is available to the agent. They are perspectival, receiver relative,
non-intrinsic, and intentional. Barwise sensitively responds to such a characterization of their
theory, especially as behavioristic. He also launched a counterattack on Fodor s ideas of lingua
mentis, which is not my present concern.
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representation, i.e., the resemblance theory, and the causal theory. He claims,
however, that the resemblance theory is certainly wrong. Here are his reasons:
For one thing, as everybody points out, resemblance is a symmetrical relation and representation isn’t; so resemblance can’t be representation. And, for another, resemblance
theories have troubles with the singularity of representation. The concept tiger represents
all tigers; but the concept this tiger represents only this one. There must be (possible) tigers
that resemble this tiger to any extent you like, and if resemblance is sufﬁcient for representation, you’d think the concept this tiger should represent those tigers too. But it doesn’t,
so again resemblance can’t be sufﬁcient for representation (Fodor 1984, p. 233).5

In passing, we should note the fact that at least Fodor considers the viability of
resemblance theory. In contrast, Godfrey-Smith didn’t even mention the resemblance theories as one of the naturalistic theories of mental representation
(Godfrey-Smith 1989).
Fodor formulated the problems with naturalistic information theory initially as
against the crude causal theory, according to which the symbol tokenings denote
their causes, and the symbol types express the property whose instantiations reliably
cause their tokenings (Fodor 1987, p. 99). As Fodor sees it, the crude causal theory,
in effect, says that a symbol expresses a property if it is nomologically necessary
that all and only instances of the property cause tokenings of the symbol. Further,
there are problems with both the ‘all’ part and the ‘only’ part, for not only not all
horses actually do cause ‘horse’ tokenings, but also cows sometimes cause ‘horse’
tokenings when they are mistaken for horses. He calls the former “the naturalization
problem” and the latter “the disjunction problem”.

3.2.1

The Disjunction Problem

Let us discuss the disjunction problem ﬁrst. The problem is that there can be no
such thing as misrepresentation according to the crude causal theory:

5

No doubt, Fodor is simply adopting Goodman’s influential criticism of resemblance theory here.
According to Goodman, unlike representation, resemblance is reflexive and symmetric. Without
any further argument other than this seemingly undisputable observation, Goodman claims that
resemblance is neither necessary nor sufﬁcient for representation in art. Examples Goodman
exploits in favor of the insufﬁciency of resemblance for representation are the automobiles off an
assembly line and the twin brothers. In these cases, “neither one of a pair of very like objects
represents the other” (Goodman 1967, p. 4). In order to prove that resemblance is not necessary for
representation, Goodman simply resorts to the widely accepted fact that “almost anything may
stand for almost anything else” (Ibid., p. 5). Insofar as we can accept that “denotation is core of
representation”, Goodman seems to have an extremely strong, if not conclusive” case for his
conclusion that representation is “independent of resemblance” (Ibid.). Elsewhere, I showed how
formidable has been the power of Goodman’s terse argument for the independence of representation from resemblance, by giving a few examples from philosophy of mind, aesthetics, and
philosophy of science. Fodor (1984), p. 233; Lopes (1996), p. 18; Bailer-Jones (2009), p. 183; Van
Fraassen (2008), p. 16.
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Suppose, for example, that tokenings of the symbol ‘A’ are nomologically dependent upon
instantiations of the property A; viz., upon A’s. Then, according to the theory, the tokens of
the symbol denote A’s (since tokens denote their causes) and they represent them as A’s
(since symbols express the property whose instantiations cause them to be tokened).
Symbol tokenings that represent A’s as A’s, however, are ipso facto veridical. Thus it seems
that the condition for an A-token meaning A is identical to the condition for such a token
being true. How, then, do you get unveridical A tokens into the causal picture? (Fodor
1987, p. 101).6

Of course, one obvious reply would be that sometimes ‘A’ tokens are caused by
B’s, even though whatever is B is not A. Fodor claims, however, such a way out is
not open to the crude causal theory:
Since there are B-caused tokenings of ‘A’, it follows that the causal dependence of ‘A’s
upon A’s is imperfect; A’s are sufﬁcient for the causation of ‘A’s, but so too are Bs. If,
however, symbols express the properties whose instantiations reliably cause them, it looks
as though what A must express is not the property of being A (or the property of being B)
but rather the disjunctive property of being (AvB). But if A expresses the property (AvB),
then B-caused ‘A’ tokenings are veridical after all. They are not misrepresentations since, of
course, B’s are AvB. But if B-caused ‘A’ tokenings are true of their causes, then we don’t
yet have a theory of misrepresentation (Fodor 1987, pp. 101–102).

That is what Fodor called “the disjunction problem”.

3.2.2

The Naturalization Problem

Now let us turn to what Fodor calls “the naturalization problem”, for he claims it is
here that the plausibility of a serious causal theory of content will be tested. It arises
from the all part of the crude causal theory: a symbol expresses a property if and
only if all and only the instances of a property cause tokening of a symbol. If the
crude causal theory is right, then horse expresses the property of being a horse only
if all instances of the property cause tokenings of the symbol. That is preposterous,
because not all A’s do cause ‘A’s.
Thus we can realize that what is needed is a plausible sufﬁcient condition for ‘A’s
expressing A. At this moment, one is inclined to invoke counterfactuals: Pekingese
(Ancient Greek; Alpha Centaurian; Post-Modern;… etc.) horses would cause (would
have caused) corresponding Horse tokenings if…. But, as Fodor points out, we are in
trouble because we do not know which counterfactuals to appeal to. Therefore,
Fodor claims that in order to be viable, the causal theory should indicate in naturalistic terms circumstances such that (a) in those circumstances, ‘horse’ covaries
6

It is well-known that informational theories of mental representation is bound to face a fatal
problem of error. For, as Godfrey-Smith explains, they “apparently cannot explain how a representation can acquire a determinate content and yet be false” (Godfrey-Smith 1989, p. 534). In
order to understand why it appears to be impossible for informational theories of mental representation to explain the cases of mental misrepresentation, possibly the best way is to introduce
“Fodor’s disjunction problem”, which Godfrey-Smith believes to be “the error problem’s most
troublesome form” (Ibid.).
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with horses, were the circumstances obtain; and (b) ‘horse’ expresses the property
horse in virtue of the truth of (a).
Further, there is a worse problem. As Fodor points out, the causal theory seems
hopeless to handle the so-called theoretical vocabulary such as proton or a segment
of curved space-time, for if protons affect the content of one s belief box, they must
be mediated by inferences drawn from the physical theories. Since inference and
belief are intentional notions, and since theory is a semantical notion, neither ‘inference’ and ‘belief’ nor ‘theory’ are at the disposal of a naturalistic treatment of
meaning.

3.2.3

The Representation Problem

Interestingly, Fodor becomes more and more favorable to the possibility of the
information-based theory of meaning. In particular, he seems to withdraw his
criticism formulated as the naturalization problem (Fodor 1990a, b, 131, n. 3).7
However, Fodor still claims that there is a terrible problem for information based
semantic theories. By way of introducing it, he suggests an argument:
Information-based semantics is the idea that “means” is univocal in “‘smoke’ means
smoke” and “smoke means ﬁre” (viz. “means” means “carries information about” in both
cases). It is, in fact, because they hold that smoke really does mean ﬁre, that informational
semanticists are inclined to insist on how much meaning there is around. It’s a favorite
refrain of IBST theorists that there is nothing all that special about linguistic or mental
representation; they are just species of the sort of causal constraint that is ubiquitous in the
nonlinguistic, nonmental world.
But prima facie this can’t be right. If “means” means “carries information about” in
“‘smoke’ means smoke” and “smoke means ﬁre”, then since carries information about is
transitive, it would follow from these premises that “smoke” means ﬁre. Which, of course,
it doesn’t. So something must be wrong (Fodor 1990a, b, p. 177).

As Fodor emphasizes, the point about “smoke” is that—most of the time, at least—
it doesn’t carry information about smoke; what it does is that it represents smoke
(stands for it; refers to it; means it in that sense). Since represents, stands for, and
refers to are not, unlike carries information about, transitive, Fodor wonders how the
relation between a symbol and what it represents is to be reduced to the relation
between a symbol and what it carries information about (Fodor 1990a, b,
pp. 177–178).

7

Godfrey-Smith even counts Fodor as a convert to informational semantics in the following
historical report about informational semantics: “The central work is Dretske (1981), and the
theory was largely developed at the University of Wisconsin by Fred Dretske, Dennis Stampe, and
Berent Enc. Recently, informational semantics has roamed far beyond its Wisconsin home, and
built a sizeable collection of followers. Converts include Fodor (1987), Stalnaker (1984) and, less
faithfully, Paul and Patricia Churchland (1983) and Field (1986)” (Godfrey-Smith 1989, p. 533).
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From this vantage point, Fodor aptly introduces a distinction between labelling
uses and representational uses of symbols (Fodor 1990a, b, pp. 178–179). When a
symbol-type “platypus” has an associated extension and when you get a truth by
applying a token of the symbol to something that is in its extension, that is what
Fodor calls “labeling” use. On the other hand, when you say “the platypus has
webbed feet”, you are not applying the term to anything. You are using it to
represent the extension associated with the corresponding type. Further, Fodor
notes that there are many other cases of representational use than the universal
generalization, such as existentials (“there are platypuses”), hypotheticals (“if there
are platypuses, there may be anything”), and propositional attitudes (“No one can
really believe that there are platypuses”). However, in none of these cases is anything called a platypus.
In terms of the old-fashioned, unnaturalized semantics, we can answer the
question as to what the relationship between the labelling uses and the representational uses is. A symbol has the same meaning in both uses. Symbols apply to
things by virtue of the very meanings that they express when they are used to
represent things. On the other hand, however, such an answer is impossible in
naturalized semantics (Fodor 1990a, b, p. 179).
Thus, according to Fodor, there is a terrible problem for IBST: “It’s that,
although IBSTs provide at least a ﬁrst fling at a naturalistic story about the cases
where symbols are applied to things, they provide no story at all—or, worse, they
provide a demonstrably wrong story—about representational uses of symbols”
(Fodor 1990a, b, p. 179).
It is not clear whether Fodor has generalized his disjunction problem and the
naturalization problem into what he calls the representation problem, and we have
not yet had situational semanticists’ responses to the representation problem. In the
next section we can see how they respond to Fodor s ﬁrst two sets of criticisms.

4 What Are Constraints?—Barwise and Seligman’s
Articulation of Reliability and Fallibility of Natural
Regularity
Though this chapter is not meant to be historical, it is interesting to note that there is an
ongoing debate between situational semanticists and Fodor (1986, 1987, 1990a, b;
Barwise 1986; Barwise and Seligman 1994). Indeed, we may understand what is
going on as follows. As was pointed out, Barwise and Perry’s theory was based on
Dretske’s theory, but Dretske’s theory is vulnerable to Fodor’s criticism of information based semantics. Barwise and Perry have tried to avoid Fodor’s criticism by
amending some facets of Dretske’s theory. In other words, Barwise and Perry’s
theory of information has evolved through confronting the disjunction problem and
the naturalization problem.
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That is most salient in Barwise and Seligman’s recent attempts to articulate the
reliability and fallibility of natural regularity (Barwise and Seligman 1994, 1997).
On the one hand, they have to meet the naturalization problem by providing us with
(at least) the necessary condition of regularity. On the other hand, they must avoid
the disjunction problem by allowing room for error. For both purposes, they have to
sharpen the conception of constraints advocated by Perry and Barwise. In the
preface to Barwise and Seligman (1997), they make it explicit that they “consider
the notion of constraint to be the most important notion of situation theory and have
tried to make this notion less problematic” (p. xiv).
Barwise and Seligman note that the relation of carrying information is the basis
of the reduction of natural regularity in Dretske’s philosophy:
It must be regular if it is to meet his explanatory demands and it must be natural if it is to
justify his naturalism. The latter requirement forces a naturalistic attitude to probabilities–
no subjective or Bayesian interpretation of probability theory will do for Dretske. The
probability of an event of a given type occurring must be part of the natural order of things;
it must be a fact that the probability of a tossed coin’s landing “heads” is 1/2 (Barwise and
Seligman 1994, p. 336; 1997, p. 16).

Now, as noted, to be regular, the relation of carrying information must be
reliable and yet admit exceptions. Dretske’s theory ensures reliability by its insistence that the conditional probability be 1. However, Barwise and Seligman claim
that accounting for fallibility is much more difﬁcult:
In a world of objective probabilities, there is no room for error–either the conditional
probability of ys being G given that x is F is exactly 1 or it isn’t; if it is, and if x is F, then
one can infer that y is G with no chance of making a mistake (Barwise and Seligman 1994,
p. 336).

Barwise and Seligman claim that it is problematic both with the skeptical worries
and with naturalistic attempts at ﬁxing intentional content (Barwise and Seligman
1994, pp. 336–337). Since, according to skeptics, the conditional probability of the
world being such-and-such a way given the state of our senses is never exactly 1, on
Dretske’s account, it would seem that we can never have knowledge about the
world.
The disjunction problem is also potentially damaging. For example, though the
content of Fred’s belief that there is a cow in the backyard is determined by a
regularity between his mental state and conditions holding in the backyard, he does
sometimes make mistakes. Suppose that on a dark night he might mistake a horse
for a cow. Now Barwise and Seligman believe that the disjunction problem can be
formulated as follows:
If regularities are taken to be exceptionless (as they are in Dretske’s account) then there
cannot have been a regularity between Fred’s belief and the presence of a cow, after all. Of
course, there might be a regularity between Fred’s believing that there is a cow in the ﬁeld
and there being either a cow or a horse-on-a-dark-night, or some even more disjunctive
condition. One is left with an unhappy choice: either people do not make mistakes or they
do not (and cannot) have the beliefs that we suppose them to have (Barwise and Seligman
1994, p. 337).
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Barwise and Seligman concede that the disjunction problem can be a fatal blow
to any account of natural regularity. They believe, however, that the problem itself
suggests a solution. They claim that an intuition arising from these sorts of
examples is that regularities need only be reliable under normal conditions. Of
course, they are fully aware of the fact that the difﬁculty lies in ﬁnding a naturalistic
account of normality.
At this stage, they resort to understanding normality in terms of counterfactuals
(Barwise and Seligman 1994, pp. 337–338; 1997, p. 18f). As is well known, the
most popular accounts of counterfactuals is that of Lewis’s and Stalnaker’s,
according to which conditionals are understood as expressing relations between sets
of possible worlds, explained in terms of “selection functions” or “nearness relations” on possible worlds. Nevertheless, Barwise and Seligman are not satisﬁed
with such popular accounts of counterfactuals. He simply sets aside Lewis’s realistic approach to possible worlds in order not to distort our conception of what the
natural world is like. Stalnaker’s more epistemological approach, according to
which sets of possible worlds are regarded as standing for a person’s beliefs and the
selection function as governed by a person’s dispositions to change their beliefs in
the light of new information, is also rejected. For they believe that Stalnaker’s
gambit is useless to someone hoping to give a naturalistic reduction of intentionality
because it uses the very same intentional terms that require reduction. Thus,
Barwise and Seligman believe that all our discussions have fallen into a circle
(Barwise and Seligman 1994, pp. 338–339).
Why have all the previous discussions of regularity fallen into a circle? Barwise
and Seligman’s hunch is that this is because they all attempt to analyze regularity
exclusively at the level of types. Approaches through counterfactuals look more
promising, since counterfactuals are sometimes about speciﬁc events. However, as
Barwise and Seligman point out, even speciﬁc counterfactuals are analyzed in terms
of event-types in usual possible-worlds approaches, due to the implicit quantiﬁcation over different ways the world might have been. Therefore, they pronounce an
important insight:
To break out of the circle, the type-level analysis must be supplemented with an account of
the part played by particulars (Barwise and Seligman 1994, p. 339).

That led to what they count as the major thesis of the paper:
… important aspects of the nature of regularity are best understood by paying careful
attention to the distinction between particulars and relations between them, on the one hand,
and their types and relations between them, on the other. Relationships between types of
event are regularities only because, and to the extent that, they are grounded in connections
between their instances (Barwise and Seligman 1994, p. 339).

Unlike the previous attempts to deﬁne or to give sufﬁcient and necessary conditions of regularity, Barwise and Seligman merely want to clarify the structure of
regularity by providing only necessary conditions in such a way that the tension
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between reliability and fallibility is resolved (Barwise and Seligman 1994, p. 340).
In their project, a central notion is that of classiﬁcation, which is deﬁned as a way of
lumping particular things together into types. Another important notion is that of
channel, which is understood as a link between two classiﬁcations along which
information flows. They also extensively exploit the type/token distinction. They
use token to refer to particular things being classiﬁed, and type to refer to the
different ways of classifying tokens within a given classiﬁcation. Consequently, we
have them saying something like this:
For example, individual marble-tokens are classiﬁed according to their color, within such a
classiﬁcation there are various marble-types: green marbles, red marbles, orange marbles,
etc. (Barwise and Seligman 1994, pp. 340–342).

Within this framework, Barwise and Seligman try to analyze many interesting
examples. For example, they consider how hospital thermometers are used to
measure human body temperatures. They note that here we use two classiﬁcations:
“Thermometers are classiﬁed according to the height of the column of mercury that
they contain and patients are classiﬁed according to their body temperature”
(Barwise and Seligman 1994, p. 342). Barwise and Seligman adopt some notation
to the effect that Height x refers to thermometer-instances, and Temp y refers to
patient-instances. Now the two classiﬁcations are linked both at the level of types
and at the level of tokens by what Barwise calls the Rey channel, r. At the level of
tokens, a temperature token t is said to signal a patient token p (t⊢m ! p) if t is
connected to p by t’s having most recently been in the mouth of p. At the level of
types, the Rey channel relates thermometer-types to patient-types by its regularity:
e.g. Height 4.5⊢m ! Temp 99. It also relates the level of tokens to the level of
types by determining which connections between tokens support which regularities
of the channel.
Finally, they formulate what they call the soundness condition as the necessary
condition of regularity:
If r connects t to p and this connection is classiﬁed by (supports) a regularity (of r) between
Height x and Temp f(x), and if t is of type Height x, then p must be of type Temp f(x)
(Barwise and Seligman 1994, p. 343).

Now let us just see how they ﬁnally treat the disjunction problem by returning to
Fred’s mistaken belief about a cow. According to them, there is ﬁrst a classiﬁcation
of Fred’s mental state, whose tokens are mental-events: e.g., type COW, type
HORSE. Then, there is a second classiﬁcation that concerns the state of the ﬁeld at
the back of Fred’s house; e.g., type Cow, type Horse. By virtue of Fred’s perceptual
apparatus, the properties of light, and so on, there is a channel, m, linking the
mental-state-classiﬁcation to the ﬁeld-classiﬁcation with connections between
Fred’s perceptions and the more-or-less simultaneous ﬁeld-situations that they are
perceptions of. The channels have regularities such as COW−m!Cow and
HORSE−m!Horse (Barwise and Seligman 1994, pp. 348–349).
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Now we can see how they handle the case of error:
Fred’s perception p is connected to the ﬁeld-situation f, but the connection is an exception
to the regularity COW−m!Cow. In this way, it can be consistently maintained both that p
has content Cow(because it is of type COW and because COW indicates Cow in the
channel m) and that he was mistaken on that particular occasion (Barwise and Seligman
1994, p. 349).

I do not intend to evaluate Barwise and Seligman’s ingenious attempts to avoid the
naturalization problem and the disjunction problem in this article. After all, Fodor
himself has given up his criticism related to the naturalization problem. Much more
important is to note the fact that when their most fundamental principles are attacked
by these problems, the situation semanticists turn to elaborate their principles related
to regularity. From our cursory survey of their elaboration of such principles, we
witness a fatal weakness in their theory of regularity, i.e., that it must be supplemented
by an account of the part played by particulars, to which we now turn.

5 Perry on Incremental Information8
While Barwise and Seligman are anxious to articulate the conception of constraint,
Perry seems to be preoccupied with the problems of what he calls incremental
information. By referring to Barwise and Perry’s analysis of the example of Jackie’s
broken leg, he formulates his initial puzzlement as follows:
Jackie is not part of the x-ray. She is not part of the general principles that govern the
interpretation of x-rays. So how does Jackie become constituent of the proposition indicated
by the x-ray? (Perry 1993, p. 287).

According to situation semanticists’ theory, relative to the relevant constraints,
this X-ray, being of the type it is, carries the information that it was the result of
exposure to an animal with a broken leg. How can we get information about Jackie
from this?
Perry’s explanation is that we do it by refocusing and then loading. First, we
focus on the dog to which the X-ray was exposed rather than the X-ray itself. Then,
we load Jackie into the proposition, if she was that very dog. The reason why we
refocus and load in this way is that it is Jackie we are interested in Perry (1993,
pp. 287–288).
Perry claims that such a pattern is quite common. Usually, we examine some
object because of what it shows us about another that is connected to it. In other
words, we are interested in what additional information the object (the signal) has to
offer about this connected object (Perry 1993, p. 288). As we saw above, this is
nothing but principle (E).
8

One anonymous reviewer rightly pointed out that it is not clear what role my discussion of Perry
plays in my main argument. Though I agree with the reviewer’s criticism, I want to sketch
a possible relevance of Perry’s views on the issues dealt with in my paper.
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Perry further claims that it is just natural to think of the matter in terms of three
interconnected types: (1) the type of the indicating fact, (2) the type involved in the
indicated proposition, and (3) the connecting type. In the case of Jackie’s broken
leg, we have
T: x exhibits such and such a pattern.
T’: x was an x-ray of y.
T’’: y has a broken leg (Perry 1993, p. 288).

Now, by noting the fact that we can ﬁt these three types into our notion of
constraint in different ways, Perry introduces the notions of pure information and
incremental information. When we examine an X-ray, and if we are sure that it
could have been produced by exposure to an animal, and that given its outlook, the
animal of which it was taken has a broken leg. Here, Perry explains, the constraint
is that T involves T’ and T’’. If an X-ray looks like this, there was an animal of
which x was taken, and that animal had a broken leg. That is what Perry calls “the
pure information”. On the other hand, if we already know that Jackie was the dog to
which the X-ray was exposed—in other words, if we know the fact of type T’—,
then the X-ray’s exhibiting such and such a pattern indicates that Jackie has a
broken leg. Here, we need only the constraint that T and T’ involves T’’. Depending
on our interest, we may need either the pure information or the incremental
information (Perry 1993, pp. 288–290).
Though Perry provides us with some further sophisticated discussion about
incremental information, again it is not necessary for our present purpose to follow,
let alone to criticize, the detail [see O’Rourke and Washington (2007), Perry (1997,
2001, 2012)]. After all, the theory of incremental information is probably the most
impressive, original, and guarded part of the situation semanticists’ theory of
information. What is important is to note that with all such ingenuity and articulation, Perry also seems to reveal inadvertently, wherein lies the weakness of situation
semanticists’ theory of information, which will become clearer in what follows.

6 What Is Missing in the Theory of Constraint
6.1

Situation Semanticist’s Dilemma9

As we saw above, it is still uncertain whether information-based semantics is a
viable position. Fodor’s trenchant critique has failed to demolish information-based
semantics, particularly, the situation semanticists’ version. Rather it has contributed
9

It should be clear that the alleged dilemma is not intended to be a knockdown argument against
situation semanticists. It is merely a device by which we might ﬁnd the weaknesses of situation
semanticists’ ideas. Indeed two anonymous reviewers questioned the appropriateness of presenting
my criticism of situation semanticists in dilemma form.
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a lot to clarifying some of the fundamental issues to fathom its viability by stimulating situation semanticists to articulate their position. It seems obvious that,
though deep and fundamental, the semantical issues of representation are not
enough to uncover the weakness of situation semanticists’ theory of information.
Then, where can we ﬁnd a clue?
I believe that the clue must be found in the fact that Barwise and Seligman’s
articulation of the concept of constraint was largely motivated by their realization
that all previous attempts to analyze regularity have been done exclusively at the
level of types. It is highly suggestive that they emphasize the need to supplement
the type-level analysis with an account of the part played by particulars. For it
reveals wherein lie both the strength and weakness of situational semanticists’
theory of information.
What I have in mind is this. Situational semanticists’ theory of information
seems to be tailor-made to allow room for information about particulars. It is
signiﬁcant, because knowledge of individuals has been a serious problem in the
history of epistemology. In Aristotelian tradition, knowledge was always knowledge about universals. Only sensations were thought to be possible about individuals. Even when knowledge of singulars was thought to be possible, it was
achieved indirectly. Of course, there were some who believed in the possibility of
intellectual intuition about singulars. However, the mainstream of epistemology has
been governed by an interest in the knowledge of universals. From that perspective,
it is quite understandable that all previous attempts to analyze regularity have been
preoccupied with event-types.
Fodor’s criticism—the disjunction problem, the naturalization problem—was
launched primarily against the world-orientedness of situation semanticists’ theory
of information, thereby testing principles (A) and (B). In order to meet such a
criticism, Barwise interestingly felt the need to articulate his conception of constraints and the related principles (C), (D), and (E). What does that mean? That
seems to mean that the price to pay for strengthening the part related to individuals
resulted in the fatal weakness of situational semanticists’ theory of information in
handling information related to universals, regularity, and, event-types.
It would be helpful to remember that one of Perry and Israel’s principles related
to constraint is:
(C) The information a fact carries is relative to a constraint.
No doubt, the consequence of adopting (C) is that unless situation semanticists are
primarily interested in information about individuals, their theory would not tell us
much. In other words, information about constraints themselves is almost completely
ignored. The information content of constraints is not questioned by situation
semanticists. As a consequence, the resulting theory can deal with relatively trivial
sorts of information only. For example, it is silent about the information content of
law-like statements in natural sciences. It would be nice, however, if it were possible
to identify the information content of constraints themselves. We may probably ﬁnd
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some precedents in that direction, say Popper’s discussion of the informativeness of
theories. Mathematical approaches primarily interested in the amount of information
may be easily adapted to such an orientation, and, indeed Carnap’s, Bar-Hillel’s, and
Hintikka’s studies seem to belong to the same tradition.
Pressed with criticisms against their most fundamental principles of information,
Barwise and Seligman try to articulate the conception of constraint. In addition,
Perry tries to amend their relative negligence about regularity by using a bridge
principle (E) that involves both pure and incremental information. Nevertheless,
neither of their ways out proves to be successful for avoiding the following
dilemma:
If (1) they give up incremental information, there would be nothing left for the uniquesness
of situation semantics. If (2.1) situation semanticists take prides in their capabilities of
handling incremental information, (2.1.1) no matter how they articulate their conception of
constraint, or (2.1.2) no matter how they try to fasten the tie between pure and incremental
information, their attempts are bound to be incomplete in dealing with regularity. If, on the
other hand, (2.2) they give up their conception of constraint, they would be absolutely
impotent in dealing with regularity.

Insofar as someone wants to sustain his or her position as a situation semanticist,
(1) must be out of the question. And, as was seen, (2.1.1) and (2.1.2) seem to be the
choice of Barwise and Seligman, and that of Perry respectively. Neither one was
satisfactory, as we saw above. So, what remains is only (2.2) as a logical possibility.
In the next section, I will show that (2.2) is, in fact, a position of Millikan.

6.2

Millikan’s New Situation Semantics10

In order to show how serious the dilemma is for situation semantics, it seems most
pertinent to examine Millikan’s recent criticism and amendment of informational
semantics. Insofar as she counts teleosemantics as a kind of piggyback theory, what
she calls “Dretske’s program” can be a useful and indispensable springboard
(Millikan 2004a, pp. 66, 71). In this connection, she even hints at some salient
characteristics of her own situation semantics by comparing her semantic project
with that of Barwise and Perry (Millikan 2007, pp. 682–683). I will argue, however,
even Millikan’s version of situation semantics would not ﬁnd a way out from the
dilemma.

10

One anonymous reviewer correctly pointed out that Millikan’s target was Barwise and Perry,
not Barwise and Seligman. Part of the reason why Barwise and Seligman attempt to offer an account of regularity in the paper was Barwise’s dissatisfaction with the treatment of constraints
in Barwise and Perry’s Situations and Attitudes. Another anonymous reviewer perceptively
pointed out the relevance of the connection between Peirce and Millikan for the issues dealt
with here.
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Millikan’s Criticism of Dretske’s Program

Probably, it is Millikan’s Varieties of Meaning, where we can ﬁnd her most
extensive discussion of Dretske’s program (Millikan 2004a, pp. 31–39). According
to Millikan, what she calls “locally recurrent” natural signs are “more user-friendly
than those that convey ‘natural information’ in the sense of Dretske (1981)”
(Millikan 2004a, p. x) Further, she writes:
I discuss similarities between locally recurrent signs and natural language signs, for local
signs are intrinsically “productive” and admit of embedding. Moreover, they can represent
individuals, which natural signs have not previously been thought to do (Millikan 2004a,
p. x).

Millikan ascribes to Dretske (1986, 1988, 1995) a view of natural signs and
natural information, according to which (1) true intentional signs are “natural signs
that have been purposefully produced”, (2) the information carried by true intentional signs are “natural information that they happen to have been designed to
carry”, and (3) “[i]t is their purpose or function to carry this information” (Millikan
2004a, p. 31). As for (1), Millikan may not have any serious disagreement, insofar
as both she and Dretske are teleologists. Millikan explicitly rejected (3). However,
the case of (2) is rather complicated.
Millikan agrees with Dretske that “true intentional signs often do carry natural
information”, but with very strong proviso:
But to support this claim it will be necessary to understand the terms “natural sign” and
“natural information” quite differently from the way Dretske deﬁnes them (Millikan 2004a,
p. 31).

If we need to radically revise some core concepts, such as “natural sign” or
“natural information”, the apparent agreement between Millikan and Dretske on the
fact that true intentional signs sometimes carry natural information may not be a big
deal.
Be that as it may, we have to examine ﬁrst whether Millikan is successful in
showing the inadequacy of Dretske’s deﬁnition of “natural information” and the
superiority of her alternative notion of “local natural information”.
Here is Dretske’s original deﬁnition of “natural information”:
A signal r carries the information that s is F = The conditional probability of s’s being F,
given r (and k), is 1 (but, given k alone, less than 1) (Dretske 1981, p. 65).

Millikan notes that this deﬁnition (“together with the discussion immediately
following it”) is quite strict in that
A signal carries “information” about a source only if the signal’s occurrence yields a
probability one, determined in accordance with strict natural and logical necessity, that the
source is a certain way (Millikan 2004a, p. 32).
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Millikan doesn’t detail her argument as if it is straight forward. Instead, she
points out the vacillation of Dretske in his use of the term “natural information”
between the strict usage and the broader ones. As Millikan provides us with some
samples efﬁciently, Dretske’s examples of natural information “seem to rest not on
strict natural necessity, but merely on statistical frequencies at the source” (Ibid.,
p. 32).
In some sense, Millikan seems to be more interested in demonstrating the
superiority of her alternative notion of “local information” over Dretske’s
“context-free” natural information (Ibid., p. 35). Not only does Millikan characterize the former as “information of a more user-friendly than” the latter, but also as
being able to handle the problem of information about individuals. There is indeed
no hope for Dretske’s (or any) “informational semantics that deﬁnes information by
reference to natural law only, ignoring statistics” to manage this problem. For,
“there are no natural laws about individuals” (Ibid.).11

6.2.2

Millikan’s Criticism of Situation Semantics

Somewhat unexpectedly, Millikan reveals her position toward situation semantics
in her reply to Recanati’s criticism of her own theory of signs (Millikan 2007;
Recanati 2007). As Millikan interprets, Barwise and Perry’s plan was “to begin by
describing natural signs carrying natural informational content and then to spell out
how conventional linguistic forms carried intentional informational content in an
analogous way” (Millikan 2007, p. 682). From this perspective, Millikan views
Barwise and Perry as portraying the connections between a natural sign and what it
signiﬁes as “constraints”.
The most serious problem of Barwise and Perry’s work is pinned down by
Millikan as follows:
B&P gave no account, however, either of misperception or of belief that did not constitute
knowledge—of belief per se. Similarly, they gave no account of convention per se, hence
no account of intentional content per se (Millikan 2007, p. 683).

According to Millikan, her own situation semantics departs from Barwise and
Perry “when describing natural information”:
I gave no role at all to “constraints” or “regularities” in determining sign-signiﬁed relations
(Ibid.).

Millikan notes: “Failure to account for our capacity to represent individuals in language and
thought has been, perhaps, the most serious failing common to contemporary naturalist theories of
content” (Millikan 2004a, b, p. 43).

11

6 What Is Missing in the Theory of Constraint

6.3

201

Some Difﬁculties for Millikan’s New Informational
Semantics

No doubt, giving up any role to constraints in signiﬁcation would amount to taking
up the second horn, i.e., (2.2), of the dilemma for the situation semanticists alleged
in 6.1 above. If it works, we don’t have to bother with all the subtle technicalities
involved in Barwise and Seligman’s articulation of their conception of constraints.
However, we should be fully aware of the pay-off. Above all, situation
semanticists must have the burden of explaining the possibility of knowledge and
information of universals. As was pointed out, the possibility of knowledge about
individuals has been a difﬁcult problem for epistemologists, and is still an open
problem. Now, the table is turned, and we should be facing the reversed situation.
Contrary to the old Aristotelian maxim, we say that “Knowledge is only for individuals rather than universals”. It must be an extremely controversial and radical
reform in epistemology. At least equally formidable is a task of reforming the
theory of natural signs. Until Millikan (2004b), Millikan never showed any
intention to revise or reform the traditional theory of signs, for, she cites some
classical theorists of signs such as Augustine or Ockham. However, in Millikan
(2004a) and in her subsequent publications on natural signs [e.g., Millikan (2012)],
any such reference to classical or traditional theories of natural signs had disappeared. Millikan simply presents her theory of natural signs as if there is no
antecedent to compare with it.12

12

It is simply beyond the scope of this chapter to examine and assess her ambitious attempts. In
addition to the issues dealt with so far, there are some other signiﬁcant points to note. (1) Situation
semanticists are probably exploiting the current dominance of direct reference theories in the
philosophy of language in their excuse not to deal with the problem seriously; (2) In close
connection with their discussion of incremental information, situation semanticists invoke the
age-old distinctions and theories of British empiricists. We saw above how they approximate their
theory of meaning to that of Hume. More prominent is the distinction between ideas and notions.
For example, we read; “Among the representations that ﬁgure in ideational beliefs, I will call the
representations of things notions, and the representations of properties and relations, ideas”
(Crimmins 1992, p. 75). I think that the idea/notion distinction must be closely related to the
scholastic discussion of the knowledge of singulars, and that thus it is highly dangerous and/or
anachronistic to adopt it without any discussion of its historical background; (3) Situation
semanticists’ talk about the scheme of Individuation is another problem. Ontological issues of
individuation are thereby completely ignored by them, since their concern in the scheme of
individuation is just epistemological and/or semantical; (4) All this may be due to their reluctance
to discuss ontology, in particular the dialectic between universals and particulars. Barwise’s
extensive appeal to the type/token distinction is another sign of such reluctance. Also telling is the
fact that their principle (C) merely claims that the information a fact carries is relative to a
constraint without asserting that the information of a constraint is relative to the individuals of the
system. After articulating the conception of constraint, the lack of a principle governing constraint
and individuals reminiscent of Aristotelian hylomorphism or the principle of exempliﬁcation
seems more sorely felt; (5) If they spell out their ontology, I surmise that it might be a kind of trope
theory. If so, I wonder whether it can support their theory of information that is meant to be of
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7 A Possible Way Out?
Some readers might wonder whether it is best to present my criticism of situation
semanticists in a form of dilemma. Further, he or she might think that especially my
criticism does not do justice to the theory of regularity of the situation semanticists.
So, he or she might object as follows13:
It seems to be clear that, for situation semanticists, the latter horn of the dilemma must be
avoided: it is after all incremental information that we are concerned with. Or so I assume.
My concern is to consider if the author is well justiﬁed in claiming that situation semanticists cannot have a satisfying account of regularity. Why does the author think that
situation semanticists can’t account for regularity?
In the paper “The Rights and Wrongs of Natural Regularity” under the author’s critical
consideration, Barwise and Seligman (BS) offer an account of natural regularity as a way to
meet Fodor’s challenge, according to which natural regularity is both reliable and fallible.
Their central idea is that, while all existing views attempt to analyze regularity exclusively
at the level of types, “the type-level analysis must be supplemented with an account of the
part played by particulars” (p. 339). The author regards this idea as “a fatal weakness in
their theory of regularity” (p. 16). But why is this a fatal weakness?
It is not entirely clear to me exactly what the author’s reason is. So, let me consider possible
reasons the author might have had.
(A) Since BS’s account of regularity is combined with an account of the part played by
particulars, given their account, there would be no regular relationship between
event-types.
If (A) is true, BS’s account would be unintuitive: it deﬁes the intuitive observation that
some types of event in fact stand in a regular relationship. However, the author can’t take
(A) as a ground for his or her claim that BS cannot have an account of regularity: it is so
because (A) is false. On BS’s account, there are regular relationships between event-types.
Actually BS identify them as regularities (of a given channel).
It is clear that, on BS’s account, regularities are relationships between event-types. This
much is common ground between BS’s account and other accounts. What is special to their
account is that “[r]elationships between types of event are regularities only because, and to
the extent that, they are grounded in connections between their instances” (p. 339). That is,
according to BS, regularities do not stand on their own but they are dependent upon their
instances. Perhaps it is this feature of BS’s account that the author ﬁnds problematic.
Consider the following:
(B) According to BS’s account of regularity, regularities are grounded in connections
between their token instances.
Clearly (B) is true. But is (B) problematic? What reason would the author have for thinking
that regularities are not grounded in token connections?

(Footnote 12 continued)
service to cognitive sciences. Probably, they are too mindful of naturalization without paying due
respect to intentionality.
13
I am here indebted to an anonymous reviewer.
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The only reason that I can imagine is this: (i) regularities are the laws of nature; and (ii) the
laws of nature are more fundamental than or ontologically prior to their instances. If (i) and
(ii) are both true, regularities can’t be grounded in connections between their instances. So,
the author would be able to deny BS’s account on the basis of (B). It is (i) and (ii) that the
author relies on for claiming that situation semanticists cannot have a satisfying account of
regularity. Or so it seems to me.
In order for the author’s argument to go through, thus, (i) and (ii) must be justiﬁed. The
author seems to think that (i) and (ii) are obviously true, considering that no attempt was
made to justify (i) and (ii). However, (i) and (ii) can be contentious.
Let me consider (ii) ﬁrst. It is true that some (or many?) philosophers accept (ii). For
example, David Armstrong and Fred Dretske would accept (ii) because, for them, the laws
of nature are singular relations between universals which ground or ‘explain’ their
instances. However, some (or many?) philosophers would not accept (ii). For example,
David Lewis would reject (ii) because, for him, the laws of nature are simply axiomatic
theorems in the best theory which are holistically based on their instances. Why can’t BS
deny (ii) along the Lewisian line?
So, (ii) is at best controversial. But I admit that it would be beyond the scope of the author’s
paper to argue for (ii). Nevertheless, I think the author at the very least should mention that
(ii) may be controversial and that he or she assumes without argument that (ii) is true.
Let me turn now to (i). It is clear that the author simply assumes (i). On page 2, the author
says that he or she will be arguing that “either [situation semanticists] fail to handle
information about individuals or they fail to provide us with any convincing account of the
laws of nature.” And, on page 20, after presenting his or her argument, the author claims
that, unless situation semanticists give up on incremental information, “their attempts are
bound to be incomplete in dealing with regularity.” This shows that the author assumes
that, for situation semanticists, ‘regularities’ and ‘the laws of nature’ mean the same.
Indeed it is natural to identify regularities with the laws of nature. However, the natural idea
should be resisted. On reflection, for BS, regularities should be distinguished from the laws
of nature. On BS’s account, it is a characteristic feature of regularities that they are fallible:
there are exceptions to them. But it is hard to think that there are exceptions to the laws of
nature. So, for BS, regularities are not the same as the laws of nature.
Indeed, BS explicitly say on note 1 that regularities are not the laws of nature as follows:
The relation between theoretical statements and actual regularities is hotly debated by
philosophers of science. The position adopted here is that purely theoretical statements, like
F = ma, do not directly describe regularities between observable events. Rather, a scientist
applying the theory to the case of the ball rolling down the slope must use skill and good
judgement to model the physical reality in a way that ﬁts the theory. Once the model is in
place, the existence of a regularity between the height of the slope and the ball’s terminal
velocity can be inferred. There is no conflict in supposing both that F = ma is true and that
there are exceptions to the inferred regularity. Of course, a proper justiﬁcation of this
position would require a great deal more argument than can be given here.
For BS, regularities are not identical to the laws of nature but are what inferred from the
laws of nature.
Thus, even if the author assumes that the laws of nature are prior to and thus not grounded
in their instances, he or she cannot conclude without further argument that regularities are
not grounded in their instances. I must conclude that the argument the author presents, in its
current form, falls short of showing that BS (let alone all situation semanticists) can’t
provide a satisfying account of regularity.
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Nevertheless, the author’s paper includes important insights that draw our attention to some
consequences of situation semantics that have not been properly appreciated.

So the objector suggests the following:
With the distinction between regularities and the laws of nature in hand, we may distinguish
two versions of the author’s claim as follows:
(C1) Situation semanticists cannot have a satisfying account of regularities.
(C2) Situation semanticists cannot have a satisfying account of the laws of nature.
I concluded that the author’s argument for (C1) is not successful. But, perhaps, (C2) is
worth pursuing further. The author might call attention to what BS admitted in the quoted
note: “Of course, a proper justiﬁcation of this position would require a great deal more
argument than can be given here.” And the author can take his or her argument as showing
that a proper justiﬁcation of their position is not available. To do so, the author should
distinguish (C1) and (C2) sharply, and provide an argument for (C2). Considering
Millikan’s criticism might be a good strategy.

This objection is crystal clear, full of intriguing insights, and masterly argued
indicating a possible way out for the situation semanticists from the dilemma
launched by myself. Though overwhelming, however, I think the dilemma can be
sustained, for the situation semanticists themselves would not be happy about the
basic idea of the objection. They would not be happy about the sharp separation of
the laws of nature and the regularity. After all, they are interested in the natural
regularity rather than the regularity.
The crucial part of the objection emphasizes the sharp distinction between the
laws of nature and the regularity. And, the argument for the distinction is that while
On BS’s account, it is a characteristic feature of regularities that they are fallible: there are
exceptions to them. But it is hard to think that there are exceptions to the laws of nature.

However, Barwise and Seligman seem to take exactly that hard line:
More disturbingly, genuine regularities seldom result in exact correlation. To any natural
laws there are almost always exceptions (Barwise and Seligman 1994, p. 333; see also
p. 334).

So, it is at least impossible to ascribe the distinction between the laws of nature
and the regularity to Barwise and Seligman in terms of exceptions. Even if it is
possible, as the objector believes, to construct a theory of the regularity sharply
distinguished from the law of nature, thereby avoiding the dilemma launched by
myself to them, they might not be particularly enthusiastic about it, for their focal
interest lies in the natural regularity.
The objector might respond to my reply as follows:
“The author’s argument (or a crucial part of it) may be presented as follows:
(1) On BS’s account of regularity, regularities are grounded in connections between
their token instances.
(2) For BS, regularities are the laws of nature.
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(3) So, on BS’s account of regularities, the laws of nature are grounded in connections between their token instances.
(4) But, the laws of nature are not grounded in connections between their token
instances. (Or, the laws of nature are ontologically prior to their instances.)
(5) So, BS’s account of regularities are false.
Clearly (1) is true. Though (4) might be controversial, in the earlier comments, I
granted the author (4). And I said that (2) seems to be false as BS said that, unlike
the laws of nature, regularities are fallible. The author responds by saying that (2) is
true because BS say that “genuine regularities seldom result in exact correlation. To
any natural laws there are almost always exceptions.” I think the author made a
good point. Alright, let me assume that (2) is true. But, then, it seems that (4) is
more controversial than it ﬁrst seemed to me. If BS really identiﬁes regularities with
the laws of nature, since they explicitly say that regularities are grounded in connections between their token instances, they must think that the laws of nature are
grounded in connections between their token instances. Of course, this conception
of the laws of nature is a Humean one which conflicts with the realist conception
endorsed by D. Armstrong and F. Dretske. It is not so clear to me whether and why
BS would not be happy about the Humean conception of the laws of nature with
which their view ends up. I wish to suggest that the author should explain why the
Humean conception of the laws of nature is not congruent (if not incompatible) with
BS’s view”.
I am not quite sure whether it is my burden to determine whether Barwise and
Seligman’s views are in harmony with the Humean conception of the laws of
nature. No matter whose burden it is, however, I think that the objector is raising a
truly important point. As hinted at in the footnote 12 (in Sect. 6.3), it is a fascinating project to draft a genealogy of situation semantics.

8 Concluding Remarks
This chapter examined the concept of information in situation semantics. According
to my reconstruction, this has been developed against the background of Fodor’s
severe criticisms of Dretske’s informational semantics, i.e., the disjunction problem
and the naturalization problem. What was found to be intriguing is that within the
situation semanticists’ camp there seem to be different responses to Fodor’s criticisms of the fundamental principles of informational semantics. While Barwise and
Seligman tried to elaborate on the notion of constraint, Perry and Israel tried to
sharpen the notion of incremental information. Based on this observation, I have
tried to launch a dilemma against situation semanticists. Either they give up
incremental information, or they show essential weakness in handling regularity.
Millikan’s recent version of situation semantics is, according to my perspective,
nothing but giving up all effort to articulate the notion of regularity. Millikan’s most
recent attempts to build a new theory of natural signs seems to be a project to show
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that there would be nothing to lose by such a whole-sale abandonment of regularity.
Unless her project turns out to be quite persuasive, however, such a move seems to
manifest the absolute impotence of situation semantics in dealing with regularity.
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Chapter 11

Towards a Caricature Model of Science

1 Introduction
In Park (2014), I claimed that analogy between idealizations in science and caricatures in art might indicate a way toward a uniﬁed theory of representation. The
basic idea for the analogy was secured by referring to Hopkins (1998) and Blumson
(2009), who have discussed examples of pictorial misrepresentation by examples of
caricatures and wanted-for posters of criminals. At least, this analogy may appease
Hopkins’s worry about how it is possible to see in a caricature of Blair both Blair
and an enormous-mouthed thing, or how to see one set of marks as resembling
both. For, just as idealizations in science can misrepresent and represent at the same
time, caricature of Blair can achieve misrepresentation (enormous-mouthed thing)
and representation (Blair) at the same time. Surprisingly, Niiniluoto (1997, 1999)
used precisely the same examples in his account of reference by truthlike scientiﬁc
theories (see Niiniluoto 2014). Encouraged by all this, I shall try to fathom what a
caricature model of science would be like.1
In Sect. 2, I shall briefly explain how naturally the analogy between idealizations
in science and caricatures in art presents itself. In Sect. 3, I shall discuss what
Niiniluoto means by “caricature model (or theory) of reference”, and how this
model (or theory) works within his theory of verisimilitude. It will become evident
that, in order to flesh out the idea of caricature model of science, we not only need
to locate it against the background of comparing science and art, but also have to
learn more about caricatures. For the former, Sect. 4 will be devoted to compare the
analogy between idealizations in science and caricatures in art with both
Goodman’s analogy between descriptions in science and pictorial representations
and Tomas Kulka’s analogy between Popperian philosophy of science and quan-

1

As one anonymous reviewer points out, this paper is mainly exploratory and programmatic, and
therefore unavoidably of somewhat speculative character.
© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
W. Park, Abduction in Context, Studies in Applied Philosophy,
Epistemology and Rational Ethics 32, DOI 10.1007/978-3-319-48956-8_11
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titative model of aesthetic evaluation. For the latter, in Sect. 5, I shall discuss the
role and function of Gombrich’s treatment of caricatures in his Art and Illusion. In
Sect. 6, I shall hint at how to deepen our understanding of the analogy between
idealization in science and caricature in art.

2 Misrepresentation in Context2
Godfrey-Smith (1989) presents the problem of misrepresentation as the problem for
naturalistic theories for mental representation. However, he didn’t even mention the
resemblance theories as one of the naturalistic theories of mental representation.
Fodor does mention the resemblance theory. But he excludes the resemblance
theory as deﬁnitely wrong at the outset. So, we seem to have a very good reason to
believe that the problem of misrepresentation is peculiar to the informational theories of mental representation. In other words, according to the assumption presumably widespread in the discussions of mental representation, the problem of
misrepresentation does not arise for the resemblance theory. On the other hand,
both Hopkins and Blumson discuss the problem of misrepresentation for the
resemblance theory in aesthetics. Further, they seem to presuppose that this problem is peculiar to the resemblance theory. What is going on?
My hunch is that Goodman’s celebrated rejection of resemblance theory is
largely to blame for these situations in philosophy of mind and aesthetics.
According to Goodman, unlike representation, resemblance is reflexive and symmetric. Without any further argument other than this seemingly undisputable
observation, Goodman claims that resemblance is neither necessary nor sufﬁcient
for representation in art. Examples Goodman exploits in favor of the insufﬁciency
of resemblance for representation are the automobiles off an assembly line and the
twin brothers. In these cases, “neither one of a pair of very like objects represents
the other” (Goodman 1976, p. 4). In order to prove that resemblance is not necessary for representation, Goodman simply resorts to the widely accepted fact that
“almost anything may stand for almost anything else” (Ibid., p. 5). Insofar as we
can accept that “denotation is core of representation”, Goodman seems to have an
extremely strong, if not conclusive, case for his conclusion that representation is
“independent of resemblance” (Ibid.). The power of Goodman’s terse argument for
the independence of representation from resemblance turns out to be formidable. To
testify its widespread and untouchable influence, let it sufﬁce to give a few
examples: Lopes (1996), Bailer-Jones (2009) and Fodor (1984). Park (2014)
without further ado, we may safely count Goodman’s treatment of representation as
“the twentieth century’s seminal text on the matter”.

2

This section is based on Park (2014).

2 Misrepresentation in Context
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What is remarkable is that the situation seems rather different in philosophy of
science. The problem of verity still persists in philosophy of science, at least with
the problem of verisimilitude. What we need to understand is the reason why the
problem of misrepresentation apparently does not arise in philosophy of science,
especially in connection with the huge literature concerning verisimilitude. In this
regard, it seems useful to turn to Chakravartty’s recent discussion of analogies
between science and art. Chakravartty (2010) seems to be a rare case for appropriating the inspirations from art to the problem of truth and representation in
science. In order to understand “how and in what manner scientiﬁc representations
can be true”, he believes, analogies to representation in art “can serve as valuable
heuristics” (Ibid., p. 33). But how could that be the case? Chakravartty assumes
that, in order to invoke truth in science, one should be able to make sense of “the
idea that inaccurate representations can be closer to the truth” (ibid., p. 34). But, in
order to secure a sound notion of approximate truth, he believes, one needs to
elaborate “conditions of approximation”. And his basic idea is using the analogy
between science and art for understanding abstraction and idealization in science in
order to illuminate the conditions of approximation (ibid., p. 35).
Interestingly, Chakravartty depends crucially on some features of Goodman’s
conventionalism on representation in his employment of the analogy between art
and science. For he writes:
The contrast between depiction and mere denotation as a central feature of representation in
art is an analogy for the contrast between truth and mere reference as a central feature of
representation in the sciences. Higher degrees of approximate truth can be understood in
terms of improved representations of the natures of target systems in the world, and this
improvement can be mapped along two dimensions: how many of the relevant properties
and relations one describes (abstraction), and how accurately one describes them (idealization) (ibid. p. 45).

Here, from Chakravartty’s introduction of abstraction and idealization, we seem
to have another evidence for the observation that, unlike in philosophy of mind or
aesthetics, existence of misrepresentation is duly appreciated in philosophy of
science. Indeed, there is huge literature in philosophy of science that discusses the
problems of idealization and abstraction in individual sciences. Martin R. Jones, for
example, explicitly discusses abstraction and idealization in connection with
misrepresentation:
On the regimentation of usage I am thus proposing, the term ‘idealization’ applies, ﬁrst and
foremost, to speciﬁc respects in which a given representation misrepresents, whereas the
term ‘abstraction’ applies to mere omissions (Jones 2005, p. 174).

In masterly fashion, Jones explains the difference between idealization and
abstraction by using the example of the flight of the cannonball. According to the
usual model for the flight of the cannonball, for example, “the gravitational force
due to the Earth has the same magnitude and direction at all points on the cannonball’s directory, whereas in fact both the magnitude and the direction of that
force will vary”. Jones calls some such misrepresentation an “idealization” (ibid.,
p. 182). On the other hand, the model simply omits certain features of the system
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“without thereby misrepresenting or distorting the system” (ibid., p. 184). For
example, it does not mention the composition, its internal structure, its color, or its
temperature. These are cases of what Jones means by “abstraction”.

3 Niiniluoto’s Treatment of the Caricature Theory
of Reference
Niiniluoto nicely introduces the problem of reference ﬁxing for theoretical terms in
science within the larger context of the debate between scientiﬁc realism and
instrumentalism. And, here he suggests a “caricature model (or theory) of reference”. As is well-known, descriptive theory and causal theory are the two major
rival theories of reference for proper names. When applied to theoretical terms,
Niiniluoto ﬁnds the causal theory problematic. He ﬁnds it hopeless to originally
give a name in the manner of causal theory “to an unobservable elementary particle
or mental event. Further, causal theory fails to account for reference failure by
allowing too much reference invariance. Niiniluoto cites ‘phlogiston’, ‘ether’, and
‘demon’ as examples for this. So, Niiniluoto agrees with Nola (1980) and Kroon
(1988) that “reference ﬁxing needs some descriptive elements”. And he understands
this as leading us “toward an account of theoretical terms as ‘implicitly deﬁned’ or
cluster concepts’ (Putnam 1975)” (Ibid.).
Starting with a Fregean descriptive account for general terms (DR1), Niiniluoto
successively presents more improved formulations, (DR2) through (DR6).
However, I shall focus on how he moves from (DR2) to (DR3) and (DR4). For, it is
his discussion of (DR2), where he introduces “caricature model of science”, and he
ﬁnds the superiority of (DR3) and (DR4) over (DR2) in that they are more precise
formulations employing “the concepts of approximate truth AT and truthlikeness Tr
(Niiniluoto 1987)”:
(DR1) A term t occurring in theory T refers to object b iff b satisﬁes the claims of T
containing t.
(DR2) A term t occurring in theory T refers to object b iff b satisﬁes the majority of the
claims of T containing t.
(DR3) Term t occurring in theory T refers to the actual object b which maximizes AT(T,b).
(DR4) Term t occurring in theory T refers to the actual object b which maximizes Tr(T, b)
(Ibid., pp. 126–129).

Niiniluoto, as a critical scientiﬁc realist, cannot accept descriptive theory. For
(DR1) “would have catastrophic consequences for scientiﬁc realism”: i.e., (1) excluding the possibility of reference invariance, and (2) reference failure of most
scientiﬁc theories (Ibid., p. 126). According to Niiniluoto, (DR2) results by
rejecting (DR1) but preserving its correct core. However, he is skeptical about its
ability to cover “typical cases where a theory is false but ‘close to the truth’ (Ibid.,
p. 127).
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At this crucial stage, Niiniluoto introduces Putnam’s (1975) Principle of Charity
(or Principle of beneﬁt of Doubt), which “allows that the person proposing a term
may make reasonable changes in the original description”. Given this principle, as
Niiniluoto claims, “Bohr referred precisely to those entities by his term ‘electron’
(Ibid., p. 128). Further, Niiniluoto ﬁnds “another form of this idea” in David Lewis
(1970):
if a theory T is not realized by any entity, it may still have a ‘near-realization’ which
realizes another theory T’ obtained from the original theory T ‘by a slight weakening or a
slight correction’ (p. 432). Then the theoretical term in T denotes the entity which is ‘the
nearest near-realization’ of the theory, if it ‘comes near enough’ (Ibid., p. 128).

Here, Niiniluoto ﬁnally introduces caricatures to his discussion:
When applied to singular reference, this treatment could be called the caricature theory of
reference. A good caricature of a person b distorts the outlook of b by an amusing exaggeration of the features of b, but still it must bear sufﬁcient similarity to its model so that we
easily see the reference to b (Niiniluoto 1999, p. 128).

It is not clear whether Niiniluoto here has some special reasons for conﬁning
caricature model only to singular reference. At least in spirit, however, he may
allow extending the caricature model to general or theoretical terms in science. For,
he recently reafﬁrms the possibility of comparing scientiﬁc idealization to
caricature:
As caricatures to some extent misrepresent their targets, their ability to refer to their targets
is denied by Fregean descriptive theories of reference, which require that a theory can refer
only to those entities which it correctly describes. However, if we adopt a principle of
charity to the effect that a theory refers to those objects which it describes in the most
truthlike manner, then such caricatures can refer to their targets (see Niiniluoto 1997). The
possibility of reference failure is explained by choosing a threshold or a lower value for the
required degree of truthlikeness (Niiniluoto 2014, p. 378).

The obvious merit of Niiniluoto’s approach lies in the fact that it promises us to
allow a quantitative, thereby objective, assessment of rival hypotheses or theories.
If it is possible to make an analogical case for caricatures, one natural consequence
would be that we may rank all the different caricatures of the same object in terms
of the degree of truthlikeness. A closely related point is that we may extract from
such a possibility a potentially damaging criticism of Goodman-Elgin type treatment of caricatures as merely instances of “representation-as” (Elgin 2009). I will
return to this topic below.
Another interesting thing to note is that here Niiniluoto seems to assume that
there is consensus regarding what caricatures are. For, he does not discuss this
problem at all. I am not accusing him for any obvious mistakes in his understanding
of caricatures. My point is rather that he implicitly indicates the possibility of
improving our understanding of the problem of reference ﬁxing from our relatively
unproblematic views about caricatures. If this is not his intention, what is it for to
dub Putnam-Lewis approach to reference as “the caricature model of reference”?
Niiniluoto does not discuss explicitly how he understands caricatures in art. As a
consequence, it is not clear what we can learn from his dubbing of Lewisian type of
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treating theoretical terms in science as “caricature model (or theory) of reference”.
Be that as it may, it may not be trivial to note that Chakravartty (2010) and Park
(2014) seem to reveal a similar optimism for securing lessons from caricatures for
understanding science. Park (2014) suggests a way of solving Hoffman’s puzzle
about caricatures by learning something from abstractions and idealizations in
science. But Niiniluoto also wants to learn more about abstractions and idealizations in science by appealing to caricatures. Aren’t they falling in a circle in this
regard?
Niiniluoto also presents an extremely perceptive observation on the caricature
model of reference:
In fact, the caricature model of reference as such is not quite appropriate for science, since
theories are not pictures of already known objects (such as the drawings of Charles de
Gaulle and Elvis Presley). Rather they are attempts to describe some so far unknown
theoretical entities in the basis of incomplete, partial, uncertain, and indirect information. In
this sense, they can be compared to the pictures of unknown murderers sometimes published by the police, drawn by an artist or by a computer relying on the evidence provided
by eyewitnesses. (The picture of the still unidentiﬁed assassin of prime Minister Olaf Palme
is a case in point) (Niiniluoto 1999, p. 132).

In view of the scientiﬁc realists’ focal interest in the reference of theoretical
terms, it cannot be a small point to realize that the case of unknown theoretical
entities in science is more similar to the case of the pictures of unknown criminals
than the case of caricatures of well-known individuals. Park (2014) also cites the
example of the wanted-for posters of criminals referring to Blumson (2009).
However, it is merely for stimulating the readers’ interest in the puzzles involved.
There is no positive contribution to our understanding of the puzzles other than
complaints of a frustrated mind. Therefore, though brief, Niiniluoto’s suggestive
remarks in the quote above deserves careful attention.
Nonetheless, we not only need to locate the lessons from Niiniluoto’s caricature
model of reference against the broader background of comparing science and art,
but also have to learn more about caricatures. The next two sections will serve for
these concerns.

4 Too Many Analogies Between Art and Science?3
In order to appreciate the true value of the analogy between idealizations in science
and caricatures in art, it seems advisable to compare it with other analogies between
science and art. In fact, there already seem to be quite a lot of some such analogies

3

As is pointed out by one anonymous reviewer, this paper fails to deﬁne one of its central
concepts, i.e., the concept of analogy. This could be a serious omission, indeed. However, it must
be beyond the scope of this paper to clear up the on-going controversies around the concept
of analogies. Interested readers may ﬁnd Shelly (2003) as a nice point of departure.
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suggested to date, including Chakravartty’s. For my present purpose, however, it
would be enough to examine just two of them: i.e., Goodman’s analogy between
scientiﬁc description and pictorial representation, and Kulka’s analogy between
Popperian philosophy of science and quantitative model of aesthetic evaluation.
Goodman’s influence on aesthetics and the philosophy of art in the last four
decades has been so salient that it even struck a historian-critic “as standing in
relation to classical aesthetics as relativity theory does to classical physics”
(Ackerman 1981, p. 249). In some sense, however, the alleged success of Goodman
is only partial, for we fail to appreciate what exactly is so revolutionary in
Goodman’s understanding of art. We have never been quite serious about uncovering the full implications of his rejection of the conventional understanding of art
and science (Goodman 1972, p. 83). Nor do we pay due attention to Goodman’s
thesis that the primary function of art is cognitive, even if we can witness the recent
surge of interest in cognitive functions of art (Goodman 1976, p. 258).
The primary task of Goodman in the ﬁrst chapter of Languages of Art is soley to
pave the way toward the analogy of science and art by emphasizing the analogy of
description and representation. Ironically enough, he is so successful in his
emphasis on the analogy that he cannot differentiate description and representation
until he introduces the general theory of symbols in Chap. 4. Only after having
presented such a theory, does he tackle the problem of comparing art with science.
Consequently, he arrives at the conclusion that aesthetic experience is, like science,
a form of understanding, and that the difference between art and science is not the
difference between the emotive and the cognitive, but rather a difference in domination of certain speciﬁc characteristics of symbols (Goodman 1976, p. 264).
The point of departure for the analogy between pictorial representation and
verbal description is provided by the nominalistic idea which regards “denotation”
as “the core (or the necessary condition) of representation” (Goodman 1976, p. 5).
According to Goodman, in order to represent an object, “a picture must be a symbol
for it, stand for it, refer to it” (Goodman 1976, p. 5). The popular view that appeals
to resemblance is untenable because the relation of resemblance is, unlike that of
representation, reflexive and symmetric (Goodman 1976, p. 4). Thus, resemblance
is neither a necessary nor sufﬁcient condition for representation.
The initial difﬁculty for such a nominalistic theory of meaning which views
denotation as a necessary condition emerges from the paradoxical case of
“null-denotation”. “Since there is no Pickwick and no unicorn, what a picture of
Picwick and a picture of a unicorn represent is the same. Yet surely to be a picture
of Pickwick and to be a picture of a unicorn are not at all the same” (Goodman
1976, p. 21).
Goodman solves this problem by mobilizing his old distinction between primary
extension and secondary extension. Goodman calls “the extension of a predicate by
itself its primary extension, and the extension of any of its compounds a secondary
extension”. Thus, the criterion of the likeness of meaning is formulated as follows:
“two terms have the same meaning if and only if they have the same primary and
secondary extensions” (Goodman 1972, p. 227). Then, now we can understand the
difference between saying what the picture denotes and saying what kind of picture
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it is (Goodman 1976, p. 22). “A picture must denote a man to represent him, but
need not denote anything to be a man-representation” (Goodman 1976, p. 25).
Consequently, the problem of null-denotation leads us to the insight about the
classiﬁcatory function of representation. “Just as objects are classiﬁed by means of,
or under, various verbal labels so also are objects classiﬁed by or under various
pictorial labels” (Goodman 1976, pp. 30–31). Further, since representation is a
matter of classifying and characterizing objects, we can understand that it is not a
matter of passive reporting, but a matter of organizing and remaking our world
(Goodman 1976, pp. 31–33). “Effective representation and description require
invention” (Goodman 1976, p. 33).
Goodman thinks that the characterization of representation as denotation
dependent upon pictorial properties is too ad hoc to be accepted as ﬁnal (Goodman
1976, p. 225). For this reason, Goodman can treat the problem of distinguishing
representation from other modes of denotation only after he analyzes the symbol
systems. According to him, a notational system satisﬁes ﬁve requirements (2
syntactic requirements and 3 semantic requirements), and a language satisﬁes at
least the ﬁrst two syntactic requirements. Thus, “nonlinguistic systems differ from
language … primarily through lack of differentiation—indeed through density (and
consequent total absence of articulation)—in the symbol systems”. And he goes on
to say that “a scheme is representational only insofar as it is dense; and a symbol is
a representation only if it belongs to a scheme dense throughout or to a dense part of
a partially dense scheme” (Goodman 1976, p. 226).
Apparently, there is one salient similarity between Chakravartty’s and
Goodman’s analogies between science and art. Above all, they are analogies
between representation in science and art. The crucial difference between their
analogies is also apparent. Unlike that of Chakravartty’s, which appeals to truthlikeness, Goodman’s analogy is suggested with the complete exclusion of resemblance between what represents and what is represented. This might be the reason
why Goodman invokes the analogy between description and pictorial representation
rather than the analogy between scientiﬁc and pictorial representation. For, in such
a formulation, the conventional character of linguistic representation could be
highlighted. Be that as it may, it seems pertinent to fathom what consequences
would follow such a difference. In the case of Goodman and Elgin, there seems to
be no room for comparing idealizations in science and caricatures in art. For, there
is no quantitative (or objective) standard according to which once can differentiate
different degrees of truthlikeness (or similarity). On the other hand, as we saw
above, it is Chakravartty’s focal interest to ﬁgure out the criteria according to which
one can compare different idealized representations in science and caricatures in art.
The fundamental insight of Kulka is that we may meaningfully discuss “testability or justiﬁability of aesthetic value judgements”. By appealing to an intuitive
notion of “alteration”, Kulka suggests as follows:
Alternatives which are inferior to a given work of art could be seen as conﬁrming evidence
for claims about its rightness, while superior alterations would count as disconﬁrming
instances of such aesthetic value judgements (Kulka 1989, p. 202).
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Further, he claims that “comparative judgements of alterations are considerably
more simple than judgements of the aesthetic value of works of art” (Ibid.).
Whether or not Kulka’s claim is backed up by scientiﬁc statistical data, his idea is
that such aesthetic judgements alterations can be called “basic aesthetic judgements” that can play the role analogous to the role of “basic statements” in
Popperian philosophy of science.
It is hard to understand why Kulka does not discuss Gombrich’s views in any
connection with Popperian aesthetics. For, not to mention their lifelong friendship,
Gombrich himself explicitly pays tribute to Popper’s strong influence on Art and
Illusion. As is well-known, Gombrich’s theory of schema and correction seems to
be following Popper’s hypothetico-deductivisim. Gombrich also indicates direct
connection of his views with Popper’s searchlight theory or method of trial and
error. There is no doubt that Kulka’s strategy of ﬁnding analogy between Popperian
falsiﬁcationist philosophy of science and aesthetic evaluation in art is quite original
and invaluable in itself. In a sense, Kulka’s analogy is ad hoc. For, it seems to be
motivated to avoid endorsing Gombrich’s Popperian aesthetics. Without invoking
the problem of evaluation in art, it is perfectly possible to develop Popperian
aesthetics or philosophy of art. On a par with Chakravartty’s and Goodman’s
analogies between art and science, Kulka could have presented Popperian analogy
between science and art, by focusing on representation in science and art. If such a
choice had been made by Kulka, it would have been extremely difﬁcult, if not
impossible, not to discuss Gombrich’s Popperian aesthetics. It seems even possible
that Kulka might have arrived at a position exactly like that of Gombrich’s.

5 Gombrich as Philosopher: The Role of Caricatures
in Art and Illusion
Be that as it may, we have another very weighty reason to look into Gombrich’s
views on the analogy between science and art. For, in Art and Illusion, Gombrich
devotes an entire chapter to the problems of caricatures. What exactly are the roles
and functions of this chapter entitled “Chapter X. The Experiment of Caricature”?
Together with Ernst Kris, who was the supervisor of his doctoral dissertation,
Gombrich did extensive research into the history of caricature for a long period of
time. Since caricature is one of Gombrich’s life-long concerns, scholars and historians may count this chapter as an indispensable piece for solving the puzzle of
his intellectual development. However, uninitiated readers might simply be curious
about why comic pictures should be discussed so extensively in a volume on the
history of pictorial representation. In fact, we ﬁnd the clues for both puzzles in Art
and Illusion itself:
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Our starting point at the time was the question of why portrait caricature, the playful
distortion of a victim’s face, makes only so late an appearance in Western art. The word and
the institution of caricature date only from the last years of the sixteenth century, and the
inventors of the art were not the pictorial propagandists who existed in one form or another
for centuries before but those most sophisticated and reﬁned of artists, the brothers Carracci
(Ibid., p. 343).

Scholars and historians who are interested in Gombrich’s intellectual development may ﬁnd Popper’s influence in the same chapter very useful. For example,
Gombrich’s discussion of Freudian psychoanalysis must be instrumental for
understanding exactly where he distanced himself from his former teacher and
collaborator. Also, Gombrich’s discussion of some of the most ambitious programs
in the history of art, such as Rembrandt’s program, would be powerful enough to
amend any vulgar prejudice underestimating caricature.
Now let me select from Gombrich’s thought-provoking discussions some passages that might have implications for my current issue, i.e., the analogy of idealization and caricature. The point of departure for Gombrich to answer his question
as to the late arrival of the genre of portrait caricature seems to be the insight
embedded in the following:
Things objectively unlike can strike us as very similar, and things objectively rather similar
can strike us as hopelessly unlike (Ibid., p. 331).

Also, Gombrich’s ultimate answer can be found in the following remark:
The invention of portrait caricature presupposes the theoretical discovery of the difference
between likeness and equivalence (Ibid., p. 343).

Further, we can gather more information about the difference between likeness
and equivalence in the following passage:
IN THIS FORMULATION caricature becomes only a special case of what I have attempted
to describe as the artist’s test of success. All artistic discoveries are discoveries not of
likenesses but of equivalences which enable us to see reality in terms of an image and an
image in terms of reality. And this equivalence never rests on the likeness of elements so
much as on the identity of responses to certain relationships (Ibid., p. 345).

If I am on the right track, then the next obvious question for Gombrich would be
“exactly when, by whom, and how the discovery of the difference between likeness
and equivalence was made”. Even though it is simply impossible for me to report
how Gombrich would answer this question, the following quote may hint at a broad
outline of what it would be like:
In our story, Hogarth stands somewhere in between Leonardo and Le Brun on the one hand –
both of whom he quoted – and Töpffer on the other. To Leonardo, nature was still the great
teacher and rival and the training of memory was just a by-product of his interest in morphology. For le Brun, art had become a lofty language from which it was dangerous to depart
without loss of caste. Hogarth accepted the idea of art as a language and seized eagerly on the
possibilities it offered for the creation of characters with which to people his imaginary stage.
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That this was his aim is apparent from such prints as Characters and Caricaturas [288],
which drives home the difference between mastery of variety – the knowledge of character –
and the exaggerations of caricature. Later in his life he deﬁned this difference explicitly.
Caricature rests on comic comparison. … Character, by contrast, rests on knowledge of the
human frame and heart. It shows the artist as a creator of convincing types (Ibid., p. 350).

Gombrich rather extensively discusses Töpffer as the inventor and propagator of
“picture story, the comic strip” (Ibid., p. 336), and as the author of Essay du
physiognomie 1845. (Ibid., p. 340) What is central in this discussion must be
Töpffer’s “psychological discovery that you can evolve a pictorial language without
any reference to nature, without learning to draw from a model” (Ibid., p. 339). If “a
knowledge of physiognomics and human expression” is the only thing needed for
the pictorial narrator in the lead of Töpffer, as Gombrich points out, Le Brun’s
patternbook and Hogarth’s Characters and Caricaturas seem to have utmost
importance in the history portrait caricature. It is especially so for my purpose of
drawing an analogy between idealization and caricature.
According to Gombrich,
Le Brun compiled a patternbook of typical heads [286] in the grand manner – the ﬁerce
soldier, the simpering maiden – and then proceeded to analyze these heads in order to ﬁnd
out what it was that made them expressive (Ibid., p. 348).

In order to appreciate the importance of patternbooks for Gombrich, we need to
remember that, earlier in Art and Illusion, referring to popular books of our time to
teach “how to draw trees” or “how to draw birds”, he claims that “all these books
work on the principle we would expect from the formula “schema and correction””
(Ibid., p. 147). Also, we need to remember, such a discussion is led to “the
philosophic distinction between “universals” and “particulars”” (Ibid., p. 152).
Hogarth’s distinction between character and caricaturas, or Töpffer’s distinction
between “permanent traits” indicating character and the “impermanent ones”
indicating emotion (Ibid., p. 340) can get further signiﬁcance against Gombrich’s
discussion of schema and correction or of universals and particulars.

6 Idealizations and Caricatures
We are now in a much better position to present the analogy between scientiﬁc
idealization and pictorial representation. Before plunging into the project of presenting that analogy in in-depth fashion, let me briefly introduce the problem of
“caricature generator” ﬁrst. The idea of caricature generator was ﬁrst given in an
MIT master thesis in computer science (see Brennan 1985). For the past three
decades, we have seen its continued progress up to 3-D version of it. What is
pertinent for my present purpose is that caricature generators promise to compare
the resulting caricatures quantitatively:
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The program ﬁnds corresponding points on the face and the norm, represents the difference
between these pairs of points on the face as a vector, and increases the length of the vector
by a speciﬁed constant proportion, thereby shifting the face-point further from its corresponding norm-point (Rhodes 1997, p. 41).4

Given some sample product of caricature generators, no reader of Art and
Illusion would fail to notice the possible relevance of Gombrich’s discussion of Le
Poires:
But the locus classicus for a demonstration of this discovery of like in unlike is the Poire
[282], the pear into which Daumier’s employer, Philipon, transformed the head of the Roy
Bourgeois, Louis Philippe. Poire means a “fathead,” and when Philipon’s satirical papers
continuously pillories the King as a poire, the editor was ﬁnally summoned and a heavy
ﬁne was imposed (Gombrich 1960, p. 344).

There are certainly some obvious similarities between the caricature drawn by a
caricature generator and Le Poires. The most salient similarity seems to be that in
both we are supposed to have a sort of algorithm according to which we can
systematically produce caricatures in varying degrees of resemblance with the
original object. On the other hand, there seem to be also some differences between
them. In the caricature generator’s case, it is not clear which particular aspect is
distorted or exaggerated. But we may point out a few aspects of Le Poires that are
distinctively distorted or exaggerated: e.g., wrinkles, hair, and cheeks.
Now, we may rephrase the similarity between the caricature drawn by caricature
generators and Le Poires in the language of idealization. Philosophers have called
the reverse operation of idealization as concretization, de-idealization, or factualization. Niiniluoto seems to highlight the strength of his theory of truthlikeness in
that it allows us to compare different hypotheses or theories by this degree of
idealization and concretization (Niiniluoto 1999). In other words, we can compare
two idealizations in science or two caricatures in art in terms of the degree of
similarity. In this regard, we may simply encourage the interaction between science
and art to learn more from the analogy between idealizations in science and caricatures in art.
On the other hand, the difference between the caricature drawn by caricature
generators and Le Poires seems to indicate some of the toughest challenges. For, we
are unable to identify which aspects are to be distorted or exaggerated in order to
secure good or successful caricatures. Nor do we know what techniques of idealization or caricaturing are available. What becomes clear is that in both cases of
idealization and caricature we are lacking any well-established classiﬁcation. But,
no meaningful interaction between science and art in connection with idealization
and caricature can get off the ground without such classiﬁcation.

The major focus of Rhodes (1997) is, as its title “Superportraits: Caricatures and Recognition”
indicates, the question of “whether caricatures can be superportraits”. In the same place, Rhodes
quotes Annibale Carracci’ sremark as follows: “A good caricature, like every work of art, is more
true to life than reality itself” (Rhodes 1997, p. 18).
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Probably, recent discussion of idealization can provide us with at least a rough
classiﬁcation. McMullin’s famous paper “Galilean Idealization” (McMullin 1985),
where he distinguishes between (1) mathematical, (2) construct, (3) formal,
(4) material, (5) causal, and (6) subjunctive could be a nice example. McMullin
claims, however, that there are only two main forms of idealization:
In construct idealization, the models on which theoretical understanding is built are
deliberately fashioned so as to leave aside part of the complexity of the concrete order. In
causal idealization the physical world itself is consciously simpliﬁed (McMullin 1985,
p. 273; see also p. 255).

The so-called “construct idealization” involves “a simpliﬁcation of the conceptual representation of an object” (Morrison 2005, p. 152). According to
Morrison, it is “a more speciﬁc type of mathematical idealization”, and “used in the
development of models as opposed to the formulation of laws”. As Morrison points
out, construct idealization seems similar to what Chakravartty, Jones, and
Cartwright call abstraction (Ibid.).
Further, according to McMullin, formal and material idealization are “two different aspects of a single technique”, i.e., construct idealization (McMullin, 259).
He distinguishes between them depending on whether what is simpliﬁed or omitted
is “features that are known” or “features that are unspeciﬁed and deemed irrelevant
to the inquiry at hand” (McMullin, 258). McMullin also divides causal idealization
into two experimental and subjunctive idealization depending on whether “artiﬁcial
(‘experimental’) context is constructed” or “performed in thought” (McMullin,
273).
As is evident from the subsequent discussions, e.g., Morrison (2005),
McMullin’s classiﬁcation idealization seems to leave many deep problems untouched. For example, Morrison points out that “idealization in modern physics often
involves constructing models that may have little to do with reality” (Morrison
2005, p. 151). According to Morrison, most accounts of idealization are also
problematic in assuming that concretization “results in the model gradually
becoming a more realistic representation of the phenomena”. (Ibid., p. 153), for,
this assumption oversimpliﬁes the process of model building.
Morrison claims that “physical concepts like that of the Higgs ﬁeld are not only
highly idealized but their degree of departure from real physical systems often
cannot be determined due to a lack of information” (Morrison, p. 152; emphasis is
mine).
The last point has utmost importance for Morrison, because it allows her to
conclude that there are two kinds of idealization in physics:
The ﬁrst, which I will call “computational idealization,” involves the straightforward sort of
approximation used in cases like the rigid rod or frictionless plane, where we know how to
account for perturbations and can calculate the degree of departure between the real and
ideal cases. The second kind, predictive idealization, typically involves a variety of different
ways of idealizing the phenomena, each of which is used for different purposes, so that as a
result we are unable to determine the degree of approximation between the real system and
the idealized model (Morrison, p. 158).
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Now the question is whether we can at least ﬁnd similar patterns in caricatures
paralleling these different types of idealizations in science. As we saw above, we do
not yet have a systematic classiﬁcation of idealization. In view of the more than
two-thousand-year history of science, we may well raise the question as to why the
method of Galilean idealization appeared so late, as Gombrich and Kris were
curious about the relatively late arrival of caricature in the history of art. However,
the classiﬁcation of idealization proposed by McMullin or Morrison can and should
be the barometer for checking the situation in caricature. Can we strengthen the
analogy between scientiﬁc idealization and pictorial representation in art in terms of
the different techniques of idealization and caricaturing?
My pessimism about this possibility must already be apparent, for, I do not have
any precedent in attempting a classiﬁcation of caricature in terms of the techniques
employed. Of course, we cannot exclude the possibility that some such attempts
were made by one of the pioneers or historians of caricature.
Even so, it is not well-known to the general public or to the philosophers of
science. Nevertheless, the review above seems to indicate somewhat intriguing
points of comparison. Morrison’s classiﬁcation of idealization into computational
and predictive idealization may ﬁnd counterparts in caricature. Insofar as we can
systematically compare different products of caricature generation, they could be
called “computational caricature”. On the other hand, when we do not have any
standard according to which we can base quantitative assessment except for relying
on the beholder’s subjective evaluations, we might be dealing with cases of “predictive caricature”.
Also, some observations from caricatures might throw light on what seems
unsatisfactory in the classiﬁcation of idealizations. As we saw above, some scholars
sharply distinguish between abstraction and idealization in science, but there are
also others, who lump them together as idealization. That means, we need to rethink
the alleged differences between abstraction and idealization. As it turns out, it seems
extremely important to decide which aspects of the original are to be ignored or
exaggerated. Now, insofar as both simple omission and exaggeration are distortions, we need to conﬁrm whether there is no possible case where the former could
be more radical distortion than the latter. If this idea makes sense, then we may have
reason to rethink whether some simple diagrams in Euclidean geometry are not only
abstractions, but also idealizations.
As we saw above, physionomics and facial expressions are utterly important in
the development of caricature, and, we also know that there is a long tradition in art
that counts the average face as the most beautiful.5 If so, all the experiments
reported by Gombrich leading toward the invention of caricature as a genre can be
potential sources of insights for scientiﬁc idealization.
Rhodes (1997) claims that “implicit in the notion of caricature as the exaggeration of distinctive
information is the concept of a norm or reference point against which the exaggeration occurs”.
Further, she notes that “the best kind of norm for creating a recognizable portrait caricature is
probably an average face that captures the central tendency of the population (or some relevant
subset, such as young, female faces)” (Rhodes 1997, p. 19).
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7 Concluding Remarks
One can witness the recent surge of interest in ﬁctions in science (see Suárez 2009a, b).
This invites also a strong attack on ﬁctionalism in science [see Magnani (2012),
Woods (2014), Portides (2014), Giere (2009), Teller (2009)]. My sympathy with the
latter should be obvious. I feel that there is severe danger involved in spreading
ﬁctionalism in science to the general public. However, I am a bit worried about the
possibility that by rejecting factionalism in science we might underestimate the
cognitive function of art. In other words, my endeavor in this chapter might be counted
as an effort to ﬁnd a way out from this dilemma: If we grasp the ﬁrst horn of factionalism in science, we might fall into a radical relativism; On the other hand, if we
grasp the second horn of abandoning it once and for all, we might unduly ignore the
cognitive function of art.
According to Suárez, we can distinguish between two different kinds of falsehood, thereby between ﬁctional and ﬁctive assumptions. The former refers to a case
where “an assumption about some entity x is false, because there is no such entity in
reality”, while the latter refers to a case where the same assumption is false, because
the entity x is incorrectly described” (Suárez 2009a, b, p. 13). Further, based on this
distinction, he contrasts “a thorough or wide ﬁctionalism” and “narrow ﬁctionalism”. According to the former, “ﬁctive assumptions and representations are ﬁctions”. On the other hand, according to the latter, only the ﬁctional assumptions and
representations are ﬁctions (Ibid.). The implication for this rivalry for the
instrumentalist/scientiﬁc realist controversy is rather obvious, for, what is at stake is
whether abstraction and idealization are ﬁctions.
Against such a broader background, our discussion of the analogy between
idealizations in science and caricatures in art might unexpectedly shed new light.
Insofar as caricatures have a place in the history of pictorial representation, and
there is a nice analogy between idealizations in science and caricatures in art, we
may block any attempt to treat idealizations as ﬁctions successfully.
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Chapter 12

Belief Revision Versus Conceptual Change
in Mathematics

1 Introduction
In his influential book Conceptual Revolutions (1992), Thagard asked whether the
question of conceptual change is identical with the question of belief revision. He
considered quite seriously the possibility that the answer is positive, for one might
argue that they are identical on the ground that “whenever a concept changes, it
does so by virtue of changes in the beliefs that employ that concept” (Thagard
1992, p. 20). According to him, however, all those kinds of conceptual change that
involve conceptual hierarchies cannot be interpreted as simple kinds of belief
revision. In particular, branch jumping or tree switching are much rarer events
associated with conceptual revolutions (Ibid., p. 37).
Though quite convincing, I count Thagard’s discussion not so much a ﬁnal word
as spadework in a new fertile ground. For, it seems rather obvious that there are
many intriguing relationships between belief revision and conceptual change left
untouched. What is most curious is that Thagard’s interesting question has failed to
attract any serious response from belief revision theorists. The lack of attention is
especially curious in view of the fact that theory of belief revision—with the AGM
paradigm (Alchorron et al. 1985) at its core—has over the past two decades
expanded its scope far beyond epistemic logic and philosophy of science to include
computer science, artiﬁcial intelligence, and economics.1 As it has been so successful in such diverse ﬁelds, why shouldn’t belief revision theorists aim for an

This chapter was published as Woosuk Park (2010), Belief Revision Vs. Conceptual Change in
Mathematics. Studies in Computational Intelligence, 314 (L. Magnani et al. (eds.), Model-based
Reasoning in Science and Technology, Boston: Springer), 121–134.
1
One anonymous referee points out that after the publication of Thagard’s book (Thagard 1992) in
1992 there has been a revival of logics describing concepts, which are nowknown as description
logics. See Gabbay et al. (2003, 3.8) for a brief history of description logics.
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account of scientiﬁc revolution, thereby countering Thagard’s thesis of non-identity
of conceptual change and belief revision?
In some sense, it is not hard to understand why belief revision theorists have not
faced Thagard’s question directly. Their silence may be due to their fundamental
principle of informational economy (Rott 2000, p. 505). Indeed, Gärdenfors and
Rott conceded that their formal theory of belief revision “is concerned solely with
small changes like those occurring in normal science” (Gärdenfors and Rott 1995,
p. 39). Is it, then, simply impossible to develop a theory of belief revision that can
cover more radical belief changes including scientiﬁc revolutions?
In this chapter, I will re-examine Thagard’s question in the context of the
problem of conceptual change in mathematics. Here, the choice of mathematics as
the target area is deliberate. For, the problem of conceptual change in mathematics
can present an ideal opportunity to both Thagard and belief revision theorists to
consider the identity or non-identity of belief revision and conceptual change. On
the one hand, if some radical conceptual changes in mathematics can be explained
exclusively in terms of belief revision, then an account of scientiﬁc revolution
within the formal theory of belief revision may be on the horizon. On the other
hand, it will be interesting to see whether Thagard’s theory of conceptual revolution
in science is applicable to mathematics at all. Since there is an on-going debate as to
the existence of revolution in mathematics (Gillies 1992), it could be a true test of
Thagard’s theory of conceptual revolution in science to see if it can do similar work
in mathematics.2
My strategy is as follows. In Sects. 2 and 3, I shall briefly review Thagard’s and
Belief Revision theorists’ positions on conceptual change respectively. I shall ﬁgure
out in Sect. 4 a strengthened version of the argument for the redundancy of conceptual change by exploiting the notion of implicit deﬁnition in mathematics.
Section 5 will examine some famous episodes of revolutionary change in the history of numbers, and ask if it is possible to reconstruct those episodes in terms of
belief revision and conceptual change respectively. The discussion will focus on the
discovery of negative integers and complex numbers. Unlike the modern axiomatic
number systems, the historical development of our conception of numbers seems to
give a fair chance to both Thagard and belief revision theorists to make their cases.
And, the results will be interesting because we seem to have here revolutionary
changes that involve conceptual hierarchies such as branch jumping or tree
switching. In Sect. 6, I shall explore the implications that the extensive and intricate
interaction between conceptual change and belief revision in numerical domain
extensions have on the question of the identity or nonidentity of conceptual change
and belief revision.

One might want to ﬁnd such an application in Rusnock and Thagard (1995, p. 25). However, their
focus is on how “to use Darden’s strategies for anomaly resolution to analyze developments in
Greek mathematics following the discovery of the incommensurables” (p. 108) rather than the
identity or difference between belief revision and conceptual change. I am indebted to one
anonymous referee, who drew my attention to Rusnock and Thagard (1995).

2
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2 Thagard’s Challenge
In order for concepts and conceptual changes to be relevant for epistemology,
Thagard thinks, it would be sufﬁcient to demonstrate that the question of conceptual
change is not identical to the question of belief change. But, at this stage, he
concocts a possible argument for the redundancy of conceptual change:
The issue of conceptual change is a red herring. Whenever a concept changes, it does so by
virtue of changes in the beliefs that employ that concept (or predicate, if you are thinking in
terms of sentences). For example, if you recategorize whales as mammals rather than ﬁsh,
you have made an important change in the concept whale. But this amounts to no more than
deleting the belief that whales are ﬁsh and adding the belief that whales are mammals. Your
concept of mammal may also change by adding the belief that whales produce milk, but this
merely follows from the other belief additions. So as far as epistemology is concerned,
conceptual change is redundant with respect to the central question of belief revision
(Thagard 1992, p. 20).

Thagard considers this argument quite seriously. According to him, however, all
those kinds of conceptual change that involve conceptual hierarchies cannot be
interpreted as simple kinds of belief revision. In particular, branch jumping or tree
switching are much rarer events associated with conceptual revolutions.3
What Thagard calls “branch jumping” refers to “shifting a concept from one
branch of a hierarchical tree to another”. Thagard invokes Copernican revolution
and Darwinian revolution as typical examples of branch jumping:
For example, the adoption of Copernican theory required the reclassiﬁcation of the earth as
a kind of planet, when previously it had been taken to be sui generis. Similarly, Darwin
recategorized humans as a kind of animal, when previously they were taken to be a different
kind of creature (Thagard 1992, p. 36).

On the other hand, what Thagard calls “tree switching” is “the most dramatic
kind of conceptual change” that “affect the organizing principle of a hierarchical
tree”. He ﬁnds examples of this kind of conceptual change in Darwin and Einstein:
Darwin not only reclassiﬁed humans as animals, he changed the meaning of the classiﬁcation.
Whereas before Darwin kind was a notion primarily of similarity, his theory made it a historical notion: being of common descent becomes at least as important to being in the same
kind as surface similarity. Einstein’s theory of relativity changed the nature of part-relations,
by substituting ideas of space-time for everyday notions of space and time (Ibid., p. 36).

What crucial differences are there between these cases of more radical changes
and our belief change about whales? Exactly why can’t we make sense of branch

3

According to Thagard, we can distinguish between nine degrees of conceptualchange: (1) Adding a
new instance; (2) Adding a new weak rule; (3) Adding a new strong rule; (4) Adding a new
part-relation; (5) Adding a new kind-relation; (6) Adding a new concept; (7) Collapsing part of a
kind-hierarchy; (8) Reorganizing hierarchies by branch jumping; (9) Tree switching (Thagard 1992,
p. 35). Thagard claims that among these “(1)–(3) can be interpreted as simple kinds of belief revision”.
On the other hand, “(4)–(9) cannot, since they involve conceptual hierarchies” (Ibid., p. 36).
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jumping and tree switching in terms of belief revision? Thagard claims that they
require “adopting a new conceptual system”, which is “more holistic than piecemeal belief revision”. In the end, then, he claims that
Conceptual change goes beyond belief revision when it involves the addition, deletion, or
reorganization of concepts, or redeﬁnition of the nature of the hierarchy (Ibid., p. 36).

3 The Conservatism of AGM Theory of Belief Revision
To the best of my knowledge, no belief revision theorist has tried to meet Thagard’s
challenge. In their discussion of the problem of belief revision in science,
Gärdenfors and Rott merely express a disclaimer:
The formal theory of belief revision we are going to expound in this chapter is concerned
solely with small changes like those occurring in normal science. An essential feature of the
present concept of belief revision is conservativity (Gärdenfors and Rott 1995, pp. 38–40).

What they call “conservativity” is represented in AGM theory by the socalled
the principle of informational economy. They treated this principle as the principal
philosophical (or methodological) rationale for their theory. Gärdenfors wrote:
The criterion of informational economy demands that as few beliefs as possible be given up
so that the change is in some sense a minimal change of K to accommodate for A
(Gärdenfors 1988, p. 53).

Also, he wrote:
Several of the postulates that have been formulated for contractions and revisions have been
motivated by an appeal to the requirement that epistemic changes ought to be minimal
changes necessary to accommodate the input (Ibid., p. 66).

At ﬁrst blush, this principle is quite intuitive and irresistible. For, it is all too
natural to avoid unnecessary loss of information when making changes in our
earlier set of beliefs. However, this seemingly intuitive principle has been attacked
severely by one of the most active researchers in belief change. In his article, “Two
Dogmas of Belief Revision”, Hans Rott calls into question the idea of informational
economy, which he sets out in two distinct versions:
1. When accepting a new piece of information, an agent should aim at a minimal
change of his old beliefs.
2. If there are different ways to effect a belief change, the agent should give up
those beliefs which are least entrenched (Rott 2000, p. 505).
Rott calls the ﬁrst “the principle of minimal change”, and the second “the
principle of entrenchment”. Contrary to their apparent individuality, however, Rott
claims that these two maxims are “at root identical” and that “they can therefore be
viewed as two incarnations of a uniﬁed idea of informational economy” (Ibid.,
p. 506). By his account, both (1) and (2) require the changes of belief to be minimal

3 The Conservatism of AGM Theory of Belief Revision
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in a certain sense. What is notable is the fact that now Rott wants to understand (2),
the principle of entrenchment, in terms of (1), the principle of minimal change.
According to him, (2) requires one to respect minimality with respect to an ordering
of priority or entrenchment between beliefs (Rott 2001, p. 73).
Rott’s criticism of the idea of informational economy as the basis of belief
change consists of two observations, the gist of which is summarized by himself as
saying that the idea of minimal change is difﬁcult to formulate (observation 1) and
that its application in the construction of revisions is ill-understood (observation 2)
(Rott 2000, p. 512). From my point of view, however, much more important is to
note that Rott’s criticism is not well motivated in that it fails to hit the core of the
idea of informational economy. According to Rott, he calls (1) and (2) dogmas “not
because almost all researchers actually kept to these principles (quite the opposite is
true), but because so many authoritative voices have professed that these principles
are the principal philosophical or methodological rationale for their theories” (Ibid.,
p. 507). But, as he confesses, he himself has been one of them for a long period of
time. If so, what is going on? According to his explanation, “many researchers
(including the present author[Rott]) have believed in it and recited it time and again,
without actually keeping to it when building their theories” (Ibid., p. 521, my
italics). As long as Rott wants to save AGM theory, however, such an explanation
is bound to be unconvincing and ad hoc.
In fact, much better argument is possible for motivating the radical attack on the
both wings of the principle of informational economy, i.e., the principle of minimal
change and the principle of entrenchment. For, even though it is hard to resist the
intuitive appeal of the principle of informational economy, we seem to have some
evidence in the form of Rott’s testimony, and another (possibly stronger) intuition
against the principle. Let me present that intuition in the following rhetorical form:
In order to achieve the growth of knowledge at the individual level or at the level of
scientiﬁc progress, shouldn’t our belief change be maximal? The intuition or idea
behind this invocation of maximal change must be that we indeed desire to achieve
advancement as great as possible.4

4 Toward a Strengthened Argument for the Redundancy
of Conceptual Change
Is it impossible to develop a theory of belief revision that can cover more radical
belief changes including scientiﬁc revolutions? At this stage, it seems meaningful to
sketch a strengthened version of the argument for the redundancy of conceptual

4
The ideas discussed in this section were more extensively presented in Park (2005). As one
anonymous referee points out, there is room for further discussion as to whether we can take the
principle of informational economy as one preventing large scale changes. For what the principle
defends is that informational loss should be avoided if possible while accommodating the new
information.
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change. I will attempt to do so by exploiting the notion of implicit deﬁnition in
mathematics.5 Let us suppose that this notion truly captures the essence of mathematical method. The primitive terms of a given mathematical structure are deﬁned
implicitly by its axioms. If so, how could there be other conceptual changes than
those via changing axioms? In order to flesh out the main idea of this argument, it
would be all too natural to use number systems as examples. Above all, the cases of
domain extension by the introduction of negative or imaginary number must be the
best examples of the more radical changes in mathematics that involve changes in
conceptual hierarchies. What kind of belief revision and conceptual change are at
stake in domain extensions in mathematics? Thus, what we are left with are perfect
testing grounds for any argument for (or against) the redundancy of belief revision
and conceptual change.
Now, given the axiomatic method with implicit deﬁnition as its core, if we
simply substitute “negative numbers” for “whales” and “number” for “mammals” in
the previous argument, then we might present the strengthened version of the
argument for the redundancy of conceptual change as follows:
The issue of conceptual change in mathematics is a red herring. Whenever a mathematical
concept changes, it does so by virtue of changes in the axioms that deﬁne implicitly that
concept. For example, if you recategorize negative numbers as genuine numbers rather than
numberlike pseudo or impossible entities, you have made an important change in the
concept negative number. But this amounts to no more than deleting the axioms that make
negative numbers as impossible entities and adding the axioms that make negative numbers
as genuine numbers. Your concept of number may also change by adding the belief that
subtraction of a larger number from a smaller one is allowed, but this merely follows from
the other belief additions. So as far as epistemology is concerned, conceptual change is
redundant with respect to the central question of belief revision.

The axiomatic system for rational positive integers and the axiomatic system for
rational integers must be separate systems. Now, how to make sense of the transition from the former to the latter without resorting to belief revision? Yes, here we
are supposed to have a more holistic rather than piecemeal belief revision that
requires a redeﬁnition of the hierarchy itself. For that very reason, we seem to need
to adopt wholesale a new axiomatic system, thereby deﬁning all fundamental
concepts implicitly. In other words, there would be no conceptual change without
belief revision.6

5

The idea of implicit deﬁnition has never been clariﬁed completely. We should still wait for a
resolution of the famous Frege–Hilbert controversy. As a consequence, for too long we have been
lacking a sound understanding of the role and function of deﬁnitions in mathematics. Further, as
witnessed by Ulrich Majer’s work, we still do not quite understand either the continuity or
discontinuity of the traditional and Hilbertian axiomatic method. We even fail to decide whether
the problem of implicit deﬁnition is merely a side issue, as Majer claims. See Majer (2002).
6
In passing, it is worthwhile to note that Thagard also leaves room for counting branch jumping
and tree switching as a kind of belief revision. Anyway, they are “more holistic than piecemeal
belief revisions” (emphasis mine) (28, p. 36, emphasis mine).
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5 The Story of Negative and Imaginary Numbers
Now, let us examine some famous episodes of revolutionary change in the history
of numbers. Speciﬁcally, let’s look at the invention or discovery of negative integers and complex numbers. How are we to reconstruct those episodes in terms of
belief revision and conceptual change respectively? Unlike the modern axiomatic
number systems, the historical development of our conception of numbers seems to
give a fair chance to both Thagard and belief revision theorists to make their cases.
For, we seem to have here revolutionary changes that involve conceptual hierarchies such as branch jumping or tree switching.
Hilbert himself quite well summarized our problem situation when he alleged a
difference in the method of investigation in the literature on the principles of
arithmetic and on the axioms of geometry:
[2] Let us ﬁrst recall the manner of introducing the concept of number. Starting from the
concept of the number 1, one usually imagines the further rational positive integers 2, 3,
4… as arising through the process of counting, and one develops their laws of calculation;
then, by requiring that subtraction be universally applicable, one attains the negative
numbers; next one deﬁnes fractions, say as a pair of numbers—so that every linear function
possesses a zero; and ﬁnally one deﬁnes the real number as a cut or a fundamental
sequence, thereby achieving the result that every entire rational indeﬁnite (and indeed every
continuous indeﬁnite) function possesses a zero. We can call this method of introducing the
concept of number the genetic method, because the most general concept of real number is
engendered [erzeugt] by the successive extension of the simple concept of number.
[3] One proceeds essentially differently in the construction of geometry. Here one customarily begins by assuming the existence of all the elements, i.e. one postulates at the
outset three systems of things (namely, the points, lines, and planes) and then—essentially
on the pattern of Euclid—brings these elements into relationship with one another by means
of certain axioms—namely, the axioms of linking [Vernüpfung], of ordering, of congruence, and of continuity. The necessary task then arises of showing the consistency and the
completeness of these axioms, i.e. it must be proved that the application of the given
axioms can never lead to contradictions, and, further, that the system of axioms is adequate
to prove all geometrical propositions. We shall call this procedure of investigation the
axiomatic method (Hilbert 1996, pp. 1092–3).

Hilbert goes on to ask whether the genetic method is the only suitable one for the
study of the concept of number, and then gives a negative answer:
My opinion is this: Despite the high pedagogic and heuristic value of the genetic method,
for the ﬁnal presentation and the complete logical grounding [Sicherung] of our knowledge
the axiomatic method deserves the ﬁrst rank (Ibid., pp. 1093).

So, he tries to present an axiomatic system of arithmetic.
In other words, what we need to do in this section is nothing but reconstructing
interpretations of the history of genetic method for domain extension of the theory
of numbers in terms of belief revision and conceptual change. Among all the
relevant episodes in the history of number concept, let us focus on those related to
negative and imaginary numbers. No doubt we need to know (1) exactly when and
why these were discovered, (2) exactly when and why they provoked most heated
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debates for their acceptance, and (3) exactly when and why they were ﬁnally
granted the status as numbers. But it does not take much time to realize that our
problems are not that easy to answer. In all these problems, there are intolerable
ambiguity and vagueness. Also, both negative and imaginary numbers took a
remarkably long time for their ﬁnal acceptance.
Given the complex history of the acceptance of negative and imaginary numbers,
it may be impossible to answer these three questions above with any degree of
precision. We should be satisﬁed with a rough outline that identiﬁes some of the
most salient features in the history. Fortunately, Dunmore (1992) provides us with
such an outline. According to Dunmore, answers to (2), seem to have a common
pattern: new number-like entities “violated the rules of how numbers should
behave” (Dunmore 1992, p. 216). Answers to (3) also seem to have one common
characteristic: new number-like entities were accepted for their usefulness. But,
Dunmore claims, “a further and more far-reaching revolution had to take hold for
the adoption of negative and imaginary numbers to be completed”. She understands
this revolution as involving the modiﬁcation of the “meta-level view of the nature
of mathematics as a whole” (Ibid., p. 216).
According to Dunmore, mathematical “community held a meta-level belief that
mathematics was the science of magnitude and quantity, and that the purpose of the
number concept was for measuring and counting”.7 As long as the community
sticks to this meta-level belief, negative and imaginary numbers cannot be accepted
as legitimate numbers. “The revolutionary abandonment and replacement of this
meta-level belief” was needed, and Dunmore identiﬁes this revolution as the
replacement of the view of mathematics as the science of magnitude by the modern
view of “mathematics as a study of abstract structures” (Ibid., p. 218).
Dunmore’s interpretation of the episodes related to the acceptance of negative and
imaginary numbers, as legitimate as positive and real numbers, not only makes clear
many signiﬁcant facts but also raises many intriguing further questions. First of all,
the revolutionary character of the acceptance of negative and imaginary numbers
involved more than a piecemeal revision of belief, but a tree switching that apparently cannot be explained by simple belief change. Secondly, it points to the fact that
the revolutionary conceptual change took a long period of time to complete. Finally,
it suggests that the conceptual revolution was not complete until the number systems
were axiomatized. Each of these points deserves some further comments.
Let us consider what Pycior (1997) had to say about Girolamo Cardano:
Cardano was one of the most consistent of the early supporters of the negative numbers. He
not only divided numbers into two kinds, positive and negative, and regularly gave the
negative solutions of equations, but even tentatively explored the consequences of working
with imaginary roots, which he considered “sophistic” kinds of negative numbers (Pycior
1997, p. 18).

Mancosu refers back to Giuseppe Biancani (1566–1624) for this belief: “According to Biancani,
the objects of mathematics are quantities abstracted from sensible matter. Arithmetic and geometry, which together constitute pure mathematics respectively deal with discrete and continuous
magnitude” Mancosu (1996, p. 16a) and see also, Park (2009).
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“Dividing numbers into two kinds, positive and negative” must involve tree
switching. For, unlike branching in a given tree, here we witness a switch from a
tree consisting of only one branch to another tree consisting of two branches. The
fact that we are dealing with the most radical conceptual change that involve
conceptual hierarchies can be made manifest by the epithets used for the
number-like entities newly introduced. For example, Dunmore quotes Euler’s
remark on imaginary numbers:
Because all conceivable numbers are either greater than zero or less than zero or equal to
zero, then it is clear that the square roots of negative numbers cannot be included among the
possible numbers. Consequently we must say that these are impossible numbers. And this
circumstance leads us to the concept of such numbers, which by their nature are impossible,
and ordinarily are called imaginary or fancied numbers, because they exist only in the
imagination (quoted in Kline 1972, p. 594; Dunmore 1992, p. 216).

In order to appreciate Dunmore’s second point, i.e., that the adoption of negative
and imaginary numbers took a long period of time, Pycior’s discussion of Wallis
might be of help. For Pycior perceptively observes that for Wallis the negative and
imaginary numbers were anomalies “explainable only by appeal to nonarithmetic
considerations such as precedent, geometric interpretation, and usefulness” (Pycior
1997, p. 230). In her discussion of Wallis’ argument based on the usefulness of
these numbers, Pycior wrote:
He then went outside traditional formal mathematics and built a persuasive, rather than
mathematically compelling, case for the negative and imaginary numbers. He would not
deﬁne these numbers in any traditional way; rather he would persuade mathematicians to
accept them on the basis of a series of cumulative arguments. In a bold and somewhat risky
maneuver in chapter 66, he tied the cause of the imaginaries to that of the negatives: he
stressed that negative numbers as well as numbers involving √−1 were imaginary,
according to the canons of arithmetic; then he argued that the usefulness of these numbers
as well as geometric analogy sanctioned the mathematician’s “supposing” that there were
negative numbers and (the traditionally) imaginary numbers” (Ibid., pp. 128–9).

Wallis’ case ﬁts perfectly with Dunmore’s scheme of conceptual change in
mathematics. With all his strenuous effort, Wallis failed to persuade the mathematical community to accept the negative and imaginary numbers. For the community was still under the spell of the meta-level belief about mathematics as the
science of magnitude. Furthermore, it is evident that Wallis himself was sharing that
meta-level belief. For that very reason, he appealed to persuasive arguments rather
than purely mathematical ones.
As for the third point that the required replacement of the meta-level belief for
the ﬁnal acceptance of negative and imaginary numbers as legitimate numbers was
nothing but the axiomatization of number systems, Dunmore does not provide
much discussion. She just draws our attention to some landmarks such as “Gauss’
ﬁrst proof of the fundamental theorem of algebra”, “the emergence of a formalist
trend exempliﬁed by Ohm and Peacock”, “Hamilton’s attempts to give meaning to
the ‘impossibilities of the so-called arithmetical algebra”, and the fact that “in
deﬁning the real numbers, he[Hamilton] comes exceedingly close to giving all of
what are now termed the ﬁeld axioms” (Dumore 1992, p. 217).
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Now, given the three signiﬁcant facts highlighted by Dunmore’s interpretation,
we seem to face a puzzling situation. Apparently the introduction and acceptance of
the negative or imaginary numbers needed radical conceptual changes like tree
switching that cannot be explained by belief changes. But such a radical conceptual
change that needed a long period of time was completed only when the newly
introduced number system was axiomatized. In other words, though the introduction of new number requires a conceptual change more than mere belief change,
such a conceptual change cannot be completed without another kind of belief
change, i.e., changing the axioms.

6 The Relationship Between Belief Revision
and Conceptual Change in Mathematics
This puzzle suggests, I believe, there is an extensive and intricate interaction
between conceptual change and belief revision in numerical domain extensions, no
matter what conclusion we come to on the question of the identity or non-identity of
conceptual change and belief revision. If we emphasize too much the novelty and
superiority of the axiomatic method, as Hilbert does, then in some sense the axiom
system for natural numbers and the axiom system for integers have nothing to do
with each other. The concept of natural number must be implicitly deﬁned by the
axioms for the natural number system. When we accept the axioms for integers, the
concept of integer is implicitly deﬁned, and the concept of positive integer is
thereby determined. The concept of natural number within the axiom system for
integer must be entirely different from that within the axiom system for natural
numbers. It is interesting to note that Hilbert never counted Dedekind as exemplifying the axiomatic method. From Hilbert’s point of view, Dedekind represents
merely the most sophisticated genetic method. However, according to the recent
characterization of Dedekind as a structuralist, Hilbert’s view goes too far.8 For
example, Sieg and Schlimm ﬁnd in Dedekind axiomatic as well as genetic
approach. According to them, Dedekind’s reflections on the differences between his
own approach and that of Helmholtz and Kronecker as ultimately resulted in a
“dramatic shift” (Sieg and Schlimm 2005, p. 122). If so, Dedekind’s contribution to
modern axiomatic method cannot be too much emphasized. Furthermore, in view of
our present puzzle, the so-called genetic aspect of Dedekind’s method may not be a

Here we seem to face a problem of how to ﬁnd a way out from what I would call “the Hilbertian
dilemma”: Are we to emphasize the novelty of Hilbert’s axiomatic method or the continuity of the
history of axiomatic method? If we grasp the second horn, as Majer does, we might be giving up
the hope for understanding the so-called second birth of mathematics in the 19th and 20th centuries. If we grasp the ﬁrst horn, as logical positivists and Friedman do, we should make clear how
the method of implicit deﬁnition truly works in scientiﬁc as well as mathematical practice.
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weakness but a strength. Unlike the purely axiomatic approach, we can see the
connection between the system of natural numbers and that of integers.
Based on their careful study of Dedekind’s Nachlass, Sieg and Schlimm provide
us with a snap shot of how Dedekind struggled with the problem of how to generate
the integers from the natural numbers:
The ﬁrst manuscript formulates at the outset basic facts regarding the series of natural
numbers N: (1) N is closed under addition; addition is (2) commutative and (3) associative;
(4) if a > b, then there exists one and only one natural number c, such that b + c = a,
whereas in the opposite case, when a  b, no such number c exists. Dedekind notes that
the fourth condition states a certain irregularity and raises the crucial question, whether it is
possible to extend the sequence N to a system M (by the addition of elements or numbers to
be newly generated) in such a way that M satisﬁes conditions (1)–(3) and also (4′), i.e., for
any two elements a and b from M, there exists exactly one element c, such that
b + c = a. And he asks, how rich must the smallest such system M be.
In the following Investigation, which is also called Analysis, Dedekind assumes the existence of such a system M. He reasons that M must contain a unique element 0 (called zero),
such that a + 0 = a; furthermore, for every element a in N there must be a new element a
in M, such that a + a = 0. Thus, any system M satisfying (1)–(4′) must contain in addition
to the elements of N the new element zero and all the different new elements a (Ibid.,
p. 135).

In his letter to Keferstein, Dedekind explains in detail how he arrived at the
so-called Dedekind-Peano axioms (Dedekind 1967). So, starting from the axiom
system of natural numbers, we can understand how Dedekind generates the new
numbers, i.e., the negative numbers to arrive at the system of integers.

7 Concluding Remarks
What is the implication of all this discussion to our starting point, i.e., Thagard’s
question as to whether the question of conceptual change is identical with the
question of belief revision? Could we submit and examine a wild hypothesis that
conceptual change and belief revision could be extensionally identical, even though
there are intensional and/or procedural differences between them? I do not know.
But both Thagard and belief revision theorists might learn some important lessons
from examining such a hypothesis. Thagard may aim at extending his theory of
conceptual revolution in science to mathematics. Belief revision theorists may
extend their theory in such a way that it can cover not only normal science but also
scientiﬁc revolutions. Especially, they may learn from Dedekind’s exercises exactly
when they can and should incapacitate their principle of informational economy in
order to allow axiomatic belief change. Be that as it may, we cannot afford to ignore
Thagard’s timely and pertinent question as to the identity and non-identity of the
question of conceptual change and the question of belief revision any more.
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Chapter 13

Ad Hoc Hypothesis Generation
as Enthymeme Resolution

To date there seems to be no disciplined way of distinguishing between ad hoc
hypotheses and legitimate auxiliary hypotheses. This is embarrassing not just for
Popperian falsiﬁcationist scientiﬁc methodology, for the need for such a distinction
seems an important part of scientiﬁc practice, at least insofar as standard introductory
textbooks of philosophy of science assume it. But do practicing scientists bother
about ad hoc hypotheses at all? Did any towering ﬁgure in the history of science care
about ad hoc hypotheses? Ironically, the answers to these questions seem to be “Yes”
and “No” in both cases. Inspired by Paglieri and Woods’ recent proposal for a theory
of enthymeme based on the principle of parsimony, I propose to approach the
problem of ad hoc hypothesis by interpreting it as a kind of enthymeme resolution.
No doubt, this approach is inspired by some recent attempts to view the problem of
ad hoc hypothesis as a case of anomaly resolution. These attempts again are stemming from the efforts to synthesize the recent advances in logic and philosophy of
science. To the best of my knowledge, however, no one has hinted at understanding
ad hoc hypothesis in terms of enthymeme. I shall show that the different views of
Popper, Lakatos, and others on ad hoc hypothesis can be understood as emphasizing
different standards for enthymeme resolution: i.e., parsimony and charity. One
strong motivation for my interpretative strategy lies in its potential for understanding
the pervasiveness and the longevity of the Aristotelian scientiﬁc methodology
embedded in the scientiﬁc practice throughout the ages.

1 The Problem of Ad Hoc Hypothesis
1.1

Popper: Ad Hoc Hypothesis and the Discovery
of Neptune

As is well-known, Karl R. Popper was preoccupied with the problem of ad hoc
hypothesis throughout his career. In his ﬁrst book Logik der Forschung, he
© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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introduces the problem, for example, in the context of examining some objections
to his criterion of demarcation of science and pseudo-science, i.e., falsiﬁability:
It might be said that even if the asymmetry is admitted, it is still impossible, for various
reasons, that any theoretical system should ever be conclusively falsiﬁed. For it is always
possible to ﬁnd some way of evading falsiﬁcation, for example by introducing ad hoc an
auxiliary hypothesis, or by changing ad hoc a deﬁnition (Popper 1959, pp. 41–42).

However, his most articulate discussion seems to be found in his “Replies to My
Critics” published in Living Philosopher series. Here, he explains how he understands the meaning of “ad hoc” as follows:
I call a conjecture “ad hoc” if it is introduced (like this one) to explain a particular difﬁculty,
but if (in contrast to this one) it cannot be tested independently (Popper 1974, p. 986).

He is here referring to the case of the discovery of Neptune, by which he tries to
distinguish between ad hoc hypothesis and auxiliary hypothesis:
In the case of the disturbances in the motion of Uranus the adopted hypothesis was partly
revolutionary: what was conjectured was the existence of a new planet, something which
did not affect Newton’s laws of motion, but which did affect the much older “system of the
world”. The new conjecture was auxiliary rather than ad hoc: for although there was only
this one ad hoc reason for introducing it, it was independently testable: the position of the
new planet (Neptune) was calculated, the planet was discovered optically, and it was found
that it fully explained the anomalies of Uranus. Thus the auxiliary hypothesis stayed within
the Newtonian theoretical framework, and the threatened refutation was transformed into a
resounding success (ibid.).

Apparently, Popper strenuously tries to distinguish between ad hoc and auxiliary
hypotheses. As Bamford perceptively notes, “Popper’s attitude to both auxiliary
and ad hocp hypotheses is negative, however, as both would remove the empirical
challenges confronting theories” (Bamford 1999, p. 375; see also Bamford 1993,
1996). All too probably, Popper would have wanted to view the disturbances in the
motion of Uranus as falsifying once and for all the Newtonian theory. However,
Uranus’ misbehavior turns out to be the momentum for the discovery of Neptune,
which is widely hailed as “a triumph without equal for celestial mechanics”
(Herrmann 1984, p. 38).1 Popper’s reluctance of distinguishing between ad hoc and
auxiliary hypotheses can be indeed detected from his own words:
For example the observed motion of Uranus might have been regarded as a falsiﬁcation of
Newton’s theory. Instead the auxiliary hypothesis of an outer planet was introduced ad hoc,

Herrmann explains rather convincingly the reason why as follows: “Although at the time of this
scientiﬁc achievement no one doubted the validity of the Newtonian law of Gravity, the understanding of the celestial laws had indeed been demonstrated in a particularly complete and convincing way as a result of this achievement. Astronomical prognoses were at that time nothing new
for the researcher, but the discovery of a new large planet by means of the application of a theory
understandably made a great impression in the widest circles and was of particular propaganda
value, since the conﬁrmation of theory through practice demonstrated the level of understanding of
celestial mechanical laws” (Herrmann 1984, p. 38).

1
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thus immunizing the theory. This turned out to be fortunate; for the auxiliary hypothesis was a
testable one, even if difﬁcult to test, and it stood up to tests successfully (Popper 1976, p. 42).

Even though he explicitly points out that the hypothesis of an outer planet was
introduced ad hoc, he was enforced to call it not an ad hoc but an auxiliary
hypothesis. Commenting on the paragraph just quoted, Bamford caricatures Popper
as treating the trans-Uranian Planet hypothesis “as a fellow traveler with ad hoc
hypotheses, mystifyingly remarking that it was ‘fortunate’ the hypothesis was
testable” (Bamford 1999, p. 379).

1.2

Lakatos

The essence of Lakatos’s scientiﬁc methodology is aptly summarized in his own
word as follows:
All scientiﬁc research programmes may be characterized by their ‘hard core’. The negative
heuristic of the programme forbids us to direct the modus tollens at this ‘hard core’. Instead,
we must use our ingenuity to articulate or even invent ‘auxiliary hypotheses’, which form a
protective belt around this core, and we must redirect the modus tollens to these. It is this
protective belt of auxiliary hypotheses which has to bear the brunt of tests and get adjusted
and re-adjusted, or even completely replaced, to defend the thus-hardened core. A research
programme is successful if all this leads to a progressive problem shift; unsuccessful if it
leads to a degenerating problem shift (Lakatos 1978a, p. 48).

Lakatos believes that Netwon’s gravitational theory is “possibly the most successful research programme ever”. When it was ﬁrst introduced, according to him,
“it was submerged in an ocean of ‘anomalies’. But Newtonians turned these
anomalies (counterexamples or difﬁculties) into corroborating instances, thereby
into a new victory of their programme. In terms of his celebrated metaphor of hard
core and protective belt, now Lakatos describes the fortuna of Newton’s programme
as follows:
In Newton’s programme the negative heuristic bid us to divert the modus tollens from
Newton’s three laws of dynamics and his law of gravitation. This ‘core’ is ‘irrefutable’ by
the methodological decision of its proponents: anomalies must lead to changes only in the
‘protective’ belt of auxiliary, ‘observational’ hypotheses and initial conditions (ibid.).

Against the background of what Popper had to say about ad hoc and auxiliary
hypothesis, exactly how are we to understand Lakatos’ stance?

1.3

Duhem-Quine Problem

Lakatos is no doubt the most serious critic of Popper’s scientiﬁc methodology. We
should not forget at the same time the fact that Lakatos is still a sort of falsiﬁcationist. Indeed, Lakatos himself contrasted his sophisticated methodological
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falsiﬁcationism with Popper’s naïve methodological falsiﬁcationism (Lakatos
1978a, p. 31f.). In understanding these double aspects of Lakatos against the
Popperian heritage, there seems to be no better strategic point than the problem of
ad hoc hypothesis.
As Gillies points out, “[i]n the years 1963–4 when he published Proofs and
Refutations, he was a follower of Popper and a defender of Popperian philosophy”:
The purpose of these essays is to approach some problems of the methodology of mathematics. I use the word “methodology” in a sense akin to Polya’s and Bernays’ “heuristic”
and Popper’s “logic of discovery” or “situational logic” (Lakatos 1976, p. 3; Gillies 2002),
p. 13).

According to Gillies, Lakatos has the same attitude towards Popper in his 1968
article: “Changes in the Problem of Inductive Logic”. In this article, Lakatos
defends Popper’s theory of corroboration against Carnap’s theory of conﬁrmation.
But, in 1973, only 5 years later, everything changed drastically. Now Lakatos
attacks Popper in a ruthless fashion. To quote Lakatos himself:
Allegedly, Popper’s three major contributions to philosophy were: (I) his falsiﬁability
criterion - I think this is a step back from Duhem; (2) his solution to the problem of
induction - where I think he is a step back from Hume …; and (3) his literary masterpiece
“The Open Society by one of its enemies” … what is it called? The Open Society and its
Enemies …. The Open Society is frankly a literary masterpiece: not being a political
philosopher I cannot comment on its contents, but I certainly think it is a marvelous book.
So, in conclusion, two-thirds of Popper’s philosophical fame is based mis-judgement
(Lakatos 1999, pp. 89–90).

Now, Gillies must be right in pointing out that Lakatos’ criticisms of Popper are
based fundamentally on the Duhem thesis:
In sum, the physicist can never subject an isolated hypothesis to experimental test, but only
a whole group of hypotheses; when the experiment is in disagreement with his predictions,
what he learns is that at least one of the hypotheses constituting this group is unacceptable
and ought to be modiﬁed; but the experiment does not designate which one should be
changed (Duhem 1962, p. 187; Gillies 2002, p. 16).

Gillies claims at this stage that “Lakatos proposes his methodology of scientiﬁc
research programmes as a solution to this problem of Duhem’s”, for, “according to
Lakatos, a scientist always works in the context of a research programme, which
has a hard core or negative heuristic.” All this can be conﬁrmed by Lakatos’ own
words:
The appraisal of large units like research programmes is in one sense much more liberal and
in another much more strict than Popper’s appraisal of theories. This new appraisal is more
tolerant in the sense that it allows a research programme to outgrow infantile diseases, such
as inconsistent foundations and occasional ad hoc moves. Anomalies, inconsistencies, ad
hoc strategems, even alleged negative ‘crucial’ experiments, can be consistent with the
overall progress of a research programme. The old rationalist dream of a mechanical,
semi-mechanical or at least fast-acting method for showing up falsehood, unprovenness,
meaningless rubbish or even irrational choice has to be given up. But this new appraisal is
also more strict in that it demand not only that a research programme should successfully
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predict novel facts, but also that the protective belt of its auxiliary hypotheses should be
largely built according to a preconseived unifying idea, laid down in advance in the positive
heuristic of the research programme (Lakatos 1974, 319).

One salient consequence of adopting such a position, especially in connection
with Popper’s scientiﬁc methodology, is striking. Now Lakatos claims that there is
no such thing as crucial experiments:
My modiﬁcation then presents a very different picture of the game of science from
Popper’s. The best opening gambit is not a falsiﬁable (and therefore consistent) hypothesis,
but a research programme. Mere ‘falsiﬁcations’ (that is anomalies) are recorded but need
not be acted upon. ‘Crucial experiments’ in the falsiﬁcationist sense do not exist: at best
they are honoriﬁc titles conferred on certain anomalies long after the event when one
programme has been defeated by another one (Lakatos 1974, p. 320).

However, as Hacking convincingly argues, Lakatos tends “to play down the role
of experiment too much” (Hacking 1983, p. 254). I will return to this issue in
Sect. 4.

1.4

The Different Meanings of Ad Hoc

Lakatos claims that there are “two clearly distinguishable senses” of Popper’s usage
of the pejorative term ‘ad hoc’: ad hoc1 and ad hoc2. Ad hoc1 refers to a theory that
is “without excess content”, while ad hoc2 refers to a theory that is “without excess
corroboration” (Lakatos 1978b, p. 180, n. 1).2 Further, Lakatos identiﬁes still
another unsatisfactory cases that are neither ad hoc1 nor ad hoc2: i.e., ad hoc3
(Lakatos 1978a, p. 40, n. 2; p. 88, n. 2). According to Lakatos, these are the cases of
progress “with a patched up, arbitrary series of disconnected theories” (ibid., p. 88).
Nickles counts the third ad hoc-ness rule “most Lakatosian and least Popperian
in motivation”. Why? Probably because ad hoc3 is characterized by Zahar, who
“explicitly articulates and further develops Lakatos’s ideas on ad-hoc-ness”, as
follows:
[A theory is] ad hoc3 if it is obtained from its predecessor through a modiﬁcation of its
auxiliary-hypotheses which does not accord with the spirit of the heuristic of the programme (Zahar 1973, p. 101; see also Nickles 1987, p. 191).

Contrary to its prima facie Popperian outlook, Nickles claims that the third ad
hoc-ness rule “prohibits any heuristically unmotivated theory change” (ibid., p. 192,
Nickle’s emphasis). One striking consequence of this rule, according to Nickles, is
that “blind guesses and Popperian conjectures turn out to be ad hoc3” (ibid.).
On the other hand, Bamford reports that ‘ad hoc’ in ordinary English means “for
this or the particular purpose”, and calls it ‘ad hoce’ (Bamford 1999, p. 376; Shorter

For ad hoc1, Lakatos cites Popper (1934), § 19 and Popper (1963, p. 241). For ad hoc2, he cites
Popper (1963, p. 244), claiming that Popper introduces it since 1963 (Ibid.).
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Oxford). He further elaborates that this term is typically used “to describe something which is designed or adopted merely to satisfy a particular requirement, or for
the act of doing so”. More interesting in Bamford’s report is, however, pejorative
senses of ‘ad hoc’ both in ordinary English and in scientiﬁc community. In the
former, ‘ad hoc’ “also means ‘arbitrary’, ‘makeshift’, ‘stop-gap’, or the like, while,
in the latter, ‘artiﬁcial’, ‘cooked up’, ‘implausible’, ‘unreasonable’, ‘unnecessary’,
‘ugly’, or the like”.
Bamford aptly characterizes Popper’s use of ‘ad hoc’ as retaining “its original
English meaning, including its pejorative overtones”. But it seems more signiﬁcant
that it is also based on such a usage of ‘ad hoc’ in the world of scientists. Bamford
draws our attention to Popper (1972, p. 287), where Popper claims that “it is well
known that ad hoc hypotheses are disliked by scientists”. Popper must be right in his
observation, and Bamford could be excused for his failing to give any intelligent
comments on it. Rigorously speaking, however, Popper could be begging the question, for he does not provide us with any evidence. Even if he is right, it is not evident
which scientists he is referring to. Does he have in mind only the scientists of our time,
or Scientists after the 17th century scientiﬁc revolution, or all scientists of all ages?
Unlike Bamford, then, it might be useful to separate ‘ad hocs’ from ‘ad hoce’.
Anyway, the sense of ‘ad hocp’ evidently goes beyond ‘ad hoce’ or ‘ad hocs’ by
requiring the independent testability. Furthermore, Bamford seems to assume that
the reason why scientists dislike ad hoc hypotheses does not have to be investigated
insofar as ‘ad hoce’ or ‘ad hocs’ have virtually the same meaning. Even if they have
virtually the same meaning, however, due to the special context, i.e., scientiﬁc
community, ‘ad hocs’ must add some further elements to ‘ad hoce’. In other words,
‘ad hocp’ must have been introduced by Popper in order to capture some such ‘ad
hocs’. If I am on the right track here, then there is further need to elaborate why
Bamford counts ‘ad hoc’ as “a tricky term in Popper’s lexicon”:
Firstly, the deﬁniens for ‘ad hocp’ is a hybrid of the psychological (aiming to remove or
avoid a difﬁculty) and the methodological (non-independent testability). Secondly, a
hypothesis can be ad hoce without being ad hocp, as is any auxiliary hypothesis on his
deﬁnition above (Bamford 1999, p. 376).

Based on Popper (1972, p. 244, 1976, p. 42), Bamford shows that Popper sometimes used ‘ad hoc’ as merely ad hoce, another times as ad hocp. and still another
times as “some stronger unexplicated sense of ‘ad hoc’ which in fact implies that
‘ad hocp’ is inadequate”.
We also noted above Lakatos’ distinction between the three different pejorative
senses of ‘ad hoc’: i.e., ‘ad hoc1’, ‘ad hoc2’, and ad hoc3. So, we face a plethora of
the different senses of ‘ad hoc’, which is nicely enumerated by Martin Carrier.3 I
have no intention to discuss at length the subtle differences between all these senses

3

Methodological literature provides us with a vast number of conditions for the ad-hoc-ness of a
hypothesis. Apart from the concepts already discussed (i.e. apart from the predictivistic and the
post-Lakatos versions of the heuristic criterion) I am aware of no less than eight different notions
of ad-hoc-ness (and I do not, of course, pretend to know them all).
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of ‘ad hoc’, though such a distinction seems mandatory for any serious philosopher
of science. But we should note the utmost importance of raising the following
question: Was ‘ad hoc’ used pejoratively in the world of scientists, i.e., ‘ad hocs’,
prior to Popper used it so? In other words, can we ﬁnd textual evidence from the
scientiﬁc literature that ‘ad hoc’ did have pejorative sense? If so, since when, by
whom, and how widely was it used in that sense?

2 The Problem of Enthymeme Reconstruction
In what follows, I shall sketch an attempt to interpret the controversy between
Popper and Lakatos on ad hoc hypotheses in terms of enthymeme resolution. The
basic idea is very simple. It seems evident that both the problem of ad hoc hypothesis
and the problem of enthymemes are sub-species of the problem of anomaly resolution (see Magnani 1999, 2001, 2009; Humphreys 1968; Brun and Rott 2013;
Zenker 2006; Schurz 2013). If so, it is natural and even mandatory to compare
problems, concepts, and theories in both areas. Further, we seem to have enough
ground to believe that enthymeme has a much longer history than ad hoc hypothesis.
If philosophers and scientists before the modern scientiﬁc revolution had to face
problems comparable to the problem of ad hoc hypothesis, I believe, it would have
been one of the most useful scientiﬁc methods, devices or procedures to tackle them.
To the best of my knowledge, history of enthymeme is yet to be written. Still, there is
huge literature on enthymeme, and I have no ambition to do justice to the subtle and
sophisticated rival theories. I am simply inspired by Paglieri and Woods’ recent
proposal of highlighting the role parsimony rather than charity in the interpretation
and reconstruction of enthymeme (Paglieri and Woods 2011a, b). The contrast of

(Footnote 3 continued)
(1) No excess empirical content or no independent testable consequences actually exist (Lakatos
1971a, p. 112; Grünbaum 1976, p. 337).
(2) No such consequences are known (Lakatos 1971a, p. 112; Grünbaum 1976, p. 336).
(3) No such consequences are conﬁrmed (Zahar 1973, p. 101; Grünbaum 1976, p. 334).
(4) All such consequences are empirically refuted (Lakatos 1971a, p. 112).
(5) It is assumed that a hypothesis is independently testable, but it is further assumed (motivated
by the chains of some rival theory) that the hypothesis will fail in subsequent experimental
tests (Grünbaum 1976, p. 717).
(6) The hypothesis is empirically ad hoc in the senses (1) or (2) or (3) and has furthermore no
theoretical plausibility or sanction (Grünbaum 1976, pp. 333–337).
(7) There are conﬁrmed consequences but the hypothesis is not in accordance with the heuristic
of a research programme (Lakatos’s ‘ad hoc3’) (Lakatos 1971a, p. 112). In other words,
concept (6) holds theoretical plausibility to be a sufﬁcient condition for non-ad-hoc-ness,
concept (7) views it as a necessary one.
(8) A necessary condition for an ad hoc hypothesis is its ‘non-fundamentality’; it ‘fails to go to
the heart of the matter’ (Leplin 1982, p. 237; Carrier 1988, pp. 216–217, n. 45).
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parsimony and charity in the problem of enthymeme seems to present an entirely
new perspective for understanding Popper/Lakatos controversy on ad hoc
hypothesis.

2.1

What Is an Enthymeme?

Textbooks of introduction to logic usually provide us a short section on enthymeme. For example, Copi deals with it in a chapter entitled “Arguments in ordinary
Language”, and in a section preceding another section for sorites. According to
him, an enthymeme is
an argument that is stated incompletely, part being “understood” or only “in the mind”
(Copi 1982, p. 253).

After pointing out that enthymemes are everywhere in everyday discourse as well
as in scientiﬁc practice, he turns to the problem of how to test their validity:
In testing an enthymeme for validity, two steps are involved. The ﬁrst is to supply the
missing parts of the argument; the second is to test the resulting syllogism (ibid., p. 255).

Copi’s brief characterization of enthymeme seems to represent what Paglieri and
Woods call “the modern conception of enthymeme”, which is “something of a
hybrid of elements drawn from” Epictetus’ and Aristotle’s deﬁnitions (Paglieri and
Woods 2011a, pp. 463, 465–467). One essential feature of the modern conception
is reported by Paglieri and Woods as follows:
According to the modern idea, there is some property Q that it is desirable for arguments to
have, such that an enthymeme lacks it yet its completion has it. Consider validity as an
example. Validity is what the enthymeme lacks and its completion has. An enthymeme of
this sort is a valid argument-in-waiting (ibid., p. 463).

Paglieri and Woods count incompleteness “as a key feature of enthymeme worth
preserving in the modern conception”:
We agree with the dominant view that something is missing and yet understood in
enthymemes; moreover, that something is essential to their interpretation (ibid., p. 468).

However, there are many features of the modern conception they found somewhat troublesome. For example, they want to avoid a possible confusion between
“interpreting an enthymeme” and “assessing its value”. Also, they believe that
“something is essential” in interpreting enthymemes does not mean “that, by
understanding the missing element, the hearer will be inclined to accept the argument as good” but merely “that the missing element is crucial to make an informed
assessment of the enthymeme, be it positive or negative” (ibid.). There are, of
course, many other problems and issues in deﬁning an enthymeme, as there are
many different varieties of enthymemes. Paglieri and Woods enumerate at least the
following different varieties:

2 The Problem of Enthymeme Reconstruction

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

(i)
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Valid and sound elliptic argument: “Socrates is a man, therefore he is mortal”
Purely formal elliptic argument: “All P are Q, so some R are Q”
Unsound elliptic argument: “The mackerel is a ﬁsh, so it is colour-blind”
Crazy elliptic argument: “Today I am happy, therefore Mars is not a planet”
Invalid elliptic argument: “Every Catholic priest is male, so John is a Catholic
priest”
Defeasible elliptic argument: “Ozzie is an ocelot, therefore Ozzie is
four-legged”
Materially valid argument: “The shirt is red, therefore the shirt is coloured”
Complete argument, either valid or invalid: “Socrates is a man and all men are
mortal, therefore Socrates is mortal”, and “Lassie is mortal and every man is
mortal, therefore Lassie is a man”
Isolated statement: “Socrates is mortal” (Paglieri and Woods 2011a, pp. 469–
472).

Though it is apparently trivial, one interesting idea is that any invalid argument
might become a valid one by adding some appropriate premises. We may consider
any arbitrarily selected invalid argument, e.g., P/∴S. As Paglieri and Woods point
out, by adding to the premise-set a proposition, i.e., the conditional proposition with
P as antecedent and S as consequent, we can produce a valid argument. No one
would deny that an enthymeme cannot be “just any invalid argument validated by
addition of its corresponding conditional as premiss”. But how are we to distinguish
between valid and invalid enthymemes? What Paglieri and Woods call the demarcation problem, which is a central task for a theory of enthymemes, is nothing
but “to preserve the distinction, and to bring it to a decent level of theoretical
articulation” (ibid., p. 467).
Paglieri and Woods suggest the following as the deﬁnition of enthymeme:
ENTHYMEME: A is an enthymeme if and only if A contains at least one explicit premiss
explicitly linked to an explicit conclusion, and yet A can be assessed according to some
standard of argument evaluation if and only if A is ﬁrst supplemented with some additional
premiss P that preserves the relevance of all A’s premisses to A+P’s conclusion and is
selected by applying a general reconstructive principle to A (ibib., p. 468).

According to them, they included ﬁve main conditions in this deﬁnition:
(i) A is an argument in a minimal sense, i.e. it contains at least one (explicit
stated) premiss that carries the presumption of supporting at least one
(explicitly stated) conclusion.
(ii) A is not assessable on some standard of argument evaluation.
(iii) A+P is assessable on some standard of argument evaluation.
(iv) Adding P to A does not make irrelevant any of A’s premisses to A+P’s
conclusion.
(v) The transition from A to A+P is not arbitrary, but rather governed by some
general principle (yet to be determined; see Sects. 2 and 3) (ibid.).
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We can appreciate how judiciously Paglieri and Woods selected the conditions
for an enthymeme to satisfy in this deﬁnition. As intended by them, we may focus
on the problem of “determining the appropriate criterion that should guide the
reconstruction of enthymemes”.

2.2

Charity Versus Parsimony: The Two Rival Theories
of Enthymeme Resolution

According to Paglieri and Woods, we can distinguish between approaches that are
committed to the completion-as-amelioration doctrine and those that aren’t.
Approaches based on unrestrained appeals to charity are clear examples of the
former. Among the latter, Paglieri and Woods include their own theory based on
parsimony and other analyses of enthymemes that are not committed to the
completion-as-amelioration thesis, and yet differ also from their own proposal in
terms of parsimony, such as contextualism and anti-reconstructionism. Paglieri and
Woods briefly introduce contextualism as follows:
As the name implies, contextualism appeals to context to help identifying missing premisses in enthymemes. Different versions of this approach focus on different contextual
features: among others, intended meaning of the speaker (Ennis 1982), evidence justifying
reconstruction of the enthymeme as an invalid argument (Gerritsen 2001), speciﬁc commitments endorsed by the proponent of the enthymeme in the dialogical interaction where it
occurs (Walton 1998, 2008), and general conversational context against which single
arguments are to be assessed and understood by the arguers (Jacobs 1999; Paglieri and
Woods 2011a, pp. 496–497).

Also, Paglieri and Woods explain anti-constructionism as follows:
As for anti-reconstructionism, this view does not consider enthymemes as in need of
reconstruction, but rather endeavours to deﬁne a theory of validity (or lack thereof)
applicable to enthymemes without prior supplementation of any “missing” premiss: for an
excellent attempt in this direction, see Hitchcock’s notion of enthymematic consequence
(1998) (ibid., p. 497).

It is obviously beyond the scope of this chapter to do justice to each and every
one of the theories identiﬁed by Paglieri and Woods. For my present purpose, it
would be enough to focus on approaches based on unrestrained appeals to charity as
the foremost example of completion-as-amelioration doctrine and Paglieri and
Woods’ theory based on parsimony. Further, insofar as the former is the mainstream dominant theory of enthymeme (see ibid., p. 496) and the idea of counting
enthymeme as a sort of valid argument-in-waiting is behind the notion of charity
(see ibid., p. 463), what is needed is understanding why and on what ground
Paglieri and Woods criticize the theory based on charity and present their own
theory based on parsimony as an alternative.

2 The Problem of Enthymeme Reconstruction
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Against Charity

Paglieri and Woods devote an entire section for criticizing the theory based on
charity (ibid., Sect. 2 “Against Charity”, pp. 473–476). However, the more serious
and important criticisms were made even before turning to the section. For they
argue that the following widely accepted idea cannot be true:
GOOD COMPLETIONS AS VALIDATING: A good enthymeme-completion selection
will be a premise that validates it (ibid., p. 472).

They believe that the existence of cases (e) above is enough to conclude that
way: (e) Invalid elliptic argument: “Every Catholic priest is male, so John is a
Catholic priest”. Good completion of this elliptic argument would need to supplementing it with “John is male”. But that does not make the argument any more
valid. The only possibility left for the defenders of modern conception of enthymemes that Paglieri and Woods can ﬁgure out is as follows:
In contrast, the modern conception of enthymemes would force us to either exclude these
cases from the deﬁnition of enthymemes (because their completion is invalid, when
reconstructed in the most plausible way), or reconstruct them in ways that ensure validity
by adding bizarre and false premises (in this example, the conditional “If every Catholic
priest is male, then John is a Catholic priest”) (ibid., p. 471).

As a consequence, Paglieri and Woods claim that “the doctrine of
completion-as-validation conflates two quite different tasks”:
One is the task of spotting a premiss that completes an incomplete argument. The other is
the task of ﬁnding a premiss that will validate it (ibid., p. 472).

Encouraged by the possible liberating effect of separating the two tasks, Paglieri
and Woods even try to generalize:
GOOD COMPLETIONS/BAD ARGUMENTS: It cannot be typical of enthymemes that
they be properly complete only by premises that make them good arguments, in whatever
sense of good ﬁts the particular case. In brief, completion is not amelioration (ibid., p. 473).

As Paglieri and Woods point out, there is still “the problem of elucidating what
guides selection of the appropriate premiss to supplement the enthymeme with”.
Again, as they do not forget to mention, that is nothing but fleshing out the condition (v) of their deﬁnition of enthymemes.

2.2.2

For Parsimony

Paglieri and Woods counts “the pragmatic question of why enthymemes are so
frequent in human communication” as another fundamental question that cannot be
answered by invoking charity:
Even assuming charity in interpreting each other’s arguments, why do we so often indulge
in enthymematic argumentation, and why are we so favourably disposed towards incomplete arguments? If charity were the rule, why would it be so? And why do we
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systematically fail to speak or write our arguments in a more complete and explicit fashion,
relying instead on the charity of the audience? (ibid., p. 477).

In order to answer these questions, Paglieri and Woods start with Herbert
Simon’s notion of bounded rationality (see Simon 1955, 1956). They explain that,
from the vast literature on bounded rationality, thy draw upon on a single aspect:
“how the fact that agents are cognitively resource-bounded affects their dialectical
capacities”, and “how this same fact should inform a good theory of argumentative
rationality” (ibid., p. 477). As they count resource-boundedness as a simple fact of
life, they ﬁnd the need to be parsimonious in using the ﬁnite and scant resources as
inherent to the rationality of all our actions (ibid.).
So, Paglieri and Woods’ answer to the questions raised above is utterly simple:
In a nutshell, our hypothesis is that both the frequent use of enthymemes and the principles
governing their reconstruction are ultimately motivated by an attempt, by the arguer as well
as by the interpreter, to save valuable cognitive resources, without injury to the performance
of their respective tasks. Accordingly
PARSIMONY: It is parsimony, rather than charity, that inspires our enthymematic inclinations (ibid., pp. 477–478).

3 Ad Hoc Hypothesis Generation as a Kind
of Enthymeme Reconstruction
3.1

Understanding Popper and Lakatos in Terms
of Different Enthymeme Resolution Strategies

In order to interpret the problem of ad hoc hypothesis in terms of enthymeme
resolution strategies, it must be a prerequisite to identify exactly what enthymeme is
at stake. However, it may not be an easy matter to do without inadvertently taking
side with a particular theory. Let us use the discovery of Neptune as an example,
and focus on only Popper’s and Lakatos’ views. The enthymeme that would be
identiﬁed by Popper may have the Newtonian theory of gravitation as the premise,
and the unexpected motion of Uranus as the conclusion. On the other hand, Lakatos
would have the Newtonian theory of gravitation together with some auxiliary
hypotheses as the premise, and the unexpected movement of Uranus as the
conclusion.
As we saw above, Popper thinks that “the observed motion of Uranus might
have been regarded as a falsiﬁcation of Newton’s theory” (Popper 1976, p. 42;
supra, 1.1).
(N ⊢ U) & ¬U
∴ ¬N
(Popper’s Falsiﬁcation)
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This indicates that the enthymeme being considered by Popper would be
something like the following.
N
∴ ¬U
(Popper’s Enthymeme)
On the other hand, as with all other people convinced by Duhem-Quine thesis,
Lakatos thinks that the negative heuristic of the scientiﬁc programme forbids us to
direct the modus tollens at the ‘hard core’. Instead, according to him, “we must use
our ingenuity to articulate or even invent ‘auxiliary hypotheses’, which form a
protective belt around this core, and we must redirect the modus tollens to these”
(Lakatos 1978a, p. 48; Supra, 1.2).
((N&A) ⊢ U) & ¬U
∴ ¬ (N&A)
N
∴¬A
(Lakatos’ Falsiﬁcation)
So, the enthymeme considered by Lakatos would be rather like the following.
N
A
∴ ¬U
(Lakatos’ Enthymeme)
Further, there are apparent problems in applying Paglieri and Woods’ distinction
between enthymematic parsimony in the arguer and the enthymematic parsimony in
the interpreter. For it is not clear who could be the arguer using an enthymeme, for
which scientists try to provide an ad hoc hypothesis. Should it be Newton, or a
Newtonian astronomer in mid-19th century, or Nature herself? Be that as it may,
there would be no serious objection to count any scientist examining the case of the
discovery of Neptune as the interpreter of the enthymeme involved. Again,
Lakatos’ position would be easier to handle. Above all, he is trying to save the core
of the Newtonian scientiﬁc research programme, i.e., the Newtonian theory of
gravitation, from the potential falsiﬁer, i.e., the unexpected movement of Uranus.
Also, we may treat Lakatos as implicitly adopting the theory of enthymeme based
on charity. The idea of protecting the hard core of the scientiﬁc research programme
may be understood as an expression of the principle of charity. Also, Lakatos seems
to be a ﬁne example of a theorist of charity who equates the good completion of an
enthymeme with the validation of the enthymeme.
To be sure, the major hurdle of Lakatos’ search for an ingenious auxiliary
hypothesis is that the addition of the new auxiliary hypothesis, i.e., the hypothesis
of existence of a new planet, to the initial set of auxiliary hypotheses yields an
inconsistency. As Sylvestre nicely points out, the initial set of auxiliary hypotheses
must have a proposition like “The solar system consists of exactly Mercury, Venus,
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Earth, Jupiter, Saturn, and Uranus” (Sylvestre 2012, p. 521). If so, a new auxiliary
hypothesis such as “There exists an unknown planet beyond Uranus whose gravitational effect upon it is preventing the calculated positions from ﬁtting the
observed data” must cause an inconsistency in the expanded set of auxiliary
hypotheses (ibid., p. 520). What does all this mean? Can we sustain our interpretative hypothesis that Lakatos is an interpreter of the enthymeme championing the
principle of charity in this situation? The new set of auxiliary hypotheses, A*, is
unstated in the initial set of auxiliary hypotheses. But shouldn’t it be understood and
acceptable by the interpreters even then?
Now, let us turn to Popper’s case to see whether his position about ad hoc
hypothesis can be interpreted in terms of enthymeme resolution. Most philosophers
of science would be skeptical about such a possibility, for apparently Popper
himself seems to resist to such possibility. Above all, Popper does not suggest any
addition to the initial premise-set in order to validate the enthymeme being considered. He has absolutely no interest in validating any argument.
I think, all this is quite understandable. However, that is so, only insofar as we
uncritically accept the mainstream dominant view of enthymeme, i.e., the theory of
enthymeme based on the principle of charity. Paglieri and Woods’ proposal for a
theory of enthymeme based on the principle of parsimony may make it possible to
reinterpret Popper’s position on the problem of ad hoc hypothesis in terms of
enthymeme. In fact, this possibility itself is potentially much more interesting than
Lakatos’ case. Let me explain.
Popper’s stance toward an ad hoc hypothesis seems quite similar to “a drastic
way of reducing the consumption of cognitive resource … to refuse to process any
argument which is not completely and correctly stated by the arguer” Paglieri and
Woods discuss. As they point out, this would “imply remaining deaf to all
enthymemes”. They concede that such a way has deﬁnite connection with “a kind
of parsimony”. However, they deem it as “a very short-sighted one”, for “simply
disregarding any enthymeme would lead to save cognitive effort at the cost of
wasting potentially valuable information” (Paglieri and Woods 2011a, p. 483).
There is no doubt that Paglieri and Woods’ emphasis on the balance between
“the cognitive resources that we use to interpret each other’s messages” and “the
informational resources that we extract from them” is well-motivated. However, I
instinctively feel that there might be some further defense for Popper’s position.
First of all, insofar as Paglieri and Wood’s theory of enthymeme based on the
principle of parsimony a novel alternative to the mainstream dominant theory of
enthymeme based on the principle of charity, it is by no means a small achievement
that Popper at least implicitly incorporating the principle of parsimony in dealing
with issues deﬁnitely related to enthymemes. Furthermore, I think, Popper could
defend himself by appealing to the very point of balance, by which Paglieri and
Woods criticize him.
Popper may point out that, only by flatly falsifying Netwtonian theory of
gravitation due to the disturbance in the motion of Uranus, we can ultimately revise
our belief in the much older “system of the world”, i.e., our belief that “The solar
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system consists of exactly Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and
Uranus”. In other words, unlike Lakatos, Popper could have denied that our belief
in the constitution of the solar system is not one of the auxiliary hypotheses constituting the protective belt. Rather, it belongs to even higher order than Newtonian
theory of gravitation. Or, we may say that that it is closer to the center of the hard
core of Newtonian scientiﬁc research programme than the theory of gravitation.
By simply assuming that our belief in the constitution of the solar system is
merely one of the auxiliary hypotheses, Lakatos might be begging the question as to
the scope of Newtonian theory of gravitation, i.e., as universal rather than local. But
it is highly suspicious that Newton himself thought that way about his own celebrated theory. Be that as it may, in validating the enthymeme by revising our belief
in the constitution of the solar system, Lakatos is not licensed to introduce a new
premise, i.e., that there is another unknown planet. For, insofar as it is unknown,
there would be no way for it to be understood and acceptable by the scientiﬁc
community or the general public.

3.2

What Were the Discoverers of Neptune Doing?

If I am on the right track by interpreting the problem of ad hoc hypothesis in terms
of enthymeme resolution, it becomes rather obvious that all this should be
approached not merely philosophically but more historically. Who were actual
arguers introducing an enthymeme at stake? Who were the particular scientists
trying to introduce ingenious ad hoc hypotheses? To say the least, we should be
well informed enough to understand the episode of the discovery of Neptune
historically.
From this point of view Norwood Russell Hanson’s study seems to be invaluable. First, he describes the problem situation Leverrier was facing by directly
quoting him:
[In June, 1846], Leverrier wrote: I have demonstrated… a formal incompatibility between
the observations of Uranus and the hypothesis that this planet is subject only to the actions
of the sun and of other planets acting in accordance with the principle of universal gravitation (Hanson 1962, p. 361).

According to Hanson, Leverrier was conscious of the fact of Newton’s law had
been suspect. For example, ﬁgures like Huygens, Leibniz, John Bernoulli, Cassini
and Miraldi were hostile to the initial formulation the law. Anti-Newtonians seized
energetically the theoretical notion of lunar perigee. Then, Moon’s secular acceleration was the difﬁculty for the Newtonians. Nevertheless, he himself never doubts
the exactitude of Newton’s theory, for, whenever it had been suspect, it had become
victorious by distinguished scientists. Lunar difﬁculty was overcome completely by
Clairault and Euler. Laplace resolved the problem of Moon’s secular acceleration.
Finally, “[a]fter 1826 the Uranian discrepancies the inverse-square law required
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another term again raised doubts about the inverse-square, and minor modiﬁcations
were regularly entertained by astronomers” (ibid.).
Hanson seems to be too quick at this stage by jumping to the following report:
Now the hypothesis of an unseen planet acting on Uranus is publicly entertained. (Note
again that this is where Adams began his inquiry). (ibid., p. 362)

But what is important is, at least, Hanson tries to understand in what situation
Leverrier was raising the following question:
Is it possible that Uranus’ inequalities may be due to a planet located in the ecliptic, at a
mean distance double that of Uranus? And were this so, where is the planet now? What is
its mass?’ What are the elements of its orbit? (ibid.).

Hanson emphasizes that Leverrier’s and Adams’ problem was “the inverse
perturbation problem”, i.e., “describing the disturbances in Uranus, from which he
then infers the mass and orbital elements of the disturbing planet”, which should be
sharply contrasted with the classical problem of perturbations, i.e., “determining a
planet’s disturbances in another body with the knowledge of its mass and its orbital
elements” (ibid.).
Finally, most pertinent for my purpose, Hanson reconstructs Leverrier’s argument as follows:
(1) Uranus’ aberrations are formally incompatible with the New-tonian predictions, (2) But
Newtonian mechanics is unquestionably true, (3) And the observations of Uranus’ orbit are
unquestionably accurate. (4) This tension would be resolved were there some mass having
just those dynamical properties required by theory to generate Uranus’ observed positions
(ibid., p. 364).

What is interesting is Hanson identiﬁes the pattern of this argument as Peircean
retroduction. He writes:
A further comparison with logic is apposite. Leverrier’s question is not “What follows from
these premises (Newton’s laws and Uranus’ positions)?” Nor is it “How can I summarize
and generalize these data?” The question is rather, “Given Uranus’ aberrant positions as a
conclusion, from what further premise (besides Newton’s laws) could this conclusion be
generated?” The logical structure of retroduction is easily appreciated when viewed against
Hempel’s analysis of explanation and prediction (ibid.).

Hanson must have very good reason to be impressed by detecting the logical
structure of abduction from Leverrier’s discovery of Neptune. However, it is rather
surprising that he fails to notice the structural similarity between Leverrier’s query
and that of the charity oriented interpreters of an enthymeme. For they also always
pose to themselves the question “From what further premise (besides the explicitly
expressed premise) could this conclusion be generate?” It is one thing that the
inference by which Leverrier and the interpreters of enthymeme arrive at the
conclusion could be abduction. But it is another that the whole context in which
they abduce the conclusions is that of enthymeme resolution.
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As we saw above, Popper simply assumed that scientists have strong feeling against
ad hoc hypotheses. But I am rather suspicious about this assumption. In order to see
whether it is true, probably we need to wait for some future empirical study. As for
whether it can be grounded ﬁrmly on historical documents, again I am somewhat
skeptical. Even if there are some supporting cases in history of science, I surmise,
they might be rather exceptional. Be that as it may, let us check what antecedent
cases have been noticed in the literature.
As Bamford points out, “Popper suggests surprisingly few examples of ad hocp
hypotheses”:
He (1934, 1959, 1975, p. 83) once claimed the Lorenz-Fitzgerald contraction hypothesis
was ad hocp, and although he later accepted that it was not, he still suggested that perhaps
this hypothesis illustrates ‘degree of ad hocness’ (Bamford 1999, p. 377).

There are some other examples like Pauli’s neutrino hypothesis Popper discussed in his writings, of course. Still Popper’s examples are indeed few. Further,
those few cases are from the 20th century science. In other words, Popper seems to
have extremely weak evidence for his radical assumption that throughout the history of science scientists have been antagonistic against ad hoc hypotheses. Lakatos
seems to agree with Popper that there is strong dislike of merely ad hoc hypotheses
among scientists (see, for example, Lakatos 1970, pp. 38–39). Indeed, what Popper
has in mind seems to be clearly expressed by the following remarks of Lakatos:
Why aim at falsiﬁcation at any price? Why not rather impose certain standards on the
theoretical adjustments by which one is allowed to save a theory? Indeed, some such
standards have been well-known for centuries, and we ﬁnd them expressed in age-old
wisecracks against ad hoc explanations, empty prevarications, face-saving, linguistic tricks.
* [* Molière, for instance, ridiculed the doctors of his Malade Imaginare, who offered the
virtus dormitiva of opium as the answer to the question as to why opium produced
sleep. One might even argue that Newton’s famous dictum hypotheses non ﬁngo was really
directed against ad hoc explanations – like his own explanation of gravitational forces by an
aether-model in order to meet Cartesian objections. (Lakatos’s own footnote)] (Lakatos
1970, p. 32).

No doubt, Lakatos is drawing our attention to some of the most interesting
episodes in history of science. Notwithstanding of their rhetorical power, however,
these are still quite controversial. No matter how it sounds absurd to Popper and
Lakatos, I think, the virtus dormitiva has certain value in the development of
science. Any commentator of Newton’s thought must have something to say about
the celebrated “Hypothesis non ﬁngo”. But I do not know anyone else who adopts
Lakatos’s interpretation of Newton as referring only to ad hoc hypothesis by
“hypothesis” in the phrase.
In Hempel’s classical Philosophy of Natural Science (1966), we ﬁnd the following as examples of ad hoc hypothesis:
About the middle of the seventeenth century, a group of physicists, the plenists, held that a
vacuum could not exist in nature; and in order to save this idea in the face of Torricelli’s
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experiment, one of them offered the ad hoc hypothesis that the mercury in a barometer was
being held in place by the ‘funiculus”, an invisible thread by which it was suspended from
the top of the inner surface of the glass tube (Hempel 1966, p. 29).
According to an initially very useful theory, developed early in the eighteenth century, the
combustion of metals involves the escape of a substance called phlogiston. This conception
was eventually abandoned in response to the experimental work of Lavoisier, who showed
that the end product of the combustion process has greater weight than the original metal.
But some tenacious adherents of the phlogiston theory tried to reconcile their conception
with Lavoisier’s ﬁnding by proposing the ad hoc hypothesis that phlogiston had negative
weight, so that its escape would increase the weight of the residue (ibid., pp. 29–30).

Of course, these are well-known familiar cases persuasive enough for us to
ridicule 17th century plenists and the phlogiston theorists. However, none of these
cases can be the last word for the historical question whether scientists have always
disliked ad hoc hypotheses. Not to mention the fact the plenists and the friends of
phlogiston also deserve the honorable title of “scientists”, it is simply impossible to
draw any conclusion about how those allegedly absurd ad hoc hypotheses were
received by the scientiﬁc communities and the general public at the time when they
were suggested.
Howson and Urbach present us more examples of ad hoc hypothesis by invoking
the cases like Velikovsky, Dianetics of L. Ron Hubbard, IQs of different groups of
people, and the Neptune hypothesis (Howson and Urbach 2006, pp. 118–121).
However, what is truly invaluable in their treatment of ad hoc hypothesis seems to
be found in the following:
These two criteria were anticipated some four hundred years ago, by the great philosopher
Francis Bacon, who objected to any hypothesis that is “only ﬁtted to and made to the
measure of those particulars from which it is derived”. He argued that a hypothesis should
be “larger and wider” than the observations that gave rise to it and said that “we must look
to see whether it conﬁrms its largeness and wideness by indicating new particulars” (1620,
I, 106). Popper (1963, p. 241) advanced the same criteria, laying down that a “new theory
should be independently testable….Bacon called hypotheses that did not meet the criteria
“frivolous distinctions”, while Popper termed them “ad hoc”. * (* The ﬁrst recorded use of
the term ‘ad hoc’ in this context in English was in 1936, in a review of a psychology book,
where the reviewer criticized some explanations proffered by the book’s author for certain
aspects of childish behavior: … Sprott, p. 249…)) (Howson and Urbach 2006, p. 121; see
also Urbach 1982).

Howson and Urbach’s historical conjecture of Francis Bacon’s anticipation of
Popper’s negative views about ad hoc hypothesis seems to be supported by recent
studies of philosophy of crucial experiments in history of modern science (see
Dumitru 2013; Jalobeanu 2011; Anstey 2014). For example, according to Dumitru,
we can trace “the development of the concept of the crucial experiment from
Bacon’s instantia crucis to Robert Boyle’s experimentum crucis and, ﬁnally, to
Robert Hooke’s use of these phrases in Micrographia” (Dumitru 2013, p. 46).4
According to Jalobeanu, it is Hooke who coined the term “experimentum crucis” (see Jalobeanu
2014, p. 60). However, as Dumitru and Anstey quote, there is textual evidence that Boyle also
used the term “experimentum crucis”.
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In his influential Representing and Intervening (1983), Hacking starts chapter 15
“Baconian Topics” with the claim that “Francis Bacon (1560–1626) was the ﬁrst
philosopher of experimental science” (Hacking 1983, p. 246). According to
Hacking, Bacon was truer and wiser than later philosophers of science in that he
was not victimized the false dichotomy between (1) making crucial experiments
absolutely decisive, and (2) claiming, as Lakatos does, that ‘there have been no
crucial experiments in science’. As Hacking emphasizes, “Bacon claimed only that
crucial instances are sometimes decisive” (ibid., p. 250). The heart of the matter lies
in whether experiments are crucial at the time when they were performed, or only
with hindsight. Popperians and Lakatosians may be grasping the ﬁrst and the
second horn of this dilemma respectively. This contrast seems to be quite consonant
with the rivalry between the parsimony view and the charity view in enthymeme
resolution.
I tend to think this way. It is one thing whether there has been any absolutely
decisive crucial experiment in the history of science, or whether such an experiment
is logically possible at all, quite another whether some particular scientists or
scientiﬁc community of their time believe some experiment as a crucial one.

5 Concluding Remarks
Indeed, the problem of ad hoc hypothesis and the problem of crucial experiment
seem to be the two sides of the same coin. The different perspectives of Popper and
Lakatos on ad hoc hypothesis must parallel their different perspectives on crucial
experiments. Popperian falsiﬁcationism without crucial experiment seems inconceivable. If so, Popper’s reluctance to concede that there can be and sometimes are
auxiliary hypotheses in spite of their evidently ad hoc character is quite understandable. As a matter of fact, Popper probably should not have conceded that
much. In other words, he should have found some other way of explaining the
discovery of Neptune without making such a concession. Once such a concession is
made, it is just a matter of time that the possibility of crucial experiment itself is
questioned. As Cantor points out, “[p]hilosophers of science now generally
downplay the signiﬁcance of such experiments, denying them any major role”
(Cantor 1989, p. 176). Also, as Rowbottom laments, “Popper’s work isn’t taken all
that seriously in contemporary Anglo-American philosophy” (Rowbottom 2010,
p. xi). I believe that the observations of Cantor and Rowbottom are essentially
correct. And I think it is unfortunate to underestimate the signiﬁcance of crucial
experiment and the lessons from Popperian falsiﬁcationist scientiﬁc methodology.
To many, the problem of ad hoc hypothesis appears to be a local issue within the
falsiﬁcationist camp. It is just a problem of how to distinguish between truly bad ad
hoc hypotheses on the one hand, and justiﬁable auxiliary hypotheses regardless of
their apparently ad hoc character. In other words, Duhem-Quine thesis caused an
irrevocable conflict between Popper and Lakatos. However, our discussion above
seems to indicate that the value of the problem of ad hoc hypothesis should be
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found rather in broader perspectives. In order to understand the problem of ad hoc
hypothesis properly, it might be much more meaningful to scrutinize it as a common agenda for the entire scientiﬁc community throughout the ages. What is so bad
about ad hoc Hypotheses? Was there anyone who anticipated the problem of ad hoc
hypothesis? Who should care about ad hoc Hypothesis?
My attempt to interpret the problem of ad hoc hypothesis in terms of enthymeme
is merely a tiny venture to answer these fundamental questions in scientiﬁc
methodology. At the same time, however, it can be understood as an attempt to
reinterpret the role and function of enthymemes. Why does enthymeme matter? In
what context have we used enthymemes? How are we to fruitfully employ
enthymemes in particular context? In other words, I believe that the usual treatment
of enthymeme merely as an issue in rhetoric is unfortunate. Such a custom is just a
result of historical accident, i.e., that Aristotle discussed in his Rhetoric. Even if we
understand enthymemes as a rhetorical device, we should expand our perspective,
at least to the uses of enthymeme in the scientiﬁc context of argumentation. Cantor
believes that the reason why contemporary philosophers of science have lost
interest in crucial experiment is “partly because they fail to recognize them as
rhetorical, dramatic devices” (Cantor 1989, p. 176). Then he points out a revealing
fact:
For those seeking excitement in science, the historical record is packed with these dramatic
episodes, the history of optics being no exception. During the optical revolution of the early
nineteenth century, when the wave and particle theories of light were seen as menacing
rivals, experimentum crucis abound (ibid.).

This is revealing at least for two reasons. First, thanks to Cantor, we now know
that there was at least one century in which crucial experiments were an essential
part of scientiﬁc methodology of practicing scientist. Secondly, Cantor’s reminder
of the importance of the rhetoric in science can support my attempt to interpret the
problem of ad hoc hypothesis in terms of enthymeme resolution, for enthymeme
has been studied even until today mostly studied in rhetoric.
Fortunately, there are some recent studies that are consonant with this line of
thought. Some scholars detect the similarities between enthymemes and thought
experiments (Crick 2004). Others pursue the deep connection between enthymeme
and abduction (Gabbay and Woods 2005). Still others try to interpret enthymemes
in terms of belief revision (Brun and Rott 2013). And, of course, there can be any
number of combining these approaches. For example, Schurz’s discussion of
abductive belief revision seems to quite close to my attempt (Schurz 2013).
Furthermore, insofar as the problem of enthymeme resolution is a sub-problem of
the general problem of anomaly resolution (Magnani 2001; see also Magnani
2015), we may connect the problem of interpreting ad hoc hypothesis as an
enthymeme resolution with some other big issues in scientiﬁc epistemology. For
example, Thagard’s intriguing taxonomy of conceptual revolutions can be reformulated in terms of enthymeme resolution (Thagard 1992). Exactly what differences are there between branch jumping and tree switching? Can we explain the
differences in terms of the rules governing enthymeme resolution?
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Chapter 14

Conclusion

In the last century, abduction has been extensively studied in logic, semiotics,
philosophy of science, computer science, artiﬁcial intelligence, and cognitive science. The surge of interest in abduction derives largely from serious reflection on
the neglect of the logic of discovery at the hands of logical positivists and Popper,
especially their distinction between the context of discovery and the context of
justiﬁcation. At the same time, the desire to recover the rationality of science that
has been seriously challenged by the publication of Kuhn’s The Structure of
Scientiﬁc Revolutions might be another important factor. However, the consensus is
that researchers have failed to secure the core meaning of abduction, let alone to
cover the full range of its applications. The controversial status of abduction can be
immediately understood if we consider our inability to answer the following
questions satisfactorily: What are the differences between abduction and induction?;
What are the differences between abduction and the well-known hypotheticodeductive method?; What does Peirce mean when he says that abduction is a kind
of inference?; Does abduction involve only the generation of hypotheses or their
evaluation as well?; Are the criteria for the best explanation in abductive reasoning
epistemic or pragmatic or both?; How many kinds of abduction are there?
Fortunately, situation has been much improved in the last two decades. To say the
least, some ambitious attempts to attain a uniﬁed overview of abduction have been
made, e.g., in Gabbay and Woods (2005), Magnani (2001), or Aliseda (2006). Each of
these attempts emphasizes its own strengths and achievements. For example,
Aliseda’s book represents quite well some logical and computational approaches to
abduction. Gabbay and Woods, by introducing the distinction between
explanatory/non-explanatory abductions, adopt a broadly logical approach comprehending practical reasoning of real-life logical agents. By introducing his multiple
distinctions between different kinds of abduction, i.e., selective/creative,
theoretical/manipulative, and sentential/model-based, Magnani (2001, 2009) develops an eco-cognitive view of abduction, according to which instances of abduction are
found not only in science and any other human enterprises but also in animals,
© Springer International Publishing AG 2017
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bacteria, and brain cells. In a nutshell, this book aims at presenting an overview of the
most recent researches on the foundational and cognitive issues on abduction inspired
by all this. It turns out, however, even with this somewhat modest aim, this book is far
from doing justice to each of the major contributors on the problem of abduction.
Largely speaking, the present study focuses on Magnani’s ideas on abduction, constantly fathoming the possibility of applying them to some of the small issues that fully
cultivated by himself. So, it might be helpful to take a brief look at the prospect of some
other theoreticians’ work on abduction.
As far as conceptual and foundational problems of abduction are concerned, I
think, projects of Woods, Schurz, and Minnameier are distinguished. (See
Minnameier (2010, 2016), Schurz (2008, 2016), and Woods (2010, 2011, 2016)).
John Woods provides us with the broader context in which the signiﬁcance of
abductive reasoning can be appreciated. He asks whether abduction’s epistemic
peculiarities can be readily accommodated in philosophy’s mainline theories of
knowledge, and whether abduction provides any reason to question the assumption
that the goodness of drawing a conclusion from premisses depends on an underlying relation of logical consequence. His answer to these questions amounts to a
timely response to Hintikka’s announcement of abduction as the central problem in
contemporary epistemology as well as the signal of naturalistic turn in logic.
Meanwhile, Gerhard Schurz presents a thorough classiﬁcation of different patterns of abduction. Especially, it attempts the most comprehensive treatment of the
patterns of creative abduction such as theoretical model abduction, common cause
abduction, and statistical factor analysis. This is signiﬁcant, for, compared to
selective abductions, creative abductions are rarely discussed, although they are
essential in science. By appealing to independent testability and explanatory uniﬁcation, a demarcation between scientiﬁcally fruitful abductions and speculative
abductions is also proposed. Applications of abductive inference in the domains of
belief revision and instrumental/technological reasoning represent the author’s most
recent interest on the border between logic and philosophy of science.
Gerhard Minnameier, by appropriating all recent studies on abduction, presents a
well-rounded overview of the intricate relationships among deduction, induction,
and abduction. By taking seriously Peirce’s claim that (1) that there are only three
kinds of reasoning, i.e. abduction, deduction, and induction, and (2) that these are
mutually distinct, he wants to clarify the very notion of abduction. For this purpose,
Minnameier examines carefully the fundamental features of the three inferences. He
also suggests a novel distinction between two dimensions: i.e., levels of abstraction
and domains of reasoning. To say the least, his taxonomy of inferential reasoning
seems to provide us with a nice framework in which different forms of inferences
can be systematically accommodated.
If we emphasize logical aspects of abduction, Gabbay and Woods (2005) and
Aliseda (2006) could provide us with an excellent point of departure. Abductive
reasoning in artiﬁcial intelligence is also a huge area full of intriguing issues. As a
matter of fact, we may pursue the tough problem of the relationship between
induction and abduction as a continuation of my discussion of the similarities and
differences between inference to the best explanation and abduction. Finally, it must
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be obligatory for anyone who are inspired by Peircean dream of reforming logic to
study the possibility of abductive logic diagrams. In view of all these fascinating
projects, I believe, the modest outcome of the present study is just an example of
creative abduction.
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FOUR PROBLEMS OF ABDUCTION:
A BRIEF HISTORY
Anya Plutynski
Debates concerning the character, scope, and warrant of abductive inference have been
active since Peirce first proposed that there was a third form of inference, distinct from
induction and deduction. Abductive reasoning has been dubbed weak, incoherent, and
even nonexistent. Part, at least, of the problem of articulating a clear sense of abductive
inference is due to difficulty in interpreting Peirce. Part of the fault must lie with his
critics, however. While this article will argue that Peirce indeed left a number of puzzles
for interpreters, it will also contend that interpreters should be careful to distinguish
discussion of the formal and strictly epistemic question of whether and how abduction
is a sound form of inference from discussions of the practical goals of abduction, as
Peirce understood them. This article will trace a history of critics and defenders of
Peirce’s notion of abduction and discuss how Peirce both fueled the confusion and
in fact anticipated and responded to several recurring objections.

1. Introduction
Why should philosophers of science study their history? Popular but unsatisfying reasons include that it permits us to learn from our mistakes or that we
give credit where credit is due. Of course, we should credit the authors of
important distinctions, arguments, or concepts, but we should also attempt
to see through their eyes as a way of viewing our own problems and problem
Anya Plutynski is associate professor of philosophy in the Department of Philosophy, 215 S.
Central Campus Dr., Rm. 402 CTIHB, Salt Lake City, UT 84112 (plutynski@philosophy.utah.edu).
I would like to thank the organizers of HOPOS 2008 for permitting a relative novice on Peirce studies
to contribute a paper to a session on Peirce, Saul Fisher for proposing the session, and two anonymous
reviewers for their excellent comments. Many thanks also go to John Woods for his thoughtful
comments, as well as Elijah Millgram, Jonah Schupbach, Matt Mosdell, and my many excellent
colleagues and students at the University of Utah.
HOPOS: The Journal of the International Society for the History of Philosophy of Science, vol. 1 (Fall 2011).
2152-5188/2011/0102-0003$10.00. © 2011 by the International Society for the History of Philosophy of Science.
All rights reserved.
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space anew. An ongoing dialogue with its history should inform the philosophy of science today.
Peirce may seem an unlikely candidate for this ongoing conversation, for, by
almost any measure, he was a bad conversationalist. He had a habit of making
vague promises and leaving them unfulfilled; he was master of the tangential discussion; he changed the definitions of his key terms; he subscribed to
genuinely bizarre metaphysics and epistemology. However, he also had keen
insights, and reading his work is a helpful reminder that distinctions and norms
that we take for granted as twenty-first-century philosophers of science are
not givens.
Peirce was writing before the distinction between the context of discovery
and the context of justification had been invented (or, perhaps, identified);
he was writing before philosophers of science worried about whether their
central task was descriptive or normative; he was writing before epistemology
was “naturalized.” These three differences between Peirce’s context and that
of philosophy of science today are instructive, particularly in the context of
debates about abduction. Many, if not most, of the objections that have been
raised against Peirce (and counterarguments in his defense) can be traced to
competing views about the legitimacy of a demarcation between the context
of discovery and that of justification, whether normative projects in philosophy of science can or should be addressed independently from descriptive
accounts of scientific practice, and finally, what it could mean to be a “naturalist” about epistemology. Where you stand concerning these issues will, it
turns out, have rather important implications for how you fall on the matter
of abductive reasoning: its warrant, relevance, and import for science.

2. Origins: Abduction
Peirce first mentioned abduction, or what he called “reasoning by hypothesis,”
in 1866. He described this form of inference as from result and rule to case:
Light is polarizable. (Result; or, “Fact explained”)
Ether waves are polarizable. (Rule)
Light is ether waves. (Case) (1982–2010, 1:427; hereafter WP followed
by volume and page number)
Then, in 1878, he gives a similar illustration of inference to hypothesis:
Rule: All the beans in this bag are white.
Result: These beans are white.
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Case: These beans are from this bag. (Peirce 1931–58, 2:623; hereafter
CP followed by volume and page number)
Kapitan (1997) paraphrases this:
All As which are B are C.
This A is C.
Therefore, the A is B. (480)
Abduction is contrasted with deduction and induction, which involve an
inference from either rule and case to result (All As which are B are C; This A is
B; Therefore, this A is C) or case and result to rule (This A is C; This A is B; All
As which are B are C), respectively. Peirce calls this third form of inference
“making an hypothesis” (1992–98, 1:188; hereafter EP followed by volume
and page number) and later “abduction” (WP 2:108), which he translates from
Aristotle’s apagoge (Prior Analytics 2.25 69 20–36).1
Peirce insists, “All the ideas of science come to it by way of abduction.” And
he roughly characterizes abduction as “studying facts and devising a theory
to explain them” (CP 5:145). Deduction is said to draw out consequences of
a rule and case; it is “necessary reasoning.” Induction, in contrast, is “experimental testing of a theory.” And “hypothesis is where we find some very curious
circumstance, which would be explained by the supposition that it was the case
of a certain general rule, and thereupon adopt that supposition” (EP 1:189).
Peirce left a legacy of puzzles about abduction, yielding a contentious literature. Debates in the literature have often circled around one or more of four
central interpretive challenges, which I will call the formalization indeterminacy problem, the boundary problem, the justification problem, and the
descriptive problem. First, how (if at all) ought abductive inference to be formalized; second, what is the boundary between abduction and other forms of
inference; third, is abductive inference a sound form of inference, or how could
it be made so; and fourth, does abductive reasoning describe features of the
actual practice of science, and, if so, which features? Of course, these questions
are overlapping; how one formalizes abduction bears on whether it is a sound
form of inference, as well as whether one views it as distinct from other inference forms. Moreover, all of these questions bear on how we characterize
abductive inference in scientific practice.
1. Peirce uses the term “retroduction” only after it is pointed out to him that his translation of
apagoge as abduction is problematic. For a detailed discussion of the differences and similarities
between Aristotle and Peirce’s logic, see Kraus (2003).
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A central problem with characterizing abduction, as Fann (1970) and
Anderson (1986) have pointed out, is that Peirce subtly changes his characterization of abduction over the course of his career. Early in his career, Peirce
places more emphasis on the formally distinct character and role of abductive
inference. In 1866, it appears as the above simple-inference form. After the turn
of the century, Peirce seems to place more emphasis on the role of abductive
inference in scientific discovery, and he characterizes the logical form of the
inference rather differently (see below). One of the major criticisms of abduction in the literature has been over reconciling these two characterizations.
Some scholars have attempted to reconcile the nineteenth- and twentiethcentury Peirce by arguing that he saw abduction as a two-step process: the
generation and then the selection of hypotheses. Kapitan (1992) calls this
“abductive discovery” and “abductive preference.” This reconciliation helps
make some sense of Peirce’s ambiguity.
However, it also generates another set of problems. If abduction is a twostage process, how are the two stages different? Do they use the same argument
form or different ones? Are they guided by different logics? Is it even clear that
one can demarcate such neat stages in the practice of science?
Another debate concerns whether Peirce thought of abduction as reason
guided at all. In a 1903 paper, Peirce characterizes abduction as both clever
guesswork—“the abductive suggestion comes to us like a flash. It is an act of
insight” (CP 5:180–212)—and a logical form of reason-guided inference: “It
must be remembered that abduction, although it is very little hampered by
logical rules, nevertheless is a logical inference asserting its conclusion only
problematically or conjecturally, it is true, but nevertheless having a perfectly
definite logical form” (CP 5:188).
These apparently inconsistent claims have generated generations of debate,
debate that has been closely tied to a shifting balance of views about the scope
and character of philosophy of science, as a discipline. In 1958, Frankfurt asked
the question, Is abduction an act of insight or an inference? Or, in his own
words, Frankfurt states: “We are, then, faced with the seeming paradox that
Peirce holds both that hypotheses are the products of a wonderful imaginative
faculty in man and that they are products of a certain sort of logical inference”
(1958a, 594). This makes the dichotomy seem rather starker than it need
be since one might experience an inference as a “leap” of insight, without
being aware of the logical steps of making an argument, but it is not surprising that a philosopher of science would ask the question just this way in the
1950s. Anderson, another interpreter of Peirce, argues that the two are not
mutually exclusive: “Peirce does not hold insight and inference to be mutually
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exclusive. … Abduction is both an insight and an inference. This is a fact to
be explained, not to be explained away” (1986, 156).
Anderson’s suggestion seems to be more than a mere claim about the nature
of abduction: it is a call for historicizing and contextualizing philosophy of
science. Anderson was writing in response to a long tradition that criticized
Peirce’s failure of precision, claiming that Peirce was interested not exclusively
in the normative question of how discovery should go but also in the
descriptive problem of how it does go. For Peirce, knowledge of the psychological character and the detailed context of scientific theory making
and discovery were not irrelevant to a philosophical understanding of the
growth of knowledge. Indeed, in some ways, Peirce here anticipates a contemporary turn in philosophy toward the social and the cognitive sciences. If, in
fact, the process of abduction often occasions a feeling of “insight,” perhaps
looking to the sources and patterns of such feelings may tell us something
interesting about the logic of science and not merely its phenomenology. Some
psychologists have suggested that strong feelings often accompany the formation of convictions (Burton 2008). This does not, of course, guarantee
the certainty of such convictions, but that there are such psychological features
of discovery, and perhaps even identification of why and how these phenomenological experiences are instantiated or prompted, may lead us to learn something interesting about patterns of discovery, apart from their logic. Peirce was,
arguably, ahead of his time in this regard. (For some contemporary examples
of how philosophers of science have drawn on cognitive psychology, see, e.g.,
Gopnik and Schulz [2007].)
Next, I explicate four interpretive problems concerning Peirce’s articulation
of abduction. See table 1, for the four problems and for how different authors
responded to these problems, discussed at greater length below.

2.1.

The Formalization Indeterminacy Problem

Peirce describes the inferential structure of abduction differently over the
course of his career. For example, in the first paper where he mentions abduction, he describes the method of hypothesis as the third permutation of the
syllogism mentioned above. In 1903, he describes the method of hypothesis
as follows:
The surprising fact, C, is observed.
But, if H were true, C would be a matter of course, hence.
There is reason to suspect that H is true. (EP 2:231)
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Insists on firm boundary:
abduction is a logic of
discovery only
Abduction is vague/indistinct
from induction

No boundary: induction is a
special case of abduction—
both involve justification
There is a logic of discovery;
abductive reasoning is not
induction, but it is inference
to the best explanation
There is a logic of discovery;
it is inference to the best
explanation
Inference to the best
explanation is incoherent
No boundary; inference to the
best explanation is just
Bayesian updating

Hanson (1958/1972)

Harman (1965)

Salmon (2001)

Van Fraassen (1980)

Thagard (1978)

Achinstein (1970, 1980,
1987)

Frankfurt (1958a)

Popper (1934/1968)

Acknowledges in 1878 but later
insists that he confused
“hypothesis” and “induction”
No distinct logic of discovery

Boundary Problem

Peirce (1982–2010), 1866,
1878, 1903, 1905

Author

Formalization possible to some
extent; however, context and
historical features play a role
Formalization impossible;
results in Dutch book
Formalize abduction

Formalization impossible

Formalizes as relative
likelihood

A, but A, would follow as
a matter of course if B,
therefore B
Formalization runs into
difficulties; would involve
Peirce in inconsistency

At least two formalizations: one
is syllogistic, and one affirms
consequent
Formalization impossible since
no such form of inference

Formalization Problem

Table 1. Competing Views on the Four Problems of Abduction

Descriptive problem is
insoluble
Redescribe it as Bayesian

Description of discovery not
reducible to inferential form;
depends on background
knowledge, etc.
Possible to describe discovery
using computer algorithms

Given Peirce’s formalization,
abduction cannot be a
method of discovery of
novel hypotheses
Aims to describe all of
inference

Description of discovery

Aims to be a description of
how we arrive at novel
hypotheses
Discovery is a matter for
psychology, not logic

Descriptive Problem

Reinterpreted as Bayesian
updating, strong

Weak

Weak

Weak, but influential and
important in science

Yes

Weak

Since no such inference,
cannot be either weak
or strong
Admits weakness

Weakness of abduction in
second formalization

Justification Problem
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This argument form has been challenged on a number of fronts. The hypothesis is included among the premises, so Frankfurt (1958a) argues that it cannot
be that hypotheses are the result of abduction, as Peirce claims. Second, as a
variety of critics have pointed out, the argument seems to permit too much.
Indeed, Peirce himself anticipated this objection: “It may be said that the
argument would prove too much; for if it were valid, it would follow that no
hypothesis could be so fantastic as not to have presented itself ” (CP 5:191).
Any number of absurd hypotheses could potentially explain some fact; that a
hypothesis could do so, however, is no reason to take it to be plausible. Various
authors have attempted to add a third, “corrective” premise in light of this very
objection.
However, Peirce anticipated this worry and elaborated his own set of criteria
for assessing the relative merits of hypotheses. As early as 1878, Peirce suggested that there were “rules for the application of abduction, … in order that
the process should lead to a probable result” (EP 1:193). He writes, “When we
adopt a certain hypothesis, it is not alone because it will explain the observed
facts, but also because the contrary hypothesis would probably lead to results
contrary to those observed” (EP 1:191). In other words, Peirce anticipates
an important insight about what happens after abduction: confirmation—
the evaluation of hypotheses is always contrastive (see, e.g., Sober 1994). Of
course, more needs to be said about what one decides to include in the contrast
class and how to sort among the alternatives, as discussed below.

2.2.

The Boundary Problem

The formalization indeterminacy problem is closely tied to the boundary
problem: how to distinguish abduction from other forms of inference. It is unclear what falls under the umbrella of abduction. In particular, one puzzle that
has particularly troubled interpreters is whether—and if so, how—abduction
is distinct from induction. Peirce, in 1878, describes induction very narrowly
as what some have called the “straight rule,” or “induction by enumeration.”
He writes that induction merely “classifies,” while abduction “explains”
(EP 1:194), and he credits abduction with the arrival at general theories, as
opposed to mere classification. Hypothesis, he explains, is when “we stretch
induction quite beyond the limits of our observation” (EP 1:197). The method
of hypothesis, he writes, allows us to arrive at knowledge of “causes and forces”
and “enables us to see the why of things,” whereas induction is merely “the
process by which we find the general characters of classes and establish natural classifications” (WP 1:428). Peirce even categorizes the sciences in terms
of which form of inference predominates. “Merely classificatory sciences” are
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purely inductive—systematic botany, zoology, mineralogy and chemistry—
whereas geology and biology (largely historical sciences) are “sciences of
hypothesis” (EP 1:199). Despite his insistence that induction and abduction
are distinct, early on, Peirce also says that the boundary between the two modes
of inference can be difficult to discern: “The analogy of hypothesis with induction is so strong that some logicians confound them” (EP 1:192). To complicate matters further, later in his career, Peirce claims that he confused induction
and abduction before 1900. One central puzzle in the literature on abduction,
thus, has concerned the boundary between induction and abduction.

2.3.

The Justification Problem

The formalization and boundary problem are closely tied to the justification
problem: Is abduction a good form of inference? Some (again, Frankfurt
1958b) argue that the argument form affirms the consequent. That is, if the
argument is “If H, then C is true. C is true. Therefore H,” then the argument
affirms the consequent. Peirce anticipates and replies to the objection as follows: “It is to be remarked that it is only in deduction that there is no difference
between a valid argument and a strong one. … An argument is none the less
logical for being weak, provided it does not pretend to strength that it does not
possess. … An argument is fallacious only so far as it is mistakenly, though not
illogically, inferred to have professed what it did not perform” (CP 5:192).
Peirce here is suggesting that abduction does affirm the consequent, but abductive
reasoning is not deductive reasoning and so is not subject to the same standards.
Indeed, different argument types—inductive, deductive, and abductive—have
different goals and thus should be judged by different standards of adequacy.
Abduction is not to be judged on the same merits as deduction. (For a very
similar argument in the contemporary psychological literature, see, e.g., Hahn
and Oaksford [2007].)
The above response leaves unanswered the following question: On what
merits is abduction to be judged? What then makes an abductive argument a
strong one? How, for instance, are we to avoid the “anything goes” fallacy mentioned above? In response to this criticism, Peirce wrote: “As to the … objection
that every hypothesis, however fantastic, must have presented itself … I have
only to say that this could only arise in a mind entirely unpracticed in the logic
of relations, and apparently quite oblivious of any other mode of inference than
abduction” (CP 5:193). (Alas, after a careful study of the logic of relations, this
particular claim is not yet altogether clear.) However, the general intuition
seems to be that to understand how to differentiate better from worse abductive inferences, one must first be practiced in other forms of inference and,
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moreover, have deployed them properly in generating the appropriate contrasting hypotheses.
Peirce explains that a variety of considerations enter into choice of hypothesis: it must be capable of experimental test, it must explain the facts in question, and it must be “economical.”
Now economy … depends upon three kinds of factors, cost; the value
of the thing proposed, in itself; and its effect upon other projects. …
Under the head of value, we must place those considerations which tend
toward an expectation that a given hypotheses may be true. These are of
two kinds, the purely instinctive and the reasoned. … Hypotheses …
[that] naturally recommend themselves to the mind … make up on us
the impression of simplicity—which here means facility of comprehension by the human mind, —of aptness, of reasonableness, of good sense.
From the instinctive we pass to the reasoned marks of truth in the
hypotheses. Of course, if we know any positive facts which render a given
hypothesis objectively probable, they recommend it for inductive testing.
When this is not the case, when the hypothesis seems to us likely, or
unlikely, this likelihood is an indication that the hypothesis accords or
discords with our preconceived ideas; and since those ideas are presumably based upon some experience, it follows that, other things being
equal, there will be, in the long run, some economy in giving the hypothesis a place in the order of precedence. … But experience must be our
chart in economical navigation. (CP 7:220–22)
While it may seem odd to consider probability of truth under the heading
of “economy,” one way of reading Peirce is as expressing an important insight
about how background knowledge, as well as practical constraint, informs how
science should be (and not, coincidentally, often is) practiced (for a discussion,
see Kronz and McLaughlin 2005).
When scientists consider which hypothesis to adopt and test, they are not
entirely free to consider any possible hypothesis. One only adopts a hypothesis
that one could, conceivably, test, under whatever practical constraints are in
play. Moreover, Peirce remarks that “instinctively” (i.e., at first) a hypothesis
appears “simple”—apt, reasonable, or “of good sense” to us. The hypothesis
may have instinctively appeared so, exactly because we must have reason to
believe it probable. That is, we may have good inductive reasons for accepting
it—it accords not only with our preconceived ideas, wherein these preconceived ideas are often founded on theoretical or empirical knowledge that
forms the background against which new ideas are proposed or tested. However,
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it also may just be the first best option in a series of choices that are driven, in
part, by the cheapness and ease of testing. Abduction, on this account, involves
a process, including stages of reflection both practical and evidential.

2.4.

The Descriptive Problem

This point leads naturally to the descriptive problem: characterizing the role
of abductive inference in scientific practice. Peirce was always cognizant that
a formalization of scientific reasoning is an idealization. A formal representation
can only apply to scientific practice if we treat such practice in a stepwise process
in which each stage may be clearly demarcated. Peirce was skeptical that such a
demarcation was possible. He was concerned with the practice of scientific reasoning. This is, at least in part, what led him to the view that induction and
deduction are insufficient, by themselves, to characterize scientific practice.
The logic of abduction is absolutely central, in his view, not only to the first
stages of science but also to the possibility of any kind of knowledge whatsoever. He writes that “it is the only logical operation which introduces any new
idea” (EP 2.216). Peirce argues that abductive inference played a role in the
discovery of the kinetic theory of gases and Kepler’s positing of an elliptical
orbit of Mars. Without abduction, in his view, we would be at sea—infinite
possible hypotheses would present themselves, with no plausible ranking.
Abduction is that “sorting” process that leads us to a hypothesis worth exploring further.
I have characterized four puzzles Peirce bequeathed the literature on abduction: the formalization indeterminacy problem, the boundary problem,
the justification problem, and the descriptive problem. With this characterization of Peirce’s puzzles in place, the project is twofold: First, I will briefly
elaborate on some central debates in the history of the literature on abduction.
Second, I will argue that many of the debates about the scope and warrant of
abductive inference since Peirce have hinged on prior commitments to independent questions, for example, concerning whether philosophers of science
ought to be concerned with the psychology of discovery and how or whether
empirical psychology bears on our understanding of scientific reasoning.

3. Discovery or Confirmation?
Peirce argues that in abductive reasoning we do not infer to, that is, accept as
true, or even assign probabilities to a given hypothesis. Rather, he argued that
in abduction, we are accepting a hypothesis “only problematically, that is to say,
as meriting an inductive examination” (CP 2:786), or, as he says elsewhere, “It
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is one act of inference to adopt a hypothesis on probation. Such an act may be
called an abduction. It is an act of the same kind, when a hypothesis is merely
suggested as possibly worth consideration. For even then some degree of favor
is extended to it. But when, in consequence of having found that a good many
predictions based on the hypothesis have been verified, a man begins to have
positive belief in it, that is an act of inference of a totally different kind: it is an
induction, or reasoning from a sample.”2 This passage suggests that Peirce
would view abduction as distinct from most contemporary accounts of inference to the best explanation (IBE). For many, if not most, accounts of IBE take
it to be thoroughly in the context of confirmation. Yet, according to the above,
once we take a hypothesis to be not only worth exploring but well confirmed,
we have moved from the context of abduction to induction.
Admittedly, Peirce struggled with whether these two forms of inference are
genuinely distinct. He writes, “Induction is, plainly, a much stronger kind of
inference than hypothesis; and this is the first reason for distinguishing between
them. Hypotheses are sometimes regarded as provisional resorts, which in the
progress of science are to be replaced by inductions. But this is a false view of the
subject. Hypothetic reasoning infers very frequently a fact not capable of direct observation. … How is that hypothesis ever to be replaced by induction?”
(EP 1:198). Here, Peirce is struggling with several independent features of
inductive versus abductive inference; he seems to suggest at first that the
distinction is a mere matter of strength of inference, but then he qualifies his
statement, suggesting that the latter is distinctive in inferring from observable
to unobservable or from instances to a rule versus from complex facts to an
explanatory theory. His view here seems to be that the transition from accepting a hypothesis “on probation” to viewing it as “verified” is a gradual one.
Peirce often characterizes abduction as distinctive in that it results in a rather
different course of action than mere induction, namely, the further investigation of a given hypothesis. Some take this to suggest that Peirce is advocating a
kind of “practical reasoning,” recommending a “course of action,” as opposed
to an epistemic state, as a result of abduction. Indeed, Hintikka (1998) argues
that abductive inference is not inference at all; it is instead a kind of questioning
strategy. And, Kapitan argues that “abductive-preference is a special type of
practical reasoning, which culminates not in acceptance of H per se, but in
an endorsement of a course of action” (1992, 14). In other words, on this line
of interpretation, abduction is a strategic practice (involving merely plausible
2. Peirce's unpublished writings, Annotated Catalogue, ed. Richard Robin, Institute for Studies in
Pragmaticism, MS 873.23, available in the microfilm edition of Peirce's papers at Harvard. Quoted
with permission from the Harvard University Department of Philosophy.
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belief ) that results in a proposed course of action—investigating a hypothesis
further. That is, on this reading, Peirce is not (as he avows) advancing a new
form of inference but, rather, a form of life, a practice for science.
Kapitan follows his characterization of Peirce’s “abduction preference” as
“practical reasoning” with the following statement: “The proper conclusion
might be that he lacked a clear and consistent picture of what is to be inferred
in abduction, or, for that matter, a clear distinction between belief and other
practical attitudes” (1992, 15). Peirce surely saw belief and practical attitudes as
connected. One often has good reason to “hold” a hypothesis, at least tentatively, in the course of science, for the purposes of exploration, before one
has reason to “believe” it. This seems to mark off abduction from IBE.
However, some have argued that abductive inference and IBE are one and
the same. Niiniluoto, for instance, simply takes the two to be of a piece and
dispenses with any controversy over this issue quite quickly. He cites Peirce’s
claims that “abduction consists in studying facts and devising a theory to explain them” (CP 5:145) and “abduction is the process of forming explanatory
hypotheses” (CP 5:172) as evidence for this reading. Further, if one looks to
Peirce’s formalization of abduction (“The surprising fact, C, is observed. But, if
H were true, C would be a matter of course, hence. There is reason to suspect
that H is true”) and supplies the following third premise, as a corrective—“H is
more economical than the envisioned competitors,” where economical has to
do with not only cost or simplicity but consistency with prior (empirically
grounded) belief—the argument sounds much more like an inference to the
“best” explanation. The above passages certainly suggest that abductive inference is a form of IBE. And, it is true that Peirce stresses “explanationist” virtues
like breadth and “incomplexity” when assessing hypotheses (CP 7:220–22).
Peirce surely believed that abduction is guided by explanatory virtues. However, if it results in a state of belief, this belief is not necessarily that the hypothesis in question is “probable,” in the sense of “better confirmed”; rather, it is
plausible in the sense of “worth investigating” or “provisional.” Peirce is concerned to characterize the arrival at a theory worth exploring, in the context of
discovery. However, he also realizes that in characterizing scientific reasoning,
he is characterizing a process—something that transgresses the boundary between the context of discovery and the context of justification. Explanationist
virtues arguably play an important role in both early stages of assessing competing hypotheses and later ones.
In contrast, IBE, at least on most contemporary accounts, is more concerned
with the context of justification (see, e.g., Lipton 2004). That is, most philosophers of science today who are concerned with IBE are concerned with
it as a rule of inference for confirmation. Thus, while abduction is like IBE
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in that it involves determining whether and how the hypothesis would explain
the phenomenon in question, it is unlike IBE in that it does not result in acceptance of a hypothesis as either true or (even) highly probable. It is simply
worth investigating further. That abduction seems somehow lesser in aim than
IBE leads naturally to the question of whether explanationist virtues are enough
to justify belief. This latter concern has led to a great deal of the criticism of
abduction in the philosophical literature.

4. Abduction’s Warrant
Below, I will discuss two different views on abduction’s warrant. Essentially,
this involves pushing abduction over into either the context of justification
and trying to spell out in what sense arguments of this sort are warranted or
treating it as firmly in the context of discovery. Admittedly, these are extremes
along a continuum; it may be that no one has occupied either extreme, but they
illustrate two dominant tendencies in the literature on abduction and have
resulted in very different assessments of its warrant.
One extreme “reductionist” view is that abduction is either incoherent or
can be reduced to some other form of reasoning (e.g., induction, Bayesian
updating, relative likelihoods). Abduction is simply inferring to the likeliest
explanation, where this may be understood as that hypothesis most strongly
confirmed by the total evidence, at the stage at which we are concerned with
confirmation. This view has often (but need not necessarily) been defended
alongside the view that we ought to jettison any hope for a logic of discovery.
Rather, one ought to treat abductive inference as just another form of confirmatory inference—admittedly one that appears to deploy explanationist
virtues. However, the extreme reductionist stance generally assumes that any
“mysterious” explanatory properties of a theory can and should be reduced to
or explained in terms of empirical adequacy. We may and should formalize
abduction (sometimes understood as just IBE, by another name), using one
of the formal models of confirmation, for example, Bayesian updating or likelihood ratios.
One of the most famous critics of abductive inference is Popper. Popper
denied that there could be any logic of discovery: “The initial stage, the act
of conceiving or inventing a theory, seems to me neither to call for logical analysis nor to be susceptible of it” (1934/1968, 31). Popper seems to be the most
thoroughly reductionist of all; the forming of hypotheses is not subject to
reason, on this view. However, Peirce, to some extent, anticipates this line
of objection and attempts to refute it. He writes: “Think of what trillions of
trillions of hypotheses might be made of which one only is true; and yet after
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two or three—or at the very most a dozen guesses, the physicist hits pretty
nearly on the correct hypothesis. By chance he would not have been likely
to do so in the whole time that has elapsed since the earth was solidified”
(CP 5:172). Peirce believes that were there no logic of discovery—that is, no
methods for the arrival at hypotheses worth investigating further—scientists
could never begin, much less finish, scientific inquiry. That is, if hypotheses
were proposed entirely at random, one would have to wait until the end of
the earth for science to even begin. Peirce concludes there must be some logic
or, at least, heuristic for scientific discovery. Abduction is this method.

5. The Heuristic Stance
Until relatively recently, one of the few figures that took up Peirce’s cause was
Norwood R. Hanson. In Patterns of Discovery (1958/1972), Hanson echoes
Peirce in the judgment that Kepler’s discovery of the inverse-square law as
one of the most important retroductive inferences in the history of science.
Hanson goes to great pains to describe the particular details of Kepler’s reasoning about Mars’s orbit and how, at great length, he finally came to the
elliptical figure. However, Hanson does not seem particularly interested in
the formalization or the justificatory problem, aside from arguing that what
he calls the “inductivist” and the HD account (Hanson uses “HD” to refer
to a hypothetico-deductive account of science, wherein observations are deduced from general laws; 1958/1972, 71) both fail as an account of such processes as Kepler’s or “how laws are come by in the first place.” They fail as an
account of “physical practice.” The HD account is helpful when discussing “the
argument of a finished research report,” and the inductivist account is acceptable where laws are arrived at “by enumeration of particulars,” but both fail to
capture the “first tentative proposal of laws,” the “reasons for proposing or trying
out a hypothesis” (70–71).
In other words, Hanson thinks that both inductive and deductive forms of
reasoning fail to capture something important about the practice of science.
Yet, in claiming this he insists that he is not claiming that scientific discovery
is not reason guided. Hanson explains that there is a process of reasoning leading to scientific theories—“retroduction”—reasoning from “explacanda to
explacans” (1958/1972, 85, 71). Kepler’s process of reasoning leading to the
elliptical orbit of Mars, “what Peirce calls the finest retroduction ever made”
(73), was a matter of considering possibilities first as mathematical idealizations, and then as real possibilities. Hanson describes Kepler’s reasoning thus:
“If we consider the orbit to be elliptical, then … let us suppose that our figure
were a perfect ellipse. … Let us see what follows therefrom” (79). This mode of
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reasoning seems to parallel Peirce’s if-then formulation of abductive inference,
from 1903.
However, Hanson’s view was subject to a number of criticisms in the 1960s,
’70s, and ’80s. To claim that “retroduction” was reason guided, but not amenable to the formalizations of confirmation then on offer, made the problem of
describing a logic of discovery, if such there was, very attractive. In the 1970s
and ’80s, the main representatives of this project were Gutting (1973, 1980),
Thagard (1978), Nickles (1980a, 1980b), and Achinstein (1985). However,
all of these authors more or less assimilated abduction and IBE, bringing their
view more in line with the reductionist stance. Even Niiniluoto (1999), more
recently, sees abduction as explanatory inference. However, as we have seen
above, “acceptance” of explanations was not what Peirce intended by abduction, which was only tentative entertainment, relative to the alternatives.

6. Abduction and Confirmation
At first, Harman (1965) argued that all inductive inference is inference to the
best of competing explanations. Even enumerative induction, in Harman’s
view, is a species of IBE. That is, when a person infers a generalization, his inference is good to the extent that the generalization offers a better explanation
of the evidence than competing hypotheses do. Harman does not, at least at
first, give a formal account of how we are to judge one hypothesis as providing
a better explanation than another. Rather, he offers informal criteria, for example, a hypothesis should be simpler, less ad hoc, and so on. That is, at this stage,
Harman seems very much in the antireductionist camp—appealing to explanationist virtues like simplicity without attempting to formalize them.
However, in 1967, Harman is far more precise. An explanation is better
than competing explanations when the truth of the hypothesis in question
would have made the outcome more likely—or, more formally, when the
degree of confirmation (c) of some evidence (e(h)) entailed by the total evidence
(e) would be higher if h were true than if not-h were true (cððeðhÞ if sub hÞ;
eÞ ≫ cððeðhÞ if sub not-hÞ; eÞ; Harman 1967, 411). Harman is using c here
to refer to “degree of confirmation,” and “e(h) if sub h” refers to the subjunctive
conditional: e is true under the assumption of h. Essentially, Harman seems to
hold that assessment of relative explanatory power is a matter of likelihood
ratios.
Harman (1973) substitutes an “explanatory” for Goldman’s “causal” theory
of knowledge, again appealing to IBE as a way of addressing Gettier problems.
However, both of these moves assimilate abductive inference to IBE, and IBE
to relative likelihood, such that it becomes unclear whether abductive inference
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is distinct from other forms of confirmation. Abduction is no longer in the
context of “discovery” but is thoroughly in the context of “justification.”
Similarly, van Fraassen (1980) places IBE in the context of justification and
argues that it fails as a method of confirmation. For, if we use the Bayesian
method of updating, and give an “additional boost” to hypotheses that are
better explanations (above and beyond the probabilities of such hypotheses
founded on evidence), then we will be subject to a Dutch book argument.
Van Fraassen essentially takes IBE to be a rule of induction—and a rule for
updating, prescribing how to update our opinions in view of evidence. It is
Bayes’s theorem, plus extra for explanatory considerations.
In contrast, Thagard argued for a variety of explanatory virtues as playing a
role in theory choice: consilience, simplicity, and analogy. Thagard goes some
way toward giving precise definitions of each of these notions. However, and
this is very important, he insists that at least part of the process of inferring to
the best theory involves pragmatic considerations. That is, for example, in the
case of consilience, deciding which facts constitute a class or kind of fact
depends importantly on historical context and background knowledge: “In
inferring the best explanation, what matters is not the sheer number of facts
explained, but the variety, and variety is not a notion for which we can expect
a neat formal characterization” (Thagard 1978, 83). Likewise, with respect to
simplicity, Thagard argues that it is a function of the size and the nature of the
set of auxiliary hypotheses; how we count auxiliaries is again a matter for the
messy historical details and background knowledge in any particular field.
More recently, Thagard has developed a computational theory of explanatory
coherence. On his view, an account of abduction should “[go] far beyond the
account that takes abduction to be a form of inference: q, if p, then q; maybe p”
(Thagard 2007, 228). He argues that there are neural mechanisms for abduction and that positive emotions are associated with the discovery of a
hypothesis.
Thagard takes both discovery and justification of scientific theories to often
be the result of abduction. Abductive inferences, thus, may be weak or strong;
stronger such inferences involve multiple abductions, showing that a theory
explains a variety of facts. The examples of Darwin and the wave theorists show
that analogies figure in arguments concerning the best explanation. Because
analogy is a factor in choosing the best explanation, there is no logic of discovery
distinct from the logic of justification. Analogy may be used either to direct
inquiry toward certain kinds of hypotheses or to support hypotheses already
discovered (Thagard 1978, 90). This view is far closer to that of Peirce (see,
e.g., EP 1:196–97, 1:300). However, Peirce does take pains to distinguish
arguments from hypothesis from arguments from analogy (EP 1:34).
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Lipton has argued (2004) that IBE is a distinctive form of nondeductive
inference. On Lipton’s view, there is an important distinction between likeliness and loveliness of a purported explanation. What makes an explanation
lovely is the possession of such theoretical virtues as simplicity and unifying
power. IBE and Bayes are consistent, not competing accounts of nondeductive
inference. One might coordinate (but not reduce) theoretical virtues associated
with the ‘best explanation’ with Bayesian priors and likelihoods—“loveliness”
might be a guide to “likeliness.” In other words, Lipton’s is a nonreductive
account.
What all these competing views have in common is an attempt to balance
two goals that have, historically, been somewhat in tension in philosophy of
science. On the one hand, one wishes to offer a systematic and normative
account of how science “should” go, if one wishes to argue that scientists are
empirically guided folk, with good reasons for their choices. On the other hand,
philosophers from the ’60s through the ’80s were facing a series of challenges
from historians and sociologists of science to the effect that scientific communities were guided by values and virtues that were not always reducible to, or
explainable in terms of, empiricist virtues. That is, it appeared, at least according to the new historicism, that science does not always advance by a steady
march of confirmation by more and better evidence. Arguably, the debate
about abduction, when and whether it is warranted, and how was reflecting
a larger debate in philosophy of science more generally, about how to acknowledge historical insight into the nature of scientific practice but maintain the
“philosopher’s” role of setting out normative standards for scientific reasoning.

7. Compatibilism: A Middle Ground between Reductionism
and the Heuristic Stance?
An interesting recent trend in the literature on IBE attempts to reconcile these
competing tendencies. What I will call the “compatibilist” trend treats the
reductive and nonreductive views as compatible, rather than at odds (Okasha
2000; McGrew 2003; Lipton 2004). On this view, IBE is a sort of heuristic,
helping us to meet Bayesian standards. That is, explanatory considerations are
shorthand for what amount to appeals to priors.
However, Weisberg (2009) has argued that this solution is no solution at all,
insofar as it holds IBE hostage to subjectivist Bayesianism, essentially “robbing
IBE of much of its substance and interest” (125). In other words, according to
Weisberg, those who take IBE to be reducible to Bayesian confirmation are,
essentially, attempting to solve the formalization indeterminacy problem, perhaps at the expense of the descriptive problem. Similarly, Schupbach and
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Sprenger (2011) argue that a probabilistic measure of explanatory power may
be modeled formally. Essentially, theirs is a strategy of “saving” IBE without
reducing it to Bayes’s rule.

8. Conclusion
The history of the controversy over abduction often has to do with an exclusive
focus on one of the several problems identified above, to the exclusion of others.
The reductionists focus exclusively on what I have called Peirce’s formalization
indeterminacy and justification problems, pushing the problem of abduction
(sometimes assimilated into IBE) into the problem of characterizing the context of justification, not the context of discovery. Neo-Hansonians attempt to
save abduction as a process of discovery, sometimes at the expense of addressing
any justificatory problems.
However, both extremes suffer. Reductionists are correct to worry about the
problem of a warrant for abduction. That is, abduction is an incredibly weak
form of argument that does not give us any definite probabilities or likelihoods.
However, this would have been no surprise to Peirce. According to Peirce, abduction is at best useful in prescribing a course of action, namely, the tentative
adoption of a belief, to guide further investigation.
Abduction does involve weighing hypotheses one against another, due to
both evidential considerations and other more pragmatic considerations. So,
Bayes’s rule and likelihood ratios approximate, but do not capture in full, abductive inference’s role in science, exactly because abduction is not concerned
exclusively with testing or confirmation but with the extended strategic process
of discovery and investigation of hypotheses worth exploring (Hintikka 1998;
Paalova 2004, 2006). While I agree with reductionists that what count as good
explanations or tentative hypotheses are importantly tied to background theory
and evidence, it is impossible to find a principled way to map explanationist
virtues onto priors and likelihoods. While reductionists may see this as a problem with explanationist virtues, an alternative view, which Peirce perhaps anticipated, is that this is a problem with the formalism, not the explanationist
virtues. Formalizing what amounts to a strategic series of choices, often guided
by pragmatic virtues like the ease or lesser expense of testing some hypotheses
over others, seems to miss an important part of scientific practice.
While there are several adequate ways to formally represent abduction or
IBE in terms of likelihoods and priors, the formalism largely underdetermines
scientific practice. However, it does not, at least not obviously, follow that
discovery is irrational or merely a random stroke of “insight.” I venture to
suggest that Peirce knew this well; the intertwined processes of discovery and
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justification in science do not, at least not with any ease, admit of formalization.
As Ben-Menahem argues, “when trying to lay down standards of explanatory
merit, the philosopher often envisages a different type of standard than that
which is commonly used in real day-to-day assessments of explanatory merit.
Since he looks for structural features which are general enough to characterize
all adequate explanations, he pays less attention to more detailed, nonstructural
standards which each particular discipline develops and which, as a matter of
course, vary with time and context” (1990, 325).
In sum, Peirce left a legacy of unanswered questions about abduction.
Open questions about abduction include
Can or should we formalize abduction? If so, how?
Does abduction commit a simple error of reasoning, for example,
affirming the consequent? Or, is abduction a form of inference that
should be judged on different grounds from deduction?
Is abduction the same or different from induction? May one be reduced
to the other? Which way does the reduction go?
Is abduction the same or different from IBE?
Is abduction a method of discovery, confirmation, or both?
Is abductive “discovery” formally or otherwise distinct from abductive
“confirmation”?
Is there a continuous range of applications of abduction in science?
If so, does the aim of abductive inference change by application or
context—is it sometimes aimed at truth and sometimes at something
rather different (e.g., a hypothesis worth investigating—for reasons
including but not exclusively limited to probable truth)?
Is the narrowing of considerations to plausible hypotheses part of the
process of abduction? Is it part of IBE? Or is it before both?
If IBE belongs in the realm of confirmation and abduction in the realm
of discovery, when does abduction become IBE?

The above questions are open in part because we have not (once and for all)
answered prior questions about the aim of philosophy of science. Is philosophy
of science a matter of describing scientific practice or prescribing sound forms
of inference or both? Can or should philosophy of science investigate scientific
discovery or only contexts of justification; should or can they be treated independently? Should philosophy of science (like ethical theory of late) be instructed or constrained by empirical facts about how we do reason? If we find
that we commonly use a form of inference as a rule of thumb that turns out to
violate what we know or believe to be the canons of “good reasoning,” should
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we rethink our canons, our rationality, or both? The philosophical conversation
about abduction has occasionally run into irresolvable deadlocks exactly
because the authors of opposing views answer these questions differently. All
these issues arise in the context of discussions of abduction exactly because
Peirce left the door open to options that many today treat as closed.
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To my daughter Giovanna

How was it that man was ever led to entertain that true theory?
You cannot say that it happened by chance, because the possible
theories, if not strictly innumerable, at any rate exceed a trillion
– or the third power of a million; and therefore the chances are
too overwhelmingly against the single true theory in the twenty
or thirty thousand years during which man has been a thinking
animal, ever having come into any man’s head. Besides, you cannot
seriously think that every little chicken, that is hatched, has to
rummage through all possible theories until it lights upon the good
idea of picking up something and eating it. On the contrary, you
think the chicken has an innate idea of doing this; that is to say,
that it can think of this, but has no faculty of thinking anything
else. The chicken you say pecks by instinct. But if you are going to
think every poor chicken endowed with an innate tendency toward
a positive truth, why should you think that to man alone this gift
is denied?
Charles Sanders Peirce

Preface

This volume explores abductive cognition, an important but, at least until the
third quarter of the last century, neglected topic in cognition. It integrates
and further develops ideas already introduced in a previous book, which I
published in 2001 (Abduction, Reason, and Science. Processes of Discovery
and Explanation, Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishers, New York).
The status of abduction is very controversial. When dealing with abductive
reasoning misinterpretations and equivocations are common. What are the
diﬀerences between abduction and induction? What are the diﬀerences between abduction and the well-known hypothetico-deductive method? What
did Peirce mean when he considered abduction both a kind of inference and a
kind of instinct or when he considered perception a kind of abduction? Does
abduction involve only the generation of hypotheses or their evaluation too?
Are the criteria for the best explanation in abductive reasoning epistemic, or
pragmatic, or both? Does abduction preserve ignorance or extend truth or
both? How many kinds of abduction are there? Is abduction merely a kind
of “explanatory” inference or does it involve other non-explanatory ways of
guessing hypotheses?
The book aims at increasing knowledge about creative and expert inferences. The study of these high-level methods of abductive reasoning is situated at the crossroads of philosophy, logic, epistemology, artiﬁcial intelligence, neuroscience, cognitive psychology, animal cognition and evolutionary
theories; that is, at the heart of cognitive science. Philosophers of science in
the twentieth century have traditionally distinguished between the inferential
processes active in the logic of discovery and the ones active in the logic of justiﬁcation. Most have concluded that no logic of creative processes exists and,
moreover, that a rational model of discovery is impossible. In short, scientiﬁc
creative inferences are irrational and there is no “reasoning” to hypotheses.
On the other hand, some research in the area of artiﬁcial intelligence has
shown that methods for discovery could be found that are computationally
adequate for rediscovering – or discovering for the ﬁrst time – empirical or
theoretical laws and theorems.
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Moreover, the study of diagnostic, visual, spatial, analogical, and temporal
reasoning has demonstrated that there are many ways of performing intelligent and creative reasoning that cannot be described with only the help of
classical logic. Abduction is also useful in describing the diﬀerent roles played
by the various kinds of medical reasoning, from the point of view both of human agents and of computational programs that perform medical tasks such
as diagnosis. However, non-standard logic has shown how we can provide rigorous formal models of many kinds of abductive reasoning such as the ones
involved in defeasible and uncertain inferences. Contradictions and inconsistencies are fundamental in abductive reasoning, and abductive reasoning
is appropriate for “governing” inconsistencies. In chapter two many ways of
governing inconsistencies will be considered, ranging from the methods activated in diagnostic settings and consistency-based models to the typical ones
embedded in some form of creative reasoning, the interpretations in terms of
conﬂicts and competitions to the actions performed on empirical and conceptual anomalies and from the question of generating inconsistencies by radical
innovation to the connectionist treatment of coherence.
In 1998 Jaakko Hintikka had already contended that abduction is the
“fundamental problem of contemporary epistemology”. My aim is to combine philosophical, logical, cognitive, eco-cognitive, neurological, and computational issues, while also discussing some cases of reasoning in everyday
settings, in expert inferences, and in science. The main thesis is that abduction is a basic kind of human cognition, not only helpful in delineating the
ﬁrst principles of a new theory of science, but also extremely useful in the
uniﬁcation of interdisciplinary perspectives, which would otherwise remain
fragmented and dispersed, and thus devoid of the necessary philosophical
analysis. In sum, the present book aims at having a strong interdisciplinary
nature, encompassing mathematical and logical cases, biological and neurological aspects and analysis of the epistemological impact of the problems
caused by the “mathematical physics” of abduction.
The interdisciplinary character of abduction is central and its fertility in
various areas of research is evident. The book also addresses the central epistemological question of hypothesis withdrawal in science by discussing historical
cases (chapter two), where abductive inferences exhibit their most appealing
cognitive virtues. Finally, an interesting and neglected point of contention
about human reasoning is whether or not concrete manipulations of external
objects inﬂuence the generation of hypotheses, for example in science. The
book provides an indepth study of what I have called manipulative abduction,
showing how we can ﬁnd methods of constructivity in scientiﬁc and everyday
reasoning based on external models and cognitive and epistemic mediators.
The book also illustrates the problem of “multimodal abduction”, recently
pointed out by Paul Thagard, which refers to the various aspects of abductive reasoning, neurological, verbal-propositional, sentential, emotional and
manipulative. Multimodal abduction is also appropriate when taking into
account the dynamics of the hybrid interplay of the aspects above and the
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semiotic role played by what I call “semiotic anchors”. These anchors constitute ways of favoring hybrid reasoning in various cognitive and epistemic
tasks and they play an important role in that event of “externalization of the
mind” that researchers such as Andy Clark, Edwin Hutchins, Steven Mithen
and others have labelled in various ways, ultimately resorting to the idea of
the importance of the external cognitive tools and mediators in cognition.
The book provides some case studies derived from the history of discoveries
in science, logic, and mathematics, also taking advantage of the agent based
perspective” proposed by Dov Gabbay and John Woods.
A central target has been to further study the concept of non-explanatory
and instrumental abduction, introduced by Gabbay and Woods in their GW model of abduction (a model they contrast with the AKM -model, previously
proposed by myself, Atocha Aliseda, Theo Kuipers, Ant Kakas and Peter
Flach, and Joke Meheus). Non-explanatory and instrumental aspects of abduction (together with the distinction between propositional and strategic
plausibility in hypothetical reasoning) have to be discussed and further clariﬁed, especially because they play a crucial role in scientiﬁc, mathematical,
and logical abduction.
The ﬁrst chapter, Theoretical and Manipulative Abduction. Conjectures
and Manipulations: the Extra-Theoretical Dimension of Scientiﬁc Discovery,
provides an illustration of the main distinctions concerning abductive reasoning concerning creative and selective, theoretical and manipulative abduction,
and its primal explanatory character. The signiﬁcance of the original syllogistic framework proposed by Peirce is also explained together with the status
of some recent logical models of abduction. Moreover, some sections introduce the extra-theoretical dimension of scientiﬁc reasoning, with the help of
the concept of model-based and manipulative abduction. Creativity and discovery are no longer seen as mysterious irrational processes, but, thanks to
constructive accounts, they appear as a complex relationship among diﬀerent
inferential steps that can be clearly analyzed and identiﬁed. The last part of
the chapter is devoted to illustrating the problem of the extra-theoretical
explanatory dimension of reasoning and discovery from the perspective of
some mathematical cases derived from calculus, where internal and external
aspects (optical diagrams) of cognition are at play.
The second chapter, Non-Explanatory and Instrumental Abduction. Plausibility, Implausibility, Ignorance Preservation, analyzes and criticizes the difference between GW -model and AKM -model by providing a strict examination of the contrast between explanatory, non-explanatory, and instrumental
abduction. Case studies derived from the ﬁeld of the epistemology of physics,
from logic and from mathematics are studied because they are particularly
useful to further illustrate the non-explanatory and instrumental aspects of
abductive cognition. The issue of instrumental abduction is especially important when intertwined with the exquisite epistemological problem of the role
of unfalsiﬁable hypotheses in scientiﬁc reasoning. The role of contradictions,
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inconsistencies and preinventive forms, and of the computational “automatic
abductive scientists” in abductive cognition is also addressed.
The last part of the chapter is devoted to illustrating the problem of the
extra-theoretical dimension of cognition from the perspective of the famous
discovery of non-Euclidean geometries. This case study is particularly appropriate to the present chapter because it shows relevant aspects of diagrammatic abduction, which involve intertwined processes of both explanatory
and non-explanatory abduction acting at the model-based level in what I
call mirror and unveiling diagrams. Finally, the last section also deals with
the epistemologically some very interesting computational AI applications
expressly devoted to the simulation of geometrical reasoning.
The main concern of the third chapter, Semiotic Brains and Artiﬁcial
Minds. How Brains Make Up Material Cognitive Systems, is to furnish an integrated analysis of the abductive processes from an updated epistemological
and cognitive/semiotic point of view. Creative abductive reasoning is a risky
sort of inference that constitutes a central process in conceptual change in
science, mathematics, and logic. Its embodied and distributed aspects and its
role in what I call epistemic mediators constitute a central issue of this chapter. Part of the chapter is devoted to the analysis, at a cognitive, neurological,
semiotic and epistemological level, of the “externalization of the mind” also
considering some classical insights furnished by Turing in the article ”Intelligent Machinery”(1948) and some conclusions derived from the paleoanthropological research on what Steven Mithen has called “disembodiment of
the mind”. The related concepts of mimetic and creative representations and
of “mimetic mind” are introduced and explained; a further examination of
the problem of on-line and oﬀ-line intelligence, in the framework of the relationship between language and inner rehearsal, is provided. The chapter also
illustrates abduction from a dynamic perspective and the abductive process
of external diagrammatization and iconic brain coevolution, with the help of
some mathematical examples. A ﬁnal scrutiny of the epistemological status
of the psychoanalytic concepts of projection and introjection and of psychic
externalized “symbols” is accomplished, aided by the concept of manipulative
abduction.
In the fourth chapter, Neuro-Multimodal Abduction. Pre-Wired Brains,
Embodiment, Neurospaces, starting from the results illustrated in the previous chapters regarding the fact that abductive cognition is occurring in a
“distributed” framework and in a hybrid way, that is in the interplay between internal and external signs, I contend that we can reconceptualize abduction neurologically. From this perspective abduction is a process in which
one neural structure representing the explanatory target generates another
neural structure that constitutes a hypothesis. A whole neuro-multimodal
framework is depicted, aiming at increasing knowledge about the fact that
the classical perspective on abduction, based on logic only, captures limited
properties of this cognitive process and considerably disregards model-based
aspects. The neuro-multimodal perspective also aims at: i) clarifying the
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distinction between the hardwired and pre-wired/plastic aspects of abduction; ii) a new understanding of some features of the problem of action and
decision in formal reasoning, where a new integrated perspective on action
can be worked out, taking advantage of the distinction between thought and
motor action, which are both seen as the fruit of brain activity; ii) analyzing the role of abduction in the fundamental mammalian model-based
cognitive activities, which relate to representation of object locations within
the spatial/pseudo-geometrical framework. A ﬁnal section is devoted to some
philosophical issues arising from the traditions of phenomenology and psychology that are of special interest in elucidating some features of visual and
spatial abduction.
Chapter ﬁve, Animal Abduction. From Mindless Organisms to Artifactual
Mediators, is mainly dedicated to clarifying the Peircean originary conﬂict
between the view of abduction as inferential as opposed to instinctual. The
ﬁrst two sections address this puzzling Peircean problem trying to show how
his research was anticipatory of central problems and topics of present cognitive science research. Some speculations concerning abduction in terms of
the dichotomies between perception and inference, iconicity and logicality,
instinct and strategies, should just be admired and closely studied. These
basic insights naturally led me to analyze the problem of animal abduction,
which represents the other main theme of the chapter. Many animals – traditionally considered “mindless” organisms – make up a series of signs and are
engaged in making, manifesting or reacting to a series of signs. Through this
semiotic activity – which is fundamentally model-based – they are engaged
in “being cognitive agents” and therefore in thinking “intelligently”. An important eﬀect of this semiotic activity is a continuous process of “hypothesis
generation” that can be seen at the level of both instinctual behavior, as a
kind of “hard-wired” cognition, and representation-oriented behavior, where
nonlinguistic pseudothoughts drive a plastic model-based cognitive role. This
activity is at the root of a variety of abductive performances, which are also
analyzed in the light of the concept of aﬀordance, further explored in chapter
six. Another important character of the model-based cognitive activity above
is the externalization of artifacts that play the role of mediators in animal,
languageless, reﬂexive thinking. The interplay between internal and external
representations exhibits a new cognitive perspective on the mechanisms underlying the semiotic emergence of abductive processes in important areas of
model-based thinking of mindless organisms. To illustrate this process I also
take advantage of the case of aﬀect attunement, which exhibits an impressive case of model-based communication, of the problems of pseudological
and reﬂexive thinking and of the role of pseudoexplanatory guesses in animal
plastic cognition.
The title of chapter six is Abduction, Aﬀordances, and Cognitive Niches.
Sharing Representations and Creating Chances through Cognitive Niche Construction. As a matter of fact, humans continuously delegate and distribute
cognitive functions to the environment to lessen their limits. They build
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models, representations, and other various mediating structures, that are
considered to aid thought. In doing these, humans are engaged in a process
of cognitive niche construction. In this sense, I argue that a cognitive niche
emerges from a network of continuous interplays of hypothetical cognition
between individuals and the environment, in which people alter and modify the environment by mimetically externalizing ﬂeeting thoughts, private
ideas, etc., into external supports. Hence, cognitive niche construction may
also contribute to making a great portion of knowledge available that would
otherwise remain simply unexpressed or unreachable. Abductive cognition is
a central driver of those designing activities that are closely related to the
process of so-called “niche construction”. The exploitation of this basically
biological concept seems useful to study all those situations that require the
transmission and sharing of knowledge, information and, more generally, cognitive resources. Further, some issues concerning the process of transmission
and selection of the extragenetic information that is embedded in cognitive
niche transformations are considered and their supposed loosely Darwinian
character is stressed.
In dealing with the exploitation of cognitive resources embedded in the
environment, the notion of aﬀordance, originally proposed by James J. Gibson to illustrate the hybrid character of visual perception, together with the
proximal/distal distinction described by Egon Brunswik, are relevant. In order to solve various controversies on the concept of aﬀordance and on the
status of the proximal/distal dichotomy, I will take advantage of some useful
insights that come from the study on abduction. Abduction may also fruitfully describe all those human and animal hypothetical inferences that are
operated through actions made up of smart manipulations to both detect
new aﬀordances and to create manufactured external objects that oﬀer new
aﬀordances/cues.
Chapter seven, Abduction in Human and Logical Agents. Hasty Generalizers, Hybrid Abducers, Fallacies, addresses the problem of logical models of
abduction, already introduced in the ﬁrst chapter. This chapter presents the
problem in an agent-based perspective. It is acknowledged that intellectual
artifacts like “logical agents” are “ideal” tools for thoughts as is language.
These are tools for exploring, expanding, and manipulating our own minds
so that creative abductive “new ways of inferring”, performed by the “biological” human agents, arise in an unexpected and distributed interplay
between brains (and their internal representations) and external representations. The analysis of this issue demonstrates further results regarding the
following problems: i) deductive reasoning involves the employment of logical
rules in a heuristic manner, even maintaining the truth preserving character:
the application of the rules is organized in a way that is able to recommend
a particular course of actions instead of another one. Moreover, very often
the heuristic procedures of deductive reasoning are performed by means of an
“in-formal” (often model-based) abduction; ii) in an agent-based framework
fallacies can be redeﬁned and considered as good ways of reasoning; we can
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hypothesize that what I call manipulative abduction can be re-interpreted
as a form of practical reasoning a better understanding of which can furnish
a description of human beings as hybrid thinkers in so far they are users
of ideal (logical/mathematical) and computational agents; iii) abduction can
be seen in an extended eco-logical perspective in so far as it is involved in
dialectic processes, where, as a fallacy – from the classical logical perspective,
it is exploited in a “distributed” cognitive framework, where epistemic (but
also moral) conﬂicts and negotiations are normally at play.
The last chapter, Morphodynamical Abduction. Causation of Hypotheses
by Attractors Dynamics, presents some central epistemological, semiotic, and
cognitive aspects of what can be called morphodynamical abduction in the
perspective of dynamical systems in physics and catastrophe theory in mathematics. Indeed, an integration of the traditional computational view with
some ideas developed inside the so-called dynamical approach can suggest
some important insights. What is the role of abduction in the dynamical
system approach? What is the role of the dichotomy salient/pregnant mathematically depicted by the catastrophe theory with respect to abduction?
What is embodied cognition from the point of view – so to say – of its
“mathematical physics”? To grasp the role of abduction in these scientiﬁc
traditions I provide an analysis of the concepts of anticipation, adumbration,
attractor, and of the dichotomy salient/pregnant: the result is the description of the abductive generation of new hypotheses in terms of a catastrophic
rearrangement of the parameters responsible for the behavior of the system.
The main concern of the part of the chapter devoted to the catastrophe theory is to demonstrate that pregnances and saliences provide a further help in
increasing knowledge about abductive “hypothesis generation” at the level of
both instinctual behavior and representation-oriented behavior, where nonlinguistic features drive a “plastic” model-based cognitive role. Furthermore,
in terms of dynamic systems and of Thom’s mathematical modeling we reach
a ﬁrst sketch of a “physics of abduction”, where its cognitive essence is seen
in a whole uniﬁed naturalistic framework where all phenomena, and so cognition, gain a fundamental eco-physical signiﬁcance, which also nicely includes
some aspects related to a kind of “social epistemology”.
A related problem is treated in section 8.6, which illustrates the so-called
coalition enforcement hypothesis, which sees humans as self-domesticated
animals engaged in a continuous hypothetical activity of building morality,
incorporating punishing policies at the same time. Abduction is still at stake,
the direct consequence of coalition enforcement being development and the
central role of cultural heritage (morality and sense of guilt included). The
long-lived and abstract human sense of guilt represents a psychological adaptation which abductively anticipates the appraisal of a moral situation in
order to avoid becoming a target of coalitional enforcement.
I started to think upon the research to be exposed in this second book on
abduction in 2001 while I was a visiting professor at Georgia Institute of Technology in Atlanta. In addition to my work here in Italy, I further reshaped the
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manuscript in 2003 as a Weissman Distinguished Visiting Professor at The
City University of New York, which provided an excellent work environment,
and during visits to the Department of Philosophy of Sun Yat-sen University, in Guangzhou (Canton), P.R. China, where I was visiting professor from
2005 to 2008. These visits added an excellent source of further research and
forged strong academic relationships with Asian colleagues, adding to those
in the EU and USA. I am grateful to all my colleagues there and in other
Universities worldwide for their helpful suggestions and much more. For valuable comments and discussions on a previous draft and about abduction I
am particularly grateful to the two anonymous referees and to John Woods,
Paul Thagard, Michael Leyton, Dov Gabbay, Claudio Pizzi, Emanuele Bardone, David Gooding, Atocha Aliseda, John Josephson, Walter Carnielli,
B. Chandrasekaran, Jon Williamson, Eliano Pessa, Gianluca Introzzi, Douglas Walton, Cameron Shelley, Sami Paavola, Woosuk Park, Giuseppe Longo,
Thomas Addis, Diderik Batens, Joke Meheus, Simon Colton, Gerhard Schurz,
Ilkka Niniluoto, Theo A. F. Kuipers, Ryan D. Tweney, Peter Flach, Antony
Kakas, Oliver Ray, Akinori Abe, Luis A. Pineda, A. Shimojima, P. Langley, Demetris P. Portides, Tommaso Bertolotti. Some sections of chapters
one, six, seven, and eight have been written in collaboration with my former
Ph.D. students: section 1.7 with Riccardo Dossena, sections 6.1.1, 6.1.2 and
6.2-6.6 with Emanuele Bardone, sections 7.4.2 with Elia Belli, and section
8.1 with Matteo Piazza. The research related to this volume was supported
by grants from the Italian Ministry of University, University of Pavia, and
the CARIPLO Foundation (Cassa di Risparmio delle Provincie Lombarde).
The preparation of the volume would not have been possible without the
contribution of resources and facilities of the Computational Philosophy Laboratory (Department of Philosophy, University of Pavia, Italy). This project
was conceived as a whole, but as it developed various parts have become
articles, which have now been excerpted, revised, and integrated into the
current text. I am grateful to Springer for permission to include portions of
previously published articles.
Pavia, Italy
June 2009

Lorenzo Magnani
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Chapter 1

Theoretical and Manipulative Abduction
Conjectures and Manipulations: The Extra-Theoretical
Dimension of Scientific Discovery

More than a hundred years ago, the American philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce,
when working on logical and philosophical problems, suggested the concept of
pragmatism (“pragmaticism”, in his own words) as a logical criterion to analyze
what words and concepts express through their practical meaning. Many authors
have illustrated creative processes and reasoning, especially in the case of scientific practices. In fact, many philosophers have usually offered a number of ways of
construing hypotheses generation, but they aim at demonstrating that the activity of
generating hypotheses is paradoxical, obscure, and thus not analyzable.
Those descriptions are often so far from Peircean pragmatic prescription and so
abstract to result completely unknowable and obscure. To dismiss this tendency and
gain interesting insight about cognitive creativity and the so-called “logic of scientific discovery” we need to build constructive procedures, which could play a role
in moving the problem solving process forward by implementing them in some actual models. The “computational turn” gave us a new way to understand creative
processes in a strictly pragmatic sense. In fact, by exploiting artificial intelligence,
logical, and cognitive science tools, philosophy allows us to test concepts and ideas
previously conceived only in abstract terms. It is in the perspective of these actual computational models that I have founded the central role of abduction in the
explanation of creative reasoning in science.
This chapter aims at introducing the distinction between two kinds of abduction, theoretical and manipulative, in order to provide an integrated framework to
explain some of the main aspects of both creative and model-based reasoning effects engendered by the practice of science and everyday reasoning. The distinction
appears to be extremely convenient, after having illustrated the sentential models
together with their limitations (section 1.4), creativity will be viewed as the result
of the highest cases of theoretical abduction demonstrating the role of so-called
model-based abduction (section 1.5). Moreover, I will delineate what I call manipulative abduction (section 1.6) by showing how we can find methods of manipulative
constructivity.
From this perspective, creativity and discovery are no longer seen as mysterious irrational processes, but, thanks to constructive accounts, they are viewed as
L. Magnani: Abductive Cognition, COSMOS 3, pp. 1–61.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
springerlink.com 
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complex relationships among different inferential steps that can be clearly analyzed
and identified. I maintain that the analysis of sentential, model-based and manipulative abduction and of external and epistemic mediators is important not only to delineate the actual practice of abduction, but also to further enhance the development
of programs computationally adequate in rediscovering, or discovering for the first
time, for example, scientific hypotheses or mathematical theorems. In this chapter
attention will be focused on those particular kinds of abductive cognition that resort
to the existence of extra-theoretical ways of thinking – thinking through doing. Indeed many cognitive processes are centered on external representations, as a means
to create communicable accounts of new experiences ready to be integrated into previously existing systems of experimental and theoretical practices. The last part of
the chapter is devoted to illustrating the problem of the extra-theoretical explanatory
dimension of reasoning and discovery from the perspective of some mathematical
cases derived from calculus, where internal and external aspects (optical diagrams)
of cognition are at play.

1.1

Computational Modeling as a Pragmatic Rule for Clarity

What I call “computational philosophy”,1 aims at investigating many important concepts and problems of the philosophical and epistemological tradition in a new way
by taking advantage epistemological, cognitive, and artificial intelligence (AI) computational methodologies. I maintain that the results of computational philosophy
meet the classical requirements of Peircean “pragmatic” ambitions and nicely tie
together both issues related to the dynamics of information and its systematic embodiment in segments of “knowledge”. In the second half of the nineteenth century
the great American philosopher Charles Sanders Peirce suggested the idea of pragmatism as a logical criterion to analyze what words and concepts express through
their practical meaning. In “The fixation of belief” [1877] Peirce enumerates four
main methods by means of which it is possible to fix belief: the method of tenacity,
the method of authority, the a priori method and, finally, the method of science, by
means of which, thanks to rigorous research, “[. . . ] we can ascertain by reasoning
how things really and truly are; and any man, if he has sufficient experience and he
reasons enough about it, will be led to the one True conclusion” [Peirce, 1987, p.
255]. Only the scientific method leads to identify what is “real”, that is “true”.
Peirce will more clearly explain the public notion of truth here exposed, and the
interpretation of reality as the final purpose of the human inquiry, in his subsequent
paper “How to make our ideas clear” [1878]. Here Peirce addresses attention on the
notions of “clear idea” and “belief”. “Whoever has looked into a modern treatise on
logic of the common sort, will doubtlessly remember the two distinctions between
clear and obscure conceptions, and between distinct and confused conceptions” he
writes [Peirce, 1987, p. 257]. A clear idea is defined as one which is apprehended
so that it will be recognized wherever it is met, and so that no other will be mistaken
for it. If it fails to be clear, it is said to be obscure. On the other hand, a distinct idea
1

Topics and aims of computational philosophy are illustrated in [Magnani, 1997].
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is defined as one which contains nothing which is not clear. In this paper Peirce is
clearly opposing traditional philosophical positions, such as those by Descartes and
Leibniz, who consider clarity and distinction of ideas only from a merely psychological and analytical perspective:
It is easy to show that the doctrine that familiar use and abstract distinctness make
the perfection of apprehension has its only true place in philosophies which have long
been extinct; and it is now time to formulate the method of attaining to a more perfect
clearness of thought, such as we see and admire in the thinkers of our own time [Peirce,
1987, p. 258].

Where do we have, then, to look for a criterion of clarity, if philosophy has become
too obscure, irrational and confusing, if “[. . . ] for an individual, however, there can
be no question that a few clear ideas are worth more than many confused ones?”
[Peirce, 1987, p. 260]. “The action of thought is excited by the irritation of doubt,
and ceases when belief is attained; so that the production of belief is the sole function
of thought” [Peirce, 1987, p. 261]. And belief “[. . . ] is something that we are aware
of [. . . ] it appeases the irritation of doubt; and, third, it involves the establishment in
our nature of a rule of action, or, say for short, a habit” [Peirce, 1987, p. 263]. Hence,
the whole function of thought is to produce habits of action. This leads directly to the
methodological pragmatic theory of meaning, a procedure to determine the meaning
of a proposition:
To develop its meaning, we have, therefore, simply to determine what habits it produces, for what a thing means is simply what habits it involves. Now, the identity of a
habit depends on how it might lead us to act, not merely under such circumstances as
are likely to arise, but under such as might possibly occur, no matter how improbable
they may be. Thus, we come down to what is tangible and conceivably practical, as the
root of every real distinction of thought, no matter how subtile it may be; and there is
no distinction of meaning so fine as to consist in anything but a possible difference of
practice [Peirce, 1987, pp. 265-266].

In this way Peirce creates the equivalence among idea, belief and habit, and can
define the rule by which we can reach the highest grade of intellectual clearness,
pointing out that is impossible to have an idea in our minds which relates to anything but conceived sensible effects of things. Our idea of something is our idea of
its sensible effects: “Consider what effects, that might conceivably have practical
bearings, we conceive the object of our conception to have. Then, our conception
of these effects is the whole of our conception of the object” [Peirce, 1987, p. 266].
This rule founds the pragmatic procedure thanks to which it is possible to fix our
ideas.

1.2

Computational Modeling and the Problem of Scientific
Discovery

Peirce’s conception of clarity contains the idea that to define the meaning of words
and concepts we have to “test” them: the whole conception of some quality lies in
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its conceivable effects. As he reminds us by the example of the concept of hardness
“[. . . ] there is absolutely no difference between a hard thing and a soft thing so long
as they are not brought to the test” [Peirce, 1987, p. 266]. Hence, we can define the
“hardness” by looking at those predictable events that occur every time we think of
testing some thing.
This methodological criterion can be useful to solve the problem of creative reasoning, and to describe, in rational terms, some aspects of the delicate question of
a “logic of discovery”: what do we mean by “creative”, and how can a “creative
process” be described? Much has been said on the problem of creativity and hypotheses generation. In the history of philosophy there are at least three important
ways for designing the role of hypothesis generation, considered in the perspective
of problem solving performances. But all aim at demonstrating that the activity of
generating hypotheses is paradoxical, illusory, obscure, implicit, and not analyzable.
Plato’s doctrine of reminiscence can be looked at from the point of view of an epistemological argument about the paradoxical concept of “problem-solving”: in order
to solve a problem one must in some sense already know the answer, there is no real
generation of hypotheses, there is only recollection. The activity of Kantian schematism is also implicit, resulting from imagination and completely unknowable, empty,
and devoid of any possibility of being rationally analyzed. It is an activity of tacit
knowledge, “an art concealed in the depths of the human soul, whose real modes of
activity nature is hardly likely ever to allow us to discover, and to have open to our
gaze” [Kant, 1929, A141-B181, p. 183]. In turn Polanyi thinks that if all knowledge
is explicit and capable of being clearly stated, then we cannot know of the existence
of a problem or look for its solution; if problems nevertheless exist, and discoveries
can be made by solving them, we can know things that we cannot express: consequently, the role of so-called tacit knowledge “the intimation of something hidden,
which we may yet discover” is central [Polanyi, 1966].
In all these descriptions, the problem is that the definition of concepts like “creativity” and “discovery” is a priori. Following Peirce, the definitions of concepts
of this sort are not usually based upon any observed facts, at least not in any great
degree; even if sometimes these beliefs are in harmony with natural causes. They
have been chiefly adopted because their fundamental propositions seemed “agreeable to reason”. That is, we find ourselves inclined to believe them. Usually this
frame leads to a proliferating verbosity, in which theories are often incomprehensible and lead to some foresight just by intuition. But a theory which needs intuition
to determine what it predicts has poor explanatory power. It just “[. . . ] makes of
inquiry something similar to the development of taste” [Peirce, 1987, p. 254].

1.2.1

Abduction and Retroduction

Many philosophical efforts in the last century have been spent in studying the conceptual change in science. In the mid-1960s many critics challenged the comforting
picture of conceptual change in terms of continuous and cumulative steps. Contrary
to this picture Kuhn claimed that conceptual change in science is analyzable as a
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kind of irrational and obscure Gestalt-switch, that accounts for the inventive processes and the achievement of new scientific theories and paradigms [Kuhn, 1962].
Kuhn argued that major changes in science are best characterized as revolutions,
involving the over-throw and the replacement of the reigning conceptual systems
and world views by means of new ones incommensurable with them. Kuhn brought
philosophers of science to distinguish between the logic of discovery and the logic
of justification (i.e. the distinction between the psychological side of creation and
the logic argument of proving new discovered ideas by facts).2 Most have concluded
that no logic of discovery exists and, moreover, that a “rational” model of discovery is impossible. In short, scientific creative reasoning should be non-rational or
irrational and there is no reasoning towards hypotheses.
In the last decades philosophers of science have abandoned this attitude. The researchers who work on scientific change tend now to focus attention on the problem
of rational choice between competing theories and hypotheses and on the discovery
processes. This also leads to the problem of understanding how scientists combine
their individual human cognitive abilities with the conceptual resources available
to them as members of a scientific community and of a wider natural and social
context. It is by means of this synthesis that the creation, elaboration, and communication of a new emerging representation of a scientific domain is made possible.
This chapter aims at introducing and further deepening the distinction, I have already illustrated in my previous book on abduction [Magnani, 2001b], between two
kinds of abduction, theoretical and manipulative, in order to provide an integrated
framework to explain some of the main aspects of both creative and model-based
reasoning effects engendered by the practice of science and in everyday reasoning.
The distinction appears to be extremely convenient: after having illustrated the sentential models together with their limitations (section 1.4), creativity will be viewed
as the result of the highest cases of theoretical abduction showing the role of the
so-called model-based abduction (section 1.5). Moreover, I will delineate what I
call manipulative abduction (section 1.6) by showing how we can find methods
of manipulative constructivity, where the XX century epistemological tradition has
settled the most negative effects of theory-ladenness.
Abduction is a popular term in many fields of AI, such as diagnosis, planning, natural language processing, motivation analysis, logic programming, and
probability theory. Moreover, abduction is important in the interplay between AI
and philosophy, cognitive science, historical, temporal, and narrative reasoning,
decision-making, legal reasoning, and emotional cognition.3 Six volumes (monographs and collections) are currently available [Josephson and Josephson, 1994;
Flach and Kakas, 2000b; Kuipers, 2000; Magnani, 2001b; Gabbay and Woods,
2005; Aliseda, 2006; Walton, 2004] and three special issues of international journals (Philosophica, 1998 61(1); Foundations of Science, 2004, 9; 2008, 13(1); Logic
Journal of the IGPL, 2006 14(1)). Of course many articles from various disciplinary
2
3

A perspective originally established by [Reichenbach, 1938] and [Popper, 1959].
A list of the classical bibliography on abduction is given in [Magnani, 2001b].
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fields of research are continually published on this topic.4 Let us consider the following interesting passage, from an article by [Simon, 1965], dealing with the logic
of normative theories:
The problem-solving process is not a process of “deducing” one set of imperatives
(the performance programme) from another set (the goals). Instead, it is a process
of selective trial and error, using heuristic rules derived from previous experience,
that is sometimes successful in discovering means that are more or less efficacious in
attaining some end. If we want a name for it, we can appropriately use the name coined
by Peirce and revived recently by Norwood Hanson [1958]: it is a retroductive process.
The nature of this process – which has been sketched roughly here – is the main subject
of the theory of problem-solving in both its positive and normative versions [Simon,
1977, p. 151].

Simon states that discovering means that are more or less efficacious in attaining
some end are performed by a retroductive process. He goes on to show that it is
easy to obtain one set of imperatives from another set by processes of discovery
or retroduction, and that the relation between the initial set and the derived set is
not a relation of logical implication. I completely agree with Simon: retroduction
(that is abduction, cf. below) is the main subject of the theory of problem-solving
and developments in the fields of cognitive science and artificial intelligence have
strengthened this conviction.
[Hanson, 1958, p. 54] is perfectly aware of the fact that an enormous range of
explanations (and causes) exists for any event:
There are as many causes of x as there are explanations of x. Consider how the cause
of death might have been set out by a physician as “multiple hemorrhage”, by the
barrister as “negligence on the part of the driver”, by a carriage-builder as “a defect in
the brakeblock construction”, by a civic planner as “the presence of tall shrubbery at
that turning”.

The word “retroduction” used by Simon is the Hansonian neopositivistic one replacing the Peircean classical word abduction. Following Hanson’s point of view Peirce
“[. . . ] regards an abductive inference (such as ‘The observed position of Mars falls
between a circle and an oval, so the orbit must be an ellipse’) and a perceptual judgment (such as ‘It is laevorotatory’) as being opposite sides of the same coin”. It is
also well-known that Hanson relates abduction to the role of patterns in reasoning
and to the Wittgensteinian “Seeing that” [Hanson, 1958, p. 86].
As Fetzer has stressed, from a philosophical point of view the main modes of
argumentation for reasoning from premises to conclusions are expressed by these
three general kinds of reasoning: deductive (demonstrative, non ampliative, additive), inductive (non-demonstrative, ampliative, non additive), fallacious (neither,
irrelevant, ambiguous). Abduction, which expresses likelihood in reasoning, is a
typical form of fallacious inference: “[. . . ] it is a matter of utilizing the principle
4

General classical considerations on abduction in science and AI can also be found in [Gooding,
1996; Josephson and Josephson, 1994; Kuipers, 1999; Thagard, 1988; Shrager and Langley,
1990].
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of maximum likelihood in order to formalize a pattern of reasoning known as ‘inference to the best explanation”’ [Fetzer, 1990, p. 103].5 These different kinds of
reasoning will be illustrated in the following section.
Many researchers in the area of cognitive science consider scientific thinking (and
thinking activity in general), as related to a kind of “representational” system that
we can implement in a computational model: thinking is a form of computation.
Following the idea that a full understanding of mental processes is possible only
from a computational perspective [Johnson-Laird, 1983], these models have been
implemented in AI programs where data structures and procedures correspond to
assumed mental structures and processes [Thagard, 1992].6 In the last decades, also
to better understand the complex problem of conceptual change in science, besides
the ideas elaborated in the AI areas of knowledge representation, problem solving,
and machine learning, we needed the important concept of abduction.7 Scientific
theories contain many theoretical hypotheses that cannot be built by simple generalization of observations. Indeed, Peirce presented abduction as a mechanism by
which it is possible to account for the generation of new explanatory hypotheses in
science.
As I have illustrated in the first section of this chapter, a suggestion that can help
to solve the enigma of discovery and creativity comes from the “computational turn”
developed in the last years. Recent computational philosophy research in the field
of cognitive science make use of tools able to overcome those puzzling speculative
problems, or, at least, to redefine them in a strict pragmatical sense. In fact, taking
advantage of modern tools of logic, artificial intelligence, and of other cognitive
science disciplines, computational philosophy is able to construct actual models of
studied processes. It is an interesting constructive rational alternative that, disregarding the most abstract level of philosophical analysis can offer clear and testable
architectures of creative processes.

1.3

What Is Abduction?

The development of human society has now reached a technological level in which
issues concerning the creation and dynamics of information – especially in science
– are absolutely crucial. As I have already said, inside the computational philosophy framework, a new paradigm, aimed at unifying the different perspectives and
providing some new design insights, arose by emphasizing the significance of the
5
6
7

On the inference to the best explanation see also [Harman, 1965; Harman, 1968; Thagard, 1987;
Lipton, 2004].
It is the so-called “computational-representational understanding of the mind” (CRUM)
[Thagard, 1996].
In my previous book on abduction [Magnani, 2001b] I have already illustrated some basic philosophical, logical, cognitive, and computational aspects of the concept of abduction. This book
aims at further increasing knowledge taking advantage of other intellectual achievements, not
only related to philosophy, logic, and artificial intelligence, but also concerning biology, neurology, anthropology, ecological psychology, dynamical system theory.
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concept of abduction, in order to illustrate the problem-solving process and to propose a unified and rational epistemological model of scientific discovery, diagnostic
reasoning, and other kinds of creative and hypothetical reasoning.
A hundred years ago, Charles Sanders Peirce [1931-1958] coined the concept of
abduction in order to illustrate that the process of scientific discovery is not irrational and that a methodology of discovery is possible. Peirce interpreted abduction
essentially as an “inferential” creative process of generating a new “explanatory”
hypothesis. Abduction has a logical form (fallacious, if we model abduction by using classical syllogistic logic)8 distinct from deduction and induction. Many reasoning conclusions that are not derived in a deductive manner are abductive. For
instance, if we see a broken horizontal glass on the floor we might explain this fact
by postulating the effect of wind blowing shortly before: this is not certainly a deductive consequence of the glass being broken (a cat may well have been responsible
for it).9 Abduction is the process of inferring10 certain facts and/or laws and hypotheses that render some sentences plausible,11 that explain (and also sometimes
discover) some (eventually new) phenomenon or observation; it is the process of
reasoning in which explanatory hypotheses are formed and evaluated.
It is important to note that I adopt in this chapter the view of abduction that it is
immediately a generation of plausible hypotheses. Although this claim may be true
in various contexts, it is not so generally. I am thinking particularly of Descartes’s
implausible arguments in the Meditations, in which he suggests, for example, that
our experiences are caused not by the world stimulating our sensory organs but by
the machinations of an evil demon. Such a claim is highly implausible, but that does
not deter Descartes given his project of finding any kind of doubt against a belief.
Of course, Peirce famously castigated Descartes by remarking that we cannot begin
with complete doubt and argued that Descartes’s project was a fool’s errand. Is
implausible abduction really abduction? I will treat this problem in the following
chapter when dealing with the so-called “instrumental abduction”.
Moreover, we have to remember that although explanatory hypotheses can be
elementary, there are also cases of composite, multipart hypotheses. Anyway, some
hypotheses are empty from the explanatory point of view: for example the generalization “every object in the population is female or male” does not explain that
Maria is female, since it requires the additional knowledge that Maria is not male.
8
9
10

11

The abductive inference rule corresponds to the well-known fallacy called affirming the
consequent.
This event constitutes in its turn an anomaly that needs to be solved/explained but I have to
anticipate that surprise or anomalies do not constitute an intrinsic requirement for abduction.
“It must be remembered that abduction, although it is little hampered by logical rules, nevertheless is logical inference, asserting its conclusion only problematically or conjecturally, it is true,
but nevertheless having a perfect logical form” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.188].
Peirce thinks that humans’s capacity to make abductive plausible hypotheses is ultimately based
on the instinct. His idea is in itself abductive “It is a primary hypothesis underlying all abduction
that the human mind is akin to the truth in the sense that in a finite number of guesses it will
light upon the correct hypothesis” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 7.220]. I will illustrate the role of instinct
in abduction the first two sections 5.1 and 5.2 of chapter five.
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The process of finding such generalizations has been called confirmatory (or descriptive) induction :
A typical form of explanatory induction is concept learning, where we want to learn
a definition of a given concept C in terms of other concepts. This means that our inductive hypotheses are required to explain (logically entail) why particular individuals
are Cs, in terms of the properties they have. However, in the more general case of
confirmatory induction we are not given a fixed concept to be learned. The aim is to
learn relationships between any of the concepts, with no particular concept singled
out. The formalization of confirmatory hypothesis formation cannot be based on logical entailment, as in Peirce’s abduction. Rather, it is a quantitative form of degree of
confirmation, which explains its name [Flach and Kakas, 2000a].

Theoretical and manipulative abduction are treated in this chapter in the perspective of the orthodox Peircean explanatory view: non-explanatory and instrumental abduction, not clearly considered by Peirce, will be illustrated in detail in the
following chapter.

1.3.1

The Syllogistic Framework and the ST-Model

First, it is necessary to show the connections between abduction, induction, and deduction and to stress the significance of abduction to illustrate the problem-solving
process. I think the example of diagnostic reasoning is an excellent way to introduce abduction. Some years ago I have developed with others [Lanzola et al., 1990;
Ramoni et al., 1992] an epistemological model of medical reasoning, called the
Select and Test Model (ST-model) [Magnani, 1992; Stefanelli and Ramoni, 1992]
which can be described in terms of the classical notions of abduction, deduction and
induction; it describes the different roles played by such basic inference types in
developing various kinds of medical reasoning (diagnosis, therapy planning, monitoring) but can be extended and regarded also as an illustration of scientific theory
change. The model is consistent with the Peircean view about the various stages of
scientific inquiry in terms of “hypothesis” generation, deduction (prediction), and
induction.
The type of inference called abduction was also studied by Aristotelian syllo, and later on by medieval reworkers of syllogism.
gistics, as a form of
As I have already noted, Peirce,12 interpreted abduction essentially as an “inferential” creative process of generating a new hypothesis: it is extremely important
to note the special meaning attributed to the adjective “inferential” by Peirce in its
broad philosophical and semiotic perspective, that I will better illustrate below in
section 1.5.
Abduction and induction, viewed together as processes of production and gen.13 As
eration of new hypotheses, are sometimes called reduction, that is
12
13

Cf. [Frankfurt, 1958; Reilly, 1970; Fann, 1970; Davis, 1972; Ayim, 1974; Anderson, 1986;
Anderson, 1987; Kapitan, 1990; Hookway, 1992; Debrok, 1997; Roesler, 1997; Wirth, 1997].
Sometimes
is translated with retroduction, so it is simply referred to abduction (see
above in this section).
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Fig. 1.1 Creative and selective abduction

[Lukasiewicz, 1970] makes clear, “Reasoning which starts from reasons and looks
for consequences is called deduction; that which starts from consequences and looks
for reasons is called reduction”. The celebrated example given by Peirce is Kepler’s
conclusion that the orbit of Mars must be an ellipse.14
There are two main epistemological meanings of the word abduction [Magnani,
1988; Magnani, 1991; Magnani, 2001b]: 1) abduction that only generates “plausible”15 hypotheses (“selective” or “creative”) and 2) abduction considered as inference “to the best explanation”, which also evaluates hypotheses (cf. Figure 1.1)
[Harman, 1973; Thagard, 1988; Lipton, 2004].16 An illustration from the field of
medical knowledge is represented by the discovery of a new disease and the manifestations it causes which can be considered as the result of a creative abductive
inference. Therefore, “creative” abduction deals with the whole field of the growth
of scientific knowledge. This is irrelevant in medical diagnosis where instead the
task is to “select” from an encyclopedia of pre-stored diagnostic entities. We can
call both inferences ampliative, selective and creative, because in both cases the
reasoning involved amplifies, or goes beyond, the information incorporated in the
premises [Magnani, 1992].
All we can expect of our “selective” abduction, is that it tends to produce hypotheses for further examination that have some chance of turning out to be the best
explanation. Selective abduction will always produce hypotheses that give at least a
partial explanation and therefore have a small amount of initial plausibility. In the
syllogistic view (see below) concerning abduction as inference to the best explanation advocated by Peirce one might require that the final chosen explanation be the
most plausible.
When we speak of abduction as inference to the best explanation, we have to note
that the adjective “best” has to be taken in a Pickwickian sense: actually abduction
14
15
16

A clear reconstruction of Kepler’s discovery is given in [Gorman, 1998].
A further analysis of this important concept is illustrated in subsection 2.3.1, chapter two of this
book.
Further explanations of this bipolar distinction (and about the use herein of the concept of
plausibility) are given below in this chapter.
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never reaches the status of best hypothesis, we have to intend the word “best” in a
contextual and provisional way. As I will explain in detail in the following chapter
(section 2.1), the agent’s abduction must be considered as preserving the ignorance
that already gave rise to her ignorance-problem. In this perspective, recently suggested and illustrated by [Gabbay and Woods, 2005], abduction does not have to
be considered a “solution” of an ignorance problem, but rather a response to it, in
which the agent reaches presumptive attainment rather than actual attainment. It is
clear that in this framework the inference to the best explanation – if considered as
a truth conferring achievement – cannot be a case of abduction, because abductive
inference is essentially ignorance preserving. It is also important to note that the
emphasis given along this chapter to the “explanatory” character of abductive reasoning is strictly related to the Peircean point of view: Gabbay and Woods have
particularly stressed that abduction is not intrinsically explanatory, not only, abduction can be merely radically instrumental. I will extensively explain these aspects
of abductive cognition in the following chapter (sections 2.2 and 2.3).
What I call theoretical abduction certainly illustrates much of what is important
in creative abductive reasoning, in humans and in computational programs, especially the objective of selecting and creating a set of hypotheses (diagnoses, causes,
hypotheses) that are able to dispense good (preferred) explanations of data (observations), but fails to account for many cases of explanations occurring in science and
in everyday reasoning when the exploitation of environment is crucial. It fails to account for those cases in which there is a kind of “discovering through doing”, cases
in which new and still unexpressed information is codified by means of manipulations of some external objects (epistemic mediators). I maintain that there are two
kinds of theoretical abduction, “sentential”, related to logic and to verbal/symbolic
inferences, and “model-based”, related to the exploitation of internalized models of
diagrams, pictures, etc., cf. below in this chapter (cf. Figure 1.2).

Fig. 1.2 Theoretical abduction
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The concept of manipulative abduction17 captures a large part of scientific thinking where the role of action is central, and where the features of this action are implicit and hard to be elicited: action can provide otherwise unavailable information
that enables the agent to solve problems by starting and by performing a suitable
abductive process of generation or selection of hypotheses.18
The epistemological distinction – which I will illustrate and elaborate upon in
the following pages – between theoretical and manipulative abduction is certainly
based on the possibility of separating the two aspects in real cognitive processes,
resorting to the differentiation between off-line (theoretical, when only inner aspects
are at stake) and on-line (manipulative, where the interplay between internal and
external aspects is fundamental.19 Some authors have raised doubts about the online/off-line distinction on the grounds that no thinking agent is ever wholly on-line
or wholly off-line. I think this distinction is at least useful from an epistemological
perspective as a way of theoretically illustrating different cognitive levels, which
in the following chapters will be further analyzed and seen at work, in human and
animal cognition.
We know that throughout his career Peirce defended the thesis that, besides
deduction and induction,20 there is a third mode of inference that constitutes the
only method for really improving scientific knowledge, which he called abduction.
Science improves and grows continuously, but this continuous enrichment cannot
be due to deduction, nor to induction: deduction does not produce any new idea,
whereas induction produces very simple ideas. New ideas in science are due to abduction, a particular kind of non-deductive21 inference that involves the generation
and evaluation of explanatory hypotheses.
I and others [Ramoni et al., 1992] have developed an epistemological model of
medical reasoning, called the Select and Test Model (ST-model) which can be described in terms of the classical notions of abduction, deduction and induction. It
17
18

19
20

21

The concepts of theoretical and manipulative abduction and of epistemic mediators are introduced in [Magnani, 2001b].
I have collected in a recent special issue of the Logic Journal of the IGPL [Magnani, 2006a]
various contributions regarding research on abduction in the areas of epistemology, artificial
intelligence, and of the logic of “so–called practical reasoning”. [Patokorpi, 2007] adopts and
enriches my distinction between selective, creative, non-sentential and manipulative abduction
and applies abduction to the pedagogical problem of analyzing how learners learn in an information society technology (IST): abduction highlights the main features of IST enhanced
learning. In a recent paper [Schurz, 2008] further extends my characterization of abductive reasoning proposing a classification of different patterns particularly related to what I call creative
abduction. The article illustrates the features of several kinds of creative abductions, such as
theoretical model abduction, common cause abduction and statistical factor analysis, and illustrates them by various real case examples. It is also suggested to demarcate scientifically fruitful
abductions from purely speculative abductions by using the criterion of causal unification.
The distinction between off-line and on-line thinking is analyzed in detail in chapter three of
this book, subsection 3.6.5.
Peirce clearly contrasted abduction with induction and deduction, by using the famous syllogistic model I will describe below in this section. More details on the differences between abductive
and inductive/deductive inferences can be found in [Flach and Kakas, 2000b] and [Magnani,
2001b]; cf. also below, subsection 1.4.1.
Non-deductive if we use the attribute “deductive” as designated by classical logic.
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describes the different roles played by such basic inference types in developing various kinds of medical reasoning (diagnosis, therapy planning, monitoring) but can
be extended and regarded also as an illustration of scientific theory change.22 The
model is consistent with the Peircean view regarding the various stages of scientific
inquiry in terms of “hypothesis” generation, deduction (prediction), and induction.
As previously illustrated, I have introduced a distinction between “creative” and
“selective” abduction. Selective abduction will always produce hypotheses that give
at least a partial explanation and therefore have a small amount of initial plausibility.
In the syllogistic view advocated by Peirce (see below) concerning abduction as
inference to the best explanation one might require that the final chosen explanation
be the most plausible. Since the time of John Stuart Mill, the name given to all kinds
of non deductive reasoning has been induction, considered as an aggregate of many
methods for discovering causal relationships. Consequently induction in its widest
sense is an ampliative process of the generalization of knowledge. Peirce [1955a]
distinguished various types of induction: a common feature of all kinds of induction
is the ability to compare individual statements: by using induction it is possible 1)
to synthesize individual statements into general laws – inductive generalizations –
in a defeasible way, but 2) it is also possible to confirm or discount hypotheses.
Following Peirce, I am clearly referring here to the latter type of induction, that
in the ST-model is used as the process of reducing the uncertainty of established
hypotheses by comparing their consequences with observed facts.23 Some authors
stress that abduction and induction derive from a common source, the hypothetical
or non-deductive reasoning, others emphasize the various aspects that distinguish
them, that is how specifically abduction and induction extend our knowledge. In
other cases it is affirmed that all non-deductive reasoning is of the same type, which
is called induction [Flach and Kakas, 2000a].
Further classifications of inductive arguments have been proposed, such as arguments based on samples, (that is inductive generalizations), arguments from analogy, and statistical syllogisms [Salmon, 1990]. Finally, we have to remember that
in the case of the so-called inductive logic [Carnap, 1950] the aim is to solve the
problem of knowing the degree of belief we should attribute to the hypothetical
conclusion H, given evidence E collected in the premises of an inductive argument,
that is identified with the conditional probability P(H|E). This formalization of the
inductive support is also called confirmation theory: it does not deal with the problem of individuating the ways of “generating” inductive hypotheses but refers to
a logic of hypothesis “evaluation”. Abduction creates or selects hypotheses; from
these hypotheses consequences are derived by deduction that are compared with the
available data by induction. This perspective on hypothesis testing in terms of induction is also known in philosophy of science as the “hypothetico-deductive method”
[Hempel, 1966] and is related to the idea of confirmation of scientific hypotheses,
22
23

I have illustrated the problem of diagnosis, therapy, and monitoring and the related AI computational programs in [Magnani, 2001b, chapter four].
It is possible to treat every good inductive generalization as an instance of abduction [Josephson,
2000].
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predominant in neopositivistic philosophy but also present in the anti-inductivist
tradition of falsificationism [Popper, 1959].
In summary, it is important to note that if in diagnostic settings and in the classical
syllogistic framework I am illustrating in this chapter we basically refer to induction simply as a way of confirming or discounting hypotheses, in various cases of
mathematical reasoning, where model-based and manipulative abduction is at play,
induction “also” plays the usual generalizing role. In these cases the reasoners have
to produce new hypothetical knowledge, H, which extends their own preexistent
theories such that the observations on which they work can be first of all deduced
by the new abductively enriched theories. They abductively provide new individual
and situated “samples”, which offer chances for further knowledge. Each of these
abductive situated results can in turn generate further universal inductive generalizations possibly to be withdrawn because of disconfirmation; in this last case a
further cyclic abductive-inductive process can restart. The “specificity” of the generated abductive hypotheses is related to their ignorance-preserving character (cf the
following chapter, section 2.1); the “generality” of inductive hypotheses is related
to their truth-conferring/probability-enhancing character, at the same time occasionally endowed with an evaluative function. Abductively building new situated results
is in these cases central to make possible an induction able to generate new general knowledge, in these cases not reachable through abduction (further details on
the relationship between abduction and induction are illustrated below in subsection
1.4.1).24 This kind of interplay between abduction and induction is also occurring
in the mathematical case I will exploit in chapter three, subsection 3.6.2, to illustrate
important aspects of “manipulative” abduction.
Deduction is an inference that refers to a logical implication. Deduction may
be distinguished from abduction and induction on the grounds that the truth of the
conclusion of the inference is guaranteed by the truth of the premises on which it
is based only in deduction. Deduction refers to the so-called non-defeasible arguments. It should be clear that, on the contrary, when we say that the premises of an
argument provide partial support for the conclusion, we mean that if the premises
were true, they would give us good reasons – but not conclusive reasons – to accept
the conclusion. That is to say, although the premises, if true, provide some evidence
to support the conclusion, the conclusion may still be false (arguments of this type
are called inductive, or abductive, arguments).

24

I have described this specific kind of abductive/inductive process in [Magnani, 2009b], also
illustrating the research provided by [Rivera and Rossi Becker, 2007]. Taking advantage of my
concept of manipulative abduction the authors study a pedagogical framework concerning the
need of increasing knowledge on the ways in which learners (abducers) in the area of school
algebra develop their abilities. They illustrate the case of different subjects [elementary majors]
who are given sequences of figural and numerical cues which taken together comprise classes
of abstract objects such as even and odd numbers and related diagrams. These sequences are the
basis of subjects’ subsequent – multimodal (cf. this book, chapter four, section 4.1) – abductions
and inductive generalizations and/or evaluations.
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All these distinctions need to be exemplified. To describe how the three inferences operate, it is useful to start with a very simple example dealing with diagnostic
reasoning and illustrated (as Peirce initially did),25 in syllogistic terms:
1. If a patient is affected by a pneumonia, his/her level of white blood cells is
increased.
2. John is affected by a pneumonia.
3. John’s level of white blood cells is increased.
(This syllogism is known as Barbara).
By deduction we can infer (3) from (1) and (2). Two other syllogisms can be
obtained from Barbara if we exchange the conclusion (or Result, in Peircean terms)
with either the major premise (the Rule) or the minor premise (the Case): by induction we can go from a finite set of facts, like (2) and (3), to a universally quantified
generalization – also called categorical inductive generalization, like the piece of
hematologic knowledge represented by (1) (in this case we meet induction as the
ability to generate simple laws, contrasted with induction as a way to confirm or
discard hypotheses, cf. above).26 Starting from knowing – selecting – (1) and “observing” (3) we can infer (2) by performing a selective abduction.27 The abductive
inference rule corresponds to the well-known fallacy called affirming the consequent
(simplified to the propositional case)

ϕ →ψ
ψ
ϕ
It is useful to give another example, describing an inference very similar to the
previous one:
1. If a patient is affected by a beta-thalassemia, his/her level of hemoglobin A2 is
increased.
2. John is affected by a beta-thalassemia.
3. John’s level of hemoglobin A2 is increased.
Such an inference is valid, that is not affected by uncertainty, since the manifestation (3) is pathognomonic for beta-thalassemia (as expressed by the biconditional
in ϕ ↔ ψ ). This is a special case, where there is no abduction because there is
no “selection”, in general clinicians very often have to deal with manifestations

25

26
27

Some authors [Flach and Kakas, 2000a; Aliseda, 2000] distinguish between Peircean early syllogistic theory and his later “inferential” one, in which abduction refers to the whole hypothesis
formation component of explanatory reasoning (cf. below section 1.5).
We can consider this inference a sort of generalization from a sample of patients [or of beans]
to the whole population of them [or of beans in the bag].
We have to remark that at the level of the syllogistic treatment of the subject Peirce calls this kind
of argumentation “hypothesis”; he will introduce the term abduction only in his later theory.
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which can be explained by different diagnostic hypotheses: in this case the inference
rule corresponds to

ϕ ↔ψ
ψ
ϕ
Thus, selective abduction is the making of a preliminary guess that introduces a set
of plausible diagnostic hypotheses, followed by deduction to explore their consequences, and by induction to test them with available patient data, (1) to increase
the likelihood of a hypothesis by noting evidence explained by that one, rather than
by competing hypotheses, or (2) to refute all but one (cf. Figure 1.3.)

Structuring
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Abduction
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Observed
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Expected
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Request
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Fig. 1.3 ST-Model. The epistemological model of diagnostic reasoning.

If during this first cycle new information emerges, hypotheses not previously considered can be suggested and a new cycle takes place. In this case the nonmonotonic
character of abductive reasoning is clear and arises from the logical unsoundness of
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the inference rule: it draws defeasible conclusions from incomplete information.28
All recent logical accounts (“deductive”) concerning abduction have pointed out
that it is a form of nonmonotonic reasoning. It is important to allow the guessing
of explanations for a situation, in order to discount and abandon old hypotheses, so
as to enable the tentative adoption of new ones, when new information about the
situation makes them no longer the best.29
As [Stephanou and Sage, 1987] pointed out, uncertainty and imperfect information are fundamental characteristics of the knowledge relative to hypothetical reasoning. The nonmonotonic character of the ST-model arises not only from the above
mentioned nonmonotonic character of deductive inference type involved in it, but
also from the logical unsoundness of the ascending part of the cycle guessing hypotheses to be tested. [Doyle, 1988] pointed out that, since their unsoundness, these
guesses do not exhibit the truth-preservative behavior of ideal rationality characterizing the incremental deduction of classical logic, but the nonmonotonic behavior
of limited rationality of commonsense reasoning [Simon, 1969], that allows to discharge and abandon old hypotheses to make possible the tentative adoption of new
ones. Notice that this adoption is not merely tentative but rationally tentative, in
the sense that, just as abduction, it is based on a reasoned selection of knowledge
[Truesdell, 1984] and on some preference criteria which avoid the combinatorial
explosion of hypotheses generation.
One of the principal means of limiting rationality is indeed to limit efforts by directing attention to some areas and ignoring others. This character matches exactly
with the ability of an expert in generating a small set of hypotheses to be carefully
tested. But in such a case, the expert has to be ready to withdraw paths of reasoning when they diverge from the correct path, that is from the path that would have
taken the expert had considering the ignored knowledge portions. In such a way,
the nonmonotonic character turns out as a foundational epistemological feature of
the ST-model of medical reasoning, since this nonmonotonic character is the result
not of a mere lack of information but of a reasoned limiting of information imposed
by its own logical unsoundness. Finally, we have to remember that in the ST-model
the first meaning (see above) of the word abduction is adopted: abduction that only
generates “plausible” hypotheses (of course in this case selective).
Modern logic allows us to account for this dynamic behavior of abduction also
by the concept of belief revision. Belief revision [Alchourrón et al., 1985] is a
28

29

A logical system is monotonic if the function Theo that relates every set of wffs to the set of
their theorems holds the following property: for every set of premises S and for every set of
premises S , S ⊆ S implies Theo(S) ⊆ Theo(S ). Traditional deductive logics are always monotonic: intuitively, adding new premises (axioms) will never invalidate old conclusions. In a nonmonotonic system, when axioms, or premises, increase, their theorems do not [Ginsberg, 1987;
Lukaszewicz, 1970; Magnani and Gennari, 1997]. Following this deductive nonmonotonic view
of abduction, we can stress the fact that in actual abductive medical reasoning, when we increase
symptoms and patients’ data [premises], we are compelled to abandon previously derived plausible diagnostic hypotheses [theorems], as already – epistemologically – illustrated by the STmodel.
The relationship in practical reasoning between nonmonotonicity and scant resources of effort
and time is treated in the recent [Gabbay and Woods, 2008].
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dynamic notion dealing with the current stage of reasoning. At each stage of reasoning, if it is correct, a belief is held on the basis that that reasoning is justified, even
if subsequent stages dictate its retraction. A logic of belief for abduction has been
proposed by [Levesque, 1989], and the role of belief revision functions in abduction
has already been studied by [Jackson, 1989] (cf. below section 1.4). Clearly abduction in medical diagnostic reasoning can be seen as an example of nonmonotonic
deduction.30

1.3.2

Abduction as Hypothesis Generation, Abduction as
Hypothesis Generation and Evaluation

As stated above, there are two main epistemologico/cognitive meanings of the word
abduction: (1) abduction that only generates plausible hypotheses (selective or creative) – this is the meaning of abduction accepted in my epistemological model –
and (2) abduction considered as inference to the best explanation, that also evaluates hypotheses by induction. In the latter sense the classical meaning of selective
abduction as inference to the best explanation (for instance in medicine, to the best
diagnosis) is described by the complete abduction–deduction–induction cycle. This
distinction needs further clarification.
It is clear that the two meanings are related to the distinction between hypothesis generation and hypothesis evaluation, so abduction is the process of generating
explanatory hypotheses, and induction matches the hypothetico-deductive method
of hypothesis testing (1st meaning). However, we have to remember (as we have already stressed) that sometimes in the literature (and also in Peirce’s texts) the word
abduction is also referred to the whole cycle, that is as an inference to the best explanation (2nd meaning).
As Thagard has pointed out [1988, p. 53] the question was controversial in Peirce’s
writings too. Before the 1890s, Peirce discussed the hypothesis as follows: “Hypothesis is where we find some very curious circumstance which would be explained by the
supposition that it was the case of a certain general rule, and thereupon adopt that supposition” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 2.624]. When Peirce replaced hypothesis with abduction he said that it “furnishes the reasoner with the problematic theory which induction
verifies” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 2.776]. Thagard ascribes to the editors of Peirce’s work
the responsibility for having clouded this change in his thinking by including discussions of hypothesis under the heading of “Abduction”, “[. . . ] obscuring his shift from
the belief that inference to an explanatory hypothesis can be a kind of justification to
the weaker view that it is only a form of discovery”. The need for a methodological
criterion of justification is caused by the fact that – at least in the Peircean framework
– an abduced hypothesis that explains a certain puzzling fact should not be accepted
30

A more detailed description of abductive reasoning in diagnosis (and in “medical” diagnosis) is
provided in my book [Magnani, 2001b, chapter four] and in [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, chapter six]. An interesting recent exploitation of genetic algorithms and computational paradigms
inspired by the natural evolution to model abduction in medical diagnosis is illustrated in
[Romdhane and Ayeb, 2009].
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because of the possibility of other explanations. Having a hypothesis that explains a
certain number of facts is far from a guarantee of being true.
In the previous section I have noted that when we speak of abduction as inference
to the best explanation, we have to add that the adjective “best” has to be taken in a
Pickwickian sense: the idea that the concept of abduction would always also strictly
involve its empirical evaluation by induction contrasts with its primitive character
of ignorance preserving cognition. In this perspective abduction does not have to
be considered a “solution” of a problem, because it only calls for a response to it,
with the aim of mitigating ignorance. I think that it is on this basis that Gabbay
and Woods contend, in their book on abduction that “A decision to send a proposition (etc.) to experimental trial is neither necessary nor sufficient for its abduction”
[Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 86]. All the more reason to unlink the idea of abduction as inference to best explanation from the processes of experimental evaluation.
Abduced hypotheses are adopted as a positive basis for action in various ways and
for various reasons (only subclasses of abductive hypotheses are adopted only after
a Peircean process of inductive empirical evaluation).
It is important to note that already at the generation phase of genuine abduction
many processes – so to say – of a kind of confrontation (if not exactly of evaluation) with something external to the individual brain, even if not due to experimental
tests, can be present, so that we can say (as I noted above in the previous section)
that abduction considered as a way of generating hypotheses is often of course immediately a generation of “plausible” hypotheses; that is hypotheses which can be
“adopted” in so far as they are considered sufficiently plausible. The presence of
these continuous stages of confrontation/coordination with external constrained and
fruitful cognitive offerings will be better grasped thanks to the concept of manipulative abduction, which takes into account the external dimension of abductive
reasoning (see below in this chapter, subsection 1.5.2 and section 1.6), and later on
in chapters two and three:
1. in chapter two (subsection 2.3.1) I will illustrate the various ways plausibility is achieved already at the inner level (off-line) of thinking of the abductive
human agent; I will also consider the so-called strategical plausibility, where
abductions are adopted without any need of the empirical inductive tests;
2. in chapter three (section 3.6) I will describe how the on-line interplay between
internal and external representations, both mimetic and creative, guarantees
to abductive cognition a continuous multimodal confrontation with respect to
something external to the individual brain activity, thanks to the dynamical interaction between the meaningful semiotic internal resources and devices and
the externalized semiotic materiality already stocked in the environment. It is in
this interplay that both the abductive result and its plausibility grow;
3. in this light the experimental test properly involved in the Peircean evaluation
phase, which for many scholars reflects in the most acceptable way the idea of
abduction as inference to the best explanation, enters a subclass of the processes
of adoption of abductive hypotheses. Hence, this experimental test can be acceptably considered external to the nature of abductive cognition, and inductive
in its essence.
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Let us come back to the problem of evaluation. In a subclass of cognitive tasks,
especially the ones that aim at honoring the rational or epistemic value of empirical
evidence and of scientific mentality or methods (for example in science and medical diagnosis), to achieve the best explanation involves having or establishing a set
of criteria for evaluating the competing explanatory hypotheses reached by creative
or selective abduction, also contemplating the experimental test. The combinatorial
explosion of alternatives that has to be considered makes the task of finding the best
explanation (as I have already said, in the sense of the provisionally most acceptable explanation) very costly. Peirce surely thinks abduction has to be explanatory,
but also capable of experimental verification (that is evaluated inductively, cf. the
model above), and economic (this includes the cost of verifying the hypothesis, its
basic value, and other factors). Evaluation has a multi-dimensional and comparative
character. Following Peirce the economics of abduction is driven in turn by three
common factors: the cost of testing [Peirce, 1931-1958, 1.120], the intrinsic appeal
of the hypothesis, e.g., its simplicity, [5.60 and 6.532], where simplicity seems to
be a matter of naturalness [2.740]; and the consequences that a hypothesis might
have for future research, especially if the hypothesis proposed were to break down
[7.220].
Consilience [Thagard, 1988] can measure how much a hypothesis explains, so it
can be used to determine whether one hypothesis explains more of the evidence (for
instance, in diagnosis empirical or patient data) than another: thus, it deals with a
form of corroboration. In this way a hypothesis is considered more consilient than
another if it explains more “important” (as opposed to “trivial”) data than the others
do. In inferring the best explanation, the aim is not the sheer amount of data explained, but its relative significance. The assessment of relative importance presupposes that an inquirer has a rich background knowledge about the kinds of criteria
that concern the data. The evaluation is strongly influenced by Ockham’s razor: simplicity too can be highly relevant when discriminating between competing explanatory hypotheses; for example, it deals with the problem of the level of conceptual
complexity of hypotheses when their consiliences are equal.
Explanatory criteria are needed because the rejection of a hypothesis requires
demonstrating that a competing hypothesis provides a better explanation. Clearly,
in some cases – for instance when choosing scientific hypotheses or theories, where
the role of “explanation” is dominant – conclusions are reached according to rational criteria such as consilience or simplicity. In [Magnani, 2001b, chapter four]
I have illustrated that in the case of selecting diagnostic hypotheses the epistemic
reasons are dominant, whereas, in the case of selecting therapies, epistemic reasons
are of course intertwined with pragmatic and ethical reasons, which will play a very
important role. Hence, in reasoning to the best explanation, motivational, ethical or
pragmatic criteria cannot be neglected. Indeed the context suggests that they are unavoidable: as we have just mentioned, this is for example true in some part of medical reasoning (in therapy planning), but scientists that must discriminate between
competing scientific hypotheses or competing scientific theories have to recognize
that sometimes they too are conditioned by motivationally biasing their inferences
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to the best explanation. Some epistemologists, like [Kuhn, 1962] and [Feyerabend,
1975], argued that in science these extra-rational motivation are unavoidable.
For example, the so-called theory of explanatory coherence [Thagard, 1989;
Thagard, 1992] introduces seven ideal principles of plausibility that occurs in the
acceptation of new hypotheses and theories in science;31 the theory is susceptible to
be treated at the computational level using a local connectionist network.
Josephson has stressed that evaluation in abductive reasoning has to be referred
to the following criteria
1.
2.
3.
4.

How a hypothesis surpasses the alternatives.
How the hypothesis is good in itself.
Its confidence in the accuracy of the data.
How thorough was the search for alternative explanations [Josephson, 1998].

There is no agreement about which preference criteria to adopt. [Hendricks and
Faye, 1999], speak, in the case of science, about correctness (concerning the world
that it is investigating), empirical adequacy, simplicity (different kinds of), unification, consistency, practical usability, economy. [Poole and Rowen, 1990] list several
criteria that have been proposed in the literature and it can be shown that some of
these preference criteria are conflicting, i.e. in the same situation, they favor different conjectures. The problem is that all the proposed criteria do not work in all
situations: they are in some sense context dependent. For instance, the (syntactic)
criterion of minimality described by the sentential models of abduction (cf. the following section), is useless when the conjecture at hand is (syntactically) as simple
as the conflicting conjectures.
We can also use mathematical probability to select among hypotheses evaluating
them (Bayes’s Theorem itself can be viewed as a modality for weighing alternative
hypotheses [Krauss et al., 1999], of course in case the appropriate knowledge of
probabilities is present).32
The epistemological model (ST-model) I have previously illustrated should also
be regarded as a very simple and schematic illustration of scientific theory change.
In this case selective abduction is replaced by creative abduction and there exists
a set of competing theories instead of diagnostic hypotheses. Furthermore the language of background scientific knowledge should be regarded as open: in the case
of competing theories, as they are studied using the epistemology of theory change,
we cannot – contrary to Popper’s initial viewpoint [Popper, 1959] – reject a theory
simply because it fails occasionally. If for example such a theory is simpler and
31

32

The theory also fruitfully applies, with slight modifications, to many other fields like conceptual combination; adversarial problem-solving, when one has to infer an opponent’s intentions;
analogical reasoning; jury decisions in murder trials: contemporary debates about why the dinosaurs became extinct; psychological experiments on how beginning students learn physics;
ethical deliberation; emotional decision.
On the relationiships between probabilism and explanationism and on the fact that probabilism
is not appropriate to model abductive reasoning of actual individual human agents cf. [Gabbay
and Woods, 2005, chapter six].
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explains more significant data than its competitors, then it can be accepted as the
best explanation.33
As already stressed, in accordance with the epistemological model previously
illustrated, medical reasoning may be broken down into two different phases: first,
patient data is abstracted and used to select hypotheses, that is hypothetical solutions
of the patient’s problem (selective abduction phase); second, these hypotheses provide the starting conditions for forecasts of expected consequences which should be
compared to the patient’s data in order to evaluate (corroborate or eliminate) those
hypotheses which they come from (deduction-induction cycle).
If we consider the epistemological model as an illustration of medical diagnostic
reasoning, the modus tollens is very efficacious because of the fixedness of language
that expresses the background medical knowledge: a hypothesis that fails can nearly
always be rejected immediately.
When Buchanan illustrates the old epistemological method of induction by elimination (and its computational meaning, evident if we add a “heuristic search”, to
limit the exhaustive enumeration of the derived hypotheses), first advanced by Bacon and Hooke and developed later on by John Stuart Mill, he is referring implicitly
to my epistemological framework in terms of abduction, deduction and induction,
as illustrative of medical diagnostic reasoning:
The method of systematic exploration is [. . . ] very like the old method of induction by
elimination. Solutions to problems can be found and proved correct, in this view, by
enumerating possible solutions and refuting all but one. Obviously the method is used
frequently in contemporary science and medicine, and is as powerful as the generator
of possibilities. According to Laudan, however, the method of proof by eliminative
induction, advanced by Bacon and Hooke, was dropped after Condillac, Newton, and
LeSage argued successfully that it is impossible to enumerate exhaustively all the hypotheses that could conceivably explain a set of events. The force of the refutation
lies in the open-endedness of the language of science. Within a fixed language the
method reduces to modus tollens [. . . ]. The computational method known as heuristic search is in some sense a revival of those old ideas of induction by elimination,
but with machine methods of generation and search substituted for exhaustive enumeration. Instead of enumerating all sentences in the language of science and trying each one in turn, a computer program can use heuristics enabling it to discard
large classes of hypotheses and search only a small number of remaining possibilities
[Buchanan, 1985, pp. 97–98].

33

Rigourously speaking, [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 137] usefully point out the following
general result concerning abduction, which further stresses its ignorance preserving character:
“If (H) is the conclusion of and abductive inference and H is subsequently shown to be false, this
discredits neither the conclusion C(H) nor the conclusion H c . Corollary 5.12(a) This shows the
importance of recognizing that the conclusions of abductions imbed (often implicitly) temporal
parameters.” [The meaning of the notations C(H) and H c is explained in the following chapter,
subsection 2.1.1].
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Sentential abduction can be rendered in different ways. For example, in the syllogistic framework we have just described abduction is considered like something
propositional and as a type of fallacious reasoning. If we want to model abduction
in a computational logic-based system, the fundamental operation is search [Thagard, 1996]. When there is a problem to solve, we usually face several possibilities
(hypotheses) and we have to select the suitable one (cf. selective abduction, above).
Accomplishing the assigned task requires that we have to search through the space
of possible solutions to find the desired one. In this situation we have to rely on
heuristics, that are rules of thumb expressed in sentential terms that help in arriving at satisfactory choices without considering all the possibilities. An example of
simple heuristic could be a rule like “Wear green socks with white pants but not
with blue pants”. The famous concept of heuristic search, which is at the basis of
many computational systems based on propositional rules (cf. chapter two, section
2.7) can perform this kind of sentential abduction (selective). Of course other computational tools can be used to this aim, like neural and probabilistic networks, and
frames-like representations.
Another important way of modeling abduction in a sentential way resorts to the
development of suitable logical systems, that in turn are computationally exploitable
in the area of the so-called logic programming (cf. section 1.4.1, below).
Many attempts have been made to model abduction by developing some formal
tools in order to illustrate its computational properties and the relationships with
the different forms of deductive reasoning (see, for example, [Bylander et al., 1991;
Console et al., 1991; Console and Torasso, 1991; Coz and Pietrsykowski, 1986;
Raedt and Bruynooghe, 1991; Jackson, 1989; Kakas et al., 1993; Konolige, 1992;
Josephson and Josephson, 1994; Levesque, 1989; O’Rorke, 1994; Poole, 1988;
Reiter, 1987; Reiter and de Kleer, 1991; Shanahan, 1989]).
Some of the formal models of abductive reasoning, for instance [Boutilier and
Becher, 1995], are based on the theory of the epistemic state of an agent [Alchourrón et al., 1985; Gärdenfors, 1988; Gärdenfors, 1992], where the epistemic
state of an individual is modeled as a consistent set of beliefs that can change by
expansion and contraction (belief revision framework).34
Deductive models of abduction may be characterized as follows. An explanation
for β relative to background theory T will be any α that, together with T , entails
β (normally with the additional condition that α ∪ T be consistent). Such theories
are usually generalized in many directions: first of all by showing that explanations entail their conclusions only in a defeasible way (there are many potential
explanations), thus joining the whole area of so-called nonmonotonic logic or of
probabilistic treatments; second, trying to show how some of the explanations are
relatively implausible, elaborating suitable technical tools (for example in terms
of modal logic) able to capture the notion of preference among explanations (cf.
Figure 1.4).
34

Levi’s theory of suppositional reasoning is also related to the problem of “belief change”
[Levi, 1996].
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DEDUCTIVE MODELS
OF ABDUCTION

Generalizations

An explanation for E
relative to background
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(there are many potential
explanations) - Nonmonotonicity -

Fig. 1.4 Deductive models of abductive reasoning

Hence, we may require that an explanation makes the observation simply sufficiently probable [Pearl, 1988] or that the explanations that are more likely will be
the “preferred” explanations: the involvement of a cat in breaking the glass can be
considered less probable than the effect of wind. Finally, the deductive model of
abduction does not authorize us to explain facts that are inconsistent with the background theory notwithstanding the fact that these explanations are very important
and ubiquitous, for instance in diagnostic applications, where the facts to be explained contradict the expectation that the system involved is working according to
specification.
[Boutilier and Becher, 1995] provide a formal account of the whole question
in term of belief revision: if believing A is sufficient to induce belief in B, then
A (epistemically) explains B; the situation can be semantically illustrated in terms
of an ordering of plausibility or normality which is able to represent the epistemic state of an agent. The conflicting observations will require explanations that
compel the agent to withdraw its beliefs (hypotheses), and the derived conditional
logic is able to account for explanations of facts that conflict with the existing beliefs. The authors are able to reconstruct, within their framework, the two main
paradigms of model-based diagnosis, abductive [Poole, 1988; Poole, 1991], and
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WITHDRAWN BEFORE D CAN BE
ACCOMODATED: K · D

Fig. 1.5 Belief-revision

consistency-based [de Kleer et al., 1990; Reiter, 1987], providing an alternative
semantics for both in terms of a plausibility ordering over possible worlds.
Let us resume the kinds of change considered in the original belief revision
framework (see Figure 1.5). The expansion of a set of beliefs K taken from some
underlying language (considered to be the closure of some finite set of premise KB,
or knowledge base, so K = Cn(KB)) by a piece of new information A is the belief
set K + A = Cn(K ∪ A). The addition happens “regardless” of whether the larger set
is consistent. The case of revision happens when K |= ¬A, that is when the new A is
inconsistent with K and we want to maintain consistency: some beliefs in K must be
withdrawn before A can be accommodated: K · A. The problem is that it is difficult
to detect which part of K has to be withdrawn. The least “entrenched” beliefs in K
should be withdrawn and A added to the “contracted” set of beliefs. The loss of information has to be as small as possible so that “no belief is given up unnecessarily”
[Gärdenfors, 1988]. Hence, inconsistency resolution in belief revision framework is
captured by the concept of revision. Another way of belief change is the process of
contraction. When a belief set K is contracted by A, the resulting belief set K + A is
such that A is no longer held, without adding any new fact.35
35

[Aliseda, 1997; Aliseda, 2000] makes use of the belief revision framework to construct a theory
of the epistemic transition between the states of doubt and belief able to account for many
aspects of abductive reasoning. On the relationships between belief revision dynamics in data
bases and abduction cf. [Aravindan and Dung, 1995].
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After having explained the distinction between predictive explanations and
“might” explanations, that merely allow an observation, and do not predict it,
Boutilier and Becher show in the cited article how model-based diagnoses can be
accounted for in terms of their new formal model of belief revision.
The abductive model-based reasoning36 [Poole, 1988; Poole, 1991; Brewka,
1989] illustrated by some models, such as Poole’s Theorist, allows many possible explanations, weak and predictive (so presenting a paraconsistent behavior: a
non-predictive hypothesis can explain both a proposition and its negation). This old
model, embedded in the new formal framework, acquires the possibility of discriminating certain explanations as preferred to others.
Reiter’s consistency-based diagnosis [Reiter, 1987] is devoted to ascertain why a
correctly designed system is not working according to its features. Because certain
components may fail, the system description also contains some abnormality predicates (the absence of them will render the description inconsistent with an observation of an incorrect behavior). The consistency-based diagnosis concerns any set of
components whose abnormality makes the observation consistent with the description of the system. A principle of parsimony is also introduced to capture the idea of
preferred explanations/diagnoses. Since the presence of fault models renders Reiter’s
framework incorrect, new more complicated notions are introduced in [de Kleer et
al., 1990], where the presence of a complete fault model ensures that predictive explanations may be given for “every” abnormal observation. Without any description
of correct behavior any observation is consistent with the assumption that the system works correctly. Hence, a complete model of correct behavior is necessary if we
want the consistency-based diagnosis to be useful.
The idea of consistency that underlies some of the recent deductive consistencybased models of selective abduction (diagnostic reasoning) is the following: any
inconsistency (anomalous observation) refers to an aberrant behavior that can usually be accounted for by finding some set of components of a system that, if behaving abnormally, will entail or justify the actual observation. The observation is
anomalous because it contradicts the expectation that the system involved is working
according to specification. This types of deductive model go beyond the mere treatment of selective abduction in terms of preferred explanations and include the role
of those components whose abnormality makes the observation (no longer anomalous) consistent with the description of the system [Boutilier and Becher, 1995;
Magnani, 2001a].
Without doubt the solution given by Boutilier and Becher furnishes a more
satisfying qualitative account of the choice among competing explanations than
Gärdenfors’ in terms of “epistemic entrenchment”37 which tries to capture the idea
of an ordering of beliefs according to our willingness to withdraw them when

36
37

Please distinguish here the technical use of the attribute model-based from the epistemologicalcognitive one I am introducing in this chapter.
Which of course may change over time or with the state of belief.
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necessary. Moreover, the new formal account in terms of belief revision is very powerful in shedding new light on the old model-based accounts of diagnostic reasoning.
The framework of belief revision is sometimes called coherence approach [Doyle,
1992]. In this approach, it is important that the agent holds some beliefs just as long
as they are consistent with the agent’s remaining beliefs. Inconsistent beliefs do
not describe any world, and so are unproductive; moreover, the changes must be
epistemologically conservative in the sense that the agent maintains as many of its
beliefs as possible when it adjusts its beliefs to the new information. It is contrasted
to the foundations approach, according to which beliefs change as the agent adopts
or abandons satisfactory reasons (or justifications). This approach is exemplified by
the well-known “reason maintenance systems” (RMS) or “truth maintenance systems” (TMS) [Doyle, 1979], elaborated in the area of artificial intelligence to cooperate with an external problem solver. In this approach, the role of inconsistencies
is concentrated on the negations able to invalidate justifications of beliefs; moreover, as there are many similarities between reasoning with incomplete information
and acting with inconsistent information, the operations of RMS concerning revision directly involve logical consistency, seeking to solve a conflict among beliefs.
The operations of dependency-directed backtracking (DDB) are devoted to this aim:
RMS informs DDB whenever a contradiction node (for instance a set of beliefs) becomes believed, then DDB attempts to remove reasons and premises, only to defeat
nonmonotonic assumptions: “If the argument for the contradiction node does not
depend on any of these (i.e., it consists entirely of monotonic reasons), DDB leaves
the contradiction node in place as a continuing belief” [Doyle, 1992, p. 36], so leaving the conflicting beliefs intact if they do not depend on defeasible assumptions,
and presenting a paraconsistent behavior.
Both in the coherence and foundations approach the changes of state have to be
epistemologically conservative: as already said above the agent maintains as many
of its beliefs as possible when it adjusts its beliefs to the new information, thus following Quine’s idea of “minimun mutilation” [Quine, 1979]. We have now to notice
some limitations of the formal models in accounting for other kinds of inconsistencies embedded in many reasoning tasks.
This kind of sentential frameworks exclusively deals with selective abduction (diagnostic reasoning)38 and relates to the idea of preserving consistency. Exclusively
considering the sentential view of abduction does not enable us to say much about
creative processes in science, and, therefore, about the nomological and most interesting creative aspects of abduction. It mainly refers to the selective (diagnostic)
aspects of reasoning and to the idea that abduction is mainly an inference to the best
explanation [Magnani, 2001b]: when used to express the creative events it is either
empty or replicates the well-known Gestalt model of radical innovation. It is empty
because the sentential view stops any attempt to analyze the creative processes: the
38

As previously indicated, it is important to distinguish between selective (abduction that merely
selects from an encyclopedia of pre-stored hypotheses), and creative abduction (abduction that
generates new hypotheses).
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event of creating something new is considered so radical and instantaneous that its
irrationality is immediately involved.39
Already in the Peircean syllogistic and sentential initial conception of abduction – as the fallacy of affirming the consequent, we immediately see it is perfectly
compatible with the Gestalt model of discovery. In the syllogistic model the event
of creating something new (for example a new concept) is considered external to
the logical process, so radical and instantaneous that its irrationality is immediately
involved. In this case the process is not considered as algorithmic: “the abductive
suggestion comes to us like a flash. It is an act of insight, although of extremely
fallible insight” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.181]. Moreover, Peirce considers abduction
as “a capacity of guessing right”, and a “mysterious guessing power” common to all
scientific research [Peirce, 1931-1958, 6.530].
Notwithstanding its non-algorithmic character it is well known that for Peirce
abduction is an inferential process (for an explanation of the exact meaning of the
word “inference” cf. below section 1.5). Hence abduction has to be considered as
a kind of ampliative inference that, as already stressed, is not logical and truth preserving: indeed valid deduction does not yield any new information, for example
new hypotheses previously unknown: abduction
[. . . ] is logical inference [. . . ] having a perfectly definite logical form. [. . . ] The form
of inference, therefore, is this:
The surprising fact, C, is observed;
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course,
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.188-189, 7.202].

C is true of the actual world and it is surprising, a kind of state of doubt we are not
able to account for by using our available knowledge. C can be simply a novel phenomenon or may be in conflict with the background knowledge, that is anomalous.
To conclude, if we want to provide a suitable framework for analyzing the most
interesting cases of conceptual change in science we do not have to limit ourselves
39

Research into the logic of abduction has increased over recent years. I have edited special issues of journals and proceedings which present various articles on this subject. [Reyes et al.,
2006] propose a notion of abductive problems, N-abductive, which helps to provide an effective procedure for finding abductive solutions in first-order logic, by means of a modification
of Beth’s tableaux. [Carnielli, 2006] shows that the robust logics of formal inconsistency, a
particular category of paraconsistent logics which permit the internalization of the concepts of
consistency and inconsistency inside the object language, provide simple and yet powerful techniques for automatic abduction; moreover, the whole procedure is capable of automatization by
means of the tableau proof-procedures available for such logics. [Inoue and Sakama, 2006]
focus on the problem of identifying the equivalence of two abductive theories represented
in first-order logic. [Bharathan and Josephson, 2006] suggest taking advantage of the specific
structure of abductive reasoning to identify revision candidates among earlier beliefs, to propose specific revisions, to select among possible revisions, and to make the requisite changes to
the system of beliefs; these adjustments are performed through meta-abductive processing over
the recorded steps in an abductive agent’s reasoning trace. Finally, on algorithms for diagnostic reasoning cf. [Luan et al., 2006; Shangmin et al., 2007], on abduction and counterfactuals
and conditionals cf. [Pizzi, 2006; Pizzi, 2007], on abduction and fallacies cf. [Woods, 2007;
Woods, 2010].
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to the sentential view of theoretical abduction but we have to consider a broader
inferential one which encompasses both sentential and what I call model-based sides
of creative abduction (see, for details, section 1.5 below). The abductive inference
includes all the operations whereby hypotheses and theories are constructed [Peirce,
1931-1958, 5.590] (see also [Hintikka, 1998]).

1.4.1

Abduction and Induction in Logic Programming

The syllogistic account of abduction we described above is the starting point of
much research in AI and logic programming devoted to perform tasks such as
diagnosis in medical reasoning and planning. In these logical and computational
accounts abduction and induction are considered as separate forms of reasoning
related to different tasks. Consequently, the distinction is very variable, contextdependent and different from the one we have seen operating in Peircean texts
(where, as illustrated in subsection 1.3.2, abduction is especially – but not only viewed as hypothesis generation and induction as a logic of hypothesis evaluation).
In a classical book edited by [Flach and Kakas, 2000b], many interesting contributions are dedicated to the analysis of the distinction between abductive and
inductive reasoning.40 Usually in these types of research abductive hypotheses are
considered as providing explanations, and inductive hypotheses as providing generalizations: this explains, for example, why diagnosis is generally considered in
AI like abductive and concept learning from examples inductive.41 Usually abduction is regarded as reasoning from specific observations to their explanations, and
induction as a Millian enumerative induction from samples to general statements.
In the case of the abductive logic programming (ALP), and assuming a common first-order language, possible abductive hypotheses are built from specific nonobservable predicates Δ called abducibles (suitably distinguished from observable
predicates). The problem is to be able to “select” among the so-called abductive
extensions T (Δ p) of of T in which the given observation to be explained holds,
by selecting the corresponding formula Δ . On the contrary, in the case of inductive
logic programming (ILP) the problem is to “select” a generalizing hypothesis able
to entail additional observable information on unobserved individuals (that is predictions), finding new individuals for which the addition of the hypothesis to our
knowledge is necessary to derive some observable properties for them [Console and
Saitta, 2000]. In the first case the abductive explanation Δ needs a given theory T ,
so it is “relative” to a “certain” theory T from which it is produced. In the case of
induction the explanation does not depend on a particular theory: we can say that
“all the beans from this bag are white” (Peirce’s example, see above, subsection
1.3.1, this chapter), is an explanation for why the observed beans from the bag are
white: this explanation does is in accordance with a particular model of the “world
of beans” [Flach and Kakas, 2000a].
40
41

Cf. also the clear article by [Console et al., 1991].
An overview on the relationships between abduction and induction is given in [Bessant,
2000].Cf. also the various contributions given by Abe; Christiansen; Inoue and Haneda;
Mooney; Poole; Psillos; Sakama; Yamamoto, in [Flach and Kakas, 2000b].
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Moreover, we can say that abductions explain a phenomenon by indicating enabling conditions like causes (this explains the fact that abduction needs a domain
theory, often a causal theory, while induction does not):42
If we want to explain, for instance, that the light appears in a bulb when we turn a
switch on, an inductive explanation would say that this is because it happened hundreds of time before, whereas the abductive one can supply an explanation in terms
of the electric current flowing into the bulb filament. If, at some moment, turning the
switch on does not let the light bulbs starts burning, the inductive explanation just fails,
whereas the abductive one can supply hints for understanding what happened and for
suggesting remedies [Console and Saitta, 2000].

Hence, the two kinds of explanations are very different and distinct, induction firstly
aims at providing generalizations, abduction explanations of particular observations.
In Console and Saitta’s terms, abductive reasoning extends the intension of known
individuals (because abducible properties are rendered true for these individuals,
for example by providing new situated “samples”, which offer chances for further
knowledge – cf. above the considerations I have illustrated at p. 14), without having a genuine generalization impact on the observables (it does not increase their
extension).43
Another interpretation of the distinction between abduction and induction is
given by [Josephson, 2000]. Following his point of view all inferences to the best explanation have to be considered as kinds of “smart” reasoning. In Josephson’s terms
induction and abduction are not distinct processes: the inductive generalization is
a type of inference that points to some best explanation, so it can be considered as
a kind of abduction (he agrees with the use of the term abduction according to the
second meaning we previously illustrated, the one including generating – or selecting – and evaluating hypotheses). “Smart” inductive generalizations (or inductive
hypotheses) do not explain “particular” observations but the frequencies with which
the observations emerge, like in the well known AI case of “concept learning from
examples”: “An observed frequency is explained by giving a causal story that explains how the frequency came to be the way it was. This causal story typically
42

43

The role of the causal-hypothetical reasoning is central in modern science: Galileo was already
perfectly aware of this fact. He insists that interesting conclusions which reach far beyond experience can be derived from few experiments because “[. . . ] the knowledge of a single fact
acquired through a discovery of its cause prepares the mind to understand and ascertain other
facts without need to recourse to experiment” [Galilei, 1914, p. 296]: in the case of his study
of projectiles, once we know that their path is a parabola, we can derive using only pure mathematics, that their maximum range is 45◦ . Moreover, Newton says, using the ancient notion of
“analysis”: “By this way of analysis we may proceed from compounds to ingredients, and from
motions to the forces producing them; and in general, from effects to their causes, and from
particular causes to more general ones, [. . . ] and the synthesis consists in assuming the causes
discovered, and established as principles, and by them explaining the phenomena proceeding
from them, and proving the explanations” [Newton, 1721, p. 380 ff.].
Further results on the interaction and/or integration of abduction and induction in AI complex
theory development tasks are given in [Michalski, 1993] – in terms of coexistence; [Dimopoulos
and Kakas, 1996; Ourston and Mooney, 1994] – in terms of cooperation; [O’Rorke, 1994;
Thompson and Mooney, 1994; Kakas and Riguzzi, 1997] – on the role of inducing and learning
in abductive theories.
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includes both the method of drawing the sample, and the population frequency in
some reference class”.
When inductive hypothesis are “smart” or “good” they are so because they are
inferences to the best generalization-explanation of the sample frequencies, so they
can be considered as a kind of abduction. As a consequence of his ideas on abduction
and induction, Josephson concludes by arguing that the computational programs for
inductive generalizations have to be constructed abductively.

1.5
1.5.1

Model-Based Creative Abduction
Conceptual Change and Creative Reasoning in Science

The sentential models of theoretical abduction are limited, because they do not capture various reasoning tasks [Magnani, 1999]:44
1. the role of statistical explanations, where what is explained follows only probabilistically and not deductively from the laws and other tools that do the explaining;
2. the sufficient conditions for explanation;
3. the fact that sometimes the explanations consist of the application of schemas
that fit a phenomenon into a pattern without realizing a deductive inference;
4. the idea of the existence of high-level kinds of creative abductions;
5. the existence of model-based abductions (cf. the following section);
6. the fact that explanations usually are not complete but only furnish partial accounts of the pertinent evidence [Thagard and Shelley, 1997];
7. the fact that one of the most important virtues of a new scientific hypothesis
(or of a scientific theory) is its power of explaining new, previously unknown
facts: “[. . . ] these facts will be [. . . ] unknown at the time of the abduction, and
even more so must the auxiliary data which help to explain them be unknown.
Hence these future, so far unknown explananda, cannot be among the premises
of an abductive inference” [Hintikka, 1998], observations become real and explainable only by means of new hypotheses and theories, once discovered by
abduction.
We will see in the following subsection that it is in terms of model-based abductions
(and not in terms of sentential abductions) that we have to think for example of the
case of a successful synthesis of two earlier theoretical frameworks which might even
have seemed incompatible. The old epistemological view sees Einstein’s theory as an
attempt to “explain” certain anomalies and facts such as the Michelson-Morley experiment: “The most instructive way of looking at Einstein’s discovery is to see it as
44

Important developments in the field of logical models of abduction – also touching some related problems in artificial intelligence (AI) and devoted to overcome the limitations above –
are illustrated in [Flach and Kakas, 2000b] and in [Gabbay and Kruse, 2000; Gabbay and
Woods, 2005; Gabbay and Woods, 2006]. Cf. also the recent papers contained in the collections
[Magnani et al., 2002a; Magnani, 2006c].
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a way of reconciling Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory with Newtonian mechanics
[. . . ] it would be ridiculous to say that Einstein’s theory ‘explains’ Maxwell’s theory any more than it ‘explains’ Newton’s laws of motion” [Hintikka, 1998, p. 510].
This kind of abductive movement does not have that immediate explanatory effect
illustrated by the sentential models of abduction: the new framework usually does
not “explain” the previous ones but provides a very radical new perspective.
If we want to deal with the nomological and most interesting creative aspects of
abduction we are first of all compelled to consider the whole field of the growth of
scientific knowledge cited above.
We have anticipated that abduction has to be an inference permitting the derivations of new hypotheses and beliefs. Some explanations consist of certain facts (initial conditions) and universal generalizations (that is scientific laws) that deductively
entail a given fact (observation), as showed by Hempel in his law covering model
of scientific explanation [Hempel, 1966]: in this case the argument starts with the
true premises and deduces the explained event. If T is a theory illustrating the background knowledge (a scientific or common sense theory) the sentence α explains
the fact (observation) β just when α ∪ T |= β , it is difficult to govern the question
involving nomological and causal aspects of abduction and explanation in the framework of the belief revision illustrated in the previous section: we would have to deal
with a kind of belief revision that permits us to alter a theory with new conditionals.
We may also see belief change (cf. the above section 1.4) from the point of view
of conceptual change, considering concepts either cognitively, like mental structures
analogous to data structures in computers, or, epistemologically, like abstractions or
representations that presuppose questions of justification. Belief revision is able to
represent cases of conceptual change such as adding a new instance, adding a new
weak rule, adding a new strong rule (see [Thagard, 1992], that is, cases of addition
and deletion of beliefs, but fails to take into account cases such as adding a new partrelation, adding a new kind-relation, adding a new concept, collapsing part of a kindhierarchy, reorganizing hierarchies by branch jumping and tree switching, in which
there are reorganizations of concepts or redefinitions of the nature of a hierarchy.
Let us consider concepts as composite structures akin to frames of the following
sort:
CONCEPT:
A kind of:
Subkinds:
A part of:
Parts:
Synonyms:
Antonyms:
Rules:
Instances:
It is important to emphasize (1) kind and part-whole relations that institute hierarchies, and (2) rules that express factual information more complex than simple slots.
To understand the cases of conceptual revolutions we need to illustrate how concepts
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can fit together into conceptual systems and what is involved in the replacement of
such systems. Conceptual systems can be viewed as ordered into kind-hierarchies
and linked to each other by rules.
Adding new part-relations occurs when in the part-hierarchy new parts are discovered: an example is given by the introduction of new molecules, atoms, and subatomic particles. Thomson’s discovery that the “indivisible” atom contains electrons
was very sensational.
Adding new kind-relations occurs when it is added a new superordinate kind
that combines two or more things previously taken to be distinct. In the nineteenth
century scientists recognized that electricity and magnetism were the same and constructed the new concept of electromagnetism. Another case is shown by differentiation, that is the making of a new distinction that generates two kinds of things (heat
and temperature were considered the same until the Black’s intervention).
The last three types of conceptual change can be illustrated by the following
examples. The Newtonian abandon of the Aristotelian distinction between natural
and unnatural motion exemplifies the collapse of part of the kind-hierarchy. Branch
jumping occurred when the Copernican revolution involved the recategorization of
the earth as a kind of planet, when previously it had been considered special, but
also when Darwin reclassified humans as a kind of animal. Finally, we have to say
that Darwin not only reclassified humans as animals, he modified the meaning of
the classification itself. This is a case of hierarchical tree redefinition:
Whereas before Darwin kind was a notion primarily of similarity, his theory made
it a historical notion: being of common descent becomes at least as important to
being in the same kind as surface similarity. Einstein’s theory of relativity changed
the nature of part-relations, by substituting ideas of space-time for everyday notions
of space and time [Thagard, 1992, p. 36].
These last cases are the most evident changes occurring in many kinds of creative
reasoning in science, when adopting a new conceptual system is more complex than
mere belief revision. Related to some of these types of scientific conceptual change
are different varieties of model-based abductions. In these cases the hypotheses
“transcend” the vocabulary of the evidence language, as opposed to the cases of
simple inductive generalizations: the most interesting case of creative abduction is
called by [Hendricks and Faye, 1999] trans-paradigmatic abduction. This is the case
where the fundamental ontological principles given by the background knowledge
are violated, and the new discovered hypothesis transcends the immediate empirical
agreement between the two paradigms, like for example in the well-known case of
the abductive discovery of totally new physical concepts during the transition from
classical mechanics to quantum mechanics.
To conclude, I have already said that, if we want to provide a suitable framework
for analyzing the most interesting cases of conceptual change in science we do not
have to limit ourselves to the sentential view of abduction but we have to consider
a broader inferential one which encompasses both sentential and what I call modelbased sides of creative abduction.
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1.5.2

Model-Based Abduction and Its External Dimension

The last cases of creative reasoning in science we have just illustrated demonstrate
the radical conjectural character of the new concepts and the incommensurability as
regarding previous ones, that is the cases in which “revolutionary” changes happen
and the most “counterinductive” acts can become visible. The analysis of modelbased conceptual change helps us to study the revolutionary changes of science:
different varieties of what I call model-based abduction are related to some of these
types of conceptual change.
From Peirce’s philosophical point of view, all thinking is in signs, and signs can
be icons, indices or symbols. Moreover, all inference is a form of sign activity,45
where the word sign includes “feeling, image, conception, and other representation”
[Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.283], and, in Kantian words, all synthetic forms of cognition.46 That is, a considerable part of the thinking activity is model-based. Of course
model-based reasoning acquires its peculiar creative relevance when embedded in
abductive processes, so that we can individuate a model-based abduction. Hence,
we must think in terms of model-based abduction (and not in terms of sentential abduction) to explain complex processes like scientific conceptual change. Different
varieties of model-based abductions [Magnani, 1999] are related to the high-level
types of scientific conceptual change (see, for instance, [Thagard, 1992]).
For Peirce [Anderson, 1986] a Kantian keyword is synthesis, where the intellect constitutes in its forms and in a harmonic way all the material delivered by the
senses. Surely Kant did not consider synthesis as a form of inference but, notwithstanding the obvious differences,47 I think synthesis can be related to the Peircean
concept of inference, and, consequently, of abduction. After all, when describing the
ways the intellect follows to unify and constitute phenomena through imagination
Kant himself makes use of the term rule “Thus we think a triangle as an object, in
that we are conscious of the combination of the straight lines according to a rule by
which such an intuition can always be represented” [Kant, 1929, A140, B179-180,
p. 182], and also of the term procedure “This representation of a universal procedure of imagination in providing an image for a concept, I entitle the schema of
this concept” [Kant, 1929, A140, B179-180, p. 182]. We know that rules and procedures represent the central features of the modern concept of inference. Moreover,
according to Peirce, the central question of philosophy is “how synthetical reasoning
is possible [. . . ]. This is the lock upon the door of philosophy” [Peirce, 1931-1958,
5.348], and the mind presents a tendency to unify the aspects which are exhibited
by phenomena: “the function of conception is to reduce the manifold of sensuous
impressions to unity” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 1.545].
45
46

47

Cf. also [Fischer, 2001].
Also in the perspective of Thom’s catastrophe theory, it is interesting to stress that signs are
forms in space-time in its Euclidean validity, as the basic framework of all human experience.
Consequently, “their spatio-temporal localization is one of the first factors to consider” [Thom,
1980, p. 270]. Cf. also this, book, chapter eight.
For example Peirce considers space and time themselves as products of synthesis and not as
forms of intuition [Davis, 1972].
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Most of these forms of constitution of phenomena are creative and, moreover,
characterized in a model-based way. Let me show some examples of model-based
inferences. It is well known the importance Peirce ascribed to diagrammatic thinking, as shown by his discovery of the powerful system of predicate logic based
on diagrams or “existential graphs”. As we have already stressed, Peirce considers inferential any cognitive activity whatever, not only conscious abstract thought;
he also includes perceptual knowledge and subconscious cognitive activity [Davis,
1972]. For instance in subconscious mental activities visual representations play an
immediate role.
We may also see belief change from the point of view of conceptual change, considering concepts either cognitively, like mental structures analogous to data structures in computers, or, epistemologically, like abstractions or representations that
presuppose questions of justification. Belief revision is able to represent cases of
conceptual change such as adding a new instance, adding a new weak rule, adding
a new strong rule [Thagard, 1992], that is, cases of addition and deletion of beliefs, but fails to take into account cases such as adding a new part-relation, adding
a new kind-relation, adding a new concept, collapsing part of a kind-hierarchy, reorganizing hierarchies by branch jumping and tree switching, in which there are
reorganizations of concepts or redefinitions of the nature of a hierarchy.
We should remember, as Peirce noted, that abduction plays a role even in relatively simple visual phenomena. Visual (or iconic) abduction [Magnani et al., 1994;
Magnani, 1996], a special form of non verbal abduction, occurs when hypotheses are instantly derived from a stored series of previous similar experiences. It
covers a mental procedure that tapers into a non-inferential one, and falls into the
category called “perception”. Philosophically,48 visual perception is viewed by
Peirce as a fast and uncontrolled knowledge-production procedure. Perception, in
this philosophical perspective, is a vehicle for the instantaneous retrieval of knowledge that was previously structured in our mind through more structured inferential processes. Peirce says: “Abductive inference shades into perceptual judgment
without any sharp line of demarcation between them” [Peirce, 1955c, p. 304]. By
perception, knowledge constructions are so instantly reorganized that they become
habitual and diffuse and do not need any further testing: “[. . . ] a fully accepted,
simple, and interesting inference tends to obliterate all recognition of the uninteresting and complex premises from which it was derived” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 7.37].
Many visual stimuli – that can be considered the “premises” of the involved abduction – are ambiguous, yet people are adept at imposing order on them: “We
readily form such hypotheses as that an obscurely seen face belongs to a friend of
ours, because we can thereby explain what has been observed” [Thagard, 1988, p.
53]. This kind of image-based hypothesis formation can be considered as a form
of what I have called visual [Magnani et al., 1994; Magnani, 1996] (or iconic)
abduction. Of course such subconscious visual abductions of everyday cognitive
behavior are not of particular importance but we know that in science they may
48

In philosophical tradition visual perception was viewed very often like a kind of inference [Kant,
1929; Fodor, 1983; Gregory, 1987; Josephson and Josephson, 1994]. On visual perception as
abduction and its semi-encapsulated character cf. subsection 5.5.2, chapter five of this book.
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be very significant and lead to interesting new discoveries [Magnani et al., 1994;
Shelley, 1996]. If perceptions are abductions they are withdrawable, just like the
scientific hypotheses abductively found. They are “hypotheses” about data we can
accept (sometimes this happens spontaneously) or carefully evaluate.
One more example is given by the fact that the perception of tone arises from the
activity of the mind only after having noted the rapidity of the vibrations of the sound
waves, but the possibility of individuating a tone happens only after having heard
several of the sound impulses and after having judged their frequency. Consequently
the sensation of pitch is made possible by previous experiences and cognitions stored
in memory, so that one oscillation of the air would not produce a tone.
To conclude, for Peirce all knowing is inferring and inferring is not instantaneous, it happens in a process that needs an activity of comparisons involving many
kinds of models in a more or less considerable lapse of time.49 As I will illustrate in
the first two sections 5.1 and 5.2 of chapter five this is not in contradiction with the
fact that for Peirce the inferential and abductive character of creativity is based on
the instinct (the mind is “in tune with nature”) but does not have anything to do with
irrationality and blind guessing. [Hanson, 1958, pp. 85-92] perfectly recognizes the
model-based side of abductive reasoning, when he relates (and reduces) it to the activity of “interpretation” (“pattern of discovery”) resorting to the well-known example of reversible perspective figures of Gestalt psychology. Unfortunately, this kind
of analysis inhibits the possibility of gaining further knowledge about model-based
reasoning. I think Hanson is inclined to consider the abductive event as instantaneous and not susceptible to further cognitive and epistemological examination.
All sensations or perceptions participate in the nature of a unifying hypothesis,
that is, in abduction, in the case of emotions too:
Thus the various sounds made by the instruments of the orchestra strike upon the ear,
and the result is a peculiar musical emotion, quite distinct from the sounds themselves.
This emotion is essentially the same thing as a hypothetic inference, and every hypothetic inference involved the formation of such an emotion [Peirce, 1931-1958, 2.643].

Also this example surely suggests that abductive movements have interesting extratheoretical effects (see the following chapter).50 Human beings and animals have
evolved in such a way that now they are able to recognize habitual and recurrent
events and to “emotionally” deal with them, like in cases of fear, that appears to be
a quick explanation that some events are dangerous. During the evolution such abductive types of recognition and explanation settled in their nervous systems: we can
abduce “fear” as a reaction to a possible external danger, but also when affronting a
different types of evidence, like in the case of “reading a thriller” [Oatley, 1996].
49
50

This corresponds to Peirce’s “philosophical” point of view, which delineates a very particular
meaning of the word “inference”, as illustrated above.
Considering emotions as abductions, [Oatley and Johnson-Laird, 2002] have proposed a cognitive theory of emotions largely based on Peircean intuitions. A different aim is pursued by
[O’Rorke and Ortony, 1992; O’Rorke, 1994]: using a computational tool implemented in PROLOG, AbMaL, and the situation calculus framework, they provide an abductive theory showing
how it is possible to construct explanations of emotional states.
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In all these examples Peirce is referring to a kind of hypothetical activity that is
inferential but not verbal, where “models” of feeling, seeing, hearing, etc., are very
efficacious when used to build both habitual abductions of everyday reasoning and
creative abductions of intellectual and scientific life (see Figure 1.6).
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Fig. 1.6 Model-based abduction

Following Nersessian [1995; 1999b], the term “model-based reasoning” is used
to indicate the construction and manipulation of various kinds of representations,
not mainly sentential and/or formal, but mental (visual imagistic, analogical, etc.)
and/or related to external mediators.51 She proposes the so-called cognitive history
and philosophy of science approach, which affords a reframing of the problem of
51

See also the recent analysis of the role of models in science given by [Giere, 1988; Giere,
1999; Harris, 1999; Suarez, 1999]. For an account on the role of models in the history of
recent philosophy of science cf. [Bailer-Jones, 1999]. [Zytkow, 1999; Winsberg, 1999] describe
some aspects of model construction in automated computational systems aimed at reproducing
scientific reasoning. On the mediating role of scientific models between theories and the real
world cf. [Morgan and Morrison, 1999]. Further, differences in novice and expert reasoning
skills in solving scientific problems (cf., e.g., [Chi et al., 1981]) provide evidence that skills in
modeling is something that develops with learning [Ippolito and Tweney, 1995]. More recent
research can be found in [Magnani, 2006f; Magnani and Li, 2007]. Moreover, Nersessian relates
model-based reasoning to some aspects of reasoning in terms of “mental models” described
by [Johnson-Laird, 1988; Johnson-Laird, 1993], and recently enriched her perspective in the
framework of distributed cognition cf. [Nersessian and Chandrasekharan, 2009; Nersessian and
Patton, 2009].
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conceptual formation and change in science that not only provides philosophical
insights but also pays attention to the practices employed by real human agents in
constructing, communicating and replacing representation of a domain. Common
examples of model-based reasoning are constructing and manipulating visual representations, thought experiment, analogical reasoning, but also the so-called “tunnel
effect” [Cornuéjols et al., 2000], occurring when models are built at the intersection
of some operational interpretation domain – with its interpretation capabilities – and
a new ill-known domain.
Although controversy arises as to whether there is any form of representation
other than strings of symbols, it is possible, following [Johnson-Laird, 1983] to
assume the existence of at least three kinds of mental representations:
1. propositional representations (strings of symbols such as “the pot is on the
table”);
2. mental models (structural analogs of real world or imagined situations, such as
a pot being on a table);
3. images (a mental model from a specific perspective, such as looking down on
the pot on the table from above).
We have to remember that visual and analogical reasoning are productive in scientific concept formation too, where the role they play in model-based abductive reasoning is very evident; scientific concepts do not pop out of heads, but are elaborated
in a problem-solving process that involves the application of various procedures:
this process is a reasoned process. Visual abduction, but also many kinds of abductions involving analogies, diagrams, thought experimenting, visual imagery, etc. in
scientific discovery processes, can be just called model-based. Additional considerations about the intersections between abduction and model-based reasoning (especially in experiment and thought experiment) are illustrated by [Gooding, 1990;
Gooding, 2006]: the ability to integrate information from various sources is crucial
to scientific inference and typical of all kinds of model-based reasoning also when
models and representations are “external”, like verbal accounts, drawings, various
artifacts, narratives, etc.
We know that scientific concept formation has been ignored because of the accepted view that no “logic of discovery” – either deductive, inductive, or abductive
algorithms for generating scientific knowledge – is possible.52 The methods of discovery involve use of heuristic procedures (Peirce was talking of creative abduction
52

It is well-known that Popper (and 3most of the philosophy of science tradition) confined scientific discovery to the realm of irrationality: “[. . . ] there is not such thing as a logical method
of having new ideas, or a logical reconstruction of this process. My view may be expressed by
saying that every discovery contains ‘an irrational element’, or a ‘creative intuition’, in Bergson’s sense” [Popper, 1959, p. 32]. This is also the case of the celebrated distinction between
“context of discovery” and “context of justification” [Reichenbach, 1938] I have quoted at the
beginning of this chapter. Rational analysis is only possible within the context of justification
(verification, corroboration, falsification).
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as the capacity and the “method” of making good conjectures);53 cognitive psychology, artificial intelligence, and computational philosophy have established that
heuristic procedures are reasoned (see the following section). Analogical reasoning is one such problem-solving procedure, and some reasoning from imagery is
a form of analogical reasoning: [Holyoak and Thagard, 1995] elaborated an analysis of analogical reasoning that encompasses psychological, computational, and
epistemological aspects. We have to remember that, among the various kinds of
model-based reasoning, analogy received particular attention from the point of view
of computational models designed to simulate aspects of human analogical thinking:
for example, Thagard, et al. have developed ARCS (Analog Retrieval by Constraint
Satisfaction; 1990) and ACME (Analogical Mapping by Constraint Satisfaction;
Holyoak and Thagard, 1989), computational programs that are built on the basis of
a multiconstraint theory.54 [Holyoak and Thagard, 1995].
Finally, by recognizing the role of model-based abduction the analysis of conceptual change can overcome the negative issues that come from the reductionist
theory of meaning and from the related incommensurability thesis, and illustrate the
various grades of commensurability that can be found when dealing with the roles of
model-based abduction in science. [Nersessian, 1998] exploits the representational
and constructive virtues of model-based reasoning and makes use of Giere’s general
idea that “modeling is not at all ancillary to doing science, but central to constructing accounts of the natural world” [1999]: she illustrates how model-based abduction can explain that concept transformation and creation involves the construction
of fluid and evolving frameworks that guarantee commensurability at many levels.
Manipulative abduction [Magnani, 2001b] – contrasted with theoretical abduction – happens when we are thinking through doing and not only, in a pragmatic
sense, about doing. For instance, when we are creating geometry constructing and
manipulating a triangle, like in the case given by Kant in the “Transcendental Doctrine of Method”. So the idea of manipulative abduction (cf. Figure 1.7) goes beyond
the well-known role of experiments as capable of forming new scientific laws by
means of the results (nature’s answers to the investigator’s question) they present,
or of merely playing a predictive role (in confirmation and in falsification). Manipulative abduction refers to an extra-theoretical behavior that aims at creating communicable accounts of new experiences to integrate them into previously existing
systems of experimental and linguistic (theoretical) practices. As I said above, the
existence of this kind of extra-theoretical cognitive behavior is also testified by the
53

54

Analogy and abduction are separate types of reasoning practices, mutually independent both
structurally and procedurally, but they are extremely useful in hypothesis-search in hypothesis
selection tasks [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 287].
On analogy cf. also the contributions by [Kolodner, 1993] (analogy as a form of case-based
reasoning in AI), [Davies and Goel, 2000; Nersessian et al., 1997; Davies et al., 2009] (visual
analogy in AI); [Gentner, 1982; Gentner, 1983; Gentner et al., 1997] (analogies and metaphors
in cognitive science and history of science), [Shelley, 1999] (analogy in archaeology). Many
theoretical and computational accounts of analogical reasoning have stressed the transfer of
relational knowledge. Causal and functional relationships have been the focus of many theories [Holyoak and Thagard, 1995; Holyoak and Thagard, 1997; Bhatta and Goel, 1997;
Falkenhainer, 1990; Winston, 1980] .
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Fig. 1.7 Manipulative abduction

many everyday situations in which humans are perfectly able to perform very efficacious (and habitual) tasks without the immediate possibility of realizing their
conceptual explanation.55 In the following sections manipulative abduction will be
considered from the perspective of the relationship between unexpressed knowledge
and external representations.
I would like to reiterate that it is important to note that my epistemological distinction between theoretical and manipulative abduction is based on the possibility
of separating the two aspects in actual cognitive processes, relying on the differentiation between off-line (theoretical, when only inner aspects are at stake) and on-line
(manipulative, where the interplay between internal and external aspects is fundamental). As Wheeler has recently observed, some thinkers like Esther Thelen and
Andy Clark have raised doubts about the on-line/off-line distinction “[. . . ] on the
grounds that no intelligent agent is (they claim) ever wholly on-line or wholly offline” [Wheeler, 2004, p. 707, footnote 14]. I contend that, even if manipulative/online cases exist in great numbers, there are also cognitive processes that seem to fall
into the class of off-line thinking, as we can simply introspectively recognize. Anyway, the distinction above is always rewarding from the epistemological perspective
as a way of classifying and analyzing different cognitive levels, and it is endowed
with an indisputable conceptual and explanatory usefulness.56
55
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[Rivera and Rossi Becker, 2007] have recently applied the ST-model above and especially my
concept of manipulative abduction in the analysis of abductive/inductive reasoning of preservice
elementary majors on patterns that consist of figural and numerical cues. Cf. also above footnote
24 at p. 14. Model-based reasoning and abduction in Felix Klein’s heuristics are described in
[Glas, 2009].
An extreme case in which we see cognitive processes that seem to occur “completely” outside
is that of a PC that performs a sophisticated AI program. In chapter two (section 3.7) I call
this kind of artifact “mimetic mind”; in this case we must not forget that such an artifact still
represents a cognitive “prosthesis” for the human brain, and so its cognitive performance still
operates at the level of an on-line environment that also includes a human agent. In this cognitive
sense the artifact is, in principle, no different from the mere use of a notebook for memorizing
or of a hammer for building some piece of furniture.
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Manipulative Abduction
Unexpressed Knowledge, Knowledge Creation, and
External Mediators

The power of model-based abduction mainly depends on its ability to supply a
certain amount of important information, unexpressed at the level of available data
from the propositional point of view. It also has a fundamental role in the process
of transformation of knowledge from its tacit to its explicit forms, and in the subsequent elicitation and use of knowledge. Let us describe how this happens.
As pointed out by Polanyi in his epistemological investigation, a large part of
knowledge is not explicit, but tacit: we know more than we can tell and we can know
nothing without relying upon those things which we may not be able to tell [1966].
Polanyi’s concept of knowledge is based on three main theses: first, discovery cannot
be accounted for by a set of articulated rules or algorithms; second, knowledge is
public and also to a very great extent personal (i.e. it is constructed by humans and
therefore contains emotions, “passions”); third, an important part of knowledge is
tacit.
Hence, two levels of knowledge, mutually exclusive but complementary, as they
interact in creative tasks, underlie every activity: there is a kind of knowledge we
can call focal, that is the knowledge about the object or phenomenon in focus; and
another kind of knowledge, masked under the first one, and often used as a tool
to handle or improve what is being focused, we can call tacit. The first one is the
knowledge that is transmissible through any systematic language, since it can be
relatively easily formulated by means of symbols and it can be digitalized. Tacit
knowledge, on the other hand, is characterized by the fact that it is personal, context specific, usually characterized as derived from direct experience, and therefore
hard to elicit and communicate. It is a “non-codified, disembodied know-how that
is acquired via the informal take-up of learned behavior and procedures” [Howells,
1996, p. 92].
[Fleck, 1996, p. 119] describes this form of knowledge as “a subtle level of understanding often difficult to put into words, a trained recognition and perception”.
Tacit knowledge is wholly embodied in the individual, rooted in practice and experience, expressed through skillful execution, and can become useful by means of
watching and doing forms of learning and exploitation.
As Polanyi contends, human beings acquire and use knowledge by actively creating and organizing their own experience: tacit knowledge is the practical knowledge
used to perform a task. The existence of this kind of not merely theoretical knowing
behavior is also testified by the many everyday situations in which humans are perfectly able to perform very efficacious (and habitual) tasks without the immediate
possibility of realizing their conceptual explanation. In some cases the conceptual
account for doing these things was at one point present in memory, but now has
deteriorated, and it is necessary to reproduce it, in other cases the account has to be
constructed for the first time, like in creative experimental settings in science.
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[Hutchins, 1995] illustrates the case of a navigation instructor that performed an
automatized task for 3 years involving a complicated set of plotting manipulations
and procedures. The insight concerning the conceptual relationships between relative and geographic motion came to him suddenly “as lay in his bunk one night”.
This example explains that many forms of learning can be represented as the result
of the capability of giving conceptual and theoretical details to already automatized manipulative executions. The instructor does not discover anything new from
the point of view of the objective knowledge about the involved skill, however,
we can say that his conceptual awareness is new from the local perspective of his
individuality.
We can find a similar situation also in the process of scientific creativity. In the
cognitive view of science, it has been too often underlined that conceptual change
just involves a theoretical and “internal” replacement of the main concepts. But
usually researchers forget that a large part of these processes are instead due to
practical and “external” manipulations of some kind, prerequisite to the subsequent
work of theoretical arrangement and knowledge creation. When these processes are
creative we can speak of manipulative abduction (cf. above). Scientists sometimes
need a first “rough” and concrete experience of the world to develop their systems,
as a cognitive-historical analysis of scientific change [Nersessian, 1992; Gooding,
1990] has carefully shown.
The prevailing perspective among philosophers is that the processes of discovery
and the consequent new incoming scientific representations are too mysterious to
be understood. This view receives support from numerous stories of genius’ discoveries, such as Archimedean eureka-experiences. Such accounts neglect periods
of intense and often arduous thinking activity, often performed by means of experiments and manipulative activity on external objects; these are periods that prepare
such “instantaneous” discoveries. It is also important to understand that the scientific process is complex and dynamic: new representations do not emerge completely
codified from the heads of scientists, but are constructed in response to specific
problems by the systematic use of heuristic procedures – as pointed out by Herbert
Simon’s view on the “problem-solving process” [Simon, 1977].
Traditional examinations of how problem-solving heuristics create new representations in science have analyzed the frequent use of analogical reasoning, imagistic
reasoning, and thought experiment, from an internal point of view. However, attention has not been focalized on those particular kinds of heuristics that resort to the
existence of extra-theoretical ways of thinking – thinking through doing [Magnani,
2002b]. Indeed many cognitive processes are centered on external representations,
as a means to create communicable accounts of new experiences ready to be integrated into previously existing systems of experimental and linguistic (theoretical)
practices (cf. chapter three of this book).
Interesting insights can arise regarding these problems studying them from a different contrasting approach, which moves away from Simon’s paradigm, but which
can offer a rational solution to the problem of creativity and conceptual change in
terms of mathematical models: the dynamic approach [Port and van Gelder, 1995].
The traditional computational view treats cognition as a process that computes
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internal symbolic representations of the external world. But this approach is considered too reductive, since it is based on the functionalist hypothesis (which cannot
render the external dimension of cognition), and on a computation of static entities.
It is useful to integrate it with a dynamical modeling of cognition, which is able
to describe abductive processes as dynamical entities “unfolding” in real time (we
can also gain a better cognitive-historical perspective) [Magnani and Piazza, 2005].
From this point of view it is possible to model the terms (objects or propositions) that
constitute abduction by considering the attractors in a dynamical system. This can
be achieved by topologically specifying the semantic content of the inferential process through the spatial relations between its defining attractors. We can therefore
consider the process of progressive development of “new” concepts and replacement
of old ones in terms of temporal evolving patterns defined by interactions between
topological configurations of attractors.57
Moreover, a central point in the dynamical approach is the importance assigned
to the “whole” cognitive system: cognitive activity is in fact the result of a complex
interplay and simultaneous coevolution, in time, of the states of mind, body, and
external environment. Even if, of course, a large portion of the complex environment
of a thinking agent is internal, and consists in the proper software composed of the
knowledge base and of the inferential expertise of the individual, nevertheless a
“real” cognitive system is composed by “distributed cognition” among people and
some “external” objects and technical artifacts [Hutchins, 1995; Norman, 1993].58
A recent special issue of the journal Pragmatics & Cognition, devoted to the
theme of “distributed cognition”, addresses many of the puzzling theoretical problems still open to debate. In particular the article by [Sutton, 2006] usefully emphasizes how distributed cognition is related to the “extended mind hypothesis”
[Clark and Chalmers, 1998] and other similar approaches in terms of embodied,
embedded, situated, and dynamical cognition and active and vehicle externalism,
which of course present subtle nuances, that I nevertheless cannot account for here.
Sutton nicely presents a taxonomy of the distributed resources that are studied in
these fields of research: 1) external cultural tools, artifacts, and symbol systems;
2) natural environment features suitably endowed with cognitive value; 3) interpersonal and social distribution or cognitive “scaffolding”; 4) embodied capacities
and skills interwoven in complex ways with our use of technological, natural, and
social resources of the previous cases; 5) internalized cognitive artifacts. For Sutton the last two cases concern the analysis of the complex wholes made up when
embodied brains couple with “cognition” amplifiers like objects – technologies for
example, and other people, through a process I will mention in chapter three (subsection 3.6.4) “re-embodiment of the mind”, as a kind of neural recapitulation of
cognitive features – for example linguistic and model-based – found and distributed
outside.
57
58

On abduction, dynamic systems theory, and morphogenetical models cf. chapter eight of this
book.
[Skagestad, 1993] stresses the role of this coevolution in cognition in the framework of an
analysis of Popperian writing on evolutionary epistemology and Peircean semiotics.
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The external distributed resources have culturally specific different degrees of
stability and so various chances to be re-internalized, varying from the very stable and reliable, like words and phrases of “natural” language and certain symbols, to others which are more evanescent and transient. Only when they are stable
can we properly speak of the establishment of an “extended mind”, like Wilson
and Clark contend. Finally, internal and external resources (that is neural and environmental) are not identical but complementary – in this sense human beings can
be appropriately considered “cyborgs” [Clark, 2003]. By showing their interaction
from an epistemological and cognitive perspective I will illustrate in chapter three
of this book various aspects of their interplay taking advantage of the concept of
abduction.59
In the recent [Clark, 2008, p. 13], a deep analysis of various aspects of embodiment, environmental embedding, and of the so-called “extended mind hypothesis”
is presented: Clark definitely contends that mind “leaches into body and world” (p.
29): “Inner neural processes [. . . ] are often productively entangled with the gross
bodily and extra-bodily processes of storage, representation, materialization, and
manipulation” (p. 169). Embodiment, action, and situation are fundamental in human thought and behavior. The first chapter of Clark’s new book also focuses on
the so-called Principle of Ecological Assembly (PEA), which states that the cognizer tends to recruit “whatever mix of problem-solving resources will yield and
acceptable result with a minimum effort”. This recruitment process does not make
a special distinction between neural, bodily, and environmental resources except
insofar as these somehow affect the whole effort involved. The operation is not operated “in the neural system alone, but in the whole embodied system located in
the world. [. . . ] the embodied agent is empowered to use active sensing and perceptual coupling in ways that simplify neural problem-solving by making the most
of environmental opportunities and information freely available in the optic array”
(p.1̃4).
In the case of the construction and examination of diagrams in geometrical reasoning, specific experiments serve as states and the implied operators are the manipulations and observations that transform one state into another. The geometrical
outcome depends upon practices and specific sensorimotor activities60 performed on
a non-symbolic object, which acts as a dedicated external representational medium
supporting the various operators at work. There is a kind of an epistemic negotiation
between the sensory framework of the geometer and the external reality of the diagram [Magnani, 2002a]. This process involves an external representation consisting
of written symbols and figures that for example are manipulated “by hand”. The
59
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The role of external representations and resources – I call moral mediators – in ethics is described in my recent [Magnani, 2007d]. A detailed treatment of the theoretical and cognitive
controversies concerning the extended mind hypothesis and the role of external representations
is given in the recent collection [Schantz, 2004] and in [Clark, 2008, chapters five and six].
“The agent’s control architecture (e.g. nervous system) attends to and processes streams of
sensory stimulation, and ultimately generates sequences of motor actions which in turn guide the
further production and selection of sensory information. [In this way] ‘information structuring’
by motor activity and ‘information processing’ by the neural system are continuously linked to
each other through sensorimotor loops” [Lungarella and Sporns, 2005, p. 25].
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cognitive system is not merely the mind-brain of the person performing the geometrical task, but the system consisting of the whole body (cognition is embodied) of
the person plus the external physical representation. In geometrical discovery the
whole activity of cognition is located in the system consisting of a human together
with diagrams.61
An external representation can modify the kind of computation that a human
agent uses to reason about a problem: the Roman numeration system eliminates, by
means of the external signs, some of the hardest parts of the addition, whereas the
Arabic system does the same in the case of the difficult computations in multiplication. The capacity for inner reasoning and thought results from the internalization
of the originally external forms of representation. In the case of the external representations we can have various objectified knowledge and structures (like physical symbols – e.g. written symbols, and objects – e.g. three-dimensional models,
shapes and dimensions), but also external rules, relations, and constraints incorporated in physical situations (spatial relations of written digits, physical constraints
in geometrical diagrams and abacuses) [Zhang, 1997]. The external representations
are contrasted with the internal representations that consist in the knowledge and
the structure in memory, as propositions, productions, schemas, models, prototypes,
images.
The external representations are not merely memory aids: they can give people
access to knowledge and skills that are unavailable to internal representations, help
researchers to easily identify aspects and to make further inferences, they constrain
the range of possible cognitive outcomes in a way that some actions are allowed and
others forbidden. The mind is limited because of the restricted range of information
processing, the limited power of working memory and attention, the limited speed
of some learning and reasoning operations; on the other hand the environment is
intricate, because of the huge amount of data, real time requirement, uncertainty
factors. Consequently, we have to consider the whole system, consisting of both internal and external representations, and their role in optimizing the whole cognitive
performance of the distribution of the various subtasks. In this case humans are not
“just bodily and sensorily but also cognitively permeable agents” [Clark, 2008, p.
40]. It is well-known that in the history of geometry many researchers used internal mental imagery and mental representations of diagrams, but also self-generated
diagrams (external) to help their thinking.

1.6.2

External Representations and Epistemic Mediators

I have illustrated above the notion of tacit knowledge and I have proposed an extension of that concept. From the perspective of a more adequate and updated account
61

[Elveton, 2005] provides a survey concerning the problem of embodiment considered as addressing a kind of practical intelligence in contrast to a disembodied, symbol manipulating intelligence
[Brooks, 1991]; a comparison of the recent cognitive perspectives with robotics and the classical philosophical insights given by Cassirer, Husserl and Heidegger is also illustrated. [Dourish,
2001] usefully demonstrates the importance of the concept of embodiment in human-computer
interaction (HCI) and in the design of computational tools, technologies, and systems.
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of cognition surely there is something more important beyond the tacit knowledge
“internal” to the subject – considered by Polanyi as personal, embodied and context
specific. We can also speak of a sort of tacit information “embodied” into the whole
relationship between our mind-body system and suitable external representations.
An information we can extract, explicitly develop, and transform in knowledge contents, to solve problems, as it was already manifest, for instance, in the geometrical
problem contained in the Meno [Plato, 1977], even if philosophers know perfectly
that Plato considered this activity to be just the result of reminiscence and not of
discovery [Magnani, 2001b, chapter 1].
As I have already stressed, Peirce considers inferential any cognitive activity
whatever, not only conscious abstract thought; he also includes perceptual knowledge and subconscious cognitive activity. For instance in subconscious mental activities visual representations play an immediate role. Peirce gives an interesting
example of model-based abduction related to sense activity: “A man can distinguish
different textures of cloth by feeling: but not immediately, for he requires to move
fingers over the cloth, which shows that he is obliged to compare sensations of
one instant with those of another” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.221]. This surely suggests
that abductive movements have also interesting extra-theoretical characters and that
there is a role in abductive reasoning for various kinds of manipulations of external
objects. I would like to reiterate that for Peirce all knowing is inferring and inferring
is not instantaneous, it happens in a process that needs an activity of comparisons
involving many kinds of models in a more or less considerable lapse of time.
All these considerations suggest, then, that there exist a creative form of thinking through doing,62 fundamental as much as the theoretical one. It is what I have
called manipulative abduction (cf. above). As already said manipulative abduction
happens when we are thinking through doing and not only, in a pragmatic sense,
about doing. Of course the study of this kind of reasoning is important not only in
delineating the actual practice of abduction, but also in the development of programs
computationally adequate to rediscover, or discover for the first time, for example,
scientific hypotheses and mathematical theorems or laws.
Various templates of manipulative behavior exhibit some regularities. The activity of manipulating external things and representations is highly conjectural and
neither immediately explanatory nor necessarily immediately non-explanatory and
instrumental63 these templates are “hypotheses of behavior” (creative or already
cognitively present in the scientist’s mind-body system, and sometimes already applied) that abductively enable a kind of epistemic “doing”. Hence, some templates
of action and manipulation can be selected in the set of the ones available and prestored, others have to be created for the first time to perform the most interesting
creative cognitive accomplishments of manipulative abduction.
62

63

In this way the cognitive task is achieved on external representations used in lieu of internal
ones. Here action performs an epistemic and not a merely performative role, relevant to abductive reasoning.
I will illustrate these two non Peircean sorts of abductive cognition in the following chapter.
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Fig. 1.8 Conjectural templates I

Some common features of the tacit templates of manipulative abduction (cf.
Figure 1.8), that enable us to manipulate things and experiments in science are related to: 1. sensibility towards the aspects of the phenomenon which can be regarded
as curious or anomalous; manipulations have to be able to introduce potential inconsistencies in the received knowledge (Oersted’s report of his experiment about electromagnetism is devoted to describe some anomalous aspects that did not depend on
any particular theory of the nature of electricity and magnetism); 2. preliminary sensibility towards the dynamical character of the phenomenon, and not to entities and
their properties, common aim of manipulations is to practically reorder the dynamic
sequence of events into a static spatial one that should promote a subsequent bird’seye view (narrative or visual-diagrammatic); 3. referral to experimental manipulations that exploit artificial apparatus to free new possibly stable and repeatable
sources of information about hidden knowledge and constraints (Davy well-known
set-up in terms of an artifactual tower of needles showed that magnetization was
related to orientation and does not require physical contact). Of course this information is not artificially made by us: the fact that phenomena are made and manipulated
does not render them to be idealistically and subjectively determined; 4. various contingent ways of epistemic acting: looking from different perspectives, checking the
different information available, comparing subsequent events, choosing, discarding, imaging further manipulations, re-ordering and changing relationships in the
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world by implicitly evaluating the usefulness of a new order (for instance, to help
memory).64
In this kind of action-based abduction the suggested hypotheses are inherently
ambiguous until articulated into configurations of real or imagined entities (images,
models or concrete apparatus and instruments). In these cases only by experimenting, can we discriminate between possibilities: they are articulated behaviorally and
concretely by manipulations and then, increasingly, by words and pictures. [Gooding, 1990] refers to this kind of concrete manipulative reasoning when he illustrates
the role in science of the so-called “construals” that embody tacit inferences in procedures that are often apparatus and machine based. The embodiment is of course
an expert manipulation of objects in a highly constrained experimental environment,
and is directed by abductive movements that imply the strategic application of old
and new templates of behavior mainly connected with extra-theoretical components,
for instance emotional, esthetical, ethical, and economic.65
The hypothetical character of construals is clear: they can be developed to
examine further chances, or discarded, they are provisional creative organization of
experience and some of them become in their turn hypothetical interpretations of experience, that is more theory-oriented, their reference is gradually stabilized in terms
of established observational practices. Step by step the new interpretation – that at
the beginning is completely “practice-laden” – relates to more “theoretical” modes
of understanding (narrative, visual, diagrammatic, symbolic, conceptual, simulative), closer to the constructive effects of theoretical abduction. When the reference
is stabilized the effects of incommensurability with other stabilized observations
can become evident. But it is just the construal of certain phenomena that can be
64

65

The problem of manipulative abduction and of its tacit features is strongly related to the
whole area of recent research on embodied reasoning (cf. [Anderson, 2003; Elveton, 2005]),
but also to the studies on external representations and situated robotics (cf. [Clancey, 2002;
Agree and Chapman, 1990; Brooks and Stein, 1994]). The role of manipulative abduction in
ethical reasoning is illustrated in [Magnani, 2007d]. Further aspects of experiment design and
its relationship with the problem of communication in science during the transition from the
personal to the public domain are given in [Gooding and Addis, 1999]: only a small subset of
many observations and measurements performed by individuals of research teams acquire the
status of real and public phenomena. Moreover, additional properties of the agent in a scientific
experimental setting are described: 1. ability to discriminate between observed results, 2. ability
to make judgments about the likelihood of the occurrence of a result, 3. flexibility of the agent’s
change in perception of the world and his consequent capacity to respond to new information, 4.
degrees of competence to build an experiment and observe the results, from novices to experts.
[Tweney, 2006] has recently emphasized the importance of externalized cognitive artifacts used
in the service of the “seeing” of scientists. In turn they are distributed “in the strong sense that
not all of the agentive movement of thought is localized solely within an individual skin”. I think
a further light on the role of construals is shed by Franklin who usefully analyzes the so-called
“exploratory experiments” that prior to theorizing investigate the world “without premature
reflection of any great subtlety, like Bacon says [2000, p. 210], and where there is no particular
hypothesis being pursued. They serve “[. . . ] to find interesting patterns of activity from which
the scientists could later generate a hypothesis” [Franklin, 2005, p. 894].
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shared by the sustainers of rival theories.66 [Gooding, 1990] shows how Davy and
Faraday could see the same attractive and repulsive actions at work in the phenomena they respectively produced; their discourse and practice as to the role of
their construals of phenomena clearly demonstrate they did not inhabit different,
incommensurable worlds in some cases. Moreover, the experience is constructed,
reconstructed, and distributed across a social network67 of negotiations among the
different scientists by means of construals.68
Gooding introduces the so called experimental maps69 that are the epistemological two-dimensional tools that we can adopt to illustrate the conjecturing (abductive)
role of actions from which scientists “talk and think” about the world. They are particularly useful to stress the attention to the interaction of hand, eye, and mind inside
the actual four-dimensional scientific cognitive process. The various procedures for
manipulating objects, instruments and experiences will be in their turn reinterpreted
in terms of procedures for manipulating concepts, models, propositions, and formalisms. Scientists’ activity in a material environment first of all enables a rich perceptual experience that has to be reported mainly as a visual experience by means
of the constructive and hypothesizing role of the experimental narratives.
It is indeed interesting to note that in mathematics model-based and manipulative
abductions are present. For example, I will illustrate in the following chapter and in
chapter three that it is clear that in geometrical construction all these requirements
are fulfilled. Geometrical constructions present situations that are curious and “at
the limit”. These are constitutively dynamic, artificial, and offer various contingent
ways of epistemic acting, like looking from different perspectives, comparing subsequent appearances, discarding, choosing, re-ordering, and evaluating. Moreover,
they present some of the features indicated below, typical of all abductive epistemic
mediators, not only of the ones which play a scientific role in manipulative reasoning: simplification of the task and the capacity to get visual information otherwise
unavailable.
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The theory of manipulative abduction can support Thagard’s statement that oxygen and phlogiston proponents could recognize experiments done by each others [Thagard, 1992]: the assertion
is exhibited as an indispensable requisite for his coherence-based epistemological and computational theory of comparability at the level of intertheoretic relations and for the whole problem
of the creative abductive reasoning to the best explanation cited in the previous chapter.
Cf. [Minski, 1985; Thagard and Shelley, 1997].
[Gooding and Addis, 2008] further analyze the role of various kinds of experiments – ranging
from the idealized crucial ones to those that are exploratory and/or controversial – like mediating models in the framework of an agent-based approach. Every agent or actor can investigate a
world of experiments and other agents, in a setting where eventually scientists invent and negotiate ways of representing aspects of the world they are investigating. The process is “adaptive”
and “inherently social” and inference is seen as a continuous activity of belief-revision where
the distributed and collaborative aspects are acknowledged. In this perspective experiments are
seen as mediating between at least four sets of objects: hypotheses, procedures, physical setups
and observable outcomes.
Circles denote concepts (mentally represented) that can be communicated, squares denote things
in the material world (bits of apparatus, observable phenomena) that can be manipulated – lines
denote actions.
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These construals aim at arriving to a shared understanding overcoming all conceptual conflicts. As I said above they constitute a provisional creative organization
of experience: when they become in their turn hypothetical interpretations of experience, that is more theory-oriented, their reference is gradually stabilized in terms of
established and shared observational practices that also exhibit a cumulative character. It is in this way that scientists are able to communicate the new and unexpected
information acquired by experiment and action.
To illustrate this process – from manipulations, to narratives, to possible theoretical models (visual, diagrammatic, symbolic, mathematical) – we need to consider
some observational techniques and representations made by Faraday, Davy, and Biot
concerning Oersted’s experiment about electromagnetism. They were able to create
consensus because of their conjectural representations that enabled them to resolve
phenomena into stable perceptual experiences. Some of these narratives are very interesting. For example, Faraday observes: “[. . . ] it is easy to see how any individual
part of the wire may be made attractive or repulsive of either pole of the magnetic
needle by mere change of position [. . . ]. I have been more earnest in my endeavors
to explain this simple but important point of position, because I have met with a great
number of persons who have found it difficult to comprehend”. Davy comments: “It
was perfectly evident from these experiments, that as many polar arrangements may
be formed as chord can be drawn in circles surroundings the wire”. Expressions like
“easy to see” or “it was perfectly evident” are textual indicators inside the experimental narratives of the stability of the forthcoming interpretations. Biot, in his turn,
provides a three-dimensional representation of the effect by giving a verbal account
that enables us to visualize the setup: “suppose that a conjunctive wire is extended
horizontally from north to south, in the very direction of the magnetic direction in
which the needle reposed, and let the north extremity be attached to the copper pole
of the trough, the other being fixed to the zinc pole [. . . ]” and then describes what
will happen by illustrating a sequence of step in a geometrical way:
Imagine also that the person who makes the experiment looks northward, and consequently towards the copper or negative pole. In this position of things, when the wire is
paced above the needles, the north pole of the magnet moves towards the west; when
the wire is placed underneath, the north pole moves towards the east; and if we carry
the wire to the right or the left, the needle has no longer any lateral deviation, but is
loses its horizontality. If the wire be placed to the right hand, the north pole rises; to
the left, its north pole dips [. . . ].70

It is clear that the possibility of “seeing” interesting things through the experiment
depends from the manipulative ability to get the correct information and to create
the possibility of a new interpretation (for example a simple mathematical form)
of electromagnetic natural phenomena, so joining the theoretical side of abduction.
Step by step, we proceed until Faraday’s account in terms of magnetic lines and
curves.
70

The quotations are from [Faraday, 1821-1822, p. 199], [Davy, 821, pp. 282–283] and [Biot,
1821, p. 282-283] , cited by [Gooding, 1990, pp. 35–37].
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The whole activity of manipulation is in fact devoted to building various external
epistemic mediators.71 Therefore, manipulative abduction represents a kind of redistribution of the epistemic and cognitive effort to manage objects and information
that cannot be immediately represented or found internally (for example exploiting
the resources of visual imagery).72
It is difficult to establish a list of invariant behaviors that are able to illustrate
manipulative abduction in science. As illustrated above, certainly the expert manipulation of objects in a highly constrained experimental environment implies the
application of old and new templates of behavior that exhibit some regularities. The
activity of building construals is highly conjectural and not immediately or necessarily explanatory: these templates are hypotheses of behavior (creative or already
cognitively present in the scientist’s mind-body system, and sometimes already applied) that abductively enable a kind of epistemic “doing”. Hence, some templates
of action and manipulation can be selected in the set of the ones available and prestored, others have to be created for the first time to perform the most interesting
creative cognitive accomplishments of manipulative abduction.
Moreover, I think that a better understanding of manipulative abduction at the
level of scientific experiment could improve our knowledge of induction, and its
distinction from abduction: manipulative abduction could be considered as a kind
of basis for further meaningful inductive generalizations. Different generated construals can give rise to different inductive generalizations.
If we see scientific discovery like a kind of opportunistic ability of integrating73
information from many kinds of simultaneous constraints to produce explanatory
hypotheses that account for them all, then manipulative abduction will play the role
of eliciting possible hidden constraints by building external suitable experimental
structures.
From the point of view of everyday situations manipulative abductive reasoning
and epistemic mediators exhibit other very interesting templates (we can find the
first three in geometrical constructions) (cf. Figure 1.9): 5. action elaborates a simplification of the reasoning task and a redistribution of effort across time [Hutchins,
1995], when we need to manipulate concrete things in order to understand structures which are otherwise too abstract [Piaget, 1974], or when we are in presence of
71
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This expression, I have introduced in [Magnani, 2001b], is derived from the cognitive anthropologist Hutchins, who coined the expression “mediating structure” to refer to various external tools that can be built to cognitively help the activity of navigating in modern but also
in “primitive” settings. Any written procedure is a simple example of a cognitive “mediating
structure” with possible cognitive aims, so mathematical symbols and diagrams: “Language,
cultural knowledge, mental models, arithmetic procedures, and rules of logic are all mediating
structures too. So are traffic lights, supermarkets layouts, and the contexts we arrange for one
another’s behavior. Mediating structures can be embodied in artifacts, in ideas, in systems of social interactions [. . . ]” [Hutchins, 1995, pp. 290–291] that function as an enormous new source
of information and knowledge. [Sterelny, 2004, p. 249] maintains that “epistemic tools support
open-ended and counterfactually robust dispositions to succeed” and further stresses their social
character.
It is difficult to preserve precise spatial and geometrical relationships using mental imagery, in
many situations, especially when one set of them has to be moved relative to another.
On the role of opportunistic reasoning in design cf. [Simina and Kolodner, 1995].
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redundant and unmanageable information; 6. action can be useful in presence of incomplete or inconsistent information – not only from the “perceptual” point of view
– or of a diminished capacity to act upon the world: it is used to get more data to
restore coherence and to improve deficient knowledge; 7. action enables us to build
external artifactual models of task mechanisms instead of the corresponding internal
ones, that are adequate to adapt the environment to the agent’s needs: experimental
manipulations exploit artificial apparatus to free new possible stable and repeatable
sources of information about hidden knowledge and constraints. 8. action as a control of sense data illustrates how we can change the position of our body (and/or of
the external objects) and how to exploit various kinds of prostheses (Galileo’s telescope, technological instruments and interfaces) to get various new kinds of stimulation: action provides some tactile and visual information (e.g., in surgery), otherwise
unavailable.

Fig. 1.9 Conjectural templates II

Also natural phenomena can play the role of external artifactual models: under
Micronesians’ manipulations of their images, the stars acquire a structure that “becomes one of the most important structured representational media of the Micronesian system” [Hutchins, 1995, p. 172]. The external artifactual models are endowed
with functional properties as components of a memory system crossing the boundary between person and environment (for example they are able to transform the
tasks involved in allowing simple manipulations that promote further visual inferences at the level of model-based abduction). The cognitive process is distributed
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between a person (or a group of people) and external representation(s), and so obviously embedded and situated in a society and in a historical culture.74
So external well-built structures (Biot’s construals for example) and their contents in terms of new information and knowledge, will be projected onto internal
structures (for instance models, or symbolic – mathematical – frameworks) so joining the constructive effect of theoretical abduction. The interplay consists of a superimposition of internal and external, where the elements of the external structures
gain new meanings and relationships to one another, thanks to the constructive explanatory inner activity (for instance Faraday’s new meanings in terms of curves
and lines of force). This interplay expresses the fact that both internal and external
processes are part of the same epistemic ecology.75
Not all epistemic and cognitive mediators are preserved, saved, and improved,
as in the case of the ones created by Galileo at the beginning of modern science
(see the following subsection). For example, in certain non epistemological everyday emergency situations some skillful mediators are elaborated to face possible
dangers, but, because of the rarity of this kind of events, they are not saved and stabilized. [Hutchins, 1995, pp. 317–351] describes the interesting case of the failure
of an electrical device, the gyrocompass, crucial for navigation, and the subsequent
creation of substitutive contingent cognitive mediators. These cognitive mediators
consisted of additional computations, redistributions of cognitive roles, and finally,
of the discovery of a new shared mediating artifact in terms of divisions of labor –
the so-called modular sum that is able to face the situation.
Finally, we have to observe that many external things that usually are cognitively inert can be transformed into epistemic or cognitive mediators. For example
we can use our body: we can talk with ourselves, exploiting in this case the selfregulatory character of this action, we can use fingers and hands for counting.76 We
can also use external “tools” like writing, narratives, others persons’ information,77
concrete models and diagrams, various kinds of pertinent artifacts. Hence, not all of
the cognitive tools are inside the head, sometimes it is useful to use external objects
and structures as cognitive or epistemic devices. We indicated above that Micronesian navigator’s stars, that are natural objects, become very complicated epistemic
74
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Modeling mechanisms of manipulative abduction is also related to the possibility of improving
technological interfaces that provide restricted access to controlled systems, so that humans have
to compensate by reasoning with and constructing internal models. New interfaces resources for
action, related to task-transforming representations, can contribute to overcome these reasoning
obstacles [Kirlik, 1998]. Further details on this issue will be provided in chapter six of this book.
It is [Hutchins, 1995, p. 114] that uses the expression “cognitive ecology” when explaining the
role of internal and external cognitive navigation tools. More suggestions on manipulative abduction can be derived by the contributions collected in [Morgan and Morrison, 1999], dealing
with the mediating role of scientific models between theory and the “real world”.
Another example is given by the gestures that are also activated in talking, sometimes sequentially, sometimes in an overlapping fashion. On this problem cf. the updated critical survey given
by [Clark, 2008, chapter six].
The results of an empirical research that show the importance of collaborative discovery in
scientific creative abduction and in explanatory activities are given in [Okada and Simon, 1997].
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artifacts, when inserted in the various cognitive manipulations (of seeing them)
related to navigation.

1.6.3

Segregated Knowledge and the “World of Paper”

I said that in the last part of the XX century the problem of the incommensurability
of meaning has distracted the epistemologists from the procedural, extra-sentential
and extra-theoretical aspects of scientific practice (cf. subsection 1.2.1 above). This
is surprising especially if we consider that the emphasis on concrete manipulative
reasoning in case of “construals”, that embody tacit inferences in procedures that
are often apparatus and machine based, is already clearly granted at the beginnings
of modern science.
It is a very common philosophical view to assert that modern science uses experiment to get new information about the world, even if it is not always completely
clear the manipulative character of this activity. The new world of the new knowledge has to be totally different from the one merely “of paper” of the Aristotelian
tradition. An unbelievable amount of knowledge that was segregated had to be released. Accentuating the role of observational manipulations Galileo says:
The anatomist showed that the great trunk of nerves, leaving the brain and passing
through the nape, extended on down the spine and then branched out through the whole
body, and that only a single strand as fine as a thread arrived at the heart [Galilei, 1989,
p. 63].

Manipulating the cadaver, the anatomist is able to get new, not speculative, information that the Peripatetic philosopher immediately refuses:
The philosopher, after considering for awhile, answered: “You have made me see this
matter so plainly and palpably that if Aristotle’s text were not contrary to it, stating
clearly that the nerves originate in the heart, I should be forced to admit it to be true”
(ibid.).

Ipse dixit: no room for the experience. Galileo-Salviati begs of Simplicius: “So put
forward the arguments and demonstrations, Simplicius, [. . . ] but not just texts and
bare authorities, because our discourses must relate to the sensible world and not
the one of paper” [Galilei, 1989, p. 68].
Manipulating observations to get new data, and “actively” building experiments,
like the famous one from the leaning tower, sometimes with the help of artifacts, is
the essence of the new way of knowing. Galileo says: “All these facts were discovered and observed by me many days ago with the aid of a spyglass which I devised,
after first being illuminated by divine grace. Perhaps other things, still more remarkable, will in time be discovered by me or by other observers with the aid of such
an instrument” [Galilei, 1957, p. 28]. Attaching a scale marked with equally spaced
horizontal and vertical lines to his telescope, and manipulating objects “idealizing”
them and not considering interesting and non influential factors, Galileo was able to
record the daily histories of the four “starlets” accompanying Jupiter and to show
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that the data was consistent with the abduction that the starlets were indeed moons
orbiting Jupiter with a constant period.
With Galileo’s achievements, we observe that human scientific thinking is related
to the manipulation of a material and experimental environment that is no longer
natural. Knowledge is finally seen as something cognitively distributed across scientists, their internal “minds”, and external artifacts and instruments. Experiments
and instruments embody in their turn external crystallization of knowledge and practice. Modern science is made by this interplay of internal and external. Bacon too
was very clear about this distribution of epistemic tasks:
Those who handled sciences have been either men of experiment or men of dogmas.
The men of experiment are like the ant, they only collect and use; the reasoners resemble spiders, who make cobwebs out of their own substance. But the bee takes a
middle course: it gathers its material from the flowers of the garden and of the field,
but transforms and digests it by a power of its own [Bacon, 2000, p. 52].

An immediate consequence of Galileo’s and Bacon’s ideas is the critique of the
authority, that advocated the knowledge relevance of a “world of paper”. Gooding observes: “It is ironical that while many philosophers admire science because
it is empirical as well as rational, philosophical practice confines it to the literary
view that Galileo rejected” [Gooding, 1990, p. xii]. Galileo’s “book of nature” and
his systematic use of the telescope are the revolutionary epistemic mediators78 that
characterize the cognitive power of the new way of producing intelligibility.
Changes in the modalities of distributing epistemic assignments are never without costs. We can just remark, even if well-known, that Galileo’s new management
of information and knowledge by means of inventing and stabilizing these mediators
was not without individual and violent social costs. Because of the new knowledge
provided, Dialogue was prohibited, and he was sentenced (1633 – the admonition is
of 1616) to life imprisonment by the Holy Office with the added task of having to recite once a week for three years the seven penitential psalms. He read his abjuration
and was released to the custody of the Archibishop of Siena; his daughter, Sister
Maria Celeste was given permission to recite the psalms in his stead [van Helden,
1989]. The deterioration of the scientific climate and the decline of telescopic astronomy in Italy were the obvious immediate consequences. Notwithstanding the
problems, these new epistemic mediators, that are at the roots of the tradition of
scientific knowledge, were preserved, saved, and subsequently improved.
It is well known that recent philosophy of science has paid great attention to the
so-called theory-ladenness of scientific facts (Hanson, Popper, Lakatos, Kuhn): in
this light the formulation of observation statements presupposes significant knowledge, and the search for important observable facts in science is guided by that
knowledge. It is absolutely true that theory is able to lead us to abduce new facts,
but we cannot forget that a lot of new information is reached by observations and
experiments, as fruit of various kinds of artifactual manipulations. Robert Hooke,
using microscope to look at small insects, with practical interventions illuminated
78

Together with the exploitation of mathematical models.
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his specimens from different directions to establish which features remained invariant under such changes and discovered that some disagreements about data were apparent [Chalmers, 1999, p. 22]. Galileo did not have a theory about Jupiter’s moons
to test when he used his telescope, but the manipulations of the new technology offered a lot of new information. In these cases it is only later that theory is able to
contribute new meanings to experimental results.
Following the so-called “new experimentalism” [Ackermann, 1989], we can say
that “experiment” has a “life of its own” [Hacking, 1983], independent of theory.
Hacking declares:
Experimental work provides the strongest evidence for scientific realism. This is not
because we test hypotheses about entities. It is because entities that in principle cannot
be “observed” are regularly manipulated to produce new phenomena and to investigate
other aspects of nature. They are tools, instruments not for thinking, but for doing
(p. 262).

We are even able to manipulate the old “philosopher’s favorite theoretical entity”,
the electron, and it is only in the early stages of our discovery of that entity, that
we may merely test the hypothesis that it exists. We already said that a great part of
the recent philosophy of science is theory-dominated: data is always considered as
theory-laden. Many histories of scientific facts are written, in this light, to emphasize theory and disregard the experimental and technological aspects of research:
experiments do not have an autonomous significance and the explanation of their
characteristics, aims and results is made in terms of theoretical issues unknown to
the experimenter. For instance: the experiment is considered significant only as a
means to test a theory under scrutiny. Hacking provides an interesting analysis of
Lakatos’ treatment of Michelson’s experiment: Hacking’s description of this experiment tells us that it does not pursue any programme Lakatos writes about and it
has a relative autonomy as regards theory. Classic positivism, pragmatism and kantism, the philosophies of science of Carnap, Popper, Lakatos, Feyerabend, Putnam,
van Fraassen and others are characterized by a “single-minded obsession with representation and thinking and theory, at the expense of intervention and action and
experiment” (p. 131).
Contrarily to a great part of the recent epistemological tradition, we have to follow Hacking and stress the attention on manipulative abduction and epistemic mediators also from the cognitive point of view. Creating an external cognitive support
is very important to increase the possibility to get new information, to extend scientific knowledge, but also to improve and simplify many kinds of reasoning. Scientific thinking, like everyday thinking, has not to be viewed only like an internal
speculative cognitive process, which occurs in a detached contemplation.
Hacking considers also the problem of realism by analyzing what we can use to
intervene in the world to affect something else, or what the world can use to affect us. He shows, with the help of many interesting and sophisticated laboratory
examples – some of them full of historical interest – that the significance of experiments sometimes has little to do with theory and representation. Entities whose
causal powers are well understood are used as tools to investigate (and to intervene
in) nature:
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Understanding some causal properties of electrons, you guess how to build a very ingenious complex device that enables you to line up the electrons the way you want,
in order to see what will happen to something else. [. . . ] Electrons are no longer
ways of organizing our thoughts or saving the phenomena that have been observed.
They are ways of creating phenomena in some other domain of nature. Electrons are
tools (p. 263).

Concepts become tools endowed with absolutely unexpected outcomes. The experimentalists use various strategies for establishing the experimental effects without
any recourse to theory. These strategies correspond to the expert manipulation of
objects in a highly constrained experimental environment, we said directed by abductive movements that imply the application of old and new extra-theoretical templates of expert behavior. As possible creative organizations of experience some of
them become in their turn hypothetical interpretations of experience, that is more
theory-oriented, their reference is gradually stabilized in terms of established observational practices. Step by step the new interpretation relates to more “theoretical”
modes of abductively understanding (visual, diagrammatic, symbolic, conceptual,
simulative).
In this light it is not surprising that [Mayo, 1996], in her defense of experimentalism, has stressed attention to the possibility of delineating progress in science
in terms of accumulation of experimental knowledge and expertise. She adds more
arguments to the thesis of autonomy of experimental results illustrating many examples where the experiments are shown not as merely related to confirmation and
falsification. In some cases they not only serve as a falsification of the assertion, but
also to delineate new effects and ideas not previously known; moreover, they can
bear on the comparison of radically different theories:79 to resume, they can trigger
revolutionary creative abductions, enabling us to learn from errors. To exemplify the
positive role played by errors Mayo illustrates the famous case of the observation
of the questionable features of Uranus’s orbit that created problems for Newtonian
theory: the detection of the source of this difficulty led to the discovery of Neptune.

1.7

Mirroring Hidden Properties through Optical Diagrams

It is well-known that in the whole history of geometry many researchers used internal mental imagery and mental representations of diagrams, but also self-generated
diagrams (external) to help their thinking [Otte and Panza, 1999]. For example, it
is clear that in geometrical construction many of the requirements indicated by the
manipulative templates (cf. above subsection 1.6.2) are fulfilled. Indeed iconic geometrical constructions present situations that are curious and “at the limit”. Because
of their iconicity, they are constitutively dynamic, artificial, and offer various contingent ways of epistemic acting, like looking from different perspectives, comparing
subsequent appearances, discarding, choosing, re-ordering, and evaluating. Moreover, they present the features typical of manipulative reasoning illustrated above,
79

I already stressed at the beginning of this subsection the role played by construals of phenomena
to overcome the problem of incommensurability.
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such as the simplification of the task and the capacity to get visual information
otherwise unavailable.
We have seen that manipulative abduction is a kind of abduction, usually modelbased and so intrinsically “iconic”, that exploits external models endowed with delegated (and often implicit) cognitive and semiotic roles and attributes. We can say
that 1) the model (diagram) is external and the strategy that organizes the manipulations is unknown a priori; 2) the result achieved is new (if we, for instance, refer
to the constructions of the first creators of geometry), and adds properties not contained before in the concept (the Kantian to “pass beyond” or “advance beyond” the
given concept, [Kant, 1929, A154-B193/194, p. 192] I will describe in the following
chapter, section 2.8).80
Hence, in the construction of mathematical concepts many external representations are exploited, both in terms of diagrams and of symbols. I am interested in
my research in the diagrams which play various iconic roles: an optical role – microscopes (that look at the infinitesimally small details), telescopes (that look at
infinity), windows (that look at particularly situation), a mirror role (to externalize
rough mental models), and an unveiling role (to help to create new and interesting
mathematical concepts, theories, and structures).81 I also describe them as the epistemic mediators (cf. above) able to perform various abductive tasks (discovery of
new properties or new propositions/hypotheses, provision of suitable sequences of
models able to convincingly verifying theorems, etc.).82
An interesting epistemological situation I have recently studied is the one concerning the cognitive role played by some special epistemic mediators in the field
of non-standard analysis, an “alternative calculus” invented by Abraham Robinson
[1966], based on infinitesimal numbers in the spirit of Leibniz method.83 It is a kind
of calculus that uses an extension of the real numbers system R to the system R∗
containing infinitesimals smaller in the absolute value than any positive real number. I maintain that in mathematics diagrams play various roles in a typical abductive
way. Two of them are central:
• they provide an intuitive and mathematical abductive explanation facilitating the
understanding of concepts difficult to grasp, that appear hidden, obscure, and/or
epistemologically unjustified, or that are not expressible from an intuitive point
of view;
• they help create new previously unknown concepts, playing a non-explanatory
abductive role, as I will illustrate in the following chapter of this book.
80
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Other interesting applications of the concept of abduction in mathematical discovery and in the
manipulation of symbols are illustrated in [Heeffer, 2007; Heeffer, 2009]. On the Cardano’s
abductive discovery of negative numbers and negative solution to a linear problem cf. [Heeffer,
2007].
The epistemic and cognitive role of mirror and unveiling diagrams in the discovery of nonEuclidean geometry is also illustrated in [Magnani, 2002a]. Cf. also the following chapter,
sections 2.9 and 2.11.
Elsewhere I have presented some details concerning the role of optical diagrams in the calculus
[Magnani and Dossena, 2005; Dossena and Magnani, 2007].
Further updated details concerning Leibniz’s mathematics and philosophy of infinitesimals are
ilustrated in [Mancosu, 1996].
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Optical diagrams play a fundamental explanatory (and didactic) role in removing
obstacles and obscurities and in enhancing mathematical knowledge of critical situations. They facilitate new internal representations and new symbolic-propositional
achievements. In the example I have studied in the area of the calculus, the extraordinary role of the optical diagrams in the interplay standard/non-standard analysis
is emphasized. In the case of our non-standard analysis examples, some new diagrams (microscopes within microscopes) provide new mental representations of
the concept of tangent line at the infinitesimally small regions. Hence, external representations which play an “optical” role can be used to provide us with a better
understanding of many critical mathematical situations and, in some cases, to more
easily discover (or rediscover) sophisticated properties.
The role of an “optical microscope” that shows the behavior of a tangent line
is illuminating. In standard analysis, the change dy in y along the tangent line is
only an approximation of the change Δ y in y along the curve. But through an
optical microscope, that shows infinitesimal details, we can see that dy = Δ y and
then the quotient Δ y/Δ x is the same of dy/dx when dx = Δ x is infinitesimal (see
Figure 1.10 and, for more details, [Magnani and Dossena, 2005]). This removes
some difficulties of the representation of the tangent line as limit of secants, and
introduces a more intuitive conceptualization: the tangent line “merges” with the
curve in an infinitesimal neighborhood of the contact point.
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Fig. 1.10 An optical diagram shows an infinitesimal neighborhood of the graph of a real
function

Only through a second more powerful optical microscope “within” the first (I
call this kind of epistemic mediators microscopes within microscopes) (again, see
Figure 1.10), we can see the difference between the tangent line and the curve.
Under the first diagram, the curve looks like the graph of
f  (a)x,
i.e., a straight line with the same slope of its tangent line;84 under the second, the
curve looks like
84

This is mathematically justified in [Magnani and Dossena, 2005].
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1 
f (a).
2
This suggests nice new mental representations of the concept of tangent lines:
through the optical lens, the tangent line can be seen as the curve, but through a
more powerful optical lens the graph of the function and the graph of the tangent
are distinct, straight, and parallel lines. The fact that one line is either below or above
the other, depends on the sign of f  (a), in accordance with the standard real theory:
if f  (x) is positive (or negative) in a neighborhood, then f is convex (or concave)
here and the tangent line is below (or above) the graph of the function.
However, this easily mirrors a sophisticated hidden property. Let f be a two times
differentiable function and let a be a flex point of it. Then f  (a) = 0 and so the
second microscope shows again the curve as the same straight line: this means that
the curve is “very straight” in its flex point a. Of course, we already know this
property – the curvature in a flex point of a differentiable two times function is null
– which comes from standard analysis, but through optical diagrams we can find it
immediately and more easily (the standard concept of curvature is not immediate).
To conclude, I have already noted that some diagrams could also play an unveiling role, providing new light on mathematical structures: it can be hypothesized that
these diagrams can lead to further interesting creative results.
I stated that in mathematics diagrams play various roles in a typical abductive
way. We can add that:
f  (a)x −

• they are epistemic mediators able to perform various more or less creative abductive tasks in so far as
• they are external representations which provide explanatory and non-explanatory
abductive results.

Summary
In this chapter we have seen that, to solve the problem of the so-called “logic of
discovery”, we need to clarify the meaning of concepts like creativity and discovery.
Following Peircean ideas, I have stressed that recent computational modeling is very
useful in a strictly pragmatical sense. We can produce and implement actual and
then possible, rational models of creative reasoning and scientific discovery. In this
intellectual framework a new paradigm, aimed at unifying the different perspectives,
is provided by the fundamental concept of abduction. Many “working” abductive
processes can be found and studied that are rational, unambiguous and perfectly
communicable. I have maintained that the concepts of sentential, model-based and
manipulative abduction are important not only in delineating the actual practice of
abduction but also in the development of computationally adequate programs used
to rediscover, or discover for the first time, for example, scientific hypotheses and
mathematical theorems or laws.
It is clear that the manipulation of external objects helps human beings in their
creative tasks. I have illustrated the strategic role played by the so-called traditional
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concept of “implicit knowledge” in terms of the cognitive and epistemological concept of manipulative abduction, considered as a particular kind of abduction that
exploits external models endowed with delegated (sometimes implicit) cognitive
roles and attributes. Abductive manipulations operate on models that are external
and the strategy that organizes the manipulations is unknown and a priori. In the
case of creative manipulations of course the result achieved is also new and adds
properties not previously contained in the premises of reasoning. For example, in
scientific practice there are many procedural, extra-sentential and extra-theoretical
aspects indispensable to providing knowledge and information which are otherwise
hard to grasp. By making them explicit we can rationally and positively integrate
the previously existing scientific encyclopaedia. Enhancement of analysis of these
important human skills can increase knowledge on inferences involving creative,
analogical, spatial and simulative aspects, both in science and everyday situations,
thereby extending epistemological, computational, and psychological theory. It is
from this point of view that I have also described what I have called epistemic mediators and the templates of epistemic doing. These are able to illustrate the first
features of the performance of various abductive tasks and refer to various external
tools (and their manipulation) that can be built to cognitively help the activity of
scientists.
At the end of the chapter I have also described some results in the specific domain of calculus, were diagrams which play an optical role such as microscopes,
“microscopes within microscopes”, telescopes, and windows, a mirror role (to externalize rough mental models) or an unveiling role (to help create new and interesting mathematical concepts, theories, and structures) are studied. They play the role
of epistemic mediators able to perform the explanatory abductive task of endowing
difficult mathematical concepts with new “intuitive” meanings and of providing a
better understanding of the calculus through a non-standard model of analysis. I also
maintain that they can be used in many other different epistemological and cognitive situations (other examples in the field of mathematical discovery will be given
in the following chapter, section 2.8. 85
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Another interesting application of the concept of manipulative abduction I have studied is in the
area of chance discovery [Magnani et al., 2002b]: concrete manipulations of the external world
constitute a fundamental passage in chance discovery. By a process of manipulative abduction
it is possible to build prostheses that furnish a kind of embodied and unexpressed knowledge
that plays a key role in the subsequent processes of scientific comprehension and discovery but
also in the extraction of the “unexpected” in ethical thinking and in moral deliberation.).

Chapter 2

Non-explanatory and Instrumental Abduction
Plausibility, Implausibility, Ignorance Preservation

In chapter one I have illustrated the basic distinction between theoretical and manipulative abduction and the other main features of abductive cognition. Further important cognitive and logico-epistemological considerations have to be added. First
of all the fact that abduction is a procedure in which something that lacks classical
explanatory epistemic virtue can be accepted because it has virtue of another kind:
[Gabbay and Woods, 2005] contend that abduction presents an ignorance preserving (but also an ignorance mitigating) character. From this perspective abductive
reasoning is a response to an ignorance-problem; through abduction the basic ignorance – that does not have to be considered a total “ignorance” – is neither solved
nor left intact. Abductive reasoning is an ignorance-preserving accommodation of
the problem at hand.
The chapter also introduces the basic distinction between the schematic representation of abduction which I have illustrated in chapter one (section 1.3), that
[Gabbay and Woods, 2005] call AKM-schema, and the GW -schema, they propose
in their recent book on abduction. The analysis and criticism of the GW -schema
provides an opportunity to illustrate non-explanatory and [radical] instrumentalist
aspects of abductive cognition. Examples of the non-explanatory features of abduction are present in logic and mathematical reasoning. The chapter gives an analysis
of how the importance of non-explanatory abduction in logical and mathematical
reasoning is clearly even if implicitly envisaged by Gödel. Furthermore, physics often aims at discovering physical dependencies which can be considered explanatorily undetermined. In this case abduction exhibits an instrumental aspect. In section
2.6 I contend that this character is sometimes related to the conventional nature of
the involved hypotheses.
The new non-explanatory and instrumentalist aspects of abduction in turn lead
to reconsideration, in a broader sense, of the role of plausibility in abductive cognition. Plausibility which occurs at the level of basic inner inferences of the real
human agent is related to considerations of relevance or how characteristic a certain behavior is and can be called [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 209] “propositional”. However, there is also a “strategic” sense of plausibility that has to be taken
into account, the one which occurs in the case of instrumental abduction, where
L. Magnani: Abductive Cognition, COSMOS 3, pp. 63–143.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
springerlink.com 
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plausibility is no longer linked to standard characteristicness. For example, in scientific reasoning, an abductive hypothesis can be highly implausible from the “propositional” point of view and nevertheless it can be adopted for its instrumental virtues,
such as in the Newtonian case of action-at-a-distance. Highly implausible hypotheses from the “propositional” point of view can be conjectured because of their high
“instrumental” plausibility, where a different role of characteristicness is at stake.
The chapter further examines interesting cases of abduction that can be usefully
labeled non-explanatory and/or instrumentalist, showing how often the abductive
procedures are characterized by a mixture of explanatory, non-explanatory and instrumental aspects. The analysis of these cases is also an opportunity to demonstrate
that contradictions and inconsistencies are fundamental in abductive reasoning, especially in science, and that abductive reasoning is appropriate for “governing” inconsistencies, both at the empirical and theoretical/conceptual level. The importance
of the role of the so-called “preinventive forms” is also addressed.
Hence, contradiction is fundamental in abductive reasoning and it has a preference for strong hypotheses which are more easily falsified than weak ones.
Moreover, hard hypotheses may be more easily weakened than weak ones, which
subsequently prove more difficult to strengthen. Hypotheses may however be unfalsifiable, such as in the case of hypotheses which are fruit of “radical” instrumentalist
abduction. In this case, it is impossible to find a contradiction from the empirical
point of view but also from the theoretical point of view, in some area of the related conceptual systems. Notwithstanding this fact, it is sometimes necessary to
construct methods for rejecting the unfalsifiable hypothesis at hand by resorting to
some external form of negation. It would have to be an “external” criterion in order to avoid any arbitrary and subjective elimination, which could be rationally or
epistemologically unjustified.
I contend that this problem of unfalsifiable hypotheses is strictly linked to the
issue of non-explanatory and instrumentalist abduction, taking advantage of the
analysis of hypothesis withdrawal in Freudian analytic reasoning and in Poincaré’s
conventionalism of the principles of physics. From the point of view of instrumentalist abduction my example concerning the conventional principles of physics shows
a cognitive situation where such hypotheses are not subject to discharge except for
their instrumental value, since the abduced hypothesis, fruit of a radically instrumentalist abduction, fails all tests that would reveal it as having the requisite classical epistemic value.
The last part of the chapter is devoted to illustrating the problem of the extratheoretical dimension of cognition from the perspective of the famous discovery of
non-Euclidean geometries. This case study is particularly appropriate to the present
chapter because it shows relevant aspects of diagrammatic abduction, which involve
intertwined processes of both explanatory and non-explanatory abduction acting at
the model-based level in what I call mirror and unveiling diagrams. Finally, the
section 2.7 also deals with the epistemologically very interesting computational AI
applications that involve the abductive processes in scientific discovery and mathematical reasoning and creativity: some programs expressly devoted to the simulation
of geometrical reasoning are illustrated.

2.1 Is Abduction an Ignorance-Preserving Cognition?
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Is Abduction an Ignorance-Preserving Cognition?
The Ignorance Preserving Character of Abduction

It is clear that “[. . . ] abduction is a procedure in which something that lacks epistemic virtue is accepted because it has virtue of another kind” [Gabbay and Woods,
2005, p. 62]. For example: “Let S be the standard that you are not able to meet
(e.g., that of mathematical proof). It is possible that there is a lesser epistemic standard S (e.g., having reason to believe) that you do meet” [Woods, 2010, chapter eight]. Focusing attention on this cognitive aspect of abduction [Gabbay and
Woods, 2005] contend that abduction (basically seen as a scant-resource strategy, which proceeds in absence of knowledge) presents an ignorance preserving
(but also an ignorance mitigating) character. Of course “[. . . ] it is not at all necessary, or frequent, that the abducer be wholly in the dark, that his ignorance be
total. It needs not be the case, and typically isn’t, that the abducer’s choice of a
hypothesis is a blind guess, or that nothing positive can be said of it beyond the
role it plays in the subjunctive attainment of the abducer’s original target (although
sometimes this is precisely so)” (cit.). Abductive reasoning is a response to an
ignorance-problem: one has an ignorance-problem when one has a cognitive target that cannot be attained on the basis of what one currently knows. Ignorance
problems trigger one or other of three responses. In the first case, one overcomes
one’s ignorance by attaining some additional knowledge (subduance). In the second instance, one yields to one’s ignorance (at least for the time being) (surrender).
In the third instance, one abduces [Woods, 2010, chapter eight] and so has a positive and reasoned basis for new action even if in the presence of the constitutive
ignorance.
From this perspective the general form of an abductive inference can be rendered
as follows. Let α be a proposition with respect to which you have an ignorance
problem. Putting T for the agent’s epistemic target with respect to the proposition
α at any given time, K for his knowledge-base at that time, K ∗ for an immediate accessible successor-base of K that lies within the agent’s means to produce
in a timely way,1 R as the attainment relation for T ,  as the subjunctive conditional relation, H as the agent’s hypothesis, K(H) as the revision of K upon the
addition of H, C(H) denotes the conjecture of H and H c its activation. The general structure of abduction can be illustrated as follows (GW-schema, cf. below
subsection 2.1.3):

1

“K ∗ is an accessible successor to K to the degree that an agent has the know-how to construct
it in a timely way; i.e., in ways that are of service in the attainment of targets linked to K. For
example if I want to know how to spell ‘accommodate’, and have forgotten, then my target can’t
be hit on the basis of K, what I now know. But I might go to my study and consult the dictionary.
This is K ∗ . It solves a problem originally linked to K” [Woods, 2010, chapter eight].
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1. T !α

[setting T is an epistemic
target with respect to a
proposition α ]
2. ¬(R(K, T )
[fact]
[fact]
3. ¬(R(K ∗ , T )
4. H ∈ K
[fact]
[fact]
5. H ∈ K ∗
6. ¬R(H, T )
[fact]
7. ¬R(K(H), T )
[fact]
8. If H were true then it would be the case that [fact]
R(K(H), T )
[fact]
9. H meets further conditions S1 , ....Sn
10. Therefore, C(H)
[sub-conclusion, 1-9]
[conclusion, 1-10]
11. Therefore, H c
It is easy to see that the distinctive epistemic feature of abduction is captured by the
schema. It is a given that H is not in the agent’s knowledge-set. Nor is it in its immediate successor. Since H is not in K, then the revision of K by H is not a knowledgesuccessor set to K. Even so, H  (K(H), T ) . So we have an ignorance-preservation,
as required (cf. [Woods, 2010, chapter eight]).

[Note: Basically, line 9. indicates that H has no more plausible or relevant rival
constituting a greater degree of subjunctive attainment. Characterizing the Si is the
most difficult problem for abductive cognition, given the fact that in general there
are many possible candidate hypotheses. It involves for instance the consistency and
minimality constraints (lines 4 and 5 of the standard schema below in subsection
2.1.3, p. 70). I will illustrate below (cf. subsection 2.3.1) that, in the case of inner
processes in organic agents, this process is largely implicit, and so also linked to
unconscious ways of inferring, or, in Peircean terms, to the activity of the instinct
[Peirce, 1931-1958, 8.223] and of what Galileo called the lume naturale [Peirce,
1931-1958, 6.477], that is the innate fair for guessing right.
However, in more hybrid and multimodal (not merely inner) abductive processes
(cf. chapter four, section 4.1), such as in the case of manipulative abduction, the
assessment is reached – and constrained – taking advantage of the gradual acquisition of further external information with respect to future interrogation and control, even if not due to actual experimental tests. At least three kinds of actions
are involved in these abductive processes (and we would have to also take into account the motoric aspect of inner “thoughts” too, cf. chapter four, section 4.4, p.
233). In this interplay the cognitive agent further triggers internal thoughts “while”
modifying the environment and so (i) acting on it (thinking through doing). In this
case the “motor actions” directed to the environment have to be intended as part
and parcel of the whole embodied abductive inference, and so have to be distinguished from the final (ii) “actions” as fruit of the reached abductive result. In this
perspective the proper experimental test involved in the Peircean evaluation phase,
which for many researchers reflects in the most acceptable way the idea of abduction as inference to the best explanation, just constitutes a special subclass of the
processes – which involve another kind (iii) of actions – of adoption of abductive
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hypotheses, and should be considered ancillary to the nature of abductive cognition,
and inductive in its essence.
Finally, C(H) is read “It is justified (or reasonable) to conjecture that H” and H c is
its activation, as the basis for planned “actions”, in the sense I have just illustrated.]
In sum, T cannot be attained on the basis of K. Neither can it be attained on the
basis of any successor K ∗ of K that the agent knows then and there how to construct.
H is not in K: H is a hypothesis that when reconciled to K produces an updated
K(H). H is such that if it were true, then K(H) would attain T . The problem is that
H is only hypothesized, so that the truth is not assured. Accordingly Gabbay and
Woods contend that K(H) presumptively attains T . That is, having hypothesized
that H, the agent just “presumes” that his target is now attained. Given the fact that
presumptive attainment is not attainment, the agent’s abduction must be considered
as preserving the ignorance that already gave rise to her (or its, in the case for example of a machine) initial ignorance-problem. Accordingly, abduction does not have
to be considered the “solution” of an ignorance problem, but rather a response to
it, in which the agent reaches presumptive attainment rather than actual attainment.
C(H) expresses the conclusion that it follows from the facts of the schema that H is
a worthy object of conjecture. It is important to note that in order to solve a problem
it is not necessary that an agent actually conjectures a hypothesis, but it is necessary
that she states that the hypothesis is worthy of conjecture.
It is remarkable that in the above schema
[. . . ] R(K(H), T ) is false and yet that H  (K(H), T ) is true. Let us examine a case.
Suppose that your target T is to know whether α is true. Suppose that, given your
present resources, you are unable to attain that target. In other words, neither your K
nor your K ∗ enables you to meet your target. Let H be another proposition that you
don’t know. So K(H) is not a knowledge-set for you. On the principle that you can’t
get to know whether α on the basis of what you don’t know, K(H) won’t enable you
to attain T either. This is a point of some subtlety. Pages ago, weren’t we insisting that
there are contexts – autoepistemic contexts – in which not knowing something is a way
of getting to know something else? No, we said that not knowing something was a way
of getting to presume something else. But just to be clear, let us point out that in the
GW-schema α and H are not candidates for the autoepistemic inference of α from H
or K(H). So R(K(H), T ) is false. H  (K(H), T ) is different. It says, subjunctively,
that if H were true, then the result of adding H to K would attain T . Clearly this can be
true while, for the same H, K and T , R(K(H), T ) is false [Woods, 2010, chapter eight].

Finally, considering H justified to conjecture is not equivalent to considering it justified to send H to trial. H c denotes the decision to release H for further premissory
work in the domain of enquiry in which the original ignorance-problem arose, that
is the activation of H as a positive basis for action. Woods usefully observes:
There are lots of cases in which abduction stops at line 10, that is, with the conjecture
of the hypothesis in question but not its activation. When this happens, the reasoning
that generates the conjecture does not constitute a positive basis for new action, that is,
for acting on that hypothesis. Call these abductions partial as opposed to full. Peirce
has drawn our attention to an important subclass of partial abductions. These are cases
in which the conjecture of H is followed by a decision to submit it to experimental test.
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Now, to be sure, doing this is an action. It is an action involving H but it is not a case
of acting on it. In a full abduction, H is activated by being released for inferential work
in the domain of enquiry within which the ignorance-problem arose in the first place.
In the Peircean cases, what counts is that H is withheld from such work. Of course,
if H goes on to test favourably, it may then be released for subsequent inferential
engagement [Woods, 2009].

We have to remember that this last process is not abductive, it is inductive, as Peirce
contended and I illustrated in the previous chapter. Woods adds: “Now it is quite true
that epistemologists of a certain risk-averse bent might be drawn to the admonition
that partial abduction is as good as abduction ever gets and that complete abduction,
inference-activation and all, is a mistake that leaves any action prompted by it without an adequate rational grounding. This is not an unserious objection, but I have no
time to give it its due here. Suffice it to say that there are real-life contexts of reasoning in which such conservatism is given short shrift, in fact is ignored altogether.
One of these contexts is the criminal trial at common law” [Woods, 2009].
Here it cannot be said that testability is intrinsic to abduction, such as in the
case of the ST-model illustrated above in subsection 1.4 of chapter one, and in the
case of some passages of Peirce’s writings.2 This action, which in turn involves
degrees of risk proportioned to the strength of the conjecture, is strictly cognitive/epistemic and inductive in itself, for example an experimental test, is an intermediate step to release the abduced hypothesis for inferential work in the domain
of enquiry within which the ignorance-problem arose in the first place.
Through abduction the basic ignorance – that does not have to be considered
total “ignorance” – is neither solved nor left intact: it is an ignorance-preserving
accommodation of the problem at hand. As I have already stressed, in a defeasible
way, further action can be triggered either to find further abductions or to “solve”
the ignorance problem, possibly leading to what it is usually called the inference
to the best explanation. It is clear that in this framework the inference to the best
explanation – if considered as a truth conferring achievement – cannot be a case
of abduction, because abductive inference is constitutively ignorance preserving. In
this perspective the inference to the best explanation also involves – for example –
the generalizing and evaluating role of induction. Of course it can be said that the
requests of originary thinking are related to the depth of the abducer’s ignorance.

2.1.2

Truth Preserving and Ignorance Preserving Inferences

From an agent-based perspective on logic similar to one adopted by Gabbay and
Woods,3 which pays attention to psychological/subjective aspects and strongly
stresses the ignorance preserving character of the logic of abduction, Jean Yves
Girard’s annotations about the logics which model abduction can acquire further
clarification. Girard says “‘Epistemic’ logics are supposed to illustrate ‘abductive’
2
3

When abduction stops at line 10., the agent is not prepared to accept K(H), because of supposed
adverse consequences.
On this agent-based perspective cf. also chapter seven, this book.
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principles of reasoning: from the fact that we don’t know, one deduces something.
[. . . ] Epistemic logics are based upon the identification between ‘not to know’ and
‘to know not’. If such an identification would be possible, it would suffice to add
relevant axioms. One sees that this is impossible, since then, G being not provable,
this fact would be provable (what is expressed by G), contradiction” [Girard, 2006,
pp. 104–105]. Girard refers to the inconsistency of these systems as a corollary of
Gödel theorem, and further stresses the problems created by the nonmonotonic logics of abduction, which, he says, without any hesitation, add a principle of the sort
if ¬A is not provable, then A is provable”. The conclusion is strong:
Granted adequate precautions, these systems are consistent and complete, so what do
you complain about? They are simply non-deductive, because there is no way to activate the additional principle. One is no longer dealing with a formal system, since
there is no way to know that something is not provable (this is already wrong in a deductive system, so in such a doohickey, good luck!). By the way, let us directly refute
the algorithm analog of “non-monotonicity”. One wants to answer any query and the
“solution” is as follows: if the algorithm yields an answer, say “yes”, answer “yes”, if
it says “no”, answer “no”, if it keeps silent answer whatever you like, “yes” or “no”,
nay “I don’t know”. This is impossible, because Turing’s undecidability of the halting
problem precisely tells us that there is no algorithmic way of knowing that one does
not know [Girard, 2006, p. 105].

In sum, it seems that entering nonmonotonic logic of abduction means leaving deduction and demonstrative reasoning, at least in Girard’s rigid sense. The ignorance
preserving approach to abduction and its logics de facto acknowledges Girard’s conclusion regarding the entire old-fashioned perspective on deductive logic: “What we
logicians manipulate under the name true” is but an empty shell. A last word: one
should not forget either that Gödel formula, this over-ornate artifact, before meaning ‘I am not provable’, says ‘I mean nothing”’ [Girard, 2006, pp. 106]. Indeed, the
ignorance preserving approach permits us to further appreciate Girard’s view. Following Girard, we can say that, in a sense, abductive logics like the nonmonotonic
ones, certainly formalize ignorance preserving inferences, but the truth preserving
character of deductive logic is achieved at the cost of skipping the problem of the
multifaceted ignorance of cognitive agents. Truth preserving inferences involve a
kind of ideal intersubjectivity, that is the fact that certain propositions A, B, . . . “share
the same point of view” [Girard, 2007, p. 64], and it is at this price that deductive
logic can say that the truth of A and of A → B implies the truth of B.
“In terms of intersubjectivity, logic still testimonies the caprices of ‘common
knowledge’: no doubts about the fact that at this level the constitution of the subject
is not admitted, everything is already available, and it is only necessary to select
dispersed pieces of information” [Girard, 2007, pp. 64–65]. Nevertheless, the subjective side of truth implies that a theorem can also be true or false depending on
the point of view. The idea of making cooperative A and B implies that they share
something at the level of sense. This is basically (inter)subjective and expressed by a
shared perspective on truth: it is with respect to this common point of view that truth
is preserved. This subtle relativity to a “point of view” can be extended to the case
of abduction: if deductive logic preserves truth, abduction preserves ignorance, but
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in both cases the preservation depends on some common contingent perspectives
respectively on truth and ignorance.

2.1.3

AKM and GW Schemas of Abduction

The schematic representation of abduction I have illustrated in chapter one
(section 1.3) expresses what [Gabbay and Woods, 2005] call AKM-schema,4 which
is contrasted to their own (GW -schema), which I have basically explained in the
subsection 2.1.1 above.
The AKM can be illustrated as follows:
1. E
2. K  E
3. H  E
4. K(H) is consistent
5. K(H) is minimal
6. K(H)  E
7. Therefore, H.
[Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp. 48–49].

where of course the conclusion operator  cannot be classically interpreted.
Consequentialism and explanationism are the two main characters of this
schema, which certainly grasps fundamental aspects of abduction. The target has
to be an explanation and K(H) bears R pres [that is the relation of presumptive attainment] to T only if there is a proposition V and a consequence relation  such that
K(H)  V , where V represents a payoff proposition for T . In turn, in this schema
explanations are interpreted in consequentialist terms. If E is an explanans and E 
an explanandum the first explains the second only if (some authors further contend if and only if) the first implies the second. It is obvious to add that the AKM
schema embeds a D-N (deductive-nomological) interpretation of explanation, as I
have already stressed in [Magnani, 2001b, p. 39]. Moreover, the fact that abduction
is a procedure in which something that lacks traditional epistemic virtue (at least
in the sense epistemic virtues are intended in the epistemological tradition) is accepted because it has virtue of another kind, that is its ignorance preservation, (cf.
above subsection 2.1.1) is tacitly recognized in the AKM model (and also in Peirce’s
philosophy), but only explicitly illustrated in the GW one.
I have said in the first chapter of this book that the AKM schema embeds the
D-N model (the Hempel’s law covering model of scientific explanation [Hempel,
1966]): an additional remark has to be added. The D-N model presents a classical
logical structure and consequently the idea of explanation it involves is not in itself
abductive, as clearly pointed out by Gabbay and Woods
4

For A they refer to Aliseda [Aliseda, 1997; Aliseda, 2006], for K to Kowalski [Kowalski, 1979],
Kuipers [Kuipers, 1999], and Kakas et al. [Kakas et al., 1993], for M to Magnani [Magnani,
2001b] and Meheus [Meheus et al., 2002].
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If explanation is taken in the D-N sense, then no successful explanationist abduction
can embody the D-N notion of explanation unless the explanationism in question is
subjunctive. [. . . ] The explanations it captures also stand or fall independently of the
epistemic states or interests of any agent (so the epistemic version is not intrinsic to the
model). But when abduction enters the picture, it does so with the requisite structure
and the necessary impairments or omissions of the agent’s K-set. The requirements
necessary for the explanationist hitting of an abductive target T make it impossible
for the abducer to produce a D-N explanation of the state of affairs embraced by this
target. The best he can do in this regard is produce a subjunctive D-N explanation,
putting it loosely [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 93].

However, this requirement is not sufficient: “Even so, it is a fateful turn. [. . . ] There
are senses of explanation for which the constraints of subjunctivity are redundant.
Another way of saying this is that there are conceptions of explanations that are
themselves subjunctivist in character, and for which, therefore, the subjunctivizing consequences of abductive employment amount to the transportation of coal to
Newcastle” [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 93].

2.2

Non-explanatory Abduction

[Gabbay and Woods, 2005] contend – and I agree with them – that abduction is
not intrinsically explanationist, like for example its description in terms of inference to the best explanation would suggest. Not only that, abduction can also be
merely instrumental. This conviction constitutes the main reason for proposing the
GW -schema, which offers a representation of abductive cases not captured by that
of the AKM-schema. In the following sections and subsections I will describe some
non-explanatory (and instrumental) aspects of abduction that are explicitly acknowledged by the GW schema. In my previous book on abduction [Magnani, 2001b]
I made some examples of abductive reasoning that basically are non-explanatory
and/or instrumentalist without clearly acknowledging it. The contribution of Gabbay and Woods to the analysis of abduction has the logical and epistemological
merit of having clarified these basic aspects of abduction, until now disregarded in
the literature. Their distinction between explanatory, non-explanatory and instrumental abduction is orthogonal to mine in terms of the theoretical and manipulative
(including the subclasses of sentential and model-based) and further allows us to
explore fundamental features of abductive cognition.
Hence, if we maintain that E explains E  only if the first implies the second,
certainly the reverse does not hold. This means that various cases of abduction are
consequentialist but not explanationist [other cases are neither consequentialist nor
explanationist]:
It merits emphasis that not all T ’s either specify or have payoff propositions. If, for
example, the target is to justify a recondite principle of logic L, it may suffice to produce a derivation of some obvious proposition of arithmetic A in which that logical
principle occurs non-redundantly as premisses. Following Russell [. . . ] we might well
take this as grounds on which to hypothesize that the recondite principle L is indeed
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justified. But it is as well to note that nowhere in this scenario is there any question that
the abduction requires (or permits) that L itself is a payoff proposition for T or that L
is in the counterdomain of any consequence relation on display in the abduction. Let
the proof that does not deliver the goods for A be schematized as
P1
..
.
Pn
A
Assume now that if L is added as premiss, the proof goes through. In other words,
whereas {P1 , ..., Pn } doesn’t suffice for A, {P1 , ..., Pn , L} does. For this to be so, there
must be a consequence relation on {P1 , ..., Pn, L}, A . But A is not the payoff for T .
Rather {P1 , ..., Pn, K} is. And this is itself neither a proposition nor the consequent of
any consequence relation of which the abduction must take note. We repeat: sometimes
T has a payoff proposition; sometimes it specifies this proposition; and sometimes
this proposition is required to be in the counterdomain of a consequence relation the
abduction must take note of. When these facts obtain, it is essential that the abductive
enterprise take them into account. When they do not obtain, there is nothing to take
into account; and no schema should posit them unduly [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp.
51-52].

Non-explanatory modes of abduction are clearly exploited in the “reverse mathematics” pioneered by Harvey Friedman and his colleagues, e.g., [Friedman and
Simpson, 2000], where propositions can be taken as axioms because they support
the axiomatic proofs of target theorems. The target of reverse mathematics is to answer this fundamental question: What are the appropriate axioms for mathematics?
The problem is to discover which are the appropriate axioms for proving particular theorems in central mathematical areas such as algebra, analysis, and topology
(cf. [Simpson, 1999]). The idea of reverse mathematics originates with Russell’s
notion of the regressive method in mathematics [Russell, 1973], and is also present
in some remarks of [Gödel, 1944; Gödel, 1990a].5 [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p.
128] conclude, following Russell, that regressive abduction is both instrumental
and non-explanatory, and quote a Gödel’s passage, which confirms their statement:
[. . . ] even disregarding the intrinsic necessity of some new axiom, and even in case it
has no intrinsic necessity at all, a probable decision about its truth is possible also in
another way, namely inductively by studying its “success”. Success here means fruitfulness in consequences, in particular, “verifiable” consequences, i.e., consequences
demonstrable without the new axioms, whose proofs with the help of the new axiom,
however, are considerably simpler and easier to discover, and make it possible to contract into one proof many different proofs [Gödel, 1990a, pp. 476–477] .6
5
6

For more details about this, see [Irvine, 1989], who also compares Russell’s regressive method
to Peirce’s abduction.
I will further illustrate Gödel’s implicit acknowledgment of the role of abduction in logic in the
following subsection.
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Furthermore, often in physics the target is the discovery of physical dependencies
which [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp. 122–123] consider explanatorily undetermined. In this case abduction can exhibit an instrumental aspect.7 I will contend in
section 2.6 below that this character is sometimes related to the conventional nature
of the involved hypotheses. Moreover, also in many AI approaches based on logic
programming and belief revision (cf. above, chapter one, subsections 1.4 and 1.4.1)
explanationism tends to disappear and abduction is mainly considered as proof theoretic and algorithmic: “On this view, an H is legitimately dischargeable to the extent
to which it makes it possible to prove (or compute) from a database a formula not
provable (or computable) from it as it is currently structured. This makes it natural
to think of AI-abduction in terms of belief-revision theory, of which belief-revision
according to explanatory force is only a part” [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 88].
However, the explanatory character is subsumed in these AI approaches as a philosophical conception.

2.2.1

Gödel and Abduction

I aim at further illustrating that the importance of non-explanatory abduction in
logic and mathematics is clearly envisaged by Gödel. In the two essays of 1944 and
1947 “Russell’s Mathematical Logic” and “What is Cantor’s Continuum Problem?”
[Gödel, 1944; Gödel, 1990b] and in the “Supplement” to the Second Edition of the
1947 essay [Benacerraf and Putnam, 1964, pp. 258–273], Gödel’s ontology reveals
itself as a space for reflection which allows us to rescue Cantor’s classical analysis
and set theory and to account for a possible expansion of the latter.
Gödel’s ontology is articulated into a conceptual strategy with three levels of
analysis: 1) the ontological extent of formal systems and mathematics; 2) the analogy between mathematics and logic on the one hand and natural sciences on the
other; 3) the elaboration of an original notion of mathematical intuition to be understood as an activity of the constitution of mathematical objects, which we can
interpret as essentially abductive.
Gödel considers “[...] mathematical objects to exist independently of our constructions and our having an intuition of them individually” (“What is Cantor’s. . . ”,
in [Benacerraf and Putnam, 1964, p. 262]). Mathematical entities, the objects of
mathematical reality, are those studied by that area of mathematics called mathematical logic, i.e. “[. . . ] classes, relations, combinations of symbols, etc., instead of
numbers, functions, geometric figures, etc.” (“Russell’s Mathematical. . . ”, in [Benacerraf and Putnam, 1964, p. 211]. Moreover, all those objects from other areas of
mathematics which one tries to derive “[. . . ] actually from a very few logical concepts and axioms” (ibid., p. 212) are entities too, such as for example, those of the
Principia and in general those contained in formal systems meant to represent the
entities themselves, that is the objects of mathematical reality.
7

Other authors, and myself in [Magnani, 2001b, p. 17], disregarded this aspect and rather thought
in this case we deal with a different kind of explanation, i.e simple non causal explanation.
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We can, therefore, maintain that logical and mathematical objects transcend their
own representation. Gödel is obviously interested in spotting the ontological constitution of the entities of mathematical logic: this is, by the way, of such great
importance because not only does mathematical logic aim at achieving a representation and a foundation of mathematics, but “[. . . ] it is a science prior to all others,
which contains the ideas and principles underlying all sciences” (ibid., p. 211).
Seeking a theory of knowledge adequate to address the issue of a Platonistrealist ontology, Gödel develops an analogy between logic and natural sciences already found in Russell’s Introduction to Mathematical Philosophy [Russell, 1919].
Gödel finds in Russell the comparison between the axioms of logic and mathematics
and the laws of nature and consequently the comparison between logical evidence
(which [Wang, 1987, p. 303], calls “semi-perception”; for Gödel, in fact, logical evidence is “something like a perception”) and sense perception. In this way, axioms
do not appear to receive their evidence immediately themselves but, rather, their
justification lies (exactly as is the case of hypotheses in physics) in the fact that they
render possible an inference of more elementary “logical evidence”, i.e., somehow
relatable to sense perceptions. We can now make explicit that this inference is a
kind of non-explanatory and instrumental abduction (plausibility at play is a mixed
one, propositional and strategic, see the following section). Gödel’s concept of the
axiomatic method certainly goes beyond the concept of formal systems, since he
regards classical physics, for instance, as an axiomatic system.
Logical axioms are, therefore, considered to be similar to physical hypotheses.
Their hypothetical make-up indicates that they are meant to discover a world of
mathematical objects and at the same time to make of these objects an original
intelligibility and an original representability. I contend that the activity which is
thought by Gödel to be operating in logic (and in mathematics) is to be considered
as an abductive activity of the construction of a knowledge of mathematical objectivity. This is shown within an inferential process that allows to guess the axioms
from which an argument can be traced back to the “logical evidence” (as similar to
“sense perception”), which is similar to the process occurring in physics and natural
sciences, though with a different degree of plausibility.
For Gödel, an example of this process is the case in which, in order to solve
some arithmetical problems, it is deemed necessary to use very general principles,
“[. . . ] assumptions essentially transcending arithmetic, i.e., the domain of the kind
of elementary indisputable evidence that may be most fittingly compared with sense
perception” [Benacerraf and Putnam, 1964, p. 213]. This is also the case when, in
order to solve set theory problems (which are, so to speak, far from the ‘evident”
level of arithmetic), it is necessary to enrich the available theories using “[. . . ] new
axioms based on some hitherto unknown idea” (ibid.). In my opinion the exploration
of the analogy between mathematics and logic on the one hand and natural sciences
on the other, does not superimpose a trivial theory of knowledge of a hypotheticaldeductive type on the basic Platonist ontology, but rather serves to complicate it
further with Kantian considerations, as we shall see below.
In the “Supplement” to the Second Edition of “What is Cantor’s Continuum Problem?”, Gödel clearly and profoundly points out the actual philosophical structure of
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the gnoseological medium which integrates with the basic Platonist ontological conception. Following through the analogy between logic and natural sciences, Gödel
specifies the relationship between logical objects and the elementary level of “evidence”, which, as we have seen above, had been held to be analogous with sense
experience and sense perception in physics: “[. . . ] despite their remoteness from
sense experience, we do have something like a perception also of the objects of
set theory, as is seen from the fact axioms force themselves upon us as being true”
(‘Supplement’ to the Second Edition of “What is Cantor’s. . . ”, [Benacerraf and Putnam, 1964, p. 271].
Sense perceptions, in the specific meaning they acquire in the case of logic and
mathematics, trigger off a process of theory germination, just like perceptions themselves that, in the specific meaning they acquire in the case of physics and natural
sciences, cause an abductive movement of hypothesis generation (Gödel, who does
not refer to the concept of abduction, calls this movement inductive). More precision is needed: the abductive movement from “this type of perception” toward the
generality of theories and logical concepts encounters, in its turn, the categorizing
effect of another element which Gödel, after some hesitation, clearly indicates as
“mathematical intuition”.
Mathematical intuition is actually an activity of the constitution of mathematical objects themselves: “It should be noted that mathematical intuition need not be
conceived of as a faculty giving an immediate knowledge of the objects concerned.
Rather, it seems that, as in the case of physical experience, we form our ideas also
of those objects on the basis of something else which is immediately given” (ibid.).
Mathematical intuition does not therefore provide an immediate knowledge of its
own object: it forms itself upon a basis, an original datum that “it” “is immediately
given”. And, moreover, a very important consideration, this datum “is not, or not
primarily, the sensations” (ibid).
Sense perceptions in logic and mathematics, as already observed, contain something different from physical ones. Gödel explains himself very precisely: “That
something besides the sensations actually is immediately given follows [. . . ] from
the fact that even our ideas referring to physical objects contain constituents qualitatively different from sensations or mere combinations of sensations, e.g., the idea
of concept itself, whereas, on the other hand, by our thinking we cannot create any
qualitatively new elements, but only reproduce and combine those that are given”
(ibid., pp. 271-272). These “constituents” are the basis/premise of the abductive
inference.
With the statement concerning thinking, which reminds us of Kant’s assertion
regarding the incapability of concept constituting the object itself, it is possible to
define the specific feature of that sense perception level (“evidence”, “given”) which
operates in mathematical and logical knowledge or, more generally, the set of abstract aspects already present at the empirical level; in fact Gödel is once again
very clear: “[. . . ] the ‘given’ underlying mathematics is closely related to the abstract elements contained in our empirical ideas” (ibid., p. 272). And again: “It by
no means follows, however, that the data of this second kind, because they cannot
be associated with actions of certain things upon our sense organs, are something
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purely subjective, as Kant asserted. Rather they, too, may represent an aspect of objective reality” (ibid.). At this point, the reasoning comes to an end: these abstract
elements, besides representing an aspect of the objective reality, “[. . . ] as opposed
to the sensations [. . . ] may be due to another kind of relationship between ourselves
and reality” (ibid).
According to Gödel’s philosophy, mathematical entities are therefore formed, and
so abductively guessed, on the basis of something else which is immediately given,
which is both their starting point and point of arrival. The gnoseological framework
is given by an intuition as an abductive constitution of the mathematical object, but
– it is important to note – not from a fixed and rigid perspective, but according to
the image of a continuous and progressive activity (e.g., by means of the continuous
introduction of new axioms and of the actual operations of constructivist proofs)
which, starting from a given basis (the constituents qualitatively different from sensations), returns, having in the meantime produced the categorical and ontological
representation of the true entities.
Gödel recognizes the continuing expansion of the results of our intuition and
provides an illustration of this dynamic and progressive activity referring to the concept of set, that is “of synthetic nature”, “[. . . ] there is a close relationship between
the concept of set [. . . ] and the categories of pure understanding in Kant’s sense.
Namely, the function of both is ‘synthesis’, i.e., the generating of unities out of manifolds” (ibid., footnote 40). The immediately given, therefore, does not consist of a
merely sensuous manifold, but a manifold complicated by the presence of abstract
elements and therefore different from data typical of sense perception, which are
conceivable in the gnoseological process of the constitution of the physical object.8
Kant’s considerations are for Gödel the ideal place from which to draw suggestions for a gnoseology which is adaptable to the requirement of a philosophy of
logic. We can say that knowledge which represents mathematical and logical entities thus becomes the product of an abductive activity which, as seen above, is
dynamic, progressive and iterative. But we cannot say that the abduced axioms have
a clear explanatory function. If, therefore, the systems which are elaborated are
many (and consequently the proofs change according to the systems in which they
are activated), the fundamental feature of logic with regard to mathematics becomes
relative, without falling into conventionalism or pragmatism.
8

[Ladrière, 1981, pp. 296–297] provides an interpretation which I share, using analogies to
Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason: the original datum we spoke about coincides with transcendental schematism, where schemas are spotted, not as the data of an intuition, but as something
intermediate which, on the one hand, result as being homogeneous with the category and, on
the other, with the phenomenon, in order to render possible the application of the former to the
latter. The schemas, therefore, are considered as deriving from a sort of vision that is neither
merely conceptual nor merely sensible, but which is precisely transcendental imagination. This
interpretation proves to be more satisfactory than the one provided by [Wang, 1987, pp. 295–
304] who, not recognizing the different status of the given underlying logical and mathematical
objects as a level which can be linked to transcendental schemas, undervalues the exclusively
Kantian nature of Gödel’s argument and must use the less appropriate notion of Husserl’s Wesenschau. I have proposed a new interpretation in terms of abduction of some aspects of Kantian
schematism in my book [Magnani, 2001c, chapter two].
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Gabbay and Woods maintain we can face a kind of abduction that, basically,
• is not plausibilist
at least in the sense we have considered in the first chapter.
They say: “It is not uncommon for philosophers to speak of the contribution
made by the hypothesis of action-at-a-distance as one of explaining otherwise unexplainable observational data. [. . . ] Like numerous instances of D-N explanation,
Newtonian explanations need convey no elucidation of their explicanda. They need
confer no jot of further intelligibility to them. The action at-a-distance equation
serves Newton’s theory in a wholly instrumental sense. It allows the gravitational
theory to predict observations that it would not otherwise be able to predict” [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp. 118-119]. In this case Newtonian explanations are seen
as epistemically agnostic conjectures, that is they lack the classical epistemic virtues
envisaged by the neopositivistic tradition. These abductions are secured by instrumental considerations and accepted because doing so enables one’s target to be hit.
They cannot be discharged because of their possible implausibility, for example on
the basis of empirical disconfirmation.
We have to note that in some sense all abductions embed instrumental factors. In
the general case, one accepts because doing so enables ones target to be attained,
notwithstanding that lacks the relevant epistemic virtue. However, in cases such
as Newtons, is selected notwithstanding that it is considered to be epistemically
hopeless. [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 119] call this extreme kind of abduction
radically instrumental).

2.3.1

On Propositional and Strategic Plausibility and Abduction

Abductive reasoning occurs in a situation of “scant resources in quest of comparatively modest targets” [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 58]. I have illustrated above
that presumptive abductive hypotheses have to be relevant, plausible, and an economical substitute for any kind of potential exhaustive exploration, cheaper than
the acquisition of relevant new knowledge. Hence, plausibility (which is traditionally considered similar to “reasonableness”) is a central issue concerning hypothesis
generation, choice, and selection in biological abducers like for example human beings and animals but also in artefactual abducers like ideal logical, probabilistic and
computational agents.9 In the case of organic agents plausibility processes are of
course largely implicit, and so also linked to unconscious ways of inferring, or, in
Peircean terms, to the activity of the instinct [Peirce, 1931-1958, 8.223] and of what
Galileo called the lume naturale [Peirce, 1931-1958, 6.477], that is the innate fair
for guessing right.10
9
10

The different character of abduction in human and in logical and computational agents is illustrated in chapter six of this book.
On the relationships between instinct and abduction in the framework of other related Peircean
themes cf. chapter five, sections 5.1 and 5.2.
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In the case of theoretical abduction, that is in the abductive processes basically
performed thanks to the inner cognitive resources of human agents faced with
some problems, some aspects concerning the role of plausibility have to be clearly
stressed, taking advantage of the remarks made by [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, chapter seven]. In this case a key role is played by the following aspects, which are
intertwined with the role of the candidate spaces and of the resolution procedures
for filtrating them:
•
•
•
•
•

surprise,
relevance,
characteristicness,
plausibility,
resolution.

Surprise refers to unexpected and uncharacteristic events that create problems which
demand a solution (often anomalies, or just events/problems that urge explanations
or solutions). These events are marked by both an epistemic disadvantage and an
emotional rating.11 Through a “filtration structure” [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p.
212], human agents internally form a space of candidates, usually very small, found
by means of an automatic inner exploration of the information and knowledge stored
and available in memory: in this process of successive filtering a reduction from
sets of potential explainer/solutions to the considerable actual ones is already at
play. Relevance12 dominates at this level, and the task is reached by applying –
through relevance filters – further, helpful inner information to information which
is considered important with respect to the problem at hand (abduction always aims
– we have said – at reaching the best state of ignorance). Then plausibility enters
the process, in which some candidates are rejected (judged less plausible, or clearly
implausible, and thus irrelevant), often based on information that licenses defaults
(generalizations for example)13 for the agent. Resolution is the elimination of all
candidates but one.
Looking for a plausibility logic able to illuminate the whole process [Gabbay
and Woods, 2005, p. 202] stress the role of the “Auto Rule”, which they illustrate
in the following way, when speaking of a simple abductive situation involving the
married couple Sarah and Harry: “The Auto Rule. To the extent possible, favours the
option that has an element of autoepistemic backing. For example, in the case we
are investigating, the generality claims about Sarah’s never coming home early, is
likely to be underwritten by two factors of autoepistemic significance. One is that if
11

12
13

[Thagard, 2002b] already clearly stressed the central role of the emotion of surprise in finding
problems and anomalies in scientific reasoning (and of the emotion of satisfaction caused by a
discovery!).
A further useful distinction between topical, full-use, irredundancy and probabilistic relevance
is introduced in [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp. 239–250].
Defaults are generalizations that tolerate exceptions and so are complicatedly linked to genericity and normalcy, and, in turn, to characteristicness, given the fact that generic claims also
concern what is characteristic. Further details about the relationships between genericity, normalcy, default, characteristicness, common knowledge, and presumption – which in various
ways qualify plausibility – are laid out in [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp. 213–238] .
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it were indeed true that Sarah never comes home early, this is something that Harry
would know. And if today were to be an exception to that rule, this too is something
that Harry may well have knowledge of.” The rule is presumptive “Given that a candidate hypothesis is not known to be true, it is presumed to be untrue” (ibid.). The
Auto Rule favors the most plausible hypothesis going beyond its characteristicness,
which is often unconvincing. Characteristicness can fail because human beings obey
to the conservative Quinean principle of minimal mutilation, so that a hypothesis
should not be too strange. Cognitive psychologists have carried out some interesting empirical work on these issues but I think they are far from reaching general
results.14
Until now I have described aspects of plausibility which are occurring at the
level of basically inner inferences of the real human agent, and which are related to
considerations of relevance and characteristicness: this kind of plausibility is called
“propositional” by [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 209]. There is also a “strategic”
sense of plausibility that has to be taken into account, the one which is occurring
in the case of instrumental and radically instrumental abduction (cf. above in this
section), where plausibility is no longer linked to characteristicness. To make an example in the case of scientific reasoning, an abductive hypothesis can be highly implausible from the “propositional” point of view and nevertheless it can be adopted
for its instrumental virtues, such as in the Newtonian case of action-at-a-distance.
Highly implausible hypotheses from the “propositional” point of view can be conjectured because of their high instrumental plausibility, where a different role of
characteristicness is at stake. I will illustrate below (subsection 2.6.2)15 the case of
the principle of physics (and of their conventional character): they are conjectured
and adopted, beyond their (classical) epistemic plausibility – indeed they are a priori
unfalsifiable – in so far as they are endowed with an instrumental epistemic value.
It is “characteristic” in physics to adopt unifying and simple principles, and this is
plausible in a “strategic” sense. Another striking example is the following, illustrated by Gabbay and Woods, where propositional plausibility is low and strategic
plausibility high:
Planck conjectured quanta for their contribution to the unification of the laws of black
body radiation. He did so notwithstanding the extreme propositional implausibility of
the existence of quanta. Even so, Planck thought it reasonable to proceed against the
grain of this implausibility. Quanta were nothing like anything then known to physics;
so they were uncharacteristic of what physics quantified over in 1900. Planck’s was a
conjecture grounded in its instrumental yield. It was, we say, a strategically plausible
conjecture to make. Why would this be so? It would be so, as we saw earlier, because
it is characteristic of the laws of physics to admit unification under the appropriate
conditions. [. . . ] Planck reasoned that black body radiation is such that it should be expected that it is subject to unified laws, and because such unifications are characteristic
of physics, he made a conjecture that would achieve it [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p.
218].
14
15

In hypothesis search and selection tasks the role of analogy is also very important, cf. above
subsection 1.5 of chapter one.
Cf. also [Magnani, 2001b, chapter seven].
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We have to remember that, in the case of real human agents plausibility assessment is of course largely inner and implicit, and it is unmediated by explicit and
conscious reflections in terms of plausibility, characteristicness, and relevance, such
as the ones that can be illustrated in the ideal epistemological and logico-cognitive
reconstruction or in the functions of automatic abductive agents.16
In more hybrid (multimodal) abductive processes (cf. chapter four, section 4.1),
such as in the case of manipulative abduction, of course the whole propositional
plausibility assessment is reached – and constrained – taking advantage of the gradual acquisition of new external information with respect to future interrogation and
control. In this interplay the cognitive agent further triggers internal plausibility
thoughts “while” actively modifying the environment (thinking through doing). Indeed, as I have already noted in subsection 1.3.2 of the previous chapter, already
at the generation/selection phase of genuine abduction many embodied processes –
so to say – of a kind of confrontation (if not exactly of evaluation) with something
external to the individual brain, even if not due to experimental tests, can be present,
so that we can say that abduction considered as a way of forming hypotheses is
of course immediately a generation/selection of “plausible” hypotheses. The role
of these continuous stages of confrontation/coordination with external constrained
(and fertile) cognitive offerings has been pointed out thanks to the concept of manipulative abduction, which takes into account the external dimension of abductive
reasoning. Let me reiterate that in this perspective the proper experimental test involved in the Peircean evaluation phase, which for many researchers reflects in the
most acceptable way the idea of abduction as inference to the best explanation, just
represents a particular subclass of the processes of adoption of abductive hypotheses, and should be considered ancillary to the nature of abductive cognition, and
inductive in its essence.
Some researchers could not be as convinced as Gabbay and Woods about the
GW characterization of abduction, especially where it is not intrinsically explanatory. They advert to the observation by Gödel and others that putative mathematical
axioms are sometimes endorsed because they help to prove conclusions that are
accepted on other grounds. It could be maintained that such axioms are still explanatory in the broad sense that they are defeasible and must compare well with
the alternatives. 1. The fact that the conclusions are accepted on other grounds suggests the plausibility of the putative axiom. 2. When constructing a proof, does a
mathematician not try to select the best concepts or axioms to apply, among a set
of alternatives? If so, then there is a kind of inference to the best proof occurring.
3. Old proofs and mathematical ideas are sometimes revisited and revised by later
mathematicians. Some are found to be invalid. No proof is necessarily above revision, suggesting their defeasibility in practice. 4. If old proofs or ideas are revised,
then they are, in effect, in competition with alternatives, suggesting that there is a
kind of inference to the best proof at work in the overall process of mathematics
(or logic).
16

Automatic abductive agents are described below in section 2.7.
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I have to note that – in these last cases – plausibility considerations are certainly
still at play, but they range from various degrees that involve less “propositional”
and more “strategical” and instrumental aspects, so that propositional plausibility
is lower and strategic plausibility higher. These cases are far from the clear ones of
explanatory abduction that are for example occurring in science and in various kinds
of diagnosis. In non-explanatory abduction the cognitive virtues can be more strategical than epistemological, at least if we attribute to the word “epistemological” the
standard meaning that neopositivistic tradition established through the specific “explanatory” tone of the D-N law-covering model of scientific explanation. To avoid
misunderstandings it has to be stressed that also strategic and instrumental considerations “can” have other epistemological virtues related to scientific rationality, like
it is in the case of the action at distance (cf. p. 64) or in the other cases (for example,
the unifying principles of physics) I will describe in the following sections.

2.4

Governing Inconsistencies in Science through Explanatory,
Non-explanatory, and Instrumental Abduction

In chapters six and seven of my previous book on abduction [Magnani, 2001b] I
have illustrated other interesting cases of abductions that can be usefully and basically labeled non-explanatory and instrumentalist. Taking advantage of the role of
inconsistencies in abductive reasoning, in the following I am summarizing my argument, showing how often the complex abductive procedures are characterized by
a mixture of explanatory, non-explanatory, and instrumental aspects.
We have seen that for Peirce abduction is an inferential process in a very particular and wide semiotic sense (cf. chapter one, section 1.5). The aspect of surprise I
have described in the previous subsection is central for Peirce: abduction is logical
inference [. . . ] having a perfectly definite logical form. [. . . ] The form of inference,
therefore, is this:
• The surprising fact, C, is observed;
• But if A were true, C would be a matter of course,
• Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.188189,7202].
C is true of the actual world and it is surprising, a kind of state of doubt we are not
able to account for using our available knowledge. Philosophers of science in the
last century have illustrated that inconsistencies and anomalies often play this role
of surprise in the growth of scientific knowledge.
Hence, contradictions and inconsistencies are fundamental in abductive reasoning, and abductive reasoning is appropriate for “governing” inconsistencies: this
section illustrates abductive reasoning in order to classify and analyze the different
roles played by inconsistencies in different reasoning tasks and in scientific discovery. The special sensitivity to anomalies and inconsistencies, which is an undoubted
endowment of human beings and many animals, becomes institutionalized in scientific mentality, and an important part of the scientific method. The aim of this
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section is to identify aspects of inconsistencies not covered by certain formalisms
and to suggest extensions to present thinking, but also to delineate the first features
of a broader constructive framework able to include abduction and to provide constructive solutions to some of the limitations of its formal models. There are many
ways of “governing” inconsistencies: from the methods activated in diagnostic settings and consistency-based models (cf. chapter one, section 1.4) to the typical ones
embedded in some forms of creative reasoning, from the interpretations in terms
of conflicts and competitions to the actions performed on empirical and conceptual
anomalies, from the question of generating inconsistencies by radical innovation
to the connectionist treatment of coherence. The conclusions presented here aim at
representing a step forward in the understanding of the use of inconsistencies in
creative abductive reasoning both in scientific and practical settings.
In different theoretical changes we witness different kinds of discovery processes
operating. Discovery methods are data-driven (generalizations from observation
and from experiments) (induction), explanation-driven (explanatory abduction), and
coherence-driven (formed to overwhelm contradictions) [Thagard, 1992]. Sometimes there is a mixture of such methods: for example, a hypothesis devoted to
overcome a contradiction is found by explanatory abduction. The detection of an
anomaly usually demonstrates that an explanation is needed.17 The next move of
the process of explanation is to obtain a possible explanation. Therefore, contradiction and its reconciliation play an important role in philosophy, in scientific theories and in all kinds of problem-solving. It is the driving force underlying change
(thesis, antithesis and synthesis) in the Hegelian dialectic and the main tool for advancing knowledge (conjectures and refutations – [Popper, 1963] – and proofs and
counter-examples – [Lakatos, 1976] – in the Popperian philosophy of science and
mathematics).18
Following Quine’s line of argument against the distinction between necessary and
contingent truths [Quine, 1979], when in science a contradiction arises, consistency
can be restored by rejecting or modifying any assumption which contributes to the
derivation of contradiction: no hypothesis is immune from possible alteration. Of
course there are epistemological and pragmatic limitations: some hypotheses contribute to the derivation of useful consequences more often than others, and some
participate more often in the derivation of contradictions than others. For example,
when faced with abduced hypotheses which we have decided to release for further
premissory work (H c ) (cf. section 2.1.1), it might be useful to abandon the hypotheses which contribute least to the derivation of useful consequences leading to
(empirical or theoretical) contradictions. If contradictions continue and the assessed
utility of the hypotheses changes, it may be necessary to backtrack, reinstate a previously abandoned hypothesis and abandon another.
17
18

In the last sections of this chapter I will describe the paradigmatic case of the anomaly of the
postulate of parallels, which brings together explanatory and non-explanatory aspects.
Also psychoanalysis relates creative thinking to something contradictory: creative expression is
explained in terms of sublimation of unconscious conflicts, as Freud demonstrated in his famous
analysis of the symbolic meanings of the works of Leonardo da Vinci [Freud, 1916].
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Hence, the derivation of inconsistency contributes to the search for alternative,
and possibly new, hypotheses: for each assumption which contributes to the derivation of a contradiction there exists at least one alternative new system obtained by
abandoning or modifying the assumption.
Anomalies result not only from direct conflicts between inputs and system knowledge but also from conflicts between their ramifications: “[. . . ] noticing a particular
anomaly may require building long inference chains tracing ramifications until a
contradiction is found” [Leake, 1992, p. xiii]. Any explanation must be suitably
plausible and able to dominate the situation in terms of reasonable hypotheses.
Moreover, the explanation has to be relevant to the anomaly, and resolve the underlying conflict. Finally, in some cases of everyday (and practical) anomaly-driven
reasoning the explanation has to be useful, so it needs information that will point to
the specific faults that need repair (on the role of plausibility and abduction in inner
rehearsal of human agents cf. the previous subsection).
The classical example of a theoretical system that is opposed by a contradiction is
the case in which the report of an empirical observation or experiment contradicts a
scientific theory. Whether it is more beneficial to reject the report or the statement of
the theory depends on the whole effect on the theoretical system. It is also possible
that many alternatives might lead to non-comparable, equally viable, but mutually
incompatible, systems.19
Why were the photographic plates in Röntgen laboratory continually blackened?
Why does the perihelion of the Mercury planet advance? Why is the height of the
barometer lower at the high altitudes than at the low ones? These are examples of
problems that come from observation, but they are problematic in light of some
theory, that is unexpected and anomalous. The first was problematic because it was
tacitly supposed at that time that no radiation or emanation existed able to penetrate
the container of the photographic plates; the second because it conflicted with the
Newtonian theory; the third was problematic for the supporters of Galileo’s theories
because it contradicted the belief in the “force of vacuum” that was adopted as an
explanation of why the mercury does not fall from a barometer tube [Chalmers,
1999].
Dealing with the problem of withdrawing scientific paradigms Kuhn writes:
Discovery commences with the awareness of anomaly: i.e., with the recognition that
nature has somehow violated the paradigm-induced expectations that govern normal
science. It then continues with a more or less extended exploration of the area of
anomaly. And it closes only when the paradigm theory has been adjusted so that the
anomalous has become the expected. Assimilating a new sort of fact demands a more
than additive adjustment of theory, and until that adjustment is completed – until the
scientist has learned to see nature in a different way – the new fact is not quite a scientific fact at all. [Kuhn, 1962, p. 53, second edition].
19

Thagard proposes a very interesting computational account of scientific controversies in terms
of so-called explanatory coherence [Thagard, 1992] (cf. also chapter one, subsection 1.3.2, this
book), which improves on Lakatos’ classic one [1970], by explaining various aspects dealing
with the comparison of scientific theories.
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It is well-known that the recent falsificationist tradition in epistemology has focused
attention on the role of anomalies (that can give rise to falsifications) establishing a
sort of “received view” on the growth of scientific knowledge characterized by the
fundamental role played by anomalies: Newton’s theory is able to explain phenomena not touched on by Aristotle’s theory, such as correlations between the tides and
the location of the moon, and the variation in the force of gravity with respect to
height above sea level; in turn, Einstein was able to do the same with respect to the
Newtonian theory and its anomalies and falsifications.
As Lakatos argues, in a mature theory with a history of useful consequences, it
is generally better to reject an anomalous conflicting report than it is to abandon the
theory as a whole. The cases in which we have to abandon a whole theory are very
rare: a theory may be considered as a complex information system in which there is
a collection of cooperating individual statements some of which are useful and more
firmly held than others; propositions that belong to the central core of a theory are
more firmly held than those which are located closer to the border, where instead
rival hypotheses may coexist as mutually incompatible alternatives. Accumulating
reports of empirical observations can help in deciding in favor of one alternative
over another.
I have to remember that even without restoring consistency, an inconsistent system can still produce useful information. Of course from the point of view of classical logic we are compelled to derive any conclusion from inconsistent premises, but
in practice efficient proof procedures infer only “relevant” conclusions with varying degrees of accessibility, as reverberated by the criteria of non-classical relevant
entailment [Anderson and Belnap, 1975].
We may conclude by asserting that
1. contradiction, far from damaging a system, helps to indicate regions in which it
can be changed (and improved): it typically furnishes chances of “explanatory”
abductive reasoning, it becomes possible to resolve/explain the inconsistency;
2. we have to remember that not all the configurations of new concepts are
incoherence-driven and related to the highest case of creative abduction and creative analogical reasoning, ubiquitous in science, and more constructive than associative. For example, in conceptual combination in everyday reasoning, many
new concepts are formed in a coherence-driven way, where a kind of reconciliation of associations and thematic relations operates. Thagard presents the case
of the construction of the concept of “computational philosopher” where in order to understand the concept people need to make coherent sense of how a
“modifier” such as “computational” can apply to a “head” such as “philosopher” [Thagard, 1997a]. In science hypotheses are abductively formed also in
absence of triggering anomalies and inconsistencies, and in this case it is frequent to witness cases of non-explanatory (like for example in guessing new
axioms in mathematics – cf. below section 2.9.1) and of instrumental abduction
(like in the case of guessing conventions in physics – cf. below section 2.6.2);
there is also the intermediate case of guessing hypotheses that have an explanatory descent but, in so far as they are not falsifiable, their instrumental character
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tends to overwhelm the explanatory one, such as in the case of “constructions”
during the Freudian psychoanalytic treatment: – cf. below 2.6;
3. of course contradiction is also a way of falsifying established hypotheses (H c ):
it has a preference for strong hypotheses which are more easily falsified than
weak ones; and moreover, hard hypotheses may more easily weakened than
weak ones, which prove difficult subsequently to strengthen. It is always better
to produce mistakes and then correct them than to make no progress at all.
We can see abductive inferences “[. . . ] as answers to the inquirer’s explicit or (usually) tacit questions put to some definite source of answers (information)” [Hintikka,
1998, p. 519] stressing the interrogative features of this kind of reasoning. If abduction is the making of a set of possible answers, the choice of the possible questions
is also decisive (and this choice of course is not indifferent as regards the further
process of finding answers). As already illustrated in chapter one (section 1.4)20
we may see belief change from the point of view of conceptual change, considering concepts either cognitively, like mental structures analogous to data structures
in computers, or, epistemologically, like abstractions or representations that presuppose questions of justification. Belief revision – even if extended by formal accounts
such as illustrated above in chapter one21 – is able to represent cases of conceptual
change such as adding a new instance, adding a new weak rule, adding a new strong
rule (see [Thagard, 1992, pp. 34–39]), that is, cases of addition and deletion of beliefs, but fails to take into account cases such as adding a new part-relation, adding
a new kind-relation, adding a new concept, collapsing part of a kind-hierarchy, reorganizing hierarchies by branch jumping and tree switching, in which there are
reorganizations of concepts or redefinitions of the nature of a hierarchy. These last
cases are the most evident changes occurring in many kinds of creative reasoning,
for example in science. Related to some of these types of conceptual change are
different varieties of inconsistencies (see Figure 2.1), as explained in the following
sections.

2.4.1

Empirical Anomalies and Explanatory Abduction

In chapter one (section 1.5) I argued that various logical accounts of abduction certainly illustrate much of what is important in abductive reasoning, especially the objective of selecting a set of hypotheses (diagnoses, causes) that are able to dispense
good (preferred) explanations of data (observations), but tend to fail in accounting
for many cases of explanations occurring in science or in everyday reasoning. For
example they do not capture 1) the role of statistical explanations, where what is explained follows only probabilistically and not deductively from the laws and other
tools that do the explaining; 2) the sufficient conditions for explanation; 3) the fact
that sometimes the explanations consist of the application of schemas that fit a phenomenon into a pattern without realizing a deductive inference; 4) the idea of the
20
21

Cf. also [Magnani, 1999].
Or developed by others, see for example, [Katsuno and Mendelzon, 1992; Cross and Thomason,
1992].
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existence of high-level kinds of creative abductions; 5) the existence of model-based
abductions (for instance visual and diagrammatic); 6) the fact that explanations usually are not complete but only furnish partial accounts of the pertinent evidence (see
[Thagard and Shelley, 1997]; ) 7) the fact that one of the most important virtues of
a new scientific hypothesis (or of a scientific theory) is its power of explaining new,
previously unknown facts.
Moreover, the recent logical accounts of abduction certainly elucidate many
kinds of inconsistency government, which nevertheless reduce to the act of finding
contradictions able to generate the withdrawal of some hypotheses, beliefs, reasons,
etc.: these contradictions always emerge at the level of data (observations), and consistency is restored at the theoretical level.22 This view may distract from important
aspects of other kinds of reasoning that involve intelligent abductive performances.
For example, empirical anomalies result from data that cannot currently be fully
explained by a theory. They often derive from predictions that fail, which implies
some element of incorrectness in the theory. In general terms, many theoretical constituents may be involved in accounting for a given domain item (anomaly) and
hence they are potential points for modification. The detection of these points involves defining which theoretical constituents are employed in the production of the
anomaly. Thus, the problem is to investigate all the relationships in the explanatory
area. In science, first and foremost, empirical anomaly resolution involves the localization of the problem at hand within one or more constituents of the theory. It is
then necessary to produce one or more new hypotheses to account for the anomaly,
and finally, these hypotheses need to be evaluated so as to establish which one
best satisfies the criteria for theory justification. Hence, anomalies require a change
in the theory, yet once the change is successfully made, anomalies are no longer
22

We have to remember that the logical models in some cases exhibit a sort of paraconsistent
behavior.
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anomalous but in fact are now resolved. This can involve both transforming the domain knowledge and learning or discovering new schemas or rules endowed with
explanatory power. Also in the tradition of the machine discovery programs (cf.
below, section 2.7) failed predictions drive the mechanism which selects new experiments to guess new hypotheses [Zytkow, 1997]. The process is goal-driven. Of
course an explainer will use different information for the objective of predicting a
situation than for repairing or preventing it with a good explanation.
General strategies for anomaly resolution, as well as for producing new ideas and
for assessing theories, have been studied by [Darden, 1991] in her book on reasoning
strategies from Mendelian genetics. Anomaly resolution presents four aspects: 1)
confirmation that the anomaly exists, 2) localization of the problem (not considering
the cases where the anomaly either is an uninteresting monster or is outside the
scope of the theory), 3) generation of one or more new hypotheses to account for the
anomaly, that is, conceptual changes in the theory, 4) evaluation and assessment of
the hypotheses chosen. Abductive steps are present at the third level (that normally
is activated when step 2 fails to manage the anomaly): in this case we are trying
to eliminate the already confirmed anomaly (step 1) in a creative way. At this level
there are various kinds of conceptual changes: from the simple ones related to the
possible alteration (deletion, generalization, simplification, complication, “slight”
changes, proposal of the opposite, etc.), or addition of a new component of the
theory, to the construction and discovery of a new “theoretical component” [Darden,
1991, pp. 269–275].
Let us relate this taxonomy to the cases of scientific conceptual change illustrated above and in the previous chapter. Darden’s alterations and additions can be
assimilated to the cases of conceptual change such as adding a new instance, adding
a new weak rule, adding a new strong rule (that is, cases of addition and deletion
of beliefs), adding a new part-relation, adding a new kind-relation, adding a new
concept. On the contrary, Darden’s case about the discovery of a new “theoretical
component” relates to changes where there is collapse of part of a kind-hierarchy,
the reorganization of hierarchies by branch jumping and tree switching, in which
there are reorganizations of concepts or redefinitions of the nature of a hierarchy.
We have seen that these last cases are the most evident changes occurring in many
kinds of creative reasoning in science, when adopting a new conceptual system is
more complex than mere belief revision: different varieties of model-based abductions are related to some of these types of scientific conceptual change.
Darden reminds to us that geneticists sometimes abandoned hypotheses on the
basis of falsifying evidence (this is another way – unsuccessful resolution, unresolved anomaly – of seeing the problem of anomalies, already indicated at the step
“alter a component-deletion”). And, of course, as clearly illustrated by Lakatos (see
section 2.4 above) an anomalous observation statement can be rejected and the theory which it clashes retained. This is for example the case of the Copernicus’ theory
that was retained and the naked-eye observation of the sizes of Venus and Mars,
which were in contradiction with that theory, eliminated.
Moreover, as taught by the recent epistemological tradition, and especially by
Lakatos’ falsificationism [1970], in science new creative abduced hypotheses (or
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new theories), originating from a case of anomaly resolution, have to lead to novel
predictions. Galileo reported that the moon was not a smooth sphere but full of
craters and mountains. His Aristotelian opponent had to admit that observation that
nevertheless configured a terrible anomaly for the notion, common to many Aristotelians and coming from the ancient times, that the celestial bodies are perfect
spheres. The hypothesis created by the Aristotelian to explain this anomaly is ad
hoc: he advocated that there is an invisible substance on the moon, which fills the
craters and covers the mountains so that the moon’s aspect is absolutely spherical.
Unfortunately, this modified theory of the moon did not lead to new testable consequences, and thus is not scientifically acceptable, following the falsificationist point
of view.23

2.4.2

Conceptual Anomalies, Explanatory, and Non-explanatory
Abduction

Empirical anomalies are not alone in generating impasses, there are also the socalled conceptual anomalies. To illustrate more features of a theory of the role of
inconsistencies in (especially “model-based”) abduction we can present the case of
conceptual problems as triggers for hypotheses. The so-called conceptual problems
represent a particular form of anomaly. In addition, resolving conceptual problems
may involve satisfactorily answering questions about the nature of theoretical entities. Nevertheless such conceptual problems do not arise directly from data, but
from the nature of the claims in the principles or in the hypotheses of the theory. It
is far from simple to identify a conceptual problem that requires a resolution, since,
for example, a conceptual problem concerns the adequacy or the ambiguity of a
theory, and yet also its incompleteness or (lack of) evidence.
The formal sciences are especially concerned with conceptual problems. Let’s
consider an example deriving from the well-known case of the non-Euclidean revolution, which plays a remarkable role in illustrating some actual transformations in
rational conceptual systems. The discovery of non-Euclidean geometries involves
some interesting cases of visual abductive reasoning. It demonstrates a kind of
visual abduction, as a strategy for anomaly resolution related to an interplay between explanatory and productive visual thinking, but also to the active role of nonexplanatory abduction (cf. below sections 2.9 and 2.11).
Since ancient times the fifth postulate has been held to be not evident. This “conceptual problem” (just an anomaly) has caused much suspicion about the reliability
of the whole theory of parallels, consisting of the theorems that can be only derived
with the help of the fifth postulate. The recognition of this anomaly was fundamental to the development of the great non-Euclidean revolution. Two thousand years
of attempts to resolve the anomaly have generated many more-or-less fallacious
23

On the relationship between falsificationism (Popperian and Lakatosian) and conventionalism
(at least in the ingenious case of Poincaré), cf. below section 2.6.2.
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demonstrations of the fifth postulate (for example, a typical attempt was that of trying to prove the fifth postulate from the others), until the discovery of non-Euclidean
geometries [Greenberg, 1974].
At the end of this chapter I will present some details derived from the historical
discovery of non-Euclidean geometries which illustrate the relationships between
strategies for anomaly resolution and visual thinking: I consider how Lobachevsky’s
strategy for resolving the anomaly of the fifth postulate was to manipulate the symbols, rebuild the principles, and then to derive new proofs and provide a new mathematical apparatus. The failure of the demonstrations of his predecessors induced
Lobachevsky to believe that the difficulties that had to be overcome were due to
causes other than those which had until then been focused on. I will show how
some of the hypotheses created by Lobachevsky were mostly image-based trying to
demonstrate that visual abduction is relevant to hypothesis formation in mathematical discovery, in an interplay between explanatory and non-explanatory steps.
The fact that inconsistencies may occur also at the theoretical level is further
emphasized if we consider that in science or in legal reasoning [Thagard and Shelley,
1997], hypotheses are mainly layered, contrarily to the case of diagnostic reasoning,
where we have a set of data that can be explained by a given set of diseases (that is
with the explanation consisting of a mapping from the latter to the former). Hence,
the organization of hypotheses is more complex than the one illustrated in formal
models, and abduction is not only a matter of mapping from sets of hypotheses to a
set of data.
In many “explanatory” abductive settings there are hypotheses that explain other
hypotheses so that the selection or creation of explanations is related to these relationships.24 In this case the plausibility of the hypothesis comes not only from what
it explains, but also from it itself being explained. The Darwinian hypothesis stating that “Species of organic beings have evolved” gains plausibility from the many
pieces of evidence it helps to explain. Moreover, it receives plausibility from above,
from being explained by the hypothesis of natural selection, in its turn explained by
the hypothesis concerning the struggle for existence. The principle of special relativity and the principle of the constancy of the speed of light explain (in this case
the explanatory relation is “deductive”) the Lorentz transformation, which explains
the negative result of the Michelson-Morley experiment, but also they explain the
convertibility of mass and energy which explains the nuclear transmutations detected by Rutherford in 1919. Hence the two principles explain the two experiments
above by means of the intermediate layered hypotheses of Lorentz transformation
and mass/energy conversion, but we also know the two principles directly explain
the Fizeau experiment concerning the speed of light in a flowing fluid [Einstein,
1961]. In the tradition of machine discovery programs the question of layered hypotheses could be related to the one of postulating hidden structures where some
hidden hypotheses can trigger discovery of other hypotheses at a higher level.
24

This kind of hierarchical explanations has also been studied in the area of probabilistic belief
revision [Pearl, 1988].
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Generating Inconsistencies by Radical Innovation

The case of conceptual change such as adding a new part-relation, adding a new
kind-relation, adding a new concept, collapsing part of a kind-hierarchy, reorganizing hierarchies by branch jumping and tree switching, in which there are reorganizations of concepts or redefinitions of the nature of a hierarchy are the most evident
changes occurring in many kinds of creative abduction, for instance in the growth
of scientific knowledge.
In Against Method [Feyerabend, 1975], Feyerabend attributes a great importance
to the role of contradiction. He establishes a “counterrule” which is the opposite
of the neoposititivistic one that it is “experience”, or “experimental results” which
measures the success of our theories, a rule that constitutes an important part of
all theories of corroboration and confirmation. The counterrule “[. . . ] advises us
to introduce and elaborate hypotheses which are inconsistent with well-established
theories and/or well-established facts. It advises us to proceed counterinductively”
[Feyerabend, 1975, p. 20]. Counterinduction is seen more reasonable than induction, because appropriate to the needs of creative reasoning in science: “we need
a dream-world in order to discover the features of the real world we think we inhabit” (p. 29). We know that counterinduction, that is the act of introducing, inventing, and generating new inconsistencies and anomalies, together with new points of
view incommensurable with the old ones, is congruous with the aim of inventing
“alternatives” (Feyerabend contends that “proliferation of theories is beneficial for
science”), is very important in all kinds of creative abductive reasoning.
When a scientist introduces a new hypothesis, especially in the field of natural
sciences, he is interested in the potential rejection of an old theory or of an old
knowledge domain. Consistency requirements in the framework of deductive models of abduction, governing hypothesis withdrawal in various ways, would arrest
further developments of the new abduced hypothesis. In the scientist’s case there
is not the deletion of the old concepts, but rather the coexistence of two rival and
competing views.
Consequently we have to consider this competition as a form of epistemological,
and non logical inconsistency. For instance two scientific theories are conflicting
because they compete in explaining shared evidence.
The problem has been studied in Bayesian terms but also in connectionist ones,
using the so-called theory of explanatory coherence ([Thagard, 1992], cf. also footnote 19, above), which deals with the epistemological reasons for accepting a whole
set of explanatory hypotheses conflicting with another one. In some cognitive settings, such as the task of comparing a set of hypotheses and beliefs incorporated in
a scientific theory with the one of a competing theory, we have to consider a very
complex set of criteria (to ascertain which composes the best explanation), that goes
beyond the mere simplicity or explanatory power. The minimality criteria included
in some of the formal accounts of abduction, or the idea of the choice among preferred models cited in section 1.4 of chapter one, are not sufficient to illustrate more
complicated cognitive situations.
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Maintaining Inconsistencies: Static and Dynamic Aspects

As noted above, when we create or produce a new concept or belief that competes
with another one, we are compelled to maintain the derived inconsistency until the
possibility of rejecting one of the two becomes feasible. We cannot simply eliminate a hypothesis and then substitute it with one inconsistent with it, because until
the new hypothesis comes in competition with the old one, there is no reason to
eliminate the old one. Other cognitive and epistemological situations present a sort
of paraconsistent behavior: a typical kind of inconsistency maintenance is the wellknown case of scientific theories that face anomalies. As noted above, explanations
are usually not complete but only furnish partial accounts of the pertinent evidence:
not everything has to be explained.
Newtonian mechanics is forced to cohabit with the anomaly of perihelion of
Mercury until the development of the theory of relativity, but it also has to stay
with its false prediction about the motion of Uranus. In diagnostic reasoning too,
it is necessary to make a diagnosis even if many symptoms are not explained or
remain mysterious. In this situation we again find the similarity between reasoning in the presence of inconsistencies and reasoning with incomplete information
already stressed. Sometimes scientists may generate the so-called auxiliary hypotheses [Lakatos, 1970], justified by the necessity of overcoming these kinds of inconsistencies: it is well-known that the auxiliary hypotheses are more acceptable if able
to predict or explain something new (the making of the hypothesis of the existence
of another planet, Neptune, was a successful way – not an ad hoc maneuver – of
eliminating the anomaly of the cited false prediction).
To delineate the first features of a constructive cognitive and formal framework
that can handle the coexistence of inconsistent theories (and unify many of the
themes concerning the limitations of formal models of abductions previously illustrated) we have first of all to be able to deal with the treatment of non sentential
representations (that is model-based representations).
Moreover, I think that the problem of coexistence of inconsistent scientific theories and of reasoning from inconsistencies in scientific creative processes leads to
analyze the characters of what I call the best possible information of a situation.
It is also necessary to distinguish between the dynamic and the static sides of the
best possible information. If we stress the sequential (dynamic) aspects we are more
oriented to analyze anomalies as triggers for hypotheses: as illustrated by the traditional deductive models of abduction, the problem concerns the abductive steps of
the sequential comprehension and integration of data into a hypothetical structure
that represents the best explanation for them. Analogously, as we will see in the
case of conceptual anomalies in geometry (this chapter, sections 2.8, 2.9, and 2.11),
the “impasse” can also be a trigger for a whole process of model-based abduction.
On the contrary, if we consider the holistic (static) aspects we are more interested
in the coexistence of inconsistencies as potential sources of different reasoned creative processes. In this last case we have to deal with explanatory model-based abduction and its possible formal treatment; some suggestions can be derived from
the area of paraconsistent and adaptive logic [Meheus, 1999; Meheus et al., 2002;
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Meheus and Batens, 2006], for instance handling hierarchies of inconsistent models
of a given representation.25
When the holistic representation concerns the relationship between two competing theories containing some inconsistencies, a formal framework can be given by
the connectionist tradition using a computational reconstruction of the epistemological concept of coherence, as already stated (see also the following section).

2.4.5

Contradicting, Conflicting, Failing, and Instrumental
Abduction

Considering the coherence of a conceptual system as a matter of the simultaneous
satisfaction of a set of positive and negative constraints leads to the connectionist
models (also in computational terms) of coherence [Thagard, 2002a]. In this light
logical inconsistency becomes a relation that furnishes a negative constraint and
entailment becomes a relation that provides a positive constraint. For example, as
already noted, some hypotheses are inconsistent when they simply compete, when
there are some pragmatic incompatibility relations, when there are incompatible
ways of combining images, etc. [Thagard and Shelley, 1997; Thagard and Verbeurgt,
1998].
From the viewpoint of the connectionist model of coherence, it spontaneously
allows the situations in which there is a set of accepted concepts containing an inconsistency, for example in the case of anomalies: the system at hand may at any
rate have a maximized coherence, when compared to another system. Moreover, another interesting case is the relation between quantum theory and general relativity,
which individually have enormous explanatory coherence. According to the eminent
mathematical physicist Edward Witten “[. . . ] the basic problem in modern physics
is that these two pillars are incompatible”. Quantum theory and general relativity
may be incompatible, but it would be premature given their independent evidential
support to suppose that one must be rejected [Thagard, 1992, p. 223].
A situation that is specular to inconsistency maintenance (cf. previous section)
is given when two theories are not intertranslatable but observationally equivalent,
as illustrated by the epistemology of conventionalist tradition. In these cases they
are unconcerned by inconsistencies (and therefore by crucial experiments, they are
unfalsifiable) but have to be seen as rivals. The incommensurability thesis shows interesting relationships with the moderate and extreme conventionalism. If theories
that are not intertranslatable, that is incommensurable, function in certain respects
as do observationally equivalent theories (and they are unconcerned by crucial experiments), the role of observational and formal-structural invariants in providing
comparability is central: it is impossible to find a contradiction in some areas of
the conceptual systems they express. I think that it is necessary to study in general
the reasons able to model the demise of such observationally equivalent “conventional” theories, showing how they can be motivationally abandoned. This problem
25

See also the analysis of the relationships between inconsistency, generic modeling, and conceptual change given in [Nersessian, 1999a].
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has been frequently stressed from the beginnings of research in automated discovery (cf. section 2.7): if many hypothetical patterns are discovered, all justified by
their observational consequences, we are looking for the reasons to claim that one
of them is the best [Zytkow and Fischer, 1996].
Moreover these theories can be seen as rivals in some sense not imagined in
traditional philosophy of science. We already stressed that in these cases the role of
observational and formal-structural invariants in providing comparability is central:
it is impossible to find a contradiction in some area of the conceptual systems they
express.
I have already said that contradiction has a preference for strong hypotheses
which are more easily falsified than weak ones. Moreover, hard hypotheses may
be more easily weakened than weak ones, which subsequently prove difficult to
strengthen. Some hypotheses may however be unfalsifiable: they exhibit an instrumental abductive force and present various degrees of strategic plausibility (cf.
above subsection 2.3.1). In this case, it is impossible to find a contradiction from the
empirical, but also theoretical point of view, in the conceptual systems in which they
are incorporated. Notwithstanding this fact, it is sometimes necessary to construct
ways of rejecting the unfalsifiable hypothesis at hand by resorting to some external
forms of negation, (external because we want to avoid any arbitrary and subjective
elimination), which would be rationally or epistemologically unjustified. As I have
already anticipated, in the section 2.6 I will consider a kind of abduced instrumental
“weak” hypothesis that is hard to negate and the ways to make this easy. I will explore whether negation as failure can be employed to model hypothesis withdrawal
in Freudian analytic reasoning, where “constructions” are hypotheses which oscillate between explanatory and instrumental roles, and in Poincaré’s conventionalism
of the principles of physics, where the abduced hypotheses (called “conventions”)
are essentially instrumental.

2.5

A Note on Preinventive Forms, Disconfirming Evidence,
Unexpected Findings

I have said that intuitively an anomaly is something surprising, as Peirce already
knew “The breaking of a belief can only be due to some novel experience” [Peirce,
1931-1958, 5.524] or “[. . . ] until we find ourselves confronted with some experience contrary to those expectations” [Peirce, 1955b, 7.36] (cf. this chapter, section
2.4).26 I have said that many biological organisms are very sensitive to anomalies,
therefore it is not strange that something anomalous can be found in those kinds
of structures the cognitive psychologists call preinventive. Cognitive psychologists
have described many kinds of preinventive structures and described their desirable
properties, that constitute particularly interesting ways of “irritating” the mind and
stimulating creativity.
26

Classical cognitive considerations on inconsistencies in reasoning can be found in [Schank,
1982; Schank and Abelson, 1987].
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Preinventive structures are very important from the point of view of creative abduction, because of the propulsive role they play. [Finke et al., 1992] list the following preinventive cognitive structures:27 visual patterns and objects forms (one can
generate two dimensional patterns resulting in creative products such as new types
of symbols and artistic design or three-dimensional forms resulting in new inventions and spatial analogies); mental blend (two distinct entities are fused to create
something new, one might imagine combining a lion with an ostrich to create a type
of animal); exemplars of unusual or hypothetical categories (they show emergent
features that lead to new and unexpected discoveries, for example, in attempting
to construct a member of the category “alien creatures that inhabit a planet different from the earth”, one might imagine a creature that resemble earth creatures in
some respect but not others); mental models that represent various mechanical or
physical systems (sometimes incomplete, unstable, and even unscientific), as well
as conceptual systems; various kinds of verbal combinations (they can lead to poetic
and other literary and narrative explorations, cf. subsection 7.8.4 of chapter seven).
Moreover, some musical forms or actions schemas can be identified, as well as also
other possibilities.
Some particular attributes of these structures are very important in contributing
to discovery: novelty, ambiguity (ambiguous visual patterns are often interpreted in
various creative ways), implicit meaningfulness (they seem to have hidden meanings: “a general perceived sense of ‘meaning’ in the structure [. . . ] potential for
inspiring or eliciting new and unexpected interpretations” [Finke et al., 1992, p.
23], emergence (referred to the extension in the preinventive structures of unexpected relations and features), incongruity (that refers to conflict or contrast among
elements).28 Examples of creative reinterpretations of the preinventive form in
experiments on spanning the object categories are given in Figures 2.2 and 2.3.

Fig. 2.2 A preinventive form in experiments on spanning the object categories, constructed
c
using the bracket, hook, and half-sphere. (From [Finke et al., 1992, p. 84], 1992
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, by permission of The MIT Press).
27
28

Cf. also [Finke, 1990].
Already exploited by Koestler’s theory of bisociation [1964], divergence refers to the possibility of finding various uses and meanings in the same structure, like in the case of a hammer, an
unambiguous form that can be used in many ways. As can be easily seen, all these properties
can be considered from the single theoretical point of view of the presence of something anomalous. All properties refer to a kind of detected surprise that can open the abductive exploratory
processes of creativity.
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Fig. 2.3 Possible reinterpretations of the preinventive form given in Figure 2.2, spanning
eight object categories (left to right): lawn lounger (furniture), global earrings (personal
items), water weigher, (scientific instruments) portable agitator (appliances), water sled
(transportation), rotating masher (tool and utensils), ring spinner (toys and games), and
c
slasher basher (weapons). (From [Finke et al., 1992, p. 85], 1992
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, by permission of The MIT Press).

[Koslowski, 1996] studies scientific reasoning observing the principles and strategies people use in generating and testing hypotheses in every day situations. In
some situations subjects reason in a scientific way to a greater extent than considered in the existing literature. She illustrates experiments with subjects dealing with
hypothesis-testing and examines how hypotheses (possible explanations) are generated and how they vary in credibility as a function of various sorts of evidence about
the considered phenomena. Moreover, the experiments concern the ways in which
humans deal with evidence or information “[. . . ] that disconfirms or is anomalous
to or at least unanticipated by an explanation” to focus on situations where there is
the opportunity to engage hypothesis revision (or hypothesis withdrawal).
The results are quite interesting and show that theoretical concerns play a prominent role in recognizing the importance of the anomalies: subjects manage hypothesis revision as theory dependent in a scientific legitimate way; when the alternative
explanatory hypotheses involved are in terms of causal (theoretical) mechanisms
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– and not simply stated in terms of covariation with data – subjects are able to
treat them as defeasible and to modify them in ways that are theoretically motivated [Klahr and Dunbar, 1988], not simply using ad hoc maneuvers. Decisions
about whether to revise or reject as well as decisions about type of revisions that
would considered as justified are highly theory-dependent and involve much more
that merely information about covariation. In turn, ignoring the importance of the
theoretical component (or mechanism), can underestimate subjects’ willingness to
reject hypotheses when rejection would be appropriate (this is the reason why these
subjects have sometimes been regarded as poor scientists, like in the case described
in Wason’s task, [Wason, 1960].29
Finally, the empirical research by [Dunbar, 1995; Dunbar, 1999], in many molecular biology and immunology laboratory in US, Canada and Italy, has demonstrated
the central role of the unexpected in creative abductive reasoning. Scientists expect
the unexpected. By experimentally looking at the so-called “in vivo science” Dunbar
analyzes three activities that are seen as the most important in scientific model building: analogical reasoning, attention given to unexpected findings (that is anomalies,
errors, inconsistencies), experimental design, and distributed reasoning.
First of all scientists frequently use analogy where there is not a simple answer
to a particular problem, and distant analogies are not so widespread as supposed,
they are primarily used to explain concepts to others, but not in creative scientific
reasoning.
Secondly, it is well know that the recent discoveries of naked DNA and Buckey
balls, but also the old well-known of penicillin, nylon, and gravitation are charged to
the unexpected: in the “in vivo” science we can see the unexpected is very common,
for example it is a regular occurrence that the outcome of an experiment does not
match the scientists’ prediction. The scientists have to evaluate which findings are
caused by methodological errors, faulty assumptions, and chance events. At the local
level of experimentation in real scientific laboratories this research constitutes a kind
of confirmation of the Popperian ideas on hypotheses falsification, made in that case
at the macro-level of the whole growth of scientific knowledge. The hypotheses
are activated to deal with such problematic findings, usually local analogies and
model-based abductions, which can give rise to generalizations, causal explanation,
visualizations, etc., for finding the common features of the unexpected findings, and
possibly discover more general and deep explanations.
Third, experimental design is shown to have interesting cognitive components,
illustrating the fact that sometimes the experiments are locally built independently
of the hypotheses being tested. The problem is related to the role of manipulative
abduction I described in chapter one, showing how we can find methods of constructivity based on external models and action-based reasoning in scientific and
everyday reasoning, like the one embedded in experimental activity. Dunbar says
29

On the role of conceptual change in childhood and in “intuitive” theories see [Carey, 1985;
Carey et al., 1996]. Analogies and differences between scientific and ordinary thought are illustrated in [Kuhn, 1991; Kuhn, 1996]. [Ram et al., 1995] argue that a creative outcome is not
an outcome of extraordinary mental processes, but of mechanisms that are on a continuum with
those used in ordinary thinking.
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scientists aim firstly at ensuring a robust internal structure of the experiment, optimizing the likelihood experiments will work, performing cost/benefits analysis on
possible design components, ensuring acceptance of results in case of negotiation
with other scientists of the community involved, and, finally, preferring experiments
that have both conditions and control conditions [Dunbar, 1999, p. 95].
Finally, we have to remember that science happens, particularly at the “critical” moments, in a situation of distributed reasoning (see also [Thagard, 1997b])
by a group of scientists and not individual scientists. Abductive reasoning (to produce multiple hypotheses) and generalization are the main cognitive events that
occur during social interactions among scientists. As I have already stressed in
the previous chapter (section 1.6) and I will more clearly illustrate in the following chapters, real people (and so scientists) are some kinds of cognitive-epistemic
“mediating structures” incorporating possible objective cognitive aims: epistemic
structures can be embodied in artifacts, in ideas, but also in systems of social
interactions.

2.6

Withdrawing Unfalsifiable Hypotheses Found through
Explanatory and Instrumental Abduction

In the previous sections I have illustrated that contradiction is fundamental in abductive reasoning and that it has a preference for strong hypotheses which are more
easily falsified than weak ones. Moreover, hard hypotheses may be more easily
weakened than weak ones, which prove difficult subsequently to strengthen. Unfortunately, abductive hypotheses may be unfalsifiable and basically instrumental,
such as in the case of hypotheses which are fruit of a radical instrumentalist abduction. In this case, it is impossible to find a contradiction from the empirical point
of view but also from the theoretical point of view, in some area of the related conceptual systems. Notwithstanding this fact, it is sometimes necessary to construct
ways of rejecting the unfalsifiable hypothesis at hand by resorting to some external
forms of negation, external because we want to avoid any arbitrary and subjective
elimination, which would be rationally or epistemologically unjustified.
In the following sections I will consider a kind of “weak” hypothesis in science
that is hard to negate and the ways for making it easy. In these cases, the subject(s)
can rationally decide to withdraw his hypotheses, and to activate abductive reasoning, even in contexts where it is impossible to find “explicit” contradictions; moreover, thanks to the new information reached simply by finding this kind of negation,
the subject is free to abduce new hypotheses. I will explore whether negation as failure can be employed to model hypothesis withdrawal in Freudian analytic reasoning
and in Poincaré’s conventionalism of the principles of physics. The first case shows
how conventions can be motivationally abandoned, the second one explains how the
questioned problem of the probative value of clinical findings in psychoanalysis can
be solved.
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Negation as Failure in Query Evaluation

Computer and AI scientists have suggested an interesting technique for negating
hypotheses and accessing new ones: negation as failure. The objective of this section is to consider how the use of negation as failure may be relevant to hypothesis
withdrawal. There has been little research into the weak kinds of negating hypotheses, despite abundant reports that hypothesis withdrawal is crucial in everyday life
and also in certain kinds of diagnostic or epistemological settings, such as medical
reasoning and scientific discovery [Magnani, 2001b, chapters two and four].

NEGATION AS
FAILURE

We have to deal with a
PROOF such as the
following

FROM PROVING P
INFER ¬P

THE “PROOF THAT P IS NOT
PROVABLE” IS THE
EXHAUSTIVE BUT
UNSUCCESSFUL SEARCH FOR
A PROOF OF P.
¬ ACQUIRES THE NEW
MEANING OF “FAIL TO PROVE”

Fig. 2.4 Negation as failure

In the cases of conceptual change I describe, inferences are made using this kind
of negation as a fundamental tool for advancing knowledge: new conclusions are
issued on the basis of the data responsible for the failure of the previous ones. I plan
to explore whether this kind of negation can be employed to model hypothesis withdrawal in Poincaré’s conventionalism of the principles of physics and in Freudian
analytic reasoning.
I consider this kind of logical account of negation, studied by researchers into
logic programming, to be very important also from the epistemological point of
view. Negation as failure is active as a “rational” process of withdrawing previouslyabduced hypotheses in everyday life, but also in certain subtle kinds of diagnostic
(analytic interpretations in psychoanalysis) and other epistemological settings. Contrasted with classical negation, with the double negation of intuitionistic logic, and
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with the philosophical concept of Aufhebung,30 negation as failure shows how a
subject can decide to withdraw his hypotheses, while maintaining the “rationality”
of his argumentations, in contexts where it is impossible to find contradictions.
The statements of a logical database are a set of Horn clauses which take the
form:
R(t1 , ...,tn ) ← L1 ∧ L2 ∧ ... ∧ Lm
(m ≥ 0, n ≥ 0, where R(t1 , ...,tn ) – conclusion – is the distinguished positive literal31
and L1 ∧L2 ∧...∧Lm – conditions – are all literals, and each free variable is implicitly
universally quantified over the entire implication). In more conventional notation
this would be written as the disjunction
R(t1 , ...,tn ) ∨ ¬L1 ∨ ¬L2 ∨ ... ∨ ¬Lm
where any other positive literal of the disjunctive form would appear as a negated
precondition of the previous implication.
Let us consider a special query evaluation process for a logical database that
involves the so-called negation as failure inference rule [Clark, 1978]. We can build
a Horn clause theorem prover augmented with this special inference rule, such that
we are able to infer ¬P when every possible proof of P fails.
We know that a relational database only contains information about true instances
of relations. Even so, many queries involve negation and we can answer them by
showing that certain instances are false. For example, let’s consider this simple case:
to answer a request for the name of a student not taking a particular course, C, we
need to find a student, S, such that the instance (atomic formula) Takes(S,C) is false.
For a logical database, where an atomic formula which is not explicitly given may
still be implied by a general rule, the assumption is that an atomic formula is false
if we fail to prove that it is true. To prove that an atomic formula P is false we do
an exhaustive search for a proof of P. If every possible proof of P fails, we can infer
¬P. The well-known PROLOG programming language [Roussel, 1987] uses this
method of manipulating negation.
We have to deal with a proof such as the following:
from proving  P infer  ¬P
where the “proof that P is not provable” [Clark, 1978, p. 120] is the exhaustive but
unsuccessful search for a proof of P. Here the logical symbol ¬ acquires the new
meaning of “fail to prove” (Figure 2.4).
Clark proposes a query evaluation algorithm based essentially on ordered linear
resolution for Horn clauses (SLD) augmented by the negation as failure inference
rule “¬P may be inferred if every possible proof of P fails” (SLDNF).32
30
31
32

[Toth, 1991] models negation exploiting this Hegelian concept which he considers very significant for explaining non-Euclidean revolution.
A literal is an atomic formula or the negation of an atomic formula.
The links between negation as failure, completed databases [Clark, 1978, p. 120], and the closed
world assumption have been classically studied in great detail. A survey can be found in [Lloyd,
1987].
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What is the semantic significance of this kind of negation? Can we interpret a
failed proof of P as a valid first order inference that P is false? Clark’s response
resorts to reconciling negation as failure with its truth functional semantics: if we
can demonstrate that every failed attempt to prove P using the database of clauses
B, is in effect a proof of ¬P using the completed33 database C(B), then “negation
as failure” is a derived inference rule for deductions from C(B): the explicit axioms
of equality and completion laws are therefore necessary at the object level in order
to simulate failure of the matching algorithm at the meta-level. A negated literal
¬P will be evaluated by recursively entering the algorithmic query evaluator (as an
ordered linear resolution proof procedure, as stated above) with the query P. If every
possible path for P ends in failure (failure proofs that can be nested to any depth),
we return with ¬P evaluated as true.
[Clark, 1978] has shown that for every meta-language proof of ¬P obtained by
a Horn clause theorem prover (query evaluation) augmented with negation as failure there exists a structurally similar object-language proof of ¬P. He has proved
that a query evaluation with the addition of negation as failure will only produce
results that are implied by first order inference from the completed database, that
is, the evaluation of a query should be viewed as a “deduction” from the completed
database (correctness of query evaluation). Consequently negation as failure is a
sound rule for deductions from a completed database.
Although the query evaluation with negation as failure process is in general not
complete, its main advantage is the efficiency of its implementation. There are many
examples in which the attempt to prove neither succeeds nor fails, because it goes
into a loop. To overcome these limitations it is sufficient to impose constraints on the
logical database and its queries, and add loop detectors to the Horn clause problem
solver: by this method the query evaluation process is guaranteed to find each and
every solution to a query. However, because of the undecidability of logic, no query
evaluator can identify all cases in which a goal is unsolvable. A best theorem prover
does not exist and there are no limitations on the extent to which a problem solver
can improve its ability to detect loops and to establish negation as failure.

2.6.2

Withdrawing Conventions and Instrumental Abduction

We will now consider some aspects dealing with Poincaré’s famous conventionalism of the principles of physics and the possibility of negating conventions. From the
point of view of radical instrumentalist abduction this example is striking because it
shows how these abduced principles fail all tests that would reveal them as having a
traditional epistemic value, so that they are not subject to discharge except for their
instrumental value. An extension of Poincaré’s so-called geometric conventionalism, according to which the choice of a geometry is only justified by considerations
of simplicity, in a psychological and pragmatic sense (“commodisme”), is the generalized conventionalism, expressing the conventional character of the principles of
physics:
33

The notion of database completion can be found in [Clark, 1978], and in all textbooks on logic
for computer science.
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The principles of mathematical physics (for example, the principle of conservation of
energy, Hamilton’s principle in geometrical optics and in dynamics, etc.) systematize
experimental results usually achieved on the basis of two (or more) rival theories, such
as the emission and the undulation theory of light, or Fresnel’s and Neumann’s wave
theories, or Fresnel’s optics and Maxwell’s electromagnetic theory, etc. They express
the common empirical content as well as (at least part of) the mathematical structure
of such rival theories and, therefore, can (but need not) be given alternative theoretical
interpretations [Giedymin, 1982, pp. 27–28].

From the epistemological point of view it is important to stress that the conventional
principles usually survive the demise of theories and are therefore responsible for
the continuity of scientific progress: in a sense they show a radical instrumental
character Moreover, they are not empirically falsifiable; as stated by Poincaré in
Science and Hypothesis:
The principles of mechanics are therefore presented to us under two different aspects.
On the one hand, they are truths founded on experiment, and verified approximately
as far as almost isolated systems are concerned; on the other hand they are postulates
applicable to the whole of the universe and regarded as rigorously true. If these postulates possess a generality and a certainty which the experimental truths from which
they were deduced lack, it is because they reduce in final analysis to a simple convention that we have a right to make, because we are certain beforehand that no experiment can contradict it. This convention, however, is not absolutely arbitrary; it is not
the child of our caprice. We admit it because certain experiments have shown us that it
will be convenient, and thus is explained how experiment has built up the principles of
mechanics, and why, moreover, it cannot reverse them [Poincaré, 1902, pp. 135–136].

Following Poincaré we can say that conventional principles of mechanics derive
abductively from experience, as regards their “genesis”, but cannot be falsified by
experience because they contribute to “constitute” the experience itself, in a proper
Kantian sense. The experience has only suggested their adoption because they are
convenient: there is a precise analogy with the well-known case of geometrical conventions, but also many differences, which pertain the “objects” studied.34
Poincaré seeks also to stress that geometry is more abstract than physics, as
is revealed by the following speculations about the difficulty of “tracing artificial
frontiers between the sciences”:
34

The conventional principles of mechanics should not be confused with geometrical conventions:
“The experiments which have led us to adopt as more convenient the fundamental conventions
of mechanics refer to bodies which have nothing in common with those that are studied by geometry. They refer to the properties of solid bodies and to the propagation of light in a straight
line. These are mechanical, optical experiments” [Poincaré, 1902, pp. 136–137], they are not,
Poincaré immediately declares, “des expériences de géométrie” (ibid.): “And even the probable
reason why our geometry seems convenient to us is, that our bodies, our hands, and our limbs
enjoy the properties of solid bodies. Our fundamental experiments are pre-eminently physiological experiments which refer, not to the space which is the object that geometry must study, but
to our body - that is to say, to the instrument which we use for that study. On the other hand, the
fundamental conventions of mechanics and experiments which prove to us that they are convenient, certainly refer to the same objects or to analogous objects. Conventional and general
principles are the natural and direct generalisations of experimental and particular principles”
(ibid.)
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Let it not be said that I am thus tracing artificial frontiers between the sciences; that I
am separating by a barrier geometry properly so called from the study of solid bodies. I
might just as well raise a barrier between experimental mechanics and the conventional
mechanics of general principles. Who does not see, in fact, that separating these two
sciences we mutilate both, and that what will remain of the conventional mechanics
when it is isolated will be but very little, and can in no way be compared with that
grand body of doctrine which is called geometry [Poincaré, 1902, pp. 137–138] .

I believe that the meaning of this passage refers primarily to the fact that physics cannot be considered completely conventional because we know that the conventional
“principles” are derived from the “experimental laws” of “experimental mechanics”,
and then absolutized by the “mind”. Second, Poincaré wants to demonstrate how geometry is more abstract than physics: geometry does not require a rich experimental
reference as physics does, geometry only requires that experience regarding its genesis and as far as demonstrating that it is the most convenient is concerned. Here
we are very close to Kant’s famous passage about the synthetical a priori character
of the judgments of (Euclidean) geometry, and of the whole of mathematics: “The
science of mathematics presents the most splendid example of the extension of the
sphere of pure reason without the help of the experience” [Kant, 1929, A712-B740,
p. 576].
Even when separated from the reference to solid bodies, Euclidean geometry
maintains all its conceptual pregnancy, as a convention that, in a proper Kantian
sense, “constitutes” the ideal solid bodies themselves. This is not the case of the
conventional principles of mechanics when separated from experimental mechanics:
“[. . . ] what will remain of the conventional mechanics [. . . ] will be very little” if
compared “[. . . ] with that grand body of doctrine which is called geometry”.
Poincaré continues:
Principles are conventions and definitions in disguise. They are, however, derived from
experimental laws, and these laws have, so to speak, been erected into principles to
which our mind attributes an absolute value. Some philosophers have generalized far
too much. They have thought that the principles were the whole of science, and therefore that the whole of science was conventional. This paradoxical doctrine, which is
called nominalism, cannot stand examination. How can a law become a principle?
[Poincaré, 1902, p. 138].

If the experimental laws of experimental physics are the source of the conventional
principles themselves, conventionalism escapes nominalism.
As stated at the beginning of this section, conventional principles survive the
demise (falsification) of theories in such a way that they underlie the incessant spectacle of scientific revolutions: “It is the mathematical physics of our fathers which
has familiarized us little by little with these various principles; which has habituated
us to recognize them under the different vestments in which they disguise themselves” [Poincaré, 1905, p. 95]. Underlying revolutions of physics, conventional
principles guarantee the historicity and the growth of science itself. Moreover, the
conventional principles surely imply “[. . . ] firstly, that there has been a growing tendency in modern physics to formulate and solve physical problems within powerful,
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and more abstract, mathematical systems of assumptions [. . . ]; secondly, the role
of conventional principles has been growing and our ability to discriminate experimentally between alternative abstract systems which, with a great approximation,
save the phenomena has been diminishing (by comparison to the testing of simple
conjunctions of empirical generalizations)” [Giedymin, 1982, p. 28].
Moreover, as stated above, they are not empirically falsifiable: “The principles of
mechanics [. . . ] reduce in final analysis to a simple convention that we have a right
to make, because we are certain beforehand that no experiment can contradict it”
[Poincaré, 1902, p. 136].
Up to now I have considered in details how the conventional principles guarantee
the revolutionary changes of physics and why they cannot be considered arbitrary,
being motivated by – and abduced from – the experimental laws of the “experimental physics”, that is by experience. Although arbitrary and conventional, the
conventional principles too can be substituted by others. This is the main problem
treated by Poincaré in the last passages of Chapter IX, “The Future of Mathematical
Physics”, in The Value of Science. Already the simple case of “linguistic” changes
in science “[. . . ] suffices to reveal generalizations not before suspected” [Poincaré,
1905, p. 78]. By means of the new discoveries, scientists arrive at a point where
they are able to “[. . . ] admire the delicate harmony of numbers and forms; they
marvel when a new discovery opens to them an unexpected perspective” [Poincaré,
1905, p. 76], a new perspective that is always provisional, fallible, open to further
confirmations or falsifications when compared to rival perspectives.
We have seen how the conventional principles of physics guarantee this continuous extension of experience thanks to the various perspectives and forms expressed by experimental physics. However, because conventional, “no experiment
can contradict them”. The experience only suggested the principles, and they, since
absolute, have become constitutive just of the empirical horizon common to rival
experimental theories.
Poincaré observes:
Have you not written, you might say if you wished to seek a quarrel with me – have you
not written that the principles, though of experimental origin, are now unassailable by
experiment because they have become conventions? And now you have just told us that
the most recent conquests of experiment put these principles in danger. Well, formerly
I was right and today I am not wrong. Formerly I was right, and what is now happening
is a new proof of it [Poincaré, 1905, p. 109].

Poincaré appeals to a form of weak negation, just as Freud did when dealing with
the problem of withdrawing constructions in the analytic setting (cf. the following
subsection). Let us follow the text. To pursue his point, Poincaré illustrates the attempts to reconcile the “calorimetric experiment of Curie” with the “principle of
conservation of energy”:
This has been attempted in many ways; but there is among them one I should like
you to notice; this is not the explanation which tends to-day to prevail, but it is one
of those which have been proposed. It has been conjectured that radium was only an
intermediary, that it only stored radiations of unknown nature which flashed through
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space in every direction, traversing all bodies, save radium, without being altered by
this passage and without exercising any action upon them. Radium alone took from
them a little of their energy and afterward gave it out to us in various forms [Poincaré,
1905, pp. 109–110] .

At this point Poincaré resolutely asserts: “What an advantageous explanation, and
how convenient! First, it is unverifiable and thus irrefutable. Then again it will serve
to account for any derogation whatever to Mayer’s principle; it answers in advance
not only the objection of Curie, but all the objections that future experimenters might
accumulate. This new and unknown energy would serve for everything” (p. 110).
Now Poincaré can show how this ad hoc hypothesis can be identified with the nonfalsifiability of the conventional principle of the conservation of energy:
This is just what I said, and therewith we are shown that our principle is unassailable
by experiment. But then, what have we gained by this stroke? The principle is intact,
but thenceforth of what use is it? It enabled us to foresee that in such and such circumstance we could count on such total quantity of energy; it limited us; but now that this
indefinite provision of new energy is placed at our disposal, we are no longer limited
by anything [Poincaré, 1905, p. 110].

Finally, Poincaré’s argumentation ends by affirming negation as failure: “[. . . ] and,
as I have written in ‘Science and Hypothesis’, if a principle ceases to be fecund,
experiment without contradicting it directly will nevertheless have condemned it”
(ibid.) (cf. Figure 2.5).
Let us now analyze this situation from the epistemological point of view: the
conventional principle has to be withdrawn when it “ceases to be fecund” and so because it is no longer endowed with an acceptable degree of strategical plausibility,
or when it seems that we have failed to prove it. It is clear that the principle exhibits
in this case a kind of strategic, rather than propositional, plausibility, as I have described in subsection 2.3.1. Remember that for a logic database the assumption is
that an atomic formula is false if we fail to prove that it is true. More clearly: as
stated above, every conventional principle, suitably underlying some experimental
laws, generates expectations with regard to the subsequent evidences of nature. I
analogously consider as the proof of a conventional principle the fact that we can
increasingly extend and complete the experimental laws related to it, adding the new
(expected) evidence that “emerges” from the experimental research. If, after a finite
period of time, nature does not provide this new “evidence” that is able to increase
the fecundity of the conventional principle, this failure leads to its withdrawal: “[. . . ]
experiment without contradicting it directly will nevertheless have condemned it”.
Analogously to the Freudian case of constructions I will illustrate in the following
subsection the “proof that a principle is not provable”35 is the unsuccessful search
for a proof of the principle itself. Here too, the logical symbol ¬ acquires the new
meaning of “fail to prove” in the empirical sense.
Let us resume: if the old conventional principle does not produce new experimental “evidence” to underpin it, it is legitimate to abandon the principle, when
35

Please keep in mind I am making an analogy between “not provable” and “not empirically
fecund”.
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convenient: the opportunity to reject the old principle will happen just by exploiting
the experimental evidence which, even if not suitable for contradicting it (Poincaré
says, it is “unassailable by experiment”), is nevertheless suitable as a basis for conceiving a new alternative principle, generated by new creative abductions.
We can now interpret Popper’s ideas about conventionalism in a different way.
Popper writes: “Thus, according to the conventionalist view, it is not possible to
divide systems of theories into falsifiable and non-falsifiable ones; or rather, such
a distinction could be ambiguous. As a consequence, our criterion of falsifiability
must turn out to be useless as a criterion of demarcation” [Popper, 1959, p. 81]. In
the light of Poincaré’s theory of the principles of physics that we have just illustrated, the nominalistic interpretation of conventionalism given by Popper (see also
[Popper, 1963]) appears to be very reductive. Moreover, Popper’s tendency to identify conventions with ad hoc hypotheses (a very bad kind of auxiliary hypotheses)
is shown to be decidedly unilateral, since, as is demonstrated by the passages, immediately above, the adhocness is achieved only in a very special case, when the
conventional principle is epistemologically exhausted.
Physics

Hypotheses
Principles of Physics
Conventions

Negation
as failure

Abduction
(Extending experimental
evidence related to the
conventional principle)

Deduction

Evidence

Expected
evidence

Fig. 2.5 Withdrawing conventions

In some sense Poincaré was already aware of the following fact, subsequently
clearly acknowledged by Popper: the introduction of auxiliary hypotheses must not
diminish the degree of falsifiability or testability (that will have to be performed by
means of “severe tests”) of the scientific theory in question, but, on the contrary,
should increase it [Popper, 1959, p. 83]. The example of an unsatisfactory (ad hoc)
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auxiliary hypothesis given by Popper is the “[. . . ] contraction hypothesis of Fitzgerald and Lorentz which had no falsifiable consequences but merely served to restore
the agreement between theory and experiment – mainly the findings of Michelson
and Morley” [Popper, 1959, p. 83].
In turn Lakatos’ revision of falsificationism in terms of the theory of research
programs [Lakatos, 1970] has definitely established that modified hypotheses (by
means of auxiliary assumptions) have to be more falsifiable than the original versions, they have to lead to new testable consequences (and, moreover, independently
testable, to use Popper’s phrase – [Popper, 1959, p. 193]; progress in “scientific
programs” is heavily related to the existence of novel predictions: one program is
superior to another insofar as it is a more successful predictor of novel phenomena.
Something analogous – but in a more indirect way – operates in the case of the
conventional principles described by Poincaré: it seems that conventionalism, at
least in the Poincaré’s case, does not treat all hypotheses like “stratagems”, as maintained by Popper. Hypothetical conventional principles are unfalsifiable and should
be withdrawn only when exhausted, when their indirect production of “novel” evidence is finished. Consequently, Poincaré’s conventionalism is not simply a theory
of adhocness, in the nominalistic Popperian sense.
As regards instrumentalist abduction my example of the conventional principles
of physics shows a cognitive situation that Gabbay and Woods synthetically illustrate in the following way: “Proposition 5.7 (Discharging radically instrumentalist
hypotheses) Since the hypothesis of a radically instrumentalist abduction fails all
tests that would reveal it as having the requisite epistemic value, such hypotheses
are not subject to discharge except for their instrumental value” [Gabbay and Woods,
2005, p. 120].

2.6.3

Withdrawing Constructions and Explanatory and
Instrumental Abduction

First of all I will illustrate how it is possible to explain the epistemological status
of Freud’s method of clinical investigation in terms of a special form of negation as
failure. I am not dealing here with the highly controversial problem of the epistemological status of psychoanalytic clinical theories (comprehensively analyzed in the
classical [Grünbaum, 1984]): it is well-known that clinical data have no probative
value for the confirmation or falsification of the general hypotheses of psychoanalytic clinical theories of personality, because, given that they depend completely on
the specific nature of the clinical setting, they are devoid of the independence that
characterizes observations endowed with scientific value.
Furthermore, because of the lack of probative value in the patient’s clinical data
with regard to the analyst’s interpretations, any therapeutic gains from analysis may
be considered to have been caused not by true insightful self-discovery but rather by
placebo effects induced by the analyst’s powers of suggestion. If the probative value
of the analysand’s responses is negated, then Freudian therapy might reasonably be
considered to function as an emotional corrective (performed by a positive “transference” effect) and not because it enables the analysand to acquire self-knowledge;
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instead he or she capitulates to proselytizing suggestion, which operates the more insidiously since under the pretense that analysis is nondirective. Suggestion is indeed
responsible for the so-called epistemical contamination of the patient’s responses.
Freud asks the patient to believe in the analyst’s theoretical retrodictions of significant events in his early life and these theoretical retrodictions are communicated
to him as constructions – actually they are explanatory abductions derived on the
basis of some present evidence furnished by the patient:
The analyst finishes a piece of construction and communicates it to the subject of the
analysis so that it may work upon it; he then constructs a further piece out of the
fresh material pouring in upon him, deals with it in the same way and proceeds in this
alternating fashion until the end [Freud, 1953-1974, vol, 23, 1937, pp. 260–261].

The aim is to provoke the previously-cited true insightful self-discovery that guarantees the cure [Freud, 1953-1974, vol. 18, 1920, p. 18]. A single construction is
built as a “sequence” of the interpretations (that have an obvious abductive character) that issue from clinical data found in the clinical setting, epistemologically
characterized by “transference” and “countertransference”:
“Interpretation” applies to something that one does to some single element of the material, such as an association or a parapraxis. But it is a “construction” when one lays
before the subject of the analysis a piece of his early history that he has forgotten, in
some such way as this: “Up to your nth year you regarded yourself as the sole and
unlimited possessor of your mother; then came another baby and brought you grave
disillusionment. Your mother left you for some time, and even after her reappearance
she was never again devoted to you exclusively. Your feelings towards your mother
became ambivalent, your father gained a new importance for you,” and so on [Freud,
1953-1974, vol. 23, 1937, p. 261].

A construction can be considered as a kind of “explanatory” “history” or “narrative” abductively obtained of the analysand’s significant early life events, which is
never complete, but that can be rendered more and more comprehensive by adding
new interpretations. This abductive process, I call selective, presents a constitutive
uncertainty due to its nonmonotonicity (cf. chapter one, section 1.3, this book), the
analyst may always withdraw his or her interpretations (constructions) when new
evidence arises. Every construction is generated by a “double” abduction: first of
all the analyst has to select a suitable general psychoanalytic hypothesis, apply it
to some “single element of the material” to produce an interpretation, then he/she
has to select each of these general hypotheses in such a way that the sequence of
the generated interpretations can give rise to a significant and consistent construction. Every “abduced” construction, suitably connected with some other clinical
psychoanalytical hypotheses, generates expectations with regard to the analysand’s
subsequent responses and remarks.
Let us remember that Habermas considers therapy as due to a sort of Hegelian
causality of fate: the analyst applies what Habermas calls “general interpretations”36
[Habermas, 1968, p. 279] to the analysand’s clinical data. This application generates
36

They correspond to general “schemes” of possible constructions.
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particular interpretations that combine into a “narrative” (Freud’s “construction”).
Within the scientophobic framework of Habermas’s philosophy this application is
regarded as “hermeneutic”, because the constructions are presumed to be expressed
in the “intentional” and motivational language of desires, affects, fantasies, sensations, memories, etc. We can more easily consider them abduction without resorting
to the hermeneutical lexicon.
Of course the analyst aims at building the most complete construction. The problem here is the analyst cannot propose to the analysand any construction he wants,
without some form of external testing. As stated above, the objection most often
raised against psychoanalysis is that “[. . . ] therapeutic success is nonprobative because it is achieved not by imparting veridical insight but rather by the persuasive
suggestion of fanciful pseudoinsights that merely ring verisimilar to the docile patient” [Grünbaum, 1984, p. 138]. In one of his last papers, “Constructions in analysis” [Freud, 1953-1974, vol, 23, 1937, pp. 257–269], Freud reports that “a certain
well-known man of science” had been “at once derogatory and unjust” because
He said that in giving interpretations to a patient we treat him upon the famous principle of “Heads I win, tails you lose” [In English in the original]. That is to say, if the
patient agrees with us, then the interpretation is right, but if he contradicts us, that is
only a sign of his resistance, which again shows that we are right. In this way we are
always in the right against the poor helpless wretch whom we are analysing, no matter
how he may respond to what we put forward [Freud, 1953-1974, vol, 23, 1937, p. 257].

Freud looks for a criterion for justifying, in the clinical setting, the abandonment of
constructions that have been shown to be inadequate (it is interesting to note that
in the cited article Freud emphasizes the provisional role of constructions referring
to them also as “hypotheses” or “conjectures”). This is the fundamental epistemological problem of the method of clinical investigation: Freud is clear in saying that
therapeutic success will occur only if incorrect analytic constructions, spuriously
confirmed by “contaminated” responses from the patient, are discarded in favor of
new correct constructions (that are constitutively provisional) derived from clinical data not distorted by the patient’s compliance with the analyst’s communicated
expectations.
Freud then proceeds “[. . . ] to give a detailed account of how we are accustomed
to arrive at an assessment of the ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ [considered as “direct evidences”]
of our patients during analytic treatment – of their expression of agreement or of
denial” (p. 257).
Analytic constructions cannot be falsified by dissent from the patient because
“[. . . ] it is in fact true that a ‘No’ from one of our patients is not as a rule enough
to make us abandon an interpretation as incorrect” (p. 257). It might seem to Freud
that patient dissent from an interpretation can be always discounted as inspired by
neurotic resistance. It is only “in some rare cases” that dissent “turns out to be the
expression of legitimate dissent” (p. 262). A “patient’s ‘No’ is no evidence of the
correctness of a construction, though it is perfectly compatible with it” (p. 263).
Rather, a patient’s ‘No’ might be more adequately related to the “incompleteness”
of the proposed constructions: “[. . . ] the only safe interpretation of his ‘No’ is that
it points to incompleteness” (p. 263).
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Even if a patient’s verbal assent may result from genuine recognition that the analyst’s construction is true, it may nevertheless be spurious because it derives from
neurotic resistance, as already seen in his or her dissent. Assent is “hypocritical”
when it serves “[. . . ] to prolong the concealment of a truth that has not been discovered” (p. 262). On the other hand, assent is genuine and not hypocritical when
patient’s verbal assent will be followed and accompanied by new memories: “The
‘Yes’ has no value unless it is followed by indirect confirmations, unless the patient,
immediately after his ‘Yes’, produces new memories which complete and extend
the construction” (p. 262) .
Since “Yes” and “No” do not have any importance to test a construction it is
necessary to see other facts, such as “the material” that has “come to light” after
having proposed a construction to the patient:
[. . . ] what in fact occurs [. . . ] is rather that the patient remains as though he were
untouched by what has been said and reacts to it with neither a “Yes” nor a “No”. This
may possibly mean no more than that his reaction is postponed; but if nothing further
develops we may conclude that we have made a mistake and we shall admit as much
to the patient at some suitable opportunity without sacrificing any of our authority
(pp. 261–262).

Let us now analyze this situation from the epistemological point of view: the analyst has to withdraw the construction (a narrative complex hypothesis) when he
has failed to prove it. Remember that for a logic database the assumption is that an
atomic formula is false if we fail to prove that it is true. More precisely: as stated
above, every construction, suitably connected with some other clinical psychoanalytical hypotheses, generates expectations with regard to the analysand’s subsequent
responses and remarks. We consider the fact that we can continuously extend and
complete a construction by adding the new (expected) material that “has come to
light” from the patient as proof of the construction validity. If the patient does not
provide this new “material” which is able to extend the proposed construction, this
failure leads to the withdrawal of the construction itself. So the “proof that a construction is not provable” is the unsuccessful search for a proof of the construction
itself. Here the logical symbol ¬ acquires the new meaning of “fail to prove” in the
empirical sense.37
Let us resume: if the patient does not provide new “material” which extends the
proposed construction, “if”, as Freud declares, “[. . . ] nothing further develops we
may conclude that we have made a mistake and we shall admit as much to the
patient at some suitable opportunity without sacrificing any of our authority”. The
“opportunity” of rejecting the proposed construction “will arise” just
[. . . ] when some new material has come to light which allows us to make a better
construction and so to correct our error. In this way the false construction drops out, as
if it has never been made; and indeed, we often get an impression as though, to borrow
the words of Polonius, our bait of falsehood had taken a carp of truth (p. 262).
37

Again, please keep in mind in this case I am making an analogy between “not provable” and
“not empirically fecund”.
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Fig. 2.6 Withdrawing constructions

A new cycle very similar to the one previously started with the assumption of the
first construction takes place: a new construction (derived by applying new clinical
psychoanalytical hypotheses and schemes) is provisionally conceived on the basis
of the new material that came to light when the analyst was seeking to extend the
old one (“we often get an impression as though [. . . ] our bait of falsehood had taken
a carp of truth”) (cf. Figure 2.6). The inferential process is clearly nonmonotonic: in
an initial phase we have some material coming from the patient and which provides
the background for an initial abduced construction; in a second phase we have to
add to the initial construction the material which emerges after having communicated to the patient the first construction. If in this second phase the new material
is not suitable for extending the first construction, the negation as failure compels
the analyst to withdraw and reject the construction. The whole process is nonmonotonic because the increase of material does not generate an increase in (the number
of) constructions: the old construction is abandoned (“the false construction drops
out, as if it has never been made”).
I should stress that the epistemological role of what Freud calls “indirect confirmations” or disconfirmations of analytic constructions is in my opinion negligible.
These patient responses, other than verbal assent or dissent, Freud declares, “are in
every respect trustworthy” (p. 263). Examples are when a patient has a mental association whose content is similar to that of the construction, or when a patient commits a parapraxis as part of a direct denial. Moreover, when a masochistic patient is
averse to “receiving help from the analyst”, an incorrect construction will not affect
his symptoms, but a correct one will produce “[. . . ] an unmistakable aggravation of
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his symptoms and of his general condition” (p. 265). The indirect confirmations, in
Freud’s opinion, provide a “[. . . ] valuable basis for judging whether the construction
is likely to be [further] confirmed in the course of analysis” (p. 264).
We should not confuse the kind of transformations of “No” in “Yes” (or vice
versa) that pertains to the “indirect confirmations” or disconfirmations, with the
above-described extension of constructions toward the most complete one on the
basis of new (expected) material that emerges. In conclusion, a patient’s “Yes” or
“No”, whether direct or indirect, has no role to play in withdrawing constructions.
I think that these cases do not have any function in the process of abandoning a
construction because they always keep open the possibility of extending it: moreover, the indirect confirmations or disconfirmations do not increase the acceptability of constructions. In my opinion, we should not consider Freud as an inductivist,
despite his emphasis on these kind of indirect evidence.
Moreover, as stated by Grünbaum, who tends to consider Freudian description
of clinical method as inductive, this presumption of the consilience of clinical
inductions is “spurious” because
[. . . ] the independence of the inferentially concurring pieces of evidence is grievously
jeopardized by a shared contaminant: the analyst’s influence. For each of seemingly
independent clinical data may well be more or less alike confounded by the analyst’s
suggestion as to conform to his construction, at the cost of their epistemic reliability or probative value. For example a “confirming” early memory may be compliantly produced by the patient on the heels of giving docile assent to an interpretation
[Grünbaum, 1984, p. 277].

The second section of “Constructions in analysis” concludes with a very explicit
affirmation of nonmonotonicity:
Only the further course of the analysis enables us to decide whether our constructions
are correct or unserviceable. [. . . ] an individual construction is anything more than a
conjecture which awaits examination, confirmation or rejection. We claim no authority
for it, we require no direct agreement from the patient, nor do we argue with him if at
first he denies it. In short, we conduct ourselves on the model of a familiar figure in
one of Nestroy’s farces – the manservant who has a single answer on his lips to every
question or objection: “It will all become clear in the course of future developments”
(p. 265).

But I have shown that Freud considers important only the rejection achieved by
negation as failure. The epistemological aim is not to validate a construction by
extensions provided by new material or by indirect confirmations or disconfirmations. Freud aims to reject it. Perhaps in Freud’s considerations there are some ambiguities in perceiving the asymmetry between falsification and confirmation, but
it would seem that my interpretation of Freud as a special falsificationist can be
maintained without fear of distorting his methodological intention. Freud is a special type of “falsificationist” because negation as failure guarantees the possibility
of freely withdrawing an abduced construction and substituting it with a rival and
better one. In the computational case, negation as failure is achieved by suitable
algorithms related to the knowledge that is handled (see above, subsection 2.6.1).
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In the human and not computational case, negation as failure is played out in the
midst of the analyst-analysand interaction, where transference and countertransference are the human epistemological operators and “reagents”. Negation as failure is
therefore a limitation on the dogmatic and autosuggestive exaggerations of (pathological) countertransference.
We can say again, from the point of view of instrumentalist abduction that my
example shows a cognitive situation that Gabbay and Woods synthetically illustrate
in the following way and that we have already quoted: “Proposition 5.7 (Discharging
radically instrumentalist hypotheses) Since the hypothesis of a radically instrumentalist abduction fails all tests that would reveal it as having the requisite epistemic
value, such hypotheses are not subject to discharge except for their instrumental
value” [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 120]. In this Freudian case the explanatory
aspects of hypothetical interpretations and constructions shades in their final radical instrumentalist/strategic character. They are only indirectly activated for further
explanatory premissory work; so to say, they are always constitutively taken on
epistemological explanatory sufferance because no other chances are practicable,
and their main epistemic (instrumental, strategic) virtue – which guarantees they
are withdrawable – is stimulating the emergence of new material able to enrich the
construction.38

2.7

Automatic Abductive Scientists

Paul Thagard [1988] illustrates four kinds of abduction that have been implemented
in PI, a system devoted to explaining in computational terms the main problems
of the traditional philosophy of science, such as scientific discovery, explanation,
evaluation, etc. He distinguishes between simple, existential, rule-forming, and analogical abduction. Simple abduction generates hypotheses about individual objects.
Existential abduction postulates the existence of previously unknown objects, such
as new planets. Rule-forming abduction generates rules that explain laws. Analogical abduction uses past cases of hypothesis formation to construct hypotheses
similar to existing ones. If the pure philosophical task is to state correct rules of
reasoning in an abstract and objective way, the use of computer modeling may be a
rare tool to investigate abduction in science because of its rational correctness. The
increase in knowledge provided by this intellectual interaction is manifest.
Early works on machine scientific discovery, such as the well-known Logic Theorist [Newell et al., 1957], DENDRAL, in chemistry [Lindsay et al., 1980], and
AM, in mathematics, [Lenat, 1982], have shown that heuristic search in combinatorial spaces is an advantageous and general framework for automating scientific
38

Other interesting examples of instrumentalist abduction in science are illustrated in [Gabbay
and Woods, 2005, p. 120]: the axiom of choice – which has an abductive role in proofs of
Löwenheim-Skolem theorem, Planck’s discovery of the quantum hypothesis (cf. above p. 79),
and the hypothesis of gravitons.
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discovery39. In these programs abduction is mainly rendered in a sentential way,
using rules and heuristics.
There are many ways for identifying a commonality in computational scientific
discovery programs that will take a next step beyond the acknowledged general –
but weak – framework of heuristic search (cf. also [Tweney, 1990]. For example,
[Valdés-Pérez, 1999], characterizes discovery in science as the generation of novel,
interesting, plausible, and intelligible knowledge about the objects of study. Looking
for a common general pattern he analyzes four machine discovery programs that
match those requirements in different ways:
1. MECHEM, which hypothesizes reaction mechanisms in chemistry based on the
available experimental evidence [Zeigarnik et al., 1997]
2. ARROSMITH, which notices connections between drugs or dietary factors and
diseases in medicine [Swanson and Smalheiser, 1997]
3. GRAFFITI, which makes conjectures in graph theory and other similar
mathematical fields [Fajtlowicz, 1988]
4. MDP/KINSHIP, which delineates the classes within a classification in linguistics [Pericliev and Valdés-Pérez, 1998].
In turn [Boden, 1992] expecially stresses the distinction between classical programs
able to re-produce historical cases of scientific discovery in physics (BACON systems and GLAUBER, [Langley et al., 1987]), and systems able to perform new
discoveries (DENDRAL and AM, cited above). Other authors (for example, [Shunn
and Klahr, 1995], who constructed the program ACT-R) emphasize the distinction
between computational systems that address the process of hypothesis formation
and evaluation (BACON; PHINEAS, [Falkenhainer, 1990]; AbE, [O’Rorke et al.,
1990]; ECHO, [Thagard, 1989; Thagard, 1992]; TETRAD, [Glymour et al., 1987];
MECHEM), those that address the process of experiment (like DEED, [Rajamoney,
1993]; DIDO, [Scott and Markovitch, 1993]), and, finally, those that address both
the processes (like KEKADA, [Kulkarni and Simon, 1988]; SDDS, [Klahr and Dunbar, 1988], LIVE, [Shen, 1993], and others).
All these AI systems explicitly or implicitly perform epistemological tasks. From
the point of view of the task of abduction it is interesting to note that some of
them model a kind of sentential creative abduction, others are dealing with modelbased creative abduction, and there are also the ones related to model the activity of
experiment (that relate to the problem of what I call “manipulative abduction”).
Sentential creative abduction. In the first case we have to note that systems
like BACON, GLAUBER, built in terms of heuristic search, notwithstanding they
39

Already in 1995 the AAAI Society organized a Spring Symposium on “Systematic Methods
of Scientific Discovery” and in 1997 the Journal Artificial Intelligence devoted a special issue
to “Machine Discovery” (91, 1997, – [Okada and Simon, 1997]). Classical books where the
reader can find the description of the most interesting research and the description of historical
machine discovery programs are [Langley et al., 1987], and [Shrager and Langley, 1990]. Cf.
also [Zytkow, 1992] (Proceedings of MD-92 Workshop on “Machine Discovery”), and [Colton,
1999] (Proceedings of AISB’99). In 1990 AAAI Society already organized a Spring Symposium
on the problem of “automated abduction”, devoted to the illustration of many computational
programs able to perform various abductive tasks.
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perform outputs that can be presented as a fruit of the creative abductive task of reproducing well-known past discovery of physics, they actually execute a selective
abduction: starting from given data, they just have to “select” among a pre-stored encyclopedia of mathematical equations capable of explaining the data. Consequently
they are similar, because of the epistemology of their architecture, to the computational programs devoted to perform diagnostic reasoning in medicine (cf. [Magnani,
2001b, chapter four]).
Model-based creative abduction. In the second case the programs are capable
of performing model-based abductions: for example by providing causal and analogical reasoning, like the previously cited AbE (theory revision in science), CHARADE (discovery of the causes of scurvy) [Corruble and Ganascia, 1997], CDP
(discovery of urea cycle, [Grasshoff and May, 1995]), GALATEA (explanation
tasks) [Davies and Goel, 2000], PROTEUS [Davies et al., 2009] (analogical reasoning), PHINEAS, that exploits the representational resources of qualitative physics
[Forbus, 1984; Forbus, 1986]. to perform analogical reasoning in liquid flow.40 AbE
and PHINEAS explicitly and directly refer to abductive tasks, other programs employ the word induction, even if they are achieving a more complicated task than
mere generalization from data.41 A system that explicitly addresses model-based
abduction (the so-called generic modeling) in science is TORQUE [Nersessian et
al., 1997], devoted to perform tasks of visualizations able to account for various
cases of discovery in science (Faraday, Maxwell).42
More recent AI programs have been built to simulate abduction in mathematical and geometrical reasoning. This is the case of ARCHIMEDES ([Lindsay, 1994;
Lindsay, 1998; Lindsay, 2000b; Lindsay, 2000a], cf. also the last section of this
chapter, section 2.12), which realizes cases of manipulative diagrammatic abduction in elementary geometry, and HR [Colton, 1999; Pease et al., 2005], which
creates new concepts in the field of algebra also taking advantage of Lakatosian
epistemology of formal reasoning. [Trickett and Trafton, 2007] recently stressed the
role of conceptual simulation in the so called “what if” reasoning (mental experiment, thought experiment, inceptions, mental simulations) in scientists’ strategies to
resolve informational uncertainty. Actually the analysis illustrates the abductive role
played by a wide range of model-based and manipulative ways of discovering in science. For a recent survey of the relationships between computation and the problem

40

41
42

A system that aims at constructing causal hypotheses is TETRAD [Glymour et al., 1987], but it
manipulates numeric data – and not model-based types of reasoning – and is deeply entrenched
in a probabilistic framework.
On the ambiguities and relationships between abduction and induction cf. chapter one, subsection 1.4.1 and chapter seven, section 7.4.
Other tools that could be proven useful in the area of abduction and machine discovery come
from the field of genetic algorithms and evolving neural networks (cf. [Pennock, 1999; Pennock,
2000]), where creative reasoning is studied improving Darwinian mechanisms described by
evolutionary theories, and may be from the very recent so-called DNA computers [Boneh et al.,
1996].
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of scientific explanation and discovery in philosophy of science cf. [Thagard and
Litt, 2008]. .43
Manipulative abduction. In the third case, when dealing with the simulation of
experiment, the computational programs join the area of manipulative abduction.
An interesting and neglected point of contention about human reasoning is whether
or not concrete manipulations of external objects influence the generation of hypotheses, for example in science: in the following chapter I will delineate the first
features of what I call manipulative abduction showing how we can find methods
of constructivity in scientific and everyday reasoning based on external models and
“epistemic mediators”. Manipulation of external objects in scientific experiments
realizes a kind of epistemic mediation, also exploiting the cognitive resources of
human body and its performances. The discovery programs that address the process
of experiment constitute the first attempt to automatize these abilities, that could
further extend the interest of machine discovery in science also to the whole area of
robotics.44
It is well known that epistemology and logic are not alone in investigating reasoning. Reasoning is also a major subject of investigation in AI cognitive psychology,
and the whole area of cognitive science. Epistemological (and logical) theories of
reasoning, when implemented in a computer, become AI programs. The theories and
the programs are, quite literally, two different ways of expressing the same thing.
43

44

Recent workshops and conferences that cover computational AI applications that involve abductive processes have been organized worldwide. Here a list of the more recent ones: AAAI
Symposium on Automated Scientific Discovery, Stanford, November 2008; International Joint
Workshop on Computational Creativity (IJWCC2008), Madrid, Spain, September, 2008; Fourth
Joint Workshop on Computational Creativity (ECAI2006), London, UK, June 2007; Workshop
Abduction and Induction in AI and Scientific Modeling (ECAI2006), Riva del Garda, Italy, August 2006; Third Joint Workshop on Computational Creativity (ECAI2006), Riva del Garda,
Italy, August 2006; Fourth International Workshop on Computational Models of Scientific Reasoning and Applications (CMSRA-IV) Lisbon, Portugal, September 2005; The Second Joint
International Workshop on Computational Creativity (IJCAI’05, International Joint Conference
of Artificial Intelligence), UK, August 2005; Workshop on Chance Discovery: from Data Interaction to Scenario Creation, The 22nd International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML
2005), Bonn, Germany, August 2005; Computational Creativity 2004, at the Seventh European
Conference on Case-Based Reasoning (ECCBR-04), Madrid, Spain, 2004; The 6th International
Conference on Discovery Science, Sapporo, Japan, 2003; The Third International Workshop on
Computational Models of Scientific Reasoning and Applications (III CMSRA), Buenos Aires,
Argentina, 2003. To update knowledge about recent research in the interesting field of AI the
reader is directed to the web pages related to the events above. Of particular interest to the problem of manipulative abduction are the studies on natural language and visual interpretation in
the context of human-robot interaction as a mathematical abductive process, where every potential interpretation has an associated set of relevant manipulative actions that an agent should
perform in every reasoning and epistemic decision step and decision about of reasoning.
[Clark, 2008, p. 202] is rather optimistic about the possibility that in the near future classical artificial intelligence and robotics will be able to include aspects related to embodiment, action, and
situatedness: “The increasingly popular image of functional, computational, and informationprocessing approaches to mind as flesh-eating demons is thus subtly misplaced. For rather than
necessarily ignoring the body, such approaches may instead help target larger organizational
wholes in ways that help reveal where, why, how, and even how much [. . . ] embodiment and
environmental embedding really matter for the construction of mind and experience”.
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After all, theories of reasoning are about rules for reasoning and these are rules
telling us to do certain things in certain circumstances. Writing a program allows us
to state such rules precisely.
Some philosophers might insist that, between epistemology (and logic) and cognitive psychology, there is little, if any connection. The basis for such claims is
that epistemology and logic are normative while psychology is descriptive. That is,
psychology is concerned with how scientists do reason, whereas epistemology and
logic with how scientists ought to reason. One of the central dogmas of philosophy
is that you cannot derive an ought from an is.45
Nevertheless, this kind of ought might be called a “procedural ought”. The apparent normativity of epistemology and logic is just a reflection of the fact that epistemology and logic are concerned with rules for how to do something. It would be
considerably unreasonable to design a computational model of scientific discovery
and reasoning without taking into account how scientists actually reason, what scientists know, and what data scientists can acquire. Nevertheless, the general goal is
not the complete simulation of scientists themselves, but rather the achievement of
discoveries about the world, using methods that extend human cognitive capacities.
The goal is to build prosthetic scientists: just as telescopes are designed to extend
the sensory capacity of humans, computational models of scientific discovery and
reasoning are designed to extend our cognitive capacities. This cooperation should
prove very fruitful from an educational perspective too: reciprocally clarifying both
philosophical and AI theories of reasoning will provide new and very interesting
didactic tools.

2.8

Geometrical Construction Is a Kind of Manipulative
Abduction

Let’s quote an interesting passage by Peirce about constructions. Peirce says that
mathematical and geometrical reasoning “[. . . ] consists in constructing a diagram
according to a general precept, in observing certain relations between parts of that
diagram not explicitly required by the precept, showing that these relations will hold
for all such diagrams, and in formulating this conclusion in general terms. All valid
necessary reasoning is in fact thus diagrammatic” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 1.54]. Not
dissimilarly Kant says that in geometrical construction “[. . . ] I must not restrict my
attention to what I am actually thinking in my concept of a triangle (this is nothing
more than the mere definition); I must pass beyond it to properties which are not
contained in this concept, but yet belong to it” [Kant, 1929, A718-B746, p. 580].
We have seen that manipulative abduction is a kind of, usually model-based,
abduction that exploits external models endowed with delegated (and often implicit)
cognitive roles and attributes. 1. The model (diagram) is external and the strategy
that organizes the manipulations is unknown a priori. 2. The result achieved is new
(if we, for instance, refer to the constructions of the first creators of geometry), and
45

Chapter seven of this book analyzes in details this gap between “ideal” or “institutional” models
of reasoning and concrete inferences in “beings-like-us”.
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adds properties not contained before in the concept (the Kantian to “pass beyond”
or “advance beyond” the given concept [Kant, 1929, A154-B194, p. 192]).46
Humans and other animals make a great use of perceptual reasoning and kinesthetic and motor abilities. We can catch a thrown ball, cross a busy street, read
a musical score, go through a passage by imaging if we can contort out bodies to the way required, evaluate shape by touch, recognize that an obscurely
seen face belongs to a friend of ours, etc. Usually the “computations” required
to achieve these tasks are not accessible to a conscious description. Mathematical reasoning uses language explanations, but also non-linguistic notational devices and models. Geometrical constructions represent an example of this kind of
extra-linguistic machinery we know as characterized in a model-based and manipulative – abductive – way. Certainly a considerable part of the complicated
environment of a thinking agent is internal, and consists of the proper software
composed of the knowledge base and of the inferential expertise of that individual.
Nevertheless, I have already pointed out, any cognitive system consists of a “distributed cognition” among people and “external” technical artifacts [Hutchins, 1995;
Zhang, 1997].
In the case of the construction and examination of diagrams in geometry, a sort
of specific “experiments” serve as states and the implied operators are the manipulations and observations that transform one state into another. The mathematical outcome is dependent upon practices and specific sensorimotor activities performed on
a non-symbolic object, which acts as a dedicated external representational medium
supporting the various operators at work. There is a kind of an epistemic negotiation between the sensory framework of the mathematician and the external reality
of the diagram. This process involves an external representation consisting of written symbols and figures that are manipulated “by hand”. The cognitive system is
not merely the mind-brain of the person performing the mathematical task, but the
system consisting of the whole body (cognition is embodied) of the person plus the
external physical representation. For example, in geometrical discovery the whole
activity of cognition is located in the system consisting of a human together with
diagrams.
An external representation can modify the kind of computation that a human
agent uses to reason about a problem: the Roman numeration system eliminates,
by means of the external signs, some of the hardest parts of the addition, whereas
the Arabic system does the same in the case of the difficult computations in multiplication [Zhang, 1997]. All external representations, if not too complex, can be
transformed in internal representations by memorization. But this is not always necessary if the external representations are easily available. Internal representations
can be transformed in external representations by externalization, that can be productive “[. . . ] if the benefit of using external representations can offset the cost associated with the externalization process” (ibid., p. 181). Hence, contrarily to the old
view in cognitive science, not all cognitive processes happen in an internal model
46

Of course in the case we are using diagrams to demonstrate already known theorems (for instance in didactic settings), the strategy of manipulations is already available and the result is
not new. Further details on this issue are illustrated in chapter three.
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Fig. 2.7 Galley division, XVI Century, from an unpublished manuscript of a Venetian monk.
The title of the work is Opus Artimetica D. Honorati veneti monachj coenobij S. Lauretij.

of the external environment. The information present in the external world can be
directly picked out without the mediation of memory, deliberation, etc. Moreover,
various different external devices can determine different internal ways of reasoning and cognitively solve the problems, as is well-known. Even a simple arithmetic
task can completely change in presence of an external tool and representation. In
the Figure 2.7 an ancient external tool for division is represented.
Following the approach in cognitive science related to the studies in distributed
cognition, I contend that in the construction of mathematical concepts many external representations are exploited, both in terms of diagrams and of symbols. I
have been interested in my research in diagrams which play an optical role47– microscopes (that look at the infinitesimally small details), telescopes (that look at
infinity), windows (that look at a particular situation), a mirror role (to externalize rough mental models), and an unveiling role (to help create new and interesting
mathematical concepts, theories, and structures).
Moreover optical diagrams play a fundamental explanatory (and didactic) role in
removing obstacles and obscurities (for example the ambiguities of the concept of
infinitesimal)48 and in enhancing mathematical knowledge of critical situations (for
example the problem of parallel lines, cf. the following sections). They facilitate new
internal representations and new symbolic-propositional achievements. The mirror and unveiling diagrammatic representation of mathematical structures activates
perceptual operations (for example identifying the interplay between conflicting
structures: for example how the parallel lines behave to infinity). These perceptual
operations provide mirror and unveiling diagrammatic representations of mathematical structures.
To summarize we can say mathematics diagrams play various roles in a typical
abductive way; moreover, they are external representations which, in the cases I
47
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This method of visualization was invented by [Stroyan, 2005] and improved by [Tall, 2001].
Chapter one, this book, section 1.7.
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will present in the following sections, are devoted to provide explanatory and nonexplanatory abductive results. Two of them are central:
• they provide an intuitive and mathematical explanation able to help the understanding of concepts difficult to grasp or that appear obscure and/or epistemologically unjustified. I will present in the following section some mirror diagrams
which provided new mental representations of the concept of parallel lines.
• they help abductively create new previously unknown concepts that are nonexplanatory, as illustrated in the case of the discovery of the non-Euclidean
geometry.

2.9

Mirror Diagrams: Externalizing Mental Models to
Represent Imaginary Entities

I have already said that empirical anomalies result from data that cannot currently
be fully explained by a theory. They often derive from predictions that fail, which
implies some element of incorrectness in the theory. In general terms, many theoretical constituents may be involved in accounting for a given domain item (anomaly)
and hence they are potential points for modification. The detection of these points
involves defining which theoretical constituents are employed in the explanation of
the anomaly. Thus, the problem is to investigate all the relationships in the explanatory area.
As illustrated in section 2.4, first and foremost, anomaly resolution involves the
localization of the problem at hand within one or more constituents of the theory, it
is then necessary to produce one or more new hypotheses to account for the anomaly,
and, finally, these hypotheses need to be evaluated so as to establish which one best
satisfies the criteria for theory justification. Hence, anomalies require a change in the
theory. We know that empirical anomalies are not alone in generating impasses. The
so-called conceptual problems represent a particular form of anomaly (cf. above in
this chapter). Resolving conceptual problems may involve satisfactorily answering
questions about the status of theoretical entities: conceptual problems arise from the
nature of the claims in the principles or in the hypotheses of the theory. Usually it
is necessary to identify the conceptual problem that needs a resolution, for example
by delineating how it can concern the adequacy or the ambiguity of a theory, and
yet also its incompleteness or (lack of) evidence.
I have also already illustrated that formal sciences are especially concerned with
conceptual problems. The discovery of non-Euclidean geometries presents an interesting case of visual/spatial abductive reasoning, where both explanatory and
non-explanatory aspects are intertwined. First of all it demonstrates a kind of visual/spatial abduction, as a strategy for anomaly resolution connected to a form of
explanatory and productive visual thinking. Since ancient times the fifth postulate
has been held to be not evident. This “conceptual problem” has generated many
difficulties about the reliability of the theory of parallels, consisting of the theorems that can be only derived with the help of the fifth postulate. The recognition of
this anomaly was crucial to the development of the non-Euclidean revolution. Two
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thousand years of attempts to resolve the anomaly have produced many fallacious
demonstrations of the fifth postulate: a typical attempt was that of trying to prove
the fifth postulate from the others. Nevertheless, these attempts have also provided
much theoretical speculation about the unicity of Euclidean geometry and about the
status of its principles.
Here, I am primarily interested in showing how the anomaly is recognizable. A
postulate that is equivalent to the fifth postulate states that for every line l and every
point P that does not lie on l, there exists a unique line m through P that is parallel
to l. If we consider its model-based (diagrammatic) counterpart (cf. Figure 2.8),
the postulate may seem “evident” to the reader, but this is because we have been
conditioned to think in terms of Euclidean geometry. The definition above represents
the most obvious level at which ancient Euclidean geometry was developed as a
formal science – a level composed of symbols and propositions.

Fig. 2.8

Furthermore, when we also consider the other fundamental level, where modelbased aspects (diagrammatic) are at play, we can immediately detect a difference
between this postulate and the other four if we regard the first principles of geometry as abstractions from experience that we can in turn represent by drawing
figures on a blackboard or on a sheet of paper or on our “visual buffer” [Kosslyn
and Koenig, 1992] in the mind. We have consequently a double passage from the
sensorial experience to the abstraction (expressed by symbols and propositions) and
from this abstraction to the experience (sensorial and/or mental).
We immediately discover that the first two postulates are abstractions from
our experiences drawing with a straightedge, the third postulate derives from our
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experiences drawing with a compass. The fourth postulate is less evident as an abstraction, nevertheless it derives from our measuring angles with a protractor (where
the sum of supplementary angles is 180◦, so that if supplementary angles are congruent to each other, they must each measure 90◦ ) [Greenberg, 1974, p. 17].
In the case of the fifth postulate we are faced with the following serious problems:
1) we cannot verify empirically whether two lines meet, since we can draw only
segments, not lines. Extending the segments further and further to find if they meet
is not useful, and in fact we cannot continue indefinitely. We are forced to verify
parallels indirectly, by using criteria other than the definition; 2) the same holds
with regard to the representation in the “limited” visual buffer. The “experience”
localizes a problem to solve, an ambiguity, only in the fifth case: in the first four
cases our “experience” verifies without difficulty the abstraction (propositional and
symbolic) itself. In the fifth case the formed images (mental or not) are the images
that are able to explain the “concept” expressed by the definition of the fifth postulate
as problematic (an anomaly): we cannot draw or “imagine” the two lines at infinity,
since we can draw and imagine only segments, not the lines themselves.
The selected visual/spatial image or imagery derived from the propositional and
symbolic level of the definition is nothing more than the explanation of the anomaly
of the definition itself. As stated above, the image demonstrates a kind of visual
abduction, as a strategy for anomaly localization related to a form of explanatory
visual/spatial thinking.
Once the anomaly is detected, the way to anomaly resolution is opened up – in
our case, this means that it becomes possible to discover non-Euclidean geometries.
That Euclid himself did not fully trust the fifth postulate is revealed by the fact that
he postponed using it in a proof for as long as possible – until the twenty-ninth
proposition. As is well-known, Proclus tried to solve the anomaly by proving the
fifth postulate from the other four. If we were able to prove the postulate in this way,
it would become a theorem in a geometry which does not require that postulate (the
future “absolute geometry”) and which would contain all of Euclid’s geometry.
Without showing all the passages of Proclus’s argument [Greenberg, 1974, p.
119-121] we need only remember that the argument seemed correct because it was
proved using a diagram. Yet we are not allowed to use that diagram to justify a
step in a proof. Each step must be proved from stated axioms or previously proven
theorems. We may visualize parallel lines as railroad tracks, everywhere equidistant
from each other, and the ties of the tracks as being perpendicular to both parallels.
Yet this imagery is valid only in Euclidean geometry. In the absence of the parallel
postulate we can only consider two lines as “parallel” when, by the definition of
“parallel”, they do not possess any points in common. It is not possible implicitly
to assume that they are equidistant; nor can it be assumed that they have a common
perpendicular. This is an example in which a selected abduced image is capable
of compelling you to make a mistake, and in this way it was used as a means of
evaluation in a proof: we have already stated that in this case it is not possible to use
that image or imagery to justify a step in a proof because it is not possible to use
that image or imagery that attributes to experience more than the experience itself
can deliver.
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For over two thousand years some of the greatest mathematicians tried to prove
Euclid’s fifth postulate. For example, Saccheri’s strategy for anomaly resolution in
the XVIII century was to abduce two opposite hypotheses.49 of the principle, that
is, to negate the fifth postulate and derive, using new logical tools coming from
non-geometrical sources of knowledge, all theorems from the two alternative hypotheses by trying to detect a contradiction. The aim was indeed that of demonstrating/explaining that the anomaly is simply apparent. We are faced with a kind
of explanatory abduction. New axioms are hypothesized and adopted in looking for
outcomes which can possibly help in explaining how the fifth postulate is unique and
so not anomalous. At a first sight this case is similar to the case of non-explanatory
abduction pointed out at p. 72, speaking of reverse mathematics, but the similarity
is only structural (i.e. guessing “new axioms”): in the case of reverse mathematics
axioms are hypothesized to account for already existing mathematical theories and
do not aim at explanatory results.
The contradiction in the elliptic case (“hypothesis of obtuse angle”, to use the
Saccheri’s term designing one of the two future elementary non-Euclidean geometries) was found, but the contradiction in the hyperbolic case (“hypothesis of the
acute angle”) was not so easily discovered: having derived several conclusions that
are now well-known propositions of non-Euclidean geometry, Saccheri was forced
to resort to a metaphysical strategy for anomaly resolution: “Proposition XXXIII.
The ‘hypothesis’ of acute angle [that is, the hyperbolic case] is absolutely false, because repugnant to the nature of the straight line” [Saccheri, 1920]. Saccheri chose
to state this result with the help of the somewhat complicated imagery of infinitely
distant points: two different straight lines cannot both meet another line perpendicularly at one point, if it is true that all right angles are equal (fourth postulate) and
that two different straight lines cannot have a common segment. Saccheri did not ask
himself whether everything that is true of ordinary points is necessarily true of an
infinitely distant point. In Note II to proposition XXI some “physico-geometrical”
experiments to confirm the fifth postulate are also given, invalidated unfortunately
by the same incorrect use of imagery that we have observed in Proclus’s case. In this
way, the anomaly was resolved unsatisfactorily and Euclid was not freed of every
fleck: nevertheless, although he did not recognize it, Saccheri had discovered many
of the propositions of non-Euclidean geometry [Torretti, 1978, p. 48].
In the following sections I will illustrate the example of Lobachevsky’s discovery of non-Euclidean geometry where we can see the abductive role played in a
discovery process by new considerations concerning visual sense impressions and
productive imagery representations.

2.9.1

Internal and External Representations

Lobachevsky was obliged first of all to rebuild the basic Principles and to this end, it
was necessary to consider geometrical principles in a new way, as neither ideal nor a
priori. New interrelations were created between two areas of knowledge: Euclidean
49

On the strategies adopted in anomaly resolution cf. [Darden, 1991, pp. 272–275].
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geometry and the philosophical tradition of empiricism/sensualism. In the following
section I will describe in detail the type of abduction that was at play in this case.
Lobachevsky’s target is to perform a geometrical abductive process able to create the
new and very abstract concept of non-Euclidean parallel lines. The whole epistemic
process is mediated by interesting manipulations of external mirror diagrams.
I have already said that for over two thousand years some of the greatest mathematicians tried to prove Euclid’s fifth postulate. Geometers were not content merely
to construct proofs in order to discover new theorems and thereby to try to resolve
the anomaly (represented by its lack of evidence) without trying to reflect upon the
status of the symbols of the principles underlying Euclidean geometry represent.
Lobachevsky’s strategy for resolving the anomaly of the fifth postulate was first
of all to manipulate the symbols, second to rebuild the principles, and then to derive new proofs and provide a new mathematical apparatus; of course his analysis
depended on some of the previous mathematical attempts to demonstrate the fifth
postulate. The failure of the demonstrations – of the fifth postulate from the other
four – that was present to the attention of Lobachevsky, lead him to believe that the
difficulties that had to be overcome were due to causes traceable at the level of the
first principles of geometry.
We simply can assume that many of the internal visualizations of the working geometers of the past were spatial and imaginary because those mathematicians were
precisely operating with diagrams and visualizations. By using internal representations Lobachevsky has to create new external visualizations and to adjust them
tweaking and manipulating [Trafton et al., 2005] the previous ones in some particular ways to generate appropriate spatial transformations (the so-called geometrical
constructions).50 In cognitive science many kinds of spatial transformations have
been studied, like mental rotation and any other actions to improve and facilitate
the understanding and simplification of the problem. It can be said that when a spatial transformation is performed on external visualizations, it is still generating or
exploiting an internal representation.
Spatial transformations on external supports can be used to create and transform
external diagrams and the resulting internal/mental representations may undergo
further mental transformations. Lobachevsky mainly takes advantage of the transformation of external diagrams to create and modify the subsequent internal images.
So mentally manipulating both external diagrams and internal representations is extremely important for the geometer that uses both the drawn geometrical figure and
her own mental representation. An active role of these external representations, as
epistemic mediators able to favor scientific discoveries – widespread during the ancient intuitive geometry based on diagrams – can be curiously seen at the beginning
of modern mathematics, when new abstract, imaginary, and counterintuitive nonEuclidean entities are discovered and developed.
There are in vivo cognitive studies performed on human agents (astronomers and
physicists) about the interconnection between mental representations and the external scientific visualizations. In these studies “pure” spatial transformations, that
50

I maintain that in general spatial transformations are represented by a visual component and a
spatial component [Glasgow and Papadias, 1992].
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is transformations that are performed – and based – on the external visualizations
dominate: the perceptual activity seems to be prevalent, and the mental representations are determined by the external ones. The researchers say that there is, in fact,
some evidence for this hypothesis: when a scientist mentally manipulates a representation, 71% of the time the source is a visualization, and only 29% of the time
it is a “pure” mental representation. Other experimental results show that some of
the time scientists seem to create and interpret mental representations that are different from the images in the visual display: in this case it can be hypothesized that
scientists use a comparison process to connect their internal representation with the
external visualizations [Trafton et al., 2005].
In general, during the comparison between internal and external representation
the scientists are looking for discrepancies and anomalies, but also equivalences and
coherent shapes (like in the case of geometers, as we will see below). The comparison between the transformations acted on external representations and their previously represented “internal” counterpart forces the geometer to merge or to compare
the two sides (some aspects of the diagrams correspond to information already represented internally as symbolic-propositional).51
External geometrical diagrams activate perceptual operations, such as searching
for objects that have a common shape and inspecting whether three objects lie on
a straight line. They contain permanent and invariant geometrical information that
can be immediately perceived and kept in memory without the mediation of deliberate inferences or computations, such as whether some configurations are spatially
symmetrical to each other and whether one group of entities has the same number of
entities as another one. Internal operations prompt other cognitive operations, such
as making calculations to get or to envision a result. In turn, internal representations
may have information that can be directly retrieved, such as the relative magnitude
of angles or areas.

2.10

Mirror Diagrams and the Infinite

As previously illustrated the failure of the demonstrations (of the fifth postulate
from the other four) of his predecessors induced Lobachevsky to believe that the
difficulties that had to be overcome were due to causes other than those which had
until then been focused on.
Lobachevsky was obliged first of all to rebuild the basic principles: to this end, it
was necessary to consider geometrical principles in a new way, as neither ideal nor
a priori. New interrelations were created between Euclidean geometry and some
claims deriving from the philosophical tradition of empiricism/sensualism.
51

Usually scientists try to determine identity, when they make a comparison to determine the
individuality of one of the objects; alignment, when they are trying to determine an estimation
of fit of one representation to another (e.g. visually inspecting the fit of a rough mental triangular
shape to an external constructed triangle); and feature comparison, when they compare two
things in terms of their relative features and measures (size, shape, color, etc.) [Trafton et al.,
2005].
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Abducing First Principles through Bodily Contact

From this Lobachevskyan perspective the abductive attainment of the basic concepts
of any science is in terms of senses: the basic concepts are always acquired through
our sense impressions. Lobachevsky builds geometry upon the concepts of body and
bodily contact, the latter being the only “property” common to all bodies that we
ought to call geometrical. The well-known concepts of depthless surface, widthless
line and dimensionless point were constructed considering different possible kinds
of bodily contact and dispensing with, per abstractionem, everything but preserving
the contact itself: these concepts “[. . . ] exist only in our representation; whereas we
actually measure surfaces and lines by means of bodies” for “[. . . ] in nature there
are neither straight lines nor curved lines, neither plane nor curved surfaces; we find
in it only bodies, so that all the rest is created by our imagination and exists just in
the realm of theory” [Lobachevsky, 1897, Introduction]. The only thing that we can
know in nature is movement “[. . . ] without which sense impressions are impossible.
Consequently all other concepts, e.g. geometrical concepts, are generated artificially
by our understanding, which derives them from the properties of movement; this is
why space in itself and by itself does not exist for us” (ibid.).
It is clear that in this inferential process Lobachevsky performs a kind of modelbased abduction, where the perceptual role of sense impressions and their experience with bodies and bodily contact is cardinal in the generation of new concepts.
The geometrical concepts are “[. . . ] generated artificially by our understanding,
which derives them from the properties of movement”. Are these abductive hypotheses explanatory or not? I am inclined to support their basic “explanatory” character:
they furnish an explanation of our sensorial experience with bodies and bodily contact in ideal and abstract terms.
On the basis of these foundations Lobachevsky develops the so-called absolute
geometry, which is independent of the fifth postulate: “Instead of commencing geometry with the plane and the straight line as we do ordinarily, I have preferred to
commence it with the sphere and the circle, whose definitions are not subject to the
reproach of being incomplete, since they contain the generation of the magnitudes
which they define” [Lobachevsky, 1929, p. 361].)
This leads Lobachevsky to abduce a very remarkable and modern hypothesis
– anticipatory of the future Einstein’s theoretical atmosphere of general relativity
– which I consider to be largely image-based: since geometry is not based on a
perception of space, but constructs a concept of space from an experience of bodily
movement produced by physical forces, there could be place in science for two or
more geometries, governing different kinds of natural forces:
To explain this idea, we assume that [. . . ] attractive forces decrease because their effect
is diffused upon a spherical surface. In ordinary Geometry the area of a spherical surface of radius r is equal to 4r2 , so that the force must be inversely proportional to the
square of the distance. In Imaginary Geometry I found that the surface of the sphere is
(er − e−r )2 ,
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and it could be that molecular forces have to follow that geometry [. . . ]. After all,
given this example, merely hypothetical, we will have to confirm it, finding other more
convincing proofs. Nevertheless we cannot have any doubts about this: forces by themselves generate everything: movement, velocity, time, mass, matter, even distances and
angles [Lobachevsky, 1897, p. 9].

Lobachevsky did not doubt that something, not yet observable with a microscope
or analyzable with astronomical techniques, accounted for the reliability of the new
non-Euclidean imaginary geometry. Moreover, the principles of geometry are held
to be testable and it is possible to prepare an experiment to test the validity of the
fifth postulate or of the new non-Euclidean geometry, the so-called imaginary geometry. He found that the defect of the triangle formed by Sirius, Rigel and Star
No. 29 of Eridanus was equal to 3.727 + 10−6 seconds of arcs, a magnitude too
small to be significant as a confirmation of imaginary geometry, given the range of
observational error. Gauss too had claimed that the new geometry might be true on
an astronomical scale. Lobachevsky says:
Until now, it is well-known that, in Geometry, the theory of parallels had been incomplete. The fruitlessness of the attempts made, since Euclid’s time, for the space
of two thousand years, aroused in me the suspicion that the truth, which it was desired to prove, was not contained in the data themselves; that to establish it the aid
of experiment would be needed, for example, of astronomical observations, as in the
case of other laws of nature. When I had finally convinced myself of the justice of my
conjecture and believed that I had completely solved this difficult question I wrote,
in 1826, a memoir on this subject Exposition succincte des principes de la Géométrie
[Lobachevsky, 1897, p. 5].

With the help of the explanatory abductive role played by the new sensualist considerations of the basic principles, by the empiricist view and by a very remarkable
productive visual hypothesis, Lobachevsky had the possibility to proceed in discovering the new theorems. Following Lobachevsky’s discovery the fifth postulate will
no longer be considered in any way anomalous – we do not possess any proofs of
the postulate, because this proof is impossible. Moreover, the new non-Euclidean
hypothesis is reliable: indeed, to understand visual thinking we have also to capture its status of guaranteeing the reliability of a hypothesis. In order to prove the
relative consistency of the new non-Euclidean geometries we should consider some
very interesting visual and mathematical “models” proposed in the second half of
XIX century (i.e. the Beltrami-Klein and Poincaré models), which involve new uses
of visual images in theory assessment.
In summary, the abductive process of Lobachevsky’s discovery can be characterized in the following way, taking advantage of the nomenclature introduced in the
previous and in the present chapter:
1. the inferential process Lobachevsky performs to rebuild the first principles of
geometry is prevalently a kind of manipulative and model-based abduction, endowed with an explanatory character: the new abduced principles furnish an
explanation of our sensorial experience with bodies and bodily contact in ideal
and abstract terms;
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2. at the same time the new principles found offer the chance of further multimodal52 and distributed abductive steps (that is based on both on both visual and
sentential aspects, and on both internal and external representations) which are
mainly non-explanatory and provide unexpected mathematical results. These
further abductive processes:
a. first of all have to provide a different multimodal way of describing parallelism (both from a diagrammatical and propositional perspective, cf.
subsection 2.10.4 and Figure 2.11);
b. second, on the basis of the new concept of parallelism it will be possible to
derive new theorems of a new non-Euclidean geometrical system exempt
from inconsistencies just like the Euclidean system. Of course this process show a moderately instrumental character, more or less present in all
abductions (cf. below section 2.11).
Let us illustrate how Lobachevsky continues to develop the absolute geometry. The
immediate further step is to define the concept of plane, which is defined as the
geometrical locus of the intersections of equal spheres described around two fixed
points as centers, and, immediately after, the concept of straight line (for example
BB in the mirror diagram of the Figure 2.9) as the geometrical locus of the intersections of equal circles, all situated in a single plane and described around two fixed
points of this plane as centers. The straight line is so defined by means of “finite”
parts (segments) of it: we can prolong it by imaging a repeatable movement of rotation around the fixed points (cf. Figure 2.9) [Lobachevsky, 1829-1830, 1835-1838,
§25].

Fig. 2.9

Rectilinear angles (which express arcs of circle) and dihedral angles (which express spherical lunes) are then considered; and the solid angles too, as generic parts
of spherical surfaces – and in particular the interesting spherical triangles. π means
for Lobachevsky the length of a semicircumference, but also the solid angle that
52

Cf. below chapter four, this book.
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Fig. 2.10

corresponds to a semisphere (straight angle). The surface of the spherical triangles
is always less than π , and, if π , coincides with the semisphere. The theorems about
the perpendicular straight lines and planes also belong to absolute geometry.

2.10.2

Expansion of Scope Strategy

We have to note some general cognitive and epistemological aspects which characterize the development of this Lobachevskyan absolute geometry.
Spherical geometry is always treated together with the plane geometry: the definitions about the sphere are derived from the ones concerning the plane when
we substitute the straight lines (geodetics in the plane) with the maximal circles
(geodetics in the spherical surface). Lobachevsky says that the maximal circle on
the sphere with respect to the other circles presents “properties” that are “similar”
to the ones belonging to the straight line with respect to all the segments in the plane
[Lobachevsky, 1829-1830, 1835-1838, §66]. This is an enhancement, by means of a
kind of analogical reasoning, reinforced by the external mirror diagrams, of the internal representation of the concept of straight line. The straight line can be in some
sense thought (because it is “seen” and “imagined” in the various configurations
provided by the external diagrams) as “belonging” to various types of surfaces, and
not only to the plane. Consequently, mirror diagrams not only manage consistency
requirements, they can also act in an additive way, providing new “perspectives”
and information on old entities and structures. The directly perceivable information
strongly guides the discoverer’s selections of moves by servicing the discovery strategy expansion-of-the-scope (of the concept of straight line). This possibility was not
indeed available at the simple level of the internal representation. The Figure 2.10
[Lobachevsky, 1829-1830, 1835-1838, §79] is another example of the exploitation
of the analogy plane/spherical surface by means of a diagram that exploits the perspective of the two-dimensional flat plane.
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Infinite/Finite Interplay

In all the previous cases the external representations are constructions that have to
respect the empirical attitude described above: because of the fact that the geometrical bodies are characterized by their “finiteness” the external representation is just
a coherent mirror of finite internal images. The “infinite” can be perceived in the
“finite” constructions because the infinite is considered only as something potential
that can be just mentally and artificially thought: “defined artificially by our understanding”. As the modern axiomatic method is absent, the geometer has to conceptualize infinite situations exploiting the finite resources offered by diagrams. In front
of the question: “How is it that the finite human resources of internal representations
of human mind can conceptualize and formalize abstract notions of infinity?” – notions such as the specific ones embedded in the non-Euclidean assumptions – the
geometer is aware we perceive a finite world, act upon it, and think about it. Moreover, the geometer operates in “[. . . ] a combination of perceptual input, physical
output, and internal mental processes. All three are finite. But by thinking about the
possibility of performing a process again and again, we can easily reach out towards
the potential infinite” [Tall, 2001]. Lobachevsky states: “Which part of the lines
we would have to disregard is arbitrary”, and adds, “our senses are deficient” and
it is only by means of the “artifice” consisting of the continuum “enhancement of
the instruments” that we can overcome these limitations [Lobachevsky, 1829-1830,
1835-1838, §38]. Given this epistemological situation, it is easy to conclude saying that instruments are not just and only telescopes and laboratory tools, but also
diagrams.
Let us continue to illustrate the geometer’s inventions. In the Proposition 27 (a
theorem already proved by Euler and Legendre) of the Geometrical Researches
of the Theory of Parallels, published in 1840, [Lobachevsky, 1891], Lobachevsky
states that if A, B, and C are the angles of a spherical triangle, the ratio of the area of
the triangle to the area of the sphere to which it belongs will be equal to the ratio of
1
(A + B + C − π )
2
to four right angles; that the sum of the three right angles of a rectilinear triangle
can never surpass two right angles (Prop. 19), and that, if the sum is equal to two
right angles in any triangle, it will be so in all (Prop. 20).

2.10.4

Non-euclidean Parallelism: Coordination and
Inconsistency Detection

The basic unit is the manipulation of diagrams. Before the birth of the modern axiomatic method the geometers still and strongly have to exploit external diagrams,
to enhance their thoughts. It is impossible to mental imaging and evaluating the alternative sequences of symbolic calculations being only helped by the analytic tools,
such as various written equations and symbols and marks: it is impossible to do a
complete anticipation of the possible outcomes, due to the limited power of working
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memory and attention. Hence, because of the complexity of the geometrical problem space and the limited power of working memory, complete mental search is
impossible or difficult. Geometers may use perceptual external biases to make decisions. Moreover, in those cognitive settings, lacking in modern axiomatic theoretical
awareness, certainly perceptual operations were epistemic mediators which need
less attentional and working memory resources than internal operations. “The directly perceived information from external representations and the directly retrieved
information from internal representation may elicit perceptual and cognitive biases,
respectively, on the selections of actions. If the biases are inconsistent with the task,
however, they can also misguide actions away from the goal. Learning effect can
occur if a task is performed more than once. Thus, the decision on actions can also
be affected by learned knowledge” [Zhang, 1997, p. 186].
The new external diagram proposed by Lobachevsky (the diagram of the drawn
parallel lines of Figure 2.11) [Lobachevsky, 1891] is a kind of analogous both
of the mental image we depict in the mental visual buffer and of the symbolicpropositional level of the postulate definition. It no longer plays the explanatory
role of showing an anomaly, like it was in the case of the diagram of Figure 2.8 (and
of other similar diagrams) during the previous centuries. I have already said I call
this kind of external tool in the geometrical reasoning mirror diagram. In general
this diagram mirrors the internal imagery and provides the possibility of detecting
anomalies, like it was in the case of the similar diagram of Figure 2.8. The external
representation of geometrical structures often activates direct perceptual operations
(for example, identify the parallels and search for the limits) to elicit consistency or
inconsistency routines. Sometimes the mirror diagram biases are inconsistent with
the task and so they can make the task more difficult by misguiding actions away
from the goal. If consistent, we have already said that they can make the task easier
by instrumentally and non-explanatorily guiding actions toward the goal. In certain
cases the mirror diagrams biases are irrelevant, they should have no effects on the
decision of abductive actions, and play lower cognitive roles.
In the case of the diagram of the parallel lines of the similar Figure 2.8 it was
used in the history of geometry to make both consistent and in-consistent the fifth
Euclidean postulate and the new non-Euclidean perspective (more details on this
epistemological situation are given in [Magnani, 2001c]).
I said that in some cases the mirror diagram plays a negative role and inhibits
further creative abductive theoretical developments. As I have already indicated (p.
121), Proclus tried to solve the anomaly by proving the fifth postulate from the other
four. If we were able to prove the postulate in this way, it would become a theorem in
a geometry which does not require that postulate (the future “absolute geometry”)
and which would contain all of Euclid’s geometry. We need only remember that
the argument seemed correct because it was proved using a diagram. In this case the
mirror diagram biases were consistent with the task of justifying Euclidean geometry
and they made this task easier by guiding actions toward the goal, but they inhibited
the discovery of non-Euclidean geometries [Greenberg, 1974, pp. 119–121]; cf. also
[Magnani, 2001c, pp. 166–167].

2.10 Mirror Diagrams and the Infinite
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Fig. 2.11 Non-Euclidean parallel lines

In sum, contrarily to the diagram of Figure 2.8, the diagram of Figure 2.11 does
not aim at explaining anything given, it is fruit of a non-explanatory and instrumental abduction, as I have anticipated at p. 127: the new related principle/concept of
parallelism offers the chance of further multimodal and distributed abductive steps
(based on both visual and sentential aspects, and on both internal and external representations) which are mainly non-explanatory. On the basis of the new concept
of parallelism it will be possible to derive new theorems of a new non-Euclidean
geometrical system exempt from inconsistencies just like the Euclidean system (cf.
below section 2.11).
The diagram now favors the new definition of parallelism [Lobachevsky, 1891,
Prop. 16], which introduces the non-Euclidean atmosphere: “All straight lines which
in a plane go out from a point can, with reference to a given straight line in the same
plane, be divided in two classes – into cutting and not-cutting. The boundary lines
of the one and the other class of those lines will be called parallel to the given lines”
(p. 13).
The external representation is easily constructed like in Figure 2.11 of
[Lobachevsky, 1891, p. 13], where the angle HAD between the parallel HA and
the perpendicular AD is called the angle of parallelism, designated by Π (p) for
AD = p. If Π (p) is < 12 π , then upon the other side of AD, making the same angle
DAK = Π (p) will lie also a line AK, parallel to the prolongation DB of the line
DC, so that under this assumption we must also make a distinction of sides in parallelisms. Because of the fact that the diagrams can contemplate only finite parts of
straight lines it is easy to represent this new postulate in this mirror image: we cannot know what happens at the infinite neither in the internal representation (because
of the limitations of visual buffer), nor in the external representation: “[. . . ] in the
uncertainty whether the perpendicular AE is the only line which does not meet DC,
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we will assume it may be possible that there are still other lines, for example AG,
which do not cut DC, how far so ever they may be prolonged” (ibid.). So the mirror
image in this case is seen as consistently supporting the new non-Euclidean perspective. The idea of constructing an external diagram of a non-Euclidean situation
is considered normal and reasonable. The diagram of Figure 2.11 is now exploited
to unveil new fruitful consequences.
A first analysis of the exploitation of what I call unveiling diagrams in the discovery of the notion of non-Euclidean parallelism is presented in the following section
related to the exploitation of diagrams at the stereometric level.53 Taking advantage
of the Lobachevskyan case I have illustrated that in mirror diagrams the coordination between perception and cognition is central, from both static and dynamic
(constructions) points of view; in the case of the abduced unveiling diagrams allocating and switching attention between internal and external representation govern
the reasoning strategy, by integrating internal and external representation in a more
dynamical and complicated way – essentially non-explanatory – as we will see in
the following section.

2.11
2.11.1

Unveiling Diagrams in Lobachevsky’s Discovery as
Gateways to Imaginary Entities
Euclidean/Non-euclidean Model Matching Strategy

Lobachevsky’s target is to perform a geometrical abductive process able to create
new and very abstract entities: the whole epistemic process is mediated by interesting manipulations of external unveiling diagrams. The first step toward the exploitation of what I call unveiling diagrams is the use of the notion of non-Euclidean
parallelism at the stereometric level, by establishing relationships between straight
lines and planes and between planes: Proposition 27 (already proved by Lexell and
Euler): “A three-sided solid angle equals the half sum of surface angles less a rightangle” (p. 24, Figure 2.12). Proposition 28 (directly derived from Prop. 27): “If
three planes cut each other in parallel lines, then the sum of the three surface angles
equals two rights” (p. 28), Figure 2.13. These achievements are absolutely important: it is established that for a certain geometrical configuration of the new geometry
(the three planes cut each other in parallel lines that are parallel in Lobachevskyan
sense) some properties of the ordinary geometry hold.
The important notions of oricycle and orisphere are now defined to search for
a possible symbolic counterpart able to express a foreseen consistency (as a justification) of the non-Euclidean theory. This consistency is looked at from the point
a view of a possible “analytic” solution, that is in terms of verbal-symbolic (not
diagrammatic) results (equations).
53

[Magnani and Dossena, 2005; Dossena and Magnani, 2007] illustrate that external representations like the ones I call unveiling diagrams can enhance the consistency of a cognitive process
but also provide more radically creative suggestions for new useful information and discoveries.
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Fig. 2.12

Fig. 2.13

Fig. 2.14

Such is the case of the Proposition 31. “We call boundary line (oricycle) that curve
lying in a plane for which all perpendiculars erected at the mid-ponts of chords are
parallel to each other. [. . . ] The perpendicular DE erected upon the chord AC at its
mid-point D will be parallel to the line AB, which we call the Axis of the boundary
line” (pp. 30-31), cf. Figure 2.14. Proposition 34. “Boundary surface54 we call that
surface which arises from the revolution of the boundary line about one of its axes,
which, together with all other axes of the boundary-line, will be also an axis of the
54

Also called limit sphere or orisphere.
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Fig. 2.15

boundary surface” (p. 33). Moreover, the intersections of the orisphere by its diametral planes are limit circles. The limit circle arcs are called the sides, and the dihedral
angles between the planes of these arcs the angles of the “orisphere triangle”.
A part of the surface of the orisphere bounded by three limit circle arcs will be
called an orisphere triangle. From Prop. 28 follows that the sum of the angles of an
orisphere triangle is always equal to two right angles: “everything that is demonstrated
in the ordinary geometry of the proportionality of the sides or rectilinear triangles can
therefore be demonstrated in the same manner in the pangeometry”55 [Lobachevsky,
1929, p. 364] of the orisphere triangles if only we will replace the lines parallel to
the sides of the rectilinear triangle by orisphere arcs drawn through the points of one
of the sides of the orisphere triangle and all making the same angle with this side. To
conclude, the orisphere is a “partial” model of the Euclidean plane geometry.
The last constructions of the Lobachevskyan abductive process give rise to two
fundamental unveiling diagrams (cf. Figures 2.15 and 2.17) that accompany the
remaining proofs. They are more abstract and exploit “audacious” representations
in the perspective of three dimensional geometrical shapes.
The construction given in Figure 2.15 aims at diagrammatically “representing” a
stereometric non-Euclidean form built on a rectilinear right angled triangle ABC
to which the Theorem 28 above can be applied (indeed the parallels AA , BB ,
CC , which lie on the three planes are parallels in non-Euclidean sense), so that
Lobachevsky is able to further apply symbolic identifications; the planes make with
each other the angles Π (a) at AA , a right angle at CC , and, consequently Π (a ) at
BB .56 The diagram is enhanced by constructing a spherical triangle mnk, in which
55
56

Lobachevsky called the new theory “imaginary geometry” but also “pangeometry”.
Given that Lobachevsky designates the size of a line by a letter with an accent added, e.g.
x , in order to indicate this has a relation to that of another line, which is represented by the
same letter without the accent x, “which relation is given by the equation Π (x) + Π (x ) =π ”
(Prop. 35).
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Fig. 2.16

the sides are mn = Π (c), kn = Π (β ), mk = Π (a) and the opposite angles are Π (a),
Π (α  ), 12 π realizing that with the “existence” of a rectilinear triangle with the sides
a, b, c (like in the case of the previous one) “we must admit” the existence of a
related spherical triangle (cf. Figure 2.16), etc. Not only, a boundary surface (orisphere) can be constructed, that passes through the point A with AA as axis, and
those intersections with the planes the parallels form a boundary triangle (that is
a triangle situated upon the given orisphere), whose sides are BC = p, C A = q,
B A = r, and the angles opposite to them Π (α ), Π (α  ), 12 π and where consequently
(this follows from the Theorem 34):
p = r sin Π (a), q = r cos Π (a).
As I will illustrate in the following subsections in this way Lobachevsky is able to
further apply symbolic identifications and to arrive to new equations which consistently (and at the same time) connect Euclidean and non-Euclidean perspectives.
This kind of diagram strongly guides the geometer’s selections of moves by eliciting
what I call the Euclidean-inside non-Euclidean “model matching strategy”.
Inside the perspective representations (given by the fundamental unveiling
diagram of a non-Euclidean structure, cf. Figure 2.15), a Euclidean spherical triangle and the orisphere (and its boundary triangle where the Euclidean properties hold) are constructed. The directly perceivable information strongly guides
the geometer’s selections of moves by eliciting the Euclidean-inside non-Euclidean
“model matching strategy” I have quoted above. This maneuver also constitutes
an important step in the affirmation of the modern “scientific” concept of model.
We have to note that other perceptions activated by the diagram are of course
disregarded as irrelevant to the task, as it usually happens when exploiting external diagrammatic representations in reasoning processes. Because not everything in external representations is always relevant to a task, high level cognitive
mechanisms need to use task knowledge (usually supplied by task instructions)
to direct attention and perceptual processes to the relevant features of external
representations.
The different selected representational system – that still uses Euclidean icons –
determines in this case quite different possibilities of constructions, and thus different results from iconic experimenting. New results are derived in diagrammatic
reasoning through modifying the representational systems, adding new meaning to
them, or in reconstructing their systematic order.
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Consistency-Searching Strategy

This external representation in terms of the unveiling diagram illustrated in
Figure 2.15 activates a perceptual reorientation in the construction (that is identifies possible further constructions); in the meantime the consequent new generated
internal representation of the external elements activates directly retrievable information (numerical values) that elicits the strategy of building further non-Euclidean
structures together with their analytic counterpart (cf. below the non-Euclidean
trigonometry equations). Moreover, the internal representation of the stereometric
figures activates cognitive operations related to the consistency-searching strategy.
In this process, new “imaginary” and strange mathematical entities, like the oricycle and the orisphere, are – non-explanatorily – abduced and unveiled, and related
to ordinary and unsuspected perceptive entities.
Finally, it is easy to identify in the proof the differences between perceptual and
other cognitive operations and the differences between sequential – the various steps
of the constructed unveiling diagram – and parallel perceptual operations. Similarly,
it is easy to distinguish between the forms that are directly perceptually inspected
and the elements that are mentally computed or computed in external symbolic
configurations.
To arrive to the second unveiling diagram the old diagram (cf. Figure 2.15) is
further enhanced by a new construction, by breaking the connection of the three
principal planes along the line BB , and by turning them out from each other so
that they, together with all the lines lying in them, come to lie in one plane, where
consequently the arcs p, q, r will unite to a single arc of a boundary-line (oricycle), which goes through the point A and has AA as its axis, in such a manner that
(Figure 2.17) on the one side will lie, the arcs q and p, the side b of the triangle,
which is perpendicular to AA at A, the axis CC going from the end of b parallel
to AA and through C the union point of p and q, the side a perpendicular to CC
at the point C, and from the end-point of a the axis BB parallel to AA which goes

Fig. 2.17
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through the end-point B of the arc p, etc. Finally, taking CC as axis, a new boundary line (an arc of oricycle) from the point C to its intersection with the axis BB is
constructed. What happens?

2.11.3

Loosing Intuition

In this case we see that the external representation completely looses its spatial intuitive interest and/or its capacity to simulate internal spatial representations: it is not
useful to represent it as an internal spatial model in order to enhance the problem
solving activity. The diagram of Figure 2.17 does not have to depict internal forms
coherent from the intuitive spatial point of view, it is just devoted to suitably “unveil” the possibility of further calculations by directly activating perceptual information that, in conjunction with the non-spatial information and cognitive operations
provided by internal representations in memory, determine the subsequent problem
solving behavior. This diagram does not have to prompt an internal “spatially” intuitively coherent model. Indeed perception often plays an autonomous and central
role, it is not a peripheral device. In this case the end product of perception and
motor operations coincides with the intermediate data highly analyzed, processed,
and transformed, that is prepared for high-level cognitive mechanisms in terms of
further analytic achievements (the equations).57
We have to note that of course it cannot be said that the external representation
would work independently without the support of anything internal or mental. The
mirror and unveiling diagrams have to be processed by perceptual mechanisms that
are of course internal. And in this sense the end product of the perceptual mechanisms is also internal. But it is not an internal model of the external representation
of the task: the internal representation is the knowledge and structure of the task
in memory; and the external representation is the knowledge and structure of the
task in the environment. The end product of perception is merely the situational information in working memory that usually only reflects a fraction (crucial) of the
external representation [Zhang, 1997]. At this point it is clear that the perceptual
operations generated by the external representations “mediated” by the unveiling
diagrams are central as mechanisms of the whole geometrical abductive and manipulative process; they are not less fundamental than the cognitive operations activated
by internal representations, in terms of images and/or symbolic-propositional. They
constitute an extraordinary example of complex and perfect coordination between
perceptual, motor, and other inner cognitive operations.
Let us conclude the survey on Lobachevsky’s route to an acceptable assessment
of its non-Euclidean theory. By means of further symbolic/propositional designations taken from both internal representations followed from previous results and
“externalized” calculations, the reasoning path is constrained to find a general “analytic” counterpart for (some aspects of) the non-Euclidean geometry (we skip the
exposition of this complicated passage – cf. [Lobachevsky, 1891]). Therefore we
obtain the equations.
57

In other problems solving cases, the end product of perception – directly picked-up – is the end
product of the whole problem solving process.
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sin Π (c) = sin Π (a) sin Π (b)
sin Π (β ) = cos Π (α ) sin Π (a)

Hence we obtain, by mutation of the letters,
sin Π (α ) = cos Π (β ) sin Π (b)
cos Π (b) = cos Π (c) cos Π (α )
cos Π (a) = cos Π (c) cos Π (β )

that express the mutual dependence of the sides and the angles of a non-Euclidean
triangle. In these equations of plane non-Euclidean geometry we can pass over the
equations for spherical triangles. If we designate in the right-angled spherical triangle
(Figure 2.16) the sides Π (c), Π (β ), Π (a), with the opposite angles Π (b), Π (α  ), by
the letters a, b, c, A, B, then the obtained equations take of the form of those which
we know as the equations of spherical trigonometry for the right-angled triangle
sin(a) = sin(c) sin(A)
sin(b) = sin(c) sin(B)
cos(A) = cos(A) sin(B)
cos(B) = cos(B) sin(A)
cos(c) = cos(a) cos(b).

The equations are considered to “[. . . ] attain for themselves a sufficient foundation for considering the assumption of imaginary geometry as possible” (p. 44).
The new geometry is considered exempt from possible inconsistencies together with
the acknowledgment of the reassuring fact that it presents a very complex system
full of surprisingly harmonious conclusions. A new contradiction which could have
emerged and which would have forced to reject the principles of the new geometry
would have been already contained in the equations above. Of course this is not true
from the point of view of modern deductive axiomatic systems and a satisfactory
model of non-Euclidean geometry has not yet been built (as Beltrami and Klein
will do with the so-called “Euclidean models of non-Euclidean geometry”).58 As
for now the argument rests on a formal agreement between two sets of equations,
one of which is derived from the new non-Euclidean geometry. Moreover, the other
set of equations does not pertain to Euclidean geometry; rather they are the equations
of spherical trigonometry that does not depend on the fifth postulate (as maintained
by Lobachevsky himself). Nevertheless, we can conclude that Lobachevsky is not
far from the modern idea of model.
We can say that geometrical diagrammatic thinking represented the capacity to
extend finite perceptual experiences to give known (Euclidean) and infinite unknown
(non-Euclidean) mathematical structures that appear consistent in themselves and
that have quite different properties each other.
58

On the limitations of the Lobachevskyan perspective cf. [Torretti, 1978] and [Rosenfeld, 1988].
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Many commentators (and myself in [Magnani, 2001c]) contend that Kant did
not imagine that non-Euclidean concepts could in some way be constructed in intuition59(a Kantian expression which indicated our iconic external representation),
through the mediation of a model, that is preparing and constructing a Euclidean
model of a specific non-Euclidean concept (or group of concepts). Yet Kant also
wrote that “[. . . ] the use of geometry in natural philosophy would be insecure, unless the notion of space is originally given by the nature of the mind (so that if
anyone tries to frame in his mind any relations different from those prescribed by
space, he will labor in vain, for he will be compelled to use that very notion in
support of his figment)” [Kant, 1968, Section 15E].
[Torretti, 2003, p. 160] observes:
I find it impossible to make sense of the passage in parentheses unless it refers precisely to the activity of constructing Euclidean models of non-Euclidean geometries
(in a broad sense). We now know that one such model (which we ought rather to call
quasi-Euclidean,
√ for it would represent plane Lobachevskian geometry on a sphere
with radius −1) is mentioned in the Theorie der Parallellinien that Kant’s fellow
Königsbergian Johann Heinrich Lambert [Lambert, 1786] wrote about 1766. There is
no evidence that Kant ever saw this tract and the few extant pieces of his correspondence with Lambert do not contain any reference to the subject, but, in the light of
the passage I have quoted, it is not unlikely that Kant did hear about it, either from
Lambert himself, or from a shared acquaintance, and raised the said objection.

I agree with Torretti, Kant had a very wide perspective about the resources of
“intuition”, anticipating that a geometer would have been “compelled” to use the
notion of space “given by nature”, that is the one that is at the origins of our external representation, “in support of his figment”, for instance the non-Euclidean
Lobachevskyan abstract structures we have treated above in Figure 2.15, which
exhibits the non-Euclidean through the Euclidean.

2.12
2.12.1

Mechanizing Manipulative Abduction
Automatic Geometrical Constructions as
Extra-Theoretical Epistemic Mediators

A very interesting artificial intelligence computer program has been built,
ARCHIMEDES [Lindsay, 1994; Lindsay, 1998], that represents geometrical diagrams (points, line segments, polygons, and circles) both as pixels arrays and as
propositional statements.60 For example a triangle will be represented from a propositional description as a set of marked pixels in an array, together with a set of data
naming the given triangle and storing facts about it (for instance that it is right) and
constraints upon it (perhaps that it remains right throughout this use of the diagram).
59
60

We have seen how Lobachevsky did this by using the Figure 2.15.
This approach in computer science, involving the use of diagram manipulations as forms of
acceptable methods of reasoning, was opened by Gelernter’s Geometry Machine [Gelertner,
1959], but the diagrams played a very secondary role.
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Hence, a computational equivalent of a physical diagram is represented, plus some
human propositional knowledge about it.
The program is able to manipulate and modify its own representations of diagrams,
that is it is able to make geometrical constructions (called “simulation constructions”):
adding parts or elements, moving components about, translating and rotating by preserving metric properties, of course subordinated to the given specific constraints and
to the whole structure of the two-dimensional space. Some knowledge of algebra is
added, and of the taxonomic hierarchy of geometric figures (all square are rectangles,
etc.); moreover, additional knowledge is also included, like side-angle-side congruency theorem and the sum of the interior angles of a triangle, knowledge of problem solving strategies and heuristics, knowledge of logic (for example: a universal
statement can be disproved by a single counterexample) [Lindsay, 2000a].
When the program manipulates the specific diagram, it records the new information that comes out, then it can for example detect sets of area equivalences, and so
on: for example, it is able to verify that a demonstration of the Pythagorean Theorem is correct, mirroring its truth in terms of constructions and manipulations. To
account for the universality of geometrical theorems and propositions many different methods for learning and “generalizing” the specific instance of the constructed
diagram are exploited [Lindsay, 1998, pp. 260-264].
These methods come from a kind of predicative knowledge “exogenous” of
course to the mere diagrammatic representation: generalization is not a possible
product of the pure diagrammatic understanding. For instance, one suggestion is
to break the problem into cases, to individuate a “representative” instance for each
case, and to demonstrate that this conclusion holds for each of these instances.61
Another one is to exploit the simulative aspects of constructions by “running experiments” that show how some parts of a diagram co-vary with changes in others: the
observation of the interaction of the diagrams parts as one property is varied allows
us to grasp and understand the “universal” value of some geometric relations and
results (for example congruency theorem, asymptotic behaviors, periodic relations,
and some symmetric relations). It is interesting to note that one of the construction
manipulations proposed by the program to verify the Pythagorean Theorem intends
to show that it is not true of (some examples of) non-right triangles.
An extension of the program (described in [Lindsay, 2000b]), aims at
autonomously building constructions that can demonstrate a given proposition,62
It accomplishes the further complex task of discovering conjectures that can lead to
the constructions of demonstrations, illustrating the possible role of diagrammatic
reasoning in creativity.63
61
62
63

A method already suggested by Johnson-Laird to deal with generalization using the so-called
“mental models” [Johnson-Laird, 1983].
The program is able to “discover demonstrations”, that is to find sequences of manipulations
that achieve a particular end, rather than simply verify them.
On the role of abduction in automated scientific discovery and machinery for generating hypotheses cf. the recent [Ray, 2007]. On the historical systems cf. the section “Automatic abductive scientists” above (section 2.7).
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Automatic “Thinking through Doing”

Geometric constructions are certainly epistemic mediators that exploit the semantics of two dimensional diagrams (rather than the syntax of formal propositions)
to perform various manipulative abductive tasks (discover a new property or new
proposition/hypothesis, selecting suitable sequences of constructions as able to
convincingly verifying theorems, etc).
Hence, geometrical construction, one of the most ancient exploitations of twodimensional diagrams for both practical and mathematical problem solving, is
“embodied” in a computational program, that is, finally, in a machine. From the
epistemological point of view it is important to note that the program shows how it
is possible to delineate the rules and the procedures that underlie the diagrams as
models of propositions about space, that is able to capture the structure of space.
The kind of reasoning described is very rich and takes advantage of almost all the
resources of two-dimensional space (going beyond the simple use of topological
properties like in the case of Euler/Venn diagrams). Moreover, the physical diagram
necessarily (that is for the objective reasons of its materiality) preserves topological and geometric properties of two-dimensional space.64 . The following passage is
very clear:
Geometric diagrams [. . . ] are intended to reflect all structural properties of two dimensional space, although this requires that the observer ignore line width and so forth
and deal with the intended idealization. Since they are recorded in space (on a piece of
paper for example) the mapping is iconic. The intuitive structure of two- dimensional
space is partially captured by Euclid’s definitions, postulates and axioms. Although
it is now known that this is not the veridical description of actual space, for objects
of human scale it is adequate both for reasoning and for successful intercourse with
the environment, just as Newtonian mechanics is adequate for modeling physical processes that occur at a human scale though it is inaccurate at very large and very small
scale [. . . ] [Lindsay, 2000a].

We know that the structure of intuitive space is also embraced by analytic geometry.
Lindsay observes that, in general, it could be better to use an analytic representation
because conventional digital computers are “a natural match for numerical representation”. If we consider the various ways of representing geometrical diagrams
and their behavior – the analytic representation is an example – it is important to
point out their real cognitive nature. I think we have to agree with the following
position: “This does not mean, however, that diagrams represented numerically are
not really diagrams. What makes them diagrams is not bits or voltages or axioms or
CCD signals. What makes them diagrams is that they capture the structure of space.
This is another way of saying that they enforce constraints on the behavior of the
representations that reflect restrictions on the behavior of objects in space” (ibid.).
The computational embodiment generates a kind of “squared” epistemic mediator: geometrical constructions, as epistemic mediators, are further mediated. A mental performance not simply reproduced, like in more traditional AI systems, but just
64

This is not the case of the two-dimensional depictions of a three dimensional object (like in the
clear cases illustrated by Escher’s drawings) [Lindsay, 1998, p. 266].
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Unveiling Diagrams in Lobachevsky’s Discovery

a way of “thinking through doing”, as illustrated by manipulative abduction. Humans can think using geometrical constructions also without “doing”, for instance
in the case of “thinking through drawing” at the level of imagination. Kant (and
Proclus) were perfectly clear when they referred to the role of imagination as the
condition of possibility of the empirical drawing itself [Magnani, 2001c].
It has been established that imagination is able to perform some tasks at intermediate levels of complexity. Humans, when working from an external physical
display, are aided by actual pencil shading or tracing. When working from mental images humans have greater difficulty keeping track of what has been inspected.
Moreover, in the case of imaginary geometrical representations (or in data structures
in a computer) we can use whatever rules we want (for instance the rules that reflect
the motion of rigid bodies but also the ones that violate them and do not happen –
or are not yet seen to happen – in the physical world). This of course does not mean
that the mind can imagine anything whatsoever, or everything with equal facility:
“[. . . ] human mind is indeed predisposed to handle certain types of imagery and
simulations better than others, presumably those kinds for which evolution has best
prepared us, especially the motion of rigid objects” [Lindsay, 1998, p. 267].
In the past some researchers emphasized the role of visualizations in geometrical
reasoning. For example in 1847 Byrne prepared an amazing and attractive edition
of the first six books (which range from the most elementary plane geometry to
the theory of proportions) of the Elements of Euclid “in which coloured diagrams
and symbols are used instead of letters for the greater ease of learners”.65 The aim
was to try to use as little text – and in particular, labels – as possible. Byrne considered the use of colors in geometrical constructions a suitable tool to this aim.
Interesting exploitations of the visual devices of the Internet are some Java applications/manipulations where it is possible to “construct by clicking”.66

Summary
In this chapter we have seen that, to better understand how abductive cognition
works, non-explanatory and instrumental aspects clearly have to be taken into account. I have stressed that Gabbay and Woods’ GW-model is very useful to this
end: it stimulates the analysis of many “working” abductive processes that have
non-explanatory and pragmatic/instrumental importance. From this perspective the
65

66

[Byrne, 1847]. See the web site http://sunsite.ubc. ca/DigitalMathArchive/ Euclid/byrne.html.
The home page provides links to other web sites where it is possible to find Java editions of Euclid and other “visual” information. The web site devoted to illustrating a list of many proofs of
Pythagoras’ theorem in Java is particularly interesting, where the user can “construct” geometrical demonstrations by clicking at the figures presented, moving points and features of geometrical diagrams (http://sunsite.ubc.ca/DigitalMathArchive/Euclid/java/html/pythagoras. html).
Cf. the Banchoff’s web page http://www.geom.umn.edu / banchoff/, where it is possible
to manipulate diagrams that correspond to mathematical problems. Joyce’s appealing Java
edition of Euclid where it is possible to “construct by clicking”, is given at the web site
http://aleph0.clarku.edu/ djoyce/java /elements/elements.html.
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concept of plausibility, central to abductive reasoning, has been reshaped by stressing its “strategic” components, more pragmatically and in a less epistemologically
qualified manner.
Finally, I would like to reiterate the importance of the sections devoted to illustrating the concrete examples taken from the history and practice of epistemology, science, and mathematics, seen from the perspective of the interconnection
between explanatory, non-explanatory, and instrumental abduction. This analysis
also allowed me to shed new light on traditional epistemological concepts, which
are much better understood, such as in the case of falsification of the conventionalist
first principles of physics and regarding the problem of falsification of construction
in psychoanalytic interpretation. In these cases newly acquired knowledge about
abductive cognition better accounts for the role of contradiction and inconsistency
in creative reasoning. I also believe it can help us to overcome some consequences
of the old-fashioned assumptions typical of the epistemological tradition which resorted to affirmation of the different status of inferential processes at work in natural
and formal sciences.
The analysis of mirror and unveiling diagrams described at the end of the chapter,
taking advantage of the cognitive-epistemological reconstruction of the discovery of
non-Euclidean geometry, entails some general consequences concerning the epistemology of mathematics and formal sciences. The concept of mirror diagram plays
a fundamental explanatory role in the epistemology of removing obstacles and obscurities related to the ambiguities of the problem of parallel lines and, in general,
in enhancing mathematical knowledge regarding critical situations. In the case of
the more instrumental unveiling diagrams, the allocating and switching of attention between internal and external representation better reveals how to govern the
reasoning strategy at hand by integrating internal and external representation in a
more dynamic and complicated way. This account in terms of mirror and unveiling
diagrams seems empirically adequate to integrate findings from research on cognition and findings from historical-epistemological research into models of actual
mathematical practices. I contended that the assessment of the fit between cognitive findings and historical-epistemological practices helps to elaborate richer and
more realistic models of cognition and presents a significant advance over previous
epistemological work on actual mathematical reasoning and practice.
I also think that: i) the role of optical diagrams in a geometry teaching environment could be relevant. Experimental research could be performed on high school
geometry students devoted to detecting the didactic effects and learning improvements due to mirror and unveiling diagrams in producing abstract entities; ii) the
activity of zooming (especially in the case of magnification) of optical diagrams
could be studied in other areas of human abductive model-based reasoning, such as
the ones involving creative, analogical, and spatial inferences, both in science and
everyday situations so that this can extend the psychological theory.

Chapter 3

Semiotic Brains and Artificial Minds
How Brains Make Up Material Cognitive Systems

In chapter one the important role of external representations and epistemic mediators was stressed, when illustrating the concept of manipulative abduction, especially in the field of scientific reasoning. Further insight can be granted by some
considerations that also take into account Turing’s seminal ideas about human and
machine intelligence, some paleoanthropological results, and a Peircean semiotic
perspective.
Following Peirce’s semiotics, the interplay between internal and external representation can be further depicted taking advantage of what I call semiotic brains.
They are brains that make up a series of signs and that are engaged in making or
manifesting or reacting to a series of signs. Through this semiotic activity they are
at the same time engaged in “being minds” and thus in thinking intelligently. An
important effect of this semiotic brain activity is a continuous process of disembodiment of mind that exhibits a new cognitive perspective on the mechanisms underlying the semiotic emergence of meaning processes. To illustrate this process I will
take advantage of Turing’s comparison between the so-called “unorganized” brains
and “logical” and “practical” machines, and of some paleoanthropological results on
the birth of material culture, that provide an evolutionary perspective on the origin
of intelligent behaviors.
Then I will describe the centrality to semiotic cognitive information processes of
the disembodiment of mind from the point of view of the cognitive interplay between internal and external representations, both mimetic and creative, where the
problem of the continuous interaction between on-line – like in the case of manipulative abduction – and off-line (for example in inner rehearsal) intelligence can
properly be addressed (section 3.6.5). I consider this interplay critical in analyzing
the relation between meaningful semiotic internal resources and devices and their
dynamical interactions with the externalized semiotic materiality already stored in
the environment. This materiality plays a specific role in the interplay due to the fact
that it exhibits (and operates through) its own cognitive constraints. Hence, minds
are “extended” and artificial in themselves.
L. Magnani: Abductive Cognition, COSMOS 3, pp. 145–217.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
springerlink.com
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From this perspective Turing’s “unorganized” brains can be seen as structures
that organize themselves through a semiotic activity that is reified in the external
environment and then re-projected and reinterpreted through new configurations
of neural networks and chemical processes. I will show how the disembodiment
of mind can nicely account for low-level semiotic processes of meaning creation,
bringing up the question of how higher-level processes could be comprised and
how they would interact with lower-level ones. To better explain these higher-level
semiotic mechanisms I will return to analysis of the role of model-based and manipulative abduction and of external representations. The example of elementary
geometry will also be examined, where many external things, usually inert from
the cognitive/semiotic point of view, can be transformed into what I have called
“epistemic mediators” (cf. [Magnani, 2001b] and the previous chapter of this book)
that then give rise – for instance in the case of scientific reasoning – to new signs,
new chances for “interpretants”, and thus to new interpretations. In this interplay
abduction can be seen as fully multimodal, in that both data and hypotheses can
have a full range of verbal and sensory representations. Some basic aspects of this
constitutive hybrid nature of abduction – involving words, sights, images, smells,
etc. but also kinesthetic experiences and other feelings such as pain – will be
investigated.1
Taking advantage of Turing’s comparison between “unorganized” brains and
“logical” and “practical” machines the concept of the mimetic mind is introduced.
This sheds new cognitive and philosophical light on the role of Turing’s machines
and computational modeling, outlines the decline of the so-called Cartesian computationalism and emphasizes the possible impact of the construction of new types
of universal “practical” machines, available over there, in the environment, as new
tools underlying the emergence of meaning processes. Language itself can be seen
as a mediating “ultimate artifact” (section 3.4.2): from this perspective the brain
would merely be a pattern completing device while language would be considered
an external resource/tool which is – through coevolution – obviously fitted to the
human brain helping and supporting it to enhance its cognitive capacities.
Finally, the thesis of this chapter being that the externalization/disembodiment
of mind is a significant cognitive perspective able to unveil some basic features of
abduction and creative/hypothetical thinking, its success in explaining the semiotic
interplay between internal and external representations (mimetic and creative) is
evident. This is also clear at the level of some intellectual issues stressed by certain results of psychoanalytic research and therapy, such as in the case of creative
meaning formation. To this aim I will focus on the epistemological status of the
psychoanalytic concepts of projections and introjections, and of the mythologization of external observation. Also taking advantage of the concept of manipulative
abduction, I will stress the role of some external artifacts (symbols, Mandala, ritual
tools) in what Jung calls “psychic energy flow”, where the mobility and disposability of psychic energy are seen as the secret of cultural development. I contend

1

On the concept of multimodal abduction cf. also the following chapter, section 4.1.
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these artifacts are tools which can be usefully represented as memory mediators
that “mediate” and make available the story of their origin and the actions related to
them, which can be learnt and/or re-activated when needed. From this wide perspective symbols in psychoanalysis can be seen as memory mediators which maximize
abducibility, because they maximize recoverability, in so far as they are the best
possible expression of something not yet grasped by consciousness.
In summary, a key issue of the chapter is “What kind of brain could or would
use external representations as an aid or method of thinking?” The description of
cognitive mediators in the light of multimodal and manipulative abduction and the
introduction of the concept of maximization of abducibility try to furnish a first
answer.

3.1

Turing Unorganized Machines

If we decide to increase knowledge on the semiotic character of high-level types of
cognition it is first of all necessary to develop a model of creativity able to represent
not only “novelty” and “unconventionality”, but also some features commonly referred to as the entire creative process, such as the expert use of background knowledge and ontology (defining new concepts and their new meanings and searching
heuristically among the old ones) and the modeling activity developed in the so
called “incubation time” (generating and testing, transformations in the space of the
hypotheses). The philosophical concept of abduction I have illustrated in the first
two chapters is a candidate to solve this problem, and offers an approach to model
creative processes of meaning generation in a completely explicit and formal way,
which can fruitfully integrate the narrowness proper of a merely psychological approach, too experimentally human-oriented. I have already stressed that abductive
reasoning is active in many scientific disciplines but also in everyday reasoning: it is
essential in scientific discovery, medical and non medical diagnosis, generation of
causal explanations, generations of explanations for the behaviors of others, minds
interplay, when for example we attribute intentions to others, empathy, analogy,
emotions, as an appraisal of a given situation endowed with an explanatory or instrumental power, etc. I have illustrated in chapter one that the concept of manipulative abduction can nicely account for the relationship between meaningful behavior
and dynamical interactions with the environment. In the following sections we will
see in detail that at the roots of the creation of new meanings there is a process of
disembodiment of mind that exhibits a new cognitive description of the mechanisms
underling the emergence of meaning processes through semiotic “delegations” to
the environment.2

2

To illustrate the importance of the semiotic processes in complex cognitive systems [Loula et
al., 2009] describe an interesting digital ecosystem in which the emergence of self-organized
and adaptive symbol-based communication among distributed (and semiotic) artificial creatures
is simulated.
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Logical, Practical, Unorganized, and Paper Machines

Aiming at building intelligent machines Turing first of all provides an analogy
between human brains and computational machines. In “Intelligent Machinery”,
written in 1948 [Turing, 1969] maintains that “[. . . ] the potentialities of human intelligence can only be realized if suitable education is provided” (p. 3). The concept
of unorganized machine is then introduced, and it is maintained that the infant human cortex is of this nature.3 The argumentation is indeed related to showing how
such machines can be educated by means of “rewards and punishments”.
Unorganized machines are listed among different kinds of existent machineries:
- (Universal) Logical Computing Machines (LCMs). A LCM is a kind of discrete
machine Turing introduced in 1937 that has
[. . . ] an infinite memory capacity obtained in the form of an infinite tape marked out
into squares on each of which a symbol could be printed. At any moment there is one
symbol in the machine; it is called the scanned symbol. The machine can alter the
scanned symbol and its behavior is in part described by that symbol, but the symbols
on the tape elsewhere do not affect the behavior of the machine. However, the tape
can be moved back and forth through the machine, this being one of the elementary
operations of the machine. Any symbol on the tape may therefore eventually have
innings [Turing, 1992, p. 6].

This machine is called Universal if it is “[. . . ] such that if the standard description
of some other LCM is imposed on the otherwise blank tape from outside, and the
(universal) machine then set going it will carry out the operations of the particular
machine whose description is given” (p. 7). The importance of this machine resorts
to the fact that we do not need to have an infinity of different machines doing different jobs. A single one suffices: it is only necessary “to program” the universal
machine to do these jobs.
- (Universal) Practical Computing Machines (PCMs). PCMs are machines that
put their stored information in a form very different from the tape form. Given the
fact that in LCMs the number of steps involved tends to be enormous because of the
arrangement of the memory along the tape, in the case of PCMs “[. . . ] by means of
a system that is reminiscent of a telephone exchange it is made possible to obtain a
piece of information almost immediately by ‘dialing’ the position of this information in the store” (p. 8). Turing adds that “nearly” all the PCMs under construction
have the fundamental properties of the Universal Logical Computing Machines:
“[. . . ] given any job which could have be done on an LCM one can also do it on one
of these digital computers” (ibid.) so we can speak of Universal Practical computing
Machines.
3

I am taking advantage here of the concept of unorganized brain (and machine) to stress the
historical/epistemological interest of Turing’s discoveries. Of course the concept acquires a
specific meaning in the context of those Turing’s philosophical speculations that lead to the
proposal of the new idea of universal logical computing machine and to the related
computational- representational-understanding of the mind (CRUM). Therefore the concept is
obviously unrelated to current neuroscience results and only presents a philosophical concern.
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- Unorganized Machines. Machines that are largely random in their constructions
are called “Unorganized Machines”: “So far we have been considering machines
which are designed for a definite purpose (though the universal machines are in a
sense an exception). We might instead consider what happens when we make up a
machine in a comparatively unsystematic way from some kind of standard components. [. . . ] Machines which are largely random in their construction in this way will
be called ‘Unorganized Machines’. This does not pretend to be an accurate term. It is
conceivable that the same machine might be regarded by one man as organized and
by another as unorganized.” (p. 9). They are machines made up from a large number
of similar units. Each unit is endowed with two input terminals and has an output
terminals that can be connected to the input terminals of 0 or more of other units.
An example of the so-called unorganized A-type machine with all units connected
to a synchronizing unit from which synchronizing pulses are emitted at more or less
equal intervals of times is given in Figure 3.1 (the times when the pulses arrive are
called moments and each unit is capable of having two states at each moment). The
so-called A-type unorganized machines are considered very interesting because they
are the simplest model of a nervous system with a random arrangement of neurons
(cf. the following section 3.2, “Brains as unorganized machines”).

Fig. 3.1 An example of the so-called unorganized A-type machine

- Paper Machines. “It is possible to produce the effect of a computing machine
by writing down a set of rules of procedure and asking a man to carry them out.
[. . . ] A man provided with paper, pencil and rubber, and subject to strict discipline,
is in effect a universal machine” (p. 9). Turing calls this kind of machine “Paper
Machine”.

3.1.2

Continuous, Discrete, and Active Machines

The machines described above are all discrete machines because it is possible to
describe their possible states as a discrete set, with the motion of the machines occurring by jumping from one state to another. However, Turing remarks that all
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machinery can be also regarded as continuous (where the states form a continuous
manifold and the behavior of the machine is described by a curve on this manifold) but “[. . . ] when it is possible to regard it as discrete it is usually best to do
so. Moreover machineries are called “controlling” if they only deal with information, and “active” if aim at producing some definite physical effect. A bulldozer will
be a continuous and active machine, a telephone continuous and controlling. But
also brains can be considered machines and they are – Turing says “probably” –
continuous and controlling but “very similar to much discrete machinery” (p. 5).
Brains very nearly fall into this class [discrete controlling machinery – when it is
natural to describe its possible states as a discrete set] and there seems every reason
to believe that they could have been made to fall genuinely into it without any change
in their essential properties. However, the property of being “discrete” is only an
advantage for the theoretical investigator, and serves no evolutionary purpose, so
we could not expect Nature to assist us by producing truly “discrete brains” (p. 6).4
Brains can be treated as machines but they can also be considered discrete
machines. The epistemological reason is clear: this is just an advantage for the “theoretical investigator” that aims at knowing what are intelligent machines, but certainly it would not be an evolutionary advantage. “Real” humans brains are of course
continuous systems, only “theoretically” they can be treated as discrete.
Following Turing’s perspective we have derived two new achievements about
machines and intelligence: brains can be considered machines, the simplest nervous
systems with a random arrangement of neurons can be considered unorganized machines, in both cases with the property of being “discrete”.

3.1.3

Mimicking Human Education

Turing also says:
The types of machine that we have considered so far are mainly ones that are allowed
to continue in their own way for indefinite periods without interference from outside.
The universal machines were an exception to this, in that from time to time one might
change the description of the machine which is being imitated. We shall now consider
machines in which such interference is the rule rather than the exception (p. 11).

Screwdriver interference is when parts of the machine are removed and replaced
with others, giving rise to completely new machines. Paper interference is when
mere communication of information to the machine modifies its behavior. It is clear
that in the case of the universal machine, paper interference can be as useful as
screwdriver interference: we are interested in this kind of interference. We can say
that each time an interference occurs the machine is probably changed. It has to be
noted that paper interference provides information that is both external and material.
Turing thought that the fact that human beings have already made machinery able
to imitate various parts of a man was positive in order to believe in the possibility
4

Further details on the so-called “discretization of knowledge” will be given in chapter eight,
section 8.1.1.
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of building thinking machinery: trivial examples are the microphone for the ear, and
the television camera for the eye. What about the nervous system? We can copy the
behavior of nerves with suitable electrical models and the electrical circuits which
are used in electronic computing machinery seem to have essential properties of
nerves because they are able to transmit information and to store it.
Education in human beings can model “education of machinery” “Mimicking
education, we should hope to modify the machine until it could be relied on to
produce definite reactions to certain commands” (p. 14). A graduate has had interactions with other human beings for twenty years or more and at the end of this
period “[. . . ] a large number of standard routines will have been superimposed on
the original pattern of his brain” (ibid.).
Turing maintains that
1. in human beings the interaction is mainly with other men and the receiving of
visual and other stimuli constitutes the main forms of interference;
2. it is only when a man is “concentrating” that he approximates a machine without
interference;
3. even when a man is concentrating his behavior is mainly conditioned by previous interference.

3.2
3.2.1

Brains as Unorganized Machines
The Infant Cortex as an Unorganized Machine

In many unorganized machines when a configuration5 is reached and possible interference suitably constrained, the machine behaves as one organized (and even
universal) machine for a definite purpose. Turing provides the example of a B-type
unorganized machine with sufficient units where we can find particular initial conditions able to make it a universal machine also endowed with a given storage capacity.
The set up of these initial conditions is called “organizing the machine” that indeed
is seen a kind of “modification” of a preexisting unorganized machine through external interference.
Infant brain can be considered an unorganized machine. Given the analogy previously established (cf. subsection above “Logical, Practical, Unorganized, and
Paper Machines), what are the events that modify it in an organized universal
brain/machine? “The cortex of an infant is an unorganized machinery, which can
be organized by suitable interference training. The organization might result in the
modification of the machine into a universal machine or something like it. [. . . ]
This picture of the cortex as an unorganized machinery is very satisfactory from
the point of view of evolution and genetics.” (p. 16). The presence of human cortex
is not meaningful in itself: “[. . . ] the possession of a human cortex (say) would be
virtually useless if no attempt was made to organize it. Thus if a wolf by a mutation
5

A configuration is a state of a discrete machinery.
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acquired a human cortex there is little reason to believe that he would have any selective advantage” (ibid.). Indeed the exploitation of a big cortex (that is its possible
organization) requires a suitable environment: “If however the mutation occurred
in a milieu where speech had developed (parrot-like wolves), and if the mutation
by chance had well permeated a small community, then some selective advantage
might be felt. It would then be possible to pass information on from generation to
generation” (ibid.).
Hence, organizing human brains into universal machines strongly relates to the
presence of
1. speech (even if only at the level of rudimentary but meaningful parrot-like
wolves);
2. and a social setting where some “techniques” are learnt “[. . . ] the isolated man
does not develop any intellectual power. It is necessary for him to be immersed
in an environment of other men, whose techniques he absorbs during the first
twenty years of his life. He may then perhaps do a little research of his own and
make a very few discoveries which are passed on to other men. From this point
of view the search for new techniques must be regarded as carried out by human
community as a whole, rather than by individuals” (p. 23).
This means that a big cortex6 can provide an evolutionary advantage only in presence of that massive storage of meaningful information and knowledge on external
supports that only an already developed small community can possess. Turing himself considers this picture rather speculative but evidence from paleoanthropology
can support it, as I will describe in the following section.
Moreover, the training of a human child depends on a system of rewards and
punishments, that suggests that organization can occur only through two inputs.
The example of an unorganized P-type machine, that can be regarded as a LCM
without a tape and largely incompletely described, is given. Through suitable stimuli
of pleasure and pain (and the provision of an external memory) the P-type machine
can become an universal machine (p. 20).
When the infant brain is transformed in an intelligent one both discipline and
initiative are acquired: “[. . . ] to convert a brain or machine into a universal machine
is the extremest form of discipline. [. . . ] But discipline is certainly not enough in
itself to produce intelligence. That which is required in addition we call initiative.
[. . . ] Our task is to discover the nature of this residue as it occurs in man, and try
and copy it in machines” (p. 21).
Examples of problems requiring initiative are the following: “Find a number n
such that . . . ”, “see if you can find a way of calculating the function which will
6

[Evans et al., 2005] illustrate recent research in neurogenetics which shows the role of a gene,
Microcephalin, which regulates brain size and which has evolved under strong positive selection
in the evolution of primate lineage, leading to Homo sapiens and beyond. One genetic variant
of it in modern humans, which arose ∼37,000 years ago, increased in frequency too rapidly to
be compatible with neutral drift, so supporting the ongoing brain evolutionary plasticity of the
human brain.
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enable us to obtain the values for arguments . . . .”. The problem is equivalent to that
of finding a program to put on the machine in question.
We have seen how a brain can be “organized”, in Turing’s sense, but how can that
brain be a creative brain able to account for the emergence of interesting meaning
processes?

3.3

From the Prehistoric Brains to the Universal Machines

I have said that what I call semiotic brains are brains that make up a series of
signs and that are engaged in making or manifesting or reacting to a series of signs:
through this semiotic activity they are at the same time engaged in “being minds”
and so in thinking intelligently. In this section I will illustrate the process of “disembodiment of mind” as an important aspect of this semiotic activity of brains.
We have seen in the previous section that following Turing’s point of view [1969]
a big cortex can provide an evolutionary advantage only in presence of a massive
storage of meaningful information and knowledge on external supports that only an
already developed small community of human beings can possess. Evidence from
paleoanthropology seems to support this perspective. Some research [Mithen, 1996;
Mithen, 1999; Humphrey, 2002; Lewis-Williams, 2002] in cognitive paleoanthropology – even if rather speculative – teaches us that high level and reflective consciousness in terms of thoughts about our own thoughts and about our feelings (that
is consciousness not merely considered as raw sensation) is intertwined with the development of modern language (speech) and material culture. After 250.000 years
ago several hominid species had brains as large as ours today, but their behavior
lacked any sign of art or symbolic behavior. If we consider high-level consciousness as related to a high-level organization – in Turing’s sense – of human cortex,
its origins can be related to the active role of environmental, social, linguistic, and
cultural aspects.7
Handaxes were made by Early Humans and firstly appeared 1,4 million years
ago, still made by some of the Neanderthals in Europe just 50.000 years ago. The
making of handaxes is seen as strictly intertwined with the development of consciousness. Many needed capabilities constitute a part of an evolved psychology
that appeared long before the first handaxes were manufactured. It seems humans
were pre-adapted for some components required to make handaxes [Mithen, 1996;
Mithen, 1999] (cf. Figure 3.2):
1. imposition of symmetry (already evolved through predators escape and social
interaction). It has been an unintentional by-product of the bifacial knapping
technique but also deliberately imposed in other cases. [Dennett, 1991] hypothesizes that the attention to symmetry may have developed through social interaction and predator escape, as it may allow one to recognize that one is being

7

[Logan, 2006] further stresses the coevolution of brain and culture and the supposed limits of
brain size due to obstetrical and mobility reasons and to the the expensiveness in terms of energy.
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c
Fig. 3.2 From [Mithen, 1999, p. 286]. 1999
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, by
permission of The MIT Press.

directly stared at. It also seems that “Hominid handaxes makers may have been
keying into this attraction to symmetry when producing tools to attract the attention of other hominids, especially those of the opposite sex” [Mithen, 1999,
p. 287];
2. understanding fracture dynamics (for example evident from Oldowan tools and
from nut cracking by chimpanzees today);
3. ability to plan ahead (modifying plans and reacting to contingencies, such unexpected flaws in the material and miss-hits), still evident in the minds of Oldowan
tool makers and in chimpanzees;
4. high degree of sensorimotor control: “Nodules, preforms, and near finished artifacts must be struck at precisely the right angle with precisely the right degree
of force if the desired flake is to be detached” [Mithen, 1999, p. 285]. The origin of this capability is usually tracked back to encephalization – the increased
number of nerve tracts and of the integration between them allows for the firing
of smaller muscle groups – and bipedalism – that requires a more complex integrated highly fractionated nervous system, which in turn presupposes a larger
brain.
The combination of these four resources produced an important semiotic revolution: the birth of what Mithen calls technical intelligence of early human mind,
that is consequently related to the construction of handaxes and their new semiotic
values. Indeed they indicate high intelligence and good health. They cannot be compared to those artifacts made by animals, like honeycomb or spider web, deriving
from the iteration of fixed actions which do not require plastic consciousness and
intelligence.8

8

I will illustrate animal artifacts due to more “plastic” abductive endowments in chapter five.
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Private Speech and Fleeting Consciousness

Two central factors play a fundamental role in the combination of the four resources
above:
• the exploitation of private speech (speaking to oneself) to trail between planning,
fracture dynamic, motor control and symmetry (also in children there is a kind of
private muttering which makes explicit what is implicit in the various abilities);
• a good degree of fleeting consciousness (thoughts about thoughts).
Of course they furnish a kind of blackboard where the four – previously distinct
– resources can be exploited all together and in their dynamic interaction. In the
meantime these two aspects obviously played a fundamental role in the development
of consciousness and thought:
So my argument is that when our ancestors made handaxes there were private mutterings accompanying the crack of stone against stone. Those private mutterings were
instrumental in pulling the knowledge required for handaxes manufacture into an emergent consciousness. But what type of consciousness? I think probably one that was
fleeting one: one that existed during the act of manufacture and that did not the endure.
One quite unlike the consciousness about one’s emotions, feelings, and desires that
were associated with the social world and that probably were part of a completely separated cognitive domain, that of social intelligence, in the early human mind [Mithen,
1999, p. 288].

This use of private speech can be certainly considered a semiotic internal “tool”
for organizing brains and so for manipulating, expanding, and exploring minds, a
tool that probably coevolved with another: talking to each other.9 Both private and
public language act as tools for thought and play a fundamental role in the evolution “opening up our minds to ourselves” and so in the emergence of new meaning
processes.

3.3.2

Material Culture as Distributed Cognition and Semiosis

Another semiotic tool appeared in the latter stages of human evolution, that played
a great role in the evolution of primitive minds, that is in the organization of human brains. Handaxes also are at the birth of material culture, so as new cognitive
chances can coevolve:
• the mind of some early humans, like the Neanderthals, were constituted by relatively isolated cognitive domains, [Mithen, 1999] calls different intelligences,
probably endowed with different degrees of consciousness about the thoughts
and knowledge within each domain (natural history intelligence, technical
9

On natural languages as cognitive artifacts cf. [Carruthers, 2002a; Clark and Chalmers, 1998;
Clark, 2003; Clark, 2005; Norman, 1993; Clowes and Morse, 2005], and below section 3.4.2.
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Fig. 3.3 From [Mithen, 1999, p. 290]. 1999
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, by
permission of The MIT Press.

intelligence, social intelligence). These isolated cognitive domains became integrated also taking advantage of the role of public language (cf. Figure 3.3.);10
• degrees of high level consciousness appear, human beings need thoughts about
thoughts;
• social intelligence and public language arise.11
10

11

In this book I will address the problem of the origin of human language from many current perspectives related to philosophy, cognitive science, biology, and paleoanthropology, addressing
phylogenetic, ontogenetic, and learning issues. A general description of the various approaches
to the problem of the emergence of natural language is provided by [Számadó and Szathmáry,
1997].
Posed in the late 1980s [Whiten and Byrne, 1988; Whiten and Byrne, 1997; Byrne and Whiten,
1988], the “social brain hypothesis” (also called “Machiavellian intelligence hypothesis”)
holds that the relatively large brains of human beings and other primates reflect the computational demands of complex social systems and not only the need of processing information of ecological relevance: ability to manipulate information and not simply to remember
it, to recognize visual signals to identify other individuals, sufficient memory for faces and
to remember who has a relationship with whom, use of tactical deception, coalition, ability
to understand intentions, to hold false beliefs, and “mind-read”, known as “theory of mind”
etc. Language itself would have at a certain point grooming as a way of creating social cohesion as the size and complexity of the social group increased (cf. also [Dunbar, 1998;
Dunbar, 2003]).
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It is extremely important to stress that material culture is not just the product of this
massive cognitive chance but also cause of it. “The clever trick that humans learnt
was to disembody their minds into the material world around them: a linguistic
utterance might be considered as a disembodied thought. But such utterances last
just for a few seconds. Material culture endures” [Mithen, 1999, p. 291].
In this perspective we acknowledge that material artifacts are tools for thoughts
as is language: tools (and their related new “signs”) for exploring, expanding, and
manipulating our own minds. In this regard the evolution of culture is inextricably
linked with the evolution of consciousness and thought.12
Early human brain becomes a kind of universal “intelligent” machine, extremely
flexible so that we did no longer need different “separated” intelligent machines
doing different jobs. A single one will suffice. As the engineering problem of producing various machines for various jobs is replaced by the office work of “programming” the universal machine to do these jobs, so the different intelligences
become integrated in a new universal device endowed with a high-level type of
consciousness.13
From this perspective the semiotic expansion of the minds is in the meantime
a continuous process of disembodiment of the minds themselves into the material
world around them. In this regard the evolution of the mind is inextricably linked
with the evolution of large, integrated, material cognitive semiotic systems. In the
following sections I will illustrate this extraordinary interplay between human brains
and the cognitive systems they make.

3.3.3

Semiotic Delegations through the Disembodiment of Mind

A wonderful example of meaning creation through disembodiment of mind is the
carving of what most likely is the mythical being from the last ice age, 30.000 years
ago, a half human/half lion figure carved from mammoth ivory found at Hohlenstein
Stadel, Germany.
An evolved mind is unlikely to have a natural home for this being, as such entities
do not exist in the natural world, the mind needs new chances: so whereas evolved
minds could think about humans by exploiting modules shaped by natural selection,
and about lions by deploying content rich mental modules moulded by natural selection and about other lions by using other content rich modules from the natural history
12

13

A further analysis of the domain specific mentality of Neanderthals, related to social behavior, natural world, and technology, contrasted with the cognitive “fluidity” of modern mind, is
illustrated in [Mithen, 2007].
On the relationship between material culture and the evolution of consciousness cf. [Donald,
1998; Donald, 2001; Dennett, 2003]. The fact that bigger brains found an evolutionary success
has been recently also related to the change in diet, caused by the fact that in Pliocene the climate
conditions began to change. Bigger brains (together with growth of body size and reduction in
the dentition) were important because they helped to solve dietary problems and to arrive to
higher quality diet: so the birth of social and material culture would be related to the problem
of solving dietary problems, brains are also required to retain a mental map of plant and food
supplies [Milton, 2006].
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c
Fig. 3.4 From [Mithen, 1999, p. 293]. 1999
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, by
permission of The MIT Press.

cognitive domain, how could one think about entities that were part human and part
animal? Such entities had no home in the mind [Mithen, 1999, p. 291].

A mind consisting of different separated intelligences cannot come up with such
entity (Figure 3.4). The only way is to extend the mind into the material word,
building in the environment primitive scenarios14 and exploiting in a semiotic way
rocks, blackboards, paper, ivory, and writing, painting, and carving: “[. . . ] artifacts
such as this figure play the role of anchors for ideas and have no natural home within
the mind; for ideas that take us beyond those that natural selection could enable us
to possess” [Mithen, 1999, p. 291].
In the case of our figure we face with an anthropomorphic thinking created by the
material representation serving to semiotically anchor the cognitive representation
of supernatural being. In this case the material culture disembodies thoughts, that
otherwise will soon disappear, without being transmitted to other human beings,
and realizes a systematic semiotic delegation to the external environment. The early
human mind possessed two separated intelligences for thinking about animals and
people. Through the mediation of the material culture the modern human mind can
arrive to internally think about the new concept of animal and people at the same
time. But the new meaning occurred over there, in the external material world where
the mind picked up it.
14

Ohsawa proposed this term to explain some aspects of “chance discovery”. Cf. for example
[Nara and Ohsawa, 2004] that stress the attention on the activity of extracting chances through
communication of scenarios: given that a scenario is a time series of events under a given context, during a communication scenario drawings are generated, externalized (that is disembodied) and subsequently analyzed in the abductive process of chance discovery. [Abe et al., 2006]
usefully apply abduction to dynamic risk management in nursing, where rare chances (risks
or accidents) can be abduced as novel generated hypotheses. The set of nursing activities is
regarded as a scenario where risks and accidents are considered as a scenario violation.
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Artifacts as external semiotic objects allowed humans to loosen and cut those
chains on our unorganized brains imposed by our evolutionary past. Chains that
always limited the brains of other human beings, such as the Neanderthals. Loosing
chains and securing ideas to external objects was also a way to creatively re-organize
brains as universal machines for thinking.15
In the remaining part of this chapter I will describe the centrality to semiotic cognitive information processes of the disembodiment of mind from the point of view
of the cognitive interplay between internal and external representations. I consider
this interplay critical in analyzing the relation between meaningful semiotic internal
resources and devices and their dynamical interactions with the externalized semiotic materiality already stocked in the environment. Hence, minds are “extended”
and artificial in themselves.16 With the aim of explaining these higher-level mechanisms I will provide a cognitive framework where model-based and manipulative
abduction together with external representations and epistemic mediators play a
central role.

3.4

Mimetic and Creative Representations

We have seen that unorganized brains organize themselves through a semiotic activity that is reified in the external environment and then re-projected and reinterpreted
through new configurations of neural networks and chemical processes. I also think
the disembodiment of mind can nicely account for low-level semiotic processes of
meaning creation, bringing up the question of how could higher-level processes be
comprised and how would they interact with lower-level ones.

3.4.1

External and Internal Representations

We have said that through the mediation of the material culture the modern human
mind can arrive to internally think the new meaning of animals and people at the
15

16

Actually, the brains of the humans who made those artifacts were highly organized, not unorganized. I have to reiterate that my argumentation is related to the concept of unorganized brain
in its specific Turing’s sense. We do tend to think of early humans as being like our children but
they were perfectly viable adults.
To correctly place this view in present, general cognitive debate it is useful to read the book by
[Shapiro, 2004]. The author, speaking of the so-called “multiple realizability thesis” (that is: are
mental states multiply realizable?) offers a full and critical treatment of the various current theories that deal with the concept of multiple realizable mind, also treating topics like “envatment”
– mind as distinct from the body, embodied and extended mind – mind “beyond” and “outside”
the body, etc. The perspectives range from those which only see some creatures which are different to us in their physical composition as possessing a mind to the ones stating that every
suitable organized system, regardless of its physical composition, can have minds like ours. On
the multirealizability thesis cf. also [Polger, 2006] and the recent discussion, also related to the
so-called “separability thesis”, given by [Clark, 2008, chapter nine]. On the frequent misunderstandings and confusions in current discussions of multiple realization, cf. the clear criticisms
contained in [Polger, 2008].
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same time. We can account for this process of disembodiment from an impressive
cognitive point of view.
I maintain that representations are external and internal. We can say that
- external representations are formed by external materials that express (through
reification) concepts and problems already stored in the brain or that do not have
a natural home in it;
- internalized representations are internal re-projections, a kind of recapitulations
(learning), of external representations in terms of neural patterns of activation in
the brain. They can sometimes be “internally” manipulated like external objects
and can originate new internal reconstructed representations through the neural
activity of transformation and integration.
This process explains why human beings seem to perform both computations of a
connectionist type17 such as the ones involving representations as
- (I Level) patterns of neural activation that arise as the result of the interaction
between body and environment (and suitably shaped by the evolution and the
individual history): pattern completion or image recognition,18
and computations that use representations as
- (II Level) derived combinatorial syntax and semantics dynamically shaped by
the various external representations and reasoning devices found or constructed
in the environment (for example geometrical diagrams); they are neurologically
represented contingently as pattern of neural activations that “sometimes” tend
to become stabilized structures and to fix and so to permanently belong to the I
Level above.
The I Level originates those sensations (they constitute a kind of “face” we think
the world has), that provide room for the II Level to reflect the structure of the
environment, and, most important, that can follow the computations suggested by
these external structures. It is clear we can now conclude that the growth of the brain
and especially the synaptic and dendritic growth are profoundly determined by the
environment.
When the fixation is reached the patterns of neural activation no longer need a
direct stimulus from the environment for their construction. In a certain sense they
can be viewed as fixed internal records of external structures that can exist also
in the absence of such external structures. These patterns of neural activation that
17

18

Here the reference to the word “connectionism” is used on the plausible assumption that all
mental representations are brain structures: verbal and the full range of sensory representations
are neural structures endowed with their chemical functioning (neurotransmitters and hormones)
and electrical activity (neurons fire and provide electrical inputs to other neurons). In this sense
we can reconceptualize cognition neurologically: for example the solution of an explanatory
problem can be seen as a process in which one neural structure representing an explanatory
target generates another neural structure that constitutes a hypothesis for the solution.
Andy Clark, adopting a connectionist perspective, maintains that human brain is essentially a
device for pattern-association, pattern-completion, and pattern-manipulation.
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constitute the I Level Representations always keep record of the experience that
generated them and, thus, always carry the II Level Representation associated to
them, even if in a different form, the form of memory and not the form of a vivid
sensorial experience. Now, the human agent, via neural mechanisms, can retrieve
these II Level Representations and use them as internal representations or use parts
of them to construct new internal representations very different from the ones stored
in memory (cf. also [Gatti and Magnani, 2005]).19

3.4.2

Language as the Ultimate Artifact

The example of recent cognitive theories concerning natural language is particularly
useful to illustrate the interplay between external and internal representations. Following [Clark, 1997, p. 218] language is an “ultimate artifact”. In this perspective
brain is just a pattern completing device (as I have illustrated introducing the I level
in the previous subsection), while language is an external resource/tool which is –
along a process of coevolution – obviously fitted to the human brain, helping and
supporting it to enhance its cognitive capacities [Wheeler, 2004]. Language is culturally passed from one generation to the next and is thus learnt again and again
just through exposure to a sample of it, and then suitably generalized.20 It is not
only an important part of the cognitive niche built by human beings a long time ago,
but it also formed a permanent artificial environment that in turn created a further
selective pressure in evolution, in the coevolutionary interplay between genes and
culture, as I will describe in chapter six: in a recent article [Clark, 2006, p. 370]
himself acknowledges that “language is a self-constructed cognitive niche” consisting of structures that “combine with appropriate culturally transmitted practices to
enhance problem-solving”.
Exactly like hammers and PCs are fitted to the human brain and to the structure
and capacities of human hands, language is a medium of communication and information and it “[. . . ] alters the nature of the computational tasks involved in various
kinds of problem solving” that affect human beings (and their brains) [Clark, 1997,
19

20

The role of external representations has already been stressed in some central traditions of cognitive science and artificial intelligence, from the area of distributed and embodied cognition
and of robotics [Brooks, 1991; Clark, 2003; Zhang, 1997] to the area of active vision and perception [Gibson, 1979; Thomas, 1999]). I also think this discussion about external and internal
representations can be used to extend and enhance the Representational Redescription model
introduced by [Karmiloff-Smith, 1992], which accounts for how these levels of representation
are generated in the infant mind. [Sterelny, 2004] lists some of the most important results we
can obtain thanks to external representations: they 1) ease memory burdens, 2) transform difficult cognitive problems into easier perceptual problems, 3) transform difficult perceptual problems into easier ones, 4) transform difficult learning problems into easier ones, 5) engineer
workspaces to complete tasks more rapidly and reliably.
On the importance of arbitrariness in natural languages cf. [Gasser, 2004]. Research acknowledging the fact that language understanding cannot be performed through the manipulations of
arbitrary symbols alone, but has to be based on the body interaction with the environment is
described in [Glenberg and Kaschak, 2003; Zwaan, 2004]. In this perspective language acquisition and meaning comprehension are partly achieved through the same simulative structures
used to plan and guide action [Svensson and Ziemke, 2004].
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p. 193]. It is said that language scaffolds cognition for the mind [Clowes and Morse,
2005]. Basically, language is for Clark a cognitive tool that facilitates thought and
cognition through 1) memory augmentation, 2) environmental simplification, 3) coordination of activities through control of attention and resource allocation, 4) the
activity of transcending path-dependent learning (the learning of linguistic organisms is not constrained by complicated cognitive paths that are circumvented thanks
to language), 5) control loops (that act for our future behavior: for example writing plans difficult to keep in one’s head), 6) data manipulation and representation
[Bermúdez, 2003, p. 151]. From this perspective there is no innate domain-specific
language processing system, – like for example the one maintained by [Chomsky,
1986] and language does not deeply alter the “basic modes of representation and
computation” of the brain [Clark, 1997, p. 198].21
The acquisition of language is a kind of reprogramming of the computational
resources of the human brain in such a way that “[. . . ] our innate pattern-completing
neural architecture comes to simulate a kind of logic-like serial processing device”
[Wheeler, 2004, p. 696], without a substantial modification of the brain’s processing
architecture. Just like diagrams can help us in many cognitive tasks and especially
in mathematical reasoning (cf. below sections 3.6.1, 3.6.2 and 3.6.3) language helps
in various cognitive tasks, for instance as a sensory relay in human communication
(and in other various simulations of basic psychic endowments), when writing in
notebooks, building databases, organizing actions and plans, creating narratives and
theories, etc. Moreover, language helps us in a more internal modality, such as in
self-directed speech (silent, in auditory imagery, or aloud), when for example we
repeat some instructions to ourselves.22
In Clark’s words, “[. . . ] exposure to, or rehearsal [of spoken and written language, through visual, auditory, and haptic sensorial systems] [. . . ] always activates
or otherwise exploits many other kinds of internal representational or cognitive resources” that are able “to provide a new kind of cognitive niche whose features
and properties complement, but do not need to replicate the basic modes of operation and representation of the biological brain [Clark, 2006, pp. 370–371]. Various
experiments provide evidence that the adoption of language (and symbols) would
favor the de-coupling of the cognitive agent from the “immediate pull of the encountered scene” and would provide a “new realm of perceptible objects” which
simplify certain kinds of attentional, reasoning, and learning tasks (ibid.). For example, in the case of the use of external linguistic tags or symbols (for example
numbers), the brain is enabled – by re-presenting them when needed – to solve
problems previously seen as puzzling. Studies on writing as thinking show how
their coupling involves a kind of reciprocal influence, where inner and outer features
21

22

On the received view on language, the so-called “language myth” cf. [Love, 2004], who discusses Clark’s rejection of the idea that natural languages are codes and usefully analyzes some
aspects of Saussure’s and Harris’ perspectives. A computational framework for studying the
emergence of language and communication, which sees language as a heterogeneous set of artifacts implicated in cultural and cognitive activities is presented in [Cangelosi, 2007], also taking
into account social, sensorimotor, and neural capabilities of cognitive agents.
On the role of the so-called “inner rehearsal” cf. below subsection 3.6.5.
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have a causal influence on one another which is occurring over time [Harris, 1989;
Menary, 2007]: “The restructuring of thought which writing introduces depends
upon prising open a conceptual gap between sentence and utterance. [. . . ] Writing
is crucial here because autoglottic inquiry presupposes the validity of unsponsored
language. Utterances are automatically sponsored by those who utter them, even if
they merely repeat what has been said before. Sentences by contrast, have no sponsors: they are autoglottic abstractions. The Aristotelian syllogism like the Buddhist
panchakarani, presupposes writing” [Harris, 1989, p. 104].
Language would stabilize and discipline (or “anchor”, Clark says) intrinsically
fluid and context-sensitive modes of thought and reason:23 one of the fruitful qualities of connectionist or artificial neural-network models is their capability and their
need to be stabilized. Moreover, words act on mental off-line24 inner states affecting not only other internally represented words but also many other model-based
and sensorimotor representations and modes, between and within humans: “Words
and sentences act as artificial input signals, often (as in self-directed inner speech)
entirely self-generated, that nudge fluid natural systems of encoding and representation along reliable and useful trajectories”, where a “a semi-anarchic parallel organization of competing elements” (a metaphor taken from [Dennett, 1991]) is at play
and explains the origin of language. These elements take control at different times
in a distributed structure informed by “[. . . ] a wealth of options involving intermediate grades of intelligent and semi-intelligent orchestration, and of hierarchical and
semi-hierarchical control” [Clark, 2006, p. 372].25
Quoting Clark, we have stressed above that “exposure to, or rehearsal of [spoken
and written language, through visual, auditory, and haptic sensorial systems] [. . . ]
always activates or otherwise exploits many other kinds of internal representational
or cognitive resources” that are able “[. . . ] to provide a new kind of cognitive niche
whose features and properties complement, but do not need to replicate the basic
modes of operation and representation of the biological brain” [Clark, 2006, pp.
370–371].
23

24
25

I agree with [Bermúdez, 2003, p. 155] who, speaking of Clark’s approach says: “His view, I
suspect, is that the environmental simplification that language provides applies to a perceived
environment that is already parsed into objects or objects like entities” (on prelinguistic reification in animal cognition cf. chapter five, section 5.5, on the role of spatial cognition in reification
cf. chapter four, section 4.7).
On this concept cf. below subsection 3.6.5.
Interesting considerations on the scaffolding role of language in mathematical thought are presented in [Clark, 2008, chapter, section four]. The never-ending problem of the role of language in “necessarily” rendering thoughts possible, and even its role in any form of conceptual
thinking, or at least in the mere acquisition of thoughts or in scaffolding them and in making
communication, consciousness and mind-reading possible, is extensively treated in [Carruthers,
2002a]. Coherently with Clark’s contention which I have just described, the author maintains
that language is the medium for “non-domain specific thinking”, which fulfils the role of integrating the outputs of a variety of domain-specific conceptual faculties (or “central-cognitive
quasi-modules”). The opinion that embodiment in cognitive science undervalues concepts such
as conventions/norms, representations, and consciousness, as essential properties of language,
is provided by [Zlatev, 2007].
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The semantic approach to language can take advantage of this perspective in a
more traditional framework that does not take into account the concept of cognitive
niche, but is oriented towards a dynamic systems framework: [Logan, 2006, p. 153]
nicely expresses an analogous consideration. A word is “[. . . ] a strange attractor
for all the percepts associated with the concept represented by that word”, and a
concept can be characterized like an “artificial or virtual percept”. Instead of “[. . . ]
bringing the mountain or the percept of the mountain directly to the mind the word
brings the mind to the mountain through the concept of the mountain” so accessing
and capturing suitable memories. In the terms of dynamic systems approach [Logan, 2006, p. 155] “An attractor is a trajectory in phase space towards which all of
the trajectories of a non-linear dynamic system are attracted. The meaning of the
word [as an attractor] being uttered does not belong simply to the individual but to
the community to which the individual belongs [. . . ] and emerges in the context in
which it is being used”. The variability of the context explains that “The attractor
is a strange attractor because the meaning of a word never exactly repeats itself”
for instance because of the variability of the constraints imposed by the medium
at hand.26 According to the theory of dissipative systems [Prigogine and Stengers,
1984], spoken and syntaclilized language and abstract conceptual thinking can be
seen as having emerged at exactly the same time as the “bifurcation” of the brain
which shifted from the concrete percept-based thinking of prelingual hominids to
that of the fully fledged human species, Homo sapiens sapiens, providing an example of both punctuated equilibrium and a new order coming out of a chaotic linear
system. Of course Homo sapiens sapiens vestigially retains the perceptual-oriented
features of hominid brains.
In tune with this dynamic approach to semantics are the considerations made in
terms of the catastrophe theory: at the level of human individuals we can hypothesize that there exists an “[. . . ] isomorphism between the mental mechanisms which
ensure the stability of a concept Q, and the physical and material mechanisms which
ensure the stability of the actual object K represented by Q” [Thom, 1980, p. 248].
Here the semantic depth of a concept is characterized by the time taken by the mental mechanisms of analysis to reduce this concept to its representative sign. The
more complex the concept is, the more its stability needs regulator mechanisms, the
greater is its semantic density to an actual object, as obviously happens in the case
of nouns which refer to a substance: “The supreme prize is handed to animate beings, and most likely to man. An animal to live must periodically resort to a whole
spectrum of activities: eating, sleeping, moving,. . . etc. To these fundamental physiological activities are added (for man) mental activities almost as indispensable to
the meaning of being human: speaking, thinking, believing, . . . etc., which constitute
a form of regulation which superimposes itself at the beginning and on the presupposed” [Thom, 1980, p. 248].
26

Details on the concept of attractor are given in chapter four, section 4.7.4 and in chapter eight.
On the constraints imposed by the materiality of the external medium in the the process of
abductive formation of new meanings and in meaning change cf. below section 3.6.7.
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In the following section I will illustrate some fundamental aspects of the interplay
above in the light of basic semiotic aspects of general abductive reasoning (cf. also
section 1.3).

3.5

Model-Based Abduction and Semiosis beyond Peirce

I think there are two basic kinds of external representations active in the process of
externalization of the mind: creative and mimetic. Mimetic external representations
mirror concepts and problems that are already represented in the brain and need to
be enhanced, solved, further complicated, etc. so they sometimes can creatively give
rise to new concepts and meanings. In the examples I will illustrate in the following
sections it will be clear how for instance a mimetic geometric representation can
become creative and give rise to new meanings and ideas in the hybrid interplay
between brains and suitable cognitive environments, as “cognitive niches”27 that
consequently are appropriately reshaped.
What exactly is model-based abduction from a philosophical point of view? I
have already said that Peirce stated that all thinking is in signs, and signs can be
icons, indices, or symbols and that all inference is a form of sign activity, where the
word sign includes “feeling, image, conception, and other representation” [Peirce,
1931-1958, 5.283] (for details cf. [Kruijff, 2005]), and, in Kantian words, all synthetic forms of cognition. In this light it can be maintained that a considerable part
of the creative meaning processes is model-based. Moreover, a considerable part
of meaning creation processes (not only in science) occurs in the middle of a relationship between brains and external objects and tools that have received cognitive and/or epistemological delegations (cf. the previous section and the following
subsection).
Following this Peircean perspective about inference I think it is extremely useful
from a cognitive point of view to consider the concept of reasoning in a very broad
way (cf. also [Brent, 2000, p. 8]). We have three cases:
1. reasoning can be fully conscious and typical of high-level worked-out ways of
inferring, like in the case of scientists’ and professionals’ performances;
2. reasoning can be “acritical” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.108], which includes every
day inferences in conversation and in various ordinary patterns of thinking;
3. reasoning can resort to “[. . . ] operations of the mind which are logically analogous to inference excepting only that they are unconscious and therefore uncontrollable and therefore not subject to logical criticism” [Peirce, 1931-1958,
5.108].
Immediately Peirce adds a note to the third case: “But that makes all the difference in
the world; for inference is essentially deliberate, and self-controlled. Any operation
which cannot be controlled, any conclusion which is not abandoned, not merely as
27

This expression, Clark used in the different framework of the cognitive analysis of language
appears very appropriate also in this context [Pinker, 2003].
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soon as criticism has pronounced against it, but in the very act of pronouncing that
decree, is not of the nature of rational inference – is not reasoning” (ibid.).
As Colapietro clearly states [Colapietro, 2000, p. 140], it seems that for Peirce human beings semiotically involve unwitting trials and unconscious processes. Moreover, it seems clear that unconscious thought can be in some sense considered
“inference”, even if not rational; indeed, Peirce says, it is not reasoning. Peirce
further indicates that there are in human beings multiple trains of thought at once
but only a small fraction of them is conscious, nevertheless the prominence in
consciousness of one train of thought is not to be interpreted an interruption of
other ones.
In this Peircean perspective, which I adopt in this chapter, where inferential aspects of thinking dominate, there is no intuition, in an anti-Cartesian/anti-dualistic
way. We know all important facts about ourselves in an inferential abductive
way:
[. . . ] we first form a definite idea of ourselves as a hypothesis to provide a place in
which our errors and other people’s perceptions of us can happen. Furthermore, this
hypothesis is constructed from our knowledge of “outward” physical facts, such things
as the sounds we speak and the bodily movements we make, that Peirce calls signs
[Brent, 2000, p. 8].

Recognizing in a series of material, physical events, that they make up a series of
signs, is to know the existence of a “mind” (or of a group of minds) and to be absorbed in making, manifesting, or reacting to a series of signs is to be absorbed in
“being a mind”. “[. . . ] all thinking is dialogic in form” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 6.338],
both at the intrasubjective28 and intersubjective level, so that we see ourselves exactly as others see us, or see them exactly as they see themselves, and we see ourselves through our own speech and other interpretable behaviors, just others see us
and themselves in the same way, in the commonality of the whole process [Brent,
2000, p. 10].
As I will better explain later on in the following sections, in this perspective
minds are material like brains, in so far as they consist in intertwined internal and
external semiotic processes: Peirce clearly anticipated the “extended mind” hypothesis maintaining that “[. . . ] the psychologists undertake to locate various mental
powers in the brain; and above all consider it as quite certain that the faculty of
language resides in a certain lobe; but I believe it comes decidedly nearer the truth
(though not really true) that language resides in the tongue. In my opinion it is much
more true that the thoughts of a living writer are in any printed copy of his book than
they are in his brain” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 7.364].

28

“One’s thoughts are what he is ‘saying to himself’, that is saying to that other self that is just
coming to life in the flow of time. When one reasons, is that critical self that one is trying to
persuade: and all thought whatsoever is a sign, and is mostly in the nature of language” [Peirce,
1931-1958, 5.421].
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Man Is an External Sign

Peirce’s semiotic motto “man is an external sign” is very clear about the materiality
of mind and about the fact that the conscious self is a cluster actively embodied of
flowing intelligible signs:29
It is sufficient to say that there is no element whatever of man’s consciousness which
has not something corresponding to it in the word; and the reason is obvious. It is that
the word or sign which man uses is the man himself. For, as the fact that every thought
is a sign, taken in conjunction with the fact that life is a train of thoughts, proves that
man is a sign; so, that every thought is an external sign, proves that man is an external
sign. That is to say, the man and the external sign are identical, in the same sense in
which the words homo and man are identical. Thus my language is the sum total of
myself; for the man is the thought [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.314].

It is by way of signs that we ourselves are semiotic processes – for example a more
or less coherent cluster of narratives. If all thinking is in signs it is not true that
thoughts are in us because we are in thoughts.30
The systemic perspective of the catastrophe theory31 also stresses the role of signs
in their creation of semiotic brains. In the structure of signs (as potential messages
for humans) there is always a kind of dynamic instability, which renders them less
probable than naturally created forms: “The imprint of a finger on the sand, the
tracing of a stylet on clay, are so many naturally fragile marks of man’s deliberate
acts” [Thom, 1980, p. 284]. Nevertheless, on being perceived by human organisms
– which consequently also “become” semiotic processes – these unstable structures
return to a normal stability, and in so doing they activate semantic values, generating
– mentally – the content signified by the message.
I think it is at this point clearer what I meant in section 1.5 of chapter one, when I
explained the concept of model-based abduction and said, adopting a Peircean perspective, that all thinking is in signs, and signs can be icons, indices, or symbols and
that, moreover, all inference is a form of sign activity, where the word sign includes
feeling, image, conception, and other representation. The model-based aspects of
human cognition are central, given the central role played for example by signs like
images and feeling in the inferential activity “[. . . ] man is a sign developing according to the laws of inference. [. . . ] the entire phenomenal manifestation of mind is a
sign resulting from inference” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.312 and 5.313].
Moreover, the “person-sign” is future-conditional, that is not fully formed in the
present but depending on the future destiny of the concrete semiotic activity (future thoughts and experience of the community) in which she will be involved. If
Peirce maintains that when we think we appear as a sign [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.283]
and, moreover, that everything is present to us is a phenomenal manifestation of
29

30
31

Consciousness arises as “a sort of public spirit among the nerve cells” [Peirce, 1931-1958,
1.354]. The contemporary researcher on consciousness Donald fully acknowledges the “materiality of mind” [Donald, 2001, pp. 96-99].
It is similar to the situation of the dreamer who is so deeply involved in the dream (we say, “she
is lost in her dreams”) that she does not feel she is in the dream.
See also chapter eight of this book.
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ourselves, then feelings, images, diagrams, conceptions, schemata, and other representations are phenomenal manifestations that become available for interpretations
and thus are guiding our actions in a positive or negative way. They become signs
when we think and interpret them. It is well-known that for Peirce all semiotic experience – and thus abduction – is also providing a guide for action. Indeed the whole
function of thought is to produce habits of action.32
Let us summarize some basic semiotic ideas that will be of help in the further
clarification of the cognitive and computational features of model-based and manipulative abduction. One of the central property of signs is their reinterpretability.
This occurs in a social process where signs are referred to material objects.
As is well-known, for Peirce iconic signs are based on similarity alone, the psychoanalytic patient who thought he was masturbating when piloting the plane interpreted the cloche as an extension of his body, and an iconic sign of the penis;
an ape may serve as an icon of a human.33 Indexical signs are based on contiguity
and dynamic relation to the object, a sign which refers to an object that it denotes
by virtue of being “really affected” by that object: a certain grimace indicates the
presence of pain, the rise of the column of mercury in a thermometer is a sign of
a rise in temperature, indexical signs are also the footprints in the sand or a rap on
the door. Consequently we can say indexical signs “point”. A symbol refers to an
artificial or conventional (“by virtue of a law”) interpretation of a sign, the sign ∞
used by mathematicians would be an example of Peirce’s notion of symbol, almost
all words in language, except for occasional onomatopoeic qualities, are symbols in
this sense, associated with referents in a wholly arbitrary manner.34
We have to immediately note that from the semiotic point of view feelings too are
signs that are subject to semiotic interpretations at different levels of complexity.
Peirce considered feelings elementary phenomena of mind, comprising all that is
immediately present, such as pain, sadness, cheerfulness. He believes that a feeling
is a state of mind possessing its own living qualities independent of any other state
of the mind. Neither icon, index, nor symbol actually functions as a sign until it is
interpreted and recognized in a semiotic activity and code. To make an example,
it is the evolutionary kinship that makes the ape an icon of the man, in itself the
similarity of the two animals does not mean anything.
Where cognition is merely possible, sign action, or semiosis, is working. Knowledge is surely inferential as well as abduction, that like any inference requires three
32
33

34

On this issue cf. for example the contributions contained in a recent special issue of the journal
Semiotica devoted to abduction [Queiroz and Merrell, 2005].
Iconic signs preserve the relational structure governing their objects. This fact does not always
have to be interpreted as a mirror-like resemblance, it can be seen as a “relation of reason”
[Peirce, 1931-1958, 1.369] with the object. Rather, the structural relation would be better and
more generally grasped through the mathematical notion of homomorphism – between icons
and icons and their referents, as already indicated by [Barwise and Etchemendy, 1990; Stenning,
2000], and recently stressed by [Ambrosio, 2007]. A general homomorphic relationship would
also be more satisfactory to account for the case in which the manipulation of diagrams is able
to creatively convey new information and chances, like in the case of algebraic representations
which I will illustrate below in subsection 3.6.4.
On the role of symbols in mathematical abduction cf. [Heeffer, 2007].
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elements: a sign, the object signified, and the interpretant. Everywhere “A signifies
B to C”.
There is a continuous activity of interpretation and a considerable part of this
activity – as we will see – is abductive. The Peircean notion of interpretant plays
the role of explaining the activity of interpretation that is occurring in semiosis.
The interpretant does not necessarily refer to an actual person or mind, an actual
interpreter. For instance the communication to be found in a beehive35 where the
bees are able to communicate with the others by means of signs is an example of
a kind of “mindless” triadic semiosis: indeed we recognize that a sign has been
interpreted not because we have observed a mental action but by observing another
material sign. To make another example, the person recognizing the thermometer
as a thermometer is an interpretant, as she generates in her brain a thought. In this
case the process is conscious, but also unconscious or emotional interpretants are
widespread. Again, a person points (index) up at the sky and his companion looks
up (interpretant) to see the object of the sign. Someone else might call out “What
do you see up there?” that is also another interpretant of the original sign. As noted
by Brent “For Peirce, any appropriate response to a sign is acting as another sign of
the object originally signified. A sunflower following the sun across the sky with its
face is also an interpretant. Peirce uses the word interpretant to stand for any such
development of a given sign” [Brent, 2000, p. 12].
Semiosis is in itself a dynamic and interactive process that happens in time and
presupposes the notions of environment and agents. As anything can be seen as
a sign, the collection of potential signs may encompass virtually everything available within the agent, including all data gathered by its sensors. In the context of
the science of complexity semiosis can be depicted as an emergent property of a
semiotic system: emergent properties constitute a certain class of higher-level properties, related in a certain way to the microstructure of a class of system, that thus
become able to produce, transmit, receive, compute, and interpret signs of different
kinds. In this last sense they are more than simple reactive systems which in principle are not able to use something as a sign for something else [Gomes et al., 200;
Loula et al., 2009]. It has to be stressed that semiotic systems are obviously materially embodied because they can be only realized through physical implementation.
Finally, an interpretant may be the thought of another person, but may as well be
simply the further thought of the first person, for example in a soliloquy the succeeding thought is the interpretant of the preceding thought so that an interpretant is
both the interpretant of the thought that precedes it and the object of the interpretant
thought that succeeds it. In soliloquy sign, object, and interpretant are all present in
the single train of thought.
Interpretants, mediating between signs36 and their objects have three distinct levels in hierarchy: feelings, actions, and concepts or habits (that is various generalities
35
36

This kind of communication is studied in [Monekosso et al., 2004].
It has to be noted that for Peirce no sign is so general that it cannot be amended, hence all
general signs are to an extent incomplete. Consequently, a sign holds the chance of taking any
particular feature previously unknown to its interpreters, many of these new features remaining
inconsistent with other possibilities.
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as responses to a sign). They are the effect of a sign process. The interpretant produced by the sign can lead to a feeling (emotional interpretant), or to a muscular
or mental effort, that is to a kind of action – energetic interpretant (not only outward, bodily action, but also purely inward exertions like those “mental soliloquies
strutting and fretting on the stage of imagination” – [Colapietro, 2000, p. 142]. Finally, when it is related to the abstract meaning of the sign, the interpretant is called
logical,37 as a generalization requiring the use of verbal symbols. It is a further
development of semiosis in the hierarchy of iconic, enactive, and symbolic communication: in short, it is “an interpreting thought”, related for instance not only to the
intellectual activity but also to initiate the ethical action in so far as a “modification
of a person’s tendencies toward action” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.476].
The logical interpretants are able to translate percepts, emotions, unconscious
needs, and experience needs, and so to mediate their meanings to arrive to provisional stabilities. They can lead to relatively stable cognitive or intellectual habits
and belief changes as self-controlled achievements like many abductive conceptual
results, that Peirce considers the most advanced form of semiosis and the ultimate
outcome of a sign. Indeed abduction – hypothesis – is the first step toward the formation of cognitive habits: “[. . . ] every concept, every general proposition of the
great edifice of science, first came to us as a conjecture. These ideas are the first logical interpretants of the phenomena that suggested them, and which, as suggesting
them, are signs” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.480].38
Orthogonal to the classification of interpretants as emotional, energetic, and logical is the alternate classification given by Peirce: M. E. Q. Gonzalez and W. F. G.
Haselager interpretants can also be immediate, dynamic, and normal. Some interpreters consider this classification a different way of expressing the first one. It is
sufficient to note this classification can be useful in studying the formation of a subclass of debilitating and facilitating psychic habits [Colapietro, 2000, pp. 144–146]
and, I would add, of certain reasoning devices that are used by human agents.39 Colapietro proposes the concept of quasi-final interpretants – as related to the Peircean
normal interpretants – as “[. . . ] effective in the minimal sense that they allow the
conflict-ridden organism to escape being paralyzed agent: they permit the body-ego
to continue its ongoing negotiations with these conflicting demands, even if only
in a precarious and even debilitating manner. In brief, they permit the body-ego to
37

38

39

The logical interpretant is not “logical” in the sense in which deductive reasoning is studied by
a discipline called “logic”, but rather because it attributes a further meaning to the emotion or
to the mental effort that preceded it by providing a conceptual representation of that effort.
Habits also appear in organic and inorganic matter: “Empirically, we find that some plants take
habits. The stream of water that wears a bed for itself is forming a habit” [Peirce, 1931-1958,
5.492]. In human beings, it has to be stressed that Peirce’s habit is not a purely mental, rational,
or intellectual result of the semiotic process, but it is a mental representation that is always
connected to the somatic and motor level, and thus constitutively embodied. On the abductive
creative formation of habit as typical of self-organizing dynamic systems and processes, cf.
[Gonzalez and Haselager, 2005].
On the role of agency in distributed cognitive systems cf. also [Giere, 2006]. I have illustrated
the role of these kinds of – more or less conscious – reasoning processes in real “human-agents”,
as contrasted with the abstract templates of thinking as crystallized and stabilized in the socalled “ideal logical agents”, in [Magnani and Belli, 2006].
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go on” [Colapietro, 2000, p. 146]. For instance there are some sedimented unsconscious reactions of this type in immediate puzzling environments – later on useless
and stultifying in wider settings – but there also is the recurrent reflective and – provisionally – productive use of fallacious ways of reasoning like hasty generalizations
and other arguments [Woods, 2004].40
Some Peircean words about instinctual beliefs are very interesting and can be
stressed to further comprehend the character of the unconscious reactions above:
“[. . . ] our indubitable beliefs refer to a somewhat primitive mode of life” [Peirce,
1931-1958, 5.511] but it seems their authority is limited to that domain “While they
never become dubitable in so far as our mode or life remains that of somewhat primitive man, yet as we develop degrees of self-control unknown to that man, occasions
of actions arise in relation to which the original beliefs, if stretched to cover them,
have no sufficient authority” (ibid.).

3.5.2

Cultured Unconscious and External/Internal
Representations

In the perspective of the disembodiment of mind I have illustrated above in
section 3.3 we can also understand how both modern human beings and externalized
culture contain within them “implicit” traces of each of the previous stages of cognitive evolution. The first case of externalized distributed culture is evident: remains,
buildings, manuscripts, and so on, are fragments of ancient “cognitive niches” from
which we can retrieve cultural knowledge.
In the second case it can be hypothesized that much of what Freud attributes to
the unconscious is truly unconscious only in the cultural sense of the word, that is
formed by “things that are not expressed or are repressed at the level of culture”.
It has to be acknowledged that in recent cognitive science, and in the sense I have
attributed to it in the previous subsections on “man as an external sign” the unconscious is a solipsistic notion, not a cultural one and concerns a part of human mind
that is a priori outside the reach of consciousness, a golem, an “automaton world of
instincts and zombies”, like Donald eloquently says. An example is object vision:
“It serves up all the richness of the three-dimensional visual world of awareness,
gratis and fully formed. But we can never gain access to the mysterious region of
mind that delivers such images. It lies on the other side of cognition, permanently
outside the purview of consciousness” [Donald, 2001, pp. 286-287].
In the case of psychoanalysis unconscious is constructed by drives, intuitions,
and representations that are shaped by the brain/culture symbiosis and interplay and
so are not a priori inaccessible to awareness. It is interesting to remember that Jung
has also hypothesized the existence of a collective unconscious, that is that part of
individual unconscious we would share with others humans, shaped by the evolution
of the above interplay, which, so to say, “wired” in it archetypes, also very ancient,
that still would act in our present behavior. An example can be the “scapegoat”
mechanism, typical of ancient groups and societies, where a paroxysm of violence
40

Further details are illustrated in chapter seven of this book.
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would tend to focus on an arbitrary victim and a unanimous antipathy generated by
“mimetic desire” (and the related envy) would grow against him. The brutal elimination of the victim would reduce the appetite for violence that possessed everyone
a moment before, and leaves the group suddenly appeased and calm so granting the
equilibrium of the related social organization (for us repugnant, but not less useful
for those societies for this reason).41
Like Girard [1986] says, and many researchers maintain, this kind of archaic
brutal behavior, fruit of a conscious (at that time) cultural religious invention of our
ancestors is still present in civilized human conduct in rich countries, it is almost
always implicit and unconscious, for example in spontaneous and incognizant racist
and mobbing behaviors. Given the fact that these kinds of behavior are widespread
and partially unconsciously performed it is easy to understand how they can be
implicitly “learned” during infancy and then implicitly “wired” by the individual
in that cultured unconscious we humans collectively share with others. The result
is that they are there, available in our minds/brains, to be picked up and executed –
paradoxically, given the fact we are often convinced we are meant to be civil modern
human beings – as archaic forms of “social” behavior.

3.5.3

Duties, Abductions, and Habits

The Peircean theory of “habits” can help us understand duties as imposed on ourselves from a philosophical, evolutionary, and pragmatic viewpoint, a conception I
consider to be in tune with the idea of abduction that I am proposing in this chapter:
as I contended above, all semiotic experience – and thus abduction – also provides
a guide for action. For example, the logical interpretant, as a hypothetical fruit of
abductive thinking requiring the use of verbal symbols is in itself “an interpreting
thought”, related for instance not only to the intellectual activity but also to initiate
the ethical action in so far as a “modification of a person’s tendencies toward action” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.476]. Indeed the whole function of thought is to produce
habits of action, Peirce says that “[. . . ] conduct controlled by ethical reason tends
toward fixing certain habits of conduct, the nature of which [. . . ] does not depend
upon any accidental circumstances, and in that sense may be said to be destined”
[Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.430]. This philosophical attitude “[. . . ] does not make the
summum bonum to consist in action, but makes it to consist in that process of evolution whereby the existent comes more and more to embody those generals which
[. . . ] [are] destined, which is what we strive to express in calling them reasonable”
[Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.433]. This process, Peirce adds, is related to our “capacity
of learning”: increasing our “knowledge” will occur through time and generations,
“[. . . ] by virtue of man’s capacity of learning, and by experience continually pouring
over him” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.402 n. 2]. It is in this process of anthroposemiosis that civilization moves toward clearer understanding and greater reason. It is in
this process of anthroposemiosis, Peirce maintains, that we build highly beneficial
habits that help us to acquire various “ethical propensities”.
41

On this archaic mechanism and its effect in the violence that characterizes modern societies cf.
[Girard, 1977; Girard, 1986]. Cf. also subsection 8.6.2, chapter eight of this book.
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Not only abductions, but also reiterations originate ethical habits as logical interpretants, and in this case the interplay between internal and external representations
is still fundamental, related to the exercise of rational self-control and self-reproach
guilt feelings which can be further strengthened by direct commands to oneself:
“Reiterations in the inner world – fancied reiterations – if well-intensified by direct
effort, produce habits, just as do reiterations in the outer world; and these habits
will have power to influence actual behaviour in the outer world; especially, if each
reiteration be accompanied by a peculiar strong effort that is usually likened to issuing a command to one’s future self ” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.487]. Moreover, reiterations originate habits both through imaginary and actual exertions42 – for example
repeated outward actions – but also in a hybrid way, in the suitable combination
of the two (cf. above section 3.4, on the interplay between external and internal
representations).
Moreover, it may be useful to recall here what Peirce says about instinctual beliefs, we have already quoted above: “our indubitable beliefs refer to a somewhat
primitive mode of life” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.511], but their authority is limited
to such a primitive sphere. “While they never become dubitable in so far as our
mode of life remains that of somewhat primitive man, yet as we develop degrees
of self-control unknown to that man, occasions of action arise in relation to which
the original beliefs, if stretched to cover them, have no sufficient authority.” (ibid.)
The problem Peirce touches on here relates to the role of emotions in ethical reasoning: I agree with him that it is only in a constrained and educated – not primitive
– way that emotions like love, compassion, and good will, for example, can guide
us “morally.43
Anyway, a link between ethical rules and conventions and drives and instincts can
be hypothesized at a more basic level, as Damasio contends in the framework of a
neurological perspective: “Although such conventions and rules need be transmitted
only through education and socialization, from generation to generation, I suspect
that the neural representations of the wisdom they embody, and of the means to implement that wisdom, are inextricably linked to the neural representations of innate
regulatory biological processes” [Damasio, 1994, p. 125]. Of course in this perspective drives and instincts have to be considered not only innate but also acquired, like
in the case of educated emotions (cf. [Moorjani, 2000, p. 116]).
Natural entities exhibit different habits and various degrees, ways, and speeds
with which they abandon old habits and adopt (or integrate the old ones with) new
ones. Peirce says “The highest quality of mind involves greatest readiness to take
habits, and a great readiness to lose them” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 6.613]. Colapietro
observes that “[. . . ] this capacity entails a measure of consciousness below that of
the most acute sensations (e.g., intense pleasure or pain) but above that of our quasiautomatic reactions resulting from the unimpeded operation of effective habits in
familiar circumstances” [Colapietro, 2000, p. 139]. In this sense inanimate matter is
more reluctant than – for example – brains, to lose old habits and assume new ones,
42
43

“[. . . ] every sane person lives in a double world, the outer and the inner world, the world of
percepts and the world of fancies” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.487].
I defended this perspective in a recent book [Magnani, 2007d, chapter six].
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but it is absolutely not exempt from habit-change. We must not forget that for Peirce
there is a real cosmic tendency to acquire novel dispositions that is extremely strong
in well encephalized human beings.44
The previous two sections have introduced to both the interplay between internal
and external representations and to some basic semiotic aspects of abductive reasoning: the following sections will take advantage of this background. I will describe
how the interplay of signs, objects, and interpretants is working in important aspects of abductive reasoning. Of course model-based cognition acquires its peculiar
creative relevance when embedded in abductive processes. I will show some examples of model-based inferences. It is well known the importance Peirce ascribed
to diagrammatic thinking (a kind of iconic thinking), as shown by his discovery of
the powerful system of predicate logic based on diagrams or “existential graphs”.
As I have already stressed, Peirce considers inferential any cognitive activity whatever, not only conscious abstract thought; he also includes perceptual knowledge
and subconscious cognitive activity. For instance in subconscious mental activities
visual representations play an immediate role [Queiroz and Merrell, 2005].

3.6
3.6.1

Constructing Meaning through Mimetic and Creative
External Objects
Constructing Meaning through Manipulative Abduction

Manipulative abduction occurs when many external things, usually inert from the
semiotic point of view, can be transformed into what in the first chapter I have
called, in the case of scientific reasoning, “epistemic mediators” (see also [Magnani, 2001b]) that give rise to new signs, new chances for interpretants, and new
interpretations.
We can cognitively account for this process of externalization45 taking advantage
of the concept of manipulative abduction (cf. chapter one section 1.6 and Figure
1.6.2). It happens when we are thinking through doing and not only, in a pragmatic
sense, about doing. It happens, for instance, when we are creating geometry constructing and manipulating an external suitably realized icon like a triangle looking
for new meaningful features of it, like in the case given by Kant in the “Transcendental Doctrine of Method” (cf. [Magnani, 2001c], and the following subsection). It
44
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The idea of morality as “habit” – originated through the long negotiation between instinctual
impulses and the inescapable pressure of cultural practices – is also supported by James Q. Wilson in a strict Darwinian framework: “I am not trying to discover ‘facts’ that will prove ‘values’;
I am endeavoring to uncover the evolutionary, developmental, and cultural origins of our moral
habits and our moral sense.” He also argues for a biological counterpart that would facilitate the
formation of these habits. He continues “But in discovering these origins, I suspect we will encounter uniformities; and by revealing uniformities, I think that we can better appreciate what is
general, non-arbitrary, and emotionally compelling about human nature” [Wilson, 1993, p. 26].
I have illustrated above in this chapter a significant contribution to the comprehension of this
process in terms of the so–called “disembodiment of the mind”.
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refers to an extra–theoretical behavior that aims at creating communicable accounts
of new experiences to integrate them into previously existing systems of experimental and linguistic (semantic) practices. [Gooding, 1990] refers to this kind of concrete manipulative reasoning when he illustrates the role in science of the so-called
“construals” that embody tacit inferences in procedures that are often apparatus and
machine based. I have described them in chapter one, section 1.6.2.
It is difficult to establish a list of invariant behaviors that are able to describe
manipulative abduction in science.46 Even if abduction operates, like Peirce says,
according to the aesthetic process of musement: “a certain agreeable occupation
of the mind” [Peirce, 1992-1998, II, p. 436] which must follow “the very law of
liberty” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 6.458], as I have already illustrated above, the expert
manipulation of objects in a highly semiotically constrained experimental environment certainly implies the application of old and new templates of behavior that
exhibit some regularities.47 The activity of building construals is highly conjectural
and not necessarily or immediately explanatory: these templates are hypotheses of
behavior (creative or already cognitively present in the scientist’s mind-body system, and sometimes already applied) that abductively enable a kind of epistemic
“doing”. Hence, some templates of action and manipulation can be selected in the
set of the ones available and pre-stored, others have to be created for the first time
to perform the most interesting creative cognitive accomplishments of manipulative
abduction.

3.6.2

Manipulating Meanings through External Semiotic
Anchors

If the structures of the environment play such an important role in shaping our semiotic representations and, hence, our cognitive processes, we can expect that physical
manipulations of the environment receive a cognitive relevance.
Several authors have pointed out the role that physical actions can have at a cognitive level. In this sense Kirsh and Maglio [1994] distinguish actions into two categories, namely pragmatic actions and epistemic actions. Pragmatic actions are the
actions that an agent performs in the environment in order to bring itself physically
closer to a goal. In this case the action modifies the environment so that the latter
acquires a configuration that helps the agent to reach a goal which is understood as
physical, that is, as a desired state of affairs. Epistemic actions are the actions that
an agent performs in a semiotic environment in order to discharge the mind of a
cognitive load or to extract information that is hidden or that would be very hard to
obtain only by internal computation.
46
47

A list is provided in chapter one, section 1.6.2.
It is simple to explain why abduction works according to musement. This is the general attitude
we adopt when we are wondering about the beauty and the harmony of universes and their
connections [Peirce, 1992-1998, II, p. 436]. I think that beauty plays a kind of exciting emotional
role in abductive reasoning, very similar to the one played by anomalies and surprise. Cf. also
[Maddalena, 2005, p. 247].
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In this subsection I want to focus specifically on the relationship that can exist
between manipulations of the environment and representations. In particular, I want
to examine whether external manipulations can be considered as means to construct
external representations.
If a manipulative action performed upon the environment is devoted to create a
configuration of signs that carries relevant information, that action will well be able
to be considered as a cognitive semiotic process and the configuration of elements it
creates will well be able to be considered an external representation. In this case, we
can really speak of an embodied cognitive process in which an action constructs an
external representation by means of manipulation. We define cognitive manipulating
as any manipulation of the environment devoted to construct external configurations
that can count as representations.
An example of cognitive manipulating is the diagrammatic demonstration illustrated in Figure 3.5, taken from the field of elementary geometry. In this case a
simple manipulation of the triangle in Figure 3.5(a) gives rise to an external configuration – Figure 3.5(b) – that carries relevant semiotic information about the internal
angles of a triangle “anchoring” new meanings.

Fig. 3.5 Diagrammatic demonstration that the sum of the internal angles of any triangle is
180. (a) Triangle. (b) Diagrammatic manipulation/construction.

The entire process through which an agent arrives at a physical action that can
count as cognitive manipulating can be understood by means of the concept of manipulative abduction. In this perspective manipulative abduction is a specific case
of cognitive manipulating in which an agent, when faced with an external situation
from which it is hard or impossible to extract new meaningful features of an object, selects or creates an action that structures the environment in such a way that
it gives new information which would be otherwise unavailable and which is used
specifically to infer explanatory hypotheses.
In this way the semiotic result is achieved on external representations used in
lieu of the internal ones. Here action plays an epistemic and not merely performatory role, for example relevant to abductive reasoning. The process also illustrates a synthesis between a constructive procedure of motor origin (the putting the
new segment end to end parallel to one side in the externally represented given
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triangle), followed by a sensory procedure, “visual” (calculation of the sizes of the
now clearly – externally – “seen” angles).48
It is important to note that in this manipulative and “multimodal”49 abductive
case abduction and induction play a role similar to the one described in the area of
logic programming: abductive reasoning extends the intension of known individuals
(because abducible properties are rendered true for these individuals, for example
by providing new situated “samples”, as “anchors” which offer chances for further
knowledge), without having a genuine generalization impact on the observables (it
does not increase their extension). Abductively building new situated results through
manipulation of the external diagram is in this case central to make possible an “induction” able to generate new general knowledge, not reachable through abduction
(on the variety of the roles played by induction in its interaction with abduction cf.
above the considerations I have illustrated at p. 14 and p. 30).

3.6.3

Geometrical Construction Is a Kind of Manipulatxive
Abduction

Let’s quote Peirce’s passage about mathematical constructions. Peirce says that
mathematical and geometrical reasoning “[. . . ] consists in constructing a diagram
according to a general precept, in observing certain relations between parts of that
diagram not explicitly required by the precept, showing that these relations will hold
for all such diagrams, and in formulating this conclusion in general terms. All valid
necessary reasoning is in fact thus diagrammatic” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 1.54]. This
passage clearly refers to a situation like the one I have illustrated in the previous
subsection. This kind of reasoning is also called by Peirce “theorematic” and it is
a kind of “deduction” necessary to derive significant theorems (Necessary Deduction]: “[. . . ] is one which, having represented the conditions of the conclusion in
a diagram, performs an ingenious experiment upon the diagram, and by observation of the diagram, so modified, ascertains the truth of the conclusion” [Peirce,
1931-1958, 2.267]. The experiment is performed with the help of “[. . . ] imagination upon the image of the premiss in order from the result of such experiment to
make corollarial deductions to the truth of the conclusion” [Peirce, 1976, IV, p. 38].
48

49

“The essential step in the construction of the Euclidean space, has been the possibility of the
division of a motor field; and here we come up against an evident physiological impossibility. Greek geometry resolved this problem of the division of a segment into equal segments
by the discovery of Thales’ Theorem: equidistant parallel lines cut two secants in proportional
segments” [Thom, 1980, p. 134]. Furthermore, following Thom, I think this ancient Greek geometry example already represents the quintessence of the scientific approach, that is “[. . . ]
replacing a non-local operation (for example, taking the intersection of two lines in a plane) by
a verbal description the formal analysis of which became the demonstration that it was virtually autonomous, that is, able to be rendered independent of the non-local intuitive approaches
which described it” [Thom, 1980, p. 135]. The use of literary symbols, which are empty of
sense, together with the axiomatic approach realizes the localization of the non-local intuition
of the plane (and of space).
Both propositional and model-based aspects are at play. On the concept of multimodal abduction
cf. this book, chapter four, section 4.1.
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The “corollarial” reasoning is mechanical (Peirce thinks it can be performed by a
“logical machine”) and not creative, “A Corollarial Deduction is one which represents the condition of the conclusion in a diagram and finds from the observation
of this diagram, as it is, the truth of the conclusion” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 2.267] (cf.
also [Hoffmann, 1999]).
In summary, the point of theorematic reasoning is the transformation of the problem by establishing an unnoticed point of view to get interesting – and possibly new
– insights. The demonstrations of “new” theorems in mathematics are examples of
theorematic deduction.
Not dissimilarly Kant says that in geometrical construction of external diagrams
“[. . . ] I must not restrict my attention to what I am actually thinking in my concept
of a triangle (this is nothing more than the mere definition); I must pass beyond it to
properties which are not contained in this concept, but yet belong to it” [Kant, 1929,
A718-B746, p. 580].
Theorematic deduction can be easily interpreted in terms of manipulative abduction. We have seen that manipulative abduction is a kind of abduction, mainly
model-based, that exploits external models endowed with delegated (and often
implicit) cognitive and semiotic roles and attributes:
1. the model (diagram) is external and the strategy that organizes the manipulations is unknown a priori;
2. the result achieved is new (if we, for instance, refer to the constructions of
the first creators of geometry), and adds properties not contained before in the
concept (the Kantian to “pass beyond” or “advance beyond” the given concept
[Kant, 1929, A154-B193/194, p. 192]).50
Iconicity in theorematic reasoning is central. Peirce, analogously to Kant,
maintains that “[. . . ] philosophical reasoning is reasoning with words; while theorematic reasoning, or mathematical reasoning is reasoning with specially constructed schemata” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 4.233]; moreover, he uses diagrammatic
and schematic as synonyms, thus relating his considerations to the Kantian tradition
where schemata mediate between intellect and phenomena.51 The following is the
famous related passage in the Critique of Pure Reason (“Transcendental Doctrine
of Method”):
Suppose a philosopher be given the concept of a triangle and he be left to find out, in
his own way, what relation the sum of its angles bears to a right angle. He has nothing
but the concept of a figure enclosed by three straight lines, and possessing three angles.
However long he meditates on this concept, he will never produce anything new. He
can analyse and clarify the concept of a straight line or of an angle or of the number
three, but he can never arrive at any properties not already contained in these concepts.
50

51

Of course in the case we are using diagrams to demonstrate already known theorems (for instance in didactic settings), the strategy of manipulations is not necessary unknown and the
result is not new, like in the Peircean case of corollarial deduction.
Schematism, a fruit of the imagination is, according to Kant, “[. . . ] an art concealed in the
depths of the human soul, whose real modes of activity nature is hardly likely ever to allow us
to discover, and to have open to our gaze” [Kant, 1929, A141-B181, p. 183].
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Now let the geometrician take up these questions. He at once begins by constructing a
triangle. Since he knows that the sum of two right angles is exactly equal to the sum of
all the adjacent angles which can be constructed from a single point on a straight line,
he prolongs one side of his triangle and obtains two adjacent angles, which together
are equal to two right angles. He then divides the external angle by drawing a line
parallel to the opposite side of the triangle, and observes that he has thus obtained
an external adjacent angle which is equal to an internal angle – and so on.52 In this
fashion, through a chain of inferences guided throughout by intuition, he arrives at a
fully evident and universally valid solution of the problem [Kant, 1929, A716-B744,
pp. 578-579].

We can depict the situation of the philosopher described by Kant at the beginning
of the previous passage taking advantage of some ideas coming from the catastrophe theory (cf. also this book, chapter eight). As a human being who is not able to
produce anything new relating to the angles of the triangle, the philosopher experiences a feeling of frustration (just like the Kölher’s monkey which cannot keep the
banana out of reach). The bad affective experience “deforms” the organism’s regulatory structure by complicating it and the cognitive process stops altogether. The
geometer instead “at once constructs the triangle”, that is, he makes an external representation of a triangle and acts on it with suitable manipulations. Thom thinks that
this action is triggered by a “sleeping phase” generated by possible previous frustrations which then change the cognitive status of the geometer’s available and correct
internal idea of triangle (like the philosopher, he “has nothing but the concept of a
figure enclosed by three straight lines, and possessing three angles”, but his action
is triggered by a sleeping phase). Here the idea of the triangle is no longer the occasion for “meditation”, “analysis” and “clarification” of the “concepts” at play, like
in the case of the “philosopher”. Here the inner concept of triangle – symbolized
as insufficient – is amplified and transformed thanks to the sleeping phase (a kind
of Kantian imagination active through schematization) in a prosthetic triangle to be
put outside, in some external support. The instrument (here an external diagram)
becomes the extension of an organ:
What is strictly speaking the end [. . . ] [in our case, to find the sum of the internal
angles of a triangle] must be set aside in order to concentrate on the means of getting
there. Thus the problem arises, a sort of vague notion altogether suggested by the state
of privation. [. . . ] As a science, heuristics does not exist. There is only one possible
explanation: the affective trauma of privation leads to a folding of the regulation figure.
But if it is to be stabilized, there must be some exterior form to hold on to. So this
anchorage problem remains whole and the above considerations provide no answer as
to why the folding is stabilized in certain animals or certain human beings whilst in
others (the majority of cases, needless to say!) it fails [Thom, 1988, pp. 63–64].53
52
53

It is Euclid’s Proposition XXXII, Book I, cf. above Figure 3.5.
A full analysis of the Kölher’s chimpanzee getting hold of a stick to knock a banana hanging out
of reach in terms of the mathematical models of the perception and the capture catastrophes is
given in [Thom, 1988, pp. 62–64]. On the role of emotions, for example frustration, in scientific
discovery cf. [Thagard, 2002b].
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As we have already said, for Peirce the whole mathematics consists in building diagrams that are “[. . . ] (continuous in geometry and arrays of repeated signs/letters in
algebra) according to general precepts and then [in] observing in the parts of these
diagrams relations not explicitly required in the precepts” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 1.54].
Peirce contends that this diagrammatic nature is not clear if we only consider syllogistic reasoning “which may be produced by a machine” but becomes extremely
clear in the case of the “logic of relatives, where any premise whatever will yield an
endless series of conclusions, and attention has to be directed to the particular kind
of conclusion desired” [Peirce, 1987, pp. 11–23].
In ordinary geometrical proofs auxiliary constructions are present in terms of
“conveniently chosen” figures and diagrams where strategic moves are important
aspects of deduction. The system of reasoning exhibits a dual character: deductive
and “hypothetical”. Also in other – for example logical – deductive frameworks
there is room for strategic moves which play a fundamental role in the generations of proofs. These strategic moves correspond to particular forms of abductive
reasoning.
We know that the kind of reasoned inference that is involved in creative abduction
goes beyond the mere relationship that there is between premises and conclusions
in valid deductions, where the truth of the premises guarantees the truth of the conclusions, but also beyond the relationship that there is in probabilistic reasoning,
which renders the conclusion just more or less probable. On the contrary, we have
to see creative abduction as formed by the application of heuristic procedures that
involve all kinds of good and bad inferential actions, and not only the mechanical
application of rules. It is only by means of these heuristic procedures that the acquisition of new truths is guaranteed. Also Peirce’s mature view illustrated above on
creative abduction as a kind of inference seems to stress the strategic component of
reasoning.
Many researchers in the field of philosophy, logic, and cognitive science have
maintained that deductive reasoning also consists in the employment of logical
rules in a heuristic manner, even maintaining the truth preserving character: the application of the rules is organized in a way that is able to recommend a particular
course of actions instead of another one. Moreover, very often the heuristic procedures of deductive reasoning are performed by means of model-based abductive
steps where iconicity is central.
We have seen that the most common example of manipulative creative abduction
is the usual experience people have of solving problems in geometry in a modelbased way trying to devise proofs using diagrams and illustrations: of course the
attribute of creativity we give to abduction in this case does not mean that it has
never been performed before by anyone or that it is original in the history of some
knowledge (they actually are cases of Peircean corollarial deduction).54

54

We have to say that model-based abductions – which for example exploit iconicity – also operate
in deductive reasoning. On the role of strategies and heuristics in deductive proofs cf. chapter
seven, section 7.3.2.
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Theoric Reasoning and Creativity

I think the previous considerations concerning manipulative abduction also hold for
Peircean theorematic reasoning. Let us quote again the important Peirce’s passage
about theorematic reasoning:
A Necessary Deduction is a method of producing Dicent Symbols55 by the study of a
diagram. It is either Corollarial or Theorematic. A Corollarial Deduction is one which
represents the conditions of the conclusion in a diagram and finds from the observation
of this diagram, as it is, the truth of the conclusion. A Theorematic Deduction is one
which, having represented the conditions of the conclusion in a diagram, performs an
ingenious experiment upon the diagram, and by the observation of the diagram, so
modified, ascertains the truth of the conclusion [Peirce, 1931-1958, 2.267].

As I have already indicated Peirce further distinguished a “corollarial” and a “theoric” part within “theorematic reasoning”, and connected theoric aspects to abduction [Hoffmann, 1999, p. 293]: “Thêoric reasoning [. . . ] is very plainly allied
to” what is normally called abduction [Peirce, 1966, 754, ISP, p. 8]. Indeed theoric reasoning is considered a kind of creative diagrammatic reasoning: following
[Hoffmann, 2003, p. 167] we can say that it
[. . . ] is based on just the same idea, which is the idea of “the transformation of the
problem, – or its statement,– due to viewing it from another point of view” [Peirce,
1966, 1907, 318; CSP, p. 68; ISP, p. 225]. Peirce takes the term “theoric” from the
(theory) which he translates as ‘the power of looking at facts from a novel
Greek
point of view’ [Peirce, 1966, 1907, 318; CSP, p. 50; ISP, p. 42]. For Peirce, the most
important discoveries in mathematics are also based on reaching new perspectives, as
he shows in his 1907 manuscript about “Pragmatism” with the example of the proof of
the “ten points theorem”.

In a passage of the manuscripts not contained in the microfilm edition, quoted by
[Hoffmann, 2003, p. 293],56 Peirce clearly states his own surprise at seeing retroduction (that is abduction) at work in a non empirical science, like mathematics,
where new results are reached through an abductive reasoning that strangely leads
to indisputable achievements.
Further study, however, leads me to lop off/discard a corollarial part from/of the Theorematic Deductions, which follows that which originates a new point of view. I will
call this part of the theorematic procedure, thêoric reasoning. It is very plainly allied to
retroduction, from which it only differs, as far as I now see, in that it is “indisputable”
[Peirce, 1966, 754; ISP, p. 8].

I think Peirce is referring here to the creative and non-explanatory side of what I
have called manipulative abduction. Indeed he also said he “[. . . ] would regard the
great hypotheses of pure mathematics [. . . ] as coming to us through retroduction
55
56

A dicent symbol (such as a proposition or a description) is a sign which may be interpreted to
refer to an actually existing object.
Already indicated by [Levy, 1997, p. 106] and [Levy, 1997, p. 482].
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from considering what for want of a better word I may call the facts of mathematics” [Peirce, 1966, 754; ISP, p. 3]. I wholeheartedly agree with Peirce’s following
observation, written about a century before the new perspective on mathematical
reasoning offered by Lakatos’s work [1976]: “It has long been a puzzle how it could
be that, on the one hand, mathematics is purely deductive in nature, and draws its
conclusions apodictically, while in the other hand, it presents as rich and apparently
unending a series of surprising discoveries as any observational science” [Peirce,
1931-1958, 1885, 3.363].
Of course, as already stressed, we have to remember this abductive aspect of
mathematical reasoning can be performed both in creative [theorematic] (to find
new theorems and mathematical hypotheses) and non creative [corollarial] (merely
“selective”) ways, for example in the case that we are using diagrams to demonstrate already known theorems (for instance in didactic settings), where selecting
the strategy of manipulations is among chances not necessarily unknown and where
the result is not new. With respect to abduction in empirical science abduction in
mathematics aims at hypothesizing ideal objects, which later we can then possibly
insert into a deductive apodictic and truth preserving framework.57
The epistemological situation of this geometrical example is similar to the one I
have illustrated in the last sections of chapter two, concerning the analysis in terms
of abduction of the non-Euclidean discovery:
1. the inferential process is a kind of manipulative and model-based abduction
(visual), first of all endowed with an explanatory character: the abduced mirror diagrams of the triangle furnishes a visual explanation/description of our
internal representation of it;
2. at the same time the external image, and the construction based on it offer the
chance of a further multimodal and distributed abductive step (based on both
internal and external representations, and on both visual and sentential aspects)
mainly non-explanatory and instrumental. This further abductive process makes
possible to derive the new “indisputable” result/theorem of the sum of the internal angles of a triangle.
Finally, the example of diagrams in geometry furnishes a semiotic and epistemological example of the nature of the cognitive interplay between internal neuronal
representations (and embodied “cognitive” kinesthetic and motor abilities) and external representations I have illustrated above: also for Peirce, more than a century
before the new ideas derived from the field of distributed cognition, the two aspects
are intertwined in the pragmatic and semiotic view, going beyond the rigidity of the
Kantian approach in terms of schematism. Diagrams are icons that take material and
semiotic form in an external environment endowed with
57

In a recent analysis of further aspects of the relationship between abduction and the inference
to the best explanation, [Minnameier, 2004, p. 85] contends theorematic deduction should be
basically considered an inverse deduction, that is “[. . . ] an inference not from the premises of
ordinary deduction (which Peirce terms ‘corollarial’) to the conclusion, but from the (prospective) conclusion to the premises of the deductive argument from which the conclusion follows”.
I am inclined to think this interpretation underestimates the role played by the creative side
(theoric) in theorematic reasoning, and its manipulative character.
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- constraints depending on the specific cognitive delegation performed by human
beings and
- the particular intrinsic constraints of the materiality at play.58
Concrete manipulations on them can be done for instance to get new data and cognitive information and/or to simplify the problem at issue (cf. the epistemic templates
illustrated above in subsection 3.6.1).

3.6.4

The Semiosis of Re-embodiment and Its Sensorimotor
Nature

Some interesting semiotic aspects of the above illustrated process can be nicely
analyzed. Imagine that a suitable fixed internal record exists – deriving from the
cognitive exploitation of the previous suitable interplay with external structures –
at the level of neural activation and that for instance it embeds an abstract concept
endowed with all its features, for example the concept of triangle. Now, the human
agent, via neural mechanisms and bodily actions, can “re-embody” that concept by
making an external perceivable sign, for instance available to the attention of other
human or animal senses and brains. For instance that human agent can use what in
semiotics is called a symbol (with its conventional character: ABC, for example), but
also an icon of relations (a suitable diagram of a triangle), or a hybrid representation
that will take advantage of both. In Peircean terms:
A representation of an idea is nothing but a sign that calls up another idea. When one
mind desires to communicate an idea to another, he embodies his idea by making an
outward perceptible image which directly calls up a like idea; and another mind perceiving that image gets a like idea. Two persons may agree upon a conventional sign
which shall call up to them an idea it would not call up to anybody else. But in framing
the convention they must have resorted to the primitive diagrammatic method of embodying the idea in an outward form, a picture. Remembering what likeness consists
in, namely, in the natural attraction of ideas apart from habitual outward associations,
I call those signs which stand for their likeness to them icons.
Accordingly, I say that the only way of directly communicating an idea is by mean
of an icon; and every indirect method of communicating an idea must depend for its
establishment upon the use of an icon [Peirce, 1966, 787, 26–28].

We have to note that for Peirce an idea “[. . . ] is not properly a conception, because a
conception is not an idea at all, but a habit. But the repeated occurrence of a general
idea and the experience of its utility, results in the formation or strengthening of that
habit which is the conception” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 7.498].
Habits, as beliefs and vehicles of cognition and at the same time anticipation of
future chances for action, are usually considered bodily states in so far as they are,
according to Peirce, comparable to “dispositions” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.440]. In the
58

An admirable analysis of the constraints intrinsic to the external material exploited by the ancient Greek mathematicians (especially geometricians) is given in [Netz, 1999]. The book also
illustrates the most important semiotic tools at work in ancient Greek mathematical reasoning.
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light of the cognitive interplay internal/external I have described above it is better
to interpret them as forms of interaction with the suitable circumstances involved in
the related action, as [Määttänen, 2009] stresses. In this perspective perception and
action are strictly intertwined simply as different degrees of interaction with the environment: in action “our modification of other things is more prominent that their
reaction on us” as compared to perception “where their effect on us is overwhelmingly greater than our effect on them” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 1.324].
Of course what is external to the body is not necessarily external to the process
realizing cognition and basically resorts to “sensorimotor” representations that are
created or re-activated (if already formed and stable) during the interaction with
the physical world.59 Nevertheless, very often a considerable part of the cognitive
process occurs outside, thanks to the suitable materiality endowed with contingent
cognitive delegations. It is in this sense that the possible establishment of a habit is in
itself also the institution of new meanings. As maintained by Peirce, acquired habits
are in themselves meanings, being the result of interactions with the environment
they are not literally only in the head but also intertwined with motor action: they are
embodied. “Sensory inputs [we could add: that are abductively matched to a suitable
habit] are associated not only with each other but also, and more importantly, with
neural mechanisms controlling overt motor action” [Määttänen, 1997; Määttänen,
2009].
Peirce pays much attention to interactional play when dealing with consciousness
and “Secondness”:
We are continually bumping up against hard fact. We expect one thing, or passively
take it for granted, having the image of it in our minds, but experience then forces
that idea into the background, and compels us to think quite differently. You get this
kind of consciousness in some approach to purity when you put your shoulder against
a door and try to force it open. You have a sense of resistance and at the same time
a sense of effort. There can be no resistance without effort; there can be no effort
without resistance. They are only two ways of describing the same experience. It is a
double consciousness. We become aware of ourselves in becoming aware of the notself. The waking state is a consciousness of reaction and, as consciousness itself is
two-sided, it has two varieties: namely, action, where our modification of other things
59

[Noë, 2005; Noë, 2006] and other researchers like K. O’Regan [O’Regan and Noë, 2001] and
S. Hurley propose a sensorimotor theory of perception that challenges its merely traditional
representational character: perceptual experience – and so visual system – is fundamentally
structured (even if not caused) by our sensorimotor competence, which allows us to access the
world and to act. In the first case [Fusaroli, 2007; Fusaroli and Vandi, 2009] contend that the
traditional concept of “representation” can be either rejected or it can acquire a new operational
status. In this case, perception is taken as direct access to the world and representations do not
play any role; the world would serve as its own representation and as an external memory, as
is similarly contended by researchers in the field of active vision (cf. above section 3.4.1); in
the latter case – action – it is the “body” of the human being or of the animal that governs
the entire cognitive process of externalization/re-embodiment and that furnishes the suitable
final “meaning” and interpretation. On the sensorimotor theory of perception as contrasted to
the explanation of perception as inner encoding cf. the deep and rich considerations given by
[Clark, 2008, chapters seven and eight]: Clark eloquently label these approaches “strongly”
sensorimotor models of perception (SSM).
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is more prominent than their reaction to us, and perception, where their effect on us
is overwhelmingly greater than our effect on them. This notion, of being what other
things make us, is such a prominent part of our life that we also conceive other things to
exist by virtue of their reactions against each other. The idea of other, of not, becomes
central to our thinking. To this element I give the name of Secondness [Peirce, 19311958, 1.324].

The process of re-embodiment concerns the formation of internal “mental” representations (as mere brain states) which are also strictly intertwined with motor
aspects, at both the neural and the somatic level. From this perspective the world
is experienced as giving various opportunities to carry out “habitual” actions, that
is it provides what Gibson calls affordances: habits of action abductively “reveal”
affordances.60
This is the correct sense in which we can say that cognition is “embodied”, as
“the sharing of neural mechanisms between sensorimotor processes and higherlevel cognitive processes”: many, if not all, higher-level cognitive processes seem
body-based in the sense that “they make use of (partial) emulations or simulations
of sensorimotor processes through the reactivation of neural circuitry that is also
active in bodily perception and action” [Svensson and Ziemke, 2004, p. 1309], as
already stressed by the theory of autopoiesis (self-organization) put forward by
Maturana and Varela [Maturana and Varela, 1980; Varela et al., 1991]. The traditional distinction between perception and action as well as between sensorimotor
and cognitive processes has to be given up: the same neural structures that are at the
basis of actions and/or perception would also be exploited in the performance of various cognitive tasks. Empirical data have suggested that perceptual and motor areas
of the brain can be covertly activated either separately or in sequence, for example
there are similarities between the neural structures activated during preparation and
execution of an action and those employed in its mental simulation through what
is called motor imagery, as well as in the case of perception and visual imagery (it
is easy to suppose that in both cases the same representational formats are at play,
so this does not need to resort to the computer metaphor of internal symbol manipulation). Simulating an action involves some simulator [Barsalou et al., 2003;
Decety, 1996; Decety and Grèzes, 2006; Frith and Dolan, 1996; Hesslow, 2002;
Jeannerod, 2001] (or emulator [Grush, 2004a; Grush, 2007]) devices that abductively anticipate the perceptual feedback that would have occurred in the case of the
executed action.61
Research on neurons located in the rostral part of the inferior premotor cortex
(area F5) has demonstrated that they discharge and respond to goal directed actions
such as grasping, holding, or tearing that have the same meaning. They are interpreted as internal representations of action, rather than motor or movement commands. Some of those neurons, which are called canonical neurons, discharge both
60
61

A full treatment of the concept of affordance in its relationship with abduction is given in chapter
six.
[Pickering and Garrod, 2006] further stress that in the case of language, comprehenders use
prediction and imitation to construct an “emulator” using the production system, and combine
predictions with the input dynamically.
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during the action they code and when an object affords that action, so that it can
be said they express affordances coding for example the graspability of things from
both the perceptual and the action perspectives; consequently they account for a basic link between an agent and its environment. Internally reactivated perceptions and
actions are also at play 1) in the case of various inner planning and problem solving
performances [Dagher et al., 1999; Hesslow, 2002], and (2) in social cognition (especially emotive states based on social stimuli), where simulation of “bodily states”
occurs: they are not conscious mediating knowledge structures, but they affect higher
cognition [Barsalou et al., 2003]. F5 also contains the well-known “mirror neurons”
that become activated both when performing a specific action and when observing
the same goal-directed hand (or mouth) movements of an experimenter.62 They provide a clear example of sensorimotor brain parts performing a resonance task devoted to both performing and understanding actions.
It is well-known that for Peirce every picture is an icon and thus every diagram,
even if it lacks a sensuous similarity with the object, but just exhibits an analogy
between the relations of the part of it and of the object:
All iconic signs, like diagrams, rarely function as pure icons: symbolic aspects are
often at stake and background knowledge of such conventions is necessary to obtain
the desired information. Particularly deserving of notice are icons in which the likeness
is aided by conventional rules. Thus, an algebraic formula is an icon, rendered such by
the rules of commutation, association, and distribution of the symbols; that it might
as well, or better, be regarded as a compound conventional sign. It may seem at first
glance that it is an arbitrary classification to call an algebraic expression an icon. But
it is not so. For a great distinguishing property of the icon is that by direct observation
of it other truths concerning its object can de discovered than those which suffice to
determine its construction. Thus, by means of two photographs a map can be drawn,
etc. Given a conventional or other general sign of an object, to deduce any other truth
than which it explicitly signifies, it is necessary, in all cases, to replace that sign by an
icon. This capacity of revealing unexpected truth is precisely that wherein the utility of
algebraic formulae consists, so that the icon in character is the prevailing one [Peirce,
1966, 787, CSP 26–28].

Stressing the role of iconic dimensions of semiosis63 in the meantime celebrates
the virtues of analogy, as a kind of “association by resemblance”, as contrasted to
“association by contiguity”.
[Stenning, 2000] provides an indepth philosophical and cognitive analysis of diagrammatic reasoning which further clarifies the Peircean observation above about
the fact that algebraic formulas can be considered icons. He acknowledges that homomorphism – which resorts to “likeness” – between diagrams and their referents
is what distinguishes diagrammatic semantics from sentential semantics. From a
Peircean perspective languages are fundamentally symbolic and have indexical aspects, and diagrams – which are of course iconic – also contain symbolic elements
such as words, often indexically related to their reference like labels by spatial
62
63

On the role of mirror neurons in social cognition cf. chapter four, section 4.3.2.
We have to remember that in this perspective any proposition is a diagram as well, because it
represents a certain relation of symbols and indices.
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deixis. Stenning proposes a new distinction that is intertwined with the Peircean one
but avoids some of its problems: we have to distinguish between direct interpretation
(for diagrammatic semantics) and indirect interpretation (for sentential semantics).
In this last case the interpretation is indirect because between representation and
the referenced world an abstract syntax based on concatenation is interposed: “The
interpretation is indirect because the significance between two elements being spatially [in written language] or temporally [in spoken language] concatenated cannot
be assessed without knowing what abstract syntactic relation holds between them”
[Stenning, 2000, p. 136].
Some two-dimensional representation systems, like semantic networks and conceptual graphs, are close to language systems because they have a semantics that
interposes an abstract syntax. For example Peirce clearly stated that syntactic relations in a language with an abstract syntax could be iconic, like in the case of
algebraic relations that represent transitivity iconically (cf. the quotation above).
Some interesting differences between sentential and diagrammatic reasoning
have to be pointed out. [Shin, 2002] has demonstrated that Peircean existential
graphs (that lack connectives) can have multiple equivalents in sentential calculi
with connectives, just like the fact that two sentences are translations of the same
existential graph demonstrates they are logically equivalent. Moreover, sentential
graphs are written from left to right while existential graphs do not have this rigid
layout. Sentential representation systems use sentences discursively (when a conclusion is drawn from earlier sentences, it is rewritten on a new line of results), but
diagrammatic systems are often used and represented agglomeratively (in diagrams
all the icons are automatically related to each other by all the interpreted spatial relations and if a new assumption is made, it is represented in the particular existential
graph at play). The inferences in the diagram are made by modifying the “individual” existential graph, in this way giving rise to a derivation. In this last case history
is erased (history in sentential representation systems is very much needed because
it guarantees the legitimacy of later inferences). [Of course the derivations can be
expressed by drawing diagrams in a sequence or as a tree]. In the case of Euler diagrams they have to be used in an agglomerative mode that preserves history but they
do not present inferences because of the lack of diagram combinations.
The interplay between indirect interpretation (discursive use) and direct interpretation (agglomerative use) can help exceed their relative limits, as is clearly seen in
the case of some geometrical diagrammatic proof, that appears neither useless nor
adequate. Proof without words can be justified in a static diagram unaccompanied
by words and can be directly interpreted and agglomeratively used as in the case of
the diagrammatic proof contained in a single diagram of the Pythagoras theorem.
But what about the statement of the theorem?
If we do not know what the Pythagoras’ theorem is, we are unlikely to find it in this
diagram. Even if we know that it is about triangles, there are still many triangles to
choose from in the figure and no indication which is the topic of the theorem. To even
state Pythagoras’ theorem requires a representation system that can provide only part
of the truth about right angled triangles. In particular, a representation system that can
represent the square of the hypotenuse without representing the rest (especially the
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sum of squares on the other two sides) and v.v.; and can represent the equality of areas between these two entities. Only indirectly interpreted systems with their syntactic
articulation can do this. On the other hand, proof without words can supply a kind of
insight into proof which sentential proof finds it hard to match. Proof-without words
can be sequentialised, after a fashion, by providing a kind of “comic-strip” animation
of a sequence of constructions. This however raises problems about which inferences
and constructions are to count as “formal” [. . . ] It is intriguing that an interaction between diagrams and language appears to have been what gave rise to the first invention
of Greek geometry [Stenning, 2000, pp. 147–148] .64

[Clark, 2006, p. 371] has recently stressed the cognitive role in mathematics of “tokening” numerical expressions in some way, as symbol strings of our own public
language so that human arithmetic thinking is de facto hybrid, made up of a combination of this tokening and the activation of some basic biological/neurological
resources.65
Human beings delegate cognitive features to external representations through
semiotic attributions because for example in many problem solving situations the
internal computation would be impossible or it would involve a very great effort
because of human mind’s limited capacity. First a kind of “alienation” is performed,
second a recapitulation is accomplished at the neuronal level by re-representing internally that which was “discovered” outside. Consequently only later on do we internally perform cognitive operations on the structure of data that synaptic patterns
have “picked up” in an analogical way from the environment. We can maintain that
internal representations used in cognitive processes like many events of meaning
creation have a deeper origin in the experience lived in the semiotic environment.
[Hutchins, 2005, p. 1575] further clarifies this process of recapitulation: “[. . . ] when
a material structure becomes very familiar, it may be possible to imagine the material structure when it is not present in the environment. It is even possible to imagine
systematic transformations applied to such a representation. This happened historically with the development of mathematical and logical symbol systems in our own
cultural tradition”.
As we will see in chapter six, in this interplay of re-embodiment diagrams “afford” some actions as being possible and the embodied result can be considered as
the establishment of a habit, in a Peircean sense, not only a theoretical result but
also a kind of “know how”: “We imagine cases, place mental diagrams before our
mind’s eye, and multiply these cases, until a habit is formed of expecting what always turns out the case, which has been seen to be the result in all the diagrams.
To appeal to such a habit is a very different thing from appealing to any immediate
instinct of rationality. That the process of forming a habit of reasoning by the use of
64

65

On the interplay between spatial convention of order preference and various kinds of formal
knowledge cf. [Landy and Goldstone, 2007b; Landy and Goldstone, 2007a]. This perspective
further challenges the conception that human reasoning with formal systems exploits only the
formal properties of symbolic notations: people also use other regularities, formal, visual, diagrammatic, rule-based, and statistical.
On the role of external symbols and natural language in mathematical discovery and reasoning
cf. also [Dehaene, 1997; Dehaene et al., 1999].
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diagrams is often performed there is no room for doubt” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 2.170].
D. Landy and R. L. Goldstone
I already illustrated in section 3.4 that I think there are two kinds of artifacts that
play the role of external objects (representations) active in this process of externalization of the mind: creative and mimetic. Mimetic external representations mirror
concepts and problems that are already represented in the brain and need to be enhanced, solved, further complicated, etc. so they sometimes can creatively give rise
to new concepts and meanings.
Following my perspective it is at this point evident that the “mind” transcends the
boundary of the individual and includes parts of that individual’s environment. It is
in this sense that the mind is constitutively semiotic and artificial.

3.6.5

On-line and Off-line Intelligence Intertwined: The Problem
of Language and of Inner Rehearsal

I have said above in subsection 3.6.2 that the entire process through which an agent
arrives at a physical action – that counts as a more or less creative cognitive manipulating – can be understood by means of the concept of manipulative abduction.
In this case the agent, when faced with an external situation from which it is for
example hard or impossible to extract new meaningful cognitive features of a concept, selects or creates an action that structures a mimetic representation referring
to the concept in the environment in such a way that it can give information, which
would be otherwise unavailable and which is used specifically to infer hypotheses.
Moreover, as subsequently illustrated in the previous subsection, I have stressed the
fact that in this interplay first a kind of “alienation” is performed, and second a recapitulation is accomplished at the neuronal level by re-representing internally that
which was “discovered” outside. [Dartnall, 2005, p. 136] says that in this case the
“world leaks into the mind”.
Only later on the agent internally performs cognitive operations on the structure of data that synaptic patterns have “picked up” in an analogical way from the
mimetic representation stored in the environment. I have already said that it is possible to conclude that internal representations exploited in cognitive processes like
many events of meaning creation have a deep origin in the experience lived in the
semiotic environment.66
Following Clark’s perspective on language as an external tool [Clark, 1997]
Wheeler qualifies the double process above speaking of on-line – like in the case
of manipulative abduction – and off-line thinking (also called inner rehearsal). Language is inner: “[. . . ] just so long as there are private thought processes which are
66

The process can be accounted for in terms of the emulation theory which in such a way nicely
complements the extended mind thesis: “If something counts as cognitive when it is performed
in the head, it should also count as cognitive when it is performed in the world (mind leaks into
the world). Also, if a process gives us an empirical discovery when it is performed in the world,
it will also give us an empirical discovery when it is performed in the head (the world leaks into
the mind)” [Dartnall, 2004, p. 402].
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formulated in language” [Wheeler, 2004, p. 699] in these processes no languagespecific computational device is used, but just “[. . . ] the brain’s basic modes of representation and computation” [Clark, 1997, p. 198]. A true situation of distributed
cognition is occurring in the case of on-line thinking, like in our case of manipulative abduction and in other less expert and less creative cases, where the resources
are not merely inner (neural) and embodied, but hybridly intertwined with the environment: in this case we come face to face with an abductive/adaptive process
produced in the dynamical inner/outer coupling where internal elements are “directly causally locked onto the contributing external elements” [Wheeler, 2004, p.
705].
It is extremely important to note that both sides of the process contribute to the
result: both intrinsic inner and outer constraints. For example in the case of language
learning and rehearsed recapitulation, external signs and symbols are needed, but so
too are the “productive internal capacities” to contribute to its aspects of infinite
productivity and systematicity that perform the language-like combinatorial syntax.67 Through re-embodiment I have illustrated above that the inner aspect (inner
rehearsal, when for instance we make an arithmetical addition internally projecting
the arithmetical written standard method on our “visual buffer”, or when conversing
with ourselves) can run alone and disentangle itself from the perception-action cycle
typical of on-line thinking, by means of mere pattern-completion neural resources
amenable to connectionist modelling (cf. above section 3.4). In this case inner representations, like for example perceptually-based visual, auditory, kinesthetic, motor,
etc. imageries, fruit of a suitable past training of neural networks due to previous
on-line processes, can furnish the necessary internal surrogate structures.
The origin of these inner representational structures can be accounted for by remembering how Brooks once fundamentally observed that at the root of the more
basic forms of cognition it can be hypothesized that the “world serves as its own
best model” [Brooks, 1991, p. 145]. [Thomas, 1999] says than rather than storing
inner analogues from the external world, human brains generate them by running
their perceptual abilities off-line. [Logan, 2006, p. 150] – following [Donald, 2001]
– also speculates that “[. . . ] as a starting point it was assumed that before the advent of speech hominid thought processes as inherited from our earliest ancestors
were percept-based”: mimetic culture, before the emergence of verbal language,
would have had a perceptual basis. The human-like ancestors, to defend themselves
from predators and to increase their food supply acquired tool making, control of
fire, group foraging and coordinated hunting techniques, giving rise to a complex
social organization which became too great to be handled merely through perceptbased thought. Beyond mere perceptual-based culture,68 verbal language emerged
to deal with the new information overload [Logan, 2000] caused by the richness and
67
68

On this problem cf. below subsection 3.6.7.
The so called preverbal proto-languages [Logan, 2006, p. 157] of hominid mimetic culture
– percept-based – are considered by [Donald, 1991] as related to 1) manual praxic articulation
(tool-using); 2) socio-emotional organization and interaction; 3) preverbal mimetic communication (hand signals, mime, gestures and suitably related vocal tones to express various meanings
as prosodic verbalizations).
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challenges of the new social organization, furnishing at the same time the medium
which made the mutual emergence of concept-based thought and new ways of managing things that are remote in both time and space possible.
Moreover, verbal language and its proper essential generativity would have
emerged from a form of protolanguage [Bickerton, 1990] consisting of a limited
verbal lexicon without syntax: [Logan, 2006, p. 158] usefully notes that this kind
of language probably constituted a further step with respect to the proto-language
(here with a hyphen, a language possibly endowed with a “through doing” protosemantic and protosyntax) – for example in tool-making and tool-using. In this way
tools acquired the status of protosemantic elements – as intended by Donald (cf. the
previous footnote) and furnished a kind of preadaptation for the generative grammar
of spoken language, which probably arose 50-100 thousand years ago: “Many of the
cognitive features usually identified exclusively with language were already present
in mimesis: for instance, intentional communication, recursion, and differentiation
of reference” [Donald, 1991, p. 200].69 Of course the mind came into being thanks
to verbal language and hence conceptual thought: “Syntactilized verbal language
extended the effectiveness of human brain and created the mind. Language is a tool
[. . . ]. The human mind is the verbal extension of the brain, a bifurcation of the brain
which vestigially retains the perceptual features of the hominid brain while at the
same time becoming capable of abstract conceptual thought” [Logan, 2006, p. 162]:
a kind of process made up, to use a metaphor, with the help of a software and not a
hardware stratagem.70
I have noted that [Dartnall, 2005, p. 136] further contends that humans can perform operations in their heads that they would normally have performed in the
world and consequently they can also make empirical discoveries in an internal
way through the off-line deployment of their sensory abilities.71 The inner operations are analogues of the inner/outer operations and there are no epistemological
differences in the two cases; Dartnall usefully provides a further clarification which
is epistemologically obvious but sometimes disregarded: “When we scan inner images we employ perceptual mechanisms that we normally employ in processing information about the world. This normal ‘employment’, however, takes place in our
heads, not in the world. We perform operations in our heads on things in the world
(frogs and foxes) and perform the same operations on things in our heads (images
of frogs and foxes). This is weaker than internalism which says that we perform
69
70

71

Unlike Donald, who sees speech as emerging from mimetic communication, [Deacon, 1995]
contends that speech would have coevolved with it.
It has to be recalled that, contrarily to the hypothesis above, Chomsky contended that humans
possess a hardwired generative grammar which permits the quick and universal acquisition of
speech by young children.
[Weiskopf, 2008] usefully stresses that different mechanisms are at work when humans interact
with the environment than when they use their natural, biological cognitive resources, so that
we cannot speak of the same process being carried in the two different systems. A defense of the
extended cognition hypothesis against several recent criticisms is provided by [Chemero and
Silberstein, 2008]: they argue that extended cognition hypothesis does not derive from armchair
theorizing and it neither disregards the results of neural sciences, nor minimizes the importance
of the brain in the production of cognition.
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operations in our heads that we normally perform in the world” [Dartnall, 2005,
p. 140]. I would emphasize that this observation also suggests that “recapitulating”
inner rehearsal capacities and endowments “in turn” can of course suitably enter
further on-line processes – abductively anticipating and emulating [Grush, 2004a;
Grush, 2007] various external aspects already internalized – to mirror new external
representations and to favor subsequent cognitive manipulations and results.72
Finally, in the case of language Clark sees off-line thinking (like in the case of
silently speaking to ourselves) as a – necessary – fundamental psychological ability
that allows human beings to think “about” their own thoughts (second-order thinking), because he contends that only the capability to formulate thoughts in words
renders a thought a stable object for evaluation and treatment. I agree with Wheeler
who criticizes this conviction: language would not be the “only” route to this kind of
second-order process, because many non-linguistic animals could also, in principle,
present this capability through the use of other inner states (i.e. model-based representations).73 Language would not be the “ultimate artifact”, like Clark contends,
because the same kind of intimate interlocking (almost invisible) with language that
we see in human beings as users is also present with other cognitive tools: the example below of geometrical reasoning in subsection 3.6.3 is impressive, even if of
course these kind of model-based skills seem less diffuse than the linguistic ones.74
It is worth quoting Clark’s general summary of the ways in which body and
world share the problem solving “load” with the biological brain, so that the mind
can be properly considered as “extended”. They are deeply illustrated in the first
four chapters of the recent [Clark, 2008, p. 81], and all conform to the Principle of
Ecological Assembly (PEA) I have quoted in section 1.6 of chapter one, devoted to
the concept of manipulative abduction:
• The complex interplay between morphology and control and the value of “ecological control systems” in which goals are not achieved by micro managing every
detail of the desired action or response but by making the most of robust, reliable
sources of relevant order in the bodily or worldly environment of the controller.
• The use of “deictic pointers” and active sensing routines that retrieve information
from worldly sources just in time for problem-solving use and the possible role of
whole sensorimotor cycles in the construction of phenomenal experience.
72

73
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On the abductive role of anticipations in the so-called emulation and simulation theories cf.
[Barsalou et al., 2003; Decety, 1996; Frith and Dolan, 1996; Grush, 2004a; Hesslow, 2002;
Jeannerod, 2001], cf. also chapter four of this book, section 4.7.4.
On animal cognition and animal abductive capabilities cf. chapter five.
Wheeler also presents the ultimateness of other tools/artifacts, different from language, taking advantage of some well-known Heideggerian ideas [Heidegger, 1926], even if it is highly
questionable whether Heidegger considers language as a tool or just as a constitutive precondition of meaningful experience: “[. . . ] Heidegger observes, not only are the hammer, nails,
and work-bench in this way not part of the engaged carpenter’s phenomenal world, neither, in
a sense, is the carpenter! The carpenter becomes absorbed in his activity in such a way that he
has no awareness of himself as a subject over and against a world of objects. So, in the domain
of smooth and uninterrupted skilled tool-use there are, phenomenologically speaking, no subjects and no objects; there is only the experience of the ongoing task (e.g., hammering) [. . . ]
there’s nothing special about language when compared with more familiar tools and artifacts”
[Wheeler, 2004, p. 701].
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• The use of open perceptual channels as a means of stabilizing an ongoing organismenvironment relation rather than as transducers leading to internal recapitulations
of the external scene.
• Our propensity to incorporate bodily and tool-based extensions and substitute
sensory strategies deep into our problem-solving routines.
• The use of material symbols to augment our mental powers by adding problemsimplifying structure to our external and internal environments.
• The repeated and nested use of space, environmental structuring, and epistemic
actions in online problem solving.
• The potential role of nonbiological media as support for an agents dispositional
beliefs.

3.6.6

External Diagrammatization and Iconic Brain Coevolution

Following our previous considerations it would seem that diagrams can be fruitfully
seen from a semiotic perspective as external representations expressed through icons
and symbols, aimed at simply “mimicking” various humans’ internal images. However, we have seen that they can also play the role of creative representations human
beings externalize and manipulate not just to mirror the internal ways of thinking of
human agents but to find room for concepts and new ways of inferring which cannot
– at a certain time – be found internally “in the mind”.
In summary, we can say that
- diagrams as external iconic (often enriched by symbols) representations are
formed by external materials that either mimic (through reification) concepts and
problems already internally present in the brain or creatively express concepts
and problems that do not have a semiotic “natural home” in the brain;
- subsequent internalized diagrammatic representations are internal
re-projections, a kind of recapitulations (learning), in terms of neural patterns of
activation in the brain (“thoughts”, in Peircean sense), of external diagrammatic
representations. In some simple cases complex diagrammatic transformations –
can be “internally” manipulated like external objects and can further originate
new internal reconstructed representations through the neural activity of transformation and integration.
I have already stressed that this process explains – from a cognitive point of view –
why human agents seem to perform both computations of a connectionist type such
as the ones involving representations as
- (I Level) patterns of neural activation that arise as the result of the interaction
(also presemiotic) between body and environment (and suitably shaped by the
evolution and the individual history): pattern completion or image recognition,
and computations that use representations as
- (II Level) derived combinatorial syntax and semantics dynamically shaped by
the various artificial external representations and reasoning devices found or constructed in the semiotic environment (for example iconic representations); they
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are – more or less completely – neurologically represented contingently as patterns of neural activations that “sometimes” tend to become stabilized meaning
structures and to fix and so to permanently belong to the I Level above.
It is in this sense we can say the “System of Diagrammatization”, in Peircean words,
allows for a self-controlled process of thought in the fixation of originally vague
beliefs: as a system of learning, it is a process that leads from “absolutely undefined
and unlimited possibility” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 6.217] to a fixation of belief and “by
means of which any course of thought can be represented with exactitude” [Peirce,
1931-1958, 4.530]. Moreover, it is a system which could also improve other areas of
science, beyond mathematics, like logic, it “[. . . ] greatly facilitates the solution of
problems of Logic. [. . . ] If logicians would only embrace this method, we should no
longer see attempts to base their science on the fragile foundations of metaphysics
or a psychology not based on logical theory” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 4.571].
As already stressed the I Level originates those sensations (they constitute a kind
of “face” we think the world has), that provide room for the II Level to reflect the
structure of the environment, and, most important, that can follow the computations suggested by the iconic external structures available. It is clear that in this case
we can conclude that the growth of the brain and especially the synaptic and dendritic growth are profoundly determined by the environment. Consequently we can
hypothesize a form of coevolution between what we can call the iconic brain and
the development of the external diagrammatic systems. Brains build iconic signs as
diagrams in the external environment learning from them new meanings through interpretation (both at the spatial and sentential level) after having manipulated them.
When the fixation is reached – imagine for instance the example above, that fixes
the sum of the internal angles of the triangle, cf. above subsection 3.6.2 – the pattern
of neural activation no longer needs a direct stimulus from the external spatial representation in the environment for its construction and can activate a “final logical
interpretant”, in Peircean terms. It can be neurologically viewed as a fixed internal record of an external structure (a fixed belief in Peircean terms) that can exist
also in the absence of such external structure. The pattern of neural activation that
constitutes the I Level Representation has kept record of the experience that generated it and, thus, carries the II Level Representation associated to it, even if in a
different form, the form of semiotic memory and not the form of the vivid sensorial
experience for example of the triangular construction drawn externally, over there,
for instance in a blackboard. Now, the human agent, via neural mechanisms, can
retrieve that II Level Representation and use it as an internal representation (and
can use it to construct new internal representations less complicated than the ones
previously available and stored in memory).
At this point we can easily understand the particular mimetic and creative role
played by external diagrammatic representations in mathematics:
1. some concepts, meanings, and “ways of [geometrical] inferring” performed by
the biological human agents appear hidden and more or less tacit and can be
rendered explicit by building external diagrammatic mimetic models and structures; later on the agent will be able to pick up and use what was suggested
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by the constraints and features intrinsic and immanent to their external semiotic materiality and the relative established conventionality: artificial languages,
proofs, new figures, examples, etc.;
2. some concepts, meanings, and “new ways of inferring” can be discovered only
through a problem solving process occurring in a distributed interplay between
brains and external representations. I have called this process externalization
(or disembodiment) of the mind: the representations are mediators of results
obtained and allow human beings
(a) to re-represent in their brains new concepts, meanings, and reasoning devices picked up outside, externally, previously absent at the internal level
and thus impossible: first, a kind of alienation is performed, second, a recapitulation is accomplished at the neuronal level by re-representing internally
that which has been “discovered” outside. We perform cognitive geometric
operations on the structure of data that synaptic patterns have “picked up”
in an analogical way from the explicit diagrammatic representations in the
environment;
(b) to re-represent in their brains portions of concepts, meanings, and reasoning devices which, insofar as explicit, can facilitate inferences that previously
involved a very great effort because of human brain’s limited capacity. In this
case the thinking performance is not completely processed internally but in a
hybrid interplay between internal (both tacit and explicit) and external iconic
representations. In some cases this interaction is between the internal level
and a computational tool which in turn can exploit iconic/geometrical representations to perform inferences (cf. above subsection 3.6.1).
An evolved mind is unlikely to have a natural home for complicated concepts like
the ones geometry introduced, as such concepts do not exist in a definite way in
the natural (not artificially manipulated) world: so whereas evolved minds could
construct spatial frameworks and perform some simple spatial inferences in a more
or less tacit way by exploiting modules shaped by natural selection, how could one
think exploiting explicit complicated geometrical concepts without having picked
them up outside, after having produced them?
Let me repeat that a mind consisting of different separated implicit templates
of thinking and modes of inferences exemplified in various exemplars expressed
through natural language cannot come up with certain mathematical and geometrical entities without the help of the external representations. The only way is to
extend the mind into the material world, exploiting paper, blackboards, symbols,
artificial languages, and other various semiotic tools, to provide semiotic anchors75
for finding ways of inferring that have no natural home within the mind, that is for
finding ways of inferring and concepts that take us beyond those that natural selection and previous cultural training could enable us to possess at a certain moment.
Hence, we can hypothesize – for example – that many valid spatial reasoning
habits which in human agents are performed internally have a deep origin in the
75

[Enfield, 2005; Callagher, 2005] point out the role of the body itself as and “anchoring” of cognitive processes, for instance in the case of human gestures linked to the expression of meanings.
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past experience lived in the interplay with iconic systems at first represented in the
environment. As I have just illustrated other recorded thinking habits only partially
occur internally because they are hybridized with the exploitation of already available or suitably constructed external diagrammatic artifacts.

3.6.7

Delegated and Intrinsic Constraints in External Agents and
the Role of Anchors in Conceptual Blending

We have said that through the cognitive interplay with external representations the
human agent is able to pick up and use what suggested by the constraints and features intrinsic to their external materiality and to their relative established conventionality: artificial languages, proofs, examples, etc. Let us consider the example
above (section 3.6.2) of the sum of the internal angles of a triangle. At the beginning the human agent – that is an interpretant in Peircean sense – embodies a sign in
the external world that is in this case an icon endowed with “intentional” delegated
cognitive conventional and public features – meanings – that resort to some already
known properties of the Euclidean geometry: a certain language and a certain notation, the definition of a triangle, the properties of parallel lines that also hold in
case of new elements and “auxiliary” constructions obtained through manipulation,
etc. Then she looks, through diagram manipulations, for possible necessary consequences that occur over there, in the diagram/icon and that obey both
- the conventional delegated properties and
- the properties intrinsic to the materiality of the model.
This external model becomes a kind of autonomous cognitive agent offered to new
interpretants of the problem/object in question. In its presence the competent reasoner is induced to trace series of interpretants in some directions and not in others,
because the features of the external materiality at play dispose movement along certain paths and not others. They confront us both as a cluster of constraints and as
a possibility. The model can be picked up later and acknowledged by the human
agent through fixation of a new neural configuration – a new “thought” (in the case
the new result concerning the sum of the internal angles).
In a recent article [Hutchins, 2005], taking advantage of various amazing and
very interesting examples ranging from everyday to scientific cases, further analyzes
the role of constraints through the association of conceptual structure and material
structure in what he calls “conceptual blending” as a key cognitive strategy. First
of all it is noted that in the external representations embodied in material artifacts –
which form a “blended” space – some aspects can be manipulated and other parts
remain stable.76 Empirical results have shown the relevance of stability, portability,
76

This perspective on conceptual blending and integration is further developed by [Fauconnier
and Turner, 2003; Fauconnier, 2005]. It is especially expanded the analysis of “running the
blend”, seen as the cause of the formation of additional emergent structures, in some cases
concerning mathematics and natural language, and of the requirement for simplicity in these
processes.
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and simplicity of representations in facilitating reasoning and their role as anchors
for thoughts and at the same time as sources of new inferences and results. Hutchins
describes many cases, for example the role of a “line” for people queuing at the
theater creates a spatial memory for the order of arrival of clients: the blend – which
originates the queue – consists of the mixture of the line and of the directional
ordering. Like Brooks said: “the world is its own best model” [Brooks, 1991]. From
the perspective of traditional representationalism we can consider the two inputs
to the blend a mental (neural) conceptual structure on the one hand and a mental
representation (neural) of the material structure on the other. Hutchins prefers to
adopt a different view and avoids giving a separate mental representation of the
material structure as an input space:
Another alternative is to say that the physical objects themselves are input to the conceptual blending process. This is what I intend when I speak of “material anchors”
for conceptual blends. What is at stake here is the boundary of the conceptual blending process. Shall the conceptual blending process be an entirely conceptual process
that operates on (“real space” as delivered to the process in the form of) the output of
perceptual processes, or shall the conceptual blending process include the perceptual
processes and therefore include bodily interaction with the physical world. [. . . ] First
there is the selectivity of perception that produces a filtered conceptual representation
of the physical world. Second, there is selective projection in the process by which the
prior conceptualization of the world (the “real space” representation) is blended with
the other conceptual input. Is there any evidence that these are two separate processes?
It seems preferable to assume that the selective attention to, and projection of, structure from the material world to the blended space is the perceptual process. That is,
that selective perception is a conceptual process [Hutchins, 2005, p. 1559–1561] .

The main “emergent” property of the blend is the stabilization of representations
of the conceptual relationships at stake (sequential relations among persons in the
queue), thus enabling further inferential chances and providing full “cultural” models (habits, in Peircean terms). In summary, the material anchor does not have a
cognitive value merely because of its intrinsic quality, but because of the way it
is used: “If conceptual elements are mapped onto a material pattern in such a way
that the perceived relationships among the material elements are taken as proxies
(consciously or unconsciously) for relationships among conceptual elements, then
the material pattern is acting as a material anchor. The conceptual relationships that
are mapped into material structure range from the minimum case of individuation
(this element is distinguishable from all others) to extremely complex systems of
relationships (the scales on a sliderule, for example)” [Hutchins, 2005, p. 1562].77
The distinction above between delegated and intrinsic and immanent properties
is also clear if we adopt the Peircean semiotic perspective. Peirce – speaking about
77

[Fauconnier and Turner, 2003] illustrate the clock face, other gauges, and the method of loci
taking advantage of Hutchins’ idea of conceptual blending. They also extend the analysis to
graves, headstones, dead people, money, and spoken and also written language. In the case
of language, Hutchins says, the contribution of the material aspects, like a written word, just
furnishes a minimal criterium of individuation unlike in the case of larger linguistic units such
as grammatical forms.
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the case of syllogistic logic, and not of geometry or algebra – deals with this problem by making an important distinction between what is going on in the brain of
the logical human agent and the autonomous power of the chosen external system
of representation or diagrammatization [Hoffmann, 2003]. The presence of this “autonomous power” explains why I attribute to the external system of representation
a status of cognitive agency similar to the one of a human person, even if of course
lacking aspects like direct intention and responsibility. Any diagram, Peirce says,
makes use
[. . . ] of a particular system of symbols – a perfectly regular and very limited kind of
language. It may be a part of a logician’s duty to show how ordinary ways of speaking
and of thinking are to be translated into that symbolism of formal logic; but it is no
part of syllogistic itself. Logical principles of inference are merely rules for the illative transformation of the symbols of the particular system employed. If the system is
essentially changed, they will be quite different [Peirce, 1931-1958, 2.599].

Of course the argumentation above also holds for our case of iconic geometric representation. This distinction integrates the one I have introduced above in the two
levels of representations, and in some sense blurs it by showing how the hybrid
character of the system composed by the two levels themselves, where the whole
package of sensorial and kinesthetic/motor abilities are involved.
The construction of the diagram also depends on those delegated semiotic properties that are embedded in what Peirce calls “precept” as he says in the passage
we have already quoted above and not only on the constraints expressed by the
materiality of the model itself.78 Semiotic delegation is made possible by humans’
instinctual nature plus cultural inheritances and individual training as they can perform cognitive inner actions able to form various “precepts” that can interact with
the material objects. These actions, that occur internally, are contrasted with the actions that instead are immediately related to the world external to the body: “Human
instinct is no whit less miraculous than that of a bird, the beaver, or the ant. Only,
instead of being directed to bodily motions, such as singing and flying, or to the construction of dwelling, or to the organization of communities, its theater is the plastic
inner world, and its products are the marvelous conceptions of which the greatest
are the ideas of number, time and space” [Peirce, 1966, 318]. In terms of traditional
philosophical concepts, it is an activity that relates to the “imagining” of what might
be in “fantasy”. I must stress that, in this perspective, this inner activity is experience and action in itself and no less experience and action than that performed in
the external world.79
Pickering depicts the role of some externalities (representations, artifacts, tools,
etc.) in terms of a kind of non-human agency that interactively stabilizes with human
agency in a dialectic of resistance and accommodation [Pickering, 1995, p. 17 and p.
78
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It is worth noting that this process is obviously completely related to the Peircean idea of pragmatism [Hoffmann, 2004], that he simply considers “the experimental method”, which is the
procedure of all science.
On the Peircean emphasis on diagrammatic reasoning as a case of distributed cognition cf.
[Skagestad, 1993].
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22]. The two agencies, for example in scientific reasoning, originate a co-production
of cognition the results of which cannot be presented and identified in advance: the
outcome of the co-production is intrinsically “unpredictable”. Latour’s notions of
the de-humanizing effect of technologies are based on the so-called “actor network
theory”,80 which also stresses the semiotic role of externalities like the so-called non
human agents. The actor network theory basically maintains that we should think
of science, technology, and society as a field of human and non-human (material)
agency. Human and non-human agents are associated with one another in networks,
and they evolve together within these networks. Because the two aspects are equally
important, neither can be reduced to the other: “An actor network is simultaneously
an actor whose activity is networking heterogeneous elements and a network that
is able to redefine and transform what is it made of [. . . ]. The actor network is
reducible neither to an actor alone nor to a network” [Callon, 1997, p. 93].
The whole process can be seen as a kind of experiment and, at the same time, an
operation of thought. Peirce M. J. Pickering and S. Garrod is still of help: “There is
not reason why ‘thought’ [. . . ] should be taken in that narrow sense in which silence
and darkness are favorable to thought. It should rather be understood as covering
all rational life, so that an experiment shall be an operation of thought” [Peirce,
1931-1958, 5.420]. In this sense thought can be conceived of as a semiotic process
occurring in the publicly observable domain of natural processes (including human
actions) as in the publicly inaccessible realm of someone’s individual consciousness
[Colapietro, 2005, p. 416]. In this perspective the interplay between internal and
external representation is a kind of experiment like “[. . . ] conversation in which
the topic being discussed is, by various contrivances, afforded by the opportunity
to speak back, to object to the ways it is being spoken about” (ibid.). The object
investigated becomes – through semiotic cognitive delegations – an interlocutor and
the process transforms apparently “mute, objects, brute things” [Backhtin, 1982, p.
351] in a critical source.81
The operation on a diagram has reduced complexity enabling concentration on
essential relations and has revealed new data. Moreover, through manipulations of
the diagram new perspectives are offered to the observation, or interesting anomalies
with respect the internal expectations are discovered. In the case of mathematicians,
Peirce maintains, the diagram “[. . . ] puts before him an icon by the observation
of which he detects relations between parts of the diagram other than those which
were used in its construction” [Peirce, 1976, III, p. 749]: “unnoticed and hidden relations among the parts” are discovered [Peirce, 1931-1958, 3.363]. This activity is
80
81

This theory has been proposed by Callon, Latour himself, and Law [Callon, 1994; Callon, 1997;
Latour, 1987; Latour, 1988; Callon and Latour, 1992; Law, 1993].
Colapietro further observes that to make this dialogue possible at least three presuppositions are
necessary: “We must suppose that reality can be other than our representation of it. We must also
suppose that human experimenters are rational subjects whose unique individuality is largely of
a privative character (individuals, so far as they are anything apart from others, and apart from
what they and the others with whom their lives are so intimately and inescapably bound up,
are mere negations [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.317]. Finally, we must suppose that human beings are
autonomous agents who can exercise an indeterminable measure of effective control over their
future conduct” [Colapietro, 2005, p. 416].
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a kind of “thinking through doing”: “In geometry, subsidiary lines are drawn. In algebra permissible transformations are made. Thereupon, the faculty of observation
is called into play. [. . . ] Theorematic reasoning invariably depends upon experimentation with individual schemata” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 4.233].
We have said that firstly the human agent embodies structured signs in the external world that is in this geometrical case an icon endowed with “intentional”
delegated cognitive conventional and public features – meanings – that resort to
some already known properties of the Euclidean geometry: these features can be
considered a kind of immanent rationality and regularity [Hoffmann, 2004] that establishes a disciplinary field to envisage conclusions. The system remains relative
to the chosen conventional framework. These features are real as long as there is
no serious doubt in their adequacy: “The ‘real,’ for Peirce, is part of an evolutionary
process and while ‘pragmatic belief’ and unconscious habits might be doubted from
a scientific point a view, such a science might also formulate serious doubts in its
own representational systems” [Hoffmann, 2004, p. 295].
Paavola, Hakkarainen, and Sintonen [Paavola et al., 2006] consider the interplay
between internal and external aspects of abductive reasoning in the framework of
the interrogative model of “explanation-seeking why-questions” and in the light of
the perspective of distributed cognition. They emphasize interaction with the “environment” and show the importance of the heuristic strategies and of their trialogic
nature (inquirer and fellow inquirers, object of inquiry, mediating artifacts and processes), also taking advantage of Davidson’s ideas [Davidson, 2001] – as already
stressed by Wirth [1999; 2005] – concerning triangulation.82
Let us imagine we choose a different representational system still exploiting material and external diagrams. Through the manipulation of the new symbols and
diagrams we expect very different conclusions. An example is the one of the nonEuclidean discoveries. In Euclidean geometry, by adopting the postulate of parallels
we necessarily arrive to the ineluctable conclusion that the sum of internal angles of
a triangle is 180◦, but this does not occur in the case of the non-Euclidean geometry
where a different selected representational system – that still uses Euclidean icons
– determines quite different possibilities of constructions, and thus different results
from iconic experimenting.83

82
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Cf. also Arrighi and Ferrario’s [2008] study on mutual understanding that emphasizes the role
in abductive reasoning of the collaborative processes involved in interaction with other speakers
and with the entities of the environment; they explicitly refer to my approach called “manipulative framework” and to the “strategic framework” described by Paavola and his collaborators.
The fact that science is inherently seen as a social process is emphasized by [Addis and Gooding,
2008], who argue that abduction does not work in isolation from other inference mechanisms
and use game theory to relate the abductive system to actions that produce new information. To
suitably model this process an interesting computational model is proposed in order to display
various aspects of collective belief-revision leading to consensus-formation.
I have illustrated this problem in detail in [Magnani, 2002a]. Sections 2.9 and 2.11 of chapter two of this book illustrated an example of this process of cognitive delegation to external
diagrams just taking advantage of the discovery of non-Euclidean geometry.
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I contend that there are external representations that are representations of other
external representations. In some cases they carry new scientific knowledge. To
make an example, Hilbert’s Grundlagen der Geometrie is a “formal” representation of the geometrical problem solving through diagrams: in Hilbertian systems
solutions of problems become proofs of theorems in terms of an axiomatic model.
In turn a calculator is able to re-represent (through an artifact) (and to perform)
those geometrical proofs with diagrams already performed by human beings with
pencil and paper. In this case we have representations that mimic particular cognitive performances that we usually attribute to our minds (cf. the first sections of
this chapter).
We have seen that our brains delegate cognitive (and epistemic) roles to externalities and then tend to “adopt” and recapitulate what they have checked occurring
outside, over there, after having manipulated – often with creative results – the external invented structured model. A simple example: it is relatively neurologically
easy to perform an addition of numbers by depicting in our mind – thanks to that
brain device that is called visual buffer – the images of that addition thought as it
occurs concretely, with paper and pencil, taking advantage of external materials. We
have said that mind representations are also over there, in the environment, where
mind has objectified itself in various semiotic structures that mimic and enhance its
internal representations.
Turing adds a new structure to this list of external objectified devices: an abstract
tool, the (Universal) Logical Computing Machine (LCM), endowed with powerful
mimetic properties. We have concluded the subsection 3.4.1 remarking that the creative “mind” is in itself extended and, so to say, both internal and external: the mind
is semiotic because transcends the boundary of the individual and includes parts
of that individual’s environment, and thus constitutively artificial. Turing’s LCM,
which is an externalized device, is able to mimic human cognitive operations that
occur in that interplay between the internal mind and the external one. Indeed Turing already in 1950 maintains that, taking advantage of the existence of the LCM,
“Digital computers [. . . ] can be constructed, and indeed have been constructed, and
[. . . ] they can in fact mimic the actions of a human computer very closely” [Turing,
1950, p. 435].
In the light of my perspective both (Universal) Logical Computing Machine
(LCM) (the theoretical artifact) and (Universal) Practical Computing Machine
(PCM) (the practical artifact) are mimetic minds because they are able to mimic
the mind in a kind of universal way (wonderfully continuing the activity of disembodiment of minds and of semiotic delegations to the external materiality our
ancestors rudimentary started). LCM and PCM are able to re-represent and perform
in a very powerful way plenty of cognitive skills of human beings. Universal Turing
Machines are discrete-state machines, DSM, “with a Laplacian behavior” [Longo,
2002; Lassègue, 1998; Lassègue, 1999]: “[. . . ] it is always possible to predict all
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future states”) and they are equivalent to all formalisms for computability (what
is thinkable is calculable and mechanizable), and because universal they are able
to simulate – that is to mimic – any human cognitive function, that is what is
usually called mind. A natural consequence of this perspective is that Universal
Turing machines do not represent (against classical AI and modern cognitivist computationalism) a “knowledge” of the mind and of human intelligence. Turing is
perfectly aware of the fact that brain is not a DSM, but as he says, a “continuous” system, where instead a mathematical modeling can guarantee a satisfactory
scientific intelligibility (cf. his studies on non-Laplacian mathematical models of
morphogenesis).
We have seen that our brains delegate meaningful semiotic (and of course cognitive and epistemic) roles to externalities and then tend to “adopt” what they have
checked occurring outside, over there, in the external invented structured and model.
And a large part of meaning formation takes advantage of the exploitation of external representations and mediators. Our view about the disembodiment of mind
certainly involves that the Mind/Body dualist view is less credible as well as Cartesian computationalism. Also the view that mind is computational independently of
the physical (functionalism) is jeopardized. In my perspective on human cognition
in terms of mimetic minds we no longer need Descartes dualism: we only have
semiotic brains that make up large, integrated, material cognitive systems like for
example LCMs and PCMs. These are new independent semiotic agencies that constitute real artificial minds aiming at “universally” imitating human cognition. In
this perspective what we usually call mind simply consists in the union of both the
changing neural configurations of brains together with those large, integrated, and
material cognitive systems the brains themselves are continuously building in an
infinite semiotic process.
Minds are material like brains, in so far as they take advantage of intertwined
internal and external semiotic processes. It seems to me at this point we can better
and more deeply understand Peirce’s semiotic motto “man is an external sign” in
the passage we have completely quoted above in subsection 3.5.1: “[. . . ] as the fact
that every thought is a sign, taken in conjunction with the fact that life is a train
of thoughts, proves that man is a sign; so, that every thought is an external sign,
proves that man is an external sign” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.324]. The only problem
seems “how meat knows”: we can reverse the Cartesian motto and say “sum ergo
cogito”.
We have seen that our brains delegate meaningful cognitive (and epistemic) roles
to externalities and then tend to “adopt” what they have checked occurring outside, over there, in the external invented structures and models. And a large part
of meaning formation takes advantage of the exploitation of external representations and mediators. We have said that PCMs can be considered mimetic minds
(they are ideal “practical” – in Turing’s sense – agents): what is in turn the cognitive status of “logical agents” from the point of view of their demonstrative aspect? I will treat this important problem in chapter seven, where various aspects
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concerning logical systems as ideal externalizations in demonstrative frameworks
will be illustrated.

3.8

“Symbols” as Memory Mediators. Maximizing Abducibility
through Psychic Energy Mediators

We have seen in the previous sections that recent research in the area of distributed
cognition acknowledges the distinction between internal and external
representations. To illustrate this process I have taken advantage of some paleoanthropological results on the birth of material culture, that provide an evolutionary
perspective on the origin of intelligent behaviors, and of Turing’s ideas about the
passage from what he called unorganized brains to organized, mature, ones. Unorganized brains (in Turing’s sense) organize themselves through semiotic activity that
is reified in the external environment and then re-projected and reinterpreted through
new configurations of neural networks and chemical processes. In the following sections, also considering some psychoanalytic insights, I will describe the centrality to
semiotic cognitive information processes of disembodiment of mind from the point
of view of cognitive interplay between internal and external representations. Humans continuously delegate and distribute cognitive functions to the environment to
lessen their limits. They build models, representations, and other various mediating
structures, that are thought to be good for thinking. In building various mediating
structures and designing activities, such as models or representations, humans alter
the environment and thus create those cognitive niches I will describe in chapter six.
What is the role of this environment modification in psychoanalysis? In the following sections I will illustrate some fundamental aspects of the interplay above in the
light of Jungian observations about the cognitive and therapeutic role of what we
can call external energy mediators.

3.8.1

Mythologization of External “Observations”

Let us consider this interplay between internal and external representations taking
advantage of some stimulating speculations made by Jung. Jung says “Psychic existence can be recognized only by the presence of contents that are capable of consciousness. We can therefore speak of an unconscious only insofar as we are able
to demonstrate its contents. The contents of the personal unconscious are chiefly
feeling-toned complexes: they constitute the personal and private side of psychic
life. The contents of the collective unconscious, on the other hand, are known as
archetypes” [Jung, 1968a, pp. 3-5]. Usually the contents of the collective unconscious have not yet been submitted to conscious elaboration and so they are an “immediate datum of psychic experience”. They are “altered” by becoming conscious
and by being perceived: the archetype, “a hypothetical and irrepresentable model”,
“takes its color from the individual consciousness in which it happens to appear”
(ibid., p. 5).
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In the case of the primitive human beings unconscious psyche “[. . . ] has an imperative need – or rather [. . . ] an irresistible urge – to assimilate all outer sense
experience to inner, psychic events. It is not enough for the primitive to see the sun
rise and set; this external observation must at the same time be a psychic happening:
the sun in its course must represent the fate of a god or hero who, in the last analysis, dwell nowhere except in the soul of man” (ibid, p. 6).84 This process leads to a
consciousness that in those primitive creatures is largely undifferentiated so we can
guess that what we call “external” representations may not be seen by those individuals as external in the same way that we see them: it is only our perspective that
sees that kind of consciousness as formed through the intervention of “externalities”
(arrived at through “outer sense experience”, Jung says).
In the light of the interplay I have illustrated in the previous sections of this
chapter we can say that rough external representations (Jung says “observations”),
merely arrived at through the senses, are rapidly “internalized” and become “mythologized”. “Summer and winter, the phases of the moon, the rainy season, and so
forth, are in no sense allegories” of those primary observations, because they become “symbolic expressions of the inner” and “become accessible to man’s consciousness by way of projection, that is mirrored in the events of nature” (ibid., p.
6). Let us reiterate that of course the “subjectivity” – so to speak – of the primitives
is so large and extended that those external seen events, the – “primary observations” – which are suitably mythologized, are not “thought” of as “external”, in the
way we modern humans think. Of course in the case of the primitives those events
that “we” clearly see as “external” are on the whole events of their large undifferentiated psyche (“a suffocating atmosphere of egocentric subjectivity”, in Junghian
terms), which of course does not allow a net distinction between inner and outer. It
has to be noted that also in healthy modern humans who trust astrology some hesitation in discriminating between inner and outer events is present: the effects of that
“partécipation mystique” already described by Lévi-Bruhl are still significantly in
operation [Lévi-Bruhl, 1923].
This Junghian remark about the hesitation in discriminating between inner and
outer events is confirmed in the framework of the catastrophe theory. Thom sees
astrology as an intermediate level between magic, where narrative cognition that
makes the world intelligible is controlled by the will of man (the “magician”), and
science, where “[. . . ] control is determined by the internal generativity of formal
language describing external situations, a generativity over which man has no hold,
once the initial conditions are laid down” [Thom, 1988, p. 33] (cf. also this book,
chapter eight, subsection 8.5.2). Astrology depicts human situations as supposedly
84

It is interesting to note that also René Thom recognizes this fact in the framework of his mathematical catastrophe theory: “Men (as well as prehominids) were early incited by group living
to build up some representation of the behavior of their kind, a representation, in particular, of
the paths of their affective regulation. As a result, any external entity thought of as being individuated tends, by empathy, to be imagined after the manner of a living being” [Thom, 1988, p.
16].
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ruled by the mathematically determined course of the heavenly bodies, “a belief for
which geocentrism was no doubts largely responsible” [Thom, 1988, p. 33].85
For the primitive “[. . . ] knowledge of nature is essentially the language and outer
dress of an unconscious psychic process. But the very fact that this process is unconscious gives us the reason why man has thought of everything except the psyche in
his attempts to explain myths” (ibid, pp. 6-7).86 Indeed “[. . . ] anyone who descends
into the unconscious gets into a suffocating atmosphere of egocentric subjectivity,
and in this blind alley is exposed to the attack of all the ferocious beasts which the
caverns of the psychic underworld are supposed to harbor” (ibid., p. 20).
Reflecting upon the processes of mind externalization and disembodiment and
subsequent re-internalization Jung of course speaks of projection: “The projection
is so fundamental that it has taken several thousand years of civilization to detach it
in some measure from the outer object” (ibid., p. 6). Once formed – and in presence
of an established, significant and more or less stable separation between the self
and the external world – the internalized representations (mythologized) can be reexternalized (“projected”) so giving rise to new “external representations” that go
85

On the basis of these considerations Thom also further details that Lévi-Bruhl’s classic notion of
participation, (the possibility that two spatially separate beings can constitute the same being),
and the notions associated with “magic”, cannot actually be thought of as “pre-logic”:

For example a sorcerer may be at one and the same time a man sleeping in a hut and a
tiger hunting in the jungle some distance away [. . . ] if the tiger is wounded by hunters
in the jungle, then the man-sorcerer in his hut, will reveal a wound in the homologous
place on his body. A belief of this kind justifies the statement that the man-sorcerer, and
the tiger have their “local somatic maps” identified, in spite of the fact that these maps
relate to beings separated by several kilometres. From this viewpoint, it can be said
that the act of magic is characterized essentially by an “action at a distance” which can
be interpreted as a modification of the usual topology of space-time. In other words,
the linking up between local maps which define usual space will not be fixed, but could
be modified at the pleasure or the will of certain men (magicians or sorcerers) thanks
to the use of specific procedures (magical rites, sacrifices, etc.). Further, the topology
of the space will cease to be the same for all, given that the perceptual experiences of
an observer can themselves be affected by magical action [Thom, 1980, p. 132].

86

The somatic local maps, predominant in primitives and animals, emanate from the individual as
forms of control of the external world and identification of one’s own body relating to the need
to acknowledge the presence of local morphological accidents of which many have a “pregnant” character (cf. also chapter eight of this book, section 8.3): “This conception of a flexible
and individual space-time, which will cease to be a universal frame valid for all men, clearly
conflicts head on with the basic postulate of all modern science that there exists a universal
space-time valid and isomorphic for all. It is without doubt this essential difference that LéviBruhl had wished to signify in speaking of “pre-logical mentality” – unhappy words, for logic
has in principle, nothing to do with the representation of space” [Thom, 1980, p. 133]. Further
details on the cognitive problem of spatial frameworks are illustrated in the following chapter,
subsection 4.7.
“He simply didn’t know that the psyche contains all the images that have ever given rise to
myths, and that our unconscious is an acting and suffering subject with an inner drama which
primitive man rediscovers, by means of analogy, in the processes of nature both great and small”
(ibid., p. 7).
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beyond the previous ones, and that can mimic what is already internal. Through this
process the externalities at play acquire new mental/psychic contents.
Recent research on “identity” processes in individual human beings have stressed
the role of the non-human environment, for example in the case of plants, animals,
wind, and water. Let us consider the case of trees. Jung sees the tree as participating
in the processes of the formation of the psyche in so far as it constitutes an archetype
in the collective unconscious. Darwinians sometimes speak of an innate emotional
affiliation of humans with other living organisms so that their preferences would
have been shaped over millennia through interactions with features of the environment helpful to the survival of the species in its early development (for example
they offer prospect in predation and refuge). The so-called phenomenological approaches rely on various metaphors: roots, trunk, and canopy mirror the infernal,
earthy, and heavenly domains, flowers, fruits, and colors supply subsidiary arguments for human identity – in this respect trees certainly offer more than grass, the
most universal and successful of plants. Gibsonian ecological psychologists emphasize that trees are the source for humans of multiple innate affordances87 that provide various action possibilities (climbing, hide, and seek), the possibility of making
artifacts (rope swing, tree forts), and of satisfying human needs (shelter, food, fuel,
and medicine) [Sommer, 2003].88 Finally, ecopsychologists maintain that beyond
the individual self there is an ecological self that is “nurtured through the contact
with the natural environment” [Sommer, 2003, p. 191] (from this perspective trees
are important for city residents because they provide contact with natural rhythms,
life forms, seasonal markers, and the gentle motion and sound of rustling leaves).
Moreover, through anthropomorphic interpretation (for example in children) an
external object such as a tree or a squirrel is perceived as being similar to oneself
and humanlike in certain respects, where the identity of both the object and the
observer is reached [Gebhard et al., 2003]. This interpretation also includes moral
aspects, such as freedom and an affectionate and caring nature, which are attributed
in an isomorphic way to organisms or natural objects making it possible to grant
greater independence and environmental moral value to them [Kahn, 2003]. In turn,
in the case of physiomorphism, human experience can be interpreted in terms of
nonhuman nature or natural objects. Both anthropomorphism and physiomorphism
can start a never ending, cyclic process of mirrors:
Thus we may draw upon experiences with natural objects to understand ourselves
(physiomorphysm), but in turn our representations of these natural objects will have
arisen by interpreting them in terms of ourselves and our personal experience (anthropomorphism). [. . . ] But attaching subjective meaning to an object, the object and
the self become mentally intertwined and a unique relationship between the two is
87
88

The concept of affordance is illustrated below in chapter six of this book.
In this last case, in modern humans, the satisfaction of needs occurs through the mediation
of sophisticated cultural schemes (such as in the exploitation of trees to counter pollution, to
protect privacy and limit noise and to shape the person-home-neighbourhood interplay on which
survival of the individual depends).
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established. It is perhaps in this manner that external objects contribute to the formation of personal identity (cit., pp. 104-105).89

I have contended above that there are two basic kinds of external representations
active in this process of externalization of the mind: creative and mimetic. Mimetic
external representations mirror concepts, emotional tones, and other structures that
are already present or re-presented in the brain and need to be enhanced, solved or
further complicated, etc., in order for them to sometimes give rise to new concepts,
meanings, etc. I quoted above the Junghian passage stating that “Psychic existence
can be recognized only by the presence of contents that are capable of consciousness”: now it is clear that consciousness is basically made of suitably internalized
sensory data.
In sum, a “differentiated” psyche is a hybrid product of the interplay between
internal and external sensory representations. Conversely, external representations
are continuously re-built through the delegation of psychic contents, like, for example, in the case of the ancient religious images such as the Trinity or the mystery of
the Virgin birth. These representations are placed and “produced” over there, outside, hybridized with and within material supports90 from the external environment,
autonomized with respect to their human origin but more or less available,91 they
can suitably be “picked up” by human beings and re-represented in their brains.
They are picked up to favor extension and “consolidation of consciousness” and “to
keep back the dangers of unconscious”, the “peril of the souls”’ given the fact that
“mankind always stands on the brink of actions it performs itself but does not control. The whole world wants peace and the whole world prepares for war” (ibid. p.
23). They are also picked up through imitation and sometimes to contrast individuation processes. “[. . . ] the more beautiful, the more sublime, the more comprehensive
the image that has evolved and been handed down by tradition, the further removed
it is from individual experience. We can just feel our way into it and sense something of it, but the original experience is lost, [the images] have stiffened into mere
objects of belief” (ibid., p. 7). In these externalized images that became symbols
of dogmatic archetypical ideas – “collective unconscious has been channelled [. . . ]
and flows along like a well-controlled stream in the symbolism of creed and ritual”
(ibid., p. 12).
I have said that for Jung consciousness is basically made of suitably internalized external “observations”: in sum, psyche is a hybrid product of the interplay
between internal and external representations. Conversely, once representations are
89

90
91

In this perspective perceiving an object as humanlike can be related to the problem of its possible
moral worth (thus activating a kind of micro morality at the personal level) and, consequently,
for example in the case of animals or trees, it can lead to the more extended awareness of the
need for their protection and preservation (a “biocentric” perspective that expresses a kind of
transpersonal macromorality): killing plants can be seen as analogous to killing humans [Rest
et al., 1999]. Human bodily and mental characters play, through anthropomorphism, the role of
moral mediators [Magnani, 2007d], that can permit nature to be moralized, at least at the level
of micromorality.
On the re-externalization in artifacts cf. the following section.
Jung says that “[. . . ] archetypal images are so packed with meaning in themselves that people
never think of asking what they really do mean” (ibid., p. 13).
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internalized, we have them at our private disposal for re-building external representations through delegation (projections) of their psychic contents. First, this process presents the growth in complexity of the psyche where archetypes manifest
themselves through their capacity to – unconsciously – organize images and ideas;
later on archetypes, thanks to the above external/internal interplay, “by assimilating
ideational material whose provenance in the phenomenal world is not to be contested, they become visible and psychic” [Jung, 1972b, p. 128].
From the perspective of the individual psyche Jung’s remark is central and clearly
stated. Acknowledging the importance of the above hybrid interplay he says that the
word “projection” is not really appropriate, and the role of the senses is fundamental
“[. . . ] for nothing has been cast out of the psyche; rather, the psyche has attained its
present complexity by a series of acts of introjections. Its complexity has increased
in proportion to the despiritualization of nature” [Jung, 1968a, p. 25]. Even more
clearly, Jung points out the relevance of the hybridization processes: “The organization of these particles [of light] produces a picture of the phenomenal world which
depends essentially upon the constitution of the apperceiving psyche on the one
hand, and upon that of the light medium on the other” [Jung, 1972b, p. 125].
I have already said that we can hypothesize a form of coevolution between the
structural complexity of the psyche and that of the cognitively delegated cognitive
external systems. Brains build external representations in the environment learning new meanings from them through interpretation (both at the model-based and
sentential level), after having manipulated them through motor actions.92 When the
internal fixation of a new meaning is reached through internalization – like in the
above example, concerning the formation of a new religious icon, that for example
fixes the character of a suitable rite – the pattern of neural activation no longer needs
a direct stimulus from the external representation in the environment for its construction. In this last case the new meaning can be neurologically viewed as a fixed
internal record of an external structure (a fixed belief in Peircean terms) that can
also exist in the absence of such external structure. In the examples I will illustrate
in the following sections it will be clear how, for instance, a mimetic representation
(for example embedded in an artifact) can become creative by giving rise to new
meanings and ideas in the hybrid interplay between psyche and suitable cognitively
delegated environments.

3.8.2

Cognitive/Affective Delegations to Artifacts

In chapter one I have introduced the concept of sentential, model-based, and manipulative abduction mainly at the level of logical and scientific reasoning. Manipulative abduction is also important in explaining how Jung conceives of “hypothesis”
generation and creativity in human beings. We now have a good conceptual tool at
92

Representations and inferences can be sentential (based on natural language), model-based (that
is sensory-related, formed for example by visualizations, analogies, thought experiments, etc.)
or hybrid (a mixture of the two aspects above together with various manipulations of the world)
[Magnani, 2001b].
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our disposal which can shed light on Jung’s considerations illustrated in “On Psychic Energy”. The manipulation of external mediators (and of the related external
representations) is active at the level of scientific discovery but it can be viewed as
a general more or less creative way of producing/extending cognition, in the widest
sense of the term, also involving emotional, affective, attentional, doxastic, and other
aspects. Jung acknowledges this fact: “The apperceiving consciousness has proved
capable of a high degree of development, and constructs instruments with the help
of which our range of seeing and hearing has been extended by many octaves. Consequently the postulated reality of the phenomenal world as well as the subjective
world of consciousness has undergone an unparalleled expansion” [Jung, 1972b, p.
228].
Furthermore, the creative construction of artifacts as cognitive/affective mediators can be seen in the framework of the “psychic energy” flow: the secret of cultural
development is the mobility and disposability of psychic energy [Jung, 1967], that
appears – as a true “life-process” – in phenomena like “instincts, wishing, willing,
affect, attention capacity to work”, sexuality, morality, etc.93 This “psychic energy
flow” is at the core of the various possible processes of progression and regression
as adaptations to the environment and to the inner world, as key tools able to satisfy
the demand of individuation.94 Psychic energy and its capacity to be extended to
the external world is appropriately compared by Jung to the fundamental primitive
idea of mana, in its capacity to externalize and delegate meanings, and potentially
consume everything.
In this perspective “values” can be considered quantitative estimates of energy
that people can attribute to external things in various ways. For example, in the
case of ethics, the recent tradition of moral philosophy classifies things that are
endowed with values attributed by humans as endowed with “intrinsic values”, a
mechanism which I have illustrated in detail in a recent book on morality in our
technological world [Magnani, 2007d]. These evaluations are of course attributed
by consciousness, but also by the unconscious [Jung, 1972c, p. 10].
Once externalized and stabilized, values are available to be picked up. From this
perspective the constellations of psychic elements grouped around feeling toned
contents (complexes) are related to both inner experience (intertwined with innate
aspects of an individual’s character and dispositions) and suitably sensory external
environment representations picked up when available (ibid, p. 11). These constellations centrally relate to both conscious and unconscious value quantities (affective
intensities). Moral and other values (sexual, esthetic, rational, etc.) externalized in
artifacts, icons, etc. normally belong to an established collective framework, shared
by a relatively stable group of human beings: of course “repression” or “displacement of affect” can give rise to false estimates so that “subjective evaluation is
93

94

It has to be noted that this mobility and disposability of energy is granted by the fact that Jung
contends that man, more than other animals, “possesses a relative surplus of energy that is
capable of application apart from the natural flow” [Jung, 1972a, p. 47].
In “civilized man” psychic energy is strongly canalized in that rationalism of consciousness,
“otherwise so useful to him”, but which in turn can become a possible obstacle to the “frictionless transformations of energy” [Jung, 1972a, p. 25].
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therefore completely out of the question in estimating unconscious value intensities” (ibid. p. 10), in turn giving rise to various disequilibria.

3.8.3

Artifacts as Memory Mediators

An example of psychic energy delegation presented by Jung, that clearly expresses
human culture as a “transformer of energy”95 is the one related to an artifact build
by the Wachandi of Australia:
They dig a hole in the ground, oval in shape and set about with bushes so that it looks
like a woman’s genitals. Then they dance round this hole, holding their spears in front
of them in imitation of an erect penis. As they dance round, they thrust their spears into
the hole, shouting “Pulli nira, pulli nira, wataka!” (non fossa, non fossa, sed cunnus!).
During the ceremony none of the participants is allowed to look at a woman [Jung,
1972a, p. 43].

It is a process of semiotic delegation of meanings to an external natural object – the
ground, which applies energy for special purposes through the building of a mimetic
artifact: an “analogue of the object of instinct”, Jung says [1972a, p. 42]. The artifact
is an analogue of female genitals, an “object of natural instinct”, that through the reiterated dance, in turn mimicking the sexual act, suggests that the hole is in reality
a vulva. This artifact makes possible and promotes the related inferential cognitive
processes of the rite. Once the representations at play are externalized (representations which are psychic values, from the Junghian psychoanalytic perspective), they
can be picked up in a sensory way (and so learnt) by other individuals not previously involved in its construction. They can in turn manipulate and reinternalize the
meanings semiotically embedded in the artifact:
The mind then busies itself with the earth, and in turn is affected by it, so that there
is the possibility and even a probability that man will give it his attention, which is
the psychological prerequisite for cultivation. Agriculture did in fact arise, though not
exclusively, from the formation of sexual analogies [Jung, 1972a, p. 43].

Artifacts are produced by individuals and/or small groups and left over there, in the
environment, perceivable, sharable, and more or less available. It is in this sense
that we can classify an artifactual mediator of this psychoanalytic type as a memory
mediator (as a kind of “memory store”, in Leyton’s sense),96 which mediates and
95

96

Animals also make artifacts, and Jung is aware of this fact when he acknowledges the role
of what he calls “natural culture”: “When the beaver fells trees and dams up a river, this is a
performance conditioned by its differentiation. Its differentiation is a product of what one might
call ‘natural culture’, which functions as a transformer of energy” [Jung, 1972a, p. 42].
[Leyton, 1999; Leyton, 2001] introduces this concept in a very interesting new geometry
where forms are no longer memoryless as in classical approaches such as the Euclidean and
the Kleinian one, in terms of groups of transformations. From this mathematical perspective
artifacts, in so far as they are expressed through icons, visual and other non linguistic configurations, are “memory stores” in themselves [Leyton, 2006]. Of course in our case memory has to
be intended in an extended Junghian sense, going beyond the explicit, linguistic, or model-based
aspects which are the main focus of the recent tradition of cognitive science: specific implicit
structures are also at play.
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makes available the story of its origin and the actions related to it, which can be
learnt and/or re-activated when needed.97
Let us come back to the artifact above. Primitive minds are not a “natural home”
(cf. above, sections 3.3.3 and 3.6.6) for thinking on agriculture: together with the
cognitive externalization and the artifact – and the subsequent recapitulations – certain actions can be triggered, actions that otherwise would have been impossible
with only the help of the simple available “internal” resources. The whole process
actualizes an example of that manipulative abduction I have described above. When
created for the first time it is a creative social process, however, when meanings are
subsequently picked up through the process involving the symbolic genital artifact
and suitably reproduced, it is no longer creative, at least from the collective point
of view, but it can still be creative from the perspective of individuals’ new cognitive achievements and learning. It is possible to infer (abduce) from the artifacts the
events and meanings that generated them, and thus the clear and reliable cognitive
hypotheses which can in turn trigger related motor responses. They yield information about the past, being equivalent to the story they have undergone. In terms of
Gibsonian [Gibson, 1979] affordances we can say that artifacts as memory mediators – as reliable “external anchors” – afford the subject in terms of energy stimuli
transduced by sensorial systems, so maximing abducibility (they maximize “recoverability” in Leyton’s sense – cf. the following subsection) and actively providing
humans with new, often unexpected, opportunities for both “psychic” and “motor”
actions.
3.8.3.1

Speech as an Artifact and Hybrid Mediators

Speech can also be seen as an external artifactual tool in so far as it consists in the
outward flow of thoughts formulated for communication [Jung, 1967]. I have illustrated in sections 3.4.2 and 3.6.5 that speech/language is able to “scaffold” thoughts
that are externalized and open to the interplay of communication. Through this artifactual interplay new meanings can arise usually shaped by (and embedded in)
suitable narratives. Often speech (and related narrative) is hybridized with suitable
manipulations of other external iconic aspects, such as drawings and various representations contained in suitable material artifacts. For example, in the interplay of
the communicative environment which characterizes the psychoanalytic therapeutic
setting – speech (together with the help of the other “tools” described above) grants
“explanations” of patient’s events (internal, external – and “externalized” –, hybrid),
also thanks to the mediating empathic endowments of the analyst.
97

It is interesting to note that [Turner, 2005] identifies a range of “affordances” offered by a variety
of mediating artifacts including the life stories of recovering alcoholics in AA meeting (affording rehabilitation), patients’ charts in a hospital setting (affording access to a patient’s medical
history), poker chips (affording gambling) and “sexy” clothing (affording gender stereotyping)
[Cole, 1996]. In this perspective mediating artifacts embody their own “developmental histories” which is a reflection of their use. I will illustrate in details the relationships between
abduction and affordances in chapter six.
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In “The Transcendent Function” Jung says that “visual types” will be more inclined to look for inner images and further analyze their externalization in material
supports. “Audio-verbal types” hear inner words and will note these down in writing. Again, others will directly use “hands” (or, more rarely, bodily movements) to
spontaneously build artifacts (for instance “plastic materials”) of various kinds to try
to give “expression to the contents of the unconscious” [Jung, 1972c, pp. 83–84]:
Often it is necessary to clarify a vague content by giving it a visible form. This can be
done by drawing, painting, or modeling. Often the hands know how to solve the riddle
with which the intellect has wrestled in vain [Jung, 1972c, pp. 83–86].

3.8.4
3.8.4.1

Artifacts as Symbols That Maximize Abducibility
Symbols as Memory Mediators

I have contended that a primitive mind is unlikely to have a natural home for complicated concepts like those of agriculture, because such concepts do not exist in a definite way in the natural (not artificially manipulated) world. Jung says that in these
cases we aim at doing something that “exceeds our powers” [Jung, 1972a, p. 45]:
humans always resorted to “external” magical formalities and religious ceremonies,
which can release deep emotion and cognitive forces. In other words, whereas primitive minds could construct knowledge about human and animal genitals and reproduction, and perform some trivial inferences about them in a more or less tacit way
by exploiting modules shaped by natural selection, how could they think of exploiting more explicit, sophisticated concepts involving agriculture? It is necessary to
“disembody” the mind, and after having built an artifact through the hybrid internal/external interplay, to pick the new meanings up, once they are available over
there, like the Wachandi did with the help of the hole in the ground.
A primitive mind consisting in different separated implicit templates of thinking
and modes of inferences exemplified in various exemplars – for example expressed
through natural language – and merely shaped by natural selection, cannot come up
with certain agricultural entities without the help of external representations. The
only way is to extend the mind into the material/artifactual world, exploiting the
ground, tools and bodily movements which are suitably enriched through cognitive
delegations, to provide semiotic anchors for finding ways of inferring that have no
natural home within the mind, that is for finding ways of thinking that take humans
beyond those that natural selection and cultural training could enable us to possess
at a certain moment.
The activity of delegation to external objects of cognitive values through the construction of artifacts is certainly semiotic in itself (and of course a diversion of libido/psychic energy, in Junghian terms), the result is the emergence of new intrinsic
meanings, expressed by what Jung calls a symbol. It is to be recalled that artifacts
are the fruit of the hybridization of both internal and external constraints. First of all
this result expresses the “quality” of the cognitive aspects – in our example above
– delegated by Whacandi’s “minds” to the external materiality, which gives birth to
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the hybrid interplay. Second, it expresses the particular cognitive “reactions” triggered in other individuals by the materiality at hand (that specific ground, the tools,
the shapes made possible by the specific bodies of the dancers, etc.).
Jung also nicely stresses the protoepistemic role that can be played by magical
artifactual externalizations in creative reasoning, and he is aware that these magical
externalizations constitute the ancestors of the scientific artifacts, like those – mainly
explicit – I have described in my book [Magnani, 2001c] concerning the discovery
of new geometrical properties through external diagrams: Jung says “Through a sustained playful interest in the object, a man may make all sorts of discoveries about
it which would otherwise have escaped him. [. . . ] Not for nothing is magic called
the ‘mother of science”’ [Jung, 1972a, p. 46]. Alchemy, which always provided external symbolism related to “flows of energy”, furnishes plenty of examples, which
support this conviction.98
Progressively, what possible meaning that can be seen and learnt through the Whacandi artifact and the related rite can become completely internalized and fixed so that
referral to this externality – and learning from it – is no longer needed. Once internalized, the knowledge and the templates of action are already available at the brain level
of suitably trained neural networks with their electrical and chemical pathways. When
fixed and internalized they provide an immediate and ready “disposable energy”: for
example “We no longer need magical dances to make us ‘strong’ for whatever we
want to do, at least not in ordinary cases” [Jung, 1972a, p. 45].
The semiotic process of externalization leads to the formation of a new meaning,
which, as I have already said, Jung calls a symbol:99 “The Wachandi’s hole in the
earth is not a sign for the genitals of a woman, but a symbol that stands for the idea
of the earth woman who is to be made fruitful” [Jung, 1972a, p. 45]. The artifact is a
symbol, formed in the hybrid interplay between internal and external semiotic representations, and furnishes a “working potential in relation to the psyche” [Jung,
1972a, p. 46]. Another example is given by “[. . . ] those South American rockdrawings which consist of furrows deeply engraved in the hard stone. They were
made by the Indians playfully retracting the furrow again and again with stones,
over hundreds of years. The content of the drawings is difficult to interpret, but the
activity bound up with them is incomparably more significant” (ibid.).
3.8.4.2

Abducibility Maximization through Symbols

Through artifacts, the natural niche is transformed in a “cognitive niche”100 by human consciousness and unconscious: symbols are provided as “libido analogues”
98

99

100

Scientific historians have clearly illustrated the importance of Newton’s early research on
alchemy in the origin of classical Newtonian physics and of the concept of action-at-the-distance
[Dobbs, 1983], cf. chapter two of this book, section 2.3.
The Junghian concept of a symbol is a little different from the one used in semiotics: it is of
course richer in psychoanalytic value. However, it has to be noted that also for Peirce’s semiotics
a symbol is just a kind of iconic sign, which is conventional and fixed, like the ones used in
mathematics and logic, unlike generic signs, that are generally arbitrary and flexible.
Cognitive niches are fully described in chapter six, subsection 6.1.3.
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that convert energy “ad infinitum” [Jung, 1972a, pp. 49–50], and thus cognition and
culture. It is clear that symbols are artifacts that exhibit a maximization of abducibility ([Leyton, 1999; Leyton, 2001] speaks of the“maximization of recoverability”)
regarding past history, that is, of all the events that originate them: they are collective, stable, more or less available and sharable, related to both unconscious and
conscious dimensions, firm anchors for thinking and for triggering action, which
escape the fleeting nature of internal subjective representations.
The maximization of recoverability of symbols clearly explains their abductive
force in the analytic treatment. Symbolic artifacts made by individuals under treatment are obviously connected to the objective (already) externalized ones – which
are certainly more or less conscious and explicit in individuals – but are clearly provided (created) through the long history of humanity. Individuals’ symbols share
their archetypal primordial origin with these. Through suitable manipulations of
their external iconic character, together with the help of the externalization of speech
and affective signs in the communicative mediating environment of the therapeutic
setting, the constructed symbols can grant “explanations” of various psychic events
(based on internal, external, and hybrid representations). These explanations can
emerge thanks to the fact that symbols are memory mediators and, moreover, maximize abducibility (recoverability) of their past history, that is of all the psychic
events that originate them. Of course the explanations found convert psychic energy
flows (information, both cognitive and affective) by themselves and so activate and
further reshape the processes of progression and regression, which the fundamental therapeutical exigency of Junghian “individuation” requires. Symbols maximize
abducibility because they maximize recoverability, they mean “the best possible
expression” of something not yet grasped by consciousness.
Re-stating Jung’s views in the light of abduction and distributed cognition and
taking advantage of Leyton’s ideas has offered the new perspective concerning external artifactual symbols as abducibility maximizers: a new notion I consider both
provocative and promising. Some external symbols of the right sort are optimal for
the storage of semiotic meanings and their participation in thinking, like in the case
of psychoanalytic setting. However, an artifact (or any machine) is optimal only
against a set of assumptions about what alternatives are possible. I think this issue
is worth to be further studied, both from cognitive and ethical point of view.
These “symbols” go beyond the already considerable abducibility/recoverability
force of various semiotic (for instance iconic) externalizations related to more basic survival needs – also present in many animals – (like caches of food, hunting
landmarks, etc.) that are more constrained, if compared to symbols, in their capacity to trigger actions by promptly recovering various information and skills. These
last externalizations, often plastically shaped by learning and not a simple fruit of
instinctual endowments, are more or less widespread in the human and non-human
animals’ collectives, but they are normally merely behavior oriented to the direct
satisfaction of basic instincts, and thus they do not involve the broad cognitive role
of symbols (in a Junghian sense). These artifacts basically play the role of strong
cognitive remodeling of the human and animal niches and at the same time present
a regulative function of higher cognitive skills.
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To make a simple example, the huge success of some symbols of this kind,
for instance the religious ones, can be certainly explained in terms of their capacity to maximize abducibility in a very extended domain of human “minds”, even
if endowed with various degrees of cognitive skills. They trigger good hypotheses/thoughts, but the “user” of those symbols available over there in the close environment is in general very passive. I guess the concept of “moral mediator” I have
introduced in my book [Magnani, 2007d] can be exploited to the aim of clarifying
the use of kinds of maximizing symbols especially in general social and collective
situation where moral issues are at stake. Of course, a similar role is played by
the epistemic mediators I have illustrated in chapters one and three, that maximize
abducibility in smaller collectives, like the scientific ones: successful manipulative
abduction reaches relevant hypotheses the agent – here active and interactive – has
exploited suitable artifacts, external representations and cognitive delegations and a
smart manipulations of them.
It may not be superfluous, at this point, to say a few words about the frequently
heard objection that the constructive method is simply “suggestion”. The method
is based, rather, on evaluating the symbol (i.e. dream-image or fantasy) not merely
semiotically, as a sign for elementary instinctual processes, but symbolically in the
true sense, the word “symbol” being taken to mean the best possible expression for
a complex fact not yet clearly apprehended by consciousness [Jung, 1972c, p. 75].
We can clearly acknowledge the fact that the inferential process described in the
passage above is in itself an explanatory abduction, because the problem, in front of
the available data which constitute the “unconscious material” [Jung, 1972c, p. 77],
is that of creating or selecting the suitable symbol, among the several available, and
then appropriately managing it, with the help of the construction of explanatory narratives, with the aim of correctly reverting the psychic energy of both the analysed
and the analyst.
The Junghian focus on symbolic artifacts called mandala, made by patients, not
merely based on the tradition of religious ones, but free creations determined by
certain archetypical ideas unknown to their creators, is related to the problem of
“seeing” for example stages of individuation, where step by step patients “give a
mind to that part of the personality which has remained behind” [Jung, 1968c, p.
350]. They are presented as “ideograms” of unconscious contents. In this case the
hybrid character of the process is at stake, where the (relative) autonomous role
of the external materiality is patent: “[. . . ] one can paint very complicated pictures
without having the least idea of their real meaning. While painting them, the picture
seems to develop out of itself and often in opposition to one’s conscious intentions”
[Jung, 1968c, p. 352]. They function as “magical” meanings related to the collective
unconscious, like “icons, whose possible efficacy was never consciously felt by the
patient” [Jung, 1968b, p. 361].
For Jung “the making of a religion” is a primary interest of the primitive mind
and strongly relates to the production of symbols, which “enable man to set up a
spiritual counterpole to its primitive instinctual nature” [Jung, 1972a, p. 59], like
already Vico clearly stated. For Vico, the most “savage, wild, and monstrous men”
did not lack a “notion of God,” for a man of that sort, who has “fallen into despair
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of all the succours of nature, desires something superior to save him” [Vico, 1968,
339, p. 100]. This desire led those “monstrous men” to invent the idea of God as a
protective and salvific agent outside themselves; this shift engendered the first rough
concept of an external world, one with distinctions and choices and thus established
conditions for the possibility of free will. In the mythical story, the idea of God
supplies the first instance of “elbow room” for free will illustrated by [Dennett,
1984]: through God, men can “hold in check the motions impressed on the mind101
by the body” and become “wise” and “civil.”
According to Vico, it is God that gives men the “conatus” of consciousness and
free will:
[. . . ] these first men, who later became the princes of the gentile nations, must have
done their thinking under the strong impulsion of violent passions, as beasts do. We
must therefore proceed from a vulgar metaphysics, such as we shall find the theology
of the poets to have been, and seek by its aid that frightful thought of some divinity
which imposed form and measure on the bestial passions of these lost men and thus
transformed them into human passions. From this thought must have sprung the conatus proper to the human will, to hold in check the motions impressed on the mind by
the body, so as either to quiet them altogether, as becomes the wise man, or at least
to direct them to better use, as becomes the civil man. This control over the motion of
their bodies is certainly an effect of the freedom of human choice, and thus of free will,
which is the home and seat of all the virtues, and among the others of justice. When
informed by justice, the will is the fount of all that is just and of all the laws dictated
by justice. But to impute conatus to bodies is as much as to impute to them freedom to
regulate their motions, whereas all bodies are by nature necessary agents (ibid., 340,
p. 101.)

Free will, then, leads to “family”: “Moral virtue began, as it must, from conatus.
For the giants, enchanted under the mountains by the frightful religion of the thunderbolts, learned to check their bestial habits of wandering wild through the great
forests of the earth, and acquired the contrary custom of remaining hidden and settled in their fields. [. . . ] And hence came Jove’s title of stayer or establisher. With
this conatus, the virtue of the spirit began likewise to show itself to them, restraining
their bestial lust from finding satisfaction in the sight of heaven, of which they had
a mortal terror” (ibid., 504, p. 171.) “The new direction took the form of forcibly
seizing their women, who were naturally shy and unruly, dragging them into their
caves, and, in order to have intercourse with them, keeping them there as perpetual
lifelong companions” (ibid., 1098, p. 420.).

101

Indeed “That is, the human mind does not understand anything of which it has had no previous
impression [. . . ] from the senses” (ibid., 363, p. 110). “And human nature, so far as it is like that
of animals, carries with it this property, that senses are its sole way of knowing things” (ibid.,
374, p. 116). Again, humans “in their robust ignorance” know things “by virtue of a wholly
corporeal imagination” (ibid., 376, p. 117). Aristotle had already contended that “nihil est in
intellectu quod prius non fuerit in sensu.”
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Summary
The main thesis of this chapter is that the externalization/disembodiment of mind
is a significant cognitive perspective able to unveil some basic features of creative
abductive thinking and its cognitive and computational problems. Its fruitfulness in
explaining the semiotic interplay between internal and external levels of cognition is
evident and was traced back to some seminal thoughts Turing provided about what
he called the transition from “unorganized” to “organized” brains. I maintained that
various aspects of creative meaning formation could take advantage of the research
on this interplay: for instance study of external mediators can provide a better understanding of the processes of explanation and discovery in science and in some
areas of artificial intelligence related to mechanizing discovery processes.102
From the paleoanthropological perspective we have learnt that an evolved mind
is unlikely to have a natural home for new concepts and meanings, as such concepts
and meanings do not exist in the artificial and natural world as it is already known.
Analogously, from this perspective, we have seen how the cognitive referral to the
central role of the relation between meaningful behavior and dynamical interactions
with the environment becomes critical to the problem of modeling up-to-date artificial systems devoted to performing creative and explanatory tasks: I contend that the
epistemological role of those artifacts, such as computers, which I called “mimetic
minds”, can be further studied, taking advantage of research on hypercomputation.
The imminent construction of new types of universal “abstract” and “practical” machines will constitute important and interesting new “mimetic minds” externalized
and available over there, in the environment, as sources of the mechanisms underlying the emergence of new meaning processes. They will provide new tools for
creating meaning in classical areas like analogical, visual, and spatial inferences,
both in science and everyday situations, thereby extending the epistemological and
psychological theory.
Finally, the externalization/disembodiment of mind is a significant cognitive
perspective able to unveil some aspects of creative meaning formation central to
psychoanalytic research and therapy. I have highlighted some Junghian analysis regarding the role of certain external artifacts where the mobility and disposability
of psychic energy are seen as the secret of cultural development both at the collective and individual level. I have contended that symbols, in a psychoanalytic sense,
are artifacts/tools that maximize abducibility, because they maximize the recoverability of something hidden, not yet grasped by consciousness. The new concept
of maximization of abducibility promises to stimulate further research about the
relationships between abduction and external mediators.
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On recent achievements in the area of machine discovery simulations of model-based creative
tasks cf. [Magnani et al., 2002a]. Cf. also section 2.7 of chapter two.

Chapter 4

Neuro-multimodal Abduction
Pre-wired Brains, Embodiment, Neurospaces

In chapter three I have illustrated the main features of the so-called disembodiment of mind from the point of view of the cognitive interplay between internal and
external representations, where the problem of the continuous interaction between
on-line and off-line intelligence can be properly addressed. I consider this interplay
critical in analyzing the relation between meaningful semiotic internal resources
and devices and their dynamical contact with the externalized semiotic materiality
already embedded in the artificialized environment. Hence, minds are “extended”
and artificial in themselves. It is from this distributed perspective that I will further
stress how abduction is essentially multimodal, in that both data and hypotheses can
have a full range of verbal and sensory representations, involving words, sights, images, smells, etc., but also kinesthetic experiences and other feelings such as pain,
and thus all sensory modalities. The presence of kinesthetic aspects plainly demonstrates that abductive reasoning is basically manipulative. Again, both linguistic and
non linguistic signs have an intrinsic semiotic life, as particular configurations of
neural networks and chemical distributions (and in terms of their transformations)
at the level of human brains, and as somatic expressions. However they can also
be delegated to many external objects and devices, for example written texts, diagrams, artifacts, etc. We can also see, in this regard, how unconscious factors take
part in the abductive procedure, which consequently acquires the character of a kind
of “thinking through doing”.
Hence, abductive cognition is occurring in a “distributed” framework and in a
hybrid way, that is, in the interplay between internal and external signs. First of all
we can say that all representations are brain structures and that abduction certainly
is a neural process in terms of transformations of neural representations. We can
reconceptualize abduction neurologically as a process in which one neural structure
representing the explanatory (or non-explanatory and instrumental) target generates
another neural structure that constitutes a hypothesis. Some fMRI studies on problem solving where the insight involved is more or less creative and accompanied
by Aha! experience and on non-insight based problem solving interestingly show
the different brain areas involved and the role played by emotional aspects. The
neuro-multimodal perspective also clearly demonstrates how the classical view of
L. Magnani: Abductive Cognition, COSMOS 3, pp. 219–264.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
springerlink.com
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abduction based on logic (from the classical Peircean syllogistic model to the more
recent non-standard deductive models) only captures limited properties of this cognitive process (fallacious vs. non-classical truth-value preservation, stabilization in
axiomatic theories of standard modalities of inferring, etc.). Indeed, from the neuromultimodal perspective even propositions “are” internal neural structures consisting
of neural connections and spiking behaviors. Of course, I repeat, propositions and
other semiotic aggregates, according to this externalist view, can also be represented
in external supports, where they have to obey the proper constraints of the materiality at play.
Furthermore, cognitive abductive performances are to a large extent neurally
hardwired: “mind” results from the rigid execution of the DNA program. When
based on merely pre-wired genetic endowments, however, this execution interacts
with the world and the phenotype is basically a creation of both genotype and environment. Thus, organisms are equipped with various ontogenetic mechanisms that
permit them to acquire information and better adapt to the environment. For instance, the immune system in vertebrates and brain-based learning in animals and
humans, which are mechanisms characterized by plasticity. I also describe how
some well-known research on neurons, which in primates and humans react to observation of actions, raises interesting questions concerning the so-called “embodied
cognition” and is able to shed light on the role of abduction in guessing intentions,
in mentation and metamentation, in affective attunement and in other emotional and
empathic appraisals.
The main body of the chapter illustrates that “abduction” is central to understanding some features of action and decision making. Abduction prompts action
and plays a key role in decision making. Peirce teaches that the neurological perspective, depicted in this chapter, also increases knowledge about the distinction
between thought and motor action, seeing both aspects as fruit of brain activity.
We can say that thought possesses an essential “motoric” component reflected in
brain action but not in actual movement. On the basis of this analysis I can further
illustrate some problems related to the role of abduction in decision-making, both
in deliberate and unconscious cases, and its relationship with both hardwired and
trained emotions. I also contend that ethical deliberation, as a form of practical reasoning, shares many aspects with hypothetical explanatory reasoning (selection and
creation of hypothesis, inference to the best explanation) as it is described by abductive reasoning in science. Of course in the moral case we have reasons that support
conclusions instead of explanations that account for data, like in epistemological
settings. To support this perspective, I propose a novel analysis of the “logical structure of reasons”, which supports the thesis that we can look to scientific thinking and
problem solving for models of practical reasoning. The distinction between “internal” and “external” reasons, originally proposed by Searle, is fundamental: internal
reasons are based on a desire or on an intention, whereas external reasons are, for
instance, based on external obligations and duties which we can possibly recognize
as such. Some of these external reasons can be grounded in epistemic mediators
of various types. Finally, it is important to illustrate why it is difficult to “deductively” grasp practical reasoning, at least when we are aided only by classical logic;
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complications arise from the intrinsic multiplicity of possible reasons and from the
fact that in practical reasoning we can often hold two or more inconsistent reasons
at the same time.
The third and last part of the chapter, on “Spatial Frameworks, Anticipation,
and Geometry”, fulfils the exigence of presenting how abduction is at the basis of
mammalian cognitive systems representing the location of objects within the spatial
framework. Various aspects of this fundamental abductive activity are illustrated:
1. the concepts of spatial egocentric and allocentric mapping and its plasticity,
2. the role of the hippocampus in performing internal subsequent representations
such as abductive hypotheses of space,
3. the discovery of a neuronal spatial map in the medial dorsocaudal entorhinal
cortex, anchored by external landmarks, which constitutes the basic spatial input
exploited by the hippocampus to construct more specific and context-dependent
spatial firing in its place cells.
Related to the cognitive problem of spatiality and of the genesis of space is the
description of the abductive role of the Abschattungen (adumbrations), as they are
described in the framework of the philosophical tradition of phenomenology. The
adumbrations naturally lead to the analysis of the so-called “anticipations”, which
share various features with visual and manipulative abduction, such as the way that
they are conjectural and nonmonotonic, which means that incorrect anticipations
have to be replaced by more plausible ones. The problem of anticipation is further
complicated in the framework of the so-called emulation theory, which contends
that emulation circuits are able “to hypothesize” any forward mapping from control signals to the anticipated – and so abduced – consequences of executing the
control command. They “mimic” the body and its interaction with the environment
enhancing motor control through sensorimotor abductive hypotheticals, and nicely
explain the emergence of implicit and explicit agency. The abductive character of
the concept of anticipation will be further reworked in chapter eight (subsection
8.2.1) linking it to the concept of attractor of the dynamical system theory.

4.1

Multimodal Abduction

As I have already stressed, Peirce considers inferential any cognitive activity whatever, not only conscious abstract thought; he also includes perceptual knowledge
and subconscious cognitive activity. For instance in subconscious mental activities
visual representations play an immediate role.1 Many commentators criticized this
Peircean ambiguity in treating abduction at the same time as inference and perception. It is important to clarify this problem, because perception and imagery are
kinds of that model-based cognition which we are exploiting to explain abduction:
I contend that we can render consistent the two views [Magnani, 2006c], beyond
Peirce, but perhaps also within the Peircean texts, partially taking advantage of the
1

Cf. [Queiroz and Merrell, 2005].
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concept of multimodal abduction, which depicts hybrid aspects of abductive reasoning. [Thagard, 2005; Thagard, 2007] observes, that abductive inference can be visual
as well as verbal, and consequently acknowledges the sentential, model-based, and
manipulative nature of abduction I have illustrated above. Moreover, both data and
hypotheses can be visually represented:
For example, when I see a scratch along the side of my car, I can generate the mental
image of a grocery cart sliding into the car and producing the scratch. In this case both
the target (the scratch) and the hypothesis (the collision) are visually represented. [. . . ]
It is an interesting question whether hypotheses can be represented using all sensory
modalities. For vision the answer is obvious, as images and diagrams can clearly be
used to represent events and structures that have causal effects.

Indeed hypotheses can be also represented using other sensory modalities:
I may recoil because something I touch feels slimy, or jump because of a loud noise,
or frown because of a rotten smell, or gag because something tastes too salty. Hence
in explaining my own behavior my mental image of the full range of examples of
sensory experiences may have causal significance. Applying such explanations of the
behavior of others requires projecting onto them the possession of sensory experiences
that I think are like the ones that I have in similar situations. [. . . ] Empathy works the
same way, when I explain people’s behavior in a particular situation by inferring that
they are having the same kind of emotional experience that I have in similar situations
[Thagard, 2007].

Thagard illustrates the case in which a colleague with a recently rejected
manuscript is frowning: other colleagues can empathize by remembering how annoyed they felt in the same circumstances, projecting a mental image onto the colleague that is a non-verbal representation able to explain the frown. Of course a
verbal explanation can be added, but this just complements the empathetic one. It is
in this sense that Thagard concludes that abduction can be fully multimodal, in that
both data and hypotheses can have a full range of verbal and sensory representations.
Thagard also insists on the fact that Peirce noticed that abduction often begins
with puzzlement, but philosophers rarely acknowledged the emotional character of
this moment: so not only is emotion an abduction itself, like Peirce maintains, but it
is at the starting point of most abductive processes, no less than at the end, when a
kind of positive emotional satisfaction is experienced by humans.

4.2

Neuroabduction: Internal and External Semiotic Carriers

Some basic aspects of this constitutive hybrid nature of multimodal abduction – involving words, sights, images, smells, etc. but also kinesthetic experiences and other
feelings such as pain, and thus all sensorimotor modalities, clearly show the usefulness of accounting for all this semiotic activity from a neurological perspective. A
neural structure can be seen as a set of neurons, connections, and spiking behaviors,
and their interplay, and the behavior of neurons as patterns of activation, like maintained by the connectionist tradition, also endowed with an important exchange of
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chemical information. In this perspective it is clear we can say all representations
are brain structures and abduction is a neural process in terms of transformations
of neural representations. Thagard concludes: “Hence we can reconceptualize abduction neurologically as a process in which one neural structure representing the
explanatory target generates another neural structure that constitutes a hypothesis”
[Thagard, 2007].2
As I have already said, it is important to note that, in both humans and other
vertebrates, neurons fire and provide electrical inputs to other neurons suitably connected by excitatory and inhibitory links, as illustrated in the connectionist neuralnetwork models of brain. However, the direct effects of real neurons on each other
are chemical rather than electrical, in that various molecules (“neurotransmitters”,
with excitatory and inhibitory effects) are emitted from one neuron and then passed
to another neuron, where they trigger chemical reactions that generate the electrical functions of the stimulated neuron. Neural network are Turing-complete, that is
they can compute any function that a Turing machine can, but of course they are
also directly – physically – responsible for the organisms’ cognitive capabilities.
The chemical messengers also include hormones and other molecules, and this
neurochemistry is certainly central: it involves the action of the so-called “neuromodulators”, which can also travel to parts of the body such as the adrenal glands,
which in turn release other hormones that travel back to the brain and influence
2

Recent research depict the localization in human brain of different abductive performances that
emphasize some aspects of this multimodality at least from the neurological point of view.
[Jung-Beeman et al., 2004; Bowden and Jung-Beeman, 2003] have provided a neurological
study on insight accompanied by Aha! experience in various problem solving abductive settings
in their relationships with unconscious processing. The research depicts the different cognitive
and neural processes that lead to insight vs. non insight solutions. There is different hemispheric
involvement in subjects that solve verbal problems (recognizing distant or novel semantic –
or associative – relations, extracting themes, comprehending indirect language such as jokes,
metaphors and unconnected discourse, forming coherent memories for stories). fMRI data reveal increased activity in the right hemisphere (RH) anterior superior gyrus (aSTG) for insight
relative to non insight solutions. The same area is involved during the initial effort; usually people cannot report the processing that enabled them to restructure the problem and to overcome
the impasse. Scalp EEG recordings revealed a sudden burst of high-frequency (gamma-band)
neural activity in the same area beginning 0, 3s prior to insight solutions. This right anterior
temporal area is associated with making connections across distantly related information during comprehension. Of course all problem solving relies on a largely shared cortical network,
but the sudden flash occurs when the agents exploit distinct neural and cognitive processes that
allow them to abductively envisage connections that previously eluded them. The researchers
also detected an insight effect in small clusters in or near bilateral amygdala or parahippocampal
gyrus, that is plausible if memory interacts with insight solutions differently from how it interacts with noninsight solutions. The authors are not arguing that the left hemisphere (LH) solves
noninsight problems, or that the LH is conscious and the RH unconscious: it actually seems that
people make conscious decisions and reach explicit results influenced by partially independent
activation in each hemisphere of a population of many thousands of neurons, without the need
of an executive “homunculus or grandmother cell” [Bowden and Jung-Beeman, 2003, p. 736].
This population is divided among the two hemispheres which work through distant mechanisms
(LH → semantic coding, RH → coarse novel semantic coding). Other cortical areas such as
the prefrontal cortes and the anterior cingulate (AC) may also be involved in this process of
providing insight and noninsight solutions.
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the firing of the appropriate neurons. Of course we can agree with Thagard on the
fact that these neurochemical mechanisms can further clarify deep aspects of cognition, like emotions, problem solving, and decision-making, which can only be
completely understood with difficulty through the traditional connectionist neuralnetwork models. Hence, most synapses are chemical, neurotransmitter pathways
that “[. . . ] provide the brain with a kind of organization that is useful to accomplish
different functions. [. . . ] Neurotransmitters provide a course kind of wiring diagram, organizing general connections between areas of the brain that need to work
together to produce appropriate reactions to different situations” [Thagard, 2002a]
in a more flexible way.
Emotions can be easily thought of within this framework, they are neural structures that involve complicated interactions among sensory processes linking bodily
and various other cognitive processes distributed in many brain areas. Let us see
an example that comes form the area of scientific reasoning. In Thagard’s terms
introduced above, first of all a target meaningful assembly of possibly anomalous
data (made available through the sensory processes), is internally emotionally transformed and marked as disturbing or puzzling. Through further synaptic connections
it is coordinated to the spiking behavior of the emotional structures: in this way
emotion furnishes immediate abductive appraisals of the bodily states, and provides
a kind of “explanation” of them. Of course a marked emotional state can be coordinated to neural structures which in turn express other abductive verbal or sensory
reactions, to which a further emotional experience of satisfaction or pleasure can
in turn be associated. Also every unconscious activity of cognition can be reinterpreted in the meaningful terms of neural transformations, the study of which seems
ultimately most approachable through new techniques and experimentation.
The neuro-multimodal perspective shows, resorting to basic biological levels,
how the classical perspective of abduction based on logic (from the classical
Peircean syllogistic model to the more recent non-standard deductive models – cf.
[Magnani, 2007a]) only captures limited properties of this cognitive process (fallacious or truth-value preservation, stabilization in axiomatic theories of standard
modalities of inferring, etc.). Indeed, in the neuro-multimodal perspective propositions too “are” internal neural structures consisting of neural connections and
spiking behaviors. Consequently, beliefs and desires, that traditional philosophy interpreted as propositional attitudes, can be usefully seen as brain structures, and
moreover, in this extended framework the concept of inference can be reinterpreted
to encompass non-verbal representations from all sensory modalities and their hybrid combination, going beyond its merely logical meaning in terms of arguments
on sentences.
Of course propositions, and other semiotic aggregates, can also be represented in
external supports, where they have to obey the proper constraints of the materiality
at play. In the previous chapter I have already illustrated that in the case of humans
and other organisms, it is only through the interplay between internal and external
representations that the many kinds of cognitive processes can work. Furthermore,
an interplay between sentential/symbolic and model-based aspects is often at work
in important cognitive processes as in the creative abductive ones. For example,
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when mathematicians mentally represent suitably composed or discovered sets of
equations or symbolic structures to solve a problem, taking advantage of the mental
recapitulations of visual images already eventually represented externally. Donald
says
[. . . ] they cannot evaluate what they have done until they break the circle of symbols
and relate them to other mental structures, usually visual images, that reside outside
the equations themselves. Driven by a deeper intuition and a need for closure or differentiation, they evaluate the new symbolic expression and modify it out of necessity.
The success of a truly new symbolic expression can therefore be judged only by part of
the mind that intuits the successful clarification of its own inner state [Donald, 2001,
p. 278].

Signs are everywhere in our human artificialized world, on blackboards, in books,
on videos, as propositions, icons, symbols, configurations, diagrams, etc. But many
kinds of signs are also expressed at the neural level. This means that semiotic
minds/brains are not self-sufficient neural devices, like eyes, but the hybrid product of the brain-culture symbiosis [Donald, 2001, p. 202]. The most efficient move
for individual human brains has been to become part of this external semiotic materiality – thus they can far exceed their capacity of coping with or remembering it
– and enable themselves to evolve with it, tracking what is over there and fulfilling
various degrees of need.
In this endeavor human beings always contribute to the modification of that external semiotic materiality, and in some cases favor its enhancement and creative
change. The baby is already encapsulated in a world of model-based signs that operate at a pre-linguistic level, but very soon she can take advantage of subsequent
encapsulation into a whole semiotic culture (also including language), mediated
by parents, family, tribal customs or institutions, etc., that takes further control of
his/her cognitive development.3
Starting from the “virtual” reality established at the evolutionary birth of human
language, through the construction of an oral-mythic culture and scientific theories, right up until modern technological artifacts, which ideally continue the material culture of the hominids, human beings have always endowed themselves with
powerful external devices able to overcome their brain biological limitations. These
prostheses have enabled them to also build narratives that in turn have allowed the
undertaking of big projects. In particular technological advances have provided external devices and artifacts, like computers, “specifically” designed to help us reason, remember, mime various internal representations and internally re-represent
the previously externally stored representations. These are truly formidable devices,
3

It is well-known that Vygotsky already focused the attention to this interplay between external
and internal representations (and the process of re-internalization) in his pioneering studies on
children’s language acquisition (Outside/Inside principle) [Vygotsky, 1978; Vygotsky, 1986].
The developmental rule is that brain first represents external action and only later reconstructs
it so that it will occur internally. On the problem of the so-called affective attunement in human
infants cf. chapter five, subsection 5.7.3, on some suggestions coming from Thom’s catastrophe
theory on how natural syntactical language is seen in attunement of infants to mother’s language
cf. chapter eight, subsections 8.4.1 and 8.5.1.
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which I have called in the previous chapter “mimetic minds” (section 3.7, cf. also
[Magnani, 2006c]). At the same time these tools have produced the possibility to
aggregate externalized thoughts in various ways, taking advantage of the external
constraints of the electronic materiality at hand, of course different from the neural
one available through brains.
Donald contends that this process is also manifest when we analyze the role
played by memory media in the functioning of the human conscious mind: “The
biological memory records, known as engrams, differ from the external symbols, or
exograms, in most of their computational properties. [. . . ] The conscious mind is
thus sandwiched between two systems of representation, one stored inside the head
and the other outside. [. . . ] In this case, the conscious mind receives simultaneous
displays from both working memory and the external memory field. Both displays
remain distinct in the nervous system” [Donald, 2001, pp. 309–311].

4.3
4.3.1

Pre-wired Brains and Embodiment
The Pre-wired Brain

Cognitive performances are to a large extent neurally pre-specified. Research in genetics shows substantial evidence for genetic pre-wiring of a great deal of brain
structure in both human and non-human animals. Important gene expression patterns of the brain occur before experience-dependent input. Hence, the brain is prewired even if not with total specificity, and with a great degree of chance involved.4
Ramus says:
Indeed whether a neurone will grow dendrites or produce a particular molecular cue
at a given time depends on the expression of particular genes, which itself depends on
many internal factors like which other genes the neurone currently expresses, as well
as external factors like which molecules surround it and in what concentration (which
can in particular specify the neurones’ position within the brain and within its neural
structure) [Ramus, 2006, p. 255].

[Baum, 2006, p. 336] observes, taking advantage of a computational metaphor, that
“[. . . ] mind results from the execution of the DNA program. But [. . . ] this execution proceeds in interaction with the world. Culture is in a sense part of the working
memory, the data space, used by this execution. [. . . ] Evolution naturally discovers
programs that interact with the environment to learn”. [Marcus, 2004, p. 84] adds
that “[. . . ] the same genes that are used to adjust synapses based on internal instruction can be reused by external instruction”. It is in this perspective that we can easily
4

The term “wired” can be easily misunderstood. Generally speaking, I accept the distinction
between cognitive aspects that are “hardwired” and those which are simply “pre-wired”. By the
former term I refer to those aspects of cognition which are fixed in advance and not modifiable.
Conversely, the latter term refers to those abilities that are built-in prior the experience, but that
are modifiable in later individual development and through the process of attunement to relevant
environmental cues: the importance of development, and its relation with plasticity, is clearly
captured thanks to the above distinction. Not all aspects of cognition are pre-determined by
genes and hardwired components. Cf. also [Barrett and Kurzban, 2006].
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understand why some authors consider a revolution in evolutionary biology “[. . . ]
to actually admit what geneticists and evolutionists have claimed all along without
seeing: the phenotype is a creature of both genotype and environment. It is the mediator of all genetic and environmental influence, in both development and, as the
object of selection, evolution” [West-Eberhard, 2003, p. 525].
Of course many neuroanatomical modules need considerable input from the external world (already at the level of utero biochemical factors), fine tuning, and
experience-driven maintenance to get their – restructured – functional adult abilities, and also to preserve the structure itself. In this sense pre-wiring does not
imply hardwiring, but the so-called “brain plasticity” endowments have limits and
genome-directed constraints.5 All environmental experience has to pass through the
rigid features of sensory receptors imposed by the neural structure (especially in
sub-cortical and sensory areas), and it is only in this way that it can be seen as the
“execution” of a genetic program that codes for proteins: not everything is learnable.6 In the framework of genetic influences on brain processes concepts like innateness, domain-specificity, and evolutionary selection, which are rather vague,
could be reshaped in a more neurogenetical satisfactory scientific way, for instance
taking advantage of research between genes and brain development, and its anomalies and cognitive dysfunctions.
Organisms are equipped with various ontogenetic mechanisms that permit them
to acquire information and thus better adapt to the environment: for instance, the
immune system in vertebrates and brain-based learning in animals and humans.
Plasticity characterizes these mechanisms, which, West-Eberhard says, “mimic” selection: “Learning itself can be fine-tuned under selection and then can mimic selection to create, and rapidly spread, novel adaptive traits” [West-Eberhard, 2003,
p. 337].7 The role of these mechanisms is to provide organisms with supplementary
devices to acquire information and thus afford various environmental contingencies
that are not – and cannot be – specified at the genetic level [Odling-Smee et al.,
2003, p. 255]. A genetically specified initial set of behaviors is elaborated through
experience of a relevant environment. These ontogenetic mechanisms are therefore
a sort of on-board system allowing flexibility and plasticity of response to an everchanging environment, which are at the core of the notion of cognition that is at the
basis of our treatment [Godfrey-Smith, 2002].8
5

6

7
8

On the so-called brain “cross-modal” plasticity, which deals with changes and reorganization
of cortical functions in an individual brain in front of sensory deprivation cf. [Bavelier and
Neville, 2002].
Genetic control also operates throughout life and has on-line effects (for instance on coding of
neurotransmitters, their receptors and other molecules involved in neurotransmission pathways)
[Ramus, 2006, p. 258].
On Edelman’s neural Darwinism, which sees neurons as populations submitted to “loosely”
Darwinian effects, cf. subsection 6.1.4, chapter six.
Godfrey-Smith defines cognition as the capacity of coping with a range of possible behavioral
options with different consequences for the organism’s chance to survive. This definition allows
him to embrace a broader notion of cognition which extends it to many animal and plant behaviors. I will discuss this thesis in chapter six, subsection 6.4.4 and in chapter eight 8.5.1, devoted
to the interplay between abduction and affordances.
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In the case of human beings and other mammals, bigger brains allow the storage
of information which could not be pre-defined by genes [Aunger, 2002, pp. 182–
193]. Flexibility and plasticity of response to an ever-changing environment are
connected to the necessity of having other means for acquiring information, more
readily and quickly than the genetic one. I posit that niche construction plays a fundamental role to in meeting this requirement. Plasticity and flexibility depend on
niche construction as far as various organisms may alter local selective pressure via
niche construction itself, and thus increase their chances of survival. More specifically, cognitive niches are crucial in developing ever more sophisticated forms of
flexibility, because they constitute an additional source of information favoring behavior and development control. In this case, epigenesis is therefore augmented,
and, at a genetic level, it is favored by genes regulating epigenetic openness [Sinha,
2006]. Epigenetic openness is closely related phenotypic plasticity [Godfrey-Smith,
2002]; the flexible response of living organisms (humans in particular) leans on sensitivity to environmental clues, and this process of attunement to relevant aspects of
the environment cannot be separated from niche construction (cf. subsection 6.1.3,
chapter six, on the interesting concept of cognitive niche).9
What are the consequences of the scientific results I have previously illustrated on
the concept of abduction? We have to observe that of course all the abductive performances I have illustrated have neural correlates. Recent research in neurology has
especially increased knowledge about cognitive skills in various organisms, mainly
dealing with perception and motor control in non-human animals, and some important new scientific perspectives could be useful to further detail certain aspects –
especially non-verbal – of abductive thinking which have already been emphasized
in philosophical, logical and psychological investigations. In the following subsection I will describe how some well known research on neurons, which in primates
and humans react to observation of actions, raise interesting questions concerning
the so-called “embodied cognition”.

4.3.2

Embodiment and Intentionality

Neurons in area F5 in the monkey ventral premotor cortex do not code elementary motions but goal-related actions [Rizzolatti et al., 1988]. A subclass of them
– the very famous mirror neurons – fire both when a monkey observes an action
performed by another individual and when it executes the same or a similar action,
like grasping, tearing, holding or manipulating objects. A subset of mirror neurons
9

The relationships between developmental plasticity and evolution are described in [WestEberhard, 2003]. For an illustration of the recent controversies and conceptual confusions about
phenotypic plasticity and genetic assimilation cf. [Pigliucci et al., 2006, p. 2366]: the authors
contend that phenotypic plasticity is not a threat to Modern Synthesis but an expansion of it, it
is (in part) a developmental process, not an evolutionary one. “As such, it can be the target of
natural selection (an evolutionary mechanism, though of course not the only one), and yields
– under certain conditions – the evolutionary outcome of genetic assimilation or phenotypic
accommodation. Once one recognizes the clear hierarchical distinctions among these concepts,
most fears about an imminent overthrow of the Modern Synthesis should dissipate.”
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respond not only when the monkey executes or observes an action but also when it
hears that same action is performed by another agent. Neither the sight of the other
agent alone nor the sight of the object alone are sufficient to fire the mirror neurons’
response, as in the case of mimicking actions without a target object. Another subset
of mirror neurons can generalize and react in the presence of various, similar actions
and not only in the presence of a specific one, so they present a kind of inductive
hypothesizing pre-wired character. There is also evidence in favor of their existence
in humans.
The discovery of mirror neurons has given rise to speculation on various aspects
of social cognition such as intentions, action, empathy, mind-reading, emergence of
language, and the discussion has also included the problem of affective attunement
that I have cited in the previous subsection. What it is important to note is that in
the experiments on mirror neurons the interaction between agents, and the object
of the action is independent of the self-other distinction. [Gallese, 2006] contends
that the interaction would instead be “we-centric”, and would also underpin the
understanding of others as rudimentary and implicit “intentional” agents.
I am inclined to partially follow [Tummolini et al., 2006], in saying that mirror
neurons do not underpin a “representation” of the other agent, neither taking advantage of a self-representation nor of a representation in terms of a “we-agent”. Indeed,
frankly, I do not think the interaction can be considered “we-centric”: how is it possible to conjecture a “we” if not in terms of an already hypostatized “me” and “you”?
The problem is that there is neither the we-centric situation nor the self/other one, at
least, not as they are understood in our ordinary folk psychology. The observed interaction in primates cannot say anything about the self/non-self distinction, it seems
to be basically agentless. It can simply affect changes and transformations in the individual’s behavior that we (as researchers) see. Moreover, if representations are at
play, they are representations in a Picwickian sense, like the ones I will describe in
the following chapter of this book, acting in many cases of animal behavior, that is,
they are simply perceptual-, motor-, and behavior-directed and not mentalistic.
I have said that many researchers on mirror neurons hypothesize that the interaction at play would also underpin, in the case of children, the understanding of
others as rudimentary and implicit “intentional” agents. Of course in the absence
of the standard agentive and objective units it is difficult to hypothesize a kind of
(implicit) intention attribution in the perspective of the standard psychological sense
of the concept. Rather, in infants, only something similar to the case of some animals can be hypothesized where visual and motor “representations” carry perceptual
representations among external events, so that actions are understood as motor processes that lead to certain outcomes, that is, like “self-propelled beings that make
things happen” [Tummolini et al., 2006, p. 106]. Of course this framework involves
a kind of intentionality that cannot be described as fully psychological. In such
a way, through the equivalence between actions perceived and actions performed,
animals and infants can abductively form preferential hypotheses in terms of “intentions”, which explain some perceptual events linking different motor schemata.
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These hypotheses enable the organisms to predict the consequences of the actions
perceived.10
It has also been contended that the process leading to the abduction of subsequent self-correcting “hypotheses” that in turn lead to affective attunement,11 which
is formed through the interplay of facial imitation (cf. [Meltzoff and Brooks, 2001])
is also at play and underpinned by mirror neurons. In affective attunement, the coordinated process of exchange of a full range of somatosensory perceptual information
(visual, auditory, and tactile) can be seen in this light. A process in which the slow
formation of a kind of “selfness”, can be hypothesized, suitably accompanied by the
first social feeling of an identity of “being-like-you” [Gallese, 2006].
This embodied and subpersonal way of “understanding” and feeling events is
present also in adult humans. In this case it is either implicit, isolated, and basically unconscious, or accompanied by that effect of mentalization that leads to the
interpretation of beings like full intentional agents, showing a movement from the
attribution of a kind of external – “in the world” – intentionality to the agent-oriented
intentionality of folk psychology. The shift is from “goals as relational structures in
the world to goals as intentional relations between agents and the world” (ibid.), in
terms of belief/desire and intentions mental/brain states. In this last case it is obvious
to note that full representational mechanisms are needed, for example propositional
ones, which go far beyond the basic visual and motor framework, and involve other
regions of the brain, embracing the sensorimotor ones. I agree with [Gallese, 2006]
that this distinction between “behavior readers”, like non-human primates and other
animals on the one hand and “mind readers”, like humans on the other, does not have
to be taken as a sharp distinction depicting a strong discontinuity, where the role of
propositional attitudes in the formation of the self-other distinction is overstated.12
In the experiments on primates it can be clearly seen how information (modelbased, visual or auditory), conveyed through perception from the outside, is stored
through mirror neurons and coupled with them, and made available to enable suitable actions and new behaviors (i. e., appropriate to the ecological situation at
stake). Mirror neurons are simulators of the planned action, used to predict its consequences and thus achieve a better control of the action itself: information is picked
up outside and through their neural visual and motor processing, it is so to speak
“socially” re-externalized in the action performed, which of course is endowed
10

11
12

On the distinction between desires, beliefs, and intentions and on the various skillful abductive
metarepresentational processes that are at play in human intention attribution – where intentions
are intended as private or joint (in groups of people, the so-called “we-intentions”) mental states
of an agent – cf. the issues described in Malle, Moses, and Baldwin [2001]. The inferential
process – based on both the observed behavior and external information (multi-sensory: visualkinesthetic, auditory, etc.) and including other cues in the immediate context – involves an expert
“explanatory” selective abduction that has to discriminate among a very large range of possible
intentions that are consistent with a given action.
Cf. chapter five of this book, subsection 5.7.3 and chapter eight, subsection 8.5.1.
An analysis of the problem of embodiment in neuroscience, in traditional cognitive science
and in some aspects of phenomenology is given in [Gallese, 2005]. Recent research suggests
that both the understanding of intentionality in others – engagement in intentional exchanges,
and understanding how the mind of others has been affected by the communicative act, is also
present in people that lack language, such as deaf non signers [Donald, 2001, p. 144].
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with a visual dynamic structure made available over there, in the environment, for
other watchers and listeners, in a cycle of further possible repetitions and modifications/enhancements.13 The representations carried out are of course not propositional and so they cannot carry “understanding” in the current meaning of the term.
They can activate cognition exactly in the sense of the term we will encounter, in the
following chapter, in the case of nonlinguistic animals. Of course it is perfectly plausible to guess that these representations ground (the neuroscientists say “scaffold”)
further development of more explicit abductive intentional attribution and agentive
understanding, even at the conscious level.
The entire process of non-declarative and non-conceptual embodied simulation
implied by the same brain areas of mirror neurons seen in non-human primates
and infants can be seen, as many authors do, like a grounding embodied process
– both from the ontogenetic and the phylogenetic perspective – of full maturation
in adult human beings. [Iacoboni, 2003] demonstrates how intention can be understood through imitation, a perspective that sheds light on the formation of complex
social cognitive skills like intentions themselves, planned actions, empathy, mindreading, and the emergence of language. The embodied and prereflexive effect carried out by the sensorimotor system also seems to be particularly important in bodily
recognition and emotion sharing (for instance, the experience of painful sensations).
It is also supposed to be the foundation of empathy because the embodied process of pretension is both a-centered and, at the same time, the basis of self-other
distinction.
The objectual “self” that is being formed through mirror neurons becomes the
“pseudoself” that is being circumscribed.14 Both emotions and empathy can acquire
various levels of awareness and meta-awareness through the more complicated intervention of larger brain areas in human adults, which enact possible new ways of
abductive emotional and empathic appraisals. Finally, it has to be remembered that
also spatial mapping plays an important role in the formation of the self-subject-asobject and consequently of its distinction from other objects (and possible agents)
(cf. below section 4.7).
Further insight on the problem of mentation, metamentation and the reflexive
mind is illustrated by [Bogdan, 2003], who also takes into account an evolutionary
perspective. Bogdan contends that, given the fact that the pressures on (and opportunities for) planning and problem solving are much greater in the precultural social
brain (genetically fixed) than in the mere manipulative “mechanical domain”, at
the origin of mentation there would be the re-use of patterns tracked by interpretation in the social domain (thus not the ones merely derived from physical skills
operating in the mechanical domains) already seen in primates: they slowly become
objects of mental rehearsal. I sum, social life (rather than physical work) and asocial
agency directed to conspecifics (rather than mechanical agency directed at the physical world) would be the main forces behind the evolution of primate mentation.
13
14

On mirror neurons as a clear example of sensorimotor brain structure cf. chapter three, section
3.6.4.
Research on imitation deficit in autism seems to confirm the presence of dysfunctions in mirror
motor-sensory areas of children affected by that disease [Oberman et al., 2005].
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Interpretation and mental rehearsal – thinking about thoughts – with the obvious
function of imagining nonactual situations, would be in turn crucial to the evolution of propositional attitudes and of explicit metathoughts, that are at the heart of
metamentation, thinking about representations of agency and intentionality.

4.4

Actions vs. Thoughts?

Adult and normal human brain circuitry compute the operations of human intelligence and cognition through hierarchical structures, embedded sequences and
hash coding. Naturalistically considered, these are physical and biological events
in-the-world that embody the semiotic life of human and many non-human animals. From this neurological perspective an interesting conclusion on our traditional
dichotomous view of organisms’ actions and thoughts can be derived.
Let us show a fragment of brain neurocomputational mechanisms, as illustrated
by Granger in a recent article [2006], which illustrates brain circuitry at work at the
level of striatal cortex. “It results that two separated pathways from cortex through
matrisomes involve different subpopulations of cells: (1) MSN1 neurons project to
GPi [pallidum, pars interna] → thalamus → cortex; (2) MSN2 neurons insert an
extra step: GPe [pallidum, pars externa] → GPi → thalamus → cortex. MSN and
GP projections are inhibitory (GABAergic), such that cortical excitatory activation
of MSN1 s causes inhibition in GPi cells, which otherwise inhibit thalamus and brainstem regions. Hence MSN1 cells disinhibit, or enhance, cortical and brainstem activity. In contrast, the extra inhibitory link intercalated in the MSN2 pathway causes
MSN2 s to decrease the activity of cortex and brainstem neurons. These two pathways
through MSN1 and MSN2 cells are thus called go and stop paths, for their opposing
effect on their ultimate cortical and motor targets” [Granger, 2006, pp. 16-17].
Coordinated operation over time can yield a sophisticated combination of activated “go” and withheld “stop” motor responses (for example to stand or walk), or
correspondingly complex thought (cortical responses). The cortex → striosome path
triggers a kind of evaluation signal, provisionally settled in default values, corresponding to an expected experiential (sensory) reward for the given action, which, if
the reward is not present, can lead to modifications which in turn trigger through other
complicated paths other new possible actions and thoughts. Of course thoughts can
in turn “mediate” further actions. At the level of the thalamocortical system, “core”
circuit cells that respond to a particular input pattern, in turn elicit activation patterns which involve an effect of “clustering”, and so of abductive generalization by
preventing fine distinction between the members of the cluster. Through subsequent
“samples” across time, refinements that activate subclustering are originated. The
process is then directed to a learning process that generates the synaptic weights that
can be assimilated to those “representations” we know through cognitive science.15
I think this example can imply two important theoretical considerations. First,
both brain events, motor and thought responses, are material/biological processes
15

For details on the role of other brain circuits cf. [Granger, 2006, pp. 19-24].
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of the organism, the first originating action at the phenomenal level of the individual, the second originating thought, which we hypothesize in its physico/chemical
aspects. In both cases, so to speak, the organisms “act”. Second, both “processes”
are subsequently modified by calculation based on the experiential outcomes, so
that the action or thought chosen can be revised like in the epistemological schema
of the abductive process I have illustrated in chapter one.16 In this neural naturalistic perspective the quasi-ontological dichotomy between actions and thoughts,
even if justified at a different, not neural, epistemological level – typical of the received philosophical and cognitive tradition – vanishes: obviously, both actions and
thoughts are, so to speak, “actions” of the organisms, both phenomenal and not
phenomenal levels are “performed” in the organism’s body. This conclusion is also
acknowledged by Edelman who, in the perspective of its neural Darwinism, quotes
Peirce:
Peirce pointed out that sensations are immediately present to us as long as they last.
He noted that other elements of of conscious life, for example, thoughts, are actions
having a beginning, middle, and end covering some portion of past or future. This fits
our proposal that thought has an essential motoric component reflected in brain action
but not in actual movement.17 [. . . ] This view of thought as being essentially motoric
is consistent with the known interactions of the frontal and parietal cortex with basal
ganglia, the subcortical regions involved in motor programs [Edelman, 2006, p. 123
and p. 168, footnote 3].

4.4.1

Decision Making and Action

Rational and deliberate decisions made by an agent are basically mediated by a
conscious processing of high-level cognitive functions like the sentential ones (for
example natural language) and various model-based ways of reasoning, but can also
be intertwined with “thinking through doing” and action-based cognition, all able
to carry an adequate amount of suitable knowledge. This kind of decision making
has to be distinguished from that in which thoughts or cognitive actions enter the
cognitive process without self-awareness, even if it has to be said that many decision
making processes are the fruit of a hybrid blending between conscious and unconscious cognitive aspects [Piller, 2000; Thagard, 2001].18 In rational and deliberate
16
17

18

Cf. also [Magnani, 2001b].
Thom further stresses that spoken a word is at the stage of emission an “action” in the literal
sense of a “muscular motor field (a chreod in Waddington’s sense) affecting the muscles of
the thorax, the glottis, the vocal chords and the mouth” [Thom, 1980, p. 236]. On Thom’s
catastrophe theory and abduction cf. chapter eight of this book.
The analysis of the concept of affordance [Gibson, 1979] also provides an alternative account of
the role of the environment and of external – also artifactual – objects and devices, as the source
of action possibilities (constraints for allowable actions). Artifactual cognitive objects and devices extend, modify, or substitute “natural” affordances actively providing humans and many
animals with new opportunities for action [Norman, 1988]. Neuropsychological and physiological evidence on how simple visual information affords and potentiates action – and the highly
integrated nature of visual and motor representations – is described in [Tucker and Ellis, 2006;
Knoblich and Flach, 2001; Derbyshire et al., 2006]. For further details on the interplay between
affordances, actions, and decisions [Magnani and Bardone, 2008] and this book, chapter six.
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decision making strategies (strategic principles)19 are at work [Brogaard, 1999], as
already stressed by the supporters of the general theory of games. These strategic principles always mediate between a given situation and a continuous range of
future possibilities or choices that are described and provided by suitable pieces of
hypothetical and generalized knowledge about events and processes (and “possible”
events and processes).
Of course decision processes in humans constitutively occur in the presence of
incomplete information and knowledge, like Peirce pointed out: “[. . . ] the sum of
all that will be known up at any time, however advanced, into the future, has a ratio
less than any assignable ratio to all that may be known at a time still more advanced”
[Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.330]. As I have already illustrated in chapter two (subsection
2.1) – where the abduction as an ignorance preserving kind of cognition is stressed
– abduction plays a key role in decision making processes: one of the central aims
of abduction is to recommend a course of action, in fact abduction usually provides
previously unavailable more or less reliable hypothetical knowledge able to explain
data which in themselves are considered inadequate to trigger a decision for action
(indeed the abductive hypotheses describe what will happen, if an action is carried
out). Nevertheless, even after having extracted new knowledge through abduction,
the best rational and deliberate decision is never reached like it would be in the
ideal situation where all the possible required knowledge is available: the best performance resorts to a simple activity of “maximization”, where the presence of the
available information and the smart use of strategic principles are the tools that make
humans able to pursue this target.
I have said in the previous subsection that, both brain events, – motor and thought
[inner] responses – are material/biological processes of the organism, the first originating action at the phenomenal level of the individual, the second originating
thought, which we can only hypothesize. In both cases, so to speak, the organisms
“act”. Both “processes” are subsequently modified by calculation based on the experiential outcomes, so that the action or thought chosen can be revised as in my
epistemological schema of the abductive process. From this neurological perspective the traditional dichotomous view between organism’s actions and organism’s
thoughts can be weakened.20
From this perspective abduction recommends decisions
1. which leads to a course of immediate motor actions,
• that, for instance by acquiring new information with respect to future interrogation and control, further trigger internal thoughts “while” modifying
the environment (thinking through doing). Peirce provides the example of a
cook making an apple pie for her master: “Throughout her whole proceedings she pursues an idea or dream without any particular thisness or thatness
19
20

I will describe in more detail the status of strategies in abductive reasoning in chapter seven,
subsection 7.3.2.2.
Cf. Edelman’s remarkable words about this issue, I have already quoted above, where : “essential
motoric” aspect of thought is emphasized [Edelman, 2006, p. 123 and p. 168, footnote 3].
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– or, as we say, hecceity – to it, but this dream she wishes to realize in connection with an object of experience, which as such does possess hecceity;
and since she has to act, and action only related to this and that, she has
to be perpetually making random selection, that is, taking whatever comes
handiest” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 1.341] (I think this case is related to the role
of manipulative abduction in my epistemological schema),
or
• that are more defined and not immediate, less random, and more pragmatical
and less intertwined with a continuous interplay with subsequent “thoughts”;
in this case action derives from a classical planning determined by inner
established thoughts/hypotheses.
but abduction also recommends decisions/actions
2. (as mere thoughts), which – internally – lead to a further course of thinking detached from any immediate motor action to reach new hypothetical knowledge
(of course, later on, open to make recommendations on further motor action).

4.4.2

Decision and Emotion

In the previous section I have said that rational and deliberate decision is basically
mediated by a conscious processing of high-level cognitive functions like the sentential ones (for example natural language) and various model-based ways of reasoning, but it can also be intertwined with “thinking through doing”. Emotion, an
important model-based aspect of cognition, plays a pivotal role in decision making:
emotions speed up the process and lead directly to actions. However using them to
make choices is usually considered irrational because of their disadvantages: in the
throes of strong feeling, we may be blind to some options, overlook critical information, or, when participating in a group charged with making a collective decision,
fail to engage or connect with others who do not share our emotional state [Thagard,
2001, 356–357].
I think it is important to understand, however, that emotions are not inherently irrational. For example, they can be useful tools in moral decision making if they are
successfully intertwined with learned cultural behaviors so that they become “intelligent emotions.” Emotions can be developed, and Picard points out, “Adult emotional intelligence consists of the abilities to recognize, express, and have emotions,
coupled with the ability to regulate these emotions, harness them for constructive
purposes, and skillfully handle the emotions of others.”21 There is ongoing debate
about the use of the expression “emotional intelligence”: while the word intelligence implies something innate, many aspects typical of emotional intelligence are
actually skills that can be learned.22
21
22

[Picard, 1994, p. 49], cf. also [Nussbaum, 2001].
On the neurological and cognitive role of emotions, cf. [Damasio, 1994; Damasio, 1999]. A
cognitive theory of moral emotions in terms of “coherence” is illustrated in [Thagard, 2000;
Thagard, 2001]. For recent work on emotional intelligence, see [Ben-Ze’ev, 2000], [Matthews
et al., 2002] and [Moore and Oaksford, 2002].
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Antonio Damasio differentiates conscious “feeling” from unconscious “emotion”
(of course, only conscious individuals “feel”) [Damasio, 1999]: the genesis of emotions also relates to an individual animal’s need to respond with its whole body –
to run away from danger, for example, or to care for offspring. Emotions can communicate information about a situation and trigger a response even in absence of
consciousness; in turn, this holistic response seems to have influenced the evolutionary formation of self and consciousness.23
Happiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, and surprise all can be viewed as judgments about a person’s general state; a man who unexpectedly comes across a tiger
on the loose, for example, would be understandably afraid because the large carnivore threatens his instinct to stay alive. In fact, all emotions are connected to goal
accomplishment:24 people become angry when they are thwarted, for instance, and
feel pleased when they are successful. In this sense, emotion is a abductive summary
appraisal of a problem-solving situation. Moreover, it provides cognitive “focalization” of the situation and readies us for action. On the contrary, we can consider
emotions just as physiological reactions rather than cognitive judgments. Damasio
refers to the signals that the body sends to the brain as somatic markers. Neuroscience taught us that emotions depend on interaction between bodily signals and
cognitive appraisal. That is, they involve “both” judgments about how the current
situation is affecting our goals and neurological assessment of our body’s reaction
to that situation.
Emotions are represented in the brain, but they cannot be represented like concepts because this conceals their links to a judgment that involves abductive processes, physiology, and feeling. We can imagine emotions as patterns of activation
across many neurons in many brain areas, including those sites involved in cognitive
judgments, like the prefrontal cortex, as well as those that receive input from bodily
states, like the amygdala. Put another way, emotion activates neurons in different
areas of the brain, areas that may have either inferential or sensory functions (cf.
[Wagar and Thagard, 2004].).
We have already pointed out that emotions play an important role in decision
making (a striking example is given by the case of moral deliberations). Damasio hypothesizes that in some cases of brain damage to the ventromedial, bottom-middle,
or prefrontal cortex areas, people loose the ability to make effective decisions because they cannot discern the future consequences of their actions, especially in
social contexts. That part of the brain provides connections between areas of the
cortex involved in judgment and areas involved in emotion and memory, the amygdala and hippocampus.
23

24

[Modell, 2003]. On consciousness, conscious will, and free will, cf. my book [Magnani, 2007d],
chapter three, section “Critical Links: Consciousness, Free Will, and Knowledge in the Hybrid
Human.”
On the role and nature of goals cf. [Thagard and Millgram, 2001]. The paper illustrates a theory
(in terms of deliberative coherence) and a computational model of decision making that sees it
not only as a process of choosing actions but also of evaluating goals.
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Computer simulations of decision making have made it clear that we need more
neurologically “realistic” models involving the role of emotions.25 The GAGE neurocomputational program [Wagar and Thagard, 2004] aims at filling this gap. It
models the above cognitive situation, which is due to a brain lesion, using groups
of computational spiking neurons corresponding to each of the crucial brain areas
involved: 1) vetromedial frontal cortex, 2) amygdala, 3) nucleus accumbens (a region strongly associated with rewards). So GAGE is capable of taking into account
both cognitive aspects of judgment and appraisal performed by the ventromedial
prefrontal cortex and physiological input mediated by the amygdala.26
Feelings serve as decisional inferences only if they are intertwined with learned
cultural behaviors and therefore become “intelligent emotions” or, as some ethicists
say, “appropriate” emotions.27 Hume was wrong to view emotions as separate from
intellect, says Johnson [1956], who maintains that the two dimensions are actually
blended. I do not think we need to blend rational and emotional aspects; emotions
are clearly distinguishable, even though we may be tempted to lump them together
with purely cognitive functions because they can function in decision-making under
certain conditions – that is, when they are not just raw products of evolution but
are, instead, shaped further by knowledge and information. In this sense a decision
lead by certain trained emotions, even if not fully deliberate and conscious, must not
be considered as instinct-based. This decision derives from feelings built in a past
history of conscious cognitive choices which have been able to reshape emotions
giving rise to certain sophisticated feelings. Consider the example of a husband and
his positive emotional attitude toward his marriage – it can be hypothesized that his
strong commitment to his wife relates to his understanding of marriage, which in
his case is stable and well formed, even if tacit and unreflective.
I have already pointed out that I agree wholeheartedly with Peirce that all thinking is in signs and that these signs take many forms – icons, indices, or symbols
and so on, as we mentioned before. If all inference is, in fact, a form of sign activity – as Peirce contends – and we use the word sign to include feelings, images,
conceptions, and other representations, then we must include unconscious thought
among the model-based ways of moral thinking. Indeed, it is not only conscious abstract thought that we can consider inferential: we can characterize many cognitive
activities that way.
Martha Nussbaum has emphasized the cognitive value of emotions and further clarified their moral role; in her work she improves and updates the Greek
Stoic view, which holds that emotions are evaluative judgments that ascribe great
importance to certain things and persons outside a person’s own control. In this perspective, such things then have the power to determine human flourishing
25
26

27

They of course will still lack the possibility of “feeling” emotions: indeed they will not have
bodily inputs.
Some meta-ethicists call moral intuitionism the view of emotions as central in justifying moral
beliefs [Sinnott-Armstrong, 1996]. [Ben-Ze’ev, 2000] maintains that optimal moral behavior is
that which combines emotions and intellectual reasoning, a complex integration that requires
the so-called “emotional intelligence”.
Cf. [Thomson, 1999, pp. 148-149]. In this case [Oatley, 1992] speaks of “learned spontaneity.”
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(eudaimonia).28 Put another way, through emotions, people acknowledge that external things/persons they do not fully control are very important for their own flourishing. Emotions are always seen as involving thought of an “intentional” object
combined with thought of that object’s salience, value, and importance in the framework of what Nussbaum calls the “cognitive-evaluative” view. This perspective
contrasts with the “adversary view” that considers emotions mere “non-reasoning
movements” that would derive “bodily” from an animal part of our nature rather
than “mentally” from a specifically human part. Unlike the Stoic approach, it is
difficult to see emotions as judgments in this view, and it would seem hard “to account for their urgency and heat given the facts that thoughts/judgments are usually
imagined as detached and calm” [Nussbaum, 2001, p. 27]: emotions are fundamentally seen as irrational and a bad guide to action in general and to moral action in
particular.
In the “cognitive-evaluative” perspective, it is very easy to think of emotions
more broadly in a way that goes beyond the Stoic starting point; consider, for example, the cognitive role of emotions in animals and the evaluative appraisal they
perform in moral life. Of particular interest is the role that elements of culture –
social norms, for example – play in shaping certain feelings like compassion that
I refer to above as “trained emotions”: “Human deliberative sociability also affects
the range of emotions of which humans are capable, [. . . ]” [Nussbaum, 2001, p.
148] just as individual history influences the perception of that effect and cognitively embeds emotions in a complex of personal narratives. In this last sense, to
acknowledge the influence that social constructions have on emotions is to see that
emotions consist of elements we have not ourselves constructed.
Finally, I must note that Michael Gazzaniga, citing James Q. Wilson’s prediction,
provides a brain-based account of moral reasoning centered in the areas of emotion.
It has been found that brain regions normally involved in emotional processing may
be activated by one type of moral judgment but not another. In this sense, when
someone is willing to act on a moral belief, it is because the emotional side of her
brain was activated as she checked the moral question at hand. If, on the other hand,
she decides not to act, the emotional part of the brain does not become active.29
28

29

Greek eudaimonistic ethical theories are concerned with human flourishing: eudaimonia is taken
to include everything to which a person attributes intrinsic value. Nussbaum retains this spelling,
rather than using the English word “eudaemonistic,” because she wants to refer to the ancient
Greek concept and avoid more recent connotations associated with the idea, “namely, the view
that the supreme good is happiness or pleasure” [Nussbaum, 2001, p. 31].
[Gazzaniga, 2005]. Other studies exploiting neuroimaging have dealt with the neuroanatomy
and neuroorganization of emotion, social cognition, and other neural processes related to moral
judgment in normal adults and in adults who exhibit aberrant moral behavior [Greene and
Haidt, 2002]. [Moll et al., 2002; Moll et al., 2005] have established that moral emotions differ
from basic emotions in that they are interpersonal: the neural correlates that are more interested
in moral appraisal appear to be the orbital and medial sectors of the prefrontal cortex and the
superior sulcus region, which are also critical regions for social behavior and perception.
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The Agent-Based and Abductive Structure of Reasons in
Moral Deliberation

This section illustrates in detail that “abduction”, that is the reasoning to hypotheses,
is central to the problem of “inferring reasons” in decision making, as a fundamental kind of practical reasoning. Moral deliberation will be our example. We have
seen that in abduction we usually base our guessing of hypotheses on incomplete
information, and so we are facing nonmonotonic inferences: we reach defeasible
conclusions from limited information, and these conclusions are always withdrawable.30 It is in this sense that both explanatory and instrumental abductive reasoning
constitutes a possible useful model of practical reasoning: ethical deliberations are
always adopted on the basis of incomplete information and on the basis of the selection of particular abduced hypotheses which play the role of reasons. Hence,
ethical deliberation shares some aspects with hypothetical explanatory reasoning as
it is typically illustrated by abductive reasoning in scientific settings. To support this
perspective on the “logical structure of reasons” we will provide an analysis based
on the distinction between “internal” and “external” reasons and on the difficulties
in “deductively” grasping practical reasoning, at least with the only help of classical
logic.
In a previous work [Magnani, 2007d, chapters six and seven] devoted to introduce
the methodological problems of ethical deliberation, I contend, following Rachels,
that morality is the effort to guide one’s conduct by reasons, that is, to do what there
are the best reasons for doing while giving equal weight to the interests of each
individual who will be affected by one’s conduct. “The logical structure of reasons”
is the title of chapter four in Searle’s book Rationality in Action [2001]. I plan to
use Searle’s conceptual framework to better understand what exactly are “reasons”
in the specific case of ethics. Whereas Searle deals with rational decision making,
many of his conclusions appear to be appropriate for ethical cases, too.
By criticizing the classical model of rational decision making (which always requires the presence of a desire as the condition for triggering a decision), Searle
establishes the fundamental distinction between internal and external reasons for
action: those that are internal might be based on a desire or on an intention, for instance, while external reasons might be grounded in external obligations and duties.
When I pay my bill at the restaurant, I am not doing so to satisfy an internal desire,
so this action does not arise from internal motivations; instead, it is the result of my
recognition of an external obligation to pay the restaurant for the meal it has provided. Analogously, if an agent cites a reason for a past action, it must have been the
reason that the agent “acted on”. Finally, reasons can be for future action, and this is
particularly true in ethics where they do not always trigger an action – in this case,
however, they must still be able to motivate an action: they are reasons an agent can
“act on”.
Searle’s anti-classical emphasis on “external reasons” does not have to appear
strange: in [2007d] I have often stressed the fact that human beings not only
30

For further specifications cf. chapter one, section 1.3 and chapter two, section 2.1, where the
fallacious character of abduction is described.
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delegate cognitive roles but also and moral worth to external objects that consequently acquire the status of deontic moral structures. This also occurs when we
articulate ideas in verbal statements – promises, commitments, duties, and obligations, for example – that then exist “over there”, in the external world. Imagine the
deontic role that concrete buildings (like for instance the ones whose shapes restrict
routes people can follow) or abstract institutions (for example, some modern constitutions usually compel us to consider equality of citizens as important) can play
in depicting duties and commitments we can (or have to) respect. Human beings are
bound to behave in certain ways as spouses, tax payers, teachers, workers, drivers,
and so on. All these external factors can become – Searle says – reasons/motivators
for prior intentions and intentions-in-action of human beings.
Many things around us are human made, artificial – not only concrete objects
like a hammer or a PC, but also human organizations, institutions, and societies.
Economic life, laws, corporations, states, and school structures, for example, can
also fall into that category. We have also projected many intrinsic values on things
like flags, justice rituals, or ecological systems, and as a result, these external objects
have acquired a kind of autonomous automatism “over there” that conditions us and
distributes roles, duties, moral engagements – that is, it supplies potential “external
reasons”. Non-human things (as well as so-to-say “non-things” like future human
beings and animals, etc.) become moral clients as well as human beings, so that
current ethics must pay attention not only to relationships between human beings,
but also to those between human and non-human entities.
Moreover, we can observe how external things we usually consider to be morally
inert can be transformed into those moral mediators which express the idea of
a distributed morality. For example, we can use animals to highlight new, previously unseen moral features of other living objects, as we can do with the earth
or with (non natural) cultural objects; we can also use external “tools” like writing, narratives, others persons’ information, rituals, and various kinds of institutions to morally reconfigure social orders. Hence, not all moral tools are inside the
head along with the emotions we experience or the abstract principles we refer to;
many are over there, even if they have not yet been identified and represented internally, distributed in external objects and structures which function as ethical devices
available for acknowledgment by every human agent. These delegations to external
structures – thus transformed in moral mediators – encourage or direct ethical commitments, and, they favor the predictability in human behavior that is the foundation
for conscious will, free will, freedom, and of the ownership of our own destinies: if
we cannot anticipate other human beings’ intentions and values, we cannot ascertain which actions will lead us to our goals, and authoring our own lives becomes
impossible.
Let us return to the role played by reasons in ethical reasoning. Intentional states
with a propositional content have typical conditions of satisfaction and directions of
fit.
1. First, mental and linguistic entities have directions of fit: for example, a belief
has a mind-to-world direction of fit. For example, if I believe it is raining, my
belief is satisfied if and only if it is raining “[. . . ] because it is the responsibility
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of the belief to match an independently existing reality, and it will succeed or
fail depending or whether or not the content of the belief in the mind actually
does fit the reality of the world” [Searle, 2001, p. 37]. On the other hand, a
desire (or an order, promise, or intention) has a world-to-mind direction of fit:
“[. . . ] if my belief is false, I can fix it up by changing the belief, but I do not in
that way make things right if my desire is not satisfied by changing the desire.
To fix things up, the world has to change to match the content of the desire”
[Searle, 2001, p. 38].
2. Second, other objects (not mental and not linguistic) also have a direction of fit
similar to the ones of beliefs. A map, for example, which may be accurate or not,
has a map-to-world direction of fit, whereas the blueprints for a house have a
world-to-blueprint direction of fit because they can be followed or not followed
[Searle, 2001, p. 39]. Needs, obligations, requirements, and duties are not in a
strict sense linguistic entities, but they have propositional contents and directions of fit similar to the ones of desires, intentions, orders, commitments, and
promises that have a world-to-mind, world-to-language direction of fit. Indeed,
an obligation is satisfied if and only if the world changes to match the content
of the obligation: if I owe money to a friend, the obligation will be discharged
only when the world changes in the sense that I have repaid the money.
When for example we apply the moral principle of the wrongness of discriminating
against the handicapped to the a specific moral case (for example the recent famous
case of Baby Jane Doe [Rachels, 1999] where the parents had to decide (and so they
had to choose/infer the right “reason”) in favor or against a fundamental surgical operation), we resort to a kind of “external” reason that we have to “internalize” – that
is, recognize as a reason worth considering for a possible deliberation. If we instead
exploit strong personal feelings like pity and compassion to guide our reasoning, we
would decide for or against the operation based on a completely “internal” reason.
We have to note, of course, that external reasons are always observer-relative. It is
only human intentionality that furnishes meaning to a particular configuration of
things in the external moral or non-moral world. The objective fact that, say, I have
an increased white blood cell level acquires a direction of fit that is a direction for
action only if related to a human being’s interpretation (for example only “in the
light” of a diagnosed disease, that same fact can trigger the decision for a therapy).
Searle also discusses the so-called collective intentionality that enables people to
create common institutions such as those involving money, property, marriage, government, and language itself, an intentionality that gives rise to new sets of “conditions of satisfaction”, duties, and commitments. In our perspective we say these
external structures have acquired a kind of delegated intentionality because they
have become moral mediators, they have acquired a kind of moral “direction”, as I
have illustrated in [Magnani, 2007d, chapter six]. In those cases, when we have to
deal with a moral problem through moral mediators, evaluating reasons of any kind
immediately involves manipulating non-human externalities in natural or artificial
environments by applying old and new behavior templates that exhibit some uniformities. This moral process is still hypothetical (abductive): these templates are
embodied hypotheses of moral behavior (either pre-stored or newly created in the
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mind-body system) that, when appropriately employed, make possible what can be
called a moral “doing” (cf. also [Magnani, 2006e]).
I contend that external moral mediators are a powerful source of information and
knowledge; they redistribute moral effort by managing objects and information in
new ways that transcend the limits and the poverty of the moral options immediately
represented or found internally (for example exploiting resources in terms of merely
internal/mental moral principles, utilitarian envisaging, and model-based moral
reasoning – emotions, for example).
It follows from the previous discussion that many entities can play the role of deontic moral structures. This fact can lead to a re-examination of the concept of duty.
In this perspective duties can be also grounded on trained emotional habits, visual
imagery, embodied ways of manipulating the world, exploitation of moral mediators
– as we have just seen, endowed with a sufficient ethical worth in a collective.

4.5.1

The Ontology of Reasons

What are these “reasons” that, following Searle, are the basis of rational actions and
the basis of moral action? A reason answers the question “Why?” with a “Because”;
it can be a statement, like a moral principle, as in the answer to “Why should we
perform surgery on a handicapped baby?”: “Because of the wrongness of discriminating against the handicapped”. In reality, reasons are “expressed” by the
statements-explanations in so far as they are facts in the world (the fact that it is
raining is the reason I am carrying an umbrella). They are also represented by
propositional intentional states such as desires (my desire to stay dry is the reason I am carrying the umbrella), and, finally, by propositionally structured entities
such as obligations, commitments, needs, and requirements, like in the case of our
moral “principle” of “the wrongness of discriminating against the handicapped”.
Usually good reasons explain and usually explanations give reasons. Searle also
distinguishes between reasons that justify my action and thus explain why it was the
right action to perform, and the reasons that explain why in fact I did it.
1. First of all, in rational decision making, when we must provide a reason for an
intentional state, we have to make an intelligent selection from a range of reasons that exist either internally or externally – in the latter case, we must take the
external reason, recognize it as good, and internalize it. With respect to our ideal
of an ethical deliberation sustained by “reasons”, we can affirm that it is not unusual for the “deliberator” to have limited knowledge and inferential expertise
at his or her disposal. For instance, she may simply not have important pieces
of information about the moral problem she has to manage, or she may possess only a rudimentary ability to compare reasons and ascertain data. Ethical
reasoning is so abductive and defeasible: because it is impossible to obtain all
information about any given ethical situation, every instance of moral reasoning
occurs without benefit of full knowledge, so we must remember that any reason can be rendered irrelevant or inappropriate by new information. Generally
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speaking, as illustrated above, these reasons can take three different forms: external facts in the world, such as empirical data; internal intentional states such
as beliefs, desires, or emotions; and entities in the external world like duties,
obligations, and commitments with the direction of fit upward (world-to-mind).
External facts must be internalized and “believed”, while external entities must
be internalized and adopted (“recognized”) as good and worth of consideration.
The same happens in the case of rational moral deliberation.
2. Second, we must remember that maintaining a flexible, open mind is particularly important when we lack the ethical knowledge necessary to confront new
or extreme concrete situations.
When evaluating an ethical case, we have at hand all the elements of rational moral
decision making: the problem we face, the “reasons”, and the agents involved. Every
reason, Searle says, contributes to a “total reason” that is ultimately a composite of
every good reason that has been considered – beliefs, desires, obligations, or facts,
for example. As already observed, first, “rationality” requires the agent to recognize
the facts at hand (I have to believe that it is raining) and the obligations undertaken
(I have to adopt the principle of the sanctity of human life) without denying them
(which would be obviously irrational) [Searle, 2001, p. 115]. Second, reasons can
be more than one, indeed I need at least one motivator, but in some cases there are
many, and these reasons often conflict with one another; it then becomes necessary
to appraise their relative weights in order to arrive at the prior intention and the
intention-in-action.
In abductive reasoning, this kind of appraisal is linked to evaluating various inferred explanatory, non-explanatory, and instrumental hypotheses/reasons, and, of
course, it varies depending on the concrete cognitive and/or epistemological situation. In the section 1.3 of chapter one, we have illustrated that epistemologically
using abduction as an inference to the best explanation simply requires evaluating
competing hypotheses (that express competing “reasons” in the ethical case). The
best [total] reason would be the one that creates prior intention and intention-inaction.
What criteria can we adopt to choose the reason(s) that will become the motivator(s)? Thagard [2000] has proposed a framework in terms of coherence, in which
ethical deliberation is seen as involving conflicting reasons (deductive, explanatory,
deliberative, analogical) that can be appraised by testing their relative “coherence”.
This “coherence view” is terrifically interesting because it reveals multidimensional
character of ethical deliberations. The criteria for choosing the most coherent “reason/motivator” represent a possible abstract cognitive reconstruction of an ideal of
“rationality” in moral decision making, but they can also describe the behavior of
real human beings. Human beings usually take into account just a fraction of the
possible knowledge when performing ethical judgments. For example, when making judgments, it is common for utilitarians to employ only what Thagard calls
“deliberative” coherence or for Kantians to privilege principles over consequences.
Psychological resources are limited for any agent, so it is difficult to mentally process all levels of ethical knowledge simultaneously in an attempt to calculate and
maximize the overall coherence of the competing moral options. The “coherence”
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model accounts for these “real” cases of human moral reasoning by showing they fit
only “local areas” of the coherence framework: in general, real human beings come
to immediate conclusions through one moral aspect (for instance, the “consequentialist” one) and disregard the possible change in coherence weight that could result
from considering other levels (for instance, the “Kantian” one).
Searle interprets rationality in decisions naturalistically: “Rationality is a biological phenomenon. Rationality in action is that feature which enables organisms, with
brains big and complex enough to have conscious selves, to coordinate their intentional contents, so as to produce better actions than would be produced by random
behavior, instinct, tropism, or acting on impulse” [Searle, 2001, p. 142]. I agree, but
I would add that rationality is a product of a hybrid organism. This notion obviously
derives from the fact that even the external tools and models we use in decision
making – an externalized obligation, a computational aid, and even Thagard’s “coherence” model described above – are products of biological human beings, but at
the same time these tools constitutively affect human beings, who are, as we already
know, highly “hybridized”.31

4.5.2

Abduction in Practical Agent-Based Reasoning

Searle considers “bizarre”, and I strongly agree with him – that feature of our intellectual tradition, according to which true statements that describe how things are
in the world can never imply a statement about how they ought to be: in reality,
to make a simple example, to say something is true is already to say you ought to
believe it, that is other things being equal, you ought not to deny it. Also, logical
consequence can be easily mapped to the commitments of belief. Given the fact that
logical inferences preserve truth, “The notion of a valid inference is such that, if p
can be validly inferred from q, then anyone who asserts p ought not deny q, that
anyone who is committed to p ought to recognize its commitment to q” (ibid., p.
148.). This means that normativity is more widespread than expected.
Certainly, theoretical reasoning can be seen as a kind of practical reasoning where
deciding what beliefs to accept or reject is a special case of deciding what to do.
The reason it is difficult to “deductively” grasp practical reasoning is related to
the intrinsic multiplicity of possible reasons and to the fact that we can hold two
or more inconsistent reasons at the same time.32 The following example illustrates
how practical contexts are refractory to logical modeling. Given the fact that we
31

32

Further details on coherence, truth, and the development of scientific knowledge are illustrated
in [Thagard, 2006]. Searle [2001] calls the means and ways of performing an action (for instance
to fulfill an obligation) “effectors” and “constitutors”. An obligation to another person is an
example. I know I own you some money: “I can drive to your house” and “give you the money”
– effector and constitutor.
Searle “reluctantly” declares that it is impossible to construct a formal logic of practical reasoning “adequate to the facts of the philosophical psychology” [Searle, 2001, p. 250]. I think that
many types of non-standard logic (deontic, nonmonotonic, dynamic, ampliative, adaptive, etc.)
reveal interesting aspects of practical reasoning by addressing the problem of defeasibility of
reasons and of their selection and evaluation.
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consider it a duty to do p and that I also feel committed not to do p, we cannot infer
that I am committed to do (p and not p). I am a physician committed to not killing a
patient in a coma, but at the same time my compassion for the patient commits me
to the opposite duty. This does not mean that I want to preserve the life of the patient
and, at the same time, I want to kill him – that would lead to an inconsistent moral
duty. All this represents an unwelcome consequence of the fact that commitment to
a duty is not closed under conjunction [Searle, 2001, p. 250].
In practical reasoning, we are always faced with desires, obligations, duties, commitments, needs, and requirements, etc., that are at odds with one another. Moreover,
even if I consider it a duty to do p and I believe that (if p then q), I am not committed to do q as a duty: I can be committed to killing a patient in a coma and at the
same time believe this act will cause pain for his friends, but I am not committed
to causing this pain. Modus ponens does not work for duty/belief mixture [Searle,
2001, pp. 254–255].
The examples above illustrate the difficulties that arise when classical logic meets
practical reasoning. They further stress the importance we attribute to abductive
explanatory inferences in agent-based practical settings, where creating, selecting,
and appraising hypotheses are central functions.

4.6

Picking Up Information

We have seen that it is difficult to hypothesize internal cognitive states in nonlinguistic organisms.33 The approach in terms of the so-called active perception, that
minimizes the role of representations, can help us overcome this impasse. From this
perspective we can first of all say, at least in the case of human beings, that abduction is a complex process that works through imagination: for example, it suggests
a new direction in reasoning by shaping new ways for explaining (cf. the templates
mentioned above). Imagination should not, however, be confused with intuition.
Peirce describes abduction as a dynamic modeling process that fluctuates between
states of doubt and states of belief. To assuage doubt and account for anomalies,
the agent gathers information that relates to the “problem,” to the agent’s evolving
understanding of the situation, and to its changing requirements. When I use the
word “imagination” here, I am referring to this process of knowledge gathering and
shaping, a process that Kant considered invisible to us and yet which leads us to see
things we would not otherwise have seen: it is “a blind but indispensable function
of the soul, without which we should have no knowledge whatsoever” [Kant, 1929,
A78-B103,p. 112]. For example scientific creativity, it is pretty obvious, involves
seeing the world in a particular new way: scientific understanding permits us to see
some aspects of reality in a particular way and creativity relates to this capacity to
shed new light.
We can further analyze this process using the active perception approach
[Aloimonos et al., 1988; Ballard, 1991], a theory developed in the area of
33

The whole problem of animal abduction and of the so-called mindless cognition will be treated
in the following chapter.
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computer vision [Thomas, 1999]. This approach seeks to understand cognitive systems in terms of their environmental situatedness: instead of being used to build a
comprehensive inner model of its surroundings, the agent’s perceptual capacities are
seen as simply used to obtain “whatever” specific pieces of information are necessary for its behavior in the world. The agent constantly “adjusts” its vantage point,
updating and refining its procedures, in order to uncover a piece of information. This
resorts to the need to specify how to efficiently examine and explore and to “interpret” an object of a certain type. It is a process of attentive and controlled perceptual
exploration through which the agent is able to collect the necessary information: a
purposeful examination is carried out, actively picking up information rather than
passively transducing (cf. [Gibson, 1979]).
As suggested for instance by Lederman and Klatzky, this view of perception may
be applied to all sense modes: for example, it can be easily extended to the haptic
mode [1990]. Mere passive touch, in fact, tells us little, but by actively exploring an
object with our hands we can find out a great deal. Our hands incorporate not only
sensory transducers, but also specific groups of muscles and musculature which,
under central control, move in appropriate ways: lifting something tells us about its
weight, running fingers around the contours provides shape information, rubbing it
reveals for instance texture, as already stressed by Peirce in the quotation I reported
above, when dealing with the hypothesizing activity of what I call manipulative
abduction [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.221].34
Nigel Thomas suggests we think of the fingers together with the neural structures
that control them so that we can consider the afferent signals they generate as a sort
of knowledge-gathering (perceptual) instrument: a complex of physiological structures capable of active testing for some environmental property [Thomas, 1999].
The study of manipulative abduction that I outlined above can benefit from this
approach. For example, the analysis of particular epistemic mediators (optical diagrams) in non-standard analysis, I have illustrated in chapter one (section 1.7), and
their function in grasping and teaching abstract and difficult mathematical concepts
stresses the activity on picking up described above. In this case the external models
(mathematical diagrams) do not give all available knowledge about a mathematical
object, but compel the agent to engage in a continual epistemic dialogue between
the diagrams themselves and her internal knowledge either to enhance personal understanding of existing information or to facilitate the creation of new knowledge.
As I have already noted in chapter two (section 2.8) human beings and other animals make frequent use of perceptual reasoning and kinesthetic abilities. Usually
the “computations” these tasks require are not fully conscious. Mathematical cognition uses verbal explanations, but it also involves nonlinguistic notational devices
34

A kind of inner touch can be very significant in human brains and so furnish a kind of “imagery”
that drives thoughts: the famous case is Helen Keller, who became deaf and blind at the age of
eighteen months, and so, lacking normal auditory and visual channels, did not meet the standard
requirement for acquiring language. Later on, with the help of Annie Sullivan, she was able to
learn language and an adult personality mainly exploiting haptic modes. This extraordinary
story tells us that her brain plastically employed an anatomical path usually not at work in
normal linguistic communication, which uses very different neural patterns (cf. [Donald, 2001,
pp. 232-250] ).
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and models that require our perceptive and kinesthetic capacities. In chapter two I
have illustrated how geometrical constructions are a prototypical case of this kind of
extra-linguistic system that functions in a model-based, manipulative, and abductive
way.

4.7
4.7.1

Spatial Frameworks, Anticipation, and Geometry
Abduction and Neurospaces

Many parts of the mammalian cognitive system represent the location of objects
within the spatial framework. The egocentric ones are spaces where the objects are
located in a framework that is referenced to a sensory receptor or body surface, e.g.
retinal axes of the visual cortex, head-centered axes of the partial cortex. In many
vertebrates these spaces are formed by taking advantage of the available cues in
natural environment and/or of the artificially made cues and landmarks suitably externalized in the material environment by the individual or group in question. The
cues become part of the internal representation through the perceptual system so furnishing the basic data which make the abductive formation of the spatial mapping
possible. Of course these sources, even if reliable, often are not easily accessible.35
Another spatial framework, called allocentric, is instead referenced to the environment and so not centered on the organism.36
Research in neuroscience has stressed the pre-wired role of the hippocampus,
a paradigmatic example of archicortex, in building a prereflexive allocentric spatial framework in mammals. Many empirical investigations and mathematical and
computational models of this mechanism have been provided in the last decades
[O’Keefe, 1999]. Hippocampus receives input from the “[. . . ] entorhinal cortex and
the septum. The entorhinal cortex in turn receives inputs directly or indirectly from
many neocortical areas and is believed to be the major conduit of sensory information into the hippocampus. In contrast, the septum gets its input primarily from
the hypothalamus and brainstem, and is thought to convey information about actual or intended movements and about the animal’s bodily states and needs” (ibid.,
pp. 53-54). Models of hippocampus functions have been recently studied to detect
the effects, for example of lesions, on the dentate gyrus and CA3. It has resulted
35
36

More information on the exploitation of spatial external representations is detailed in [Freska,
2000, pp. 1126-1127] ).
More details on the high plasticity in animal spatial egocentric and allocentric mapping, also
focusing the attention on switching between different mappings depending on the local situation, is provided by [Roberts, 2001]. The role of external representations, as “spatial products”,
in human cognition, is illustrated in [Liben, 2001; Tversky, 2001; Tversky et al., 2006]. On
the role in chicks’ spatial orientation of non-geometrical information given by landmarks and
of geometrical information given by the shape of the enclosure cf. [Vallortigara et al., 2005;
Chiesa et al., 2006], who also stress the role in these tasks of the spatial logics of a dual brain.
The research also aims at suggesting that the reliance on the use of geometric information of the
spatial scale of the environment is not an exclusive endowment of humans: animals do (implicit)
geometry (also in the case of fish [Sovrano et al., 2005]).
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that both lesions strongly reduce the efficacy of the exploration associated with displayed objects and affect detection of spatial novelty (cf. [Lee et al., 2005], and
[Hasselmo, 2005]). Finally, the role of the hippocampus seems involved not only in
the representation of the environment but also in the building of the primitive cognitive pre-conditions for the representation of the subject-as-object and the further
related various levels of consciousness.
In the process of hippocampal abductive formation of spatial mapping it is important to stress the complicated interplay between internal and external sensory
representations (visual, acoustic, and proprioceptive), together with the fact that dynamical motor aspects, which also involve manipulations of objects, are central and
basically independent of human language [Freska, 2000]. In the case of rats, as the
animal moves around a known environment the hippocampal mapping system continuously updates various parameters through a comparison between the (suitable,
decoupled) internal navigation representations (a kind of spatial imagination), and
actual representations derived from the sensory input. Internal subsequent representations are abductive hypotheses of space (Husserl would say, anticipations, cf.
subsection 4.7.4). Given the fact I have often remarked that various cognitive biological agents must reason on the basis of incomplete or uncertain information,
an appraisal of the necessary implications of spatial relations and actions is only
slowly and progressively reached through a cycle of continuous updating of spatial
mappings.
The process occurs in such a way that deviations from the expected sensory data
provide an internal signal for exploration to the aim of abductively re-constructing
and modifying the spatial representation of the environment. The internal signals
for exploration are also driven by a motivational system activated for instance by
hunger and by food in a particular location. Of course the neural, settled “representation” obtained can be reliably re-used when exploring the same niche: spatial relations can be replicated by superimposing them upon the sensory data at hand and
thus implicitly filling in missing relations not explicitly available. Even the wellknown three-dimensionality of space can be accounted for by the pre-wired brain
limitations on the representational properties.
[O’Keefe, 1999] contends that the results on hippocampal spatial mapping in
vertebrates would furnish a kind of naturalistic confirmation of the Kantian philosophical concept of spatial “pure intuition”. Furthermore, it can be hypothesized that
the historical perplexities of philosophers and geometricians over the centuries regarding the famous Euclidean fifth postulate,37 can be finally explained considering
the intrinsic neural features of the mammalian hippocampal mapping system. The
perplexities were mainly due to the fact that the postulate appeals to infinity, and
so to properties that cannot be verified by the experience accumulated through human perception. Studies on the hippocampus show that the abductive formation of
a directional system – which projects a set of parallel lines, which never meet, upon
the given environment – is intrinsic and allows the organism to compute a direction
37

Cf. my book [Magnani, 2001c] and chapter two of this book, sections 2.9 and 2.11.
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based on cue distribution, and this direction is independent of location within the
environment [O’Keefe, 1999, pp. 59–62].38
A further consequence of this neural perspective concerns the hypothesis that the
strong development of temporal and prefrontal neocortices has been driven in part
by the existence of the hippocampal map. Indeed, the formation of the self-other
distinction (and thus the idea of “agent”) and the related formation of the image of
a self-referenced body are probably related to the development of the frontal cortex which is in turn based on the spatial schemes furnished by the hippocampal
map. The progressive acknowledgement of the pregnant fact that there is nothing
in the mapped spatial framework corresponding to an entity in the location of the
place where the organism actually is, possibly leads to “filling” the empty site with
an object marker. Later on other complicated cognitive abilities would intervene to
support a self-referenced image, also based on the recognition that agents are certainly objects that can change location in spatial mapping without external influence.
It would be thanks to this nonlinguistic background that, finally, in humans, the abductive formation of the higher awareness of the self can be implemented, typical of
the mentalized idea of a free and intentional agent. In conclusion, it is plausible to
affirm that a spatio-temporal packet of sensory stimuli, which maintains its integrity
as the organism moves or as it itself moves through a succession of sites within the
map, can be the precondition for more articulated and more or less conscious ideas
of “subject” and “object”.39
Moser’s research group has recently provided some of the most groundbreaking
insights so far concerning the computation of spatial location and spatial memory in
rat brains [Fyhn et al., 2004], by discovering a neuronal spatial map in the medial
dorsocaudal entorhinal cortex. The key unit of the map is the “grid cell”, which is
activated whenever the position of the animal coincides with any of the vertex of
a regular grid of equilateral triangles spanning the surface of the environment. The
“geometrical” map is anchored by external landmarks, but persists in their absence,
suggesting that grid cells may be part of a generalized, path-integration-based map
of the spatial environment. The grid cells constantly update the mammal’s sense of
its location, even in absence of the external sensory input, so providing a constant
and very general abductive appraisal of the situation at hand: indeed “The firing pattern – which is similar regardless of whether the rat is in a familiar, well-lit room
or in a strange location that is pitch-dark – must be a pure cognitive construct. Although grid cell firing patterns are updated and calibrated by sensory input from the
vestibular, visual and other sensory systems, they do not depend on external sensory
cues” [Knierim, 2007, p. 48]. Grid cells seem to constitute the basic spatial input that
is exploited by the hippocampus to construct more specific and context-dependent
spatial firing in its place cells. Place cells merely fire when a mammal occupies a
single, particular location but each grid cell – which projects a latticework of perfect
38

39

It seems the components of the mapping system require a large number of hippocampal identical harmonic oscillators, which are in variable ways intrinsic endowments of many living
organisms.
On the role of the auditory systems in spatial cognition of vertebrates cf. [de Cheveigné, 2006]
and this book, chapter five, section 5.5.2.
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equilateral triangles across the environment, the corners of which are sensible to the
rat’s presence – will fire when it is any one of the many locations that are arranged
in a stunningly uniform hexagonal grid (as if the cell were related to a number of
alarm tiles spaced at specific, regular distances). Because the grids projected by the
brain’s grid cells overlap, the grid cell system fires whenever the rat moves, thus
updating the animal’s location [Knierim, 2007, pp. 44–45].

4.7.2

Adumbrations: Perceptions and Kinesthetic Sensations
Intertwined

Also the philosophical tradition of phenomenology fully recognizes the protogeometrical role of kinesthetic data in the generation of the so-called “idealities” (and
of geometrical idealities). The objective space we usually subjectively experience
has to be put in brackets by means of the transcendental reduction, so that pure lived
experiences can be examined without the compromising intervention of any psychological perspective, any “doxa”. By means of this transcendental reduction, we
will be able to recognize perception as a structured “intentional constitution” of the
external objects,40 established by the rule-governed activity of consciousness (similarly, we will see that space and geometrical idealities, like the Euclidean ones, are
“constituted” objective properties of these transcendental objects).
The modality of appearing in perception is already markedly structured: it is not
that of concrete material things immediately given, but it is mediated by sensible
schemata constituted in the temporal continual mutation of adumbrations. So at the
level of “presentational perception” of pure lived experiences, only partial aspects
(adumbrations [Abschattungen]) of the objects are provided. Therefore, an activity
of unification of the different adumbrations to establish they belong to a particular
and single object (noema) it is further needed.41
The analysis of the generation of idealities (and geometrical idealities) is constructed in a very thoughtful philosophical scenario. The noematic appearances are
the objects as they are intuitively and immediately given (by direct acquaintance)
in the constituting multiplicity of the so-called adumbrations, endowed with a morphological character. The noematic meaning consists of a syntactically structured
categorical content associated with judgment. Its ideality is logical. The noema consists of the object as deriving from a constitutive rule or synthetic unity of the appearances, in the transcendental sense [Petitot, 1999]. To further use the complex
Husserlian philosophical terminology, we can say: hyletic data (that is immediate given data) are vivified by an intentional synthesis (a noetic apprehension) that
transforms them into noematic appearances that adumbrate objects, etc.
40

41

A recent article [Overgaard and Grünbaum, 2007] deals with the relationship between perceptual intentionality, agency, and bodily movement and acknowledges the abductive role of
adumbrations. In the remaining part of this section I will try to clarify their meaning.
On the role of adumbrations in the genesis of ideal space and on their abductive and nonmonotonic character cf. below section 4.7.4.
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The Genesis of Space

As illustrated by Husserl in Ding und Raum [1907] [Husserl, 1973] the geometrical
concepts of point, line, surface, plane, figure, size, etc., used in eidetic descriptions
are not spatial “in the thing-like sense”: rather, in this case, we deal with the problem
of the generation of the objective space itself. Husserl observes: it is “senseless” to
believe that “the visual field is [. . . ] in any way a surface on objective space” (§48, p.
166), that is, to act “as if the oculomotor field were located, as a surface, in the space
of things” (§67, p. 236).42 What about the phenomenological genesis of geometrical
global three-dimensional space?
We have to start dealing with the problem of the treatment of adumbrations. The
adumbrative aspects of things are part of the visual field. To manage them a first
requirement is related to the need of gluing different fillings-in of the visual field to
construct the temporal continuum of perceptive adumbrations in a global space: the
visual field is considered not translation-invariant, because the images situated at its
periphery are less differentiated than those situated at its center (and so resolution is
weaker at the periphery than at the center), as subsequently proved by the pyramidal
algorithms in neurophysiology of vision research.
Perceptual intentionality basically depends on the ability to realize kinesthetic situations and sequences. In order for the subject to have visual sensations of the world,
he/she must be able not only to possess kinesthetic sensations but also to freely initiate kinesthetic sequences: this involves a bodily sense of agency and awareness on
the part of the doer [Overgaard and Grünbaum, 2007, p. 20]. The kinesthetic control
of perception is related to the problem of generating the objective notion of threedimensional space, that is, to the phenomenological constitution of a “thing”,43 as a
single body unified through the multiplicity of its appearances. The “meaning identity” of a thing is of course related to the continuous flow of adumbrations: given the
fact that the incompleteness of adumbrations implies their synthetic consideration in
a temporal way, the synthesis in this case, kinetic, involves eyes, body, and objects.
Visual sensations are not sufficient to constitute objective spatiality. Kinesthetic
sensations44 (relative to the movements of the perceiver’s own body)45 are required.
Petitot continues:
Besides their “objectivizing” function, kinesthetic sensations share a “subjectivizing”
function that lets the lived body appear as a proprioceptive embodiment of pure experiences, and the adumbrations as subjective events. [. . . ] There exists an obvious
42

43
44

45

Moreover, Husserl thinks that space is endowed with a double function: it is able to constitute
a phenomenal extension at the level of sensible data and also it furnishes an intentional moment. Petitot says: “Space possesses, therefore, a noetic face (format of passive synthesis) and
a noematic one (pure intuition in Kant’s sense)” [Petitot, 1999, p. 336].
Cf. also [Husserl, 1931, §40, p. 129] [originally published in 1913].
Husserl uses the terms “kinestetic sensations” and “kinesthetic sequences” to denote the subjective awareness of position and movement in order to distinguish it from the position and
movement of perceived objects in space. On some results of neuroscience that corroborate and
improve several phenomenological intuitions cf. [Pachoud, 1999, pp. 211–216] and [Barbaras,
1999; Petit, 1999].
The ego itself is only constituted thanks to the capabilities of movement and action.
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equivalence between a situation where the eyes move and the objects in the visual
field remain at rest, and the reciprocal situation where the eyes remain at rest and the
objects move. But this trivial aspect of the relativity principle is by no means phenomenologically trivial, at least if one does not confuse what is constituting and what
is constituted. Relativity presupposes an already constituted space. At the preempirical constituting level, one must be able to discriminate the two equivalent situations.
The kinesthetic control paths are essential for achieving such a task [Petitot, 1999, pp.
354–355].

Multidimensional and hierarchically organized, the space of kinesthetic controls includes several degrees of freedom for movements of eyes, head, and body. Kinesthetic controls are kinds of spatial gluing operators. They are able to compose, in
the case of visual field, different partial aspects – identifying them as belonging
to the same object, (cf. Figure 4.1), that is constituting an ideal and transcendent
“object”. They are realized in the pure consciousness and are characterized by an
intentionality that demands a temporal lapse of time.
With the help of very complex eidetic descriptions,46 that further develop the
operations we sketched, Husserl is able to explain the constitution of the objective
parametrized time and of space. Discussing the intertwined role played by the kinesthetic systems composed by eyes, head, and body (that is not restricting himself to
the oculomotor kinesthetic level), and binocular vision and stereopsis, Husserl is
able to account for the formation of objective three-dimensional space and of the
three-dimensional things inside it. He stresses that stereopsis derives from the fact
that the two binocular images are not identical, so their differences are “intentionally” deciphered by the visual system as depth values47 thereby the third dimension
is constituted.
Of course, when the three-dimensional space (still inexact) is generated (by
means of two-dimensional gluing and stereopsis) it is possible to invert the phenomenological order: the visual field is so viewed as a portion of surface in R3 ,
and the objective constituted space comes first, instead of the objects as they are
intuitively and immediately given by direct acquaintance. So the space is in this
case an objective datum informing the cognitive agent about the external world
where she can find objects from the point of view of their referentiality and denotation. The kinesthetic system “makes the oculomotor field (eventually enlarged
to infinity) the mere projection of a three spatial thingness” [Husserl, 1973, section 63, p. 227]. Adumbrations now also appear to be consequences of the objective
46

47

Husserl considered it impossible to give a scientific account (for instance mathematical, neurobiological, or in terms of dynamical systems) of operations and events at the level of descriptive
eidetics and of morphological essences in perception. The so-called naturalized phenomenology tries to fill this gap [Petitot et al., 1999]. For instance Petitot demonstrates that there exists
“[. . . ] a geometrical descriptive eidetics able to assume for perception the constitutive tasks of
transcendental phenomenology and to mathematize the correlations between the kinetic noetic
synthesis and the noematic morphological Abschattungen” [Petitot, 1999, p. 371]; the mathematical apparatus he exploits is partially derived from Thom’s theory of catastrophes [Thom,
1975] I will reconsider in chapter eight of this book.
This point of view is confirmed by recent research on stereopsis [Ninio, 1989].
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Fig. 4.1 Scanning square S with corners a, b, c, d. To each position p corresponds a token
Dp of the visual field D centered on p (focalization on p). The neighboring Dp overlap.
c
(From [Petitot et al., 1999], 1999
by the Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior
University, Stanford University Press, Stanford, reprinted by permission).

three-dimensional space, as continuous transformations of two-dimensional images
as if the body were embedded in the space R3 .48

4.7.4

Anticipations as Abductions

Of course adumbrations, the substrate of gluing operations that give rise to the twodimensional space, are multiple and infinite, and there is a potential co-givenness
of some of them (those potentially related to single objects). They are incomplete
and partial so for the complete givenness of an object a temporal process is necessary. Anticipations are the operations necessary to manage adunbrations that have
to be performed by objective transcendence. Adumbrations, not only intuitively presented, can be also represented at the level of imagination (on the role of imagination
cf. the following section).
Just because incomplete, anticipations correspond to a kind of non-intuitive intentional expectation. When we see a spherical form from one perspective (as an
adumbration), we will assume that it is effectively a sphere, but it could be also a
hemisphere (an example already employed by Locke).
Anticipations share with visual and manipulative abduction (cf. chapter one, this
book) various features: they are highly conjectural and nonmonotonic, so wrong anticipations have to be replaced by other plausible ones. Moreover, they constitute an
activity of “generate and test” as a kind of action-based cognition: the finding of adumbrations involves kinesthetic controls, sometimes in turn involving manipulations
of objects; but the activity of testing anticipations also implies kinesthetic controls
48

The role of adumbrations in objectifying entities can be hypothesized in many cases of nonlinguistic animal cognition dealing with the problem of reification and the formation of a kind of
“concept”, cf. chapter five of this book, section 5.5. In human adults objects are further individuated and reidentified by using both spatial aspects, such as place and trajectory information
and static-property information (in this last case exploiting what was gained through previous
adumbration activity); adults use this property information to explain and predict appearances
and disappareances: “If the same large, distinctive white rabbit appears in the box and later on
in the hat, I assume it’s the same rabbit” [Gopnik and Meltzoff, 1997].
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and manipulations. Finally, not all the anticipations are informationally equivalent
and work like attractors for privileged individuations of objects. In this sense the
whole activity is toward “the best anticipation”, the one that can display the object
in an optimal way. Prototypical adumbrations work like structural-stable systems, in
the sense that they can “vary inside some limits” without altering the apprehension
of the object.
Like in the case of selective abduction, anticipations are able to select possible
paths for constituting objects, actualizing them among the many that remain completely tacit. Like in the case of creative abduction, they can construct new ways
of aggregating adumbrations, by delineating the constitution of new objects/things.
In this case they originate interesting “attractors” that give rise to new “conceptual”
generalizations.
Some of the wonderful, philosophical Husserlian speculations are being further
developed scientifically from the neurological and cognitive perspective in current
cognitive science research. [Grush, 2004a; Grush, 2007] has built an emulation theory based on control theory where forward models as emulators (shared by humans
and many other animals) are used to illustrate, in the case of humans, various cognitive processes like perception, imagery, reasoning, and language.49 He contends that
simulation circuits are able to hypothesize forward mapping from control signals to
the anticipated – and so abduced – consequences of executing the control command.
In other words, they mimic the body and its interaction with the environment, enhancing motor control through sensorimotor abductive hypotheticals: “For example,
in goal-directed hand movements the brain has to plan parts of the movement before it starts. To achieve a smooth and accurate movement proprioceptive/kinesthetic
(and sometimes visual) feedback is necessary, but sensory feedback per se is too
slow to affect control appropriately [Desmurget and Grafton, 2002]. The “solution”
is an emulator/forward model that can predict the sensory feedback resulting from
executing a particular motor command” [Svensson and Ziemke, 2004, p. 1310].
The control theory framework is also useful to describe the emergence of implicit
and explicit agency [Grush, 2007]. The humans’ understanding of themselves as explicit agents is accomplished through an interplay between the standard egocentric
point of view and the so-called “simulated alter-egocentric” point of view, which represents the agent itself as an entity in the environment. In sum two emulators work in
tandem when an agent has to conceive its own actions as objective: the first is egocentric and it maintains the egocentric representation of the environment, the second is
alter-egocentric and it recalls knowledge of the agent’s own action as an entity in the
environment. The organism coordinates the two fundamental emulators simultaneously, representing the egocentric environment and at the same time representing the
first representation of the scene from the alter-egocentric point of view. This perspective leads to a new and interesting reinterpretation of mirror neurons, I agree with:
If this is correct, then mirror neurons are, in a sense, not mirror neurons at all. They
have one precise function: to fire when there is a representation of another agent
49

This approach is related to the so-called “simulation theory” (cf. chapter three, subsection
3.6.3.1) which does not posit anything corresponding to an emulator.
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performing some action. Such a representation occurs when the monkey observes another animal perform the action. In that case the representation is a straight-forward
perceptual representation. However, when the monkey is itself performing an action a
representation of “another” agent performing an action is also maintained in its cognitive system. In this case, this representation is a mock perceptual representation, the
situation as perceived by an alter-ego. In fact this alter-ego perceives the monkey itself
as another agent. The mirror neurons are the crucial link between the agent’s implicit
representation of itself and its capacity to represent itself explicitly and objectively as
an agent [Grush, 2007, pp. 65–66].

Given the fact that motor imagery can be seen as the off-line driving force of the
emulator via efference copies, it is noteworthy that the emulation theory can be
usefully extended to account for visual imagery as the off-line operator behind an
emulator of the motor-visual loop. In these systems a kind of amodal spatial imagery can be hypothesized: “Modal imagery [. . . ] is imagery based on the operation
of an emulator of the sensory system itself, whereas amodal imagery is based on
the operation of an emulator of the organism and its environment: something like
arrangements of solid objects and surfaces in egocentric space. I show how the two
forms of emulation can work in tandem” [Grush, 2004a, p. 386]. It is important to
note that amodal imagery is neither sentential nor pictorial because the amodal environment space/objects emulators are closely tied to the organism’s sensorimotor
engagement with the environment.
A discussion of amodal emulators, considered puzzling because they seem entirely independent of any sensory “tags”, is provided by [Sathian, 2004], who
proposes clearer interpretation of them as multi-modal emulators, systems which
receive inputs from more than one sensory modality and are able to coordinate their
transformation and integration. Amodal systems, following Sathian, would be better
illustrated as conceptual and linguistic rather than as perceptual or as the substrate
for either imagery or sensorimotor emulation. However, amodal emulators also refer to cases, like those mentioned by Grush “where an object cannot currently be
sensed by any sensory modality (because it is behind an occluder, is silent and odorless, etc.) yet it is represented as being at a location. I think it is safe to say that our
representation of our own behavioral (egocentric) space allows for this, and it is not
clear how a multisensory system, in which tags for specific modalities were always
present, could accomplish this” [Grush, 2004b, p. 434]. Coherent with the Kantian
idea of “pure intuition”, I would say!50

4.7.5

The Genesis of Geometrical Idealities

What about the genesis of Euclidean geometry? Husserl declares:
Geometry and the sciences most closely related to it [the prescientific world] have
to do with space-time and the shapes, figures, also shapes of motion, alterations of
50

On Grush’s approach cf. the detailed discussion illustrated in [Clark, 2008, chapter seven] in the
framework of the theory of the extended mind; a treatment of current cognitive theories, such
as the sensorimotor theory of perception, which implicitly furnish a scientific account of the
phenomenological concept of anticipation, is given in chapter eight of the same book.
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deformation, etc., that are possible within space-time, particularly as measurable magnitudes. It is now clear that even if we know almost nothing about the historical surrounding world of the first geometers, this much is certain as an invariant, essential
structure: that it was a world of “things” (including the human beings themselves as
subjects of this world); that all things necessarily had to have a bodily character. [. . . ]
What is also clear [. . . ] is that these pure bodies had spatiotemporal shapes and “material” qualities (color, warmth, weight, hardness, etc.) related to them. Further it is clear
that in the life of practical needs certain particularizations of shape stood out and that a
technical praxis always aimed at the production of particular preferred shapes and the
improvement of them according to certain directions of gradualness [Husserl, 1978,
pp. 177–178, originally published in 1939].

4.7.5.1

Prescientific World

At the origins of geometry, as the science of what is absolutely objective, there is
a prescientific world,51 where first of all geometrical protoidealities are produced:
it is a world of things/bodies endowed with spatial shapes, shapes of motion and
deformations, material qualities, and “disposed of according to an inexact space and
time” [Derrida, 1978, p. 122]; by practical needs some of these shapes are perceived,
restored and perfected (rigid lines and surfaces). These pregeometrical things of the
prescientific world present a merely morphological character (for instance they are
more or less smooth surfaces). This pregeometrical, sensible world, is fundamentally a world of interactions with external things/bodies and of manipulations of
them.
4.7.5.2

Imagination

An act of imagination leads to pure morphological types (like roundness, under
which the geometrical ideality of the “circle” will be constructed), that still are of
a sensible order (that is they are not yet geometrical idealities, emancipated from
any sensible/imaginative intuitiveness): they are a kind of pure but sensible ideality. Husserlian imagination is different from Kant’s52 in that it realizes a kind
of “method of variation”53 of shapes [Husserl, 1978, p. 178] that produces the
51

52

53

Of course we do not have to confuse the prescientific world with the more elementary prepredicative world of appearances and primordial and immediately given experiences. The prescientific world is already characterized by predications, values, empirical manipulations and
techniques of measurement.
“According to Kant, geometry is not imaginary because it is grounded on the universal form
of pure sensibility, on the ideality of sensible space. But according to Husserl, on the contrary,
geometrical ideality is not imaginary because it is uprooted from all sensible ground in general.
[. . . ] Husserl remains then nearer to Descartes than to Kant. It is true for the latter, as has been
sufficiently emphasized, that the concept of sensibility is no longer derived from a ‘sensualist’
definition. We could not say this is always the case for Descartes or Husserl” [Derrida, 1978,
pp. 124-125, footnote 140].
Cf. below subsection 4.7.5.5, “Diagram Constructions as Epistemic Mediators”.
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essential form. As clearly stated in the Crisis: “fantasy can transform sensible shapes
only into other sensible shapes” [Husserl, 1970, §9a, p. 25] [1954] uprooting morphological pregeometrical idealities from pure sensible reality. Imagination operates
on empirical ways of measurement too (for instance in surveying, design for buildings – for instance altars, pathways) that can be considered a further step in the
direction of pure geometrical idealities: “the rough estimate of magnitudes is transformed into the measurement of magnitudes by counting the equal. [. . . ] Measuring
belongs to every culture” [Husserl, 1978, p. 178]:
The art of measuring discovers practically the possibility of picking out as standard
measures certain empirical basic shapes, concretely fixed on empirical rigid bodies
which are in fact generally available; and by means of the relations which obtain (or
can be discovered) between these and other body-shapes it determines the latter intersubjectively and in practice univocally – at first within narrow spheres (as in the art of
surveying land), then in new spheres where shape is involved [Husserl, 1970, §9a, p.
28].

The philosopher (candidate geometer), “proceeding from the practical, finite, surrounding world (of the room, the city, the landscape, etc.), and temporally the world
of periodical occurences: day, month, etc.” (ibid.) can create geometry by means of
idealizations (“limit-shapes emerge toward which the particular series of perfecting
tend”, [Husserl, 1970, §9a, p. 26]) and the abductive anticipatory structure of intentionality, beyond every sensible and factual level. A horizon of “open infinity” is disclosed. Geometry definitely presents itself like a completely created eidetic science.
The whole activity is attributed to the “ancients”, governed by the Platonic doctrine
of ideas; moreover, Husserl notes exact concepts of geometry have the character of
Ideas in the Kantian sense.
4.7.5.3

Orality, Writing, Historicity

First orality, then language and writing are the ways for exposing and making public the generated ideal objectivities: this means those objectivities are constitutively
historical, so that historicity coincides with the openness of the infinite task of developing geometrical idealities. Ideal objects are traditional objects, and so they
possess historicity as one of their multiple eidetic components: they are “sedimentations of a truth meaning”.
Sedimentation describes the cumulative character of human experience: not every “abiding possession” of mine is traceable to a self-evidence of my own. Those
derived from social context are the sedimentations of someone else’s experience
that, of course, either I can repeat, given the suitable circumstances, or I can taken
for granted; every sedimentation produces a traditionalization. So geometrical idealities: “If each geometer tried seriously to repeat all the mental processes on which
the work of its predecessors was based, he would have no time of energy left for
advancing the discipline [. . . ] In a vast and cumulative enterprise like geometry,
especially in its more advanced stages, it would be counterproductive for such an
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ideal to be realized” [Carr, 1981, p. 252]. In case the tradition were interrupted, the
entire process of traditionalization could be started up again.
It is clear that the characterization of history is in this case totally philosophical,
and related to the phenomenological explanation of the birth of geometry. Every
effort to find the “origins” of geometry is unavoidably noetic, a kind of “reduction”, endowed with noetic characters: “We can also say that history is from the
start nothing other than the vital movement of the coexistence and the interweaving
of original formations and sedimentations of meaning” [Husserl, 1978, p. 174]. Of
course this does not mean that an historical approach founded on facts is forbidden.
Nevertheless “historicism is mistaken in principle”:
In any case, we can now recognize from all this that historicism, which wishes to clarify the historical and epistemological essence of mathematics from the standpoint of
the magical circumstances or other manners of apperception of a time-bound civilization, is mistaken in principle. For romantic spirits the mythical-magical elements of
the historical and prehistorical aspects of mathematics may be particularly attractive;
but to cling to this merely historically factual aspect of mathematics is precisely to lose
oneself to a sort of romanticism and to overlook the genuine problem. The internalhistorical problem, the epistemological problem. Also, one’s gaze obviously cannot
then become free to recognize that facticities of every type, including those involved
in the historicist objection, have a root in the essential structure of what is generally human, through which a teleological reason running throughout all historicity announces
itself [Husserl, 1978, p. 180].

Husserl contends that “facticities of every type [. . . ] have a root in the essential
structure of what is generally human”, and that “human surrounding world is the
same today and always” (ibid.). Of course this does not hold when we consider
the possible evolutionary character of this surrounding world. A similar kind of
possibility was advanced by Helmholtz and Poincaré, when they hypothesized the
famous “fantastic worlds” in which there are beings educated in an environment
quite different from ours [Poincaré, 1902, pp. 64–68]. Their different “experience”
will lead these beings to classify phenomena in a different way than we would,
that is a non-Euclidean way, because it is more convenient, even though the same
phenomena could be described in a Euclidean way. In fact, Poincaré says that
these worlds can be described “without forsaking the use of ordinary geometrical
language” [Poincaré, 1902, p. 71].
4.7.5.4

Axiomatics

Finally, definitional expressions and self-evident axioms are created, [Husserl, 1978,
p. 170] and so the classical axiomatic structure of Euclidean geometry, with the
realization of “the highly impressive idea of a systematically deductive theory”
[Husserl, 1970, §8, p. 21], where deduction is able to derive, potentially, and from a
finite number of concepts and propositions, all the forms that exist in space.
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Diagram Constructions as Epistemic Mediators

With the institution of geometrical idealities the road to the mathematization of
nature, where “nature itself is idealized under the guidance of the new mathematics”
[Husserl, 1970, §9, p. 23] is opened: geometry is constantly and practically applied
to the world of sense experience, also as a means for technology.54 The limit-shapes
are acquired as tools that can be used and applied habitually. Geometry “becomes in
a certain respect a general method of knowing the real” [Husserl, 1970, §9b, p. 33]:
Like all cultural acquisitions which arise out of human accomplishment, they remain objectively knowable and available without requiring that the formulation of
their meaning be repeatedly and explicitly renewed. On the basis of sensible embodiment, e.g., in speech and writing, they are simply apperceptively grasped and
dealt with in our operations. Sensible “models” function in a similar way, including
especially the drawings on paper which are constantly used during work, printed
drawings in textbooks for those who learn by reading, and the like. [. . . ] Serving in
the methodical praxis of mathematicians, in this form of long-understood acquisitions, are significations which are. So to speak, sedimented in their embodiments.
And thus they make mental manipulation possible in the geometrical world of the
ideal objects [Husserl, 1970, §9a, pp. 26–27].
Geometrical constructions (that Husserl calls, in the passage above, “models”),
used in education, are sedimented in their embodiments. In chapter one I have called
these kinds of external cognitive objects epistemic mediators. In this perspective
geometrical constructions are sedimented epistemic mediators.
We have to notice that these mediators are also important for abductively discovering new geometrical theorems and properties. Following the Husserlian phenomenological point of view, this is due to the fact that they are analogous to the
sensible intuitable shapes that were at the origins of geometry, as I have already illustrated. To increase geometrical knowledge it is possible to use these models, that
are “sensible”
[. . . ] according to universal operations which can be carried out with them, to construct
not only more and more shapes which, because of the method which produces them,
are intersubjectively and univocally determined. For in the end the possibility emerges
of producing constructively and univocally, through an a priori, all-encompassing systematic method, all possible conceivable ideal shapes [Husserl, 1970, §9a, p. 27].

The horizon of constructions offers a collection of epistemic mediators that are able
to perform creative geometrical developments according to abductive manipulations
guided by “universal operations”. It is by means of constructions, again, like in Kant,
that the “exactness” of new geometrical idealities is attained and, moreover:
This occurs not only in particular cases, according to an everywhere similar method
which, operating on sensible intuitable shapes chosen at random, could carry out idealizations everywhere and originally create, in objective and univocal determinateness,
the pure idealities which correspond to them (ibid.).
54

A very simple example is given by the fact it is used to improve methods of measurement
increasing the approximation of geometrical tools to the geometrical ideals.
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The operations performed by constructions are analogous to the ones Husserl illustrates in the case of the so-called eidetic variation (or method of variation) and consist in trying out various objects that instantiate some essences to see whether they
also instantiate others. For instance, using an “empirical example” of an ideal geometrical object, we can find properties of the objects not yet discovered. [Føllesdal,
1999, p. 190] describes another case: Bolzano constructed an example of a continuous function which is not differentiable; Weierstrass thirty years later constructed
another more complex non differentiable function – two ways of adding new properties to the ideal concept of function by means of empirical, tangible examples.
Consequently, eidetic variation re-echo that “passing beyond” we already explained
when Kant examined geometrical constructions and manipulations of a concrete
triangle:
For I must not restrict my attention to what I am actually thinking in my concept of
a triangle (this is nothing more than the mere definition); I must pass beyond it to
properties which are not contained in this concept, but yet belong to it [Kant, 1929,
A718-B746, p. 580].

Like in Kant, in Husserl the role of imagination is still central, together with the acknowledgment of importance of the constraints imposed by the external materiality
cognitively exploited (cf. previous chapter, subsection 3.6.7):
[. . . ] in actual drawing and modelling he [the geometer] is restricted, in fancy he has
a perfect freedom in the arbitrary recasting of the figures he has imagined [. . . ]. The
drawings therefore follow normally after the constructions of fancy and the pure eidetic thought built upon these as a basis, and serve chiefly to fix stages in the process
already previously gone through, thereby making it easier to bring it back to consciousness again [Husserl, 1931, §70, pp. 199-200].

The imagination has to be devoted to look for a “perfect clearness” but also has to
be enriched by the systematic exploitation of the “best observations” in primordial
intuition.
4.7.5.6

Geometry Model of Phenomenology

Like in the case of Kant, in Husserl too geometry can be considered a model of
philosophy. This is explicitly stated in Ideas I: “[. . . ] the position for the phenomenologist [. . . ] is essentially the same [as the geometer]” (ibid.). There are infinite
essential forms of the phenomenological kind and the phenomenologist can make a
limited use of the primordial order of givenness. Only the main types of primordial
data are at his disposal. Consequently he has to operate with the help of “fancy”:
“But naturally not for all possible special forms, just as little as the geometer depends on drawings and models for the infinite variety of his corporeal types” (ibid.).
This relationship between the two eidetic activities and the role of imagination
leads us to say that the “element which makes up the life of phenomenology as of all
eidetical science is ‘fiction’ ” (Husserl says in the footnote “A sentence which should
be particularly appropriate as a quotation for bringing ridicule from the naturalistic
side on the eidetic way of knowledge!” – cit., §70, p. 201).
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Non-conceptual and Spatial Abilities

The importance of abductive manipulative skills can also be understood by considering the recent tradition of cognitive research in dynamical systems. The importance
and the validity of this tradition is controversial in the cognitive science community,
yet – as I will better illustrate in chapter eight of this book – I think it can provide many interesting suggestions to further develop the abductive cognitive aspects
of external and bodily epistemic mediators. It is well-known that cognitive science
has been dominated by the approach that considers cognition as an operation of a
special mental computer, situated in the brain.55 Sensory organs discharge representations of the state of the environment to the mental computer. The system processes
a specification of appropriate thought, reasoning or actions. In the last case it is the
body which carries out the action. Representations are considered like static structures of symbols, and cognitive procedures are sequential transformations from one
structure to the next.
Following the cognitive approach suggested by research in dynamical systems,
we immediately learn that cognitive processes and their context have to be considered as unfolding “continuously and simultaneously in real time” [van Gelder
and Port, 1995; van Gelder, 1999]. This approach [Clark, 1997] tries to explain
how a cognitive system can generate its own change, displaying its self-organizing
character. Hence, a cognitive system is not a computer, but a dynamical system, a
whole system including the nervous system, body (with its movements, feelings, and
emotions), and environment: every cognitive process takes place in real biological
hardware and this embeddedness, and the various “interactions” involved, become
its central aspect.
Many studies in the area are related to the way infants acquire simple body skills
and actions, showing how thought is embodied: thought grows from actions and
from control of the body, as already guessed and partially described by [Piaget,
1952] and [Piaget and Inhelder, 1956], who illustrated the role of sensorimotor period of here-and-now bodily existence. For example we have a felt embodied understanding of bilateral geometrical symmetry that can be considered one of the basic
experiential levels from which the highest levels of human art and language are developed. Experiments show that exploration of the environment and control of body
in children is the fundamental step that favors the cognitive constructions of hidden embodied templates and patterns of kinematic skills but also of speech abilities:
“[. . . ] what infants sense and what they feel in their ordinary looking and moving
are teaching their brain about their bodies and about their worlds” [Thelen, 1995].
When explained in dynamic terms [Saltzman, 1995], the activity of perceptual
motor category formation can be easily seen as highly abductive and foundational
for all cognitive development. Of course, interactions between the body and the environment are not the only form of cognitive mediation with the world. It is obvious
that social communication too (and of course manipulations of the conditions of
possibility of this communication) provides rich information to many of our senses.
55

It is the so-called CRUM (Computational-Representational Understanding of Mind) illustrated
and criticized by [Thagard, 1996].
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Other research that involves the problem of embodiment comes from the field of
robotics [Chrisley, 1995], where the study of human cognition emphasizes the role
of acts in real-time and real-space environments, going beyond the computer/brain
model to expand the analogy to the robot/body. Robotic computation can help to
learn how embeddedness and embodiment of non-conceptual abilities in an intentional system can be delineated and understood (cf. also [Dorigo and Colombetti,
1998]).
A very interesting kind of formation of non-conceptual hidden templates, patterns, and skills, is illustrated by the generation of spatial abilities in children,
adults, non-human mammals and birds. This investigation also challenges some
certainties of the propositional view of the mind. Non-conceptual spatial patterns
are abductively formed in cognitive situations that are highly integrated with external objects, environment, and body movements [Foreman and Gillett, 1997].
Many cognitive cases are studied using traditional experimentation in psychology
and ethology, but also taking advantage of a neurobehavioral approach: 1. egocentric
ways of encoding space in comparison to the allocentric ones, capable of guaranteeing navigational spatial skills, 2. spatial mapping in people, 3. homing behavior of
various mammals and birds [Bovet, 1997; Papi, 1992], 4. use of landmarks and/or
gestures in orientation and perceptual localization (to reach external objects) [Bloch
and Morange, 1997], 5. several ways – landmark, route, and survey based – of children’s way finding [Blades, 1997], 6. people navigating in large scale environments
[Gärling et al., 1997], 7. spatial abilities in mechanical reasoning [Hegarty and
Kozhevnikov, 2000].
Many of these cognitive behaviors and attitudes are related in various ways to
the exploitation of formation of geometrical shapes and frameworks. For example
in the orienting and reaching behavior, distant objects are generally viewed as parts
of a spatial situation and are treated by reference to a spatial frame often endowed
with geometrical characters. Different spatial frameworks with various geometrical
features are present at the level of exploration, as a sensorimotor activity, organized along a body-centred referent, entailing the position of the sensory receptors,
the direction of the displacement, and gravitational forces (the so-called “personal”
spaces), and at the level of more abstract representations, such as cognitive maps,
that are independent of the subject’s actual position.
Finally, it is interesting to note that in mammalian species the sensorimotor activity of exploration is displayed in the presence of novel and/or unexpected events
and situations. This kind of investigatory behavior seems to be part of a general
process of knowledge. Also environment and interactive “punishments” in cases of
non-human animals and robots spatial explorations can be cognitively seen as playing the role of contradicting some expected outcomes and as an important step that
encourages and supports the emergence of more or less stable spatial templates.56
We can guess that some abduced patterns and templates acquired and formed during exploration constitute intermediate steps between body-centred non-conceptual
abilities and further representational and more general and abstract frameworks in
56

On recent research concerning the neural correlated of this process cf. above section 4.7.
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humans as well, like for example cognitive maps and diagrams and geometrical
knowledge and generalizations. It can be reasonably hypothesized that during exploration, feedback arising from the trajectory itself (vestibular, muscular, and other
information) is matched with the ever-changing visual scenes of the environment.
This matching would inform the subject that it is moving in a stable environment
whose properties are invariant whatever their perceptual appearance [Thinus-Blanc
et al., 1997].

Summary
I have contended in this chapter that abduction is essentially multimodal, in that
both data and hypotheses can have a full range of verbal and sensory representations, involving words, sights, images, smells, etc., but also kinesthetic and motor
experiences and other feelings such as pain. Using a methodological approach to rethink abduction in mere neurological terms is a particularly useful exercise. It shows
that both linguistic and non linguistic signs have an internal semiotic life as particular configurations of neural networks and chemical distributions (and in terms of
their transformations) at the level of human brains, and as somatic expressions, not
disregarding the fact they can also be delegated to many external objects and devices. The revaluation of neural and multimodal aspects of abduction is compelling,
given the fact that abductive cognition is occurring in a “distributed” framework
and in a hybrid way, that is, in the interplay between internal and external signs I
have described in the previous chapter. It also shows how the classical perspective
on abduction based on logic captures important but limited properties of this cognitive process, basically ignoring the instinctual, model-based and embodied aspects.
These last features can only be accounted for if we acknowledge that abductive
performances are to a considerable extent neurally hardwired and embodied, resulting from the rigid execution of the DNA program. Of course organisms are also
equipped with various ontogenetic mechanisms that – made possible by pre-wired
genetic endowments – permit them to plastically acquire and produce information
and knowledge and thus better adapt to the environment (for example by forming
logical templates of reasoning). If we aim at shedding light on the role of abduction
in guessing intentions, in mentation and metamentation, in affective attunement and
in other emotional and empathic appraisals, going beyond logical models is mandatory and cognitive processes allowed by both hardwired and pre-wired aspects have
to be considered.
Finally, I would like to reiterate the importance of the sections devoted to the
distinction between thought and motor action, seeing both aspects as fruit of brain
activity. This approach highlights the role of internal and external “reasons” in ethical deliberation, as a form of practical reasoning, which shares many aspects with
hypothetical reasoning as it is described by abductive reasoning. In this case abduction nicely accounts for the choice of internal and external “reasons” in decision
making processes. I also believe it can help us to overcome some sterile consequences of the old-fashioned assumptions that prohibit arrival at an “ought” from
an “is” in the tradition of moral philosophy.
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I have concluded the chapter showing how abduction also deserves full attention
when performed in mammalian cognitive systems representing the location of objects within the spatial framework. I believe spatial cognition does not have to be
merely considered in neurological, biological and psychological terms. We need not
fear the synthesis of scientific results with philosophical intuitions, such as those
provided by the phenomenological tradition in terms of adumbrations and anticipations. The consideration of these philosophical results in turn acquires further clarification in the framework of the description of agency due to the so-called emulation
theory. This framework presents emulation circuits as abductive devices able to hypothesize a forward mapping from control signals to the anticipated consequences
of executing the control command.

Chapter 5

Animal Abduction
From Mindless Organisms to Artifactual Mediators

The first two sections of this chapter are strictly related to some seminal Peircean
philosophical considerations concerning abduction, perception, inference, and instinct which I consider are still important to current cognitive research. Peircean
analysis helps us to better grasp how model-based, sentential and manipulative aspects of abduction have to be seen as intertwined. Moreover, Peircean emphasis on
the role of instincts in abduction provides a perfect philosophical introduction to the
problem of animal hypothetical cognition in the remaining part of the chapter.
1. First, Peirce explains to us that perceptions are abductions, and thus that they
are hypothetical and withdrawable. Moreover, given the fact that judgments in
perception are fallible but indubitable abductions, we are not in any psychological condition to conceive that they are false, as they are unconscious habits
of inference. Unconscious cognition legitimately enters the abductive processes
(and not only in the case of some aspects of perception, as we will see). The
same happens in the case of emotions, which provide a quick – even if often highly unreliable – abductive appraisal/explanation of given data, which is
usually anomalous or inconsistent.
2. Second, Peirce contends that perception is the fruit of an abductive “semiotic”
activity that is inferential in itself. The philosophical reason is simple, Peirce
stated that all thinking is in signs, and signs can be icons, indices, or symbols.
The concept of sign includes “feeling, image, conception, and other representation”: inference is in turn a form of sign activity, that is, the word inference is
not exhausted by its logical aspects and refers to the effect of various sensorial
activities.
3. Third, iconicity hybridates logicality: the sentential aspects of symbolic disciplines like logic or algebra coexist with model-based features – iconic. Sentential features like symbols and conventional rules1 are intertwined with the
spatial configuration, like in the case of “compound conventional signs”. What
I have called sentential abduction is in reality far from being strongly separated
1

Written natural languages are intertwined with iconic aspects too.

L. Magnani: Abductive Cognition, COSMOS 3, pp. 265–316.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
springerlink.com
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by model-based aspects: iconicity is always present in human reasoning, even
if often hidden and implicit.
It is from this perspective that [sentential] syllogism and [model-based] perception
are seen as rigorously intertwined. Consequently, there is no sharp contrast between
the idea of abduction (both creative and selective) as perception and the idea of
abduction as something that pertains to logic. Both aspects are inferential in themselves and fruit of sign activity. Taking the Peircean philosophical path we return
to observations made in the previous chapter: abduction is basically multimodal in
that both data and hypotheses can have a full range of verbal and sensory representations, involving words, sights, images, smells, etc. but also kinesthetic and motor
experiences and feelings such as pain, and thus all sensory modalities.
As I argue in the second section of the chapter, the Peircean architectural view
of abduction is completed and further enhanced by his consideration of the role of
instincts seen as “inherited habits, or in a more accurate language, inherited dispositions” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 2.170]:
1. Peirce says abduction even takes place when a new born chick picks up the
right sort of corn. This is another example of what could be called spontaneous
abduction – analogous to the case of some unconscious/embodied abductive
processes in humans;
2. not only hypothesis generation has to be considered as a largely instinctual endowment of human beings, a fact which can be justified thanks either to:
a. the idealistic notion of synechism, according to which everything is continuous and the future is in some measure continuous with the past, and where
mind and matter are not entirely distinct. Just as it is – analogously – for
instinct and inference. The human mind would have developed under the
same metaphysical laws that govern the universe leading us to hypothesize
that the mind has a tendency to find true hypotheses concerning the universe. Peirce thinks that thought is not necessarily connected with the brain
and in fact it appears in the work of bees, crystals and throughout the purely
physical world;
or to
b. the naturalistic view, which involves at least two aspects: evolutionary/
adaptive and perceptual. The capacity to guess correct hypotheses can be
seen as instinctive and enrooted in our evolution and from this perspective
abduction is undoubtedly a property of naturally evolving organisms;
3. nature “fecundates” – in Peircean words – the mind because it is through its
disembodiment and extension in nature that in turn nature affects the mind. If
we argue a conception of mind as extended (cf. chapter three of this book), it is
simple to consider its instinctual part as shaped by evolution through the constraints found in nature itself. It is in this sense that the mind’s guesses – both
instinctual and reasoned (in this last case shaped through the coevolution between nature and cognitive niches) – can be classified as plausible hypotheses
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about nature/the external world. The mind grows together with the representational delegations to the external world that mind itself has made throughout the
history of culture by constructing so-called cognitive niches.
At this point an obvious conclusion can be derived. The idea that there would be
another sharp conflict (present in Peirce’s texts too) between views of abduction
(and of practical reasoning) in terms of heuristic strategies and in terms of instinct
(insight, perception), appears old-fashioned. The two aspects simply coexist at the
level of the real organic agent, it all depends on the cognitive/semiotic perspective
we adopt: either
1. we can see an organic agent as a practical agent that mainly takes advantage
of its implicit endowments in terms of guessing right, hardwired by evolution,
where of course instinct or hardwired programs are central,
or
2. we can see it as the user of explicit and more or less abstract semiotic devices
(language, logic, visualizations, etc.) internally stored and/or externally available – hybrid – which realize heuristic plastic strategies that in some organisms
are “conscious”. These strategies, used for guessing right, exploit various and
contextual relevance and plausibility criteria built up during cultural evolution
and made available in cognitive niches, where they can potentially be taught
and learnt.
I can conclude that instinct vs. inference represents a conflict we can overcome
simply by observing that the work of abduction is partly explicable as a biological
phenomenon and partly as a more or less “logical” operation related to “plastic”
cognitive endowments of all organisms. I entirely agree with Peirce: a guess in science and the appearance of a new hypothesis is also a biological phenomenon and as
such it is related to instinct, in the sense that we can compare it to a chance variation
in biological evolution (even if of course the evolution of scientific guesses does not
conform to the pattern of biological evolution). An abduced hypothesis introduces a
change (and an opportunity) in the semiotic processes to advance new perspectives
in the coevolution of the organism and the environment.
The resulting idea that abduction is partly explicable as a biological instinctual
phenomenon and partly as a more or less “logical” operation related to “plastic”
cognitive endowments of all organisms naturally leads to the remaining sections
(starting from section 5.3) of this key chapter. Many animals – traditionally considered “mindless” organisms – make up a series of signs and are engaged in making, manifesting or reacting to a series of signs.2 Through this semiotic activity –
which is considerably model-based – they are at the same time engaged in “being cognitive agents” and therefore in thinking intelligently. An important effect of
this semiotic activity is a continuous process of “hypothesis generation” that can be
seen at the level of both instinctual behavior, as a kind of “hardwired” cognition,
2

For a recent survey on the current research on the origin, evolution, dynamics, and learning
of signaling systems, in humans and other animals, both from an individual and a “network”
perspective, cf. [Skyrms, 2008].
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and representation-oriented behavior, where nonlinguistic pseudothoughts drive a
plastic model-based cognitive role.
This activity is at the root of a variety of human and non-human abductive performances, which I analyze in the light of the concept of affordance. Another important character of the model-based cognitive activity above is the externalization
of artifacts that play the role of mediators in animal languageless reflexive thinking. That is, the interplay between internal and external representations exhibits a
new cognitive perspective on the mechanisms underlying the semiotic emergence of
abductive processes in important areas of model-based thinking of mindless organisms. To illustrate this process I will take advantage of the case of affect attunement
which exhibits an impressive case of model-based communication. Again, a considerable part of abductive cognition occurs through an activity consisting in a kind
of reification in the external environment followed by re-projection and reinterpretation through new configurations of neural networks and their chemical processes.
Analysis of the central problems of abduction and hypothesis generation helps to
address the problems of other related topics in model-based animal cognition, like
pseudological and reflexive thinking, the role of pseudoexplanatory guesses in plastic cognition, the role of reification and beliefs and the problem of the relationship
between abduction and perception and rationality and instincts.

5.1
5.1.1

Iconicity and Logicality in Reasoning
Perception vs. Inference

We should remember, as Peirce noted and I already stressed in chapter one (cf.
section 1.5), that abduction plays a role even in relatively simple visual phenomena. What I have called visual abduction [Magnani et al., 1994; Magnani, 1996],
a special form of non verbal abduction – a kind of model-based cognition – occurs when hypotheses are instantly derived from a stored series of previous similar
experiences. It covers a mental procedure that falls into the category called “perception”. Peirce considers perception a fast and uncontrolled knowledge-production
process. Perception is a kind of vehicle for the instantaneous retrieval of knowledge
that was previously assembled in our mind through inferential processes: “[. . . ] a
fully accepted, simple, and interesting inference tends to obliterate all recognition
of the uninteresting and complex premises from which it was derived” [Peirce,
1931-1958, 7.37]. Perception is abductive in itself: “Abductive inference shades
into perceptual judgment without any sharp line of demarcation between them”
[Peirce, 1992-1998, p. 224]. In chapter one I have called this kind of image-based
hypothesis formation visual (or iconic) abduction (cf. also [Magnani et al., 1994;
Magnani, 1996]). It plays an important cognitive role in both everyday reasoning
and science, where it is well known it can provide epistemically substantial shortcuts to dramatic new discoveries.
If perceptions are abductions they are basically withdrawable, just like the scientific hypotheses abductively found. They are “hypotheses” about data we can accept
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(sometimes this happens spontaneously) or carefully evaluate. Moreover, the fact
they are, as we will see in the following subsection, inferences, in the Peircean
sense, and of course withdrawable, does not mean they are controlled (deliberate),
like in the case of explicit inferences, for example in logic and other types of rational
or fully conscious human reasoning. Perception involves semiosis and is abductive,
and it is able to correct itself when it falls into error, and consequently it can be
censured. However, we have to carefully analyze the proper character of this kind of
controllability, following Peirce’s considerations on the so-called “perceptual judgment” (“The seven systems of metaphysics”, 1903):
Where then in the process of cognition does the possibility of controlling it begin?
Certainly not before the percept is formed. Even after the percept is formed there is an
operation, which seems to me to be quite uncontrollable. It is that of judging what it
is that the person perceives. A judgment is an act of formation of a mental proposition
combined with an adoption of it or act of assent to it. A percept on the other hand is
an image or moving picture or other exhibition. The perceptual judgment, that is, the
first judgment of a person as to what is before his senses, bears no more resemblance
to the percept than the figure [cf. figure 5.1] I am going to draw is like a man.
I do not see that it is possible to exercise any control over that operation or to subject it
to criticism. If we can criticize it at all, as far as I can see, that criticism would be limited to performing it again and seeing whether with closer attention we get the same
result. But when we so perform it again, paying now closer attention, the percept is
presumably not such it was before. I do not see what other means we have of knowing
whether it is the same as it was before or not, except by comparing the former perceptual judgment to the later one. I would utterly distrust any other method of ascertaining
what the character of the percept was. Consequently, until I am better advised, I shall
consider the perceptual judgment to be utterly beyond control [Peirce, 1992-1998, II,
p. 191].

c
Fig. 5.1 In [Peirce, 1992-1998, II, p. 191].1998
Indiana University Press, reprinted by
permission.

In summary, judgments in perception are fallible but indubitable abductions – we
are not in any condition to psychologically conceive that they are false, as they are
unconscious habits of inference.
Nevertheless, percept and perceptual judgment are not unrelated to abduction
because they are not entirely free
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[. . . ] from any character that is proper to interpretations [. . . ]. The fact is that it is
not necessary to go beyond ordinary observations of common life to find a variety
of widely different ways in which perception is interpretative. The whole series of
hypnotic phenomena, of which so many fall within the realm of ordinary everyday
observation, – such as waking up at the hour we wish to wake much nearer than our
waking selves could guess it, – involve the fact that we perceive what we are adjusted
for interpreting though it be far less perceptible that any express effort could enable
us to perceive [. . . ]. It is a marvel to me that the clock in my study strikes every half
an hour in the most audible manner, and yet I never hear it [. . . ]. Some politicians
think it is a clever thing to convey an idea which they carefully abstain from stating in
words. The result is that a reporter is ready to swear quite sincerely that a politician
said something to him which the politician was most careful not to say. It is plainly
nothing but the extremest case of Abductive Judgment [Peirce, 1992-1998, II, p. 229].

The fact that perception functions as a kind of “abstractive observation” [Peirce,
1992-1998, II, p. 206], so that “perceptual judgments contain general elements”
[Peirce, 1992-1998, II, p. 227] relates it to the expressive power of icons. It is analogous to what is occurring in mathematics when the reasoner “sees” – through the
manipulations and constructions on an external single diagram (icon) – that some
properties are not merely single but of a general nature: perception functions as
“an abstractive observation”.3 Peirce eloquently says that it is “[. . . ] a very extraordinary nature of Diagrams that they show – as literally as Percept shows the
Perceptual Judgment to be true, – that a consequence does follow, and more marvelously yet, that it would follow under all varieties of circumstances accompanying
the premises” [Peirce, 1976, pp. 317-318].4
One more example that supports this interpretative nature is given by the fact that
the perception of tone arises from the activity of the mind only after having noted the
rapidity of the vibrations of the sound waves, but the possibility of individuating a
tone happens only after having heard several of the sound impulses and after having
judged their frequency. Consequently the sensation of pitch is made possible by
previous experiences and cognitions stored in memory, so that one oscillation of the
air would not produce a tone.
For Peirce all knowing is inferring and inferring is not instantaneous, it happens
in a process that needs an activity of comparisons involving many kinds of patterns
in a more or less considerable lapse of time. We have already seen in chapter one that
all sensations or perceptions participate in the nature of a unifying hypothesis, that
is, in abduction, in the case of emotions too: for example the various sounds made
by the musical instruments of the orchestra strike upon the ear, and cause a peculiar
musical emotion, completely distinct from the sounds themselves. Emotion is in this
case considered by Peirce the same thing as a hypothetic inference, an abduction.
The analogy between abduction and emotion is strong in Peircean writings and
Peirce was impressed by the elicitation of an emotion by a complex cognition.
3
4

I have illustrated this important cognitive and epistemological issue in chapter two, sections 2.9
and 2.11, and in chapter three, subsection 3.6.3.
Cf. [Turrisi, 1990]. Other considerations on abduction and perception are given in [Tiercelin,
2005].
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Emotion detects a kind of inconsistency among a set of beliefs, so what beliefs
to abandon has to be determined in producing an explanation that resolves the inconsistency. Peirce said emotions are simple predicates that are elicited by complex
predicates like in the case of the anxiety that is triggered by the thought that someone has died. In this sense emotions resort to a wonderful example of model-based
reasoning, where a signal is sent to the rest of the brain if a certain event occurs.
Peirce would have agreed with the current view that in humans, emotions – that can
be hardwired or learned through long experience with other human beings and certain situations – are typically non-intentional abductive signals to themselves that
“[. . . ] allow humans, who have slender computational resources, to choose among
multiple goals, and to act – despite their limited and often incorrect knowledge, and
despite their limited physical powers” [Oatley and Johnson-Laird, 2002, p. 171].
They can sometimes provide the first indication of an inconsistency, like in the
case of anxiety when a loved-one’s lateness for an appointment exceeds a certain
time but also in high-level cognitive settings such as scientific reasoning. They are
also useful to enter mental models of other individuals and tell you about their
suitability for possible agreements in the future:
One woman, for instance, waited for a new colleague in one restaurant, while he sat
for over an hour in a different located restaurant in the same chain waiting for her. The
fact that he had “stood her up”, she said, would be at the back of her mind the next
time she had dealings with him. Indeed, it was, even though she stated in her diary that
his explanation was convincing. He waited longer than she had in the restaurant, and
he was the one who had to phone to find out what had gone wrong. She knew he had
been no more in fault than her. Nonetheless the emotion of distrust provided a new
kind of forward consistency for her in her relations with this man. This evaluation was
compelling even though she held explicit beliefs that were inconsistent with it. The
emotion overruled the propositional inconsistency [Oatley and Johnson-Laird, 2002,
p. 176].

Of course abductive results can also cause emotions, for example depression can
be the sign of the invalidity of certain previously abduced hypotheses coupled with
some basic aspects of a certain individual’s life.

5.1.2
5.1.2.1

Iconicity Hybridates Logicality
Is Perception an Inference?

Let us consider some basic philosophical aspects related to this problem of perception. In the following passage, which Peirce decided to skip in his last of the seven
Harvard Lectures (14 May 1903), perception is clearly considered a kind of abduction: “A mass of facts is before us. We go through them. We examine them. We find
them a confused snarl, an impenetrable jungle. We are unable to hold them in our
minds. [. . . ] But suddenly, while we are poring over our digest of the facts and are
endeavoring to set them into order, it occurs to us that if we were to assume something to be true that we do not know to be true, these facts would arrange themselves
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luminously. That is abduction [. . . ]”.5 This passage seems to classify abduction as
emerging in “perceiving” facts and experiences, and not only in the conclusions of
an “inference” [Hoffmann, 1999, pp. 279-280]. In this sense perceptual and inferential views would be contrasted and a kind of inconsistency would arise, like many of
the researchers on Peirce contend. It is well-known that in Peirce the inferential side
is first of all expressed and denoted by the syllogistic framework.6 Following this
point of view the genesis of an – abductive – perceptual judgment would have to be
located at the level of the premises of the famous Peircean syllogistic schema that
depicts abduction as the fallacy of the affirming the consequent. Moreover, it would
be at the level of this perceptual side, and not at the level of the logico-sentential one
that the proper creative virtues of abduction are disclosed. The explaining solution
would emerge in perceiving facts and experience and not in the conclusion of the
logical inference (“the initial conceiving of a novel hypothesis is not the product of
an inferential transition” [Kapitan, 1997, p. 2]).7
I further think that the two – often considered contrasting – views more simply
and coherently can coexist, beyond Peirce,8 but also in the perspective of the orthodoxy of Peircean texts: the prevailing Peircean semiotic conception of inference as
a form of sign activity, where the word sign includes “feeling, image, conception,
and other representation” offers the solution to this potential conflict.9 In this perspective the meaning of the word inference is not exhausted by its “logical” aspects
but is referred to the effect of various sensorial activities. One more reason that supports my contention is that for Peirce the sentential aspects of symbolic disciplines
like logic or algebra coexist with model-based features – iconic. Sentential features
like symbols and conventional rules are intertwined with the spatial configuration;
in Peirce’s terms:
The truth, however, appears to be that all deductive reasoning, even simple syllogism,
involves an element of observation; namely, deduction consists in constructing an icon
or diagram the relations of whose parts shall present a complete analogy with those of
the parts of the object of reasoning, of experimenting upon this image in the imagination and of observing the result so as to discover unnoticed and hidden relations among
the parts [Peirce, 1931-1958, 3.363] .
5
6
7

8
9

Cf. “Pragmatism as the logic of abduction”, in [Peirce, 1992-1998, pp. 227-241] , the quotation
is from footnote 12, pp. 531-532.
Cf. section 1.4, chapter one, this book.
It has to be said that some authors (for example [Hoffmann, 1999, p. 280]) contend that, in
order to explain abduction as the process of forming an explanatory hypothesis within Peirce’s
concept of “logic”, it is necessary to see both sides as coming together.
It is well-known that in later writings Peirce seems more inclined to see abduction as both
insight and inference.
[Anderson, 1987, p. 45] maintains that “Peirce quite explicitly states that abduction is both an
insight and an inference. This is a fact to be explained, not to be explained away”. Anderson
nicely solves this problem by referring to Peirce’s complicated theory of the three fundamental
categories, Firstness, Secondness, and Thirdness: abduction, as a form of reasoning is essentially
a third, but it also occurs at the level of Firstness “as a sensuous form of reasoning” (p. 56 ff.).
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In another passage, which refers to the “conventional” character of algebraic formulas as icons, the idea is even clearer and takes advantage of the introduction of the
idea of the “compound conventional sign”:10
Particularly deserving of notice are icons in which the likeness is aided by conventional
rules. Thus, an algebraic formula is an icon, rendered such by the rules of commutation,
association, and distribution of the symbols; that it might as well, or better, be regarded
as a compound conventional sign [Peirce, 1966, pp. 787 and pp. frm-e6-28 CSP].

It seems for Peirce that iconicity of reasoning, and consequently of abduction are
fundamental, like it is clearly stressed in the following passage: “I said, Abduction,
or the suggestion of an explanatory theory, is inference through an Icon” [Peirce,
1986, p. 276]. Moreover, induction and deduction are inferences “through an Index”
and “through a Symbol” (ibid.).
To conclude, it would seem that there is not an inferential aspect of abduction, characterized by the syllogistic model, separated from (or contrasted with) the
perceptual one, which would be “creative” instead, like many authors contend.11
I consider the two aspects consistent, and both are perfectly understandable in the
framework of Peircean philosophy and semiotics.12
A further evidence of the fact that the two aspects of abduction are intertwined
derives from the study of children’s early word acquisition [Roberts, 2004]. Children form knowledge and expectations about the symbolic functioning of a particular word in routine events where model-based perceptual and manipulative aspects
of reasoning are predominant and furnish suitable constraints: they generate abductions that help to acquire the content-related symbolic functioning, going beyond
what was already experienced. These abduced hypotheses are “practical”, about
knowing how to use a word to direct attention in a certain way. These hypotheses
need not be verbalized by the children, who only later on acquire a more theoretical status through a systematization of their knowledge. It is at this level that they
are expressed verbally and concern causal frameworks rather than specific causal
mechanisms – for instance of natural kind terms.
To deepen the particular “inferential” status of abduction we have illustrated
above further problems regarding the relationship between sentential and modelbased aspects of abduction have to be analyzed.
10

11
12

Cf. subsection 3.6.4, chapter one of this book. [Stjernfelt, 2007] provides a full analysis of the
role of icons and diagrams in Peircean philosophical and semiotic approach, also taking into
account the Husserlian tradition of phenomenology.
For example [Kapitan, 1997; Hoffmann, 1999].
On the contrary, some authors (for example [Hoffmann, 1999; Hoffmann, 2004; Paavola,
2004]), as [Frankfurt, 1958, p. 594] synthesized, find a central paradox in “[. . . ] that Peirce
holds both that hypotheses are the products of a wonderful imaginative faculty in man and that
they are product of a certain sort of logical inference”. Furthermore, some commentators seem
to maintain that “creative” aspects of abduction would exclusively belong to the perceptual side.
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5.1.2.2

Syllogism vs. Perception

The following is a frequently quoted passage by Peirce on perception and abduction related to the passage on “perceptual judgment” that I reported above at the
beginning of this section:
Looking out of my window this lovely spring morning I see an azalea in full bloom.
No no! I do not see that; though that is the only way I can describe what I see. That
is a proposition, a sentence, a fact; but what I perceive is not proposition, sentence,
fact, but only an image, which I make intelligible in part by means of a statement of
fact. This statement is abstract; but what I see is concrete. I perform and abduction
when I so much as express in a sentence anything I see. The truth is that the whole
fabric of our knowledge is one matted felt of pure hypothesis confirmed and refined
by induction. Not the smallest advance can be made in knowledge beyond the stage of
vacant staring, without making an abduction in every step.13

The classical interpretation of this passage stresses the existence of a vicious circle
[Hoffmann, 1999, p. 283] on the one hand, we learn that the creativity of abduction
is based on the genesis of perceptual judgments. On the other hand, it is now said
that any perceptual judgment is in itself the result of an abduction. Or, as Peirce
says, “[. . . ] our first premises, the perceptual judgments, are to be regarded as an
extreme case of abductive inference, from which they differ in being absolutely
beyond criticism” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.181].
Surely it can be maintained that for Peirce perception on the whole is more precisely the act of subsuming sense data or “percepts” under concepts or ideas to give
rise to perceptual judgments: we have just said that he in turn analyzed this act of
subsuming as an abductive inference depicted in syllogistic terms
(P1) A well-recognized kind of object, M, has for its ordinary predicates P[1], P[2],
P[3], etc.
(P2) The suggesting object, S, has these predicates P[1], P[2], P[3], etc.
(C) Hence, S is of the kind M [Peirce, 1931-1958, 8.64].

In this abductive inference – which actually is merely selective – the creative act
“would” take place in the second premise: if we distinguish in abduction an inferential part and a perceptual one – cf. the previous subsection – (that is the genesis
of a perceptual judgment), and if we understand according to Peirce the arising of
a perceptual judgment for itself as an abductive inference, then in explaining the
possibility of abduction we get an infinite regress:
On its side, the perceptive judgment is the result of a process, although of a process not
sufficiently conscious to be controlled, or, to state it more truly, not controllable and
therefore not fully conscious. If we were to subject this subconscious process to logical
analysis, we should find that it terminated in what that analysis would represent as an
abductive inference, resting on the result of a similar process which a similar logical
13

Cf. the article “The proper treatment of hypotheses: a preliminary chapter, toward and examination of Hume’s argument against miracles, in its logic and in its history” [1901] (in [Peirce,
1966, p. 692]).
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analysis would represent to be terminated by a similar abductive inference and so on ad
infinitum. This analysis would be precisely analogous to which the sophism of Achilles
and the Tortoise applied to the chase of the Tortoise by Achilles, and it would fail to
represent the real process for the same reason. Namely, just as Achilles does not have
to make the series of distinct endeavors which he is represented as making, so this
process of forming the perceptual judgment, because it is sub-conscious and so not
amenable to logical criticism, does not have to make separate acts of inference, but
performs its act in one continuous process [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.181].

This recursiveness, and the related vicious circle, even if stressed by many commentators, does not seem to me really important. I think we can give a simpler explanation of this conflict between the inferential and perceptual side of abduction by
recalling once again the Peircean semiotic conception of inference as a form of sign
activity, where the word sign includes “feeling, image, conception, and other representation”. It is interesting to note that recent research on non-deductive reasoning
stresses the presence of Gestalt phenomena not only in the realm of perception but
also in the realm of logical inference [Pizzi, 2006].14
5.1.2.3

Explicit, Uncontrolled, and Unconscious Inferences in Multimodal
Abduction

As I have maintained in the previous subsections, I think that two contrasting views
of abduction such as inference and perception can coherently coexist: I have already contended that the prevailing Peircean semiotic conception of inference as a
form of sign activity offers the solution to the conflict. We also said that for Peirce
the sentential aspects of logic, even if central, coexist with model-based features –
iconic. Abduction can be performed by words, symbols, and logical inferences, but
also by internal processes that treat external sensuous input/signs through a merely
unconscious mechanisms which give rise to abductive actions and reactions, like in
the case of the humble Peircean chicken (cf. below subsection 5.2.1) or of human
emotions and other various implicit ways of thinking. In these last cases sentential
aspects do not play any role.
We can say, following Thagard [2005; 2007] that abduction is fundamentally
performed in a multimodal way:15 for example, we consciously perform a perceptual judgment about the azalea, and in this case also concepts, ideas and statements
certainly play a central abductive role, but – Peirce says, they are only part of the
whole process: “what I perceived is not proposition, sentence, fact, but only image,
14

15

The exploitation of this analogy is fruitful: from the perspective of logic a Gestalt effect can be
seen as the derivability of incompatible indifferent conclusions on the basis of the same background information, such as it occurs in counterfactual and ampliative – inductive and abductive
– reasoning. It can be concluded that beyond the structural analogies between counterfactual,
inductive, and abductive reasoning there is a net of unequivocal logical relations between the
various forms of conditionals expressing contextually different applications of the considered
schema of argument. A kind of general theory of rational inference in which counterfactual,
inductive and abductive conditionals can be treated as special cases of what we could call a
rational conditional.
On the concept of multimodal abduction see chapter four, section 4.1, in this book.
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which I made intelligible in part by means of a statement of fact”.16 It is in this way
that perceptions acquire “meanings”: they nevertheless remain “hypotheses” about
data we can accept (sometimes this happens spontaneously) or carefully submit to
criticism. It is in this sense that the visual model of perception does not work in
isolation from other modes of perception or from other persons or sources of experience [Gooding, 1996]. As I have already illustrated in the first subsection of
this chapter perceptions are withdrawable “inferences”, even if not controlled (deliberate), like we control explicit inferences for example in logic and other types of
rational human “reasoning” and argumentation.
Being creative is not a peculiarity of perceptual/visual abduction, like – as I
have already said – some commentators seem to maintain [Kapitan, 1997]. Moreover, perception and cognition alike are inherently inferential. If awareness, whether
propositional or perceptual, is semiotic, then all awareness involves the interpretation of signs, and all such interpretation is inferential: semiosis not only involves the
interpretation of linguistic signs, but also the interpretation of non-linguistic signs.
Abduction of course embraces much of these semiotic performances.
Both linguistic and non linguistic signs
1. have an internal semiotic life, as particular configurations of neural networks
and chemical distributions (and in terms of their transformations) at the level of
human brains, and as somatic expressions,
2. but can also be delegated to many external objects and devices, for example
written texts, diagrams, artifacts, etc.
In this “distributed” framework those central forms of abductive cognition that occur
in a hybrid way, that is in the interplay between internal and external signs, are of
special interest, as I have illustrated in chapter three.

5.2
5.2.1

Instinct vs. Heuristic Strategies
The Peircean Abductive Chicken and Animal Hypothetical
Cognition

An example of instinctual (and putatively “unconscious”) abduction is given by the
case of animal embodied kinesthetic/motor abilities, capable of leading to some appropriate cognitive behavior; Peirce says abduction even takes place when a new
born chick picks up the right sort of corn. This is another example, so to say,
of spontaneous abduction – analogous to the case of some unconscious/embodied
abductive processes in humans:
When a chicken first emerges from the shell, it does not try fifty random ways of appeasing its hunger, but within five minutes is picking up food, choosing as it picks, and
16

Cf. “The proper treatment of hypotheses: a preliminary chapter, toward an examination of
Hume’s argument against miracles, in its logic and in its history” (1901) (in [Peirce, 1966,
p. 692]).
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picking what it aims to pick. That is not reasoning, because it is not done deliberately;
but in every respect but that, it is just like abductive inference.17

What happens when the abductive reasoning in science is strongly related to extratheoretical actions and manipulations of “external” objects? When abduction is
“action-based” on external models? When thinking is “through doing”, as illustrated
in the simple case above18 of distinguishing the simple textures of cloth by feeling?
To answer these questions I have delineated the features of what I have called manipulative abduction (cf. above chapter one and [Magnani, 2001b, chapter three])
by showing how we can find in scientific and everyday reasoning methods of constructivity based on external models and actions, where external things, usually inert
from the semiotic point of view, acquire central cognitive status.

5.2.2

Instinct-Based Abduction

Stressing the role of iconic dimensions of semiosis in the meantime celebrates the
virtues of analogy, as a kind of “association by resemblance”, as opposed to “association by contiguity”:
That combination almost instantly flashed out into vividness. Now it cannot be contiguity; for the combination is altogether a new idea. It never occurred to me before; and
consequently cannot be subject to any acquired habit. It must be, as it appears to be,
its analogy, or resemblance in form, to the nodus of my problem which brings it into
vividness. Now what can that be but pure fundamental association by resemblance?
[Peirce, 1931-1958, 7.498].

Hypothesis selection is a largely instinctual endowment19 of human beings which
Peirce thinks is given by God or related to a kind of Galilean “lume naturale”: “It
is a primary hypothesis underlying all abduction that the human mind is akin to the
truth in the sense that in a finite number of guesses it will light upon the correct
hypothesis” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 7.220]. Again, the example of the innate ideas of
“every little chicken” is of help to describe this human instinctual endowment:
How was it that man was ever led to entertain that true theory? You cannot say that
it happened by chance, because the possible theories, if not strictly innumerable, at
any rate exceed a trillion – or the third power of a million; and therefore the chances
are too overwhelmingly against the single true theory in the twenty or thirty thousand
years during which man has been a thinking animal, ever having come into any man’s
head. Besides, you cannot seriously think that every little chicken, that is hatched, has

17

18
19

Cf. the article “The proper treatment of hypotheses: a preliminary chapter, toward and examination of Hume’s argument against miracles, in its logic and in its history” [1901] (in [Peirce,
1966, p. 692]).
Cf. section 1.6.2, chapter one of this book.
Instinct is of course in part conscious: it is “always partially controlled by the deliberate exercise
of imagination and reflection” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 7.381].
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to rummage through all possible theories until it lights upon the good idea of picking
up something and eating it. On the contrary, you think the chicken has an innate idea of
doing this; that is to say, that it can think of this, but has no faculty of thinking anything
else. The chicken you say pecks by instinct. But if you are going to think every poor
chicken endowed with an innate tendency toward a positive truth, why should you
think that to man alone this gift is denied? [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.591].

Paavola [2005] illustrates various Peircean ways of understanding the nature of instinct: naturalistic (for getting food and for reproducing), theistic (also related to the
concept of agapastic evolution, the idea that the law of love is operative in the cosmos [Peirce, 1992-1998, I, pp. 352-371]), and idealistic. The last case is related to
the so-called synechism, according to which everything is continuous and the future
will be in some measure continuous with the past, mind and matter are not entirely
distinct, and so it is – analogously – for instinct and inference [Santaella, 2005, p.
191].20 The human mind would have been developed under those metaphysical laws
that govern the universe so that we can consequently hypothesize that the mind has
a tendency to find true hypotheses concerning the universe.
The naturalistic view of instinct involves at least two aspects: evolutionary/
adaptive and perceptual – as a “certain insight” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.173]: the
instinctual insight that leads to a hypothesis is considered by Peirce to be of “the
same general class of operations to which Perceptive Judgments belong (ibid.) (cf.
above section 5.1). Hence, Peirce considers the capacity to guess correct hypotheses
as instinctive and enrooted in our evolution and from this perspective abduction is
surely a property of naturally evolving organisms:
If you carefully consider with an unbiased mind all the circumstances of the early
history of science and all the other facts bearing on the question [. . . ] I am quite sure
that you must be brought to acknowledge that man’s mind has a natural adaptation
to imagining correct theories of some kind, and in particular to correct theories about
forces, without some glimmer of which he could not form social ties and consequently
could not reproduce his kind [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.591].

5.2.3

Mind and Matter Intertwined

Peirce says “Thought is not necessarily connected with brain. It appears in the work
of bees, of crystals, and throughout the purely physical world; and one can no more
deny that it is really there, than that the colours, the shapes, etc., of objects are really
there” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 4.551]. It is vital to explain the meaning of this important
statement.
First of all it has to be noted that instincts themselves can undergo modifications through evolution: they are “inherited habits, or in a more accurate language,
inherited dispositions” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 2.170]. Elsewhere Peirce seems to maintain that instinct is not really relevant in scientific reasoning but that it is typical of
20

I think some of the ideas of the traditional synechism can be usefully deepened in the framework
of current research on the so-called multiple realizability thesis, which admits that mind can be
“realized” in several material supports, cf. [Shapiro, 2004; Baum, 2006].
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just “the reasoning of practical men about every day affairs”. So as to say, we can
perform instinctive abduction (that is not controlled, not “reasoned”) in practical
reasoning, but this is not typical of scientific thinking:
These two [practical and scientific reasoning] would be shown to be governed by
somewhat different principles, inasmuch as the practical reasoning is forced to reach
some definite conclusion promptly, while science can wait a century or five centuries,
if need be, before coming to any conclusion at all. Another cause which acts still more
strongly to differentiate the methodeutic of theoretical and practical reasoning is that
the latter can be regulated by instinct acting in its natural way, while theory of how one
should reason depends upon one’s ultimate purpose and is modified with every modification of ethics. Theory is thus at a special disadvantage here; but instinct within its
proper domain is generally far keener, and surer, and above all swifter, than any deduction from theory can be. Besides, logical instinct has, at all events, to be employed in
applying the theory. On the other hand, the ultimate purpose of pure science, as such,
is perfectly definite and simple; the theory of purely scientific reasoning can be worked
out with mathematical certainty; and the application of the theory does not require the
logical instinct to be strained beyond its natural function. On the other hand, if we
attempt to apply natural logical instinct to purely scientific questions of any difficulty,
it not only becomes uncertain, but if it is heeded, the voice of instinct itself is that
objective considerations should be the decisive ones.21

I think that the considerations above do not mean, like some commentators seem
to maintain [Rescher, 1995; Hoffmann, 1999; Paavola, 2005], that instinct – as a
kind of mysterious, not analyzed, guessing power – “does not” operate at the level
of conscious inferences like for example in the case of scientific reasoning. I think
a better interpretation is the following that I am proposing here: certainly instinct,
which I consider a simple and not a mysterious endowment of human beings, is at
the basis of both “practical” and scientific reasoning, in turn instinct shows the obvious origin of both in natural evolution. If every kind of cognitive activity is rooted
in a hybrid interplay with external sources and representations, which exhibit their
specific constraints and features, as I have illustrated in the previous chapters and as
would Peirce certainly agree, it does not appear surprising that “[. . . ] the instincts
conducive to assimilation of food, and the instincts conducive to reproduction, must
have involved from the beginning certain tendencies to think truly about physics,
on the one hand, and about psychics, on the other. It is somehow more than a mere
figure of speech to say that nature fecundates the mind of man with ideas which,
when those ideas grow up, will resemble their father, Nature” [Peirce, 1931-1958,
5.591]. Hence, from an evolutionary perspective instincts are rooted in humans in
this interplay between internal and external aspects and so it is obvious to see that
externalities (“Nature”) “fecundate” the mind.
Beyond the multifarious and sometimes contrasting Peircean intellectual strategies and steps in illustrating concepts like inference, abduction, perception and
21

Cf. Arisbe Website, http://members.door.net/arisbe/. The passage comes from MS L75 Logic,
regarded as semeiotic (The Carnegie application of 1902).
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instinct, which of course are of great interest for the historians of philosophy,22 the
perspective I have illustrated seems to me to be able to clearly focus on some central
recent cognitive issues which I contend also implicitly underlie Peircean thoughts:
nature fecundates the mind because it is through a disembodiment and extension of
the mind in nature that in turn nature affects the mind. If we contend a conception
of mind as “extended”, it is simple to grasp its instinctual part as shaped by evolution through the constraints found in nature itself. It is in this sense that the mind’s
guesses – both instinctual and reasoned – can be classified as plausible hypotheses about nature/the external world because the mind grows up together with the
representational delegations to the external world that has made itself throughout
the history of culture by constructing the so-called cognitive niches.23 In this strict
perspective hypotheses are not merely made by pure unnatural chance.24
Peirce says, in the framework of his synechism that “[. . . ] the reaction between
mind and matter would be of not essential different kind from the action between
parts of mind that are in continuous union” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 6.277]. This is
clearly seen if we notice that “[. . . ] habit is by no means a mental fact. Empirically, we find that some plants take habits. The stream of water that wears a bed for
itself is forming an habit” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.492]. Finally, here the passage we
already quoted at the beginning of this subsection, clearly establishing Peirce’s concerns about the mind: “Thought is not necessarily connected with brain. It appears
in the work of bees, of crystals, and throughout the purely physical world; and one
can no more deny that it is really there, than that the colours, the shapes, etc., of
objects are really there” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 4.551].
To conclude, instinct vs. inference represents a conflict we can overcome simply by observing that the work of abduction is partly explicable as an instinctual
biological phenomenon and partly as a “logical” operation related to “plastic” cognitive endowments of all organisms. I entirely agree with Peirce: a guess in science,
the appearance of a new hypothesis, is also25 a biological phenomenon and so it
is related to instinct: in the sense that we can compare it to a chance variation in
biological evolution [Peirce, 1931-1958, 7.38], even if of course the evolution of
scientific guesses does not conform to the pattern of biological evolution [Colapietro, 2005, p. 427]. An abduced hypothesis introduces a change (and a chance) in the
semiotic processes to advance new perspectives in the co-evolution of the organism
and the environment: it is in this way that they find a continuous mutual variation.
The organism modifies its character in order to reach better fitness; however, the
environment (already artificially – culturally – modified, i.e. a cognitive niche), is
equally continuously changing and very sensitive to every modification.
22

23
24
25

For example, in the latest writings at the beginning of XIX century Peirce more clearly stresses
the instinctual nature of abduction and at the same time its inferential nature [Paavola, 2005, p.
150]. On the various approaches regarding perception in Peircean text cf. [Tiercelin, 2005].
The concept of cognitive niche is illustrated in detail in chapter six of this book.
This is not a view that conflicts with the idea of God’s creation of human instinct: it is instead
meant on this basis, that we can add the theistic hypothesis, if desired.
Of course this conclusion does not mean that artifacts like computers do not or cannot perform
abductions.
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Peircean Chickens, Human Agents, Logical Agents

It is certainly true that Peirce is also convinced that there is a gap between logic and
scientific reasoning on one side and practical reasoning on the other (he also rejects
the possibility of a practical logic and consequently of a logic of abductive reasoning
in practical contexts): “In everyday business reasoning is tolerably successful but I
am inclined to think that it is done as well without the aid of theory as with it”
[Peirce, 2005, p. 109]. “My proposition is that logic, in the strict sense of the term,
has nothing to do with how you think [. . . ]. Logic in the narrower sense is that
science which concerns itself primarily with distinguishing reasonings into good
and bad reasonings, and with distinguishing probable reasonings into strong and
weak reasonings. Secondarily, logic concerns itself with all that it must study in
order to draw those distinctions about reasoning, and with nothing else” (ibid., p.
143). We have illustrated that the role of instinct at the level of human unconscious
reasoning is obvious, this kind of cognition has been wired by the evolution (like
also happens in the case of some animals, for example the Peircean chicken above),
and in some organisms cannot be even partially accessed by consciousness.
However, today we have at our disposal many logics of abduction: [Gabbay
and Woods, 2005] contend that these logics are just formal and somewhat idealized
descriptions of an abductive agent. A real human agent (the every day “business reasoner”) can be considered a kind of biological realization of a nonmonotonic paraconsistent base logic and surely the strategies provided by classical logic and some
strictly related non standard logics form a very small part of individual cognitive
skills, given the fact that human agents are not in general dedicated to error avoidance like “classical” logical agents [Magnani, 2007a].26 The fact that human beings
are error prone does not have to be considered as something bad from the evolutionary point of view, like Quine contends [1969]: for example, hasty generalizations
(and many other fallacies) are bad ways of reasoning but can be the best means for
survival (or at least for reaching good aims) in particular contexts [Woods, 2004;
Magnani and Belli, 2006].
Questions of relevance and plausibility regarding the activity of guessing hypotheses (in an inductive or abductive way) are embedded at the level of the implicit
reasoning performances of the practical agent. It will be at the level of the formal
model, as an idealized description of what an abductive/inductive agent does, that
for example questions of economy, relevance and plausibility, in so far as they are
heuristics strategies, will be explicitly described.27
In summary, from a semiotic point of view, the idea that there is a conflict (or
a potential conflict) (present in Peirce’s texts too) between views of abduction –
and of practical reasoning – in terms of heuristic strategies or in terms of instinct
(insight, perception) [Hoffmann, 1999; Paavola, 2004; Paavola, 2005], appears
26
27

Cf. also chapter seven of this book.
On the role of strategies, plausibility, and economy of research and their relationships with
Peircean Grammar, Critic, and Methodeutic cf. [Paavola, 2004]. A detailed and in-depth description of these difficult aspects of philosophical and semiotic issues of Peirce’s approach is
given in [Kruijff, 2005].
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old-fashioned. The two aspects simply coexist at the level of the real organic agent,
it depends on the cognitive/semiotic perspective we adopt:
1. we can see it as a practical agent that mainly takes advantage of its implicit
endowments in terms of guessing right, wired by evolution, where of course
instinct or hardwired programs are central, or
2. we can see it as the user of explicit and more or less abstract semiotic devices
internally stored or externally available – or hybrid – where heuristic plastic
strategies (in some organism they are “conscious”) exploiting relevance and
plausibility criteria – various and contextual – for guessing hypotheses are exploited.
What is still important to note is that these heuristic strategies and reasoning devices
are determined and created at the level of individuals and through the interplay
of both the internal and the external agency already endowed with those cognitive
delegated representations and tools occurring in the continuous semiotic activity of
“disembodiment of mind” that I have illustrated in chapter three. This interplay of
course occurs both at the contextual level of learning in the individual history and
at the level of the evolutionary effects. The efficiency of these strategies in terms of
“naturalistic” – and so instinctual – characters is just guaranteed by this interplay.
In the first case the role of instinct is clear in the sense that the cognitive skills
have been wired thanks to the evolutionary interplay between organic agents and
their environments. In the second case the role of instinct is still at stake, but in so
far as it is at the origins of the historical process of formation of heuristic strategies, and thus of reasoning devices, there is the same interplay between organism
and environment, internal and external representations, but in terms of explicit tools
sedimented in historical practices and learnt – and possibly improved – by the individuals. Sedimented heuristics are context-dependent, to make an example, scientists, in their various fields, make use of many heuristic strategies that are explicitly
stated, learnt, and enhanced. These reasoning processes, even if far from being considered merely instinctual, still serve what Peirce calls “the probable perpetuation”
[Peirce, 1992-1998, II, pp. 464 f.] of the race.
For example, when we model abduction through a computational logic-based
system, the fundamental operation is to search, which expresses the heuristic strategies [Thagard, 1996]. As I have already illustrated in chapter one (section 1.4),
when there is a problem to solve, we usually face several possibilities (hypotheses)
and we have to select the suitable one (selective abduction). Accomplishing the assigned task requires that we have to search through the whole space of potential solutions to find the desired one. In this situation we have to rely on heuristics, that are
rules of thumb expressed in sentential terms. The well-known concept of heuristic
search, which is at the basis of many computational systems based on propositional
rules, can perform this kind of sentential abduction (selective). We have pointed out
that other computational tools can be used to this aim, like neural and probabilistic networks, and frames-like representations also able to imitate both sentential,
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model-based, and hybrid ways of reasoning of real human agents, but less appropriate to model the traditional concept of heuristic strategy.28

5.3

Mindless Organisms and Cognition

I have illustrated in the first two sections of this chapter some seminal Peircean
philosophical considerations concerning abduction, perception, inference, and instinct. I think they are of strong philosophical importance in current cognitive research. Peircean analysis helps us to better grasp how model-based, sentential and
manipulative aspects of abduction have to be seen as intertwined. Moreover, they
show how we can exploit the concept of abduction, as a basic kind of human cognition, not only as a conceptual tool helpful in delineating the first principles of a new
theory of science, but also in the unification of interdisciplinary perspectives, which
would otherwise remain fragmented and dispersed, and thus devoid of the necessary
philosophical analysis.
The present chapter aims at illustrating how Peircean emphasis on the role of instincts in abduction provides a deep philosophical framework which in turn supplies
an anticipatory and integrated introduction to the problem of animal hypothetical
cognition. In a sense, the results of recent research on animal cognition present a
confirmation of the epistemological utility of the theory of abductive cognition I
am presenting in this book, a theory which also delineates an “ideal” framework
very useful for the interdisciplinary dialogue, where the role of abstract and general
concepts is central.
Philosophy itself has for a long time disregarded the ways of thinking and knowing of animals, traditionally considered “mindless” organisms. Peircean insight regarding the role of abduction in animals was a good starting point, but only more
recent results in the fields of cognitive science and ethology about animals, and
of developmental psychology and cognitive archeology about humans and infants,
have provided the actual intellectual awareness of the importance of the comparative
studies.
Sometimes philosophy has anthropocentrically condemned itself to partial results when reflecting upon human cognition because it lacked in appreciation of the
more “animal-like” aspects of thinking and feeling, which are certainly in operation
and are greatly important in human behavior. Also in ethical inquiry a better understanding of animal cognition could in turn increase knowledge about some hidden
aspects of human behavior, which I think still tend to evade any ethical account and
awareness. Scientists too often disregard the ethical concern.
In the recent [Magnani, 2007d] I maintain that people have to learn to be “respected as things”, sometimes, are. Various kinds of “things”, and among them
work of arts, institutions, symbols, and of course animals, are now endowed with
intrinsic moral worth. Animals are certainly morally respected in many ways in our
technological societies, but certain knowledge about them has been disregarded. It
28

A more detailed description of the role of heuristic and strategies in abductive (and deductive)
reasoning is illustrated in subsection 7.3.2.2 of chapter seven of this book.
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is still difficult to acknowledge respect for their cognitive skills and endowments.
Would our having more knowledge about animals happen to coincide with having
more knowledge about humans and infants, and be linked to the suppression of constitutive “anthropomorphism” in treating and studying them that we have inherited
through tradition? Consequently, would not novel and unexpected achievements in
this field be a fresh chance to grant new “values” to humans and discover new knowledge regarding their cognitive features? (cf. also [Gruen, 2002]). Darwin already
noted that studying cognitive capacities in humans but also in non-human animals
“[. . . ] possesses, also, some independent interest, as an attempt to see how far the
study of the lower animals throws light on one of the highest psychical faculties of
man” – the moral sense [Darwin, 1981].
Among scientists it is of course Darwin [1985] who first clearly captured the idea
of an “inner life” (the “world of perception” included) in some humble earthworms
[Crist, 2002]. A kind of mental life can be hypothesized in many organisms: Darwin
wanted “to learn how far the worms acted consciously and how much mental power
they displayed” [Darwin, 1985, p. 3]. He found levels of “mind ” where it was not
presumed to exist. It can be said that this new idea, which bridges the gap between
humans and other animals, in some sense furnishes a partial scientific support to
that metaphysical synechism claimed by Peirce contending that matter and mind
are intertwined and in some sense indistinguishable.29

5.3.1

Worm Intelligence, Abductive Chickens, Instincts

Let us consider the behavior of very simple creatures. Earthworms plug the opening
of their burrow with leaves and petioles: Darwin recognized that behavior as being
too regular to be random and at the same time too variable to be merely instinctive.
He concluded that, even if the worms were innately inclined to construct protective
basket structures, they also had a capacity to “judge” based on their tactile sense
and showed “some degree of intelligence” [Darwin, 1985, p. 91]. Instinct alone
would not explain how worms actually handle leaves to be put into the burrow. This
behavior seemed more similar to their “having acquired the habit” [Darwin, 1985,
p. 68]. Crist says: “Darwin realized that ‘worm intelligence’ would be an oxymoron
for skeptics and even from a commonsense viewpoint ‘This will strike everyone as
very improbable’ he wrote [Darwin, 1985, p. 98]. [. . . ] He noted that little is known
about the nervous system of ‘lower animals’, implying they might possess more
cognitive potential than generally assumed” [Crist, 2002, p. 5].
It is important to note that Darwin also paid great attention to those external
structures built by worms and engineered for utility, comfort, and security. I will
describe later on in this chapter the cognitive role of artifacts in both human and
non-human animals. Artifacts can be illustrated as cognitive mediators [Magnani,
2001b] which are the building blocks that bring into existence what it is now called
29

The recent discovery of the cognitive roles (basically in the case of learning and memory) played
by spinal cord further supports this conviction that mind is extended and distributed and that it
can also be – so to say – “brainless” [Grau, 2002].
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a “cognitive niche”: 30 Darwin maintains that “We thus see that burrows are not mere
excavations, but may rather be compared with tunnels lined with cement” [Darwin,
1985, p. 112]. Like humans, worms build external artifacts endowed with precise
roles and functions, which strongly affect their lives in various ways, and of course
their opportunity to “know” the environment.
I have said their behavior cannot be accounted for in merely instinctual terms.
Indeed, the “variability” of their behavior is for example illustrated by the precautionary capacity of worms to exploit pine needles by bending over pointed ends:
“Had this not effectually been done, the sharp points could have prevented the retreat of the worms into their burrows; and these structures would have resembled
traps armed with converging points of wire rendering the ingress of an animal easy
and its egress difficult or impossible” [Darwin, 1985, p. 112]. Cognitive plasticity is
clearly demonstrated by the fact that Darwin detected that pine was not a native tree!
If we cannot say that worms are aware like we are (consciousness is unlikely even
among non-human vertebrates), certainly we can acknowledge in this case a form
of material, interactive, and embodied, manifestation of awareness in the world.
Recent research has also demonstrated the existence of developmental plasticity
in plants [Novoplansky, 2002]. For example developing tissues and organs “inform”
the plant about their states and respond according to the signals and substrates they
receive. The plant adjusts structurally and physiologically to its own development
and to the habitat it happens to be in (for example a plasticity of organs in the
relations between neighboring plants can be developed) Mackey, J. M. L. [Sachs,
2002; Grime and Mackey, 2002].
In the following sections I am interested in further improving knowledge on abduction and model-based thinking. By way of introduction let me quote again the
interesting Peircean passage again about hypothesis selection and chickens, which
touches on both ideas, showing a kind of completely language-free, model-based
abduction:
How was it that man was ever led to entertain that true theory? You cannot say that
it happened by chance, because the possible theories, if not strictly innumerable, at
any rate exceed a trillion – or the third power of a million; and therefore the chances
are too overwhelmingly against the single true theory in the twenty or thirty thousand
years during which man has been a thinking animal, ever having come into any man’s
head. Besides, you cannot seriously think that every little chicken, that is hatched, has
to rummage through all possible theories until it lights upon the good idea of picking
up something and eating it. On the contrary, you think the chicken has an innate idea of
doing this; that is to say, that it can think of this, but has no faculty of thinking anything
else. The chicken you say pecks by instinct. But if you are going to think every poor
chicken endowed with an innate tendency toward a positive truth, why should you
think that to man alone this gift is denied? [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.591].

and again, even more clearly, in another related passage we have already quoted
above
30

A concept introduced by Tooby and DeVore [1987] and later on reused by Pinker [1997; 2003].
I will illustrate it in the following chapter.
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When a chicken first emerges from the shell, it does not try fifty random ways of appeasing its hunger, but within five minutes is picking up food, choosing as it picks, and
picking what it aims to pick. That is not reasoning, because it is not done deliberately;
but in every respect but that, it is just like abductive inference. 31

From this Peircean perspective hypothesis generation is a largely instinctual and
nonlinguistic endowment of human beings and, of course, also of animals. It is
clear that for Peirce abduction is rooted in the instinct and that many basically
instinctual-rooted cognitive performances, like emotions, provide examples of abduction available to both human and non-human animals. Also cognitive archeology
[Mithen, 1996; Donald, 2001] acknowledges that it was not language that made
cognition possible: rather it rendered possible the integration in social environments
of preexistent, separated, domain-specific modules in prelinguistic hominids, like
complex motor skills learnt by imitation or created independently for the first time
[Bermúdez, 2003]. This integration made the emergence of tool making possible
through the process of “disembodiment of mind” that I illustrated in in chapter three
of this book. Integration also seeks out established policies, rituals, and complicated forms of social cognition, which are related to the other forms of prevalently
nonlinguistic cognitive behaviors.

5.3.2

Nonlinguistic Representational States

It can be hypothesized that some language-free, more or less stable, representational states that are merely model-based32 are present in animals, early hominids,
and human infants. Of course tropistic and classically conditioned schemes can be
accounted for without reference to these kind of model-based “representations”,
because in these cases the response is invariant once the creature in question has
registered the relevant stimuli.
The problem of attributing to those beings strictly nonlinguistic model-based
inner “thoughts”, beliefs, and desires, and thus suitable ways of representing the
world, and of comparing them to language-oriented mixed (both model-based and
sentential) representations, typical of modern adult humans, appears to be fundamental to comprehending the status of animal presumptive abductive performances.
Of course this issue recalls the traditional epistemological Kuhnian question of
the incommensurability of meaning [Kuhn, 1962]. In this case it refers to the possibility of comparing cognitive attitudes in different biological species, which express
potentially incomparable meanings. Such problems already arose when dealing with
the interpretation of primitive culture. If we admit, together with some ethologists,
31

32

Cf. the article “The proper treatment of hypotheses: a preliminary chapter, toward and examination of Hume’s argument against miracles, in its logic and in its history” [1901] [Peirce, 1966,
p. 692].
They do not have to be taken like for example visual and spatial imagery or other internal
model-based states typical of modern adult humans, but more like action-related representations
and thus intrinsically intertwined with perception and kinesthetic/motor abilities. Saidel [2002]
interestingly studies the role of these kinds of representations in rats.
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animal behaviorists, and developmental psychologists, that in nonlinguistic organisms there are some intermediate representations, it is still difficult to make an analogy with those found in adult humans. The anthropologists who carried out the first
structured research on human primitive cultures and languages already stressed this
point, because it is difficult to circumstantiate thoughts that can hold in beings but
only manifest themselves in superficial and external conducts (cf. Quine [1960]).
A similar puzzling incommensurability already arises when we deal with the different sensorial modalities of certain species and their ways of being and of feeling
to be in the world. We cannot put ourselves in the living situation of a dolphin, which
lives and feels by using echolocations, or of our cat, which “sees” differently, and it
is difficult to put forward scientific hypotheses on these features using human-biased
language, perceptive capacities, and cognitive representations. The problem of the
existence of “representation states” is deeply epistemological: the analogous situation in science concerns for example the status of the so-called theoretical terms,
like quarks or electrons, which are not directly observable but still “real”, reliable,
and consistent when meaningfully legitimated/justified by their epistemological
unavoidability in suitable scientific research programs [Lakatos, 1970].
I have already said that commitment to research on animal cognition is rare in human beings. Unfortunately, even when interested in animal cognition, human adult
researchers, victims of an uncontrolled, “biocentric” anthropomorphic attitude, always risk attributing to animals (and of course infants) their own concepts and thus
misunderstanding their specific cognitive skills [Rivas and Burghardt, 2002].

5.4
5.4.1

Animal Abduction
“Wired Cognition” and Pseudothoughts

Nature writes programs for cognitive behavior in many ways. In certain cases these
programs draw on cognitive functions and sometimes they do not. In the latter case
the fact that we describe the behavioral effect as “cognitive” is just a metaphor. This
is a case of instinctual behavior, which we should more properly name “hardwired
cognition”.
Peirce spoke – already over a century ago – of a wide semiotic perspective, which
taught us that a human internal representational medium is not necessarily structured
like a language. I plan to develop and broaden this perspective. Of course this conviction strongly diverges from that maintained by the intellectual traditions which
resort to the insight provided by the modern Fregean logical perspective, in which
thoughts are just considered the “senses of sentences”. Recent views on cognition
are still influenced by this logical perspective, and further stress the importance of
an isomorphism between thoughts and language sentences (cf. for example Fodor’s
theory [1987]).
Bermúdez clearly explains how this perspective also affected the so-called minimalist view on animal cognition (also called deflationary view) [Bermúdez, 2003, p.
27]. We can describe nonlinguistic creatures as thinkers and capable of goal-directed
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actions, but we need to avoid assigning to them the type of thinking common to linguistic creatures, for example in terms of belief-desire psychology: “Nonlinguistic
thinking does not involve propositional attitudes – and, a fortiori, psychological
explanation at the nonlinguistic level is not a variant of belief-desire psychology”
(ibid.). Belief-desire framework should only be related to linguistic creatures. Instead, the problem for the researcher on animal cognition would be to detect how a
kind of what we can call “general belief” is formed, rather than concentrating on its
content, as we would in the light of human linguistic tools.
Many forms of thinking, such as imagistic, empathetic, trial and error, and analogical reasoning, and cognitive activities performed through complex bodily skills,
appear to be basically model-based and manipulative. They are usually described in
terms of living beings that adjust themselves to the environment rather than in terms
of beings that acquire information from the environment. In this sense these kinds
of thinking would produce responses that do not seem to involve sentential aspects
but rather merely “non-inferential” ways of cognition. If we adopt the semiotic perspective above, which does not reduce the term “inference” to its sentential level,
but which includes the whole arena of sign activity – in the light of Peircean tradition – these kinds of thinking promptly appear full, inferential forms of thought.
Let me recall that Peirce stated that all thinking is in signs, and signs can be icons,
indices, or symbols, and, moreover, all inference is a form of sign activity, where the
word sign includes “feeling, image, conception, and other representation” [Peirce,
1931-1958, 5.283].
From this perspective human and the most part of non-human animals possess
what I have called semiotic brains (cf. chapter three of this book and [Magnani,
2007c]), which make up a series of signs and which are engaged in making or manifesting or reacting to a series of signs: through this semiotic activity they are at
the same time occasionally engaged in “being cognitive agents” (like in the case of
human beings) or at least in thinking intelligently.33
From a perspective similar to the one I have followed, where a broad concept of
cognition is adopted, [Godfrey-Smith, 2002] contends that all the mechanisms that
enable organisms to coordinate their behavior with complex environmental conditions by tracking and dealing with them34 involve some degree of intelligence
“so there is no opposition between intelligence and what is often referred to as
‘instinct”’. From this perspective abductive endowments – that are also complex
– range across a multiple set of adaptive and maladaptive skills, from instincts to
high-level cognitive functions. They are “sets of capacities” that regard perception,
internal representations, memory, learning, decision-making and of course actions.
They shade into each other and shade off into non-cognitive parts of the biological
organisms. From this angle an idea of “continuity” is adopted with regards to cognition, even if cognition is expressed in various ways, often presenting opposite and
33

34

Research in biosemiotics has provided new knowledge about the semiotic aspect of cognition in
various organisms; cf. the first issue of the journal Biosemiotics, 2008, and the recent collection
[Barbieri, 2008].
The environment is complex is so far as it is heterogeneous and problematic but also in so far
as it provides suitable opportunities – that is “affordances”, cf. chapter six, this book.
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incommensurable characteristics. Examples of cases where broad animal capacities
are shared with humans typically express this idea of continuity of cognition. These
shared capacities can be seen in the evolution of associative learning, in the development – beyond the immediate effect of conditioning – of very complicated and
variegated forms of spatial memory and of cognitive spatial maps (which can be
inner and/or taking advantage of suitable outer natural or artifactual landmarks),35
and in social intelligence.
From this point of view a low-level variety of cognition and intelligence exists
and it helps in meeting the challenges of complex environments and if so, it is selectively favored.36 It would be better to use only the term cognition, given the fact
the term intelligence has strong connotations in common usage, where it is strictly
related to humans and expresses complicated endowments like consciousness and
planning skills. Cognition in a broader sense is “discovered and rediscovered by evolution many times”, and exists at various levels starting from those which can also be
classified as proto-cognitive and which are still embedded in higher-level organisms,
such as in many vertebrates and in humans themselves. This is evident in the case of
endocrine and immune systems. Godfrey-Smith’s main thesis is that the function of
cognition is to enable the agent to deal with environmental complexity, even if, “In
some cases it is hard to distinguish cognition from other control systems in the body,
and hard to distinguish behavior from such things as growth, development and the
regulation of metabolism” (ibid.). Organisms exploit or consume information, that
is semiotic systems consume semiotic resources in the complex environment, including those resources that they and other organisms have themselves previously
embedded in it (one of the reasons why the environment is complex is because it is
suitably complicated by – and dependant on – the various cognitive niches which
all organisms build in it.)37
For example, spatial imaging and analogies based on perceiving similarities –
fundamentally context-dependent and circumstantiated – are ways of thinking in
which the “sign activity” is of a nonlinguistic sort, and it is founded on various
kinds of implicit naı̈ve physical, biological, psychological, social, etc., forms of intelligibility. In scientific experimentation on prelinguistic infants a common result is
the detection of completely language-free working ontologies, which only later on,
during cognitive development, will become intertwined with the effect of language
and other “symbolic” ways of thinking.38
With the aim of describing the kinds of representations which would be at
work in these nonlinguistic cognitive processes Dummett [1993] proposes the
term protothought. I would prefer to use the term pseudothought, to minimize the
35
36

37
38

Cf. chapter four, section 4.7.1.
The “lowest” level would be represented by cases of flexibility of behavior or control of development through the fixed response to an environmental cue – in the absence of proper inner
processing, but where the response is not directly driven by the physical properties of the cue
but is instead characterized by a kind of arbitrariness.
On the role of organisms in building “cognitive niches” see chapter six in this book.
[Godfrey-Smith, 2002] also stresses the fact that internal representations do not have to be
intended as necessarily requiring language.
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hierarchical effect that – ethnocentrically – already affected some aspects of the
seminal work on primitives of an author like Lévi-Bruhl, who introduced the concept of “pre-logical” primitive mentality [1923]. An example of the function of
model-based pseudothoughts can be hypothesized in the perception of space in the
case of both human and non-human animals. The perceived space is not necessarily three-dimensional and merely involves the apprehension of movement changes,
and the rough properties of material objects. Dummett illustrates the case of the car
driver and of the canoeist:
A car driver or canoeist may have to estimate the speed and direction of oncoming
cars and boats and their probable trajectory, consider what avoiding action to take, and
so on: it is natural to say that he is highly concentrated in thought. But the vehicle
of such thoughts is certainly not language: it would be said, I think, to consist in visual imagination superimposed on the visual perceived scene. It is not just that these
thoughts are not in fact framed in words: it is that they do not have the structure of
verbally expressed thoughts. But they deserve the name of “protothoughts” because
while it would be ponderous to speak of truth or falsity in application to them, they
are intrinsically connected with the possibility of their being mistaken: judgment, in a
non-technical sense, is just what the driver and the canoeist need to exercise [Dummett,
1993, p. 122].

5.4.2

Plastic Cognition in Organisms’ Pseudoexplanatory
Guesses

To better understand what the study of nonlinguistic creatures teaches us about
model-based and manipulative abduction (and go beyond Peirce’s insights on chickens’ “hardwired” abductive abilities), it is necessary to acknowledge the fact that it
is difficult to attribute many of their thinking performances to innate releasing processes, trial and error or to a mere reinforcement learning, which do not involve
complicated and more stable internal representations.
Fleeting and evanescent (not merely reflex-based) pseudorepresentations are
needed to account for many animal “communication” performances even at the level
of the calls of “the humble and much-maligned chicken”, like Evans says:
We conclude that chicken calls produce effects by evoking representations of a class
of eliciting events [food, predators, and presence of the appropriate receiver]. This
finding should contribute to resolution of the debate about the meaning of referential
signals. We can now confidently reject reflexive models, those that postulate only behavioral referents, and those that view referential signals as imperative. The humble
and much maligned chicken thus has a remarkably sophisticated system. Its calls denote at least three classes of external objects. They are not involuntary exclamations,
but are produced under particular social circumstances [Evans, 2002a, p. 321].

In sum, in nonlinguistics animals, a higher degree of abductive abilities has to be
acknowledged: chicken form separate representations faced with different events
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and they are affected by prior experience (of food, for example). They are mainly
due to internally developed plastic capacities to react to the environment, and can be
thought of as the fruit of learning. In general this plasticity is often accompanied by
the suitable reification of external artificial “pseudorepresentations” (for example
landmarks, alarm calls, urine-marks and roars, etc.) which artificially modify the
environment, and/or by the referral to externalities already endowed with delegated
cognitive values, made by the animals themselves or provided by humans.
The following is an example of not merely reflex-based cognition and it is fruit
of plasticity: a mouse in a research lab perceives not simply the lever but the fact
that the action on it affords the chance of having food; the mouse “desires” the goal
(food) and consequently acts in the appropriate way. Some authors contend this is
not the fruit of innate and instinctual mechanisms, merely a trial and error routine,
or brute reinforcement learning able to provide the correct (and direct) abductive
appraisal of the given environmental situation. Instead it can be better described as
the fruit of learnt and flexible thinking devices, which are not merely fixed and stimulus driven but also involve “thought”.39 “Pseudothought” – I have already said – is
a better term to use, resorting to the formation of internal structured representations
and various – possibly new – links between them. The mouse also takes advantage
in its environment of an external device, the lever, which the humans have endowed
with a fundamental predominant cognitive value, which can afford the animal: the
mouse is able to cognitively pick up this externality, and to embody it in internal,
useful representations.
Another example of plastic cognition comes from the animal activity of reshaping
the environment through its mapping by means of seed caches:
Consider, for example, a bird returning to a stored cache of seeds. It is known from both
ethological studies and laboratory experiments that species such as chickadees and
marsh tits are capable of hiding extraordinary number of seeds in a range of different
hiding places and then retrieving them after considerable periods of time have elapsed
([Sherry, 1988], quoted in [Bermúdez, 2003, p. 48]).

It is also likely to hypothesize that this behavior is governed by the combination
of a motivational state (a general desire for food) and a memory of the particular
location, and how to get to it.40 The possibility of performing such behavior is based
on structured internal pseudorepresentations originating from the previous interplay
between internal and external signs suitably picked up from the environment in a
step-by-step procedure.
To summarize, in these cases we are no longer observing the simple situation of
the Peircean, picking chicken, which “[. . . ] has an innate idea of doing this; that
is to say, that it can think of this, but has no faculty of thinking anything else”.
39

40

On this problem cf. also the following subsection about the distinction between classical and
instrumental conditioning. In chapter eight, section 8.4, an analogous case is analyzed in the
framework of Pavlovian conditioning: in this perspective the emergence of the relationship between the food and its index, the lever, coincides with the emergence of what we can call a
“semiotic” activity.
Of course the use of concepts like “desire”, deriving from the “folk-psychology” lexicon, has to
be considered merely metaphorical.
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This “cognitive” behavior is the one already described by the minimalist contention
that there is no need to specify any kind of internal content. It is minimally – here
and now and immediately related to action – goal-directed, mechanistic, and not
“psychological” in any sense, even in a metaphorical one, as we use the term in the
case of animals [Bermúdez, 2003, p. 49].
On the contrary, the birds in the example above have at their disposal flexible
ways of reacting to events and evidence, which are explainable only in terms of a
kind of thinking “something else”, to use the Peircean words, beyond mere – so
say – “mechanistic” (hardwired) responses. They can choose between alternative
behaviors founding their choice on the basis of evidence available to be picked up.
The activity is “abductive” in itself: it can be selective, when the pseudoexplanatory
guess, on which the subsequent action is based, is selected among those already
internally available, but it can also be creative, because the animal can form and
excogitate for the first time a particular pseudoexplanation of the situation at hand
and then creatively act on the basis of it. The tamarins quickly learn to select the best
hypothesis about the tool – taking into account the different tools on offer – that has
to be used to obtain the most food in “varied” situations. To avoid “psychological”
descriptions, animal abductive cognitive reaction at this level can be seen as an
emergent property of the whole organism, and not, in an anthropocentric way, as a
small set of specialized skills like we usually see them in the case of humans. By
the way, if we adopt this perspective it is also easier to think that some organisms
can learn and memorize even without the brain.41
As I will illustrate in subsection 5.4.4, animals occupy different environmental
niches that “directly” afford their possibility to act, like Gibson’s original theory
teaches, but this is only one of the ways the organism exploits its surroundings to
be suitably attuned to the environment. When behaviors are more complicated other
factors are at stake. For example, animals can act on a goal that they cannot perceive
– the predator that waits for the prey for example – so the organism’s appraisal of
the situation includes factors that cannot be immediately perceived,
Well-known dishabituation experiments have shown how infants use modelbased high-level physical principles to relate to the environment. They look longer
at the facts that they find surprising, showing what expectations they have; animals
like dolphins respond to structured complex gestural signs in ways that can hardly
be accounted for in terms of the Gibsonian original notion of immediate affordance.
A similar situation can be seen in the case of monkeys that perform complicated
technical manipulations of objects, and in birds that build artifacts to house beings
that have not yet been born. The problem here is that organisms can dynamically abductively “extract” or “create” – and further stabilize – affordances not previously
available, taking advantage not only of their instinctual capacities but also of the
plastic cognitive ones (cf. below subsection 5.4.4).
41

It is interesting to note that recent neurobiological research has shown that neural systems within
the spinal cord in rats are quite a bit smarter than most researchers have assumed, they can, for
example, learn from experience [Grau, 2002]. Cf. also footnote 29, p. 284.
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Artifacts and Classical and Instrumental Conditioning

Other evidence supports the assumption about the relevance of nonlinguistic modelbased thinking beyond the mere reflex-based level. The birth of what is called material culture in hominids, I will quote in the following subsection, and the use of
artifacts as external cognitive mediators in animals, reflect a kind of instrumental
thought that cannot be expressed in terms of the minimalist conception. The instrumental properties are framed by exploiting artificially made material cognitive tools
that mediate and so enhance perception, body kinesthetic skills, and a full-range of
new cognitive opportunities. Through artifacts more courses of action can be selected, where – so to say – “sensitivity” to the consequences is higher. In this case
actions cannot be accounted for solely in terms of the mere perceptual level.42
The difference has to be acknowledged between sensitivity to consequences,
which is merely due to innate mechanisms and/or classical conditioning (where
behavior is simply modified in an adaptive way on the basis of failures and successes), and the more sophisticated sensitivity performed through some doxastic/representational intermediate states:
In classical conditioning, a neutral stimulus (e. g., the sound of a bell) is followed by
an unconditioned stimulus (e. g., the presentation of food) that elicits a reaction (e.
g., salivation). The outcome of classical conditioning is that the conditioned response
(the salivation) comes to be given to the conditioned stimulus (the sound of the bell)
in the absence of the unconditioned stimulus. In instrumental operant conditioning the
presentation of the reinforcing stimulus is contingent on the animal making a particular behavioral response (such as a pecking lever). If the behavioral response does
not occur, the reinforcing stimulus is withheld. Classical conditioning behavior is not
outcome-sensitive in any interesting sense, since it is not the behavior that is reinforced
[Bermúdez, 2003, p. 167].

It is evident that instrumental conditioning is also important in (and intertwined
with) tool and artifact construction where for example the ability to plan ahead
(modifying plans and reacting to contingencies, such as unexpected flaws in the
material and miss-hits) is central.

5.4.4

Affordances and Abduction

Gibson’s eco-cognitive concept of “affordance” [Gibson, 1979] and Brunswik’s interplay between proximal and distal environment also deal with the problem of the
so-called model-based pseudothoughts, which concern any kind of thinking far from
the cognitive features granted by human language.43 These kinds of cognitive tools
typical of infants and of many animals (and still operating in human adults in various forms of more or less unexpressed thinking) are hypothesized to express the
42
43

This sensitivity is already present in birds like ravens [Heinrich, 2002].
A detailed illustration of the relationships between affordances and abduction is given in
[Magnani and Bardone, 2008] and in the following chapter of this book.
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organic beings’ implicit skills to act in a perceived environment as a distal environment ordered in terms of the possibilities to afford the action in response to local
changes.
Different actions will be suitable to different ways of apprehending aspects of the
external world. The objectification of the world made possible by language and other
highly abstract organizing cognitive techniques (like mathematics) is not needed. An
affordance is a resource or chance that the environment presents to the “specific” organism, such as the availability of water or of finding recovery and concealment. Of
course the same part of the environment offers different affordances to different
organisms. The concept can be also extended to artificial environments built by humans, my cat affords her actions in the kitchen of my house differently than me,
for example I do not find affordable to easily jump through the window or on the
table! I simply cannot imagine the number of things that my cat Sheena is possibly
“aware” of (and her way of being aware) in a precise moment, such as the taste of
the last mouse she caught and the type of memory she has of her last encounter with
a lizard:44 “Only a small part of the network within which mouseness is nested for
us extends into the cat’s world” [Beers, 1997, p. 203]. It is possible to imagine – but
this is just science fiction – that we can “afford” the world like a dolphin only artificializing us by using prosthetic instruments and tools like sonar, fruit of modern
scientific knowledge.
It can be hypothesized that in many organisms the perceptual world is the only
possible model of itself and in this case they can be accounted for in terms of a
merely reflex-based notions: no other internal more or less stable representations are
available. In the case of affordance in the sensitive organisms described above the
coupling with the environment is more flexible because it is important in coupling
with the niche to determine what environmental dynamics are currently the most
relevant, among the several ones that afford and that are available. An individual
that is looking for its prey and at the same time for a mate (which both immediately
afford it without any ambiguity) is contemporarily in front of two different affordances and has to abductively select the most suitable one weighting them. Both
affordances and the more or less plastic processes of their selection in specific situations can be stabilized, but both can also be modified, increased, and substituted
with new ones. In many animals, still at the higher level on not-merely reflex-based
cognitive abilities, no representational internal states need be hypothesized [Tirassa
et al., 1998].
The etheromorphism of affordances is also important: bats use echolocation, and
have a kind of sensory capacity that exceeds that of any man-made systems; dolphins can for example detect, dig out, and feed on fish and small eels buried up to
44

The point of view of Gibson has been taken into account by several people in the computational
community, for example by Brooks in robotics [1991]. “Vision is not delivering a high level
representation of the world, instead it cooperates with motor controls enabling survival behavior
in the environment. [. . . ] While it is very sensible that the main goal of vision in humans is to
contribute to moving and acting with objects in the word, it is highly improbable that a set
of actions can be identified as the output of vision. Otherwise, vision must include all sort of
computations contributing to the acting behavior in that set: it is like saying that vision should
cover more or less the whole brain activity” [Domenella and Plebe, 2005, pp. 369–370].
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45 cm beneath the sandy seabed and are able to detect the size, structure, shape,
and material composition of distant objects.45 They can also discriminate among
aluminum, copper, and brass circular targets, and among circles, squares, and triangular targets covered with neoprene [Roitblat, 2002]. These amazing cognitive
performances in dolphins are processed through complex computations that transform one dimensional waves (and multiple echoes), arriving at each of their two
ears, into representations of objects and their features in the organism’s niche. The
process is “multimodal” because dolphins also interface with their world using visual and other auditory signals, vocal and behavioral mimicry, and representational
capabilities. It even seems that significant degrees of self-awareness are at work,
unique to nonhuman animals [Herman, 2002]. I have already said that it is easy to
imagine that we could afford the world in a similar way only by hybridizing ourselves using artificial instruments and tools like sonar: the fruit of modern scientific
knowledge.
It is important to note recent research based on Schrödinger’s focusing on energy,
matter and thermodynamic imbalances provided by the environment,46 draws the attention to the fact that all organisms, including bacteria, are able to perform elementary cognitive functions because they “sense” the environment and process internal
information for “thriving on latent information embedded in the complexity of their
environment” (Ben Jacob, Shapira, and Tauber [2006, p. 496]). Indeed Schrödinger
maintained that life requires the consumption of negative entropy, i.e. the use of
thermodynamic imbalances in the environment. As a member of a complex superorganism – the colony, a multi-cellular community – each bacterium possesses the
ability to sense and communicate with the other units comprising the collective and
performs its work within a distribution task. Hence, bacterial communication entails
collective sensing and cooperativity through interpretation of chemical messages,
distinction between internal and external information, and a sort of self vs. non-self
distinction (peers and cheaters are both active).
In this perspective “biotic machines” are meaning-based forms of intelligence
to be contrasted with the information-based forms of artificial intelligence: biotic
machines generate new information, assigning contextual meaning to gathered information. Self-organizing organisms like bacteria are afforded – through a real
cognitive act – by “relevant” information that they subsequently couple with the
regulating, restructuring, and plastic activity of the contextual information (intrinsic meaning) already internally stored, which reflects the intra-cellular state of the
cells. Of course the “meaning production” involved in the processes above refers to
structural aspects of communication that cannot be related to the specific sentential
and model-based cognitive skills of humans, primates, and other simpler animals,
45

46

In the case of echolocation a kind of acoustic power is reached through production processes.
It has been hypothesized that a similar productive system was exploited by some hominids who
used their voices to navigate within caves, using particular resonances [Reznikoff, 1987]: indeed
the voice has a controllable power, directivity, and spectral properties, which are appropriate to
excite resonances modes in specific environments like caves [de Cheveigné, 2006, p. 258].
On the strict relationship between the concept of the cognitive niche and thermodynamics cf.
chapter six, section 6.1.3.
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but still shares basic functions with these like sensing, information processing, and
collective abductive contextual production of meaning. As stressed by Ben Jacob,
Shapira, and Tauber
In short, bacteria continuously sense their milieu and store the relevant information and
thus exhibit “cognition” by their ability to process information and responding accordingly. From those fundamental sensing faculties, bacterial information processing has
evolved communication capabilities that allow the creation of cooperative structures
among individuals to form super-organisms [Ben Jacob et al., 2006, p. 504].

In these cases, following [Godfrey-Smith, 2002], we can say that cognition “shades
off” into other kinds of biological processes. It is not usually considered as genuine
cognition, for example, when some bacteria adjust themselves to changing circumstances around them by using little internal magnets to distinguish north and south
and thus move towards water or when they use external cues, through tactile exploration, to adjust their metabolic processes.47
Furthermore, as I will stress below in section 5.7.1, plants plastically take on
rapid and reversible “habits” exploiting and building suitable cues in the environment, phenomena that enable us to see that “smart” control of plant behavior and
“smart” control of plant development have much in common (like in the case of
those fish that develop as male or female via perception of their relative size within
a population – cf. [Francis and Barlow, 1993], quoted in [Godfrey-Smith, 2002]).
This also means that in many animals cognition controls things other than behavior,
such as growth, development, and metabolism.48
Organisms need to become attuned to the relevant features offered in their environment and many of the cognitive tools built to reach this target are the result of
evolution. The wired and embodied perceptual capacities and imagistic, empathetic,
trial and error, and analogical devices I have described above already fulfill this
task. These capabilities can be seen as devices adopted by organisms that provide
them with potential “abductive” powers: they can provide an overall appraisal of the
situation at hand and thus orient action. They can be seen as providing abductive
“pseudoexplanations” of what is occurring “over there”, as it emerges through that
material contact with the environment grounded in perceptual interplay. It is through
this embodied process that affordances can arise both in wild and artificially modified niches. Peirce had already contended more than one hundred years ago that
abduction even takes place when a new born chick picks up the right sort of corn.
This is an example, so to say, of spontaneous abduction – analogous to the case of
some unconscious/embodied abductive processes in humans.
47
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The case of a bacterium called Haemophius influenzae, which causes meningitis is impressive:
it displays a range of plastic adaptive behavior that is caused by contingency genes [Moxon
et al., 1994; Moxon and Wills, 1999]. These mutable genes permit Haemophius influenzae to
increase the rate of discriminate mutation [Jablonka and Lamb, 2005], and thus to survive in
different microhabitats. Haemophius influenzae takes advantage of what can be considered a
kind of genetically driven abductive guessing that clearly provides an adaptive response to an
ever-changing environment.
On the limitations of application regarding evolutionary standard schemas – such as in the case
of the biological species concept – to bacteria, and the need for more “pragmatical” and less
evolutionary accounts, cf. [Franklin, 2007].
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The original Gibsonian notion of affordance deals with those situations in which
the signs and clues the organisms can detect, prompt, or suggest a certain action
rather than others. They are immediate, already available, and belong to the normality of the adaptation of an organism to a given ecological niche. Nevertheless, if we
acknowledge that environments and organisms evolve and change, and so both their
instinctual and cognitive plastic endowments, we may argue that affordances can be
related to the variable (degree of) “abducibility” of a configuration of signs: a chair
affords sitting in the sense that the action of sitting is a result of a sign activity in
which we perceive some physical properties (flatness, rigidity, etc.), and therefore
we can ordinarily “infer” (in Peircean sense) that a possible way to cope with a
chair is sitting on it. So to say, in most cases it is a spontaneous abduction to find
affordances because this chance is already present in the perceptual and cognitive
endowments of human and non-human animals.
I maintain that describing affordances that way may clarify some puzzling themes
proposed by Gibson, especially the claim concerning the fact that organisms directly perceive affordances and that the value and meaning of a thing is clear on
first glance. As I have just said, organisms have at their disposal a standard endowment of affordances (for instance through their hardwired sensory systems), but at
the same time they can plastically extend and modify the range of what can afford
them through the appropriate cognitive abductive skills (more or less sophisticated).
As maintained by several authors [Rock, 1982; Thagard, 1988; Hoffman, 1998;
Magnani, 2001b], what we see is the result of an embodied cognitive abductive process. For example, people are adept at imposing order on various, even ambiguous,
stimuli [Magnani, 2001b, p. 107]. Roughly speaking, we may say that what organisms see (or feel with other senses) is what their visual (or other senses’) apparatus
can, so to say, “explain”. It is worth noting that this process happens almost simultaneously without any further mediation. Perceiving affordances has something in
common with it. Visual perception is indeed a more automatic and “instinctual” activity, that Peirce claimed to be essentially abductive. Indeed – I repeat – he considers inferential any cognitive activity whatever, not only conscious abstract thought:
he also includes perceptual knowledge and subconscious cognitive activity. For instance he says that in subconscious mental activities visual representations play an
immediate role [Magnani, 2006b].
We also have to remember that environments evolve and change and so the perceptive capacities especially when enriched through new or higher-level cognitive
skills, which go beyond the ones granted by the merely instinctual levels. This dynamics explains the fact that if affordances are usually stabilized this does not mean
they cannot be modified and changed and that new ones can be formed.
It is worth noting that the history of the construction of artifacts and various tools
can be viewed as a continuous process of building and crafting new affordances
upon pre-existing ones or even from scratch. From cave art to modern computers,
there has been a co-evolution between humans and the environment they live in.
Indeed, what a computer can afford embraces an amazing variety of opportunities
and chances comparing with the ones exhibited by other tools and devices. More
precisely, a computer as a Practical Universal Turing Machine [Turing, 1969] can
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mimetically reproduce even some of the most complex operations that the human
brain-mind systems carry out (cf. [Magnani, 2006c] and chapter three of this book).
The hypothetical status of affordances reminds us that it is not necessarily the
case that just any organisms can detect it. Affordances are a mere potentiality for
organisms. First of all perceiving affordances results from an abductive activity in
which we infer possible ways to cope with an object from the signs and cues available to us. Some of them are stable and in some cases they are neurally hardwired
in the perceptual system. This is especially true when dealing with affordances that
have a high cognitive valence. Perceiving the affordances of a chair is indeed not
neurally hardwired but strongly rooted and stabilized in our cultural evolution. The
differences that we can appreciate are mostly inter-species – so to speak. A chair
affords a child as well as an adult. But this is not the case of a cat. The body of a
cat – actually, the cat can sit down on a chair, but also it can sleep on it – has been
shaped by evolution quite differently from us.
In higher-level cognitive performances there is something different, since intraspecies differences seem to be strongly involved. For instance, only a person that has
been taught about geometry can infer the affordances “inside” the new manipulated
construction built on a geometrical depicted diagram in front of him/her. He/she
has to be an “expert”. First of all, artificial affordances are intimately connected to
culture and the social settings in which they arise and the suitable availability of
knowledge of the individual(s) in question. Secondly, affordances deal with learning. There are some affordances like those of an Euclidean triangle that cannot be
perceived without a learning process (for instance a course of geometry): people
must be somehow trained in order to perceive them. Of course acknowledging this
last fact places much more emphasis upon the dynamic and also evolutionary character of affordances. The abductive process at play in these cases is very complicated
and requires higher level education in cognitive information and skills.
I have already noted that an artificially modified niche (at both levels of biotic
and abiotic sources) can be also called “cognitive niche”. Recently it has been contended that cognitive niche construction is a kind of evolutionary process in its own
right rather than a mere product of natural selection. Through cognitive niche construction organisms not only influence the nature of their world, but also in part
determine the selection pressure to which they and their descendants are exposed
(and of course the selection pressures to which other species are subjected).
This form of feedback in evolution has been rarely considered in the traditional
evolutionary studies [Day et al., 2003]. On this basis a co-evolution between niche
construction and brain development and its cognitive capabilities can be clearly hypothesized, a perspective further supported by some speculative hypotheses given
by cognitive scientists and paleoanthropologists (for example [Donald, 1998;
Donald, 2001; Mithen, 1996].49 These authors first of all maintain that the birth
of material culture itself was not just the product of a massive “cognitive” chance
but also cause of it. In the same light the “social brain hypothesis” (also called
49

I have treated this problem connecting it to some of Turing’s insights on the passage from
“unorganized” to “organized” brains in a recent article on the role of mimetic and creative
representations in human cognition [Magnani, 2006c]. Cf. chapter three of this book.
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“Machiavellian intelligence hypothesis” [Whiten and Byrne, 1988; Whiten and
Byrne, 1997; Byrne and Whiten, 1988]), holds that the relatively large brains of human beings and other primates reflect the computational demands of complex social
systems and not only the need of processing information of ecological relevance.

5.5
5.5.1

Perception as Abduction
Reifications and Beliefs

Some examples testify how animals are able to form a kind of “concept”. These
activities are surely at the basis of many possibilities to reify the world. Honey bees
are able to learn/form something equivalent to the human concepts of “same” and
“different”; pigeons, learn/form such concepts as tree, fish, or human [Gould, 2002;
Cook, 2002].50 Sea lions abduce among already formed equivalence classes: a pup’s
recognition of its mother “[. . . ] depends on the association of many sensory cues
with the common reinforcing elements of warmth, contact, and nourishment, while
a female recognition of her sisters may depend on their mutual association with the
mother” [Schusterman et al., 2002].
Something more complicated than classical conditioning is at play when some
animals are able to reify various aspects of the world using a kind of analogical
reasoning. In this way they are able to detect similarities in a certain circumstance,
which will be properly applied in a second following situation. Of course this capacity promotes the possibility to form a more contextual independent view about the
objects perceived, for example it happens when recognizing similarities in objects
that afford food. The mechanism is analogous to the one hypothesized by philosophers and cognitive scientists when explaining concept formation in humans, a process that of course in this case greatly takes advantage of the resources provided
by language. This way of thinking also provides the chance of grasping important
regularities and the related power to re-identify objects and to predict what has to be
expected in certain out-coming situations [Schusterman et al., 2002, p. 58]. It is a
form of abduction by analogy, which forms something like general hypotheses from
specific past event features that can be further applied to new ones.
Bermúdez [2003, chapter four] maintains that the process of ascribing thoughts
to animals is a form of what Ramsey called “success semantic” [Ramsey, 1927].
When for example we are confronted by the evidence that a chicken abstains “[. . . ]
from eating such caterpillars on account of unpleasant experience” a pseudobelief51
that something is poisonous can be hypothesized and equated to this event. “Thus
any set of actions for whose utility P is a necessary and sufficient condition might be
called a belief that P, and so would be true if P, i.e., if they are useful” [Bermúdez,
2003, p. 65]. Success semantics adopts a “thought/truth” condition for belief, respecting the idea that thoughts can be true or false because they represent states of
50
51

On “naı̈ve physics” and “naı̈ve biology” in pigeons cf. [Watanabe, 2006].
I have illustrated above at p. 289 the reasons that explain why I prefer to adopt the prefix
“pseudo” instead of “proto” in terms such as pseudothought, pseudobelief and pseudological
inference.
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affairs as holding: thought is truth-evaluable. Utility condition of a belief is a state
of affairs that when holding leads to the satisfaction of desires with which that belief is combined. The satisfaction condition is equally that state of affairs that “[. . . ]
extinguishes in the right sort of way the behavior to which the desire has given
risen. [. . . ] The utility condition of a belief in a particular situation is completely
open to the third-person perspective of the ethologist or developmental psychologist
[. . . ] and provides a clear way of capturing how an adaptive creature is in tune with
its environment without making implausibile claims at the level of the vehicle of
representation” (pp. 65 and 68).
Hence, in success semantics the role of reinforcement through satisfaction is still
relevant but it does not impede the fact that also internal pseudorepresentations can
be hypothesized, especially when we are dealing with non-basic appetites. Indeed,
following Bermúdez, we can say that in some cases representational states are at
stake and are directly related to evolutionary pressures: “[. . . ] the attunement of a
creature to its environment niche is a direct function of the fact that various elements
of the subpersonal representational system have evolved to track certain features
of the distal environment” [Bermúdez, 2003, p. 69], like in the case of so-called
“teleosemantics” [Dretske, 1988]. In other cases intelligent skills arise where it is
difficult to hypostatize representational contents in situations where evolutionary
notions do not play any role: here “Attunement to the environment arises at the
level of organism, rather than at the level of subpersonal representational vehicles.
That is to say, an organism can be attuned to the environment in a way that will
allow it to operate efficiently and successfully, even if there has not been selective
pressure for sensitivity at the subpersonal level to the relevant features of the distal
environment” [Bermúdez, 2003, p. 69].

5.5.2

Perception as Abduction

The analysis of animal cognition I have illustrated in the previous sections naturally
rejoins the problem of the link between abduction and perception described in the
first section – 5.1 – of this chapter (Bermúdez says: “A body is a bundle of properties. But a body is a thing that has certain properties. The simple clustering of collocated features can be immediately perceived, but to get genuine reification there
needs to be an understanding (which may or may not be purely perceptual) of a form
of coinstantiation stronger that mere spatio-temporal coinstantiation” [Bermúdez,
2003, p. 73]. Reification that is behind coinstantiation is not necessarily a matter
of the effect generated by the poietic activity of linguistic devices (names for example). Objects over there in the environment, grasped through perception, obey
certain principles and behave in certain standard ways that can be reflected and ordered in creatures’ brains. To perceive a body is to perceive a cluster of semiotic
features that are graspable through different sensory modalities, “but” this process
is far beyond the mere activity of parsing the perceptual array. This array has to
be put in resonance – to be matched – with already formed suitable configurations
of neural networks (endowed with their electrical and chemical processes), which
combine the various semiotic aspects arrived at through senses.
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These configurations are able for instance to maintain constant some aspects of
the environment, like the edges of some standard forms, that also have to be kept
constant with respect to kinesthetic aspects related to the motor capabilities of the
organism in question. For example these neural configurations compensate variation
of size and shape of a distal object with respect to an organism’s movements. It is
in this sense that we can say, by using a Kantian lexicon, that these neural configurations “construct” the world of the chaotic multiplicity gathered at the level of
phenomena. The process is of course very different in different organisms – for example some creatures are not able to retain the size of an object through rotation –
but still create a permanent cluster of other appropriate intertwined features.52
Perception is strongly tied up with reification. Through an interdisciplinary approach and suitable experimentation some cognitive scientists (cf. for example
Raftopoulos [2001b; 2001a]) have recently acknowledged the fact that in humans
perception (at least in the visual case) is not strictly modular, like Fodor [1984] argued, that is, it is not encapsulated, hardwired, domain-specific, and mandatory.53
Neither is it wholly abductively “penetrable” by higher cognitive states (like desires, beliefs, expectations, etc.), by means of top-down pathways in the brain
and by changes in its wiring through perceptual learning, as stressed by Churchland [1988]. It is important to consider the three following levels: visual sensation (bodily processes that lead to the formation of retinal image which are still
useless – so to say – from the high-level cognitive perspective), perception (sensation transformed along the visual neural pathways in a structured representation), and observation, which consists in all subsequent visual processes that fall
within model-based/propositional cognition. These processes “[. . . ] include both
post-sensory/semantic interface at which the object recognition units intervene as
well as purely semantic processes that lead to the identification of the array – high
level vision” [Raftopoulos, 2001b, p. 189].
On the basis of this distinction it seems plausible – like Fodor contends – to think
there is a substantial amount of information in perception which is theory-neutral.
However, also a certain degree of theory-ladenness is justifiable, which can be seen
at work for instance in the case of so-called “perceptual learning”. However, this
fact does not jeopardize the assumption concerning the basic cognitive impenetrability of perception: in sum, perception is informationally “semi-encaspulated”, and
also semi-hardwired, but, despite its bottom-down character, it is not insulated from
“knowledge”. For example, it results from experimentation that illusion is a product of learning from experience, but this does not regard penetrability of perception
because these experience-driven changes do not affect a basic core of perception.54
Higher cognitive states affect the product of visual modules only after the visual
modules “[. . . ] have produced their product, by selecting, acting like filters, which
output will be accepted for further processing” [Raftopoulos, 2001a, p. 434], for
52
53
54

On neural correlates of allocentric space in mammals cf. [Roberts, 2001; Freska, 2000; O’Keefe,
1999] and chapter three, section 4.7, this book.
Challenges to the modularity hypothesis are illustrated in [Marcus, 2006].
Evidence on the theory-ladenness of visual perception derived from case-studies in the history
of science is illustrated in Brewer and Lambert [2001].
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instance by selecting through attention, imagery, and semantic processing, which
aspects of the retinal input are relevant, activating the appropriate neurons. I contend
these processes are essentially abductive, as is also clearly stressed by Shanahan
[2005], who provides an account of robotic perception from the perspective of a
sensory fusion in a unified framework: he describes problems and processes like the
incompleteness and uncertainty of basic sensations, top-down information flow and
top-down expectation, active perception and attention.55
It is in this sense that a certain amount of plasticity in vision does not imply the
full penetrability of perception. As I have already noted, this result does not have to
be considered equivalent to the claim that perception is, so to say, not theory-laden.
It has to be acknowledged that even basic perceptual computations obey high-level
constraints acting at the brain level, which incorporate implicit and more or less
model-based assumptions about the world, coordinated with motor systems. At this
level, they lack a semantic content, so as they are not learnt, because they are shared
by all, and fundamentally hardwired.
Human auditory perception should also be considered semi-encapsulated [de
Cheveigné, 2006]. The human auditory system resembles that of other vertebrates,
such as mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians or fish, and it can be thought to derive
from simple systems that were originally strictly intertwined with motor systems
and thus linked to the sense of space.56
Hearing, which works in “dark and cluttered” [de Cheveigné, 2006, p. 253] environments, is complementary to other senses, and has both neural bottom-up and
top-down characters. The top-down process takes advantage of descending pathways that send active information out from a central point and play a part in selectively “listening” to the environment, involving relevant motor aspects (indeed
action is fundamental to calibrating perception). The role of hearing in the perception of space is central, complementing multichannel visual information with
samples of the acoustic field picked up by the ears: cues to location of source by
means of interaural intensity, difference and distance according to cues like loudness
are two clear examples of the abductive inferential processes performed by hearing
that provide substantial models of the scene facing the agent. The whole process is
55
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[Cohn et al., 2002] propose a cognitive vision system based on abduction and qualitative spatiotemporal representations capable of interpreting the high level semantics of dynamic scenes.
[Banerjee, 2006] present a computational system able to manage events that are characterized by
a large number of individual moving elements, either in pursuit of a goal in groups (as in military
operations), or subject to underlying physical forces that group elements with similar motion
(as in weather phenomena). Visualizing and reasoning about happenings in such domains are
treated through a multilayered abductive inference framework where hypotheses largely flow
upwards from raw data to a diagram, but there is also a top-down control that asks lower levels
to supply alternatives if the higher level hypotheses are not deemed sufficiently coherent.
The example of a simple hypothetical organism equipped with two fins and two eyes [Szentagothai and Arbib, 1975] can explain this link between perception and action in the case of
vision: “The right eye was connected to the left fin by a neuron, and the left eye to the right fin.
When a prey appears within the field the right eye, a command is sent to the left fin to instruct
it to move. The organism then turns towards the prey, and this orientation is maintained by bilateral activation until the prey is reached. Perception in this primitive organism is not distinct
from action” [de Cheveigné, 2006, pp. 253–254].
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abductive in so far as it provides selections of cues, aggregation of acoustic fragments according to source and an overall hypothetical meaningful explanation of
acoustic scenes, that are normally very complex from the point of view of the
plurality of acoustic sources. The auditory system of vertebrates which decouples
perception from action (motor systems) – still at work together in acoustically rudimentary organisms – enhances economy, speed, and efficacy of the cognitive system
by exploiting abstract models of the environment and motor plans.
High order physical principles are also important in reification: I have already
cited the experiments on dishabituation in nonlinguistic infants and animals, which
have shown that sensitivity to some physical principles starts at birth, and so before
the acquisition of language both in phylogenetic and ontogenetic terms [Bermúdez,
2003, pp. 78–79]. In these results it is particularly interesting to see how nonlinguistic beings are able to detect that objects continue to exist even if not perceived,
thus clearly showing a kind of reification at work in the perception of an organized
world.
In the various nonlinguistic organisms different sets of spatial and physical principles give rise to different ontologies (normally shared with the conspecifics at a
suitable stage of development). The problem is to recognize how they are structured,
but also how they “evolve”. Of course different properties – constant and regular in
an appropriate lapse of time – will be salient for an individual at different times,
or for different individuals at a given time. This way of apprehending is implicitly
explanatory and thus still abductive (selective or creative) in itself and of course
related to the doxastic states I introduced above. Consequently, the “intelligent” organism exhibits a suitable level of flexibility in responding. To make an example,
when a mouse is in a maze where the spatial location of food is constant, it is in a
condition to choose different paths (through a combination of heuristics and of suitable representations), which can permit it to reach and take the food.57 This means
that in mouse spatial cognition, various forms of prediction/anticipation are at play.

5.6
5.6.1

Is Instinct Rational? Are Animals Intelligent?
Rationality of Instincts

Instincts are usually considered irrational or at least a-rational. Nevertheless, there is
a way of considering the behavior performances based on them as rational. Based on
this conclusion, while all animal behavior is certainly described as rational, at the
same time it is still rudimentarily considered instinctual. The consequence is that
every detailed hypothesis on animal intelligence and cognitive capacities is given
up: it is just sufficient to acknowledge the general “rationality” of animal behavior.
Let us illustrate in which sense we have to interpret this apparent paradox. I think
57

An illustration of the different spatial coordinate systems and their kinesthetic features in rat
navigation skills (egocentric, allocentric, in terms of route in a maze space, etc.) is given in the
classical Tolman, Ritchie, and Kalish [1946], O’Keefe and Nadel [1978], Gallistel [1990].
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the analysis of this puzzling problem can further improve knowledge about modelbased and manipulative ways of thinking in humans, offering at the same time an
integrated view regarding some central aspects of organisms’ cognitive behavior.
Furthermore, I contend that the argument for reduction of the distinction between
abductive inference and perception/instinct, I have provided in the first two sections
of this chapter, offers the suitable philosophical tools to make up this integrated
view.
Explanations in terms of psychological states obviously attribute to human beings propositional attitudes, which are a precondition for giving a rational picture
of the explained behavior. These attitudes are a combination of beliefs and desires.
Rational internal – doxastic – states characterize human behavior and are related to
the fact that they explain why a certain behavior is appropriate on the basis of a specific relationship between beliefs, desires, and actions (cf. [2007d, chapter seven]).
How can this idea of rationality be extended to nonlinguistic creatures such as human infants and several types of animals, where the role of instinct is conspicuous?
How can the inferential transformations of their possible internal thoughts be recognized when, even if conceivable as acting in their nervous systems, these thoughts
do not possess linguistic/propositional features?
The whole idea of rationality in human beings is basically related to the fact we
are able to apply deductive formal-syntactic rules to linguistic units in a truth preserving way, an image that directly comes from the tradition of classical logic: a kind
of rationality robustly related to “logico-epistemological” ideals. The computational
revolution of the last decades has stressed the fact that rationality can also be viewed
as linked to ways of thinking such as abduction and induction, which can in turn be
expressed through more or less simple heuristics. These heuristics are usually wellassessed and shared among a wide community from the point of view of the criteria
of applicability, but almost always they prove to be strongly connected in their instantiation to the centrality of language. Indeed cognitive science and epistemology
have recently acknowledged the importance of model-based and manipulative ways
of rational thinking in human cognition, but their efficacy is basically considered to
be strictly related to their hybridization with the linguistic/propositional level. Consequently, for the reasons I have just illustrated, it is still difficult to acknowledge
the rationality of cognitive activities that are merely model-based and manipulative,
like those of animals.
At the beginning of this subsection I said that, when dealing with rationality
in nonlinguistic creatures, tradition initially leads us to a straightforward acknowledgment of the presumptive and intrinsic “rationality” of their instincts. The background assumption is the seeming impossibility that something ineluctable like
instinct cannot be at the same time intrinsically rational. Of course the concept of
rationality is in this case paradoxical and the expression “rationality” has to be taken
in a Pickwickian sense: indeed, in this case the organisms at stake “cannot” be irrational. A strange idea of rationality! Given the fact that many performances of
nonlinguistic organisms are explainable in terms of sensory preconditioning (and so
are most probably instinct-based – hardwired – and without learnt and possibly conscious capacities which enable them to choose and decide), the rationality of costs
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and benefits in these behaviors is expressed in the “non-formal” terms of Darwinian
“fitness”. For example, in the optimal foraging theory, “rationality” is related to
the animal’s capacity – hardwired thanks to evolution – to optimize the net amount
of energy in a given interval of time. Contrarily to the use of some consciously exploited heuristics in humans, in animals many heuristics of the same kind are simply
hardwired and so related to the instinctual adaptation to their niches.
The following example provided by Bermúdez can further clarify the problem.
“Redshanks are shorebirds that dig for worms in estuaries at low tide. It has been noticed that they sometimes feed exclusively on large worms and at other times feed
on both large and small worms. [. . . ] In essence, although a large worm is worth
more to the red shank in terms of quantity of energy gained per unit of foraging
time than a small worm, the costs of searching exclusively for large worms can
have deleterious consequences, except when the large worms are relatively plentiful” [Bermúdez, 2003, p. 117]. The conclusion is simple: even if the optimal behavior can be described in terms of a “rational” complicated version of expected
utility theory, “[. . . ] the behaviors in which it manifests itself do not result from
the application of such a theory” (ibid.). We can account for this situation in our
abductive terms: the alternatives which are “abductively” chosen by the redshanks
are already wired, so that they follow hardwired algorithms developed through evolution, and simply instantiate the idea of abduction related to instincts present in
Peircean insights.
The situation does not change in the case that we consider short-term and longterm rationality in evolutionary behaviors. In the case of the redshank we deal with
“short-term” instinct–based rationality related to fitness, but in the case of animals
that sacrifice their lives in a way that increases the lifetime fitness of other individuals we deal with “long-term” fitness. It has to be said that sometimes animals
are also “hardwired” to use external landmarks and territory signs, and communicate with each other using these threat-display signals that consent them to avoid
direct conflict over food. These artifacts are just a kind of instinct-based mediators,
which are “instinctually” externalized and already evolutionarily stabilized. These
mediators are similar to the cognitive, epistemic, and moral mediators that humans
externalize thanks to their plastic high-level cognitive capacities, but less complex
and merely instinct-based. I have fully described the role of epistemic mediators in
scientific reasoning in chapter one of this book, and of moral mediators in ethics in
[Magnani, 2007d].58

5.6.2

Levels of Rationality in Animals

Beyond the above idea of “rationality” in animals and infants as being related to
tropistic behaviors connected to reflexes and inborn skills such as imprinting or
classical conditioning, the role of intermediary internal representations has to be
clearly acknowledged. In this last case we can guess that a “rational” intelligence
58

See also below section 5.7.
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closer to the one expressed in human cognition, and so related to higher levels of abductive behavior, is operating. We fundamentally deal with behaviors that show the
capacity to choose among different outcomes, and which can only be accounted for
by hypothesizing learnt intermediate representations and processes. In some cases a
kind of decision-making strategy can also be hypothesized: in front of a predator an
animal can fight or flee and in some sense one choice can be more rational than the
other. In front of the data, to be intended here as the “affordances” in a Gibsonian
sense, provided through mere perception and which present various possibilities for
action, a high-level process of decision-making is not needed, but choice is still possible. With respect to mere pre-wired capacities the abductive behavior above seems
based on reactions that are more flexible.
Bermúdez [2003, p. 121] labels Level 1 this kind of rationality. It differs from “rationality” intended as merely instinct-based, expressed in immutable rigid behaviors
(called Level 0). Level 1 rationality (which can still be split in short-term and longterm) is for example widespread in the case of animals that entertain interanimal
interactions. This kind of rationality would hold when we clearly see ir-rational animals, which fail to signal to the predator and instead flee, thus creating a bad outcome
for group fitness (and for their own lifetime fitness: other individuals will cooperate
with them less in the future and it will be less probable for them to find a mate).
To have an even higher level rationality (Level 2) we need to involve the possibility of abductively selecting among different “hypotheses” which make the organisms able to perform certain behaviors: a kind of capacity to select among different
“hypotheses” about the data at hand, and to behave correspondingly. This different
kind of “rational” behavior, is neither merely related to instincts nor simply and
rudimentarily flexible, like in the two previous cases.
To make the hypothesis regarding the existence of this last form of rationality
plausible, two epistemological pre-conditions have to be fulfilled. The first is related
to the acknowledgment that model-based and manipulative cognitions are endowed
with an “inferential” status, as I explained above when dealing with the concept of
abduction, taking advantage of the semiotic perspective opened up by Peirce. The
second relates to the rejection of the restricted logical perspective on inference and
rationality I have described in the previous subsection, which identifies inferences
at the syntactic level of natural and artificial/symbolic languages (in this last case,
also endowed with the truth-preserving property, which produces the well-known
isomorphism between syntactic and semantic/content level). I thhink the perspective
in terms of multimodal abductive cognition, which avoids old-fashioned models of
rationality, furnishes the suitable background for a unified analysis of the issue.
At this high-rationality level we can hypothesize in nonlinguistic organisms more
than the simple selection of actions, seen as merely hardwired and operating at the
level of perceptions like the theory of immediate affordances teaches, where a simple instrumental conditioning has attached to some actions a positive worth. Instead,
in Level 2 rationality, complicated, relatively stable, internal representations that account for consequences are at work. In this case selecting is selecting – so to speak
– for some “reasons”: a bird that learns to press a lever in a suitable way to obtain
food, which will then be delivered in a given site, acts by considering an association
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between that behavior and the consequences. A kind of instrumental pseudobelief
about the future and about certain probable regularities is established, and contingencies at stake are represented and generalized in a merely model-based way. Then
the organism internally holds representations with some stability and attaches utility
scores to them: based on their choice a consequent action is triggered, which will
likely satisfy the organism’s desire. The action will be stopped, in a nonmonotonic
way, only in the presence of out-coming obstacles, such as the presence of a predator.
Of course the description above suffers the typical anthropomorphism of the observer’s “psychological” explanations. However, beliefs do not have to be considered
explicit; nevertheless, some actions cannot be explained only on the basis of sensory
input and from knowledge of the environmental parameters. Psychological explanations can be highly plausible when the goal of the action is immediately perceptible or when the distal environment contains immediately perceptible instrumental
properties. This is obvious and evident in the case of human beings’ abilities, but
something similar occurs in some chimpanzees’ behavior too. When chimpanzees
clearly see some bananas they want to reach and eat, and some boxes available on
the scene, they have to form an internal instrumental belief/representation on how
to exploit the boxes. This “pseudobelief” is internal because it is not immediately
graspable through mere perceptual content:
Any psychological explanation will always have an instrumental content, but the component needs not take the form of an instrumental belief. [. . . ] instrumental beliefs
really only enter the picture when two conditions are met. The first is that the goal of
the action should not be immediately perceptible and the second is that there should be
no immediately perceptible instrumental properties (that is to say, the creature should
be capable of seeing that a certain course of action will lead to a desired result). The
fact, however, that one or both of these conditions is not met does not entail that we are
dealing with an action that is explicable in non-psychological terms [Bermúdez, 2003,
p. 129].

The outcomes are represented, but these “pseudorepresentations” lack in lower
kinds of rationality. The following example is striking. A food source was taken
away from chicken at twice the rate they walked toward it but advanced toward
them at twice the rate they walked away from it: after 100 trials, this did not affect
the creatures’ behavior which failed to represent the two contingencies ([Hershberger, 1986] quoted in [Bermúdez, 2003, p. 125]). Chicken, which do not retreat
from a certain kind of action faced with the fact that a repeated contingency no
longer holds, are not endowed with this high level “pseudorepresentational” kind of
abductive rationality.
The widespread diffusion of abductive reasoning is also confirmed by research
into the cognitive basis of science dealing with the potential “rational” behavior of
certain early hominids. [Carruthers, 2002b, p. 78] contests the discontinuity view
supporting the idea according to which the human mind needs to be radically reprogrammed by immersion in an appropriate language-community and culture to
acquire cognitive processes (and “in order for anything resembling science to become possible”). The evolutionary successful, and “social”, art of tracking in huntergatherer communities would have helped them to develop imagination – linguistic
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and model-based – and thus, hypothetical reasoning (abductive) – endowed with a
kind of explanatory, causal, and instrumental/predictive power. It would have come
about because of its capacity to detect the behavior of animals through the few signs
available, to reach the best explanation. This contention offers Carruthers the chance
to state that “[. . . ] anyone having a capacity for sophisticated tracking will also have
the basic cognitive wherewithal to engage in science” [Carruthers, 2002b, 83]. The
only difference lies in aims and beliefs, and of course in the fact that the development of science needed suitable props and aids, such as instruments, the printing
press and a collective exchange of ideas. The human beings that created science
would not have needed major cognitive re-programming.

5.7
5.7.1

Artifactual Mediators and Languageless Reflexive Thinking
Animal Artifactual Mediators

Even if the animal construction of external artifactual mediators is sometimes related to instinct, as I have observed in the subsection 5.6.1, it can also be the fruit
of plastic cognitive abilities strictly related to the need to improve actions and decisions.59 In this case action occurs through the expert delegation of cognitive roles
to external tools, like in the case of chimpanzees in the wild, that construct wands
for dipping into ant swarms or termite nests. These wands are not innate but highly
specialized tools. They are not merely the fruit of conditioning or trial and error
processes as is clearly demonstrated by the fact they depend on hole size and they
are often built in advance and away from the site where they will be used.
The construction of handaxes by the hominids had similar features. It involved
paleocognitive model-based and manipulative endowments such as fleeting consciousness, private speech, imposition of symmetry, understanding fracture dynamics, ability to plan ahead, and a high degree of sensorimotor control. I have already
said in subsection 5.3.1 and in chapter three they represent one of the main aspects
of the birth of material culture and technical intelligence and are at the root of
what it has been called the process of a “disembodiment of mind” [Magnani, 2006c;
Mithen, 1996].
From this perspective the construction of artifacts is an “actualization” in the
external environment of various types of objects and structures endowed with a
59

I have already stressed that plants also exhibit interesting plastic changes. In resource-rich productive habitats where the activities of the plants “generate” various resources above and below ground that strongly modify the environment, plants themselves exhibit various kinds of,
so-called, morphological plasticity – that is, the replacement of existing tissues [Grime and
Mackey, 2002, p. 300]. It is important to note that plant plasticity is particularly advantageous
when responses are reversible rather than irreversible [Alpert and Simms, 2002]. On plants
phenotypic plasticity, like their reaction to appropriate environmental cues, see also [GodfreySmith, 2002]; on plants capacity to build complicated niches (plasticity in dispersal, flowering
timing, and germination timing) cf. [Donohue, 2005]. On animals artifacts cf. also the articles by James L. Gould [2007] and Jean Mandler [2007] contained in the recent [Margolis and
Laurence, 2007]; the book also illustrates other interesting psychological, neurological, evolutionary, and philosophical issues concerning artifacts in general.
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cognitive/semiotic value for the individual of for the group. Nonlinguistic beings
already externalize signs like alarm calls for indicating predators and multiple cues
to identify the location of the food caches, which obey the need to simplify the
environment and which of course need suitable spatial memory and representations
[Shettleworth, 2002; Balda and Kamil, 2002]. However, animals also externalize
complicated artifacts like in the case of Darwin’s earthworms that I have illustrated
in subsection 5.3.1.
These activities of cognitive delegation to external artifacts is the fruit of expert
behaviors that conform to innate or learnt embodied templates of cognitive doing. In
some sense they are analogous to the templates of epistemic doing I have described
in chapter one, which explain how scientists, through appropriate actions and by
building artifacts, elaborate for example a simplification of the reasoning task and
a redistribution of effort across time. For example, Piaget says, they “[. . . ] need to
manipulate concrete things in order to understand structures which are otherwise
too abstract” [1974] also to enhance the social communication of results. Some
templates of action and manipulation, which are implicit and embodied, can be selected from the set of the ones available and pre-stored, others have to be created
for the first time to perform the most interesting creative cognitive accomplishments
of manipulative cognition.
Manipulative “thinking through doing” is creative in particularly skilled animals,
exactly like in the case of human beings, when for example chimpanzees make a
“new” kind of wand for the first time. Later on the new behavior can possibly be
imitated by the group and so can become a shared “established” way of building
artifacts. Indeed chimpanzees often learn about the dynamic of objects from observing them manipulated by other fellows: a process that enhances social formation and
transmission of cognition.

5.7.2

Pseudological and Reflexive Thinking

Among the various ways of model-based thinking present in nonlinguistic organisms, some can be equated to well-known inferential functional schemes which logic
has suitably framed inside abstract and ideal systems. There are forms of pseudological uses of negation (for example dealing with presence/absence, when mammals
are able to discern that a thing cannot have simultaneously two contrary properties), of modus ponens and modus tollens (of course both related to the presence
of a pseudonegation), and of conditionals (cf. [Bermúdez, 2003, chapter seven]).
Of course, these ways of reasoning are not truth preserving operations on “propositions” and so they are not based on logical forms, but it can be hypothesized that
they are very efficient at the nonlinguistic level, even if they obviously lack an explicit reference to logical concepts and schemes.60 They are plausibly all connected
with innate abilities to detect regularities in the external niche. In addition, forms
60

On the formation of idealized logical schemes in the interplay between internal and external representations cf. [Magnani, 2007a] and chapter seven of this book. Further results about the role
of proto-logical and illogical performances humans share (or do not share) with some animals
cf. [Yamazaki et al., 2006] and chapter seven of this book, footnote 22 at p. 381.
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of causal thinking are observed, of course endowed with an obvious survival value,
related to the capacity to discriminate causal links from mere non-causal generalizations or accidental conjunctions.61
It is interesting to note in prelinguistic organisms the use of both “logical” and
fallacious types of reasoning. For example the widespread use of “hasty generalization” shows that poor generalizations must not only be considered – in the perspective of a Millian abstract universal standard – as a bad kind of induction. Even if
hasty generalizations are considered bad and fallacious in the light of epistemological ideals, they are often strategic to the adaptation of the organism to a specific
niche [Magnani and Belli, 2006].62
An open question is the problem of how nonlinguistic creatures could possess
second-order thoughts on thoughts (and so the capacity to attribute thoughts to others) and first – and second-order – desires (that is desires when one should have
a specific first-order desire).63 In human beings, self-awareness and language are
the natural home for these cognitive endowments. Indeed, it is simple to subsume
propositions as objects of further propositions for ourselves and for others, and consequently to make “reflexive” thinking possible. This kind of thinking is also sensitive to the inferences between thoughts, which are suitably internally represented as
icons of written texts or as representations of our own or others’ external voices. In
addition, the use of external propositional representations favors this achievement,
because it is easy to work over there, in an external support, on propositions through
other propositions and then internally recapitulate the results.
If it is difficult to hypothesize that some animals and early infants can attribute
beliefs and desires to other individuals without the mediation of language and of
what psychologists call the “theory of mind”, but it is still plausible to think that
they can attribute goal-desires to other individuals. In this sense they still attribute a
kind of intentionality, and are consequently able to distinguish in other individuals
between merely instinctive and purposeful conducts.64
In human beings, intentional attitudes are attributed by interpreters who abductively undertake what Dennett [1987] calls the “intentional stance”: they abduce
hypotheses about “intentions”. These attributions are “[. . . ] ways of keeping track
of what the organism is doing, has done, and might do” [Jamesion, 2002, p. 73].
However, animals too have the problem of “keeping track” of the behavior of other
individuals. For example, it is very likely they can guess model-based abductive hypotheses about what other organisms are perceiving, even if those perceptions are
61
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Human prelinguistic infants show surprise in front of scenes when “action-at-a-distance” is displayed (it seems they develop a pseudothought that objects can only interact causally through
physical contact) [Spelke, 1990]. Some fMRI experiments on “perceptual” causality are described in [Fugelsang et al., 2005]: specific brain structures result involved in extracting casual
frameworks from the world. In both children and adults these data show how they can grasp
causality without inferences in terms of universality, probability, or casual powers.
Cf. also chapter seven of this book, section 7.4.
Cf. also the considerations on second-order cognitive dynamics given in [Clark, 2008, chapter
three, section six], in the framework of the theory of the extended mind.
Recent research on mirror neurons in primates and human beings support the neurological foundation of this ability [Rizzolatti et al., 1988; Gallese, 2006], cf. also chapter six, section 6.4.3.
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not comprehended and made intelligible through the semantic effect produced by
language, like in humans.65 The importance of this capacity to monitor and predict
the conduct of conspecifics and/or predators is evident, but other individuals are not
seen as thinkers, instead they are certainly seen as doers.
Recent research has shown in animals various capacities to track and “intentionally” influence other individuals’ behavior.66 Tactical deception takes advantage of
the use of various semiotic and motor signs in primates: for example, some females,
by means of body displacements not seen by a dominant male, can cheat him when
they are grooming another non-dominant male [Tomasello and Call, 1997]. Ants,
through externalized released pheromone, deceive members of other colonies: these
signs/signals play the role of indirect exchanges of chemicals as units of cheating
communication.67 These activities of deception can be seen in the light of the ability
to alter other individuals’ sensory perceptions. The case of some jumping hunting
spiders illustrated by Wilcox and Jackson is striking. By stalking across the web of
their prey, they cheat it, through highly specialized signals, also suitably exploiting
aggressive mimicry. The interesting thing is that they plastically adapt their cheating and aggressive behavior to the particular prey species at stake, all this by using
a kind of trial and error tactic of learning, also reverting to old strategies when they
fail [Wilcox and Jackson, 2002].
To conclude, it can be conjectured that, at the very least, emotions in animals can
play a kind of reflexive role because they furnish an appraisal of the other states
of the body, which arise in the framework of a particular perceptual scenario. This
fact clearly refers to another kind of reflexivity, distant from the one that works in
beings able to produce thoughts of thoughts, attribute thoughts to others (so possessing a “theory of mind”), monitor thoughts and belief/desire generation and engage
in self-evaluation and self-criticism.68 Also in adult humans emotions play this reflexive role, but in this case usually emotions can be considerably trained and/or
intertwined with the effects produced by culture and thus language.69 It seems researchers agree in saying that propositions/sentences are the only suitable mediators
of second order thoughts. It is plausible to conclude that nonlinguistic creatures are
excluded from many typically human ways of thinking, and it is obvious to guess
that this reciprocally happens for humans, who do not possess various perceptual
and cognitive skills of animals.
A picture offering a simpler view of the cognitive capabilities of organisms, to
be considered now, after illustration of various cases in the previous sections, is
provided by [Tirassa et al., 1998]. They base their view on the theory of autopoiesis
65
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On the encapsulation of perception in language in humans cf. subsection 5.5.2 above.
Of course these capacities can be merely instinct-based and the fruit of a history of selection
of certain genetic “programs”, and consequently not learned in particular environmental contingencies, like in the cases I am illustrating here.
Cf. Monekosso, Remagnino, and Ferri [2004], that also illustrate a computational learning
program which makes use of an artificial pheromone to find the optimal path between two
points in a regular grid.
Nevertheless, we have seen that nonlinguistic organisms “can” revise and change their representations.
Cf. Magnani [2007d], chapter six.
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(self-organization) proposed by Maturana and Varela [1980; 1991] and on the adaptivity of organisms seen as an ability to create a subjectively relevant set of environmental dynamics to cope with. They basically distinguish between cognitive
architectures where the internal dynamics are entirely coupled with the environment (there would be no internal models of the environment in this case), and where
some decoupling capability is demonstrated, exhibiting representational states. The
first type includes organisms in which innate, reflex-based endowments produced
by evolution, determine the whole realm of possible interactions with their subjective environment. In this case the coupling can be more or less flexible, it is more
flexible when organisms are able to weigh up different affordances (cf. above subsection 5.4.4) The second type of cognitive architecture, which is decoupled from
the external world and where learning is possible, involves representations (internal models of the subjective environment). They range from simple “deictic” ones
(where reifying activity allows the possibility of singling an object out and perhaps
labelling it as an individual entity), to base-level and meta-representational ones (the
first where object permanence and spatial mapping in the environment are possible,
the second where organisms, like human beings and maybe primates, can represent
their own thoughts thus performing higher and more abstract cognitive skills).

5.7.3

Affect Attunement and Model-Based Communication

An interesting extension of the model I have introduced chapter three of this book70
concerning “mimetic and creative representations” in the interplay between internal/external is furnished by the merely model-based case of some nonlinguistic and
prelinguistic living beings. Human infants entertain a coordinated communication
with their caregivers, and it is well known that many psychoanalysts have stressed
the importance of this interplay in the further development of the self and of its
relationships with the unconscious states. Infants’ emotional states, as “signs” in a
Peircean sense, are displayed and put out into the external world through the semiotic externalization of facial expressions, gestures, and vocalizations. The important
fact here is that this cognitive externalization is performed in front of a living external “mediator”, the mother, “the caregiver”, endowed with a perceptual system
that can grasp the externalized signs and send a feedback: she cognitively and affectively mediates the initial facial expression and the interplay among the subsequent
ones. The interplay above is also indicated as a case of human affective attunement
[Stern, 1985].
In general an agent can expect a feedback also after having “displayed” suitable
signs on a non living object, like a blackboard, but it is clear that in this last case
a different performance is at play, which involves explicit manipulations of the external object, and not a mere exchange of – mainly facial-based – sensations, like
in affective attunement. The external delegated representation to a non living object
shows more or less complicated “active” responses, which are intertwined with the
70

Cf. also chapter six of this book, section 6.4.4.
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agent’s manipulations. For example, a blackboard presents intrinsic properties that
limit and direct the manipulation in a certain way, and so does a PC, which has –
with respect to the blackboard – plenty of autonomous possibility to react: usually
the interplay is hybrid, taking into account both propositional, iconic (in a Peircean
sense), and of course motor aspects. 71
In affect attunement, the interplay is mainly model-based and mostly iconic (also
taking advantage of the iconic force of gestures72 and voice), meaningful words are
also present, but the semiotic “propositional” flow is fully understood only on the
part of the adult, not on the part of the infant, where words and their meanings are
simply being learnt. The infant performs an “expressive” behavior based on appearances and gestures that are spontaneously externalized to get a feedback. Initially
the expressions externalized are directly mimetic of the inner state but – through the
interplay – where subsequent recapitulations of the mother’s facial expressions are
performed and are gradually, suitably picked up “outside” the mom’s body, novel
“social” expressions are formed. These expressions are shared with the mom and
thus they are no longer arbitrary. Once stabilized, they constitute the expected affective “attunement” to the mom/environment, which is the fruit of a whole abductive
model-based activity of subsequent “facial hypotheses”. In this process, the external
manifestation of the nonlinguistic organism is established as the quality of feelings
that testify a shared affect. A new way of sharing affect is abductively created, which
is at the basis of the further social expression of emotions.
[Bjiorklunf, 2006] analyzes the role of early development (maternal effects and
changes in maternal behavior) in large-brained animal evolution, stressing the role
of behavioral plasticity. The hypothesis is that in mammals differences in maternal
behavior may have contributed substantially to the transmission of non-genetic characteristics across generations (epigenetic inheritance).73 For example, in our human
ancestors, such differences influenced the acquisition of symbolic functioning but
they also furthered the evolution of other symbolic activities, with regards to social cognition, in great apes, thanks to newly created selective pressures. Femaleinfant bonding also seems to be related to the development of larger brains: it
can be hypothesized that during evolution from smaller to larger brains in “Old
World” primates, such as baboons, (where mother and infant alone would not survive), an emancipation from merely hormonal-based parenting behavior occurred.
There would be a progression from brains mainly invested in olfactory processing (sufficient for basic processes like mating, pregnancy, and parturition), to those
committed to complex visual processing, also reflecting the habit of life in large
groups, where social-glue and foraging information are central [Curley and Keverne, 2005]. Large brains would permit some degree of sophisticated abductive and
71
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It has to be noted that for Peirce iconic signs are generally arbitrary and flexible but there are
some symbols, still iconic, which are conventional and fixed, like the ones used in mathematics
and logic.
[Mitchell, 2002] contends infants need a connection between kinesthesis and vision. That is,
without this connection the organism would not be able to connect the kinesthetic image it has
of its own body with any visual image.
On this concept cf. chapter five, section 6.1.3.
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decision-making activities able to free primate groups from merely depending on
hormonal determinism: sexual bonding acquires more than a reproductive role and
“female-infant bonding is neither restricted by the hormones of pregnancy nor limited to the post-partum period” [Curley and Keverne, 2005, p. 565].
In the case of externalization of signs in non-human animals, when the sharing
of affect is not at play, we are, for example, faced with the mere communication
of useful information. Many worker honeybees socially externalize dances that express the site where they have found food to inform the other individuals about the
location:
[. . . ] the waggle dances communicate information about direction, distance, and desirability of the food source. Each of these three dimensions of variation is correlated
with a dimension of variation in the dance. The angle of the dance relative to the position of the sun indicates the direction of food source. The duration of a complete
figure-of-eight circuit indicates the distance to the food source (or rather the flying
time to the food source, because it increases when the bees would have to fly into a
headwind). And the vigor of the dance indicates the desirability of the food to be found
[Bermúdez, 2003, p. 152].74

The externalized figures performed through movements are agglomerative75 signs
that grant a cognitive – communicative – mediator to the swarm. Through this interplay with other bees, the dancers can get a feedback from the other individuals,
which will help them later on to refine and improve their exhibition. In the case of
animals, which perform these kinds of externalizations on a not merely innate basis, the true “creation” of new ways of communicating can also be hypothesized,
through the invention of new body movements, new sounds or external landmarks,
which can be progressively provided, if successful, as a cognitive resource to the
entire group.
Related to both the infant affect attunement and bee dances illustrated above an
epistemological remark is fundamental. When we speak about internal and external representations in the abductive interplay we put ourselves in the perspective of
the researcher, who “sees” two or more different agents in the sense of folk psychology. Nevertheless, in the two examples, the agents (with the exception of the
caregiver) are not reified in the sense that “they” do not perceive “themselves” as
agents, like we instead do. Rather, for instance in the case of affect attunement, it is
the process itself that is responsible for the formation of the infant’s agentive status.
A clarification of this problem can be found in some cognitive results derived form
74
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Bees would certainly find human communication very poor because we do not inform our fellows on the location of the closest restaurant by dancing!
The theoretical distinction between agglomerative diagrammatic signs and discursive signs in
reasoning, together with many other interesting clarifications of Peircean insights, also concerning mathematical proofs, are given in [Stenning, 2000]. On the cognitive advantages (and also
disadvantages) – in humans – of diagrammatic dynamic reasoning over sentential reasoning cf.
[Jones and Scaife, 2000]: in a watcher/user/learner better cognitive offloading is allowed by
external diagrammatic dynamic representations and their “hidden” dependencies.
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neurological research, which I have described in a forthcoming paper [Magnani,
2009a].76

Summary
The cognitive importance of abduction means that we must take great care over
its intellectual management. As we have seen, there are several very sophisticated,
classical philosophical issues related to this challenge that have to be taken into account, as illustrated in the first two Peircean sections of this chapter. They teach us
something interesting about well-known conflicting views on abduction. i) There is
no sharp contrast between the idea of abduction (both creative and selective) as perception and the idea of abduction as something that pertains to logic, both aspects
are inferential in themselves, and fruit of sign activity; indeed ii) a suitable meaning
of the concept of inference does not have to be exhausted by its logical aspects, but
instead referred to the effect of various sensorial activities; thus iii) the dichotomy
instinct vs. inference represents a conflict we can overcome simply by observing that
the work of abduction is partly explicable as a biological phenomenon and partly as
a “logical” operation related to “plastic” cognitive endowments of all organisms.
From the same perspective it has been possible to see that iconicity hybridates logicality so that the sentential aspects of symbolic disciplines like logic or algebra
coexist with model-based features – iconic. Moreover, no strong conflict between
views of abduction (and of practical reasoning) in terms of heuristic strategies or in
terms of instinct (insight, perception), has to be hypothesized.
The result that abduction is partly explicable as a biological phenomenon and
partly as a more or less “logical” operation related to the “plastic” cognitive endowments of all organisms naturally led to the remaining sections. The main concern
of this second part is that model-based reasoning represents a significant cognitive
perspective able to unveil some basic features of abductive cognition in non-human
animals. Its fertility in explaining how animals make up a series of signs and are
engaged in making or manifesting or reacting to a series of signs in instinctual
or plastic ways is evident. I have illustrated that a considerable part of this semiotic activity is a continuous process of “hypothesis generation” that can be seen at
the level of both instinctual behavior and representation-oriented behavior, where
nonlinguistic pseudothoughts drive a “plastic” model-based cognitive role. I also
maintain that the various aspects of these abductive performances can be better understood by taking some considerations on the concept of affordance into account.
From this perspective referral to the central role of the externalization of artifacts
76

[Sinha, 2006, p. 115] speculates about the possible incorporation of the dual ontology of the
human body (individual-biological and socio-cultural) in the genotype and expressed in the
early stages of post-natal epigenetic development, “in the responsiveness of the human infant to
the communicative actions of caretakers in the primary intersubjective semiotic circuit”. I think
it is more likely to think that a mere epigenetic openness driven by suitable regulatory genes has
been exploited by the effect of the specific cultural normative inheritance, effect that we see in
the semiotic capacities of human beings.
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that act as mediators in animal languageless cognition becomes critical to the problem of abduction. Moreover, I tried to illustrate how the interplay between internal
and external “pseudorepresentations” exhibits a new cognitive perspective on the
mechanisms underlying the emergence of abductive processes in important areas of
model-based inferences in the so-called mindless organisms.
Finally, in light of the considerations I outline in this chapter, it can be said that
a considerable part of abductive cognition occurs through model-based activity that
takes advantage of pseudoexplanations, reifications in the external environment, and
hybrid representations. An activity that is intrinsically multimodal and distributed.
Given the importance I have attributed in this and in the previous chapters to the
cognitive role played by the external environment, a further step has to be accomplished. This brings us to the focus of chapter five: the link between cognition and
external environment and their relationships in abductive reasoning can be satisfactorily made rigorous thanks to both the concept of affordance and that of the
cognitive niche.

Chapter 6

Abduction, Affordances, and Cognitive Niches
Sharing Representations and Creating Chances through
Cognitive Niche Construction

As we have seen in the previous chapters, humans continuously delegate and distribute cognitive functions to the environment to lessen their limits. They create
models, representations and other various mediating structures, that are thought to
be aid for thinking. The aim of this chapter is to shed light on these design activities. In the first part of the chapter I will argue that these design activities are
closely related to the process of niche construction. I will point out that in building
various mediating structures, such as models or representations, humans alter the
environment and thus create cognitive niches. In this sense, I argue that a cognitive
niche emerges from a network of continuous interplays between individuals and
the environment, in which people alter and modify the environment by mimetically
externalizing fleeting thoughts, private ideas, etc., into external supports. Cognitive
niche construction may also contribute to making available a great portion of knowledge that would otherwise remain unexpressed or unreachable. This can in turn be
useful in all those situations that require the transmission and sharing of knowledge,
information and, more generally, of cognitive resources.
The section on cognitive niches also addresses the following important problem:
a fundamental role in evolution of “non” genetic information has to be hypothesized but what kind of evolution can we hypothesize in this case? This process of
selection selects for purposeful organisms, that is, niche-constructing organisms.
Consequently, the process of transmission and selection of the extragenetic information that is embedded in cognitive niche transformations has to be considered
loosely Darwinian for various reasons. The issue is also related to the description of
the so-called neural Darwinism.
In dealing with the exploitation of cognitive resources embedded in the environment, the notions of affordance, originally proposed by Gibson [1979] to illustrate
the hybrid character of visual perception, together with the proximal/distal distinction described by Brunswik [1952], are extremely relevant. The analysis of the concept of affordance also provides an alternative account of the role of external – also
artifactual – objects and devices. Artifactual cognitive objects and devices extend,
modify, or substitute “natural” affordances actively providing humans and many
animals with new opportunities for action.
L. Magnani: Abductive Cognition, COSMOS 3, pp. 317–359.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
springerlink.com
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In order to solve various controversies on the concept of affordance and on the
status of the proximal/distal dichotomy, I will still take advantage of some further useful insights that come from the study on abduction. Abduction describes all
those human and animal hypothetical inferences that are operated through actions
made up of smart manipulations to both detect new affordances and to create manufactured external objects that offer new affordances/cues. After presenting some
theoretical muddles concerning affordance and proximal/distal distinction, the last
part of the chapter will refer to abduction as the process which humans lean on
in order to detect and design affordances and thus modify or even create cognitive
niches.1

6.1
6.1.1

Cognitive Niches: Humans as Chance Seekers
Incomplete Information and Human Cognition

Humans usually make decisions and solve problems relying on incomplete information [Simon, 1955]. Having incomplete information means that 1) our deliberations
and decisions are never the best possible answer, but they are at least satisficing; 2)
our conclusions are always withdrawable (i.e. questionable, or never final). That is,
once we get more information about a certain situation we can always revise our
previous decisions and think of alternative pathways that we could not “see” before;
3) a great part of our job is devoted to elaborating conjectures or hypotheses in order
to obtain more adequate information. Making conjectures is essentially an act that in
most cases consist in manipulating our problem, and the representation we have of
it, so that we may eventually acquire/create more “valuable” knowledge resources.
Conjectures can be either the fruit of an abductive selection in a set of pre-stored
hypotheses or the creation of new ones, like in scientific discovery (see section 1.3
in chapter one and chapter two). To make conjectures humans often need more evidence/data: in many cases this further cognitive action is the only way to simply
make possible (or at least enhance) a reasoning to “hypotheses” which are hard to
successfully produce.
Consider, for instance, diagnostic settings: often the information available does
not allow a physician to make a precise diagnosis. Therefore, he/she has to perform
additional tests, or even try some different treatments to uncover symptoms otherwise hidden. In doing so he/she is simply aiming at increasing the chances of making the appropriate decision. There are plenty of situations of that kind. For example, scientists are continuously engaged in a process of manipulating their research

1

[Cunningham, 1988] already pointed out the importance of connecting abduction and affordances, in the framework of a semiotic approach to cognition, contrasted with the
computational-representation model of the mind. He says: “But the world is not infinitely malleable to our sign structures and abductive process will be again instigated”. One of the aims of
this chapter is to fill this cognitive gap.
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settings in order to get more valuable information, as illustrated by Magnani
[2001b]. Most of this work is completely tacit and embodied in practice. The role
of various laboratory artifacts is a clear example, but also in everyday life people
daily face complex situations which require knowledge and manipulative expertise
of various kinds no matter who they are, whether teachers, policy makers, politicians, judges, workers, students, or simply wives, husbands, friends, sons, daughters, and so on. In this sense, humans can be considered chance seekers, because
they are continuously engaged in a process of building up and then extracting latent
possibilities to uncover new valuable information and knowledge.
The idea I will try to deepen in the course of this chapter is the following: as
chance seekers, humans are ecological engineers.2 That is: humans like other creatures do not simply live their environment, but they actively shape and change it
looking for suitable chances. In doing so, they construct cognitive niches (cf. [Tooby
and DeVore, 1987] and Pinker [1997; 2003]) through which the offerings provided
by the environment in terms of cognitive possibilities are appropriately selected
and/or manufactured to enhance their fitness as chance seekers. Hence, this ecological approach aims at understanding cognitive systems in terms of their environmental situatedness (cf. [Clancey, 1997] and [Magnani, 2005]). Within this framework,
chances are that “information” which is not stored internally in memory or already
available in an external reserve but that has to be “extracted” and then picked up
upon occasion.
Related to this perspective is also the so-called Perceptual Activity Theory (PA)
(cf. Ellis [1995] and Ramachandran [1997]). I have already illustrated in section 4.6
of chapter four that what these studies suggest is that an observer actively selects
the perceptual information it needs to control its behavior in the world [Thomas,
1999]. In this sense, we do not store descriptions of pictures, objects or scenes we
perceive in a static way: we continuously adjust and refine our perspective through
further perceptual exploration that allows us to get a more detailed understanding.
As Thomas [1999] put it, “PA theory, like active vision robotics, views it [perception] as a continual process of active interrogation of the environment”. As I will
show in the following sections “the active interrogation of the environment” is also
at the root of the evolution of our organism and its cognitive system. I will also
describe this ecological activity exploiting the notion of abduction and its semiotic
dimension.

6.1.2

Cognitive Niche Construction and Human Cognition as a
Chance-Seeker System

It is well-known that one of the main forces that shape the process of adaptation is
natural selection. That is, the evolution of organisms can be viewed as the result of a
selective pressure that renders them well-suited to their environments. Adaptation is
2

Clark too adopts the expression “epistemic engineers”, due to [Sterelny, 2003], in the framework
of the analysis of the role of cognitive niches in the evolution and development of extended
human cognition.
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therefore considered as a sort of top-down process that goes from the environment to
the living creature (cf. [Godfrey-Smith, 1998]). In contrast to that, a small fraction
of evolutionary biologists have recently tried to provide an alternative theoretical
framework by emphasizing the role of niche construction (cf. [Laland et al., 2000;
Laland et al., 2001; Odling-Smee et al., 2003]).
According to this view, the environment is a sort of “global market” that provides
living creatures with unlimited possibilities. Indeed, not all the possibilities that the
environment offers can be exploited by the human and non-human animals that act
on it. For instance, the environment provides organisms with water to swim in, air to
fly in, flat surfaces to walk on, and so on. However, no creatures are fully able to take
advantage of all of them. Moreover, all organisms try to modify their surroundings
in order to better exploit those elements that suit them and eliminate or mitigate the
effect of the negative ones.
This process of environmental selection (cf. Odling-Smee [1988]) allows living
creatures to build and shape the “ecological niches”. An ecological niche can be
defined, following Gibson, as a “setting of environmental features that are suitable
for an animal” [Gibson, 1979]. It differs from the notion of habitat in the sense that
the niche describes how an organism lives its environment, whereas habitat simply
describes where an organism lives.
In any ecological niche, the selective pressure of the local environment is drastically modified by organisms in order to lessen the negative impacts of all those
elements which they are not suited to. Indeed, this does not mean that natural selection is somehow halted. Rather, this means adaptation cannot be considered only by
referring to the agency of the environment, but also to that of the organism acting on
it. In this sense, animals are ecological engineers, because they do not simply live
their environment, but they actively shape and change it (cf. [Day et al., 2003]).

6.1.3

What Are the Cognitive Niches?

It is important to deeply clarify the concept of cognitive niche that is at the basis
of many issues illustrated in this chapter. The recent book by [Odling-Smee et al.,
2003] offers a full analysis of the concept of the cognitive niche mainly from a biological and evolutionary perspective. “Niche construction should be regarded, after
natural selection, as a second major participant in evolution. [. . . ] Niche construction is a potent evolutionary agent because introduces feedback into the evolutionary dynamics” [Odling-Smee et al., 2003, p. 2].3 By modifying their environment
and by their affecting, and partly controlling, some of the energy and matter flows
in their ecosystems, organisms (not only humans) are able to modify some of the

3

Attention was drawn for the first time to the idea of niche construction by important researchers
like Schrödinger, Mayr, Lewontin, Dawkins, and Waddington. Firstly in the field of physics
and subsequently in the field of evolution theory itself. Waddington particularly stressed the
influence of organism development.
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natural selection pressures present in their local selective environments, as well as
in the selective environments of other organisms. This happens particularly when
the same environmental changes are sufficiently recurrent throughout generations
and selective change: “Even though spiders’ webs are transitory objects [. . . ] the
spiders’ genes ‘instruct’ the spider to make a new one” [Odling-Smee et al., 2003,
p. 9]. The fact that spiders on a web are exposed to avian predators suggests that
webs can be a source of selection that produces further phenotype changes in
some species, such as the marking of their webs to enhance crypsis or the creation of dummy spiders probably to divert the attention of the birds which prey
on them.4
In summary, general inheritance (natural selection among organisms influences
which individuals will survive to pass on their genes to the next generation) is usually regarded as the only inheritance system to play a fundamental role in biological
evolution, nevertheless, where niche construction plays a role in various generations, this introduces a second general inheritance system (also called ecological
inheritance by Odling-Smee). The first system occurs once, through the process of
reproduction (sexual for example), during the life of organisms; on the contrary, the
second can in principle be performed by any organism towards any other organism (“ecological” but not necessarily “genetic” relatives), at any stage during their
lifetime. Organisms adapt to their environments but also adapt to environments reconstructed by them or other organisms.5 From this perspective acquired characteristics can play a role in the evolutionary process, even if in a non-Lamarckian way,
through their influence on selective environments via cognitive niche construction.
Phenotypes construct niches, which then become new sources of natural selection,
possibly responsible for modifying their own genes through ecological inheritance
feedback (in this sense phenotypes are not merely the “vehicles” of their genes).
Of course we have to remember that humans are not unique in their capacity to
modify their environment: other species are informed by a kind of protocultural and
learning process that is very often intrinsically social, even if we have to say that
animals seem to lack the ability to accumulate information as seen in the human
cultural/technological case.
It has to be noted that cultural niche construction alters selection not only at the
genetic level, but also at the ontogenetic and cultural levels as well. For example the
construction of various artifacts challenges the health of human beings:
Humans may respond to this novel selection pressure either through cultural evolution, for instance, by constructing hospitals, medicine, and vaccines, or at the ontogenetic level, by developing antibodies that confer some immunity, or through biological
4
5

More examples, from birds to earthworms, are illustrated in [Odling-Smee et al., 2003, chapters
one and two].
This perspective has generated some controversies, since it is not clear the extent to which modifications count as niche-construction, and so enter the evolutionary scene. The main objection
regards how far individual or even collective actions can really have ecological effects, whether
they are integrated or merely aggregated changes. On this point, see [Sterelny, 2005] and the
more critical view held by [Dawkins, 2004]. For a reply to these objections, see [Laland et al.,
2005].
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evolution, with the selection of resistant genotypes. As cultural niche construction typically offers a more immediate solution to new challenges, we anticipate that cultural
niche construction will usually favor further counteractive cultural niche construction,
rather than genetic change [Odling-Smee et al., 2003, p. 261].

However, if some counteractive cultural reactions fail to reduce natural selection
pressures, usually because of costs, ignorance, or ethical limitations, genotypes that
are better suited to the unchanged cultural modified environment could increase in
frequency.
More powerful than sociobiology and evolutionary psychology, the theory of
niche construction explains at the same time the role of cultural aspects (transmitted
ideas), behavior (niche construction itself), and ecological inheritance (artifacts).
Of course niche construction may also depend on learning. It is interesting to note
that some species, many vertebrates for example, have evolved a capacity to learn
from other individuals and to transmit this knowledge, thereby activating a kind
of protocultural process which also affects niche construction skills: it seems that in
hominids this kind of cultural transmission of acquired niche-constructing traits was
ubiquitous. “This demonstrates how cultural processes are not just a product of human genetic evolution, but also a cause of human genetic evolution” [Odling-Smee
et al., 2003, p. 27].
From this viewpoint the notion of docility acquires an explanatory role in describing the way human beings manage ecological and social resources to make
their own decisions. According to Herbert Simon, humans are docile in the sense
that their fitness is enhanced by “[. . . ] the tendency to depend on suggestions, recommendations, persuasion, and information obtained through social channels as
a major basis for choice” [Simon, 1993, p. 156].6 In other words, humans support their limited decision-making capabilities, counting on external data obtained
through the senses from the social environment. The social context gives them
the main data filter, available to increase individual fitness [Secchi, 2007]. Therefore, docility is a kind of attitude or disposition underlying those activities of cognitive niche construction, which are related to the delegation and exploitation of

6

[Woods, 2010] touches upon the same problem when, analyzing fallacious reasoning, he stresses
the fact (doxastic irresistibility) that “Whether full or partial, belief states are not chosen. They
befall us like measles”, in other words, “say so” induces belief; the problem is related to the
effect of what they call ad ignorantiam rule: “Human agents tend to accept without challenge the
utterances and arguments of others except where they know or think they know or suspect that
something is amiss” [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 27]. The individual agent also economizes by
unreflective acceptance of anything an interlocuter says or argues for, short of particular reasons
to do otherwise, by applying the ad verecundiam fallacy. According to it, the reasoner accepts
her sources’ assurances because she is justified in thinking that the source has good reasons for
them (the fallacy would be the failure to note that the source does not have good reasons for his
assurances). I have illustrated in chapter three (section 3.5.1) that Peirce contended, in a similar
way, that it is not true that thoughts are in us because we are in them; “beings like us have a
drive to accept the say so of others” [Woods, 2010]. On the relationships between fallacies and
abduction cf. this book, chapter seven.
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ecological resources. That is, docility is an adaptive response to (or consequence
of) the increasing cognitive demand (or selective pressure) on those informationgaining ontogenetic processes, resulting from an intensive activity of niche construction. In other words, docility permits the inheritance of a large amount of useful
knowledge while lessening the costs related to (individual) learning.7
It is noteworthy that all these information resources do not only come from other
human beings. This is clearly an oversimplification. Indeed, the information and
resources that we continuously exploit are – so to speak – human-readable. Both
information production and transfer are dependent on various mediating structures,
which are the result of more or less powerful cognitive delegations, namely, niche
construction activities. Of course, it is hard to develop and articulate a rich culture
as humans did, and still do, without effective mediating systems. Hence, we can say
that, first of all, docility is more generally concerned with the tendency to lean on
various ecological resources, which are released through cognitive niches. Secondly,
social learning cannot be seriously considered without referring to the agency of
those mediating structures, whose efficiency in storing and transmitting information
far exceeds, from many perspectives, that of the human beings.
It is well-known that from the point of view of physics organisms are far-fromequilibrium systems relative to their physical or abiotic surroundings.8 Apparently
they violate the second law of thermodynamics because they stay alive, the law
stating that net entropy always increases and that complex and concentrated stores
of energy necessarily break down. It is said that they are open, dissipative systems [Prigogine and Stengers, 1984], which maintain their status far from equilibrium by constantly exchanging energy and matter with their local environments.
Odling-Smee, Laland and Feldman quote Schrödinger who says that an organism
has to “feed upon negative entropy [. . . ] continually sucking orderliness from its
environment” [Schrödinger, 1992, p. 73]. Creating cognitive niches is a means that
an organism (which is always smartly and plastically “active”, looking for profitable resources, and aiming at enhancing fitness) has to stay alive without violating
the second law: indeed it “cannot” violate it. In this sense cognitive niches can be
considered obligatory: “To gain the resources they need and to dispose their detritus, organisms cannot just respond to their environments [. . . ] to convert energy in
dissipated energy” [Odling-Smee et al., 2003, p. 168].
Evolution is strictly intertwined with this process and so it has consequences
not only for organisms but also for environments. Sometimes the thermodynamic
costs are negligible (like in the heat loss caused by photosynthesis that is returned to the universe, “which is in effect infinite”– p. 169), sometimes they are
not, in this case abiota of the environment have no capacity to contrast the nicheconstructing activities of organisms (like for example, the atmosphere, which is in a

7

8

Recent research on the so-called neurobiology of trust has focused on the role of oxytocin, a
hormone and neurochemical, in enhancing individuals’ propensity to trust a stranger when that
person exhibits non-threatening signals [Kosfeld et al., 2005].
On bacteria and the second law of thermodynamics cf. chapter four, section 6.2.
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new physical state of extreme disequilibrium in relation to exploitation of the Earth’s
limited resources). The only no-costs exception is when organisms die – and lose
their far-from-equilibrium status): in this case the dead bodies are returned to the
local environment in the form of dead organic matter (DOM), still a kind of niche
construction, so to say, also called “ghost niche construction” [Odling-Smee et al.,
2003, p. 170]. Of course biota can resist any thermodynamic costs imposed on
them by other niche-constructing organisms, often performing counteractive nicheconstructing activities.
At an intermediate level between biota and abiota, artifacts – parts of a cognitive niche – present negative entropy because they are highly organized but have no
active ability to defend themselves and prevent their dissipation. Of course, and this
is the case for various human artifacts, they can originate niches that seem maladaptive9 rather than adaptive: “Contrary to common belief, environmentally induced
novelties [induced by phenotypes] may have greater evolutionary potential than do
mutationally induced ones. They can be immediately recurrent in a population; are
more likely than are mutational novelties to correlate with particular environmental
conditions and be subjected to consistent (directional selection); and, being relatively immune to selection, are more likely to persist even if initially disadvantageous” [West-Eberhard, 2003, p. 498].10
A large part of the niche construction process is intrinsic to the Darwinian framework. The information that basically drives niche construction is of course at the
level of semantic information encoded in DNA and provided by the evolutionary
process as the result of natural selection. However, niche construction is also active
and not reactive, profitable and not goalless, like natural selection and, moreover,
it is always an informed selective process (governed by memory and learning). In
this last sense niche construction is related to cognitive processes which are abductive in themselves, because it formulates hypotheses about the chances offered
by the environment and the possible subsequent active changes in terms of niche.
Finally, through inherited selected genes organisms are also informed about past
natural selection, that is, their niche construction activities are informed a priori by
past natural selection. This is not enough however, the semantic information being
further retested and updated because of current natural selection pressures and then
passed on in the genes of future generations: the best adaptive niche constructors
have more chance of being selected.
Indeed, it has to be recognized that first of all “[. . . ] evolution depends on two
selective processes, rather than one. A blind process based on the natural selection of diverse organisms in populations exposed to environmental selection pressures, and a second process based on the semantically informed selection of diverse
actions, relative to diverse environmental factors, at diverse times and places, by

9
10

Cf. [Laland and Brown, 2006].
In the case of modern humans the problem of managing these maladaptive artifactual niches
immediately relates to the relationships between morality and knowledge in our technological
world. I have fully analyzed this topic in the recent [Magnani, 2007d].
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individual niche-constructing organisms” [Odling-Smee et al., 2003, p. 185]. Of
course the second process was not described by Darwin. In this process selection selects for purposive organisms, that is, niche-constructing organisms. West-Eberhard
nicely observes: “Incorporation of environmental modifications into the genetic theory of natural selection greatly increases the power of Darwinian argument by showing that it does not depend entirely upon ‘random mutation’ but can capitalize on
preexisting adaptive plasticity and re-organizational novelty in response to recurrent
environmental induction” [West-Eberhard, 2003, p. 498].11 In this sense variation is
blind but also constructed because “[. . . ] which variants are inherited and what final
form they assume depend on various ‘filtering’ and ‘editing’ processes that occur
before and during the transmission” [Jablonka and Lamb, 2005, p. 319]. This does
not have any Lamarckian or teleological flavor.12
Finally, as I have already said, organisms can gain from themselves a posteriori –
at the individual level – more information through learning from their own experi11

12

An interesting example of active new selection pressure generated by a cognitive niche is that
menopause and longevity (i.e. devoting more energy to raising existing children – also through
acting as grandmother – rather that producing new offspring), may be not a simple manifestation
of normal mammalian aging but instead the result of a successful adaptation “via whatever
mechanism” [Allen et al., 2005, p. ]. Changes in diet involving extracting and hunting food that
accompanied the origin of Homo could have placed young children in a position of requiring
more assistance from maternal adults of both generations. Both female longevity and brain size
which correlate significantly across mammal species, would have coevolutionarily conferred
increased fitness to organisms (offering greater chances to store intergenerational information
about resources) to cope with the variable environmental cognitive niches characterized by the
presence of extended families. Finally, the “cognitive reserve hypothesis” further states that,
in a niche already characterized by intergenerational transfer of information about food, the
development of technological and social intelligence – language is probably fundamental in this
case – could have formed an increased cognitive reserve in aging. This is reflected in favoring
the longevity of old, healthy human brains and their capacity to resist injury and diseases like
dementia and Alzheimer (but also in favoring, as a secondary factor, the selection of brain size
itself).
On the introduction of “a sense of purposefulness” in evolution cf. [Turner, 2004, pp. 348–349],
who says that purposefulness is embodied in the phenomenon of homeostasis: “Evolution then
becomes less a province of one class of arbiters of future function – genes – and more the result of a nuanced interplay between the multifarious specifiers of future function”. [Kaplan et
al., 2000] further develop the “grandmother hypothesis” showing and more clearly how intelligence and brain size would have been coevolved with the dietary shift toward high-quality
calorie-dense, difficult-to-acquire food resources. The attainment of skills and abilities requires
time and thus an extended learning phase, during which productivity is low, later compensated
by higher productivity during the adult period (for example males further enhancing the huntingextraction-feeding cognitive niche to support women’s reproduction) and an intergenerational
flow of food from old to young. Lowered mortality rates and greater longevity are thus selected.
Of course the new feeding niche further promotes social aspects (and partnership between men
and women) such as food sharing, provision for juveniles, and a lowered predation risk, which
in turn promote longevity and lengthening of the juvenile period. As we will see in the section
8.6 of chapter eight, [Bingham, 1999, p. 140] proposes the higher level speculative “coalition
enforcement hypothesis”, which, taking into account moral and violent aspects sometimes disregarded in evolutionary anthropology, aims at providing a unifying explanation of the various
phenomena I have just illustrated, from lowered mortality to longevity, from brain size to dietary
shifts.
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ence (only possible if the organisms possess the required gene-informed subsystems
which allow them to do this and develop the primordial forms of social instinct). On
the role of learning, social learning, and culture as adaptation and maladaptation in
evolution it is interesting to quote the recent work by [Richerson and Boyd, 2005].
The authors provide an in depth description of culture as an unusual system of phenotypic flexibility – through now dramatically increased non parental and parental
cultural transmission – that can accumulate adaptive information more rapidly than
selection could change gene frequencies. They usefully discuss the “big-mistake
hypothesis“ in explaining maladaptations, and contrast it to the explicit cultural
evolutionary explanations, considered as empirically more adequate. Following the
big-mistake hypothesis it seems that most of the information necessary to construct
what we call culture is latent in genes shaped in Pleistocene environments, when
decision-making systems evolved. However, in the post-Pleistocene epoch a sudden acceleration of cultural change modified the environments – thanks to cognitive
niches – so that they are now far outside the ranges of evolved decision-making systems. The favored counter-hypothesis is that once cultural traditions create novel environments, these can affect the fitness of alternative genetically transmitted variants
both in animals and humans, so that genes and culture are joined in a coevolutionary dance, as indicated by the cognitive niche theory: in this case the maladaptation
generated by the cultural established tendency towards global cooperation might
be explained in the following way: “Humans are quite adept at cooperating in large
groups with strangers and near strangers, while the theory of selection on genes suggests that cooperation should be restricted to relatives and well-known nonrelatives”
[Richerson and Boyd, 2005, p. 190].
Beyond the effect created by learning and culture in evolution, a kind of “supergenetic” transmission (a phenotype which affects genotypes at higher levels of
organization – cells, organism, group) can be hypothesized. This transmission would
be brought about through the range of possibilities granted by the genetic systems,
making many phenotypes possible. Even if there is still a reluctance to recognize
that it plays a role in evolution some hypotheses now focus on the the so-called “epigenetic inheritance systems” [Jablonka and Lamb, 2005, pp. 245–246]. Exploiting
a musical analogy, they say:
I have suggested that the transmission of information through the genetic system is
analogous to the transmission of music through a written score, whereas transmitting
information through non-genetic systems, which transmit phenotypes, is analogous to
recording and broadcasting, through which particular interpretations of the score are
reproduced. A piece of music can evolve through changes being introduced into the
score, but also independently through the various interpretations that are transmitted
through the recording and broadcasting system. [. . . ] A recorded and broadcasted interpretation of a piece of music could affect the copying and future fate of the score
in two different ways. First, a recorded interpretation could directly bias the copying
errors that made. [. . . ] A second, more indirect effect would occur if a new and popular interpretation affects which versions of a score are copied and used as the basis
for a new generation of interpretations. [. . . ] Epigenetic systems could have either or
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both types of effect on the genetic system: they could directly bias the generation of
variation in DNA, or they could affect the selection of variants, or they could do both.13

At the level of the influence of learning and culture in human and animal evolution (which coincides with a fundamental part of niche construction), the authors
distinguish between merely “behavioral” effects (for example thought, observation,
imitation, and the role of lifestyles, not necessarily “social”), and “symbolic” ones,
which are of course related to the effect – in the case of humans – of language and
other semiotic social communication systems and information exchange.
We will see in the following sections that abductive cognition is fundamental
in niche construction. Abductive cognition generates all the innovative hypotheses
which lead to the creation of new niches and to the modification of the previous ones.

6.1.4

Extragenetic Information, Loosely Darwinian Effects,
Baldwin Effect

I have already said that from the point of view of niche-construction evolution depends on two selective processes, a blind process based on the natural selection of
diverse organisms in populations exposed to environmental selection pressures and
a second process based on the semantically informed selection of diverse actions,
relative to diverse environmental factors, at diverse times and places, by individual
niche-constructing organisms. The second process was not described by Darwin .
In this process selection selects for purposive organisms, that is, niche-constructing
organisms. Consequently, the process of transmission and selection of the extragenetic information that is embedded in cognitive niche transformations has to be
considered loosely Darwinian for three main reasons [Odling-Smee et al., 2003, pp.
256-257.]:
1. extragenetically informed behavior patterns are broadly adaptive and
maladaptive;
2. variants occurring during genetic evolution are random, whereas those of extragenetic information are not. They are smart variants, because the response to
13

On the epigenetic inheritance system and the role of language as a cognitive niche embedded
in a wider niche, like a semiotic network which includes symbolic and non-symbolic artifacts
cf. [Sinha, 2006]. It must be stressed that all human artifacts – material and symbolic – are
situated and can be re-situated in semiotic fields that have a cognitive value. In this framework
epigenetic developmental processes are those “[. . . ] in which the developmental trajectory and
the final form of the developing behavior are a consequence as much of the environment information as of the genetically encoded information. [. . . ] regulatory genes augmenting epigenetic
openness can therefore be expected to have been phenogenotypically selected for in the human
genome, permitting further adaptive selection for domain-specific learning in the semiotic biocultural complex, in particular for language”. But it seems no innateness for language can be
hypothesized in humans, as Clark also contends (cf. chapter three of this book, section 7.5):
“Note however, that in an epigenetic perspective, any developmental predisposition for learning
language is unlikely either to involve direct coding of, or to be dedicated exclusively to linguistic structure” [Sinha, 2006, p. 113]. On the so-called “extended phenotypes” and “extended
organisms” cf. [Turner, 2004].
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both internal and environmental cues is targeted appropriately to their behavioral repertoires. As I have said above variation is in this case blind but also
constructed because “[. . . ] which variants are inherited and what final form
they assume depends on various ‘filtering’ and ‘editing’ processes that occur
before and during the transmission” [Jablonka and Lamb, 2005, p. 319]. In this
sense extragenetic information produces variants, which originate suitable cognitive stabilities in artifactual niches, which in turn “afford” humans and other
organisms in many ways (cf. below section 6.6.2.).
3. extragenetic information
a. when neurally stored – both consciously and unconsciously, it presents a
strong interaction of its elements, which can also be seen in selective terms,
as suggested by neural Darwinism theory, which sees neurons as diverse
populations submitted to loosely Darwinian effects at the level of both
neural development and moment-to-moment functioning which interfaces
experience [Edelman, 1989; Edelman, 1993; Seth and Baars, 2005];
b. when stored in material devices it no longer presents the characters of
a more or less Darwinian evolving creative population, like in the case
of neural cells: instead it has an evolutionary impact insofar as it causes
modifications upon the environment, that persist.
Edelman’s theory – which is also supported by the evidence provided by some AI
devices called “Darwin automata”, expressly built to test it – is controversial, as
Rose clearly explains, because of the way the theory considers how extragenetic
information is transformed through the dynamics of synaptic modifications:
During development there is thus a superabundance of synaptic productions, a veritable efflorescence – but if synapses cannot make their appropriate functional connections with the dendrites of the neurons they approach, they become pruned away
and disappear. This overproduction of neurons and synapses might seem wasteful. It
has led to the argument that just during evolution “natural selection” still eliminates
less-fit organisms, so some similar process of selection occurs within the developing
brain – a process that the immunologist and theorist of human consciousness Gerald
Edelman has called “neural Darwinism”. However, this transference of the “survival
of the fittest” metaphor from organisms to cells is only partially correct. It seems probable that the whole process of cellular migration over large distances, the creation of
long-range order, requires the working out of some internal programmes of both individual cells and the collectivity of cells acting in concert. [. . . ] Overproduction and
subsequent pruning of neurons and synapses may at one level of magnification look
like competition and selection; viewed on the larger scale, they appear as co-operative
processes [Rose, 1993, p. 76].

Anyway, according to Edelman, from a loosely Darwinian perspective it is clear
how more or less plastic and flexible brain functions, some of those subjectively
experienced as perception and cognition, result from the operation of managed,
internal (loosely) Darwinian systems (see, for example, [Jerne, 1967; Edelman,
1987; Changeux and Dehaene, 1989] and [Plotkin, 1993] for a review).
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More simply,
[. . . ] such systems function by generating multiple alternative information structures
and by competitively choosing among them on the basis of fit, congruence or interaction with other information structures – all within an individual animal. [. . . ] Moreover, such structures inevitably undergo new rounds of internal Darwinian processing
in each new mind to which they are transmitted. In the course of routine internal Darwinian processing, each new mind will generate potentially novel variants of the transmitted information structure and subject these variants to selection against this mind’s
partially idiosyncratic informational repertoire [Bingham, 1999, p. 147].

According to Edelman the brain would be a Darwinian “selection system that operates within an individual lifetime” [Edelman, 2006, p. 27] so as some synapses are
strengthened and some are weakened through the experiential selection. What biases the brain system to yield adaptive responses is a process called reentry “[. . . ] a
continual signaling from one brain region (or map) to another and back again across
massively parallel fibers (axons) that are known to be omnipresent in higher brains.
Reentrant signal paths constantly change with the speed of thought. [. . . ] consciousness is entailed by reentrant activity among cortical areas and the thalamus and by
the cortex interacting with itself and with subcortical structures” [Edelman, 2006, p.
28 and p. 36]. It is from this perspective that – through core reentrant neural integrative processes – many sensory and motor signals are linked together, thus providing
various perceptual categorizations (also connected to memory) which originate a
scene” in the remembered present of primary consciousness, a scene with which
an animal could lay plans”, and of course motor outputs [Edelman, 2006, p. 36].
Selectionist brains are of course the effect of historical contingency, irreversibility,
and the operation of non linear processes.
The number of independent rounds of refinement and, of course, the effective size
and temporal persistence of cooperative hominid coalitions will affect (and have
a causal impact on) the quality of extragenetic information.14 In this sense, it is
clear that the presence of enforcing coalitions will provide the adaptation context
in which cooperative information processing and exchange may take place. In turn,
those refined and highly successful information structures will constitute the bases
(or primitives) for future developments, which are likely to be exponential or quasiexponential. In addition, “long-term memory apparently structural involves changes
in neural connections (see [Gazzaniga, 1995]), and references therein)” [Bingham,
1999, p. 148].
Hence, the perspective of cognitive niches does not preclude the possibility of
regarding the extragenetic information selection and transmission at the neural level
in a (loosely) Darwinian manner, especially to account for highly organized cognitive processes such as perception and consciousness. A clear example of the loosely
Darwinian effects is provided by the case of perception, for example “[. . . ] members of sets of internal information structures representing possible organizations of
14

Indeed, the problem of extragenetic information can be fruitfully seen in the perspective of the
so called “coalition enforcement hypothesis”, I will illustrate in detail in chapter eight, section
8.6.
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salient features of the external environment are competitively tested for quality of
congruence with incoming sensory data” [Bingham, 1999, p. 146].
I think Edelman’s neural Darwinism is certainly more satisfactory than Dawkins’s
conviction that cultural processes constitute an additional and apparently geneindependent Darwinian machine in terms of memes [Dawkins, 1977]. Edelman further observes that “Truth, though heterogeneous in its origins, is itself normative
and thus worth caring about. Establishing truth requires many different means and
methodologies. These cannot be traced directly back to evolution or the physiology
of the brain” [Edelman, 2006, p. 149]. From this viewpoint “the search for truth”
is, as if maintained by [Gould and Vrba, 1982], an exaptation: Edelman agrees
that the claim, even metaphorical, that there is a physiology of truth is ill-founded.
He also thinks that the famous Popperian (and similar) evolutionist models of how
knowledge evolves is unconvincing, “given the evidence of our irrational behavior”
[Edelman, 2006, p. 170, footnote 170]. In other words, the evolution of consciousness can be seen in loosely selective terms as fruit of the reentrant thalamocortical
system, like neural Darwinism suggests: but consciousness is no guarantee of truth.
Epistemology has to be founded on a sound pragmatic basis, brains have not evolved
directly to achieve knowledge of truth.
For my part, I can say that my approach is strictly materialist and coherent with
the loosely Darwinian approach of the theory of cognitive niches. For example, in
the case of humans, I am referring to people’s brains and bodies that make up –
through hypothetical reasoning – large, integrated, material cognitive, and cultural
systems such as artificial environments consisting of food, dwellings and furniture.
From this perspective, largely described in the previous chapters, what we usually
call “mind” simply consists of the hybrid product of interplay between the transformation activity of neural configurations (whether considered in terms of loosely
Darwinian processes or in terms of merely rule-governed cooperative structures)
and those large, integrated, material cultural, and cognitive systems that the brains
themselves are building continuously. I have described in the first sections of the
previous chapter how perception (for instance visual) can be philosophically described in abductive terms. These terms do not involve Darwinian processes but
still show high cross-modal and sensory integration involving visual, auditory, olfactory, kinesthetic and somatosensory aspects, as hypothesized by the Edelmanian
concept of dynamic reentrant neural interactions [Seth and Baars, 2005, p. 145].
We can say that partially divergent copies of the best stabilized perceptual abductions at our disposal (the “best fit” in Darwinian terms) from one round are then
reproduced and retested competitively against new sensory information as merely
retractable “perceptual hypotheses” in a second round, and so on. The abductive
cyclic process is unconscious (performed by the cooperation of various synaptic
transformations) and ultimately produces what organisms experience subjectively
as the final “recognition” of their immediate physical environment. This in turn can
be stored in long-term memory for future retrieval and use.15 Abduction as perception still plays the Peircean role of providing a reliable framework for prediction and
15

On the abductive character of visual perception cf. section 5.5, chapter five.
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action by reducing ambiguities and uncertainties. In Edelman and Tononi’s words
we can say that “At any given time we experience a particular conscious state selected out of billions of possible states, each of which can lead to a specific behavioral consequence. The occurrence of a particular conscious state is therefore
highly informative in the specific sense that information is the reduction of uncertainty among a number of alternatives” [Edelman and Tononi, 2000, p. 125].
Finally, The Baldwin effect basically contends that plastic phenotypes which are
first favored by selection are subsequently substituted by fitter non-plastic genotypes
– that is phenotypic plasticity is followed by genetic assimilation of the trait learnt
– can be usefully explained in terms of niche construction, without going outside
of the Darwinian framework. In other words the Baldwin effect states that learning
and cultural activities in both human and non-human animals affect the direction and
rate of evolution by natural selection (cf. [Lachapelle et al., 2006], also referring to
works by [Dennett, 1991; Dennett, 1995; Pinker, 1994]). [Deacon, 1995] proposes
an extended version of the Baldwin effect in terms of niche construction, which is
preferable to the highly questionable16 narrow version (which resorts to the idea of
genetic assimilation). The extended version encompasses but does not endorse the
narrow version. Faced with some environmental conditions organisms engineer their
environments and thus the available social and cultural ecology – niche construction
is a concept that expresses more than just Dawkins’s idea [1982] of the extended
phenotype – in a way that is likely to be good for their fitness and so de facto they
build new selective pressures which redirect the evolutionary trajectories of all the
organisms affected.

6.1.5

Niche Construction and Distributed Human Cognition

My contention is that the notion of niche construction is fruitfully applicable to
human cognition. More precisely, I claim that cognitive niche construction can be
considered as one of the most distinctive traits of human cognition.17 It emerges
from a network of continuous interplay between individuals and the environment,
16

17

“[. . . ] the idea that a trait used to be learned can become innate in such a way that there is a given
set of genes (or an organ or a module, depending on ones’ terminology that code specifically
for this trait”) contrasts with the evidence that no trait is entirely innate “for no trait can unfold
without the input of many environmental resources [. . . ] there is no such thing as a one-to-one
correspondence between genes and phenotypes” [Lachapelle et al., 2006, p. 318].
If we also recognize in animals, like many ethologists do, a kind of nonlinguistic thinking activity basically model-based (i.e. devoid of the cognitive functions provided by human language
– cf. above chapter five), their ecological niches can be called “cognitive”, when for example complicate animal artifacts like landmarks of caches for food are fruit of “flexible” and
learned thinking activities which indeed cannot be entirely connected with innate endowments
(cf. [Magnani, 2007b]). The psychoanalyst Carl Gust Jung, who is aware that also animals make
artifacts, nicely acknowledges their cognitive role proposing the speculative expression “natural
culture”: “When the beaver fells trees and dams up a river, this is a performance conditioned by
its differentiation. Its differentiation is a product of what one might call ‘natural culture’, which
functions as a transformer of energy” [Jung, 1972a, p. 42]. I have illustrated Jung’s ideas about
cognitive externalizations and artifacts in psychoanalysis in chapter three, section 3.8.
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in which they more or less tacitly manipulate what is occurring outside at the level
of the various structures of the environment in a way that is suited to them. Accordingly, we may argue that the creation of cognitive niches is the way cognition
evolves, and humans can be considered as ecological cognitive engineers.
Recent studies on distributed cognition seem to support my claim.18 I have already described in this book that, according to this approach, cognitive activities
like, for instance, problem solving or decision-making, cannot only be regarded
as internal processes that occur within the isolated brain. Through the process of
niche creation humans extend their minds into the material world, exploiting various external resources. For “external resources” I mean everything that is not inside
the human brain, and that could be of some help in the process of deciding, thinking about, or using something. Therefore, external resources can be artifacts, tools,
objects, and so on. Problem solving, such as general decision-making activity (cf.
[Bardone and Secchi, 2006]), for example, are unthinkable without the process of
connection between internal and external resources.
In other words, the exploitation of external resources is the process which allows the human cognitive system to be shaped by environmental (or contingency)
elements. According to this statement, we may argue that external resources play a
pivotal role in any cognitive process. Something important must still be added, and
it deals with the notion of representation: the traditional notion of representation as
a kind of abstract mental structure is old-fashioned and misleading.19 If some cognitive performances can be viewed as the result of a smart interplay between humans
and the environment, the representation of a problem is partly internal but it also
depends on the smart interplay between the individual and the environment.
As I have already said, an alternative definition of the “ecological” niche that
I find appealing in treating our problem has been provided by Gibson [1979]: he
pointed out that a niche can be seen as a set of affordances. My contention is that
the notion of affordance may help provide sound answers to the various questions
that come up with the problem of ecological niches. The notion of affordance is
fundamental for two reasons. First of all, it defines the nature of the relationship
between an agent and its environment, and the mutuality between them. Second, this
notion may provide a general framework to illustrate humans as chance seekers.
In order to illustrate the notion of affordance and its implications for my approach, we have to keep in mind the main aspects of abduction, especially those
basic ones illustrated in chapters one, two, and three. I have posited that humans
continuously exploit the latent possibilities and chances offered by the environment.
This is carried out by an ecological activity called cognitive niche construction. A
cognitive niche describes how humans exploit external resources and incorporate
them into their cognitive systems. As mentioned above, in constructing cognitive
niches, humans do not hold a rich model of the environment in their memory, but
18
19

Cf. [Zhang, 1997; Hutchins, 1995; Clark and Chalmers, 1998; Wilson, 2004; Magnani, 2006c;
Magnani, 2007b].
Cf. [Zhang, 1997; Gatti and Magnani, 2005; Knuuttila and Honkela, 2005]. An analysis of the
concept of representation in the perspective of the dynamical systems is illustrated in chapter
eight (on the substantial antirepresentationalism of this tradition cf. subsection 8.5.2).
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they pick up what they find outside upon occasion. In dealing with these activities that can be considered “semiotic”, the role of abduction is a key point in my
discussion (cf. [Magnani, 2006c]).

6.2

Affordances and Cognition: The Received View

As I have illustrated in the first part of this chapter, humans and some animals
manipulate and distribute cognitive meanings after having delegated them to suitable environmental supports. The activity of cognitive niche construction reveals
something important about the human and animal cognitive system.
As already mentioned, human cognition and its evolutionary dimension can be
better understood in terms of its environmental situatedness. This means humans do
not retain in their memory rich representations of the environment and its variables,
but they actively manipulate it by picking up information and resources upon occasion, already available, or extracted/created and made available: information and
resources are not only given, but they are actively sought and even manufactured. In
this sense, I consider human cognition as a chance-seeker system. Consequently, in
my terminology, chances are not simply information, but they are also “affordances”,
namely, environmental anchors that allow us to better exploit external resources.

6.2.1

The Notion of Affordance and Its Inferential Nature

One of the most disturbing problems with the notion of affordance is that any examples provide different, and sometimes ambiguous insights on it. This fact makes
very hard to give a conceptual account of it. That is to say, when making examples
everybody grasps the meaning, but as soon as one tries to conceptualize it the clear
idea one got from it immediately disappears. Therefore, I hope to go back to examples from abstraction without loosing the intuitive simplicity that such examples
provide to the intuitive notion.
Gibson defines “affordance” as what the environment offers, provides, or furnishes. For instance, a chair affords an opportunity for sitting, air breathing, water
swimming, stairs climbing, and so on. By cutting across the subjective/objective
frontier, affordances refer to the idea of agent-environment mutuality. Gibson did
not only provide clear examples, but also a list of definitions (cf. [Wells, 2002]) that
may contribute to generating possible misunderstanding:
1. affordances are opportunities for action;
2. affordances are the values and meanings of things which can be directly
perceived;
3. affordances are ecological facts;
4. affordances imply the mutuality of perceiver and environment.
I contend that the Gibsonian ecological perspective originally achieves two important results. First of all, human and animal agencies are somehow hybrid, in the
sense that they strongly rely on the environment and on what it offers. Secondly,
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Gibson provides a general framework about how organisms directly perceive objects
and their affordances. His hypothesis is highly stimulating: “[. . . ] the perceiving of
an affordance is not a process of perceiving a value-free physical object [. . . ] it is
a process of perceiving a value-rich ecological object”, and then, “physics may be
value free, but ecology is not” [Gibson, 1979, p. 140]. These two issues are related,
although some authors seem to have disregarded their complementary nature. It is
important here to clearly show how these two issues can be considered two faces of
the same medal. Let us start our discussion.

6.2.2

Affordances Are Opportunities for Action

Several authors have been extensively puzzled by the claim repeatedly made by Gibson that “an affordance of an object is directly perceived”.20 During the last few
years an increasing number of contributions has extensively debated the nature of affordance as opportunity for action. Consider for instance the example “stairs afford
climbing”. In this example, stairs provide us with the opportunity of climbing; we
climb stairs because we perceive the property of “climbability”, and that affordance
emerges in the interaction between the perceiver and stairs (cf. [Chemero, 2003;
Stoffregen, 2003]). In order to prevent from any possible misunderstanding, it is
worth distinguishing between “affordance property” and “what” and object affords
[Natsoulas, 2004]. In the former sense, the system “stairs-plus-perceiver” exhibits
the property of climbability, which is an affordance property. Whereas in the latter
the possibility of climbing is clearly what an object affords.

6.2.3

Affordances Are Ecological Facts

Concerning this point, Gibson argued that affordances are ecological facts. Consider, for instance, a block of ice. Indeed, from the perspective of physics a block of
ice melting does not cease to exist. It simply changes its state from solid to liquid.
Conversely, to humans a block of ice melting does go out of existence, since that
drastically changes the way we can interact with it. A block of ice can chill a drink
the way cold water cannot. Now, the point made by Gibson is that we may provide
alternative descriptions of the world: the one specified by affordances represents the
environment in terms of action possibilities. As Vicente put it, affordances “[. . . ]
are a way of measuring or representing the environment with respect to the action
capabilities of an individual [. . . ] one can also describe it [a chair] with respect to
the possibilities for action that it offers to an organism with certain capabilities” [Vicente, 2003]. Taking a step further, we may claim that affordances are chances that
are ecologically rooted. They are ecological rooted because they rely on the mutuality between an agent (or a perceiver) and the environment. As ecological chances,
affordances are the result of a hybridizing process in which the perceiver meets the
environment. The emphasized stress on the mutuality between the perceiver and the
environment provides a clear evidence of this point.
20

Cf. [Greeno, 1994; Stoffregen, 2003; Scarantino, 2003; Chemero, 2003].
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Affordances Imply the Mutuality of Perceiver and
Environment

Recently, Patel and Zhang [2006], also going beyond the ecological concept of affordance in animals and wild settings by involving its role in human cognition and
artifacts, in an unorthodox perspective, connect the notion of affordance to that of
distributed representation. They maintain that affordances can be also related to the
role of distributed representations extended across the environment and the organism. These kinds of representation come about as the result of a blending process
between two different domains: on the one hand the internal representation space,
that is the physical structure of an organism (biological, perceptual, and cognitive
faculties); on the other the external representation of space, namely, the structure of
the environment and the information it provides. Both these two domains are described by constraints so that the blend consists of the allowable actions. Consider
the example of an artifact like a chair. On one hand the human body constrains the
actions one can make; on the other the chair has its constraints as well, for instance,
its shape, weight, and so on. The blend consists of the allowable actions given both
internal and external constraints.21
Patel and Zhang’s idea tries to clarify that affordances result from a hybridizing process in which the environmental features and the agent’s ones in terms
of constraints are blended into a new domain which they call affordance space.
Taking a step further, Patel and Zhang define affordances as allowable actions. If
this approach certainly acknowledges the hybrid character of affordance I have
described above and the mutuality between the perceiver and the environment, it
seems however lacking with regard to its conceptual counterpart. As already argued,
affordances are action-based opportunities.

6.3

Affordances as Eco-Cognitive Interactional Structures

Taking advantage of some recent results in the areas of distributed and animal cognition, we can find that a very important aspect that is not sufficiently stressed in
literature is the dynamic one, related to designing affordances, with respect to their
evolutionary framework: human and non-human animals can “modify” or “create”
affordances by manipulating their cognitive niches. Moreover, it is obvious to note
that human, biological bodies themselves evolve: and so we can guess that even the
more basic and hardwired perceptive affordances available to our ancestors were
very different from the present ones.22 Of course different affordances can also be
detected in children, and in the whole realm of animals.
21

22

This idea can also be connected to the concept of cognitive fluidity argued by Mithen [1996].
From the perspective of cognitive palaeoanthropology, Mithen claimed that the modern mind is
characterized by the capacity of applying to heterogeneous domains forms of thinking originally
designed for specific tasks. He also contends that in hominids this change originated through a
blend of two different intelligence domains, namely, that of internal representations entities and
external artifacts [Magnani, 2006c]. Cf. also section 3.3, chapter three of this book.
The term “wired” can be easily misunderstood, cf. the explanation illustrated at p. 226,
footnote 4.
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Pseudothoughts and Model-Based Thinking in Humans
and Animals: Affordances as Chances

In section 5.4.4 of the previous chapter I have anticipated some of the aspects of
Gibson’s affordances in the perspective of the problem of the so-called model-based
protothoughts (cf. [Bermúdez, 2003]), I have called pseudothoughts, which concern
any kind of cognition far from the cognitive features granted by human language,
typical of infants and of many animals. I described Gibsonian affordances as resources or chances that the environment presents to the organism, such as the availability of water or of finding recovery and concealment showing how the same part
of the environment offers different affordances to different organisms.
Hence, it is clear that the concept of affordance can be extended to animals and
artificial environments built by human and non-human animals. Deepening the problem of the interplay between direct and mediated perception, and of the interplay
between proximal and distal environment will be of help to especially clarify the
relationships between affordances and artifacts.

6.4

Direct and Mediated Perception, Proximal and Distal
Environment

Some questions are still open. As briefly mentioned in section 6.2, an affordance
is neither a property nor the result of an action. An affordance cannot be confused
with the fact that one can sit down on a chair. And it is not the action of sitting
either. Consider the following argument. We can say that the fact that a chair affords
sitting means we can perceive some clues (robustness, rigidity, flatness) from which
a person can easily say “I can sit down”. Now, suppose the same person has another
object O. In this case, the person can only perceive its flatness. He/she does not
know if it is rigid and robust, for instance. Anyway, he/she decides to sit down on
it and he/she does that successfully. Now, the question is: does the object O afford
sitting? Do we directly access affordances? Can we say we have direct access to
affordances?

6.4.1

Direct and Mediated Affordances

In his research Gibson basically referred to “direct” perception, which does not require the internal inferential mediation or processing by the agent. In this sense
affordances express the complementary nature of an organism and its environment
through the direct, effortless way in which an organism picks them up (cf. [Wells,
2002]). As already illustrated, they provide “a description of the distal structure of
the environment” and are goal/action-relevant description of it, like Vincente says
[2003, p. 248]. It has to be said that perception of affordances is in itself action:
“Perception is an act, not a response, an act of attention, not triggered impression,
an achievement, not a reflex” [Gibson, 1979, p. 149]. Perceiving, Gibson says, “does
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not have an end” but “goes on” (ibid., p. 253), and nevertheless, “precedes predicating” (ibid., p. 260).23 Direct perception depends on the agent “picking up” the
information that characterizes the affordances and it is related to the agent’s sense
faculties at a given moment: “Take, for example, a hidden door in a paneled room.
The door affords passage to an appropriately sized individual even though there is
no information to specify that passage is in fact an action possibility. Here, direct
perception is clearly not possible” [McGrenere and Ho, 2000, p. 180]. Moreover, affordances can also be multifaceted, like for example in the case of a banana, which
affords eating, but eating is composed by biting, chewing, and swallowing.
It is important to note that they are relative to organisms, and so can also be valued in ecology, and not merely in physics, as already illustrated in subsections 6.2.1
and 6.2.3. It is significant to note that Donald Norman modifies the original Gibsonian notion of affordance also involving mental/internal processing: “I believe that
affordances result from the mental interpretation of things, based on our past knowledge and experience applied to our perception of the things about us” [1988, p. 14].
It appears clear that in this case affordances depend on the organism’s experience,
learning, and full cognitive abilities, i. e. they are not independent of them, like Gibson maintained. for example infants 12 to 22 weeks old already show complicated
cognitive abilities of this type, as reported by Rader and Vaughn [2000]. These abilities allow them to lean on prior experience of an object and therefore detect what
Rader and Vaughn call “hidden affordances”. As argued by these authors, hidden
affordances are those affordances specified by the information not available at the
time of the interaction, but drawn from past experiences [2000, p. 539].24 The same
event or place can have different affordances to different organisms but also multiple affordances to the same organism. Following Donald Norman’s perspective,
affordances suggest a range of chances: given the fact that artifacts are complex
things and their affordances normally require high-level supporting information, it
is more fruitful to study them following this view. To give an example, perceiving
23

24

As I will illustrate below in the following subsection, the Gibsonian relationships between objects and cues are replaced by Brunswik, in a symmetrical fashion, by the relationship between
“proximal actions or habits and distal results”. An example of distal variable is the distance
of objects: Brunswik says: “Causal chains determined by distance will, on their way into the
organism, exert certain proximal effects, or criteria, upon the sensory surface of the organism.
The most important feature of the general relationship between distal and proximal stimulus
variables is its lack of univocality” [1943, p. 255] .
Norman’s conception is supported by some empirical evidences related to patients suffering
from visual agnosia. Visual agnosia is caused by damage of the ventral stream of one’s visual
system [Milner and Goodale, 1995], which impedes patients to consciously experience objects
and access semantic knowledge related to them. Empirical studies reported that patients suffering from visual agnosia are still able to perform certain tasks that require the detection of simple
affordances, for instance, holding and grasping pliers. However, the same patients showed the
inability of understanding how to use instruments to accomplish more skilled tasks, for example, clasping the handles to manipulate jaws [Carey et al., 1996]. As argued by Young [2006],
that inability may be due to the lack of functional knowledge required to skillfully manipulate
objects, which is provided by the ventral stream. This can support the claim according to which
the exploitation of some affordances of an object involves mental/internal processing. Cf. also
footnote 34 at p. 344.
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the full range of the affordances of a door requires complex information about for
example direction of opening or about its particular pull. Scarantino clearly explains
this problem: affordances are perceivable because they are
[. . . ] invariants and disturbances in ambient-energy arrays that specify the threats and
promises of items in the environment. For example, to say that the eat-ability of a given
apple is perceivable or, that the being-hit-by-ability of a flying ball is perceivable is to
say that there is a sensory appearance – a way to be visible/audible/tangible/odorous/
tastable – typical respectively, of apples affording eating, and of flying balls affording
being hit by. Gibson was very clear that we cannot establish a “priori” what affordances are specified in ambient energy. [. . . ] Information is available for perceiving all
and only those offerings of the environment that are associated with typical sensory
appearances. In some cases, the organism will have to learn to perceive a perceivable
affordance, that is, to learn to become attuned to the invariant or disturbance specifying
it [Scarantino, 2003, pp. 953-954].

When ambient energy arrays, for example “optic arrays” – completely transparent
in the case of many human and non human animals –, or “acoustic waves”, become
sources of affordances they immediately acquire the physical property values typical of an “ecological” physics. From this perspective stimuli are – stricto sensu –
energies and not objects “[. . . ] a chair and the light reflecting of a chair are qualitatively different entities. The human eye is a transducer for the latter and not for
the former. In other words, distal stimulus is not a stimulus at all” [Vicente, 2003, p.
258].
As I have said before becoming attuned to invariants and disturbances often goes
beyond the mere Gibsonian direct perception, and higher representational and mental processes of thinking/learning have to be involved.25 This means that for example
in designing an artifact to the aim of properly and usefully exhibiting its full range
of affordances we have to clearly distinguish among two levels: 1) the construction
of the utility of the object and 2) the delineation of the possible (and correct) perceptual information/cues that define the available affordances of the artifact. They
can be more or less easily be undertaken by the user/agent (cf. [Gaver, 1991;
Warren, 1995; McGrenere and Ho, 2000]): “In general, when the apparent affordances of an artifact match its intended use, the artifact is easy to operate. When
apparent affordances suggest different actions than those for which the object is designed, errors are common and signs are necessary” [Gaver, 1991, p. 80]. In this
last case affordances are apparent because they are simply “not seen”. In this sense
information arbitrate the perceivability of affordances, and we know that available
information often goes beyond what it can be provided by direct perception but instead involves higher cognitive endowments. My study on affordances as chances,
in term of abduction (cf. subsection 6.5 and section 6.6), will take advantage of this
extended framework. Here a final note as to be added.
Vicente contends that it has to be said that of course it is impossible to think that
direct perception can explain all psychological phenomena, like many Gibsonian
25

Authors like Turvey and Shaw [2001] and Hammond et. al [1987] pointed out that high-level
organisms’ cognitive processes like those referred to language, inference, learning, and the use
of symbols would have to be accounted for by a mature ecological psychology.
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researchers seem to maintain. Moreover, according to Reed, the opinion that mediated perception or cognition is inconsistent with Gibson’s view of ecological psychology is “simply mistaken” [1988, p. 305], like the following passage by Gibson
would clearly illustrate:
At least three separate levels [of theorizing] will be required: first, a theory of how
we perceive the surfaces of objects [. . . ]; second, a theory of how we perceive representations, pictures, displays, and diagrams; and third, a theory of how we apprehend
symbols. There is no reason to suppose that the physiological concomitants of all these
experiences will be the same; in fact, since pictures and symbols presuppose objects,
their physiological explanations will probably have to be found at increasing levels of
complexity [Gibson, 1951, p. 413].

Of course Gibson mainly preferred to study the first of the three categories of theories, related to relatively narrow psychological phenomena.

6.4.2

Proximal and Distal Environment

In the extended perspective above we can consider an artifact with its affordances in
the framework of a distributed cognitive system where people interact with external
cognitive representations.26 Internal representations are the knowledge and structure in individual’s brains, external representations are the knowledge and structure
in the external environment, for example in a specific artifact (cf. [Zhang, 1997]).
These external representations have many non-trivial properties (symbolic/semiotic
patterns) depending on the kind of cognitive delegations operated when building
them, the structure of the artifact itself (physical and chemical configurations), and
the constraints intrinsic to its materiality.
I have already illustrated in chapter three, subsection 3.6.5, that following Clark’s
perspective on language as an external tool [Clark, 1997] Wheeler speaks of on-line
– like in the case of manipulative abduction, which involves both internal and external representations – and off-line (also called inner rehearsal), based on internal
representations alone. A true situation of distributed cognition is occurring in the
case of on-line thinking, like in our case of manipulative abduction and in other less
expert and less creative cases, where the resources are not merely inner (neurallyspecified) and embodied but hybridly intertwined with the environment: in this case
we face with an abductive/adaptive process produced in the dynamical inner/outer
coupling where internal elements are “directly causally locked onto the contributing
external elements” [Wheeler, 2004, p. 705].
As I have already noted in chapter one (section 1.5.2) my epistemological distinction between theoretical and manipulative abduction is certainly also based on
26

Of course cognition can also be distributed across a collective of individuals. This is in line
with the so-called “social manifestation thesis” put forward by Wilson. As he contends: “[. . . ]
individuals engage in some forms of cognition only insofar as they constitute part of a social
group. [. . . ] These psychological traits are not simply properties of the individual members of
the group, but features of the group itself” [Wilson, 2005, p. 228]. Cf. also chapter one, section
1.6.1, p. 43.
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the possibility of separating – at least in abstract – the two aspects in real cognitive processes, that resort to the distinction between off-line (theoretical, when only
inner aspects are at stake) and on-line (manipulative, where the interplay between
internal and external aspects is fundamental). Of course I have to repeat that various
thinkers like Esther Thelen and Andy Clark have raised doubts about the on-line/offline distinction. However, we can contend that, even if manipulative/on-line cases
predominate, there are also cognitive processes that seem to fall into the class of
off-line thinking.
In this perspective affordances can be considered as related to distributed representations extended across the environment and the organism. In the case of the
affordances possibly offered by an artifact a basic problem is that the “cognitive”
properties of the components of it cannot be inferred from the properties of those
components themselves [Hutchins, 1995]. Following Zhang and Patel [2006, p.
336] we can say that
The external and internal representation spaces can be described by either constraints
or allowable actions. Constraints are the negations of allowable actions. That is, the
allowable actions are those satisfying the constraints, and the constraints set the range
of the allowable actions. If the external and internal representation spaces are described
by constraints, then the affordances are the disjunction of the constraints of the two
spaces. If the external and internal representation spaces are described by allowable
actions, then the affordances are the conjunction of the allowable actions of the two
spaces.

Brunswik’s [1952] ecological theory (where agents and their environments are still
seen, like for Gibson, as strongly intertwined) in terms of proximal and distal environment (cf. his famous lens-model), suitably combined with the theory of affordances, can further clarify the role in cognition of artifacts and of high-level
cognitive processes, especially in human beings. Following Brunswik’s theory an
organism is not able to perceive distal stimuli directly but instead must infer what
is going on in its ecological niche from the cues available (cues provided by proximal stimuli). The success (Brunswik says the ecological validity) of this “vicarious” inference27 is of course jeopardized by the constitutive incompleteness (and
unreliability, ambiguity, and equivocality) of the cues available and by their highly
variable diagnostic character: Brunswik, implicitly professing an abductive attitude
worthy of Peirce, says: “[. . . ] ordinarily organisms must behave as if in a semierratic ecology” [1955, p. 209], given the intrinsic “ambiguity in the causal texture
of the environment” [1943, p. 255].28 In this sense he adds that the cues and the
mediating inference are both “probabilistic”, like in the case of abduction where
it is always the case that: “Both the object-cue and the means-end relationship are
relations between probable partial causes and probable causal effects” [Brunswik,
1943, p. 255].
27
28

Here the word inference has to be intended in the expanded semiotic Peircean sense, i. e. the
term must not collapse in the restricted logical meaning (cf. below section 6.5).
A detailed illustration of these aspects of Brunswikian theory are given in Hammond and Steward [2001, part I].
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As I will better describe in subsection 6.5 and in section 6.6 the inference above
is of course abductive, and mediates the relationship between an organism’s central desires and needs and the distal state of affairs, enabling it to (provisionally)
stabilize the relationship itself by reaching goals. Of course this mediating process
involves different means (for example selecting, combining, and substituting cues
to overcome their limitations) [Rothrock and Kirlik, 2006] in different environmental circumstances [Goldstein, 2006, p. 12], where time is often a key element which
strongly affects information incompleteness and the degree of success of the various
means and inferential procedures used.
The organism’s “end stage” of being afforded, which in the case of humans, involves all aspects of what is called multimodal abduction (cf. this book, chapter
four), is of course reached, like Gibson contends, through perception, as a suitable
collections of sensory information rather than through the organism’s overt behavior (in this case perception resorts to a spontaneous abduction performed through
various sensory mechanisms and their interplay, cf. chapter one, section 1.3).
It has to be said that recent research in human and not human animals has jeopardized the assumption concerning the basic cognitive impenetrability of perception
(an analysis of this problem if presented in the previous chapter) in the framework
of animal cognition). In sum, perception is informationally “semi-encapsulated”,
and also pre-wired, i. e., despite its bottom-down character, it is not insulated from
plastic cognitive processes and contents acquired through learning and experience.
Many results in the field of cognitive experimental psychology and of neuroscience
corroborate the assumption above: 1) the role of emotions (anxiety) in perceiving
affordances and the role of attentional narrowing mechanisms in the related changes
[Pipers et al., 2006]; 2) the nonconscious effects of perceptual accuracy and on consequent actions of tool use (reachability influences perceived distance [Witt et al.,
2006]); 3) the role of moral and social weights in people that carry babies or groceries [Godges and Lindheim, 2006]; 4) the role of motivational states (desires,
wishes, preferences) [Balcetis and Dunning, 2006]; 5) the effect of the adoption
of the actor’s perspective while observing and understanding actions through mentalistic or motor schemes (for experimental results cf. [Lozano et al., 2006] and
[Anquetil and Jeannerod, 2007]; for neurobiological correlates cf. [Paccalin and
Jeannerod, 2000] and [Decety and Grèzes, 2006]).
Thus affordances emerge through perceptions that are semi-encapsulated, which
in turn grant the final (pragmatic) action.
In this light the Brunswikian concept of ecological validity can be seen in terms
of abductive plausibility of the inference at play, given the available data/cues. The
quality of the inferential abductive performance measures the degree of adaptation
between an organism’s behavior and the structure of the environment, i. e. the fitness
of the behavior based on the particular adopted inference. When the cues are object
of simple and immediate perceptual appraisal the situation reflects what I have illustrated in the case of the so-called “visual abduction” [Magnani, 2001b].29 On the
contrary, in the other cases, organisms inferentially abduce a “hypothesis/judgment”
29

In this last case we could say there is a one-to-one mapping between proximal and distal
structure [Vicente, 2003, p. 261].
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about distal structure of the environment. It is worthy to quote again Gibson’s intuition, which can better be grasped in this perspective: “Perceiving is the simplest
and best kind of knowing. But there are other kinds, of which three were suggested.
Knowing by means of instruments extends perceiving into the realm of the very
distant and the very small; [. . . ] Knowing by means of language makes knowing
explicit instead of tacit” [Gibson, 1979, p. 263]. An example can be a forecast –
usually probabilistic – about the behavior of wind based on the current wind speed
measured at a ground station as illustrated in a computer screen – the “cue”. It is
important to say that in this last case the proximal perception affords the day-after
action of wearing clothes suitable to the weather.
I have said above that in the mediating inferential process also cognitive delegations to the environment (for example to automated artifacts) can also play a role, for
example in facilitating reliable action/decisions.30 In both human and non-human
animals artifacts can reduce the uncertainty of the relationship between organism
and environment. Even in these cases, for example – in the case of humans – when
technology is directly designed to respond with greater precision than people can
do, a person’s abductive judgment can still fail to correspond with the distal environment. Recent research based on Brunswikian tradition has emphasized the essential
ecological character of the cognitive engineering enterprise in the framework of systems composed of the interaction among humans, mediating technologies, and tasks
environments. Many results have shown in various interesting ways how many technological devices help humans to fulfill their adaptation to the environment by enhancing hypothesis generation/judgment and, consequently, decision-making. Often
the technology itself fails to provide the correct judgment about a given situation, in
other cases the gap in the proximal/distal relationship is embedded in the interaction
with the user [Kirlik, 2006b].
For example [Byrne et al., 2006] study the airline pilot’s performance in landing and taxiing to the gate in foggy conditions by showing, thanks to an ecological analysis, how the cockpit artifacts (and their interfaces which provide proximal
cues/chances for action) affect the overall cognitive performance. Often the problem is related to the fact that technologies exhibit a discrete ecology that does not
sufficiently involve the approximation and convergence performed by continuous
ecologies of natural environmental structures. This fact for example explains why
it has been recently shown that current design of cockpit automation leaves pilots
less supported in special uncertain (and more challenging) – unsafe – situations:
control systems proximal to pilots are discrete, whereas the behavior of the distal
controlled system – the aircraft – is continuous [Degani et al., 2006]. Finally, in
the mediating abductive inferences occurring through artifacts, time (and the socalled “time-stress” and “time-pressure” effects and their relationship to knowledge deficits and task simplification) is still a key element which strongly affects
information incompleteness and the degree of success of various heuristic schemes.
The discreteness of the ecology of the artifacts above is related to the basic problem of the discretization of knowledge caused by the digital revolution, which relates
30

The case of computer interfaces and time pressure is treated in [Adelman et al., 2006].
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to the profound epistemological status of concrete digital machines with respect to
physical continuous systems.31 [Longo, 2009] provides an insightful description of
the discrete/continuous dichotomy, referring to the “mimetic” role of computational
simulations in physics and engineering, the virtual digital world is far from providing a satisfactory theoretical model, or “knowledge”, of the real physical system:
Computational simulations cost a lot less than experiments leading many physicists
to renounce experiments and work only on implementations. The simulation of turbulence, an extreme case of chaos, not only saves on wind tunnels, but its iterability is
also an asset. The expert’s qualitative judgment has easy access to as many iterations
as necessary in order to appreciate the behavior of an airplane’s wing or cockpit and
the small variations induced provides a good picture of the particular dynamic’s sensitivity (but it does not allow joint analysis of the wing and cockpit: virtuality in this
case is too far removed from the phenomenon which is excessively complex).

6.4.3

Reconciling Direct and Mediated Perception: Ecological
and Constructivist Approaches Intertwined

It is Joel Norman who, taking advantage of a wholly neuropsychological perspective, tries to account for a reconciliation of the two approaches above (ecological and
constructivist). They resort to two cortical visual systems, the first of which he calls
dorsal – hardwired, direct and active, less representational, without the recourse to
memory, and so expressing Gibson’s classical affordances – and the second ventral,
which is more representational and judgemental, indirect, and related to mentalistic
processes, and which basically performs different transformations of the available
visual information.32 Both systems perform different functions, and, present consciousness at different degrees (for example the ventral system brings the relevant
information, picked up in a more unconscious way by the dorsal system, to conscious awareness).33 Finally, both systems analyze the visual input, but the analysis
is carried out for different purposes. Certainly both systems deal with object shapes,
sizes, and distances, but
The primary function of the ventral system would seem the recognition and identification of the visual input. Recognition and identification must depend on some comparison with some stored representations. In contrast, the primary function of the dorsal
system is analysis of the visual input in order to allow visually guided behavior vis
31
32

33

A more detailed analysis of this problem is presented in chapter eight, subsection 8.1.1.
From a methodological perspective, the so-called “double-dissociation of function” constitutes
a major evidence for the existence of neurologically distinct functional systems. Generally
speaking, double dissociation is considered a strong neurological evidence when a lesion of
structure X [ventral stream] will specifically disrupt function A [functional knowledge] while
sparing function B [manipulation of an object], and a lesion of structure Y [dorsal stream] will
specifically affect function B [manipulation of an object] while function A would remain intact
[functional knowledge]. For a critical point of view on double-dissociation and the two visual
systems, see [Pisella et al., 2006].
On the neural correlates of consciousness cf. [Vakalopoulos, 2005].
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à vis the environment and objects in it (e.g. painting, reaching, grasping, walking towards or through, climbing, etc.). [. . . ] Thus, when one picks up a hammer, the control
and monitoring of the actual movements is by the dorsal system but there also occurs
intervention of the ventral system that recognizes the hammer as such and directs the
movement towards picking up the hammer by the handle and not by the head [Norman,
2002, p. 84].

This perspective further clarifies that, when Gibson says that a postbox affords lettermailing, it would be better to say that the slot in the mailbox affords inserting an
object of appropriate size and shape (ibid., p. 86).34
Recent discovery that different mental states concerning action (in the case of
both intending an action and observing it performed by another agent) appear to
share the same neural correlates, also stresses the intertwining between perception
and action (cf. [Jeannerod and Pacherie, 2004]): in humans the signal produced
by my mirror neurons appears to be the same as that of an action performed by
the self and by another agent, and knowledge of other minds appears to be performed by exploiting both motor (devoted to grasping naked intentions) and inferential/mentalistic processes. The Cartesian gap, which maintains that there is an
ontological fissure between perception and action, can be avoided. Jeannerod and
Pacherie observe that the cortical network common to intending actions and preparing for execution, imagining actions, and observing actions performed by other
people, is quite extended:
My contention is that this cortical network provides the basis of the conscious experience of goal-directness – the primary awareness of intentions [naked] – but does not
34

The debate (and criticisms) concerning Norman’s so-called “dual-process approach” can be
found in [Norman, 2002, pp. 96–137]. The recent discussion on the neurophysiology underlying affordances is illustrated in [Garbarini and Adenzato, 2004]. It is worth noting that the
alignment of affordances with the dorsal stream argued by Norman is still problematic, as suggested by [Young, 2006]: “[. . . ] only certain affordances are processed along the dorsal stream,
and another neural pathway – the ventral system – may be implicated in the processing of
other afforded properties” [Young, 2006, p. 136]. Several studies on patients diagnosed with
optic ataxia (dorsal stream impaired) contributed to shed light on this issue. Patients affected
by optic ataxia are able to name an object appropriately and recognize its function, but unable
to grasp and locate it. However, if allowed a delay between target presentation and movement
execution, they demonstrate skilled pantomimed action by relying on visual recollection of an
object instead of its actual location [Young, 2006]. What they lack is therefore the ability to
unconsciously adjust ongoing movements that seems to suggest the existence of an automatic
pilot, which in this case results impaired (cf. [Himmelbach et al., 2006, p. 2750]). This suggests
that patients successfully interact with the object by retrieving past information stored in their
memory [Milner et al., 2001] instead of picking them up upon occasion. As maintained by Himmelbach and Karnath [2005, p. 633], “[. . . ] the contribution of ventral system increases as the
delay between target presentation and movement execution gets longer”. This seems to suggest
a division of labor between dorsal and ventral system in allowing people to interact with their
environment. From this perspective affordances processed along the dorsal stream are merely
picked up unconsciously, “[. . . ] whereas those processed via the ventral stream constitute one
aspect of the content of the subject’s phenomenal experience, although I accept that this does not
mean that the subject must be reflectively aware of such content” [Young, 2006, p. 141]. This
ambivalence will be more extensively described taking advantage of the concept of abduction,
cf. the following sections.
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by itself provide us with a conscious experience of self- or other-agency. This latter
experience has its basis in the activation of cortical zones that do not overlap between
conditions [Jeannerod and Pacherie, 2004, p. 140].35

Finally, Adolphs stresses the fact that perception in social cognition is “special”, in
both human and some non-human animals, and involves psychological and neural
structures that other aspects of (non-social) cognition do not. Perception is not only
affected by the inferences we make once sensory information has been perceived,
but also “[. . . ] by the possibility of discovering new information in the environment in the first place. We explore our environment, and we actively seek out social
information” [Adolphs, 2006, p. 26].
From Joel Norman’s perspective perception is first of all a “special” chanceseeker system, which presents pre-mentalistic encaspulated aspects. Examples are
given from the field of facial recognition, hypothesized as domain-specific. The
amygdala plays a role “much earlier than initially thought” [Adolphs, 2006, p. 27]
in seeking salient information, so involving extra-neural enactive processes related
to bodies, head, and eye muscles, and social environment, where movement is prior
to sensation. The role on human mentalization in inferring other minds shows a
propensity to infer mental states even in the presence of impoverished stimuli and
to anthropomorphize stimuli that are not inherently social: again it seems that social
cognition in this case is special or at least involves neural structures that organisms
can only modulate for other limited cognitive performances, like decision-making
or attention. Empathy, which notoriously involves simulation structures like mirror
neurons and the insula – an interoceptive somatosensory cortex which provides representation of our own somatic states rendering them accessible to consciousness
– also seems to be related to a wider cluster of neural mechanisms and to the use
of the body as a substrate of the simulation, beyond the merely neural mechanism
granted by mirror neurons.36
Interpreting perception and other forms of cognition as ways of seeking salient
information that involves extra-neural enactive processes related to bodies and social environment rejoins what I have illustrated in the previous subsection about
cognitive action and its “situatedness”. I have said it is a way of getting more sensory data, compensating for their equivocality, and obtaining cognitive feedback,
and/or a way of manipulating them, and also of exploiting cognitive delegations
to the environment and to artifacts. In this sense brains do not need to form rich
internal models of the environment and so they do not store “[. . . ] all knowledge
about the world in explicit form and do not hold comprehensive explicit models
or representations of the environment. Rather, it has been argued [. . . ] our brains
35

36

I have already illustrated how the discovery of mirror neurons has given rise to speculation on
various aspects of social cognition: intentions, action, empathy, mind-reading, emergence of
language. Further details are illustrated above in chapter four, subsection 4.3.2.
An interesting logico-epistemological analysis of the role of empathy in the so-called interpretation abduction, where linguistic understanding and understanding of other agent’s inarticulate
utterances is at play, is illustrated in [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp. 319–323]. They conclude
that empathetic attachment “[. . . ] is never a necessary ingredient in the successful negotiation
of – especially intractable – interpretation problems.”
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contain recipes for seeking out information – often rather trivially by deciding
where in the environment to look” in the interplay between internal and external
(delegated) representation [Adolphs, 2006, p. 32].

6.4.4

Attunement, Affordances, and Cognitive Artifacts:
Extracting and Creating Affordances

In subsection 5.4.4 of the previous chapter I treated the problem of attunement to
the environment and the multifarious cognitive means the organisms exploit to reach
this target, hardwired, pre-wired, and plastic. In the case of hard-wired capabilities, I
contended that it is through this embodied process that affordances can arise both in
wild and artificially modified niches and that Peirce was in some sense already aware
of their cognitive role when speaking of abduction even in the case of the new born
chick that picks up the right sort of corn (cf. section 5.2 of the previous chapter). I
also stressed the fact that animals can act on a goal that they cannot perceive – the
predator that waits for the prey for example – so organism’s appraisal of the situation
includes factors that cannot be immediately perceived. Animals occupy different
environmental niches that “afford” their possibility to act, like Gibson’s theory of
affordances teaches, but in this interplay cognitive niches built and created by them
also provide affordances: higher-level cognitive endowments either shaped by the
evolution or plastically learnt are at play. Dishabituation experiments have shown
how for example infants use high-level physical principles to relate themselves to
the environment and to be afforded by it: in sum organisms already have affordances
available because of their instinctive gifts, but also they can dynamically abductively
“extract” natural affordances through “affecting” and modifying perception (which
becomes semi-encapsulated). Finally, organisms can also “create” affordances by
building artifacts and cognitive niches. These last affordances were not previously
available taking advantage of both their instinctual and cognitive capacities. Like
Gibson says: “[. . . ] The human young must learn to perceive these affordances, in
some degree at least, but the young of some animals do not have time to learn the
ones that are crucial for survival” [Gibson, 1979, p. 406].
In subsection 5.4.4 of the previous chapter I contended that it can be hypothesized that in many organisms the perceptual world – in Brooks’ words [1991] – is
the only possible model of itself, and they can be accounted for in terms of a merely
reflex-based organisms, and so no other internal representations are available. However, I also illustrated that in the case of affordances in various sensitive organisms
the coupling with the environment is much more flexible because it is crucial in
coupling with the niche to ascertain what environmental dynamics are currently the
most important, among the several that afford and that are available. Of course, both
affordances and the plastic cognitive processes of their selection in specific situations can be “stabilized”, but they can also be modified, increased, and substituted
with new ones: indeed in the same section I have illustrated the amazing “plastic”
activity we can see in the management of information of bacteria.

6.5 Affordances and Abduction: The Plasticity of Environmental Situatedness
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Affordances and Abduction: The Plasticity of
Environmental Situatedness

I have quoted above Gibson conviction that “The hypothesis that things have affordances, and that we perceive or learn to perceive them, is very promising, radical,
but not yet elaborated” [Gibson, 1979, p. 403]. Let us deepen this issue: we can say
that the fact that a chair affords sitting means we can perceive some clues (robustness, rigidity, flatness) from which a person can easily say “I can sit down”. Now,
suppose the same person has another object O. In this case, the person can only
perceive its flatness. He/she does not know if it is rigid and robust, for instance.
Anyway, he/she decides to sit down on it and he/she does that successfully. Again,
we are faced with the problem of direct and indirect visual perception. It is thanks
to the effect of action that we can detect and stabilize the new affordances.
Now, my point is that we should distinguish between the two cases: in the first
one, the cues we come up with (flatness, robustness, rigidity) are highly diagnostic to
know whether or not we can sit down on it, whereas in the second case we eventually
decide to sit down, but we do not have any precise clue about. How many things
are there that are flat, but one cannot sit down on? A nail head is flat, but it is
not useful for sitting. This example further clarifies two important elements: firstly,
finding/constructing affordances certainly deals with a (semiotic) inferential activity
(cf. [Windsor, 2004]); secondly, it stresses the relationship between an affordance
and the information that specify it that only arise in the eco-cognitive interaction
between environment and organisms. In this last case the information is reached
through a simple action, in other cases through action and complex manipulations.
I maintain that the notion of abduction can further clarify this puzzling problem
(cf. below section 6.6).
The term “highly diagnostic” explicitly refers to the abductive framework. In
section 1.3 of chapter one I have said that abduction is a process of inferring certain
facts and/or laws and hypotheses that render some sentences plausible, that explain
or discover some (eventually new) phenomenon or observation. The distinction between theoretical and manipulative abduction extends the application of that concept
beyond the internal dimension. I repeatedly said that from Peirce’s philosophical
point of view, all thinking is in signs, and signs can be icons, indices or symbols:
moreover, all inference is a form of sign activity, where the word sign includes “feeling, image, conception, and other representation” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.283], and,
in Kantian words, all synthetic forms of cognition. That is, a considerable part of
the thinking activity is “model-based” and consequently non sentential. Of course
model-based reasoning acquires its peculiar creative relevance when embedded in
abductive processes, so that we can individuate a model-based abduction. In the case
of diagnostic reasoning in medicine, a physician detects various symptoms (that are
signs or clues) in a multimodal way, for instance, cough, chest pain, and fever, then
he/she may infer that it is a case of pneumonia.
The original Gibsonian notion of affordance (cf. section 6.2) especially deals with
those situations in which the “perceptual” signs and clues we can detect prompt or
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suggest a certain action rather than others.37 They are already available and belong to the normality of the adaptation of an organism to a given ecological niche.
Nevertheless, if we acknowledge that environments and organisms’ instinctual and
cognitive plastic endowments change, we may argue that affordances can be related
to the variable (degree of) abducibility of a configuration of signs: a chair affords
sitting in the sense that the action of sitting is a result of a sign activity in which
we perceive some physical properties (flatness, rigidity, etc.), and therefore we can
ordinarily “infer” (in Peircean sense) that a possible way to cope with a chair is sitting on it. So to say, in most cases it is a spontaneous abduction to find affordances
because this chance is already present in the perceptual and cognitive endowments
of human and non-human animals.
As I have already anticipated in the previous chapter (subsection 5.4.4) I maintain
that describing affordances that way may clarify some puzzling themes proposed by
Gibson, especially the claim concerning the fact that we directly perceive affordances and that the value and meaning of a thing is clear at first glance: organisms
have at their disposal a standard endowment of affordances (for instance through
their hardwired sensory system), but at the same time they can extend and modify
the scope of what can afford them through the suitable cognitive abductive skills. I
also stressed the important fact that environments change but also perceptive capacities enriched through new or higher-level cognitive skills change, those capacities
which go beyond the ones granted by the merely instinctual levels: if affordances
are usually stabilized this does not mean they cannot be modified and changed and
that new ones can be formed.38
First of all, affordances appear durable in human and animal behavior, like kinds
of habits, as Peirce would say [Peirce, 1931-1958, 2.170]. For instance, that a chair
affords sitting is a fair example of what I am talking about. This deals with what
we may call stabilized affordances. That is, affordances that we have experienced as
highly successful. Once evolutionarily formed, or created/discovered through cognition, they are stored in embodied or explicit cognitive libraries and retrieved upon
occasion. Not only, they can be a suitable source of new chances, through analogy.
We may have very different objects that equally afford sitting. For instance, a chair
has four legs, a back, and it also stands on its own. The affordances exhibited by
a traditional chair may be an analogical source and transferred to a different new
artifact that presents the affordance of a chair for sitting down (and that to some
extent can still be described as a chair). Consider, for instance, the variety of objects
that afford sitting without having four legs or even a back. Let us consider a stool:
it does not have even a back or, in some cases, it has only one leg or just a pedestal,
but it affords sitting as well as a chair.
37

38

In the original Gibsonian view the notion of affordance is mainly referred to proximal and immediate perceptual chances, which are merely “picked up” by a stationary or moving perceiver.
I maintain that perceiving affordances also involves evolutionary changes and the role of sophisticated and plastic cognitive capacities.
Thom nicely says that “Nature (
) is present in the behavior of inanimate beings. But the
animate being is able to exploit natural regularities in order to stabilize connections that would
be accidental, not generic, in the inanimate world” [Thom, 1988, p. 217]. On Thom’s catastrophe
theory and its consequences for the concept of abduction cf. chapter eight.
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Second, affordances are also subjected to changes and modifications. Some of
them can disappear, because new configurations of the cognitive environmental
niche (for example new artifacts) are invented with more powerful offered affordances. Consider, for instance, the case of blackboards. Progressively, teachers and
instructors have partly replaced them with new artifacts which exhibit affordances
brought about by various tools, for example, slide presentations. In some cases, the
affordances of blackboards have been totally re-directed or re-used to more specific
purposes and actions. For instance, one may say that a logical theorem is still easier
to be explained and understood by using a blackboard, because of its affordances
that give a temporal, sequential, and at the same time global perceptual depiction to
the matter.
Of course – in the case of humans – objects can afford different persons in different ways. This is also the case of experts: they take advantage of their advanced
knowledge within a specific domain to detect signs and clues that ordinary people
cannot detect. For instance, a patient affected by pneumonia affords a physician in a
completely different way compared with that of any other uncultured person. Being
abductive, the process of perceiving affordances mostly relies on a continuous activity of hypothesizing which is cognition-related. That A affords B to C can be also
considered from a semiotic perspective as follows: A signifies B to C. A is a sign,
B the object signified, and C the interpretant. Having cognitive skills (for example
knowledge contents and inferential capacities but also suitable pre-wired sensory
endowments) about a certain domain enables the interpretant to perform certain abductive inferences from signs (namely, perceiving affordances) that are not available
to those who do not possess those apparatuses. To ordinarily people a cough or chest
pain are not diagnostic, because they do not know what the symptoms of pneumonia or other diseases related to cough and chest pain are. Thus, they cannot make
any abductive inference of this kind and so perform subsequent appropriate medical
actions.

6.6

Innovating through Affordance Creation

Consider, for instance, a huge stone and a chair. Indeed, both these objects afford
sitting. The difference is that in the case of a stone affordances are simply already,
so to say, given: we find a stone and we ordinarily “infer” (in Peircean sense) that
it can be useful for sitting. In contrast, those of a chair are somehow manufactured
from scratch. In the case of a chair, we have entirely created an object that displays a
set of affordances. This process of building affordances can be made clearer taking
advantage of the abductive framework we have introduced above.
That an object affords a certain action means that it embeds those signs from
which we “infer” – through various cognitive endowments, both instinctual and
learnt – that we can interact with it in a certain way. As already said, in the case
of a stone, humans exploit a pre-existing configuration or structure of meaningful
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sign data that are in some sense already established in the interaction organism/environment shaped by past evolution of the human body (and in part “material
cultural” evolution, for example when hominids exploited a stone/chair to sit down
in front of a rudimentary altar). In the case of a chair, this configuration is invented.
If this perspective is correct, we may argue that building “artificial” affordances
means configuring signs in an external environment expressly to trigger new proper
inferences of affordability. In doing this, we perform smart manipulations and actions that – I conjecture – can produce new (and sometimes “unexpected”) affordances. Accordingly, creating affordances is at the same time making new ways of
inferring them feasible.39

6.6.1

Latent Constraints

The organism’s “end stage” of being afforded, in the Brunswikian interplay proximal/distal, not only involves perception, but also a more complicated inferential
processing which in turn occurs through either
1. a mere internal cognitive processing (expressed by model-based abduction and,
in the case of human beings, also by sentential abduction, cf. chapter one,
section 1.3)
or
2. a (cognitive) composite action with the aim of getting more sensory data, compensating for their equivocality, and obtaining cognitive feedback (confirmatory
and disconfirmatory), and/or with the aim of manipulating them (manipulative abduction), also exploiting cognitive delegations to the environment and to
artifacts (cf. chapter one, section 1.3).
[Indeed these high-level inferential processes affect perception in various ways,
like its is shown by the evidence coming from the studies illustrated above].
I have consequently said that affordances emerge through perceptions that in humans are basically semi-encapsulated, and also affected by the two processes above
and that grants the subsequent (pragmatic) action.
Consequently, two kinds of “actions”, cognitive and pragmatic (performatory)
are at play. Kirlik [2006a], also resorting to a distinction between pragmatic and
epistemic action offered by Kirsh and Maglio [1994],40 offers an analysis of the
problem that is extremely interesting to further clarify the dichotomy. In Kirlik’s words, the first type of action I have just indicated plays an “epistemic” or

39
40

On this note, see [Magnani and Bardone, 2005] about the role of abduction in designing
computer interfaces.
Kirsh describes everyday situations (e. g. grocery bagging, salad preparation, where people
adopt actions to simplify choice, perception, and reduce the amount of internal computation
through the use of suitable cognitive delegations to the environment and to artifacts [Kirsh,
1995].
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“knowledge-granting” role and the second a “performatory role in the execution
of interactive tasks” [Kirlik, 2006a, p. 214]. It is well-known that traditionally,
cognitive scientists have seen action systems in a purely performatory/pragmatic
light, thus lacking any immediate “cognitive” features other than ability to execute
commands.
Recent research, taking an explicit ecological approach to the analysis and design of human-machine systems [Kirlik, 1998], has shown how expert performers
use action in everyday life to create an external model of task dynamics that can
be used in lieu of an internal model: “Knowing of not, a child shaking a birthday
present to guess its contents is dithering, a common human response to perceptually impoverished conditions”. Not only a way for moving the world to desirable
states, action performs an epistemic and not merely performatory role: people structure their worlds to simplify cognitive tasks but also in the presence of incomplete
information or faced with a diminished capacity to act upon the world when they
have less opportunities to gain knowledge. Epistemic action can also be described
as resulting from the exploitation of latent constraint in the human-environment system. This additional constraint grants additional information: in the example of the
child shaking a birthday present she is taking action that will cause variables relating
to the contents of the package to covary with perceptible acoustic and kinesthetic
variables. Epistemic actions result from exploiting latent constraints in the humanenvironment system as chances for further inferences. “Prior to shaking, there is no
active constraint between these hidden and overt variables causing them to carry information about each other”. Similarly, “[. . . ] one must put a rental car ‘through its
paces’ because the constraints active during normal, more reserved driving do not
produce the perceptual information necessary to specify the dynamics of the automobile when driven under more forceful conditions” [Kirlik, 1998, p. 24] . In this
light [Powers, 1973] studied behavior considering it as a control of perception and
not only as controlled by perception. [Flach and Warren, 1995] used the term “active
psychophysics” to illustrate that “[. . . ] the link between perception and action [. . . ]
must be viewed as a dynamic coupling in which stimulation will be determined as a
result of subject actions. It is not simply a two way street, but a circle” (p. 202).
Moreover, a very interesting experiment is reported concerning short-order cooking at a restaurant grill in Atlanta: the example shows how cooks with various levels
of expertise use external models in the dynamic structure of the grill surface to get
new information otherwise inaccessible.
In Brunswikian terms some variable values are proximal because they can be perceived and others cannot because they are distal. This distinction, Kirlik observes,
is relative:
A particular variable (e.g. the velocity of an automobile) could be described as proximal if the purpose of a study was to understand how a driver might use velocity to infer
less readily available information relating to a vehicular control task (e.g. whether he
or she can take a given turn safely). In other cases, velocity could be considered a distal
variable if the goal of the effort was to understand how velocity itself was estimated on
the basis of even more immediate perceptual information (e.g. optical flow patterns,
speedometer readings, etc.) [Kirlik, 2006a, p. 216].
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Of course from the perspective of action the values of proximal variables can
directly be manipulated. On the contrary distal variables can be changed (and so
inferred) only by manipulating proximal variables. On this basis Kirlik illustrates
a generalized framework that provides an ontology for describing an environment
of a performer who is undertaking an interactive activity. Variables exhibited to an
agent in a world of surfaces, objects, events, and artifacts present various values:
1. Type 1 [PP.PA]: variables are proximal from the perspective of both perception
and action. “The location of the book you are now reading can most likely
be represented by variables of this type: most of us can directly manipulate the
values of these variables by hand and arm movements, and we can also perceive
the location of the book directly. One can think of these variables as representing
Gibson’s directly perceptible affordances” [Kirlik, 2006a, p. 216].
2. Type 1 [PP.DA]: variables proximal for perception but distal for action. Variables are directly available to perception but we can change their values by
manipulating proximal variables that cause changes in the values of the distal
action variable. You feel it is cold in the room but you need to manipulate the
thermostat to change the temperature and consequently your feeling, but you
cannot directly change the temperature.
3. Type 1 [DP.PA]: variables distal for perception and proximal for action. It is the
case that many of my actions through for instance an artifact can change the
values of environment, which I cannot directly perceive. A common outcome
of the manipulation of many artifacts is that they for example have moral consequences, perhaps even unexpected ones, for human beings and objects very
distant and remote from us, which might last forever. “When posing for a photograph I change the location of my image in the viewfinder of a camera without
being able to perceive how it has been changed” [Kirlik, 2006a, pp. 217–218].41
4. Type 1 [PP.PA]: variables that are distal from both perception and action, very
common in the case of technology. “We infer the values of these variables from
interface displays, and we change the value of these variables by using interface
controls” (ibid.).
In the framework above, which stresses the importance of inner-outer interaction in proximal-distal dynamics, it is very easy to interpret artifacts built by
humans as ways of adaptation that, through the construction of suitable cognitive feasible niches, mediate and augment our interaction with the distal world.
They aim at enhancing intellectual functioning by offering suitable differentiated
affordances/proximal-cues, which are easier to perceptually detect and present new
opportunities for action. This strategy, which modifies previous available human
41

I have illustrated a related issue in the recent [Magnani, 2007d]: many artifacts play the role of
“moral mediators”. This happens when macroscopic and growing phenomenon of global moral
consequences and collective responsibilities result from the “invisible hand” of manipulations
of artifacts and interactions among agents at a local level, like for example in the case of the
effect of the Internet on privacy or of the derivatives in the international economical crisis: for
example my manipulations on the net can affect the privacy of people with effects that I cannot
perceive.
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“cognitive ecology”, can offload some cognitive demands to the world through a
better exploitation of artifacts.42

6.6.2

Creating Chances through Manipulating Artifacts and
External Representations

It is now clear that the history of culture, artifacts, and various tools can be viewed
as a continuous process of building and crafting new affordances upon pre-existing
ones or even from scratch. From cave art to modern computers, there has been a
coevolution between humans and the environment they have built and they live in.
Indeed, what a computer can afford embraces an amazing variety of opportunities
and chances comparing with the ones exhibited by other tools and devices. More
precisely, a computer as a Practical Universal Turing Machine (cf. [Turing, 1992]
and chapter three of this book) can mimetically reproduce a considerable part of the
most complex operations that the human brain-mind systems carry out (cf. [Magnani, 2006c]). For instance, computers even result in many respects more powerful
than humans in memory capacity and in mathematical reasoning. From a semiotic
perspective, computers bring into existence new artifacts that present “signs” (in
Peircean sense) – for exploring, expanding, and manipulating our own brain cognitive processing (and so they contribute to “extend the mind beyond the brain”),
that is, by offering and creating new affordances. As just argued above in section
6.1, building affordances deals with a semiotic activity, mainly abductive, in which
signs are appropriately scattered all around in order to prompt (or suggest) a certain
interaction rather than others.
In order to clarify this point, consider the simple diagrammatic demonstration
that the sum of the internal angles of any triangle is 180◦ illustrated in chapter three
(cf. Figure 3.5, p. 176.) as a prototypical case of manipulative abduction. This is
also an example of construction of affordances taken from the field of elementary
geometry. In this case a simple manipulation of the – suitably externally depicted
– triangle in Figure 3.5(a) (cf. p. 176) gives rise to another external configuration
(Figure 3.5(b)) that uncovers new visual affordances. The process occurs through
construction and modification of the initial external diagram, so as we can easily
arrive at the generalized result that the sum of the internal angles of any triangle is
42

Kirlik [2007] describes various interesting examples on the use of artifacts to enhance cognitive
skills in technological disciplines like architecture and aeronautics, but also in expert everyday
performances like cooking. A negative example of proximal-distal dynamics has to be noted in
many contemporary artifact devices (for example in cars) which offer signs that mainly appeal
to the visual sense. This involves learning to answer to visual rather than to auditory, olfactory
– for example motor smell is extinct in new cars – and tactile proximal cues so loosing out on
a lot of important body-mind sensorimotor resources [Bauters, 2007]. We can say, in Peircean
terms, that in these cases the semiotic ground active in perception and in which the actions
can emerge seems poor, allowing bad and unsatisfactory habits to be afforded, promoted, and
stabilized [Vandi, 2007]: indeed Peirce maintains that habits are “[. . . ] a general law of action,
such that on a certain general kind of occasion a man will be more or less apt to act in a certain
general way” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 2.148].
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180◦. The process happens in a distributed interplay between a continuous externalization through cognitive acts, its manipulation, and re-internalization that acknowledges what has been discovered outside, picking up the result and re-internalizing
it. In the action new affordances arise and lead to the result whereby, the sum of the
internal angle is found.
From the epistemological point of view this example is a typical example of the
so-called manipulative abduction (cf. [Magnani, 2001b] chapter three, and [Magnani, 2007c]). Reframed in terms of affordances this is a cognitive manipulation
(entirely abductive, the aim is to find a incontrovertible geometrical hypothesis)
in which an agent, when faced with merely “internal” representational geometrical
“thoughts”, from which it is hard or impossible to extract new meaningful features
of a concept, organizes epistemic action that structures the environment in such a
way that unearths new affordances as chances which favor new outcomes. As already mentioned, the detection of affordances is hypothesis-driven: it is not said
that just anybody can detect it. In the example of the triangle, only a person that
has been taught about geometry can infer the affordances within the manipulated
construction built upon the original triangle. In this sense, “artificial” affordances
are intimately connected to culture and knowledge available in specific human cognitive niches but also to their availability to the suitable individuals involved in the
epistemic process.
We can say that in a given geometrical diagram various affordances still exist
regardless of correct interpretation or even perception by the agent: indeed the diagram embeds geometrical knowledge that potentially means something to someone.
To correctly grasp the affordances
1. the agent has to appreciably “know” geometry,
2. the particularly expert agent – through suitable cognitive manipulations in
the internal/external representations interplay – can also extract/find/discover
“new” affordances like chances offered to possibly increase of knowledge.
The diagram offers nested affordances:43
1. it is a simple picture, which almost everybody (and many animals) can see and
understand as a perceptual picture that afford potential colors and shapes, depending on the perceptive hardwired endowments of the organism in front of it
– for example expert and uncultured persons but also cats – (strict Gibsonian
case);
43

[Turner, 2005] clearly acknowledges the character of affordances as nested. They are seen as
“complex” affordances expressed by “significances” delegated to the natural and artificial environment – in the perspective of an interesting semiotic and Heideggerian approach to distributed
cognition. On the role of the “extra-bodily world” – an artifact, for example – that becomes
poised itself to the user not just as a problem-space but also as a problem solving resource via
“inhabited interaction”, which grants fluent acts on ways that simplify or transform the problems, cf. [Clark, 2008, p. 10]. Clark usefully stresses that in case of the inhabited interaction the
body has become “transparent equipment” and tools lead to the alterations of the local sense
of embodiment: a true incorporation rather than mere use is at play, like Heidegger already
contended.
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2. it is a picture which can be seen and understood as a geometrical diagram with
all its technical properties and features (in this case higher cognitive endowments are needed in the organism at stake: a human being of course, other
animals do not understand geometry),
3. it is an artifact which can offer – through even higher creative cognitive manipulations – new affordances to be picked up and possibly inserted in the available
encyclopedia of geometrical knowledge. Imagine a child who must “demonstrate” a theorem of the elementary geometry (the sum of the internal angles
of a triangle). The child does not have to demonstrate this theorem for the first
time, in the sense that it has already been discovered (demonstrated) historically and reported in every manual of Euclidean geometry. However, excluding
the case when he passively repeats by rote, he can achieve this demonstration
by using the series of elementary extracted affordances illustrated above, based
on the appropriate use of basic geometric concepts which are already available
to him. We can also say that the child used a heuristic, that is an advanced
procedure of discovery. And this heuristic, naturally, considered from the viewpoint of an already available manual of geometry (as an abstract and static system of knowledge) is a true “demonstration”, and obviously does not lead to a
discovery. Rather, it is a kind of re-discovery. Also from the viewpoint of the
child-subject, it is a re-discovery, because he re-discovers a property that is already given at the beginning). Instead the inferences that were employed at the
moment of the first historical discovery (maybe Greek) of that property of the
triangles (and the assessment of the respective theorem) established a kind of
creative achievement (as I have said, a creative manipulative abduction). Moreover, both types of reasoning are also mainly model-based, considering the fact
they are performed with “hybrid” forms of representation, including considerable non-verbal devices (like the geometrical diagrams).44
The case indicated in item 1) also explains why an affordance can be grasped at
the same time by animals, infants, and adult human beings, despite their cognitive
differences: all of them can perceive “the brink of a cliff as fall-off-able according to a common perceptual process” [Scarantino, 2003, p. 960], even if they have
different perceptual endowments. “This is much the same as we would describe a
piano as having an affordance of music playability. Nested within this affordance,
the piano keys have the affordance of depressability” [McGrenere and Ho, 2000, p.
340]. We can add that the piano also offers the chance, in the cognitive interplay
artifact/agent, of providing new affordances of new good melodies, not previously
invented in a merely internal way, in the agent’s mind, but found over-there, in the
hybrid interplay with the artifact. Of course both artifacts, the diagram and the piano, offer in themselves various constrained conditions for affordances, depending
44

Of course the agent can modify and change in a more or less creative way the features of the
artifacts just to make the available affordances visible or more exploitable, or to build new ones
that are offered as options. This is for example the case of a user who customizes a computational interface making an alias for a long command string. He/she can gain easier use of the
tool by simply invoking a single key or by the simultaneous pressing of multiple keys instead
of writing a long string of characters [McGrenere and Ho, 2000].
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on their properties, quality, materiality, and design, and of course various degrees
of affordances. From Kirlik’s perspective in terms of variables and proximal/distal
distinctions the example above can be illustrated in this way: the agent builds a diagram in which he/she can work on the surface by taking advantage of the constraints
that guarantee that latent variables intrinsic to the materiality of the artifact at hand
“to take care of themselves, so to speak” [Kirlik, 2006a, p. 221].
The need of having a rich internal model of the depicted triangle is weakened
because various aspects are discharged from the agent and delegated to the external
representation, which offers a proximal perceptual and a manipulative environment
containing all the resources needed to effectively perform the creative task of finding
new properties of a triangle. The result is immediately perceived and consequently
can be picked up and internally re-represented. The diagram itself is a model in the
dynamics of the geometrical reasoning and its manipulation expresses an example
of situated cognitive action completely intertwined with perception.
From a semiotic perspective, at first glance we do not have sufficient cognitive
capacities to internally infer what the sum of internal angles is. Manipulating the
externalized configuration (the external diagram of a triangle) we come up with a
new configuration of perceptual signs that adds properties not contained neither in
the initial internal representation of a triangle nor in the initial external depiction
(cf. above chapter three). This new configuration of signs gives birth to a new set
of affordances that allow us to find the solution. In a Euclidean sense it is a way of
“demonstrating” a new theorem. This example furnishes an epistemological example of the nature of the cognitive interplay between internal neuronal semiotic configurations that permit the representational thought about a triangle (together with
the help of various embodied “cognitive” kinesthetic abilities) and external representations: also for Peirce, more than a century before the new ideas derived from
the field of distributed reasoning, the two aspects are pragmatically intertwined.
Indeed, the human possibility of creating affordances is constrained in this interplay. More precisely, this possibility depends on:
• the specific cognitive delegation to externalities suitably artificially modified, and
• the particular intrinsic constraints of the manipulated materiality at play, which
usefully provide to us new – so to say – “insights”.
The first aspect is closely related to the idea of humans as chance-seekers illustrated
above. As extensively argued throughout this chapter, securing meaning to the environment relies on smart manipulations that are always hypothetical and therefore
withdrawable. That is, it depends on our ability to exploit latent chances. Regarding the second aspect, the environment has constraints of its own. When designing
new affordances, we do not work on a blank slate. Conversely, we are in a network
of pre-existing ones that constrain our possibilities. On one hand, the possibility
of uncovering new latent chances depends on human agency. On the other hand,
this agency is mediated/constrained by what the environment offers in terms of preexisting affordances and its potentiality to provide new ones, as maintained.
As already mentioned in the previous chapter, this “hypothetical” status of affordances reminds us that it is not necessarily the case that just anybody can detect
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it. Affordances are a mere potentiality for organisms. First of all perceiving affordances results from an abductive activity in which we infer possible ways to cope
with an object from the signs and cues available to us. Some of them are more or
less unchanging and in some cases they are neurally hardwired or pre-wired (prespecified) in the perceptual system – they are “invariants”, to exploit a term derived
from physics, also used by Gibson : this is the case of affordances that have a high
cognitive valence.45 We said the differences that we can appreciate are mostly interspecies – so to speak. In the high-level cognitive performance on triangles there is
something different, since intra-species differences seem to be strongly involved.
For instance, only a person that has been taught about geometry can infer (and so
“perceive”) the affordances “inside” the new manipulated construction built on the
original triangle I have illustrated above. This concerns the problem of “expertise” I
already noted. First of all, artificial affordances are intimately connected to culture
and the social settings in which they arise and the suitable availability of knowledge of the individual(s) in question. Secondly, affordances deal with learning. Perceiving some affordances like those of a triangle is not a built-in activity, indeed,
once manufactured, they can be learnt and taught. Of course acknowledging this
last fact places much more emphasis upon the dynamic character of affordances in
organisms’s plastic cognitive life, beyond the their evolutionary character.
Hence, the capacity to perform smart manipulations is concerned with the activity
of creating external representations. Humans are continuously engaged in cognitive
mimetic and creative processes (cf. [Donald, 2001] and chapter three of this book) in
which they represent thoughts, private ideas, solutions, into external structures and
suitably constructed artifacts. In doing so they create external counterparts of some
internal, already available propositional and model-based representations, suitably
stored in their brains. In some cases these external counterparts, which initially just
simply mirror ideas or thoughts already present in the mind, later on can be creatively used to find room for finding new concepts and new ways of inferring that
cannot be exhibited by the mere “internal” representation alone [Magnani, 2006c].
In building these external representations (that – I repeat – can be hold as merely
mimetic, but that can become “creative”), people manipulate the world in such a
way that new cognitive chances are uncovered. In doing this, new affordances are
thus manufactured and made “socially” available. More generally, we can reiterate,
also from this perspective, that abduction also deals with the continuous activity of
manipulating the environment in order to create new chances and opportunities to
action, namely, affordances.46
45

46

Perceiving the affordances of a chair is indeed rooted and “stabilized” in our cultural evolution
because for human beings it is easy – and possible, given our cognitive-biological configuration
– to gain the corresponding cognitive ability as a “current” and “reliable” ability (cf. [Scarantino,
2003, p. 959]).
An interesting application of the relationship between affordances and abduction I have proposed in this chapter is given by [Abe, 2009]. In order to support dementia persons lives, a
model based on the concept of affordance, abduction, and chance discovery, which implements
a (semantic) dementia care under the concept of affordance, is proposed.
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Summary
In this chapter I have argued that cognitive niche construction is one of the most
distinctive traits of human and animal cognition. As a matter of fact, humans and
many other organisms continuously manipulate the environment in order to exploit
its offerings. In so doing, they are engaged in a process of altering or even creating
external structures to lessen and overcome their limits. New ways of coping with
the environment, through both evolution and cultural evolution (i.e “cognitive niche
construction”) are thus created.
In depicting the intricate relationship between humans (and other animals) and
the environment I have argued that the concept of affordance may provide new valuable insights. In my view, affordances can be considered as chances that are either
already present and available or manufactured upon occasion via niche construction.
I have pointed out that the notion of affordance is to some extent ambiguous. One of
the most puzzling questions is whether the process of affordance in visual perception is or is not mediated. To address this problem I have taken advantage of some
recent neurocognitive results and focused attention on the evolutionary aspects of
affordances. The key concept of abduction has played the role of unifying the whole
cognitive perspective.
First of all the relationship between humans and environments is highly dynamic
and evolution has provided humans and other animals with a set of hardwired ways
to be afforded. Nevertheless, if humans and other animals have at their disposal
a standard endowment of hardwired capacities to be afforded by the environment,
they can also enrich, manipulate, and transform it through new and plastic cognitive
skills by enhancing their cognitive niches. In the case of humans it is easy to see
that they can create, modify and often stabilize affordances that, in turn, form a
great part of what it is called the eco-cognitive inheritance system. Once this system
is made available, taking advantage of certain affordances it can be learnt, as Gibson
himself acknowledged, and passed on through generations. This is clearly captured
by the idea that the perception of affordances is “semi-encapsulated”, i.e. it is not
insulated from plastic cognitive processes that lean on learning and experience. I
have argued that this perspective develops some of Gibson’s intuitions clearly stated
in his writings.
I have also argued that abduction can shed light on the process of detecting and
building new affordances as fundamental cognitive “chances”. I have maintained
that abduction can clarify the process through which humans design external representations and artifacts, thus providing new ways of being afforded. Taking advantage of Peircean insights on abductive reasoning, I have stated that both finding
and constructing affordances refers to a (semiotic) inferential activity: we come up
with an affordance insofar as an object exhibits those signs from which we infer a
possible way to interact with it, performing suitable actions. This inferential process
relies on various cognitive endowments, both instinctual and learnt, and occurs in
the eco-cognitive interaction between environment and organisms.
It is worth noting that the changes and modifications made to the environment
can be passed on, and they become socially available to other organisms. This
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introduces an interesting issue for future development. As argued above, the evolutionary impact of a niche depends on its persistence and stability. In turn, its
persistence is related to the possibility of transmitting the various resources made
ecologically available through cognitive niche construction. Now, given the tremendous success of humans as ecological engineers, it follows that humans should be
equipped with a mechanism that facilitates the exploitation and transmission of
those ecological resources. That mechanism is, indeed, connected to informationgaining ontogenetic processes. Consequently, from an evolutionary perspective
cognitive niche construction cannot be separated from various brain-based learning
processes, which are also prominently social. This social dimension is intimately
connected to the capacity of people to exploit the construction of a “social” medium
as the basis for creating chances, solving problems or making decisions.

Chapter 7

Abduction in Human and Logical Agents
Hasty Generalizers, Hybrid Abducers, Fallacies

After having illustrated in the previous chapters the main features of my cognitiveepistemological analysis of abduction, it is necessary to further stress the dynamics
involved in the interplay between internal and external representations in the case of
logic. This will provide a tool for exploring the relationship between human and logical agents in section 7.1. First of all I will further develop my distinction between
creative and mimetic artifacts. As I explained in chapter three these artifacts play the
role of external objects (representations) active in what I have called disembodiment
of mind. Mimetic external representations mirror concepts and problems that are already represented in the brain and need to be enhanced, solved, further complicated,
etc. so they can sometimes creatively give rise to new concepts and meanings. From
this perspective the expansion of the minds is, in the meantime, a continuous process of disembodiment of the minds themselves into the material world around them
so that the evolution of the mind is inextricably linked with the evolution of many
kinds of large, integrated, material cognitive systems. This chapter illustrates some
features of this extraordinary interplay by focusing on the construction of logical
cognitive systems and its consequences for abductive reasoning.
I will exploit the so-called agent-based reasoning framework, which adopts the
perspective of a cognitive agent, that can naturalistically be seen in the perspective
of the role of manipulations and of the interplay between internal – neural – representations and external ones, where both the conscious and unconscious are at
work. I acknowledge that intellectual artifacts like logical agents are “ideal” tools
for thoughts, as is language, they are tools for exploring, expanding, and manipulating our own minds. Logical systems can be considered mimetic, in the sense of the
“mimetic representations” I have introduced in the previous chapters, (an example
being that nonmonotonic systems seem to “mime” human reasoning performances
better than classical logic – they are more psychologically adequate). However, they
can be seen as creative when some “new ways of inferring” performed by the biological human agents arise in an unexpected and distributed interplay between brains
(and their internal representations) and external representations which then leads to
the creation of new ideal logical systems. I call this process – creative – externalization in “demonstrative environments” (section 7.3): I argue that it is central to the
L. Magnani: Abductive Cognition, COSMOS 3, pp. 361–416.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
springerlink.com
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creation of logical models of abduction, such as externalization in objective logical systems, it is communicable and sharable and able to grant stable perspectives
endowed with symbolic, abstract, and rigorous cognitive features.
The proposed perspective allows us to see that deductive reasoning also means
the employment of logical rules in a heuristic manner, maintaining the truth preserving character. Application of the rules is organized in such a way that one particular
course of action can be recommended over another one. Consequently, very often
the heuristic procedures of deductive reasoning are themselves performed by means
of “in-formal” abductions, which often show model-based aspects. I illustrate this
topic taking advantage of some classical research by Hintikka and his collaborators concerning the analysis of the so-called “singular terms” and of the Kantian
idea of “construction” in logical and geometrical thinking. The distinction between
strategic and definitory rules is also introduced, giving further insight into abductive
cognition.
As already described in chapter three (section 3.6.2) epistemic actions in the environment often “mediate” the formation of new meanings. This framework also
provides a useful perspective when studying the role of externalization of the mind
in producing logical representations and a better understanding of the distinction
between human (practical) and ideal (theoretical, or institutional) logical agents. I
further stress how demonstrative ideal systems can be described not only in terms of
symbolic, abstract, and rigorous terms, but also as endowed with what I call a maximization of memorylessness. The example of logic programs as ideal agents will be
addressed, which is particularly useful in demonstrating their main epistemological
difference with respect to the classical logical systems. Logic programs opened up
a new perspective on the logic of abduction, in which sensitivity to the growth of
information [and the suitable extension of logical language] is fundamental. It is
considered fundamental to the whole logic itself by some contemporary logicians.
The close relation between fallacies and abduction will also be studied. As regards classical logic (and informal logic) abduction and inductive reasoning can be
defined as fallacious. I will describe how in agent-based reasoning these and other
kinds of the so-called fallacious reasoning can in some cases be redefined and considered as a good way of reasoning. In the light of the agent-based framework the
fallacious character of abduction and induction can be clarified: abduction, that in
chapter one was described in terms of the well-known fallacy of affirming the consequent, will be recognized – in the extended agent-based perspective – as very
precious method of explanation and discovery in science and in everyday reasoning. Similarly, bad inductions – hasty generalizations – will be studied both from
the perspective of their possible fallacious character and regarding their usefulness
in reasoning. What has been called manipulative abduction in the previous chapters will be re-interpreted as a form of practical reasoning, a better understanding of
which can furnish a description of human beings as hybrid reasoners in so far they
are users of ideal (logical) and computational agents. I think that the issue could
invite further research on the role played by symbolism, abstractness, and rigor,
regarding their capacity to characterize externalized demonstrative systems.
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Taking advantage of the agent-based analysis of the interrelations between fallacies and abduction, the last part of the chapter deals with three basic eco-logical
issues:
1. abductive reasoning is involved in dialectic processes, which are at play in both
agent-based everyday and scientific settings;
2. abductive reasoning is strictly linked to so-called smart heuristics and to the fact
that very often less information gives rise to a better performance;
3. heuristics like “following the crowd”, or social imitation, more or less linked
to fallacious aspects which involve abductive steps, are often very effective.
For example, these and other heuristics play an argumentative role in so far as
they are linked to what I call “military intelligence”, exploiting Réné Thom’s
expression, which relates to the role of language in coalition enforcement, I
will introduce in the following chapter (section 8.6). As regards the agent-based
approach of this chapter we can clearly see that various arguments, linked to
the so-called fallacious aspects, intertwined as they are with their constitutive
concealedness of error, are usually fruitfully exploited in a distributed cognitive
framework, where moral conflicts, violence, and negotiations are normally at
play. The specific role of abduction in argument evaluation and assessment is
illustrated.

7.1

Beyond Peirce: Human Agents, Logical Agents

When searching for a satisfying logic of abduction (see above section 1.4, chapter
one) [Gabbay and Woods, 2005] disagree with the Peircean rejection of the possibility of a practical logic and consequently of a logic of abductive reasoning in
practical contexts. We have to overcome Peirce’s limitations that are stated in the
following passage I have already quoted in chapter five, section 5.2.4:
My proposition is that logic, in the strict sense of the term, has nothing to do with
how you think [. . . ]. Logic in the narrower sense is that science which concerns itself
primarily with distinguishing reasonings into good and bad reasonings, and with distinguishing probable reasonings into strong and weak reasonings. Secondarily, logic
concerns itself with all that it must study in order to draw those distinctions about
reasoning, and with nothing else [Peirce, 2005, p. 143].

Gabbay and Woods clearly maintain that Peirce’s abduction, depicted as both a)
a surrender to an idea, and b) a method for testing its consequences, perfectly resembles practical reasoning. Anyway, Peirce says “In everyday business reasoning
is tolerably successful but I am inclined to think that it is done as well without the
aid of theory as with it” [Peirce, 2005, p. 109].
Facing the problem of “reaching” a logic of abduction Woods contends it is just
a formal and somewhat idealized description of an abductive agent.1 Following my
1

The author also maintains it is necessary to construct an “empirically sensitive logic” (ESL):
“ESL is a part of the natural science of human reasoning. It is an approach to reasoning that
pays attention to what people are like, to how they are put together and what they get up to
when they reason” [Woods, 2010].
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cognitive description of abductive reasoning illustrated above, an abductive human
agent can naturalistically be seen in the perspective of the role of manipulations and
of the interplay between internal – neural – representations and external ones. We
have also seen that in this framework both conscious and unconscious inferences
are important. Gabbay and Woods [2005, p. 27–29] seem to agree with me: they
indeed stress the function of consciousness and indicate both its narrow bandwidth
and its slow processing of information, an extraordinary quantity of information
processed by the human system cannot be accessed by consciousness. Analogously,
the bandwidth of natural language is narrower than the bandwidth of sensation, a
great quantity of what we know we are not able to communicate one to another –
linguistic intercourse is a series of exchanges whose bandwidth is 16 bits per second.
Moreover, a side effect of consciousness is that it suppresses information.
The importance of abduction from the evolutionary point of view is clear: as
Dennett [2003, p. 248] points out, it is better to kill a hypothesis in the mind than
to be killed ourselves because we precipitously experienced the real environment.
It is in this way, he says, that we are “Popperian creatures”. I would think more
appropriate to say we are “Peircean creatures”, but what it is important here is that
we do not have to know we are Popperian creatures to be one, as is the case with
my consciousness-free – but hypotheses-making cat – as well as with computers
programmed, for example, to simulate planning and mean-ends reasoning.
Clearly logic is historically related to conscious and propositional thinking and
it seems to disregard the subconscious and prelinguistic levels of thinking. This fact
leads to the following dilemma: rules of logic are thought of as having something
to do with how human beings actually think as practical agents, then by and large
they are too complex for conscious deployment; on the other hand, unconscious
performance or tacit knowledge is a matter of certain things happening under the
appropriate conditions and the right order, but it is unlikely to suppose that this is
a matter of following rules (an inclination which seems embedded in contemporary
computer science): “Given the cognitive goals typically set by practical agents, validity and inductive strength are typically not appropriate (or possible) standards for
their attainment. [. . . ] This, rather than computational costs, is the deep reason that
practical agents do not in the main execute systems of deductive or inductive logic
as classically conceived” [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 25].
In the following sections I plan to offer a new clarification of this dilemma. Frequent complaints claim that logic provides rules which humans cannot conform
their conscious thinking to except for very few exceptions, so that logicality cannot
be considered just as a simple matter of following rules: indeed the intervention in
reasoning of implicit knowledge sometimes renders performances relatively effortless, as I have illustrated in the first three chapters.
If, as Gabbay and Woods contend, a logic is a formalized idealization of a type
of agent, a logical agent, which features of a human agent will a logic of abduction
describe? They maintain that a real human agent is a kind of biological realization
of a nonmonotonic paraconsistent base logic and surely the strategies provided by
classical logic and some strictly related non standard logics form a very small part
of the individual cognitive skills given the fact that human agents are not in general
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dedicated to error avoidance like “classical” logical agents. They say: “A formal
model is an idealized description of what an abductive agent does. As such, it reflects
some degree of departure from empirical accuracy. Thus an ideal model I is distinct
from a descriptive model D” (p. 22). Immediately they add that in this logic of a
practical agent basic questions of relevance and plausibility are central.2
Gabbay and Woods describe the features of “real” human thinking agents in the
following way, consistent with the cognitive framework I have illustrated in the previous section: a human abductive agent certainly operates at two levels, conscious
and unconscious, and at both levels it engages (or it is influenced by) truth conditions
on propositional structures, state conditions on belief structures and their fixation,
and sets of rules defined for various argumentative structures, for instance for evaluating arguments. These three capacities cut across explicit and implicit thinking. I
think that many of the most important inference skills of a human agent are endowed
with a story which varies with the multiple propositional relations she finds in her
environment and which she takes into account, and with various cognitive reasons
to change her mind or to think in a different way, and with multiple motivations to
deploy various tactics of argument (see below section 7.3).
Facing the problem of logical modeling this kind of practical (abductive) human
agent, logical systems can be considered mimetic, in the sense of the “mimetic representations” I introduced above in chapter three, (to make an example, nonmonotonic
systems seem to “mime” better – they are more psychologically adequate – human
beings’ reasoning performances).
First of all a good mimetic abductive ideal logical agent is embedded in a situation of nescience and it is characterized by an ignorance preserving (but also
ignorance mitigating) character [Gabbay and Woods, 2005]3 and by the following
general distinct levels
a base logic L1 with proof procedures Π ;
an abductive algorithm which deploys Π to look for missing premises and other
formulas to be abduced;
- a logic L2 for deciding which abduced formulas to choose, which criteria of
selection apply, etc. This logic is related to the specification of suitable problems
of plausibility, relevance (topical, full-use, irredundancy-oriented, probabilistic)
and economy, making the ideal agent able to discount and select information
which does not resolve the task at hand.

-

The second and the third component together – endowed with what it is called a
filtrating power – form the logic of discovery. It is in this new formal framework
(GW model) that Gabbay and Woods criticize the so called AKM model of abduction4 and also present the so-called non-explanatory abduction, considered as not
intrinsically consequentialist.
2
3
4

Cf. chapter two of this book, section 2.3.
Section 2.1 – chapter two of this book – illustrates this role of ignorance in abductive reasoning.
Cf. also below section 7.5.2.
Among its supporters are [Aliseda, 1997; Kuipers, 1999; Magnani, 2001b; Meheus et al., 2002;
Meheus and Batens, 2006]. See also chapter, two section refakm-model.
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Logical Agents as Mimetic and Creative Representations
and Mediators

Following our previous considerations and the same scheme I have already illustrated in chapter three (subsection 3.4.1) it would seem that logical systems can be
fruitfully seen as external representations expressed through artificial languages (in
part mathematical) and through ordinary language, to the aim of mimicking various
human reasoning performances in an idealized and rigorous way.
I think this view is partial and does not reveal other important features of logical
agents. Indeed it is important to stress that logical agents can also play the role of
creative representations human beings externalize and manipulate not just to mirror
the internal ways of thinking of human agents but to find room for concepts and new
ways of inferring which cannot – at a certain time – be detected internally “in the
mind”.
In summary, we can say that
-

logical systems as external representations are formed by “external materials”
that either mimic (through reification) concepts and problems already internally
present in the brain or creatively express concepts and problems that do not have
a “natural home” in the brain;5
- internalized logical representations are internal re-projections, a kind of recapitulations, (learning) of external logical representations in terms of neural patterns of activation in the brain. In some simple cases – cf. for example some
precise rules of inferences of classical logic in the case of ordinary people or
more complex logical rules and structures in the case of expert logicians – can
be “internally” manipulated like external objects and can originate new internal
reconstructed representations through the neural activity of transformation and
integration.
I have already stressed in chapter three (subsection 3.4.1) that this process explains
– from a cognitive point of view – why human agents seem to perform both computations of a connectionist type such as the ones involving representations as
-

(I Level) patterns of neural activation that arise as the result of the interaction
between body and environment (and suitably shaped by the evolution and the
individual history): pattern completion or image recognition,
and computations that use representations as
- (II Level) derived combinatorial syntax and semantics dynamically shaped by
the various artificial external representations and reasoning devices found or constructed in the environment (in this case logical systems); they are – more or less
completely – neurologically represented contingently as patterns of neural activations that “sometimes” tend to become stabilized structures and to fix and so
to permanently belong to the I Level above.
5

Also Gabbay and Woods consider mimetic the logical agent: “An abductive logic describes or
mimics what an abductive agent does” [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 346].
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The I Level originates those sensations (they constitute a kind of “face” we think
the world has), that provide room for the II Level to reflect the structure of the
environment, and, most important, that can follow the computations suggested by
the logical external structures available. It is clear that in this case we can conclude that the growth – so to say – of the “logical” brain and especially the synaptic
and dendritic growth are deeply settled by the environment. Consequently we can
hypothesize a form of coevolution between the logical brain and the development
of the external logical systems. Brains build logic manipulating external symbols
and structures and learn from them after having manipulated them to discover new
concepts and features.
When the fixation is reached – imagine for instance the precise rule modus tollens as an internally explicit and stabilized form of thinking – the pattern of neural
activation no longer needs a direct stimulus from the external logical representation
in the environment for its construction. It can be viewed as a fixed internal record
of an external structure that can exist also in the absence of such external structure.
The pattern of neural activation that constitutes the I Level Representation has kept
record of the experience that generated it and, thus, carries the II Level Representation associated to it, even if in a different form, the form of memory and not the form
of the vivid sensorial experience of modus tollens written externally, over there, for
instance in a blackboard. Now, the human agent, via neural mechanisms, can retrieve that II Level Representation and use it as an internal representation (and can
use it to construct new internal representations for example less complicated than
the ones previously available and stored in memory).
At this point we can easily understand the particular mimetic and creative role
played by external logical representations:
1. some “new ways of logical inferring” performed by the biological human agents
appear hidden and tacit (see the considerations on unconscious thinking above)
and can be rendered explicit by building external logical mimetic models and
structures; later on the agent will be able to pick up and use what suggested by
the constraints and features intrinsic to their external materiality and the relative
established conventionality: artificial languages, proofs, examples, etc.;6
2. some inferences can be discovered only through a problem solving process occurring in a distributed interplay between brains and external representations.
In chapter three I have called this process disembodiment of the mind: the
representations are mediators of results obtained and allow human beings
a. to re-represent in their brains new logical reasoning devices picked up outside, externally, previously absent at the internal level and thus impossible:
first, a kind of alienation is performed, second, a recapitulation is accomplished at the neuronal level by re-representing internally that which has
6

A simple mathematical example I have previously already quoted in this book: it is relatively
neurologically easy to perform an addition of numbers by depicting in our mind – thanks to
that brain device that is called visual buffer – the images of that addition thought as it occurs
concretely, with paper and pencil, taking advantage of external diagrammatic representations.
Cf. also chapter three, subsection 3.6.5, this book.
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been “discovered” outside. We perform cognitive logical operations on the
structure of data that synaptic patterns have “picked up” in an analogical
way from the explicit logical representations in the environment;
b. to re-represent in their brains portions of reasoning devices which, insofar as explicit, can facilitate logical inferences that previously involved a
very great effort because of human brain’s limited capacity. In this case the
thinking performance is not completely processed internally but in a hybrid interplay between internal (both tacit and explicit) and external logical
representations. In some cases this interaction is between the internal level
and a computational tool which in turn can exploit logical representations
to perform inferences (cf. above chapter one, subsection 1.6.2).
In this logical case too, like in case concerning the mythical being illustrated in
chapter three (subsection 3.3.3), an evolved mind is unlikely to have a natural home
for complicated concepts like the ones a logical ideal agent introduces: so whereas
evolved minds could perform some trivial deductions or abductions in a more or
less tacit way by exploiting modules shaped by natural selection,7 how could one
think exploiting explicit concepts without having picked them up outside, after having produced them? The only way is to extend the mind into the material world,
exploiting paper, blackboards, computers, symbols, artificial languages, and other
various semiotic tools, to provide anchors for ways of logical inferring that have no
natural home within the mind.
Hence, we can hypothesize – for example – that many truth preserving reasoning habits which in human agents are performed internally have a deep origin in
the past experience lived in the interplay with logical systems at first represented in
the environment. As I have just illustrated other recorded thinking habits only partially occur internally because they are hybridized with the exploitation of already
available external logical artifacts.

7.3
7.3.1

Externalization in Demonstrative Environments
Model-Based Abduction in Demonstrative Frameworks

In her book Abductive Reasoning Atocha Aliseda [2006] stresses the attention to
the logical models of abduction, centering on the semantic tableaux as a method for
extending and improving both the whole cognitive/philosophical view on abduction
and on other more restricted logical approaches. I think this perspective wonderfully
achieves many results. Logic is definitely offered to the appreciation of an interdisciplinary cognitive audience in both its plasticity and rigor in modeling various kinds
of reasoning, beyond the rigid character of many of the traditional perspectives.
7

Logicians express this idea in terms of the first of two basic low resources principles: “[. . . ] 1.
low resources individual agents perceive natural kinds around them, 2. low resources individual
agents are hasty generalizers of generic rules” [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 352]. On hasty
generalizations see also [Walton, 2004, p. 138–142]. Indeed Gabbay and Woods characterize
human agents as those that command few cognitive resources, cf. also my considerations on the
main features of practical and theoretical agents below in the following section 7.3.
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Two aspects have to be pointed out. The first is related to the importance of
increasing logical knowledge on abduction: Aliseda clearly shows how the logical study on abduction in turn helps us to extend and modernize the classical and
received idea of logic. The second implicitly refers to some issues coming from
the so-called distributed cognition approach and concerns the role of logical models as forms of cognitive externalizations of preexistent in-formal human reasoning
performances. The logical externalization in objective systems, communicable and
sharable, is able to grant stable perspectives endowed with symbolic, abstract, and
rigorous cognitive features. Indeed, Aliseda says, this character of stability and objectivity of the logical achievements is not usually present in models of abduction
that are merely cognitive and epistemological and, moreover, they are central to
computational implementation.
As I described in my previous book on abduction [Magnani, 2001b] and in chapter one above Peirce clearly indicated the importance of logic (first order syllogism)
to grasp the inferential status of abduction, also creating a wonderful new broad
semiotic view at the same accompanied by the well-known philosophical commitment to the new vision on pragmatism.8 Given the restricted scope – classical, in
terms of first order syllogisms – of the logical tools that were available to him the
logical framework just depicted abduction as the well-known “fallacy of affirming
the consequence”. Aliseda’s work belongs to this fundamental Peircean “logical”
tradition and it presents plenty of recent logical models of abduction which are
clearly illustrated in their rigorous “demonstrative” frameworks.9

7.3.2

Model-Based Heuristic and Deductive Reasoning

I have already illustrated in chapter one that the kind of reasoned inference that is
involved in selective and creative abduction10 goes beyond the mere relationship that
there is between premises and conclusions in valid “classical” deductions, where
the truth of the premises guarantees the truth of the conclusions, but also beyond the
relationship that there is in probabilistic reasoning, which renders the conclusion just
more or less probable. On the contrary, we can usefully see selective and creative
abduction as formed by the application of “heuristic procedures” that involve all
kinds of good and bad inferential moves, and not only the mechanical application of
rules. It is only by means of these heuristic procedures that the acquisition of new
truths is guaranteed. Also Peirce’s mature view on creative abduction as a kind of
inference seems to stress the strategic component of reasoning.
8
9

10

[Aliseda, 2006, chapter seven] clearly shows how abduction is at the basis of Peirce’s pragmatism.
A recent issue of the journal Theoria – 22-23(60) 2007 – collects papers by, among others, Van
Benthem, Magnani, Nepomuceno, Meheus, and Woods, devoted to discuss Aliseda’s logical
approach to abduction in terms of semantic tableaux.
Epistemologically selective abduction occurs when we reach a hypothesis among – to use a word
of the logical tradition also exploited by Aliseda – already available “abducibles” hypotheses
(like for instance in the case of medical diagnosis). Creative abduction occurs when, through
our reasoning processes, we are able to create “new” abducibles, which can be tested and added
to [or which can replace] the available ones.
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Many researchers in the field of philosophy, logic, and cognitive science have
maintained that deductive reasoning also consists in the employment of logical rules
in a heuristic manner, even maintaining the truth preserving character: the application of the rules is organized in a way that is able to recommend a particular course
of actions instead of another one. Moreover, very often the heuristic procedures of
deductive reasoning are performed by means of an “in-formal” (often model-based)
abduction.11 So humans apply rudimentary abductive/strategic ways of reasoning in
deduction too.
Hence we have to say that theoretical model-based abductions also operate
in deductive reasoning. Following Hintikka and Remes’s analysis [1974] proofs
of general implication in first order logic need the use of instantiation rules by
which “new” individuals are introduced, so they are “ampliative”. In ordinary geometrical proofs auxiliary constructions are present in term of “conveniently chosen” figures and diagrams. The system of reasoning exhibits a dual character:
deductive and “hypothetical”. The story of Meno dialogue I have illustrated in
[Magnani, 2001b, chapter one] shows the role of these strategic moves and their
importance in hypothesis generation. These strategic moves correspond to particular forms of abductive reasoning. In Beth’s method of semantic tableaux the strategic “ability” to construct impossible configurations is undeniable [Hintikka, 1998;
Niiniluoto, 1999].12
This means that also in many forms of deductive reasoning there are not trivial
(and mechanical) methods of making inferences but we have to use “models” and
“heuristic procedures” that refer to a whole set of strategic principles. All the more
reason that Bringsjiord [2000] stresses his attention on the role played by a kind of
“model based deduction” that is “part and parcel” of our establishing Gödel’s first
incompleteness theorem, showing the multimodal character of this great abductive
achievement of formal thought.13
11

12

13

We have already said in chapter four (section 4.1) that multimodal abduction takes advantage of internal (or of external models suitably re-internalized) that are not merely symbolic/propositional but which exploit for example diagrams, visualization, configurations,
schemes, thought experiments, and so on [Magnani, 2001b].
Also Aliseda [1997; 2006] provides interesting use of the semantic tableaux as a constructive
representation of theories, where abductive expansions and revisions, derived from the belief
revision framework, operate over them. The tableaux are so viewed as a kind of reasoning (nondeductive) where the effect of “deduction” is performed by means of abductive strategies.
Many interesting relationships between model-based reasoning in creative settings and the related possible deductive “dynamic” and “adaptive” logical models are analyzed in [Meheus,
1999; Meheus and Batens, 2006]. Dynamic logic is also related to the formal treatment of inconsistencies. [Batens, 2006] proposes and interesting new formal diagrammatic proof procedure
which takes advantage of the use of icons – derived from the premises – to build an algorithm for
derivability that leaves choices to the user and is more efficient than tableaux method. Recently
[Gabbay, 2007] has proposes a new perspective on various logical approaches, both classical
and non classical, which takes advantage of the diagrammatic exploitation of graphical networks and the so-called “network modalities”; it is interesting to note that in this perspective a
network can be interpreted as an “ecology”, where nodes represent species.
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Intuition, Construction, and the Logic of Singular Terms

As I have already pointed out in chapter three an example concerning the important
role played in abduction by the manipulation of model-based aspects of reasoning
is clearly given by Kant when he illustrated the synthetic character of mathematics. Kant notes in the “Transcendental Doctrine of Method” (cf. [Magnani, 2001c,
chapter 2, sections 4 and 6]): “Philosophical knowledge is the knowledge gained by
reason from concepts; mathematical knowledge is the knowledge gained by reason
from the construction of concepts” [Kant, 1929, A713-B741, p. 577]. An important
interpretative perspective which examined this fundamental passage of Kantian philosophy is represented by Hintikka and Beth’s investigations (cf. [Hintikka, 1973,
chapters 5-9], and also [Beth, 1956–1957; Beth, 1965]).
As an intuition [Anschauung] represents a “single object” [Kant, 1929, A713B741, p. 577], in contrast with the concept (“The former relates immediately to
the object and is single, the latter refers to it mediately by means of a feature which
several things may have in common” [Kant, 1929, A320-B377, p. 314]), similarly, in
Hintikka’s interpretation intuitions are considered as singular terms, that is symbols
which refer to singular objects” “[. . . ] an intuition is almost like a ‘proper name’
in Frege’s unnaturally wide sense of the term, except that it did not have to be a
linguistic entity, but could also be anything in the human mind which ‘stands for’
an individual” [Hintikka, 1973, p. 207]. Thus, Brittan appropriately observes [1978,
p. 51]:
In constructing a geometrical figure, a triangle say, we often represent it by a figure
drawn on a blackboard. In the same way, we “construct” arithmetical or algebraic
concepts when we represent individual quantities, perhaps by the finger of a hand,
perhaps by numerals or letters. What is important is not so much the “representative”
– that is, the “pictorial” character of such “constructions” – but the fact that in using them we refer to or talk about individual mathematical objects, whatever these
might be.

Moreover, Kant observes in the Prolegomena: “Intuition is a representation, such
as would depend directly on the presence of the object” [Kant, 1966, §8, p. 37].
Kant clearly affirms in the “Transcendental Doctrine of Method” that a method is
synthetic if constructions are made, that is, new geometric entities are introduced
in the argument. Thus, Kant returns to the tradition which envisions processes of
analysis and synthesis operating in geometrical reasoning.14 In proving geometrical
theorems, it suffices to consider the given figure, i.e., the figure of which the antecedent of the proposition speaks. Then, it is necessary to provide a “preparation”
) in order to be able
or a “construction” – or “machinery” – (in Greek:
to conduct the proof (that is to complement the given figure by drawing new lines,
circles, and other diagrams) [Hintikka, 1973, p. 202].15
14

15

On the relationship between analysis and synthesis in the history of geometry and in particular
in the history of philosophy of geometry refer to the many remarks given in [Lakatos, 1976]
and [Otte and Panza, 1999]. Cf. also [Angelis, 1964].
On the division of the figures in various parts in Euclid’s Elements cf. [Heath, 1992].
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Hintikka noted that Leibniz too was already aware of the central role of constructions: “Geometers start their demonstrations with the ‘proposition’ which is to
be proved, and then prepare the way for demonstration of it by offering the ‘exposition’, as it is called, in which whatever is given is displayed in a diagram; after
which they proceed to the ‘preparation’, drawing in further lines which they need
for reasoning – the finding of this preparation often being the most skilful part of the
task” [1690] [Leibniz, 1949, IV, chapter 17, section 3, p. 476]. Hintikka continues
affirming that “When Pappus says that in a theoretical analysis ‘we assume what is
sought to exist and to be true’, this can be understood as requesting us to assume
that the proposition in question is true and that the auxiliary constructions which
are needed for the proof have already Hintikka been carried out” [Hintikka, 1973,
p. 202].
Moreover, Hintikka recalls, Socrates himself traced figures on the basis of
Meno’s reasoning and these figures are the same starting points of the slave’s analysis:16 “To some extent, Kant also seems to have thought of another part of the
) which
proposition as being synthetic, namely, the setting-out or ecthesis (
immediately follows the general enunciation of the proposition in question and in
which the geometrical entities with which the general enunciation deals are ‘set
out’ or ‘exposed’ in the form of a particular figure” (ibid., p. 209). Indeed Kant
) to be analytic “[. . . ] which follows
considers the true demonstration (
the auxiliary construction and in which no new geometrical objects are introduced.
we merely analyse, in a fairly literal sense of the word, the figIn this
ure introduced in the ecthesis and completed in the ‘construction’ or ‘machinery’ ”
[Hintikka, 1973, p. 209]. The presence in this process of those manipulative aspects
of cognition I have stressed in the previous chapter is evident.
The
(in this case intended in the sense of Aristotle, as a form of syllogistic reasoning which approximates the rule of existential instantiation), represents
the situation in which Euclid firstly introduces a new single individual: for example,
“Let ABC a triangle. I say that in the triangle ABC, two sides taken together in any
manner are greater than the remaining one, etc. Therefore, in any triangle, etc.” Kant
seems to have this situation in mind when he affirms that the geometer, contrary to
the philosopher, “at once begins by constructing a triangle”, and then, by elaborating
an argumentation related to this construction, “[. . . ] through a chain of inferences
guided throughout by intuition, he arrives at a fully evident and universally valid
solution of the problem” [Kant, 1929, A716/717-B744/745, p. 579].
Following this point of view, both Kant’s conception of a construction as the introduction of a new “intuition”, and the rule of existential instantiation, can be con. The importance of the “construcsidered as developments of the notion of
tive” procedures (of which the rule of existential instantiation is a simple example)
in modern quantification theory is a tribute to the acumen of those earlier philosopher of mathematics who considered the constructions (the “machinery” part of a
Euclidean proposition) as the essence of geometrical proofs.
16

On this Plato’s dialogue cf. [Magnani, 2001b, chapter six, section one].
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It is important to note that in this type of demonstration, which can lead to a
general conclusion, is the fact that nothing is assumed in regard to a particular individual or singular term introduced beyond what has already been stated in the
premises. Kant, in fact, insists in declaring that the geometer, in order to definitely
know something a priori, should not attribute qualities to the figure unless it results to be necessary from “what he has himself set into it in accordance with his
concept”:
A new light flashed upon the mind of the first man (be he Thales or some other) who
demonstrated the properties of the isosceles triangle. The true method, so he found,
was not to inspect what he discerned either in the figure, or in the bare concept of it,
and from this, as it were, to read off its properties; but to bring out what was necessarily
implied in the concepts that had himself formed a priori, and had put into the figure in
the construction by which he presented it to himself. If he is to know anything with a
priori certainty he must not ascribe to the figure anything save what necessarily follows
from what he has himself set into it in accordance with his concept [Kant, 1929, Bxii,
p. 19].

According to Hintikka, the Kantian principle is equivalent to the affirmation which
states that we can have a conceptual guaranteed knowledge about certain things if
and only if this knowledge is based on the ways we acquire such knowledge, and
“reflect the form (structure) of our sensibility” [Hintikka, 1973, p. 117]. In fact, for
Kant “Objects are given to us by means of sensibility, and it alone yields us intuitions” [Kant, 1929, A19-B31, p. 65], that is representations of individual objects.
Hintikka explains:
Hence the relations and properties with which mathematical reasoning deals and which
are anticipated in the a priori intuitions which a mathematician uses must have been
created by ourselves in the process of sense perception. Only in this way Kant thinks
that one can explain the possibility of the use of a priori intuitions (introduction of
the new individuals) in mathematical arguments. If the existence and properties of a
triangle had no “relation to you, the subject”, then “you could not add anything new
(the figure) to your concepts (of three lines) as something which necessarily must be
met with in the object, since this object is given antecedently to your knowledge and
[on that view] not by means of it”. From this Kant concludes that the knowledge we
gain through mathematical reasoning applies to objects only in so far the relations with
which mathematical reasoning is concerned merely reflect the form (structure) of our
sensibility [Hintikka, 1973, p. 117].

The importance of Hintikka’s interpretation lies in ascertaining the fact which,
granted that mathematics can be reduced to the general theory of quantification,
nevertheless it cannot cease to be synthetic, from the moment that also that part of
logic is synthetic, that is dependent on non-logical “intuitive” methods, in Kantian
sense. We could say that for Kant, border-line between logic and mathematics, is
given by the logic of monadic predicates.
In this perspective, Hintikka can consider Russell’s interpretation [Russell, 1919,
p. 175] to be incorrect: according to Russell, the intuitive and synthetic factors are
in fact extraneous to the axiomatic and deductive structure and are connected in an
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irrelevant way with our geometric “imagination”. But for Kant, is the use itself of
constructions (intended to introduce new geometric entities) as such, and not their
use as an aid for the imagination (in Russell’s sense), which renders a geometric
concept synthetic. What made mathematics synthetic is the introduction of such
singular terms to represent the individuals, in the same way that geometrical entities
are introduced by geometrical “constructions” into the figure.
In the “Transcendental Doctrine of Method” of the Critique of Pure Reason Kant
illustrates the question involving the constructive character of geometry by presenting the demonstration (which appears as a construction) of the relation between the
angles of the triangle and the right angle [Kant, 1929, A716-B744, pp. 578-579].
He then indicates that the introduction of new geometric entities in constructions
produced in the course of geometric demonstrations is governed, in the Euclidean
system, by the assumptions of postulates, which consequently appear as eminently
synthetic, and referred to as the “intuition”. Without the constructive procedure,
guaranteed by postulates, despite attempts to change or combine different points of
view, we can never directly perceive, by means of the simple observation of a triangle, that the sum of its angles is equal to straight lines. When producing, however, a
suitable construction, the conclusion becomes obvious.
The epistemological significance of the notion of construction is also very broad
and goes beyond the mere application of the geometric method. Hintikka states that:
When Ernst Cassirer made his illuminating comparison between the geometrical
method of analysis and the methods of the first great modern scientists, he had in mind
just the analogy between the experimental “analysis” of a given physical configuration
and the “problematical” analysis of the interrelations of the different parts of a geometrical figure, an analogy which in fact seems to have been one of the basic methodological ideas of such scientists as Galileo (who still employed the medieval terms “composition” and “resolution” for “synthesis” and “analysis”) and Newton [Hintikka, 1973,
p. 205].

We have to clearly illustrate how Kant’s notion of construction can be interpreted
from a logical point of view. On the basis of the logical re-interpretation of the Kantian notion of intuition, Hintikka can in fact conclude that “constructions” (in this
book I have called them “cognitive manipulations”, involving the case of manipulative abduction) are central because many inferences deal with the introduction of
“individual” representations, as we have seen. When this occurs, the inferences have
a synthetic nature. Hintikka notes that for Kant, the fundamental condition of possibility of mathematical knowledge is the condition according to which mathematics
must be capable of representing its objects concretely as well as a priori (that is representing a priori the corresponding “intuition”, corresponding to the concept). This
definition of construction means that Kant saw the central aspect of mathematics in
the introduction of representatives of individuals (intuitions, that is free individual
terms) which instantiate general concepts. The rule of existential instantiation offers
a very typical case.
Thus, Brittan appropriately notes: “On Hintikka’s reconstruction, the paradigmatic synthetic method in quantification theory is the natural deduction rule of existential instantiation, that is, a rule that permits us to move from an existentially
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quantified sentence (∃x)(Fx) to a sentence instantiating or specifying it, for example
F(a|x), where a is a free individual symbol (or argument constant) and F(a|x) the
result of replacing x by a in F” [Brittan, 1978, pp. 52–53].
Hintikka’s problem is therefore the same as Kant’s, translated in logical terms,
that is “to anticipate the existence of an individual before experience has provided
us with one” [Hintikka, 1973, p. 132]. Kant expresses himself in Prolegomena:
But with this step the difficulty seems rather to grow than to decrease. For now the
question runs: How is it possible to institute anything a priori? Intuition is a representation, such as would depend on the presence of the object. Hence it seems impossible
to intuit anything a priori originally [ursprünglich], because the intuition would then
have to take place without any object being present, either previously or now, to which
it could refer, and so could not be an intuition [Kant, 1966, §8, p. 37].

For Hintikka, mathematical demonstrations can be seen as procedures of quantification in which free singular terms are introduced. Thus, Hintikka affirms that it is
not possible, using the “analytic method”, to pass from assertions on the existence
of an individual to an assertion regarding a different individual:
III (a) An analytic step of argument cannot carry us from the existence of an individual
to the existence of a different individual. Kant’s writings show that inferences violating
III (a) were in his view virtually paradigmatic instances of synthetic modes of reasoning. Time and again he returns to the problem which he takes to be a generalization
of the Humean problem of causality and which he once formulates as follows: “Wie
soll ich es verstehen, daß weil etwas ist, etwas anderes sei?” [Kant, 1902–1983, vol.
II, pp. 202–203] . He goes on to point out that this cannot take place “durch den Satz
des Widerspruchs”, that is, analytically. From the Prolegomena it appears that Kant
took his own main problem of the justifiability of synthetic a priori truths to be a generalization of the problem of justifying inferences synthetic in sense III (a) [Hintikka,
1973, pp. 137–138] .

Hintikka also quotes Mach [1905] who affirms that a logical inference cannot offer us anything new. Moreover, Kant affirms: “For through mere concepts of these
things, analyse them as we may, we can never advance from one object and its existence to the existence of another or to its mode of existence” [Kant, 1929, A217B264, p. 238]. On the other hand, an inference from the existence of a certain
individual to the non-existence of another individual is equally as problematic of
the inference to its existence. Therefore, according to Hintikka, when one ascertains
an increase in the number of individuals considered in their reciprocal relations in
a procedure, then it can be said that it constitutes a synthetic argument: “Syntactic
steps are those in which new individuals are introduced into true argument; analytic
ones are those in which we merely discuss the individuals which we have already
introduced” [Hintikka, 1973, p. 210].
Hence, as we have already observed, Kant was aware of the fact that the introduction of new entities as occurs in the course of geometric demonstrations is
governed, in the Euclidean system, by the so-called postulates. Consequently, it is
erroneous to think that the principles of mathematics can be proved according to the
principle of contradiction: “[. . . ] it was supposed that the fundamental propositions
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of the science can themselves bp known to be true through that principle. This is
an erroneous view. For though a synthetic proposition can indeed be discerned in
accordance with the principle of contradiction, this can only be if another synthetic
proposition is presupposed, and if it can then be apprehended as following from
this other proposition; it can never be so discerned in and by itself” [Kant, 1929,
A20-B14, p. 52].
If we overestimate the analytical aspects, which also constitute the most conspicuous part of mathematical demonstrations, then we imagine to be able to demonstrate the same principles with purely analytical means so that, following Leibniz,
mathematical existence is limited to the mere logical existence.
Kant concludes the argumentation in this way:
But since the mere form of knowledge, however completely it may be in agreement
with logical laws, is far from being sufficient to determine the material (objective)
truth of knowledge, no one can venture with the help of logic alone to judge regarding
objects, or to make any assertion. We must first, independently of logic, obtain reliable
information; only then are we in a position to enquire, in accordance with logical laws,
into the use [Kant, 1929, A60-B85, pp. 98-98].

As far Hintikka’s rule, Brittan observes that: “[. . . ] the soundness [. . . ] is that the
instantiating symbol must be different from all the free individual symbols occurring
earlier in the proof. Hence use of the rule inevitably introduces new representatives
of individuals, what Hintikka takes Kant to mean by ‘intuitions’, into the argument.
For this reason, mathematical proofs that can be reformulated as quantificational
arguments in which the rule of existential instantiation is applied are synthetic”
[Brittan, 1978, p. 53].17
7.3.2.2

Definitory and Strategic Rules

Hence, we have to say that a kind of “in-formal” model-based abduction also operate
in deductive reasoning performed by humans who use logical systems. Hintikka’s
approach is both game-theoretic and erotetic. I have already pointed out that, following Hintikka and Remes’s analysis [1974] proofs of general implication in first order
logic need the use of instantiation rules by which “new” individuals are introduced,
so they are “ampliative”. In ordinary geometrical proofs auxiliary constructions are
present in term of “conveniently chosen” figures and diagrams. In Beth’s method of
semantic tableaux the “strategic ability” performed by humans to construct impossible configurations is striking [Hintikka, 1998; Niiniluoto, 1999]. I have already
noted that Aliseda’s approach provides interesting uses of the semantic tableaux as
constructive representations of theories, where for example, abductive expansions
and revisions, derived from the belief revision framework, operate over them. In the
17

Hintikka’s perspective is also related to Beth’s previous works [Beth, 1956–1957; Beth, 1965]
that had already focused on the use of free variables in mathematical proofs so that general affirmations can be obtained for all the individuals of a given type. On this topic cf. also [Friedman,
1992, chapter 1].
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case of tableaux, their symbolic character is certainly fundamental, but it is also particularly clear they also are configurations – model-based – of proofs externalized
through suitable notations.18
It is well-known that the formulation and the proving of theorems in an established mathematical theory, of the kind that creativity theorists typically consider,
takes place by means of well established rules which are the same for all theorems
[Hintikka, 1997]. There is no distinction between the rules that permit the derivation
of “merely novel” theorems or “genuinely original” ones from the axioms. Creativity theorists like Boden [1992] operate the distinctions in terms of the mental operations associated with the different steps of the logical argument, instead of in terms
of the kind of deductive rule at stake in the reasoning step in question.
Hintikka clearly finds the above perspective misleading and proposes a distinction between definitory and strategic rules. This distinction cuts accross the
deduction-induction-abduction trichotomy [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 139]. The
first ones are merely permissive and do not say anything as to what the player should
do or about which moves are good or bad or better than others. In the case of chess,
if “you only know the definitory moves” [Hintikka, 1997, p. 68], you cannot say
that you know how to play chess. You need some appropriate knowledge of what
counts as a good or bad move. These are called strategic rules: “Strategies in this
game-theoretical sense are rules that specify what a given player should do in every
possible situation that can arise in the course of a play of the game”, and, Hintikka
concludes “Creativity is a matter of strategic rules” (ibid.) that of course involve
long sequences of strategic moves. It is at this point clear that I was referring to
this kind of rule when in section 5.2 of chapter five I illustrated the importance
in abduction of what I called “heuristic strategies”. Strategic rules are smart rules,
even if they fail in individual cases, and show a propensity for cognitive success.
In the case abduction, they tacitly fulfil the ignorance condition I have illustrated
in chapter two, subsection 2.1, thus abduction aims at neither truth-preservation not
probability-enhancement, as Peirce maintained.19 Moreover, definitory rules are recursive but in several important cases strategic rules are not: therefore, playing a
game strategically requires some kind of creativity.
An initial consequence is that the rules of inference of deductive logic are merely
definitory rules, they define the rules of the game and certainly cannot be considered rules that reflect the way people actually reason or how they should reason. At
this point an important question concerns the clarification of creativity in deductive
reasoning.
Following Hintikka, we can say that the “ground floor” of deductive reasoning,
the first-order logic, is nothing but operating with certain models or approximations
of models, as is just simply demonstrated by some fundamental techniques such as
18

19

It is worth to be noted that semantic tableaux method provides further insight on the problem
of theory evaluation, intrinsic in abductive reasoning. Semantic tableaux can deal with “causal”
aspects of abductive reasoning that cannot easily be considered with the only help of the logic
programming tradition [Aliseda, 2006, chapters six and seven].
In a strict sense, Hintikka’s heuristic rules are strategic rules, even if merely tentative and partial
[Hintikka, 1997, p. 69].
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Beth’s semantic tableaux. It is important to note that Hintikka is perfectly aware of
the double character of these “models”, internal and/or external:
These models can be thought of as being mental, or they can be taken to consist of
sets of formulas on paper – or in this day and age perhaps rather on the screen and
in the memory of a computer. In fact, in this perspective all rules of “logical inference” obviously involve “mental models”. Johnson-Laird’s discovery hence does not
ultimately pertain to the psychology of logic. It pertains, however confusedly, to the
nature of logic itself. The most basic deductive logic is nothing but experimental model
construction [Hintikka, 1997, pp. 69–70].

In this way Hintikka implicitly rejoins the distributed cognition approach to logic
I have stressed in this book, where the interplay between internal and external –
as kinds of “semiotic anchors”, symbolic, in this case [Magnani, 2006d] – aspects
of logical reasoning are illustrated. For example the role in logical deduction of
the strategies of experimental (counter) model-construction is stressed, but also the
importance of the introduction of the right new individuals by means of existential
instantiation to be introduced in the model. The most important “strategic” question
– in deductive reasoning – is to determine in what order the instantiations are to be
treated. In geometrical reasoning the role of existential instantiation is obvious and
occurs through the iconic so-called “auxiliary constructions”, where conceptually
manipulating a configuration of geometrical objects and extending it by introducing
new individuals is at stake. The possible creative character is for example reflected in
the fact that there is not always a mechanical (recursive) method for modeling these
human deductive performances: in this case the role of manipulative abduction is
implicitly at play. Of course, as Aliseda [2006] shows in chapter four “Abduction as
computation” of her book, a suitable computational counterpart can take advantage
of algorithms which render mechanical the suitably chosen reasoning processes, and
so suitable to be implemented in a computational program.
The logical tradition of Frege and Russell rejected all reasoning that had been
made in terms of geometrical icons as being responsible for introducing an appeal to
intuition. On the contrary, I am very inclined to agree with Hintikka, who maintains
that the traditional idea of logical reasoning as a discursive process is wrong, it is an
“optical illusion”, because all deduction is a form of “experimental model construction” which follows that interplay between internal and external representations I
have already indicated. It is important instead to note that for instance already at the
level of elementary geometry:
[. . . ] geometrical figures are best thought of as a fragmentary notation for geometrical proofs alternative to, but not necessarily intrinsically inferior to, the “purely logical” notation of formalized first order logic. [. . . ] They are intrinsic features of certain
deductive methods. They are part of the semantics of logical reasoning, not only of
its psychology or its heuristics. If it is suggested that heuristic ways of thinking are
needed to make mathematical reasoning intuitive, I will borrow a line from Wittgenstein’s Tractatus 6.233 and say that in this case the language (notation) itself provides
the intuitions [Hintikka, 1997, p./ 73].

Moreover, in the case of human performances, as I have observed above in
section 7.3.2, in many forms of deductive reasoning there are not trivial and
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mechanical methods of making inferences but we have to use “models” and “heuristic procedures” that refer to a whole set of strategic abductive principles.20

7.3.3

Ideal Logical Agents

In section 3.7 of chapter three I have said that there are external representations
that are representations of other external representations. In some cases they carry
new scientific knowledge. I provided the example of Hilbert’s Grundlagen der Geometrie, as a “formal” – diagram-free – representation of the geometrical problem solving through diagrams: in Hilbertian systems solutions of problems through
diagrams typical and ancient Euclidean axiomatics become proofs of theorems in
terms of a modern logical/axiomatic model. Similarly, a calculator can re-represent
(through an artifact) (and perform) those geometrical proofs with diagrams already
performed by human beings with pencil and paper (cf. chapter two, section 2.12). In
this case we have representations that mimic particular cognitive performances that
we usually attribute to our minds.
In the previous chapters I have contended that our brains delegate cognitive (and
epistemic) roles to externalities and then can “adopt” and recapitulate what they
have checked occurring outside, over there, after having manipulated – in some
cases with creative results – the external invented structured model. I have said that
mind representations are also over there, in the environment, where mind has objectified itself in various structures that mimic and enhance its internal representations.
One of the clearest example of the externalizations of cognitive abilities is furnished
by the Turing machines, as abstract tools (the – Universal – Logical Computing Machine, LCM) endowed with powerful mimetic properties. Turing’s LCM, which is
an externalized device that can be realized in the so-called , is able to mimic human
cognitive operations that occur in that interplay between the internal mind and the
external one: I have already quoted the Turing’s passage where he says that, taking advantage of the existence of both the (Universal) Logical Computing Machine
(LCM) (the theoretical artifact) and the (Universal) Practical Computing Machine
(PCM) (the practical artifact): LCMs “can in fact mimic the actions of a human
computer very closely” [Turing, 1950]. It is in this sense I said digital computers
20

[Grialou and Okada, 2005], quoting Hilbert of the late 1910s and the 1920s, who goes beyond a nominalistic/formalist view of logic in terms of rule-based syntax, also emphasize the
importance of studying logical and mathematical proof not only at the level of models or mathematical object domains but focusing on the properties of formal proof “figures”, considering
them as concrete objects whose structure is determined by a set of formal inferences rules.
From this perspective Grialou and Okada speak of a Hilbertian “finitist evidence theory”, in
which perceptual/sensitive-based finitist intuitions of proof play a fundamental role related to
model-based spatial/figural cognitive processes. Also the notion “of proof-nets” (a geometry of
proofs), such as graphical representations of proof in Girard’s linear logic [1987] can be related to this perspective resorting both to Hilbert and Gentzen . [Grialou and Okada, 2005] also
provide neurological evidence of the involvement of both language and visual/diagrammatic
processing systems in logical reasoning. On the role of errors, due to the context, in spontaneously performed logical reasoning in humans and on their rudimentary deductive competence
see [Evans, 2002b].
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are whole mimetic minds, as a case of a further extremely fruitful step of the disembodiment of the mind I have described in chapter three.
I have said that PCMs can be considered mimetic minds (they are ideal – even if
“practical”, in Turing’s sense – agents): what is in turn the cognitive status of “logical agents” (as theoretical agents) from the point of view of their demonstrative
aspect? It is at the level of the external representations originating the logical ideal
agent that we first realize the demonstrative character of a reasoning process. For
example this is the case in Hilbertian formal systems, in Gentzen’s proofs and in
semantic tableaux but also in heterogeneous systems. Let us consider the amazing
case of the heterogeneous systems: they produce representations in a demonstrative
framework which originate from a number of different representation systems, sentential, but also model-based, diagrammatic, usually considered non-demonstrative:
the advantage is that they allow a reasoner to bridge the gaps among various formalisms and to construct threads of proof which cross the boundaries of the systems
of representations [Swoboda and Allwein, 2002].
In doing this, heterogeneous systems allow the reasoner to take advantage of each
component system’s ability to express information in that component’s area of expertise. For example “recast” rules are clearly elicited as rules of inference that allow
the exchange of information between the various representations (cf. Figure 7.1). We
have two ways to use them: one for the extraction of information from a diagram
to be expressed in a sentential form and another that allows the extraction of information from a formula to be incorporated into a diagram [Swoboda and Allwein,
2002].21
Inference

Diagrammatic

SYNTAX

SEMANTICS

RECAST

SYNTAX
Sentential

Inference

Fig. 7.1 A heterogeneous logical system (cf. [Swoboda and Allwein, 2002])
21

Clarifications of exact processes and semantic requirements of manipulative inferences and
distributed cognition are given in [Shimojima, 2002].
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Gabbay and Woods propose a hierarchy of cognitive agents: “An agent is a practical agent to the extent that it commands comparatively few cognitive resources in
relation to comparatively modest cognitive goals. [. . . ] An agent is theoretical to
the extent that it commands comparatively much in the way of cognitive resources,
directed at comparatively strict goals” [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp. 12-13]. They
also add that it is typical of human individuals to function as practical agents and that
it is typical of what they call “institutions” to function as theoretical agents (p. 14);
moreover, agents tend toward enhancement of cognitive assets when this makes possible the achievement of cognitive goals previously unaffordable or unattainable.22
Of course the ideal logical agents I am considering here are theoretical agents.
The externalization of inferential skills in demonstrative systems presents interesting cognitive features (cf. also [Longo, 2005]) which I believe deserve to be
further analyzed and which can further develop the distinction above between theoretical and practical agents:
1. symbolic: they activate and “anchor” meanings in material communicative and
intersubjective mediators in the framework of the phylogenetic, ontogenetic,
and cultural reality of the human being and its language. It seems these logical
agents originated in embodied cognition, gestures, and manipulations of the environment we share with some mammals but also non mammal animals (cf. the
case of monkeys’ knots and pigeons’ categorization, in [Lestel and Herzfeld,
2005; Aust et al., 2005]).23
2. abstract: they are based on a maximal independence regarding sensory modality; they strongly stabilize experience and common categorization. The
maximality is especially important: it refers to their practical and historical invariance and stability;
3. rigorous: the rigor of proof is reached through a difficult practical experience.
For instance, in the case of mathematics, as the maximal place for convincing and sharable reasoning. Rigor lies in the stability of proofs and in the fact
they can be iterated. Following this perspective mathematics is the best example
22

23

Interesting research about the interplay between practical (human) and ideal (logical) agents
is illustrated in part one of the book [Andler et al., 2006], which shows puzzling cognitive
effects generated by the interplay of the two sides: 1) the role of premise presentation in conditional reasoning and in the recognition of the fallacy of affirming the consequent [Henst et al.,
2006]; 2) the role of rationality assumptions in the agents’ recognition of their own inferential
performances in the case of errors caused by misleading perceptual saliency in data problems
[Burgeois-Gironde, 2006]; 3) the role of proto-logical and illogical performances related to the
equivalence relations humans share (or do not share) with a particular kind of practical agent
devoid of “linguistic knowledge”: animals like squirrels and resus, monkeys, chimpanzees, rats,
and pigeons) [Yamazaki et al., 2006]. Humans seem to differ from animals by showing an
early capacity to recognize stimulus equivalence, “That is, though illogical, the ability to establish stimulus equivalence, which requires minimum amount of direct training and is highly
productive in acquisition of stimulus relations, would support the symbol acquisition in humans from early life, hence is a kind of cognitive module that can be seen only in humans”
[Yamazaki et al., 2006, p. 71].
Cf. also the cognitive analysis of the origin of the mathematical continuous line as a preconceptual invariant of three cognitive practices [Theissier, 2005], and of the numeric line
[Châtelet, 1993; Dehaene, 1997; Butterworth, 1999].
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of maximal stability and conceptual invariance. Logic is in turn a set of proof
invariants, a set of structures that are preserved from one proof to another or
which are preserved by proof transformations. As the externalization and result of a distilled praxis, the praxis of proof, it is made of maximally stable
regularities;
4. I also say that a maximization of memorylessness24 “variably” characterizes
demonstrative reasoning. This is particularly tangible in the case of the vast
idealization of classical logic and related approaches. The inferences described
by classical logic do not yield sensitive information – so to say – about their
real past life in human agents’ use, contrarily to the “conceptual” – narrative –
descriptions of human non-demonstrative processes, which variously involve a
remarkable amount of “historical”, “contextual”, and “heuristic” memories and
constraints. Indeed many thinking behaviors in human agents – for examples abductive inferences, especially in their generative part – are context-dependent.
As already noted their stories vary with the multiple propositional relations the
human agent finds in her environment and which she is able to take into account,
and with various cognitive reasons to change her mind or to think in a different
way, and with multiple motivations to deploy various tactics of argument:
Good reasoning is always good in relation to a goal or an agenda which may be
tacit. [. . . ] Reasoning validly is never itself a goal of good reasoning; otherwise
one could always achieve it simply by repeating a premiss as conclusion, or by
entering a new premiss that contradicts one already present. [. . . ] It is that the
reasoning actually performed by individual agents is sufficiently reliable not to
kill them. It is reasoning that precludes neither security not prosperity. This is a
fact of fundamental importance. It helps establish the fallibilist position that it is
not unreasonable to pursue modes of reasoning that are known to be imperfect
“Given the cognitive goals typically set by practical agents, validity and inductive
strength are typically not appropriate (or possible) standards for their attainment”
[Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp. 19-20, p. 25].

As I will illustrate in subsection 7.5.2 human agents, as practical agents, are
hasty inducers and bad predictors, unlike ideal (logical and computational)
agents. In conclusion, we can say abductive inferences in human agents have
a memory, a story: consequently, an abductive ideal logical agent has to variably weaken many of the aspects of classical logic and to overcome the relative
demonstrative limitations.
In the Peircean semiotic perspective I have illustrated in section 3.5 of chapter three,
where the so-called “logical interpretants” can lead to relatively stable cognitive or
intellectual “habits” and “belief” changes (often made possible thanks to conceptual creative abductions), the externalizations of the inferential skills I have just described can be seen as resulting from the formation of a kind of ultimate “meaning”.
As objectified (symbolic, abstract, rigorous, memoryless), cognitive logical tools,
available and crystallized over there, in the environment, they can be picked up to
24

I derive this expression from [Leyton, 2001], cf. also footnote 96 at p. 210.
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generate habit-changes in individuals’ rational attitudes and actions “[. . . ] the ultimate logical interpretant of the concept [. . . ] that is not a sign but is of a general application is a habit-change; meaning by a habit-change a modification of a person’s
tendencies toward action” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.476]. Of course, even if logical interpretants provide the widest scope or “general meaning” of a class of signs, so
justifying their cognitive stability and – so to say – universality, they are never final,
because they are always in relation to other logical interpretants, to which they are in
turn related or under which they are subsumed, in a situation of infinite progression,
that in fact impedes their ever actually having an ultimate “meaning”. Even in the
case of logical systems, which certainly are strongly made stable and “institutional”
(in Gabbay and Woods’ sense) thanks to their artificial and abstract languages.25
I think that a great contribution given to logic by Gabbay is the creation of the
labelled deductive systems (and their application to the logic of abduction), where
data is structured and labelled and different insertion policies can be formulated
[Gabbay, 2002; Gabbay and Woods, 2006]. The labelled deductive systems fulfill
the request of weakening the rigidity of classical logic but also of many non standard
logics strictly related to it, opening a new era in logic: the attention to the role
of meta-levels – for instance in the logic of abduction – formalizes the flexibility
and “historicity” of many kinds of human thinking which are meaningful in certain
application areas they address. Gabbay and Woods’ conclusion about psychologism
is clear and leads to a new conception of logic:
If [. . . ] it is legitimate to regard logic as furnishing formal models of certain aspects
of the cognitive behavior of logical agents, then not only do psychological considerations have a defensible place, they cannot [Gabbay, 2002; Gabbay and Woods, 2006]
reasonably be excluded [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, p. 2].26

We can conclude by stressing the fact that human non-demonstrative inferential
processes are more and more externalized and objectified at least in three ways:
1. through Turing’s Universal Practical Computing Machines we can have running
programs that are able to mimic “the actions of a human computer very closely”
in Turing’s classical sense [Turing, 1950], but also to mimic – amazingly –
those human agents’ “actions” that correspond to the complicated inferential
performances like abduction (cf. the whole area of artificial intelligence);
2. human non-demonstrative processes are more and more externalized and made
available in a multiplicity of explicit narratives and learnable templates of behavior (cf. also the study of fallacies as important tools of the human “kit” that
25

26

Woods provides other examples of institutional agents, such as Nato, M15 or an university.
In this perspective individual organic agents possess “fewer” cognitive assets than institutional
agents [Woods, 2010, chapter eight].
An analogous example of the new modeling flexibility of recent logic is represented by the
work in the dynamic logics of reasoning of van Benthem [1996]. This logic offers a distinction
between inferences that are dependent on short term representations and those that depend on
long-term memory, which involves the processing of representations of greater abstraction. In
this way it is possible to formally and flexibly reproduce the interplay that occurs in human
agents’ thinking both at the level of short-term memory – more inclined to be damaged by
inconsistencies – and at the level of the long-term memory, where inconsistencies can be inert.
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provides evolutionary advantages, in this sense a fallacy of the affirming the
consequent – which depicts abduction in classical logic – is better than nothing
[Woods, 2004]).27
3. new demonstrative systems – ideal logical agents – are created able to model
in a deductive way many non-demonstrative thinking processes, like abduction,
analogy, creativity, spatial and visual reasoning, etc.28

7.4

Hasty Generalizers and Hybrid Abducers in Agent-Based
Reasoning

In this section of the chapter I will try to describe the close relation between fallacies
and abduction. Then I will analyze some types of reasoning that in the perspective
of classical and informal logic are defined fallacies. First of all I would like to describe inductive and abductive reasoning in the light of the agent-based framework
to the aim of clarifying their fallacious character and the role of the so-called ideal
systems (logical and computational). Then I will analyze some inductive and abductive types of reasoning that in the perspective of classical and informal logic are
defined fallacies: we will recognize in this new perspective abduction is a very precious method of guessing hypotheses and of discovery in science and in everyday
reasoning (for example abduction is able to govern inconsistencies that arise in scientific domains, when anomaly is treated through the generation of new hypotheses
(cf. chapter two, this book). Then, I will describe how in an agent-based reasoning
this kind of fallacious reasoning can in some cases be redefined and considered as
a good way of reasoning. Finally, I will illustrate how what I call manipulative abduction can be interpreted as a form of practical reasoning a better understanding of
which can furnish a description of human beings as hybrid reasoners in so far they
are users of ideal and computational agents.

7.4.1

Agent-Based Reasoning, Agent-Based Logic, Abduction

First of all I would like to describe inductive reasoning in the light of the so-called
agent-based framework. This analysis will permit us to explain the traits of the fallacious character of induction (and abduction) and the role of the “idealized” logical
systems.
27
28

Cf. also [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp. 33-36];
A skeptical conclusion about the superiority of demonstrative over non-demonstrative reasoning
is provided by the following philosophical argumentation of Cellucci [2005] I agree with, which
seems to emphasize the role of ignorance preservation in logic: “To know whether an argument
is demonstrative one must know whether its premises are true. But knowing whether they are
true is generally impossible”, as Gödel teaches. So they have the same status of the premises
of non-demonstrative reasoning. Moreover: demonstrative reasoning cannot be more cogent
than the premises from which its starts; the justification of deductive inferences in any absolute
sense is impossible, they can be justified as much, or as little, as non-deductive – ampliative –
inferences. Also checking soundness is a problem.
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It is well-known that in classical logic a good argument is a sound argument
and, from a semantic point of view, it is a valid argument based on true premises.
Even if this conception of good inference is usually able to model many kinds of
argumentation of real human beings, its appeal to true premises is ill suited to many
contexts which are often characterized by the presence of hypothetical and uncertain
beliefs, by great disagreement about what is true and false, by ethical and aesthetic
claims which are not easily categorized as true or false, and, finally, by variable
contexts in which dramatically different assumptions may be accepted and rejected.
I share with Gabbay and Woods [2005] the idea that logic can be considered a
formalization of what is done by a cognitive agent. Starting from this perspective,
logic is agent-based [Gabbay and Woods, 2001]. From this point of view logic
should also give an account of the cognitive agent’s concrete ways of reasoning
and if reasoning is an aid to cognition, a logic, when conceived of as a theory of
reasoning, must seriously take this cognitive orientation into account.
According to Norman [1993] and Hutchins’s [1995] view, we can say that a cognitive system is a triple of a cognitive agent, cognitive resources, and cognitive target
performed in real time. Correspondingly, a logic of a cognitive system, or an agentbased logic, is a principled description of conditions under which agents deploy
resources in order to perform cognitive tasks. The more general notion involved in
this conception is that reasoning is target-motivated and resource-dependent. That
is, agent-based logic deals with the problems, limitations, and ways of reasoning of
cognitive agents.
In this perspective the problem of describing how agents perform reasoning is
constrained in three crucial ways: in what they are disposed towards doing or have
it in mind to do (i.e., their agendas); in what they are capable of doing (i.e., their
competence); and in the means they have for converting competence into performance (i.e., their resources). Loosely speaking, agendas are plans of action, for
example belief-revision and belief-update, decision-making and various kinds of
case-making and criticism transacted by argument [Gabbay and Woods, 2005].
A description of the cognitive practice should include a description of the type
of cognitive agent involved. Agency-type is set by two complementary factors. One
is the degree of command of resources an agent needs to advance or close his (or
its) agendas. In this perspective agent-based reasoning consists in describing and
analyzing the reasoning occurring in problem solving situations where the agent
access to cognitive resources encounters limitations such as
- bounded information,
- lack of time,
- limited computational capacity.
Hence, the “beings-like-us” that Woods describes in his “Epistemic bubbles”
[Woods, 2005] discharge their cognitive agendas under press of incomplete information, lack of time, and limited computational capacity. We can consequently
say that cognitive performances depend on information, time, and computational
capacity. An agent-based logic, as a discipline that furnishes ideal descriptions of
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agent-based reasoning, returns to be thought of as a science of reasoning and considered agent-centered, task-oriented, and resource-bound. Woods says:
So, then, a principal function of reasoning is to facilitate cognition, this means the
reasoning agent is also cognitive agent. If logic is to press forward as a renewed science
of reasoning, it would do well to reflect on what cognitive agency is like, on what it is
like to be a knower [Woods, 2005, p. 732].

In dealing with these features we arrive to what has been called the “Actually Happens Rule” [Woods, 2005] that states that “[. . . ] to see what agents should do we
should have to look first at what they actually do and then, if there is particular reason to do so, we would have to repair the account”. This rule is a particular attractive
assumption about human cognitive behavior mainly for two reasons. The first is that
beings like us make a lot of errors; the other is that cognition is something that we
are actually very good at.
In the following subsection I will discuss the case of “fallacies” as errors that
people make. These errors occur in ways of reasoning and acting that from some
perspectives are good and from others are bad. In dealing with this matter I will
try to give an account of fallacies seen from the viewpoint of agent-based reasoning. I will try to give some examples of fallacious reasoning treating both informal
fallacies (such as the inductive ones like “hasty generalization”) and formal fallacies (such as abduction). I will treat induction and abduction as ways of reasoning
that, in spite of the fact that they can be seen as fallacious from ideal perspectives,
are fruitful for the cognitive agent: so to say, a way of being rational through fallacies. I have to note that my discussion of hasty generalization and of abduction as
a fallacy does not aim at warranting general conclusions about the nature of fallacies. My only target is to stress the interplay between “logical” and “eco-logical”
aspects of some kinds of hypothetical cognition, that can be further enlightened taking advantage of the analysis of the appropriate features of few fallacious inferences
(also stressing their role at the level of a kind of “social epistemology”– cf. below
section 7.8).
Abduction can be easily considered in the perspective of agent-based reasoning because in abductive reasoning [Magnani, 2001b] both the activity of guessing
new explanatory, non-explanatory, and instrumental hypotheses and the activity of
selecting already existing ones, is based on incomplete information. In this case
we deal with “nonmonotonic” inferences: we draw defeasible conclusions from incomplete information.29 In this perspective, abductive reasoning also represents a
prototypical case of practical reasoning: we adopt deliberations based on incomplete information and on particular abduced hypotheses – guesses – that serve as
“reasons.”

29

It has to be noted that an explanatory reasoning can be causal, but explanations are also based on
other aspects. Thagard [1992, chapter five] illustrates various types of explanations (deductivenomological – so-called in the neopositivist tradition of philosophy of science – statistical,
causal, analogical, schematic).
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Beings-Like-Us as Hasty Generalizers: Induction as a
Fallacy

As already noted, people make errors in reasoning. This means that in analyzing the
beings-like-us argumentations we have to face problems regarding agent’s access to
cognitive resources such as information, time, and computational capacity, and logical attributes such as truth-preservation. It is in this sense that I have previously said
that agents discharge their cognitive agendas under press of bounded information,
lack of time and limited computational capacity.
The successful use of inferences that from an intellectual perspective can be
clearly seen as fallacies into many kinds of hypothetical reasoning can be fruitfully accounted for in the framework of agent-based reasoning. The peculiarity of
the so-called fallacies seen in the perspective of agent-based reasoning is that mistakes that are actually committed are mistakes that do not seem to be mistakes to
those who commit them. In some sense we can say that they are ways of reasoning
that are felt truth preserving for the reasoner but are not considered truth preserving
for the logicians!
A fallacy can be considered a pattern of poor reasoning which appears to be a
pattern of good reasoning [Hansen, 2002]. The so-called fallacies are forms of reasoning and argumentation typical of organic agents and in this sense we can say
they are suitably shaped by that coevolution between brain and artificial cognitive
niches, built by both humans and animale, I have illustrated in chapter three. Simple
inductions and abductions performed more or less consciously by humans and implicitly by animals are surely two great results of this coevolutionary process. Two
main disciplines respectively clearly illustrate different kinds of fallacies: formal
logic, which recognizes and explains “formal fallacies”, and informal logic, that describes the so-called “informal fallacies”. First of all, we can say that the validity
of a deductive argument depends on its form, consequently, formal fallacies are arguments which have an invalid form and are not truth preserving (for example the
fallacy of the “affirming the consequent” and of “denying the antecedent”). On the
other hand, informal fallacies are any other invalid modes of reasoning whose failing is not strictly based on the shape of the argument (for example the “ad hominem
argument” or the “hasty generalization”).
Even if there is no agreement upon an established taxonomy, the fallacies discussed in informal logic contexts typically include formal fallacies such as the
famous fallacy of affirming the consequent30 and the fallacy of denying the antecedent, but also informal fallacies such as “ad hominem” (against the person),
“slippery slope”, “ad baculum” (appeal to force), “ad misericordiam” (appeal to
pity), and “two wrongs make a right”. Some authors use the fallacy nomenclature
as a way for designing the properties of particular kinds of fallacious arguments.
Anyway, we will see that in the perspective presented in this chapter the distinction
between formal fallacies and informal fallacies is not crucial so, in dealing with
agent-based reasoning, can be disregarded.
30

We already know that in the light of classical logic abduction coincides with the fallacy of
affirming the consequent (see the following section).
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From the point of view of classical logic a fallacy is a bad argument that in general
looks good (cf. Figure 7.2). From the point of view of agent-based reasoning a
fallacy is not an argument that looks good but is bad, but an argument that is bad in
some aspects and good in some others. Finally, as I will illustrate in the last sections
of this chapter, from a wide aco-cognitive perspective the (supposed to be) fallacies
are not fallacies at all. We can say that a fallacy is a mistake made by an agent. It
is a mistake that seems not to be a mistake. Correspondingly, it is a mistake that
is naturally made, commonly made, and not easy to repair (i.e., to avoid repeating)
[Woods, 2004, chapter one].

Fig. 7.2 Fallacies from the point of view of classical logic

Let us consider the inductive case of the so-called “hasty generalization”, that can
lead the cognitive agent – in spite of the fact that, from the perspective of “ideal”
(Millian) inductive models of reasoning, it can be considered fallacious – to fruitful
outcomes.
This fallacy occurs when a person (but there is evidence of it also animals, for
example in mice, where the form of making hypotheses can be ideally modeled
as a hasty induction) infers a conclusion about a group of cases based on a model
that is not large enough. Of course in the case of animals we cannot imagine hasty
generalization is occurring thanks to the “mental” exploitation of propositions (see
above chapter five). The fallacy can be reconstructed in the following form:
- Sample S, which is too small, is taken from the group of persons P.
- Conclusion C is drawn about the group P based on S.
It could take also the form of:
- The person X performs the action A and has a result B.
- Therefore all the actions A will have a result B.
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The fallacy is committed when not enough A’s are observed to warrant the conclusion. If enough A’s are observed then the reasoning is not fallacious, at least from
the informal point of view. Males, driving their cars, have probably quarreled with a
woman driving her car and, while quarreling, they have argued (when not shouted)
“all woman are bad drivers!” That’s our case of fallacious reasoning.
Insofar, small samples will be likely to be unrepresentative. Another simple case
is the following. If we are asking one person that met a lot of Italians what those
Italians in general thinks about the recently new established Italian proportionaloriented electoral system, his answer clearly would not be based on an adequate
sized sample for determining what Italians in general think about the issue. This is
because the answer given is based only on a reduced experience and that judgment
can not be relevant in dealing with a generalization about the matter in question.
This means that this fallacious argument implies that small samples are less likely
to contain numbers proportional to the whole group of cases.31
For example, if a container has plenty of blue, red, green and orange coins, then
a sample of three coins cannot possibly be representative of the whole amount of
coins. As the sample size of coins increases the more likely it becomes that coins
of each color will be selected in proportion to their numbers in the whole amount.
The same holds true for things others than coins, such as people and their political
views.
People often commit hasty generalizations because of bias or prejudice (biased
evidence can implicitly influence reasoning and certain emotions can furnish an
immediate positive evaluation of the reached hypothesis, cf. the previous footnote).
For example, someone who is a sexist might conclude that all women are unfit to fly
jet fighters (or to drive a car) because one woman crashed in either case. People also
commonly commit hasty generalizations because of laziness or sloppiness. It is very
easy to simply jump to a conclusion and much harder to gather an adequate sample
and draw a justified conclusion. Thus, avoiding this fallacy requires minimizing the
influence of bias and taking care to select a sample that is large and meaningful
enough.
7.4.2.1

Casual Truth-Preserving Inferences

Moreover, we can recognize another important occurrence. I have said that people
commit errors and are hasty generalizers because of prejudice, mindlessness, bias,
and so on. What I am trying to underline is that the hasty generalization is not always
a bad generalization for two reasons. The first is that, getting true conclusions, hasty
generalization might be good if the result of the generalization we made coincides
with the result of a good generalization in the philosophical – for example Millian
– sense of induction (or in the sense of inductive logics). We can call this case
“casual” truth preserving feature of hasty generalization. The second reason is that,
31

[Corruble and Ganascia, 1997; Ganascia, 2008] illustrate a computational program that has
been built expressly to simulate erroneous/prescientific and commonsense inductions – due to
the lack of facts but also to the poor description of existing facts and to implicit knowledge that
is transmitted socially.
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in some sense, even if we do not reach good conclusions, not exploiting the casual
truth preserving feature, we can say that hasty generalization is good in some sense.
We will now try to understand what it can be.
Think of a toddler that for the first time touches a stove in his kitchen [Woods,
2004, pp. 314–316]. His finger is now burned because the stove burns. Starting
from this evidence, the hasty generalizer toddler thinks that all the stoves are hot
and decides not to touch stoves anymore. I do not think so, as I will illustrate in the
last sections of this chapter. This is obviously a hasty generalization:
- X of observed A are B (The stove touched burns).
- Therefore all A are B (All the stoves burn.)
Or:
- Sample S, which is too small, is taken from the group of persons P. (The toddler
touches the stove and at a first touch the stove burns).
- Conclusion C is drawn about the group P based on S. (Whenever the toddler
will touch the stove, it will burn).
Given its eco-cognitive fruitful outcome, can we still call this inference
fallacious?
I have to add that this kind of reasoning is here ideally depicted and reconstructed
as a case of hasty generalization, in the framework of a sentential inferential framework. An objection could be provided by the psychologically realistic observation
that an actual child does not really perform a propositional inference as become
averse to hot stoves, but instead he is basically directed by some emotional abductive reactions. I have already illustrated this kind of emotional abduction in this
book and especially in chapter four, taking advantage of the analysis of the modelbased ways of abducing in human and non-human animals. It is true, the account
in terms of emotions is more psychologically realistic, given the fact we are not
dealing with an adult human being. However, this does not impede us to choose the
other perspective of “reconstructing” in a non psychologically way but in an inferential/propositional scheme the hypothetical inference performed, so revealing its
fallacious character.
7.4.2.2

Strategic Rationality

We can also say that hasty generalization is a case of bad argument also from the
formal point of view because it is not truth preserving, in the light of classical logic.
However, in the perspective of agent-based reasoning the problem now is: can we
say that this argument is good from some perspective? Indeed the hasty generalization is sometimes a “prudent” strategy. It also presents a cognitive economy: given
the task of not being burnt for a second time, the hasty generalization is a kind of
reasoning that is fruitful because, being a prudent strategy, it embeds the canons
of strategic rationality in the sense of the “strife for survival”. Moreover, it also
involves a cognitive success.
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First, fallacies (hasty generalization in this case) have some relevant relations
with strategic rationality. However, the prudent strategy of “not touching the stove”
is obviously incorrect for at least two reasons. 1) The first reason is that it is not good
to generalize from only one sample available and 2) from applied natural physics,
we can say that it is a state of affairs that a stove does not burn because a stove is
made of iron or some other metals and metals burn only if they are overheated. So
there is something “bad” in this kind of reasoning both from an informal logic point
of view and from the perspective of natural physical principles of heat. But even
if we recognize these wrong steps, there is an idea of some rationality embedded
in this example due to the fact that the toddler prevents himself from being burned
again. It seems that hasty generalization (like in the case of other fallacies, too,
like the fallacy of affirming the consequent – abduction) can be considered – from
an eco-cognitive perspective – a resource that enters in a sort of human survival
kit [Woods, 2004, p. 7]. As some unconditioned reflexes, hasty generalization is a
response (in the form of a reasoning and then of an action) to something that the
toddler is involved to. The cognitive result of a hasty generalization is bad but only
in the sense that it does not explain the burnt stove. It is instead a form of good
reasoning because it preserves the toddler from being burnt another time.
Second, hasty generalization also allows the toddler to produce a new successful
cognitive information and knowledge. In the perspective of the logical tradition and
of the “ideal” models of good induction, this piece of information is “bad” because
obtained through fallacious reasoning, but in agent-based terms we notice that the
same information contributes to solve the toddler’s problem and, in this sense, can
be endowed with “good” cognitive relevance.
The goal reached by the toddler through the hasty induction is in some sense a
success. In describing agent-based reasoning, we have said that agent-based logic
(as a matter analyzing agent-based reasoning) returns to be thought of as science
of reasoning and considered agent-centered, task-oriented and resource-bound. The
task of the toddler was to prevent himself from being burnt: the task is reached with
a performance that is considered bad if seen in the perspective of ideal models of
reasoning. We can say that his inferential strategy “satisfies” his purpose of not being
burnt; we can also say not only that hasty generalization halts upon the attainment
of the good-enough, but also reaches a specific target that responds to a survival
strategy. In some sense, the toddler’s reasoning in hasty generalization terms can
be seen as a very good strategy that satisfies his purpose in an optimizing way.
From this point of view, the study of fallacies allows us to think about the interplay
between reasoning, strategy, goal, and evaluation of goals.
I have contended above that the so-called fallacies can play the role of forms of
hypothetical reasoning/argumentation typical of organic agents and in this sense we
have concluded they are part of a “survival kit” suitably shaped by the coevolution
between brains and culture/cognitive niches (“natural culture”, in the case of animals, to use the Jungian expression I adopted in chapter three, footnote 95, p. 210).
I have also added that induction and abduction performed more or less consciously
by humans and implicitly by animals are surely two great results of this coevolutionary process. We know that in the last centuries humans have also characterized
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induction and abduction in various “ideal” philosophical and logical ways, so intellectually amending the spontaneous use of those kinds of hasty thinking I have just
illustrated. Already Mill provided “Methods” for Induction and Peirce integrated
abduction and induction through the famous syllogistic framework where the two
non-deductive inferences can be clearly distinguished: it has to be noted that Mill
also said that what he called “institutions” rather than individuals are the real embodiment of “inductive logics”. As I have already pointed out in section 7.3.3 above,
following this Millian perspective Gabbay and Woods also add that it is typical of
human individuals to function as practical agents and that it is typical of “institutions” to function as theoretical agents (or ideal agents) [Gabbay and Woods, 2005,
p. 14]; moreover, agents tend toward enhancement of cognitive assets when this
enables the achievement of cognitive goals previously unaffordable or anattainable.
In summary, organic agents like human beings are hasty generalizers and more or
less naive inducers and abducers but are also the creators of external cognitive and
logical representations that for example provide deductive and/or computational realizations of those reasoning performances in an institutionalized way. The interplay
between these “external” tools and the already “internalized” templates of reasoning
certainly realizes a continuous improvement of the internal templates themselves but
also expresses the centrality of the organic agents’ hybrid exploitation of both levels in reasoning. The ideal agents (logical and computational) I will describe in the
following sections are theoretical agents, that mimic “institutions”, in Millian sense,
more than individuals’ reasoning performances.
To clarify the process that underlies the formation of ideal inductive and abductive agents I have to briefly recall in the following section the distinction between
internal and external representations.

7.5
7.5.1

External and Internal Representations in Hybrid Abducers
and Inducers
Logic Programs as Agents: External Observations and
Internal Knowledge Assimilation

As I have illustrated in chapter three it is in the area of distributed cognition that
the importance of the interplay between internal and external representations has
recently acquired importance (cf. for example [Clark, 2003] and [Hutchins, 1995]).
This perspective is particularly coherent with the agent-based framework I have introduced above, as we will see. It is interesting to note that a clear attention to the
agent-based nature of cognition and to its interplay between internal and external
aspects can be found in the area of logic programming which Aliseda [2006] describes as one of the two main ways – we already said that the other is the semantic
tableaux method – of logically and computationally dealing with abduction. I think
in logic programming a new idea of logic – contrasted with the classical one – arises,
which certainly opens to abduction the door that grants access to its full treatment
through logical systems. Indeed, logic programs can be seen in an agent-centered,
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computationally-oriented and purely syntactic perspective. Already in 1994 Kowalski [1994] in “Logic without model theory” introduced a knowledge assimilation
framework for rational abductive agents, to deal with incomplete information and
limited computational capacity.
“Knowledge assimilation” is the assimilation of new information into a knowledge base, “[. . . ] as an alternative understanding of the way in which a knowledge
base formulated in logic relates to externally generated input sentences that describe
experience”. The new pragmatic approach is based on a proof-theoretic assimilation
of observational sentences into a knowledge base of sentences formulated in a language such as CL.32 Kowalski proposes a pragmatic alternative view that contrasts
with the model-theoretic approach to logic. In model theory notions such as interpretation and semantic structures dominate and are informed by the philosophical
assumption that experience is caused by an independent existing “reality composed
of individuals, functions and relations, separate from the syntax of language”.
On the contrary logic programs can be seen as agents endowed with deductive
databases considered as theory presentations from which logical consequences are
derived, both in order to internally solve problems with the help of theoretical sentences and in order to assimilate new information from the external world of observations (observational sentences). The part of the knowledge base, which includes
observational sentences and the theoretical sentences that are used to derive conclusions that can be compared with observations sentences, is called world model,
considered a completely syntactic concept: “World models are tested by comparing
the conclusions that can be derived from them with other sentences that record inputs, which are observational sentences extracted – assimilated – from experience”.
The agent might generate outputs – that are generated by some plan formation process in the context of the agents’s “resident goals” – which affect its environment
and which of course can affect its own and other agents’ future inputs. Kowalski
concludes “The agent will record the output, predict its expected effect on the environment using the ‘world model’ and compare its expectations against its later
observations”.
The epistemological consequence of this approach is fundamental: in model theory truth is a static correspondence between sentences and a given state of the world.
In Kowalski’s computational and “pragmatic” theory, the important is not the correspondence between language and experience, but the appropriate assimilation of
an inevitable and continuous flowing input stream of “external” observational sentences into an ever changing “internal” knowledge base (of course the fact that computational resources available are bounded suggests to the agent to make the best use
of them, for instance avoiding redundant and irrelevant derivation of consequences).
The correspondence (we can say the “mirroring”) between an input sentence and a
sentence that can be derived from the knowledge base is considered by Kowalski
only a limiting case. Of course the agent might also generate its own hypothetical
inputs, as in the case of abduction, induction, and theory formation.
32

CL, computational logic, refers to the computational approach to logic that has proved to be
fruitful for creating non-trivial applications in computing, artificial intelligence, and law.
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Aliseda seems to acknowledge this fact and further improves this perspective.
The task is accomplished with the help of the semantic tableaux framework which
can control in several ways various and meaningful logical and computational abductive strategies, some of them reflecting types of abducing already present in “actual” human performances: “That is, we must provide the automatic procedures to
operate a logic, its control strategy, and its procedures to acquire new information
without disturbing its coherence and hopefully achieve some learning in the end”
[Aliseda, 2006, p. 23]. It is important to stress that thanks to this perspective in
the logic of abduction the sensitivity to the growth of information [and the suitable
extension of logical language] is definitely considered fundamental for the whole
logic itself. Her analogy with the non-Euclidean revolution is striking and conclusive: “Whether non classical modes of reasoning are really logical is like asking
if non-Euclidean geometries are really geometries” [Aliseda, 2006, p. 92]. I have
described in the last sections of chapter two that that discovery represented an irreversible extension of geometry and mathematics beyond the restricted “intuitive”
areas of the elementary perspectives.
The conceptual framework above, that is derived from a computationally-oriented
logic approach that strongly contrasts with the traditional one in terms of model
theory, is extremely interesting. It stresses the attention on the flowing interplay between internal and external representations/statements, so epistemologically establishing the importance of the agent-based character of cognition. In the following
subsection I will illustrate that an analogous perspective is convenient also for depicting human beings’ cognition so far as we are interested in studying its essential
distributed dynamics.

7.5.2

Hybrid Inducers and Abducers

In the previous chapters of this book I have repeatedly contended that even if we can
say that a large portion of the complex environment of a thinking agent is internal,
we have to recognize that “human” cognitive systems are composed by distributed
cognition among people and some “external” objects and technical artifacts. It is the
case of the human use of the construction of external diagrams in geometrical reasoning, useful to make observation and experiment to transform one cognitive state
into another for example to discover new properties and theorems. I have described
in detail this dynamics in section 7.2 above. In this perspective, I have concluded,
mind, classically conceived as “internal”, is limited, both from a computational and
an informational point of view: the act of extending it by delegating some aspects
of cognition becomes necessary. In is in this sense that we have stressed in chapter
four that abductive cognition is essentially multimodal.
In addition, I have also stressed that, adopting this perspective, we can give an
account of the complexity of the whole human cognitive systems as the result of
an interplay and coevolution of states of mind, body, and external environments
suitably endowed with cognitive significance. I acknowledge that material artifacts
like for example inductive and abductive logical and computational agents are tools
for thoughts as is language: tools for exploring, expanding, and manipulating our
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own minds. The “agent-based” view illustrated in this chapter aims at analyzing the
features of “real” human thinking agents by recognizing the fact that a being-like-us
agent functions “at two levels” and “in two ways”. I define the two levels as explicit
and implicit thinking. Classic perspective on logic only exploits the first of these
two features; agent-based perspective in logic has the power of recognizing the
importance of both levels. The two ways mentioned above are the external way and
the internal way. In fact inductive and abductive logical and computational systems
can be seen as external representations and tools expressed through artificial (in part
mathematical) and ordinary language and the use of suitable artifacts. These ideal
systems not only mirror and mimic the internal ways of inferring of the being-like-us
reasoners we have illustrated above; they can also play a creative role. The activities
of externalizing play a central role not just in mirroring the internal ways of thinking
but also in finding room for concepts and new ways of inferring which cannot be
found internally “in the mind”.
In summary, organic agents like human beings are hasty generalizers and more
or less naive inducers and abducers but are also the creators of sophisticated external cognitive representations that for example provide demonstrative/deductive and
computational representations of those reasoning performances. The interplay between these “external” tools and the already “internalized” templates of reasoning
certainly realizes a continuous improvement of the internal templates themselves but
also expresses the centrality of the hybrid exploitation of both levels in reasoning.
Let us reconsider the case of abduction, I have indicated above that abduction
appears to be a formal fallacy that can be recognized from the classical logic point
of view: the fallacy of affirming the consequent. However, from the point of view of
both everyday and scientific knowledge, abduction is an important kind of hypothetical inference used for example to explain facts and invent hypotheses and theories
[Magnani, 2001b].
Abduction starts from the point that information is incomplete and its retroductive method reminds us that, in some respects, classical deduction cannot be used.
In other words, in a classical logic system, adding new information to the old one
does not let us to revise previous assumed hypotheses. But if we start from incomplete information we will have to face the problem of inferring conclusion
that are not foreseeable or already stated. As a consequence of this we have that
a conclusion can be invalidated and modified in presence of a new information.
Limited information reminds us that abductive reasoning cannot be anything but a
fruitful ignorance preserving reasoning [Gabbay and Woods, 2005], in which the
need of a deductive reasoning is underlined by the importance of a validation (cf.
section 2.1, chapter two of this book). An example is of course diagnostic reasoning,
in which abduction is useful for the diagnosis and deduction for its validation.
This schema is built by a loop in which inferring explanations with abductive
reasoning remarks the need of abductive fallacy in reasoning. In saying this we can
give abduction an economizing feature: it can help us in building new hypotheses
for explanation in force of its fallacious “formal” features. Hence, we can outline
two different ways of thinking of abduction: 1) from the point of view of classical
logic, abduction is a formal fallacy, not truth preserving; 2) from the point of view of
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epistemology, cognitive science, and non standard logics, abduction is an important
kind of reasoning able to discover new hypotheses and give explanation to scientific
facts.
I have already noted that in delineating the structure of a their agent-based perspective of logic Gabbay and Woods state that logic has to be considered an “account of how thinking agents reason and argue” [2005, p. 1]. Their idea is that logic
has to be defined as the disciplined description of the behavior of real-life of logical
agents. Logic has to be thought of as an agent-based logic. From this viewpoint,
abduction can be rendered as that kind of logical reasoning in which the fact of not
being truth preserving (but ignorance-preserving, as they contend) has to live together with the fact that it is fruitfully used by real logical agents. In this framework
induction is seen as probability-enhancing and deduction as truth-preserving. The
definition of this innovative logical perspective is based on the assumption that the
reasoner reasons in a bounded information set and on the redefinition of fallacious
reasoning (as has been shown in the case of abduction, but also of hasty generalization) as a kind of fruitful reasoning.
To conclude, the use of abduction is good for at least two reasons. Abduction is
not only a simple formal fallacy, but also a specific case of ignorance-preserving
reasoning that can be fruitfully idealized in theoretical logical agents; on the applicative side, abduction is a good process able provide new hypothesis and govern
inconsistencies.
At this point I hope it is clear that organic agents are spontaneous inducers
and abducers and that they also construct logical and computational (ideal) systems both able to mimic human inductions and abductions and to create new and
more“rational” ways of inducing and abducing. These systems are in turn used by
organic (human) agents: they consequently have to be seen as hybrid reasoners. In
the following section I will illustrate how what I called manipulative abduction can
furnish a perfect example of this hybridity of human logical reasoning.

7.6

Manipulative Abduction, Hybrid Reasoning, Fallacies

I have introduced the concept of manipulative abduction – contrasted with theoretical abduction – in chapter one (cf. also [Magnani, 2001b]) – to illustrate situations
where we are thinking through doing and not only, in a pragmatic sense, about doing. It represents a clear example of hybrid reasoning.
In our logico/computational and epistemological cases we face with at least two
cases of manipulative abduction:
1. the first one refers to the exploitation of external logical and computational
abductive – but also inductive – systems/agents to form hybrid and multimodal
representations and ways of inferring in organic agents. Doing this they are able
to enhance their “rational” performances (see below subsection 7.6.1);
2. the second case refers to the role of manipulative abduction at the level of scientific experiment and of the so-called thinking through doing that in turn can
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improve our knowledge of induction, and its distinction from abduction: manipulative abduction can be considered as a kind of basis for further meaningful
inductive generalizations.33

7.6.1

Merely Successful and Successful Abductive and Inductive
Strategies

In the perspective I have illustrated above in section 7.5, resorting to the distinction
between internal and external inducers and abducers a novel perspective on external
ideal logical agents can be envisaged.
Human beings spontaneously (and also animals, like already Peirce maintained)
perform more or less rudimentary abductive and inductive reasoning. Starting from
the low-level inferential performances of the kid’s hasty generalization that is a
strategic success and a cognitive failure human beings arrive to the externalization
of “theoretical” inductive and abductive agents as ideal agents, logical and computational. It is in this way that merely successful strategies are replaced with successful
strategies that also tell the “more precise truth” about things. Human informal nondemonstrative inferential processes of abduction (and of induction) are more and
more externalized and objectified: these external representations can be usefully rerepresented in our brains (if this is useful and possible), and they can originate new
improved organic (mentally internal) ways of inferring or suitably exploited in a
hybrid manipulative interplay, as I have said above.
In this perspective human beings are hardwired for survival and for truth alike so
best inductive and abductive strategies can be built and made explicit, through selfcorrection and re-consideration (since for example the time of the inductive Mill’s
methods). Furthermore human beings are agents that can cognitively behave as hybrid agents that exploit in reasoning both internal representations and externalized
representations and tools, but also the mixture of the two. Let ’s consider the example of the externalization of some inferential skills – explanation and generalization
– in ideal logical demonstrative systems aimed at integrating abduction and induction, like for example the ones that are at the basis of logic programming.34 The
following distinction is introduced between explanation and generalization:
- explanation: hypothesis does not refer to observables – it is for example the
case of selective abduction [but we have to remember that abduction also creates
new hypotheses], indeed we have to also consider;
33

34

In chapter one, subsection 1.6.2 on manipulative abduction, I have described how Gooding
[1990] refers to this kind of concrete manipulative reasoning when he illustrates the role in
science of the so-called “construals” that embody tacit inferences in procedures that are often
apparatus and machine based.
A survey on perspectives in logic programming about induction and abduction is given in Flach
and Kakas [2000b], who also furnish a useful classical perspective on integration of abduction
and induction.
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- generalization: it is the introduction of a genuinely new hypothesis, which in
turn can entail additional observable information on unobserved individuals, extending the theory T .
Imagine we have a new abductive theory T  = T ∪ H constructed by induction: an
inductive extension of a theory can be viewed as a set of abductive extensions of the
original theory T .
In sum, the ideal logico-computational systems present interesting cognitive features (cf. also [Longo, 2005]) which I believe deserve to be further analyzed and
which can further develop the distinction above between theoretical and practical
agents: as I have indicated in subsection 7.3.3, they are symbolic, abstract, rigorous, and characterized by what I have called maximization of memorylessness.
Finally, we have already noted the contribution given to logic by Aliseda [2006] is
the improvement of the semantic tableaux method (and its application in the logic of
abduction and in the enhancement of other logical models of abduction, like for example the belief-revision framework). The new extended semantic tableaux method
fulfills the request of “weakening” the rigidity of classical logic but also of many
non standard logics strictly related to it, helping to further open the new era of logic
and focus attention on the role of meta-levels – for instance in the logic of abduction. It formalizes the flexibility and “historicity” of many kinds of human thinking
which are meaningful in certain of the application areas they address. Aliseda’s conclusion is clear, and by implicitly reflecting the four aspects I have just illustrated,
also leads not only to a new perspective on abduction but also to a new conception
of logic:
The various types of abductive explanatory styles in a larger universe of other deductive and inductive systems of logic naturally commit us to a global view of logic [. . . ]
in which there is a variety of logical systems which rather than competing and being
rival to each other, they are complementary in that each of them has a specific notion of
validity corresponding to an extra-systemic one and a rigorous way for validating arguments, for it makes sense to speak of a logical system as correct or incorrect, having
several of them. And finally, the global view states for abduction that it must aspire to
global application, irrespective of subject matter, and thus found in scientific reasoning
and in common sense reasoning alike [Aliseda, 2006, p. 89].

7.6.2

Abduction, Fallacies, Rhetoric, and Dialectics

Not only is abductive reasoning (especially explanatory) related to fallacies from
many perspectives, as I have illustrated above, but it is also useful in shedding new
light on the contextual “dialectic” processes in which a responder conveys greater
understanding to a dialogue partner who has sought it through questioning (for example the so-called why “questions”), looking for an explanation [Walton, 2004].
In this process it is easy to see that process of comprehension at play [the Verstehen
of the philosophical tradition], which resorts to the understanding of the explanation given. This kind of research aims at illustrating a dialogic model of explanation alternative to the DN-Model (or “law covering model of scientific explanation”
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[Magnani, 2001b, pp. 38–39]), where the explanation is basically seen as based on a
dynamic chain of reasoning/arguments. It also aims at depicting some dialectic aspects of scientific reasoning and of the processes of teaching and learning [Walton,
2004, p. 82–92].
Walton also claims for a procedural – agent-based – model of rationality, as an
interplay of two or more agents who act in a coordinated way by communicating
with each other as they act, a model that is also associated with the new field of
computational dialectics [Hage, 2000].35 In typical forensic and testimonial evidence used in a trial, reasoning embedded in arguments is based on abductive inferences36 in which attempts are made to offer competing explanations of what the
law calls the “facts” or the accepted findings of the case at hand [Walton, 2008]. In
this kind of reasoning the so-called fallacies can play the role of deceptive tactics
and enthymemes are common, something unlikely to happen in science, where the
dialogue does not basically deal with a conflict of mere opinions. The analysis of
these issues in various cognitive situations is certainly important in order to depict a
complete theory of abduction.
For example, in the case of abduction in legal reasoning it has to be noted, following [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp. 256] that non-epistemic requirement of avoidance
of injustice takes precedence over attainment of truth, so determining a situation of
epistemic deficit. Standard epistemic relevance criteria I have illustrated in chapter
two (subsection 2.3.1) are distorted:
For these reasons, it is easily seen that legal systems such as those that evolved in
Anglo-American jurisprudence have something of the same basic structure as ideologies and dogmatic religions. All are systems that impose prior constraints on what the
evidence is allowed to show. In purely operational terms, the best way of disarming
such evidence is to refuse to hear it. This, too, is often the counsel of the religious
leader or the ideologue: stay away from considerations that may tend to discredit the
requirements of orthodox belief. Thus some Christians advise against a secular education as an “occasion of sin”; and some ideologues recommend the prosecution or
expulsion of those who consort with non-believers. In all three cases, there is known
to be considerable potential for epistemic distortion, yet in only one is this knowledge
given much formal recognition. It can safely be said, however, that of the three, the
law’s epistemic triflings have a non-epistemically coherent motivation.

Plausible and presumptive arguments (for instance in legal reasoning) embed inferences to hypotheses – just like abduction – which are those instantiating schemes
that have traditionally been classified as fallacies. Walton maintains that presumptive37 and plausible reasoning (where there is a selection among a set of alternatives
whose evidence is often considered dubious) share a pragmatic nature with abduction. Nevertheless they differ from classical Peircean abductive reasoning because
35

36
37

Given the multiplicity of agents at play, all endowed with a cognitive role, this approach is
naturally in tune with many aspects of the tradition of distributed cognition that I have adopted
throughout this book.
On the constitutive link between inferences and arguments cf. below footnote 42.
Presumptive reasoning is typically dialogic: it shows an interplay among intermediate assumptions and “reasons”, often associated with the so-called fallacious argumentum ad ignorantiam.
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they are often provided in the absence of firm evidence (for example empirical) or
knowledge and (moreover, they do not necessarily look for explanations). It is in this
sense that these reasoning processes (and the arguments that embed them) are defeasible, and often take the form of various fallacies: arguments ad hominem, from
sign, consequences, witness testimony, analogy, precedent, slippery slope, gradualism, appeal to popular opinion, to pity, and to expert opinion. Their standard of
rationality differs from the deductive and inductive one and resorts to that kind of
contextual interplay I have indicated above. Walton also describes a computational
system devoted to the construction of an argument diagram from the text of a given
argument applied to presumptive legal argumentation [pp. 43–50], that often embeds reasoning steps that can be classified as abductive. I think it is interesting to
study how abduction as a classical Peircean form of explanatory hypothetical reasoning can be encountered as intertwined in all these kinds of reasoning and not as
only active in most cases of the argument from sign [Walton, 2004, p. 42]. I will
provide some examples below in subsection 7.8.3.
Let us now briefly reiterate the fallacious character of abduction. As I have already illustrated in section 1.4 of chapter one the abductive inference rule corresponds to the well-known fallacy called affirming the consequent. It is now clear
that in the light of classical logic abduction is a fallacy. Despite this fallacious character it is of fundamental importance in many agent-based reasoning situations like
scientific explanation, scientific discovery, etc. and also in moral deliberation, as I
have illustrated in this book. We can furnish another reason that stresses the fruitfulness of abduction in agent-based reasoning: it is a powerful inferential process
able to govern inconsistencies (cf. chapter two, this book). For example, in the case
of the formation of new scientific hypotheses and theories epistemologists have
always recognized the role played by inconsistencies and anomalies that violate
the paradigm-induced expectations derived from previously established conceptual
frameworks. Logicians have in turn shown that inconsistencies generated by anomalies are difficult to be managed in deductive frameworks: they are unexpected facts
that the rules of classical logic are not able to manage.
In fact, if we consider deduction in scientific reasoning, an anomaly in the system
is a problem that logical hypotheses will explain with difficulty: classical deduction
has no sense in giving reasons for unexpected or unknown facts. In a deductive
system, all premises are given and new information that contradicts the previous
one clashes against the classical law of ex falso sequitur quodlibet. However, we
know that abduction can be rendered as that kind of reasoning in which the fact
of not being truth preserving (but ignorance preserving), has to live together with
the fact that it is fruitfully used by real cognitive agents. In this sense the study of
abduction as a fallacy, and the study of all other fallacies, allows us to maintain that,
in some sense, a fallacious form of reasoning is better than nothing [Woods, 2004].
In the case of abduction, we can go beyond this definition and say that fallacious
reasoning give us even more: in fact, the use of abduction is good for at least two
reasons. Abduction can play the role of a bad fallacy, but it can also perform a
specific and complex case of ignorance-preserving agent’s reasoning that can be
fruitfully modeled and idealized in theoretical logical agents; on the applicative side,
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abduction obviously can be a good process able to provide new hypothesis and
govern inconsistencies.

7.7

Intelligence as Smart Heuristic: Ecological Thinking vs.
Logical Reasoning

This section is devoted to further illustrate some aspects of heuristics to the aim
of stressing the double logical and eco-logical aspect of hypothetical reasoning in
general, and so of abductive cognition. Outside the realm of logical models, a view
of hypothetical intelligence as consisting in “fast and frugal heuristic” [Gigerenzer and Todd, 1999; Gigerenzer and Selten, 2002; Raab and Gigerenzer, 2005;
Gigerenzer and Brighton, 2009], still confirms that the perspective on strategic
rationality illustrated in the previous sections is essential to understanding human
(but also some aspects of animal) behavior. In this perspective the heuristics are devices that can solve a class of problems in situations with limited knowledge and
time. In this case intelligence is sometimes viewed in a Darwinian way as an adaptive toolbox that involves an ecological and social view of rationality.
Many cases are described. For example recognition heuristic, when in front of
a questions like “Which city has a larger population: San Diego or San Antonio?”
people that know less are more likely to answer correctly, in an experiment 100% of
German students got the answer right, but only two third of American students got
the answer right: Americans cannot use this heuristic because they know too much.
Limited knowledge makes this strategy advantageous. When wild Norwegian rats
choose between two foods, one that they recognize from the breath of a fellow rat
and one that they do not recognize, they are inclined to select the recognized one
[Raab and Gigerenzer, 2005, p. 190]. “Recognition heuristic” is often accompanied
by the take-the-best strategy, when for example, looking to buy a laptop, if you
recognize one company label, and not the other, you will choose the one that you
know, but, if more laptops of the same company are available, you continue to search
for more information to find properties that favor the best choice.
Gaze heuristic is illustrated in the case of some baseball players: when the ball
comes in high, the player fixates on the ball and starts running, the heuristic is to
adjust the running speed so that the angle of gaze, that is the angle between the
eye and the ball, remains constant (or within a certain range). Only one variable is
considered: the information complexity of the environment is transformed into the
input given a in a linear line. In time-to-contact heuristics pigeons use this type of
information reduction and simplification, not to collide but to avoid collision in the
air.
Social and distributed aspects are also important in intelligence as in smart
heuristics. This is the case of tit-for-tat heuristic:
Two people play a game: each has two behavioral options, to cooperate with the other,
or to “defect”. If one cooperates and the other defects, the first is exploited by the second, a situation that can be represented in monetary terms, for example, by stating that
the first loses $1 whereas the second gains $3. If nether cooperates, nobody loses and
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nobody gains anything. If both cooperate, each gains 2$. Such a situation is known as
the prisoner’s dilemma. Standard rational choice theory says that the optimal behavior
for both sides is to defect, because whatever the other person does, it is always an advantage to defect. There is, however, a fast and frugal heuristic, called tit-for-tat that
can outperform the “optimal” strategy. In the first round, tit-for-tat always cooperates,
that is, it trusts the partner. Thereafter it searches in memory for the partner’s response
(search rule), memorizes only the last move of partner (stopping rule), and reciprocates, that is imitates the partner’s behavior (decision rule) [Raab and Gigerenzer,
2005, p. 192–193] .

In social environments where mostly tit-for-tat players are present the heuristic is
good, leads to efficient results, and can be combined with other heuristics such as
detecting cheaters in social contracts. In summary, in this perspective the heuristics,
like the so-called fallacies – for instance hasty generalization – I have illustrated in
the previous sections, are not good (rational) or bad (irrational) in themselves, but
context-dependent, domain-specific, this explains why they are called eco-logical.
Even if they are not the best solution to a problem, if compared to some ideal models, based on omniscience and optimization, often being bad from the perspective
of “flourishing” and/or“surviving”. As is shown in the quotation above, heuristics
are intertwined with search rules, stopping rules, and decision rules. For example:
“searching for the cues with highest validity” is basically good, but also searching randomly can be advantageous, for example when searching for spouses! But
they have to be stopped at some point because deciding is compelling in practical
reasoning, where the costs of a further search can exceed its benefits [Simon, 1955].

7.7.1

Reducing Information

Animal and human sensorial endowments are domain-specific in themselves: for instance eyes process visual but not acoustic information. Abductively going beyond
available data and performing suitable inferences is intrinsic to the adaptive toolbox
idea of intelligence, and often these performances require multimodal processes.
This is the case of catching a ball, that needs sensory intelligence but also motor
abilities, but also of manipulative abduction, which certainly involves many hardwired – and thus implicit – schemes. Social intelligence, also called Machiavellian
intelligence,38 is typical of homo sapiens and takes advantage of smart heuristics as
well as of all the more complicated ideal tools invented during the history of knowledge, such as logic, science, artifacts, and so on that humans can suitably pick up and
use when available. In this perspective “following the crowd”, or social imitation, is
good too: an analogous behavior is detectable in many animals.39
It is important to note that in many reasoning performances, abduction included,
in animals and humans, less information – and the act of reducing information – gives
38
39

Cf. subsection 3.3.2, chapter three of this book.
The context-dependency of this heuristic is clear for example when we acknowledge the evidence that, even if advantageous from the perspective of some individuals in a group, a “follow
the crowd” approach can originate bad moral outcomes, such as mobbing an individual, with
further possible disadvantage for an entire system, for example a business firm.
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rise to better performance. This is present in gaze heuristic but also in the so-called
take-the-first heuristic, which describes how options are generated from memory,
for example in selective abduction in merely non-social internal inferences: “For instance, in chess it is known that an expert can generate a large number of options, but
that the first ones generated are often the best options. The options are generated by
order of their appropriateness to a specific situation. Like take-the-best (where cues
are searched for in order of cue validity), take-the-first looks up alternative options
by option validity (search rule)” (ibid., p. 200). This heuristic is good when the environment is the one in which the person is trained by feedback, that is when options
are simply generated from memory in the order of validity.
Intelligence in terms of smart heuristics completely acknowledges the hybrid
character of cognition (and of hypothetical cognition) that I am emphasizing, considering both the mind and world-contexts, internal and external representations (in
external objects and – socially – in other humans) and their interplay, that is the
structure of the environment and the cognitive delegation it embodies. This perspective further and indirectly emphasizes that hypothetical thinking can be usefully
characterized from both a logical and an eco-logical perspective.

7.8

Fallacies as Distributed “Military” Intelligence

In the sections above I have illustrated the main relationships among fallacies, abduction and logic. In the third part of chapter eight, a part which plays the role of a
sort of appendix, section (8.6), I will describe the general framework of the so-called
coalition enforcement hypothesis, a perspective which especially stresses the intrinsic moral (and at the same time violent) nature of language (and of abductive and
other hypothetical forms of reasoning and arguments intertwined with the propositional/linguistic level). In this perspective language is basically rooted in a kind
of military intelligence, as maintained by Thom [1988].40 Indeed we have to note
that many kinds of hypothesis generation (from abduction to hasty generalization,
from ad hominem to ad verecundiam) are performed through inferences that embed
formal or informal fallacies.
Of course not only language carries morality and violence, but also motor actions
and emotions: it is well-known that overt hostility in emotions is a possible trigger
to initiate violent actions. I have already discussed the “moral” role of emotions in
subsection 4.4.2 of chapter four and I think the potential “violent” role of them is
out of discussion.41
Essentially, language efficiently transmits vital pieces of information about the
fundamental biological opponents (life, death – good, bad) and so it is intrinsically
involved in moral/violent activities. This conceptual framework, together with the
40

41

The section on coalition enforcement illustrates some theoretical issues, which offer a background that I think can be of help to better understand the content of this section and of the
second part of the chapter eight, devoted to the description of abduction and its relationship
with the concept of pregnance in the catastrophe theory.
I have treated the moral character of actions, both spontaneous/immediate and planned, in my
book [Magnani, 2007d, chapter six].
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eco-logical approach illustrated in the previous sections, also sheds further light on
some fundamental dialectical and rhetorical roles played by the so-called fallacies,
which are of great importance to stress some basic aspects of human abductive cognition. In the following section I will consider some roles played by fallacies that
have to be ideally related to the intellectual perspective of the coalition enforcement
hypothesis quoted above and which I will illustrate in the following chapter.
Of course this “military” nature is not evident in various aspects and uses of
syntactilized human language. It is hard to directly see the coalition enforcement
effect in the many epistemic functions of natural language, for example when it is
simply employed to transmit scientific results in an academic laboratory situation,
or when we pick up some information through the Internet – expressed in linguistic terms and numbers – about the weather. However, we cannot forget that even
the more abstract character of the knowledge packages embedded in certain uses of
language (and in hybrid languages, like in the case of mathematics, which involves
considerable symbolic parts) still plays a significant role in changing the moral behavior of human collectives. For example, the production and the transmission of
new scientific knowledge in human social groups not only transmits information
but also implements and distributes roles, capacities, constraints, and possibilities
of actions. This process is intrinsically moral because in turn generates precise distinctions, powers, duties, and chances, which can create new inter- and intra-group
more or less moral and/or violent conflicts or reshape the old ones.
New abstract biomedical knowledge about pregnancy and fetuses usually has
two contrasting moral/social effects, 1) a better social and medical management of
childbirth and related diseases; 2) the potential extension or modification of conflicts
surrounding the legitimacy of abortion. In sum, even very abstract bodies of knowledge and more innocent pieces of information enter the semio/social process which
govern the identity of groups and their aggressive potential as coalitions: deductive
reasoning and declarative knowledge are far from being exempt from involving argumentative, deontological, rhetorical, and dialectic aspects. For example, it is hard
to distinguish, in an eco-cognitive setting, between a kind of “pure” (for example
deductive) inferential function of language and the argumentative or deontological
one.42 However, it is in the arguments traditionally recognized as fallacious, that
we can more clearly grasp the military nature of human language and especially of
some hypotheses reached through the so-called fallacies.
Woods contends that a fallacy is by definition considered “a mistake in reasoning, a mistake which occurs with some frequency in real arguments and which is
42

As I have already stressed in chapter four Searle considers “bizarre” that feature of our intellectual tradition, according to which true statements – so to say, fruit of “pure” inferences – that
describe how things are in the world can never imply a statement about how they ought to be:
he contends that to say something is true is already to say you ought to believe it, that is other
things being equal, you ought not to deny it. This means that normativity is more widespread
than expected. It is in a similar way that Thom clearly acknowledges the intrinsic “military”
(and so moral, normative, argumentative, etc.) nature of language, by providing a justification
in terms of the catastrophe theory, as I will describe in the following chapter.
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characteristically deceptive” [Woods, 2010].43 As I have already illustrated, traditionally recognized fallacies like hasty generalization and ad verecundiam are considered “inductively” weak inferences, while affirming the consequent is a deductively invalid inference. Nevertheless, when they are used by actual reasoners, “beings like us”, that is in an eco-logical44 and not merely logical – ideal and abstract
– way, they are no longer necessarily fallacies. Traditionally, fallacies are considered mistakes that appear to be errors, attractive and seductive, but also universal,
because humans are prone to committing them. Moreover, they are “usually” considered incorrigible, because the diagnosis of their incorrectness does not cancel
their appearance of correctness: “For example, if, like everyone else, I am prone to
hasty generalization prior to its detection in a particular case, I will remain prone to
it afterwards” (ibid.).
Woods calls this perspective the traditional – even if not classical/Aristotelian –
“EAUI-conception” of fallacies. Further, he more subtly observes
[. . . ] first, that what I take as the traditional concept of fallacy is not in fact the traditional concept; and, second, that regardless whether the traditional concept is or is not
what I take it to be, the EAUI-notion is not the right target for any analytically robust
theory of fallacyhood. [. . . ] But for the present I want to attend to an objection of my
own: whether the traditional conception or not, the EAUI-conception is not even so a
sufficiently clear notion of fallacyhood. [. . . ] If the EAUI-conception is right, it takes
quite a lot for a piece of reasoning to be fallacious. It must be an error that is attractive,
universal, incorrigible and bad. This gives a piece of reasoning five defences against
the charge of fallaciousness. Indeed it gives a piece of erroneous reasoning four ways
of “beating the rap”. No doubt this will give some readers pause. How can a piece of
bad reasoning not be fallacious? My answer to this is that not being a fallacy is not
sufficient to vindicate an error of reasoning. Fallacies are errors of reasoning with a
particular character. They are not, by any stretch, all there is to erroneous reasoning
[Woods, 2010, chapter three].

In the sections above I have depicted a sharp distinction between strategic and cognitive rationality, and many of the traditional fallacies - hasty generalization for example - call for an equivocal treatment. They are sometimes cognitive mistakes and
strategic successes, and in at least some of those cases, it is more rational to proceed
strategically, even at the cost of cognitive error. On this view, hasty generalization
instantiates the traditional concept of fallacy (for one thing, it is a logical error), but
there are contexts in which it is smarter to commit the error than avoid it.
According to Woods’ last and more recent observations the traditional fallacies hasty generalization included - do not really instantiate the traditional concept of
fallacy (the EAUI-conception). In this perspective it is not that it is sometimes
“strategically” justified to commit fallacies (a perfectly sound principle, by the way),
but rather that in the case of the Gang of Eighteen traditional fallacies they simply are not fallacies. The distinction is subtle, and I can add that I agree with it
43
44

Of course deception – in so far as it is related to deliberate fallaciousness – does not have be
considered to be a part of the definition of fallacy [Tindale, 2007].
That is when fallacies are seen in a social and real-time exchange of speech-acts between
parties/agents.
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in the following sense: the traditional conception of fallacies adopts – so to say –
an aristocratic (ideal) perspective on human thinking that disregards its profound
eco-cognitive character, where the “military intelligence” I have quoted above is
fundamentally at play. Errors, in an eco-cognitive perspective, certainly are not the
exclusive fruit of the so-called fallacies, and in this wide sense, a fallacy is an error –
in Woods’ words – “that virtually everyone is disposed to commit with a frequency
that, while comparatively low, is nontrivially greater than the frequency of their errors in general”.
My implicit agreement with the new Woods’ “negative thesis” will be clearer in
the light of the illustration of the general military nature of language I will give in
the following sections and I will deepen in the following chapter: 1) human language possesses a “pregnance-mirroring” function, 2) in this sense we can say that
vocal and written language is a tool exactly like a knife; 3) the so-called fallacies,
are linked to that “military intelligence”, which relates to the problem of the role of
language in the so-called coalition enforcement; 4) as I have illustrated above, this
“military” nature is not evident in various aspects and uses of syntactilized human
language. As already stressed above, it is hard to directly see the coalition enforcement effect in the many (too easily and quickly supposed to be universally “good”)
epistemic functions of natural language. However, we cannot forget that even the
more abstract character of the knowledge packages embedded in certain uses of language – for example truth-preserving – still plays a significant role in changing the
moral behavior and it is still error prone fom many perspectives. In this sense it is
hard to distinguish, in an eco-cognitive dimension, between a kind of “pure” (for
example deductive) inferential function of language and the argumentative or deontological one, with respect to their error-making effects. So to say, there are many
more errors of reasoning than there are fallacies. What I can bashfully suggest is
that in the arguments traditionally recognized as fallacious, it is simply much more
easier than in other cases, to grasp their error-proneness, for example when they constitute of assist hypothetical cognition. In sum, from an eco-cognitive perspective,
when language efficiently transmits positive vital pieces of information through the
so-called fallacies and fruitfully acts in the cognitive niche from the point of view of
the agent(s), it is hard to still label the related reasoning performance as fallacious.
As I have already illustrated (cf. above section 7.4.1), if we see the so-called
fallacies in practical agent-based and task oriented reasoning occurring in actual interactive cognitive situations, some important features immediately arise. In agentbased reasoning, the agent access to cognitive resources encounters limitations
such as
- bounded information
- lack of time
- limited computational capacity.45
45

We have seen in the previous section that, on the contrary, logic, which Gabbay and Woods
consider a kind of theoretical/institutional (“ideal”, in my terms) agent, is occurring in situations
characterized by more resources and higher cognitive targets.
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Distributing Fallacies

It is now necessary to stress that the so-called fallacies and hypothetical reasoning which embeds them are usually exploited in a distributed cognitive framework,
where moral conflicts and negotiations are normally at play. This is particularly clear
in the case of ad hominem, ad verecundiam, and ad populum. We can see linguistic
reasoning embedded in arguments which adopt fallacies, as distributed across
• human agents, in a basically visual and vocal dialectical interplay,
• human agents, in an interplay with other human agents mediated by various artifacts and external tools and devices (for example books, articles in newspapers,
media, etc.)
From this perspective the mediation performed by artifacts causes additional effects:
1) other sensorial endowments of the listener – properly excited by the artifact features – are mobilized; these artifacts in turn 2) affect the efficacy of the argument:
in this sense artifacts (like for example media) have their own highly variable cognitive, social, moral, economical, and political character. For example, the same
ad hominem argumentation can affect the hearer in a different way depending on
whether it is watched and heard on a trash television program or instead listened to
in a real-time interplay with a friend. It is obvious that in the second case different
cognitive talents and endowments of the listener are activated:
• positive emotional attitudes to the friend can be more active and other areas of
the information and knowledge at disposal of the arguer – stored in conscious
but also in unconscious memory – are at play. Both these aspects can affect the
negotiatory interaction, which of course can also acquire
• the character of a dialectical process full of feedbacks, which are absent when an
article in a newspaper is simply passively read (in this case the “rhetorical” effect
prevails).

7.8.2

Military Intelligence through Fallacies

Some aspects are typical of agent-based reasoning and are all features which characterize fallacies in various forms and can consequently be seen as good scantresource adjustment strategies. They are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Risk aversion (beings like us feel fear!),
guessing ability and generic inference,
propensity for default reasoning,
capacity to evade irrelevance, and
unconscious and implicit reasoning

Gabbay and Woods also contend that in this broader agent-based perspective one
or other of the five conditions above remain unsatisfied, for example: i) fallacies
are not necessarily errors of reasoning, ii) they are not universal (even if they are
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frequent), iii) they are not incorrigible, etc. Paradoxically, fallacies often successfully facilitate cognition (and hypothetical thinking) (Abundance thesis), even if
we obviously acknowledge that actually beings like us make mistakes (and know
it) (Actually Happens Rule). In sum, if we take into account the role of the socalled fallacies in actual human behavior, their cognitive acts show a basic, irreducible, and multifarious argumentative, rhetorical, and dialectic character. These
cognitive acts in turn clearly testify that cognition can be successful and useful
even in the presence of bounded information and knowledge and, moreover, in the
absence of sound inferences. In this perspective deeper knowledge and sound inferences loose the huge privileged relevance usually attributed to them by the intellectual philosophical, epistemological, and logical tradition. “Belief” seems sufficient
enough for human groups to survive and flourish, as they do, and indeed belief is
more “economical” than knowledge as at the same time it simulates knowledge and
conceals error.
The anti-intellectual approach to logic advanced by Woods’ agent-based view is
nicely captured by the Proposition 8 (Epistemic Bubbles): “A cognitive agent X occupies an epistemic bubble precisely when he is unable to command the distinction
between his thinking that he knows P and his knowing P” and Corollary 8a: “When
in an epistemic bubble, cognitive agents always resolve the tension between their
thinking that they know P and their knowing P in favour of knowing that P” [Woods,
2010]. Hence, we know a lot less than we think we do. Moreover, it is fundamental to stress that, when epistemic bubbles obviously change, the distinction between
merely apparent correction and genuinely successful correction exceeds the agent’s
command and consequently the cognitive agent from his own first-person perspective favors the option of genuinely sound correction. In sum, detection of errors does
not erase the appearance of goodness of fallacies.
This Humean skeptical conclusion is highly interesting because it shows the specific and often disregarded very “fragile” nature of the “cognitive” Dasein 46 – at
least of contemporary beings-like-us. I also consider it fundamental in the analysis
of fallacies from the point of view of military intelligence. A basic aspect of the human fallacious use of language regarding military effects is – so to say – the softness
and gentleness which the constitutive capacity of fallacies to conceal error – especially when they involve hypothesis guessing – can grant. Being constitutively and
easily unaware of our errors is very often intertwined with the self-conviction that
we are not at all aggressive in our performed argumentations. Human beings use the
so-called fallacies because they often work in a positive vital way: but when they
are eco-cognitively fruitful, we cannot call them fallacies anymore. I contend that
in this case we find ourselves inside a kind of moral bubble, that is very homomorphic with the epistemic bubble. Unawareness of our error is often accompanied by
46

I am using here the word Dasein to refer to the actual and concrete existence of the cognitive
endowments of a human agent. It is a German philosophical word famously used by Martin
Heidegger in his magnum opus Being and Time. The word Dasein was used by several philosophers before Heidegger, with the meaning of “existence” or “presence”. It is derived from dasein, which literally means being-there/here, though Heidegger was adamant that this was an
inappropriate translation of Dasein.
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unawareness of the deceptive/aggressive character of our speeches (and behaviors).
Woods continues: “Proposition 11 (Immunization) Although a cognitive agent may
well be aware of the Bubble Thesis and may accept it as true, the phenomenological
structure of cognitive states precludes such awareness as a concomitant feature of
our general cognitive awareness”, and, consequently “Even when an agent X is in a
cognitive state S in which he takes himself as knowing the Bubble Thesis to be true,
S is immune to it as long as it is operative for X”. In short, a skeptical conclusion
derives that errors are unavoidable, their very nature lies embedded in their concealment; that is, in an epistemic bubble, “any act of error-detection and error-correction
is subject in its own right to the concealedness of error” (ibid.)
In a sense, there is nothing to correct, even when we are aware of the error in
reasoning we are performing. Analogously, there is nothing to complain about ourselves, even if in some sense we are aware of the possible deceptive character of the
reasoning and hypothetical cognition we are performing. The kind of “awareness”
that has a priority and that is stable is about the fact we are contending our opinions,
which are endowed with an intellectual value simply because they are ours. Moreover, these opinions are endowed with an intrinsic moral value because they fit some
moral perspective we agree with as individuals – a perspective that we usually share
with various groups we belong to. The value human beings attribute to some of their
opinion can also be merely subjective and isolated: obviously in this last case it can
be easily seen as perverse from the perspective of others. Errors, and so deception
and aggressiveness, tend to be a constitutive “occluding edge” of agent-based linguistic acts, and consequently they are not recognized or felt by the subjects that
commit them, but only by others, in some cases because they are negatively affected
by them or because they present ideal and sophisticated criteria of reasoning. It is
from this perspective that we can also grasp the effective importance reserved by
humans for so-called “intuition”, where they simply reason in ways that are typical
for them, and typically justified for them [Woods, 2010].
Finally, a quotation is noteworthy and self-evident
Proposition 12 (Inapparent falsity) The putative distinction between a merely apparent
truth and a genuine truth collapses from the perspective of first-person awareness, i.e.,
it collapses within epistemic bubbles. Corollary 12a. As before, when in an epistemic
bubble, cognitive agents always resolve the tension between only the apparently true
and the genuinely true in favour of the genuinely true. Corollary 12a reminds us of the
remarkable perceptiveness of Peirce [. . . ] that the production of belief is the sole function of thought. What Peirce underlines is that enquiry stops when belief is attained
and is wholly natural that this should be so. However, as Peirce was also aware, the
propensity of belief to suspend thinking constitutes a significant economic advantage.
It discourages the over-use of (often) scarce resources (ibid.).

Hence, truth is “fugitive” because one can never attain it without thinking that one
has done so; but thinking that one has attained it is not attaining it and so cognitive
agents lack the possibility to distinguish between merely apparent and genuine truthapprehension: “One cannot have a reason for believing P without thinking one does.
But thinking that one has a reason to believe P is not having a reason to believe P”. It
can be said that fallibilism in some sense acknowledges the perspective above and,
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because of its attention to the propensity to guess (and thus also to abduce) and to
error-correction, it does not share the error-elimination paroxysm of the syllogistic
tradition.
If humans are so inclined to disregard errors it is natural to especially devote to
the so-called fallacious reasoning a kind of natural, light military role which becomes evident when more or less vital interests of various kinds are at stake. In this
case arguments that embed fallacies can nevertheless aim at 1) defending and protecting ourselves and/or our group(s) – normally, human beings belong to various
groups, as citizens, workers, members of the family, friends, etc. – groups which are
always potential aggressive coalitions; 2) attacking, offending and harming other
individuals and groups. Here, by way of example, it is well-known that gossip takes
advantage of many fallacies, especially ad hominem, ad baculum, ad misericordian,
ad verecundiam, ad populum, straw man, and begging the question.47
From this perspective gossip (full of guessed hypotheses about everyone and
everything) which exploit the so-called fallacies contemplates
1. the telling of narratives that exemplify moral characters and situations and so inform and disseminate the moral dominant knowledge of a group (or subgroup)
(a teaching and learning role which enforces the group as a coalition) possibly
favoring its adaptivity,48 while “at the same” time facilitating some disadvantage, persecution, and punishment
a. of free riders inside the group (or inside the same subgroup as the arguer,
or inside other subgroups of the same group as the arguer),
and
b. of alien individuals and groups presenting different moral and other
conflicting perspectives.
The disseminating process of gossip shown above is moral and at the same time it
secures the more or less violent persecution of free riders inside the group. Furthermore, the parallel process of protecting and defending ourselves and our groups, is
moral and at the same time it secures aggression and violence against other, different, groups. In other words exploiting the so-called fallacies in gossip can be
seen as cooperative because they carry moral knowledge, but it is at the same time
uncooperative or even conspiratory because is triggers the violence embedded in
47
48

Some considerations on the moral role of gossip are given in chapter three of my book [Magnani, 2007d] and in [Bardone and Magnani, 2009].
Even if Wilson’s evolutionary perspective in terms of group selection is questioned because
of its strict Darwinist view of the development of human culture, a suggestion can be derived,
especially if we reframe it in the theory of “cognitive niches”: schemas of gossiping establish
cognitive niches that can be adaptive but of course also maladaptive for the group [Wilson,
2002]. Human coalitions produce various standard gossip templates which exploit fallacies and
that can be interpreted in terms of conflict-making cognitive niches. However it is unlikely
these “military” schemas, which embed both moral and violent aspects, can directly establish
appreciable selective pressures. I will describe this eco-cognitive perspective concerning the
intertwining between morality and violence in the following chapter (section 8.6).
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harming, punishing and mobbing. It has to be said that the type of violence perpetrated through the so-called fallacies in these cases is situated at an intermediate
level – in between sanguinary violence and indifference. If the “supposed to be” –
from our intellectual viewpoint – fallacies are eco-cognitively fruitful for the individual or the coalition, can we still call them fallacies, if we take into account their
own perspective?
The hypotheses generated by the so-called fallacies in a dialectic interplay (but
also when addressed to a non-interactive audience) are certainly conflict-makers49
but they do not have to be conceived absolutely as a priori “deal-breakers” and
“dialogue-breakers”, like Woods very usefully notes.50 I would contend that the potential deceptive and uncooperative aim of fallacies can be intertwined with pieces
of both information and disinformation, logical valid and invalid inferences, other
typical mistakes of reasoning like perceptual errors, faulty memories and misinterpreted or wrongly transmitted evidence, but fallacious argumentations still can
be – at first sight paradoxically – “civil” ways/conventions for negotiating. That
is, sending a so-called deceptive fallacy to a listener is much less violent than
sending a bullet, even if it “can” enter – as violent linguistic behavior – a further
causal chain of possible “more” violent results. Also in the case of potentially deceptive/uncooperative fallacious argumentation addressed to a non-interactive audience, the listener is “in principle” in the condition to disagree with and reject what
is proposed (like in the case of deceptive and fallacious advertising or political and
religious propaganda). The case of a mobbed person is more problematic, often it
is impossible to prevent the violent effects of mobbing performed through gossip:
any reaction of the mobbed ineluctably tends to confirm the reason adduced by the
mobbing agencies as right. This is one of the reasons that explains how mobbing is
considered a very violent behavior.
In sum, when an argument (related or not to the so-called fallacies) “perpetrated”
by the proposer(s), is accepted (for example when gossip full of ad hominem and
ad populum arguments is fortunate and assumed inside a group), it has been proved
successful and so must have been – simply – a good argument. When the argument
is rejected, often, but not necessarily, it happens because it has been recognized as a
fallacy and an error of reasoning: Proposition 12 (Error relativity), in [Woods, 2010],
clearly states: “Something may be an error in relation to the standards required for
target attainment, in relation to the legitimacy of the target itself, or in relation to the
agent’s cognitive wherewithal for attaining it”.

7.8.3

Abduction in Argument Evaluation and Assessment

I recently watched a talk show on television devoted to the case of a Catholic priest,
Don Gelmini, accused of sexual abuse by nine guys hosted in a home for people with
49
50

The relationship between arguer and audience is analyzed by [Tindale, 2005] in a contextualbased approach to fallacious reasoning.
many chapters of [Woods, 2010] are devoted to an analysis of the argument ad hominem and
contain a rich description of various cases, examples, and problems, which broaden my point.
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addiction problems belonging to Comunità Incontro in Italy, a charitable organization now present worldwide, which he had founded many years before. Two pairs of
journalists argued in favor and against Don Gelmini, by using many so-called fallacious arguments (mainly ad hominem) centered on the past of both the accused and
the witnesses. I think the description of this television program is useful to illustrate
the role of abduction in the filtration and evaluation of arguments, when seen as distributed in a real-life dialectical and rhetorical contexts. As an individual belonging
to the audience, at the end of the program I concluded in favor of the ad hominem
arguments (that I also “recognized” as fallacies) used by the journalists and so to
the hypothesis which argued against Don Gelmini. Hence, I considered the data and
gossip embedded in those fallacious reasoning describing the “immoral” and “judiciary” past of Don Gelmini more relevant than the ones which described the bad
past of the witnesses. I was aware of being in the midst of a riddle of hypotheses
generated by various arguments, and of course this was probably not the case of
the average viewer, who may not have been trained in logic and critical thinking,
but it is easy to see that this fact does not actually affect the rhetorical success or
failure of arguments in real-time contexts, like it was occurring in my case: we are
all in an “epistemic bubble” as listeners – compelled to think we know things even
if we do not know them, a bubble that in this case forces you to quickly evaluate
and pick up what you consider the best choice. I would like to put forward the idea
that, at least in this case, the evaluation of the ad hominem arguments has to be seen
as the fruit of an abductive appraisal, and that this abductive process is not rare in
argumentative settings.
An analogy to the situation of trials in the common law tradition, as described by
[Woods, 2009], can be of help. Like in the case of the judge in the trial, in our case
the audience (and myself, as part of the audience)51 was basically faced with the
circumstantial evidence carried by the two clusters of ad hominen arguments, that
is, faced with evidence from which a fact can be reasonably inferred but not directly
proven.
In a situation of lack of information and knowledge, and so of constitutive “ignorance”, abduction is usually the best cognitive tool human beings can adopt to
relatively quickly reach explanatory, non-explanatory, and instrumental hypotheses/conjectures. Moreover, it is noteworthy that evidence – embedded in the ad
hominen arguments – concerning the “past” (supposed) reprehensible behavior
of the priest and of the witnesses were far from being reliable, probably chosen
ad hoc, and deceptively supplied, that is, so to say, highly circumstantial for the
judge/audience (and for me, in this case). I had to base my process of abductive
evaluation regarding the fallacious dialectics between the two groups of journalists
on a kind of sub-abductive process of filtration of the evidence provided, choosing
what seemed to me the most reliable evidence in a more or less intuitive way, then I
performed an abductive appraisal of all the data. The filtration strategy is of course
51

Furthermore, like the jury in trials, an audience is on average composed of individuals who are
not experts able to “overt calibration of performance to criteria”, but instead ordinary – reasonable and untutored – people reasoning in the way ordinary people reason, a kind of “intuitive
and unreflective reasoning” [Woods, 2009].
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abductively performed guided by various “reasons”, the conceptual ones, for example being based on conceptual judgments of credibility. However, these reasons
were intertwined with more or less other reasons as more or less conscious emotional reactions, based on various feelings triggered by the entire distributed visual
and auditory interplay between the audience and the scene, in itself full of body
gestures, voices, and images (also variably and smartly mediated by the director of
the program and the cameramen).52
In summary, I was able to abductively make a selection (selective abduction)
between the two non-rival and incommensurable hypothetical narratives about the
priest,53 forming a kind of explanatory theory of them: the guessed – and quickly
accepted without further testing54 – theory of what was happening in that dialectics
further implied the hypothesis for guilt with respect to the priest. That is, the ad
hominen of the journalists that were speaking about the priest’s past (he was for
example convicted for four years because of bankruptcy fraud and some acceptable
evidence – data, trials documents – was immediately after provided by the staff
of the television program) appeared to me convincing, that is, no more negatively
biased, but a plausible acceptable argument. Was it still a fallacy from my own
actual eco-cognitive perspective? I do not think so: it still was and is a fallacy only
from a special subset of my own eco-cognitive perspective, the intellectual/academic
one! The “military” nature of the above interplay between contrasting ad hominem
arguments is patent. Indeed, they were armed linguistic forces involving “military
machines for guessing hypotheses” clearly aiming at forming an opinion in my mind
(and in that of the audience) which I reached through an abductive appraisal, quickly
able to explain one of the two narratives as more plausible. In the meantime I became
part of the wide coalition of the individuals who strongly suspect Don Gelmini is
guilty and that can potentially be engaged in further “armed” gossiping.55
Four additional remarks have to be added.
1. In special contexts where the so-called fallacies and various kinds of hypothetical reasoning are at play, both at the rhetorical and the dialectic level, the assessment of them can be established in a more general way, beyond specific
cases.56 An example is the case of a fallacy embedding patently false empirical data, which can easily be recognized as false at least by the standard
intended audience; another example is when a fallacy is structured, from the
argumentative point of view, in a way that renders it impossible to address the
52

53
54
55

56

Along these lines, I might add that the also the journalists fallaciously discussing the case were
concerned with the accounts they could trust and certainly emotions played a role in their inferences.
Of course I could have avoided the choice, privileging indifference, thus stopping any abductive
engagement.
This means that the cycle of testing I have illustrated in chapter one, in the case of the ST-model
of abduction (cf. section 1.3), is in this case absent.
A vivid example of the aggressive military use of language is the so-called “poisoning the well”,
“[. . . ] a tactic to silence an opponent, violating her right to put forward arguments on an issue
both parties have agreed to discuss at the confrontation stage of a critical discussion” [Walton,
2006, p. 273]. “Poisoning the well” is often considered as a species of ad hominem fallacy.
Examples are provided in [Tindale, 2005].
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intended audience and in these cases the fallacy can be referred to as “always
committed”.
2. Not only abduction, but also other kinds of (supposed to be) fallacious argumentation can be further employed to evaluate arguments in dialectic situations like
the ones I have quoted above, such as for instance ad hominem, ad populum, ad
ignorantiam, etc., but also hasty generalization and deductive schemes.
3. The success of a so-called fallacy and of the so-called fallacious hypothetical arguments can also be seen from the perspective of the arguer in so far as
she is able to guess an accurate abductive assessment of her actual or possible audience’s character. From this perspective an argument is put forward and
“shaped” according to an abductive hypothesis about the audience, which the
arguer guesses on the basis of available data (internal, already stored in memory, external – useful cues derived from audience features and suitably picked
up, and other intentionally sought information). Misjudging the audience would
jeopardize the efficacy of the argument, which would consequently be a simple
error of reasoning/argumentation. Obviously also in assessment made by the audience inferences which are less complicated than abduction can be exploited,
like hasty generalization, etc.
4. As is clearly shown by the example of the priest, arguments are not only distributed, as I have contended in the subsection 7.8.1 above, but they are also
embedded, nested, and intertwined in self-sustaining clusters, which individuate peculiar global “military” effects.

7.8.4

Narrative Abduction

Sentential abduction (cf. chapter two, section 1.4) is clearly active at the level of
everyday natural language, when we generate more or less creative narratives. As
in science, restoring coherence is sometimes important in narratives as well, many
“stories” have to be believable and devoid of emotional and story world inconsistencies, and characters’ unmotivated goals.
MINSTREL is a classical computer program that tells creative stories about King
Arthur and his knights [Turner, 1994]. To be good, their stories must be consistent
at many levels, and the characters and the world should act consistently and predictably. After having created a scene in which Galahad kills a dragon and observing
that there is not explanation of why Galahad killed the dragon – this unexplained
fact leads to a story inconsistency – MINSTREL adds new story scenes to correct
the problem using knowledge about knights and transform and adapt strategies. The
program has nine plans for maintaining story consistency and of course it is also endowed with routines which check inconsistencies. In this case inconsistencies constitute the driving force of the narrative creative abduction. Therefore storytelling
can be considered as a kind of narrative abductive problem solving where the role
of inconsistencies is central.
The heuristics that make MINSTREL creative are called Trasform-Recall-Adapt
and perform creativity as an integrated process of search and adaptation; moreover,
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they are integrated with a kind of case-based (or “analogical”) reasoning that 1) recalls a paste problem with the same features and its associated solution, 2) adapts
and transform – generalization, specialization, mutation, recombination – the past
narrative solution to the current problem, and then 3) assesses the result. One particularly widespread way of creating new story themes is to use generalizations and
specializations on existing story themes.
Not only about King Arthur, there are many kinds of narratives, for instance scientists do not use only mathematics, diagrams, and experiments but also stories. As
illustrated in chapter two, scientists use “experimental” narratives in a constructive
and hypothesizing role. Moreover, they consent to construct and reconstruct experience, and to distribute it across a social communicative network of negotiations
among the different scientists by means of the so-called construals.
In all the narratives, and especially in the narratives of detection, the problem of
prompting abductive explanations of actions is widespread [Eco and Sebeok, 1983;
Oatley, 1996]. I have quoted in chapter two (subsection 1.5.2) the passage from
Peirce about the fact that all sensations participate in the nature of a unifying hypothesis, that is, in abduction, in the case of emotions too: in their cognitive theory of emotions largely based on Peirce’s intuitions [Oatley and Johnson-Laird,
2002] are able to explain how the reader, in front of narratives, feels emotions as
abductions.
[Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp. 93-96] address the problem of narrative abduction by illustrating what they call “the rational model” of explanation, already
stressed by the neo-Kantian, Dilthey, and, later on Collingwood, who argued against
the scientific D-N model as appropriate in the case of Geisteswissenschaften: to explain an event we do not have to find a general law but rather specify conditions –
reasons embedded in narratives and stories, not causes – that make us able to explain it.57 They also think it is unlikely to find general laws in history and human
sciences, a position further stressed in some recent hermeneutic developments [Ricoeur, 1977]. Of course in these cases of narrative abductive hypotheses the problem
of their evaluation and comparison on the basis of observational data is open. The
authors also doubt these kinds of explanations can always involve genuine conjectures and so they should not be considered abductive. A related problem concerns
the role of abduction in interpretation of texts and in interpretation of interactive
discourse for example in extracting/compreheding hidden meanings. Enthymeme
resolution (also called the problem of missing-premises, as a possible kind of abductive inference, is treated in [Gabbay and Woods, 2005, pp. 289–312]), together
with an illustration of the the role of abduction in translations, as related to the
Quinean problem of the indeterminacy of translation.58
57

58

Analogous considerations are provided in the case of the so-called functional (for example
teleological and design) explanations, widespread in biology, explanations still supposed to be
irreducible to the D-N model.
On the mechanization of textual interpretation and the role of abduction cf. [Bruza et al., 2006].
The auhtors introduce semantic space to the model-based reasoning and abduction community
and illustrate its potential for principled, operational abduction by semi-automatically replicating the fish oil discovery in medical text.
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Summary
In this chapter I have described the relation between induction and abduction in the
light of an agent-based framework to the aim of clarifying their fallacious character
and the role of their related ideal systems (logical and computational). From this
point of view I have analyzed some inductive and abductive ways of reasoning that
in the light of classical and informal logic are defined as fallacious, showing the fact
they can nevertheless realize a kind of strategic “rationality”. Agent-based fallacies
and agent-based hypothetical fallacious reasoning can be redefined and considered
as a good way of reasoning, at the same time involving social and moral/violent
effects. After having illustrated the distinction between internal and external representations in the tradition of both logic programming and distributed reasoning,
I have described some important aspects of manipulative abduction, which can be
re-interpreted as a form of practical reasoning a better understanding of which can
furnish a description of human beings as hybrid reasoners in so far they are users
of ideal (logical) and computational agents, for example devoted to performing sophisticated inductions and abductions.
I argue that ideal logical agents have to be seen as “demonstrative environments”,
which in turn are suitable tools for the creation of logical/deductive models of abductive reasoning itself. They are the fruit of cognitive externalizations in objective
logical systems, endowed with symbolic, abstract and rigorous cognitive features,
which are also potentially exploitable at the computational level. Moreover, awareness of the importance of ideal and logical demonstrative environments allows better
understanding of how heuristic procedures, which involve abductive steps, as Hintikka notes – are active in the deductive reasoning performed by real human agents.
My philosophical and cognitive approach to abduction in the light of logical agents,
depicted in this chapter, aims at revealing a new understanding of its fallacious role.
My approach provides a very general model that conveys the multi-faceted nature
of the so-called fallacies as eco-logical good or bad ways of reasoning, which are
immediately intertwined with the basic human activity of coalition enforcement,
exerting both moral and violent effects.
Abductive cognition is so pervasive, so much a part of human (and animal) life,
that it is not easy to imagine how to live and develop without it. The activity of
guessing hypotheses is a complicated cognitive mechanism, intertwined with the
conjectural power assigned to fallacies, seen as being employed by people to perform various tasks, including those that are related to defensive, moral and violent
commitments, as described at the end of this chapter. Drawing attention to this issue
extends the analysis of abductive cognition. Here we return to the general aim of
this book, to build an extended perspective on abductive cognition. A new understanding of it can be gained by looking at the traditions of physics and mathematics.
Therefore, the next step in the process is to identify how a “physics of abduction”
can be constructed: the morphodynamical results illustrated in the following chapter
aim at reaching this target.

Chapter 8

Morphodynamical Abduction
Causation of Hypotheses by Attractors Dynamics

This last chapter is intended to clarify some central methodological aspects of morphodynamical abduction as regards dynamical systems and the catastrophe theory.
Some problems arise in the classical computational approach to cognition in describing the most interesting abductive issues. A cognitive process (and thus abduction) is described by the manipulation of internal semiotic representations of
external world. This view assumes a discrete set of representations fixed in discrete
time jumps and, because of its functionalist character, cannot render the embodied
dimension of cognition and the issue of anticipation and causation of a new hypothesis adequately. An integration of the traditional computational view with some
ideas developed within the so-called dynamical approach and catastrophe theory
can lead to important insights. What is the role of abduction in the dynamical system approach? What is the role of the “salient/pregnant” dichotomy with respect to
abduction? What is embodied cognition from the point of view of its “physics”?
The first part of the chapter will reconsider and reevaluate some aspects of the
tradition of dynamic systems and analyze the concept of abduction as a form of
hypothetical reasoning that clarifies the process of anticipation and the concept of
“attractor”, also taking advantage of the results of the phenomenological tradition,
which also introduces the important concept of “adumbration” (see also chapter
four, subsection 4.7.2. This analysis permits a description of the abductive generation of new hypotheses in terms of a catastrophic rearrangement of the parameters
responsible for the behavior of the system. As I have explained in the previous more
methodological chapters of this book, I argue that abduction has to be observed in
the whole distributed interplay between internal and external representations: the
new approach laid out in this chapter is consistent with this perspective.
In the second part I will introduce issues derived from Thom’s catastrophe
theory. Some of the illustrated results can be seen in the light of chapter six, devoted to affordances and abduction, and chapter five, which stressed the relationships between instincts, abduction and hardwired aspects. Pregnance and salience
are key concepts which provide further information about the instinctual/plastic abduction dichotomy. As they acquire their meaning in a very naturalistic intellectual
framework, they are especially useful to propose a unified perspective on abductive
L. Magnani: Abductive Cognition, COSMOS 3, pp. 417–453.
c Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
springerlink.com
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cognitive/psychic processes, seen as fundamental physico-biological events. The
consequence for abduction is that we have to further stress the fact it is useful to
see it as a semiophysical process, endowed with a profound eco-cognitive significance. For example, a pregnant stimulus can be termed “highly diagnostic”, like
in the case of the hardwired pregnancy occurring when our Peircean chicken (cf.
chapter five) is looking for food and promptly reacts when perceiving it. The pregnance affects an organism, and the related abductive response is promptly triggered.
Pregnances are genetically transmitted but can also be actively created for example
through learning and high cognitive capacities, so that the door is opened to the
formation of multiple forms of abductive intelligence. The fact that saliences and
pregnances have to be understood by taking their semiotic character into account,
which is also linked to various fundamental functions of natural human languages,
is further illustrated.
The third part of the paper (section 8.6) is worth of further clarification. It plays
the role of a sort of appendix which illustrates the so-called coalition enforcement
hypothesis, which sees humans as self-domesticated animals engaged in the continuous activity of building morality, incorporating at the same time punishment
policies. I think this hypothesis can be simply and well illustrated in the cognitive
niche framework I have described in chapter six. Its main speculative value stresses
the role in human and animal groups of more or less stable stages of cooperation
through morality and related inexorable violence: morality and violence are seen as
strictly intertwined with social and institutional aspects, implicit in the activity of
cognitive niche construction. In chapter six I have tried to show that in the activity of
niche construction hypothetical thinking (and so abduction) is fundamental; in the
previous chapter I have tried to illustrate that hypothetical thinking is often embedded in various kinds of the so-called fallacious reasoning (which in turn constitutes a
relevant part of the linguistic cognitive niches where human beings are embedded).
To better grasp its philosophical status I think it is intriguing to stress that hypothetical cognition might be favored for reasons of – so to say – “social epistemology”
and moral reasoning.1 Indeed, in evolution, coalition enforcement works through the
building of social cognitive niches seen as new ways of diverse human adaptation,
where guessing hypotheses is central and where guessing hypotheses is occurring
as it can, depending on the cognitive/moral options human beings adopt. Basically
the coalition enforcement framework refers to cooperation between related and unrelated human animals to produce significant mutual benefit that exceeds costs and
is thereby potentially adaptive for the cooperators.
The hypothesis allows us to see altruism in a new light as related both to Simon’s idea of docility as socializability and to the violent behavior needed to defend and enforce group coalitions. To gain cooperation – to potentially control and
manipulate free-riders inside the group and any threatening individuals from alien
groups – human coalitions and most gregarious animal groups have first of all to take
1

I plan to address the problem of the relationships between morality, violence, and knowledge in
a forthcoming book. In this book I just consider some aspects of this important ethical and philosophical issue, which are particularly relevant to the idea of the cognitive niche (this chapter)
and to certain roles of fallacies and abduction (chapter seven).
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care – morally and more or less altruistically – of the individuals who cooperate. Abduction is still at stake, the direct consequence of coalition enforcement is the central
role and development of cultural heritage (morality and sense of guilt included). The
long-lived and abstract human sense of guilt represents a psychological adaptation to
abductively anticipate an appraisal of a moral situation to avoid becoming a target of
coalitional enforcement. I also stress the moral and violent effect played by human
natural languages, a theme already explored in the previous chapter, devoted to the
analysis of the relationships between language, logic, fallacies, and abduction. This
“military” nature of linguistic communication is intrinsically “moral” (protecting
the group by obeying shared norms), and at the same time “violent” (for example,
harming or mobbing others – members of not of the group – still to protecting the
group itself).

8.1

Abduction as Embodied Cognition

As we have seen in the previous chapters extra-theoretical aspects and manipulations of “external” objects in reasoning are very important. Paying attention to the
perceptual and manipulative dimension of cognition, Peirce reminded us that real
cognitive systems are not “isolated” and autonomous entities. Cognition is embodied and the interactions between mind and external environment are its central aspects. Knowledge is possible only by means of a constant exchange of information
in a complex distributed system that crosses the boundary between the human and
non-human agent and the surrounding environment.
As I have stressed in the previous chapters, traditional accounts in cognitive science in fact describe reasoning processes in terms of the so-called “computational”
approach. The main idea is that cognition is the operation of a special mental “computer”, located in the brain. Sensory organs deliver representations of the environment to that computer. Representations are static structures of discrete symbols;
cognitive operations are transformations from one static symbol structure to the
next; these transformations are discrete, effectively instantaneous and sequential
(see [Port and van Gelder, 1995]). This approach, because of its functionalist character, cannot render the embodied dimension of cognition adequately.2
Another central problem is time. Cognitive processes, being complex structures
in natural systems, unfold continuously and simultaneously in real time, while computational models specify a discrete sequence of states in arbitrary time periods.
The notion of time is present in any intelligent activity (and so it is fundamental in
abductive reasoning). Time is profoundly involved in human perception and understanding of the world. Things appear to remain in a particular state for a period of
2

It is worth quoting Jerry Fodor’s skeptical attitude with respect to abduction [Fodor, 2000].
Fodor’s skepticism is basically related to the contention that Turing machines cannot duplicate
humans’ ability to perform abduction as inference to the best explanation, and it is also linked
to his pessimism regarding the prospects of cognitive science. Criticisms about this thesis are
illustrated in [Pinker, 2005]; [Rellihan, 2009] proposes a solution of this “riddle of abduction”
by augmenting the computational theory of the mind to allow for non-computational processes,
such as those indicated by classical associationists and contemporary connectionists.
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time until a certain event happens, so we can say that time is central to reasoning
about change and action (as we have seen in the case of abduction related to sense
activity). The first task is to consider the different states or conditions of a thing and
define how they are related; we can say that we know about a causal relationship
when we can use our knowledge to define how the related system evolves. Temporal reference is highly integrated in scientific knowledge but this is also the case in
human common sense reasoning, both verbal and model-based/manipulative. Humans are involved in managing time when coordinating with the environment. For
example memories and many mental models seem to be organized around time –
past events come to mind when reconstructed with the help of a temporal framework (chronologically). An alternative approach, then, should be based on the main
argument that cognitive processes happen and unfold continuously over time and
are constantly related to the external world.3

8.1.1

Discreteness and Cognition: Imitation vs. Intelligibility

Related to the problem of illustrating abduction taking advantage of the analysis
of cognitive systems in dynamical terms (so abandoning the merely computationalrepresentational framework) is the dichotomy between discreteness and continuity.
It addresses the other related dichotomy between imitation (as an effect of the computational representation) and intelligibility (as the fruit of scientific knowledge).
This subsection is devoted to better describe this important issue, at least from a
general theoretical point of view.
As [Longo, 2009] illustrates, the digital machine (a discrete state machine) is first
of all an alphabetic machine, made possible thanks to the human evolution to alphabetic natural language (of course we know it is also a logical and formal machine).
This fact is at the root of the extremely powerful “discretization of knowledge”
generated by the computational turn. At a linguistic level the alphabet already divides “continuous” language into insignificant atoms, forming letters. The letters
3

From this point of view continuous quantities of physical processes could, at best, be approximated in digital terms since “[. . . ] processes based on continuous quantities exceed the limits
of the orthodox notion of computation” based on Church’s thesis [Cordeschi and Frixione,
2007, p. 45]. These authors also provide an analysis of Marr’s position [Marr, 1982], which
tries to reconcile the information processing point of view and the ecological approach (on this
approach cf. this book, chapter six). However, following [Petitot and Smith, 1990], we can say
that Marr – coherently with an orthodox computational perspective – clarifies the situation in
this respect: what Gibson considered as the extraction of invariants from the environment, can
still be understood as a form of information processing based on calculation of symbolic mental
representations explicable in computational terms. The algorithms employed are determined by
objective properties of the environment so that their syntactic status is reconciled with ecological
semantics. This perspective is coherent with the idea of logic programs seen as agents endowed
with deductive databases considered as theory presentations from which logical consequences
are derived, both in order to internally solve problems with the help of theoretical sentences
and to assimilate new information from the external world of observations (observational sentences) (cf. chapter six, subsection 7.5.1). We have to remember that the part of the knowledge
base, which includes observational sentences and theoretical sentences is called world model,
but it is still considered a completely syntactic concept.
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are in themselves without meaning but the meaning of letters and of their syntactical combinations immediately arises in competent humans who sense and manage
them.
Let us illustrate the consequences of this discretization in the case of the mental
representations of “concepts”. As I have already illustrated in chapter three (subsection 3.4.2), we can hypothesize that an isomorphism exists between the mental
mechanisms (where of course “phonemes” play a central role), which ensure the
stability of a concept, and the physical and material mechanisms which ensure the
stability of the actual object represented by the concept.4 The semantic depth of
a concept would be characterized by the time taken by the mental mechanisms of
analysis to reduce this concept to the representative sign/word. The more complex
the concept is, the more its stability needs regulatory mechanisms and the greater its
semantic depth becomes, as obviously happens in the case of nouns, which refer to
a substance or an actual object.
The philosophical and epistemological success of this tradition of discretization,
already at work in western natural languages, has been huge in philosophical and
logical thinking, from Democritus to Descartes and from the modern XIX century
axiomatics to the computational turn. However, we are still faced with the fact that
the elementary is actually very complex, as clearly testified by research into the dynamical systems theory, quantum physics, and biology. For example the cell, as the
elementary component of living matter, has to be considered not only from the point
of view of its components, but also as a whole. We are similarly confronted with the
fact that digital machines are discrete machines (cf. chapter three, sections 3.1, 3.2,
and 3.7), which unfortunately have serious expressive limits when considered as instruments of intelligibility regarding complex objects/systems like human cognitive
systems.
The following few paragraphs aim to illustrate the fundamental epistemological gap between the idea of knowledge as simply mimetic imitation, embedded in
digital machine “modeling capacity”, and the idea of knowledge as production of
rational intelligibility, this distinction being a core problem of the dynamical approach. As I have already illustrated in chapter three, Turing distinguished between
4

The cognitive importance in humans of the internalization of phonemes has been recently
stressed by some cognitive paleoanthropological research [Coolidge and Wynn, 2005]. The
so called “enhanced working memory” (EWM) (and its executive functions) can be plausibly
traced back about 30.000 years in hominids; the authors show that it seemed to coevolve with the
birth of a phonological storage capacity along with consequent language and other modern reasoning abilities such as planning, problem solving/algorithm manipulation, analogy, modeling,
holding inner representations, tool-use, and tool-making. In particular, an increase in phonological storage could also have aided cross-modal thinking (and so hypothetical cognition) and the
social tasks caused by the need for coalition enforcement: “[. . . ] enhanced phonological storage may have freed language from the laconic and its confinement to present tense and simple
imperatives to rapidly-spoken speech and the use of future tense – the linking of past, present,
and future, and the use of the subjunctive [. . . ]. Although real enemy’s actions might be anticipated, imaginary enemies could be envisioned and other intangible terrors could be given life.
Great anxieties could arise with novel vistas (e.g. the meaning of life, thoughts of death, life
after death, etc.)” (cit., p. 22) (on the concept of coalition enforcement and its moral and violent
aspects cf. chapter eight, section 8.6).
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the simple imitation power of machines and the modeling power of mathematics:
“The double pendulum, a perfectly deterministic machine (it is only determined by
two equations!) is sensitive to minor variations, below the threshold of observability: it is a typical chaotic deterministic system” [Longo, 2009]. Longo adds that this
is a system sensitive to initial conditions. Its properties can be described with the
mathematical rigor of deterministic chaos, where determination does not imply predictability, as in this system a process “[. . . ] does not follow the same ‘trajectory’
despite being iterated with the same initial conditions, within the limit of physical
measures” (ibid.). Longo stresses that, in the case of computational programs that
simulate such a system, after having observed previous digital simulations, when we
click on restart, re-launching the pendulum with the same initial data used before,
it takes the same trajectory, already seen, once again. Unfortunately, this cannot be
done with a “real” pendulum, as once re-initialized the pendulum never takes the
same trajectory:
And this because of “principles” which are inherent to Physics (modern Physics): physical measurement is always an interval and the (inevitable) variation, below the threshold of measurement, suffices to very quickly produce a different evolution. The analysis of the equations within the continuum leads to an understanding of this random aspect of chaos, whereas computational imitation makes it disappear completely, by the
discrete nature of its data types. Only tricks and stratagems (pseudo-synchronization
with distant watches, pseudo-random generators introduced ad hoc) can imitate, but
not model, the physical phenomenon [Longo, 2009].

Only “mathematical” models can express the structure of physical causality regarding the system at play, digital simulation only resembles causality. A computer
pseudo-generator of random numbers, is deterministic, but not chaotic, the 1s and 0s
given by the machine are only seemingly distributed at random, unlike for example
the real toss of a coin, which on the contrary is completely unpredictable. In the case
of digital simulation, if you click restart while leaving all the machine parameters
identical the random series generated will be identical to the previous one, thus realizing a process which is Laplacian and predictable. The problem is that the basis of
digital data has a discrete topology. Physical measurement is always an interval that
is well represented by continuous mathematics. In chaotic deterministic systems, a
fluctuation below the interval of measurement generates greatly different evolutions
of the system, so that we can think of unpredictability as resulting from the “friction
between mathematics and the world” (cit.).
Only mathematical equations – which are certainly computable and thus endowed
with predictive power – can appropriately model a deterministic chaotic system or
a non-linear system while at the same time being unable to predict the evolution of
the physical process at hand. Why? Because the measurement which enables us to
pass from the physical process to the mathematical system is an interval that cannot
provide an exact value. This does not prevent the fact that a mathematical physical theory preserves a qualitative epistemological force, in so far as it describes
the structure of the physical causality of the system, even if it lacks the quantitative/predictive power. Of course, the gap between simulation and intelligibility
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is much larger in the case of virtual simulation of processes in living organisms,
where variability is central. A simple example is given by the contrast between
digital memory, which can reproduce experience exactly, pixel by pixel, and human
memory, which is strongly abductive/interpretive.
In summary, digital simulation – even if extremely useful in biological science
as well – is certainly epistemologically biased by its merely mimetic character.
Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the use of mathematical invariance in biology
is also very puzzling, notwithstanding for example the attempts by René Thom to
grasp some morphogenesis phenomena using the singularity theory.5 According to
[Bailly and Longo, 2006; Bailly and Longo, 2009], to overcome these difficulties current mathematical and physical modeling should deal with the problem of
making the phylogenetic and ontogenetic trajectories of living matter intelligible or
“generic”, that is, seeing them as evolution possibilities referring to temporal and
interspecific “invariants”, and not simply as specific geodesics (which concern individuals). The new notion of “extended critical situation” is proposed as the most
appropriate candidate to fulfil the task. It is now necessary to illustrate some ideas
about dynamical systems that are strictly related to what I call morphodynamical
abduction.

8.1.2

Dynamical Systems

There is a theory able to describe the behavior of natural systems in time: the dynamical systems theory (DST), a widely used, powerful, and successful descriptive
framework in natural science.6 We can use the mathematical tools of dynamics to
study cognition by thinking of a cognitive system not just as a computer but as
a dynamical system, made of brain, body and external environment, mutually and
simultaneously influencing and coevolving. To clarify some hidden processes in creative abductive reasoning we can try to integrate the dynamical and computational
perspectives.7
5
6

7

In section 8.3 below, I illustrate some aspects of Thom’s catastrophe theory which are also very
interesting from the perspective of abductive cognition.
On the relationships, complementarity, and compatibility in the computationalism vs. dynamicism conflict, situated and embodied cognition, connectionism, and behavioral and evolutionary
robotics cf. [Cordeschi and Frixione, 2007]. It is noteworthy that [Bechtel, 1998, p. 312] sees
the role of dynamical explanations as fulfilling the ecological requirement imposed by Gibson
and other eco-psychologists for describing cognitive systems (cf. this book, chapter six): “DST
theorists [. . . ] are also neo-Gibsonian”.
The recently edited book [Loula et al., 2006] illustrates various ways of taking advantage of the
dynamical approach (but also of research in embodied and distributed cognition, phenomenology, ethology, and semiotics) to build artificial cognition systems. Useful insights on agency
(and its realization in AI) due to the dynamical system approach are illustrated in [Sørensen
and Ziemke, 2007], who also refer to the other main theories belonging to this tradition of research: autonomous systems organizationally closed (autopoiesis) [Maturana and Varela, 1980;
Varela et al., 1991; Varela, 1979; Varela, 1997], theories of adaptive systems [Godfrey-Smith,
1998; Godfrey-Smith, 2002; Ziemke, 2007; Sterelny, 2004], and situated and embodied cognition [Clancey, 1997; Clark, 1997; Steels, 1994; Brooks, 1999].
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The attribute “dynamical” refers to the way a system evolves (or behaves) in time.
A “system” is a collection of correlated parts perceived as a single entity. Thus, a
dynamical system is a system changing in time. It is the state of the system that
changes, that is, the overall look of the system in a certain instant. A dynamical
system is defined by the space of all possible states it can assume (state space), and
by a rule (the dynamics), which determines the system evolution in a given instant
with respect to any initial state [Hirsch, 1984]. It is possible to study the system
behavior by analyzing change in its states.
In the history of sciences, one of the most important dynamical system is the
Solar System. The Sun, the planets, and the satellites are the parts making up
the system; the configurations and speeds they can assume make up the states.
The main problem is to find the right dynamics with which it is possible to describe the evolution of the system and to make predictions (for example in the case
of eclipses). Early descriptions (Ptolemy, Copernicus, Galileo, Brahe, Kepler) used
mathematical models to study astronomical dynamics; then, beginning with Newton and Leibniz, differential equations became the main mathematical means used
in describing systems under forces responsible for their evolution. These equations
(in which both function of variables and their derivatives appear) are able to specify how a system evolves, in any moment, from a given state (with an accentuated
sensibility to initial conditions). For instance, the differential equation
mẍ + kx = 0
describes the way an object with mass, hung from a spring, rebounds, defining the
instantaneous acceleration ẍ in function of its position x; k and m are the constants
relating to the tension of the spring and to the mass.
If a system can be described dynamically, it means it has 2n characteristics (position and velocity of each of the n particles composing the system) evolving simultaneously in time. These characteristics can be measured, at any given instant, and
associated to a real number. The overall state of the system can then be thought of
as an ordered set made of 2n real numbers, and the state space as isomorphic to a
space of real numbers, the dimensions of which correspond to the different system
characteristics (the phase space). The evolution of the system in time corresponds
to a sequence of points, a trajectory, in the phase space. This sequence can usually be described mathematically as a function of time, considered an independent
variable, giving a solution to the differential equations. A definition of “dynamical
system” can then be a state-determined system with a numerical phase space and an
evolution rule which can define trajectories in the space.

8.1.3

Attractors

Some dynamical systems are very complex and behave non-linearly and erratically,
jumping from a point in the state space to another very different point in a brief
time (like in the case of the states of the atmosphere). However, notwithstanding
these sudden changes, a dynamical system has a series of states into which a system
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repeatedly falls, the so-called attractors, which are stationary (cf. Figure 8.1). A
system can have a lot of attractors, contemplating more than a single stable state.
The transition from an attractor to another can be viewed as analogous to a sort of
phase transition (as in the case of water that that becomes ice: in dynamical systems
small local changes could lead the system to a qualitatively different state).

Fig. 8.1 An intuitive representation of the idea underlying the concept of attractor is useful
in clarifying the idea. Think of a marble rolling on a plane as far as it falls in a hollow like
that in the picture. The marble will rotate inside it; then it will reach the resting position, at
the bottom. Attractor is the stationary point corresponding to that position.

In subsection 8.2.1 I will suggest a description of abduction in terms of attractors:
creative abduction can be seen as the formation of a new attractor, so that in the case
of cognitive systems attractors will represent the tendencies to produce hypothetical
(for example interpretive/explanatory) models. As for now it is interesting to understand how attractors evolve and change as the system parameters gradually change.
Dynamical systems can constitute the background in the dynamical approach to
cognitive science: the difference between dynamical and computational systems is
notable. Computational systems have states made by configurations of symbols and
evolution rules, which specify the transformations between two different symbolic
configurations (cf. below subsection 8.2). Numerical phase spaces possess a metric
by which it is possible to determine the distance among points. If the phase space
is dense enough, then it is possible to find a set of other points between two points,
describing the state of the system at any given instant (the notion of time used to
describe the system has the same properties of the real time).
This kind of description is not possible from a classical computational point of
view: in this last case there is not a natural notion which can define the distance
between two states of the system, and the concept of “time” is just a synonym of
“order” (t1 ,t2 , ...). Then, it is not possible to specify the direction and the speed
in the system evolution. But it is important to determine it, because real processes
(including cognitive processes), in real world, occur in real time at a certain speed.
Time is essential.
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Fig. 8.2 Computational and dynamical modeling of cognition

8.1.4

Cognitive Processes as Super-Representational

Usually cognitive scientists distinguish cognitive processes from other natural processes by assuming they are dependent on knowledge, something that can be stored
and used. The computational approach is centered on the idea that knowledge is
in some way “represented”, and that cognitive processes are nothing but manipulations of representations. As already illustrated above, mental representations are
usually conceived as symbolic, in the sense that they have a combinatorial syntax
and compositional semantics, that is, mental processes are “structure-sensitive” because they are defined by the implemented symbolic structure [Fodor and Pylyshyn,
1988]. Thus, it seems, there is a problem: how is it possible for a dynamical model,
which does not require the notion of “representation”, to describe cognitive processes, since they depend on knowledge? The fact that these models are not founded
on manipulation of symbolic structures does not mean they do not admit them at all.
Cognitive processes can be considered super-representational, they not only involve
some kind of symbolic representation, but much more besides.
They are not so simple that we can describe them without the notion of representation, in fact, they are so complex that the simple notion of representation can only
partly describe their functioning. In any case, a representational state is associable
to many aspects of dynamical models: states, attractors, trajectories and bifurcations
(sudden qualitative transformations). In a computational model the rules governing
the system are defined on the basis of the entities with a representational status,
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whereas in a dynamical model rules are defined by numerical states. This means
that a dynamical system can be “representational” even if its evolution rules are
not specified by representations (for example, “representations” of objects stored in
memory are nothing but configurations of attractors in the phase space of the system). As such, a dynamical system is also able to store knowledge which influences
its behavior.8

8.1.5

Embodied Cognition and Qualitative Modeling

We have already seen that knowledge also involves pragmatic and “embodied” aspects. Advocates of computational approach claim that the cognitive system is made
by the mind, considered a sort of control unit embedded in a body in turn embedded in an external environment. So the cognitive system interacts with the external
world through the body: there are transducers which translate the physical interaction between body and environment in states defined by symbolic representations,
medium of cognitive processes. What is important is that since the system works
through representations, it is possible to consider it as autonomous, isolated with
respect to the body and the external world. Its main function then is simply that of
transforming representations (inputs) into other representations (outputs).9
On the other hand, dynamical systems are defined by multiple aspects, which simultaneously evolve in a temporal continuum and affect each other. Since nervous
system, body and environment are continuously evolving, and affect each other, the
cognitive system cannot be constituted simply by an isolated “brain”: it is a single system in which the three subsystems are unified. The system does not interact
cyclically with body and environment by means of symbolical inputs and outputs:
internal and external processes are coupled in a way so that they interact constantly.
Moreover, the process is not sequential, because all the aspects of the system constantly change simultaneously.
Surely there are many cognitive performances that exhibit a sequential behavior:
for example the pronunciation of a sentence. But this “sequential aspect” is nothing
but something that emerges in time, underlying the overall trajectory of the system,
in which the rules of evolution do not specify a sequential change, but a mutual
and simultaneous coevolution. Hence it is natural to think of the system evolution
in terms of its movement inside the state space. Consequently the phase space is
described numerically and it is possible to apply the notion of distance: an interesting point in the dynamical theory is just the fact that it permits to “geometrically”
conceptualize cognitive processes. The distinctive character of a cognitive process
developing in time depends on the disposition in space of the states through which
it passes.
Notwithstanding the difficulties in fulfilling the main purpose of the dynamical
approach (that is to build a quantitative model of cognitive processes), it is nevertheless interesting to develop mathematical models which express qualitatively
8
9

On the controversial epistemological status of representations in the tradition of dynamicism cf.
the observations given below in subsection 8.5.2.
The idea is directly derived from the notion of “functionalism”.
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similar (and not quantitatively exact) behaviors of the studied phenomena. Qualitative modeling aims at building qualitative causal descriptions of the studied systems.
A qualitative model represents the structure of a system, and gives a qualitative description of its overall behavior. Some dynamical properties, such as catastrophic
jumps, oscillations, and chaotic behaviors due to variations in control parameters,
can be examined without knowing the exact equation governing the system evolution, also thanks to the “geometrical” properties exhibited by this kind of modeling.
The description of cognitive systems through attractors accords with the “compositional” aspects of qualitative modeling: the structure is represented as a set of
devices interconnected by causal principles; the study of the relation between these
devices permits the analysis of the state of the system.

8.2

Morphodynamical Abduction and Adumbrations

Morphodynamical abduction is abduction considered in the light of the mathematical framework described above. The main idea is that a complex system, as the
cognitive one, and its transformations, can be described in terms of a configurational structure. That is, different mental states are defined by their geometrical relationships within a larger dynamical environment. This suggests that the system, at
any given instant, possesses a general morphology we can study by observing how
it changes and develops. The term morphodynamics refers to those theories aimed
at explaining morphologies and iconic, schematic, Gestalt-like aspects of structures,
whatever their underlying physical substrate may be, for example by using the mathematical theory of dynamical systems proposed by Thom [1980].10
As I have already said, my aim is to cognitively understand what happens during
the process of “creation” of an hypothetical model, when from the disordered flow
of “experience” an order emerges. I maintain that it is possible to obtain interesting indications by integrating the traditional computational models with some ideas
coming from the dynamical approach entangled in the tradition of phenomenology
(cf. also below subsection 8.2.1). As I have illustrated by introducing the notion of
phase space it is possible to represent the evolution of a system “drawing” its trajectory in this 2n-dimensional space (where n represents the number of components of
the system).
The system remains in a state SA , until the parameters by which it is influenced
lead it to some unstable state. It is a catastrophic rearrangement inside the overall
aspect of the system which changes the state SA into the final one SB . The system
rests around an attractor, until it goes through unstable configurations that rapidly
disappear and the system stabilizes around another attractor.
This model underlines the fact that the parameters involved (and their interactions) determine the behavior of a cognitive system. We can in fact represent the
system as in Figure 8.3. By using a metaphor, we can consider the parameters (P1 ,
10

On the relevance of Thom’s catastrophe theory to abduction cf. the following section 8.3. This
theory graciously constructs a mathematics of various morphodynamical processes, included
the cognitive ones.
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P2 , ...) as “interacting” among themselves as “atoms under forces” (F1 , F2 , ...). Any
parameter can act on the other ones, moving the overall cognitive “structure”. Suddenly, in a certain instant, the system reaches stability and the activity stops. The
values assumed by the parameters determine the overall configuration of the system
in a given instant. In these terms it is easy to understand the evolution described
by attractors. The parameters maintain the system in the same state SA until some
values disturb the overall equilibrium, and this leads the system to a new state SB .

Fig. 8.3 Interactions between parameters

I have used an intuitive representation of the concept of attractor in the previous
section. This was justified by identifying possible cognitive states with attractors
in the state space (here depicted, to better visualize the situation, as a geometrical
surface in which possible cognitive states interact) of the cognitive system. Like
in the case of the intuitive representation of the relativistic conception of gravitation, we can see this surface as a flat horizontal rubber sheet (Figure 8.4A). If we
imagine the cognitive system behaving as I have just illustrated, we can easily see
it “determining” the shape of the rubber sheet (Figure 8.4B and 8.4C). If we see the
cognitive system in the light of dynamics, these parameters are the variables which
affect the behavior of the system: for example, in the epistemological case of scientific cognitive systems, background knowledge, results of observations and different
perspectives on them, available resources, etc.11 The parameters responsible for the
behavior of the system determine the “weight” of the attractor, then the shape of the
surface. I maintain that this process is assimilable to the notion of anticipation (see
below) developed in Husserl’s phenomenology.
It is possible to understand how the system behaves in purely transitory instants,
or when it reaches a stable position because of an attractor. Figure 8.1 can be seen,
temporarily, as describing the movements inside the states-surface system. If we
represent the important parameters as in Figure 8.3, we can identify any point of the
picture in Figure 8.1 with their different settings in time.
11

Cf. below in subsection 8.2.1 the epistemological example – seen in a dynamical perspective – of
the discovery of Neptune where the astronomers’ use of the telescope can be seen as responsible
for the modification of the aggregation of parameters.
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Fig. 8.4 Deformations in the cognitive space of the system

The system can assume any unstable configuration possible in that space, until it
reaches the bottom (that is, configuration C in Figure 8.4). In order to understand the
cognitive behavior of the system, it is possible to study the overall behavior of the
system looking at any interesting space “shape” that leads it from point A to point
C, passing through point B (see Figure 8.4).
From state A to B the space begins to be subject to a first deformation. If we
imagine the diagrams as illustrating the behavior of a cognitive system, A represents
a tabula rasa state, while the cognitive agent is still searching and no ideas influence its judgment. Suddenly something changes in the parameters, leading to the
transitory state B. This state is just transitory and unstable: at this point a bifurcation happens. In fact, the system can “reject” state B by coming back to state A (the
weight of the parameters is not yet irremediably heavy), or any other previous state.
For example, a cognitive system faced with a perception judged as anomalous can
choose not to activate an explanatory abduction. In subsection 2.1.1 of chapter two,
this case was described by the situation in which, in front of ignorance problems,
the agent does not abduce, but yields to her ignorance.
Otherwise, the system can persist in state B anticipating the abductive inference
that leads to its final state C (here I am applying this dynamical description to the
problem of abduction). This conformation can be changed only by drastic and catastrophic changes. To better understand creative abductive cognitive processes and
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processes of discovery in science, we can integrate this geometrical metaphor with
the concepts of anticipation and adumbration.

8.2.1

Hypotheses Anticipation and Abduction

I have already illustrated in subsection 4.7.2 of chapter four how the philosophical tradition of phenomenology recognizes the important role of perceptual and
kinesthetic abilities in the generation of “idealities” and “mental” constructs (of
course this tradition employs a typical philosophical lexicon I am adopting in the
following few passages). In this perspective perception is a “structured” intentional
constitution of the external objects, established by the rule-governed activity of consciousness. Sensible schemata constituted in the temporal continual mutation of
adumbrations mediate and structure the perception of material things immediately
given. Appearances of pure lived experiences in “presentational perception” – obtained by direct acquaintance – only provide a constituting multiplicity of partial
aspects (adumbrations), which need be further unified to establish they belong to a
particular and single object (noema). When we see a – potential, we cannot foretell
what it is – spherical form from one perspective, we are adumbrating it. To manage
the adumbrative aspects of things as part of the visual field we have to glue different fillings-in of the visual field to construct the temporal continuum of perceptive
adumbrations in a global space.
As I have already illustrated in chapter four the kinesthetic control of perception is also related to the problem of the generation of the objective notion of
three-dimensional space, that in turn is at the core of the phenomenological constitution of a “thing” as a single body unified through the multiplicity of its appearances/adumbrations. The “meaning identity” of a thing is of course related to the
continuous flow of adumbrations: given the fact that the incompleteness of adumbrations implies their synthetic consideration in a temporal way, a synthesis which
is kinesthetic and involves eyes, body, and objects. Visual sensations are not sufficient to constitute objective spatiality and have to be intertwined with kinesthetic
sensations relative to the movements of the perceiver’s own body. The ego itself is
only constituted thanks to the capabilities of movement and action. Kinesthetic controls play the role of spatial gluing operators. They are able to compose, in the case
of visual field, different partial aspects – identifying them as belonging to the same
object, that is constituting an ideal and transcendent “object”. They are realized in
the “pure consciousness” and are characterized by an intentionality which requires
a temporal lapse of time.
Adumbrations are multiple and infinite, and there is a potential co-givenness of
some of them (those potentially related to single objects). Adumbrations, as rough
information that has to be further processed, influence the parameters governing
the cognitive system, in the sense that they are responsible for its shifts in the state
space. They are incomplete and partial so for the complete givenness of an object a temporal process is necessary. Anticipations are the explanatory operations
necessary to manage adumbrations that have to be performed by objective transcendence. Just because defeasible, anticipations correspond to a kind of non-intuitive
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intentional expectation. When we see a spherical form from one perspective (as an
adumbration), we will assume through explanatory abduction that it is effectively a
sphere, but it could be also a hemisphere (an example already employed by Locke).
Anticipations can be usefully seen as highly conjectural – and nonmonotonic – multimodal abductions, which can be withdrawn and replaced by other more plausible ones. Moreover, they constitute an activity of “generate and test” as a kind of
“manipulative” cognition: indeed the finding of adumbrations involves kinesthetic
controls, sometimes in turn involving manipulations of objects; but the activity of
testing anticipations also implies kinesthetic controls and manipulations.
Finally, not all the anticipations are informationally equivalent and work like attractors for privileged individuations of objects: they foretell subsequent new trends.
In this sense the whole activity is toward “the best anticipation”, the one that can
display the object in an optimal way. Prototypical adumbrations work like structuralstable systems, in the sense that they can “vary inside some limits”, without altering
the apprehension of the object. Like in the case of selective abduction, anticipations
are able to select possible paths for constituting objects, actualizing them among
the many that remain completely tacit. Like in the case of creative abduction, they
can construct new explanatory ways of aggregating adumbrations, by delineating
the constitution of new objects/things. In this case they originate interesting new
“attractors” that give rise to new stable “conceptual” generalizations.
Let us give an astronomical example of anticipation stemming from analysis of
the evolution of the cognitive “distributed” system expressing classical physics, a
cognitive system that is intended to involve humans (scientists), non-humans (natural non biological entities), and artificial agents. New problems arose after Uranus
was accepted as being a planet. The orbit of Uranus could not be accurately predicted from Newtonian theory. In fact, looking at the predicted orbit with an artifact in the form of a telescope with its own cognitive effect, it was not possible to
observe any astronomical body. This was an interesting anomaly to be solved. To
explain this inconsistency, Adams and Leverrier, in the first half of the nineteenth
century, introduced the ad hoc hypothesis that this anomaly could be explained by
postulating the existence of another still unobserved planet. This is a case of productive ad hoc hypothesis guessing, an abduction as an anticipation. In 1846 Galle
decided to point his telescope in the direction indicated by the new hypothesis to
effectively determine the existence of the planet. He actually “discovered” Neptune.
It was the adoption of the ad hoc hypothesis and the decision to use an external
artifact which were able to “prosthesize” scientists’ cognitive skills and to lead the
cognitive system to the new attractor, where the guessed hypothesis was tested and
accepted, thanks to the subsequent empirical discovery.
Metaphorically we can say that the new hypothesis and the telescope (an external
tool manipulated by the scientist), “bumped” against the existing attractor accounting for the beliefs regarding the orbit of Uranus as predicted by the Newtonian theory. This led to a catastrophic rearrangement of parameters; that is to the discovery
of a new planet and to the development of a new conception of the solar system.

8.3 Abduction, Pregnances, Affordances
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Abduction, Pregnances, Affordances

I have anticipated in subsection 8.1.1 that further insight regarding abduction in
cognitive systems from a “dynamical” perspective can be found in Thom’s theory
of morphogenesis, based on the catastrophe theory. Some of the results illustrated in
the following sections can be seen in the light of chapter six, devoted to affordances
and abduction, and chapter five, which stressed the relationships between instincts,
abduction and hardwired aspects.
As I have shown in subsection 5.2.1 of chapter five, an example of instinctual (and
putatively “unconscious”) abduction is given by the case of some animal embodied
cognitive abilities. These abilities are in turn capable of leading to some appropriate
behavior: as Peirce said, abduction even takes place when a new born chick picks
up the right sort of corn. I have contended that this is an example of spontaneous abduction – analogous to the case of other hardwired unconscious/embodied abductive
processes in humans: “The chicken you say pecks by instinct. But if you are going
to think every poor chicken endowed with an innate tendency toward a positive
truth, why should you think that to man alone this gift is denied? [Peirce, 19311958, 5.591]”. I think the concept of pregnance, introduced by Thom [1975; 1980]
on the basis of Wertheimer’s Gestaltic concept of Prägnanz, can shed further light
on a kind of morphodynamical “physics” of abduction, first of all in the case of its
instinctual hardwired aspects.
In sum, pregnance and salience are key concepts which provide further information about the instinctual/plastic abduction dichotomy. As they acquire their
meaning in a very naturalistic intellectual framework, they are useful to propose a unified perspective on abductive cognitive/psychic processes, seen as basic physico-biological events, endowed with a profound eco-cognitive significance.
The pregnance affects an organism, and the related abductive/hypothetical response
is promptly triggered. Pregnances are genetically transmitted but can also be actively created for example through learning and high cognitive capacities, through
the formation of multiple forms of hypothetical intelligence.

8.3.1

Saliences

The complicated – and at first sight obscure – concept of pregnance is based on the
concept of salience, which emerges in the dynamical framework of the “semiophysical” perspective. First of all we can say that in general, phenomenal discontinuities
are perceived by organisms as salient forms (for example, in the auditive case, the
eruption of a sound in the midst of silence),12 that is, as contextual effects between
forms. Discontinuities over there in the environment are basically translated into
other more or less amplified discontinuities in the subjective sensorial state, as a
kind of “echo” or “shock” within an organism of the physical environment. In the
12

“The simplest feature is the punctual discontinuity geometrically represented by a point dividing
the real straight line R into two half lines” [Thom, 1988, p. 3].
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case of sensory systems, salience of course is at the basis of the first possibility of
perceiving individuated forms.13
The term pregnance can be applied both to physical and biological phenomena.
It can further clarify the distinction between the instinctual chicken abduction above
and other plastically acquired abductive ways of cognition:
So we will get this general pattern of a world made up of salient forms and pregnances
– salient forms being objects, very often individuated, that are impenetrable to one
another, and pregnances being occult qualities,14 efficient virtues that emanate from
source-forms and invest other salient forms in which they produce visible effects (that
is the so-called “figurative” effects for the organisms invested) [Thom, 1988, p. 2].

Thom further says: “Pregnances are non-localized entities emitted and received by
salient forms. When a salient form ‘seizes’ a pregnance, it is invaded by this pregnance and consequently undergoes transformations in its inner state which can in
turn produce outward manifestations in its form: we call these figurative effects”
[Thom, 1988, p. 16]. To clarify the two concepts of salience and pregnance the following two examples can be of some utility [the wide range of events covered by the
two concepts is testified by the fact that the first example does not have any cognitive/psychological significance]: 1) an infection – pregnance – contaminates healthy
subjects – that represent the “invested” form: salience. These subjects in turn re-emit
the same infection – pregnance – into the environment. In this case pregnance has
in itself a material/biological support (for example a virus) – as a mediator, which
in turn is transmitted thanks to a suitable medium (for example air or blood); 2)
worker honeybees communicate with each other by means of signs (through the
iconic movements of a dance) – pregnance – that express the site where they have
found food in order to inform the other cospecific individuals – the invested salience
– about the location. In this second case the pregnance is transmitted – mediated –
through ondulatory sounds and light signals and produces a neurobiological effect at
the destination, that is, in other words – a “psychic” effect [of course we can use in
this case the expression “psychic” only if we unorthodoxically and mentalistically
admit honeybees are endowed with a kind of animal psyche – an example regarding
a cat or a boy would have been more convincing for the reader. . . ].15 However, to
better grasp the concept of pregnance further analysis is needed.
13

14

15

In this case perception can be appropriately influenced by a certain form of “concept, that is to
say a class of equivalence between forms referent to the same concept”: the lack of the concept
can annihilate the grasping of the individuated form, especially when analysis proceeds from
the whole to the parts.
This is just a metaphor, actually Thom thinks that pregnances are not occult and mysterious
qualities, because they could be accounted for as fully explainable psychological phenomena in
neurological and biological terms, and they can also be made intelligible through mathematical models. The description of the processes affected by pregnance activity aims at providing
what Thom calls a “protophysics, source and reservoir of all permanent intuitions, of all those
archetypal metaphors that have nourished man’s imagination over the ages” [Thom, 1988, p. 3].
Fields in physics are the true paradigm of objective pregnances in modern science, because in
that case we are theoretically able to calculate their variation in space-time thanks to a mathematical description (based on an explicit geometrical definition of space-time) [Thom, 1988, p.
32].
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In general, in the case of salient forms, their impact on the organism’s sensory apparatus “remains transient and short lived” [Thom, 1988, p. 2], so they do not have
relevant long-term effects on the behavior of the organisms. In the case of cognitive
events, if we adopt the perspective of the affordances described in chapter six, we
can say that salient forms – contrary to pregnant forms, “afford” organisms without
triggering relevant modifications either at the level of possible inner rumination or
in terms of motor actions. Thom says that when salient forms carry “biological significance”, like in the form of prey for the hungry predator, or the predator for its
prey, or in the case of sex and fear, or when a salient form is invested by an infection,
the reaction is much bigger and involves the freeing of hormones, emotive excitement and behavior (or an immune response in the case of the infection) devoted to
attracting or repulsing the form: salient forms of this type are called pregnant.
In the cognitive case, pregnances, no matter whether due to innate releasing
processes or to complicated, more or less stable internal learnt processes and representations, are triggered by a very small sensory stimulus (a stimulus “with a
little figuration, an olfactory stimulus for instance” [Thom, 1988, p. 6]). Hence,
they represent a relationship with certain special phenomenological aspects, that
are of course only more or less stable and so can appear and disappear. At some
times and in some cases the special sensitivity to pregnances is disregarded. Like
in the case of affordances, this variability and transience can be seen at the level of
the differences of pregnance sensitivity among organisms and also at the level of the
same organism at successive stages of its cognitive and biological development. In
terms of the hypothetical abductive framework described in this book we can say
that a pregnant stimulus is – so to say – highly diagnostic and a trigger to initiate
abductive cognition, like in the case of the hardwired pregnancy occurring regarding our Peircean chicken and its food, the chicken promptly reacts when perceiving
it. When a pregnance affects an organism, the abductive reaction can be promptly
triggered. Finally, we have to recall that the pregnant character of a form is always
relative to a receiving subject (or group of subjects), just as we have seen in the
eco-psychological case of affordances.
Pregnances can be abductively activated or created. When bell ringing is repeated
often enough together with the exhibition of a piece of meat to a dog, thanks to
Pavlovian conditioning the alimentary pregnance of meat spreads by contiguity to
the salient auditive form, so that the salient form, in this case the sound of the bell,
is invested by the alimentary pregnance of the meat; here the metaphor of the invasive fluid – even if exoteric – can be useful: “So we can look on a pregnance as
an invasive fluid spreading through the field of perceived salient forms, the salient
form acting as a ‘fissure’ in reality through which seeps the infiltrating fluid of pregnance” [Thom, 1988, p. 7].16 The propagation can also occur through similarity,
taking advantage of the mirroring force of some features. Once the reinforcement is
16

To explain the formation of pregnances Thom exploits the classical Pavlovian perspective. More
recent approaches take advantage of Hebbian [Hebb, 1949] and other more adequate learning
principles and models, cf. for example [Loula et al., 2009].
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established, the bell, Thom says, refers symbolically in a more or less stable way, to
the meat.17 From this point of view the “symbolic activity” is seen as fundamentally
linked to biological control systems in two ways: 1) it is an extension of their efficacy (new favorable cognitive abductive chances – new pregnances – are added); 2)
an internal simulation concerning the relationship between the food and its index,
the bell, is implemented, so that the door is opened to the formation of multiple
forms of abductive semiotic cognition (and /or intelligence):
The fact that initially, as in the Pavlovian schema, this stimulation is no more than a
simple association, does not stop us from considering that we have the first tremors
in the plastic and competent dynamic of the psychism of [the actant] of an external
spatio-temporal liaison interpreted not without reason as causal. [. . . ] Hence, from the
beginning, the situation is not fundamentally different from that of language [. . . ].
Only these fundamental “catastrophes” of biological finality have the power of generating the symbols in animals [Thom, 1980, pp. 268–269].

As I have already indicated Thom sees pregnances not only as innate endowments
(like in the case of the basic ones seen in birds and mammals: hunger, fear, sexual
desire), but also as related to higher-level cognitive capacities “When animal pregnance is generalized in the direction of human conceptualization ‘conceptual’ or individuating pregnances will be revealed, the nature of which is close to ‘salience’ ”
[Thom, 1988, p. 6]. At this point it would have to be clear that I maintain we can synthetically account for both these processes in terms of different kinds of abductive
cognition. For example, Thom observes, reverberating the view of visual perception
as semi-encapsulated I have illustrated in chapter five “[. . . ] it is doubtful whether
genetics alone would be able to code a visual form [. . . ]. Whence the necessity of
invoking cultural transmission, linked with the social or family organization of the
community” [Thom, 1988, p. 10]. A cognitive situation also analogous to the one
I have repeatedly stressed in chapter six in the case of “mediated” affordances (cf.
subsection 6.4.1). In gregarious animals the signals (which also have to be seen as
referring to the explanation of the origin of the “pregnance-mirroring” functions of
human language) are a vector of pregnances in so far as they transfer a pregnance
from one individual to another, or to several others. In such a way they favor teaching and learning, working to constitute the collective shared behavior needed for
example to capture food and to ward off predators.
When an organism – through abductive cognition – traces back a symbolic reference to a “source” form [in the Thom’s sense indicated above], often a motor
reaction becomes necessary to bring satisfaction:
In a social group, one individual’s encounter with a source form S may give rise to a
dilemma: whether to pursue the “individual interest” which consists in using the regulatory reflex that will result in selfish satisfaction, or to follow the altruistic community
strategy by uttering the cry that will carry the pregnance S to the other members of the
17

Of course extinction of pregnances through absence of reinforcement is possible, when an organism moves away for a long time from the source form or when the invested salient form is
associated with another pregnant form still in absence of reinforcement.
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community; such a cry is then the signal by which the signal P of S experienced by
individual 1 can be transferred to another individual 2” [Thom, 1988, p. 12].18

An example is furnished by the case of a signal (or a proximal “clue”, in Brunswik’s
terms), which transfers the pregnance of fear in birds, which further prompts the
motion of taking flight but that also incurs the risk of attracting the predator’s attention. Animals perceive the pregnant sign/clue (for example tracks or excreta of
the predator), and then emit a further sign (cry) that mirrors that sign/clue and its
pregnance.

8.4.1

Pregnances and Human Language

From the point of view of the functions of human language Thom sees the birth of
the “genitive” as the syntactical form that denotes the proximity of a being whilst
denying its immediate presence. This syntactical form permits us to emit and receive
alarm calls19 which provide individuals (and the group) with an adequate defense.
From this perspective the presence of a pregnant sign associated with a form S can be
considered as a fundamental kind of concept or class of equivalence between salient
forms, which incorporates a primary, rudimentary and prompt abductive power.
As I have already stressed, the cultural acquisition of a sensitivity to source forms
has to be hypothesized in both humans and various animals. In this case pregnance
transmission occurs, beyond the hardwired cases, thanks to the presence of suitable
artifactual cognitive niches (such as human natural languages), which function as
pregnance mediators, where plastic teaching and learning is possible. These cognitive niches make plenty of cognitive tools available, that in turn make the organisms
acquiring them able to pregnantly manage signs (which consequently gain a special “meaning”). This process is clearly illustrated by the description of various
aspects of “plastic” – and not merely hardwired – cognitive skills in animal abduction (chapter five) and by the relevance of the “mediated” character of several
affordances (chapter six). In these last two cases both cognitive skills and sensitivity to suitable affordances require cultural learning/training imbued in appropriate
cognitive niches.
In section 5.4.2 of chapter five I have emphasized that fleeting and evanescent internal pseudorepresentations (beyond reflex-based innate releasing processes, trial
and error or mere reinforcement learning) are needed to account for many animal “communication” performances even at the rudimentary level of chicken calls:
Evans says that “[. . . ] chicken calls produce effects by evoking representations of a
class of eliciting events [food, predators, and presence of the appropriate receiver]
[. . . ]. The humble and much maligned chicken thus has a remarkably sophisticated
18

19

Thom nicely adds that this kind of proto-moral conflict resonates with the more clearly “moral”
conflict of civilized societies “This dilemma exists well and truly in our society. Witness the
scruples most honest citizens have in making true declarations of their taxable revenues” [Thom,
1988, p. 12].
Also, in many animals alarm calls/cries are the analogue of the second-person singular imperatives typical of human classical languages [Thom, 1980, p. 172].
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system. Its calls denote at least three classes of external objects. They are not involuntary exclamations, but are produced under particular social circumstances”
[Evans, 2002a, p. 321]: in Thom’s words, these calls are of course pregnant signals which can be learnt. Chickens form separate representations when faced with
different events and they are affected by prior experience (of food, for example).
They are mainly due to internally developed plastic capacities to react to the environment, and can be thought of as the fruit of learning. In chapter five we have
also seen that many animals go beyond the use of sound signals in their cognitive
performances, they for example reify and delegate cognitive/semiotic roles to true
pregnant external artificial “pseudorepresentations” (for example landmarks, urinemarks, etc.) which artificially modify the environment to later on afford themselves
and other individuals of the group or of other species.

8.5

Semiotic Brains Make Up Signs: Mental and Mindless
Semiosis through Abductive Anticipation

In the previous chapters of this book we have seen how various animals possess a
subsystem consisting of neuron activities that mainly aims at furnishing models of
the exterior space reflecting the interesting objects found there (for example prey,
food, predators) and the position of the body – spatial representations – in relation to
these objects, thus allowing appropriate and fruitful spatial competition. In section
3.3 in chapter three I have argued that in humans and many animals what I have
called semiotic brains are brains that make up a series of signs and are engaged in
making or manifesting or reacting to a series of signs. Through this semiotic activity
they can be at the same time engaged in “being minds” and in thinking intelligently.
Thom’s example of the Pavlovian dog is striking, when the dog is conditioned to recognize the sound sign “the ringing of a bell” as a pregnant alimentary form “[. . . ]
this transformation only occurs in the psyche of the conditioned dog. Nothing in
the phonic structure of the signal has changed intrinsically; the only objective aspect concerns the dog itself, the subject, whose psyche is going to run through a
whole associative chain of the category Γp in order to reach the source form. (When
this chain includes actions on the part of the subject, then we have the principle
of training or dressage)” [Thom, 1988, p. 14]. Humans have conditioned the dog
to acknowledge material, physical events (like the the ringing of a bell), which in
the dog’s “psyche”, as Thom says, becomes a pregnant sign. This is a psyche that
consequently manifests the existence of a kind of “mind” absorbed in reacting to
the signs (and further able to make up and manifest other related signs),20 that it is
absorbed in – so to say – “being a mind”.
It is important to stress again that Thom provides a mathematical model of many
of these semiophysical processes. In the case of Pavlovian conditioning the ground
state of the receiving subject can be seen as a non-absolute minimum, surrounded by
a ring of basins the bottoms of which are lower than the ground state. The perception
20

For example the dog can emit the cry for food, a salient form which is also a pregnant form for
other dogs or for humans.
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of a form as pregnant is such because it creates a “tunnel effect”, well-known in
quantum mechanics, which precipitates the representative point into a peripheral
basin therefore liberating energy and constituting an excited state (cf. Figure 8.5).
Attractors (see above subsection 8.1) are still at play, the indetermination of the
pregnant form is due to the attraction held by it in a space of forms, where the
excited states have to play a biological regulation and a regulative subsequent action
looking for satisfaction (or pain and sex, in other cases).
Pregnance (which in the present Pavlovian case is just the memo of an earlier
satisfaction) is the abductive anticipation of the satisfaction at play, an anticipation
that implies a “virtual” affectivity (investment of the subject) that has an effect. The
hungry animal is excited: once the food/prey appears, is caught and ingested, the
“actual” affective satisfaction lifts the level of the excited state basin and possibly
annihilates it so that the animal returns to the ground state. In the general case of the
interplay predator/prey a distinction has to be made between potential investment by
a pregnance (when the animal is looking for the prey) and actual investment “which
comes in after the perception catastrophe” [Thom, 1988, pp. 15–16]. Following my
semiotic interpretation it is clear that pregnant forms/signs are “dialogic” both at the
intrasubjective (in some cases – humans for example – organisms are aware of them)
and at the intersubjective level, while at the same time their conceptual significance
can only be grasped in an eco-cognitive framework.
These perspective pregnances consist in intertwined internal and external semiotic processes. If a pregnant alimentary form “only occurs in the psyche of the conditioned dog”, and in turn salient signals can be emitted and then seen as pregnant
by other individuals, following Thom we can say that every element of the dog’s
psyche has something corresponding to it in the world. Peirce analogously said
that “[. . . ] man is an external sign. That is to say, the man and the external sign
are identical, in the same sense in which the words homo and man are identical”
[Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.314] (cf. chapter three, subsection 3.5.1): let us remember
once more that for Peirce, and also from my perspective, signs include feeling,
image, conception, and other representations, which means that model-based aspects of both animal and human cognition are central and constitute a significant

Fig. 8.5 Tunnel effect, due to the apparition of a pregnant form, on a sensitive subject. In
[Thom, 1988, p. 15]. 1988
c
Dunod, reprinted by permission.
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phenomenal manifestation – pregnant – of organisms. In such a way material animal
salient signals become available in a social process to other animals (and, in part,
to humans) for pregnant interpretations and consequently guide our actions in a
positive or negative way. In Thom’s terms, salient forms become pregnant for the
receiver because they mirror the object through resemblance/isomorphism [icons],
contiguity [indexes], or conventionality [symbols], just as Peirce contended. The
social interplay between saliences and pregnances established by Thom is a process
of “sign action”, or semiosis, and does not necessarily refer to an actual person
or mind, but can also be attributed to an animal interpreter and, furthermore, to
the obviously “mindless” cases of triadic semiosis (sign, object, interpretant), or
even to plant behavior. Indeed we can recognize that a sign has been interpreted not
because we have observed a mental action but by observing another related material
sign. Finally, also unconscious or emotional interpretants are typically widespread
in human beings (cf. chapter three, subsection 3.5.1).
As anything can be seen as a pregnant sign, the collection of potential signs may
encompass virtually anything available within the agent, including all data gathered
by its sensors. As I have already illustrated in the quoted subsection of chapter three,
in the context of the science of complexity pregnant semiosis can be depicted as an
emergent property of a system. Emergent properties constitute a certain class of
higher-level properties, related in a certain way to the microstructure of a class of
systems, that thus become able to produce, transmit, receive, compute and interpret
signs of different kinds.
In summary, abduced pregnances mediate salient signs and work in a triple hierarchy: feelings, actions, and concepts. They are partially analogous to Peirce’s
“habits”, that is, various generalities as pregnant responses to a sign. They are the
effect of a sign process. In Peircean terms, the interpretant produced by the sign
can lead to a feeling (emotional interpretant), or to a muscular or mental effort,
that is an energetic interpretant of some kind of action – (not only outward, bodily action, but also purely inward exertions like those “mental soliloquies strutting
and fretting on the stage of imagination” – [Colapietro, 2000, p. 142]). Of course
sign(al)s are subjected to modifications, because they are always, so to say, incomplete, with the possibility of taking any particular feature previously unknown to
their interpreters, so that their possible pregnant character can be further revised
or withdrawn. In humans some signs (for example linguistic and/or symbolic in
a Peircean sense) are pregnant for the receiver in so far as they are immediately
endowed with abstract meaning and live in semiosis with a more or less longterm stability in the hierarchy of iconic, enactive, and symbolic communication.
They give rise to “thoughts” related not only to intellectual activity but also to initiating ethical action, as a “modification of a person’s tendencies toward action”
[Peirce, 1931-1958, 5.476].21

21

I have devoted part of chapter three to the clarification of the relationship between the semiotic
approach and abduction, taking advantage of the Peirce’s original results.
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Language Acquisition through Attunement and Parental
Deixis

In the subsection 5.7.3 in chapter five I have maintained that in ontogenetic affect attunement between human infants and their caregivers the interplay is mainly
model-based and mostly iconic (taking advantage of the force of gestures and voice).
Hence, meaningful words are present, but the semiotic propositional flow is fully
“understood” only on the part of the adult, not on the part of the infant, where words
and their meanings are simply being learnt. Let us focus on this problem related to
language acquisition in the light of catastrophe theory. The child is, in a way, “invaded” by a great number of words, that can be characterized as potentially pregnant
and their presence is commonly thought to be at the basis of the distinction between
human and other animal communication. Prior to the model-based interplay related
to face and gestures (that reaches the baby when it is just a few days old) there is
the main (alimentary) pregnance, when the child is breast-fed. Following Thom, it
can be hypothesized that in this process the pregnance of a baby’s own body, step
by step, becomes autonomous “if the organic coenaesthesis is linked up with the
external image of the body (mirror stage)” [Thom, 1988, p. 23]. A similar process is
occurring in the case of the formation of the assessment of the autonomy of external
objects in so far as they are the object of action, so that we witness “the mother’s
original pregnance exfoliating into a great number of beings and objects” (ibid.).
The child receives some words uttered by the mother, who, at the same time,
through deixis, emits a quantum of her pregnance to invest the object indicated
(through contact or the pointing finger), thus coupling it with the sound. The heard
word acts as a tunnel effect (cf. above subsection 8.5), and stabilizes, for individuating the pregnance of the object: “[. . . ] the possibility the child has of causing the
object to appear by saying the word reinforces the autonomy of this pregnance which
eventually dissociates itself completely from that of the mother” (ibid.). Deixis,
which externalizes a gesture related to a word, creates a transitory pregnance which
invests the objects shown and, by conveying the designating word, invades the receiver’s psychism through internalization and neural fixation (towards eight or nine
months the child is able to reproduce the same behavior as the mother asking her
the name of the object and pointing to it). It is in this way that, the “meaning” of the
word is firmly grasped and internalized.
The syntactical aspects of natural languages,22 such as for example the genitive –
see subsection 8.4 above – or the management of the verb,23 can be further explained
in terms of archetypal morphological space-time processes susceptible of being described in mathematical topological terms. For instance “Upon hearing an order the
cerebral dynamics suffers a specific stimulus s, which sends it into an unstable state
of excitation. This state then evolves towards stability through its capture by the attractor A, whose excitation generates the motor execution of the order by coupling the
22
23

Basic syntactical mechanisms are intended by Thom as simulated copies (defined on an abstract
space) of the fundamental biological functions such as predation and sexuality.
For example a verb transfers a pregnance from subject to object and so constitutes an attractor
of the cerebral dynamics.
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motor neurones” [Thom, 1980, p. 172]. For example, the verbs of feeling to fear and
to hope express that an actant subject admits in internal co-ordinates “a morphology
of the future, which is accepted with repulsion or attraction” (p. 211).24
The further ontogenetic syntactical development of language in humans is linked
to the communication target – it is driven by social necessity – of extracting the
“meaning” incorporated in pregnances received from humans and artifacts through
various sensory systems based on ondulatory sounds, light, and direct contact: basically, auditory, visual [written texts], tactile [for example, Braille cells]. Obviously,
the acquired linguistic syntactic competence allows humans to affect others with subjective pregnances at will. A linguistic sentence like “Peter sends John a letter by post”
where the target is of course to inform the hearer, has the precise biological realization of precipitating “his logos into a new stationary state, a new form” [Thom, 1980,
p. 183]. Indeed any message is in a state of morphological instability, which then stabilizes itself in the recipient in a locally stable network of behavior. It is interesting
to stress that from Thom’s semiophysical perspective the elementary mathematical
structure (singularity elliptic umbilic) of this sentence also describes messages that
are externalized without the help of uttered or written sentences. Semiotic information takes advantage of very different material realizations, for instance model-based
and through artifacts. A special case of the same mathematical morphological structure is the extreme event of “communication” regarding a message that has the aim of
capturing or destroying the receiver, here the message is a projectile, the messenger
being a firearm used by an aggressive and violent human being.
In this sense we can say that vocal and written language is a tool exactly like a
knife;25 the material prolongation of an organ. It is a vector of pregnances of biological origin, the possible support of a subsequent action and the outward extension of
an organic activity.26
Let us come back to the mother/child interplay related to language acquisition.
Once the reciprocal use of a “word” abductively is stabilized, it constitutes the expected linguistic “attunement” to the mother, (the “communication” is established),
and at the same time the appropriate (maternal) cognitive link to the external environment. The process is slow, the fruit of a progressive abductive activity of subsequent “linguistic (abductive) hypotheses” [words] externalized by the two agents,
until the plausible and acceptable one is reached. In this process, the external manifestation [sound/word] of the baby is established as that commitment to the external
world, which in turn testifies a possible shared coherent flux of communication with
the mother. A side effect is also a sharing of affection that can be mediated by words
24

25
26

An example of the morphological isomorphism between language and biological functions is
the following: the verb as it appears in sentences like in “The cat eats the mouse” reproduces
at the linguistic level the biological transition between the virtual investment of a subject by a
pregnance and the satisfaction resulting from the act analogous to the one I have described above
in the Pavlovian case. Of course when the “verb” is used to describe the process of inanimate
nature, part of this process – intentionality and satisfaction – tends to disappear.
Language as a tool is already a key point of the perspective established in the framework of
distributed cognition, cf. chapter three, subsection 3.6.5.
On the analysis of language in the systemic terms of catastrophe theory cf. [Thom, 1988, chapters two and eight] and [Petitot, 1985; Petitot, 1992; Petitot, 2003].
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and which is also at the basis of further social expression of emotions in a languagebased way. [Roberts, 2004] states that children form knowledge and expectations
about the symbolic functioning of a particular word through routine events where
model-based perceptual and manipulative aspects of cognition are predominant and
furnish suitable constraints. Finally, in the general dialectic interplay of human adult
communication the formation of new words can be traced back to the general interplay between source(s) – both biological and artificial – and receiver. Words are
frequently used with meanings which are different to their original ones, so “tensions” are introduced, which can lead to potentially successful neologisms in further
communication and to the extinction of old terms.
As a counterpart to the ontogenetic description above, the phylogenetic aspects of
attunement have to be taken into account. From the phylogenetic perspective deixis
can be traced back to the effect of light and heat given the fact that “Biological
pregnances have turned little by little into objective pregnances, physical in modern
terms” [Thom, 1988, p. 25]. It can be hypothesized that the abductive mechanisms of
propagation and investments of subjective pregnances, which act on organisms like
humans, have been mirrored and represented externally onto things, in the interplay between internal and external representations, with a considerable epistemic
and practical success. I agree with Thom: he says it would have been easy for our
ancestors to detect that light behaves like a pregnance which has its own source
forms and which, when emitted, invests and transforms the objects on which it falls:
objects which in turn emit a similar pregnance. We can say, adopting a different
lexicon, following Jung, that first of all rough external representations (Jung says
“observations”), merely reached through senses, were rapidly “internalized” and became “mythologized”. “Summer and winter, the phases of the moon, the rainy season,
and so forth, are in no sense allegories” of those primary observations, because they
become “symbolic expressions of the inner” [i.e, pregnances] and “become accessible
to man’s consciousness by way of projection, that is mirrored in the events of nature”
[Jung, 1968a, p. 6] (cf. also chapter three, subsection 3.8.1). Later on, a mechanism
or subsequent projections of internal representations outside in the external environment and subsequent re-internationalizations are implemented.

8.5.2

“Discreteness” and Cognition

In the subsection 8.1.1 above I have stressed the role in cognitive science of the
discrete/continuous dichotomy. Thom’s analysis sheds further light on the cognitive role of discreteness seeing it as intrinsically intertwined with the emergence
of saliences and pregnances. The discrete decomposition of naturally continuous
phenomena is “not just an illusion of the mind” [Thom, 1988, p. 25], but can be
grasped in terms of the distinction between salience and pregnance. This distinction
is fundamental even if it sometimes tends to be blurred:
[. . . ] spreading and ramifying objects such as smoke from fire, or chemical diffusions
(odors), are pregnances which sometimes have salient aspects; the phase transitions of
matter, from salient solid to purely pregnant gas, provide an example of the modification of bodies which can be interpreted as due to conflicts between local pregnances
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[...]. (The form of a solid is a “figurative effect” of its “individuating pregnance” and
at the same time its definition). So it is easy to understand why exceptional natural
forms (lusus naturae), such as rocks resembling human faces, were endowed with a
pregnance that is half religious, half magic, an undifferentiated pregnance in which
Durkheim saw the origin of the modern notion of energy [Thom, 1988, p. 25].27

In the first case (magic), the imaginary world of pregnances is controlled by the
will of man (or rather of certain men, magicians, expert in efficient practices); in
the second (science), control is determined by the internal generativity of formal
language describing external situations, a generativity over which man has no hold,
once the initial conditions are laid down [Thom, 1988, p. 33].
Thom’s observation about the fact that discrete decomposition of naturally continuous phenomena is “not just an illusion of the mind” [Thom, 1988, p. 25], allows
me to add some final considerations about the controversial status of cognitive “representations” in the tradition of dynamic systems theories. If cognition is studied in
the “continuous” interactions between brain, body, and environment, it is natural to
be inclined to think that “representational states ” cannot be subject to the so-called
CCH hypothesis (cognitive continuity hypothesis), thus reaching an antirepresentationalist attitude. If discreteness and discontinuities at a higher level do not exclude
continuous behavior, there would be no discontinuities and so representations should
not exist. For example, [Garzón, 2008, pp. 288–290] argues that “In order to make
conceptual progress we need a principled distinction which gets couched in terms of
degree of continuity. The less discontinuous, the closer we are to nonrepresentational
dynamics. Therefore, representations and computations deflate as we approach primagenesis, and they finally evaporate. [. . . ] The lesson to be extracted from an antirepresentationalist reading of dynamic system theory is that coupled dynamic processes
remain equally grounded at any age. There is no stage in development where cognition ceases to be embedded and embodied”. Thus, antirepresentationalism is seen
as a “probe bed for cognitive science research and philosophical inquiry”. From this
dynamic viewpoint – even if considered in the so-called minimal account framework
– representations, and their computational descriptions can probably be dismissed
when treating system states. Nevertheless, at the different epistemological and phenomenological level of other disciplines, such as philosophy, logic, psychology, etc.
representations still display their gnoseological virtues. It can still be consistently and
rationally contended that discrete decomposition of naturally continuous phenomena
– like Thom says – is “not just an illusion of the mind”.
[Clark, 2008, p. 165] contends that to see cognition as embodied, embedded, and
even extended does not necessarily lead “[. . . ] toward radical antirepresentationalism or the rejection of computational and functional approaches to understanding mind and intelligence”, even if he acknowledges that these negative theses do
27

In the subsection in 3.8.3 in chapter three I have described, from a psychoanalytic perspective,
how not only natural pregnant objects like the above rocks resembling a human face, but also
intentionally and creatively built artifacts such as cognitive/affective mediators, can be seen in
the framework of the “psychic energy” flow. Those artifacts, in so far as they are aspects of
human cultures and parts of the related cognitive niches, are clearly seen as “transformers of
(psychic) energy”.
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appear in the literature on the embodied mind. On the contrary Clark contends, and
of course I agree with him, that embodied agents are “[. . . ] benefiting from multiple
forms of internal and external representation, as deploying a variety of computational transformations defined over those representations, and as apt to participate
in extended functional organizations that allow cognitive processes to spread productively across brain, body, and world. [. . . ] Appeals to embodiment and cognitive
extension go hand in hand with appeals to dynamics and to internal and external
processes of representation and computation.”

8.6

Hypothetical Cognition and Coalition Enforcement:
Language, Morality, and Violence

The study on abductive cognition offered in this book demonstrates that the activity
of guessing hypotheses touches on the important subject of morality and moral reasoning. In chapter six I have tried to show that in the activity of niche construction
hypothetical thinking (and so abduction) is fundamental; in the previous chapter I
have tried to illustrate that hypothetical thinking is often embedded in various kinds
of the so-called fallacious reasoning (which in turn constitutes a relevant part of the
linguistic cognitive niches where human beings are embedded). To better grasp its
philosophical status I think it is intriguing to stress that hypothetical cognition might
be favored for reasons of – so to say – “social epistemology” and moral reasoning.
In chapter four, in the framework of “distributed morality”, a term coined in my
recent book [Magnani, 2007d], I have illustrated the role of abduction in moral decision, both in deliberate and unconscious cases and its relationship with hardwired
and trained emotions. The result emphasized in chapter five that abduction is partly
explicable as a more or less “logical” operation related to the “plastic” cognitive endowments of all organisms and partly as a biological instinctual phenomenon, naturally led to the rediscovery of animals as “cognitive agents” but also as endowed with
moral intrinsic value. I argued that people have to learn to be “respected as things”
and sometimes, are. Various kinds of “things”, and among them work of arts, institutions, symbols and of course animals, are now endowed with increasing intrinsic
moral worth. Darwin noted that studying cognitive capacities in non-human animals
possesses an “independent interest, as an attempt to see how far the study of the lower
animals throws light on one of the highest psychical faculties of man” – the moral
sense [Darwin, 1981]. Further, the problem of the abductive construction of extended cognitive niches, explored in chapter six, offers a chance to see the role in
human cognition of management and correction of maladaptive artifactual niches,
which immediately relates to the relationships between morality and knowledge in
our technological world and to the role of the creative hypothetical reasoning employed in such a task.
In the previous chapter the analysis of the interplay between fallacies and abduction has acknowledged that: 1) abductive and other kinds of hypothetical reasoning
are involved in dialectic processes, which are at play in both agent-based everyday and scientific settings; 2) they are strictly linked to so-called smart heuristics
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and to the fact that very often less information gives rise to better performance; 3)
heuristics linked to hypothetical reasoning like “following the crowd”, or social imitation, more or less linked to fallacious aspects which involve abductive steps, are
often very effective. I stressed that these and other fallacies, are linked to what Réné
Thom calls “military intelligence”, which relates to the problem of the role of language in the so-called coalition enforcement. It is in this sense that I pointed out the
importance of fallacies as “distributed military intelligence”.
The aim of the following subsections is to clarify the idea of “coalition enforcement”. This idea illustrates a whole theoretical background for interpreting
the topics above concerning morality and hypothetical reasoning as well as my own
position, which resorts to the hypothesis about the existence of a strict link between morality and violence. The theme is further linked to some of the issues dealt
with in the previous sections of this chapter, where I value Thom’s attention to the
moral/violent role of what he calls “proto-moral conflicts”: I contend that, for example, the fundamental function of language can only be completely seen in the
light of its intrinsic moral (and at the same time violent) purpose, which is basically
rooted in an activity of military intelligence.

8.6.1

Coalition Enforcement

The coalition enforcement hypothesis, put forward by [Bingham, 1999; Bingham,
2000], aims at providing an explanation of the “human uniqueness” and spectacular
ecological dominance that is at the origin of human communication and language,
and of the role of cultural heritage. From this perspective, and due to the related
constant moral and punishing effect of coalition enforcement (which has an approximately two-million year evolutionary history), human beings can be fundamentally
seen as self-domesticated animals. I think the main speculative value of this hypothesis consists in stressing the role of the more or less stable stages of cooperation
through morality (and through the related inexorable violence). It implicitly shows
how both morality and violence are strictly intertwined with the social and institutional aspects, implicit in the activity of cognitive niche construction. In evolution
coalition enforcement works through the building of social cognitive niches as a
new way of diverse human adaptation. Basically the hypothesis refers to cooperation between related and unrelated animals to produce significant mutual benefits
that exceed costs and are potentially adaptive for the cooperators.28
In hominids cooperation in groups (which, contrary to the case of non-human animals, is largely independent from kinship) fundamentally derived from the need to
28

The role of the so called “group mind” in cognition and group adaptation, which aims at demonstrating the possibility that groups engage in coordinated and cooperative cognitive processes,
which far exceed the ability of individual thinking alone, is illustrated in [Wilson et al., 2004].
The formation of appropriate groups which behave according to explicit and implicit more or
less flexible rules of various types can be reinterpreted – beyond Wilson’s strict and puzzling
“direct” Darwinian version – as the “social” constitution of a cognitive niche, that is a cognitive modification of the environment which confronts the coevolutionary problem of selective
pressure in an adaptive or maladaptive way.
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detect, control, and punish social parasites, who for example did not share meat (also
variously referred to as free riders, defectors, and cheaters). These social parasites
were variously dealt with by killing or injuring them (and also by killing cooperators who refused to punish them) from a distance using projectile and clubbing
weapons.29 In such a way group cooperation (for example for efficient collective
hunting and meat sharing through control of free riders) has been able to adaptively
evolve and to render parasitic strategies no longer efficaciously adaptive. Through
cooperation and remote killing, individual costs of punishing are greatly reduced
and so is individual aggressiveness and violence, “perhaps” because violence is
morally “distributed” in a more sustainable way: “Consistent with this view, contemporary humans are unique among top predators in being relatively placid in dealing
with unrelated conspecific nonmates under a wide variety of circumstances” [Bingham, 1999, p. 140]. It has to be said that humans, contrary to non-human animals,
exchange a fundamental and considerable amount of relatively reliable information
with unrelated conspecifics [Bingham, 1999, p. 144].
Here again, the role of docility is worth citing. In Simon’s work, docility is related
to the idea of socializability, and to altruism in the sense that one cannot be altruistic
if he or she is not docile. However, the most important concept is docility and not
altruism, because docility is the condition of the possibility of the emergence of
altruism. I strongly believe, in the light of the coalition enforcement hypothesis, that
moral altruism can be correctly seen as a subproduct of (or at least intertwined with)
the violent behavior needed to “morally” defend and enforce coalitions. I have said
that groups need to detect, control and punish social parasites, that for example do
not share meat, by killing or injuring them (and any cooperators who refuse to carry
out punishment) and to this aim they have to gain the cooperation of other potential
punishers. This explains altruistic behavior (and the related cognitive endowments
which make it possible, such as affectivity, empathy and other non violent aspects
of moral inclinations) which can be used in order to reach cooperation. To control
free-riders inside the group and guard against threat from other alien groups, human
coalitions and most gregarious animal groups, have to take care of the individuals
who cooperate. It is from this perspective that we can explain, as I have said above,
quoting Bingham, why contemporary humans are not only violent but also very
docile and “[. . . ] unique among top predators in being relatively placid in dealing
with unrelated conspecific nonmates under a wide variety of circumstances”.30
29

30

In this case injuring and killing are cooperative and remote (and at the same time they are
“cognitive” activities). According to the coalition enforcement hypothesis, the avoidance of
proximal conflict reduces risks for the individuals. Of course cooperative morality that generates
“violence” against unusually “violent” and aggressive free riders and parasites can be performed
in other weaker ways, such as through denial of future access to a resource, injuring a juvenile
relative, gossiping to persecute dishonest communication and manipulative behaviors within
groups or war waged by some groups against less cooperative ones, etc. On the moral/violent
nature of gossip and fallacies cf. [Bardone and Magnani, 2009].
On the intrinsic moral character of human communities – with behavioral prescriptions, social
monitoring, and punishment of deviance – for much of their evolutionary history cf. [Wilson,
2002, p. 62] and [Boehm, 1999].
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The problem here is twofold. First, people delegate data acquisition to their experience, to external cultural resources and to other individuals, as I have illustrated in
the sections 3.1-3.6 in chapter three. Second, people generally put their trust in others in order to learn. I have already illustrated how a big cortex, speech, rudimentary
social settings and primitive material culture furnished the conditions for the birth
of the mind as a universal machine (cf. section 3.7, chapter three). I contended that
a big cortex can provide an evolutionary advantage only in the presence of a massive store of meaningful information and knowledge on external supports that only
a developed (even if small) community of human beings can possess. If we consider
high-level consciousness as related to a high-level organization of the human cortex,
its origins can be related to the active role of environmental, social, linguistic, and
cultural aspects. It is in this sense that docile interaction lies at the root of our social
(and neurological) development. It is obvious that docility is related to the development of cultures, morality, cultural availability and to the quality of cross-cultural
relationships. Of course, the type of cultural dissemination and possible cultural
enhancements affect the chances that human collectives have to take advantage of
docility and thus to increase or decrease their fitness.
As I have already noted, the direct consequence of coalition enforcement is the
development and the central role of cultural heritage (morality and sense of guilt
included), that is of those cognitive niches as new ways of arriving at diverse human adaptations, I have described in chapter six of this book. In this perspective the
long-lived and abstract human sense of guilt represents a psychological adaptation,
“abductively” anticipating an appraisal of a moral situation to avoid becoming a target of coalitional enforcement. Again, we have to recall that Darwinian processes
are involved not only in the genetic domain but also in the additional cultural domain, through the selective pressure activated by modifications in the environment
brought about by cognitive niche construction. According to the theory of cognitive
niches, coercive human coalition as a fundamental cognitive niche constructed by
humans becomes itself a major element of the selective environment and thus imposes constraints (designed by extragenetic information, cf. section 6.1.4, chapter
six of this book) on its members.31
Usually it is said that Darwinian processes operating on genetic information produce human minds whose properties somehow include generation of the novel,
complex adaptive design reflected in human material artifacts sui generis. However,
these explanations
31

Some empirical evidence seems to support the coalition enforcement hypothesis: fossils of
Homo (but not in australopithecines) show, on observation of skeletal adaptations, how selection developed an astonishing competence in humans relating to the controlled and violent
use of projectile and clubbing weapons (bipedal locomotion, the development of gluteus maximus muscle and its capacity to produce rotational acceleration, etc.). The observed parallel
increase in cranial volume relates to the increased social cooperation based on the receipt, use
and transmission of “extragenetic information”. Moreover, physiological, evolutionary, and obstetric constraints on brain size and structure indicate that humans can individually acquire a
limited amount of extragenetical information, that consequently has to be massively stored and
made available in the external environment.
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[. . . ] fail to explain human uniqueness. If building such minds by the action of Darwinian selection on genetic information were somehow possible, this adaptation would
presumably be recurrent. Instead, it is unique to humans. Before turning to a possible
resolution of this confusion, two additional properties of human technological innovation must be recalled. First, its scale has recently become massive with the emergence
of behaviorally modern humans about 40,000 years ago. Second, the speed of modern
human innovation is unprecedented and sometimes appears to exceed rates achievable
by the action of Darwinian selection on genetic information [Bingham, 1999, p. 145].

Hence, a fundamental role in the evolution of “non” genetic information has to be
hypothesized. Appropriately, coalition enforcement implies the emergence of novel
extragenetic information, such as large scale mutualistic information exchange – including both linguistically and model-based supported communication – between
unrelated kin. As mentioned above, it is noteworthy that extragenetic information
plays a fundamental role in terms of ideas transmitted (cultural/moral aspects), behavior, and resources embedded in artifacts (ecological inheritance). It is easy to
acknowledge that this information can be stored in human memory – in various
ways, both at the level of long-lived neural structures that influence behavior, and
at the level of external devices (cognitive niches), which are transmitted indefinitely
and are thus potentially immortal – but also independently of small kinship groups.
Moreover, transmission and selection of extragenetic information is at least partially
independent of an organism’s biological reproduction.

8.6.2

The Role of Abduction in the Moral/Violent Nature of
Language

In a study concerning language as adaptation the cognitive scientist and evolutionary psychologist [Pinker, 2003] says: “[. . . ] a species that has evolved to rely on
information should thus also evolve a means to exchange that information. Language multiplies the benefit of knowledge, because a bit of know-how is useful not
only for its practical benefits to oneself but as a trade good with others”. The expression “trade good” seems related to a moral/economical function of language: let us
explore this issue in the light of the coalition enforcement hypothesis.
Taking advantage of some ideas brought up by Thom’s catastrophe theory (cf.
the previous sections of this chapter) on how natural syntactical language is seen
(cf. subsections 8.5.1 8.4.1) as the fruit of social necessity,32 its fundamental function can only be seen clearly if also linked to an intrinsic moral (and at the same time
violent) aim which is basically rooted in a kind of military intelligence. Thom says
language can simply and efficiently transmit vital pieces of information about the
fundamental biological oppositions (life, death – good, bad). It is from this perspective that we can clearly see how human language – even at the level of more complicated syntactical expressions – always carries information (pregnancies) about
32

A view that is shared by other approaches in cognitive science, illustrated in chapter three, cf.
the case of Mithen (subsection 3.3), the so-called Machiavellian hypothesis (Whiten, Byrne, and
Dunbar, subsection 3.3.2, Clark (section 3.4.2), Donald, Logan, and Deacon (subsection 3.6.5).
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moral qualities of persons, things, and events. Qualities which are always directly
or indirectly related to the needs of the individual and/or of the group/coalition for
survival.
I have illustrated in the previous subsection that in human or pre-human groups
the appearance of coalitions dominated by a central leader quickly leads to the need
for surveillance of surrounding territory to monitor prey and watch for enemies with
the potential to jeopardize the survival of the coalition.
This is an idea shared by Thom who believes that language becomes a fundamental tool for granting stability and favoring the indispensable manipulation of
the world “thus the localization of external facts appeared as an essential part of
social communication” [Thom, 1988, p. 26], a performance that is already realized by naming33 (the containing relationship) in divalent structures: “X is in Y
is a basic form of investment (the localizing pregnance of Y invests X). When X
is invested with a ubiquitous biological quality (favorable or hostile), then so is
Y ” (ibid.). A divalent syntactical structure of language becomes fundamental if a
conflict between two outside agents has to be reported. The trivalent syntactical
structure subject/verb/object forges a salient “messenger” form that conveys the
pregnance between subject and recipient. In sum, the usual abstract functions of
syntactic languages, such as conceptualization, appear strictly intertwined with the
basic military nature of communication.
I contend that this military nature of linguistic communication is intrinsically
“moral” (protecting the group by obeying shared norms), and at the same time “violent” (for example, killing or mobbing to protect the group). This basic moral/violent
effect can be traced back to past ages; currently, when we see the “prehuman” use
of everyday natural language in current mobbers to express linguistic strategic communications “against” the mobbed target (inside the group or in alien threatening
groups). These linguistic strategic communications are often performed thanks to
hypothetical reasoning, abductive or not. In this case the use of natural language
can take advantage of efficient hypothetical cognition through gossip, fallacies etc.,
but also of the moral/violent exploitation of apparently more respectable and sound
truth-preserving and “rational” inferences. The narratives used in a dialectic and
rhetorical setting qualify the mobbed individual and its behavior in a way that is
usually thought of by the mobbers themselves (and by the individuals of their coalition/group) as moral, neutral, objective and justified while at the same time hurting
the mobbed individual in various ways. Violence is very often subjectively dissimulated and paradoxically thought of as the act of performing just, objective moral
judgments and of persecuting moral targets. De facto the mobbers’ coordinated narratives harm the target, very often without an appreciable awareness of the violence
performed.
This human linguistic behavior is clearly made intelligible when we analogously
see it as echoing the antipredatory behavior which “weaker” groups of animals
(birds, for example) perform, for example through the use of suitable alarm calls
and aggressive threats. Of course such behavior is mediated in humans through
33

It is important to stress that pregnant forms receiving names, loose their alienating character.
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socially available ideologies (more or less endowed with moral ideas) and systems
of culture. Ideologies can be seen as fuzzy and ill-defined cultural mediators that
spread pregnances which invest all those who put their faith in them and stabilize
and reinforce the coalitions/groups: “[. . . ] the follower who invokes them at every
turn (and even out of turn) is demonstrating his allegiance to an ideology. After successful uses the ideological concepts are extended, stretched, even abused”, so that
their meaning slowly changes in imprecise (and “ambiguous”, Thom says)34 ways,
as we have seen happens in the application of the archetypical principles of mobbing
behavior.
I have illustrated the speculative hypothesis of collective unconscious in chapter
three (subsection 3.5.2). It is that part of the individual unconscious we share with
others humans shaped by evolution which wired archetypes into it, like the “scapegoat” (mobbing) mechanism, I have just mentioned. Here a paroxysm of violence
focuses on an arbitrary sacrificial victim and a unanimous antipathy would, mimetically, grow against him. The process leading to ultimate bloody violence which was,
for example, widespread in ancient and barbarian societies, is mainly carried out in
current social groups through linguistic communication. Following [Girard, 1977;
Girard, 1986] we can say that in the case of ancient social groups the extreme brutal
elimination of the victim (still visible in some subgroups of current rich societies)
would reduce the appetite for violence that had possessed everyone just a moment
before, leaving the group suddenly appeased and calm thus achieving equilibrium in
the related social organization (a sacrifice-oriented social organization which maybe
repugnant to us but is no less a society for this reason). This kind of archaic brutal
behavior is still present in civilized human conduct in rich countries, almost always
implicit and unconscious, for example in racist and mobbing behavior. Given the
fact that this kind of behavior is widespread and partially unconsciously performed,
it is easy to understand how it can be implicitly “learned” in infancy and still implicitly embedded in that individual’s cultured unconscious of ideological character
we humans collectively share with others. I strongly believe that the analysis of this
archaic mechanism (and of other similar, “moral/ideological/violent” mechanisms)
might shed new light on what I call the basic equivalence between engagement in
morality and engagement in violence, amazingly almost always hidden from the
awareness of the human individual agents.
It is worth mentioning in conclusion the way Thom accounts for this social phenomena in terms of pregnancies. “Mimetic desire”, in which Girard roots the violent
and aggressive behavior (and the scapegoat mechanism) of human beings [Girard,
1986] can be seen as the act of appropriating a desired object which imbues that object with a pregnance “the same pregnance as that which is associated with the act
by which ‘satisfaction’ is obtained” [Thom, 1988, p. 38]. Of course this pregnance
can be propagated by imitation through the mere sensory sight of “superior” individuals in whom it is manifest (or through exposure to linguistic descriptions and
narratives about her/him): “In a sense, the pleasure derived from looking forward to
34

From this perspective the huge moral/violent exploitation of equivocal fallacies in ideological
discussions, oratories, and speeches is obvious and clearly explainable, as I have illustrated
above (chapter seven, section 7.8).
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a satisfaction can surpass that obtained from the satisfaction itself. This would have
been able to seduce societies century after century (their pragmatic failure in real
terms having allowed them to escape the indifference that goes with satiety as well
as the ordeal of actual existence)” (ibid.). “Mimetic desire”35 is indeed a template
of behavior which can be picked up from appropriate cultural systems, available
over there, as part of the external cognitive niches built by many human collectives
and gradually externalized (and always transmitted through teaching and learning)
during the centuries, as fruitful ways of favoring social control over coalitions. Indeed mimetic desire triggers envy and violence but at the same time the perpetrated
violence causes a reduction in appetite for violence, leaving the group suddenly
appeased and calm, thus achieving equilibrium in the related social organization
through a moral effect, that is at the same time a carrier of violence.

Summary
In the conclusion to chapter five I have argued that the cognitive importance of abduction means that we must take great care over its intellectual treatment. Analysis
in the first two Peircean sections of the chapter shows that in classical philosophical
studies on the subject great intellectual sophistication was already at play. Peirce
teaches us something interesting about well-known conflicting views on abduction:
1) there is no sharp contrast between the idea of abduction (both creative and selective) as perception and the idea of abduction as something that pertains to logic,
both aspects are inferential in themselves, and fruit of sign activity, indeed, 2) a
suitable meaning of the concept of inference does not have to be exhausted by its
logical aspects, but instead referred to the effect of various sensorial activities, thus
3) the dichotomy instinct vs. inference represents a conflict we can overcome simply by observing that the work of abduction is partly explicable as a biological
phenomenon and partly as a “logical” operation related to the “plastic” cognitive
endowments of all organisms.
The result that abduction is partly explicable as a biological instictual phenomenon and partly as a more or less “logical” operation related to the“plastic”
cognitive endowments of all organisms naturally leads to the analysis of what I have
called morphodynamical abduction, from the dynamical systems and catastrophe
theory perspective. This perspective is contrasted with the classical computational
approach to cognition that describes a cognitive process (and so abduction) by the
manipulation of internal semiotic representations of the external world. To grasp the
role of abduction in the dynamical system I have provided an analysis of the concepts of anticipation, adumbration, and attractor and also of the salient/pregnant
dichotomy. This chapter’s analysis has permitted a description of the abductive
35

Mimetic desire is related to envy: when we are attracted to something the others have but that
we cannot acquire because others already possess it, we experience an offense which generates
envy. In this Girard’s perspective envy is a mismanagement of desire and it is of capital importance for the moral life of both communities and individuals. As a reaction to offense, envy
easily causes violent behavior”.
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generation of new hypotheses in terms of a catastrophic rearrangement of the parameters responsible for the behavior of the system. This approach fits well with the
distributed cognition perspective, explained in the previous more methodological
chapters of this book, where abduction is in turn encountered in the sophisticated
distributed interplay between internal and external representations.
The main aim of the sections devoted to catastrophe theory is to demonstrate
that pregnances and saliences provide further help in increasing knowledge about
abductive “hypothesis generation” at the level of both instinctual behavior and
representation-oriented behavior, where nonlinguistic features drive a “plastic”
model-based cognitive role. Furthermore, in terms of dynamic systems and of
Thom’s mathematical modeling we reach an initial outline of a “physics of abduction”, where its cognitive essence is seen in a whole unified naturalistic framework
where all phenomena and thus also cognition, gain a primal eco-physical significance.
Finally, I would like to highlight the so-called coalition enforcement hypothesis
illustrated in this chapter, which describes humans as self-domesticated animals engaged in a continuous activity of building morality, an activity that at the same time
incorporates punishment policies, where hypothetical (and abductive) cognition is
centra. I have anticipated that natural language is a fundamental mediator of this
enforcement activity in cognitive niches and in the previous chapter, devoted to the
analysis of abduction (and induction) from the perspective of logic, this “military”
nature of linguistic communication has been further explored, also taking advantage
of the analysis of the special cognitive role performed by fallacies.
In summary, in light of the considerations I outline in this chapter it can be said
that an important facet of abductive cognition, which needs be emphasized and studied, resorts to its semiotic and eco-physical status. In this case we give up the cognitive centrality of discreteness, due to its computational privileging, and we see it
as intertwined with the proper continuity of physical systems. However, Thom says
that the discrete decomposition of naturally continuous phenomena is “not just an
illusion of the mind” [Thom, 1988, p. 25], but can be grasped in terms of the distinction between salience and pregnance: this distinction is fundamental even if it
sometimes tends to be blurred.

Conclusion

In place of a formal conclusion, I offer here a sort of summary and a few final comments about what I see as the most important elements of Abductive Cognition. My
hope is to have established a compelling rationale for making a serious commitment to further increasing knowledge, both logico-epistemological and cognitive,
on abduction. It is certainly through new knowledge on this important way of thinking that we can increase our chances of success in maintaining the epistemological
commitment to studying human “rational” attitudes, keeping research lively and
fruitful. At the same time, given the importance of hypothetical reasons in human
cognition, study on abduction helps to maintain the importance of scientific mentality, also beyond the strictly intellectual scientific community. The knowledge about
abductive cognition I passionately endorsed in this book also aims at supplying researchers with the rational poise required to handle controversial issues regarding
creative and hypothetical reasoning, now and in the future.
As I said in the Preface, in 1998 Jaakko Hintikka had already stressed the philosophical importance of abduction in “What is abduction? The fundamental problem
of contemporary epistemology”. At that time many articles about abductive reasoning were already available, especially related to the history of philosophy, artificial
intelligence (for example, in the case of knowledge-based medical systems and in
planning), and logic. Those articles already characterized the field as constitutively
interdisciplinary: 1) articles written by the historians of philosophy and researchers
studying the semiotics related to the work of Charles Sanders Peirce; 2) articles
concerning research on abductive reasoning stimulated by the development of artificial intelligence, which immediately recognized its importance; 3) articles written
by logicians engaged in building logical non-standard models of abduction (such as
nonmonotonic systems), in turn promoted by the new AI ideas.
In that intellectual atmosphere I published the pioneering book Abduction, Reason, and Science (Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishers, New York, 2001), in which
I presented a new interdisciplinary perspective on abduction. The book illustrated a
novel philosophical and cognitive perspective able to introduce an unconventional
approach taking advantage of the research available in epistemology, cognitive science and artificial intelligence and proposing an interdisciplinary treatment. The
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book also introduced the following main concepts: creative and selective abduction,
model-based and manipulative abduction, and the notion of the epistemic mediator,
all concepts which were then usefully exploited and discussed within the international scientific community. It seems the book also opened up new research opportunities, still to be further exploited in international scientific debate, and which I am
honored to offer again through this new book from a fresher and wider perspective.
Over the last decades I have benefited from several international relationships with
other researchers, been involved in and taken advantage of the direct organization
of international events, of the publication of edited books, conference proceedings,
and articles in international journals and I expect this book to enhance this type of
social activity which I consider so precious to academic work.
Guessing hypotheses is one of the most important cognitive activities of human
beings and of various animal species. We have seen in this book that this cognitive activity occurs in a multimodal way, which involves all sensormotor modalities
and happens with the help of visualizations, simulations, analogies, emotions, etc.
Consequently, multimodal abductive cognition in humans is fundamentally hybrid,
and does not occur only with the help of natural or artificial languages, as supposed
from the traditional epistemological perspectives. Its hybridity is also at the root of
several high-level creative skills. All sensorimotor modalities are involved in this
performance. Culture and science represent the main fruit of that important human
endowment – i.e. the capacity to guess hypotheses – which has also presented an astonishing evolutionary success. I always thought the concept of abduction, already
studied by Charles Sanders Peirce in XIX Century, is the best philosophical and
intellectual tool to afford the study of that human capacity which is often very creative. In the second half of the last century this concept suddenly acquired a great
importance in logic, cognitive science, artificial intelligence, neuroscience and biology demonstrating both a ground-breaking nature and a strong interdisciplinary
character.
Studying multimodality embedded in model-based reasoning further offers the
chance to stress the role of models in human reasoning and thus in the case of hypothesis formation capabilities. Furthermore, joining abduction and model-based
reasoning in this book allowed me to clearly acknowledge the fact that hypothesis
guessing is not only multimodal but also distributed. Cognitive agents distribute in –
and delegate to – natural entities and artifacts various cognitive roles. In this way the
activity of building what current biological research calls “cognitive niches” plays
an important role also, and especially, in abductive cognition. Thus the study of abductive cognition opens up new horizons and opportunities for research, mainly because of its interdisciplinary nature, which crosses the boundaries between different
fields of research, but also because the consideration of model-based and abductive
aspects of reasoning permits an analysis of cognition capable to understand it in a
broader way: 1) cognition is shown as an activity which involves models and so we
can acknowledge that it is present in various organisms, not only in humans; 2) cognition is distributed, so the door is opened to the fundamental analysis of epistemic
and cognitive roles of artifacts; 3) “creative” – abductive – aspects of cognition have
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to be studied and possibly enhanced, given the ethical importance of knowledge in
our technological world.1
I tried to shed new light on explanatory, non-explanatory, instrumental, selective
and creative aspects of abduction with the aim of unifying philosophical, logical,
computational, neurological, cognitive (and eco-cognitive), and epistemological issues, not excluding their role in common sense. I strongly believe that the study
of abduction can clarify and unify issues and problems belonging to different disciplines. I often mention in this book that an interesting and still neglected point
of contention about human reasoning is whether or not concrete manipulations of
external objects and embodied forms of reasoning influence the generation of hypotheses. The book tries to fill this gap stressing the role of manipulative abduction,
showing how we can find methods of constructivity based on external models, cognitive epistemic mediators, and hybrid representations in scientific and everyday
reasoning (but also in technological innovation).
While many results were already available, especially in the field of logical and
computational models, other research topics needed to be further explored for this
book. First of all at the cognitive level: further research was needed on the problem
of abductive cognition in animals, already envisaged by Peirce, other investigation
ranged from the role of “affordances” in clarifying some aspects of abduction, to the
recent concept of “cognitive niche”, as a way of reinterpreting innovative abductive
thinking from a wide evolutionary perspective. I also tried to focus attention on
other central issues: philosophical (further insight on Peircean and other classical
texts), epistemological (especially related to the evolutionist background), logical
(the problem of the agent-based approach and the status of fallacious reasoning),
neurological (how to see abductive cognition as a neuro-multimodal process), and
physico/mathematical (studying morphodynamical abduction).
Those who are suspicious of interdisciplinarity – this book is mainly interdisciplinary – invoke the conviction that we must “focus” and restrict our research in
order to honor the target of producing scientific results, which can only be reached
through specialist commitment. Even if it is undoubtedly true that specialist research
is an optimal way to reach scientific answers, that conviction becomes dogmatic and
intellectually dangerous when used to proscribe different approaches. Here in the increasingly complex twenty-first century, that conviction alone can sometimes seem
too simplistic and general to do us much good in the face of the excessive specialization of research and of the lack of unifying and broader perspectives. But we can
build on that dogmatic conviction: by moderating its mandate – and by encouraging
researchers of all non scientific disciplines to seriously take into consideration the
results of scientific research – we can begin to make peace with that exclusive mentality that inevitably transforms other approaches into “deviant” approaches. Indeed,
defending the interdisciplinary approach we are simply re-engaged in one of the basic tenets of the philosophical mentality, now enriched by a naturalistic commitment,
which acknowledges the relevance of scientific results. By endorsing this view I am
1

I was recently engaged in stressing the importance of studying the role of artifacts from both a
cognitive and an ethical point of view when I wrote my recent book Morality in a technological
World. Knowledge as Duty (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 2007).
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just following the lesson of the neopositivist philosophers who already taught, at the
beginning of the last century, the importance of scientific research and results but
“also” the importance of a basic profound philosophical interdisciplinary openness.
This commitment always characterized the life of that part of philosophical reflection which is interested in the structure of knowledge and of cognition. How could
we deal with a concept like abductive cognition abandoning the philosophical spirit
of openness to every kind of knowledge, and without taking into account the results
of many modern disciplines?
Thinking of abductive cognition as a valuable and central topic of contemporary
epistemology and cognitive science is also a modest but useful way to navigate the
murky waters of that “virtuosity” (the term in taken from John Woods, an expert in
abductive reasoning and fallacies) of many modern logical technicalities aiming at
modeling abduction, which are looking for a more fruitful cultural life. Faced with
these virtuosities, even as a trained logician, and not only a philosopher, I felt myself compelled to approach abduction in a broader way. I think my extended method
is appropriate if we wish to live as philosophers of cognition, now and, especially,
in the future, still committed to scientific mentality and to rational methods, in that
future when mythical and mystical knowledge – i.e. that knowledge which is for
example always hidden in religion, everyday thinking, and mass-media – could be
more common than today and intertwined with an unwelcome triumph of conflictual
and violent contrasting and irreducible beliefs. Conflicts and violence that tomorrow
could otherwise increase, in the absence of a more widespread intellectual dedication to scientific mentality and “notwithstanding” the further welcome growth of
specialization in science and technology.
Furthermore, the increasing hybridization between the human and the artificial,
a process fuelled, of course, by scientific knowledge, makes an interdisciplinary
philosophical “rational” attitude to human and animal hypothetical cognition increasingly relevant to our everyday lives; similarly, it demands greater understanding of this new hybrid human condition. I would also hope that readers come away
from Abductive Cognition with a renewed appreciation for the astonishing human
capacity of guessing more or less creative hypotheses, which I believe addresses
important issues about the relevance of cognition and knowledge in our technological era. Overall, I would say that the study on how we as individuals deal (or
fail to deal) with the attainment of appropriate hypothetical knowledge needs much
greater attention in scientific research and in the interdisciplinary arena of philosophical discussion. Such work will, in turn, contribute to psychological research,
which is often a resource overlooked in discussion of cognitive issues.
Abductive cognition is so pervasive, so much a part of human (and animal) life,
that it is not easy to imagine how to live and flourish without it. Guessing hypotheses
is a complicated cognitive mechanism, intertwined with the role of what have traditionally been called fallacies. These being available to people to perform various
tasks, including those related to their defensive, moral, and violent commitments,
as described in the closing chapters of this book. Stressing this issue has been a further extension of the analysis of abductive cognition. Acknowledging our “condition” as “hypothetical beings” (“Popperian creatures”, as Daniel Dennett says), and
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increasing knowledge about this astounding capacity to guess, is a form of accepting
responsibility - it will hopefully weaken errors and could be of help in improving
our freedom and the ownership of our destinies.
Let us begin.

Lexicon of Abductive Cognition

Abductive logic programming. Abductive logic programming (ALP) is a high level knowledgerepresentation framework that can be used to solve problems declaratively based on abductive
reasoning. It extends normal logic programming by allowing some predicates to be incompletely defined, declared as abducible predicates. Problem solving is accomplished by deriving
hypotheses on these abducible predicates (abductive hypotheses) as solutions of problems to
be solved. These problems can be either observations that need to be explained (as in classical
abduction) or goals to be achieved (as in normal logic programming). It can be used to resolve
problems in diagnosis, planning, natural language and machine learning. It has also been used
to handle negation as failure as a way of expressing some forms of abductive reasoning.
Affordances and abduction. An affordance is a resource or chance that the environment presents
to the specific organism, such as the availability of water or of finding recovery and concealment. From an abductive perspective, affordances as environmental chances can be related to
the variable (degree of) abducibility of a semiotic configuration of “signs”: a chair affords sitting in the sense that the action of sitting is a result of a sign activity in which we perceive some
physical properties (flatness, rigidity, etc.), and therefore we can ordinarily infer (in Peircean
sense) – abduce – that a possible way to cope with a chair is sitting on it.
AKM-schema. The AKM-schema illustrates the explanatory dimension of abduction. That is,
it describes abduction as the kind of reasoning which aims at generating hypotheses, which
are related to considerations of plausibility, relevance and characteristicness. In this perspective abduction is immediately considered a generation/selection of “plausible” hypotheses.
However, the AKM model does not exhaust the concept of abduction, which also presents a
non-explanatory and instrumental dimension, possibly considered as not intrinsically consequentialist.
Animal abduction. Many animals – traditionally considered “mindless” organisms – make up a
series of signs and are engaged in making, manifesting or reacting to a series of signs. Through
this semiotic activity they are engaged in “being cognitive agents” and therefore in thinking
“intelligently”. An important effect of this semiotic activity is a continuous process of “hypothesis generation” that can be seen at the level of both instinctual behavior, as a kind of “hardwired” cognition, and representation-oriented behavior, where nonlinguistic pseudothoughts
drive a plastic model-based cognitive role. This activity is at the root of a variety of abductive
performances.
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Anomalies and abduction. Anomaly refers to unexpected and uncharacteristic events that create
problems which demand a solution. Anomalous events are marked by both an epistemic disadvantage and an emotional rating. Philosophers of science in the last century have illustrated that
inconsistencies and anomalies often play an important role in the growth of scientific knowledge. Hence, contradictions and inconsistencies are fundamental in abductive reasoning, and
abductive reasoning is appropriate for “governing” inconsistencies.
Anticipation as abduction. In the tradition of phenomenology anticipations correspond to a kind
of an intentional expectation. When we see a spherical form from one perspective, we will
assume that it is effectively a sphere, but it could be also a hemisphere. Anticipations share with
other kinds of abductions various features: they are highly conjectural and nonmonotonic, so
wrong anticipations have to be replaced by other plausible ones. Moreover, they constitute an
activity of “generating and testing” as a kind of action-based cognition. Not all the anticipations
are informationally equivalent and work like attractors for privileged individuations of objects.
In this sense the whole activity is toward “the best anticipation”, the one that can display the
object in an optimal way.
Brain plasticity and abduction. Cognitive performances are to a large extent neurally prespecified. Research in genetics shows substantial evidence for genetic pre-wiring of a great
deal of brain structure in both human and non-human animals. However, it is worth to note
that many neuroanatomical modules need considerable input from the external world (already
at the level of utero biochemical factors), fine tuning, and experience-driven maintenance to get
their “restructured” functional adult abilities, and also to preserve the structure itself. In this
sense pre-wiring does not imply hardwiring, but the so-called brain plasticity” endowments
have limits and genome-directed constraints. Instinct vs. inference represents a conflict we can
overcome simply by observing that the work of abduction is partly explicable as a biological phenomenon and partly as a more or less “logical” operation related to “plastic” cognitive
endowments of all organisms.
Chance and abduction. Humans can be considered chance seekers as far as they are continuously
engaged in a process – mainly abductive – of building up and then extracting latent possibilities
to uncover new valuable information and knowledge. That is, humans like other organisms do
not simply live their environment, but they actively shape and change it looking for suitable
chances. Hence, in this perspective chances constitute that “information” which is not stored
internally in memory or already available in an external reserve, but that has to be “extracted”
and then picked up upon occasion.
Creative abduction. Creative abduction is the process in which a completely new hypothesis
is created. An example of creative abduction is scientific discovery: the discovery of a new
disease and the manifestations it causes in the field of medical knowledge or the Kepler’s
discovery of the elliptic orbit of the planets.
Deduction and abduction. Deduction is that kind of truth-preserving reasoning which starts from
reasons and looks for consequences. In doing so deduction does not produce any new idea.
New ideas are due to abduction that involves the generation and evaluation of hypotheses. In
the process of hypothesis generation and evaluation, deduction plays a fundamental role in
deriving the hypotheses consequences, which, in turn, are compared with the available data by
induction.
Diagnosis. Conjectures can be either the fruit of an abductive selection in a set of pre-stored hypotheses or the creation of new ones. “Creative” abduction deals for example with the whole
field of the growth of scientific knowledge. This is irrelevant in medical diagnosis where instead the task is to “select” from an encyclopedia of pre-stored diagnostic entities. In this case
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abduction selects hypotheses; from these hypotheses consequences are derived by deduction
that are compared with the available data by induction. Often the information available does
not allow a physician to make a precise diagnosis. Therefore, she has to get further data, or
even try some different manipulations to uncover symptoms otherwise hidden.
Distributed military intelligence and abduction. According to the so-called coalition enforcement hypothesis, language is basically rooted in a kind of military intelligence. This perspective especially stresses its intrinsic moral (and at the same time violent) nature of language
(and of abductive and other hypothetical forms of reasoning and arguments intertwined with
the propositional/linguistic level). Language efficiently transmits vital pieces of information
about the fundamental biological opponents (life, death – good, bad) and so it is intrinsically
involved in moral/violent activities. In this process abductive ways of making hypotheses of
various kind plays a key role: its cognitive essence can be seen in a whole unified naturalistic
framework where abductive cognition gains a fundamental eco-physical significance, which
also nicely includes some aspects related to a kind of “social epistemology”. This conceptual
framework also sheds further light on some fundamental dialectical and rhetorical roles played
by the so-called fallacies, which are of great importance to stress some basic aspects of human
abductive cognition.
Embodied and distributed cognition. Extra-theoretical aspects and manipulations of “external”
objects in reasoning are very important in hypothetical reasoning. Paying attention to the perceptual and manipulative dimension of cognition, Peirce reminded us that human cognitive
systems are not “isolated” and autonomous entities. Cognition is embodied and the interactions
between brains, bodies, and external environment are its central aspects. Cognition is occurring taking advantage of a constant exchange of information in a complex distributed system
that crosses the boundary between humans, artifacts, and the surrounding environment. This
interplay is especially manifest and clear in various aspects of abductive cognition.
Emotion as abduction. Emotion furnishes immediate abductive appraisals of the bodily states, and
provides a kind of explanation of them. Happiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, and surprise
all can be viewed as judgments about a person’s general state; a man who unexpectedly comes
across a tiger on the loose, for example, would be understandably afraid because the large
carnivore threatens his instinct to stay alive. In this sense, all emotions are connected to goal
accomplishment: people become angry when they are thwarted, for instance, and feel pleased
when they are successful.
Fallacies and abduction. In the perspective of classical logic abduction reasoning can be defined
as fallacious. More precisely, abduction is classified as the fallacy of affirming the consequent.
In the light of an agent-based approach to logic the fallacious character of abduction an be further clarified and weakened: abduction is recognized as a very precious method of explanation
and discovery in science and in everyday reasoning. Hence, in an agent-based perspective this
kind of fallacious reasoning can be redefined and considered as a fundamental and good way
of reasoning.
Fallacy of affirming the consequent. Abduction appears to be a formal fallacy that can be recognized in the perspective of classical logic: it is the fallacy of affirming the consequent. Basically
it is an invalid inference, which assumes the form: “if A, then B, B; then A. From the classical
logic point of view this inference is fallacious and not truth preserving.
GW-schema. The GW-schema provides the opportunity to illustrate non-explanatory and instrumentalist aspects of abductive cognition. Examples of the non-explanatory features of abduction are for example present in logic and mathematical reasoning. Furthermore, physics often
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aims at discovering physical dependencies which can be considered explanatorily undetermined. In this case abduction also exhibits an instrumental aspect.

Habit as abduction. Habits are related to abductions, which are automatically triggered apparently
without any conscious involvement. They can derive from evolutionary established instinctual
hard-wired behaviors, but they can also be learned and subsequently stabilized.
Heuristic strategies. We can usefully see selective and creative abduction as performed by the
application of “heuristic procedures” (often called “heuristic strategies”) that involve all kinds
of good and bad inferential moves, beyond the simple mechanical application of rules. It is only
by means of these heuristic procedures that the acquisition of new truths is guaranteed. Also
Peirce’s mature view on creative abduction as a kind of inference seems to stress the strategic
component of reasoning. Strategic rules are smart rules, even if they fail in individual cases,
and show a propensity for cognitive success. When there is a problem to solve, we usually
face several possibilities (hypotheses) and we have to create or select the suitable one. In this
situation we can rely on heuristics, that are for example rules of thumb expressed in sentential
terms and that help us reach satisfactory choices without considering all the possibilities.
Hybrid abducers. The various abductive activities human agents are engaged in drastically rely on
external supports. For instance, human agents create mimetic external representations which
mirror concepts and problems that are already represented in the brain and need to be enhanced,
solved, further complicated, etc. so they can sometimes creatively give rise to new concepts and
meanings. In the process of distributing the mind into the material world around them, human
agents develop new abductive skills, which would not be exhibited without the continuous
interplay with the various external supports. In doing so, human agents can be described as
hybrid abducers. Organic agents are spontaneous inducers and abducers but human beings
also construct logical and computational (ideal) systems both able to mimic human inductions
and abductions and to create new and more “rational” ways of inducing and abducing. These
systems are in turn used by organic (human) agents: they consequently have to be seen as
hybrid reasoners.
Ignorance-preserving abductive cognition. Abduction is a procedure in which something that
lacks classical epistemic virtue is accepted because it has virtue of another kind. For example:
let S be the standard that you are not able to meet (e.g., that of mathematical proof). It is possible that there is a lesser epistemic standard S (e.g., having reason to believe) that you do meet.
Focusing attention on this cognitive aspect of abduction we can contend that abduction (basically seen as a scant-resource strategy, which proceeds in absence of knowledge) presents an
ignorance preserving (but also an ignorance mitigating) character. Of course it is not at all necessary, or frequent, that the abducer be wholly in the dark, that his ignorance be total. It needs
not be the case, and typically isn’t, that the abducer’s choice of a hypothesis is a blind guess, or
that nothing positive can be said of it beyond the role it plays in the subjunctive attainment of
the abducer’s original target (although sometimes this is precisely so). Abductive reasoning is
a response to an ignorance-problem: one has an ignorance-problem when one has a cognitive
target that cannot be attained on the basis of what one currently knows. Ignorance problems
trigger one or other of three responses. In the first case, one overcomes one’s ignorance by
attaining some additional knowledge (subduance). In the second instance, one yields to one’s
ignorance (at least for the time being) (surrender). In the third instance, one abduces, and so
has a positive and reasoned basis for new action even if in the presence of the constitutive
ignorance.
Induction and abduction. Since the time of John Stuart Mill, the name given to the most important
kinds of conjectural non deductive reasoning has been induction, considered as an aggregate of
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many methods for discovering generalizations and casual relationships. Consequently induction in its widest sense is an ampliative process of the generalization of knowledge. By using
induction it is possible to synthesize individual statements into general laws – inductive generalizations – in a defeasible way, but it is also possible to confirm or discount hypotheses. In
the case of the relationship between abduction, deduction, and induction, illustrated by Peirce
and exploited in the ST-model, induction does not deal with the problem of individuating the
ways of “generating” inductive hypotheses but refers to a logic of hypothesis “evaluation”.
Abduction creates or selects hypotheses; from these hypotheses consequences are derived by
deduction that are compared with the available data by induction. In the ST-model induction is
used as the process of reducing the uncertainty of established hypotheses by comparing their
consequences with observed facts.
Inference to the best explanation. There are two main epistemologico/cognitive meanings of the
word abduction: (1) abduction that only generates plausible hypotheses (selective or creative) –
this is the meaning of abduction accepted in my epistemological ST-model – and (2) abduction
considered as inference to the best explanation, that also evaluates hypotheses by induction.
In the latter sense the classical meaning of abduction as inference to the best explanation (for
instance in medicine, to the best diagnosis – selective abduction) is described by the complete
abduction-deduction-induction cycle.
Instinct as abduction. An example of instinctual (and putatively “unconscious”) abduction is
given by the case of animal embodied kinesthetic/motor abilities, capable of leading to some
appropriate cognitive behavior; Peirce says abduction even takes place when a new born chick
picks up the right sort of corn. This is another example, so to say, of spontaneous abduction –
analogous to the case of some unconscious/embodied abductive processes in humans. Therefore, instinct vs. inference represents a conflict we can overcome simply by observing that the
work of abduction is partly explicable as a biological phenomenon and partly as a more or less
“logical” operation related to “plastic” cognitive endowments of all organisms.
Instrumental abduction. Abduction exhibits an instrumental and strategic aspect, for instance,
when intertwined with the exquisite epistemological problem of the role of unfalsifiable hypotheses in scientific reasoning. In this case, an abductive hypothesis can be highly implausible
from the “propositional” point of view and nevertheless it can be adopted for its instrumental
virtues, such as in the Newtonian case of action-at-a-distance. Highly implausible hypotheses
from the “propositional” point of view can be conjectured because of their high “instrumental” plausibility, where a different role of characteristicness is at stake. We have to note that in
some sense all abductions embed instrumental factors. In the general case, one accepts because
doing so enables ones target to be attained, notwithstanding that lacks the relevant epistemic
virtue. However, in cases such as Newtons, is selected notwithstanding that it is considered to
be epistemically hopeless.
Logical abductive agents. Logical agents have to be seen as ideal “demonstrative environments”,
which in turn are suitable tools for the creation of logical/deductive models of abductive reasoning itself. They are the fruit of cognitive externalizations in objective logical systems, endowed with symbolic, abstract and rigorous cognitive features, which are also potentially exploitable at the computational level.
Manipulative abduction. Manipulative abduction is a process in which a hypothesis is formed
and evaluated resorting to a basically extra-theoretical and extra-sentential behavior that aims
at creating communicable accounts of new experiences to integrate them into previously existing systems of experimental and linguistic (theoretical) practices. Manipulative abduction
represents a kind of redistribution of the epistemic and cognitive effort to manage objects and
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information that cannot be immediately represented or found internally. An example of manipulative abduction is the case of the human use of the construction of external diagrams in
geometrical reasoning, useful to make observations and “experiments” to transform one cognitive state into another for example to discover new properties and theorems.

Model-based abduction. Inaugurating the new semiotic perspective, Peirce stated that all thinking
is in signs, and signs can be icons, indices, or symbols and that all inference is a form of sign
activity, where the word sign includes “feeling, image, conception, and other representation”.
In this light it can be maintained that a considerable part of the abductive processes is modelbased. That is, a considerable part of hypothesis creation and selection is model-based: it is
occurring in the middle of a relationship between brains and model-based aspects of external
objects and tools that have received cognitive and/or epistemological delegations.
Moral deliberation and abduction. We usually base our guessing of hypotheses on incomplete
information, and so we are facing nonmonotonic inferences: we reach defeasible conclusions
from limited information, and these conclusions are always withdrawable. It is in this sense
that both explanatory and instrumental abductive reasoning constitute a possible useful model
of “practical reasoning”: ethical deliberations are always adopted on the basis of incomplete information and on the basis of the creation or selection of particular abduced hypotheses which
play the role of reasons. Hence, ethical deliberation shares some aspects with hypothetical
cognition.
Morphodynamical abduction. Morphodynamical abduction is abduction considered in the light
of a physico-mathematical framework. We can see a cognitive system as a complex system,
where its transformations can be described in terms of a configurational structure. That is, different mental states are defined by their geometrical relationships within a larger dynamical
environment. This suggests that the system, at any given instant, possesses a general morphology we can study by observing how it changes and develops. In this perspective the reconsideration and reevaluation of some aspects of the tradition of dynamic systems can provide a
new analysis of the concept of abduction as a form of hypothetical reasoning that clarifies the
process of anticipation and the concept of “attractor”, also taking advantage of the results of
the phenomenological tradition. This analysis permits a description of the abductive generation of new hypotheses in terms of a catastrophic rearrangement of the parameters responsible
for the behavior of the system.
Multimodal abduction. Multimodal abduction depicts hybrid aspects of abductive reasoning. Abductive inference can be visual as well as verbal, and consequently we have to acknowledge the
sentential, model-based, and manipulative nature of abduction. Both evidence and hypotheses
can be represented using various sensory modalities. Some basic aspects of this constitutive
hybrid nature of multimodal abduction involve words, sights, images, smells, etc. but also
kinesthetic experiences and other feelings such as pain, and thus all sensory modalities.
Narrative abduction. Narrative abduction is the process underlying the generation of more or less
creative and new narratives. For example narratives are important in science when scientists
do not use only mathematics, diagrams, and experiments but also stories. Scientists use “experimental” narratives in a constructive and hypothesizing way. Narrative abductions consent
to construct and reconstruct experience, and to distribute it across a social communicative network of negotiations among the different scientists by means of the so-called construals. Moreover, in all narratives, and especially in the narratives of detection, the problem of prompting
abductive explanations of actions is widespread. Peirce contended that all sensations participate in the nature of a unifying hypothesis, that is, in abduction, in the case of emotions too:
recent cognitive theories of emotions, largely based on Peirce’s intuitions, are able to explain
how the reader, in front of narratives, feels emotions as abductions.
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Neuroabduction. Considering a neural structure as a set of neurons, connections, and spiking behaviors, and their interplay, and the behavior of neurons as patterns of activation, neuroabduction is a process in which one neural structure representing the explanatory (or non-explanatory
or instrumental) target generates another neural structure that constitutes a hypothesis.
Niche construction and abduction. The theory of cognitive niches describes the environment as a
sort of “global market” that provides living creatures with unlimited possibilities. Indeed, not
all the possibilities that the environment offers can be exploited by the human and non-human
animals that act on it. For instance, the environment provides organisms with water to swim
in, air to fly in, flat surfaces to walk on, and so on. However, no creatures are fully able to
take advantage of all of them. Through the activity of niche construction all organisms try to
modify their surroundings in order to better exploit those elements that suit them and eliminate
or mitigate the effect of the negative ones. This activity is highly related to the hypothetical
virtues provided by abductive cognition. That is, the relevant aspects of the environment are
appropriately abductively selected and/or reconstructed so as to turn the local environment
– inert from a cognitive point of view – into a cultural mediating structure able to deliver
suitable chances for behavior control. Through cognitive niche construction organisms not only
influence the nature of their world, but also in part determine the Darwinian selection pressure
to which they and their descendants are exposed (and of course the selection pressures to which
other species are subjected). It is in this perspective that any abduced hypothesis potentially
introduces a change (and an opportunity) in the semiotic processes to advance new perspectives
in the coevolution of the organism and the environment.
Non-explanatory abduction. Abduction is not intrinsically explanationist, like for example its
description in terms of inference to the best explanation would suggest. If we maintain that E
explains E  only if the first implies the second, certainly the reverse does not hold. This means
that various cases of abduction are consequentialist but not explanationist. Other cases are
neither consequentialist nor explanationist. Non-explanatory modes of abduction are clearly
exploited in the “reverse mathematics” where propositions can be taken as axioms because
they support the axiomatic proofs of target theorems. Furthermore, often in physics the target
is the discovery of physical dependencies which we consider explanatorily undetermined. In
this case abduction can exhibit an instrumental aspect. Non-explanatory abductions deal with
those situations in which the plausibility of certain hypotheses involves less “propositional”
and more “strategical” and instrumental aspects, so that propositional plausibility is lower and
strategic plausibility higher. These cases are far from the clear ones of explanatory abduction
that are for example occurring in science and in various kinds of diagnosis.
Nonmonotonic reasoning. A logical system is monotonic if the function Theo that relates every set
of wffs to the set of their theorems holds the following property: for every set of premises S and
for every set of premises S , S ⊆ S implies Theo(S) ⊆ Theo(S ). Traditional deductive logics
are monotonic: intuitively, adding new premises (axioms) will never invalidate old conclusions.
In a nonmonotonic system, when axioms, or premises, increase, their theorems do not. For
example, following this deductive nonmonotonic view of abduction, we can stress the fact
that in actual abductive medical reasoning, when we increase symptoms and patients’ data
[premises], we are compelled to abandon previously derived plausible diagnostic hypotheses
[theorems], as already – epistemologically – illustrated by the ST-model. If new information
emerges, hypotheses not previously considered can be suggested and a new cycle takes place.
In this case the nonmonotonic character of abductive reasoning is clear and arises from the
“classical” logical unsoundness of the inference rule: it draws defeasible conclusions from
incomplete information.
Perception as abduction. Perception is viewed by Peirce as a fast and uncontrolled knowledgeproduction procedure. Perception, in this philosophical perspective, is seen as a vehicle for
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the instantaneous retrieval of knowledge that possibly was previously structured in our mind
through more structured inferential processes. By perception, knowledge constructions are so
instantly reorganized that they become habitual and diffuse and do not need any further testing.
By perception, knowledge constructions are so instantly reorganized that they become habitual
and diffuse and do not need any further testing: “[. . . ] a fully accepted, simple, and interesting
inference tends to obliterate all recognition of the uninteresting and complex premises from
which it was derived” [Peirce, 1931-1958, 7.37]. Many visual stimuli – that can be considered
the “premises” of the involved abduction – are ambiguous, yet people are adept at imposing
order on them. For example we readily form such hypotheses as that an obscurely seen face
belongs to a friend of ours, because we can thereby explain what has been observed. This kind
of image-based hypothesis formation can be considered as a form of what I have called visual
(or iconic) abduction.

Plastic cognition and abduction. See Brain plasticity and abduction.
Pregnancy as abduction. In terms of the hypothetical abductive framework we can say that a
pregnant stimulus is highly diagnostic and a trigger to initiate abductive cognition, like in
the case of the hardwired pregnancy occurring regarding a chicken and its food: the chicken
promptly reacts when perceiving it. When a pregnance affects an organism, the abductive
reaction can be promptly triggered.
Selective abduction. Selective abduction is the process in which a hypothesis is abductively selected from a pre-stored encyclopedia of “abducibles”. An example of selective abduction is
diagnostic reasoning in medicine: it starts from patient data that is abstracted into clinical
features to be explained. Then, selective abduction generates plausible explanatory diagnostic
hypotheses.
Sentential abduction. Sentential abduction – related to logic and to verbal/symbolic inferences –
refers to those situations in which a hypothesis is formed and evaluated relying to the sentential
aspects of natural or artificial languages, like in the case of logic. Sentential abduction can be
rendered in different ways. For example, in the Peircean syllogistic framework abduction is
considered like something propositional and as a type of fallacious reasoning. The sentential
models of abduction are powerful but limited, because they do not capture various reasoning
tasks which involve creative, model-based, and manipulative aspects.
ST-model of abduction. The so-called Select and Test Model (ST-model) is an epistemological
model of medical reasoning, which can be described in terms of the classical notions of abduction, deduction and induction; it describes the different roles played by such basic inference
types in developing various kinds of medical reasoning (diagnosis, therapy planning, monitoring). The model is consistent with the Peircean view about the various stages of scientific
inquiry in terms of “hypothesis” generation (abduction), deduction (prediction), and induction. The model has been used to implement medical knowledge-based systems of medical
reasoning.
Visual Abduction. See Perception as abduction.
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Foreword

Many types of scientific reasoning have long been identified and recognised
as supplying important methodologies for discovery and explanation in science,
but many questions regarding their logical and computational properties still
remain controversial. These styles of reasoning include induction, abduction,
model-based reasoning, explanation and confirmation, all of them intimately
related to problems of belief revision, theory development and knowledge assimilation. All of these have been addressed both in the philosophy of science
and in the fields of artificial intelligence and cognitive science, but their respective approaches have been in general too far apart to leave room for an integrated
account.
My general concern in this book is scientific discovery and explanation. The
point of departure is to address an old but still unsettled question: does scientific
methodology have a logic? There have been several conflicting stances about
how to pose this question in the first place - not to mention the solutions - each of
which rests on its own assumptions about the scope and limitations of scientific
methodology and also in their attitude to logic. This question has been posed
within several research traditions and for a variety of motivations and purposes,
and that fact has naturally shaped the way it has been tackled. In this respect
the answer is often already implicit in the very posing of the question itself,
which in any case is not a yes-no matter.
Thus a closer look at aspects of this question is in order. While it is clear
to everyone that scientific practice indeed involves both processes of discovery
and explanation, the first point of disagreement is concerned with the proper
scope of the methodology of science. In the predominant view of XXth century philosophy of science, creativity and discovery is simply out of bounds
for philosophical reflection, and thus the above question is focused mainly on
issues of explanation and testing. It is well known that great philosophers and
mathematicians have been brilliant exceptions in the study of discovery in science, but their contributions have set no new paradigms in the methodology of
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science, and instead have inspired research in cognitive science and artificial
intelligence. There is indeed a rapidly growing research on issues of computational scientific discovery, which is full of computer programs which challenge
the philosophical claim that the so called ‘context of discovery’ does not allow
for any formal treatment. Thus, in this tradition discovery is part of scientific
methodology, on a par with explanation.
As for the place of logic, there are also a variety of instances of what ‘logic’
amounts to in posing the above question. On the one hand, in XXth century
positivist philosophy of science deductive logic was the predominant formal
framework to address issues of explanation and evaluation. From the start it
was clear that inductive logic had too little on offer for a proper logical analysis
of scientific methodology, and this provided the leeway for alternative proposals, such as Popper’s conjectures and refutations logical method. Computer
oriented research, on the other hand, identifies logic with ‘pattern seeking methods’, a notion which fits very well their algorithmic and empirical approach to
the above question. In any case, the use of the term ‘logic’ regarding discovery
has had little to do with providing logical foundations for their programs, either
as conceived in the mathematical logical tradition or as in artificial intelligence
logical research, both of which regard inference as the underlying logical notion. It is clear that classical logic cannot account for any kind of ampliative
reasoning, and so far as the logical tools developed in artificial intelligence are
concerned, not many of them have been applied to issues of discovery in the
philosophy of science.

Aim and Purpose
In this book I offer a logical analysis of a particular type of scientific reasoning, namely abduction, that is, reasoning from an observation to its possible
explanations. This approach naturally leads to connections with theories of
explanation and empirical progress in the philosophy of science, to computationally oriented theories of belief change in artificial intelligence, and to the
philosophical position known as Pragmatism, proposed by Charles Peirce, to
whom the term abduction owes its name. The last part of the book is concerned
with all these applications.
My analysis rests on several general assumptions. First of all, it assumes
that there is no single logical method in scientific practice in general, and with
respect to abduction in particular. In this my view is pluralistic. To be sure,
abduction is not a new form of inference. It is rather a topic-dependent practice
of explanatory reasoning, which can be supported by various notions of inference, classical and otherwise. By this assumption, however, I do not claim it is
possible to provide a logical analysis for all and every part of scientific inquiry.
In this respect, my enterprise is modest and has no pretensions that it can offer
either a logical analysis of great scientific discoveries, or put forward a set of
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logical systems that would provide general norms to make new discoveries. My
aim is rather to lay down logical foundations in order to explore some of the
formal properties under which new ideas may be generated and evaluated. The
compensation we gain from this very modest approach is that we can gain some
insight into the logical features of some parts of the scientific discovery and explanation processes. This is in line with a well-known view in the philosophy of
science, namely that phenomena take place within traditions, something which
echoes Kuhn’s distinction between normal and revolutionary science. Hence,
another general assumption is that a logical analysis of scientific discovery of
the type I propose is for normal science, not denying there may be a place for
some other kind of logical analysis of revolutionary science, but clearly leaving
it out of the scope of this enterprise.
Another general assumption is that the methodological distinction between
the contexts of discovery and justification is an artificial one. It can be dissolved
if we address abduction as a process rather than as a ready-made product by
itself for us to study. Historical as well as computationally oriented research
of scientific discoveries show very clearly that new ideas do not just come out
of the blue (even though there may be cases of sudden flashes of insight), and
that the process of discovery often involves a lot of explanation, evaluation and
testing on the way, too. So, it may be possible to address the justification part of
science all by itself, as contemporary philosophy has done all along, but once
discovery issues come into play, an integrated account of both is needed.

Content Description
This book is divided into three parts: (I) Conceptual Framework, (II) Logical
Foundations, and (III) Applications, each of which is briefly described in what
follows.
In part I, the setting for the logical approach taken in this book is presented.
One the one hand, chapter 1 offers a general overview of the logics of discovery
enterprise as well as the role of logic in scientific methodology, both in philosophy of science and in the fields of artificial intelligence and cognitive science.
The main argument is that logic should have a place in the normative study in
the methodology of science, on a par with historical and other formal computational approaches. Chapter 2 provides an overview of research on abduction,
showing that while there are general features and in most cases the main inspiration comes from the American pragmatist, Charles S. Peirce, each approach
has taken a different route. To delineate our subject more precisely, and create some order, a general taxonomy for abductive reasoning is then proposed.
Several forms of abduction are obtained by instantiating three parameters: the
kind of reasoning involved (e.g., deductive, statistical), the kind of observation
triggering the abduction (novelty, or anomaly with respect to some background
theory), and the kind of explanations produced (facts, rules, or theories).
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In part II, the logical foundations of this enterprise are laid down. In chapter
3, abduction is investigated as a notion of logical inference. It is shown that this
type of reasoning can be analyzed within various kinds of logical consequence as
the underlying inference, namely as classical inference (backwards deduction),
statistical or as some type of non-monotonic inference. The logical properties
of these various ‘abductive explanatory kinds’ are then investigated within the
‘logical structural analysis’, as proposed for non-monotonic consequence relations in artificial intelligence and dynamic styles of inference in formal semantics. As a result we can classify forms of abduction by different structural rules.
A computational logic analysis of processes producing abductive inferences is
then presented in chapter 4, using and extending the mathematical framework
of semantic tableaux. I show how to implement various search strategies to generate various forms of abductive explanations. Our eventual conclusion for this
part is that abductive processes should be our primary concern, with abductive
explanatory inferences as their secondary ‘products’.
Part III is a confrontation of the previous analysis and foundations with existing themes in the philosophy of science and artificial intelligence. In particular,
in chapter 5, I analyze the well-known Hempelian models for scientific explanation (the deductive-nomological one, and the inductive-statistical one) as
forms of abductive explanatory arguments, the ultimate products of abductive
reasoning. This then provides them with a structural logical analysis in the
style of chapter 3. In chapter 6, I address the question of the dynamics of empirical progress, both in theory evaluation and in theory improvement. I meet
the challenge made by Theo Kuipers [Kui99], namely to operationalize the
task of ‘instrumentalist abduction’, that is, theory revision aiming at empirical
progress. I offer a reformulation of Kuipers’ account of empirical progress into
the framework of (extended) semantic tableaux, in the style of chapter 4, and
show that this is indeed an appealing method to account for empirical progress
of some specific kind of empirical progress, that of lacunae.
The remaining two chapters have a common argument, namely that abduction
may be viewed as a process of epistemic change for belief revision, an idea which
connects naturally to the notion of abduction in the work of Charles Peirce, and
that of belief revision in the work of Peter Gärdenfors, thus suggesting a direct
link between philosophy and artificial intelligence. In chapter 7, I explore
the connection between abduction and pragmatism, as proposed by Peirce,
showing that the former is conceived as an epistemic procedure for logical
inquiry, and that it is indeed the basis for the latter, conceived as a method
of philosophical reflection with the ultimate goal of generating ‘clear ideas’.
Moreover, I argue that abduction viewed in this way can model dynamics of
belief revision in artificial intelligence. For this purpose, an extended version
of the semantic tableaux of chapter 4 provides a new representation of the
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operations of expansion, and contraction, all of which shapes the content of
chapter 8.
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PART I

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Chapter 1
LOGICS OF GENERATION AND EVALUATION

1.

Introduction

The general purpose of this chapter is to provide a critical analysis on the
controversial enterprise of ‘logics of discovery’. It is naturally divided into six
parts. After this introduction, in the second part (section 2) we briefly review
the original heuristic methods, namely analysis and synthesis, as conceived
in ancient Greece. In the third part (section 3) we tackle the general question of
whether there is a logic of discovery. We start by analyzing the twofold division
between the contexts of discovery and justification, showing that it may be
not only further divided, but also its boundaries may not be so sharply distinguished. We then provide a background history (from antiquity to the XIXth
century), divided into three periods in time, each of which is characterized by
an epistemological stance (infallibilism or fallibilism) and by the types of logic
worked out (generational, justificatory inductive logics, non-generational and
self-corrective logics). Finally, we motivate the division of this general question into other three questions, namely one of purpose, one of pursuit and one
of achievement, for in general, there is a clear gap between the search and the
findings in the question of a logic of discovery. In the fourth part (section
4), we confront two foremost views on the logic of discovery, namely those
of Karl Popper and Herbert Simon, and show that despite appearances, their
approaches are close together in several respects. They both hold a fallibilist
stance in regard to the well-foundedness of knowledge and view science as a
dynamic activity of problem solving in which the growth of knowledge is the
main aspect to characterize. We claim that both accounts fall under the study
of discovery –when a broad view is endorsed– and the convergence of these
two approaches is found in that neither Simon’s view really accounts for the
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epistemics of creativity at large, nor Popper neglects its study entirely. In the
fifth part (section 5), we advance the claim that logic should have a place in the
methodology of science, on a pair with historical and computational stances,
something that naturally gives place to logical approaches to the logic of discovery, to be cherish in a normative account of the methodology of science.
However, we claim that the label ‘logics of discovery’ should be replaced by
‘logics of generation and evaluation’, for on the one hand ‘discovery’ turns out
to be a misleading term for the processes of generation of new knowledge and
on the other hand, a logic of generation can only be conceived together with
an account of processes for evaluation and justification. In the final part of this
chapter (section 6), we sum up our previous discussion and advance our general
conclusions.
This chapter shows that interest on the topic of the logics of discovery goes
back to antiquity and spans over our present days, as it pervades several disciplines, namely Philosophy of Science, Cognitive Science and Artificial Intelligence. The search of a logic of discovery is not a trivial question, in fact is not
even a single question, and the words ‘logic’ and ‘discovery’ may be interpreted
in several many ways. This chapter will serve to set the ground and philosophical motivation behind our main purpose in this book, namely the logical study
of abductive reasoning, which we motivate in the next chapter (chapter 2).

2.

Heuristics: A Legacy of the Greeks

All roads in the study of discovery lead back to the Greek mathematicians
and philosophers in antiquity. In their study of the processes for solving problems, two were the main heuristic strategies, namely analysis and synthesis.
An extensive description of these methods is found in the writings of Pappus
of Alexandria (300 A.D.), who follows a tradition found in ‘The Treasury of
Analysis’ (analyomenos), a collection of books by earlier mathematicians. The
central part of his description reads as follows (Pappi Alexandrini Collectionis
Quae Supersunt. The translation is from [HR74, Chapter II]):
‘Now analysis is the way from was is sought – as if it were admitted – through its
concomitants (τ α ακoλoυθα, the usual translation reads: consequences) in order to
something admitted in synthesis. For in analysis we suppose that which is sought to be
already done, and we inquire from what it results, and again what is the antecedent of
the latter, until we on our backward way light upon something already known and being
first in order. And we call such a method analysis, as being a solution backwards. In
synthesis, on the other hand, we suppose that which was reached last in the analysis
to be already done, and arranging in their natural order as consequents the former
antecedents and linking them one with another, we in the end arrive at the construction
of the thing sought. And this we call synthesis’.
‘Now analysis is of two kinds. One seeks the truth, being call theoretical. The other
serves to carry out what was desired to do, and this is called problematical. In the
theoretical kind we suppose the thing sought as being and as being true, and then we
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pass through its concomitants (consequences) in order, as though they were true and
existent by hypothesis, to something admitted; then, if that which is admitted to be true,
the thing sought is true, too, and the proof will be the reverse of analysis. But if we come
upon something false to admit, the thing sought will be false, too. In the problematical
kind we suppose the desired thing to be known, and then we pass through its concomitants
(consequences) in order, as though they were true, up to something admitted. If the thing
admitted is possible or can be done, that is, if it is what the mathematicians call given, the
desired thing will also be possible. The proof will again be the reverse of analysis. But
if we come upon something impossible to admit, the problem will also be impossible’.

Analysis and synthesis may be thought of as methods running in reverse
of each another, provided that all steps in analysis are reversed when used for
synthesis. However, this depends on the interpretation given to ‘τ α ακoλoυθα’.
While some scholars regard it as ‘consequences’, suggesting these methods
consist entirely of reversible steps, some others (notably [HR76]), interpret it
as ‘concomitants’, meaning ‘almost any sort of going together. Hence Pappus’
general description of analysis depicts it consistently as a search for premisses,
not as drawing of consequences.’ [HR76, p. 255].
Moreover, the methods of analysis and synthesis do not exist in isolation, but
only make sense in combination. It is not enough to arrive at something known
to be true in order to assert the truth of the initial statement which analysis
takes only as presupposed; the method of synthesis has to provide a proof for it.
Either the proof is constructed by inverting each step of the analysis (under the
‘consequence’ interpretation) or the process of analysis may provide material
to construct a proof, but is no final warrantee for a successful synthesis.
Both types of analysis begin with a hypothetical statement, but while in
the theoretical kind the statement is supposed to be true, in the problematical
kind the statement is supposed to be known. Then, a decisive point is reached
when something is found to be either admittedly true (or possible) or admittedly
false (or impossible). In the first case, the initial statement can find its proof
of being true by way synthesis, if (again) the backward and forward steps of
these methods are indeed reversible. In the second case however, if by way of
analysis we arrive at a statement that is admittedly false (or impossible), this is
enough to assert the falsity (or impossibility) of the initial statement. It comes
at no surprise that this situation ‘is just a special case of the so–called reductio
ad absurdum; because in such a case our starting theorem is, beyond doubt,
false’.[Sza74, p. 126].
It is however a matter of debate to what exactly these methods amounted
to in antiquity, for the text of Pappus ‘does not suffice to reconcile his general
description of analysis with his own mathematical practice, or with the practice
of other ancient mathematicians’ [HR76, pp. 255–256]. An attempt to provide
a modern and formalized account of these heuristic methods has been given by
Hintikka and Remes ([HR74, HR76]), who put forward the thesis that analysis is
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a special case of natural deduction methods. In particular, they propose Beth’s
method of semantic tableaux as a method of analysis1 . As it is well–known,
semantic tableaux are primarily a refutation method (cf. chapter 4); when an
entailment does not hold, open branches of the tableau are records of counter–
examples. Otherwise, the tableau itself provides information to construct a
sequent style proof. Therefore, the method of analysis provides a definite
proof (by reductio) of the falsity of the ‘thing sought’ in the case of refutation
(when counter–examples have been found). As we shall see (cf. chapter 4),
our approach to abduction also takes semantic tableaux as its mathematical
framework for a logical reconstruction of this type of reasoning. Therefore, the
work by Hintikka and Remes may be regarded as a precursor of our own.

3.
Is There a Logic of Discovery?
Contexts of Research
The literature on the subject of scientific discovery is staggeringly confused
by the ambiguity and complexity of the term discovery. A discovery of an idea
leading to a new theory made in science involves a complicated process that
goes from the initial conception of an idea throughout its justification and final
settlement as a new theory. These two aspects are just the two extremes in a
series of intermediate processes including the entertainment of a new idea, its
initial evaluation, which may lead to finer ideas in need of evaluation or may
even be replaced by other ideas, calling for modification of the original one.
Therefore, we must at least acknowledge that scientific discovery is a process
subject to division. This fact naturally confronts us with the problem of how to
provide a proper division.
An attempt to supply a division is given by the contemporary distinction
between the contexts of discovery and the context of justification, originally
proposed by Reichenbach in the 30’s [Rei38]. This division often presupposes
the latter as dealing exclusively with the ‘finished research report’ of a theory,
and thus certainly leaves ample room to the former. In order to bring some order
and clarity into the study of the process of scientific discovery at large, several
authors identify an intermediate step between the two extremes, the conception
and justification of a new idea. While Savary puts forward the phase of ‘working
with ideas’ [Sav95], Laudan introduces the ‘context of pursuit’ as a ‘nether
region’ between the two contexts [Lau80, p. 174]. Another dimension in the
study of the context of discovery is to distinguish between a narrow and a
broad view. While the former view regards issues of discovery as those dealing

1 Although

Beth himself was inspired by the methods of analysis and synthesis to device his method of
semantic tableaux, he ‘neither connected this logical idea in so many words with the ancient geometrical
analysis nor applied his approach to the elucidation of historical problems.’ [HR76, p. 254].
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exclusively with the initial conception of an idea, the latter view is that which
deals with the overall process going from the conception of a new idea to its
settlement as an idea subject for ultimate justification (a distinction introduced
by Laudan in [Lau80]).
It is however also a matter of choice to extend the boundaries of the context of
justification in order to deal with evaluation questions as well, especially when
the truth of a theory is not the sole interest to be searched for. A consequence of
this move is the proposal to rename the ‘context of justification’ as the ‘context
of evaluation’ [Kui00, p.132] or as the ‘context of appraisal’ [Mus89, p. 20].
Under the latter view, the context of discovery has in turn been relabeled the
‘context of invention’, in order to avoid the apparent contradiction that arises
when we speak of the discovery of hypotheses, as discovery is a ‘success word’
which presupposes that what is discovered, must be true.
Therefore, the original distinction between the contexts of discovery and
justification may not only be further divided, but also its boundaries may not be
so sharply distinguished. A separate issue concerned with all these contexts of
research is to inquire whether the ‘context of discovery’ or any other context for
that matter is subject to philosophical reflection and allows for logical analysis.

Background History
In what follows, I will offer an overview of the evolution of the enterprise of
the logic of discovery (based on [Lau80], [Nic80] and [Mus89]), from antiquity
to the XIXth century. This overview will serve us to identify those relevant
aspects that have played a role in the study of discovery in order to place them
in the research agenda nowadays.
Since antiquity the enterprise of a logic of discovery was conceived as
providing an instrument for the generation of genuine new concepts and theories
in science. This enterprise was at the core of Aristotle’s Posterior Analytics as
an attempt to provide an account of the discovery of causes by finding missing
terms in incomplete explanations2 . According to some interpretations ([Lau80],
[Ke89]), the search for a logic of discovery at this period aimed to capture the
‘Eureka moment’, and thus discovery was taken in its narrow interpretation.
Thereafter, the project flourished through concrete proposals for finding good
and effective methods for making causal discoveries, as witnessed in the work
of Bacon, Descartes, Herschel, Boyle, Leibniz and Mill, to name the most
representative ones. The division between contexts in scientific research into

2 On the one hand, Aristotle introduced the notion of

enthymeme to characterize those incomplete arguments
which lack a premise. Once that premise is found, this type of argument is converted into a deductive one.
On the other hand, Aristotle characterized two other types of arguments, namely ‘apagoge’ and ‘epagoge’,
the former later identified with abduction (by Peirce) and the latter generally interpreted as induction.
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discovery and justification was not present at this period and the goal was to
offer a logic of discovery also providing a solution to the problem of theory
justification. The search for such a logic was guided by a strong philosophical
ideal, that of finding a universal system, which would capture the way humans
reason in science. For this purpose Leibniz proposed a ‘characteristica universalis’ consisting of a mathematical language, precise and without ambiguities
(as opposed to natural languages) in which all ideas could be translated to and
by which intellectual arguments were conclusively settled. A consequence of
this ideal was the presumption to decide on the validity of chain of arguments
via a calculus, the ‘calculus ratiocinator’. This naive optimism in what a logic
for science could provide, went to extreme of pretending to have access to all
scientific truths via this calculi3 .
Leibniz’s calculus was a response to Aristotle’s deductive syllogistics, which
did not provided what they were looking for, a logic that would genuinely
generate new sciences. To this end, Bacon proposed the method of ‘eliminative
induction’, a kind of disjunctive syllogism, by which hypotheses are eliminated
in favour of the ‘true’ one. As for Descartes, ‘he gave us the handy hints for
problem solvers of the Regulae, and a few secretive references to the method
of analysis and synthesis proposed by the Greek geometers’ [Mus89, p.18]
synthesis analysis. As it turns out, however, their methods did not provided
rules to generate genuine new ideas, for they are rather directed to working
with already made hypotheses. Bacon’s method is indeed a method of selection
and Descartes method focuses on ways of decomposing a hypothesis into parts
known to be true (analysis into its parts), to later run a synthesis process in order
to prove it.
According to our previous discussion of contexts of research, where to locate
these methods turns out to be a matter of debate. They clearly belong to the
context of justification according to Reichenbach’s distinction and under a narrow view of discovery (as pointed out in [Mus89, p. 18]), but to the context of
discovery under a broad one. And taking a finer view on contexts, they belong
to the context of pursuit or to the context of evaluation or appraisal when the
context of justification is enlarged. In any case, it seems that neither of them
belongs to the context of invention, as these methods fail to give an account of
how is that the hypotheses entertained were initially conceived.
What we find in all these authors is that while their search for a logic of
discovery was guided by Leibniz’s ideal of a universal calculi, the results obtained from its pursuit, did not live up to this search. Clearly, there is a gap
between the ‘search’ and the ‘findings’ in the question of a logic of discovery.
Therefore it seems useful to divide the ambitious question of whether there is
3 Nowadays

we know this attempt is indeed impossible. There is no general mechanical procedure able to
decide on the validity of logical inferences. Predicate logic is undecidable.
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a logic of discovery into three of them, namely its purpose, pursuit, and its
achievement. That is, to distinguish between what is searched for and what
is obtained as a result of that search, in order to evaluate their coherence and
thus give an answer to the question of achievement. But before getting into the
proposed three-question division, we will present Laudan’s [Lau80] critical historical analysis on the question concerning the search of a logic of discovery, in
which he is concerned with discovery in its narrow sense, the view that regards
issues of discovery as those dealing exclusively with the initial conception of
an idea.

Laudan’s Analysis
According to this interpretation, two were the main motivations behind the
enterprise of a logic of discovery, namely the epistemological problem of the
well-foundedness of knowledge and the heuristic and pragmatic problem of
how to ‘accelerate scientific advance’. Regarding the first one, the prevalent
epistemological stance supporting the legitimization of knowledge was an infallibilistic position, one that required an absolute warrant for the newly generated
concepts and theories about the world. The goal was to offer a logic of discovery also providing a solution to the problem of theory justification. There was
not a unique epistemological position in regard to the justification of theories,
but only one of them was compatible with the enterprise of a logic of discovery,
namely the one identified with the generational stance4 . Therefore, infallibilism in turn leads to a generational position, and these two together provide an
absolute warrant of our claims about the world via a truth-preserving logic.
The second motivation regarding the problem of how to ‘accelerate scientific
advance’, was the guiding motor of the ultimate goal for a logic of discovery, that
of providing ‘rules leading to the discovery of useful facts and theories about
nature’ [Lau80, p. 175]. The rules proposed, however, were closely linked to
another aspect in the evolution of the ideas surrounding discovery, namely with
the object of science under examination. Though several characterizations of
what scientific inference amounted to, most methodologists up to mid XVIIIth
century focused their efforts on the characterization of the discovery of empirical laws, of universal statements concerning observable entities, and thus the
4 The

two opposing groups were known as the ‘consequentialists’ and the ‘generators’. The former group
justifies a theory as true through an inspection of (some of) its consequences. In contrast, the latter group
renders a scientific theory as established by showing that it follows logically from observational statements.
Since the Aristotelian era, however, a logical flaw was acknowledged in the consequentialist position, since
it committed the ‘fallacy of affirming the consequent’ (to argue from the truth of a consequence to the truth
of the theory), something which made this view logically inconclusive: ‘if theories were to be demonstrably
true, such demonstration could not come from any (non exhaustive) survey of the truth of their consequences’
[Lau80, p. 177]. The only circumstances in which infallibilism and consequentialist can agree are when it is
possible to (i) provide an exhaustive examination of the consequences of a certain theory and (ii) enumerate
and reject exhaustively all possible theories at hand [Lau80, Note 3, p. 183].
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focus was for an inductive logic modelling ‘enumerative induction’. Scientific
research to be analysed had to do with generalizations directly inferred from
observations, with physical laws such as ‘all gases expand when heated’. It was
until the 1750’s that several scientists and philosophers searched for a logic to
discover explanatory theories, those involving theoretical entities as well (such
as found in [Lap04]). In this case, other type of logics were needed, those
which involved a more complex mechanism than that of enumerative induction. Usually, these logics involve a background theory (consisting of laws),
initial conditions and a relevant observation. The goal of these logical apparatus
was to produce a better and truer theory than the background one. The idea
of truth-approximation was behind this conception, and accordingly had been
labeled ‘self-corrective logics’(we shall identify this logics with abduction, cf.
chapter 2). To conclude, up to this point, infallibilism and generational logics
were hand in hand, together providing a truth preserving logic of discovery to
warrant infallible knowledge.
Later on, around mid XIXth century, the enterprise of a logic of discovery
in the terms described above was abandoned and replaced by the search of a
logic of justification, a logic of post hoc evaluation. The turning point of this
move had to do with a major change in view regarding the legitimization of
knowledge, namely by a shift from infallibilism to fallibilism. A consequence
of this change in epistemological stance is that the sources of knowledge were
no longer supported by certain ground, and thus justification could be separated
from proof. Thus, the independence of genesis from the justification of theories
sets in, for there was no longer a need to unfold the generation of theories in
order to characterize their justification, in other words, the enterprise of a logic
of discovery becomes ‘redundant’ from the epistemic point of view, and it
is abandoned. Another consequence is that the consequentialist view for the
justification of theories becomes in fashion again, as it is now compatible with an
fallibilist account, and thus paves the way to the view represented by what later
was known as the ‘hypothetico-deductive method’, which became the standard
in theory justification.
Thus, there are clearly three episodes in the evolution of a logic of discovery
from antiquity up to the mid XIXth century, characterized as follows:
Up to 1750:
Epistemological stance: infallibilism
Logic: generational and justificatory inductive logic.
1750 - 1820:
Epistemological stance: infallibilism
Logic: generational and justificatory inductive logic as well as
self-corrective logics.
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1820 - 1850:
Epistemological stance: fallibilism
Logic: Nongenerational justificatory inductive logic as well as
self-corrective logics.

Underlying Questions
The purpose of a logic of discovery concerns the ultimate goal researchers
engaged in this enterprise wish to achieve in the end, and the response (affirmative or negative) to the question of whether there is such a logic is largely
grounded on philosophical ideals. The pursuit of a logic of discovery regards
the working activities that researchers in the field are engaged in to attain their
goals, and the answer to such a question is given in the form of concrete proposals of logics of discovery. Finally, the achievement of a logic of discovery
provides an evaluation between previous aspects, of whether what is actually
achieved lives up to its purpose. This three-question division allows to evaluate
existing proposals on the logic of discovery as to their coherence, and it also
provides a finer grain distinction in order to compare confronting proposals, for
they may agree on one question while disagree on the other one.
In the first period identified above (from antiquity to mid XIX century), the
search for a logic of discovery was guided by a strong philosophical ideal, that
of finding a universal system which would capture the way humans reason in
science, including the whole spectrum, from the initial conception of new ideas
into their ultimate justification. Following the spirit of Leibniz’s “Characteristica Universalis", this ideal was the motor behind the ultimate purpose of
finding a logic of discovery. As to the question of pursuit, the central method
worked out was the modeling of induction, giving place to proposals such as
Bacon’s ‘eliminative induction’, which as already mentioned, it is in fact a
method for hypothesis selection. Therefore, regarding the question of achievement of a logic of discovery in this period, the products resulting from its pursuit
did captured only to a very small extent what the question of purpose was after,
and therefore the project was not coherent in regard to what was searched for
and what was found in the end. A similar analysis can be given for the second
period. In the third period, the original question of purpose is vanished by
the advancement of fallibilism; for it was then clear that a universal calculi in
which all ideas could be translated to and by which intellectual arguments were
conclusively settled, was an impossible goal to achieve. The question to be
searched for instead is concerned with a logic of justification, and accordingly,
the question of pursuit focused on developing accounts on this matter. There
was complete harmony between the search and the findings, and so the question
of achievement renders this period as coherent. The abandonment of a logic for
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the genesis of theories simply deleted the search of such kind of ‘discovery’
rules from the agenda and instead focused exclusively in mechanisms for the
justification of ready–made scientific theories.
However, the aim to find a logic dealing with the conception of new ideas
was not completely discarded, as witnessed later in the work of Charles S.
Peirce (cf. chapter 2 and 7) and others, but this line of research has remained
incoherent as far as the question of achievement is concerned. As absurd as this
position seems to be, this is still the ideal to which the “friends of discovery"
hold to, but as we shall see in the following corresponding section, a closer
analysis into their approach will help to make sense of their stance.

4.

Karl Popper and Herbert Simon

From the philosophy of science point of view, Karl Popper (1902-1994) and
Herbert Simon (1916-2001) were two well-established scholars who reacted
to logical positivism in their own peculiar and apparently opposing views on
the logic of discovery. In this section, we will elucidate some aspects of their
proposals in order to place them in the present discussion of scientific discovery.
On the one hand, when a finer analysis of contexts of research is done, it
seems Popper’s logic may be considered as part of the context of discovery,
and his account on the growth of knowledge by the method of conjectures and
refutations, is in accordance with the “Friends of Discovery" mainstream, of
which Simon is one of the pioneers. On the other hand, we will unfold Simon’s
claim that there is a logic of discovery, in order to show that far from being a
naive aim to unravel the mysteries of scientific creativity, it is a solid proposal
in the direction of a normative theory of discovery processes, grounded on the
view of logic as a pattern seeking activity based on heuristic strategies to meet
its ends.

The Logic of Discovery
It is an unfortunate yet an interesting fact that Popper’s Logik der Forschung
first published in German in 1934, was translated into English and published
twenty five years later as The Logic of Scientific Discovery. An accurate
translation would have been: The Logic of Scientific Research, as found in
translations into other languages, such as Spanish (La Lógica de la Investigación
Cientı́fica).
One reason for its being unfortunate lies in the fact that several renowned
scholars (Simon and Laudan amongst others) have accused Popper of denying
the very subject matter of what the English title of his book suggests, something
along the lines of a logical enterprise into the epistemics of scientific theory
discovery. These complaints are firmly grounded within the accepted view that
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for Popper scientific methodology concerns mainly the testing of theories, and
this approach clearly leaves outside of its scope issues having to do with discovery. Thus, for those philosophers of science interested in discovery processes as
well as in other methods for scientific inquiry outside the realm of justification,
it seems natural to leave Popper out of the picture and take the above complaint
on the title to be just a confusion originated from its English translation.
However, on a closer look into Popper’s philosophy, an additional confusion
stirs up when we find (in a publication shortly after) his position beyond justification issues and concerned with the advancement and discovery in science, as
witnessed by the following quote: ‘Science should be visualized as progressing
from problems to problems - to problems of increasing depth. For a scientific
theory - an explanatory theory - is, if anything, an attempt to solve a scientific
problem, that is to say, a problem concerned with the discovery of an explanation’ [Pop60a, p. 179]. This view is in accord with Simon’s famous slogan
that ‘scientific reasoning is problem solving’ made in research in cognitive
psychology and artificial intelligence (to be later introduced), a claim also put
forward by Laudan in the philosophy of science. Moreover, it seems Popper
was happy with the English title of his book, for being such an obsessive proof
reader of his own work, he made no remarks about it5 .
Additionally, it is also appealing that in the literature of knowledge discovery
in science, especially from a computational point of view, some of Popper’s
fundamental ideas are actually implemented within the simulation of discovery
and testing processes in science6 .
The common view on Popper’s position states that issues of discovery cannot
be studied within the boundaries of methodology, for he explicitly denies the
existence of a logical account for discovery processes, regarding its study a
business of psychology. This position is backed up by the following –much too
quoted– passage:
“Accordingly I shall distinguish sharply between the processes of conceiving a new
idea, and the methods and results of examining it logically. As to the task of the logic
of knowledge -in contradistinction to the psychology of knowledge - I shall proceed on
the assumption that it consists solely in investigating the methods employed in those
systematic tests to which every new idea must be subjected if it is to be seriously entertained. Some might object that it would be more to the purpose to regard it as the

5 Popper

used every opportunity to clarify his claims and terms put forward in his ‘Logik der Forschung’,
as witnessed in a multitude of footnotes and new appendices to ‘The Logic of Discovery’ and in many
remarks found in later publications. In [Pop92, p. 149] he reports (referring to his ‘Postscript: After Twenty
Years’): ‘In this Postscript I reviewed and developed the main problems and solutions discussed in Logik
der Forschung. For example, I stressed that I had rejected all attempts at the justification of theories, and
that I had replaced justification by criticism’.
6 For example, the requirement characterizing a theory as ‘scientific’ when it is subject to refutation, is
translated into the ‘FITness’ criterion, and plays a role in the process of theory generation, for a proposed
theory only survives if it can be refuted within a finite number of instances [SG73].
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business of epistemology to produce what has been called a ‘rational reconstruction’ of
the steps that have led the scientist to a discovery -to the finding of some new truth ...
But this reconstruction would not describe these processes as they actually happen: it
can give only a logical skeleton of the procedure of testing. Still, this is perhaps all that
is meant by those who speak of a ’rational reconstruction’ of the ways in which we gain
knowledge.
It so happens that my arguments in this book are quite independent of this problem.
However, my view of the matter, for what is worth, is that there is no such thing as a
logical method of having new ideas, or a logical reconstruction of this process" [Pop34,
P. 134].

First of all, it should come at no surprise that Popper’s position holds a place
in the discussion of discovery issues, as the objects of his analysis are precisely
genuinely new ideas. Moreover, we should emphasize that Popper draws a clear
division between two processes; amidst the conception of a new idea, and the
systematic tests to which a new idea should be subjected to, and in the light of
this division he advances the claim that not the first but only the second one is
amenable to logical examination.

Conjectures and Refutations:
The Growth of Scientific Knowledge
For Popper the growth of scientific knowledge was the most important of
the traditional problems of epistemology [Pop59, P. 22]. His fallibilist position
provided him with the key to reformulate the traditional problem in epistemology, which is focused on the reflection on the sources of our knowledge. Laid
down this way, this question is one of origin and begs for an authoritarian answer [Pop60b, p. 52], regardless of its answer being placed in our observations
or in some fundamental assertions lying at the core of our knowledge. Popper’s
answer to this question is that we do not know or even hope to know about
the sources of our knowledge, since our assertions are only guesses [Pop60b,
p. 53]. Rather, the question and its answer should be the following: “How
can we hope to detect and eliminate error? Is, I believe, By criticizing the
theories or guesses of others" [Pop60b, p. 52]. This is the path to make knowledge grow: “the advance of knowledge consists, mainly, in the modification of
earlier knowledge" [Pop60b, p. 55].
This concern on the growth of knowledge is intimately related to his earlier
mentioned view of science as a problem solving activity, and in this respect he
writes: “Thus, science starts from problems, and not from observations; though
observations may give rise to a problem, specially if they are unexpected"
[Pop60a, p. 179]. Moreover, rather than asking the question ‘How do we
jump from an observation statement to a theory?, the proper question to ask is
the following: “How do we jump to from an observation statement to a good
theory?’ ... By jumping first to any theory and then testing it, to find whether
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it is good or not; i.e. by repeatedly applying the critical method, eliminating
many bad theories, and investing many new ones" [Pop63, p. 55].
Thus, the intention in both the title and content of Popper’s The Logic of
Scientific Discovery was to unfold the epistemics of evaluation and selection
of newly discovered ideas in science, more in particular, of scientific theory
choice. To this end, Popper proposed a rational method for scientific inquiry, the
method of conjectures and refutations, which he refined in later publications
[Pop63]7 . The motivation behind this method was to provide a criterion of
demarcation between science and pseudo-science. Besides its purpose, the
logical method of conjectures and refutations is a norm for progress in science,
for producing new and better theories in a reliable way. For Popper the growth
of scientific knowledge –and even of pre-scientific knowledge– is based on the
learning from our mistakes, which according to him is achieved by the method
of trial and error. He did not provided a precise procedure to perform scientific
progress, leading to better theories, but rather a set of theory evaluation criteria
including a measure for its potential progressiveness (its testability) and the
condition of having a greater ‘empirical content’ than the antecedent theory.

Does Scientific Discovery Have a Logic?
In principle, the pioneering work of Herbert Simon and his team share
the ideal on which the whole enterprise of artificial intelligence was initially
grounded, namely that of constructing intelligent computers behaving like rational beings, something which resembles the philosophical ideal which guided
the search for a logic of discovery in the first period identified above (up to the
XIX century). However, it is important to clarify on what terms is this ideal
inherited in regard to the question of purpose of a logic of discovery, on the
one hand, and put to work with respect to the question of the pursuit of such a
logic, on the other.
In his essay ‘Does scientific discovery have a logic? Simon sets himself the
challenge to refute Popper’s general argument, reconstructed for his purposes
as follows: ‘If ‘There is no such thing as a logical method of having new
ideas, then there is no such thing as a logical method of having small new
ideas” [Sim73a, p. 327]. (My emphasis), and his strategy is precisely to show
that an antecedent in the affirmative does not commit to an assessment of the
consequent, as Popper seems to suggest. Thus, Simon converts the ambitious
aim of searching for a logic of discovery revealing the process of discovery at
large, into an unpretentious goal: ‘Their modesty [of the examples dealt with] as

7 This

method is proposed as an alternative to induction. In fact, it made induction absolutely irrelevant;
there was no problem of induction as there was any induction procedure as a method for scientific inquiry
in the first place, being just an optical illusion to be discarded from the methodology of science.
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instances of discovery will be compensated by their transparency in revealing
the underlying process’ [Sim73a, p. 327].
This humble but brilliant move allows Simon to further draw distinctions on
the type of problems to be analysed and on methods to be used. For Simon and
his followers, scientific discovery is a problem-solving activity. To this end,
a characterization of problems into those that are well structured versus those
that are ill structured is provided, and the claim for a logic of discovery focuses
mainly on the well-structured ones8 . A well structured problem is that for
which there is a definite criterion for testing, and for which there is at least one
problem space in which the initial and the goal state can be represented and all
other intermediate states may be reached with appropriate transitions between
them. An ill-structured problem lacks at least one of the former conditions.
Although there is no precise methodology by which scientific discovery is
achieved, as a form of problem solving, it can be pursued via several methodologies. The key concept in all this is that of heuristics, the guide in scientific
discovery which is neither totally rational nor absolutely blind. Heuristic
methods for discovery are characterized by the use of selective search with
fallible results. That is to say, while they provide no complete guarantee to
reach a solution, the search in the problem space is not blind, but it is selective
according to a predefined strategy. The authors distinguish between ‘weak’ and
‘strong’ methods of discovery. The former is the type of problem solving used
in novel domains. It is characterized by its generality, since it does not require
in-depth knowledge of its particular domain. In contrast, strong methods are
used for cases in which our domain knowledge is rich, and are specially designed for one specific structure. Weak methods include generation, testing,
heuristic methods, and means-ends analysis, to build explanations and solutions
for given problems. These methods have proved useful in artificial intelligence
and cognitive simulation, and are used by several computer programs. Examples are the BACON system which simulates the discovery of quantitative laws
in Physics (such as Kepler’s law and Ohm’s law) and the GLAUBER program,
which simulates the discovery of qualitative laws in chemistry9 .

Heuristics: A Normative Theory of Discovery
Simon proposes an empirical as well as a normative theory for scientific
discovery, both complementing his broad view on this matter:
8 However,

cf. [Sim73b] for a proposal on how to treat ill structured problems and for the claim that there is
no clear boundary between these kinds of problems.
9 It is however a matter of debate whether these computer programs really makes discoveries, since it produces
theories new to the program but not new to the world, and its discoveries seem spoon–fed rather than created.
In the same spirit, Paul Thagard proposes a new field of research, “Computational Philosophy of Science"
[Tha88] and puts forward the computational program PI (Processes of Induction) to model some aspects of
scientific practice, such as concept formation and theory building.
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‘The theory of scientific discovery has both an empirical part and a formal part. As an
empirical theory, it seeks to describe and explain the psychological and sociological
processes that are actually employed to make scientific discoveries. As a formal theory,
it is concerned with the definition and logical nature of discovery, and it seeks to provide
normative advice and prescriptions for anyone who wishes to proceed rationally and
efficiently with a task of scientific discovery.’ [Sim77, P. 265]

Let us first deal with the normative aspect of scientific discovery. When Simon proposes a logic for scientific discovery he is relying on a whole research
program already developed for artificial intelligence and cognitive psychology,
namely the machinery based on heuristic search used for the purposes of devising computer programs to simulate scientific discoveries. For him, a logic of
scientific method does not refer to the pure and formal use of the term ‘logic’,
but rather to ‘a set of normative standards for judging the processes used to
discover or test scientific theories, or the formal structure of the theories themselves. The use of the term ‘logic’ suggests that the norms can be derived from
the goals of the scientific activity. That is to say, a normative theory rests on
contingent propositions like: ‘If process X is to be efficacious for attaining goal
Y, then it should have properties A,B,C’ [Sim73a, p. 328].
The normative theory of scientific discovery is thus a theory for prescribing how actual discoveries may have been made following a rational, though
a fallible set of strategies. This view naturally makes his approach close to
computational and formal approaches. In fact, Simon views a normative theory
of discovery as ‘a branch of the theory of computational complexity’ [Sim73a,
p. 332]. Moreover, he is willing to use the word ‘logic’ in a broad sense, something along the lines of a ‘rational procedure’. Finally, a normative theory of
discovery is one that does not demand a deductive justification for the products
of induction, and thus it liberates it from the ‘justificationist’ positivist view of
science.
Concerning the empirical aspect of scientific discovery, we must admit that
Simon indeed attempts to describe the psychological processes leading to invent new ideas in science, and in fact talks about incubation and unconscious
processes in discovery [Sim77, p. 292], but his position is clearly not aiming
to unravel the mysteries of creativity, precisely because he believes there are
no such mysteries in the first place: ‘new representations, like new problems,
do not spring from the brow of Zeus, but emerge by gradual –and very slow–
stages ... Even in revolutionary science, which creates those paradigms, the
problems and representations are rooted in the past; they are not created out
of whole cloth’ [Sim77, p. 301]. Thus, an empirical theory of discovery is
based on a psychological theory of discovery, one which provides a mechanistic explanation for thinking, which in turn is demonstrated by programming
computers imitating the way humans think. However, on the one hand Simon
claims that the processes to explain scientific discovery are only sufficient –and
not necessary– to account for discoveries that have actually occurred. On the
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other hand, he admits there may be forms of making new discoveries in science
which may nevertheless be impossible to characterize: ‘existing informationprocessing theories of thinking undoubtedly fall far short of covering the whole
range of thinking activities in man. It is not just that the present theories are
only approximately correct. Apart from limits on their correctness in explaining the ranges of behaviour to which they apply, much cognitive behaviour still
lies beyond their scope’ [Sim77, p.276]. I leave it as an open question whether
this quote, and in general Simon’s position, implies that there may be some
future time in which an empirical theory of discovery will explain the discovery phenomena at large. I personally believe this is not the case, for he asserts
further that creativity in science is achieved by three factors: luck, persistence
and ‘superior heuristics’ (a heuristic is superior to another one if it is a more
powerful selective heuristics) [Sim77, p. 290], thus making room to human
factors impossible to be characterized in full.
We must note that Simon is not trapped into the discovey–justification dichotomy, but rather views the process of scientific inquiry as a continuum,
which only holds the initial discovery and the final justification of a theory as
the extreme points of a whole spectrum of reasoning processes. In this respect,
his theory is clearly considered as taking a broad view on discovery.
Even though this approach comes from apparently distant disciplines to philosophy of science, namely cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence,
they are proposals which suggest the inclusion of computational tools in the
philosophy of science research methodology and by so doing claim to reincorporate aspects from the context of discovery within its agenda. However, this
approach neither aims nor provides an account of ‘the Eureka’ moment, even
for small ideas.
Although there are several particularities about Simon’s proposal with respect
to all others, in general his claims reflect the spirit of the project on the search
of a logic of discovery for the ‘Friends of discovery’ overall enterprise.

Science as a Problem - Solving Activity:
Popper and Simon Revisited
When presenting the work of these two philosophical giants, we had on focus
their views on inquiry in science, in order to explore here to what extent their
stances are close together. On the one hand, a first conclusion to draw is that
while Popper was genuinely interested in an analysis of new ideas in science,
he rendered the very first process of the conception of an idea to be outside the
boundaries of the methodology of science, and centered his efforts in giving an
account of an ensuing process, that concerned with the methods of analyzing
new ideas logically, and accordingly produced his method of conjectures and
refutations. Whereas for Simon, his aim was to simulate scientific discovery
at large, giving an account both for the generation and evaluation of scientific
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ideas, convinced that the way to go was to give both an empirical and a normative
account of discovery, the former to describe and then represent computationally
the intellectual development of human discoveries made in science. The latter to
provide prescriptive rules, mainly in the form of heuristic strategies to perform
scientific discoveries.
Both authors hold a fallibilist position, one in which there is no certainty of
attaining results and where it is possible to refute already assessed knowledge,
in favour of new one that better explains the world. However, while for Popper
there is one single method for scientific inquiry, the method of conjectures and
refutations, for Simon there are several methods for scientific inquiry, for the
discovery and justification processes respond to several heuristic strategies,
largely based on pattern seeking, the logic of scientific discovery. A further
difference between these approaches is found in the method itself for the advancement of science, in what they regard to be the ‘logic’ for discovery. While
for Popper ideas are generated by the method of blind search, Simon and his
team develop a full theory to support the view that ideas are generated by the
method of ‘selective search’. Clearly the latter account allows for a better
understanding of how theories and ideas may be generated.
Going back to the three-question division concerning the logic of discovery,
namely purpose, pursuit and achievement, it seems useful to analyze these
two approaches in regard to them. Popper’s purpose for a logic of scientific
discovery has no pretensions at all to uncover the epistemics of creativity,
but focuses on the evaluation and selection of new ideas in science. Thus,
his position is clearly akin with the period corresponding to the search for a
logic of justification, as far as the question of purpose is concerned. As to
the question of pursuit, his account provides criteria for theory justification
under his critical rationalism view, by which no theory is finally settled as true,
but is also concerned with the advancement of science, characterizing problem
situations as well as a method for their solution. In fact, for Lakatos, Popper’s
proposal goes beyond its purpose:
‘There is no infallibilist logic of scientific discovery leading infallibly to results, but
there is a fallibilistic logic of discovery which is the logic of scientific progress. But
Popper, who has laid the basis for this logic of discovery was not interested in the metaquestion of what is the nature of this investigation, so he did not realize that it is neither
psychology nor logic, but an independent field, the logic of discovery, heuristics".
[Lak76, p. 167]10 .

Therefore, as to the question of achievement, it seems that Popper actually
found more than what he was looking for, since his account offered not just
10 It is interesting to note that in this book, Lakatos was greatly inspired by the history of mathematics, paying

particular attention to processes that created new concepts - often referring to G. Polya as the founding father
of heuristics in mathematical discovery. (Cf. [Ali00a] for a more detailed discussion of heuristics in the
work of G. Polya).
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the justification of theories, but in fact a methodology for producing better and
stronger theories, something which enters the territory of discovery, at least in
so far as the question of the growth of knowledge is concerned.

As for Simon, even though as to the question of purpose he is genuinely
after a logic of scientific discovery, his question is also normative, rather than
just psychologically prescriptive. And his aim is a modest one, to simulate
scientific discoveries for well-structured problems and expressible in some
formal or computational language. As to the question of pursuit, by introducing
both the notion and the methodology of ‘selective search’ in a search space for
a problem, his research program has achieved the implementation of complex
heuristic strategies that simulate well-known scientific discoveries in science.
Thus, judging by the empirical examples provided, it is difficult to refute the
whole enterprise. Finally, as to the question of achievement, I think Simon’s
proposal is a coherent one, at least in its normative dimension and modest
purpose, it provides results accordingly for a logic of discovery.

To conclude, I think Popper’s and Simon’s approaches are close together,
at least in so far as the following basic ideas are concerned: they both hold
a fallibilist stance in regard to the well-foundedness of knowledge and view
science as a dynamic activity of problem solving in which the growth of
knowledge is the main aspect to characterize, as opposed to the view of science
as an static enterprise in search of the assessment of theories as true. But
Popper failed to appreciate the philosophical potential of a normative theory of
discovery and therefore was blinded to the possibility of devising a logic for
the development of knowledge. His view of logic remained static: ‘I am quite
ready to admit that there is a need for a purely logical analysis of theories, for
an analysis which takes no account of how they change and develop. But this
kind of analysis does not elucidate those aspects of the empirical science which
I, for one, so highly prize’ [Pop59, p. 50].

One reason that allows for the convergence of these two accounts, perhaps
obvious by now, is that neither the “Friends of discovery" really account for
the epistemics of creativity at large nor Popper neglects its study entirely. Both
accounts fall naturally under the study of discovery –when a broad view is
endorsed– and neither of them rejects the context of justification, or any other
context for that matter. Therefore, it seems that when the focus is on the
processes of inquiry in science, rather than on the products themselves, any
possible division of contexts of research is doomed to fail sooner or later.
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5.
Logics for Scientific Methodology
A Place for logic in Scientific Methodology
In this section our aim is to advance the following two claims. In the first
place, in our view, the potential for providing a logic for scientific discovery
is found in a normative account in the methodology of science. However, we
have seen that the formal proposals for this purpose have little, if nothing to
do with how a formal logical system looks like. Thus in the second place, our
claim is that logic, as understood in modern systems of logic, has a place in the
study of logics of discovery. Let us deal with each matter in turn.
The two periods identified above (from antiquity to mid XIXth century) had
in mind a logic of discovery of a descriptive nature, one that would capture
and describe the way humans reason in science. As noted, these ‘logics’ had
little success, for they failed to provide such an account of discovery. Thereafter, when the search for a logic of discovery was abandoned, a normative
account prevailed in favour of proposals of logics of justification. Regarding
the approaches of Popper and Simon in this respect, it is clear that while Popper
overlooked the possibility of a normative account of logics of discovery, Simon
centered his efforts in the development of heuristic procedures, to be implemented computationally, but not on logics –per se– of discovery. In fact, some
other proposals which are strictly normative and formal in nature, such as that
found in [Ke97], argue for a computational theory as the foundation of a logic
of discovery, one which studies algorithmic procedures for the advancement of
science.
Therefore, while the way to go seems to be normative, there is nothing in what
we have analysed which resembles a logical theory, as understood in the logical
tradition. The way the “Friends of Discovery” rightly argue in this respect is to
say that the word ‘logic’ should not at all be interpreted as logic in the traditional
sense, and rather think of it as some kind of ‘rationality’ or ‘pattern seeking’.
While we believe the approach taken by Simon and his followers has been very
fruitful for devising computer programs that simulate scientific discoveries, it
has more or less dismissed the place of logic in its endeavors.
Now let us look at the situation nowadays. In spite of few exceptions, logic
(classical or otherwise) in philosophy of science is, to put it simply, out of
fashion. In fact, although classical logic is part of the curricula in philosophy
of science graduate programs, students soon learn that a whole generation of
philosophers regarded logical positivism as a failed attempt (though not just for
the logic), claiming that scientific practice does not follow logical patterns of
reasoning, many of which favoured studies of science based on historical cases.
So, why bother about the place of logic in scientific research?
On the one hand, the present situation in logical research has gone far beyond
the formal developments that deductive logic reached last century, and new
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research includes the formalization of several other types or reasoning, like
induction and abduction. On the other hand, we claim for a balanced philosophy
of science, one in which both methods, the formal and the historical may be
complementary, together providing a pluralistic view of science, in which no
method is the predominant one. Research nowadays has finally overcome the
view that a single treatment in scientific methodology is enough to give us an
understanding of scientific practice. A pluralistic view of science was already
fostered by Pat Suppes [Sup69] in the sixties.
We know at present that logical models (classical or otherwise) are insufficient to completely characterize notions like explanation, confirmation or falsification in philosophy of science, but this fact does not exclude that some
problems in the history of science may be tackled from a formal point of view.
For instance, ‘some claims about scientific revolutions, seem to require statistical and quantitative data analysis, if there is some serious pretension to regard
them with the same status as other claims about social or natural phenomena’
[Sup69, p. 97].
In fact, ‘Computational Philosophy of Science’ may be regarded as a successful marriage between historical and formal approaches. It is argued that
although several heuristic rules have been derived from historical reconstructions in science, they are proposed to be used for future research [MN99]. This
is not to say however, that historical analysis of scientific practice could be
done in a formal fashion, or that logical treatment should care for some kind
of ‘historic parameter’ in its methodology, but we claim instead that these two
views should share their insights and findings in order to complement each
other. After all, recall that part of Hempel’s inspiration to device a ‘logic of
explanation’ was his inquiry on the logic for ‘drawing documents from history’.
Regarding the study of the context of discovery, our position is that it allows
for a precise formal treatment. The dominant trend in contemporary philosophy
of science neglected the study of the processes of theory discovery in science,
partly because other questions were on focus, still we knew nothing about
the canons of justification, and the historical approach to scientific practice
was making its way into methodological issues. It was research on scientific
discovery as problem solving by computational means that really brought back
issues of discovery to the philosophy of science agenda. And the field was ready
for it, as philosophy of science questions had also evolved. Issues of theory
building, concept formation, theory evaluation and scientific progress were at
issue. It is now time to unravel these questions with the hand of logical analysis.
And here again, we get inspiration, or rather the techniques, from work in logics
for common sense reasoning and scientific reasoning developed for artificial
intelligence.
Our claim then is that we must bring back logic into scientific methodology, on a par with computational and historical approaches. This move would
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complement the existing historical account, and as far as its relation to computational approaches in scientific discovery is concerned, it may bring benefits
in regard to giving a foundation to the heuristics, to the logic(s) behind the
(human) processes of discovery in science. But then, how to integrate a logic
in the algorithmic design for scientific discovery? To this end, we must deal
with a logic that besides (or even aside from) its semantics and proof theory,
gives an account of the search strategy tied to a discovery system. That is, we
must provide the automatic procedures to operate a logic, its control strategy,
and its procedures to acquire new information without disturbing its coherence
and hopefully, achieve some learning in the end.

Logics of Generation and Evaluation
In our view, scientific methodology concerns an inquiry into the methods to
account for the dynamics of knowledge. Therefore, the earlier discovery vs.
justification dichotomy is transformed into the complementary study of the generation and evaluation of scientific theories. Thus, the pretentious terminology
of logics of discovery is best labeled as logics for development (as argued in
[Gut80, p.221]) or logics of generation and evaluation , in order to cover both
processes of generation and evaluation of theories, and thus vanishing the older
dichotomy.
By putting forward a logic for scientific discovery we claim no lack of rigour.
But what is clear is that standard deductive logic cannot account for abductive
or inductive types of reasoning. And the field is now ready to use new logics for
this purpose. An impressive body of results has been obtained about deduction
- and a general goal could be the study the wider field of human reasoning while
hanging on to these standards of rigour and clarity.
There are still many challenges ahead for the formal study of reasoning in
scientific discovery, such as giving an integrated account of deductive, inductive,
abductive and analogical styles of inference, the use of diagrams by logical
means, and in general the device of logical operations for theory building and
change. Already new logical research is moving into these directions. In Burger
and Heidema [BH02] degrees of ‘abductive boldness’ are proposed as spectrum
for inferential strength, ranging from cases with poor background information
to those with (almost) complete information. Systems dealing with several
notions of derivability all at once have also been proposed. A formula may be
‘unconditionally derived’ or ‘conditionally derived’, the latter case occurring
when a line in a proof asserts a formula which depends on hypotheses which
may be later falsified, thus pointing to a notion of proof which allows for
addition of lines which are non-deductively derived as well as for deletion of
them when falsifying instances occur. This account is found in the framework
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of (ampliative) adaptive logics, a natural home for abductive inference [Meh05]
and for (enumerative) induction inference [Bat05] alike.
The formalization of analogical reasoning is still a growing area of research,
without a precise idea of what exactly an analogy amounts to. Perhaps research
on mathematical analogy [Pol54], work on analogy in cognitive science [Hel88]
or investigations into analogical argumentation theory recently proposed for
abduction [GW05], may serve to guide research in this direction. Finally, the
study of ‘diagrammatic reasoning’ is a research field on its own right [BE95],
showing that the logical language is not restricted to the two-dimensional left
to right syntactic representation, but its agenda still needs to be expanded on
research for non-deductive logics.
All the above suggests that the use of non-standard logics to model processes
in scientific practice, such as confirmation, falsification, explanation building
and theory improvement is, after all, a feasible project. Nevertheless, this claim
requires a broad conception of what logic is about.

6.

Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter we claimed that the question of a logic of discovery is better
understood by dividing it into three questions, one on its purpose, another one
on its pursuit, and finally one on its achievement, for in many proposals there
is a clear incongruence between the search and the findings. The search for a
logic of discovery was generally (from antiquity to XIXth century) guided by
the aim of finding a formal characterization of the ways in which humans reason
in scientific discovery, but it has been full of shortcomings, as the products of
this search did not succeeded in describing the discovery processes involved
in human thought, and were rather directed to the selection and evaluation of
already newly discovered ideas in science. Amongst other things, the purely
descriptive nature of this enterprise gave place to the position that issues of
discovery should be studied psychologically and not philosophically, a view
endorsed by Karl Popper under a narrow view of discovery (one which concerns
exclusively the initial act of conceiving an idea). However, we showed that
under a broad view of discovery (one which conceives processes of discovery
at large), Popper’s position does include some aspects of discovery having to
do with the development of science. In contrast, the view endorsed by Herbert
Simon and his followers, claims that there is a normative dimension in the
treatment of logics of discovery and taking a finer perspective on the process
of discovery as a whole, there is indeed place for proposing several heuristic
strategies which characterize and model the generation and evaluation of new
ideas in science, at least for well-structured kind of problems.
Therefore, just as we have to acknowledge discovery as a process subject to
division, we have also to acknowledge an inescapable part in this process, and
accordingly agree with Popper’s motto: ‘admittedly, creative action can never
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be fully explained’ [Pop75, p.179]. But this sentence naturally implies that
creative action may be partially explained (as argued in [Sav95]). The question
then, is to identify a proper line drawing a convenient division in order to carry
out an analysis of the generation of new ideas in science.
Our approach in this book in regard to logics of discovery is logical. In regard
to the question of purpose we hold a normative account in the methodology of
science, one that aims to describe the ways in which a logic of discovery should
behave in order to generate new knowledge. As to question of pursuit, we put
forward the claim that these logics must find their expression in modern logical
systems, as those devised in artificial intelligence.

Chapter 2
WHAT IS ABDUCTION?
OVERVIEW AND
PROPOSAL FOR INVESTIGATION

1.

Introduction

The general purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of the field of
abduction in order to provide the conceptual framework of our overall study
of abductive reasoning and its relation to explanatory reasoning in subsequent
chapters. It is naturally divided into seven parts. After this brief introduction, in
the second part (section 2) we motivate our study via several examples that show
that this type of reasoning pervades common sense reasoning as well as scientific
inquiry. Moreover, abduction may be studied from several perspectives; as a
product or as a process, the latter in turn leading to either the process of
hypotheses construction or of hypotheses selection and finally, abduction makes
sense in connection with its sibling induction, but there are several confusions
arising from this relation. In the third part (section 3), we turn to the founding
father of abduction, the American pragmatist Charles S. Peirce and present
very briefly his theory of abduction. In the fourth part (section 4), we review
abduction in the philosophy of science, as it is related with the central topic of
scientific explanation, existing both in the received view as well as in neglected
ones in this field. In the fifth part (section 5), we present abduction in the field
of artificial intelligence and show that it holds a place as a logical inference, as
a computational process as well as in theories of belief revision. In the sixth
part (section 6), we give an overview of two other fields in which abduction
is found, namely in linguistics and in mathematics (neither of which is further
pursued in this book). Finally, in the seventh part of this chapter (section 7), we
tie up our previous overview by proposing a general taxonomy for abduction,
one that allows two different abductive triggers (novelty and anomaly) , which
in turn lead to different abductive procedures; and one that allows for several
outcomes: facts, rules, or even whole new theories. On our view, abduction is
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not a new notion of inference. It is rather a topic-dependent practice of scientific
reasoning, which can be supported by various types of logical inferences or
computational processes.
Each and every part of this overview chapter is further elaborated in subsequent chapters. Thus, the purpose here is just to motivate our study and set the
ground for the rest of the book.

2.

What is Abduction?

A central theme in the study of human reasoning is the construction of explanations that give us an understanding of the world we live in. Broadly speaking,
abduction is a reasoning process invoked to explain a puzzling observation. A
typical example is a practical competence like medical diagnosis. When a doctor observes a symptom in a patient, she hypothesizes about its possible causes,
based on her knowledge of the causal relations between diseases and symptoms.
This is a practical setting. Abduction also occurs in more theoretical scientific
contexts. For instance, it has been claimed [Han61],[CP, 2.623] that when Kepler discovered that Mars had an elliptical orbit, his reasoning was abductive.
But, abduction may also be found in our day-to-day common sense reasoning.
If we wake up, and the lawn is wet, we might explain this observation by assuming that it must have rained, or by assuming that the sprinklers had been
on. Abduction is thinking from evidence to explanation, a type of reasoning
characteristic of many different situations with incomplete information.
The history of this type of reasoning goes back to Antiquity. It has been compared with Aristotle’s apagoge [CP, 2.776,5.144] which intended to capture a
non-strictly deductive type of reasoning whose conclusions are not necessary,
but merely possible (not to be confused with epagoge, the Aristotelian term for
induction). Later on, abduction as reasoning from effects to causes is extensively discussed in Laplace’s famous memoirs [Lap04, Sup96] as an important
methodology in the sciences. In the modern age, this reasoning was put on the
intellectual agenda under the name ‘abduction’ by C.S. Peirce [CP, 5.189].
To study a type of reasoning that occurs in contexts as varied as scientific
discovery, medical diagnosis, and common sense, suitably broad features must
be provided, that cover a lot of cases, and yet leave some significant substance to
the notion of abduction. The purpose of this preliminary chapter is to introduce
these, which will lead to the more specific questions treated in subsequent
chapters. But before we start with a more general analysis, let us expand our
stock of examples.
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Examples
The term ‘abduction’ is used in the literature for a variety of reasoning processes.
We list a few, partly to show what we must cover, and partly, to show what we
will leave aside.
1. Common Sense: Explaining observations with simple facts.
All you know is that the lawn gets wet either when it rains, or when the
sprinklers are on. You wake up in the morning and notice that the lawn is
wet. Therefore you hypothesize that it rained during the night or that the
sprinklers had been on.
2. Common Sense: Laying causal connections between facts.
You observe that a certain type of clouds (nimbostratus) usually precede
rainfall. You see those clouds from your window at night. Next morning
you see that the lawn is wet. Therefore, you infer a causal connection
between the nimbostratus at night, and the lawn being wet.
3. Common Sense: Facing a Contradiction.
You know that rain causes the lawn to get wet, and that it is indeed raining.
However, you observe that the lawn is not wet. How could you explain this
anomaly?
4. Statistical Reasoning: Medical Diagnosis1 .
Jane Jones recovered quite rapidly from a streptococci infection after she
was given a dose of penicillin. Almost all streptococcus infections clear
up quickly upon administration of penicillin, unless they are penicillinresistant, in which case the probability of quick recovery is rather small.
The doctor knew that Jane’s infection is of the penicillin-resistant type,
and is completely puzzled by her recovery. Jane Jones then confesses that
her grandmother had given her Belladonna, a homeopathic medicine that
stimulates the immune system by strengthening the physiological resources
of the patient to fight infectious diseases.
The examples so far are fairly typical of what our later analysis can deal
with. But actual abductive reasoning can be more complicated than this. For
instance, even in common sense settings, there may be various options, which
are considered in some sequence, depending on your memory and ‘computation
strategy’.
5. Common Sense: When something does not work.
1 This

is an adaptation of Hempel’s famous illustration of his Inductive-Statistical model of explanation as
presented in [Sal92]. The part about homeopathy is entirely mine, however.
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You come into your house late at night, and notice that the light in your
room, which is always left on, is off. It has being raining very heavily, and
so you think some power line went down, but the lights in the rest of the
house work fine. Then, you wonder if you left both heaters on, something
which usually causes the breakers to cut off, so you check them: but they
are OK. Finally, a simpler explanation crosses your mind. Maybe the light
bulb of your lamp which you last saw working well, is worn out, and needs
replacing.
So, abduction involves computation over various candidates, depending on
your background knowledge. In a scientific setting, this means that abductions
will depend on the relevant background theory, as well as one’s methodological
‘working habits’. We mention one often-cited example; even though we should
state clearly at this point that it goes far beyond what we shall eventually deal
with in our analysis.
6. Scientific Reasoning: Kepler’s discovery2 .
One of Johannes Kepler’s great discoveries was that the orbit of the planets
is elliptical rather than circular. What initially led to this discovery was his
observation that the longitudes of Mars did not fit circular orbits. However,
before even dreaming that the best explanation involved ellipses instead of
circles, he tried several other forms. Moreover, Kepler had to make several
other assumptions about the planetary system, without which his discovery
does not work. His heliocentric view allowed him to think that the sun, so
near to the center of the planetary system, and so large, must somehow cause
the planets to move as they do. In addition to this strong conjecture, he also
had to generalize his findings for Mars to all planets, by assuming that the
same physical conditions obtained throughout the solar system. This whole
process of explanation took many years.
It will be clear that the Kepler example has a loose end, so to speak. How we
construct the abductive explanation depends on what we take to be his scientific background theory. This is a general feature of abductions: an abductive
explanation is always an explanation with respect to some body of beliefs. But
even this is not the only parameter that plays a role. One could multiply the
above examples, and find still further complicating factors. Sometimes, no single obvious explanation is available, but rather several competing ones - and we
have to select. Sometimes, the explanation involves not just advancing facts or
rules in our current conceptual frame, but rather the creation of new concepts,
that allow for new description of the relevant phenomena. Evidently, we must
draw a line somewhere in our present study.
2 This

example is a simplification of one in [Han61].
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All our examples were instances of reasoning in which an abductive explanation is needed to account for a certain phenomenon. Is there more unity
than this? At first glance, the only clear common feature is that these are not
cases of ordinary deductive reasoning, and this for a number of reasons. In
particular, the abductive explanations produced might be defeated. Maybe the
lawn is wet because children have been playing with water. Co-occurrence of
clouds and the lawn being wet does not necessarily link them in a causal way.
Jane’s recovery might after all be due to a normal process of the body. What we
learn subsequently can invalidate an earlier abductive conclusion. Moreover,
the reasoning involved in these examples seems to go in reverse to ordinary
deduction (just as analysis runs in reverse to synthesis, cf. chapter 1), as all
these cases run from evidence to hypothesis, and not from data to conclusion,
as it is usual in deductive patterns. Finally, describing the way in which an
explanation is found, does not seem to follow specific rules. Indeed, the precise
nature of Kepler’s ‘discovery’ remains under intensive debate3 .
What we would like to do is the following. Standard deductive logic cannot
account for the above types of reasoning. Last century, under the influence of
foundational research in mathematics, there has been a contraction of concerns
in logic to this deductive core. The result was a loss in breadth, but also a
clear gain in depth. By now, an impressive body of results has been obtained
about deduction - and we would like to study the wider field of abduction while
hanging on to these standards of rigor and clarity. Of course, we cannot do
everything at once, and achieve the whole agenda of logic in its traditional
open-ended form. We want to find some features of abduction that allow for
concrete logical analysis, thereby extending the scope of standard methods. In
the next section, we discuss three main features, that occur across all of the
above examples (properly viewed), that will be important in our investigation.

Three Faces of Abduction
We shall now introduce three broad oppositions that help in clarifying what
abduction is about. At the end, we indicate how these will be dealt with in this
book.

3 For

Peirce, Kepler’s reasoning was a prime piece of abduction [CP, 1.71,2.96], whereas for Mill it was
merely a description of the facts [Mill 58, Bk III, ch II. 3], [CP, 1.71–4]. Even nowadays one finds very
different reconstructions. While Hanson presents Kepler’s heliocentric view as an essential assumption
[Han61], Thagard thinks he could make the discovery assuming instead that the earth was stationary and
the sun moves around it [Tha92]. Still a different account of how this discovery can be made is given in
[SLB81, LSB87].
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Abduction: Product or Process?
The logical key words of judgment and proof are nouns that denote either an
activity, indicated by their corresponding verb, or the result of that activity. In
just the same way, the word abduction may be used both to refer to a finished
product, the abductive explanation, or to an activity, the abductive process
that led to that abductive explanation. These two uses are closely related. An
abductive process produces an abductive explanation as its product, but the two
are not the same. Note that we can make the same distinction with regard to
the notion of explanation. We may refer to a finished product, the explanatory
argument, or to the process of constructing such explanation, the explanatory
process.
One can relate these distinctions to more traditional ones. An example is the
earlier opposition of ‘context of discovery’ versus ‘context of justification’ (cf.
chapter 1). Kepler’s abductive explanation–product “the orbit of the planets is
elliptical”, which justifies the observed facts, does not include the abductive–
process of how he came to make this discovery. The context of discovery has
often been taken to be purely psychological, but this does not preclude its exact
study. Cognitive psychologists study mental patterns of discovery, learning
theorists in AI study formal hypothesis formation, and one can even work with
concrete computational algorithms that produce abductive explanations. To
be sure, it is a matter of debate whether Kepler’s reasoning may be modeled
by a computer. (For a computer program that claims to model this particular
discovery, cf. [SLB81].) However this may be, one can certainly write simple
programs that produce common sense explanations of ‘why the lawn is wet’,
as we will show later on.
Moreover, once produced, abductive explanations are public objects of “justification", which can be checked and tested by independent logical criteria. An
abductive explanation is an element in an explanatory argument, which is in
turn the product of an explanatory process. So, just as abduction, explanation
has also its product and its process sides. The overall procedure as to how
these two reasoning processes can be distinguished and how they are connected
to each other can be exemplified as follows: We may distinguish between the
process of the discovery of a geometrical proof, which produces the required
postulates to be used as premisses and possibly some auxiliary constructions,
and between the actual process of proving the desired theorem, which in turn
produces a proof as a logical argument.
The product–process distinction has been recognized by logicians [Bet59,
vBe93], in the context of deductive reasoning, as well as by philosophers of
science [Rub90, Sal90] in the context of scientific explanation. Both lead to
interesting questions by themselves, and so does their interplay. Likewise, these
two faces of abduction are both relevant for our study. On the product side, our
focus will be on conditions that give a piece of information explanatory force,
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and on the process side, we will be concerned with the design of algorithms
that produce abductive explanations.

Abduction: Construction or Selection?
Given a fact to be explained, there are often several possible abductive explanations, but only one (or a few) that counts as the best one. Pending subsequent
testing, in our common sense example of light failure, several abductive explanations account for the unexpected darkness of the room (power line down,
breakers cut off, bulb worn out). But only one may be considered as ‘best’
explaining the event, namely the one that really happened. But other preference criteria may be appropriate, too, especially when we have no direct test
available.
Thus, abduction is connected to both hypothesis construction and hypothesis selection. Some authors consider these processes as two separate steps,
construction dealing with what counts as a possible abductive explanation, and
selection with applying some preference criterion over possible abductive explanations to select the best one. Other authors regard abduction as a single
process by which a single best explanation is constructed. Our position is
an intermediate one. We will split abduction into a first phase of hypothesis
construction, but also acknowledge a next phase of hypothesis selection. We
shall mainly focus on a characterization of possible abductive explanations. We
will argue that the notion of a ‘best abductive explanation’ necessarily involves
contextual aspects, varying from application to application. There is at least a
new parameter of preference ranking here. Although there exist both a philosophical tradition on the logic of preference [Wri63], and logical systems in
AI for handling preferences that may be used to single out best explanations
[Sho88, DP91b], the resulting study would take us too far afield.
Abduction vs. Induction
Once beyond deductive logic, diverse terminologies are being used. Perhaps
the most widely used term is inductive reasoning [Mill 58, Sal90, HHN86,
Tha88, Fla95, Mic94]. Abduction is another focus, and it is important, at
least, to clarify its relationship to induction. For C.S. Peirce, as we shall see,
‘deduction’, ‘induction’ and ‘abduction’ formed a natural triangle – but the
literature in general shows many overlaps, and even confusions.
Since the time of John Stuart Mill (1806-1873), the technical name given
to all kinds of non-deductive reasoning has been ‘induction’, though several
methods for discovery and demonstration of causal relationships [Mill 58]
were recognized. These included generalizing from a sample to a general property, and reasoning from data to a causal hypothesis (the latter further divided
into methods of agreement, difference, residues, and concomitant variation). A
more refined and modern terminology is ‘enumerative induction’ and ‘explana-
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tory induction’, of which ‘inductive generalization’, ‘inductive projection’,
‘statistical syllogism’, ‘concept formation’ are some instances. Such a broad
connotation of the term induction continues to the present day. For instance,
in the computational philosophy of science, induction is understood “in the
broad sense of any kind of inference that expands knowledge in the face of
uncertainty” [Tha88].
Another ‘heavy term’ for non-deductive reasoning is statistical reasoning,
introducing a probabilistic flavour, like our example of medical diagnosis, in
which possible explanations are not certain but only probable. Statistical reasoning exhibits the same diversity as abduction. First of all, just as the latter is
strongly identified with backwards deduction (as we shall see later on in this
chapter), the former finds its ‘reverse notion’ in probability4 . Both abduction
and statistical reasoning are closely linked with notions like confirmation (the
testing of hypothesis) and likelihood (a measure for alternative hypotheses).
On the other hand, some authors take induction as an instance of abduction.
Abduction as inference to the best explanation is considered by Harman [Har65]
as the basic form of non-deductive inference, which includes (enumerative)
induction as a special case.
This confusion returns in artificial intelligence. ‘Induction’ is used for the
process of learning from examples – but also for creating a theory to explain
the observed facts [Sha91], thus making abduction an instance of induction.
Abduction is usually restricted to producing abductive explanations in the form
of facts. When the explanations are rules, it is regarded as part of induction.
The relationship between abduction and induction (properly defined) has been
the topic for workshops in AI conferences [ECAI96] and edited books [FK00].
To clear up all these conflicts, one might want to coin new terminology altogether. Many authors write as if there were pre-ordained, reasonably clear
notions of abduction and its rivals, which we only have to analyze to get a clear
picture. But these technical terms may be irretrievably confused in their full
generality, burdened with the debris of defunct philosophical theories. Therefore, I have argued for a new term of “explanatory reasoning” in [Ali96a],
trying to describe its fundamental aspects without having to decide if they are
instances of either abduction or induction. In this broader perspective, we can
also capture explanation for more than one instance or for generalizations, –
which we have not mentioned at all – and introduce further fine–structure. For
example, given two observed events, in order to find an explanation that accounts for them, it must be decided whether they are causally connected (eg.
entering the copier room and the lights going on), correlated with a common
cause (e.g. observing both the barometric pressure and the temperature drop4 The

problem in probability is: given an stochastic model, what can we say about the outcomes? The
problem in statistics is the reverse: given a set of outcomes, what can we say about the model?.
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ping at the same time), or just coincidental without any link (you reading this
paragraph in place A while I revise it somewhere in place B). But in this book,
we shall concentrate on explanatory reasoning from simple facts, giving us
enough variety for now. Hopefully, this case study of abduction will lead to
broader clarity of definition as well.
More precisely, we shall understand abduction as reasoning from a single
observation to its abductive explanations, and induction as enumerative induction from samples to general statements. While induction explains a set of
observations, abduction explains a single one. Induction makes a prediction for
further observations, abduction does not (directly) account for later observations. While induction needs no background theory per se, abduction relies on
a background theory to construct and test its abductive explanations. (Note that
this abductive formulation does not commit ourselves to any specific logical
inference, kind of observation, or form of explanation.)
As for their similarities, induction and abduction are both non-monotonic
types of inference (to be defined in chapter 3), and both run in opposite direction
to standard deduction. In non-monotonic inference, new premises may invalidate a previous valid argument. In the terminology of philosophers of science,
non-monotonic inferences are not erosion proof [Sal92]. Qua direction, induction and abduction both run from evidence to explanation. In logical terms, this
may be viewed as going from a conclusion to (part of) its premises, in reverse
of ordinary deduction. We will return to these issues in much more detail in
our logical chapter 3.

3.

The Founding Father: C.S. Peirce

The literature on abduction is so vast, that we cannot undertake a complete
survey here. What we shall do is survey some highlights, starting with the
historical sources of the modern use of the term. In this field, all roads from
XXth century onwards lead back to the work of C.S. Peirce. Together with
the other sources to be discussed, the coming sections will lead up to further
parameters for the general taxonomy of abduction that we propose toward the
end of this chapter.

Understanding Peirce’s Abduction
Charles Sanders Peirce (1839-1914), the founder of American pragmatism was
the first philosopher to give to abduction a logical form, and hence his relevance
to our study. However, his notion of abduction is a difficult one to unravel. On
the one hand, it is entangled with many other aspects of his philosophy, and
on the other hand, several different conceptions of abduction evolved in his
thought. The notions of logical inference and of validity that Peirce puts
forward go beyond our present understanding of what logic is about. They
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are linked to his epistemology, a dynamic view of thought as logical inquiry,
and correspond to a deep philosophical concern, that of studying the nature of
synthetic reasoning.
We will point out a few general aspects of his later theory of abduction, and
then concentrate on some of its more logical aspects. For a more elaborate
analysis of abduction in connection to Peirce’s epistemology and pragmatism,
cf. chapter 7.

The Key Features of Peircean Abduction
For Peirce, three aspects determine whether a hypothesis is promising: it must
be explanatory, testable, and economic. A hypothesis is an explanation if it
accounts for the facts. Its status is that of a suggestion until it is verified, which
explains the need for the testability criterion.
Finally, the motivation for the economic criterion is twofold: a response to
the practical problem of having innumerable explanatory hypotheses to test,
as well as the need for a criterion to select the best explanation amongst the
testable ones.
For the explanatory aspect, Pierce gave the following often-quoted logical
formulation [CP, 5.189]:
The surprising fact, C, is observed.
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course.
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.

This formulation has played a key role in Peirce scholarship, and it has
been the point of departure of many classic studies on abductive reasoning
in artificial intelligence [FK00], such as in logic programming [KKT95],
knowledge acquisition [KM90] and natural language processing [HSAM90].
Nevertheless, these approaches have paid little attention to the elements of
this formulation and none to what Peirce said elsewhere in his writings. This
situation may be due to the fact that his philosophy is very complex and not easy
to be implemented in the computational realm. The notions of logical inference
and of validity that Peirce puts forward go beyond logical formulations. In our
view, however, there are several aspects of Peirce’s abduction which are tractable
and may be implemented using machinery of AI, such as that found in theories
of belief revision (cf. chapter 8).
Our own understanding of abductive reasoning reflects this Peircean diversity
in part, taking abduction as a style of logical reasoning that occurs at different
levels and in several degrees. These will be reflected in our proposal for a
taxonomy with several ‘parameters’ for abductive reasoning.
In AI circles, this formulation has been generally interpreted as the following
logical argument–schema:
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C
A→C
A

Where the status of A is tentative (it does not follow as a logical consequence
from the premises).
However intuitive, this interpretation certainly captures neither the fact that
C is surprising nor the additional criteria Peirce proposed. Moreover, the interpretation of the second premise is not committed to material implication. In
fact, some have argued (cf. [FK00]) that this is a vacuous interpretation and
favour one of classical logical entailment (A |= C). But other interpretations
are possible; any other nonstandard form of logical entailment or even a computational process in which A is the input and C the output, are all feasible
interpretations for “if C were true, A would be a matter of course".
The additional Peircean requirements of testability and economy are not
recognized as such in AI, but are nevertheless incorporated. The latter criterion
is implemented as a further selection process to produce the best explanation,
since there might be several formulae that satisfy the above formulation but are
not appropriate as explanations. As for the testability requirement, when the
second premise is interpreted as logical entailment this requirement is trivialized, since given that C is true, in the simplest sense of ‘testable’, A will always
be testable.
We leave here the reconstruction of Peirce’s notion of abduction. For further
aspects, we refer to chapter 7. The additional criteria of testability and economy
are not part of our general framework for abduction. Testability as understood
by Peirce is an extra-logical empirical criterion, while economy concerns the
selection of explanations, which we already put aside as a further stage of
abduction requiring a separate study.

4.

Philosophy of Science

Peirce’s work stands at the crossroads of many traditions, including logic,
epistemology, and philosophy of science. Especially, the latter field has continued many of his central concerns. Abduction is clearly akin to core notions
of modern methodology, such as explanation, induction, discovery, and heuristics. We have already discussed a connection between process-product aspects
of both abduction and explanation and the well-known division between contexts of discovery and justification. We shall discuss several further points of
contact in chapters 5 and 6 below. But for the moment, we start with a first
foray.
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The ‘Received View’
The dominant trend in philosophy has focused on abduction and explanation as
products rather than a process, just as it has done for other epistemic notions.
Aristotle, Mill, and in this century, the influential philosopher of science Carl
Hempel, all based their accounts of explanation on proposing criteria to characterize its products. These accounts generally classify into argumentative and
non-argumentative types of explanation [Rub90, Sal90, Nag79]. Of particular
importance to us is the ‘argumentative’ Hempelian tradition. Its followers aim
to model empirical why-questions, whose answers are scientific explanations
in the form of arguments. In these arguments, the ‘explanandum’ (the fact
to be explained) is derived (deductively or inductively) from the ‘explananda’
(that which does the explaining) supplemented with relevant ‘laws’ (general
or statistical) and ‘initial conditions’. For instance, the fact that an explosion
occurred may be explained by my lighting the match, given the laws of physics,
and initial conditions to the effect that oxygen was present, the match was not
wet, etcetera.
In its deductive version, the Hempelian account, found in many standard texts
on the philosophy of science [Nag79, Sal90] is called deductive-nomological,
for obvious reasons. But its engine is not just standard deduction. Additional
restrictions must be imposed on the relation between explananda and explanandum, as neither deduction nor induction is a sufficient condition for genuine
explanation. To mention a simple example, every formula is derivable from
itself (ϕ  ϕ), but it seems counterintuitive, or at least very uninformative, to
explain anything by itself.
Other, non-deductive approaches to explanation exist in the literature. For
instance, [Rub90] points at these two:
[Sal77, p.159] takes them to be: “an assemblage of factors that are statistically relevant".
While [vFr80, p.134] makes them simply: “an answer".

For Salmon, the question is not how probable the explanans renders the
explanandum, but rather whether the facts adduced make a difference to the
probability of the explanandum. Moreover, this relationship need not be in
the form of an argument. For van Fraassen, a representative of pragmatic
approaches to explanation, the explanandum is a contrastive why-question.
Thus, rather than asking “why ϕ?", one asks “why ϕ rather than γ?". The
pragmatic view seems closer to abduction as a process, and indeed, the focus
on questions introduces some dynamics of explaining. Still, it does not tell us
how to produce explanations.
There are also alternative deductive approaches. An example is the work
of Rescher [Res78], which introduces a direction of thought. Interestingly,
this establishes a temporal distinction between ‘prediction’ and ‘retroduction’
(Rescher’s term for abduction), by marking the precedence of the explanandum
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over the hypothesis in the latter case. Another, and quite famous deductivist
tradition is Popper’s logic of scientific discovery [Pop59], which we already
analyzed in chapter 1. Its method of conjectures and refutations proposes the
testing of hypotheses, by attempting to refute them.
What is common to all these approaches in the philosophy of science is the
importance of a hidden parameter in abduction. Whether with Hempel, Salmon,
or Popper, scientific explanation never takes place in isolation, but always in the
context of some background theory. This additional parameter will become
part of our general scheme to be proposed below.

The ‘Neglected View’
Much more marginal in the philosophy of science are accounts of abduction and
explanation that focus on the processes as such. One early author emphasizing
explanation as a process of discovery is Hanson ([Han61]), who gave an account
of patterns of discovery, recognizing a central role for abduction (which he calls
‘retroduction’). Also relevant here is the work by Lakatos ([Lak76]), a critical
response to Popper’s logic of scientific discovery. As already noted in chapter
1, For Lakatos, there is only a fallibilistic logic of discovery, which is neither
psychology nor logic, but an independent discipline, the logic of heuristics. He
pays particular attention to processes that created new concepts in mathematics
– often referring to Polya ([Pol45]) as the founding father of heuristics in
mathematical discovery5 . We will come back to this issue later in the chapter,
when presenting further fields of application.
What these examples reveal is that in science, explanation involves the invention of new concepts, just as much as the positing of new statements (in
some fixed conceptual framework). So far, this has not led to extensive formal
studies of concept formation, similar to what is known about deductive logic.
(Exceptions that prove the rule are occasional uses of Beth’s Definability Theorem in the philosophical literature. A similar lacuna vis-a-vis concept revision
exists in the current theory of belief revision in AI, cf. chapter 8.). We are
certainly in sympathy with the demand for conceptual change in explanation –
but this topic will remain beyond the technical scope of this book (however, cf.
chapter 4 for a brief discussion).

5.

Artificial Intelligence

Our next area of comparison is artificial intelligence. The transition with
the previous section is less abrupt than it may be seem. It has often been
noted, by looking at the respective research agendas, that artificial intelligence
fact Polya contrasts two types of arguments. A demonstrative syllogism in which from A → B, and B
false, ¬A is concluded, and a heuristic syllogism in which from A → B, and B true, it follows that A is
more credible. The latter, of course, recalls Peirce’s abductive formulation.

5 In
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is philosophy of science, pursued by other means (cf. [Tan92]). Research on
abductive reasoning in AI dates back to 1973 [Pop73], but it is only fairly
recently that it has attracted great interest, in areas like logic programming
[KKT95], knowledge assimilation [KM90], and diagnosis [PG87], to name
just a few. Abduction is also coming up in the context of data bases and
knowledge bases, that is, in mainstream computer science.
In this setting, the product-process distinction has a natural counterpart,
namely, in logic-based vs computational-based approaches to abduction.
While the former focuses on giving a semantics to the logic of abduction,
usually defined as ‘backwards deduction plus additional conditions’, the latter
is concerned with providing algorithms to produce abductions.
It is impossible to give an overview here of this exploding field. Therefore,
we limit ourselves to (1) a brief description of abduction as logical inference,
(2) a presentation of abduction in logic programming, and (3) a sketch of the
relevance of abductive thinking in knowledge representation. There is much
more in this field of potential philosophical interest, however. For abduction in
bayesian networks, connectionism, and many other angles, the reader is advised
to consult [Jos94, PR90, Kon96, Pau93, AAA90, FK00].

Abduction as Logical Inference
The general trend in logic based approaches to abduction in AI interprets abduction as backwards deduction plus additional conditions. The idea of abduction as deduction in reverse plus additional conditions brings it very close to
deductive-nomological explanation in the Hempel style (cf. Chapter 5), witness
the following format. What follows is the ‘standard version’ of abduction as
deduction via some consistent additional assumption, satisfying certain extra
conditions. It combines some common requirements from the literature (cf.
[Kon90, KKT95, MP93] and chapter 3 for further motivation). Note however
that given the distinction (product vs. process) and the terminology introduced
so far (abductive explanation, explanatory argument), the following definition
is one which characterizes the conditions for an abductive explanation to be part
of an explanatory argument. Thus this is a characterization of the forward inference from theory and abduced hypothesis to evidence (rather than the backward
inference –which is indeed what mimics the abductive process– triggered by an
evidence taking place with respect to a background theory and producing an
abductive explanation), and we will referred to it as an (abductive) explanatory
argument, in order to highlight that the argument is explanatory, while keeping
in mind it aims to characterize the conditions for an abductive explanation:
(Abductive) Explanatory Argument:
Given a theory Θ (a set of formulae) and a formula ϕ (an atomic formula), α is an
abductive explanation if
1 Θ ∪ α |= ϕ
2 α is consistent with Θ
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3 α is ‘minimal’ (there are several ways to characterize minimality, to be discussed
in chapter 3).
4 α has some restricted syntactical form (usually an atomic formula or a conjunction
of them).

An additional condition not always made explicit is that Θ |= ϕ. This says
that the fact to be explained should not already follow from the background
theory alone. Sometimes, the latter condition figures as a precondition for an
abductive problem.
What can one say in general about the properties of such an ‘enriched’ notion
of consequence? As we have mentioned before, a new logical trend in AI studies
variations of classical consequence via their ‘structural rules’, which govern
the combination of basic inferences, without referring to any special logical
connectives. (Cf. the analysis of non-monotonic consequence relations in
AI of [Gab96], [KLM90], and the analysis of dynamic styles of inference in
linguistics and cognition in [vBe90].) Perhaps the first example of this approach
in abduction is the work in [Fla95] – and indeed our analysis in chapter 3 will
follow this same pattern.

Abduction in Logic Programming
Logic Programming [LLo87, Kow79] was introduced by Bob Kowalski and
Alan Colmerauer in 1974, and is implemented as (amongst others) the programming language Prolog. It is inspired by first-order logic, and it consists
of logic programs, queries, and a underlying inferential mechanism known as
resolution6 .
Abduction emerges naturally in logic programming as a ‘repair mechanism’,
completing a program with the facts needed for a query to succeed. This may
be illustrated by our rain example (1) from the introduction in Prolog:
Program P :
lawn-wet ← rain.
lawn-wet ← sprinklers-on.
Query q: lawn-wet.

6 Roughly speaking, a Prolog program P is an ordered set of rules and facts. Rules are restricted to hornclause form A ← L1 , . . . , Ln in which each Li is an atom Ai . A query q (theorem) is posed to program
P to be solved (proved). If the query follows from the program, a positive answer is produced, and so
the query is said to be successful. Otherwise, a negative answer is produced, indicating that the query
has failed. However, the interpretation of negation is ‘by failure’. That is, ‘no’ means ‘it is not derivable
from the available information in P ’ – without implying that the negation of the query ¬q is derivable
instead. Resolution is an inferential mechanism based on refutation working backwards: from the negation
of the query to the data in the program. In the course of this process, valuable by-products appear: the
so-called ‘computed answer substitutions’, which give more detailed information on the objects satisfying
given queries.
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Given program P , query q does not succeed because it is not derivable from
the program. For q to succeed, either one (or all) of the facts ‘rain’, ‘sprinklerson’, ‘lawn-wet’ would have to be added to the program. Abduction is the process
by which these additional facts are produced. This is done via an extension of the
resolution mechanism that comes into play when the backtracking mechanism
fails. In our example above, instead of declaring failure when either of the
above facts is not found in the program, they are marked as ‘hypothesis’ (our
abductive explanations), and proposed as those formulas which, if added to the
program, would make the query succeed.
In actual Abductive Logic Programming [KKT95], for these facts to be
counted as abductions, they have to belong to a pre-defined set of ‘abducibles’,
and to be verified by additional conditions (so-called ‘integrity constraints’), in
order to prevent a combinatorial explosion of possible explanations.
In logic programming, the procedure for constructing explanations is left entirely to the resolution mechanism, which affects not only the order in which the
possible explanations are produced, but also restricts the form of explanations.
Notice that rules cannot occur as abducibles, since explanations are produced
out of sub-goal literals that fail during the backtracking mechanism. Therefore,
our common sense example (2) in which a causal connection is abduced to
explain why the lawn is wet, cannot be implemented in logic programming7 .
The additional restrictions select the best hypothesis. Thus, processes of both
construction and selection of explanations are clearly marked in logic programming8 .
Logic programming does not use blind deduction. Different control mechanisms for proof search determine how queries are processed. This additional
degree of freedom is crucial to the efficiency of the enterprise. Hence, different
control policies will vary in the abductions produced, their form and the order
in which they appear. To us, this variety suggests that the procedural notion of
abduction is intensional, and must be identified with different practices, rather
than with one deterministic fixed procedure.

Abduction and Theories of Epistemic Change
Most of the logic-based and computation-based approaches to abduction reviewed in the preceding sections assume that neither the explanandum nor its
negation is derivable from the background theory (Θ |= ϕ, Θ |= ¬ϕ). This
leaves no room to represent problems like our common sense light example (5)
in which the theory expects the contrary of our observation. (Namely, that the

7 At least, this is how the implementation of abduction in logic programming stands as of now.

It is of course
possible to write extended programs that produce these type of explanations.
8 Another relevant connection here is research in ‘inductive logic programming’ ([Mic94], [FK00]) which
integrates abduction and induction.
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light in my room is on.) These are cases where the theory needs to be revised in
order to account for the observation. Such cases arise in practical settings like
diagnostic reasoning [PR90], belief revision in databases [AD94] and theory
refinement in machine learning [SL90, Gin88].
When importing revision into abductive reasoning, an obvious related territory is theories of belief change in AI. Mostly inspired by the work of
Gärdenfors [Gar88] (a work whose roots lie in the philosophy of science), these
theories describe how to incorporate a new piece of information into a database,
a scientific theory, or a set of common sense beliefs. The three main types of
belief change are operations of ‘expansion’, ‘contraction’, and ‘revision’. A
theory may be expanded by adding new formulas, contracted by deleting existing formulas, or revised by first being contracted and then expanded. These
operations are defined in such a way as to ensure that the theory or belief system
remains consistent and suitably ‘closed’ when incorporating new information.
Our earlier cases of abduction may be described now as expansions, where
the background theory gets extended to account for a new fact. What is added
are cases where the surprising observation (in Peirce’s sense) calls for revision.
Either way, this perspective highlights the essential role of the background
theory in explanation. Belief revision theories provide an explicit calculus of
modification for both cases. It must be clarified however, that changes occur
only in the theory, as the situation or world to be modeled is supposed to be
static, only new information is coming in. Another important type of epistemic
change studied in AI is that of update, the process of keeping beliefs up–to–
date as the world changes. We will not analyze this second process here – even
though we are confident that it can be done in the same style proposed here.
Evidently, all this ties in very neatly with our earlier findings. (For instance,
the theories involved in abductive belief revision might be structured like those
provided by our discussion, or by cues from the philosophy of science.) We
will explore this connection in more detail in chapter 8.

6.

Further Fields of Application

The above survey is by no means exhaustive. Abduction occurs in many other
research areas, of which we will mention two: linguistics and mathematics.
Although we will not pursue these lines elsewhere in this book, they do provide
a better perspective on the broader interest of our topic.

Abduction in Linguistics
In linguistics, abduction has been proposed as a process for natural language
interpretation [HSAM90], where our ‘observations’ are the utterances that we
hear (or read). More precisely, interpreting a sentence in discourse is viewed as
providing a best explanation of why the sentence would be true. For instance, a
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listener or reader abduces assumptions in order to resolve references for definite
descriptions (“the cat is on the mat” invites you to assume that there is a cat and
a mat), and dynamically accommodates them as presupposed information for
the sentence being heard or read.
Abduction also finds a place in theories of language acquisition. Most prominently, Chomsky proposed that learning a language is a process of theory construction. A child ‘abduces’ the rules of grammar guided by her innate knowledge of language universals. Indeed in [Cho72], he refers to Peirce’s justification for the logic of abduction, – based on the human capacity for ‘guessing the
right hypotheses’, to reinforce his claim that language acquisition from highly
restricted data is possible.
Abduction has also been used in the semantics of questions. Questions are
then the input to abductive procedures generating answers to them. Some work
has been done in this direction in natural language as a mechanism for dealing
with indirect replies to yes-no questions [GJK94]. Of course, the most obvious
case where abduction is explicitly called for are “Why" questions, inviting the
other person to provide a reason or cause.
Abduction also connects up with linguistic presuppositions, which are progressively accommodated during a discourse. The phenomenon of accommodation is a non-monotonic process, in which presuppositions are not direct
updates for explicit utterances, but rather abductions that can be refuted because
of later information. Accommodation can be described as a repair strategy in
which the presuppositions to be accommodated are not part of the background.
In fact, the linguistic literature has finer views of types of accommodation (cf.
the ‘local’/‘global’ distinction in [Hei83]), which might correspond to the two
abductive ‘triggers’ proposed in the next section. A broader study on presuppositions which considers abductive mechanisms and uses the framework of
semantic tableaux to represent the context of discourse, is found in [Ger95].
More generally, we feel that the taxonomy proposed later in this chapter
might correlate with the linguistic diversity of presupposition (triggered by
definite descriptions, verbs, adverbs, et cetera) – but we must leave this as an
open question.

Abduction in Mathematics
Abduction in mathematics is usually identified with notions like discovery and
heuristics. A key reference in this area is the work by the earlier mentioned G.
Polya [Pol45, Pol54, Pol62]. In the context of number theory, for example, a
general property may be guessed by observing some relation as in:
3 + 7 = 10,

3 + 17 = 20,

13 + 17 = 30

Notice that the numbers 3,7,13,17 are all odd primes and that the sum of any of
two of them is an even number. An initial observation of this kind eventually led
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Goldbach (with the help of Euler) to formulate his famous conjecture: ‘Every
even number greater than two is the sum of two odd primes’.
Another example is found in a configuration of numbers, such as in the
well–known Pascal’s triangle [Pol62]:
1
1
1
1

1
2

3

1
3

=
=
=
1 =

1
2
4
8

There are several ‘hidden’ properties in this triangle, which the reader may or
may not discover depending on her previous training and mathematical knowledge. A simple one is that any number different from 1 is the sum of two other
numbers in the array, namely of its northwest and northeast neighbors (e.g. 3
= 1 + 2). A more complex relationship is this: the numbers in any row sum to
a power of 2. More precisely,


n
0




+

...

+

n
n



= 2n

See [Pol62] for more details on ‘abducing’ laws about the binomial coefficients
in the Pascal Triangle.
The next step is to ask why these properties hold, and then proceed to prove
them. Goldbach’s conjecture remains unsolved (it has not been possible to
prove it or to refute it); it has only been verified for a large number of cases (the
latest news is that it is true for all integers less than 4.1011 , cf. [Rib96]). The
results regarding Pascal’s triangle on the other hand, have many different proofs,
depending one’s particular taste and knowledge of geometrical, recursive, and
computational methods. (Cf. [Pol62] for a detailed discussion of alternative
proofs.)
According to Polya, a mathematician discovers just as a naturalist does, by
observing the collection of his specimens (numbers or birds) and then guessing
their connection and relationship [Pol54, p.47]. However, the two differ in that
verification by observation for the naturalist is enough, whereas the mathematician requires a proof to accept her findings. This points to a unique feature
of mathematics: once a theorem finds a proof, it cannot be defeated. Thus,
mathematical truths are eternal, with possibly many ways of being explained.
On the other hand, some findings may remain unexplained forever. Abduction
in mathematics shows very well that observing goes beyond visual perception,
as familiarity with the field is required to find ‘surprising facts’. Moreover, the
relationship between observation and proof need not be causal, it is just pure
mathematical structure that links them together.
Much more complex cases of mathematical discovery can be studied, in
which concept formationis involved. An interesting approach along these lines
is found in [Vis97], which proposes a catalogue of procedures for creating concepts when solving problems. These include ‘redescription’, ‘substitution’, and
‘transposition’, which are explicitly related to Peirce’s treatment of abduction.
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A Taxonomy for Abduction

What we have seen so far may be summarized as follows. Abduction is
a process whose products are specific abductive explanations, with a certain
inferential structure, making an (abductive) explanatory argument. We consider
the two aspects of abduction of equal importance. Moreover, on the process
side, we distinguished between constructing possible abductive explanations
and selecting the best one amongst these. This book is mainly concerned
with the characterization of abductive explanations as products –as an essential
ingredient for explanatory arguments– and with the processes for constructing
these.
As for the logical form of abduction –referring to the inference corresponding
to the abductive process that takes a background theory (Θ) and a given observation (ϕ) as inputs, and produces an abductive explanation (α) as its output–
we have found that at a very general level, it may be viewed as a threefold
relation:
Θ, ϕ ⇒ α

Other parameters are possible here, such as a preference ranking - but these
would rather concern the further selection process. This characterization aims
to capture the direction (from evidence to abductive explanation) of this type of
reasoning. In the end however, what we want is to characterize an (abductive)
explanatory argument, in its deductive forward fashion, that is, an inference
from theory (Θ) and abductive explanation (α) to evidence (ϕ) as follows:
Θ, α ⇒ ϕ

Against this background, we propose three main parameters that determine
types of explanatory arguments. (i) An ‘inferential parameter’ (⇒) sets some
suitable logical relationship among explananda, background theory, and explanandum. (ii) Next, ‘triggers’ determine what kind of abductive process is
to be performed: ϕ may be a novel phenomenon, or it may be in conflict with
the theory Θ. (iii) Finally, ‘outcomes’ (α) are the various products (abductive
explanations) of an abductive process: facts, rules, or even new theories.

Abductive Parameters
Varieties of Inference
In the above schema, the notion of explanatory inference ⇒ is not fixed. It
can be classical derivability  or semantic entailment |=, but it does not have
to be. Instead, we regard it as a parameter which can be set independently.
It ranges over such diverse values as probable inference (Θ, α ⇒probable ϕ),
in which the explanans renders the explanandum only highly probable, or as
the inferential mechanism of logic programming (Θ, α ⇒prolog ϕ). Further
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interpretations include dynamic inference (Θ, α ⇒dynamic ϕ, cf. [vBe96a]),
replacing truth by information change potential along the lines of belief update
or revision. Our point here is that abduction is not one specific non-standard
logical inference mechanism, but rather a way of using any one of these.

Different Triggers
According to Peirce, as we saw, abductive reasoning is triggered by a surprising phenomenon. The notion of surprise, however, is a relative one, for a
fact ϕ is surprising only with respect to some background theory Θ providing
‘expectations’. What is surprising to me (eg. that the lights go on as I enter
the copier room) might not be surprising to you. We interpret a surprising fact
as one which needs an explanation. From a logical point of view, this assumes
that the fact is not already explained by the background theory Θ: Θ ⇒ ϕ.
Moreover, our claim is that one also needs to consider the status of the
negation of ϕ. Does the theory explain the negation of observation instead
(Θ ⇒ ¬ϕ)? Thus, we identify at least two triggers for abduction: novelty and
anomaly:
Abductive Novelty: Θ ⇒ ϕ, Θ ⇒ ¬ϕ
ϕ is novel. It cannot be explained (Θ ⇒ ϕ), but it is consistent with the
theory (Θ ⇒ ¬ϕ).
Abductive Anomaly: Θ ⇒ ϕ, Θ ⇒ ¬ϕ.
ϕ is anomalous. The theory explains rather its negation (Θ ⇒ ¬ϕ).
In the computational literature on abduction, novelty is the condition for an
abductive, problemabductive problem [KKT95]. My suggestion is to incorporate anomaly as a second basic type.
Of course, non-surprising facts (where Θ ⇒ ϕ) should not be candidates for
abductive explanations. Even so, one might speculate if facts which are merely
probable on the basis of Θ might still need an abductive explanation of some
sort to further cement their status.

Different Outcomes
Abductive explanations themselves come in various forms: facts, rules, or even
theories. Sometimes one simple fact suffices to explain a surprising phenomenon, such as rain explaining why the lawn is wet. In other cases, a rule
establishing a causal connection might serve as an abductive explanation, as in
our case connecting cloud types with rainfall. And many cases of abduction in
science provide new theories to explain surprising facts. These different options
may sometimes exist for the same observation, depending on how seriously we
want to take it. In this book, we shall mainly consider abductive explanations
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in the forms of atomic facts, conjunctions of them and simple conditionals, but
we do make occasional excursions to more complex kinds of statements.
Moreover, we are aware of the fact that genuine abductive explanations sometimes introduce new concepts, over and above the given vocabulary. (For
instance, the eventual explanation of planetary motion was not Kepler’s, but
Newton’s, who introduced a new notion of ‘force’ – and then derived elliptic
motion via the Law of Gravity.) Except for passing references in subsequent
chapters, abduction via new concepts will be outside the scope of our analysis.

Abductive Processes
Once the above parameters get set, several kinds of abductive processes arise.
For example, abduction triggered by novelty with an underlying deductive inference, calls for a process by which the theory is expanded with an abductive
explanation. The fact to be explained is consistent with the theory, so an abductive explanation added to the theory accounts deductively for the fact. However,
when the underlying inference is statistical, in a case of novelty, theory expansion might not be enough. The added statement might lead to a ‘marginally
consistent’ theory with low probability, which would not yield a strong explanation for the observed fact. In such a case, theory revision is needed (i.e.
removing some data from the theory) to account for the observed fact with high
probability. (For a specific example of this latter case cf. chapter 8.)
Our aim is not to classify abductive processes, but rather to point out that several kinds of these are used for different combinations of the above parameters.
In the coming chapters we explore in detail some procedures for computing
different types of outcomes in a deductive format; those triggered by novelty
(chapter 4) and those triggered by anomaly (chapter 8).

Examples Revisited
Given our taxonomy for abductive reasoning, we can now see more patterns
across our earlier list of examples. Varying the inferential parameter, we cover
not only cases of deduction but also statistical inferences. Thus, Hempel’s
statistical model of explanation [Hem65] becomes a case of an (abductive)
explanatory argument. Our example (4) of medical diagnosis (Jane’s quick
recovery) was an instance. Logic programming inference seems more appropriate to an example like (1) (whose overall structure is similar to (4)). As for
triggers, novelty drives both rain examples (1) and (2), as well as the medical
diagnosis one (4). A trigger by anomaly occurs in example (3), where the
theory predicts the contrary of our observation, the lights-off example (5), and
the Kepler example (6), since his initial observation of the longitudes of Mars
contradicted the previous rule of circular orbits of the planets. As for different
outcomes, examples (1), (3), (4) and (5) abduce facts, examples (2) and (6)
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produce rules as their forms of explanantia. Different forms of outcomes will
play a role in different types of procedures for producing abductive explanations. In computer science jargon, triggers and outcomes are, respectively,
preconditions and outputs of abductive devices, whether these be computational
procedures or inferential ones.
This taxonomy gives us the big picture of abductive reasoning. In the remainder of this book, we are going to investigate several of its aspects, which
give rise to more specific logical and computational questions. (Indeed, more
than we have been able to answer!) Before embarking upon this course, however, we need to discuss one more general strategic issue, which explains the
separation of concerns between chapters 3 and 4 that are to follow.

Abductive Logic: Inference + Search Strategy
Classical logical systems have two components: a semantics and a proof theory.
The former aims at characterizing what it is for a formula to be true in a model,
and it is based on the notions of truth and interpretation. The latter characterizes
what counts as a valid proof for a formula, by providing the inference rules of
the system; having for its main notions proof and derivability. These two
formats can be studied independently, but they are closely connected. At least
in classical (first-order) logic, the completeness theorem tells us that all valid
formulas have a proof, and vice versa. Many logical systems have been proposed
that follow this pattern: propositional logic, predicate logic, modal logic, and
various typed logics.
From a modern perspective, however, there is much more to reasoning than
this. Computer science has posed a new challenge to logic; that of providing
automatic procedures to operate logical systems. This requires a further finestructure of reasoning. In fact, recent studies in AI give precedence to a control
strategy for a logic over its complete proof theory. In particular, the heart of
logic programming lies in its control strategies, which lead to much greater
sensitivity as to the order in which premises are given, the avoidance of search
loops, or the possibility to cut proof searches (using the extra-logical operator
!) when a solution has been found. These features are extralogical from a
classical perspective, but they do have a clear formal structure, which can be
brought out, and has independent interest as a formal model for broader patterns
of argumentation (cf. [vBe92, Kal95, Kow91]).
Several contemporary authors stress the importance of control strategies,
and a more finely-structured algorithmic description of logics. This concern is
found both in the logical tradition ([Gab94a, vBe90]), and in the philosophical
tradition ([Gil96]), the latter arguing for a conception of logic as: inference +
control. (Note the shift here away from Kowalski’s famous dictum “Algorithm =
Logic + Control".) In line with this philosophy, we wish to approach abduction
with two things in mind. First, there is the inference parameter, already dis-
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cussed, which may have several interpretations. But given any specific choice,
there is still a significant issue of a suitable search strategy over this inference,
which models some particular abductive practice. The former parameter may
be defined in semantic or proof-theoretic terms. The search procedure, on the
other hand, deals with concrete mechanisms for producing valid inferences. It
is then possible to control which kinds of outcome are produced with a certain
efficiency. In particular, in abduction, we may want to produce only ‘useful’ or
‘interesting’ formulas, preferably even just some ‘minimal set’ of these.
In this light, the aim of an abductive search procedure is not necessarily
completeness with respect to some semantics. A procedure that generates all
possible abductive explanations might be of no practical use, and might also
miss important features of human abductive activity. In chapter 4, we are
going to experiment with semantic tableaux as a vehicle for attractive abductive
strategies that can be controlled in various ways.

PART II

LOGICAL FOUNDATIONS

Chapter 3
ABDUCTION AS LOGICAL INFERENCE

1.

Introduction

In the preceding overview chapter, we have seen how the notion of abduction
arose in the last century out of philosophical reflection on the nature of human
reasoning, as it interacts with patterns of explanation and discovery. Our analysis brought out a number of salient aspects to the abductive process, which we
shall elaborate in a number of successive chapters. For a start, abduction may
be viewed as a kind of logical inference and that is how we will approach it in
the analysis to follow here. Evidently, though, as we have already pointed out,
it is not standard logical inference, and that for a number of reasons. Intuitively,
abduction runs in a backward direction, rather than the forward one of standard
inference, and moreover, being subject to revision, it exhibits non-standard nonmonotonic features (abductive conclusions may have to be retracted in the light
of further evidence), that are more familiar from the literature on non-standard
forms of reasoning in artificial intelligence. Therefore, we will discuss abduction as a broader notion of consequence in the latter sense, using some general
methods that have been developed already for non-monotonic and dynamic
logics, such as systematic classification in terms of structural rules. This is not
a mere technical convenience. Describing abduction in an abstract general way
makes it comparable to better-studied styles of inference, thereby increasing
our understanding of its contribution to the wider area of what may be called
‘natural reasoning’. To be sure, in this chapter we propose a logical characterization of what we have called an (abductive) explanatory argument, in order
to make explicit that the inference is explanatory (and thus forward chained),
while keeping in mind it aims to characterize the conditions for an abductive
explanation to be part of this inference (cf. chapter 2).
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The outcomes that we obtain in this first systematic chapter, naturally divided into five parts, are as follows. After this introduction, in the second part
(section 2), we discuss the problem of demarcation in logic, in order to set the
ground for our analysis of abduction as a logical inference. Placing abduction in a broader universe of logics and stances, make natural to consider it as
a logical inference of its own kind. In the third part (section 3), we discuss
in detail some aspects of abductive inference, such as its direction, format of
premisses and conclusion as well as its inferential strength. We propose a general logical format for abduction, involving more parameters than in standard
inference, allowing for genuinely different roles of premisses. We find a number of natural styles of abductive explanatory inference, rather than one single
candidate. These (abductive) explanatory versions are classified by different
structural rules of inference, and this issue occupies the fourth part (section
4). As a contribution to the logical literature in the field, we give a complete
characterization of one simple style of abductive explanatory inference, which
may also be viewed as the first structural characterization of a natural style of
explanation in the philosophy of science. We then analyze some other abductive explanatory versions (explanatory, minimal and preferential) with respect
to their structural behaviour, giving place to more sophisticated structural rules
with interest of their own. Finally, we turn to discuss further logical issues such
as how those representations are related to more familiar completeness theorems, and finally, we show how abduction tends to involve higher complexity
than classical logic: we stand to gain more explanatory power than what is provided by standard inference, but this surplus comes at a price. In the fifth and
final part of this chapter (section 5),we offer an analysis of previous sections
centering the discussion on abduction as an enriched form of logical inference
with an structure of its own. We then put forward our conclusions and present
related work within the study of non-monotonic reasoning.
Despite these useful insights, pure logical analysis does not exhaust all there
is to abduction. In particular, it’s more dynamic process aspects, and its interaction with broader conceptual change must be left for subsequent chapters, that
will deal with computational aspects, as well as further connections with the
philosophy of science and artificial intelligence. What we do claim, however,
is that our logical analysis provides a systematic framework for studying the
intuitive notion of abductive explanatory inference, which gives us a view of
its variety and complexity, and which allows us to raise some interesting new
questions.

2.

Logic: The Problem of Demarcation

One of the main questions for logic is the problem of demarcation, that is,
to distinguish between logical and non-logical systems. This question is at
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the core of the philosophy of logic, and has a central place in the philosophy
of mathematics, in the philosophy of science as well as in the foundations of
artificial intelligence.
Some questions in need for an answer for this problem concern the following
ones: what is a logic?, which is the scope of logic?, which formal systems
qualify as logics?, all of these leading to metaphysical questions concerning
the notion of correctness of a logical system: does it make sense to speak of a
logical system as correct or incorrect?, could there be several logical systems
which are equally correct?, is there just one correct logical system? These
questions in turn lead to epistemological questions of the following kind: how
does one recognise a truth of logic? could one be mistaken in what one takes
to be such truths?
There are however, several proposals and positions in the literature in regard
to all these questions. Our strategy to describe the problem of demarcation of
logic will be the following. Our point of departure is Peirce’s distinction of
three types of reasoning, namely deduction, induction, and abduction. We will
compare them according to their certainty level, something that in turn gives
place to different areas of application, mainly in mathematics, philosophy of
science and artificial intelligence. Next, we will introduce an standard approach
in philosophy of logic based on the relationship between informal arguments
and their counterparts in formal logic, namely the view endorsed by Haack
[Haa78]. Her classification of kinds of logics will be presented, that is, the
well-known distinction amongst extensions and deviations of classical logics,
and inductive logics. Moreover, we take up on Haack’s discussion on the
several positions with respect to the legitimization (and proliferation) of logics,
namely instrumentalism, monism and pluralism. Finally, we will introduce a
much less-known approach –but still standard within its field – coming from
artificial intelligence, namely the logical structural approach devised for the
study of non-monotonic reasoning.
Our overall discussion in this section will serve two purposes. On the one
hand, it aims to show that even under a broad view of logic, there is neither a
unique nor a definite answer to the problem of demarcation, not to mention to
each of the former questions. On the other hand, it will set the ground for the
main purpose of this chapter, that is, an analysis of abduction as a specific kind
of logical inference, in order to show, that abduction holds a natural place to be
considered a logical inference of its own kind.

Types of Reasoning: Deduction, Induction, Abduction
From a logical perspective, mathematical reasoning may be identified with
classical, deductive inference. Two aspects are characteristic of this type of
reasoning, namely its certainty and its monotonicity. The first of these is exemplified by the fact that the relationship between premisses and conclusion is that
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of necessity; a conclusion drawn from a set of premisses, necessarily follows
from them. The second aspect states that conclusions reached via deductive
reasoning are non-defeasible. That is, once a theorem has been proved, there is
no doubt of its validity regardless of further addition of axioms and theorems
to the system.
There are however, several other types of formal non-classical reasoning,
which albeit their lack of complete certainty and monotonicity, are nevertheless
rigorous forms of reasoning with logical properties of their own. Such is the
case of inductive and abductive reasoning. As a first approximation, Charles S.
Peirce distinction seems useful. According to him, there are three basic types
of logical reasoning: deduction, induction and abduction. Concerning their
certainty level: ‘Deduction proves that something must be; Induction shows that
something actually is operative; Abduction merely suggests that something may
be’ [CP, 5.171]. Therefore, while deductive reasoning is completely certain,
inductive and abductive reasoning are not. ‘Deduction is the only necessary
reasoning. It is the reasoning of mathematics’ [CP, 4.145]. Induction must
be validated empirically with tests and experiments, therefore it is defeasible;
and abductive reasoning can only offer hypotheses that may be refuted with
additional information. For example, a generalization reached by induction
(e.g. all birds fly), remains no longer valid after the addition of a premisse,
which refutes the conclusion (e.g. penguins are birds). As for abduction, a
hypothesis (e.g. it rained last night) which explains an observation (e.g. the
lawn is wet), may be refuted when additional information is incorporated into
our knowledge base (e.g. it is a drought period).
Deductive reasoning has been the paradigm of mathematical reasoning, and
its logic is clearly identified with Tarski’s notion of logical inference. In contrast,
inductive and abductive types of reasoning are paradigmatic types of reasoning
in areas like philosophy of science, and more recently, artificial intelligence.
Regarding the former, contemporary research indicates that many questions
regarding their logic remain controversial. As it is well known, Carnap’s proposal for an inductive logic[Car55] found ample criticisms. As for abduction,
while some scholars argue that the process of forming an explanatory hypothesis (our abductive process) cannot be logically reconstructed [Pop59, Hem65],
and have instead proposed each a logical characterization of explanation (our
(abductive) explanatory argument)1 ; others have tried to formally characterize

1 As

for the roots and similarities of these two models of explanation, Niiniluoto[Nii00, p. 140] rightly
observes: “After Hempel’s (1942) paper about the deductive–nomological pattern of historical explanation, Karl Popper complained that Hempel had only reproduce his theory of causal explanation, originally
presented in ‘Logik der Forschung’ (1935, see Popper 1945, chap 25, n. 7; Popper 1957, p. 144). With
his charming politeness, Hempel pointed out that his account of D–N explanation is ‘by no means novel’
but ‘merely summarizes and states explicitly some fundamental points which have been recognized by many
scientists and methodologists”.
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‘retroduction’ (another term for abduction), as a form of inversed deduction
[Han61], but no acceptable formulation has been found. Regarding the latter, recent logico-computational oriented research has focus on studying non-standard
forms of reasoning, in order to build computer programs modeling human reasoning, which being subject to revision, is uncertain and exhibits non-standard
non-monotonic features. Several contemporary authors propose a more finely
structured algorithmic description of logics. This concern is found both in the
logical tradition ([Gab94a, vBe90]), as well as in work in philosophy ([Gil96]).

Logics: Extensions, Deviations, Inductive
Haack[Haa78] takes as primitive an intuitive notion of a formal system, and
from there it hints at the characterization of what is to be a logical system, as
follows:
“The claim for a formal system to be a logic depends, I think, upon its having an
interpretation according to which it can be seen as aspiring to embody canons of valid
argument." [Haa78, page 3].

The next problem to face is that of deciding what counts as valid argumentation. But before we get into her own answer to this question, here are other
criteria aiming to characterize what counts as a logical system. On the one
hand, according to Kneale, logical systems are those that are purely formal,
for him, those that are complete (in which all universal valid formula are theorems). According to Dummet, on the other hand, logical systems are those
which characterize precise notions. Following the first characterization, many
formal systems are left out, such as second order logic. If we follow the second
one, then proposals such as Hintikka’s system of epistemic logic is left out as
well, for the notions of knowledge and belief characterize pretty vague epistemic concepts [Haa78, page 7]. Both these characterizations provide purely
formal criteria for logical demarcation. For Haack, however ‘the prospects for
a well-motivated formal criterion are not very promising’[Haa78, page 7], for
it has the drawback of limiting the scope of logic to the point of even discarding
well accepted formal systems (e.g. predicate logic) on the basis of being in
absence of other metalogical properties (e.g. decidability). Moreover, many
logical systems are indeed undecidable, incomplete, but nevertheless have interesting applications and have proved useful in areas like computer science
and linguistics.
Haack takes a broad view of logic, considering that ‘the demarcation is not
based on any very profound ideas about ‘the essential nature of logic’[Haa78,
page 4], and follows ‘the benefit of the doubt policy’, according to which,
arguments may be assessed by different standards of validity, and thus accepts
several formal systems as logical. For her, the question we should be asking
is whether a system is good and useful rather than ‘logical’, which after all is
not a well-defined concept. Her approach however, is not wholly arbitrary, for
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it does not give up the requirement of being rigorous, and takes classical logic
as its reference point, building up a classification of systems of logic based on
analogies to the classical system, as follows:
Extensions (e)
Modal, Epistemic, Eroretic, . . .
Deviations (d)
Intuitionistic, Quantum, Many-valued, . . .
Inductive (i)
Inductive probability logic
Extensions (e) are formal logical systems, which extend the system of classical logic (Lc ) in three respects: their language, axioms and rules of inference
(Lc ⊆ Le , Ac ⊆ Ae , Rc ⊆ Re ). These systems preserve all valid formula of
the classical system, and therefore all previous valid formula remain valid as
well (∀ϕ(Σ |=c ϕ ⇒ Σ |=e ϕ); ϕ ∈ Lc ). So, for instance, modal logic extends
classical system by the modal operators of necessity and possibility together
with axioms and rules for them.
Deviations (d) are formal systems that share the language with the system
of classical logic (Lc ) but that deviate in axioms and rules (Lc = Ld , Ac =
Ad , Rc = Rd ). Therefore, some formulae, which are valid in the classical
system, are no longer valid in the deviant one (∃ϕ(Σ |=c ϕ∧Σ |=d ϕ); ϕ ∈ Lc ).
Such is the case of intuitionistic logic, in which the classical axiom A ∨ ¬A is
no longer valid.
Inductive systems (i) are formal systems that share the language with the
system of classical logic (Lc = Li ), but in which no formula which is valid
by means of the inductive system is valid in the classical one (∀ϕ(Σ |=i ϕ ⇒
Σ |=c ϕ); ϕ ∈ Li ). Here the basis is the notion of ‘inductive strength’, and
the idea is that ‘an argument is inductively strong if its premisses give a certain
degree of support, even if less than conclusive support, to its conclusion: if,
that is, it is improbable that its premisses (Σ) should be true and its conclusion
(ϕ) false’ (not prob(Σ ∧ ¬ϕ)) [Haa78, page 17].
In each of these logical systems there is an underlying notion of logical consequence (or of derivability), which settles the validity of an argument within
the system. While the first two categories pertain to formal systems which are
deductive in nature, the third one concerns inductive ones. But still there may be
several characterizations for both deductive and inductive kinds. For example,
one deviant system, that of relevance logic renders the notion of classical consequence insufficient and asks for more: an argument in relevance logic must
meet the requirement that the premisses be ‘relevant’ to its conclusion. As for
inductive systems, another way of characterizing them is that for which ‘it is
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improbable, given that the premisses (Σ) are true, that the conclusion is false
(¬ϕ)’ [Haa78, page 17]. We may interpret this statement in terms of conditional
probability as follows2 : (not prob(Σ/¬ϕ)). Notice that deductive validity
is a limiting case of inductive strength, where the probability of the premisses
being true and the conclusion false is cero, for the first characterization, and
where it is certain that the conclusion is true when the premisses are, for this
second one.
In the overall, under this approach arguments may be assessed by deductive
or inductive standards, and thus there may be deductively valid, inductively
strong or neither. As we shall see later in this chapter (cf. section 5.1), this
classification does not explicitly take into account abductive logic, but it can
nevertheless be accommodated within.

Positions: Instrumentalism, Monism, Pluralism
The position taken with respect to the demarcation of logic largely depends
upon the answers given to metaphysical questions concerning the notion of correctness of a logical system, which in turn depend on the distinction between
system-relative and extra-systematic validity/logical truth. Roughly speaking,
a logical system is correct if the formal arguments (and formula) which are
valid (logically true) in that system correspond to informal arguments (statements), which are valid (logically true) in the extra-systematic sense([Haa78,
page 222]). Three positions are characterized by Haack, each of which is
characterized by the answers (affirmative or negative) given to the following
questions:
Questions:

A: Does it make sense to speak of a logical system as correct or incorrect?
B: Are there extra-systematic conceptions of validity/logical truth by means of
which to characterize what is it for a logic to be correct?
C: Is there one correct system?
D: Must a logical system aspire to global application, i.e. to represent reasoning
irrespective of subject-matter, or may a logic be locally correct. i.e. correct within
a limited area of discourse?

2I

thank the anonymous referee for this particular suggestion.
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A
B
NO

YES

Instrumentalism

C
NO

YES

Pluralism

Monism

D
Local Pluralism

Global Pluralism

Thus, on the one hand, the instrumentalist position answers the first two
questions negatively. It is based on the idea that the notion of ‘correctness’ for a
system is inappropriate, and that one should rather be asking for its being more
fruitful, useful, convenient... etc than another one. ‘An instrumentalist will
only allow the ‘internal’ question, whether a logical system is sound, whether,
that is, all and only the theorems/syntactically valid arguments of the system
are logically true/valid in the system’[Haa78, page 224]. On the other hand,
both the monist and the pluralist answer these questions in the affirmative,
the difference being that while the monist recognizes one and only one system
of logic, the pluralist accepts a variety of them. Thus, they answer the third
question opposite. Note that the distinction in these questions is only relevant
for the classical logic vs. deviant logic dichotomy. The reason being that for
a monist classical logic and its extensions are fragments of a ‘correct system’,
and for a pluralist classical logic and its extensions are both ‘correct’.
Likewise, while for an instrumentalist there are not extra-systematic conceptions of validity/logical truth by means of which to characterize what is to be a
logic to be correct, for the monist as well as for the pluralist there are, either in
the unitary fashion or in the pluralistic one. A further distinction made by the
pluralist concerns the scope of application for a certain logical system. While a
global pluralist endorses the view that a logical system must aspire to represent
reasoning irrespective of subject-matter, a local pluralist supports the view that
a logical system is only locally correct within a limited area of discourse.
The next question to analyze is the position taken by each of these stances
with regard to whether deviant logics rival classical logic. In order to answer
this question we have the following diagram:
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(i) Formal argument which is
represents

(iii) Informal argument

(ii) Valid in L
corresponding
to (iii)’s being
(iv) extra-systematically valid

On the one hand, the monist answers this question in the affirmative and supports the view that (i) aspires to represent (iii) in such a way that (ii) and (iv) do
correspond in the ‘correct logic’. On the other hand, the local pluralist answers
this question in the negative by relativizing (iv) to specific areas of discourse
and the global pluralist either fragments the relation between (i) and (iii) (that
is, denies that the formal arguments of a deviant system represent the same
informal arguments as those of classical logic) or fragments the relationship
between (ii) and (iv) (denies that validity in the deviant logic is intended to correspond to extra-systematic validity as that to which validity in classical logic
is intended to correspond). Finally, the instrumentalist rejects (iv) altogether.

Structural Logical Approach
This type of analysis (started in [Sco71]) was inspired in the works of logical
consequence by Tarski [Tar83] and those of natural deduction by Gentzen
[SD93, Pao02]. It describes a style of inference at a very abstract structural
level, giving its pure combinatorics. It has proved very successful in artificial
intelligence for studying different types of plausible reasoning ([KLM90]), and
indeed as a general framework for non-monotonic consequence relations (
[Gab85]). Another area where it has proved itself is dynamic semantics, where
not one but many new notions of dynamic consequences are to be analyzed (
[vBe96a]). The basic idea of logical structural analysis is the following:
A notion of logical inference can be completely characterized by its basic combinatorial
properties, expressed by structural rules.

Structural rules are instructions which tell us, e.g., that a valid inference
remains valid when we insert additional premisses (‘monotonicity’), or that we
may safely chain valid inferences (‘transitivity’ or ‘cut’). To understand this
perspective in more detail, one must understand how it characterizes classical
inference. In what follows we use logical sequents with a finite sequence of
premisses to the left, and one conclusion to the right of the sequent arrow
(Σ ⇒ C). While X, Y and Z are finite sets of formulae, A, B and C are single
formula.

Classical Inference
The structural rules for classical inference are the following:
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C⇒C

Reflexivity:
Contraction:

X, A, Y, A, Z ⇒ C
X, A, Y, Z ⇒ C

Permutation:

X, A, B, Y ⇒ C
X, B, A, Y ⇒ C

Monotonicity:
X, Y ⇒ C
X, A, Y ⇒ C
Cut Rule:
X, A, Y ⇒ C Z ⇒ A
X, Z, Y ⇒ C
These rules state the following properties of classical consequence. Any premisse implies itself (reflexivity), deleting repeated premisses causes no trouble (contraction); premisses may be permuted without altering validity (permutation), adding new information does not invalidate previous conclusions
(monotonicity), and premisses may be replaced by sequences of premisses implying them (cut). In all, these rules allow us to treat the premisses as a mere
set of data without further relevant structure. This plays an important role in
classical logic, witness what introductory textbooks have to say about “simple properties of the notion of consequence"3 . Structural rules are also used
extensively in completeness proofs4 .
These rules are structural in that they mention no specific symbols of the
logical language. In particular, no connectives or quantifiers are involved. This
makes the structural rules different from inference rules like, say, Conjunction
of Consequents or Disjunction of Antecedents, which also fix the meaning of
3 In

[Men64, Page 30] the following simple properties of classical logic are introduced:
If Γ ⊆ ∆ and Γ  φ, then ∆  φ.
Γ  φ iff there is a finite subset ∆ of Γ such that ∆  φ.
If Γ  xi (for all i) and x1 , . . . , xn  φ then Γ  φ.

Notice that the first is a form of Monotonicity, and the third one of Cut.
4 As noted in [Gro95, page46]: “In the Henkin construction for first-order logic, or propositional modal
logic, the notion of maximal consistent set plays a major part, but it needs the classical structural rules. For
example, Permutation, Contraction and Expansion enable you to think of the premisses of an argument as a
set; Reflexivity is needed to show that for maximal consistent sets, membership and derivability coincide”.
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conjunction and disjunction. Under this approach, Haack’s previous classification of extensions of logics is subsumed, for one rule may fit classical logic as
well as extensions: propositional, first-order, modal, type-theoretic, etc. Each
rule in the above list reflects a property of the set-theoretic definition of classical
consequence ([Gro95]), which – with some abuse of notation – calls for inclusion of the intersection of the (models for the) premisses in the (models for the)
conclusion:
P1 , . . . , Pn ⇒ C iff P1 ∩ . . . ∩ Pn ⊆ C.

Now, in order to prove that a set of structural rules completely characterizes
a style of reasoning, representation theorems exist. For classical logic, one
version was proved by van Benthem in [vBe91]:

Proposition 1 Monotonicity, Contraction, Reflexivity, and Cut completely determine the structural properties of classical consequence.
Proof. Let R be any abstract relation between finite sequences of objects and single
objects satisfying the classical structural rules. Now, define:
a* = {A | A is a finite sequence of objects such that ARa}.
Then, it is easy to show the following two assertions:
1 If a1 , . . . , ak Rb, then a∗1 ∩ . . . ∩ a∗k ⊆ b∗ ,
using Cut and Contraction.
2 If a∗1 ∩ . . . ∩ a∗k ⊆ b∗ , then a1 , . . . , ak Rb,
using Reflexivity and Monotonicity.


Permutation is omitted in this theorem. And indeed, it turns out to be derivable from Monotonicity and Contraction.
We have thus shown that classical deductive inference, observes easy forms of
reflexivity, contraction, permutation, monotonicity and cut. The representation
theorem shows that these rules completely characterize this type of reasoning.

Non-Classical Inference
For non-classical consequences, classical structural rules may fail. Well-known
examples are the ubiquitous ‘non-monotonic logics’. However, this is not to
say that no structural rules hold for them. The point is rather to find appropriate
reformulations of classical principles (or even entirely new structural rules) that
fit other styles of consequence. For example, many non-monotonic types of
inference do satisfy a weaker form of monotonicity. Additions to the premisses
are allowed only when these premisses imply them:
Cautious Monotonicity:
X⇒C
X⇒A
X, A ⇒ C
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Dynamic inference is non-monotonic (inserting arbitrary new processes into
a premisse sequence can disrupt earlier effects). But it also quarrels with other
classical structural rules, such as Cut. But again, representation theorems exist.
Thus, the ‘update-to-test’ dynamic style (once in which a process cannot be
disrupted) and is characterized by the following restricted forms of monotonicity
and cut, in which additions and omissions are licensed only to the left side:
Left Monotonicity:

Left Cut:

X⇒C
A, X ⇒ C
X⇒C

X, C, Y ⇒ D
X, Y ⇒ D

For a broader survey and analysis of dynamic styles, see [Gro95, vBe96a].
For sophisticated representation theorems in the broader field of non-classical
inference in artificial intelligence see [Mak93, KLM90]. Yet other uses of nonclassical structural rules occur in relevance logic, linear logic, and categorial
logics (cf. [DH93, vBe91]. [Gab94b]).
Characterizing a notion of inference in this way, determines its basic repertoire for handling arguments. Although this does not provide a more ambitious
semantics, or even a full proof theory, it can at least provide valuable hints. The
suggestive Gentzen style format of the structural rules turns into a sequent calculus, if appropriately extended with introduction rules for connectives. However,
it is not always clear how to do so in a natural manner, as we will discuss later
in connection with abduction.
The structural analysis of a logical inference is a metalevel explication which
is based on structural rules and not on language, as it does not take into account
logical connectives or constants, and in this respect differs from Haack’s approach.

3.

Abductive Explanatory Argument: A Logical Inference

Here are some preliminary remarks about the logical nature of abductive
inference, which set the scene for our subsequent discussion. The standard
textbook pattern of logical inference is this: Conclusion C follows from a set
of premisses P . This format has its roots in the axiomatic tradition in mathematics that follows the deductive method, inherited from Euclid’s Elements, in
which from a certain set of basic axioms, all geometrical truths of elementary
geometry are derived. This work is not only the first logical system of its kind,
but it has been the model to follow in mathematics as well as in other formal
scientific enterprises. Each proposition is linked, via proofs, to previous axioms, definitions and propositions. This method is forward chained, picturing
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a reasoning from a finite set of premisses to a conclusion, and it is completely
certain and monotonic5 .
Moreover, there are at least two ways of thinking about validity in this setting,
one semantic, based on the notions of model and interpretation (every model in
which P is true makes C true), the other syntactic, based on a proof-theoretic
derivation of C from P . Both explications suggest forward chaining from premisses to conclusions: P ⇒ C and the conclusions generated are undefeasible.
We briefly recall some features that make abduction a form of inference that
does not fit easily into this format. All of them emerged in the course of our preceding chapter. Most prominently, in abduction, the conclusion is the given and
the premisses (or part of them) are the output of the inferential process: P ⇐ C.
Moreover, the abduced premisse has to be consistent with the background theory of the inference, as it has to be explanatory. And such explanations may
undergo change as we modify our background theory. Finally, when different
sets of premisses can be abduced as explanations, we need a notion of preference between them, allowing us to choose a best or minimal one. These various
features, though non-standard when compared with classical logic, are familiar
from neighbouring areas. For instance, there are links with classical accounts
of explanation in the philosophy of science [Car55, Hem65], as well as recent
research in artificial intelligence on various notions of common sense reasoning
[McC80, Sho88, Gab96]. It has been claimed that this is an appropriate broader
setting for general logic as well [vBe90], gaping back to the original program by
Bernard Bolzano (1781–1848), in his “Wissenschaftslehre" [Bol73]. Indeed,
our discussion of abduction in Peirce in the preceding chapter reflected a typical
feature of pre-Fregean logic: boundaries between logic and general methodology were still rather fluid. In our view, current post-Fregean logical research is
slowly moving back towards this same broader agenda. More concretely, we
shall review the mentioned features of abduction in some further detail now,
making a few strategic references to this broader literature.

Directions in Reasoning: Forward and Backward
Intuitively, a valid inference from, say, premisses P1 , P2 to a conclusion C
allows for various directions of thought. In a forward direction, given the premisses, we may want to draw some strongest, or rather, some most appropriate
conclusion. (Notice incidentally, that the latter notion already introduces a certain dependence on context, and good sense: the strongest conclusion is simply

5 This

is not say however –as Hilbert would have liked to claim– that all mathematical reasoning may be
reduced to axiomatics. As it is well know by the incompleteness results of Gödel, there are clear limitations
to reasoning in mathematics through the axiomatic method. Moreover, the view of mathematics as an
experimental, empirical science, found in philosophy[Lak76] as well as in recent work in computer science
[Cha97], shows that axiomatics cannot exhaust all there is to mathematical reasoning.
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P1 ∧ P2 , but this will often be unsuited.) Classical logic also has a backward
direction of thought, when engaged in refutation. If we know that C is false,
then at least one of the premisses must be false. And if we know more, say the
truth of P1 and the falsity of the conclusion, we may even refute the specific
premisse P2 . Thus, in classical logic, there is a duality between forward proof
and backward refutation. This duality has been noted by many authors. It
has even been exploited systematically by Beth when developing his refutation
method of semantic tableaux [Bet69]. Read in one direction, closed tableaux
are eventually failed analyses of possible counterexamples to an inference, read
in another they can be arranged to generate a Gentzen-style sequent derivations
of the inference (we shall be using tableaux in our next chapter, on computing
abduction.) Beth’s tableaux can be taken as a formal model of the historical
opposition between methods of ‘analysis’ and ‘synthesis’ in the development
of scientific argument (cf. chapter 1). Methodologically, the directions are
different sides of the same coin, namely, some appropriate notion of inference.
Likewise, in abduction, we see an interplay of different directions. This time,
though, the backward direction is not meant to provide refutations, but rather
confirmations. We are looking for suitable premisses that would support the
conclusion6 .
Our view of the matter is the following. In the final analysis, the distinction
between directions is a relative one. What matters is not the direction of abduction, but rather an interplay of two things. As we have argued in chapter 2,
one should distinguish between the choice of an underlying notion of inference
⇒, and the independent issue as to the search strategy that we use over this.
Forward reasoning is a bottom up use of ⇒ , while backward reasoning is a
top-down use of ⇒. In line with this, in this chapter, we shall concentrate
on notions of inference ⇒ leaving further search procedures to the next, more
computational chapter 4. In this chapter the intuitively backward direction of
abduction is not crucial to us, except as a pleasant manner of speaking. Instead, we concentrate on appropriate underlying notions of consequence for
abduction.

Formats of Inference: Premisses and Background Theory
The standard format of logical inference is essentially binary, giving a transition from premisses to a conclusion:
P1 , . . . , P n
C

6 In this case, a corresponding refutation would rather be a forward process:

if the abduced premisse turns out
false, it is discarded and an alternative hypothesis must be proposed. Interestingly, [Tij97] (a recent practical
account of abduction in diagnostic reasoning) mixes both ‘positive’ confirmation of the observation to be
explained with ‘refutation’ of alternatives.
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These are ‘local steps’, which take place in the context of some, implicit or
explicit, background theory (as we have seen in chapter 2). In this standard format, the background theory is either omitted, or lumped together with the other
premisses. Often this is quite appropriate, especially when the background
theory is understood. But sometimes, we do want to distinguish between different roles for different types of premisse, and then a richer format becomes
appropriate. The latter have been proposed, not so much in classical logic,
but in the philosophy of science, artificial intelligence, and informal studies
on argumentation theory. These often make a distinction between explicit premisses and implicit background assumptions. More drastically, premisse sets,
and even background theories themselves often have a hierarchical structure,
which results in different ‘access’ for propositions in inference. This is a realistic picture, witness the work of cognitive psychologists like [Joh83].
In Hempel’s account of scientific explanation (cf. chapter 5) premisses play
the role of either scientific laws, or of initial conditions, or of specific explanatory items, suggesting the following format:
Scientific laws + initial conditions + explanatory facts
⇓
Observation

Further examples are found on the borderline of the philosophy of science
and philosophical logic, in the study of conditionals. The famous ‘Ramsey
Test’ presupposes revision of explicit beliefs in the background assumptions
[Sos75, vBe94], which again have to be suitably structured. More elaborate
hierarchical views of theories have been proposed in artificial intelligence and
computer science. [Rya92] defines ‘ordered theory presentations’, which can
be arbitrary rankings of principles involved in some reasoning practice. (Other
implementations of similar ideas use labels for formulas, as in the labelled
deductive systems of [Gab96].) While in Hempel’s account, structuring the
premisses makes sure that scientific explanation involves an interplay of laws
and facts, Ryan’s motivation is resolution of conflicts between premisses in
reasoning, where some sentences are more resistant than others to revision.
(This motivation is close to that of the Gärdenfors theory, to be discussed in
chapter 8. A working version of these ideas is found in a study of abduction
in diagnosis ([Tij97], which can be viewed as a version of our later account
in this chapter with some preference structure added.) More structured views
of premisses and theories can also be found in situation semantics, with its
different types of ‘constraints’ that govern inference (cf. [PB83]).
In all these proposals, the theory over which inference takes place is not just a
bag into which formulas are thrown indiscriminately, but an organized structure
in which premisses have a place in a hierarchy, and play specific different roles.
These additional features need to be captured in richer inferential formats for
more complicated reasoning tasks. Intuitive ‘validity’ may be partly based on
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the type and status of the premisses that occur. We cite one more example, to
elaborate what we have in mind.
In argumentation theory, an interesting proposal was made in [Tou58]. Toulmin’s general notion of consequence was inspired on the kind of reasoning
done by lawyers, whose claims need to be defended according to juridical procedures, which are richer than pure mathematical proof. Toulmin’s format of
reasoning contains the necessary tags for these procedures:

Qualifier

-

Data

Claim

Rebuttal

Warrant
|
Backing
Every claim is defended from certain relevant data, by citing (if pressed) the
background assumptions (one’s ‘warrant’) that support this transition. (There
is a dynamic process here. If the warrant itself is questioned, then one has to
produce one’s further ‘backing’.) Moreover, indicating the purported strength
of the inference is part of making any claim (whence the ‘qualifier’), with a
‘rebuttal’ listing some main types of possible exception (rebuttal) that would
invalidate the claim. [vBe94] relates this format to issues in artificial intelligence, as it seems to describe common sense reasoning rather well. Toulmin’s
model has also been proposed as a mechanism for intelligent systems performing explanation ([Ant89]).
Thus, once again, to model reasoning outside of mathematics, a richer format
is needed. Notice that the above proposals are syntactic. It may be much
harder to find purely semantic correlates to some of the above distinctions: as
they seem to involve a reasoning procedure rather than propositional content.
(For instance, even the distinction between individual facts and universal laws
is not as straightforward as it might seem.) Various aspects of the Toulmin
schema will return in what follows. For Toulmin, inferential strength is a
parameter, to be set in accordance with the subject matter under discussion.
(Interestingly, content-dependence of reasoning is also a recurrent finding of
cognitive psychologists: cf. the earlier-mentioned [Joh83].) In chapter 2, we
have already defended exactly the same strategy for abduction. Moreover, the
procedural flavor of the Toulmin schema fits well with our product-process
distinction.
As for the basic building blocks of abductive explanatory inference, in the
remainder of this book, we will confine ourselves to a ternary format:
Θ|α⇒ϕ
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This modest step already enables us to demonstrate a number of interesting
departures from standard logical systems. Let us recall some considerations
from chapter 2 motivating this move. The theory Θ needs to be explicit for
a number of reasons. Validity of an abductive inference is closely related to
the background theory, as the presence of some other explanation β in Θ may
actually disqualify α as an explanation. Moreover, what we called ‘triggers’
of explanation are specific conditions on a theory Θ and an observation ϕ.
A fact may need explanation with respect to one theory, but not with respect
to another. Making a distinction between Θ and α allows us to highlight the
specific explanation (which we did not have before), and control different forms
of explanation (facts, rules, or even new theories). But certainly, our accounts
would become yet more sensitive if we worked with some of the above richer
formats.

Inferential Strength: A Parameter
At first glance, once we have Tarski’s notion of truth, logical consequence
seems an obvious defined notion. A conclusion follows if it is true in all models
where the premisses are true. But the contemporary philosophical and computational traditions have shown that natural notions of inference may need more
than truth in the above sense, or may even hinge on different properties altogether. For example, among the candidates that revolve around truth, statistical
inference requires not total inclusion of premisse models in conclusion models,
but only a significant overlap, resulting in a high degree of certainty. Other
approaches introduce new semantic primitives. Notably, Shoham’s notion of
causal and default reasoning ([Sho88]) introduces a preference order on models,
requiring only that the most preferred models of Σ be included in the models
of ϕ.
More radically, dynamic semantics replaces the notion of truth by that of
information change, aiming to model the flow of information. This move leads
to a redesign for Tarski semantics, with e.g. quantifiers becoming actions on
assignments ([vBC94]). This logical paradigm has room for many different
inferential notions ([Gro95, vBe96a]). An example is the earlier mentioned
update-to-test-consequence:
“process the successive premisses in Σ, thereby absorbing their informational content into the initial information state. At the end, check if the resulting
state is rich enough to satisfy the conclusion ϕ”.
Informational content rather than truth is also the key semantic property
in situation theory ([PB83]). In addition to truth-based and information-based
approaches, there are, of course, also various proof-theoretic variations on stan-
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dard consequence. Examples are default reasoning: “ϕ is provable unless and
until ϕ is disproved” ([Rei80]), and indeed Hempel’s hypothetico-deductive
model of scientific inference itself.
All these alternatives agree with our analysis of abductive explanatory inference. On our view, abduction is not a new notion of inference. It is rather
a topic-dependent practice of scientific reasoning, which can be supported by
various members of the above family. In fact, it is appealing to think of abductive inference in several respects, as inference involving preservation of
both truth and explanatory power. In fact, appropriately defined, both might
turn out equivalent. It has also been argued that since abduction is a form
of reversed deduction, just as deduction is truth-preserving, abduction must
be falsity-preserving ([Mic94]). However, [Fla95] gives convincing arguments
against this particular move. Moreover, as we have already discussed intuitively,
abduction is not just deduction in reverse.
Our choice here is to study abductive inference in more depth as a strengthened form of classical inference. This is relevant, it offers nice connections
with artificial intelligence and the philosophy of science, and it gives a useful
simple start for a broader systematic study of abductive inference. One can
place this choice in a historical context, namely the work of Bernard Bolzano,
a nineteenth century philosopher and mathematician (and theologian) engaged
in the study of different varieties of inference. We provide a brief excursion,
providing some perspective for our later technical considerations.

Bolzanos’s Program
Bolzano’s notion of deducibility (Ableitbarkeit) has long been recognized as
a predecessor of Tarski’s notion of logical consequence ([Cor75]). However,
the two differ in several respects, and in our broader view of logic, they even
appear radically different. These differences have been studied both from a
philosophical ([Tho81]) and from a logical point of view ([vBe84a]).
One of Bolzano’s goals in his theory of science ([Bol73]), was to show why
the claims of science form a theory as opposed to an arbitrary set of propositions.
For this purpose, he defines his notion of deducibility as a logical relationship
extracting conclusions from premisses forming compatible propositions, those
for which some set of ideas make all propositions true when uniformly substituted throughout. In addition, compatible propositions must share common
ideas. Bolzano’s use of ‘substitutions’ is of interest by itself, but for our purposes here, we will identify these (somewhat roughly) with the standard use of
‘models’. Thompson attributes the difference between Bolzano’s consequence
and Tarski’s to the fact that the former notion is epistemic while the latter is
ontological. These differences have strong technical effects. With Bolzano,
the premisses must be consistent (sharing at least one model), with Tarski, they
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need not. Therefore, from a contradiction, everything follows for Tarski, and
nothing for Bolzano.
Restated for our ternary format, then, Bolzano’s notion of deducibility reads
as follows (cf. [vBe84a]):
Θ | α ⇒ ϕ if
(1) The conjunction of Θ and α is consistent.
(2) Every model for Θ plus α verifies ϕ.

Therefore, Bolzano’s notion may be seen (anachronistically) as Tarski’s consequence plus the additional condition of consistency. Bolzano does not stop
here. A finer grain to deducibility occurs in his notion of exact deducibility,
which imposes greater requirements of ‘relevance’. A modern version, involving inclusion-minimality for sets of abducibles, may be transcribed (again, with
some historical injustice) as:
Θ | α ⇒+ ϕ if
(1) Θ | α ⇒ ϕ
(2) There is no proper subset of α, α’, such that Θ | α’ ⇒ ϕ.

That is, in addition to consistency with the background theory, the premisse
set α must be ‘fully explanatory’ in that no subpart of it would do the derivation.
Notice that this leads to non-monotonicity. Here is an example:
Θ | a → b, a ⇒+ b
Θ | a → b, a, b → c ⇒+ b

Bolzano’s agenda for logic is relevant to our study of abductive reasoning
(and the study of general non-monotonic consequence relations) for several
reasons. It suggests the methodological point that what we need is not so
much proliferation of different logics as a better grasp of different styles of
consequence. Moreover, his work reinforces an earlier claim, that truth is not all
there is to understanding explanatory reasoning. More specifically, his notions
still have interest. For example, exact deducibility has striking similarities to
explanation in philosophy of science (cf. chapter 5).

Abductive Explanatory Inference as Deduction in Reverse
In this section we define abductive explanatory inference as a strengthened
form of classical inference. Our proposal will be in line with abduction in
artificial intelligence, as well as with the Hempelian account of explanation. We
will motivate our requirements with our very simple rain example, presented
here in classical propositional logic:
Θ : r → w, s → w
ϕ:w

The first condition for a formula α to count as an explanation for ϕ with
respect to Θ is the inference requirement. Many formulas would satisfy this
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condition. In addition to earlier-mentioned obvious explanations (r: rain, s:
sprinklers-on), one might take their conjunction with any other formula, even
if the latter is inconsistent with Θ (e.g. r ∧ ¬w). One can take the fact itself
(w), or, one can introduce entirely new facts and rules (say, there are children
playing with water, and this causes the lawn to get wet).
Inference: Θ, α |= ϕ
α’s: r, s, r ∧ s, r ∧ z, r ∧ ¬w, s ∧ ¬w, w, [c, c → w], Θ → w.

Some of these ‘abductive explanations’ must be ruled out from the start. We
therefore impose a consistency requirement on the left hand side, leaving only
the following as possible abductive explanations:
Consistency: Θ, α is consistent.
α’s: r, s, r ∧ s, r ∧ z, w, [c, c → w], Θ → w.

An abductive explanation α is only necessary, if ϕ is not already entailed by
Θ. Otherwise, any consistent formula will count as an abductive explanation.
Thus we repeat an earlier trigger for abduction: Θ |= ϕ. By itself, this does
not rule out any potential abducibles on the above list (as it does not involve the
argument α.) But also, in order to avoid what we may call external explanations –those that do not use the background theory at all (like the explanation
involving children in our example) –, it must be required that α be insufficient
for explaining ϕ by itself (α |= ϕ). In particular this condition avoids the trivial
reflexive explanation ϕ ⇒ ϕ. Then only the following explanations are left in
our list of examples:
Explanation Θ |= ϕ, α |= ϕ
α’s: r, s, r ∧ s, r ∧ z, Θ → w.

Now both Θ and α contribute to explaining ϕ. However, we are still left
with some formulas that do not seem to be genuine explanations (r ∧ z, Θ →
w). Therefore, we explore a more sensitive criterion, admitting only ‘the best
explanation’.

Selecting the Best Explanation
Intuitively, a reasonable ground for choosing a statement as the best explanation,
is its simplicity. It should be minimal, i.e. as weak as possible in performing
its job. This would lead us to prefer r over r ∧ z in the preceding example.
As Peirce puts it, we want the explanation that “adds least to what has been
observed” (cf. [CP, 6.479]). The criterion of simplicity has been extensively
considered both in the philosophy of science and in artificial intelligence. But
its precise formulation remains controversial, as measuring simplicity can be a
tricky matter. One attempt to capture simplicity in a logical way is as follows:
Weakest Abductive Explanation:
α is the weakest abductive explanation for ϕ with respect to Θ iff
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(i) Θ, α |= ϕ
(ii) For all other formulas β such that Θ, β |= ϕ, |= β → α.

This definition makes the explanations r and s almost the weakest in the
above example, just as we want. Almost, but not quite. For, the explanation
Θ → w, a trivial solution, turns out to be the minimal one. The following is a
folklore observation to this effect:

Fact 1 Given any theory Θ and observation ϕ to be explained from it, α = Θ → ϕ
is the weakest abductive explanation.
Proof. Obviously, we have (i) Θ, Θ → ϕ |= ϕ. Moreover, let α’ be any other explanation. This says that Θ, α |= ϕ. But then we also have (by conditionalizing) that

α |= Θ → ϕ, and hence |= α → (Θ → ϕ)
That Θ → ϕ is a solution that will always count as an explanation in a
deductive format was noticed by several philosophers of science ([Car55]). It
has been used as an argument to show how the issue would impose restrictions
on the syntactic form of abducibles. Surely, in this case, the explanation seems
too complex to count. We will therefore reject this proposal, noting also that it
fails to recognize (let alone compare) intuitively ‘minimal’ explanations like r
and s in our running example.
Other criteria of minimality exist in the literature. One of them is based on
preference orderings. The best explanation is the most preferred one, given an
explicit ordering of available assertions. In our example, we could define an
order in which inconsistent explanations are the least preferred, and the simplest
the most. These preference approaches are quite flexible, and can accommodate
various working intuitions. However, they may still depend on many factors,
including the background theory. This seems to fall outside a logical framework,
referring rather to further ‘economic’ decision criteria like utilities. A case in
point is Peirce’s ‘economy of research’ in selecting a most promising hypothesis.
What makes a hypothesis good or best has no easy answer. One may appeal
to criteria of simplicity, likelihood, or predictive power. To complicate matters
even further, we often do not compare (locally) quality of explanations given
a fixed theory, but rather (globally) whole packages of ‘theory + explanation’.
This perspective gives a much greater space of options. As we have not been
able to shed a new light from logic upon these matters, we will ignore these
dimensions here.
Further study would require more refined views of theory structure and reasoning practice, in line with some of the earlier references7 , or even more
ambitiously, following current approaches to ‘verisimilitude’ in the philosophy
of science (cf. [Kui87]).
7 Preferences

over models (though not over statements) will be mentioned briefly as providing one possible
inference mechanism for abduction.
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We conclude with one final observation. perhaps one reason why the notion of ‘minimality’ has proved so elusive is again our earlier product-process
distinction. Philosophers have tried to define minimality in terms of intrinsic properties of statements and inferences as products. But it may rather be
a process-feature, having to do with computational effort in some particular
procedure performing abduction. Thus, one and the same statement might be
minimal in one abduction, and non-minimal in another.

Abductive Explanatory Characterization Styles
Following our presentation of various requirements for an abductive explanation, we make things more concrete for further reference. We consider five
versions of abductive explanations making up the following styles: plain, consistent, explanatory, minimal and preferential, defined as follows:
Abductive Explanatory Styles
Given Θ (a set of formulae) and ϕ (a sentence), α is an abductive explanation if:
Plain :
(i) Θ, α |= ϕ.
Consistent :
(i) Θ, α |= ϕ,
(ii) Θ, α consistent.
Explanatory :
(i) Θ, α |= ϕ,
(ii) Θ |= ϕ,
(iii) α |= ϕ.
Minimal :
(i) Θ, α |= ϕ,
(ii) α is the weakest such abductive explanation (not equal to Θ → ϕ).
Preferential :
(i) Θ, α |= ϕ,
(ii) α is the best abductive explanation according to some given preferential ordering.

We can form other combinations, of course, but these will already exhibit
many characteristic phenomena. Note that these requirements do not depend
on classical consequence. For instance, in Chapter 5, the consistency and
the explanatory requirements work just as well for statistical inference. The
former then also concerns the explanandum ϕ. (For, in probabilistic reasoning
it is possible to infer two contradictory conclusions even when the premisses
are consistent.) The latter helps capture when an explanation helps raise the
probability of the explanandum.
A full version of abduction would make the formula to be abduced part of the
derivation, consistent, explanatory, and the best possible one. However, instead
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of incorporating all these conditions at once, we shall consider them one by
one. Doing so clarifies the kind of restriction each requirement adds to the
notion of plain abduction. Our standard versions will base these requirements
on classical consequence underneath. But we also look briefly toward the end at
versions involving other notions of consequence. We will find that our various
notions of abduction have advantages, but also drawbacks, such as an increase
of complexity for explanatory reasoning as compared with classical inference.
Up to now, we can say that abductive inference may be characterized by
reversed deduction plus additional conditions. However, is this all we can say
about the logic of abduction? This definition does not really capture the rationality principles behind this type of reasoning, like its non-monotonic feature
we have talked about.
In what follows, our aim is to present the characterization of abductive inference from the structural perspective we introduced earlier in this chapter.
This approach has become popular across a range of non-standard logics. Our
systematic analysis will explore different abductive styles from this perspective.

4.

Abductive Explanatory Inference:
Structural Characterization
Consistent Abductive Explanatory Inference
We recall the definition:
Θ | α ⇒ ϕ iff
(i) Θ, α |= ϕ
(ii) Θ, α are consistent

The first thing to notice is that the two items to the left behave symmetrically:
Θ|α⇒ϕ

iff

α|Θ⇒ϕ

Indeed, in this case, we may technically simplify matters to a binary format
after all: X ⇒ C , in which X stands for the conjunction of Θ and α, and C
for ϕ. To bring these in line with the earlier-mentioned structural analysis of
nonclassical logics, we view X as a finite sequence X1 . . . , Xk of formulas and
C as a single conclusion.

Classical Structural Rules
Of the structural rules for classical consequence, contraction and permutation
hold for consistent abduction. But reflexivity, monotonicity and cut fail, witness
by the following counterexamples:
Reflexivity: p ∧ ¬p ⇒ p ∧ ¬p
Monotonicity: p ⇒ p, but p, ¬p ⇒ p
Cut: p, ¬q ⇒ p, and p, q ⇒ q, but p, ¬q, q ⇒ q
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New Structural Rules
Here are some restricted versions of the above failed rules, and some others that
are valid for consistent abduction:
1 Conditional Reflexivity

(CR)
X⇒B
X ⇒ Xi

2 Simultaneous Cut

1≤i≤k

(SC)

A1 , . . . , Ak ⇒ B
U ⇒ A1 . . . U ⇒ Ak
U ⇒B
3 Conclusion Consistency

(CC)

U ⇒ A1 . . . U ⇒ Ak
A1 , . . . , Ak ⇒ Ai

1≤i≤k

These rules state the following. Conditional Reflexivity requires that the
sequence X derive something else (X ⇒ B), as this ensures consistency.
Simultaneous Cut is a combination of Cut and Contraction in which the sequent
A1 , . . . , Ak may be omitted in the conclusion when each of its elements Ai
is consistently derived by U and this one in its turn consistently derives B.
Conclusion Consistency says that a sequent A1 , . . . , Ak implies its elements
if each of these are implied consistently by something (U arbitrary), which is
another form of reflexivity.
Proposition 2 These rules are sound for consistent abduction.
Proof. In each of these three cases, it is easy to check by simple set-theoretic reasoning that the corresponding classical consequence holds. Therefore, the only thing to
be checked is that the premisses mentioned in the conclusions of these rules must be
consistent. For Conditional Reflexivity, this is because X already consistently implied
something. For Simultaneous Cut, this is because U already consistently implied something. Finally, for Conclusion Consistency, the reason is that U must be consistent, and

it is contained in the intersection of all the Ai , which is therefore consistent, too.

A Representation Theorem
The given structural rules in fact characterize consistent abduction:
Proposition 3 A consequence relation satisfies structural rules 1 (CR), 2 (SC),
3 (CC) iff it is representable in the form of consistent abduction.
Proof. Soundness of the rules was proved above. Now consider the completeness
direction. Let ⇒ be any abstract relation satisfying 1, 2, 3. Define for any proposition
A,
A∗ = {X | X ⇒ A}
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We now show the following statement of adequacy for this representation:
Claim. A1 , . . . , Ak ⇒ B
iff
∅ ⊂ A∗1 ∩ . . . ∩ A∗k ⊆ B ∗ .
Proof. ‘Only if’. Since A1 , . . . , Ak ⇒ B, by Rule 1 (CR) we have A1 , . . . , Ak ⇒ Ai
(1 ≤ i ≤ k). Therefore, A1 , . . . , Ak ∈ A∗i , for each i with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, which gives the
proper inclusion. Next, let U be any sequence in the intersection of all A∗i , for 1, . . . , k.
That is, U ⇒ A1 , . . . , U ⇒ Ak . By Rule 2 (SC), U ⇒ B, i.e. U ∈ B ∗ , and we have
shown the second inclusion.

‘If’. Using the assumption of non-emptiness, let, say, U ∈ A∗i , for 1, . . . , k. i.e.
(1 ≤ i ≤ k). By
U ⇒ A1 , . . . , U ⇒ Ak . By Rule 3 (CC), A1 , . . . , Ak ⇒ Ai
the second inclusion then, A1 , . . . , Ak ∈ B ∗ . By the definition of the function *, this

means that A1 , . . . , Ak ⇒ B.

More Familiar Structural Rules
The above principles characterize consistent abduction. Even so, there are
more familiar structural rules that are valid as well, including modified forms
of Monotonicity and Cut. For instance, it is easy to see that ⇒ satisfies a form
of modified monotonicity: B may be added as a premisse if this addition does
not endanger consistency. And the latter may be shown by their ‘implying’ any
conclusion:
Modified Monotonicity:
X⇒A
X, B ⇒ C
X, B ⇒ A
As this was not part of the above list, we expect some derivation from the
above principles. And indeed there exists one:
Modified Monotonicity Derivation:
X, B ⇒ C
1
X⇒A
X, B ⇒ Xi s
X, B ⇒ A

2

These derivations also help in seeing how one can reason perfectly well with
non-classical structural rules. Another example is the following valid form of
Modified Cut:
Modified Cut
X⇒A

U, A, V ⇒ B
U, X, V ⇒ C
U, X, V ⇒ B

This may be derived as follows:
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Modified Cut Derivation

U, X, V ⇒ C
U, X, V ⇒ U  s, V  s

U, X, V ⇒ C
U, X, V ⇒ Xi s
1

1

X⇒A

2

U, X, V ⇒ A
U, X, V ⇒ B

U, A, V ⇒ B

2

Finally, we check some classically structural rules that do remain valid as
they stand, showing the power of Rule (3):

Permutation
X, A, B, Y ⇒ X
X, B, A, Y ⇒ X

X, A, B, Y ⇒ C
X, A, B, Y ⇒ A X, A, B, Y ⇒ B
X, B, A, Y ⇒ B X, B, A, Y ⇒ A

X, A, B, Y ⇒ Y
X, B, A, Y ⇒ Y

1
3

X, A, B, Y ⇒ C

X, B, A, Y ⇒ C

2

Contraction (one sample case)
X, A, A, Y ⇒ B
1
X, A, A, Y ⇒ Xi s, A, Yi s
3
X, A, A, Y ⇒ B
X, A, Y ⇒ Xi s, A, Yi s
X, A, Y ⇒ B

2

Thus, consistent abductive inference defined as classical consequence plus
the consistency requirement has appropriate forms of reflexivity, monotonicity,
and cut for which it is assured that the premisses remain consistent. Permutation
and contraction are not affected by the consistency requirement, therefore the
classical forms remain valid. More generally, the preceding examples show
simple ways of modifying all classical structural principles by putting in one
extra premisse ensuring consistency.
Simple as it is, our characterization of this notion of inference does provide a
complete structural description of Bolzano’s notion of deducibility introduced
earlier in this chapter (section 3.3).

Explanatory Abductive (Explanatory) Inference
Explanatory abductive explanatory inference (explanatory abduction, for
short)was defined as plain abduction (Θ, α |= ϕ) plus two conditions of necessity (Θ |= ϕ) and insufficiency (α |= ϕ). However, we will consider a weaker
version (which only considers the former condition) and analyze its structural
rules. This is actually somewhat easier from a technical viewpoint. The full
version remains of general interest though, as it describes the ‘necessary collaboration’ of two premisses set to achieve a conclusion. It will be analyzed further
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in chapter 5 in connection with philosophical models of scientific explanation.
We rephrase our notion as:
Weak Explanatory Abduction:
Θ | α ⇒ ϕ iff
(i) Θ, α |= ϕ
(ii) Θ |= ϕ

The first thing to notice is that we must leave the binary format of premisses
and conclusion. This notion is non-symmetric, as Θ and α have different roles.
Given such a ternary format, we need a more finely grained view of structural
rules. For instance, there are now two kinds of monotonicity, one when a
formula is added to the explanations and the other one when it is added to the
theory:
Monotonicity for Abductive Explanations:
Θ|α⇒ϕ
Θ | α, A ⇒ ϕ
Monotonicity for Theories:
Θ|α⇒ϕ
Θ, A | α ⇒ ϕ
The former is valid, but the latter is not. (A counterexample is: p | q, r ⇒ q
but p, q | q, r ⇒ q). Monotonicity for explanations states that an explanation
for a fact does not get invalidated when we strengthen it, as long as the theory
is not modified.
Here are some valid principles for weak explanatory abduction.
Weak Explanatory Reflexivity
Θ|α⇒ϕ
Θ|ϕ⇒ϕ
Weak Explanatory Cut
Θ | α, β ⇒ ϕ
Θ|α⇒β
Θ|α⇒ϕ
In addition, the classical forms of contraction and permutation are valid
on each side of the bar. Of course, one should not permute elements of the
theory with those in the explanation slot, or vice versa. We conjecture that
the given principles completely characterize the weak explanatory abduction
notion, when used together with the above valid form of monotonicity.
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Structural Rules with Connectives
Pure structural rules involve no logical connectives. Nevertheless, there are
natural connectives that may be used in the setting of abductive consequence.
For instance, all Boolean operations can be used in their standard meaning.
These, too, will give rise to valid principles of inference. In particular, the
following well-known classical laws hold for all notions of abductive inference
studied so far:
Disjunction of Θ-antecedents:
Θ1 | A ⇒ ϕ
Θ2 | A ⇒ ϕ
Θ1 ∨ Θ2 | A ⇒ ϕ
Conjunction of Consequents
Θ | A ⇒ ϕ2
Θ | A ⇒ ϕ1
Θ | A ⇒ ϕ1 ∧ ϕ 2
These rules will play a role in our proposed calculus for abduction, as we
will show later on.
Another way of expressing monotonicity with the aid of negation and classical derivability is as follows:
Monotonicity:
Θ|α⇒ϕ
Θ | α  ¬β
Θ | α, β ⇒ ϕ
We conclude a few brief points on the other versions of abduction on our list.
We have not undertaken to characterize these in any technical sense.

Minimal and Preferential Abductive Explanatory Inference
Consider our versions of ‘minimal’ abduction. One said that Θ, α |= ϕ and
α is the weakest such explanation. By contrast, preferential abduction said that
Θ, α |= ϕ and α is the best explanation according to some given preferential
ordering. For the former, with the exception of the above disjunction rule for
antecedents, no other rule that we have seen is valid. But it does satisfy the
following form of transitivity:
Transitivity for Minimal Abduction:
Θ|α⇒ϕ
Θ|β⇒α
Θ|β⇒ϕ
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For preferential abduction, on the other hand, no structural rule formulated so
far is valid. The reason is that the relevant preference order amongst formulas,
in itself needs to be captured in the formulation of our inference rules. A valid
formulation of monotonicity would then be something along the following lines:
Monotonicity for Preferential Abduction:
Θ|α⇒ϕ
α, β < α
Θ | α, β ⇒ ϕ
In our opinion, this is no longer a structural rule, since it adds a mathematical
relation (< for a preferential order) that cannot in general be expressed in terms
of the consequence itself. This is a point of debate, however, and its solution
depends on what each logic artisan is willing to represent in a logic. In any
case, this format is beyond what we will study in this book.

Structural Rules for Nonstandard Inference
All abductive versions so far had classical consequence underneath. In this
section, we briefly explore structural behaviour when the underlying notion of
inference is non standard, as in preferential entailment. Moreover, we throw in
some words about structural rules for abduction in logic programming, and for
induction.

Preferential Reasoning
Interpreting the inferential parameter as preferential entailment means that
Θ, α ⇒ ϕ if (only) the most preferred models of Θ ∪ α are included in the
models of ϕ. This leads to a completely different set of structural rules. Here
are some valid examples, transcribed into our ternary format from [KLM90]:
Θ, α ⇒ α

Reflexivity:
Cautious Monotonicity:

Θ|α⇒β
Θ|α⇒γ
Θ | α, β ⇒ γ
Cut:

Disjunction:

Θ | α, β ⇒ γ
α⇒β
Θ|α⇒γ
Θ|α⇒ϕ
Θ|β⇒ϕ
Θ|α∨β ⇒ϕ
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It is interesting to see in greater detail what happens to these rules when
we add our further conditions of ‘consistency’ and ‘explanation’. In all, what
happens is merely that we get structural modifications similar to those found
earlier on for classical consequence. Thus, a choice for a preferential proof
engine, rather than classical consequence, seems orthogonal to the behavior of
abduction.

Structural rules for Prolog Computation
An analysis via structural rules may be also performed for notions of ⇒ with
a more procedural flavor. In particular, the earlier-mentioned case of Prolog
computation obeys clear structural rules (cf. [vBe92, Kal95, Min90]). Their
format is somewhat different from classical ones, as one needs to represent
more of the Prolog program structure for premisses, including information on
rule heads. (Also, Kalsbeek [Kal95] gives a complete calculus of structural
rules for logic programming including such control devices as the cut operator
!). The characteristic expressions of a Gentzen style sequent calculus for these
systems (in the reference above) are sequents of the form [P ] ⇒ ϕ, where P
is a (propositional, Horn clause) program and ϕ is an atom. A failure of a
goal is expressed as [P ] ⇒ ¬ϕ (meaning that ϕ finitely fails). In this case,
valid monotonicity rules must take account of the place in which premisses are
added, as Prolog is sensitive to the order of its program clauses. Thus, of the
following rules, the first one is valid, but the second one is not:
Right Monotonicity

Left Monotonicity

[P ] ⇒ ϕ
[P ; β] ⇒ ϕ
[P ] ⇒ ϕ
[β; P ] ⇒ ϕ

Counterexample: β = ϕ ← ϕ
The question of complete structural calculi for abductive logic programming
will not be addressed in this book, we will just mention that a natural rule for
an ‘abductive update’ is as follows:
Atomic Abductive Update
[P ] ⇒ ¬ϕ
[P ; ϕ] ⇒ ϕ
We will briefly return to structural rules for abduction as a process in the next
chapter.
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Structural Rules For Induction
Unlike abduction, enumerative induction is a type of inference that explains a
set of observations, and makes a prediction for further ones (cf. our discussion
in chapter 2). Our previous rule for conjunction of consequents already suggests
how to give an account for further observations, provided that we interpret the
commas below as conjunction amongst formulae (in the usual Gentzen calculus,
commas to the right are interpreted rather as disjunctions):
α ⇒ ϕ1
α ⇒ ϕ2
α ⇒ ϕ1 , ϕ 2

That is, an inductive explanation α for ϕ1 remains an explanation when a
formula ϕ2 is added, provided that α also accounts for it separately. Note that
this rule is a kind of monotonicity, but this time the increase is on the conclusion
set rather than on the premisse set. More generally, an inductive explanation α
for a set of formulae remains valid for more input data ψ when it explains it:
(Inductive) Monotonicity on Observations
Θ | α ⇒ ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn
Θ|α⇒ψ
Θ | α ⇒ ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn , ψ
In order to put forward a set of rules characterizing inductive explanation,
a further analysis of its properties should be made, and this falls beyond the
scope of this thesis. What we anticipate however, is that a study of enumerative
induction from a structural point of view will bring yet another twist to the
standard structural analysis, that of giving an account of changes in conclusions.

Further Logical Issues
Our analysis so far has only scratched the surface of a broader field. In this
section we discuss a number of more technical logical aspects of abductive styles
of inference. This identifies further issues that seem relevant to understanding
the logical properties of abduction.

Completeness
The usual completeness theorems have the following form:
Θ |= ϕ

Θϕ

iff

With our ternary format, we would expect some similar equivalence, with a
possibly different treatment of premisses on different sides of the comma:
Θ, α |= ϕ

iff

Θ, α  ϕ

Can we get such completeness results for any of the abductive versions we
have described so far? Here are two extremes.
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The representation arguments for the above characterizations of abduction
may be reworked into completeness theorems of a very simple kind. (This
works just as in [vBe96a], chapter 7). In particular, for consistent abduction,
our earlier argument essentially shows that Θ, α ⇒ ϕ follows from a set of
ternary sequents Φ iff it can be derived from Φ using only the derivation rules
(CR), (SC), (CC) above.
These representation arguments may be viewed as ‘poor man’s completeness
proofs’, for a language without logical operators. Richer languages arise by
adding operators, and completeness arguments need corresponding ‘upgrading’
of the representations used. (Cf. [Kur95] for an elaborate analysis of this
upward route for the case of categorial and relevance logics. [Gro95] considers
the same issue in detail for dynamic styles of inference.) At some level, no more
completeness theorems are to be expected. The complexity of the desired proof
theoretical notion  will usually be recursively enumerable (Σ01 ). But, our later
analysis will show that, with a predicate-logical language, the complexity of
semantic abduction |= will become higher than that. The reason is that it mixes
derivability with non-derivability (because of the consistency condition).
So, our best chance for achieving significant completeness is with an intermediate language, like that of propositional logic. In that case, abduction
is still decidable, and we may hope to find simple proof rules for it as well.
(Cf. [Tam94] for the technically similar enterprise of completely axiomatizing
simultaneous ‘proofs’ and ‘fallacies’ in propositional logic.) Can we convert
our representation arguments into full-fledged completeness proofs when we
add propositional operators ¬, ∧, ∨? We have already seen that we do get
natural valid principles like disjunction of antecedents and conjunction of consequents. However, there is no general method that connects a representational
result into more familiar propositional completeness arguments. A case of successful (though non-trivial) transfer is in [Kan93], but essential difficulties are
identified in [Gro95].
Instead of solving the issue of completeness here, we merely propose the
following axioms and rules for a sequent calculus for consistent abduction
(which we label as |=c ) in what follows:
Axiom: p |=c p
Rules for Conjunction:
∧1

Θ |=c ϕ1 ,
Θ |=c ϕ2
Θ |=c ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2

The following are valid provided that α, ψ are formulas with only positive
propositional letters:
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∧2

α |=c α
ψ |=c ψ
α, ψ |=c α
∧3

α, ψ |=c ϕ
α ∧ ψ |=c ϕ

Rules For Disjunction:
∨1

Θ1 |=c ϕ
Θ2 |=c ϕ
Θ1 ∨ Θ2 |=c ϕ
∨2

Θ |=c ϕ
Θ |=c ϕ ∨ ψ

∨3

Θ |=c ϕ
Θ |=c ψ ∨ ϕ

Rules for Negation:
¬1

¬2

Θ, A |=c ϕ
Θ |=c ϕ ∨ ¬A

Θ |=c ϕ ∨ A
Θ ∧ ¬A |=c ψ
Θ ∧ ¬A |=c ϕ

It is easy to see that these rules are sound on the interpretation of |= as
consistent abduction. This calculus is already unlike most usual logical systems,
though. First of all there is no substitution rule, as p |= p is an axiom, whereas
in general ψ |= ψ unless ψ has only positive propositional letters, in which
case it is proved to be consistent. By itself, this is not dramatic (for instance,
several modal logics exist without a valid substitution rule), but it is certainly
uncommon. Moreover, note that the rules which “move things to the left" (¬2 )
are different from their classical counterparts, and others (∧3 ) are familiar but
here a condition to ensure consistency is added. Even so, one can certainly do
practical work with a calculus like this.
For instance, all valid principles of classical propositional logic that do not
involve negations are derivable here. Semantically, this makes sense, as positive
formulas are always consistent without special precautions. On the other hand,
it is easy to check that the calculus provides no proof for a typically invalid
sequent like p ∧ ¬p |= p ∧ ¬p8 .
8 The

reason is that their cut-free classical proofs (satisfying the subformula property) involve only conjunction and disjunction - for which we have the standard rules.
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Digression:
A general semantic view of abductive explanatory consequence
Speaking generally, we can view a ternary inference relation Θ | α ⇒ ϕ as a
ternary relation C (T, A, F) between sets of models for, respectively, Θ, α, and
ϕ. What structural rules do is constrain these relations to just a subclass of all
possibilities. (This type of analysis has analogies with the theory of generalized
quantifiers in natural language semantics. It may be found in [vBe84a] on the
model theory of verisimilitude, or in [vBe96b] on general consequence relations
in the philosophy of science.) When enough rules are imposed we may represent
a consequence relation by means of simpler notions, involving only part of the
a priori relevant 23 = 8 “regions" of models induced by our three argument
sets.
In this light, the earlier representation arguments might even be enhanced by
including logical operators. We merely provide an indication. It can be seen
easily that, in the presence of disjunction, our explanatory abduction satisfies
full Boolean ‘Distributivity’ for its abducible argument αi :
Θ|



i

αi ⇒ ϕ

iff

for some i, Θ | αi ⇒ ϕ.

Principles like this can be used to reduce the complexity of a consequence
relation. For instance, the predicate argument A may now be reduced to a point
wise one, as any set A is the union of all singletons {a} with a ∈ A.

Complexity
Our next question addresses the complexity of different versions of abduction.
Non-monotonic logics may be better than classical ones for modelling common
sense reasoning and scientific inquiry. But their gain in expressive power usually
comes at the price of higher complexity, and abduction is no exception. Our
interest is then to briefly compare the complexity of abduction to that of classical
logic. We have no definite results here, but we do have some conjectures. In
particular, we look at consistent abduction, beginning with predicate logic.
Predicate-logical validity is undecidable by Church’s Theorem. Its exact
complexity is Σ01 (the validities are recursively enumerable, but not recursive).
(To understand this outcome, think of the equivalent assertion of derivability:
“there exists a P: P is a proof for ϕ".) More generally, Σ (or Π) notation refers to
the usual prenex forms for definability of notions in the Arithmetical Hierarchy.
Complexity is measured here by looking at the quantifier prenex, followed by a
decidable matrix predicate. A subscript n indicates n quantifier changes in the
prenex. (If a notion is both Σn and Πn , it is called ∆n .) The complementary
notion of satisfiability is also undecidable, being definable in the form Π01 . Now,
abductive consequence moves further up in this hierarchy.
In order to show that consistent abduction is not ∆02 -complete we have the
following. The statement that “Θ, α is consistent” is Π01 , while the statement that
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“Θ, α |= ϕ” is Σ01 (cf. the above observations). Therefore, their conjunction
may be written, using well-known prenex operations, in either of the following
forms:
∃∀DEC

or

∀∃DEC.

∆02 .

This analysis gives an upper bound
Hence consistent abduction is in
only. But we cannot do better than this. So it is also a lower bound. For the
sake of reductio, suppose that consistent abduction were Σ01 . Then we could
reduce satisfiability of any formula B effectively to the abductive consequence
B, B ⇒ B, and hence we would have that satisfiability is also Σ01 . But then,
Post’s Theorem says that a notion which is both Σ01 and Π01 must be decidable.
This is a contradiction, and hence Θ, α ⇒ ϕ is not Σ01 . Likewise, consistent
abduction cannot be Π01 , because of another reduction: this time from the
validity of any formula B to True, True ⇒ B.
Consistent abduction is not ∆02 -complete. Although it is in ∆02 and is not Π01 ,
the latter is not sufficient to prove its hardness and thereby completeness, for that
we would have to show that every ∆02 predicate may be reduced to consistent
abduction, and we can only prove that it can be written as a conjunction of Σ01
and Π01 , showing that it belongs to a relatively simple part of ∆02 .
By similar arguments we can show that the earlier weak explanatory abduction is in ∆02 – and the same holds for other variants that we considered.
Therefore, our strategy in this chapter of adding amendments to classical consequence is costly, as it increases its complexity. On the other hand, we seem
to pay the price just once. It makes no difference with respect to complexity whether we add one or all of the abductive requirements at once. We do
not have similar results about the cases with minimality and preference, as their
complexity will depend on the complexity of our (unspecified) preference order.
Complexity may be lower in a number of practically important cases. First,
consider poorer languages. In particular, for propositional logic, all our notions
of abduction remain obviously decidable. Nevertheless, their fine-structure will
be different. Propositional satisfiability is NP-complete, while validity is CoNP-complete.
Another direction would restrict attention to useful fragments of predicate
logic. For example, universal clauses without function symbols have a decidable
consequence problem. Therefore we have the following:
Proposition 4 All our notions of abductive explanatory inference are decidable
over universal clauses.

Finally, complexity as measured in the above sense may miss out on some
good features of abductive reasoning, such as possible natural bounds on search
space for abducibles. A very detailed study on the complexity of logic-based
abduction which takes into account different kinds of theories (propositional,
clausal, Horn) as well as several minimality measures are found in [EG95].
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The Role of Language
Our notions of abduction all work for arbitrary formulas, and hence they have no
bias toward any special formal language. But in practice, we can often do with
simpler forms. E.g., observations ϕ will often be atoms, and the same holds for
explanations α. Here are a few observations showing what may happen.
Syntactic restrictions may make for ‘special effects’. For instance, our discussion of minimal abduction contained ‘Carnap’s trick’, which shows that the
choice of α = Θ → ϕ will always do for a minimal solution. But notice that
this trivialization no longer works when only atomic explanations are allowed.
Here is another example. Let Θ consist of propositional Horn clauses only.
In that case, we can determine the minimal abduction for an atomic conclusion
directly. A simple example will demonstrate the general method:
Let Θ = {q ∧ r → s, p ∧ s → q, p ∧ t → q} and ϕ = {q}
q ∧ r → s, p ∧ s → q, p ∧ t → q, α? ⇒ q
(i) Θ, α |= ((p ∧ s → q) ∧ (p ∧ t → q)) → q
(ii) Θ, α |= (p ∧ s) ∨ (p ∧ t) ∨ q

That is, first make the conjunction of all formulas in Θ having q for head
and construct the implication to q (i), obtaining a formula which is already
an abductive solution (a slightly simpler form than Θ → ϕ).Then construct
an equivalent simpler formula (ii) of which each disjunct is also an abductive
solution. (Note that one of them is the trivial one). Thus, it is relatively easier
to perform this process over a simple theory rather than having to engage in a
complicated reasoning process to produce abductive explanations.
Finally, we mention another partly linguistic, partly ontological issue that
comes up naturally in abduction. As philosophers of science have observed,
there seems to be a natural distinction between ‘individual facts’ and ‘general
laws’ in explanation. Roughly speaking, the latter belong to the theory Θ, while
the former occur as explananda and explanantia. But intuitively, the logical basis for this distinction does not seem to lie in syntax, but rather in the nature of
things. How could we make such a distinction? ([Fla95] mentions this issue
as one of the major open questions in understanding abduction, and even its
implementations.) Here is what we think has to be the way to go. Explanations
are sought in some specific situation, where we can check specific facts. Moreover, we adduce general laws, not tied to this situation, which involve general
reasoning about the kind of situation that we are in. The latter picture is not
what is given to us by classical logic. We would rather have to think of a mixed
situation (as in, say, the computer program Tarski’s World, cf. [BE93]), where
we have two sources of information. One is direct querying of the current
situation, the other general deduction (provided that it is sound with respect
to this situation.) The proper format for abduction then becomes a mixture of
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‘theorem proving’ and ‘model checking’ (cf. [SUM96]). Unfortunately, this
would go far beyond the bounds of this book.

5.
Discussion and Conclusions
Is Abductive Explanatory Inference a Logical System?
The notion of abduction as a logical inference goes back to Peirce’s distinction into kinds of logical reasoning, in which abduction plays the role of
hypothetical inference. Therefore, its certainty is low and its non-monotonicity
high. Though these aspects make it difficult to be handled, it is certainly a
logical system of its own kind, which may be classified of the inductive type
within Haack’s approach9 . It shares the language with classical logic and abductive conclusions are not valid by only means of the classical consequence
(but abduction may have the underlying consequence relation of the deductive
type). It can even be somewhat identified with the second characterization of
induction, namely in which it is improbable ‘supposing’/given that the ‘hypotheses’/premisses are true that the conclusion is false, and therefore we can
assert that the conclusion is true in a tentative way. But abduction may also
be classified as a deviant system, such as in the explanatory abductive version,
in which the premisses really contribute for asserting the conclusion, they are
relevant in a way to the conclusion. In other words, the language is the same,
but the consequence relation is more demanding to the conclusion.
The various types of abductive explanatory styles in a larger universe of other
deductive and inductive systems of logic naturally commits us to a pluralistic
and a global view of logic, such as Haack’s own position, in which there is
a variety of logical systems which rather than competing and being rival to
each other, they are complementary in that each of them has a specific notion
of validity corresponding to an extra-systematic one and a rigorous way for
validating arguments, for it makes sense to speak of a logical system as correct
or incorrect, having several of them. And finally, the global view states for
abduction that it must aspire to global application, irrespective of subject-matter,
and thus found in scientific reasoning and in common sense reasoning alike.

Abductive Explanatory Inference as a Structured Logical
Inference
Studying abduction as a kind of logical inference has provided much more
detail to the broad schema in the previous chapters. Different conditions for
a formula to count as a genuine explanation, gave rise to different abductive
styles of inference. Moreover, the latter can be used over different underlying

9 Although Haack does not include explicitly abduction in her classification, she admits her existence [Haa78,

page 12n].
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notions of consequence (classical, preferential, statistical). The resulting abductive explanatory logics have links with existing proposals in the philosophy
of science, and even further back in time, with Bolzano’s notion of deducibility.
They tend to be non-monotonic in nature. Further logical analysis of some
key examples revealed many further structural rules. In particular, consistent
abduction was completely characterized. Finally, we have discussed possible
complete systems for special kinds of abduction, as well as the complexity of
abduction in general.
The analysis of abductive explanatory inference at such an abstract metalogical level, has allowed for an outlook from a purely structural perspective.
We have taken its bare bones and study its consequence type with respect to
itself (reflexivity), to the ability to handle new information (monotonicity), to
the loss of repeated information (contraction), to the order in which premisses
appear (permutation) and to the ability of handling chains of arguments (cut).
In short, we tested abductive inference with respect to its ability to react to a
changing world. As it turned out, none of the above properties were really an
issue for plain abduction, for it is ruled by classical consequence, and therefore
observes the same behaviour as that of classical reasoning. It easily allows
reflexivity and new information does not invalidate in any way previous one.
Moreover, in plain abduction premisse order does not affect the outcome of
reasoning. Finally, cut is an easy rule to follow. In contrast, consistent abduction is not even classically reflexive, Still, every formula that in turn explains
consistently (or it is explained consistently by something else) is reflexive, and
thus ensuring that consistency is preserved. Consistent abduction is also very
sensitive to the growth of information, as inconsistent information cannot come
in at all. But if the new data explains something else together with the theory,
then it is possible to add it as new information. Finally, consistent abduction
also handles a somewhat sophisticated kind of cut, giving thus a way to chain
the arguments. The only rules, which these two types of abductive reasoning
share, are contraction of repeated formulae and permutation.
Here is what we consider the main outcomes of our analysis. We can see abductive explanatory inference as a more structured form of consequence, whose
behavior is different from classical logic, but which still has clear inferential
structure. The modifications of classical structural rules, which arise in this
process, may even be of interest by themselves – and we see this whole area as
a new challenge to logicians. Note that we did not locate the ‘logical’ character
of abduction in any specific set of (modified) structural rules. If pressed, we
would say that some modified versions of Reflexivity, Monotonicity and Cut
seem essential – but we have not been able to find a single formulation that
would stand once and for all. (Cf. [Gab94a] and [Gab94b] for a fuller discussion of the latter point.) Another noteworthy point was our ternary format of
inference, which gives different roles to the theory and explanation on the one
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hand, and to the conclusion on the other. This leads to finer-grained views of
inference rules, whose interest has been demonstrated.

Abductive Explanatory Inference and Geometries
Nevertheless, the structural characterization we have proposed still leaves a
question unanswered, namely, in what sense an structural characterization leads
to a logic, to a full syntactic or semantic characterization. Even more, despite
the technical results presented, some readers may still doubt whether abductive
reasoning can be considered really logical, perhaps it is more appropriate to
render it as a special type of reasoning. After all, by accepting abductive
reasoning as logical we are accepting a system that only produces tentative
conclusions and not certainties as it is the case for classical reasoning. Let me
precise these questions as follows:
1 In what sense the structural characterization of consistent abduction does
lead to its logic?
2 Are non-classical inferences, such as abduction, really logical?
Regarding the first of these questions, its answer concerns a mathematical
technical problem. That is, it implies a reformulation of the representation
theorem into a completeness theorem, for a logical language without operators
(recall that structural rules are pure, they have no connectives). Furthermore,
a syntactic characterization of abduction requires the extension of the logical
language, to include axioms and operators in order to formulate rules with
connectives and so construct an adequate logical abductive calculi. This way
to proceed, which is to obtain a syntax out of an structural characterization, has
been explored with success for other logics, such as dynamic, relevance and
categorial. Regarding a semantics for abduction, there is also some exploratory
work in this direction, using an extended version of semantic tableaux (cf.
next chapter). However, I conjecture that an abductive version such as the one
allowing all conditions at once does produce a logic that is incomplete.
Regarding the second question, its answer concerns a terminological question of what we want to denote by the term logic. Although structural analysis
of consequence has proved very fruitful and has even been proposed as a distinguished enterprise of Descriptive Logic in [Fla95], many logicians remain
doubtful, and withhold the status of bona fide ‘logical inference’ to the products
of non-standard styles.
This situation is somewhat reminiscent of the emergence of non-euclidean
geometries in the nineteenth century. Euclidean geometry was thought of as the
one and only geometry until the fifth postulate (the parallel axiom) was rejected,
giving rise to new geometries. Most prominently, the one by Lobachevsky ,
which admits of more than one parallel, and the one by Riemann admitting
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none. The legitimacy of these geometries was initially doubted but their impact
gradually emerged10 . In our context, it is not geometry but styles of reasoning
that occupy the space, and there is not one postulate under critical scrutiny,
but several. Rejecting monotonicity gives rise to the family of non-monotonic
logics, and rejecting permutation leads to styles of dynamic inference. Linear
logics on the other hand, are created by rejecting contraction. All these alternative logics might get their empirical vindication, too – as reflecting different
modes of human reasoning.
Whether non-classical modes of reasoning are really logical is like asking if
non-euclidean geometries are really geometries. The issue is largely terminological, and we might decide – as Quine did on another occasion (cf.[Qui61])
– to just give conservatives the word ‘logic’ for the more narrowly described
variety, using the word ‘reasoning’ or some other suitable substitute for the
wider brands. In any case, an analysis in terms of structural rules does help us
to bring to light interesting features of abduction, logical or not.

Conclusions
Summarizing, we have shown that abduction can be studied with profit as
a purely logical notion of inference. Of course, we have not exhausted this
viewpoint here – but we must leave its full exploration to other logicians. Also,
we do not claim that this analysis exhausts all essential features of abduction, as
discussed in chapter 2. To the contrary, there are clear limitations to what our
present perspective can achieve. While we were successful in characterizing
what an explanation is, and even show how it should behave inferentially under
addition or deletion of information, the generation of abductive explanations
was not discussed at all. The latter procedural enterprise is the topic of our
next chapter. Another clear limitation is our restriction to the case of ‘novelty’,
where there is no conflict between the theory and the observation. For the case
of ‘anomaly’, we need to go into theory revision, as will happen in chapter 8.
That chapter will also resume some threads from the present one, including a full
version of abduction, in which all our cumulative conditions are incorporated.
The latter will be needed for our discussion of Hempel’s deductive-nomological
model of explanation.

Related Work
Abduction has been recognized as a non-monotonic logic but with few exceptions, no study has been made to characterize it as a logical inference. In
[Kon90] a general theory of abduction is defined as classical inference with

10 The

analogy with logic can be carried even further, as these new geometries were sometimes labeled
‘meta-geometries’.
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the additional conditions of consistency and minimality, and it is proved to be
implied by Reiter’s causal theories [Rei87], in which a diagnosis is a minimal
set of abnormalities that is consistent with the observed behaviour of a system.
Abduction is also proposed as a procedural mechanism in which the input Q
is an abductive stimulus (goal), and we are interested in ∆ such that ∆ + ∆
explains Q (with some suitable underlying inference) [Gab94b, p. 199].
Another approach, closer to our own, though developed independently, is
found in Peter Flach’s PhD dissertation “Conjectures: an inquiry concerning
the logic of induction” [Fla95], which we will now briefly describe and compare
to our work (some of what follows is based on a more recent version of his
proposal [Fla96a].)

Flach’s logic of induction
Flach’s thesis is concerned with a logical study of conjectural reasoning, complemented with an application to relational databases. An inductive consequence relation ≺ (≺⊆ LxL, L a propositional language) is a set of formulae;
α ≺ β interpreted as “β is a possible inductive hypothesis that explains α”, or
as: “β is a possible inductive hypothesis confirmed by α”. The main reason
for this distinction is to dissolve the paradoxical situation posed by Hempel’s
adequacy conditions for confirmatory reasoning [Hem43, Hem45], namely that
in which a piece of evidence E could confirm any hypothesis whatsoever11 .
Therefore, two systems are proposed: one for the logic of confirmation and
the other for the logic of explanation, each one provided with an appropriate
representation theorem for its characterization. These two systems share a set
of inductive principles and differ mainly in that explanations may be strengthened without ceasing to be explanations (H5), and confirmed hypotheses may
be weakened without being disconfirmed (H2). To give an idea of the kind of
principles these systems share, we show two of them, the well-known principles
of verification and falsification in Philosophy of Science:
I1 If α ≺ β and |= α ∧ β → γ, then α ∧ γ ≺ β.
I2 If α ≺ β and |= α ∧ β → γ, then α ∧ ¬γ ≺ β.
They state that when a hypothesis β is tentatively concluded on the basis of
evidence α, and a prediction γ drawn from α and β is observed, then β counts
as a hypothesis for both α and γ (I1), and not for α and ¬γ (I2) (a consequence
of the latter is that reflexivity is only valid for consistent formulae).
11 This

situation arises from accepting reflexivity (H1: any observation report is confirmed by itself) and
stating on the one hand that if an observation report confirms a hypothesis, then it also confirms every
consequence of it (H2), and on the other that if an observation report confirms a hypothesis, then it also
confirms every formula logically entailing it (H5).
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Comparison to our work
Despite differences in notation and terminology, Flach’s approach is connected
to ours in several ways. Its philosophical motivation is based on Peirce and
Hempel, its methodology is also based on structural rules, and we agree that the
relationship between explananda and explanandum is a logical parameter (rather
than fixed to deduction) and on the need for complementing the logical approach
with a computational perspective. Once we get into the details however, our
proposals present some fundamental differences, from a philosophical as well
as a logical point of view.
Flach departs from Hempel’s work on confirmation [Hem43, Hem45], while
ours is based on later proposals on explanation [HO48, Hem65]. This leads to
a discrepancy in our basic principles. One example is (consistent) reflexivity;
a general inductive principle for Flach but rejected by us for explanatory abduction (since one of Hempel’s explanatory adequacy conditions imply that it
is invalid, cf. chapter 5). Note that this property reflects a more fundamental
difference between confirmation and explanation than H2 and H5: evidence
confirms itself, but it does not explain itself 12 . There are also differences in the
technical setup of our systems. Although Flach’s notion of inductive reasoning
may be viewed as a strengthened form of logical entailment, the representation of the additional conditions is explicit in the rules rather than within the
consequence relation. Nevertheless, there are interesting analogies between
the two approaches, which we must leave to future work. We conclude with
a general remark. A salient point in both our approaches is the importance of
consistency, also crucial in Hempel’s adequacy conditions both for confirmation
and explanation, and in AI approaches to abduction. Thus, Bolzano’s notion
of deducibility comes back as capturing an intrinsic property of conjectural
reasoning in general.

12 Flach

correctly points out that Hempel’s own solution to the paradox was to drop condition (H5) from his
logic of confirmation. Our observation is that the fact that Hempel later developed an independent account
for the logic of explanation [HO48, Hem65], suggests he clearly separated confirmation from explanation.
In fact his logic for the latter differs in more principles than the ones mentioned above.

Chapter 4
ABDUCTION AS COMPUTATION

1.

Introduction

Our logical analysis of abduction in the previous chapter is in a sense, purely
structural. It was possible to state how abductive explanatory logic behaves,
but not how abductive explanations are generated. In this chapter we turn to the
question of abduction as a computational process. There are several frameworks
for computing abductions; two of which are logic programming and semantic
tableaux. The former is a popular one, and it has opened a whole field of
abductive logic programming [KKT95] and [FK00]. The latter has also been
proposed for handling abduction [MP93] and [AN04], and it is our preference
here. Semantic tableaux are a well-motivated standard logical framework. But
over these structures, different search strategies can compute several versions of
abduction with the non-standard behaviour that we observed in the preceding
chapter. Moreover, we can naturally compute various kinds of abducibles:
atoms, conjunctions or even conditionals. This goes beyond the framework of
abductive logic programming, in which abducibles are atoms from a special set
of abducibles.
This chapter is naturally divided into six parts. After this introduction, in
which we give an overview of abduction as computation, in the second part
(section 2) we review the framework of semantic tableaux and propose a characterization of tableaux extensions into open, closed and semiclosed in order to
prepare the ground for the construction of abductive explanations. In the third
part (section 3) we first propose abduction as a process of tableau extension,
with each abductive version corresponding to some appropriate ‘tableau extension’ for the background theory. We then translate our abductive formulations
to the setting of semantic tableaux and propose two strategies for the generation of abductions. In the fourth part (section 4), we put forward algorithms
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to compute these different abductive versions. In particular, explanations with
complex forms are constructed from simpler ones. This allows us to identify
cases without consistent atomic explanations whatsoever. It also suggests that
in practical implementations of abduction, one can implement our views on
different abductive outcomes in chapter 2. The fifth part (section 5) discusses
further logical aspects of tableau abduction. We analyze abductive semantic
tableaux in first order logic, in particular for the case in which the corresponding
formulae (corresponding to the theory and the negation of the observation) are
finitely satisfiable but may generate infinite tableaux. Moreover, we present a
further semantic analysis, validity of structural rules as studied in chapter 3,
plus soundness and completeness of our algorithms. In the sixth and final part
of this chapter (section 6), we offer an analysis of previous sections with respect
to the scope and limitations of the tableaux treatment of abduction. We then put
forward our conclusions and present related work within the study of abduction
in semantic tableaux.
Generally speaking, this chapter shows how to implement abduction, how to
provide procedural counterparts to the abductive versions described in chapter
3. There are still further uses, though which go beyond our analysis so far.
Abduction as revision can also be implemented in semantic tableaux. Upcoming
chapters will demonstrate this, when elaborating a connection with empirical
progress in science (chapter 6) and theories of belief change in AI (chapter 8).
Our formal specification can lead to the development of algorithms which may
be further implemented as we have done elsewhere. (Cf. [Ali97] Appendix A,
for a Prolog code).

Procedural Abduction
Computational Perspectives
There are several options for treating abduction from a procedural perspective.
One is standard proof analysis, as in logical proof theory (cf. [Tro96]) or in
special logical systems that depend very much on proof-theoretic motivations,
such as relevance logic, or linear logic. Proof search via the available rules
would then be the driving force for finding abducibles. Another approach
would program purely computational algorithms to produce the various types
of abduction that we want. An intermediate possibility is logic programming,
which combines proof theory with an algorithmic flavor. The latter is more in
line with our view of abductive logic as inference plus a control strategy (cf.
chapter 2). Although we will eventually choose yet a different route toward the
latter end, we do sketch a few features of this practically important approach.
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Abducing in Logic Programming
Computation of abductions in logic programming can be formulated as the
following process. We wish to produce literals α1 , . . . , αn which, when added
to the current program P as new facts, make an earlier failed goal ϕ (the
‘surprising fact’) succeed after all via Prolog computation ⇒p :
α is an abductive explanation for query ϕ given program P if:
P ⇒p ϕ
while
α, P ⇒p ϕ

Notice that we insert the abducibles as facts into the program here - as an
aid. It is a feature of the Prolog proof search mechanism, however, that other
positions might give different derivational effects. In this chapter, we merely
state these, and other features of resolution-style theorem proving without further explanation, as our main concerns lie elsewhere. (Cf. [FK00] for several
papers on abductive logic programming).

Two Abductive Computations
Abductions are produced via the PROLOG resolution mechanism and then
checked against a set of ‘potential abducibles’. But as we just noted, there
are several ways to characterize an abductive computation, and several ways
to add a fact to a Prolog program. An approach which distinguishes between
two basic abductive procedures is found in [Sti91], who defines most specific
abduction (MSA) and least specific abduction (LSA). These differ as follows.
Via MSA only pure literals are produced as abductions, and via LSA those that
are not. A ‘pure literal’ is one which may occur both in the body of a clause as
well as in the head, whereas a ‘non-pure literal’ for a program P , is one which
cannot be resolved via any clause in the program and thus may appear only in
the body of a clause. The following example illustrates these two procedures
(it is a combination of our earlier common sense rain examples):
Program P : r ← c, w ← r, w ← s
Query q: w
MSA:
c, s
LSA:
r

This distinction is useful when we want to identify those abductions that
are ‘final causes’ (MSA) from ‘indirect causes’, which may be explained by
something else (LSA).

Structural Rules
This type of framework also lends itself to a study of logical structural rules like
in chapter 3. This time, non-standard effects may reflect computational peculiarities of our proof search procedure. (Cf. [Min90, Kal95, vBe92, Gab94b]
for more on this general phenomenon.) As for Monotonicity, we have already
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shown (cf. chapter 3) that right- but not left-insertion of new clauses in a program is valid for Prolog computation. Thus, adding an arbitrary formula at the
beginning of a program may invalidate earlier programs. (With inserting atoms,
we can be more liberal: but cf. [Kal95] for pitfalls even there.) For another
important structural rule, consider Reflexivity. It is valid in the following form:
Reflexivity: α, P ⇒p α

but invalid in the form
Reflexivity: P, α ⇒p α

Moreover, these outcomes reflect the downward computation rule of Prolog.
Other algorithms can have different structural rules1 .

2. Semantic Tableaux
The Classical Method
Tableau Construction
The logical framework of semantic tableaux is a refutation method introduced in
the 50’s independently by Beth [Bet69] and Hintikka [Hin55]. A more modern
version is found in [Smu68] and it is the one presented here, although it will be
referred to as ‘Beth’s Tableaux’. The general idea of semantic tableaux is as
follows:
To test if a formula ϕ follows from a set of premises Θ, a tableau tree for the sentences
in Θ∪{¬ϕ} is constructed, denoted by T (Θ∪{¬ϕ}). The tableau itself is a binary tree
built from its initial set of sentences by using rules for each of the logical connectives
that specify how the tree branches. If the tableau closes (every branch contains an atomic
formula ψ and its negation), the initial set is unsatisfiable and the entailment Θ |= ϕ
holds. Otherwise, if the resulting tableau has open branches, the formula ϕ is not a valid
consequence of Θ.

The rules for constructing the tableau tree are as follows. There are seven
rules, which may be reduced to two general types of transformation rules, one
‘conjunctive’ (α-type) and one ‘disjunctive’ (β-type). The former for a true
conjunction and the latter for a true disjunction suffice if every formula to be
incorporated into the tableau is transformed first into a propositional conjunctive
or a disjunctive normal form. Moreover, the effect of applying an α-type rule
is that of adding α1 followed by α2 in the open branches, while the resulting
operation of an β-type rule is to generate two branches, β1 and β2 in each of
the open branches. Our notation is as follows:
particular, success or failure of Reflexivity may depend on whether a ‘loop clause’ α ← α is present in
the program. Also, Reflexivity is valid under MSA, but not via LSA computation, since a literal α in a rule
α ← α is a pure literal.

1 In
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Rule A:

α1
α2

−→

α
Rule B:
β

β1 | β 2

−→

The seven rules for tableaux construction are the following. Double negations
are suppressed. True conjunctions add both conjuncts, negated conjunctions
branch into two negated conjuncts. True disjunctions branch into two true
disjuncts, while negated disjunctions add both negated disjuncts. Implications
(a → b) are treated as disjunctions (¬a ∨ b).
Negation
¬¬ϕ

−→

ϕ

ϕ∧ψ

−→

ϕ
ψ

Conjunction

¬(ϕ ∧ ψ)

−→

¬ϕ | ¬ψ

ϕ∨ψ

−→

ϕ|ψ

Disjunction

¬(ϕ ∨ ψ)

−→

¬ϕ
¬ψ

Implication
ϕ→ψ
¬(ϕ → ψ)

−→
−→

¬ϕ | ψ
ϕ
¬ψ

A Simple Example
To show how this works, we give an extremely simple example. More elaborate
tableaux will be found in the course of this chapter. Let Θ = {r → w}. Set
ϕ = w. We ask whether Θ |= ϕ. The tableau is as follows.Here, an empty
circle  indicates that a branch is open, and a crossed circle
that the branch
is closed. The tableau T (Θ ∪ {¬ϕ}) is as follows:
r→w
¬r

w

¬w

¬w
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The resulting tableau is open, showing that Θ |= ϕ. The open branch
indicates a ‘counterexample’, that is, a case in which Θ is true while ϕ is false
(r, w false). More generally, the construction principle is this. A tableau has to
be expanded by applying the construction rules until formulas in the nodes have
no connectives, and have become literals (atoms or their negations). Moreover,
this construction process ensures that each node of the tableau can only carry a
subformula of Θ or ¬ϕ.

Logical Properties
The tableau method as sketched so far has the following general properties.
These can be established by simple analysis of the rules and their motivation,
as providing an exhaustive search for a counter-example. In what follows, we
concentrate on verifying the top formulas, disregarding the initial motivation
of finding counterexamples to consequence problems. This presentation incurs
no loss of generality. Given a tableau for a theory Θ, that is, T (Θ):
If T (Θ) has open branches, Θ is consistent. Each open branch corresponds
to a verifying model.
If T (Θ) has all branches closed, Θ is inconsistent.
Another, more computational feature is that, given some initial verification
problem, the order of rule application in a tableau tree does not affect the result
(in propositional logic). The structure of the tree may be different, but the
outcome as to consistency is the same. Moreover, returning to the formulation
with logical consequence problems, we have that semantic tableaux are a sound
and complete system:
Θ |= ϕ

iff

there is a closed tableau for Θ ∪ {¬ϕ}.

Given the effects of the above rules, which decrease complexity, tableaux
are a decision method for propositional logic. This is different with predicate
logic (partially treated further in the chapter, section 5), where quantifier rules
may lead to unbounded repetitions. In the latter case, the tableau method is
only semi–decidable. For the propositional case we have: if the initial set of
formulas is unsatisfiable, the tableau will close in finitely many steps. But if it
is satisfiable, the tableau may become infinite, without terminating, recording
an infinite model. In this section, we shall only consider the propositional case.
A more combinatorial observation is that there are two faces of tableaux.
When an entailment does not hold, read upside down, open branches are records
of counter-examples. When the entailment does hold, read bottom up, a closed
tableau is easily reconstructed as a Gentzen sequent calculus proof. This is
no accident of the method. In fact, Beth’s tableaux may be seen as a modern
formalization of the Greek methods of analysis and proof synthesis, as we
already observed in chapter 1.
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Tableaux are widely used in logic, and they have many further interesting
properties. For a more detailed presentation, the reader is invited to consult
[Smu68, Fit90]. For convenience in what follows, we give a quick reference
list of some major notions concerning tableaus.
Closed Branch : A branch of a tableau is closed if it contains some formula
and its negation.
Atomically Closed Branch : A branch is atomically closed if it contains an
atomic formula and its negation.
Open Branch : A branch of a tableau is open if it is not closed.
Complete Branch : A branch Γ of a tableau is complete if (referring to the
earlier-mentioned two main formula types) for every α which occurs in Γ,
both α1 and α2 occur in Γ, and for every β which occurs in Γ, at least one
of β1 , β2 occurs in Γ.
Closed Tableau : A closed tableau is one in which all branches are closed.
Open Tableau : An open tableau is one in which there is at least one open
branch.
Completed Tableau : A tableau T is completed if every branch of T is either
closed or complete.
Proof of X : A proof of a formula X is a closed tableau for ¬X.
Proof of Θ |= ϕ : A proof of Θ |= ϕ is a closed tableau for Θ ∪ {¬ϕ}.

Our Extended Method
Tableaux Extensions and Closures
Here we present our proposal to extend the framework of semantic tableaux
in order to compute abductions. We describe a way to represent a tableau for
a theory as the union of its branches, and operations to extend and characterize tableaux extension types. A propositional language is assumed with the
usual connectives, whose formulas are of three types: literals (atoms or their
negations), α-type (conjunctive form), or β-type (disjunctive form).
Tableaux Representation
Given a theory Θ we represent its corresponding completed tableau T (Θ) by
the union of its branches. Each branch is identified with the set of formulas that
label that branch. That is:
T (Θ) = [Γ1 ] ∪ . . . ∪ [Γk ] where each Γi may be open or atomically closed.

Our treatment of tableaux will be always on completed tableau, so we just
refer to them as tableaux from now on.
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Tableau and Branch Extension
A tableau is extended with a formula via the usual expansion rules (explained
in previous subsection). An extension may modify a tableau in several ways.
These depend both on the form of the formula to be added and on the other
formulas in the theory represented in the original tableau. If an atomic formula
is added, the extended tableau is just like the original with this formula appended
at the bottom of its open branches. If the formula has a more complex form, the
extended tableau may look quite different (e.g., disjunctions cause every open
branch to split into two). In total, however, when expanding a tableau with a
formula, the effect on the open branches can only be of three types. Either (i)
the added formula closes no open branch or (ii) it closes all open branches, or
(iii) it may close some open branches while leaving others open. In order to
compute consistent and explanatory abductions, we need to clearly distinguish
these three ways of extending a tableau. We label them as open, closed, and
semi-closed extensions, respectively. In what follows we define these notions
more precisely.
Branch Extension
Given a T (Θ) the addition of a formula {γ} to each of its branches Γi is defined
by the following + operation:
Γi + {γ} = Γi iff Γi closed:
If Γi is a completed open branch:
Case 1 {γ} is a literal.
Γi + {γ} = Γi ∪ {γ}
Case 2 γ is an α-type (γ = α1 ∧ α2 ).
Γi + {γ} = ((Γi ∪ {γ}) + α1 ) + α2
Case 3 γ is a β-type (γ = β1 ∨ β2 ).
Γi + {γ} = {(Γi ∪ {γ}) + β1 ) ∪ ((Γi ∪ {γ}) + β2 }
That is, the addition of a formula γ to a branch is either Γi itself when it is
closed or it is the union of its resulting branches. The operation + is defined
over branches, but it easily generalizes to tableaux as follows:
Tableau Extension:
T (Θ) + {γ} =def



{Γi + {γ} | Γi ∈ T (Θ)}

1≤i≤k

Our notation allows also for embeddings ((Θ+γ)+β). Note that operation +
is just another way of expressing the usual tableau expansion rules. Therefore,
each tableau may be viewed as the result of a suitable series of + extension
steps, starting from the empty tableau.
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Branch Extension Types
Given an open branch Γi and a formula γ, we have the following possibilities
to extend it:
Open Extension:
Γi + {γ} = δ1 ∪ . . . ∪ δn is open iif each δi is open.
Closed Extension:
Γi + {γ} = δ1 ∪ . . . ∪ δn is closed iff each δi is closed.
Semi-Closed Extension:
Γi + {γ} = δ1 ∪ . . . ∪ δn is semi-closed iff at least one δi is open and at
least one δj is closed.
Extensions can also be defined over whole tableaux by generalizing the above
definitions. A few examples will illustrate the different situations that may
occur.

Examples
Let Θ = {¬a ∨ b, c}.
T (Θ) = [¬a ∨ b, ¬a, c] ∪ [¬a ∨ b, b, c]
Open Extension: T (Θ + {d}) (d closes no branch).
T (Θ) +{d} = [¬a ∨ b, ¬a, c, d] ∪ [¬a ∨ b, b, c, d]
¬a ∨ b
¬a

b

c

c

d

d





Semi-Closed Extension: T (Θ + {a}) (a closes only one branch).
T (Θ) +{a} = [¬a ∨ b, ¬a, c, a] ∪ [¬a ∨ b, b, c, a]
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¬a ∨ b
¬a

b

c

c

a

a





Closed Extension: T (Θ + {¬c}) (¬c closes all branches)
T (Θ) +{¬c} = [¬a ∨ b, ¬a, c, ¬c] ∪ [¬a ∨ b, b, c, ¬c]
¬a ∨ b
¬a

b

c

c

¬c

¬c





Finally, to recapitulate an earlier point, these types of extension are related
to consistency in the following way:
Consistent Extension:
If T (Θ) + {γ} is open or semi-closed, then T (Θ) + {γ} is a consistent
extension.
Inconsistent Extension:
If T (Θ) + {γ} is closed, then T (Θ) + {γ} is an inconsistent extension.
Given this characterization, it is easy to calculate for a given tableau, the sets
of literals for each type of extension. In our example above these sets are as
follows:
Open ={x | x = a, x = ¬c, x = ¬b}
Semi-closed ={a, ¬b}
Closed ={¬c}

These constructions will be very useful for the calculations of abductions.
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Branch and Tableau Closures
As we shall see when computing abductions, given a theory Θ and a formula ϕ,
plain abductive explanations are those formulas which close the open branches
of T (Θ ∪ ¬ϕ). In order to compute these and other abductive kinds, we need to
define ‘total’ and ‘partial closures’ of a tableau. The first is the set of all literals
which close every open branch of the tableau, the second of those literals which
close some but not all open branches. For technical convenience, we define total
and partial closures for both branches and tableaux. We also need an auxiliary
notion. The negation of a literal is either its ordinary negation (if the literal is
an atom), or else the underlying atom (if the literal is negative).
Given T (Θ)= Γ1 ∪ . . . ∪ Γn
(here the Γi are just the open branches of T (Θ)):
Branch Total Closure (BTC) :
The set of literals which close an open branch Γi :
BTC(Γi ) = {x | ¬x ∈ Γi },

where x ranges over literals.

Tableau Total Closure (TTC) :
The set of those literals that close all branches at once, i.e. the intersection
of the BTC’s:
T T C(Θ) =

i=n


BT C(Γi )

i=1

Branch Partial Closure (BPC) :
The set of those literals which close the branch but do not close all the other
open branches:
BP C(Γi ) = BT C(Γi ) − T T C(Θ)
Tableau Partial Closure (TPC) :
The set formed by the union of BPC, i.e. all those literals which partially
close the tableau:
T P C(Θ) =

i=n


BP C(Γi )

i=1

In particular, the definition of BPC may look awkward, as it defines partial
closure in terms of branch and tableau total closures. Its motivation lies in a way
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to compute partial explanations, being formulas which do close some branches
(so they do ‘explain’) without closing all (so they are ‘partial’). We will use the
latter to construct explanations in conjunctive form.
Having defined all we need to exploit the framework of semantic tableau for
our purposes, we proceed to the construction of abductive explanations.

3.

Abductive Semantic Tableaux

In this section we will show the main idea for performing abduction as a kind
of tableau extension. First of all, a tableau itself can represent finite theories.
We show this by a somewhat more elaborate example. To simplify the notation
from now on, we write Θ ∪ ¬ϕ for Θ ∪ {¬ϕ} (that is, we omit the brackets).

Example
Let Θ = {b, c → r, r → w, s → w},
and let ϕ = {w}.
A tableau for Θ, that is T (Θ), is as follows:
b
c→r
r→w
s→w
¬c
¬r

r
¬r

w

¬s

w

¬s

w











w
¬s

w





The result is an open tableau. Therefore, the theory is consistent and each
open branch corresponds to a satisfying model. For example, the second branch
(from left to right) indicates that a model for Θ is given by making c, r false and
b, w true, so we get two possible models out of this branch (one in which s is
true, the other in which it is false). Generally speaking, when constructing the
tableau, the possible valuations for the formulas are depicted by the branches
(either ¬c or r makes the first split, then for each of these either ¬r or w, and
so on).
When formulas are added (thereby extending the tableau), some of these
possible models may disappear, as branches start closing. For instance, when
¬ϕ is added (i.e. ¬w), the result is the following:
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b
c→r
r→w
s→w
¬c
¬r

r
¬r

w

¬s

w

¬s

w

¬w

¬w

¬w









w
¬s

w

¬w

¬w

¬w







Notice that, although the resulting theory remains consistent, all but one
branch has closed. In particular, most models we had before are no longer
satisfying, as ¬w is now true as well. There is still an open branch, indicating
there is a model satisfying Θ ∪ ¬w (c, r, s, w false, b true), which indicates that
Θ |= w.

Abductive Semantic Tableaux: The Main Ideas
An attractive feature of the tableau method is that when ϕ is not a valid
consequence of Θ, we get all cases in which the consequence fails, graphically
represented by the open branches (as shown above, the latter may be viewed as
descriptions of models for Θ ∪ ¬ϕ.)
This fact suggests that if these counterexamples were ‘corrected by amending the theory’, through adding more premises, we could perhaps make ϕ a
valid consequence of some (minimally) extended theory Θ’. This is indeed the
whole issue of abduction. Accordingly, abduction may be formulated in this
framework as a process of extension, extending a tableau with suitable formulas
that close the open branches.
In our example above, the remaining open branch had the following relevant
(literal) part:
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b
¬c
¬r
¬s
¬w


The following are (some) formulas whose addition to the tableau would close
this branch (and hence, the whole tableau):
{¬b, c, r, s, w, c ∧ r, r ∧ w, s ∧ w, s ∧ ¬w, c ∨ w}
Note that several forms of statement may count here as abductions. In particular, those in disjunctive form (e.g. c ∨ w) create two branches, which then
both close. (We will consider these various cases in detail later on.). Moreover,
notice that most formulae of this set (except ¬b and s ∧ ¬w) is a semi-closed
extension of the original tableau for Θ.

The Generation of Abductions
In principle, we can compute abductions for all our earlier abductive versions
(cf. chapter 3). A direct way of doing so is as follows:
First compute abductions according to the plain version and then eliminate all those that
do not comply with the various additional requirements.

This strategy first translates our abductive formulations to the setting of
semantic tableaux as follows:
Given Θ (a set of formulae) and ϕ (a sentence), α is an abductive explanation if:
Plain :
T ((Θ ∪ ¬ϕ) ∪ α) is closed.

(Θ, α |= ϕ).

Consistent : Plain Abduction +
T (Θ ∪ α) is open
(Θ |= ¬α)
Explanatory : Plain Abduction +
(i) T (Θ ∪ ¬ϕ) is open
(Θ |= ϕ)
(ii) T (α ∪ ¬ϕ) is open
(α |= ϕ)
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In addition to the ‘abductive conditions’ we must state constraints over our
search space for abducibles, as the set of formulas fulfilling any of the above
conditions is in principle infinite. Therefore, we impose restrictions on the
vocabulary as well as on the form of the abduced formulas:
Restriction on Vocabulary
α is in the vocabulary of the theory and the observation:
α ∈ Voc(Θ ∪ {ϕ}).
Restriction on Form
The syntactic form of α is either a literal, a conjunction of literals (without
repeated conjuncts), or a disjunction of literals (without repeated disjuncts).
Once it is clear what our search space for abducibles is, we continue with
our discussion. Note that while computation of plain abductions involves only
closed branches, the other versions use inspection of both closed and open
branches. For example, an algorithm computing consistent abductions would
proceed in the following two steps:
Generating Consistent Abductions (First Version)
1 Generate all plain abductions, being those formulas α for which T ((Θ∪
¬ϕ) ∪ α) is closed.
2 Take out all those α for which T (Θ ∪ α) is closed.
In particular, an algorithm producing consistent abductions along these lines
must produce all explanations that are inconsistent with Θ. This means many
ways of closing T (Θ), which will then have to be removed in step 2. This
is of course wasteful. Even worse, when there are no consistent explanations
(besides the trivial one), so that we would want to give up, our procedure still
produces the inconsistent ones. The same point holds for our other versions of
abduction.
Of course, there is a preference for procedures that generate abductions in a
reasonably efficient way. We will show how to devise these, making use of the
representation structure of tableaux, in a way which avoids the production of
inconsistent formulae. Here is our idea.
Generating Consistent Abductions (Second Version)
1 Generate all formulas α which do not close all (but some) open branches
of T (Θ).
2 Check which of the formulas α produced are such that
T ((Θ ∪ ¬ϕ) ∪ α) is closed.
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That is, first produce formulas which extend the tableau for the background
theory in a consistent way, and then check which of these are abductive explanations. As we will show later, the consistent formulae produced by the second
procedure are not necessarily wasteful. They might be ‘partial explanations’
(an ingredient for explanations in conjunctive form), or part of explanations in
disjunctive form.
In other words, consistent abductions are those formulas which “if they had
been in the theory before, they would have closed those branches that remain
open after ¬ϕ is incorporated into the tableau”.
In our example above the difference between the two algorithmic versions is
as follows (taking into account only the atomic formulas produced). Version 1
produces a formula (¬b) which is removed for being inconsistent, and version
2 produces a consistent formula (¬w) which is removed for not closing the
corresponding tableau.

4.

Computing Abductions with Tableaux

Our strategy for computing plain abduction in semantic tableaux will be as
follows. We will be using tableaux as an ordinary consequence test, while
being careful about the search space for potential abducibles. The computation
is divided into different forms of explanations. Atomic explanations come first,
followed by conjunctions of literals, to end with those in disjunctive form. Here
we sketch the main ideas for their construction, and give an example for each
kind. There are no detailed algorithms of programs here, but they may be found
in [Ali97] and [VA99]2 .

Plain Abduction
Atomic Plain Abduction
The idea behind the construction of atomic explanations is very simple. One just
computes those atomic formulas which close every open branch of T (Θ ∪ ¬ϕ),
corresponding precisely to its Total Tableaux Closure (TTC(Θ ∪ ¬ϕ)). Here is
an example:
Let Θ = {¬a ∨ b}
ϕ = b.

2 The

implementation of abduction shows that it is not particularly hard to use it in practice (which may
explain its appeal to programmers). It may be a complex notion general, but when well-delimited, it poses
a feasible programming task. In [Ali97] a Prolog Code (written for Arity Prolog) may be found of the main
procedures for implementing plain abduction (atomic, conjunctive and disjunctive explanations altogether).
In [VA99] the essentials for an implementation in the java language is offered for our abductive strategy
(the first version) given in the previous section. This turns out to be a good choice, for the high level of
abstraction to describe objects and classes in object oriented programming, allows for an straightforward
mapping between the formal tableaux and operations and their corresponding functions and procedures. This
is an advantage over implementations in logic programming, in which the process is tied to the resolution
rule.
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T (Θ ∪ ¬ϕ) is as follows:
¬a ∨ b
¬a

b

¬b

¬b





The two possible atomic plain abductions are {a, b}.

Conjunctive Plain Abduction
Single atomic explanations may not always exist, or they may not be the only
ones of interest. The case of explanations in conjunctive form (α = α1 ∧
. . . ∧ αn ) is similar to the construction of atomic explanations. We look for
literals that close branches, but in this case we want to get the literals that
close some but not all of the open branches. These are the conjuncts of a
‘conjunctive explanation’, and they belong to the tableau partial closure of Θ
(i.e., to TPC(Θ ∪ ¬ϕ)). Each of these partial explanations make the fact ϕ ‘less
surprising’ by closing some (but not all) of the open branches. Together they
constitute an abductive explanation.
As a consequence of this characterization, no partial explanation is an atomic
explanation. That is, a conjunctive explanation must be a conjunction of partial
explanations. The motivation is this. We want to construct explanations which
are non-redundant, in which every literal does some explaining. Moreover, this
condition allows us to bound the production of explanations in our algorithm.
We do not want to create what are intuitively ‘redundant’ combinations. For
example, if p and q are abductive explanations, then p∧q should not be produced
as explanation. Thus we impose the following condition:
Non-Redundancy
Given an abductive explanation α for a theory Θ and a formula ϕ, α is non-redundant if
it is either atomic, or no subformula of α (different from ϕ) is an abductive explanation.

The following example gives an abductive explanation in conjunctive form
which is non-redundant:
Let Θ = {¬a ∨ ¬c ∨ b},
and ϕ = b.
The corresponding tableau T (Θ ∪ ¬ϕ) is as follows:
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{¬a ∨ ¬c ∨ b}
¬a ∨ ¬c
¬a

¬c

¬b

¬b





b
¬b


The only atomic explanation is the trivial one {b}. The conjunctive explanation is {a ∧ c} of which neither conjunct is an atomic explanation.

Disjunctive Plain Abductions
To stay in line with computational practice, we shall sometimes regard abductive explanations in disjunctive form as implications. (This is justified by the
propositional equivalence between ¬αi ∨ αj and αi → αj .) These special explanations close a branch by splitting it first into two. Disjunctive explanations
are constructed from atomic and partial explanations. We will not analyze this
case in full detail, but provide an example of what happens.
Let Θ = {a}
ϕ = b.
The tableau structure for T (Θ ∪ ¬b) is as follows:
a
¬b


Notice first that the possible atomic explanations are {¬a, b} of which the
first is inconsistent and the second is the trivial solution. Moreover, there are
no ‘partial explanations’ as there is only one open branch. An explanation in
disjunctive form is constructed by combining the atomic explanations, that is ,
{¬a ∨ b}. The effect of adding it to the tableau is as follows (T (Θ ∪ {¬b} ∪
{¬a ∨ b})):
a
¬b
¬a

b
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This examples serves as a representation of our example in chapter 2, in
which a causal connection is found between certain types of clouds (a) and rain
(b), namely that a causes b (a → b).

Algorithm for Computing Plain Abductions
The general points of our algorithm for computing plain abductions is displayed
here.
Input:
. A set of propositional formulas separated by commas representing the theory Θ.
. A literal formula ϕ representing the ‘fact to be explained’.
. Preconditions: Θ, ϕ are such that Θ |= ϕ, Θ |= ¬ϕ.
Output:
Produces the set of abductive explanations: α1 , . . . αn such that:
(i) T ((Θ ∪ ¬ϕ) ∪ αi ) is closed.
(ii) αi complies with the vocabulary, form restrictions as well as with the non-redundancy
condition.
Procedure:
. Calculate Θ + ¬ϕ = {Γ1 , . . . , Γk }
. Take those Γi which are open branches: Γ1 , . . . , Γn
. Atomic Plain Explanations
1 Compute TTC(Γ1 , . . . , Γn )= {γ1 , . . . , γm }.
2 {γ1 , . . . , γm } is the set of atomic plain abductions.
. Conjunctive Plain Explanations
1 For each open branch Γi , construct its partial closure: BPC(Γi ).
2 Check if all branches Γi have a partial closure, for otherwise there cannot be a conjunctive solution (in which case, goto END).
3 Each BPC(Γi ) contains those literals which partially close the tableau. Conjunctive
explanations are constructed by taking one literal of each BPC(Γi ) and making their
conjunction. A typical solution is a formula β as follows:
(a1 ∈ BP C(Γ1 ), b1 ∈ BP C(Γ2 ), . . . , z1 ∈ BP C(Γn ))
a1 ∧ b1 ∧ . . . ∧ z1
4 Each β conjunctive solution is reduced (there may be repeated literals). The set of
solutions in conjunctive form is β1 , . . . , βl 3 .
5 END.
. Disjunctive Plain Explanations
1 Construct disjunctive explanations by means of the following combinations: atomic
explanations amongst themselves, conjunctive explanations amongst themselves, conjunctive with atomic, and each of atomic and conjunctive with ϕ. We just show two of
these constructions:
3 There are no redundant solutions.

The reason is that each conjunctive solution βi is formed by a conjunction
of ‘potential explanations’, none of which is itself an abductive solution.
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2 Generate pairs from the set of atomic explanations, and construct their disjunctions
(γi ∨ γj ).
3 For each atomic explanation γi construct the disjunction with ϕ as follows: (γi ∨ ϕ).
4 The result of all combinations above is the set of explanations in disjunctive form.
5 Verify the previous set for redundant explanations. Take out all of these. The remaining
are the explanations in disjunctive form.
6 END.

Consistent Abduction
The issue now is to compute abductive explanations with the additional requirements of being consistent. For this purpose we will follow the same
presentation as for plain abductions (atomic, conjunctive and disjunctive), and
will give the key points for their construction. Our algorithm follows version
2 of the strategies sketched earlier (cf. subsection 3.2). That is, it first constructs those consistent extensions on the original tableau for Θ which do some
closing and then checks which of these is in fact an explanation (i.e. closes the
tableau for Θ ∪ ¬ϕ). This way we avoid the production of any inconsistency
whatsoever. It turns out that in the atomic and conjunctive cases explanations
are sometimes necessarily inconsistent, therefore we identify these cases and
prevent our algorithm from doing anything at all (so that we do not produce
formulae which are discarded afterwards).

Atomic Consistent Abductions
When computing plain atomic explanations, we now want to avoid any computation when there are only inconsistent atomic explanations (besides the trivial
one). Here is an observation which helps us get one major problem out of the
way. Atomic explanations are necessarily inconsistent when Θ + ¬ϕ is an
open extension (recall that ϕ is a literal). So, we can prevent our algorithm
from producing anything at all in this case.
Fact 1 Whenever Θ+¬ϕ is an open extension, and α a non-trivial atomic abductive
explanation (i.e. different from ϕ), it follows that Θ, α is inconsistent.
Proof. Let Θ + ¬ϕ be an open extension and α an atomic explanation (α = ϕ). The
latter implies that ((Θ + ¬ϕ) + α) is a closed extension. Therefore, Θ + α must be a
closed extension, too, since ¬ϕ closes no branches. But then, Θ + α is an inconsistent
extension. I.e. Θ, α is inconsistent. 

This result cannot be generalized to more complex forms of abducibles. (We
will see later that for explanations in disjunctive form, open extensions need not
lead to inconsistency.) In case Θ + ¬ϕ is a semi-closed extension, we have to
do real work, however, and follow the strategy sketched above. The key point
in the algorithm is this. Instead of building the tableau for Θ ∪ ϕ directly, and
working with its open branches, we must start with the open branches of Θ.
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Algorithm
1 Θ, ¬ϕ are given as input and are such that: Θ |= ϕ, Θ |= ¬ϕ.
2 Calculate Θ+¬ϕ. If it is an open extension, then there are no atomic consistent explanations
(by fact 1), go to Step 6.
3 Calculate the set of literals {γ1 , . . . , γn } for which Θ + γi is a semi-closed extension.
4 Select from above set those γi for which (Θ + ¬ϕ) + γi is a closed extension.
5 The set above is the set of Consistent Atomic Explanations.
6 END.

Conjunctive Consistent Explanations
For conjunctive explanations, we can also avoid any computation when there
are only ‘blatant inconsistencies’, essentially by the same observation as before.
Fact 2 Whenever Θ + ¬ϕ is an open extension, and α = α1 ∧ . . . ∧ αn is a
conjunctive abductive explanation, it holds that Θ, α is inconsistent.
The proof is analogous to that for the atomic case.
In order to construct partial explanations, the ingredients of conjunctive explanations, the key idea is to build conjunctions out of those formulas for which
both Θ + γi and (Θ + ¬ϕ) + γi are semiclosed extensions. The reason is as
follows: the former condition assures that these formulas do close at least one
branch from the original tableau. The latter condition discards atomic explanations (for which (Θ + ¬ϕ) + γi is closed) and the trivial solution (γi = ϕ
when (Θ + ¬ϕ) + γi is open), and takes care of non-redundancy as a side effect.
Conjunctions are then constructed out of these formulas and those which induce
a closed extension for Θ + ¬ϕ are the selected conjunctive explanations.
Here is the algorithm sketch:
1 Θ, ¬ϕ are given as input and are such that: Θ |= ϕ, Θ |= ¬ϕ.
2 Calculate Θ + ¬ϕ. If it is an open extension, then there are no conjunctive consistent
explanations (by fact 2), go to Step 8.
3 Calculate the set of literals {γ1 , . . . , γn } for which Θ + γi is a semi-closed extension.
4 Select from above set those γi for which (Θ + ¬ϕ) + γi is a semi-closed extension. This
is the set of Partial Explanations: {γ1 , . . . , γm }, m ≤ n.
5 Construct conjunctions from set of partial explanations starting in length k (number of open
branches) to end in lenght m (number of partial explanations). Label these conjunctions as
follows: ρ1 , . . . , ρs .
6 Select those ρi from above for which (Θ + ¬ϕ) + ρi is a closed extension.
7 The set above is the set of Consistent Conjunctive Explanations.
8 END.

What this construction suggests is that there are always consistent explanations in disjunctive form, provided that the theory is consistent:
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Fact 3 Given that Θ ∪ ¬ϕ is consistent, there exists an abductive consistent
explanation in disjunctive form.
The key point to prove this fact is that an explanation may be constructed as
α = ¬X ∨ ϕ, for any X ∈ Θ.

Explanatory Abduction
As for explanatory abductions, recall these are those formulas α which are
only constructed when the theory does not explain the observation already
(Θ |= ϕ) and that cannot do the explaining by themselves (α |= ϕ), but do so
in combination with the theory (Θ, α |= ϕ).
Given our previous algorithmic constructions, it turns out that the first condition is already ‘built-in’, since all our procedures start with the assumption that
the tableau for Θ∪¬ϕ is open4 . As for the second condition, its implementation
actually amounts to preventing the construction of the trivial solution (α = ϕ).
Except for this solution, our algorithms never produce an α such that α |= ϕ,
as proved below:

Fact 4 Given any Θ and ϕ, our algorithm never produces abductive explanations
α with α |= ϕ (except for α = ϕ).
Proof. Recall our situation: Θ |= ϕ, Θ, α |= ϕ, while we have made sure Θ and α are
consistent. Now, first suppose that α is a literal. If α |= ϕ, then α = ϕ which is the
trivial solution. Next, suppose that α is a conjunction produced by our algorithm. If
α |= ϕ, then one of the conjuncts must be ϕ itself. (The only other possibility is that α
is an inconsistent conjunction, but this is ruled out by our consistency test.) But then,
our non-redundancy filter would have produced the relevant conjunct by itself, and then
rejected it for triviality. Finally, suppose that α is a disjunctive explanation. Given the
above conditions tested in our algorithm, we know that Θ is consistent with at least one
disjunct αi . But also, this disjunct by itself will suffice for deriving ϕ in the presence
of Θ, and it will imply ϕ by itself. Therefore, by our redundancy test, we would have
produced this disjunct by itself, rather than the more complex explanation, and we are
in one of the previous cases. 
Therefore, it is easy to modify any of the above algorithms to handle the computation of explanatory abductions. We just need to avoid the trivial solution,
when α = ϕ and this can be done in the module for atomic explanations.

Quality of Abductions
A question to ask at this point is whether our algorithms produce intuitively
good explanations for observed phenomena. One of our examples (cf. disjunctive plain abductions, section 4.1) suggested that abductive explanations for a
4 It

would have been possible to take out this condition for the earlier versions. However, note that in the
case that Θ ∪ ¬ϕ is closed the computation of abductions is trivialized since as the tableau is already closed,
any formula counts as a plain abduction and any consistent formula as a consistent abduction.
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fact and a theory with no causal knowledge (with no formulas in conditional
form) must be in disjunctive form if such a fact is to be explained in a consistent
way. Moreover, Fact 3 stated that consistent explanations in disjunctive form
are always available, provided that the original theory is consistent. However,
producing consistent explanations does not guarantee that these are good or
relevant. These further properties may depend upon the nature of the theory
itself and of whether it makes a good combination with the observation. If the
theory is a bad theory, it will produce bad or weird explanations. The following
example illustrates this point.

A Bad Theory
Let Θ = {r → w, ¬r}
ϕ=w
α = ¬r → w.
The tableau T (Θ ∪ ¬ϕ ∪ α) is depicted as follows:
r→w
¬r
¬r

w

¬w

¬w

r

w







Interpreted in connection with our rain example, our algorithm will produce
the following consistent ‘explanation’ of why the lawn is wet (w), given that
rain causes the lawn to get wet (r → w) and that it is not raining (¬r). One
explanation is that “the absence of rain causes the lawn to get wet” (¬r → w).
But this explanation seems to trivialize the fact of the lawn being wet, as it
seems to be so, regardless of rain!
A better, though more complex, way of explaining this fact would be to
conclude that the theory is not rich enough to explain why the lawn is wet,
and then look for some external facts to the theory (e.g. sprinklers are on, and
they make the lawn wet.) But this would amount to dropping the vocabulary
assumption.
Therefore, producing good or bad explanations is not just a business of
properly defining the underlying notion of consequence, or of giving an adequate
procedure. An inadequate theory like the one above can be the real cause of
bad explanations. In other words, what makes a ‘good explanation’ is not the
abducible itself, but the interplay of the abducible with the background theory
and the relevant observation. Bad theories produce bad explanations. Our
algorithm cannot remedy this, only show it.
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Discussion
Having a module in each abductive version that first computes only atomic explanations already gives us some account of minimal explanations (see chapter
3), when minimality is regarded as simplicity. As for conjunctive explanations,
as we have noted before, their construction is one way of computing non-trivial
‘partial explanations’, which make a fact less surprising by closing some, though
not all open branches for its refutation. One might tie up this approach with a
more general issue, namely, weaker notions of ‘approximative’ logical consequence. Finally, explanations in disjunctive form can be constructed in various
ways. E.g., one can combine atomic explanations, or form the conjunction of all
partial explanations, and then construct a conditional with ϕ. This reflects our
view that abductive explanations are built in a compositional fashion: complex
solutions are constructed from simpler ones.
Notice moreover, that we are not constructing all possible formulas which
close the open branches, as we have been taking care not to produce redundant explanations (cf. section 4). Finally, despite these precautions, as we
have noted, bad explanations may slip through when the background theory in
combination with a certain observation are inappropriate.

5.

Further Logical and Computational Issues

Our algorithmic tableau analysis suggests a number of further logical issues,
which we briefly discuss here.

Rules, Soundness and Completeness
The abductive consequences produced by our tableaux can be viewed as
a ternary notion of inference. Its structural properties can be studied in the
same way as we did for the more abstract notions of chapter 3. But the earlier
structural rules lose some of their point in this algorithmic setting. For instance,
it follows from our tableau algorithm that consistent abduction does not allow
monotonicity in either its Θ or its α argument. One substitute which we had
in chapter 3 was as follows. If Θ, α ⇒ ϕ, and Θ, α, β ⇒ γ (where γ is any
conclusion at all), then Θ, α, β ⇒ ϕ. In our algorithm, we have to make a
distinction here. We produce abducibles α, and if we already found α solving
Θ, α ⇒ ϕ, then the algorithm may not produce stronger abducibles than that.
(It might happen, due to the closure patterns of branches in the initial tableau,
that we produce one solution implying another, but this does not have to be.)
As for strengthening the theory Θ, this might result in an initial tableau with
possibly fewer open branches, over which our procedure may then produce
weaker abducibles, invalidating the original choice of α cooperating with Θ to
derive ϕ.
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More relevant, therefore, is the traditional question whether our algorithms
are sound and complete. Again, we have to make sure what these properties mean in this setting. First, Soundness should mean that any combination
(Θ, α, ϕ) which gets out of the algorithm does indeed present a valid case of
abduction, as defined in chapter 3. For plain abduction, it is easy to see that
we have soundness, as the tableau closure condition guarantees classical consequence (which is all we need). Next, consider consistent abduction. What
we need to make sure of now, is also that all abducibles are consistent with the
background theory Θ. But this is what happened by our use of ‘partial branch
closures’. These are sure (by definition) to leave at least one branch for Θ open,
and hence they are consistent with it. Finally, the conditions of the ‘explanatory’ algorithm ensure likewise that the theory does not explain the fact already
(Θ ⇒ ϕ) and that α could not do the job on its own (α ⇒ ϕ).
Next, we consider completeness. Here, we merely make some relevant
observations, demonstrating the issues (for our motives, cf. the end of this
paragraph). Completeness should mean that any valid abductive consequence
should actually be produced by it. This is trickier. Obviously, we can only
expect completeness within the restricted language employed by our algorithm.
Moreover, the algorithm ‘weeds out’ irrelevant conjuncts, etcetera, which cuts
down outcomes even more. As a more significant source of incompleteness,
however, we can look at the case of disjunctive explanations. The implications
produced always involve one literal as a consequent. This is not enough for
a general abductive conclusion, which might involve more. What we can say,
for instance is this. By simple inspection of the algorithm, one can see that
every consistent atomic explanation that exists for an abductive problem will
be produced by the algorithm. In any case, we feel that completeness is less
of an issue in computational approaches to abduction. What comes first is
whether a given abductive procedure is natural, and simple. Whether its yield
meets some pre-assigned goal is only a secondary concern in this setting.
We can also take another look at issues of soundness and completeness,
relatively independently from our axiom. The following analysis of ‘closure’
on tableaux is inspired by our algorithm - but it produces a less procedural
logical view of what is going on.

An Alternative Semantic Analysis
Our strategy for producing abductions in tableaux worked as follows. One
starts with a tableau for the background theory Θ (i), then adds the negation
¬ϕ of the new observation ϕ to its open branches (ii), and one also closes the
remaining open branches (iii), subject to certain constraints. In particular (for
the explanatory version) one does not allow ϕ itself as a closure atom as it is
regarded as a trivial solution. This operation may be expressed via a kind of
‘closure operation’:
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CLOSE (Θ + ¬ϕ) − ϕ.

We now want to take an independent (in a sense, ‘tableau–free’) look at
the situation, in the most general case, allowing disjunctive explanations. (If
Θ is particularly simple, we can make do (as shown before) with atoms, or
their conjunctions.) First, we recall that tableaus may be represented as sets
of open branches. We may assume that all branches are completed, and hence
all relevant information resides in their literals. This leads to the following
observation.

Fact 5 Let Θ be a set of sentences, and let T be a complete tableau for Θ, with
π running over its open branches. Then ∧Θ (the conjunction of all sentences
in Θ) is equivalent to:

π

open in

T

l

a literal l ∈ π.

This fact is easy to show. The conjunctions are the total descriptions of
each open branch, and the disjunction says that any model for Θ must choose
one of them. This amounts to the usual Distributive Normal Form theorem for
propositional logic. Now, we can give a description of our CLOSE operation
in similar terms. In its most general form, our way of closing an open tableau
is really defined by putting:

S

a set of literals

π

open in T ∃l ∈ S : l ∈ π

The inner part of this says that the set of (relevant) literals S ‘closes every
branch’. The disjunction states the weakest combination that will still close the
tableau. Now, we have a surprisingly simple connection:

Fact 6 CLOSE (Θ) is equivalent to ¬(∧Θ) !
Proof.
By Fact 1 plus the propositional De Morgan laws, ¬(∧Θ) is equivalent to

l ∈ π. But then, a simple argument, involving choices
π open in T
l a literal
for each open branch, shows that the latter assertion is equivalent to CLOSE (Θ). 

In the case of abduction, we proceeded as follows. There is a theory Θ, and a
surprising fact q (say), which does not follow from it. The latter shows because
we have an open tableau for Θ followed by ¬q. We close up its open branches,
without using the trivial explanation q. What this involves, as said above, is a
modified operation, that we can write as:
CLOSE (Θ) − q

Example
Let Θ = {p → q, r → q}. The tableau T (Θ ∪ ¬q) − q is as follows:
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(Θ ∪ ¬q) − q
¬p

q

¬r

q

¬r

q

¬q

¬q

¬q

¬q









The abductions produced are p or r.
Again, we can analyze what the new operation does in more direct terms.

Fact 7 CLOSE (Θ) − q is equivalent to ¬ [false/q] ∧ Θ.
Proof. From its definition, it is easy to see that CLOSE(Θ) − q is equivalent with
[false/q] CLOSE(Θ). But then, we have that
CLOSE (Θ ∧ ¬q) − q
[false/q] ¬(∧Θ ∧ ¬q)

iff
iff

(by Fact 2)
(by propositional logic)

¬[false/q] ∧ Θ. 

This rule may be checked in the preceding example. Indeed, we have that
[false/q] Θ is equivalent to ¬p ∧ ¬r, whose negation is equivalent to our earlier
outcome p ∨ r.
This analysis suggests abductive variations that we did not consider before.
For instance, we need not forbid all closures involving ¬q, but only those which
involve ¬q in final position (i.e., negated forms of the ‘surprising fact’ to be
explained). There might be other, harmless occurrences of ¬q on a branch
emanating from the background theory Θ itself.

Example
Let Θ = {q → p, p → q}. The tableaux T (Θ) is as follows:
Θ
¬q
¬p


p
q

¬p





q


...

...

¬q

¬q
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In this case, our earlier strategy would merely produce an outcome p - as can
be checked by our false-computation rule. The new strategy, however, would
compute an abduction p or q, which may be just as reasonable.
This analysis does not extend to complex conclusions. We leave its possible
extensions open here.

Tableaux and Resolution
In spite of the logical equivalence between the methods of tableau and resolution
[Fit90, Gal92], in actual implementations the generation of abductions turns out
to be very different. The method of resolution used in logic programming does
not handle negation explicitly in the language, and this fact restricts the kind
of abductions to be produced. In addition, in logic programming only atomic
formulas are produced as abductions since they are identified as those literals
which make the computation fail. In semantic tableaux, on the other hand, it is
quite natural to generate abductive formulas in conjunctive or disjunctive form
as we have shown.
As for similarities between these two methods as applied to abduction, both
frameworks have one of the explanatory conditions (Θ ⇒ ϕ) already built in. In
logic programming the abductive mechanism is put to work when a query fails,
and in semantic tableaux abduction is triggered when the tableau for Θ ∪ ¬ϕ
is open.

Abduction in First Order Semantic Tableaux:
The DB-Tableaux Model
The problem of abduction may be considered an impossible task when applied to first order logic [MP93]. The main reason being that the precondition
for an abductive problem (T (Γ ∪ {¬φ} has an open branch) is indeed undecidable. We cannot of course avoid that result but can tackle the problem for
special cases.
In any case, if there is some presumption for modelling explanatory inference
as conceived in the philosophy of science, quantified rules for dealing with
universal laws must be incorporated. To this end, one problem to tackle is
the existence of infinite branches for a given tableaux for a finitely satisfiable
theory. An attractive way to do that would be to explore transformations of
tableaux with infinite branches into others with finished ones; in such a way
that the newly created finite branches would provide information that allows
the construction of abductive explanations.
In this section the main aim is to study the problem of the existence of
infinite branches when semantic tableaux are applied to the systematic search
for a solution to an explanation problem. We propose the modification of the so
called δ-rule (cf. below) into the δ  -rule (following previous work in [Dia93];
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[Boo84]; [Nep 02] and [AN04]), in such a way that if a theory is finitely
satisfiable, then the new semantic tableau presents the same advantages than
the standard one to obtain certain explanatory facts.
In addition to the extension rules given for propositional tableaux (cf. subsection 2.1), here are the classical rules for first order tableaux:
γ-rule:
∀xϕ
ϕ(b1 /x)
ϕ(b2 /x)
...
ϕ(bn /x)
b1 , ..., bn are all constants that occur in sentences of the branch, n ≥ 1 (if
no one occurs, then n = 1), the new part of the branch is Φ + ϕ(b1 /x) +
... + ϕ(bn /x) (ϕ(bi /x) is a γ-sentence, for all i ≤ n).
δ-rule
∃xϕ
ϕ(b/x)
where b is a new constant that does not occur in any previous sentence of the
branch, the new part of the branch is Φ + ϕ(b/x) and this is a δ-sentence.
We are interested in those quantified universal formulae of the following
form: ∀x∃yϕ, which are satisfiable in finite domains. As it turns out, even
formulae of this kind may have a tableau with infinite branches. Therefore, it is
appealing to find a way by which it is possible to transform an infinite tableau
into a finite one, in the sense of obtaining finite open branches.
Let us take as an example the following. The standard tableau for ∀x∃yRxy
is as follows:
∀x∃yRxy
∃yRa1 y
Ra1 a2
∃yRa2 y
Ra2 a3
..
.
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and so on. The only one branch is infinite, even though the formula is satisfiable
in a unitary domain. Therefore, the classic tableau framework is of no use here.
We will now introduce the DB-tableaux method5 , followed by the presentation
of this same example, showing that a finite model is possible to be found.

DB-tableaux
Definition 1. A DB-tableau is a tableau constructed by means of the usual
extension rules for propositional tableaux, the γ-rule and the following one:
δ  -rule:
∃xϕ
ϕ(a1 /x) | . . . | ϕ(an+1 /x)
Where a1 , a2 , ..., an are all constants that occur in previous sentences; an+1 is a
new constant and ϕ(ai /x) is a δ  -sentence for every i ≤ n. The branch Φ splits
into the following branches: Φ + ϕ(a1 /x); Φ + ϕ(a2 /x); ...; Φ + ϕ(an /x);
Φ + ϕ(an+1 /x).
The DB-tableau for ∀x∃yRxy is as follows:
∀x∃yRxy
∃yRa1 y
Ra1 a1

Ra1 a2



∃yRa2 y
Ra2 a1

Ra2 a2

Ra2 a3





..
.

As illustrated, the DB-tableau for ∀x∃yRxy has a completed open branch
(in fact, three of them) from which a model M = D,  can be defined
in such a way that M satisfies every formula of the branch, provided that
(R) = {(a1 ), (a1 )}.

5 E.

Dı́az and G. Boolos proposed independently this modification of Beth’s tableaux for the first time in
[Dia93] and [Boo84] respectively.
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In what follows we will introduce the notions of n-satisfiability and nentailment for DB-tableaux in order to prepare the ground for our coming notion
of an n-abductive problem.
Definition 2. A branch of a DB-tableau has depth n, for n ≥ 1, iff n is the
number of (non repeated) constants occurring in the branch.
Definition 3. A finite set of sentences Γ is n-satisfiable, for n  1, iff there
exists a domain D of cardinality n in which Γ is satisfiable.

Definition 4. Given a finite set of sentences Γ and a sentence ψ, Γ n-entails
ψ, for n  1, in symbols: Γ |=n ψ iff Γ ∪ {ψ} is n-satisfiable and there is no
domain of cardinality m, m ≤ n, for which Γ ∪ {¬ψ} is m-satisfiable.
Theorem 1. A finite set of sentences Γ is n-satisfiable, for n ≥ 1 iff the DBtableau of Γ has an open branch that is n in depth.

This result is proved elsewhere (Cf. [Nep99] and [Nep 02]). An straightforward corollary of this theorem (together with definition 4) is the following
theorem:
Theorem 2. Given a set of sentences Γ ⊆ L and a non quantified sentence
ψ ∈ L, Γ |=n ψ, for n ≥ 1, iff the DB-tableau for Γ ∪ {ψ} has a completed
open branch of depth n and Γ ∪ {¬ψ} is not m-satisfiable, for every m ≤ n.
We have thus defined a notion of satisfaction and of entailment which are
relative to domain cardinality. These notions are weaker than the standard ones,
in fact, n-entailment may be labeled \weak entailment for n", given that now
only some models (and not necessarily all) of Γ are models of ψ. As it should
be noted, for every n ≥ 1, if Γ |= ψ then Γ |=n ψ, though Γ |=n ψ does not
imply Γ |= ψ. That is, Tarskian entailment implies n-entailment but not vice
versa.
Moreover, this logical operation is non monotonic. For example, for n = 2,
we have ∀x∃yRxy, ¬Ra2 a1 |=2 Ra2 a2 , but ∀x∃yRxy, ¬Ra2 a1 , ∀x¬Rxx |=2
Ra2 a2 . Here are the corresponding DB-tableaux for illustration:
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∀x∃yRxy
¬Ra2 a1
∃yRa1 y
∃yRa2 y
Ra1 a1
Ra2 a1

Ra1 a2
Ra2 a2



Ra2 a1




Ra2 a2


This tableau is closed by Ra2 a2 , which proves that the first entailment
holds. The next tableau shows that the second entailment does not hold, for the
branches of depth n = 2 close with the premisses alone.
∀x∃yRxy
¬Ra2 a1
∀x¬Rxx
∃yRa1 y
∃yRa2 y
¬Ra1 a1
¬Ra2 a2
Ra1 a1

Ra1 a2


Ra2 a1

Ra2 a2





Abduction in First Order DB-Tableaux
In this section we will propose the use of DB-tableaux to work with some kind
of abductive problems. Our approach so far has the limitation that produces
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only literals as abductive explanations, but the method could be extended to
accommodate more complex forms as well (cf. [AN04]).
Definition 5. Given a set of sentences Γ ⊆ L and a non quantified sentence
ψ ∈ L, for which the DB-tableau for Γ ∪ {¬ψ} has an open branch of depth
n, Γ, ψn is denoted as a n-abductive problem.
Definition 6. Given an n-abductive problem Γ, ψn , 1 ≤ n < ℵ0 , α is a
n-abductive solution iff
1 The DB-tableau of Γ ∪ {¬ψ} ∪ {α} has closed every branch of depth m,
for all m ≤ n.
2 The DB-tableau of Γ ∪ {α} has a completed open branch of depth n.
These conditions correspond to those for the generating an abductive explanation in the classical model, as shown in section 3.2. However, now the two
requirements are not relative to “all branches of the corresponding tableau”, but
rather relative to “all branches of the corresponding DB-tableau which are of
depth n".

Example
Suppose that Γ = {∀x∃yRxy}, and the fact to be explained is ψ = {Ra1 a2 }.
We shall first construct the the DB-tableau for Γ ∪ {¬ψ} :
∀x∃yRxy
¬Ra1 a2
∃yRa1 y
∃yRa2 y
Ra1 a1

Ra1 a2

Ra1 a3



..
.

Ra2 a1

Ra2 a2

Ra2 a3





..
.

According to the first condition, a 2-abductive solution candidate is ¬Ra1 a1 ,
for this formula would close the above open branches of depth 2. Therefore,
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all branches of the DB-tableau for
{∀x∃yRxy, ¬Ra1 a2 , ¬Ra1 a1 }
which are m ≤ 2, are closed:
∀x∃yRxy
¬Ra1 a1
¬Ra1 a2
∃yRa1 y
∃yRa2 y
Ra1 a1

Ra1 a2

Ra1 a3





..
.

In fact, in this case there are no branches of smaller depth, since the formula in
Γ has two variables, making it impossible to construct the tableau with branches
of lesser depth. So we can conclude that:
∀x∃yRxy, ¬Ra1 a1 |=2 Ra1 a2
As for condition 2, the DB-tableau for {∀x∃yRxy, ¬Ra1 a1 } has a completed
open branch (in fact two of them) of depth 2:
∀x∃yRxy
¬Ra1 a1
∃yRa1 y
∃yRa2 y
Ra1 a1

Ra1 a2

Ra1 a3



..
.
Ra2 a1

Ra2 a2

Ra2 a3





..
.

Therefore, ¬Ra1 a1 is a 2-abductive solution for the abductive problem
∀x∃yRxy, Ra1 a2 2 .
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In this section the main aim was to study the problem of the existence of
infinite branches when semantic tableaux are applied to the systematic search
for a solution to an abductive problem. An attractive way to deal with such a
problem is to transform a tableau with infinite branches into another one with
finished ones; in such a way that the newly created finite branches provide
information that allows the construction of abductive explanations, our main
concern. To this end, we proposed the modification of the standard δ-rule for
the existential quantifier into the δ  -rule, and accordingly labelled our tableau
method as DB-tableaux, in such a way that if a theory is finitely satisfiable, then
the new semantic tableau presents the same advantages than the standard one
to obtain certain explanatory facts.
We introduced the notions of n-satisfiability and n-entailment, both relative
to a finite domain. As it turned out, one of our main results shows that a
set of sentences is n-satisfiable if and only if its corresponding DB-tableau
has an open branch of depth n. Therefore, we can define the notion of an nabductive problem and its corresponding n-abductive solution for a DB-tableau
of Γ ∪ {¬φ}, as one with an open branch of depth n and α as its solution when
the DB-tableau for Γ ∪ {¬φ} ∪ {α} has closed every branch of depth m (for
all m ≤ n) and for which the DB-tableau for Γ ∪ {α} has a completed open
branch of depth n.
Any theory with postulates that are formalized in this way is supposed to have
an intended interpretation which corresponds to a model with a finite universe.
And when it is n-satisfiable (n ≥ 1), then it is m-satisfiable for every m ≥ n
(pace the upward theorem of Löwenheim-Skolem). However, an advantage of
DB-tableaux in this case is that the method obtains a minimal model, that is, a
model with the least possible cardinality.
Our approach so far seems has the limitation of producing only literals as
abductive explanations, but our method could be extended in a natural way in
order to accommodate more complex forms as well (cf. [AN04]).

6.
Discussion and Conclusions
Abduction in Tableaux
Exploring abduction as a form of computation gave us further insight into
this phenomenon. Our concrete algorithms implement some earlier points from
chapter 3, which did not quite fit the abstract structural framework. Abductions
come in different degrees (atomic, conjunctive, disjunctive-conditional), and
each abductive condition corresponds to new procedural complexity. In practice, though, it turned out easy to modify the algorithms accordingly. Indeed
these findings reflect an intuitive feature of explanation. While it is sometimes difficult to describe what an explanation is in general, it may be easier to
construct a set of explanations for a particular problem.
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As for the computational framework, semantic tableaux are a natural vehicle
for implementing abduction. They allow for a clear formulation of what counts
as an abductive explanation, while being flexible and suggestive as to possible
modifications and extensions. Derivability and consistency, the ingredients of
consistent and explanatory abduction, are indeed a natural blend in tableaux,
because we can manipulate open and closed branches with equal ease. Hence
it is very easy to check if the consistency of a theory is preserved when adding
a formula. (By the same token, this type of conditions on abduction appears
rather natural in this light.)
Even so, our actual algorithms were more than a straight transcription of the
logical formulations in chapter 3 (which might be very inefficient). Our computational strategy provided an algorithm which produces consistent formulas,
selecting those which count as explanations, and this procedure turns out to be
more efficient than the other way around. Nevertheless, abduction in tableaux
has no unique form, as we showed by some alternatives. A final insight emerging from a procedural view of abduction is the importance of the background
theory when computing explanations. Bad theories in combination with certain
observation will produce bad explanations. Sophisticated computation cannot
improve that.
Finally, we explored abduction in first order tableaux. Our approach has
the advantage of simplifying the systematic search for a solution to certain
abductive problems, by means of first order DB-tableaux, when constants occur
in the corresponding formulae and the standard tableaux method is not effective
to find a solution because of the generation of infinite branches. That is, for
theories which are finitely satisfiable but that nevertheless generate infinite
branches under Beth’s tableau method.
Our tableau approach also has clear limitations. It is hard to treat notions
of abduction in which ⇒ is some non-standard consequence. In particular,
with an underlying statistical inference, it is unclear how probabilistic entailments should be represented. Our computation of abductions relies on tableaux
being open or closed, which represent only the two extremes of probable inference. We do have one speculation, though. The computation of what we
called ‘partial explanations’ (which close some but not all open branches) might
provide a notion of partial entailment in which explanations only make a fact
less surprising, without explaining it in full. (Cf. [Tij97] for other approaches
to ‘approximative deduction’ in abductive diagnostic settings.) As for other
possible uses of the tableau framework, the case of abduction as revision was
not addressed here. In a further chapter (8), we shall see that we do get further
mileage in that direction, too.
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Related Work
The framework of semantic tableaux has relatively recently been used beyond its traditional logical purposes, especially in computationally oriented
approaches. One example is found in [Nie96], implementing ‘circumscription’. In connection with abduction, semantic tableaux are used in [Ger95] to
model natural language presuppositions (cf. chapter 2, abduction in linguistics).
A better–known approach is found in [MP93], a source of inspiration for our
work, which we proceed to briefly describe and compare. The following is a
mere sketch, which cannot do full justice to all aspects of their proposal.

Mayer and Pirri’s Tableau Abduction
Mayer and Pirri’s article presents a model for computing ‘minimal abduction’
in propositional and first–order logic. For the propositional case, they propose
two characterizations. The first corresponds to the generation of all consistent
and minimal explanations (where minimality means ‘logically weakest’; cf.
chapter 3). The second generates a single minimal and consistent explanation
by a non-deterministic algorithm. The first–order case constructs abductions by
reversed skolemization, making use of unification and what they call ‘dynamic
herbrandization’ of formulae. To give an idea of their procedures for generating
explanations, we merely note their main steps: (1) construction of ‘minimal
closing sets’, (2) construction of abductive solutions as literals which close all
branches of those sets, (3) elimination of inconsistent solutions. The resulting
systems are presented in two fashions, once as semantic tableaux, and once
as sequent calculi for abductive reasoning. There is an elegant treatment of
the parallelism between these two. Moreover, a predicate–logical extension is
given, which is probably the first significant treatment of first–order abduction
which goes beyond the usual resolution framework. (In subsequent work, the
authors have been able to extend this approach to modal logic, and default
reasoning.)

Comparison to our work
Our work has been inspired by [MP93]. But it has gone in different directions,
both concerning strategy and output. (i) Mayer and Pirri compute explanations
in line with version 1 of the general strategies that we sketched earlier. That
is, they calculate all closures of the relevant tableau to later eliminate the inconsistent cases. We do the opposite, following version 2. That is, we first
compute consistent formulas which close at least one branch of the original
tableau, and then check which of these are explanations. Our reasons for this
had to do with greater computational efficiency. (ii) As for the type of explanations produced, Mayer and Pirri’s propositional algorithms basically produce
minimal atomic explanations or nothing at all, while our approach provides ex-
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planations in conjunctive and disjunctive form as well. (iii) Mayer’s and Pirri’s
approach stays closer to the classical tableau framework, while ours gives it
several new twists. We propose several new distinctions and extensions, e.g.
for the purpose of identifying when there are no consistent explanations at all.
(iv) An interesting point of the Mayer and Pirri presentation is that it shows very
well the contrast between computing propositional and first–order abduction.
While the former is easy to compute, even considering minimality, the latter is
inherently undecidable, but we have shown that even so there are interesting
cases for treating abduction in first order tableaux. (iv) Eventually, we go even
further (cf. chapter 8) and propose semantic tableaux as a vehicle for revision,
which requires a new contraction algorithm.

PART III

APPLICATIONS

Chapter 5
SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION

1.

Introduction

In the philosophy of science, we confront our logical account of chapter 3
with the notion of scientific explanation, as proposed by Hempel in two of his
models of scientific inference: deductive-nomological and inductive-statistical
[Hem65]. We show that both can be viewed as forms of (abductive) explanatory
arguments, the ultimate products of abductive reasoning. The former with
deductive underlying inference, and the latter with statistical inference.
In this confrontation, we hope to learn something about the scope and limitations of our analysis so far. We find a number of analogies, as well as new
challenges. The notion of statistical inference gives us an opportunity to expand
the logical analysis at a point left open in chapter 3. We will also encounter
further natural desiderata, however, which our current analysis cannot handle.
Our selection of topics in this field is by no means complete. We will cover
some of them in the companion chapter to the philosophy of science (chapter 6),
but many other connections exist relating our proposal to philosophy of science.
Some of these concerns (such as cognitive processing of natural language)
involve abductive traditions beyond the scope of our analysis. (We have already
identified some of these in chapter 2.) Nevertheless, the connections that we
do develop have a clear intention. We view all three fields as naturally related
components in cognitive science, and we hope to show that abduction is one
common theme making for cohesion.

2.

Scientific Explanation as Abduction

At a general level, our discussion in chapters 1 and 2 already showed that
scientific reasoning could be analyzed as an abductive process. This reasoning
comes in different kinds, reflecting (amongst others) various patterns of dis-
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covery, with different ‘triggers’. A discovery may be made to explain a novel
phenomenon which is consistent with our current theory, but it may also point at
an anomaly between the theory and the phenomenon observed. Moreover, the
results of scientific reasoning vary in their degree of novelty and complexity.
Some discoveries are simple empirical generalizations from observed phenomena, others are complex scientific theories introducing sweeping new notions.
We shall concentrate on rather ‘local’ scientific explanations, which can be taken
to be some sort of logical arguments: (abductive) explanatory ones, in our view.
(We are aware of the existence of divergent opinions on this: cf. chapters 1 and
2). That scientific inference can be viewed as some form of abductive inference
should not be surprising. Both Peirce and Bolzano were inspired in their logical
systems by the way reasoning is done in science. Peirce’s abductive formulations may be regarded as precursors of Hempel’s notion of explanation, as will
become clear shortly. Indeed, it has been convincingly claimed that ‘Peirce
should be regarded as the true founder of the theory of inductive-probabilistic
explanation’ ([Nii81, p. 444] and see also [Nii00] for a detailed account).
At the center of our discussion on the logic of explanation lies the proposal
by Hempel and Oppenheim [HO48, Hem65]. Their aim was to model explanations of empirical ‘why-questions’. For this purpose they distinguished
several kinds of explanation, based on the logical relationship between the explanans and explanandum (deductive or inductive), as well as on the form of
the explanandum (singular events or general regularities). These two distinctions generate four models altogether: two deductive-nomological ones (D-N),
and two statistical ones (Inductive-Statistical (I-S), and Deductive-Statistical
(D-S)).
We analyze the two models for singular events, and present them as forms
of abduction, obeying certain structural rules.

The Deductive-Nomological Model
The general schema of the D-N model is the following:
L1 , . . . , Lm
C1 , . . . , Cn
E

L1 , . . . , Lm are general laws which constitute a scientific theory T , and together with suitable antecedent conditions C1 , . . . , Cn constitute a potential
explanation T, C for some observed phenomenon E. The relationship be-
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tween explanandum and explananda is deductive, signaled by the horizontal
line in the schema. Additional conditions are then imposed on the explananda:
T, C is a potential explanation of E iff
T is essentially general and C is singular.
E is derivable from T and C jointly, but not from C alone.

The first condition requires T to be a ‘general’ theory (having at least one
universally quantified formula). A ‘singular’ sentence C has no quantifiers or
variables, but just closed atoms and Boolean connectives. The second condition
further constrains the derivability relation. Both T and C are required for the
derivation of E.
Finally, the following empirical requirement is imposed:
T, C is an explanation of E iff
T, C is a potential explanation of E
C is true

The sentences constituting the explananda must be true. This is an empirical condition on the status of the explananda. T, C remains a potential
explanation for E until C is verified.
From our logical perspective of chapter 3, the above conditions define a
form of abduction. In potential explanation, we encounter the derivability
requirement for the plain version (T, C  E), plus one of the conditions for our
‘explanatory’ abductive style C  E. The other condition that we had (T  E)
is not explicitly required above. It is implicit, however, since a significant
singular sentence cannot be derived solely from quantified laws (which are
usually taken to be conditional). An earlier major abductive requirement that
seems absent is consistency (T  ¬C). Our reading of Hempel is that this
condition is certainly presupposed. Inconsistencies certainly never count as
scientific explanations. Finally, the D-N account does not require minimality
for explanations: it relocates such issues to choices between better or worse
explanations, which fall outside the scope of the model. We have advocated
the same policy for abduction in general (leaving minimal selection to our
algorithms of chapter 4).
There are also differences in the opposite direction. Unlike our (abductive)
explanatory notions of chapter 2, the D-N account crucially involves restrictions
on the form of the explanantia. Also, the truth requirement is a major difference.
Nevertheless, it fits well with our discussion of Peirce in chapter 2: an abducible
has the status of a suggestion until it is verified.
It seems clear that the Hempelian deductive model of explanation is closely
related to our proposal of (abductive) explanatory argument, in that it complies
with most of the logical conditions discussed in chapter 3. If we fit D-N explanation into a deductive format, the first thing to notice is that laws and initial
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conditions play different roles in explanation. Therefore, we need a ternary
format of notation: T | C ⇒HD E. A consequence of this fact is that this
inference is non-symmetric (T | C ⇒HD E ⇔ C | T ⇒HD E). Thus, we
keep T and C separate in our further discussion. Here is the resulting notion
once more:

Hempelian Deductive-Nomological Inference ⇒HD
T | C ⇒HD E iff
(i) T, C  E
(ii) T, C is consistent
(iii) T  E, C  E
(iv) T consists of universally quantified sentences,
C has no quantifiers or variables.

Structural Analysis
We now analyze this notion once more in terms of structural rules. For a
general motivation of this method, see chapter 3. We merely look at a number of
crucial rules discussed earlier, which tell us what kind of explanation patterns are
available, and more importantly, how different explanations may be combined.

Reflexivity
Reflexivity is one form of the classical Law of Identity: every statement implies
itself. This might assume two forms in our ternary format:
E | C ⇒HD E

T | E ⇒HD E

However, Hempelian inference rejects both, as they would amount to ‘irrelevant explanations’. Given condition (iii) above, neither the phenomenon
E should count as an explanation for itself, nor should the theory contain the
observed phenomenon: because no explanation would then be needed in the
first place. (In addition, left reflexivity violates condition (iv), since E is not a
universal but an atomic formula.) Thus, Reflexivity in this way has no place in
a structural account of explanation.

Monotonicity
Monotonic rules in scientific inference provide means for making additions to
the theory or the initial conditions, while keeping scientific arguments valid.
Although deductive inference by itself is monotonic, the additional conditions
on ⇒HD invalidate classical forms of monotonicity, as we have shown in detail
in chapter 3. So, we have to be more careful when ‘preserving explanations’,
adding a further condition. Unfortunately, some of the tricks from chapter
3 do not work in this case, because of our additional language requirements.
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Moreover, outcomes can be tricky. Consider the following monotonicity rule,
which looks harmless:
HD Monotonicity on the Theory (invalid):
T, B|D ⇒HD E
T |A ⇒HD E
T, B|A ⇒HD E

This says that, if we have an explanation A for E from a theory, as well as
another explanation D for the same fact E from a strengthened theory, then
the original explanation will still work in the strengthened theory. This sounds
convincing, but it will fail if the strengthened theory is inconsistent with A.
If we add an extra requirement, that is, T, B|A ⇒HD F , then we get a valid
form of monotonicity:
HD Monotonicity on the Theory (valid):
T, B|D ⇒HD E
T, B|A ⇒HD F
T |A ⇒HD E
T, B|A ⇒HD E

This additional condition forces to require that the strengthened theory explain something else (F ), in order to warrantee the consistency of the theory
and explanation with the observation. However, we have not been able to find
any convincing monotonicity rules when only two requirements are set!
What we learn here is a genuine limitation of the approach in chapter 3.
With notions of D-N complexity, pure structural analysis may not be the best
way to go. We might also just bring in the additional conditions explicitly,
rather than encoding them in abductive sequent form. Thus, ‘a theory may
be strengthened in an explanation, provided that this happens consistently, and
without implying the observed phenomenon without further conditions’. It is
important to observe that the complexities of our analysis are no pathologies,
but rather reflect the true state of affairs. They show that there is much more to
the logic of Hempelian explanation than might be thought, and that this can be
brought out in a precise manner. For instance, the failure of monotonicity rules
means that one has to be very careful, as a matter of logic, in ‘lifting’ scientific
explanations to broader settings.

Cut
The classical Cut rule allows us to chain derivations, and replace temporary
assumptions by further premises implying them. Thus, it is essential to standard
reasoning. Can explanations be chained? Again, there are many possible cut
rules, some of which affect the theory, and some the conditions. We consider
one natural version:
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HD Cut (invalid):
T |B ⇒HD E
T |A ⇒HD B
T |A ⇒HD E

Our rain example of chapter 2 gives an illustration of this rule. Nimbostratus
clouds (A) explain rain (B), and rain explains wetness (E), therefore nimbostratus clouds (A) explain wetness (E). But, is this principle generally valid?
It almost looks that way, but again, there is a catch. In case A implies E by
itself, the proposed conclusion does not follow. Again, we would have to add
this constraint separately, in order to have a valid form of cut:
HD Cut (valid):
T |B ⇒HD E
T |A ⇒HD B
T |A ⇒HD E

AE

This rule not only has an additional requirement but it actually involves two
kinds of inference to make it work (⇒HD and ). We will see later on that rules
involving inductive inference do require this kind of combination. Moreover,
there may be reservation to add this extra requirement as predicate logic is
only semi-decidable, and making claims in the negative gives not warrantee to
achieve them. Still, if we meet the requirements set in the premisses we get a
valid form of monotonicity.

Logical Rules
A notion of inference with as many side conditions as ⇒HD has, considerably
restricts the forms of valid structural rules one can get. Indeed, this observation
shows that there are clear limits to the utility of the purely structural rule analysis,
which has become so popular in a broad field of contemporary logic. To get at
least some interesting logical principles that govern explanation, we must bring
in logical connectives. Here are some valid rules.
1 Disjunction of Theories
T2 | C ⇒ E
T1 | C ⇒ E
T 1 ∨ T2 | C ⇒ E
2 Conjunction of two Explananda
T | C ⇒ E2
T | C ⇒ E1
T | C ⇒ E1 ∧ E 2
3 Conjunction of Explanandum and Theory
T | C1 ⇒ E
T | C2 ⇒ F
T | C1 ⇒ F ∧ E
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4 Disjunction of Explanans and Explanandum
T |C⇒E
T |C ∨E ⇒E
5 Weakening Explanans by Theory
T, F | A ⇒ E
T, F | F → A ⇒ E
The first two rules show that well-known classical inferences for disjunction
and conjunction carry over to explanation. The third says that the explanandum
can be strengthened with any consequence of the background theory. However,
it is common to demand that self explanations should be excluded (i.e., T does
not explain T ). Then, it is also required that F is not equal to T . This has
been one of the obstacles to earlier attempts to give necessary and sufficient
conditions for valid explanatory arguments (see [Tuo73]). The fourth shows
how explananda can be weakened ‘up to the explanandum’. The fifth rule
states that explananda may be weakened provided that the background theory
can compensate for this. The last rule actually highlights a flaw in Hempel’s
models, which he himself recognized. It allows for a certain trivialization of
‘minimal explanations’, which might be blocked again by imposing further
syntactic restrictions (see [Hem65, Sal90]). However, note that these rules
do not necessarily obey the earlier syntactic restrictions of the D-N model,
for they involve non-atomic formulae in the explanandum (rules 2 and 3) and
formula, which may contain quantifiers as initial condition (F → A in rule
5). This situation suggests dropping these restrictions if we want to handle
rules with connectives (but then, we would not speak of Hempel’s model for
singular events). Moreover, the complete DN model of explanation involves
both singular statements and generalizations. So, for a further analysis, an
account of structural rules with quantificational principles of predicate logic is
needed.
More generally, it may be said that the D-N model has been under continued
criticism through the decades after its emergence. No generally accepted formal
model of deductive explanation exists. But at least we hope that our style of
analysis has something fresh to offer in this ongoing debate: if only, to bring
simple but essential formal problems into clearer focus.

The Inductive-Statistical Model
Hempel’s I-S model for explaining particular events E has essentially the
same form as the D-N model. The fundamental difference is the status of
the laws. While in the D-N model, laws are universal generalizations, in the
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I-S model they are statistical regularities. This difference is reflected in the
outcomes. In the I-S model, the phenomenon E is only derived ‘with high
probability’ [r] relative to the explanatory facts:
L1 , . . . , Lm
C1 , . . . , Cn

[r]

E

In this schema, the double line expresses that the inference is statistical
rather than deductive. This model retains all adequacy conditions of the D-N
model. But it adds a further requirement on the statistical laws, known as maximal specificity (RMS). This requirement responds to a problem which Hempel
recognized as the ambiguity of I-S explanation. As opposed to classical deduction, in statistical inference, it is possible to infer contradictory conclusions
from consistent premises. One of our examples from chapter 2 demonstrates
this.

The Ambiguity of I-S Explanation
Suppose that theory T makes the following statements. “Almost all cases of
streptococcus infection clear up quickly after the administration of penicillin
(L1). Almost no cases of penicillin-resistant streptococcus infection clears up
quickly after the administration of penicillin (L2). Jane Jones had streptococcus
infection (C1). Jane Jones received treatment with penicillin (C2). Jane Jones
had a penicillin-resistant streptococcus infection (C3)." From this theory it is
possible to construct two contradictory arguments, one explaining why Jane
Jones recovered quickly (E), and the other one explaining its negation, why
Jane Jones did not recover quickly (¬E):
Argument 1

Argument 2

L1

L2

C1 , C2
E

[r]

C2 , C3

[r]

¬E

The premises of both arguments are consistent with each other, they could all
be true. However, their conclusions contradict each other, making these arguments rival ones. Hempel hoped to solve this problem by forcing all statistical
laws in an argument to be maximally specific. That is, they should contain all
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relevant information with respect to the domain in question. In our example,
then, premise C3 of the second argument invalidates the first argument, since
the law L1 is not maximally specific with respect to all information about Jane
in T . So, theory T can only explain ¬E but not E.
The RMS makes the notion of I-S explanation relative to a knowledge situation, something described by Hempel as ‘epistemic relativity’. This requirement helps, but it is neither a definite nor a complete solution. Therefore, it has
remained controversial1 .
These problems may be understood in logical terms. Conjunction of Consequents was a valid principle for D-N explanation. It also seems a reasonable
principle for explanation generally. But its implementation for I-S explanation
turns out to be highly non-trivial. The RMS may be formulated semi-formally
as follows:
Requirement of Maximal Specificity:
A universal statistical law A  B is maximally specific iff for all A such that A ⊂ A,
A  B.

We should note however, that while there is consensus of what this requirement means on an intuitive level, there is no agreement as to its precise formalization (cf. [Sal90] for a brief discussion on this). With this caveat, we give a
version of I-S explanation in our earlier format, presupposing some underlying
notion ⇒i of inductive inference.

Hempelian Inductive Statistical Inference ⇒HI
T, C ⇒HI E iff
(i) T, C ⇒i E
(ii) T, C is consistent
(iii) T ⇒i E, C ⇒i E
(iv) T is composed of statistical quantified formulas (which may include forms like
“Most A are B"). C has no quantifiers.
(v) RMS: All laws in T are maximally specific with respect to T,C.

The above formulation complies with our earlier abductive requirements,
but the RMS further complicates matters. Moreover, there is another source of
vagueness. Hempel’s D-N model fixes predicate logic as its language for making form distinctions, and classical consequence as its underlying engine. But
in the I-S model the precise logical nature of these ingredients is left unspecified.

1 One

of its problems is that it is not always possible to identify a maximal specific law given two rival
arguments. Examples are cases where the two laws in conflict have no relation whatsoever, as in the
following example, due to Stegmüller [Ste83]: Most philosophers are not millionaires. Most mine owners
are millionaires. John is both a philosopher and a mine owner. Is he a millionaire?
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Some Interpretations of ⇒i
Statistical inference ⇒i may be understood in a qualitative or a quantitative
fashion. The former might read Θ ⇒i ϕ as: “ϕ is inferred from Θ with
high probability”, while the latter might read it as “most of the Θ models are
ϕ models”. These are different ways of setting up a calculus of inductive
reasoning2 .
In addition, we have similar options as to the language of our background
theories. The general statistical statements A  B that may occur in the background theory Θ may be interpreted as either “The probability of B conditioned
on A is close to 1”, or as statements of the form: “most of the A-objects are
B-objects”. We will not pursue these options here, except for noting that the
last interpretation would allow us to use the theory of generalized quantifiers.
Many structural properties have already been investigated for probabilistic generalized quantifiers (cf. [vLa96, vBe84b] for a number of possible approaches).
Finally, the statistical approach to inference might also simplify some features of the D-N model, based on ordinary deduction. In statistical inference,
the D-N notion of non-derivability need not be a negative statement, but rather
a positive one of inference with (admittedly) low probability. This interpretation has some interesting consequences that will be discussed at the end of
this chapter. It might also decrease complexity, since the notion of explanation
becomes more uniformly ‘derivational’ in its formulation.

Structural Analysis, Revisited
Again, we briefly consider some structural properties of I-S explanation. Our
discussion will be informal, since we do not fix any formal explanation of the
key notions discussed before.
As for Reflexivity of ⇒i , this principle fails for much the same reasons as
for D-N explanation. Next, consider Monotonicity. This time, new problems
arise for strengthening theories in explanations, due to the RMS. A law L might
be maximally specific with respect to T |A, but not necessarily so with respect
to T, B|A or to T |A, B. Worse still, adding premises to a statistical theory
may reverse previous conclusions! In the above penicillin example, the theory
without C3 explains perfectly why Jane Jones recovered quickly. But adding
C3 reverses the inference, explaining instead why she did not recover quickly.
If we then add that she actually took some homeopathic medicine with high
chances of recovery (cf. chapter 2), the inference reverses again, and we will
be able to explain once more why she recovered quickly.

2 Recall from chapter 3 that there may be two different characterizations of the qualitative kind, one in which

it is improbable that Θ ∧ ¬ϕ while another one in which given Θ, it is improbable that ¬ϕ.
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These examples show once again that inductive statistical explanations are
epistemically relative. There is no guarantee of preserving consistency when
changing premises, therefore making monotonicity rules hopeless. And stating
that the additions must be ‘maximally specific’ seems to beg the question.
Nevertheless, we can salvage some monotonicity, provided that we are willing
to combine deductive and inductive explanations. (There is no logical reason for
sticking to pure formulations.) Here is a principle that we find plausible, modulo
further specification of the precise inductive inference used (recall that ⇒HD
stands for deductive–nomological inference and ⇒HI for inductive–statistical):
Monotonicity on the theory:
T, B|D ⇒HD C
T |A ⇒HI C
T, B|A ⇒HI C

This rule states that statistical arguments are monotonic in their background
theory, at least when what is added explains the relevant conclusion deductively
with some other initial condition. This would indeed be a valid formulation,
provided that we can take care of consistency for the enlarged theory T, B | A.
In particular, all maximal specific laws for T | A remain specific for T, B | A.
For, by inferring C in a deductive and consistent way, there is no place to add
something that would reverse the inference, or alter the maximal specificity of
the rules.
Here is a simple illustration of this rule. If on the one hand, Jane has high
chances of recovering quickly from her infection by taking penicillin, and on
the other she would recover by taking some medicine providing a sure cure (B),
she still has high chances of recovering quickly when the assertion about this
cure is added to the theory.
Not surprisingly, there is no obvious Cut rule in this setting either. Here it is
not the RMS causing the problem, as the theory does not change, but rather the
well-known fact that statistical implications are not transitive. Again, we have
a proposal for a rule combining statistical and deductive explanation, which
might form a substitute: The following is our proposed formulation:
Deductive cut on the explanans:
T |A ⇒HI B
T |B ⇒HD C
T |A ⇒HI C

Again, here is a simple illustration of this rule. If the administration of
penicillin does explain the recovery of Jane with high probability, and this in turn
explains deductively her good mood, penicillin explains with high probability
Jane’s good mood. (This reflects the well-known observation that “most A are
B, all B are C" implies “most A are C". Note that the converse chaining is
invalid.)
Patrick Suppes (p.c.) has asked whether one can formulate a more general representation theorem, of the kind we gave for consistent abduction (cf.
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chapter 3), which would leave room for statistical interpretations. This might
account for the fluid boundary between deduction and induction in common
sense reasoning. Exploring this question however, has no unique and easy
route. As we have seen, it is very hard to formulate a sound monotonic rule
for I-S explanation. But this failure is partly caused by the fact that this type
of inference requires too many conditions (the same problem arose in the H-D
model). So, we could explore a calculus for a simpler notion of probabilistic
consequence, or rather work with a combination of deductive and statistical inferences. Still, we would have to formulate precisely the notion of probabilistic
consequence, and we have suggested there are several (qualitative and quantitative) options for doing it. Thus, characterizing an abductive logical system
that could accommodate statistical reasoning is a question that deserves careful
analysis, beyond the confines of this book.

3.
Discussion and Conclusions
Further Relevant Connections
In this section we briefly present the notion of inductive support, show its
relation to the notion of explanation and attempt to hint at some of its structural
properties. Moreover, we review Salmon’s notion of statistical relevance, as a
sample of more sophisticated post-Hempelian views of explanation. In addition,
we briefly discuss a possible computational implementation of Hempel’s models
more along the lines of our chapter 4, and finally we present Thagard’s notion
of explanation within his account of ‘computational philosophy of science’.

Inductive Support
Related to the notion of explanation is the notion of inductive support. Taking
into account some claimed logical principles around this notion we can explore
some of its features under the light of our structural analysis given so far.
Intuitively, ‘e inductively supports h’, referred to as eIh, if h is ‘inducible’
from e, something which presupposes some inductive consequence logical relation between e and h. Some relevant principles are the following (see [NT73]
for motivation and other principles):
(SC) Special Consequence: If eIh and h  b, then eIb.
(CC) Converse Consequence: If eIh and b  h, then eIb.
(E) Entailment: If e  h, then eIh.
Along the lines of chapter 3, we can capture such inductive logical relationship (eIh) in its forward fashion (h ⇒is e), for some suitable notion of ⇒is .
Then a principle like (CC) may be expressed as follows:
(CC) If h ⇒is e and b  h, then b ⇒is e.
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It is easy to see that using this principle we can conclude b, h ⇒is e from
h ⇒is e and b  h. We have just to appeal to the monotonicty of  (from
b  h we can infer b, h  h). However, it this seems incorrect to infer that
e inductively supports b, h from the fact that e alone inductively supports h,
even if we have that h is deductively inferred from b. Thus, a revision of this
principle is proposed as follows [Bro68]:

(CC*) If h ⇒is e and ‘b explains h’, then b ⇒is e.

This version blocks the previous undesired monotonicity, for the relationship of explanation is not preserved when the explananda is strengthened with
additional formulae (see [NT73, p. 225] for a discussion of the adoption of
this principle). Thus, it seems clear that notions like explanation and confirmation do not obey the classical monotonicty rule and therefore appropriate
formulations have to be put forward. We leave this as an open question for the
case of confirmation. The purpose of this brief presentation was just to show
the possibility of studying this notion at a structural level, as we have done in
chapter 3 for (abductive) explanatory arguments.

Salmon’s Statistical Relevance
Despite the many conditions imposed, the D-N model still allows explanations
irrelevant to the explanandum. The problem of characterizing when an explanans is relevant to an explanandum is a deep one, beyond formal logic. It is
a key issue in the general philosophy of science.
One noteworthy approach regards relevance as causality. W. Salmon first
analyzed explanatory relevance in terms of statistical relevance [Sal71]. For
him, the issue in inductive statistical explanation is not how probable the explanans (T |A) renders the explanandum C, but rather whether the facts cited in
the explanans make a difference to the probability of the explanandum. Thus,
it is not high probability but statistical relevance that makes a set of premises
statistically entail a conclusion.
Now recall that we said that statistical non-derivability (Θ ⇒i ϕ) might be
refined to state that “ϕ follows with low probability from Θ”. With this reinterpretation, one can indeed measure if an added premise changes the probability
of a conclusion, and thereby count as a relevant explanation. This is not all
there is to causality. Salmon himself found problems with his initial proposal,
and later developed a causal theory of explanation [Sal84], which was refined
in [Sal94]. Here, explanandum and explananda are related through a causal
nexus of causal processes and causal interactions. Even this last version is still
controversial (cf. [Hit95]).
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A Computational Account of Hempel’s models?
Hempel treats scientific explanation as a given product, without dealing with
the processes that produce such explanations. But, just as we did in chapter
4, it seems natural to supplement this inferential analysis with a computational
search procedure for producing scientific explanations. Can we modify our
earlier algorithms to do such a job? For the D-N model, indeed, easy modifications to our algorithm would suffice. (But for the full treatment of universal
laws, we would need a predicate-logical version of the tableau algorithm in line
with our proposal of DB-tableaux in chapter 4.) For the inductive statistical
case, however, semantic tableaux seem inappropriate. We would need to find a
way of representing statistical information in tableaux, and then characterize inductive inference inside this framework. Some more promising formalisms for
computing inductive explanations are labeled deductive systems with ‘weights’
by Dov Gabbay [Gab96], and other systems of dependence-driven qualitative
probabilistic reasoning by W. Meyer Viol (cf. [Mey95]) and van Lambalgen &
Alechina ([AL96]).

Thagard’s Computational Explanation
An alternative route toward a procedural account of scientific explanation is
taken by Thagard in [Tha88]. Explanation cannot be captured by a Hempelian
syntactic structure. Instead, it is analyzed as a process of providing understanding, achieved through a mechanism of ‘locating’ and ‘matching’. The model
of explanation is the program PI (‘processes of induction’), which computes
explanations for given phenomena by procedures such as abduction, analogy,
concept formation, and generalization and then accounts for a ‘best explanation’
comparing those which the program is able to construct.
This approach concerns abduction in cognitive science (cf. chapter 2), in
which explanation is regarded as a problem–solving activity modeled by computer programs. (The style of programming here is quite different from ours in
chapter 4, involving complex modules and record structures.) This view gives
yet another point of contact between contemporary philosophy of science and
artificial intelligence.

Explanation in Belief Revision
We conclude with a short discussion that relates abduction with scientific
explanation. Theories of explanation in the philosophy of science mainly concern scientific inquiry. Nevertheless, some ideas by Gärdenfors on explanation
(chapter 8 of his book [Gar88]), turn out illuminating in creating a connection. Moreover, how explanations are computed for incoming beliefs makes a
difference in the type of operation required to incorporate the belief.
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Gärdenfors’ basic idea is that an explanation is, that which makes the explanandum less surprising by raising its probability. The relationship between
explananda and explanandum is relative to an epistemic state, based on a probabilistic model involving a set of possible worlds, a set of probability measures,
and a belief function. Explanations are propositions that effect a special epistemic change, increasing the belief value of the explanandum. Explananda must
also convey information that is ‘relevant’ to the beliefs in the initial state. This
proposal is very similar to Salmon’s views on statistical relevance, which we
discussed in connection with our statistical reinterpretation of non-derivability
as derivability with low probability. The main difference between the two is
this. While Gärdenfors requires that the change is in raising the probability,
Salmon admits just any change in probability. Gärdenfors notion of explanation
is closer to our ‘partial explanations’ of chapter 4 (which closed some but not
all of the available open tableau branches). A natural research topic will be to
see if we can implement the idea of raising probability in a qualitative manner
in tableaux. Gärdenfors’ proposal involves degrees of explanation, suggesting
a measure for explanatory power with respect to an explanandum.
Combining explanation and belief revision (cf. chapter 8) into one logical
endeavor also has some broader attractions. This co-existence (and possible
interaction) seems to reflect actual practice better than Hempel’s models, which
presuppose a view of scientific progress as mere accumulation. This again links
up with philosophical traditions that have traditionally been viewed as a non–
logical, or even anti-logical. These include historic and pragmatic accounts
[Kuh70, vFr80] that focus on analyzing explanations of anomalous instances
as cases of revolutionary scientific change. (“Scientific revolutions are taken
to be those noncumulative developmental episodes in which an older paradigm
is replaced in whole or in part by an incompatible new one" [Kuh70, p.148].)
In our view, the Hempelian and Kuhnian schools of thought, far from being
enemies, emphasize rather two sides of the same coin.
Finally, our analysis of explanation as compassing both scientific inference
shows that the philosophy of science and artificial intelligence share central aims
and goals. Moreover, these can be pursued with tools from logic and computer
science, which help to clarify the phenomena, and show their complexities.

Conclusions
Our analysis has tested the logical tools developed in chapter 3 on Hempel’s
models of scientific explanation. The deductive-nomological model is indeed
a form of (abductive) explanatory inference. Nevertheless, structural rules
provide limited information, especially once we move to inductive-statistical
explanation. In discussing this situation, we found that the proof theory of
combinations of D-N and I-S explanation may actually be better-behaved than
either by itself. Even in the absence of spectacular positive insights, we can
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still observe that the abductive inferential view of explanation does bring it in
line with modern non-monotonic logics.
Our negative structural findings also raise interesting issues by themselves.
From a logical point of view, having an inferential notion like ⇒HD without
reflexivity and monotonicity, challenges a claim made in [Gab85]. Gabbay
argues that reflexivity, ‘restricted monononicity’ and cut are the three minimal
conditions which any consequence relation should satisfy to be a bona fide nonmonotonic logic. (Later in [Gab94a] however, Gabbay admits this is not such
a strong approach after all, as ‘Other systems, such as relevance logic, do not
satisfy even reflexivity’.) We do not consider this failure an argument against
the inferential view of explanation. As we have suggested in chapter 3, there are
no universal logical structural rules that fit every consequence relation. What
counts rather is that such relations ‘fit a logical format’.
Non-monotonic logics have been mainly developed in AI. As a further point
of interest, we mention that the above ambiguity of statistical explanation also
occurs in default reasoning. The famous example of ‘Quakers and Pacifists’
is just another version of the one by Stegmüller cited earlier in this chapter.
More specifically, one of its proposed solutions by Reiter [Rei80] is in fact a
variation of the RMS3 . These cases were central in Stegmüller criticisms of
the positivist view of scientific explanation. He concluded that there is no
satisfactory analysis using logic. But these very same examples are a source of
inspiration to AI researchers developing non-standard logics.
There is a lot more to these connections than what we can cover in this
book. With a grain of salt, contemporary logic-based AI research may be
viewed as logical positivism ‘pursued by other means’. One reason why this
works better nowadays than in the past, is that Hempel and his contemporaries
thought that classical logic was the logic to model and solve their problems. By
present lights, it may have been their logical apparatus more than their research
program what hampered them. Even so, they also grappled with significant
problems, which are as daunting to modern logical systems as to classical ones,
including a variety of pragmatic factors. In all, there seem to be ample reasons
for philosophers of science, AI researchers, and logicians for making common
cause.
Analyzing scientific reasoning in this broader perspective also sheds light on
the limitations of this book. We have not really accounted for the distinction
between laws and individual facts, we have no good account of ‘relevance’,
and we have not really fathomed the depths of probability. Moreover, much of
scientific explanation involves conceptual change, where the theory is modified
with new notions in the process of accounting for new phenomena. So far,

3 In

[Tan92] the author shows this fact in detail, relating current default theories to Hempel’s I-S model.
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neither our logical framework of chapter 3, nor our algorithmic one of chapter
4 has anything to offer in this more ambitious realm.

Chapter 6
EMPIRICAL PROGRESS

1.

Introduction

Traditional positivist philosophy of science inherits from logical research
not only its language, but also its focus on the truth question, that is to say,
the purpose of using its methods as means for testing hypotheses or formulae.
As we saw in the previous chapter, Hempelian models of explanation and confirmation seek to establish the conditions under which a theory (composed by
scientific laws) together with initial conditions, explains a certain phenomenon
or whether certain evidence confirms a theory. As for logical research, it has
been characterized by two approaches, namely the syntactic and the semantic.
The former account characterizes the notion of derivability and aims to answer
the following question: given theory H (a set of formulae) and formula E, is E
derivable from H? The latter characterizes the notion of logical consequence
and responds to the following question: is E a logical consequence of H?
(Equivalent to: are the models of H models of E?) Through the truth question
we can only get a “yes–no" answer with regard to the truth or falsity of a given
theory. Aiming solely at this question implies a static view of scientific practice,
one in which there is no place for theory evaluation or change. Notions like
derivation, logical consequence, confirmation, and refutation are designed for
the corroboration –logical or empirical– of theories.
However, a major concern in philosophy of science is also that of theory
evaluation. Since the 1930s, both Carnap and Popper stressed the difference between truth and confirmation, where the last notion concerns theory evaluation
as well. Issues like the internal coherence of a theory as well as its confirming
evidence, refuting anomalies or even its lacunae, are all key considerations to
evaluate a scientific theory with respect to itself and existing others. While there
is no agreement about the precise characterization of theory evaluation, and in
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general about what progress in science amounts to, it is clear that these notions
go much further than the truth question. The responses that are searched for are
answers to the success question, which includes the set of successes, failures
and lacunae of a certain theory. This is interesting and useful beyond testing
and evaluation purposes, since failures and lacunae indicate the problems of
a theory, issues that if solved, would result in an improvement of a theory to
give a better one. Thus, given the success question, the improvement question
follows from it.
For the purposes of this chapter, we take as our basis a concrete proposal
which aims at modeling the three questions about empirical progress set so far,
namely the questions of truth, success and improvement, the approach originally
presented by Theo Kuipers in [Kui00] and in [Kui99]. In particular, we undertake the challenge of the latter publication, namely to operationalize the task of
theory revision aiming at empirical progress, that is, the task of instrumentalist
abduction. Our proposal aims at showing that evaluation and improvement of a
theory can be modeled by (an extension of) the framework of semantic tableaux,
in the style of chapter 4. In particular, we are more interested in providing a
formal characterization of lacunae, namely those phenomena which a scientific
theory cannot explain, but that are consistent with it. This kind of evidence
completes the picture of successes and failures of a theory [Kui99]. The terms
‘neutral instance’ and ‘neutral result’ are also used [Kui00], for the cases in
which a(n) (individual) fact is compatible with the theory, but not derivable
from it. This notion appears in other places in the literature. For example,
Laudan [Lau77] speaks of them as a ‘non-refuting anomalies’, to distinguish
them from the real ‘refuting anomalies’. We also find these kinds of statements
in epistemology. Gärdenfors [Gar88] characterizes three epistemic states of an
agent with respect to a statement as follows: (i) acceptance, (ii) rejection, and
(iii) undetermination, the latter one corresponding to the epistemic state of an
agent in which she neither accepts nor rejects a belief, but simply has no opinion
about it (cf. chapter 8 for a treatment of abduction as epistemic change based
on this proposal). As for myself (cf. chapters 2 and 8), I have characterized
“novelty abduction" as the epistemic operation that is triggered when faced with
a ‘surprising fact’ (which is equivalent to the state of undetermination when the
theory is closed under logical consequence). It amounts to the extension of the
theory into another one that is able to explain the surprise.
These kind of phenomena put in evidence, not the falsity of the theory (as
it is the case with anomalies), but its incompleteness ([Lau77]), its incapability
of solving problems that it should be able to do.
In contemporary philosophy of science there is no place for complete theories, if we take a ‘complete scientific theory’ to mean that it has the capacity
to give explanations –negative or positive– to all phenomena within its area of
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competence1 . Besides, in view of the recognition of the need for initial conditions to account for phenomena, the incompleteness of theories is just something
implicit. Therefore, we should accept the property of being “incomplete" as a
virtue of scientific theories, rather than a drawback as in the case of mathematics. A scientific theory will always encounter new phenomena that need to be
accounted for, for which the theory in question is insufficient. However, this is
not to say that scientists or philosophers of science give up when they are faced
with a particular “undecidable phenomenon".
Our suggestion is that the presence of lacunae marks a condition in the
direction of progress of a theory, suggesting an extension (or even a revision) of
the theory in order to “decide" about a certain phenomenon which has not yet
been explained, thus generating a “better" theory, one which solves a problem
that the original one does not. Therefore, lacunae not only play a role in the
evaluation of a theory, but also in its design and generation.
As for the formal framework for modeling the success and the improvement
questions with regard to lacunae, classical methods in logic are no use. While
lacunae correspond to “undecidable statements"2 , classical logic does not provide a method for modifying a logical theory in order to “resolve" undecidable
statements. However, extensions to classical methods may provide suitable
frameworks for representing theory change. We propose an extension to the
method of semantic tableaux (cf. chapter 4), originally designed as a refutation
procedure, but used here beyond its purpose in theorem proving and model
checking, as a way to extend a theory into a new one which entails the lacunae
of the original one. This is a well-motivated standard logical framework, but
over these structures, different search strategies can model empirical progress
in science.
This chapter is naturally divided into four parts. After this introduction, in
the second part (section 2) we describe Kuipers’ empirical progress framework,
namely the characterization of evidence types, the account of theory evaluation
and comparison, as well as the challenge of the instrumentalist abduction task.
In the third part (section 3) we present our approach to empirical progress in
the (extended) semantic tableaux framework. In the final part of this chapter
(section 4), we sum up our previous discussion and offer our general conclusions.

1 It

is clear that a theory in physics gives no account to problems in molecular biology. Explanation here
is only within the field of each theory. Moreover, in our interpretation we are neglecting all well-known
problems that the identification between the notions of explanation and derivability brings about, but this
understanding of a ‘complete scientific theory’ highlights the role of lacunae, as we will see later on.
2 In 1931 Gödel showed that if we want a theory free of contradictions, then there will always be assertions
we cannot decide, as we are tied to incompleteness. We may consider undecidable statements as extreme
cases of lacunae, since Gödel did not limit himself to show that the theory of arithmetic is incomplete, but
in fact that it is “incompletable", by devising a method to generate undecidable statements.
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Kuipers’ Empirical Progress

Two basic notions are presented by this approach, which characterize the
relationship between scientific theories and evidence, namely confirmation and
falsification. To this end, Kuipers proposes the Conditional Deductive Confirmation Matrix. For the purposes of this chapter, we are using a simplified and
slightly modified version of Kuipers’ matrix. On the one hand, we give the
characterization by evidence type, that is, successes and failure, rather than by
the notions of confirmation and falsification, as he does. Moreover, we omit
two other notions he characterizes, namely (dis)confirmation and verification.
On the other hand, we do not take account of the distinction between general
successes and individual problems (failures), something that is relevant for his
further characterization of theory improvement. Our version is useful since it
gives lacunae a special place in the characterization, on a par with successes
and failures, and it also permits a quite simple representation in our extended
tableaux framework.

Success and Failure
SUCCESS
Evidence E is a success of a theory H relative to an initial condition C whenever:
H, C |= E
In this case, E confirms H relative to C.
FAILURE
Evidence E is a failure of a theory H relative to an initial condition C whenever:
H, C |= ¬E
In this case E falsifies H relative to C.

This characterization has the classical notion of logical consequence (|=) as
the underlying logical relationship between a theory and its evidence3 . Therefore, successes of a theory (together with initial conditions) are its logical consequences and failures are those formulae for which their negations are logical
consequences. Additional logical assumptions have to be made. H and C must
be logically independent, C and E must be true formulae and neither C nor H
give an account of E for the case of confirmation (or of ¬E for falsification)
by themselves. That is:
1 Logical Independence
H |= C, H |= ¬C
¬H |= C, ¬H |= ¬C
3 But

this need not to be so. Several other notions of semantic consequence (preferential, dynamic) or of
derivability (default, etc.) may capture evidence type within other logical systems (cf. chapter 3 for a logical
characterization of abduction within several notions of consequence).
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2 C and E are true formulae.
3 Assumptions for Conditional Confirmation:
H |= E, C |= E
4 Assumptions for Conditional Falsification:
H |= ¬E, C |= ¬E
Notice that the requirement of logical independence assures the consistency
between H and C, a requirement that has sometimes been overlooked (especially by Hempel, cf. chapter 5), but it is clearly necessary when the logical
relationship is that of classical logical entailment. The assumptions of conditional confirmation and conditional falsification have the additional effect of
preventing evidence from being regarded as an initial condition (H, E |= E)4 .

Lacuna
Previous cases of success and failure do not exhaust all possibilities there are
in the relationship amongst H, C and E (¬E). It may very well be the case that
given theory H, evidence E and all previous assumptions, there is no initial
condition C available to account for E (¬E) as a case of success (or failure).
In this case we are faced with a lacuna of the theory. More precisely:
LACUNA
Evidence E is a lacuna of a theory H when the following conditions hold for all available
initial conditions C:
H, C |= E
H, C |= ¬E
In this case, E neither confirms nor falsifies H.

It is clear that the only case in which a theory has no lacuna is given when it
is complete. But as we have seen, there is really no complete scientific theory.
To find lacunae in a theory suggests a condition (at least from a logical point
of view) in the direction of theory improvement. That is, in order to improve a
theory (H1 ) to give a better one (H2 ), we may extend H1 in such a way that its
lacunae become successes of H2 . The existence of lacunae in a theory confront
us with its holes, and their resolution into successes indicates progress in the
theory. By so doing, we are completing the original theory (at least with respect

4 These additional assumptions are of course implicit for the case in which E

(¬E) is a singular fact (a literal,
that is an atom or a negation thereof), since a set of universal statements H cannot by itself entail singular
formulae, but we do not want to restrict our analysis to this case, as evidence in conditional form may also
be of interest.
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to certain evidence) and thus constructing a better one, which may include
additional laws or initial conditions.
The above characterization in terms of successes, failures and lacunae makes
it clear that the status of certain evidence is always with respect to some theory
and specific initial condition. Therefore, in principle a theory gives no account
of its evidence as successes or failures, but only with respect to one (or more)
initial condition(s). Lacunae, on the other hand, show that the theory is not
sufficient, that there may not be enough laws to give an account of evidence
as a case of success or failure. But then a question arises: does the characterization of lacunae need a reference to the non-existence of appropriate initial
conditions? In other words, is it possible to characterize lacuna-type evidence
in terms of some condition between H and E alone? In the next subsection we
prove that it is possible to do so in our framework.

Theory Evaluation and Comparison
Kuipers argues for a ‘Context of Evaluation’, as a more appropriate way to
refer to the so-called ‘Context of Justification’ (cf. chapter 1):

‘Unfortunately, the term ‘Context of Justification’, whether or not specified in a falsificationist way, suggests, like the terms ‘confirmation’ and ‘corroboration’, that the
truth or falsity of a theory is the sole interest. Our analysis of the HD-method makes
it clear that it would be much more adequate to speak of the ‘Context of Evaluation’.
The term ‘evaluation’ would refer, in the first place, to the separate and comparative
HD-evaluation of theories in terms of successes and problems’. [Kui00, p.132]

Kuipers proposes to extend Hempel’s HD methodology to account not only
for testing a theory, which only gives an answer to the ‘truth-question’, but also
for evaluation purposes, in which case it allows one to answer the ‘successquestion’, in order to evaluate a theory itself, thus setting the ground for comparing it with others. This approach shows that a further treatment of a theory
may be possible after its falsification, it also allows a record to be made of the
lacunae of a theory and by so doing it leaves open the possibility of improving it.
As Kuipers rightly states, HD-testing leads to successes or problems (failures)
of a certain theory ‘and not to neutral results’ [Kui00, 101].
There are, however, several models for HD-evaluation, including the symmetric and the asymmetric ones (each one involving a macro or a micro argument).
For the purposes of this chapter we present a simplified version (in which we
do not distinguish between individual and general facts) of the symmetric definition, represented by the following comparative evaluation matrix ([Kui00,
117]):
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H2 \ H1 F ailures Lacunae Successes
F ailures
0
−
−
Lacunae
+
0
−
Successes
+
+
0
Besides neutral results (0), there are three types of results which are favorable
(+) for H2 relative to H1 , and three types of results which are unfavorable (-)
for H2 relative to H1 .
This characterization results in the following criterion for theory comparison,
which allows one to characterize the conditions under which a theory is more
successful than another: ‘Theory H2 is more successful than theory H1 if there
are, besides neutral results, some favorable results for H2 and no unfavorable
results for H2 ’. Of course, it is not a question of counting the successes (or
failures) of a theory and comparing it with another one, rather it is a matter of
inclusion, which naturally leads to the following characterization: (cf. [Kui00,
112])
Theory Comparison
A theory H2 is (at time t) as successful as (more successful than) theory H1 if and only
if (at time t):
1 The set of failures in H2 is a subset of the set of failures in H1 .
2 The set of successes in H1 is a subset of the set of successes in H2
3 At least in one of the above cases the relevant subset is proper.

This model puts forward a methodology in science, which is formal in its
representation, and it does not limit itself to the truth question. Nevertheless, it is
still a static representation of scientific practice. The characterization of a theory
into its successes, failures and lacunae is given in terms of the logical conditions
that the triple H, C, E should observe. It does not specify, for example, how
a lacuna of a theory is identified, that is, how it is possible to determine that
there are no initial conditions to give an account of a given evidence as a case
of success or failure. Also missing is an explicit way to improve a theory; that
is, a way to revise a theory into a better one. We only get the conditions under
which two – already given and evaluated – theories are compared with respect
to their successes and failures. Kuipers is well aware of the need to introduce
the issues of theory revision, as presented in what follows.

Instrumentalist Abduction
In a recent proposal [Kui99], Kuipers uses the above machinery to define
the task of instrumentalist abduction, namely theory revision aiming at empirical progress. The point of departure is the evaluation report of a theory (its
successes, failures and lacunae), and the task consists of the following:
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Instrumentalist Abduction Task
Search for a revision H2 of a theory H1 such that:
H2 is more successful than H1 , relative to the available data5 .

Kuipers sets an invitation for abduction aiming at empirical progress, namely
the design of instrumentalist abduction along symmetric or asymmetric lines.
More specific, he proposes the following challenge: “to operationalize in
tableau terms the possibility that one theory is ‘more compatible’ with the
data than another" [Kui99, p.320]. In this chapter we take up this challenge
in the following way. We propose to operationalize the above instrumentalist
task for the particular case of successes and lacunae (his Task I). We cast the
proposal in our extended framework of semantic tableaux (cf. chapter 4).
It will be clear that while our proposal remains basically the same as that of
Kuipers’, our representation allows for a more dynamic view of theory evaluation and theory improvement by providing ways to compute appropriate initial
conditions for potential successes, and for determining the conditions under
which an observation is a case of lacuna, both leading to procedures for theory improvement. However, this chapter does not give all the details of these
processes, it only provides the general ideas and necessary proofs.

3.

Empirical Progress
in (Abductive) Semantic Tableaux
Lacuna Evidence Type Characterization
In what follows we aim to characterize lacuna evidence in terms of the
extension type it effects over a certain tableau for a theory when it is expanded
with it. The main motivation for this characterization is to answer the question
raised in the previous section: can we know in general when a certain formula
E qualifies as a case of lacuna with respect to a theory H?
Let me begin by giving a translation of lacuna evidence (cf. subsection 2.2)
into tableaux, denoted here as lacuna* in order to distinguish it from Kuipers’
original usage:
LACUNA*
Given a tableau T (H) for a theory, evidence E is a lacuna* of a theory H, when the
following conditions hold for all available initial conditions C:
T (H) ∪ {¬E} ∪ {C} is an open tableau

5 In

the cited paper this is defined as the first part of Task III (Task III.1). Task III.2 requires a further
evaluation task and consists of the following: “H2 remains more successful than H1 , relative to all future
data". Moreover, there are two previous tasks: Task I, Task II, which are special cases of Task III, the former
amounts to the case of a ‘surprising observation’ (a potential success or a lacuna) and the task is to expand
the theory with some hypothesis (or initial condition) such that the observation becomes a success. This is
called novelty guided abduction. The latter amounts to the case of an ‘anomalous observation’ (a failure),
and the task is to revise the theory into another one which is able to entail the observation. This one is called
anomaly guided abduction. In my own terminology of abduction (cf. chapter 2) I refer to the former as
abductive novelty and to the latter as abductive anomaly.
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T (H) ∪ {E} ∪ {C} is an open tableau
In this case, neither E confirms nor falsifies H.

Although this is a straightforward translation, it does not capture the precise type of extension that evidence E (and its negation) effects on the tableau.
To this end, we recall our proposed distinction between “open", “closed" and
“semiclosed" extensions. While the first two are characterized by those formulae which when added to the tableau do not close any open branch, or close all
of them respectively, the last one are exemplified by those formulae which close
some but not all of the open branches. (For the formal details of the extension
characterization in terms of semantic tableaux see chapter 4).
As we are about to prove that, when a formula E (and its negation) effects an
open extension over a tableau for a certain theory H, it qualifies as a lacuna*.
More precisely:
LACUNA* CLAIM
Given a theory H and evidence E:
IF T (H) + {¬E} is an open extension and T (H) + {E} is also an open extension,
THEN E is a lacuna* of H.

Proof
(i) To be proved: T (H) ∪ {¬E} ∪ {C} is an open tableau for all C.
(ii) To be proved: T (H) ∪ {E} ∪ {C} is an open tableau for all C.
(i) Let T (H) + {¬E} be an open extension (H |= E).
Suppose there is a C (C = E is warranted by the second assumption of
conditional confirmation), such that T (H) + {¬E} + {C} is a closed
extension.
Then T (H) + {C} must be a closed extension, that is, H |= ¬C, but
this contradicts the second assumption for logical independence.
Therefore,
T (H) + {¬E} + {C} is not a closed extension, that is, H, C |= E,
thus concluding that T (H) ∪ {¬E} ∪ {C} is an open tableau.
(ii) Let T (H) + {E} be an open extension (H |= ¬E).
Suppose there is a C (C = ¬E is warranted by the second assumption
of conditional falsification), such that T (H) + {E} + {C} is a closed
extension.
Then T (H) + {C} must be a closed extension, that is, H |= ¬C, but
this contradicts the second assumption of logical independence.
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Therefore,
T (H) + {E} + {C} is not a closed extension, that is, H, C |= ¬E,
thus concluding that T (H) ∪ {E} ∪ {C} is an open tableau.
Notice that in proving the above claim we used two assumptions that have
not been stated explicitly for lacunae; one of conditional confirmation in (i)
(C |= E) and the other one of conditional falsification in (ii) (C |= ¬E).
Therefore, we claim these assumptions should also be included in Kuipers’
additional logical assumptions as restrictions on lacunae. This fact gives us
one more reason to highlight the importance of lacunae as an independent and
important case for theory evaluation.
Finally, our characterization of lacuna** evidence type in terms of our proposed tableaux extensions is as follows:
LACUNA**
Given a tableau for a theory T (H), evidence E is a lacuna** of a theory H whenever:
T (H) + {¬E} is an open extension
T (H) + {E} is an open extension
In this case, E neither confirms nor falsifies H.

This account allows one to characterize lacuna type evidence in terms of
theory and evidence alone, without having to consider any potential initial
conditions. This result is therefore attractive from a computational perspective,
since it prevents the search of appropriate initial conditions when there are none.
The proof of the above lacuna claim assures that our characterization implies
that of Kuipers’, that is, open extensions imply open tableaux (lacuna** implies
lacuna*), showing that our characterization of lacuna** is stronger than the
original one of lacuna*. However, the reverse implication (lacuna* implies
lacuna**) is not valid. An open tableau for T (H) ∪ {¬E} ∪ {C} need not
imply that T (H) + {¬E} is an open extension. Here is a counterexample:
Let H = {a → b, a → d, b → c}
E = {b} and C = {¬d}

Notice that T (H) ∪ {¬b} ∪ {¬d} is an open tableau, but both T (H) + {¬b}
and T (H) + {¬d} are semiclosed extensions.

Examples
In what follows we show the fundamentals of our approach in the framework
of Semantic Tableaux (cf. chapter 4) , via an example on a lacuna-type evidence
followed by one of theory improvement.

Lacuna
Let H1 be a theory and E an evidence. H1 = {a → b}, E = {c}
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H1 ∪ {¬c}
¬a

b

¬c

¬c





H1 ∪ {c}
¬a

b

c

c





In this case, neither evidence (c) nor its negation (¬c) are valid consequences
of the theory H1 , as shown by the two open tableaux above. Moreover, it is
not possible to produce any (literal) formula acting as initial condition in order
to make the evidence a case of success or failure (unless the trivial case is
considered, that is, to add c or ¬c). For this particular example it is perhaps
easy to be aware of this fact (a and ¬b are the only possibilities and neither one
closes the whole tableau), but the central question to tackle is, in general, how
can we know when a certain formula qualifies as a case of lacuna with respect
to a certain theory?
We are then faced with a genuine case of a lacuna, for which the theory holds
no opinion about the given evidence, either affirmative or negative: it simply
cannot account for it.
As we saw previously, we characterize formulae as lacunae of a theory whenever neither one of them nor their negations close any open branch when the
tableau is extended with them. As we have pointed out, this kind of evidence
not only shows that the theory is insufficient to account for it, but also suggests
a condition for theory improvement, thus indicating the possibility of empirical progress leading to a procedure to perform the instrumentalist task (cf.
[Kui99]).

Theory Improvement
In what follows we give an example of the extension of theory H1 into a theory
H2 , differing in that formula c is a lacuna in the former and a success in the
latter. One way to expand the tableau is by adding the formula a → c to H1
obtaining H2 as follows:
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Let H2 = {a → b, a → c}, E = {c}
H2 ∪ {¬c}
¬a

b

¬a

c

¬a

c

¬c

¬c

¬c

¬c









This tableau has still two open branches, but the addition of a new formula to
H1 (resulting in H2 ), converts evidence c into a candidate for success or failure,
since it has closed an open branch (in fact two), and thus its extension qualifies
as semi–closed. It is now possible to calculate an appropriate initial condition
to make c a success in H2 , namely a. Thus, c is a success of H2 with respect
to a.
But H1 may be extended by means of other formulae, possibly producing
even better theories than H2 . For instance, by extending the original tableau
instead with b → c the following is obtained:
Let H3 = {a → b, b → c}, E = {c}
H3 ∪ {¬c}
¬a

b

¬b

c

¬c

¬c





¬b


c
¬c


As before, c is a success with respect to initial condition a, but in addition, c
is also a success with respect to initial condition b. Formula a as well as b close
the open branch in a non-trivial way. Therefore, in H3 we gained one success
over H2 . Shall we then consider H3 a better theory than both H1 and H2 ?
According to Kuipers’ criterion for theory comparison (cf. section 2.3), both
H2 and H3 are more successful theories than H1 , since the subset of successes in
H1 is a proper subset of both the set of successes in H2 and of H3 . Moreover,
H3 is more successful than H2 , since in the former case c is a success with
respect to two initial conditions and only with respect to one in the latter case.
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We leave here our informal presentation of the extended method of semantic
tableaux applied to empirical progress leading to the instrumentalist task, as
conceived by Kuipers.

4.
Discussion and Conclusions
Success and Failure Characterizacion?
The reader may wonder whether it is also possible to characterize successes
and failures in terms of their extension types. Our focus in this chapter has been
on lacuna, so we limit ourselves to presenting the results we have found so far,
omitting their proofs:
Success IF E is a Success of H THEN
T (H) + {¬E} is a semiclosed extension and there is an initial condition
available C for which T (H) + {C} is a semiclosed extension.
Failure IF E is a failure of H THEN
T (H) + {E} is a semiclosed extension and there is an initial condition C
available for which T (H) + {C} is a semiclosed extension.
For these cases it turns out that the corresponding valid implication is the
reverse of the one with respect to that of lacunae. This means that closed
tableaux imply semiclosed extensions, but not the other way around. In fact, the
above counterexample6 is also useful to illustrate this failure: both T (H)+{¬b}
and T (H) + {¬d} are semiclosed extensions, but E is not a success of H, since
T (H) ∪ {¬b} ∪ {¬d} is an open tableau.

Conclusions
The main goal of this chapter has been to address Kuipers’ challenge in
[Kui99], namely to operationalize the task of instrumentalist abduction. In
particular, the central question raised here concerns the role of lacunae in the
dynamics of empirical progress, both in theory evaluation and in theory improvement. That is, the relevance of lacunae for the success and the improvement questions.
Kuipers’ approach to empirical progress does take account of lacunae for
theory improvement, by including them in the evaluation report of a theory
(together with its successes and failures), but it fails to provide a full characterization of them, in the same way it does for successes and failures (the former
via the notion of confirmation, and the latter via the notion of falsification).
Moreover, this approach does not specify precisely how a lacuna of a theory is
6H

= {a → b, a → d, b → c} and E = {b}.
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recognized, that is, how it is possible to identify the absence of initial conditions which otherwise give an account of certain evidence as a case of success
or failure.
Our reformulation of Kuipers’ account of empirical progress in the framework of (extended) semantic tableaux is not just a matter of a translation into a
mathematical framework. There are at least two reasons for this claim. On the
one hand, with tableaux it is possible to determine the conditions under which
a phenomenon is a case of lacuna for a certain theory, and on the other hand,
this characterization leads to a procedure for theory improvement. Regarding
the first issue, we characterize formulae as lacunae of a theory whenever neither one of them nor their negations close any open branch (when the tableau
is extended with them), they are open extensions in our terminology, and we
prove that our formal characterization of lacuna implies that of Kuipers’. As
for the latter assertion, lacunae type evidences not only show that the theory
is insufficient to account for them, but also suggests a condition for theory
improvement, thus indicating possibilities of empirical progress leading to a
procedure for performing the instrumentalist task.
We have suggested that a fresh look into classical methods in logic may be
used not only to represent the corroboration of theories with respect to evidence,
that is, to answer the truth question, but also to evaluate theories with respect
to their evidence as well as to generate better theories than the original ones.
To this end, we have presented (though informally) the initial steps to answer
the success and improvement questions, showing that given a theory and an
evidence, appropriate initial conditions may be computed in order to make
that evidence a success (failure) with respect to a theory; and when this is not
possible, we have proposed a way to extend a theory and thus improve it in
order to account for its lacunae.

Chapter 7
PRAGMATISM

1.

Introduction

In this chapter, I present the philosophical doctrine known as pragmatism, as
proposed by Charles Peirce, namely, as a method of reflexion with the aim at
clarifying ideas and guided at all moments by the ends of the ideas it analyzes.
Pragmatism puts forward an epistemic aim with an experimental solution, and
does so by following the pragmatic maxim, the underlying precept to fix a belief,
and accordingly produce its corresponding habits of action.
As it turns out, abduction has close connections to pragmatism, the former is
indeed the basis for the latter. This connection is however, a complex one. On
the one hand, to link abduction with a method of reflection, we must conceive
it as an epistemic process for logical inquiry of some kind, which transforms
the surprising phenomenon into a settled belief. Furthermore, pragmatism
is centered in the pragmatic maxim, a guide to calculate practical effects of
conceptions. Thus, on the other hand, in order to attend the experimental
aspect of pragmatism in its connection to abduction, we must attend further
aspects of an abductive hypothesis, and these necessarily go beyond its logical
formulation.
This chapter is naturally divided into four parts. After this introduction, in
the second part (section 2), we present Peirce’s notion of pragmatism, its motivation and purposes, and the pragmatic maxim. In the third part (section 3), we
present Peirce’s development of the notion of abduction as well as his epistemic
view. The abductive formulation can thus be seen as a process of belief acquisition by which a surprising fact generates a doubt that is appeased by a belief,
an abductive explanation. In the fourth part (section 4), we present Peirce’s
notion of pragmatism revisited, that is, in connection with his epistemology
and his (later) view on abduction. Pragmatism is a method of reflexion, and
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that constitutes its epistemic aspect, but it is also intimately linked with action,
with those habits of conduct involved in a belief, which is what constitutes the
experimental aspect that gives meaning to things. In the fifth and final part
of this chapter (section 5), we put forward our conclusions relating aspects of
Peirce’s pragmatism to abduction and epistemology.

2.
Pragmatism
Pragmatism and Pragmaticism
William James reports it was Charles Peirce who engendered the philosophical doctrine known as Pragmatism. Just as other notions coined by Peirce,
the choice of this term was carefully selected, this time with the intention of
capturing both sides of this concept: an epistemic as well as a practical one:
‘Now quite the most striking feature of the new theory was its recognition of an inseparable connection between rational cognition and rational purpose; and that consideration
it was which determined the preference for the name pragmatism’. [CP, 5.412]

The term itself was taken from Kant’s ‘pragmatisch’, meaning ‘in relation
to some (well) defined human purpose’ and aims to be distinguished from the
other Kantian term ‘praktisch’, which rather belongs to a region of thought
‘where no mind of the experimentalist type can ever make sure of solid ground
under his feet.’ [CP, 5.412]
Later on, however, Peirce preferred to call it pragmaticism, this time to mark
a difference with the notion of pragmatism proposed by W. James. The history
of this term is fairly well described by Peirce in the following passage [CP,
6.882]:
“In 1871, in a Metaphysical Club in Cambridge, Massachusetts, I used to preach this
principle as a sort of logical gospel, representing the unformulated method followed by
Berkeley, and in conversation about it I called it “Pragmatism". In December [November] 1877 and January 1878 I set forth the doctrine in the Popular Science Monthly; and
the two parts of my essay were printed in French in the Revue Philosophique, volumes vi
and vii. Of course, the doctrine attracted no particular attention, for, as I had remarked
in my opening sentence, very few people care for logic. But in 1897 Professor James
remodelled the matter, and transmogrified it into a doctrine of philosophy, some parts
of which I highly approved, while other and more prominent parts I regarded, and still
regard, as opposed to sound logic. About the time Professor Papini discovered, to the
delight of the Pragmatist school, that this doctrine was incapable of definition, which
would certainly seem to distinguish it from every other doctrine in whatever branch of
science, I was coming to the conclusion that my poor little maxim should be called by
another name; and accordingly, in April, 1905 I renamed it Pragmaticism”1 .

The doctrine of pragmatism is proposed as a philosophical method rather
than a mere philosophy of life, thereby marking yet another difference with
James’ pragmatism:
1 Despite

this clarification, for the aims of this chapter, we refer to the Peircean doctrine as pragmatism.
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“It will be seen [from the original statement] that pragmatism is not a Weltanschauung
(worldview) but is a method of reflexion having for its purpose to render ideas clear".
[CP, 5.13].

Pragmatism and Meaning
Pragmatism is a methodological principle responding to questions concerning a theory of meaning; it does not pretend to define truth or reality, but rather
to determine the meaning of terms or propositions:
“Suffice it to say once more that pragmatism is, in itself, no doctrine of metaphysics,
no attempt to determine any truth of things. It is merely a method of ascertaining the
meanings of hard words and of abstract concepts... All pragmatists will further agree
that their method of ascertaining the meanings of words and concepts is no other than
that experimental method by which all the successful sciences (in which number nobody
in his senses would include metaphysics) have reached the degrees of certainty that
are severally proper to them today; this experimental method being itself nothing but
a particular application of an older logical rule, "By their fruits ye shall know them."
[CP, 5.464, 5.465]

The notion of ‘the meaning of a concept’ in this pragmatic terms (cf. [CP,
6.481]) is that it is acquired through the following conditions by which a master
of its use is attained. In the first place, it is required to learn to recognize a
concept in whatever of its manifestations, and this is achieved by an extensive
familiarization with its instances. In the second place, it is required to carry out
an abstract logical analysis of the concept, getting to the bottom of its elemental
constitutive parts. But these two requirements are not yet sufficient to know the
nature of a concept in its totality. For this, it is in addition necessary to discover
and recognize those habits of conduct that the belief in the truth of the concept
in question naturally generates, that is, those habits which result in a sufficient
condition for the truth of a concept in any theme or imaginable circumstance.

The Pragmatic Maxim
Pragmatism is centered in its pragmatic maxim, the underlying guiding principle of this doctrine. In its in its original formulation, this maxim reads as
follows:
“Consider what effects that might conceivably have practical bearing you conceive the
object of your conception to have. Then your conception of those effects is the whole of
your conception of the object". (Reveu philosophique VII, [CP, 5.18]).

The core of this principle is that the conception of an object constitutes its
conceivable practical effects, manifest in habits of action, as the following quote
suggests:
‘To develop its meaning, we have, therefore, simply to determine what habits it produces,
for what a thing means is simply what habits it involves. Now, the identity of a habit
depends on how it might lead us to act, not merely under such circumstances as are
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likely to arise, but under such as might possibly occur, no matter how improbable they
may be’. [CP, 5.400]

Peirce adds the following in regard to the notion of ‘conduct’:
“It is necessary to understand the word ‘conduct’, here, in the broadest sense. If, for
example, the predication of a given concept were to lead to our admitting that a given
form of reasoning concerning the subject of which it was affirmed was valid, when
it would not otherwise be valid, the recognition of that effect in our reasoning would
decidedly be a habit of conduct". [CP, 6.481].
“For the maxim of pragmatism is that a conception can have no logical effect or import
differing from that of a second conception except so far as, taken in connection with
other conceptions and intentions, it might conceivably modify our practical conduct
differently from that second conception". [CP, 5.196].

The method proposed by this maxim provides a regulative principle for the
evaluation of beliefs and serves as a guide for our actions, and in this respect
it is a normative principle. The pragmatic maxim becomes the rule to achieve
the main aim of the whole doctrine, namely to clarify ideas.

3.
Abduction and Epistemology
Abduction in Peirce
The notion of abduction in the work of Charles Peirce is entangled in many
aspects of his philosophy and is therefore not limited to the conception of
abduction as a logical inference of its own. The notions of logical inference and
of validity that Peirce puts forward go beyond our present understanding of what
logic is about. On the one hand, they are linked to his epistemology, a dynamic
view of thought as logical inquiry, and correspond to a deep philosophical
concern, that of studying the nature of synthetic reasoning.
The intellectual enterprise of Charles Sanders Peirce, in its broadest sense,
was to develop a semiotic theory, in order to provide a framework to give an
account for thought and language. With regard to our purposes, the fundamental
question Peirce addressed was how synthetic reasoning was possible2 . Very
much influenced by the philosophy of Immanuel Kant, Peirce’s aim was to
extend his categories and correct his logic:
“According to Kant, the central question of philosophy is ‘How are synthetical judgments a priori possible?’ But antecedently to this comes the question how synthetical
judgments in general, and still more generally, how synthetical reasoning is possible at
all. When the answer to the general problem has been obtained, the particular one will
be comparatively simple. This is the lock upon the door of philosophy". ([CP, 5.348],
quoted in [Hoo92], page 18).

2 Cf.

[FK00] for Peirce’s classification of inferences into analytic and synthetic.
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Peirce proposes abduction to be the logic for synthetic reasoning, that is, a
method to acquire new ideas. As already noted in chapter 2, he was the first
philosopher to give to abduction a logical form.
The development of a logic of inquiry occupied Peirce’s thought since the
beginning of his work. In the early years he thought of a logic composed of
three modes of reasoning: deduction, induction and hypothesis each of which
corresponds to a syllogistic form, illustrated by the following, often quoted
example [CP, 2.623]:
DEDUCTION
Rule.– All the beans from this bag are white.
Case.– These beans are from this bag.
Result.– These beans are white.
INDUCTION
Case.– These beans are from this bag.
Result.– These beans are white.
Rule.– All the beans from this bag are white.
HYPOTHESIS
Rule.– All the beans from this bag are white.
Result.– These beans are white.
Case.– These beans are from this bag.

Of these, deduction is the only reasoning which is completely certain, inferring its ‘Result’ as a necessary conclusion. Induction produces a ‘Rule’
validated only in the ‘long run’ [CP, 5.170], and hypothesis merely suggests
that something may be ‘the Case’ [CP, 5.171]. The evolution of his theory is
also reflected in the varied terminology he used to refer to abduction; beginning
with presumption and hypothesis [CP, 2.776,2.623], then using abduction and
retroduction interchangeably [CP, 1.68,2.776,7.97].
Later on, Peirce proposed these types of reasoning as the stages composing
a method for logical inquiry, of which abduction is the beginning:
“From its [abductive] suggestion deduction can draw a prediction which can be tested
by induction." [CP, 5.171].

Abduction plays a role in direct perceptual judgments, in which:
“The abductive suggestion comes to us as a flash" [CP, 5.181].

As well as in the general process of invention:
“It [abduction] is the only logical operation which introduces any new ideas" [CP,
5.171].

In all this, abduction is both “an act of insight and an inference" as has
been suggested in [And86]. These explications do not fix one unique notion.
Peirce refined his views on abduction throughout his work. He first identified
abduction with the syllogistic form above, to later enrich this idea by the more
general conception of:
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“the process of forming an explanatory hypothesis” [CP, 5.171].

And also referring to it as:
“The process of choosing a hypothesis” [CP, 7.219].

Something that suggests that he did not always distinguish clearly between
the construction and the selection of a hypothesis. In any case, this later view
gives place to the logical formulation of abduction ([CP, 5.189]), which we
reproduced again (cf. chapter 2) as follows:
The surprising fact, C, is observed.
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course.
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.

We recall from chapter 2 that in addition to this formulation which makes up
the explanatory constituent of abductive inference, there are two other aspects to
consider for an explanatory hypothesis, namely its being testable and economic.
While the former sets up a requirement in order to give an empirical account of
the facts, the latter is a response to the practical problem of having innumerable
hypotheses to test and points to the need of having a criterion to select the best
explanation amongst the testable ones. We will return to the former additional
criterion later in the chapter when the connection to pragmatism is put forward.

Interpreting Peirce’s Abduction
The notion of abduction has puzzled Peirce scholars all along. Some have concluded that Peirce held no coherent view on abduction at all [Fra58], others
have tried to give a joint account with induction [Rei70] and still others claim it
is a form of inverted modus ponens [And86]. A more modern view is found in
[Kap90] who interprets Peirce’s abduction as a form of heuristics. An account
that tries to make sense of the two extremes of abduction, both as a guessing
instinct and as a rational activity is found in [Ayi74]. This last approach continues to present day. While [Deb97] proposes to reinterpret the concept of
rationality to account for these two aspects, [Gor97] shows abductive inference
in language translation, a process in which the best possible hypothesis is sought
using instinctive as well as rational elements of translation. Thus, abductive
inference is found in a variety of contexts. To explain abduction in perception,
[Roe97] offers a reinterpretation of Peirce’s abductive formulation, whereas
[Wir97] uses the notion of ‘abductive competence’ to account for language
interpretation.
This diversity suggests that Peirce recognized not only different types of
reasoning, but also several degrees within each one, and even merges between
the types. In the context of perception he writes:
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“The perceptual judgements, are to be regarded as extreme cases of abductive inferences” [CP, 5.181].

Abductory induction, on the other hand, is suggested when some kind of
guess work is involved in the reasoning [CP, 6.526]3 . Anderson [And87] also
recognizes several degrees in Peirce’s notion of creativity. A nice concise
account of the development of abduction in Peirce, which clearly distinguishes
three stages in the evolution of his thought is given in [Fan70]. Another key
reference on Peirce’s abduction, in its relation to creativity in art and science is
found in [And87]4 .

Peirce’s Epistemology
In Peirce’s epistemology, thought is a dynamic process, essentially an interaction between two states of mind: doubt and belief. While the essence
of the latter is the “establishment of a habit which determines our actions"
[CP, 5.388], with the quality of being a calm and satisfactory state in which
all humans would like to stay, the former “stimulates us to inquiry until it is
destroyed" [CP, 5.373], and it is characterized by being a stormy and unpleasant
state from which every human struggles to be freed:
“The irritation of doubt causes a struggle to attain a state of belief". [CP, 5.374].

Peirce speaks of a state of belief and not of knowledge. Thus, the pair ‘doubtbelief’ is a cycle between two opposite states. While belief is a habit, doubt
is its privation. Doubt, however, is not a state generated at will by raising a
question, just as a sentence does not become interrogative by putting a special
mark on it, there must be a real and genuine doubt:
“Genuine doubt always has an external origin, usually from surprise; and that it is as
impossible for a man to create in himself a genuine doubt by such an act of the will as
would suffice to imagine the condition of a mathematical theorem, as it would be for
him to give himself a genuine surprise by a simple act of the will". ([CP, 5.443]).

Moreover, it is surprise what breaks a habit:
“For belief, while it lasts, is a strong habit, and as such, forces the man to believe until
some surprise breaks up the habit". ([CP, 5.524], my emphasis).

And Peirce distinguishes two ways to break a habit:
“The breaking of a belief can only be due to some novel experience" [CP, 5.524] or
“...until we find ourselves confronted with some experience contrary to those expectations." ([CP, 7.36], my emphasis).

3 Peirce

further distinguishes three kinds of induction [CP, 2.775,7.208], and even two kinds of deduction
[CP, 7.224].
4 This multiplicity returns in artificial intelligence. [Fla96b] suggests that some confusions in modern accounts of abduction in AI can be traced back to Peirce’s two theories of abduction: the earlier syllogistic one
and the later inferential one. As to more general semiotic aspects of Peirce’s philosophy, another proposal
for characterizing abduction in AI is found in [Kru95].
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Peirce’s epistemic model proposes two varieties of surprise as the triggers for
every inquiry, which we relate to the previously proposed novelty and anomaly
(cf. chapter 2). Moreover, these are naturally related to the epistemic operations
for belief change in AI (cf. [Ali00b] and chapter 8).

4.

Pragmatism Revisited

A method of inquiry aiming to clarify ideas, by giving meanings to objects
according to those habits of action involved, is what makes pragmatism an active
philosophical method of reflexion. Pragmatism puts forward an epistemic aim
with an experimental solution, precisely providing an ‘unseparable connection
between rational cognition and rational purpose’ [CP, 5.412].
The nature of this method is logical and not metaphysical: “I make pragmatism to be a mere maxim of logic instead of a sublime principle of speculative
philosophy" [CP, 7.220]. Moreover, the method itself is guided by ‘the pragmatic maxim’, the underlying principle by which a belief is fixed; it is a rule to
achieve the highest degree of clarity in the apprehension of ideas. These are the
motivations and aims of pragmatism; being abduction the underlying logic of
this process: “if you carefully consider the question of pragmatism you will see
that it is nothing else than the question of the logic of abduction” [CP, 4.196].
Abduction is then proposed as an epistemic notion as well as a pragmatic
one. How can this be possible? As previously mentioned (cf. chapter 2) for a
hypothesis to be considered an abductive explanation it should be explanatory,
testable and economic. Abduction has indeed a logical formulation, which
shapes its explanatory aspect, characterizing the argumentative format that all
candidates for abductive hypotheses should observe. It is the first of these
aspects what is related to his epistemology. In particular, our previous analysis
was centered on the role played by the element of surprise in this formulation;
and on its connection to the epistemic transition between the states of doubt
and belief. The second of these aspects is what is relevant to the connection to
pragmatism, for this doctrine provides a maxim which precisely characterizes
what is to count as an explanatory hypothesis based on its being subject to
experimental verification.
Therefore, in order to understand the relationship between abduction and
pragmatism we must go beyond the logical form of abduction in two respects.
On the one hand, abduction must be understood as an epistemic process for the
acquisistion of belief and on the other hand, we must take into consideration
the experimental requirement. In what follows we will present the connections
between abduction and epistemology, followed by the connections between
each of these with pragmatism.
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Abduction and Epistemology
The connection between abductive logic and the epistemic transition between
the mental states of doubt and belief is clearly seen in the fact that the surprise
is both the trigger of abductive reasoning –as indicated by the first premise of
the logical formulation of abduction– as well as that of the doubt state when an
belief habit has been broken.
The overall cognitive process showing abductive inference as an epistemic
process can be depicted as follows: a novel or an anomalous experience (cf.
chapter 2) gives place to a surprising phenomenon, generating an state of doubt
which breaks up a belief habit and accordingly triggers abductive reasoning.
The goal of this type of reasoning is precisely to explain the surprising fact
and therefore soothe the state of doubt. It is ‘soothe’ rather than ‘destroy’ for
an abductive hypothesis has to be put into test and be economic, attending to
the further criteria Peirce proposed. The abductive explanation is simply a
suggestion that has to be put to test before converting itself into a belief.

Epistemology and Pragmatism
Two texts concerned with inquiry mark the first places in which Peirce
presents the ideas which shape the doctrine of pragmatism, namely ‘The fixation
of belief’ (1877, [CP, 5.358–387]) and ‘How to make our ideas clear’ (1878,
[CP, 5.388–5.410]). The first of these texts, presents the end of inquiry as the
settlement of opinion as well as the methods for fixing a belief. It worships a
logical method over the methods based on an appeal to authority, on tenacity
and on the a priori: ‘the very first lesson that we have a right to demand that
logic shall teach us is, how to make our ideas clear’ [CP, 5.393]. The primary
function of thought is to produce a belief:
‘The action of thought is excited by the irritation of doubt, and ceases when belief is
attained; so that the production of belief is the sole function of thought’.[CP, 5.394].

The second text reiterates the importance of a method of a logical kind and
introduces the pragmatic maxim, as the guiding principle to achieve the highest
degree of clarity in the apprehension of ideas: ‘Our idea of anything is our
idea of its sensible effects’[CP, 5.401]. The effects of our conceptions must
be produced in order to develop their meaning, and they become alive through
habits of action. In fact, a late definition of pragmatism given by Peirce, reads
as follows:
‘What the true definition of Pragmatism may be, I find it very hard to say; but in my
nature it is a sort of instinctive attraction for living facts’.[CP, 5.64]

Abduction and Pragmatism
In regard to the connection between abduction and pragmatism, we find
in Peirce’s writings notes for a conference “Pragmatism – Lecture VII–" (of
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which there is evidence it was never delivered). This conference is composed
by four sections5 , of which only the third one, “Pragmatism – The Logic of
Abduction" (cf. [CP, 5.195] – [CP, 5.206]) becomes relevant to our discussion.
In this section of the conference, Peirce states that the question of pragmatism
is nothing else than the logic of abduction, as suggested by the following quote:
“Admitting, then, that the question of Pragmatism is the question of Abduction, let us
consider it under that form. What is good abduction? What should an explanatory
hypothesis be to be worthy to rank as a hypothesis? Of course, it must explain the
facts. But what other conditions ought it to fulfill to be good? The question of the
goodness of anything is whether that thing fulfills its end. What, then, is the end of an
explanatory hypothesis? Its end is, through subjection to the test of experiment, to lead to
the avoidance of all surprise and to the establishment of a habit of positive expectation
that shall not be disappointed. Any hypothesis, therefore, may be admissible, in the
absence of any special reasons to the contrary, provided it be capable of experimental
verification, and only insofar as it is capable of such verification. This is approximately
the doctrine of pragmatism. But just here a broad question opens out before us. What
are we to understand by experimental verification? The answer to that involves the
whole logic of induction". [CP, 5.198].

Peirce puts forward the pragmatic method as that providing a maxim that
completely characterizes the admissibility of explanatory hypotheses. On the
one hand, it is required that every hypothesis is subject to experimental corroboration (verification in Peircean terms) and on the other hand, this corroboration
is manifest in habits of conduct which eliminate the surprise of doubt in question.
Another aspect of equal importance, but apparently outside the boundaries
of the logic of abduction, is concern with the very notion of experimental
corroboration, which according to the preceding text, Peirce poses in the logic
of induction. Moreover, this aspect may go beyond empirical experimentation:
“If pragmatism is the doctrine that every conception is a conception of conceivable
practical effects, it makes conception reach far beyond the practical. It allows for
any flight of imagination, provided this imagination ultimately alights upon a possible
practical effect; and thus many hypothesis may seem at first glance to be excluded by
the pragmatical maxim that are really not excluded". [CP, 5.196].

Besides the suggestion in this quote that experimental corroboration does not
limit itself to merely empirical experimentation, for it gives place to thought
experiments and other manifestations in the realm of ideas, and it also suggests
that the process of conceiving the possible effects of a certain conception already involves the mere action of experimentation, for in the calculation of the
practical effects manifest in the habits of conduct that a certain explanatory hypothesis produces, we are already in the territory of experimental corroboration,
being these found in the practical realm or in the world of ideas.
5 The

section titles are the following ones: “The Three Cotary Propositions", “Abduction and Perceptual
Judgments", “Pragmatism – the Logic of Abduction" and “The Two Functions of Pragmatism".
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Discussion and Conclusions

In this chapter we analyzed the doctrine of pragmatism in the work of Charles
Peirce, as a philosophical method of reflexion guided by the pragmatic maxim,
the underlying principle by which a belief is fixed, generating habits of action.
The outcome of our analysis shows that pragmatism is closely connected with
Peirce’s abduction. A direct link is found in the requirement regarding experimental corroboration for explanatory hypotheses, those which comply with the
logical formulation of abduction. The experimental corroboration requirement
raises the significance of the pragmatic dimension of the logic of abduction and
gives an answer to the hypotheses selection problem of those that are explanatory. For Peirce, the experimental corroboration of explanatory hypotheses goes
beyond verification, as it requires of a calculation of its possible consequences
of effects; those that produce new habits of conduct, being these epistemic or
practical.
A natural consequence of this analysis for abduction, is that the interpretation
of Peirce’s formulation goes beyond that of a logical argument to become an
epistemic process which may be described as follows: a novel or an anomalous
fact gives place to a surprising fact, generating a state of doubt. Therefore,
abductive reasoning is triggered, which consists on explaining the surprising fact
by providing an explanatory hypothesis that plays the role of a new belief. And
this state will remain as such until another fact is encountered, thus continuing
the epistemic doubt–belief cycle.
It is appealing that this view has close connections with theories of belief
revision in artificial intelligence6 . It also involves extending the traditional
view of abduction in AI, to include cases in which the observation is in conflict
with the theory, as we have suggested in our taxonomy (cf. chapter 2.).

6 In

the case of an abductive novelty, the explanation is assimilated into the theory by the operation of
expansion. In the case of an abductive anomaly, the operation of revision is needed to modify the theory and
incorporate the explanation. Cf. chapter 8 for a detailed analysis of this connection.

Chapter 8
EPISTEMIC CHANGE

1.

Introduction

Notions related to explanation have also emerged in theories of belief change
in AI. One does not just want to incorporate new beliefs, but often also, to
justify them. The main motivation of these theories is to develop logical and
computational mechanisms to incorporate new information to a scientific theory,
data base or set of beliefs. Different types of change are appropriate in different
situations. Indeed, the pioneering work of Carlos Alchourrón, Peter Gärdenfors
and David Makinson (often referred as the AGM approach) [AGM85], proposes
a normative theory of epistemic change characterized by the conditions that a
rational belief change operator should satisfy.
Our discussion of epistemic change is in the same spirit, taking a number of
cues from their analysis. We will concentrate on belief revision, where changes
occur only in the theory. The situation or world to be modelled is supposed
to be static, only new information is coming in. (The other type of epistemic
change in AI which accounts for a changing world is called update, which we
will briefly discuss at the end of the chapter.)
This chapter is naturally divided into four parts. After this introduction, in
which we give a brief introduction of abduction as a process of belief revision, in the second part (section 2) we review theories of belief revision in AI
and then propose abduction as belief revision, relating our previous ‘abductive
triggers’ (chapter 2) with the epistemic attitudes in the belief revision theories
and defining operations for abductive expansion, revision and contraction of
their own. Finally, we show that abduction as a theory of epistemic change
is both committed to the foundationalist and the coherentist epistemological
stances of belief revision theories. In the third part (section 3), we propose an
implementation in tableaux of abduction as a process of belief revision. We
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extend our previous analysis of chapter 4 as to include contraction and revision
operations over tableaux. We propose two different strategies for contraction
(without committing ourselves to any one of them) and outline procedures for
computing explanations. In the fourth and final part of this chapter (section 4),
we offer an analysis of previous sections with respect both to the relation of
abduction to belief revision and to the algorithmic sketch we presented previously. We then put forward our conclusions and briefly mention some other
related work in this direction.
Generally speaking, this chapter shows that the notion of abduction goes
beyond that of logical inference and that it may indeed be interpreted as a process
for belief revision, with clear connections with the existing literature in this
field. It also shows that semantic tableaux may have further uses implementing
contraction and revision operations, which go way beyond the standard ones.
It also involves extending the traditional view of abduction in AI, to include
cases in which the observation is in conflict with the theory, as suggested in our
taxonomy in chapter 2.

2.
Abduction as Epistemic Change
Theories of Belief revision in AI
We shall expand on the brief introduction given in chapter 2, highlighting
aspects that distinguish different theories of belief revision. This sets the scene
for approaching abduction as a similar enterprise1 .
The basic elements of this theory are the following. Given a consistent theory
Θ closed under logical consequence, called the belief state, and a sentence ϕ,
the incoming belief, there are three epistemic attitudes for Θ with respect to ϕ:
either ϕ is accepted (ϕ ∈ Θ), ϕ is rejected (¬ϕ ∈ Θ), or ϕ is undetermined
(ϕ ∈ Θ, ¬ϕ ∈ Θ). Given these attitudes, the following operations characterize
the kind of belief change ϕ brings into Θ, thereby effecting an epistemic change
in the agent’s currently held beliefs:
Expansion
A new sentence is added to Θ regardless of the consequences of the larger
set to be formed. The belief system that results from expanding Θ by a
sentence ϕ together with the logical consequences is denoted by Θ + ϕ.
Revision
A new sentence that is (typically) inconsistent with a belief system Θ is
added, but in order that the resulting belief system be consistent, some of
1 The

material of this section is mainly based on [Gar92], with some modifications taken from other approaches. In particular, in our discussion, belief revision operations are not required to handle incoming
beliefs together with all their logical consequences.
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the old sentences in Θ are deleted. The result of revising Θ by a sentence ϕ
is denoted by Θ ∗ ϕ.
Contraction
Some sentence in Θ is retracted without adding any new facts. In order to
guarantee the deductive closure of the resulting system, some other sentences
of Θ may be given up. The result of contracting Θ with respect to sentence
ϕ is denoted by Θ − ϕ.
Of these operations, revision is the most complex one. Indeed the three
belief change operations can be reduced into two of them, since revision and
contraction may be defined in terms of each other. In particular, revision here
is defined as a composition of contraction and expansion: first contract those
beliefs of Θ that are in conflict with ϕ, and then expand the modified theory with
sentence ϕ (known as ‘Levi’s identity’). While expansion can be uniquely and
easily defined (Θ + ϕ = {α | Θ ∨ {ϕ}  α}), this is not so with contraction or
revision, as several formulas can be retracted to achieve the desired effect. These
operations are intuitively non-deterministic. A simple example (cf. example 3
from chapter 2) to illustrate this point is the following:
Θ: r, r → w.
ϕ: ¬w.

In order to incorporate ϕ into Θ and maintain consistency, the theory must be
revised. But there are two possibilities for doing this: deleting either of r → w
or r allows us to then expand the contracted theory with ¬w consistently. Several
formulas can be retracted to achieve the desired effect, thus it is impossible to
state in purely logical or set-theoretical terms which of these is to be chosen.
Therefore, an additional criterion must be incorporated in order to fix which
formula to retract. Here, the general intuition is that changes on the theory
should be kept ‘minimal’, in some sense of informational economy2 .
Moreover, epistemic theories in this tradition observe certain ‘integrity constraints’, which concern the theory’s preservation of consistency, its deductive
closure and two criteria for the retraction of beliefs: the loss of information
should be kept minimal and the less entrenched beliefs should be removed first.
These are the very basics of the AGM approach. In practice, however, fullfledged systems of belief revision can be quite diverse. They differ in at least
three aspects: (a) belief state representation, (b) characterization of the operations of epistemic change (via postulates or constructively), and (c) epistemological stance.
2 Various

ways of dealing with this issue occur in the literature. I mention only that in [Gar88]. It is based
on the notion of entrenchment, a preferential ordering which lines up the formulas in a belief state according
to their importance. Thus, we may retract those formulas that are the ‘least entrenched’ first. For a more
detailed reference as to how this is done exactly, see [GM88].
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Regarding the first aspect (a), we find there are essentially three ways in
which the background knowledge Θ is represented: (i) belief sets, (ii) belief
bases, or (iii) possible world models. A belief set is a set of sentences from a
logical language L closed under logical consequence. In this classical approach,
expanding or contracting a sentence in a theory is not just a matter of addition
and deletion, as the logical consequences of the sentence in question should
also be taken into account. The second approach emerged in reaction to the
first. It represents the theory Θ as a base for a belief set BΘ , where BΘ is
a finite subset of Θ satisfying Cons(BΘ ) = Θ. (That is, the set of logical
consequences of BΘ is the classical belief state). The intuition behind this
is that some of the agent’s beliefs have no independent status, but arise only
as inferences from more basic beliefs. Finally, the more semantic approach
(iii) moves away from syntactic structure, and represents theories as sets WΘ
of possible worlds (i.e., their models). Various equivalences between these
approaches have been established in the literature (cf. [GR95]).
As for the second aspect (b), operations of belief revision can be given
either ‘constructively’ or merely via ‘postulates’. The former approach is more
appropriate for algorithmic models of belief revision, the latter serves as a
logical description of the properties that any such operations should satisfy.
The two can also be combined. An algorithmic contraction procedure may be
checked for correctness according to given postulates. (Say, one which states
that the result of contracting Θ with ϕ should be included in the original state
(Θ − ϕ ⊆ Θ.)).
The last aspect (c) concerns the epistemic quality to be preserved. While
the foundationalists argue that beliefs must be justified (with the exception of a
selected set of ‘basic beliefs’), the coherentists consider it a priority to maintain
the overall coherence of the system and reject the existence of basic beliefs.
Therefore, each theory of epistemic change may be characterized by its
representation of belief states, its description of belief revision operations, and
its stand on the main properties of sets of beliefs one should be looking for.
These choices may be interdependent. Say, a constructive approach might favor
a representation by belief bases, and hence define belief revision operations on
some finite base, rather than the whole background theory. Moreover, the
epistemological stance determines what constitutes rational epistemic change.
The foundationalist accepts only those beliefs that are justified in virtue of other
basic beliefs, thus having an additional challenge of computing the reasons for
an incoming belief. On the other hand, the coherentist must maintain coherence,
and hence make only those minimal changes that do not endanger (at least)
consistency (however, coherence need not be identified with consistency).
In particular, the AGM paradigm represents belief states as sets (in fact, as
theories closed under logical consequence), provides ‘rationality postulates’ to
characterize the belief revision operations (cf. postulates for contraction at the
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end of the chapter), and finally, it advocates a coherentist view. The latter is
based on the empirical claim that people do not keep track of justifications for
their beliefs, as some psychological experiments seem to indicate [Har65].

Abduction as Belief Revision
Abductive reasoning may be seen as an epistemic process for belief revision. In this context an incoming sentence ϕ is not necessarily an observation,
but rather a belief for which an explanation is sought. Existing approaches to
abduction usually do not deal with the issue of incorporating ϕ into the set of
beliefs. Their concern is just how to give an account for ϕ. If the underlying
theory is closed under logical consequence, however, then ϕ should be automatically added once we have added its explanation (which a foundationalist
would then keep tagged as such).
In AI, practical connections of abduction to theories of belief revision have
often been noted. But these in general use abduction to determine explanations
of incoming beliefs or as an aid to perform the epistemic operations for belief revision. Of many references in the literature, we mention [Wil94] (which studies
the relationship between explanations based on abduction and ‘Spohnian reasons’) and [AD94](which uses abductive procedures to realize contractions over
theories with ‘immutability conditions’). Some work has been done relating
abduction to knowledge assimilation [KM90], in which the goal is to assimilate
a series of observations into a theory maintaining its consistency.
Our claim will be stronger. Abduction can function in a model of theory revision as a means to determine explanations for incoming beliefs. But also more
generally, abductive reasoning itself provides a model for epistemic change.
Let us discuss some reasons for this, recalling our architecture of chapter 2.
First, what were called the two ‘triggers’ for abductive reasoning correspond
to the two epistemic attitudes of a formula being undetermined or rejected. We
did not consider accepted beliefs, since these do not call for explanation.
ϕ is a novelty (Θ |= ϕ, Θ |= ¬ϕ): ϕ is undetermined.
ϕ is an anomaly (Θ |= ϕ, Θ |= ¬ϕ: ϕ is rejected.
ϕ is an accepted belief (Θ |= ϕ).
The epistemic attitudes are presented in [Gar88] in terms of membership (e.g.,
a formula ϕ is accepted if ϕ ∈ Θ). We defined them in terms of entailment,
since our theories are not closed under logical consequence.
Our main concern is not the incoming belief ϕ itself. We rather want to
compute and add its explanation α. But since ϕ is a logical consequence of the
revised theory, it could easily be added. Thus, as we shall see, abduction as
epistemic change may be described by two operations: either as an (abductive)
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expansion, where the background theory gets extended to account for a novel
fact, or as an (abductive) revision, in which the theory needs to be revised to
account for an anomalous fact. Belief revision theories provide an explicit
calculus of modification for both cases and indeed serve as a guide to define
abductive operations for epistemic change. In AI, characterizing abduction via
belief operators goes back to Levesque [Lev89]. More recently, other work
has been done in this direction ([Pag96], [LU96]). As we shall see, while the
approaches share the same intuition, they all differ in implementation.
In philosophy, the idea of abduction as epistemic change is already present in
Peirce’s philosophical system (cf. chapter 7), in the connection between abduction and the epistemic transition between the mental states of doubt and belief.
It shows itself very clearly in the fact that surprise is both the trigger of abductive reasoning, —as indicated by the first premise of the logical formulation–,
as well as the trigger of the state of doubt, when a belief habit has been broken. Abductive reasoning is a process by which doubts are transformed into
beliefs, since an explanation for a surprising fact is but a suggestion to be tested
thereafter. Moreover, one aspect of abduction is related to the “Ramsey test"
[Ram00]: given a conditional sentence α → ϕ, α is a reason for ϕ iff revising
your current beliefs by α causes ϕ to be believed. This test has been the point
of departure of much epistemological work both in philosophy and in AI.
Next we propose two abductive epistemic operations for the acquisition of
knowledge, following those in the AGM theory while being faithful to our
interpretation of Peirce’s abduction and proposed taxonomy. Then, a discussion
on abductive epistemic theories, in which we sketch ours and compare it to other
work.

Abductive Operations for Epistemic Change
The previously defined abductive novelty and abductive anomaly correspond
respectively, to the AGM epistemic attitudes of undetermination and rejection
(provided that ⇒ is  and Θ closed under logical consequence).
In our account of abduction, both a novel phenomenon and an anomalous
one induce a change in the original theory. The latter calls for a revision and the
former for expansion. So, the basic operations for abduction are expansion and
revision. Therefore, two epistemic attitudes and changes in them are reflected
in an abductive model.
Here, then, are the abductive operations for epistemic change:

Abductive Expansion
Given an abductive novelty ϕ, a consistent explanation α for ϕ is computed
in such a way that Θ, α ⇒ ϕ, and then added to Θ.
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Abductive Revision
Given an abductive anomaly ϕ, a consistent explanation α is computed as
follows: the theory Θ is revised into Θ so that it does not explain ¬ϕ. That
is, Θ ⇒ ¬ϕ, where Θ = Θ − (β1 , . . . , βl )3 .
Once Θ is obtained, a consistent explanation α is calculated in such a way
that Θ , α ⇒ ϕ and then added to Θ.
Thus, the process of revision involves both contraction and expansion.
In one respect, these operations are more general than their counterparts in the
AGM theory, since incoming beliefs are incorporated into the theory together
with their explanation (when the theory is closed under logical consequence).
But in the type of sentences to accept, they are more restrictive. Given that in
our model non-surprising facts (where Θ ⇒ ϕ) are not candidates for being
explained, abductive expansion does not apply to already accepted beliefs, and
similarly, revision only accepts rejected facts. Other approaches however, do
not commit themselves to the preconditions of novelty and anomaly that we
have set forward. Pagnucco’s abductive expansion [Pag96] is defined for an
inconsistent input, but in this case the resulting state stays the same. Lobo
and Uzcátegui’s abductive expansion [LU96] is even closer to standard AGM
expansion; it is in fact the same when every atom is “abducible".

Abductive Epistemic Theories
Once we interpret abductive reasoning as a model for epistemic change, in
lines of those proposed in AI, the next question is: what kind of theory is an
abductive epistemic theory?
As we saw previously, there are several choices for representing belief states,
for characterizing the operations for epistemic change and finally, an epistemic
theory adheres to either the foundationalist or the coherentist trend. The predominant line of what we have examined so far, is to stay close to the AGM
approach. That is, to represent belief states as sets (in fact as closed theories), and to characterize the abductive operations of extension and revision
through definitions, rationality postulates and a number of constructions motivated by those for AGM contraction and revision. As for epistemological
stance, Pagnucco is careful to keep his proposal away from being interpreted
as foundationalist; he thinks that having a special set of beliefs like the “abducibles", as found in [LU96], is “against the coherentist spirit of the AGM"
[Pag96, page 174].
3 In

many cases, several formulas and not just one must be removed from the theory. The reason is that sets
of formulas which entail (explain) ϕ should be removed. E.g., given Θ = {α → β, α, β} and ϕ = ¬β, in
order to make Θ, ¬β consistent, one needs to remove either {β, α} or {β, α → β}.
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As for epistemological stance, here is our position. The main motivation for
an abductive epistemic theory is to incorporate an incoming belief together with
its explanation, the belief (or set of) that justifies it. This fact places abduction
close to the above foundationalist line, which requires that beliefs are justified
in terms of other basic beliefs. Often, abductive beliefs are used by a (scientific) community, so the earlier claim that individuals do not keep track of the
justifications of their beliefs [Gar88] does not apply. On the other hand, an important feature of abductive reasoning is maintaining consistency of the theory.
Otherwise, explanations would be meaningless (especially if ⇒ is interpreted
as classical logical consequence. C.f. chapter 3). Therefore, abduction is committed to the coherentist approach as well. This is not a case of opportunism.
Abduction rather demonstrates that the earlier philosophical stances are not
incompatible. Indeed, [Haa93] argues for an intermediate stance of ‘foundherentism’. Combinations of foundationalist and coherentist approaches are also
found in the AI literature [Gal92].
In our view, an abductive theory for epistemic change, which aims to model
Peirce’s abduction, naturally calls for a procedural approach. It should produce
explanations for surprising phenomena and thus transform a state of doubt
into one of belief. The AGM postulates describe expansions, contractions and
revisions as epistemic products rather than processes in their own right. Their
concern is with the nature of epistemic states, not with their dynamics. This
gives them a ‘static’ flavour, which may not always be appropriate.
Therefore, in the following, we aim at giving a constructive model in which
abduction is an epistemic activity.

3.

Semantic Tableaux Revisited:
Toward An Abductive Model for Belief Revision

The combination of stances that we just described naturally calls for a procedural approach to abduction as an activity. But then, the same motivations that
we gave in chapter 4 apply. Semantic tableaux provided an attractive constructive representation of theories, and abductive expansion operations that work
over them. So, here is a further challenge for this framework. Can we extend
our abductive tableau procedures to also deal with revision?
What we need for this purpose is an account of contraction on tableaux.
Revision will then be forthcoming through combination with expansion, as has
been mentioned before.

Revision in Tableaux
Our main idea is extremely straightforward. In semantic tableaux, contraction
of a theory Θ, so as to give up some earlier consequences, translates into the
opening of a closed branch of T (Θ). Let us explain this in more detail for the
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case of revision. The latter process starts with Θ, ϕ for which T (Θ∪ϕ) is closed.
In order to revise Θ, the first goal is to stop ¬ϕ from being a consequence of
Θ. This is done by opening a closed branch of T (Θ) not closed by ϕ, thus
transforming it into T (Θ’). This first step solves the problem of retracting
inconsistencies. The next step is (much as in chapter 4) to find an explanatory
formula α for ϕ by extending the modified Θ’ as to make it entail ϕ. Therefore,
revising a theory in the tableau format can be formulated as a combination of
two equally natural moves, namely, opening and closing of branches:
Given Θ, ϕ for which T (Θ ∪ ϕ) is closed, α is an abductive explanation if
1. There is a set of formulas β1 , . . . , βl (βi ∈ Θ) such that
T (Θ ∪ ϕ) − (β1 , . . . , βl ) is open.
Moreover, let Θ1 = Θ − (β1 , . . . , βl ). We also require that
2. T ((Θ1 ∪ ¬ϕ) ∪ α) is closed.

How to implement this technically? To open a tableau, it may be necessary
to retract several formulas β1 , . . . , βl and not just one (cf. previous footnote).
The second item in this formulation is precisely the earlier process of abductive
extension, which has been developed in chapter 4. Therefore, from now on we
concentrate on the first point of the above process, namely, how to contract a
theory in order to restore consistency.
Our discussion will be informal. Through a series of examples, we discover
several key issues of implementing contraction in tableaux. We explore some
complications of the framework itself, as well as several strategies for restoring consistency, and the effects of these in the production of explanations for
anomalous observations.

Contraction in Tableaux
The general case of contraction that we shall need is this. We have a currently
inconsistent theory, of which we want to retain some propositions, and from
which we want to reject some others. In the above case, the observed anomalous phenomenon was to be retained, while the throwaways were not given
in advance, and must be computed by some algorithm. We start by discussing
the less constrained case of any inconsistent theory, seeing how it may be made
consistent through contraction, using its semantic tableau as a guide.
As is well–known, a contraction operation is not uniquely defined, as there
may be several options for removing formulas from a theory Θ so as to restore
consistency. Suppose Θ = {p ∧ q, ¬p}. We can remove either p ∧ q or ¬p – the
choice of which depends, as we have noticed, on preferential criteria aiming at
performing a ‘minimal change’ over Θ.
We start by noting that opening a branch may not suffice for restoring consistency. Consider the following example.
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Example 1
Let Θ = {p ∧ q, ¬p, ¬q}
T (Θ)
p∧q
p
q
¬p


By removing ¬p the closed branch is opened. However, note that this is
not sufficient to restore consistency in Θ because ¬q was never incorporated
to the tableau! Thus, even upon removal of ¬p from Θ, we have to ‘recompute’ the tableau, and we will find another closure, this time, because of ¬q.
This phenomenon reflects a certain design decision for tableaux, which seemed
harmless as long as we are merely testing for standard logical consequence.
When constructing a tableau, as soon as a literal ¬l may close a branch (i.e.,
l appears somewhere higher up; or vice versa) it does so, and no formula is
added thereafter. Therefore, when opening a branch we are not sure that all
formulas of the theory are represented on it. Thus, considerable reconfiguration
(or even total reconstruction) may be needed before we can decide that a tableau
has ‘really’ been opened. Of course (for our purposes), we might change the
format of tableaux, and compute closed branches ‘beyond inconsistency’, so as
to make all sources of closure explicit.
‘Recomputation’ is a complication arising from the specific tableau framework that we use, suggesting that we need to do more work in this setting than
in other approaches to abduction. Moreover, it also illustrates that ‘hidden conventions’ concerning tableau construction may have unexpected effects, once
we use tableaux for new purposes, beyond their original motivation. Granting
all this, we feel that such phenomena are of some independent interest, and we
continue with further examples demonstrating what tableaux have to offer for
the study of contraction and restoring consistency.

Global and Local: Strategies for Contraction
Consider the following variant of our preceding example:
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Example 2
Let Θ = {p ∧ q, ¬p}
T (Θ)
p∧q
p
q
¬p


In this tableau, we can open the closed branch by removing either ¬p or p.
However, while ¬p is indeed a formula of Θ, p is not. Here, if we follow standard
accounts of contraction in theories of belief revision, we should trace back the
Θ-source of this subformula (p ∧ q in this case) and remove it. But tableaus
offer another route. Alternatively, we could explore ‘removing subformulas’
from a theory by merely modifying their source formulas, as a more delicate
kind of minimal change. These two alternatives suggest two strategies for
contracting theories, which we label global and local contraction, respectively.
Notice, in this connection, that each occurrence of a formula on a branch has a
unique history leading up to one specific corresponding subformula occurrence
in some formula from the theory Θ being analyzed by the tableau. The following
illustrates what each strategy outputs as the contracted theory in our example:
Global Strategy
Branch–Opening = {¬p, p}
(i) Contract with ¬p:
¬p corresponds to ¬p in Θ
Θ’=Θ − {¬p} = {p ∧ q}
(ii) Contract with p:
p corresponds to p ∧ q in Θ
Θ’ = Θ − {p ∧ q} = {¬p}
Local Strategy
Branch–Opening

= {¬p, p}
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(i) Contract with ¬p
Replace in the branch all connected occurrences of ¬p (following its upward
history) by the atom ‘true’: T .
T (Θ)
p∧q
p
q
T


Θ’

= Θ − {¬p} = {p ∧ q, T }

(ii) Contract with p:
Replace in the branch all connected occurrences of p (following its history)
by the atom true: T .
T (Θ)
T ∧q
T
q
¬p


Θ’

=

Θ − {p} = {T ∧ q, ¬p}

Here, we have a case in which the two strategies differ. When contracting
with p, the local strategy gives a revised theory (which is equivalent to {q, ¬p})
with less change than the global one. Indeed, if p is the source of inconsistency,
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why remove the whole formula p ∧ q when we could modify it by T ∧ q?
This simple example shows that ‘removing subformulas’ from branches, and
modifying their source formulas, gives a more minimal change than removing
the latter.
However, the choice is often less clear-cut. Sometimes the local strategy
produces contracted theories that are logically equivalent to their globally contracted counterparts. Consider the following illustration (a variation on example
3 from chapter 2).

Example 3:
Θ = {r → l, r, ¬l}.
T (Θ ∪ ϕ)
r→l
r
¬r

l



¬l


Again, we briefly note the obvious outcomes of both local and global contraction strategies.
Global Strategy
Left Branch–Opening

=

{r, ¬r}

(i) Contract with r:
Θ’

=

Θ − {r} = {r → l, ¬l}

(ii) Contract with ¬r:
Θ’

=

Θ − {r → l} = {r, ¬l}

Right Branch–Opening

= {¬l, l}

(i) Contract with l:
Θ’

=

Θ − {r → l} = {r, ¬l}

(ii) Contract with ¬l:
Θ’

= Θ − {¬l} = {r, r → l}
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Local Strategy
Left Branch–Opening

=

{r, ¬r}

(i) Contract with r:
Θ’

=

Θ − {r} = {r → l, ¬l}

(ii) Contract with ¬r:
Θ’

=

{T ∨ l, r, ¬l}.

Right Branch–Opening

=

{r, ¬r}

(i) Contract with l:
Θ’

=

{¬r ∨ T, r, ¬l}

(ii) Contract with ¬l:
Θ’

=

Θ − {¬l} = {r, r → l}

Now, the only deviant case in the local strategy is this. Locally contracting
Θ with ¬r makes the new theory {T ∨ l, r, ¬l}. Given that the first formula is
a tautology, the output is logically equivalent to its global counterpart {r, ¬l}.
Therefore, modifying versus deleting conflicting formulae makes no difference
in this whole example.
A similar indifference shows up in computations with simple disjunctions,
although more complex theories with disjunctions of conjunctions may again
show differences between the two strategies. We refrain from spelling out these
examples here, which can easily be supplied by the reader. Also, we leave the
exact domain of equivalence of the two strategies as an open question. Instead,
we survey a useful practical case, again in the form of an example.

Computing Explanations
Let us now return to abductive explanation for an anomaly. We want to keep
the latter fixed in what follows (it is precisely what needs to be accommodated),
modifying merely the background theory. As it happens, this constraint involves
just an easy modification of our contraction procedure so far.

Example 4
Θ = {p ∧ q → r, p ∧ q},
ϕ = ¬r
There are five possibilities on what to retract (¬r does not count since it is
the anomalous observation). In the following descriptions of ‘local output’,
note that a removed literal ¬l will lead to a substitution of F (the ‘falsum’) for
its source l in a formula of the input theory Θ.
Contracting with p:
Global Strategy: Θ’={p ∧ q → r}
Local Strategy: Θ’={p ∧ q → r, T ∧ q}
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Contracting with ¬p:
Global Strategy: Θ’={p ∧ q}
Local Strategy: Θ’={F ∧ q → r, p ∧ q}
Contracting with q:
Global Strategy: Θ’={p ∧ q → r}
Local Strategy: Θ’={p ∧ q → r, p ∧ T }
Contracting with ¬q:
Global Strategy: Θ’={p ∧ q}
Local Strategy: Θ’={p ∧ F → r, p ∧ q}
Contracting with r:
Global Strategy: Θ’={p ∧ q}
Local Strategy: Θ’={p ∧ q → T, p ∧ q}.
A case in which the revised theories are equivalent is when contracting with
r, so we have several cases in which we can compare the different explanations
produced by our two strategies. To obtain the latter, we need to perform ‘positive’ standard abduction over the contracted theory. Let us look first at the case
when the theory was contracted with p. Following the global strategy, the only
explanation for ϕ = ¬r with respect to the revised theory (Θ’={p ∧ q → r})
is the trivial solution, ¬r itself. On the other hand, following the local strategy,
there is another possible explanation for ¬r with respect to its revised theory
(Θ’={p ∧ q → r, T ∧ q}), namely q → ¬r. Moreover, if we contract with ¬p,
we get the same set of possible explanations in both strategies. Thus, again,
the local strategy seems to allow for more ‘pointed’ explanations of anomalous
observations.
We do not claim that either of our strategies is definitely better than the other
one. We would rather point at the fact that tableaux admit of many plausible
contraction operations, which we take to be a vindication of our framework.
Indeed, tableaux also suggest a slightly more ambitious approach. We outline
yet another strategy to restore consistency. It addresses a point mentioned in
earlier chapters, viz. that explanation often involves changing one’s ‘conceptual
framework’.

Contraction by Revising the Language
Suppose we have Θ = {p ∧ q}, and we observe or learn that ¬p. Following
our global contraction strategy would leave the theory empty, while following
the local one would yield a contracted theory with T ∧ q as its single formula.
But there is another option, equally easy to implement in our tableau algorithms.
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After all, in practice, we often resolve contradictions by ‘making a distinction’.
Mark the proposition inside the ‘anomalous formula’ (¬p) by some new proposition letter (say p’), and replace its occurrences (if any) in the theory by the
latter. In this case we obtain a new consistent theory Θ’ consisting of p ∧ q, ¬p’.
And other choice points in the above examples could be marked by suitable new
proposition letters as well.
We may think of the pair p, p as two variants of the same proposition, where
some distinction has been made. Here is a simple illustration of this formal
manipulation.
p ∧ q : “Rich and Famous”
¬p: “Materially poor”
¬p’: “Poor in spirit”

In a dialogue, the ‘anomalous statement’ might then be defused as follows.
– A: “X is a rich and famous person, but X is poor.”
– B: Why is X poor?”
Possible answers:
– A: “Because X is poor in spirit”
– A: “Because being rich makes X poor in spirit”
– A: “Because being famous makes X poor in spirit”

Over the new contracted (and reformulated) theories, our abductive algorithms of chapter 3 can easily produce these three consistent explanations (as
¬p , p → ¬p , q → ¬p ). The idea of reinterpreting the language to resolve
inconsistencies suggests that there is more to belief revision and contraction
than removing or modifying given formulas. The language itself may be a
source of the anomaly, and hence it needs revision, too. (For related work in
argumentation theory, cf. [vBe94].) This might be considered as a simple case
of ‘conceptual change’.
What we have shown is that, at least some language changes are easily incorporated into tableau algorithms, and are even suggested by them. Intuitively,
any inconsistent theory can be made consistent by introducing enough distinctions into its vocabulary, and ‘taking apart’ relevant assertions. We must leave
the precise extent, and algorithmic content, of this ‘folklore fact’ to further
research.
Another appealing consequence of accommodating inconsistencies via language change, concerns structural rules of chapter 3. We will only mention
that structural rules would acquire yet another parameter in their notation,
namely the vocabulary over which the formulas are to be interpreted (e.g.
p|V1 , q|V2 ⇒ p∧q|V1 ∪V2 ). Interestingly, this format was also used in Bolzano
[Bol73] (cf. chapter 3). An immediate side effect of this move are refined notions of consistency, in the spirit of those proposed by Hofstadter in [Hof79],
in which consistency is relative to an ‘interpretation’.
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Outline of Contraction Algorithms
Global Strategy
Input: Θ, ϕ for which T (Θ ∪ ϕ) is closed.
Output: Θ’ (Θ contracted) for which T (Θ’ ∪ϕ) is open.
Procedure: CONTRACT(Θ, ¬ϕ, Θ’)
Construct T (Θ ∪ ϕ), and label its closed branches: Γ1 , . . . , Γn .
IF ¬ϕ ∈ Θ
Choose a closed branch Γi (not closed by ϕ, ¬ϕ).
Calculate the literals that open it: Branch–Opening(Γi ) = {γ1 , γ2 }. Choose one of
them, say γ = γ1 .
Find a corresponding formula γ’ for γ in Θ higher up in the branch (γ’ is either γ itself,
or a formula in conjunctive or disjunctive form in which γ occurs.)
Assign Θ’ := Θ − γ’.
ELSE (¬ϕ ∈ Θ)
Assign Θ’ = Θ − ϕ.
IF T (Θ’∪¬ϕ) is open AND all formulas from Θ are represented in the open branch,
then go to END.
ELSE
IF T (Θ’∪¬ϕ) is OPEN
Add remaining formulas to the open branch(es) until there are no more formulas to add
or until the tableau closes.
IF the resulting tableau Θ” is open, reassign Θ’:=Θ” and goto
END.
ELSE CONTRACT(Θ”,¬ϕ, Θ”’).
ELSE CONTRACT(Θ’,¬ϕ, Θ”).
% (This is the earlier-discussed ‘iteration clause’ for tableau recomputation.)
END
% (Θ’ is the contracted theory with respect to ¬ϕ such that T (Θ’ ∪ϕ) is open.)

Local Strategy
Input: Θ, ϕ for which T (Θ ∪ ϕ) is closed.
Output: Θ’ (Θ contracted) for which T (Θ’ ∪ϕ) is open.
Procedure: CONTRACT(Θ, ¬ϕ, Θ’)
Construct T (Θ ∪ ϕ), and label its closed branches: Γ1 , . . . , Γn .
Choose a closed branch Γi (not closed by ϕ, ¬ϕ).
Calculate the literals that open it: Branch–Opening(Γi ) = {γ1 , γ2 }. Choose one of
them, say γ = γ1 .
Replace γ by T together with all its occurrences up in the branch. (γ’ is either γ itself,
or a formula in conjunctive or disjunctive form in which γ occurs.)
Assign Θ’ := [T /γ]Θ.
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IF T (Θ’∪¬ϕ) is open AND all formulas from Θ are represented in the open branch,
then go to END.
ELSE
IF T (Θ’∪¬ϕ) is OPEN
Add remaining formulas to the open branch(es) until there are no more formulas to add
or until the tableau closes.
IF the resulting tableau Θ” is open, reassign Θ’ := Θ” and goto
END.
ELSE CONTRACT(Θ”,¬ϕ, Θ”’).
ELSE CONTRACT(Θ’,¬ϕ, Θ”).
END
% (Θ’ is the contracted (by T substitution) theory with respect to ¬ϕ such that T (Θ’
∪ϕ) is open.)

Rationality Postulates
To conclude our informal discussion of contraction in tableaux, we briefly
discuss the AGM rationality postulates. (We list these postulates at the end of
this chapter.) These are often taken to be the hallmark of any reasonable operation of contraction and revision – and many papers show laborious verifications
to this effect. What do these postulates state in our case, and do they make
sense?
To begin with, we recall that theories of epistemic change differed in the way
their operations were defined (amongst other things). These can be given either
‘constructively’, as we have done, or via ‘postulates’. The former procedures
might then be checked for correctness according to the latter. However, in
our case, this is not as straightforward as it may seem. The AGM postulates
take belief states to be theories closed under logical consequence. But our
tableaux analyze non-deductively closed finite sets of formulas, corresponding
with ‘belief bases’. This will lead to changes in the postulates themselves.
Here is an example. Postulate 3 for contraction says that: “If the formula to
be retracted does not occur in the belief set K, nothing is to be retracted”:
K-3 If ϕ ∈ K, then K − ϕ = K.
In our framework, we cannot just replace belief states by belief bases here. Of
course, the intuition behind the postulate is still correct. If ϕ is not a consequence
of Θ (that we encounter in the tableau), then it will never be used for contraction
by our algorithms. Another point of divergence is that our algorithms do not
put the same emphasis on contracting one specific item from the background
theory as the AGM postulates. This will vitiate further discussion of even more
complex postulates, such as those breaking down contractions for complex
formulas into successive cases.
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One more general reason for this mismatch is the following. Despite their
operational terminology (and ideology), the AGM postulates describe expansions, contractions, and revisions as (in the terminology of chapter 2) epistemic
products, rather than processes in their own right. This gives them a ‘static’
flavor, which may not always be appropriate.
Therefore, we conclude that the AGM postulates as they stand do not seem
to apply to contraction and revision procedures like ours. Evidently, this raises
the issue of which general features are present in our algorithmic approach,
justifying it as a legitimate notion of contraction. There is still a chance that
a relatively slight ‘revision of the revision postulates’ will do the job. (An
alternative more ‘procedural’ approach might be to view these issues rather in
the dynamic logic setting of [dRi94], [vBe96a] .) We must leave this issue to
further investigation.

4.
Discussion and Conclusions
Belief Revision in Explanation
We present here an example which goes beyond our ‘conservative algorithms’
of chapter 4 and that illustrates abduction as a model for epistemic change. This
example relates our medical diagnosis case given in chapter 2. As we have
shown, computing explanations for incoming beliefs gives a richer model than
many theories of belief revision, but this model is necessarily more complex.
After all, it gives a much broader perspective on the processes of expansion and
revision.
In standard belief revision in AI , given an undetermined belief (our case of
novelty) the natural operation for modifying a theory is expansion. The reason
is that the incoming belief is consistent with the theory, so the minimal change
criterion dictates that it is enough to add it to the theory. Once abduction is
considered however, the explanation for the fact has to be incorporated as well,
and simple theory expansion might not be always appropriate. Consider our
previous example of statistical reasoning in medical diagnosis (cf. chapter 2,
and 5.2.4 of chapter 5), concerning the quick recovery of Jane Jones, which we
briefly reproduce as follows:
Θ : L 1 , L 2 , L 3 , C1 4
ϕ:E

Given theory Θ, we want to explain why Jane Jones recovered quickly
(ϕ). Clearly, the theory neither claims with high probability that she recov4 Almost

all cases of streptococcus infection clear up quickly after the administration of penicillin (L1).
Almost no cases of penicillin-resistant streptococcus infection clear up quickly after the administration
of penicillin (L2). Almost all cases of streptococcus infection clear up quickly after the administration
of Belladonna, a homeopathic medicine (L3). Jane Jones had streptococcus infection (C1). Jane Jones
recovered quickly (E).
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ered quickly (Θ ⇒ ϕ), nor that she did not (Θ ⇒ ¬ϕ). We have a case of
novelty, the observed fact is consistent with the theory. Now suppose a doctor
comes with the following explanation for her quick recovery: “After careful
examination, I have come to the conclusion that Jane Jones recovered quickly
because although she received treatment with penicillin and was resistant, her
grandmother had given her Belladonna”. This is a perfectly sound and consistent explanation. However, note that having the fact that ‘Jane Jones was
resistant to penicillin’ as part of the explanation does lower the probability of
explaining her quick recovery, to the point of statistically implying the contrary. Therefore, in order to make sense of the doctor’s explanation, the theory
needs to be revised as well, deleting the statistical rule L2 and replacing it with
something along the following lines: “Almost no cases of penicillin-resistant
streptococcus infection clear up quickly after the administration of penicillin,
unless they are cured by something else” (L2 ).
Thus, we have shown with this example that for the case of novelty in
statistical explanation (which we reviewed in chapter 5), theory expansion may
not be the appropriate operation to perform (let alone the minimal one), and
theory revision might be the only way to salvage both consistency and high
probability.

Is Abduction Belief Revision?
In the first part of this chapter we have argued for an epistemic model of
abductive reasoning, in the lines of those proposed for belief revision in AI.
However, this connection does not imply that abduction can be equated to
belief revision. Let me discuss some reasons for this claim.
On the one hand, in its emphasis on explanations, an abductive model for
epistemic change is richer than many theories of belief revision. Admittedly,
though, not all cases of belief revision involve explanation, so the greater richness also reflects a restriction to a special setting. Moreover, in our model, not
all input data is epistemically assimilated, but only that which is surprising;
those facts which have not been explained by the theory, or that are in conflict
with it. (Even so, one might speculate whether facts which are merely probable
on the basis of Θ might still need explanation of some sort to further cement
their status.)
On the other hand, having a model for abduction within the belief revision
framework has imposed some other restrictions, which might not be appropriate
in a broader conception of abductive reasoning. One is that our abduction always
leads to some modification of the background theory to account for a surprising
phenomenon. Therefore, we leave out cases in which a fact may be surprising
(e.g. my computer is not working) even though it has been explained in the
past. This sense of “surprising" seems closer to “unexpected"; there is a need
to search for an explanation, but it does not involve any revision whatsoever.
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Moreover, the type of belief revision accounted for in this model for abductive
reasoning is of a very simple kind. Addition and removal of information are
the basic operations to effect the epistemic changes, and the only criterion for
theory revision is explanation. There is neither room for conceptual change, a
more realistic type of scientific reasoning, nor place for a finer–grain distinction
of kinds of expansion (as in [Lev91]) or of revision. Our approach may also
be extended with a theory revision procedure, in which the revised theory is
more successful than the original one, in the lines proposed in chapter 6 and in
[Kui99].

Abductive Semantic Tableaux as a
Framework for Epistemic Change
The second part of this chapter concerned our brief sketch of a possible use of
semantic tableaux for performing all operations in an abductive theory of belief
revision. Even in this rudimentary state, it presents some interesting features.
For a start, expansion and contraction are not reverses of each other. The latter
is essentially more complex. Expanding a tableau for Θ with formula ϕ merely
hangs the latter to the open branches of T (Θ). But retracting ϕ from Θ often
requires complete reconfiguration of the initial tableau, and the contraction
procedure needs to iterate, as a cascade of formulas may have to be removed.
The advantage of contraction over expansion, however, is that we need not run
any separate consistency checks, as we are merely weakening a theory.
We have not come down in favor of any of the strategies presented. The
local strategy tends to retain more of the original theory, thus suggesting a more
minimal change than the global one. Moreover, its ‘substitution approach’ is
nicely in line with our alternative analysis of tableau abduction in section 4.5.2
of chapter 4, and it may lend itself to similar results. But in many practical
cases, the more standard ‘global abduction’ works just as well. We must leave
a precise comparison to future research.
Regarding different choices of formulas to be contracted, our algorithms are
blatantly non-deterministic. If we want to be more focused, we would have to
exploit the tableau structure itself to represent (say) some entrenchment order.
The more fundamental formulas would lie closer to the root of the tree. In this
way, instead of constructing all openings for each branch, we could construct
only those closest to the leaves of the tree. (These correspond to the less
important formulas, leaving the inner core of the theory intact.)
It would be of interest to have a proof-theoretic analysis of our contraction
procedure. In a sense, the AGM ‘rationality postulates’ may be compared with
the structural rules of chapter 3. And the more general question we have come
up against is this: what are the appropriate logical constraints on a process view
of contraction, and revision by abduction?
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Conclusions
In this chapter we gave an account of abduction as a theory of belief revision.
We proposed semantic tableaux as a logical representation of belief bases over
which the major operations of epistemic change can be performed. The resulting
theory combines the foundationalist with the coherentist stand in belief revision.
We claimed that beliefs need justification, and used our abductive machinery
to construct explanations of incoming beliefs when needed. The result is richer
than standard theories in AI, but it comes at the price of increased complexity.
In fact, it has been claimed in [Doy92] that a realistic workable system for
belief revision must not only trade deductive closed theories for belief bases,
but also drop the consistency requirement. (As we saw in chapter 3, the latter
is undecidable for sufficiently expressive predicate-logical languages. And
it may still be NP–complete for sentences in propositional logic.) Given our
analysis in chapter 3, we claim that any system, which aims at producing genuine
explanations for incoming beliefs, must maintain consistency. What this means
for workable systems of belief revision remains a moot point.
The tableau analysis confirms the intuition that revision is more complex than
expansion, and that it admits of more variation. Several choices are involved,
for which there seem to be various natural options, even in this constrained
logical setting. What we have not explored in full is the way in which tableaux
might generate entrenchment orders that we can profit from computationally. As
things stand, different tableau procedures for revision may output very different
explanations: abductive revision is not one unique procedure, but a family.
Even so, the preceding analysis may have shown that the standard logical tool
of semantic tableaux has more uses than those for which they were originally
designed.
Finally, regarding other epistemic operations in AI and their connection to
abduction, we have briefly mentioned update, the process of keeping beliefs up–
to–date as the world changes. Its connection to abduction points to an interesting
area of research; the changing world might be full of new surprises, or existing
beliefs might have lost their explanations. Thus, appropriate operations would
have to be defined to keep the theory updated with respect to these changes.
Regarding the connection to other work, it would be interesting to compare
our approach with that mentioned which follows the AGM line. Although
this is not as straightforward as it may seem, we could at least check whether
our algorithmic constructions of abductive expansion and revision validate the
abductive postulates found in [Pag96] and [LU96].

AGM Postulates for Contraction
K-1 For any sentence φ and any belief set K, K − φ is a belief set.
K-2 No new beliefs occur in K − φ: K − φ ⊆ K.

Epistemic Change
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K-3 If the formula to be retracted does not occur in the belief set, nothing is to
be retracted:
If φ ∈ K, then K − φ = K.
K-4 The formula to be retracted is not a logical consequence of the beliefs
retained, unless it is a tautology:
If not  φ, then φ ∈ K − φ).
K-5 It is possible to undo contractions (Recovery Postulate):
If φ ∈ K, then K ⊆ (K − φ) + φ.
K-6 The result of contracting logically equivalent formulas must be the same:
If  φ ↔ ψ, then K − φ = K − ψ.
K-7 Two separate contractions may be performed by contracting the relevant
conjunctive formula:
K − φ ∩ K − ψ ⊆ K − φ ∧ ψ.
K-8 If φ ∈ K − φ ∧ ψ, then K − φ ∧ ψ ⊆ K − ψ.
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Abstract
We propose a study of abductive reasoning addressing it as an epistemic process that involves both an agentʼs information
and the actions that modify this information. More precisely, we present and discuss deﬁnitions of an abductive problem
and an abductive solution in terms of an agentʼs information, that is, in terms of knowledge and beliefs. The discussion is
then formalised by ‘implementing’ our deﬁnitions in a dynamic epistemic logic framework, where the properties of these
deﬁnitions are studied, an epistemic action that represents the application of an abductive step is introduced, and an
illustrative example is provided. A number of the most interesting properties of abductive reasoning (those highlighted by
Peirce) are shown to be better modelled within this approach.
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1. Introduction
Introduced to modern logic by Charles S. Peirce, abductive reasoning [30], [22], [25], [3] is typically understood as the process
of looking for an explanation for a surprising observation. Many forms of intellectual tasks, such as medical and fault diagnosis,
scientiﬁc discovery, legal reasoning, and natural language understanding, belong to this category, thus making abduction
one of the most important reasoning processes.
Abductive reasoning has been studied mainly from a purely syntactic perspective. Typical deﬁnitions of an abductive
problem and its solution(s) are given in terms of a theory and a formula, and therefore most of the work on the subject has

focused on: (1) discussing what a theory and a formula should satisfy in order to form an abductive problem, and what a
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formula
should satisfy in order to be an abductive solution [3]; (2) proposing algorithms to ﬁnd abductive solutions [19], [27],
[28], [33], [20]; and (3) analysing the structural properties of abductive consequence relations [23], [2], [41]. In all these studies,
which follow the so-called AKM-schema of abduction, certain explanationism and consequentialism are considered, but the
epistemic character of abductive reasoning seems to have been pushed into the background. In contrast, the GW-schema
[11], [42] is based on the concept of ignorance problem, which arises when a cognitive agent has a cognitive target that cannot
be attained from what she currently knows, thus highlighting the distinctive epistemic feature of abduction that is crucial to
our considerations.
In this paper, an epistemic and dynamic approach to abductive reasoning is proposed. In this sense, our approach is closer to
the ideas in [21], [7], [1], [26] in that it stresses the key role that agents and actions play within the abductive reasoning
scenario. Even so, our approach goes one step further, as it fully adopts a dynamic perspective by making explicit the actions
involved in the abductive process. We argue that abductive reasoning can be better understood as a process that involves an
agentʼs information, and with this in mind, not only are deﬁnitions of an abductive problem and an abductive solution
presented and discussed in terms of an agentʼs knowledge and her beliefs, but a method through which the chosen
abductive solution is integrated into the agentʼs information is also outlined.
More precisely, we propose that, for a given agent, an abductive problem arises when she comes to know or believe certain χ
that she could not have come to know or believe with the rest of her information, and that a given η is an abductive solution to
this problem for the agent whenever, together with the rest of her information, it would have allowed her to (come to) know
or believe χ. Then, considering the non-monotonic nature of abductive reasoning, we propose that abductive solutions
should be integrated into the agentʼs information not as knowledge, but rather as beliefs. In a single sentence: we propose
that abductive reasoning can be understood as a process of belief change that is triggered by an observation and guided by the
knowledge and beliefs the agent has the ability to derive (Section 2).1
After proposing our deﬁnitions, we use dynamic epistemic logic (DEL) tools [39], [37] in order to ‘implement’ our deﬁnitions
and formalise the discussion (Section 3 introduces the tools and Section 4 formalises our deﬁnitions). We show how the
classiﬁcation of abductive problems and abductive solutions proposed in [3] can be extended in this setting, and a number
of the properties of these notions are discussed. An example illustrating the way our proposed ideas work is then provided.
The paper is completed (Section 5) with a brief summary of the key points of our approach and further directions for
research.

Single-agent setting vs multi-agent setting
It should be mentioned here that, following the abductive reasoning tradition, and in order to allow an in-depth discussion
of our ideas, the present analysis focuses only on the single-agent case: the deﬁnitions provided in Section 2 and formalised
in Section 4 are given in terms of the knowledge and beliefs of a single agent. Accordingly, the actions considered in this
paper, observation (i.e., public announcement) and (public) belief revision, publicly aﬀect the information of our agent.
However, a multi-agent setting would allow us to represent richer notions and interactions among agents. In particular, we
would be able to consider: (i) deﬁnitions of an abductive problem and an abductive solution in terms of the knowledge and
beliefs of several agents and, more interestingly, in terms what a set of agents commonly know and/or believe; and (ii)
actions that aﬀect the knowledge and beliefs of diverse agents in diﬀerent ways (e.g., private observations).

2. An epistemic and dynamic perspective
Peirce presents the main features of abduction with the following formulation (see [17]):
The surprising fact, C, is observed.
But if A were true, C would be a matter of course.
Hence, there is reason to suspect that A is true.
And he adds immediately that

A cannot be abductively inferred, or if you prefer the expression, cannot be abductively conjectured, until its entire content is already present
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premises, ‘If A were true, C would be a matter of course’.2
According to these ideas, abduction is a process that is triggered when a surprising fact is observed by an epistemic agent.
After such process ends, an explicative hypothesis is obtained, although the genuine result of the abductive inference is the
plausibility of the truth of such hypothesis: in order for the solution to be admissible, it must be veriﬁable via
experimentation.
We use “experimental veriﬁcation” in a broad sense. Peirce himself discusses several naive conceptions of the notion, which
constitute the backbone of philosophical pragmatism. He also points out (see [18]) the particular form of an abductive
syllogism by means of the schema rule + result = case, and gives illustrative examples, such as the case of Napoleon: as there
are documents and monuments about him, though we have not seen him, we suppose he really existed. Another is the case
of fossils: if we ﬁnd fossils of ﬁsh inland, we can conclude that this area was once covered by water.
The truth of the obtained hypothesis is thereby plausibly conjectured. Abduction is therefore an inferential process of
epistemic character whose conclusion is rather a provisional proposal that could be revised in the light of new information:
abduction is non-monotonic. In [42], another linguistic feature is considered: that the connection between the truth of the
hypothesis and the observation is subjunctive, which stresses the necessity of considering the role of an agent in the process.
The present work proposes an approach to abductive reasoning from an epistemic and dynamic perspective. Instead of
understanding abductive reasoning as a process that modiﬁes a theory whenever there is a formula that is not entailed by the
theory under some particular consequence relation, as the traditional deﬁnition of an abductive problem does, we propose an
approach that understands abductive reasoning as a process that changes an agentʼs information whenever, due to some epistemic
action, the agent has come to know or believe a fact that she could not have predicted otherwise.
Such an epistemic and dynamic approach seems natural to us. First, abduction, such as other forms of non-monotonic
reasoning (e.g., belief revision, default reasoning), is classiﬁed as common-sense reasoning rather than mathematical
reasoning, and most of its classic examples involve ‘real’ agents and their information (e.g., Mary observes that the light does
not go on; Karen observes that the lawn is wet; Holmes observes that Mr. Wilsonʼs right cuﬀ is very shiny). Thus, even
though abductive reasoning has been linked to scientiﬁc theories (as interpreted in philosophy of science), in its most basic
forms it deals with an agentʼs (or a set of agentsʼ) information. Second, abductive reasoning implies a change in the agentʼs
information (Mary assumes that the electricity supply has failed; Karen assumes it has rained; Holmes assumes Mr. Wilson
has done a lot of writing lately), and thus it is essential to distinguish the diﬀerent stages during the abductive process: the
stage before the observation, the stage after the observation has raised the abductive problem (and in which the agent looks
for an explanation), and the stage in which the explanation is incorporated into the agentʼs information.
There is a ﬁnal issue we consider crucial for an epistemic approach to abductive reasoning. From our perspective, abductive
reasoning involves not one epistemic attitude (as is typically assumed in most approaches) but rather two: that which the
agent has with full certainty; and that which she considers very likely but she still cannot be certain about. The reason is that
an agent typically tries to explain facts that she knows as the result of some observation, but the chosen solution, being a
hypothesis that might be dropped in the light of further observations, should not attain the full certainty status. Moreover,
the use of two epistemic notions gives us more ﬂexibility to deal with a wider variety of abductive problems and abductive
solutions, and makes our analysis closer, we think, to Peirceʼs original formulation.

2.1. What we understand by “abductive reasoning”
As mentioned before, there are diﬀerent ideas of what abductive reasoning consists of. For example, with respect to what an
abductive problem is, while certain authors claim that there is an abductive problem only when neither the observed χ nor
its negation follows from a theory [19], others say that there is also an abductive problem when, though χ does not follow, its
negation does [3], a situation that has been typically called a belief revision problem. There are also several opinions of what
an abductive solution is. Most of the work on strategies for ﬁnding abductive solutions focuses on formulae that are already
part of the system (the aforementioned [19], [27], [28], [33], [20]), while some others take a broader view, allowing not only
changes in the underlying logical consequence relation [34] but also the creation and/or modiﬁcation of concepts [32].

In order to prevent misunderstandings, we shall establish the form of abductive reasoning we will be dealing with. During
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the present
work, we will understand abductive reasoning as a reasoning process that goes from a single unjustiﬁed fact to
its abductive explanations, where an explanation is an already considered formula that satisﬁes certain properties.
All in all, abductive reasoning can be seen as a process that involves four phases: (1) recognising the existence of an abductive
problem; (2) identifying candidates for solutions; (3) selecting ‘the best’ solutions; and (4) assimilating those chosen. Here is
how we will understand each one of these phases.

2.1.1. What is an abductive problem?
In the literature, an abductive problem is typically presented as the result of a ‘surprising observation’. The translation of
this statement in terms of a theory, a formula and a consequence relation (typically, the logical consequence relation) yields
the classic deﬁnition: a formula χ constitutes an abductive problem for the set of formulae Φ under the consequence
relation ⊢ whenever neither χ nor its negation follows from Φ under ⊢ [19].
There are, from our epistemic and dynamic perspective, two important concepts in the deﬁnition of an abductive problem.
The ﬁrst is what a formula χ should satisfy in order to become an abductive problem. The second is the action that triggers
the abductive problem, that is, the action that turns a formula χ into an abductive problem.
For the former concept, a formula is typically said to be an abductive problem when it is surprising. There are diﬀerent ways
to deﬁne ‘a surprising observation of χ’ (some of them in a DEL setting [24]). Most of the approaches that deﬁne this notion
in terms of what the agent knows/believes, understand a surprise as something that contradicts the agentʼs
knowledge/beliefs. In other words, it is said that a given χ is surprising whenever the agent does not know/believe it, or,
more radically, whenever the agent knows/believes ¬χ.
However, in the context of abductive reasoning, it is not reasonable to deﬁne a surprising observation in terms of what the
agent knows/believes after the observation. The reason is that, after observing χ, an agent would typically come to know/believe
it. Thus, if we follow some of the mentioned deﬁnitions, no χ would be surprising and there would be no abductive
problems at all! We ﬁnd it more reasonable to deﬁne a surprising observation not in terms of what the agent currently
knows/believes, but rather in terms of what she knew/believed before the observation. More precisely, we will say that a
known/believed χ is surprising with respect to an agent whenever she could not have come to know/believe it.
Of course, we still need to clarify what “the agent could have come to know/believe χ” means. This is a crucial notion, since
it will tell us not only when a formula χ is an abductive problem (the agent could not have come to know/believe χ), but also
what a formula η needs in order to be an abductive solution (with the help of η, the agent could have come to know/believe
χ). Here we understand the ability to come to know/believe a given formula as the ability to infer it, and the simplest way to
state this idea is the following: an agent could have come to know/believe χ if and only if there is an implication
such
that the agent knew both the implication and its antecedent.
With respect to the action that triggers an abductive problem χ, this action is typically assumed to be the observation of χ
itself. Here we will consider a more general idea: for us, the action that triggers the abductive problem will be simply the
observation of some formula ψ. Thus, though ψ should indeed be related to χ (after all, χ is an abductive problem because
the agent comes to know χ by observing ψ), we will not restrict our agent to look for explanations of the formula that is
being observed: she will also be able to look for explanations of any formula χ that she comes to know/believe through the
observation but could not have come to know/believe by herself before.3
Our deﬁnition of an abductive problem is hereby given in full detail4:
Let represent the epistemic state of an agent, and let be the epistemic state that results from the agent observing some
given ψ. A formula χ constitutes an abductive problem for the agent at whenever χ is known and there is no implication
such that the agent knew both the implication and its antecedent at .
Note how we deﬁne an abductive problem with respect to an agent and stage (i.e., some epistemic situation). Thus, whether a
formula is an abductive problem depends on the formula but also on the information of that given agent at that given stage.

This deﬁnition could seem very restrictive. Even if the reader agrees with the basic idea (‘χ is an abductive problem for a
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agent whenever she knows χ but she could not have come to know/believe it’), she/he does not need to agree with the
way we understand key parts of it. Nevertheless, as stated in the introduction, our goal is not to provide a full account of the
many diﬀerent understandings of what abductive reasoning does. Rather, our aim is to show how an epistemic and dynamic
perspective can shed a new light on the way abductive reasoning is understood, even when assuming its simplest
interpretation.

2.1.2. What is an abductive solution?
Under classic deﬁnitions, an abductive solution is a formula that, together with the background theory, entails the
surprising observation. The simplest interpretation of this idea is what yields the typical understanding of abduction as
deduction in reverse: from the surprising observation χ and the background theory
to the abductive solution η.
In our setting, an abductive solution for a given χ will be deﬁned in terms of what the agent could have been able to infer
before the observation that raised the problem. As mentioned before, we will say that η is a solution for the abductive
problem χ if the agent could have come to know/believe χ with the help of η. In our simple case, in which we understand the
ability to come to know/believe a given formula as the ability to infer this formula by means of a simple modus ponens step,
we state the following:
A formula η constitutes an abductive solution for the abductive problem χ at some given state if the agent knew
at
the previous state . Thus, the set of solutions for an abductive problem χ is the set of antecedents of implications which
have χ as consequent and were known before the observation that triggered the abductive problem.
Note how we look for abductive solutions not when the agent has come to know/believe χ, but rather at the stage
immediately before it. Thus, η is a solution when, had it been known/believed before, would have allowed the agent to come
to know/believe (i.e., to predict) χ.

2.1.3. How is ‘the best’ explanation selected?
Although there are several notions of explanation (covering the law model, the statistical relevance model, the genetic
model, etc.) for modelling the behaviour of why-questions in scientiﬁc contexts, most of these consider a consequence
(entailment) relation; “explanation” and “consequence” go typically hand in hand. However, ﬁnding suitable and reasonable
criteria for selecting the best explanation has constituted a fundamental problem in abductive reasoning [14], [22], [16], and in
fact many authors consider it to be the heart of the subject. Many approaches are based on logical criteria, but beyond
requisites to avoid triviality, and certain restrictions to the syntactic form, the deﬁnition of suitable criteria is still an open
problem. Some approaches have suggested the use of contextual aspects, such as an ordering among formulae or among full
theories. In particular, for the latter, a typical option is the use of preferential models in which preferential criteria for selecting
the best explanation are regarded as qualitative properties that are beyond the pure causal or deductive relationship between
an explanandum and its explanans. However, these preference criteria are normally treated as an external device which works
on top of the logical or deductive part of the explanatory mechanism, and as such they have been criticised because they
seem to fall outside the logical framework.
Approaching abductive reasoning from an epistemic point of view gives us another perspective. We have already seen how
the explanation an agent will choose for a given abductive problem does not depend on how the problematic formula could
have been predicted, but rather on how the agent could have predicted it. In general, diﬀerent agents have diﬀerent
information, and thus what is an explanation for one agent might not be an explanation for another. This suggests that,
instead of looking for criteria to select the best explanation, we should look for a criterion to select the agentʼs best
explanation. Thus, once the agent has a set of formulae that explain the abductive problem from her point of view, how can
she choose ‘the best’? Our answer makes use of the fact that we consider agents that have not only knowledge but also
beliefs: among all these explanations, some are more plausible than others from the agentʼs point of view, that is, she considers
some of these explanations more likely to be the case. These are precisely the ones the agent will choose when trying to
explain a surprising observation: the best explanation can be deﬁned in terms of a preference ordering among the agentʼs
epistemic possibilities. It could be argued that this criterion is not ‘logical’ in the classic sense because it is not based
exclusively on the deductive relationship between the observed fact and the diﬀerent ways in which it could have been

derived. Nevertheless, it is logical in a broader sense since it does depend on the agentʼs information: her knowledge and,
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crucially,
her beliefs.
In this work we will focus mainly on the deﬁnitions of an abductive problem and an abductive solution, and on what their
‘implementation’ in a DEL framework yields. For an extensive and more in-depth discussion on how to select the agentʼs
best explanation following the previous lines, we refer to [29].

2.1.4. How is ‘the best’ explanation incorporated into the agentʼs information?
Once the best explanation has been selected, it has to be incorporated into the agentʼs information. One of the features that
distinguishes abductive reasoning from deductive reasoning is its non-monotonic nature: the chosen explanation does not
need to be true, and in fact can be discarded in the light of further information. This tells us that an abductive solution
cannot be assimilated as knowledge. Nevertheless, our agent has not only this ‘hard’ form of information which is not
subjected to modiﬁcations; she also has a ‘soft’ form that can be revised as many times as it is needed: beliefs. Therefore, once
‘the best’ abductive solution η has been chosen, we can change the agentʼs information, thereby leading her to believe that η
is the case.

2.2. Abductive reasoning in a picture
It is interesting to notice how our deﬁnitions of abductive problem and abductive solution rely on some form of
‘counterfactivity’, as in Peirceʼs original formulation (and also as discussed in [42]): a given η is a solution of a problem χ if it
would have allowed the agent to predict χ. This can be better described with the following diagram.
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The upper path is the real one: by means of an observation, the agent goes from the epistemic state to the epistemic state
in which she knows χ, and by accepting the abductive solution η she goes further to . The existence of this path, that is,
the fact that χ is an abductive problem and η is one of its abductive solutions, tells us that, at , the lower path would be
possible: incorporating η to the agentʼs information would have taken her to an epistemic state where she would have
been able to infer χ. Note, nevertheless, how is not identical to : in both η and χ are ‘equally reliable’ because the
second is inferred from the ﬁrst, while in , η is less reliable than χ since although the second is obtained via an
observation, the ﬁrst is just a hypothesis that is subject to revision in the light of further information.

3. Representing knowledge and beliefs
The best way to test our ideas is to put them to work, and the most natural framework for this is that of dynamic epistemic
logic (DEL) [39], [37], the ‘dynamic’ extension of epistemic logic (EL) [15], [9]. In particular, the plausibility models of [4] allow us
to represent an agentʼs knowledge and beliefs as well as acts of observation and belief revision, all of which are crucial to our
understanding of the abductive process. In this section, we will introduce these tools; our discussed deﬁnitions will be
formalised in Section 4. However, it should be emphasised that our main goal is not to use DEL or even EL for representing
abductive reasoning: the main goal of this paper is to take an epistemic and dynamic approach to this process. Our ideas can
also be formalised in terms of two plain sets of propositional formulae, K (knowledge set) and B (belief set). Less interesting
technical results may be obtained, but our main idea, as stated in the diagram in Section 2.2 still remains.

3.1. Language and semantic model
Deﬁnition 3.1 Language
Given a set of atomic propositions P, formulae φ of the language

are given by
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where
. Formulae of the form
are read as “there is a world at least as plausible (as the current one) where φ holds”,
and those of the form
are read as “there is a world epistemically indistinguishable (from the current one) where φ
holds”. Other Boolean connectives (∧, →, ↔) as well as the universal modalities,
and
, are deﬁned as usual (
and
, for the latter).
The language is the propositional language plus two modalities,
and
, that allow us to deﬁne the notions of belief
and knowledge, respectively. The semantic model for , a plausibility model, is deﬁned as follows.
Deﬁnition 3.2 Plausibility model
Let P be a set of atomic propositions. A plausibility model is a tuple
, where: (1) W is a non-empty set of possible
worlds; (2)
is a locally connected5 and conversely well-founded6 preorder,7 the plausibility relation, representing
the plausibility order of the worlds from the agentʼs point of view (
is read as “u is at least as plausible as w”); (3)
is an atomic valuation function, indicating the atomic propositions in P that are true at each possible world. A
pointed plausibility model
is a plausibility model with a distinguished world
.
The key idea behind plausibility models is that an agentʼs beliefs can be deﬁned as what is true in the most plausible worlds
from the agentʼs perspective, and modalities for the plausibility relation ≤ will allow this deﬁnition to be formed. In order to
deﬁne the agentʼs knowledge, the approach is to assume that two worlds are epistemically indistinguishable for the agent if
and only if she considers one of them at least as plausible as the other (i.e., if and only if they are comparable via ≤). The
epistemic indistinguishability relation ∼ can therefore be deﬁned as the union of ≤ and its converse, that is, as
.
Thus, ∼ is the symmetric closure of ≤ and hence
. Moreover, since ≤ is reﬂexive and transitive, ∼ is an equivalence
relation. This epistemic indistinguishability relation ∼ should not be confused with the equal plausibility relation, denoted by
≃, and deﬁned as the intersection of ≤ and ≥, that is,
. For further details and discussion on these models, we refer to
[4].
For the semantic interpretation, the two modalities
the standard modal way. Formally,

and

are interpreted with the help of their respective relations in

Deﬁnition 3.3 Semantic interpretation
Let
be a pointed plausibility model with
as usual. For the remaining cases,

. Atomic propositions and Boolean operators are interpreted

Deﬁning knowledge and beliefs
The notion of knowledge in plausibility models is deﬁned by means of the epistemic indistinguishability relation in the
standard way: the agent knows φ in some world w if and only if φ is the case in every world she considers to be epistemically
possible from w.8 The modality
can be used to this end. For the notion of beliefs, the idea is, as stated before, that the agent
believes φ at a given w if and only if φ is the case in the most plausible worlds from w. Thanks to the properties of the
plausibility relation (a locally connected and conversely well-founded preorder), φ is true in the most plausible (i.e., the ≤maximal) worlds from w if and only if, in accordance with the plausibility order, from some moment onwards there are only
φ-worlds (see [6], [35], [4] for the technical details). The modalities
and
can be used to this end. Summarising, we have
the following:

The agent knows φ

Kφ:=[∼] φ

The agent believes φ

Bφ:=〈 ≤ 〉 [≤] φ
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Observe
how, since we have

, the formula

is valid (but its converse is not).

The dual of these notions, epistemic possibility and most likely possibility, can be deﬁned as the correspondent modal
duals:

A more detailed description of this framework, a number of the notions that can be deﬁned within it, its technical details
and its axiom system can be found in [4].
Following the DEL idea, actions that modify an agentʼs information can be represented as operations that transform the
underlying semantic model. In the rest of this section, operations that can be applied over plausibility models will be
recalled, and extensions of the language that allow us to describe the changes such operations bring about will be provided.
These will be used in Section 4 to represent and describe abductive reasoning.

3.2. Operations on plausibility models
3.2.1. Update, a.k.a. observation
The most natural operation over Kripke-like semantic models is that of update. This operation reduces the domain of the
model, and is typically given in terms of the formula the worlds should satisfy in order to survive the operation.
Deﬁnition 3.4 Update operation
Let the tuple
model

be a plausibility model and let ψ be a formula in
where
,

. The update operation yields the plausibility
and, for every
,
.

This operation reduces the domain of the model (preserving only those worlds that satisfy the given ψ) and restricts the
plausibility relation and the atomic valuation function accordingly. Since a sub-model is obtained, the operation preserves
the properties of the plausibility relation and hence it preserves plausibility models: if M is a plausibility model, then so is
.
In order to describe the eﬀects of an update within the language, existential modalities of the form
formula ψ. Here is their semantic interpretation:

are used, for every

In words, an update formula
holds at
if and only if ψ is the case (that is, the evaluation point will survive the
operation), and after the update, φ is the case. The universal modality
is deﬁned as the modal dual of
, that is,
.
In addition to being the most natural operation over Kripke-like models, an update also has a straightforward epistemic
interpretation: it works as an act of a public announcement [31], [12] or, as we will call it, an act of observation. When the
agent observes a given ψ, she can discard those epistemically possible worlds that fail to satisfy this formula, thereby
obtaining a model with only worlds that have satisﬁed ψ before the operation. More details on this operation and its
modalities (including an axiom system) can be found in the papers [31], [12] or in the textbooks [39], [37].

3.2.2. Upgrade, a.k.a. revision
Another natural operation over plausibility-like models is the rearrangement of worlds within an epistemic partition. Of
course, there are several ways in which a new order can be deﬁned. The following rearrangement, so-called radical upgrade, is
one of the many possibilities.
Deﬁnition 3.5 Upgrade operation

Let the tuple
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plausibility
model

be a plausibility model and let ψ be a formula in . The upgrade operation produces the
, which diﬀers from M just in the plausibility order, given now by9:

The new plausibility relation states that after an upgrade with ψ, ‘all ψ-worlds become more plausible than all ¬ψ-worlds, and
within the two zones the old ordering remains’ [36]. More precisely, a world u will be at least as plausible as a world w,
, if
and only if they already are of that order and u satisﬁes ψ, or they already are of that order and w satisﬁes ¬ψ, or they are
comparable, w satisﬁes ¬ψ and u satisﬁes ψ. This operation preserves the properties of the plausibility relation and hence
preserves plausibility models, as shown in [40].
In order to describe the eﬀects of this operation within the language, we introduce, for every formula ψ, an existential
modality
.

In words, an upgrade formula
holds at
modality
is deﬁned as the modal dual of

if and only if φ is the case after an upgrade with ψ. The universal
, as in the update case.

This operation also has a very natural epistemic interpretation. The plausibility relation deﬁnes the agentʼs beliefs, and
hence any changes in the relation can be interpreted as changes in the agentʼs beliefs [38], [36], [4]. In particular, an act of
revising beliefs after a reliable and yet fallible source has suggested ψ can be represented by an operation that puts ψ-worlds
at the top of the plausibility order.10 Details on the operation and its modalities (including an axiom system) can be found in
the papers [36], [4] or in the textbook [37].

4. Abductive reasoning in DEL
We can now formalise the discussion of Section 2.

4.1. The deﬁnitions
4.1.1. An abductive problem
We begin by deﬁning an abductive problem in its pure knowledge version.
Deﬁnition 4.1 Abductive problem
Let
be a pointed plausibility model, and consider
some ψ at
.
We say that, at
is, if and only if

, the pointed plausibility model that results from observing

, a formula χ is an abductive problem if and only if it is known now but it was not known before, that

Equivalently, we say that, at
, a formula χ can become an abductive problem if and only if it is not known and will be
known after observing ψ, that is, if and only if

Note again how our deﬁnition of an abductive problem is relative to an agentʼs information at some given stage (that which
the pointed model
represents).
There are three points worth emphasising. First, note how we distinguish between the formula that becomes the abductive
problem, χ, and the formula whose observation triggers the abductive problem, ψ. Although these two formulae are typically

understood to be the same (χ becomes an abductive problem after observing χ itself ), we have decided to distinguish
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between
them for two main reasons. The ﬁrst is technical: our main idea is that the agent will look for explanations of
formulae that she could not have known before the observation but knows after it. However, stating this as “the agent knows
χ after observing it” is restrictive in the DEL setting since not every formula satisﬁes this condition.11 The second reason is,
as stated earlier, generality: we want the agent to be able to look for explanations not only of the formulae she can observe,
but also of those that she can come to know through an observation. Nevertheless, there is a relation between the two
formulae: in order for the agent to know χ after observing ψ, she must have known
before the action.12
Second, our requirements for χ to be an abductive problem fail to totally coincide with what we stated in Section 2.1.1: we
have replaced the “there is no implication
such that, before χ became an abductive problem, the agent knew both the
implication and its antecedent” with “the agent did not know χ before χ became an abductive problem”. The reason is that,
in DEL, the agentʼs knowledge and beliefs are closed under logical consequence, and hence in this setting these two
conditions are equivalent: if there is an η such that the agent knew
and η before χ became an abductive problem, then
clearly she knew χ too, and if she knew χ, then there was an η such that
and η were both known: χ itself. Note how this
requirement emphasises that it is the observation of ψ that causes the agent to know χ and hence that which creates the
abductive problem.
Third, consider again the “ agent did not know χ before χ became an abductive problem” (
) requirement. Following the
so-called anomalous abductive problem [3], one could suggest “the agent knows ¬χ” (
) as an alternative, but this turns out
to be too strong: given the deﬁnition of knowledge as that which is true in every epistemic possibility, in general an EL agent
cannot move from knowing ¬χ to knowing χ without also ‘knowing’ every formula in , including contradictions.13
Nevertheless, we can still classify abductive problems in terms of how surprising they are by using weaker notions, such as
beliefs. For example, an abductive problem χ is not surprising at all if, despite not knowing χ before the observation, the
agent believed it,
. On the other hand, it is somehow surprising if the agent did not believe it,
,
and it is really surprising if she believed its negation,
. More cases can arise if we work with more attitudes,
such as the safe beliefs of [4] or the strong beliefs of [5] (both deﬁnable in ).
The deﬁnition of an abductive problem can also be given only in terms of an agentʼs beliefs: it also makes sense for her to
look for explanations of what she has come to believe!
A formula χ is said to be an abductive problem at
if and only if
and
.
With this deﬁnition, the agent looks for an explanation of a given χ that she believes now but that she did not believe before
an upgrade with ψ.14 In this case, a further classiﬁcation of abductive problems in terms of how surprising they are can be
given in terms of attitudes weaker than beliefs.
But not only that. Our agent can also face abductive problems that combine knowledge and beliefs. For example, she can
face an abductive problem with χ if she does not know the formula at some stage but believes it after an upgrade with ψ:
A formula χ is said to be an abductive problem at
if and only if
and
.
Thus, our deﬁnition covers several forms of abductive problems, all of which diﬀer in the strength of the attachment of the
agent to the problematic χ (known, strongly believed, safely believed, believed, etc.) after the epistemic action (update,
upgrade) and the strength of her attachment to the formula before the action.

4.1.2. An abductive solution
An abductive solution is now to be deﬁned. In its pure knowledge version we have the following.
Deﬁnition 4.2 Abductive solution
Let
ψ at

be a pointed plausibility model, and consider
.

, the pointed plausibility model that results from observing

If at
the formula χ is an abductive problem, then η is an abductive solution if and only if the agent knew before the
observation that η implies χ, that is, if and only if
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Equivalently, if at
the formula χ can become an abductive problem, then η will be an abductive solution if and only if
the agent knows that η implies χ, that is, if and only if

We can also deﬁne the condition for η to be an abductive solution in terms of beliefs or other attitudes. While a very strict
agent would accept η as explanation only when
is known, a less strict agent could accept it when the implication is
only believed.
It is worth emphasising that, in the pure knowledge case, a solution η for a problem χ (at some
) is a formula such that
is known not when the abductive problem has arisen (at
) but rather at the stage immediately before (at M): an
explanation is a piece of information that would have allowed the agent to predict the surprising observation.15
Observe also how, again in the pure knowledge case, if η is a solution for the abductive problem χ (at some
), then η
cannot be known before the observation that triggers the problem (at M). Otherwise we would have
and Kη at such
stage (M) and hence, by the closure under logical consequence of knowledge in EL, we would have Kχ at that stage, which
contradicts the fact that χ is an abductive problem.
Proposition 4.1
Let χ be an abductive problem and η be one of its abductive solutions, both at

. Then,

. □

4.1.3. A modality for an abductive reasoning step
The agent has identiﬁed that she has an abductive problem, and there is a set of possible explanations. As we have
mentioned, we will leave the process of selecting ‘the best’ explanation out of the current discussion, so suppose that our
agent has already selected the one that is the most appealing for her: now she can incorporate it into her information. This
action is described with the following modality, again, in its pure knowledge version.
Deﬁnition 4.3 Modality for abductive reasoning
Let
be a pointed plausibility model and consider again
, the pointed plausibility model that results from
observing ψ at
. For every pair of formulae η and χ in , we deﬁne the existential modality
, read as “the
agent can perform an abductive step for χ with η after which φ is the case”. Its semantic interpretation is as follows:

Equivalently, we can deﬁne the semantic interpretation of

as

The deﬁnition states that
is true at
if and only if: (1) χ is an abductive problem at
; (2) η is an
abductive solution also at
; and (3) after an upgrade with η we will have φ. The last part makes precise our idea of
how an agent should incorporate the selected explanation: it cannot be incorporated as knowledge, but it can be
incorporated as a belief.

4.2. Abductive reasoning in a picture, once again
The deﬁnitions that we have provided allow us to be more precise about the diagram of abductive reasoning presented in
Section 2.2. Here is the updated version, for the pure knowledge case. (Note how we have dropped the “inferring χ” step,
which is not needed in an omniscient setting such as DEL.) Again, points represent the agentʼs information states and
arrows are labelled with the operations that modify the agentʼs information.
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Again, the upper path represents what really happened. After observing ψ, the agent reaches the epistemic state

in which

she knows χ. But before the observation, at , she did not know χ, and thus this formula is an abductive problem at .
Observe how
was known at : hence, η is an abductive solution at and the agent can perform an abductive step
with it to reach state

.

Since η is an abductive solution, it would have helped the agent to infer (and hence to come to know) χ, and the lower path
represents this situation. We cannot guarantee that the agent knows χ (or even η) at state because these formulae could
have epistemic modalities, and hence the observation could change their truth-value. However, if both formulae are
propositional, we do obtain Kχ and Kη at

.

4.3. Classifying problems and solutions
We can be even more precise about how abductive reasoning changes the agentʼs information if we consider particular kinds
of abductive problems and abductive solutions. Here are some possibilities.

4.3.1. Classifying abductive problems
Certain approaches [3] classify abductive problems according to whether χ or ¬χ follows from the theory: if neither χ nor ¬χ
follows, then χ is called a novel abductive problem; if χ does not follow but ¬χ does, then χ is called an anomalous abductive
problem.
Given our deﬁnition, we cannot classify an abductive problem χ in terms of the agentʼs information about χ once the
problem has been raised, as it is necessary for the agent to know χ. Nevertheless, as we have mentioned, we can still classify
abductive problems in terms of the agentʼs information about χ before the observation that triggered the problem. This
cannot be carried out in terms of the agentʼs knowledge since, following our deﬁnition, χ should not be known before the
observation in order to be an abductive problem; nevertheless, it can be carried out in terms of weaker attitudes, such as
beliefs. Here are the possibilities.
Deﬁnition 4.4 Expected, novel and anomalous problems
Suppose that χ is an abductive problem at
• an expected abductive problem if
•

a novel abductive problem if

•

an anomalous abductive problem if

. Then χ is said to be
.
.
.

Many people would not call our ﬁrst case an abductive problem: it does not need to trigger any epistemic action (the
observation is a conﬁrmation rather than a surprise). Nevertheless, this case shows how our proposal allows for such
situations to be considered.
This classiﬁcation can be reﬁned if we consider other epistemic attitudes, such as the aforementioned safe beliefs and strong
beliefs.

4.3.2. Classifying abductive solutions

It is common in the literature to classify abductive solutions according to their properties. For example, given a surprising
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observation
χ, an abductive solution η is said to be
•

plain if it is a solution.

•

consistent if it does not contradict the agentʼs information.

•

explanatory if it does not explain χ by itself.

Similar properties can be given in our setting. To begin with, the plain property simply states that η is an abductive solution;
a deﬁnition that we have already provided (Deﬁnition 4.2).
For the consistency property, the intuitive idea is for the solution to be compatible with the agentʼs information. To this end,
we can provide the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 4.5 Consistent solution
Let χ be an abductive problem and η be one of its abductive solutions, both at
if and only if the agent considers it possible at

. We say that η is a consistent solution

, that is, if and only if

Thus, a solution is consistent if it is epistemically possible. Note how this requirement is given in terms of the agentʼs
information after the epistemic action that triggered the abductive problem, and not before this action, as is typically done
in the classic setting. This is due to the possibility of the existence of formulae that are solutions according to our deﬁnition,
but that are not epistemically possible once the abductive problem has been raised.
Fact 4.1
Not every abductive solution is consistent.
Proof
Let η and χ be propositional formulae, and consider a model M in which the agent considers at least one

-world to

be epistemically possible, and the rest of the epistemic possibilities are
-worlds. Note how after observing χ, ¬χworlds will be discarded and there will be only
-worlds left. Thus, after observing χ, the formula itself will become
an abductive problem (it is not known at M but it will be known at
) and η will be a solution (every epistemic possibility
at M satisﬁes
, and hence the agent knows this implication). Nevertheless there will be no η-worlds at
, and
therefore

will be false. □

The explanatory property is interesting. The idea in the classic setting is to avoid solutions that imply the problematic χ per
se, such as χ itself (or any formula logically equivalent to it). In our setting, this idea can be understood in a diﬀerent way. We
say that an explanation η is explanatory if the acceptance of η changes the agentʼs information, that is, if the agentʼs
information is not the same in

and in

. We could make this assertion more precise by stating that the

agentʼs information is the same in two pointed models if and only if the agent has the same knowledge in both models, but
this would be insuﬃcient, since an upgrade is devised to change only the agentʼs beliefs (although certain knowledge, such
as knowledge about beliefs, might also change). A second attempt would be to state that the agentʼs information is the same
in two pointed models if and only if the agent has the same knowledge and the same beliefs in both models. However, an
upgrade can change a model without changing the agentʼs beliefs.16
Within the modal epistemic logic framework, a more natural way of specifying the idea of an agent having the same
information in two models is via the notion of bisimulation.
Deﬁnition 4.6 Bisimulation

Let P be a set of atomic propositions and let
and
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set. A non-empty relation
is called a bisimulation between M and
every

, i.e., w and
if there is a

•

if there is a

(notation:

) if and only if, for

,

•
•

be two plausibility models based on this

satisfy the same atomic propositions,

such that

, then there is a

such that

such that

, then there is a

such that

and

,

and

.

If there is a bisimulation between M and
, we will say that the two models are bisimilar, and we will write
write
when there is a bisimulation between M and
that contains the pair
.

. We will

This notion is signiﬁcant because, under image-ﬁniteness, it characterises modal equivalence, that is, it characterises
models that satisfy exactly the same formulae in the modal language.
Theorem 1
Let P be a set of atomic propositions and let
if and only if, for every formula

be two image-ﬁnite plausibility models.17 We have

and
,

iﬀ

.

Now we can state a formal deﬁnition of what it means for a solution to be explanatory.
Deﬁnition 4.7 Explanatory solution
Let χ be an abductive problem and η be one of its abductive solutions, both at

. We say that η is an explanatory

solution if and only if its acceptance changes the agentʼs information, that is, if and only if there is no bisimulation between
and
.
Trivial solutions
In the abductive reasoning literature, a solution is called trivial when it is logically equivalent to the abductive problem χ or
when it is a contradiction (to the agentʼs knowledge, or a logical contradiction). It is interesting to observe how, in our
setting, every trivial solution is not explanatory, that is, accepting any such solution will not change the agentʼs information. The
reason is that, in both cases, the upgrade operation will not make any change in the model: in the ﬁrst case because the agent
knows the abductive problem formula, and hence every epistemically possible world satisﬁes it (and hence satisﬁes also
every formula logically equivalent to it); in the second case because no epistemically possible world satisﬁes it. Thus, in our
setting, trivial solutions are characterised not because of their form, as is typically done, but because of their eﬀect: accepting
them will not give the agent any new information.
In particular, this shows how the act of incorporating a contradictory explanation will not make the agent ‘collapse’ and turn
into someone that knows and believes everything, as happens in traditional approaches; thus, a logic of formal inconsistency
(e.g., [8]) is not strictly necessary. This is a consequence of two simple but powerful ideas: (i) distinguishing between an
agentʼs knowledge and her beliefs, and (ii) assimilating an abductive solution not as knowledge, but rather as a belief.
In our DEL setting, we can also classify abductive solutions according to further properties. For example, here are two
straightforward ideas. First, we have deﬁned a solution η as the antecedent of an implication that has χ as a consequent and
that was known before the epistemic action that triggered the problem. Nevertheless, given that both formulae might contain
epistemic operators, the agent can go from knowing the implication to not knowing it. Second, we have stated that the agent
will incorporate the selected explanation via an upgrade. Nevertheless, since the solution might contain epistemic operators,
the upgrade by itself does not guarantee that the agent will believe the solution after the operation.
Deﬁnition 4.8 Adequate solution and successful solution
Suppose that the formula η is an abductive solution for the abductive problem χ at
•

η is an adequate solution if and only if the agent still knows

at

. Then,

, that is, if and only if

•
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η is a successful solution if and only if it is believed after the abductive step, that is, if and only if

With respect to adequacy, we have the following.
Proposition 4.2
Every abductive solution is adequate.
Proof
More precisely, suppose that at
χ is an abductive problem,

the formula χ is an abductive problem and η is one of its abductive solutions. Since
and hence
. □

Given this result, this property is of little interest in our current setting. However, it becomes interesting in settings with
non-omniscient agents. In such frameworks, it is possible for the agent not to know
knew
before.

even when she knows χ and she

Although every abductive solution is adequate, not every solution is successful.
Fact 4.2
Not every abductive solution is successful.
Proof
Consider the pointed plausibility models below, where each world shows its atomic valuation (the overline indicates falsity),
the arrows indicate the plausibility relation (reﬂexive and transitive arrows omitted) and the evaluation points are double
circled.
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Observe how q is an abductive problem at
since it is not known at M (there is an epistemically possible world where q
fails, namely, ) but it is known at
. Observe also how
is an abductive solution since
holds at
M (it is true at
Furthermore,

and

because q is true in those worlds, and also true at
because
is a consistent solution since it is epistemically possible in
(p and

fails in this world).
are both true at , the

latter because there is a most plausible world, , where p is not the case, and hence the agent does not believe p).
Nevertheless, after an upgrade with
this very formula is not believed: it fails in the unique most plausible world
because
case. □

fails in it: the most plausible world (

itself ) satisﬁes p and hence the agent now believes p, that is, Bp is the

Nevertheless, if a propositional solution η is also consistent, then it is successful.

Proposition 4.3
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Suppose that at
the formula η is an abductive solution for the abductive problem χ. If η is a propositional and consistent
solution, then it is successful.
Proof
If η is a consistent solution, then at
η will put worlds that satisﬁed η in

there is at least one epistemically possible η-world. Therefore, an upgrade with
on top of the plausibility order. Now, η is propositional, and hence its truth-

value depends only on the valuation of each possible world; since the upgrade operation does not aﬀect the valuation, then
any world satisfying η in
will still satisfy it in
. Hence, after the operation, the most plausible worlds will satisfy
η, and thus we will have

. This, together with the fact that at

the formula η is an abductive solution, yield

the formula χ is an abductive problem and

. □

We have already stated that a solution is explanatory when it changes the agentʼs information. We can also provide a further
classiﬁcation of abductive solutions according to how much they change the agentʼs information, that is, according to the
attitude of the agent towards the solution before it was incorporated.18 For example,
Deﬁnition 4.9
Suppose that χ is an abductive problem at
•

weakly explanatory if

•

neutral if

•

strongly explanatory if

. The explanatory abductive solution η is said to be

.
.
.

Again, there are more possibilities if we consider other epistemic attitudes.

4.3.3. Some of the properties in a picture
For the diﬀerent types of abductive problems, we only need to specify the agentʼs beliefs about χ and ¬χ before the
observation: in the following diagrams we will consider anomalous abductive problems. For the diﬀerent types of abductive
solutions, consider the case in which the solution is consistent and successful (recall that all our solutions are adequate). We
can then extend the diagram of Section 4.2 in the following way.
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We obtain
at since χ is an anomalous abductive problem. We obtain
and adequate solution, and Bη at since η is successful.

and

at

since η is a consistent

Moreover, consider the case in which both χ and η are propositional, that is, the typical case in abductive reasoning in which
the agent looks for explanations of facts, and not of her own (or, in a multi-agent setting, of other agentsʼ) epistemic state. In
such case, η should be an epistemic possibility not only at but also at . But not only that; we can also state the eﬀects of
the abductive step at (the agent will believe η and will still know
) and of the hypothetical announcement of η at
(she will know both η and χ, and she will still know

). Therefore,
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This diagram beautifully illustrates what lies behind our understanding of abductive reasoning. In the propositional case, if
η is a consistent and successful abductive solution for the abductive problem χ, then, after abductive reasoning, the agent
will know χ and will believe η. What makes η a reasonable solution is the existence of an ‘alternative reality’ in which she
observed η and, thanks to that, came to know χ. We can also obtain similar diagrams when we consider deﬁnitions of an
abductive problem and an abductive solution in terms of an agentʼs beliefs.
We will now put our framework to work, showing how our abductive reasoning steps work in a ‘real’ example.

4.4. An example
Consider the following variation of an example from [3].
Mary arrives late to her apartment. She presses the light switch but the light does not turn on. She knows that if the electricity supply fails
then the light will not go on, so she assumes that indeed the supply has failed.
Let us analyse the situation. It starts with Maryʼs irrefutable observation that the light does not turn on. After observing it,
this fact becomes part of Maryʼs knowledge, but it is knowledge that is not justiﬁed (i.e., supported) by the rest of her
information. In other words, even though Mary knows now that the light does not turn on, before the observation she did
not have any piece of information that would have allowed her to predict it. Hence, according to our discussion in Section 2,
the fact that the light does not turn on constitutes an abductive problem for Mary. Nevertheless, before realising that the
light does not turn on, Mary knew that if the supply fails the light does not work. Therefore, after observing that the light
does not work, it is reasonable for Mary to assume the failure of the electricity supply: if she had known that before, she
would have expected the lack of light. In other words, the fact that the electricity supply has failed is an abductive solution
for the stated abductive problem.
More precisely, Mary knows a piece of information (the light does not turn on) and she also knows how she could have
predicted it (if the electricity supply fails, then there is no light). Therefore, Mary has reason to suspect that what she would
have needed to make the prediction is actually the case (she believes that the electricity supply has failed).
Here is the whole process in detail. The model below, M, involves atomic propositions l (“the light does not turn on”) and e
(“the electricity supply fails”); it represents Maryʼs information immediately before realising that the light fails. In the
model, the three worlds are equally plausible. Observe how (1) Mary knows that if the electricity supply fails there is no light,
but she does not know that there is no light. Moreover, (2) she believes neither that the light fails nor that it does not. The
formulae on the right express this. (They are true in every world in the model, and hence no evaluation point is speciﬁed.)
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Mary then observes that the light does not turn on. This works as an observation of l, and produces the model

below in

which the unique world that does not satisfy l (at M), , has been discarded. In this resulting model
(1) Mary still knows
that if the electricity supply fails there is no light, but now she also knows that the light does not work. Nevertheless, (2)
Mary does not believe that the electricity supply has failed, nor believes that it has not. The formulae on the right of the
diagram express all this.
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Thus, Mary did not know l, but after the observation she knows it; hence, she has an abductive problem with l. This
abductive problem is, in fact, novel, since at M Mary believed neither l nor ¬l.
In order to explain the lack of light, l, Mary decides to apply abductive reasoning. The formula e is a solution for the
abductive problem l because at M Mary knew
. In other words, if before observing l, Mary had known e, then she would
have been able to predict l. The model below, the result of observing e in the original model M, shows this: if she had
observed a failure in the electricity supply, (1) she would know that, but also (2) she would know that the light will not turn
on.
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Moreover, e is a consistent solution since Mary considers it possible after observing l (i.e., at

).

Now that we have justiﬁed why e is a reasonable explanation, let us continue with the example. After observing the lack of
light (model

), Mary applies abductive reasoning with the solution e. The resulting model appears below on the right.
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There
is a new plausibility order in the resulting model: now

(the unique world that satisﬁes e), has become more

plausible than . In this resulting model (1) Mary still knows that there is no light and still knows the link between that
and the failure of the electricity supply. However, as a result of abductive reasoning, (2) Mary now believes that the electricity
supply has failed (the solution is successful and, given Maryʼs beliefs about e at
following formulae, true at any world of the resulting model

, neutral). All this is expressed by the

Abductive reasoning has given Mary an explanation for the observed fact l: now she believes that the electricity supply has
failed, Be.

5. Summary and further work
We have presented an approach to abductive reasoning from an epistemic and dynamic perspective. First, we have
understood abduction as a process that: (1) is triggered by an epistemic action through which the agent comes to
know/believe certain χ that otherwise she could not have been able to know/believe; (2) looks for explanations in the set of
formulae that could have helped the agent to come to know/believe χ; and (3) produces a change in the agentʼs beliefs in
order to accept the chosen explanation. These ideas have then been made more precise within the DEL framework by
presenting deﬁnitions of an abductive problem and an abductive solution, and introducing a dynamic modality that allows
us to describe the eﬀects of an abductive reasoning step. We have also discussed some properties of our proposal and
presented a detailed example.
Our approach includes: (1) an innovative classiﬁcation of abductive problems in terms of both how convinced the agent is of
the problematic formula (she knows it, or just believes it) and how plausible the formula was before the epistemic action that
triggered the problem; (2) an innovative classiﬁcation of abductive solutions based not only on their deductive relation with
the abductive problem or their syntactic form, but also in terms of both their plausibility before the problem was raised and
the way it will aﬀect the agentʼs information once they are incorporated; (3) a new perspective in which we search not for the
best explanation, but rather for the agentʼs best explanation, and the possibility to carry out this search in terms of which
explanations are more likely from the agentʼs point of view, that is, in terms of the agentʼs beliefs; (4) the possibility of
integrating the chosen solution into the agentʼs information in a natural way as something the agent will believe (which, in
particular, allows us to identify trivial solutions not due to their form but rather due to their eﬀect).
The present work constitutes only the ﬁrst step towards a proper study of abductive reasoning from an epistemic and
dynamic perspective, and therefore there is still work to do, the most important task being what is claimed by many authors
to be the heart of abductive reasoning: the selection of the best explanation(s). Our epistemic perspective oﬀers us several
interesting alternatives, and a proper study and analysis of these options is in order (a ﬁrst exploration can be found in [29]).
We can also reﬁne what we have studied so far. Recall that our speciﬁc deﬁnition of an abductive problem (Deﬁnition 4.1)
relies on the fact that, within the DEL framework, agents are logically omniscient. In a non-omniscient DEL setting (e.g., [40])
our original proposal for an abductive problem (Section 2.1.1), based on the idea of χ not being derivable, would produce a
diﬀerent speciﬁc deﬁnition and would allow us to classify abductive problems and abductive solutions according to some
derivability criteria. Moreover, we would also be able to analyse the full abductive picture presented in Section 2.2 which
requires inference steps in the ‘alternative reality’ path.
But we can do more than just follow the traditional research lines in abductive reasoning, and here we mention just two
interesting possibilities. Firstly, the DEL framework allows us to deal with high-order knowledge, and thus within it we can
study cases in which an agent, instead of looking for an explanation of a fact, looks for an explanation of her own epistemic
state. Interestingly, explanations might involve epistemic actions or the lack of them. Secondly, the DEL framework allows us
to switch to a multi-agent scenario where abductive problems arise in the context of a community of agents. In such setting,
further to the public observation and revision used in this work, actions that aﬀect the knowledge and beliefs of diverse
agents in diﬀerent ways are possible. For example, an agent may be privately informed about ψ: if this raises an abductive

problem χ for her and another agent has private information about
η. Download

, they can interact to obtain the abductive solution
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1

Diverse forms of abductive reasoning occur in diﬀerent contexts. The concept has been discussed in various ﬁelds, from logic to artiﬁcial intelligence and
philosophy of science, and this has led to diﬀerent ideas of what abduction should consist of (see [10], among others). The present work focuses on the
simple understanding of the abductive process stated in the opening sentence. Nevertheless, similar epistemic approaches can be made to other
interpretations of abduction, as those that involve the creation of new concepts and/or changes in awareness.

2

[18, p. 231].

3

Other actions are also reasonable, as the agent might want to explain a belief she attained after a belief revision. See Section 4.1.1.

4

The deﬁnition is given purely in terms of the agentʼs knowledge, but it can be also given purely in terms of her beliefs, or even in terms of both, as we will
see later.

5

A relation
, if

is locally connected if and only if every two elements that are comparable to a third are also comparable, that is, for every
or
and also
or
, then we have
or
.

6

A relation
is conversely well-founded if there is no inﬁnite
as
iﬀ Rwu and not Ruw.

7

A relation is a preorder if and only if it is reﬂexive and transitive.

8

This makes knowledge a very strong notion, corresponding to an “absolutely unrevisable belief ” [4].

9

Using propositional dynamic logic [13] notation, the deﬁnition corresponds to

10

Each one of the diﬀerent ways in which we can obtain a relation with former ψ-worlds at the top can be seen as a diﬀerent policy for revising beliefs.

11

The reason is that the underlying EL is powerful enough to talk about the knowledge an agent has not only about facts but also about her own
knowledge, and so we can build formulae expressing situations such as “it is raining and you do not know it”, which can be observed but are not known
afterwards (now you know that it is raining!).

12

This is nothing but the reduction axiom for the knowledge modality in public announcement logic:

13

In fact, only non-propositional formulae can change in that way: if ¬χ is propositional and the agent knows it, then every epistemic possibility satisﬁes ¬χ.
But no epistemic action can change the truth-value of ¬χ, so the only way for the agent to ‘know’ χ after an epistemic action is for the action to eliminate
every epistemic possibility (so Kφ is the case for every formula φ).

14

Observe how the action that triggers the abductive problem is related to how strong the agentʼs attachment is to the abductive problem formula
following the action: if the action is an observation then the problematic χ should be known; if the action is an upgrade then the problematic χ needs
only to be believed.

15

In fact, since we are working in an EL setting, if we had deﬁned a solution for a problem χ as a formula η such that
is known once χ is an
abductive problem (at
), then every formula φ would be a solution since (at
) we would have Kχ (χ is an abductive problem) and hence we would
have
for every formula φ.

16

Consider a three-worlds model with the following plausibility order:
. An upgrade with a formula true exactly in
and
will produce the
ordering
. The model has changed (the plausibility ordering is not the same) but the agentʼs beliefs are the same because
is the unique

-ascending chain of elements in W, where

, the strict version of R, is deﬁned

.

.

maximal world in both cases.
17

18

Download
A plausibility model is image-ﬁnite if and only if every world can ≤-see only a ﬁnite number or worlds.
This, of course, also depends on the speciﬁc way in which an upgrade with a given ψ changes the model. As we have stated, the deﬁnition we are
currently working with is just one of the many possible ways in which ψ-worlds can be placed at the top of the plausibility order.
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Background and early life
Gregory Bateson was born near Cambridge, England, in 1904. He died in California
in 1980. His grandfather, William Henry Bateson, was master of St. Johns College,
Cambridge. His father William, a naturalist, was professor of biology, also at
Cambridge (Levy & Rappaport, 1982).
Shortly before the turn of the century, William Bateson was conducting research
on hybridization in birds and insects when he discovered the papers of the Austrian
Monk Gregor Mendel. He immediately recognized their importance given his own
experiments, had them translated into English, and became a strong supporter
of the Mendelian laws of inheritance. Bateson is credited with coining a number of
pioneering biological terms, including “genetics,” “alleles,” “zygote,” “heterozygote,”
and “homozygote”, among others. He was also instrumental in founding, in 1908,
the Cambridge School of Genetics. It was fitting, perhaps, that his first-born son
would inherit his given name from Mendel.
Gregory Bateson grew up in a rich intellectual environment. From childhood, he
was surrounded by a lifeworld of preeminent scientists, philosophers, and scholars of
history, the classics, and literature. But Bateson belonged to no academic discipline.
He took his bachelors at Cambridge in biology and then switched to anthropology
for graduate study.
His anthropological concerns were rooted in the natural biological sciences, not
only as a result of his early academic training, but also from the intense informal
childhood and adolescent education with his father and his father’s circle.
His father’s interest in biological morphology (particularly questions of symmetry
and asymmetry) and its generation, maintenance, and disruption was shared by
Bateson, who enlarged it to include the morphology of behavior.
His early fieldwork was among the Latmul of New Guinea (1929–1933), and was the
subject of his first book in 1936 (Bateson, 1936). During this time, he collaborated
with—and married—Margaret Mead. His interest in behavioral morphology,
which for him involved structures of meaning and communication, led him to be
distrustful of reductionist models of cause and effect, which seemed to leave out
too much and to distort understanding. He felt that explanations—and thought
in general—that were not of the proper complexity in relation to the events being
described were not only false in ways that he tried to specify, but were dangerous in
that they led to destructive action.
Bateson developed his way of thinking and extended it to other issues, including
cultural transmission, the study of play, of dance and of ritual, frequently relying on
filmmaking as a methodological tool. Later in the 1940s and 1950s, he developed
this style of thought further in relation to psychiatry (especially schizophrenia), social
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organization, cybernetics, and communication in general. In the 1960s, he returned
to his early interests in biology, embryology, and morphology, integrating them
into his own broad-based and unique approach to problems of epistemology,
evolutionary processes, and, ultimately, human ecology.
At the core of his thinking was “the relationship of mind and nature”—a theme that
permeated his most widely read books: Steps to an Ecology of Mind (1972) and Mind
and Nature: A Necessary Unity (1979). He collaborated closely on these, and other
works, with his daughter Mary Catherine, who was herself a cultural anthropologist
and successful author. Bateson also produced many hours of recorded lectures
at Esalen, Lindesfarne, Saybrook, and Santa Cruz. I was given copies of these
recordings many years ago, totaling more than 30 hours, and have listened to them
multiple times.
According to Bateson, the major problems in the world were the result of the
difference between how nature works and the way people think. His major goal was
to discover “the pattern which connects” the realms (Bateson, 1978). This phrase
comes from a letter to his fellow regents of the University of California in the late
1970s about the shortcomings of western education. He put it this way: “Break
the pattern which connects the items of learning and you necessarily destroy all
quality” (Bateson 1979, p. 8). This was his overarching aim—not only with regard
to education, but to the living world as a whole (Bateson, 1979; Nachmanovitch,
1982).
To my ear, he was voicing something much like what Alfred North Whitehead once
said. Near the end of his life, Whitehead wrote a synthesis of his philosophy for
The Library of Living Philosophers. The book begins with a “philosopher’s summary”
of the work. The preface also includes a facsimile of Whitehead’s final handwritten
letter to the editor: “The progress of philosophy,” he noted, “does not primarily
involve reactions of agreement or dissent. It essentially consists in the enlargement
of thought, whereby contradictions and agreements are transformed into partial
aspects of wider points of view” (Whitehead, 1926, p. 664).
Whitehead was surely among Bateson’s favorite references. But so were a great
diversity of others, from Lamarck, Darwin, and Conrad Waddington to R. G.
Collingwood, Von Neumann, Norbert Wiener, Lewis Carroll, William Blake,
Samuel Butler, St. Augustine, and the Bible. He drew liberally from all of them to
weave his way of thinking.
Bateson tended to move from general principles of the highest order of abstraction
directly to (and from) examples, which he connected by metaphor or analogy,
without seeming to be concerned with middle-range analytic problems.
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Logic, psycho-logic and eco-logic
Let us begin with deduction. Bateson knew Bertrand Russell and Whitehead; he
was also well versed in the rigor of their “Theory of Logical Types” (Whitehead &
Russell, 1910). However, he believed that the project of classical logic left out most
of the things he wanted to study. As he put it: “The if … then of causality contains
time, but the if … then of logic is timeless. It follows that logic is an incomplete
model of causality” (Bateson, 1979, p. 58).
One way to grasp Bateson’s position is to look at the ways that human thinking
relies on processes of story-like patterns. But even here, Bateson was skeptical
about our rational bias for explaining life, rather than discovering how to experience
it. At the heart of this confusion is something we frequently encounter in the
comparison of denotative and connotative modes of meaning; namely, the problem
of different kinds of mind.2 Bateson illustrated the problem by comparing two types
of syllogism. The first form, from classical logic, goes like this:
Humans die;
Socrates is human;
Socrates will die.

The conclusion is reached deductively from the first (major) premise and the second
(minor) premise. The basic structure of this logical tool is built upon classification.
The predicate (“will die”) is attached to Socrates by identifying him as a member
of a class whose members share in that predication. Despite its honored role at the
core of logical reasoning, Bateson maintained that this logical device is of little use
in understanding how the mind actually works.

Induction
On the other side of the coin, he was likewise familiar, and unsatisfied, with inductive
logic. And here I am quoting Bateson (1972):
Many investigators … seem to believe that scientific advance is predominantly
inductive, and should be … They believe that progress is made by the study of the
“raw” data, leading to new heuristic concepts. The heuristic concepts are then to
be regarded as “working hypotheses” and tested against more data. Gradually, it is
hoped, the heuristic concepts will be corrected and improved until at last they are
worthy of a place in the list of fundamentals. About fifty years of work—in which

2 Portions of this paper were drawn from a discussion of metaphor and figurative language, which appears in my
book Ecology and Experience: Reflections from a Human Ecological Perspective (2014).
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thousands of clever people (men) have had their share—have, in fact, produced
a rich crop of several hundred heuristic concepts, but, alas, scarcely a single principle
worthy of a place in the list of fundamentals. (p. xix)

Bateson came to see the sociopsychological forms with which he was concerned
as related to larger processes of evolution and adaptation. He discerned systematic
relations of a number of kinds between processes of evolution viewed as
phylogenetic “learning,” and the learning that takes place at the individual human
and cultural levels.

Abduction
To overcome the limitations imposed by the deductive and inductive methods,
Bateson invoked a quite different form of syllogism, known as abduction (a notion
he got from C. S Pierce):
Grass dies;
Humans die;
Humans are grass.

The logical error here is known as affirming the consequence. But the “syllogism in
grass,” as Bateson called it, is the very basis of metaphoric relationships. Consider
Walt Whitman (2006): “I bequeathe myself to the dirt, to grow from the grass
I love; If you want me again, look for me under your boot-soles” (p. 105). Whitman’s
thoughts may be bad logic. But they are good poetry. That is precisely what Bateson
wanted us to realize. Metaphors are not logical deductions. Nor are they instances
of enumerative induction. They constitute an entirely different type of thought,
illuminated best in the mind-like processes of abduction; and they are enormously
widespread.
He called this abduction “the lateral extension of abstract components of description,”
which he took to be as important as deduction and induction. “Metaphor, dream,
parable, allegory, the whole of art, the whole of science, the whole of religion, the
whole of poetry, totemism … the organization of facts in comparative anatomy—all
these are instances or aggregates of instances of abduction” (Bateson, 1979, p. 142).
He then, characteristically, pushed the idea further in his search for analogies of
order. “But obviously the possibility of abduction extends to the very roots also of
physical science, Newton’s analysis of the solar system and the periodic table of the
elements being historical examples” (Bateson, 1979, pp. 142–143). Bateson saw
“mind-like” (abduction) processes throughout evolution and ecology; he likewise
saw evolutionary ecological-like features throughout mind. In short, his aim was
post-Cartesian, and his main tool was the study and elucidation of “syllogisms
of grass.”
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One of his major themes was the recasting of epistemology. For Bateson, epistemology
was not a minor branch of philosophy. He used the term in a much broader sense,
as a “knowing how” to make connections common to all living things. A plant knows
how to be a plant, in its own sort of way. Though not conscious of its epistemology,
as we might epistemologically know how to do something, plants nonetheless carry
within themselves an embedded knowledge-ability.
Bateson was not concerned with the specific features botanists used to classify
a particular plant. He knew them. But his way of looking at an organism was more
similar to what Goethe had done in his 1790 Metamorphosis of Plants. Like Goethe,
Bateson went beyond normal scientific thinking. He wanted to penetrate the
living sphere of creative morphology and expose the internal language of biological
epistemology. This biological language, of how an organism’s parts are held together
and develop, was at the core of how the world fit together for Bateson.
He was not satisfied with explanations in terms of anatomical, physiological, or
taxonomic definitions of what an organism is. Instead, he was seeking to comprehend
how individual life forms develop, how they change, and, ultimately, the pattern
through which all living things are connected. From his perspective, evolution was
an ongoing process (like learning). And to understand it, according to Bateson,
we must learn to think in terms of contextual relations.
It may be helpful here to consider the work of Jean Piaget and his theory of cognition
known as “genetic epistemology.” Genetic here does not refer to genes, but rather
the broader meaning of genesis; that is, “the growth” of (epistemological) operations
from birth to adulthood (Piaget, 1971). Most people consider Piaget to be a child
psychologist. In fact, though, Piaget’s doctorate was in biology–malacology, or more
precisely in his case, the study of snails. His mapping of the stages of cognitive
development is a close analog to how snail shells adapt and grow over time in their
aquatic environment. The reciprocal adaptive processes of assimilation (taking
in the environment) and accommodation (physical growth changes), seen in
the progressive re-patterning of the organism, as Piaget discovered, are likewise
characteristic of human mental growth.
For Piaget, the psychologist, cognitive development is about the adaptive growth
of complex thinking and finding ever-better answers for cognitive problems.
For Bateson, it seems to me, the issue was more on the side of “How do questions
arise?” and the role of abduction-like processes in mind and in nature.
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Metaphor
According to Bateson, “to fight all syllogisms in grass would be silly … These
syllogisms are the very stuff of which natural history is made. When we look for
regularities in the biological world, we meet them all the time” (Bateson & Bateson,
2004, pp. 26–27). This is Bateson’s real jumping off point. Metaphors are a universal
feature of life’s connection to life, essential for understanding the unity of ecology
and mind from his point of view.3 “Metaphor, dream, parable, allegory, the whole of
art, the whole of science, the whole of religion, the whole of poetry, totemism … the
organization of acts in comparative anatomy—all these are instances of abduction”
(Bateson, 1979, pp. 142–143).
The cure for the inadequacies of consciousness, of purposive rationality, is not
to reject it in favor of a passionate non-rationality—and here Bateson separates
himself from the extreme romantic position—but to augment and complete it.
For him, the inadequacies of linear, purposive, discursive processes of consciousness
were corrected by enlisting the aid of the non-discursive, pattern-comprehending,
emotionally saturated “primary processes”—akin, in some respects, to the early
psychoanalysts’ descriptions of the unconscious. As he himself put it:
Freudian psychology expanded the concept of mind inwards to include the whole
communication system within the body—the autonomic, the habitual, and the vast
range of unconscious process. What I am saying expands mind outwards. And both
of these changes reduce the scope of the conscious self. A certain humility becomes
appropriate, tempered by the dignity or joy of being part of something much bigger.
(Bateson, 1972, pp. 462–463)

He had extended his idea of “mind” beyond the skin. He extended it once again,
particularly in his last book Mind and Nature. There, he elaborates the characteristics
of systems that seem to him to have the essential features that also characterize
human mind. He found them essential aspects of living systems in general (including
ecological systems comprising “living elements”), as well as of complex cybernetic
systems constructed by humans.
To bring this back to the article by Cittadino (this volume), I am reminded of
something Paul Sears once said: “The scientist climbs and climbs the mountain, and
when he gets to the top, he finds the footprints of the poet” (cf. Burch & Carrera,
2003, pp. 420–421). Bateson was one of that rare breed of intellectuals who could
get there both ways. This may be why he has been so difficult for most people to
understand and appreciate.

3

For a useful exploration on the psychology of metaphorical thought, see Glucksberg (2001).
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The Batesonian metalogue
In my experience, it is far better to hear Bateson that to read him. His talks were
not organized in the style of a formal scholarly lecture. He was, instead, performing
a “metalogue”—a communication whose form is meant to illustrate its content.
According to his long-time friend and colleague Lynn Hoffman, what Bateson was
doing was an enactment of T.S. Eliot’s paradigm of literary criticism, and particularly
his notion of “the objective correlative.” For Eliot, as Hoffman (2008) explained:
a poem or a novel that was successful often contained a symbolic reference that
stood for the meaning of the work. The Great White Whale in Moby Dick seemed to
represent the obsessive quality of Ahab’s search; in like fashion, the compass in John
Donne’s “The Lovers” pointed both to the outer arm that traces a distant trajectory
and the center one that stands for the lover’s return.

In sum, the epistemological error Bateson was fighting was what he called the
“thingification of nouns.” This correlates, I believe, with Whitehead’s “fallacy of
misplaced concreteness,” and is similarly, perhaps, why Whiteheadian process
philosophy is so difficult to grasp. For Whitehead, the ultimate nature of reality
is not material (that is, matter, substance, or stuff). It is process. In other words,
what we take to be “things” are actually more like “events”; akin to standing waves
that come and go over time, though they may appear to be permanent, they are
variable, transitory concrescences.
As Roger Keesing put it in his 1974 review of Steps to an Ecology of Mind, “Gregory
Bateson has been blessed, and cursed, with a mind that sees through things
to a world of pattern and form that lies beyond” (p. 370). He then adds, “To have
a vision of the world one’s fellow members (men) do not share is lonely and even
frightening” (Keesing, 1974, p. 370). On a more upbeat note, here is the closing
paragraph of the Oxford human ecologist Philip Stewart’s (1975) review of Bateson’s
ideas:
What is Bateson’s contribution to human ecology? The answer is perhaps that he
makes it possible for the first time to conceive of a unified and rigorous science
which will embrace both a man’s material relation to his physical environment and
his mental relation to his informational environment … With this new insight, the
old partition between nature and culture fades to nothing, and one wonders how
borderline phenomena were ever assigned to one or the other. Bateson’s … essays
show that he was the first to take some of the essential steps. They deserve to be read
and reread by every human ecologist. It is my guess that we shall be adapting our
minds to these new ideas for a long time to come. (p. 60)
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